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ABBREVIATIONS
A.

AA.

AAWG

Akanuma 2 . . . Akanuma, C : Kam-pa Shibu Agon

... Ariguttara Nikaya. I-VI ed. R. Morris.

E. Hardy. C. A. F. Rhys Davids.

Gosho roku (The Comparative

PTS. 1885-1910.

Catalogue of Chinese Agamas and

... Ariguttara Nikay a AHhakatha,

Pali Nikayas). Nagoya, 1929.

AKM .

(Manorathapurani), I-V, ed. M.

Walleser, H. Kopp. PTS. 1924-56.

·

. . . Abhandlungen. fur die Kunde des

Morgenlandes heraus g. von der

... Abhandhingen der Akademie der

Deutschen M orgen landischen

Wissenschaften in Gottingen

Abhk.

AbhKbh.

Gesellschaft.

AM.

... Asia Minor

ed. R. Sankrityayana, Banaras,

AMG.

... Annates du Musee Ouimet

1930.

Anagv.

... Anagatavamsa. ed. J. Minayeff.J P'!S. ·

... Abhidharmako� (Nagari characters),

1886. 33 ff.

Stcherbatsky. 88. XX, 1930

AbhKk.

... Abhidharmako�avyakhya, ed.
Wogihara, Tokyo,

Abhs.

Anesaki, M. : The Four Buddhist

AO.

Archiv Orientalni : Journal of the

Agamas in Chinese. I 908

U.

1932-36

... Abhidhammatthasangaha, ed. T. W.
Rhys Davids, JPTS.

Abhsy.

Anesaki.

... Abhidharmakosakarika, ed. L. de
IaValle Poussin, Paris, 1931

. Abhkvy.

I

... Abhidharmako�abhasy a ed. Th.

Czechoslovak Oricntal1nstitute.

.

1884- 1-84

... Abhidharmasamuccaya,

ed.

p

... A adana, 1-11, ed. M. E. Lilley PTS.

ApS.

1925-27.

APA.

.

P.

janavilasini).

... Abhidhammavatara, ed. A. P.

Buddhadatta. 8M. 1, 1915

A8 /A.

A80R/.

... Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental

Arvs'

.. . Arthavinis'caya, ed. A. Ferrari.
·

... Aluvihara Series (Colombo)

A SCAR.

.. . Archaeological Survey of Ceylon,

ASCMem

88, XXIII, 1929

ASIA R.

Stcherbatsky and E. Obermiller,

AdsP.

.. . Adhyardhasatikaprajnapara�ita ed.
:

... Archaeological Sun·ery of India,
... Archaeological Survey of India,
Memoir

1932-35

. . . Akanuma. C.

Memoir

AS/Mem.

Wogihara,

H. Leumann; Strassburg. 1912

Akanuma I

... Archaeological Survey of Ceylon,

Annual Report

... Abhisamayalamkaralokaprajmipar
Tokyo,

... Archaeological Survey of Ceylon,
··Inscriptions.

Tibetan translation), ed. Th.

U.

Rome, 1944.

AS.

ASCI.

... Abhisamayalaqi<araprajnaparamita

amitavyakhya, ed.

.

Annual Report.

upadesasastra (Sanskrit text and

Abs Pvy.

E.

... Artibus Asiae (Asc6na, Switzerlandi. ·

Research Institute (Poona).

Abs Pus.

C.

ArtA

... Annu al Biliography of Indian
Archaeology, Kern Institute.

ed.

Godakumbura. PTS. I 954.

. Pradhan, V8S. 12, 1950:

Abhvt.

'

... Apadana A hakat ha (Yisuddha-

AsP.

mitra, Calcutta. 1888.

AS WI.

Indo-Bukkyo,

Koy umeishi-Jiten (Dictionary of

Ata.

Buddhist Indian Proper N ames),
Nagoya, 1931

... A��asahas'rikaprajflii.paramita, ed. R.
... Report of the Archaeological Survey
of Western India

... A�ami�iyaslltra, ed. H. Hoffmann
(Bruchstucke des �iin�iyasiitra),

· KITurf. V. 1939.
Vll

·

Avk.

... Avadanakalpalata. ed. S. C. Das. Bl.

BOH.

... Bibliotheca Oriental is Hungarica
(Budapest)

1 888-96
Avs'

. . . Avadana'ataka, ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST.

BPriil.

... Bodhisattvapratimoksasutra, ed. N .
Dutt,

19, 1958
BASR

... Bulletin de I' Academic des Sciences

BS.

... Buddhistic Studies, ed. B. C. Law,
Calcutta.

Russie

BB.·
Bbh

BSOAS.

... Bibilotheca Buddhica(Leningrad)

· . . BodhisattvabhOmi, ed. U.· Wogihara, ·
.

Tokyo, 1 930-36

Be.

... Bodhicaryavatara, ed. L. de Ia Vallee
Poussin, Calcutta,

Bcp.

1901-14

.. , Bombay Sanskrit Series

BST.

· .. . Buddhist Sanskrit Texts(Darbhanga)

Buc .

. .. Buddhacarita, ed. E. H. Johnston.
Calcutta,

... Buddhaghosuppatti(with translation).

... Beal, S. : The Buddhist Tripitaka,

Bhkilv.

(MadhuratthaviHisini) ed. I. B .

... Bulletin de I' Ecole Francaise d'

Homer,

Cabaton.

... Cabaton. A. : Catalogue Sommaire

BiiS.

. Paris,

Bhadrakalpavadana, · .
·

Oldenbourg,

ed.

S.

. .. Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, Grammar

... Bhavasamkrantisutra

(and

.Bl.
BiblB

. Bl/MEO
BM.

... The Ceylon Historical Journal

Cll.

. . . Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum

CJHSS.

... The Ceylon Journal of Historical
and Social Studies ·

CJSc.

... Ceylon Journal of Science -

Ckv.

... Chakesad hatuvamsa,

Section G

BMFJ...

� . . Bibliotheca indica (Cal cutta)

Cordier

... Bulletino dell' Instituto lndiano peril,
Medio ed Estremo Orients(Rome)

Cp.

ed·.

CpA.

E.

. .. Cariyapitaka, ed. B. C. Law,
. .. Cariyapi�aka

K/Turf, III,

1 926

CPD.
Cvi�P-

·

... A
·

D. L.

Baiua, PTS. 1 939
Critical

Pali

D ictionary,

Copenhagen ·

... Cittavis'uddhiprakarana, ed. P. B.
Patel,

viii

Attha katha

· (Paramatthadipani), ed.

Walc;lschmi9t (Bruchstucke des
Bhik�l)ipratimok�).

Catalogue du Fonds

Lahore 1924

. . . Bulletin .de la Maison Franco
... ·shik�ui!ipnitimok�a

:

Tibetain, II-III, 1909-15

1-11, ed. A.

P. Btiddhadatta, PTS.19l5, 1927

... Cordier, P.

. JaponaLse(Tokyo).

Bf}iPrfll

ed. J,

Minayeff. JPTS, 1 885,5-16

... Bib
. liographie Bouddhique (Paris)

... Buddhadatta's Manuals,

ec;l. V.

CHJ.

ed. N. Ariyswami Sastri, Adyar,

1938.

reconstructed).

Bhattacha-ryya. Calcutta. _1931

com m entary, reconstructed in
Sanskrit from Tibetan translation),

1907

'
... Catuhs'ataka (Sanskrit and Tibetan
texts

1953

B�k.

Catus.

1884

and Dictionary, F. Edgerton, Yale,

PTS. 1946

des Manuscrits Sanskrits ct Pali.

. "1883
- - �

A!{hakatlui

... Buddhavamsa

·sanskrit Manuscripts, Cambridge
'

PTS.

1882
BuvA.

... Bendall, .C. :Catalogue of Buddhist

1892

... Buddhavamsa, ed. R. Morris,

Extreme Orient(Hanoi)

Bendall

1935

ed. J. Gray. London.

Buv.

la76
BEFEO

BSS.

... Buddhist Dictionary, by Nyanatiloka
(revised edition), Colombo 1956

Bea/

African Studies, London

Bup.

1902

1931

... Bulletin of the School of Oriental and

.. . Bodhlcaryavatlirapafijika, ed. L. de Ia
Vallee Poussin,

BD.

lliQ, 7, 1931,259 ff.

VBS. 8, 1949

. . . Digha NiUya, I-III, ed. T. W. Rhys

D.

· davids and J. E. Carpenter, PTS.

1 890- 19 1 1

At thakatha

. .. Dighanikaya

DA.

(Sumangalavila5ini), I-III, ed. T. W.
Rhys Davids. J. E. Carpenter, W.

Stede

D�hv.

. . . D�avamsa,' ed. B. C. Law, PTS.,
'
. . . Das abhilmika-slltra (Gatha portion)
ed. J. Rahder and S. Susa, Extract

Divy .

Dbhs.
. /

DCBT.

. . . Dasabhtimika-sutra, ed.

J. Rahder,

Louvain, 1926
. . . Dictionary of Chinese Buddhist
Terms. ed, W. E. Soothill and L.

De S.

Hodous,London, 1937
. . . de Silva, W. A. : Catalogue of Palm
leaf Manuscripts I,

DeZ.

MCM. series A.

No.4, 1 938

DPPN.

in the Temple Libraries of Ceylon,

. Colombo, 1885

Dhk.

... Dhftukatha(with coniinentary), ed. E.
R. Goom!ratne, PTS. 1892

Dhmpr.

1960

Dpv.
Dpv. 2.

Dhpr.

Dukap.
EB .

... The Eastern Buddhist.

El

. . . Epig raphia

Smith, H. C. Norman, L. S. Tailang,
ed.

Ceylon. 195 1

Ency Bsm .

P. Malalasekera, Ceylon.

ERE

EW.

EWA.

EZ.

... Epigraphia

o

Zeylanica (Ceylon

.. . GandistotragMha.
(reconstructed in
..
Sanskrit from the Chineses Kien

BB, XV, 1913

GM.
GOS.
Gst.

.. . G uhyasJ. majatantra,

Gvyu.

Atthakatha

Srinagar and Calcutta, 1939-50.
. . . Ga�kwad's Oriental Series(Baroda).
ed.

.. . Gandhavamsa, ed. J. Minayeff JPTS.
. . . GaQ4avyiihasOtra, I-IV, ed. D. T. '
Suzuki and H. ldzumi (second
edition), Kyoto, 1949

Hatthv.

. . . Hatthavanagallaviharavamsa, ed. C.
E. Godakumbura, PTS, 1957

Kouang (first part of Sanskrit text
and

.. . Encyclopaedia of World Art. I-VIII.

1886, 54-80

. . . Dharmasamu ccayil'; ed. Lin Li
T ib etan

. .. East and West(Rome).

. . . Gilgit Manuscripts, 1- 111, ed. N. Dutt,

PTS.

1 897

with

1908-26

McGrawWilL

(Aithasalini), ed. E. Muller, PTS.

Dhscy.

. . . Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics.

I-XIII, ed. J. Hastings. Edinburg,

. Gv.

... Dhammasangani

. .. Encyclopaedia of Buddhism. ed. G.

Bhattacharyya, Baroda, 1931.

. 1 885

DhsA.

(Calcutta.

Government Press).

edition) . V idyalankara P ress,

... Dhammasangani, ed. E. Muller,

Indica

•

ch'ui-fan-tsan) ed. Staei-Holstein

Dharmakirti Sri Dharmll'runa(sixth

Dhs.

. . . Dukapghana, ed. Mrs. Rhys Davids,

PTS. 1906

Gg.

. . . Dhammapada AHhakatha, I-V, ed H.

... D harmapradipikil(va),

.. . The Dipavamsa. ed, B. C. Law. CHJ.
Ceylon, 1959.

... Dhammapada, ed, S. Sumanagala

PTS. 1 906- 1 5

London. 1 879.

Vfll. Nos, 1-4, Maharagama.

PTS. 1 9 1 4
DhpA.

. .. Dipavamsa, ed. H. Oldenbe rg,

Government Press). ·_

. . . Dharmottarapradipa, ed. D. Malvania,
Patna, 1955

Dhp.

. . . Dictionary of Pali Pr9per Names, I

II, by G. P. Malalasekera, London,

. . . de Soysa, Louis :A catalogue of Pali,
Sinhalese and Sanskrit Manuscripts

. .. Divyavadana, ed. E. B. Cowell and R.

A. Neil. Cabridge, 1886

from the Eastern Buddhist, Vol. V.,

No . 4, 193l

... Dharmasamgr aha, ed. F. Max Muller
and H. Wenzel, Oxford, 1 885

PTS 1886-1932

1 925

Dbhg.

Dhsmg.

Hbg.

Chinese

... Hobogirin, Dictionnaire
Encyclopedique due Boddhisme,

versions), Paris, 1946

ed, P. Demieville? Tokyo, 1929-37

ix

Hetub.

... Hetubindu�ika

(with

sub-.

... Jinakalamali, ed. A. P. Buddhadatta,

Jinak.

commentary), ed.S.Sanghavi and
M. Jinavijayaji, GOS. 1 1 3, 1949 ..

Gray, London, 1 894.

... Harvard Journal of Asiiltie Studies.

HOS.

.. . Harvard Oriental Series.

Hvp.

... Hastavalaprakarana (reconstructed in

... Jatakamala, ed. H. Kern, HOS.

Jm.

Sanskrit from Chinese and Tibetan
translations) ed. F. W. Thomas ,

JRAS. 1 9 1 8, 267 ff.

Boston. 1 89 1 .

JOR.

... Journal of Oriental Reserach.

JPTS.

... Journal of the Pali Text Society.

JRAS.

... Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
of Great Britain and Ireland .

.. . Indian Antiquary (Bombay)

lA

IB K.

... Jinalamkara (with translation), ed, J.

Jiniil.

HJA S.

IA L.

PTS. 1962:

·

... Indian Art and Letters (London)

JSS.

... Journal of the Siam Society.

... I ndogaku· B ukkyogaku K enkyu

Keith.

.:. Keith, A. B. Catalogue of Sanskrit

(Uriversity of Tokyo, Journal of

Manuscripts .in the Bodleian

Indian and Buddhist Studies).

Library; Oxford, 1905.

/C.

... Indian Culture (Calcutta).

JHQ.

... The Indi� Historical· Quarterly.

It.

Khp.

1 9 1 5.

KhpA.

... Itivuttaka ed. E. Windisch, P TS. 1 889

ItA.·

... Khuddakap�ha. ed. H. Smith P TS.
.. . Khuddhakap:Hha

... Itivuttaka Atthakatha

(Paramatthajotika 1 ). ed._.H. Smith.

(Paramatthadipani, 1-11 ed. M. M.

P TS 19 1 5

Khs .

Bose, P TS, 1 943-36.

... Khuddasikkha, ed. E. Muller, JPTS.

... Jataka (with commentary), 1-VI. ed.

J.

1 883.

KhT:

· V. Fausboll, P TS. 1962.
... Jourmi1 of the American Oriental

-lA OS . .
./As.

... Journal Asiatique.

JA SB.

... Jourl!al of the Asiatic Society of · Kp.
Bengal.
·

·.

Un"iversity.

. .. Kleinere Sanskrit-Texte (Konigliche
Preussische Tufan- Expeditioncn)
.... Karunapundarika, ed. S. C. Das and
S. C. Sastri, Calcutta, 1 898 .
... Kas'yapaparivarta, ed. H. Stael

'

�

.... Jou· r nal of the Bihar and Orissa

JBORS.

Bailey, Cambridge, 1946-54.

· Ks yp.

... Journal of the B ena.res Hindu

JBHU.

... Khotanese Texts, 1-11. ed. H. W.

KlTu rf. · . ·

Society.

..

Holstein. t 926

Ktr.

... K ar:italaratna (reconstructed in

�esearch Society.

·Sanskrit

... Journal of the Bombay Branch cif the

JB RAS:

Sastri, Adyar. 1 938 .

Kvblz.

... Journal of the B u r ma Research

... (Karmavibhariga)

Society.
... Journal of the Ceylon Branch of the

. JCBRAS.

vibhangopades-' a (Discussion sur le
Mahakarma-vibhanga), ed.S. Levi.

. .. Journal of the Department of Letters.

Paris, 1932.

University of Calcutta.
... Journal of the. Greater India Society

JG IS.
Jinac.

·Classification des Actes) et Karma

.

Royal Asiatic Society.

1D LC.

JIH .

Mahakarmavibhanga (Lagrande .

... Joum� of the Buddhist Text Society. ·

JBTS.

·.

. .. Journal of Indian History.

fromt the Ch-inese

translation), ed. N. Aiyaswami

. Royal Asiatic Society.

JB RS.

A��hakatha

.

·

.

. ... Jinacarita, ed. W. R D. Rouse, JPTS.

· Kvit.

... Kankhavitarani, ed. Dor othy Maskell,

· Kru. ·

· . .. Kathltvatthu, I-ll, ed. A. C. Taylor

KvuA .

1904-5, 1-165.

PTS. 1956.

.

P TS. 1894-95

... Kathavatthuppakarana AHhakatha, ed. ·
J. Minayeff. JPTS. 1 889, 1-222.

X

Kvyu

Lnl.

... (Avalokites'varaguna)

Mhv.

Kaai$vyuha, ed. S. Samasrami;·
Calcutta, 1873.

Lnnk.

i-xxxvii) PTS, 19808, ed. W.
Geiger I-II, (chapters xxxviii-lxxii
and Lxxiii-ci), PTS. 1925-27.

. . . Lalitavistara, ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST I,
MhvA .

I958.

Ls'

.. . Ligeti Louis : Catalogue du Kanjur

MhvE. .

... Lokes'varas'ataka, ed. Suzanne

Mhvu.
Mhvyut.
Miln.

(Papancasudan!), 1-V ed. J. H.

Woods, D. Kosambi, I. B. Home r

Mmk:

. MCM.
Mdhvr.

.. . Minor Buddhist Texts, ed. G. Tucci,

SOR. IX Part l, 1956.

Moe.

8, Tokyo, 1933-57.

Mids.
Mvibh

... Memoir of the Colombo Museum.

Mvyk.

Mhbv.

.. . Mahabodhivamsa, ed. S. A. Strong.

Mhm.

. .. Mahamayuri, ed. Ol denberg in

Nanjio.

PTS. 1891.

N d.l

... Nanjio, B.: Catalogue of the Chinese
Tripitaka, Oxford, 1883.

... Mahniddesa, I-Ii ed. L. de Ia Vallee
Poussin and E. J. Thomas, PTS.

191_6-17.
Nd.ll

Imp. Rusesk, Archeol, Obschestva,

... Cullaniddessa, 1-lll, ed. W. Stede, ·

PTS. 1981.

XI, 1899.
ed.

NdA.l

H.

... Nidddesavannana

Walds<:;hmidt, Abhandlungen der

(Saddhammapajjotika-Maha

Deustschen Akademic, Berlin,

niddesa Atthakatha), I-III, ed. A.

P. Buddhadatta, PTS. 1931-1.

1950-51.

NdA./1

. .. Mahlf>amajasutra, ed. E. Waldschmidt

. .. Nidddesava!}l}ana

(Saddhammapajjotika-Culla

(Bruchstucke Buddhisti.scher

Sutras, I) K!Turf. IV, 1932.
Mhsmg. .

... Maitreyavy�karana, ed. S. Levi,

Translation of the Buddhist

Zapiski Vostschnago Otdelenija

Mhs.

ed. · S .

381-90.

. ... Meghastltra, ed. C. Bendall, JRAS.

... Mahaparinirvanasutra,

... Madhyantav ibhaga,

melanges Linossier, Paris. 1933,

... Ma:Jhyamakavatfl'a, ed: L. de Ia Vallee

1880-288ff.

Mhps.

... Miilasikkha, ed. E. Muller. JPfS.

Yamagucchi, Nagoya. 1934. ·

... Moohyamakavrtti, ed. L. de Ia Vallee

Poussin, BB. IX.

Mgh.

. .. Mochizuki, S. : Bukkyo-dai-jitcn, l-

1883, 122-32.

Poussin, BB. IV, 1902-13.

Mdhvt.

... (Arya) Manijus 'rimulakalpa. ed. T. G.
Sastri. TSS. 1920-25 .

PTS. 1922-38 .
MBT.

... Milindapanha, ed. V. Trenckner. PTS.
1962.

F. Rhys Davids, PTS. 1888-1925.
Anhakatha

. . . Mahavyutpatti, ed. R. Sasaki. Kyoto.
1916 .

.. . Majjhima Nikaya, I-IV, ed. V.

.. . Majjhimanikaya

. .. Mahavastu, I-III. ed. E. Senart. Paris,
1882-97.

Karpeles JAs. 1919,5.11, XIV, 357-

Trenckner, R. Chalmers, Mrs. C. A.

MA.

... Extended Mahav·ainsa. ed. G. P.
Malasekcra, AS. III. 1937.

Mongol. I. BOH. III, 1942-44.

465.
M.

. . . Mahavamsa�i ka (Vamsatthappcikasi ni
Maha-va�sa Anakatha),. 1-11, ed .
G. P. Malasekera. PTS. 1935.

... Lankavatarasutra, ed. B. Nanjio,
Kyoto, 1923.

Ligeti.

. .. Mahavamsa, ed. W. Gei ger (chapters

niddesa AHhakatha), ed.
Boruggamuwe Sri R�vata SHB.
XIV. 1923.

... Mahayanasamgraha, 1-11, e d. E .
Lamotte (La Somme du Grand
Nett.

Vihicule d' Asanga), Louvain,

... Nettippakar�. ed. E. Hardy. PTS.
1902.

1938.
XI

... Nettippakaral)a

NettA:

Aqakatha

ed.

(Pnltimoksasutra

1921.

Sarvastivadins) with

NR.

... Nagoya

Daigaku

... Prajjnaparamitaratnagu11asaficayaga

Prgsg.

tha. ed. E. Obermiller, Moscow,

University).

1937.
... Pram�aviirttik� (with commentary

Prv[Jr.

and sub-co mmentary) ed. R.

Buddhadatta, JPTS, 191 3-1 4.
.. : Namariipasamasa, ed. P. Dhammara
ma, JPTS. 191 5-16.
... NyAyabindu, ed. Th Stcherbatsky
(Nyaya-bindu, Nyayabindutika}, I

Sankrityayana. Allahabad. 1949.
... Pa�isambhidfunagga. 1-11 ed. A. C.

Ps.

Taylor, PTS. 190 5-07.
... Pa�isambhidamagga A�t.hakatha
)
(Saddhammap-pakasini). 1-111. ed . .

PsA.·

.

II, BB. VIII, 1904:111, 1929.

... Nyayapraves' a (with comment �. ed.
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. ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF BUDDHISM
VOLUME VII
MIND : The concept of mind in the Buddhist tradition
could be considered as one of the most fascinating
subjects of study for the historian of ideas. Buddhism
in all its historical periods of development has focussed
speCial attention on this concept. The reason for this is
evidently because the path of liberation in Buddhism
consists primarily of progressive stages of mental
culture culminating in the attainment of the
emancipation of the mind from all unwholesome
emotions that defile it and produce unending misery
for the individual. Liberating knowledge is considered
in Buddhist traditions as consisting of understanding
mind or mind and matter in accordance with the
principles governing their dependent arising and

_i

existence. An mated life is seen as a continuing process
of individuated mind and matter producing repeated

more than by theoretical concerns. Buddhism had to
meet certain challenges posed by other schools of
Indian thought due to its rejection of the concept of
soul (iitman). In Il!ost schools of pre-Buddhist Indian

thought the concept of soul served as a metaphysical
entity to explain the notion of

pe rsonal identity through

a continued process of rebirth or reincarnation and the
notion of moral responsibility in terms of the doctrine
of kanunic rewards and retribution. The goal of the
religious life was also explained in terms of the
deliverance of the immortal soul from its bondage to
what is extraneous to it. Buddhism admitted the moral
responsibility of the individual as well as the principle
of

kamma and its results without admitting the idea of

a permanent self or soul. Some of the developments

birth, decay, death and rebirth. This is conceived in

pertaining to the concept of mind in later systems of

Buddhism as the miserable process of

saTT)Sara Mind

Buddhist thought could be viewed as attempts to

is the fundamental principle admitted in Buddhism in

reconcile the no-self doctrine with the concepts of

order to explain the existence of living beings in the

personal identity and moral responsibility.

universe. The crucial factors that condition

saT1]Siira

such as delusion (avijji)i and craving (tanha) are mental.
The idea of a metaphysical soul substance is not
admitted in any system .of Buddhist thought. Since
existence in samsiira i� mentally determined, the key

.

to deliverance from the miserable process of saT1]Sara

lies in gaining mastery over the mind. Liberation occurs
with a radical transformation of the cognitive and

emotive aspects of a living being, i. e. with the
atlainmcntof liberation through insight and liberation

of the mind from unwholesome emotions (paniiii vimutti
and cetavimutti).

An examination of the Buddhist scriptures

belonging to different periods and schools of thought

in the history of Buddhism shows that there is no

uniform view regarding the mind and its relation to

matter common to all these periods and schools of

Buddhist thought. A close study of the early Sutta

. literature preserved in the Pali tradition can throw much
light on how the Buddha himself conceived of the mind
and its relation to matter. Discussions relating to the

nature of the mind in this statum of literature that can
with some degree of prol:>ability be considered as the
earliest are brief and are usually governed by practical,

I. S. IV. p. III; 294; M. I. p. 301 ;
3-CM 2707

Concept of Mind in the Pali Nikclyas : In the Pali ·
Nikayas three terms are frequently used to refer to-what
we understand by the term 'mind'. They are citra, numa
and

vififiiina. The range of application of these terms .

is not well defined in the Suttas. The meanings of these
terms could be understood only by examining their
contextual usage. There is no attempt to give precise·
and exclusive definitions of these terms. Some passages
that mention all three terms together suggest that they
are synonymous. However, it becomes dear, when their
different contextual use is examined, that they cannot
be used altogether interchangeably.

Citta and mana are considered as part of the
psychological constitution of personality that can be
developed and cultivated. The past participle form ·

bhiivita and its negative abhiivira are used in compound · .
forms with cirra to indicate respectively, the cultivated

and the unclutivated mind.1 There is no instance in·

which such compounds are formed with the term ·

vinniitp. Similarly, citta and mana can be defiled or

MIND .
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accordingly. According to the Mahiiniddna

purified, restrained or unrestrained, corrupted or

if

viiiiiana does not descend o n the womb of the mother

' uncorrupted.2 The same cannot be said of viiifiat:t1. 3

namanlpa cannot be sustained. If having descended

· Mano is recognized on a par with the other organs of

!

viniiiina disappears the growth of niimanlpa does not

senSe, eye, ear, nose, ongue and body that have a
physical base io the extent that it is also a sense faculty,

occur. 1 0 Thus viniian:i is considered as a crucial link

while dna and vifiiUi!Ja are not so recognized.4 Mano,

between the death and the rebecoming of an individual.

experiences of the five physical serises. These other

In the Suttas we do not find any sharp boundaries

sense faculties are considered to rest on the support of

for the use of these terms. It is due to this flexibility

conveyed, through the instrumentality of the physical

were · able to give different interpretations to the

senses.' It is also classed among the six or twelve

teaching� of the Buddha. One can cite the controversy

iiyataiw (spheres of sense) and is one of the eighteen
dhatu (elements). The compund form manov ifiiillna

regarding whether it is the eye that cognizes material

however, has the distinct function of co-ordinating the
mano.

lt is mano that ultimately experiences the stimuli . and looseness of usage that lat�r Abhidharma theorists

fonn or the mind that cognizes it as one example of

is used to designate the experience derived from the

mind sense; just as

cakkhuviniidf!a

the openness o f the Sutta teachings to divergent
interpretations. 1 1 The position that . accords with the

etc. are used to

original teaching of Buddhism seems to be that all three

designate the experience derived from the other senses

phenomena referred to as

having a physical base.6 The frequent use of the

· compound fonn vimunacitto (one whose mind is freed)7
and the· statement

anuplidiiya asavehi cittarrJ vimucci

·

cina, mano

and

viniill�

function not as autonomous agents of action but as
causally conditioned processes. According to the Sutta

(the mind got released from the c�kers_ without

teachings, there cannot be an underlying mind-

citta is that whiCh gets
ultimately liberat�4. The terms .mano and vinniina do
not occur in such contexts. Viiiiiiil1ll is considred in the

. substarice that exists eternally. Mind, whether it is in

clinging)8 indicate that

Pali Nikayas as that which gets established after the
. bodily death·or- a person, leading to the continuity of
the cyclic porcess of individuated life. A person who
is released from the process is referred to as one who
is completely extinguished without viniiiil]a obtaining

the fonn of the citta,

mano or vinn� is in a process

of arising and ceasing to be. All of them have the
characteristic o f being impermanent
unsatisfactory

(anicca),

(dukkha) and devoid of soul substance

(anatta).
Both in common sense and in philosophy a familiar

distinction is made between the mind and the body. A

(appati{!hitena . . . vifiiillnef!a. . .
connection between viiiiiana and

person is generally conceived as being both a mind

unders tood

kinds of statements about people. The first kind of

any further foothold

parinibbuto) .9 The
ndmanipa mentioned in the standard
twe.lve-fold paticcasamuppiida may be

·

Sutta,

formula of . and a body or having a mind and a body. We make two
statement can be made about a person's body. Such

2 Dighanikizya I. p. 247 ; Anguttaranikiiya V. p. 93 ; Niddesa I. p. 27 ; Niddesa I. p. 62 ; Samyuttanikiiya I. p. 73 ;
Dhammapada 361 .

3 V� is usually considered as something to be comprt;hended (vWialJafT!parinneyyaiTJ). .

4 Dighaniktiya III. p. 243. U III. p. 243 . ·

5 Majjhimaniktiya I. p. 295. M. I. P. 295

6 Samyuttanikiyi a IV. p. 1 34. S.. IV. p. 1 34 .
7 Majjhimaniluiya i. 235 ; 486 ; 500 ; Samyuttanikizya i. p. 46. M. I . P. 235 ; 486 ; 500 ; S.. I. P. 46
8 Vuzaya I. p. 14 ; 16 ; Dighanikaya ii. p. 35. Yin.. I. 14 ; Q. II. p. 35.
9 Samyuttaniluiya i. p. 122. S.. I. p. 1 22 D. II. p. 63
10. Dighaniktiya ii. p. 63.
II Abhidharmad[pa with Vibluisaprabhii vrtti, ed. P. S. Jaini (Kashi Prasad Jayaswal research Institute, Patna, 1959) p. 74 f.
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unpleasant and neutral feelings experienced by a

statements can also be made of any physical object
whatsoever. However, there are some statements that

person. The third consists of the various ideas, notiions

we can properly make only about people and perhaps

and concepts (safiiid) that occur in the perceptual

about some living organisms. Thus properties like black

activity of the person. The fourth consists of the various

or white, tall or short are attributable to both living

volitional activities (sankhdrd). The fifth consists of

beings and other physical objects like towers and

consciousness (viiiiidf!a). ' It is easy to see that in this

. buildings. However, we do not attribute intentions,

analysis the first aggregate represents the material

desires, aspirations, interests, knowledge and belief etc.

component of personality or what we call the body

to mere physical things. They are considered to be

and the rest represent the mental components of
personality or what we call the mind. It is also easy to

attributable to persons, individuals or some living

see this analysis in the light of the tripartite division in

beings, by virtue of the fact that they are not merely

introspective physcholo�y into the affective or emotive,

bodies, but they also have minds. This distinction ha:s

cognitive and the conative aspects of the mind.

been the source of the philosophical theory known as
dual i s m regardi n g the nature of the body-mind

The Suttas use the' term ndmarupa as a compound

relationship. A dualistic view is built into our common

in di fferent contexts in which reference is made to the

sense language. However, the validity of dualism as a

dependent arising process. The compound is sometimes

philosophical thesis has often been questioned.

separated into the two components 'tzdma and rupa. In

Materialistic monism holds the view that apart from a

such contexts ndma may be ·considered to designate

body th�t exhibits various behavioural characteristics,

whatever is mental in the composition of an individual '

there is no extra reality hidden within the body that

and rupa as whatever is material. In the explanation

can be conceived as the mind or the soul of a person.

of the dependent arising of suffering, it is pointed out

In connection with the nature and destiny of the person,

that a relationship holds between ndmanipa and

_ Buddhism explicitly rejected both the annihilationist

viiiiial'!fl.13 In such instances, the compoundndmarupa

doctrine of the materialists as well as the etemalist

is separated into the mental and physical constituents

doctrine of the soul theorists. Consequently, the concept

by showi n g that vedand (sensation), sannd

of mind implied by the teachings of early Buddhism

(perception), cetand (volition), phasso (sense contact)
and manasikdro (attention) constitute the ndma. and .

can be said to p<>ssess certain unique and distinctive
·

the four primary material elements and the secondary

characteristics.

matter derived from the four pri mary elements
constitute the

lnstea·d of seeing the person as consisting of a

according to the Sutta classifiCation. Viiiiidf!a and

the Pali Suttas analyze the person into five constituent

ndmanipa are said to condition each other standing in .

aggregated (khandha). 12 The first is the aggregate of

a mutually dependent causal relationship. 15 In the

matter (tlipa) that represents the physical body of .a

Mahdniddesa and the commentaries of Buddhaghosa,

person. The second i s the aggregate of sensations

ndma is considered to be the four immaterial aggregates

(vedand), that represents the series of pleasant,

1 3. D. II. p 32

-�

1 4 vedand, saiiiid, cetand, phasso, manasikdro,
·

nam upddaya ruparrr

· .:- . ' · •:.

It is to be noted that vi1!iidf!a

(consciousness) is not considered as part of ndmarupa

destructible body and ar1 indestructible soul substance,

1 2. s. Ill.

rupa . 14

(cattdro arlipino khan,dhd), according to which vififia�.lll

.

idtl/1} vuccatdvuso namtl/1} Catuiri ca maluibhutani

idarTJ vuccatdvuso rliptl/1}. (M.

I. p. 53.)

atunnaiica mahdbh utti

c

15 Viniidf!e. . . sari ndmaruptl/1} hoti viiiiianapaccaya namaruparrr, ndmarupe. . . sari viniiiinarrr hoti ndmariipapaccaya viiiiiantl/1}.
(D. II. p. 435).

16 Mahiiniddesa II. p. 435.
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and enduring. Although there may be some justification
in considering the body of a person as enduring, for it

is also includ ed in nama . 16 Accor ding to the
Mahdnidana Sutta, phassa, which is included under
nama is conditioned by namanipa.11 This suggests that
the factor that played a part in the formula of dependent
arising, conceived under the compound ndmarlipa,
stood as a relatively independent complex determining

is seen to exist over a considerable period of time
without perishing, maintaining its spatio-temporal
continuity, the mental components of personality are
observed to be chang�ng every moment.20 The attempt

other functions. such as phassa and, vinnaf)a conceived
. purely in mental terms. It is also to be noted that when
dealing with mental concepts such as sannd, vifiiiliTJa
and panfid, the Sutta teachings do not intend to make

of one of the Buddha's disciples, name Sari, to conceive
of viiiiiaTJa as the enduring agent of action and as that
which transmigrates from one life ·t o another,
experiencing the consequences of deeds, was

sharp distinctions among them. In reality, they overlap considered by the Buddha to be a heresy.21 In this
. instance it is pointed out that viii.iiaTJa is not a simple
in some way in their functions. 18
entity of a substanticll nature, but a process that is
Early Buddhism denied a permanent substance in causally conditioned by the interaction between the
sense faculties and sense stimuli.22

the form of an enduring atman. It also rejected any
attempt to attribute such a substantial reality to
vifiiiliTJa. At the· same time it admitted the possibility
of attributing individual identity over a series of lives
in terms of the doctrine of kamma and rebecoming.
This position appears to be a unique feature of early
Buddhism .. Early Buddhism attempts to avoid the
. . extreme philosophical ix>sitions of both strict duali$Iil
and · idealistic as well as materialistic monism by
· showing the mutual dependence between the mental
arid the material realms of existence. The mental
_ �g_g�egate_s, _ conceive� as immaterial (aru-pino
khandha), as well as the aggregate of matter are equally
subject to the law of change. Over and above these
aggregates there is no other entity that can be conceived
as the essence of individual existence. Any attempt to
.

. Early Buddhism seeks to establish the connection
between mind and matter through the admission of the
co-existence of both mental and material functions in
nature. Originally, nature is neither solely mental nor
solely material. The link be'lween individual mental
life and the complex of mind-matter (namarlipa) is
'

-

conceive of any mental component like perception
(saiina)19 or consciousness ·(viiiiiaTJa) as an enduring
self was rejected by the Buddha. The Buddha insisted
that whatever is referred to by terms such as citta, mano

·

·

sense contact (phassa)P This connection is sp"oken of
in a passage of the Mahdnidana Sutta, to which little
attention has been paid by Buddhist scholars, both early
and modem. 1Jlis passage speaks of the conditions .
·

under which we make reference to mental phenomena :
ai1d conceive them under one group (ndmakdyassa paiiiiatti hoti) and the conditions under which we make
reference to physical phenomena and conceive them ·
under another group (rlipakdyassa pannatti hotz). The
emphasis in the passage appears to be on the mutuality .
of the connection between the two groups. About the
material group, contact by designation (adhivaca�s

and vifiiilifJa, the generic terms applied in Buddhism . amphasso) becomes possible, ·because it is possible to
to·express mental functions, should not be mistaken to conceive of mental phenomena as a distinct group on
involve any reference to something that is permanent certain grounds. Similarly about the mental group,

1 7 D. II. p. 56.

1 8 Na sakkd vinibbhujitva vinibbhujitvci ncinakdranfm! pannapetum (M. i. p. 292).
19 D. l p. 1 85.

20 S. II. p. 94 f.

2 1 M. l. p. 256.

22 Aiiiiatra paccaya nanhi viiificif!assa sambhavo (ibid. p. 257).

23 Ncimarilpa paccaya phasso (D. I. p. 56).

.
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circumstances.25 This is because deceptive behaviour
does frequently occur.

concept of material phenomena as a distinct group. TI1e
point is to show that our experience of the empirical

Early Buddhist analyses of the mind are primarily

world is grounded on two kinds of contact referred to

based on i ntrospectiv.e observaiton. Buddhism is

as designation contact (adhivacanasamphasso) and
direct physical sense contact (pa�ighasamphasso).24

interested more in the analysis of processes of
consciousness than their physiological or behavioural
correlate s. From the Buddhist point of view, the

Buddhism in the Pali Nikayas can be seen to be in

observable physiological activity is preceded by mental

a

agreement with Gilbert Ryle's rejection of a strictly

processes. However, mental processes depend on

dualistic theory of the mind"body relationship leading
to the view that there are two distinct substances, one

variety of conditions among which the existence of ·
appropriate physical stimuli as well as physical sense

mental and the other physical. However, it should be

bases are recognized. Thus, in dealing with the nature

noted that the Buddhist view represented in the Pali

of the body-mind relationship Buddhism adopts the

Nikayas does not go so far in affirming a reductionist

principle of dependent arising, according to which both

view of the mind-body relationship as Ryle does. The

mental and physcial existence are viewed as being .

Buddhist view does not imply the thesis that logically,

mutually dependent.

statements about a person's mind are reducible to ·
statements about a person's body. Ryle's analysis
results in a denial of the reality of introspectible inner
experience and the possibility of causal interaction
between bodily and mental processes. All mental
activity, according to Ryle could be analyzed in terms
of dispositions to behave.
The early Buddhist view does not accord with the
philosophical thesis known as logical behaviourism.
Logical behaviourism implies a total denial of the
reality of consciousness and i nner experience.
Buddhism does not deny the importance of using bodily
and verbal behaviour of persons as a means of making
inferential judgements regarding their mental states.
Accor9ing to the Buddha the obserVation of the bodily
and verbal behaviour of a person is an effective way
of coming to know about the inner mental nature of a
person. The Buddha pointed out that in the application
of behavioural criteria to judge the mental conduct of
a person

it is necessary to observe a person's physical

and verbal behaviour for a long time and under varied

· Early Buddhism does not rn,ise the question whether

only matter is ultimately real .in
.. such a way that mind
.

.

... .

is reducible to matter or whether only mind is ultimately

real in such a way that matter is reducible to mind. . .
Therefore, it is not possible to ionsider early Buddhi�m
as conforming to a philosophicat idealism, in the sense .
that it recognizes only the ultimate reality of mind..·
However, early Buddhism gives supreme importance

to the mind in human living, and emphasizes the great
human potential to develop and cultivate the mind with
the objective of realizing the ultimate goal of complete
liberation from suffering. It is in this light that some
'
statements in canonical Buddhism such as "Mind is

the forerunner of all phenomena" (manopubbangamd .
dhamma), and "The world is directed and dragged
around by the mind" (cittena nlyati loko, cittena .
parikissati) should be understood.26 It is maintained ·
that there is nothing else in the world that conduces to ·

the greater wellbeing of a person than a well-cultivated
mind. Also there is nothing else in the· world that ·

conduces to the i l l -being of a person than an
uncultivated mindY The Buddha's discourses on the . .
mind were not prompted· by a desire for achieving

24 /bid. II. p. 62.
25 M. I. p. 125. .
.
.
26 S. I. p. 39.
27 Nciham bhilckhave aiiiian_� ekadhammampi samanupasstimi yan_� evan_� bhcivitan_� mahato anhciya samvanati yathciyidan_� .
bhikkhave ciltanJ. .. Ntiham bhiklchave aiiiian_� ekadhammampi samanupassami yan_� evan_� abhcivitan_� mahato ananluiya
samvanati yathayidam bhikkhave cinan_� (A. I. p. 5).
.

... .... . . ..
.:..--� .
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(ignorance). N{ varana are fivefold as kamacchanda

of brining about human wellbeing and liberation.

(desire for sensuous enj oyment), vytip<ida

Therefore, common sense ways of talking about the

(maliciousness), thinamiddha (sloth and torpor),

nature of the mind; sometimes using even figurative

uddhaccakukkucca (flurry and worry) and vicikicclui

language is common in the Buddhist discourses. The

(doubt). All ethical endeavour in Buddhism is directed

Cittavagga of the Dhammapada, for instance

t<? the elimination of these unwholesome qualities of

emphasizes the benefits of a restrained, guarded and

mind in such a way that ultimately the mind becomes

cultivated mind. In order to show the fickle and

pure and lustrous. The Samafifiapahala Sutta, for

uncontrollable nature of the mind, it speaks of the mind

instance, gives an account of the process leading to a

as some fonniess entity, which resides within the cave

cultured state of mind that could be utilized effectively

of the body and takes lone and distant journeys away

in the attainment of knowledge and vision into the

from it.

. emancipating truths of Buddhism. Such a mind is
described as composed, purified, cleansed, free from

When describing the mind from this practical or
pragmatic perspective, Buddhism conceives of the

impurities, rid of defilements, unswerving, soft, pliable
and steady.29

mind as having an instrinsic lustre, which is really
con�ealed or defield due to extraneous defilements. 28

The P al i Nik a y as also mention numerous

The defilements of the mind result from the failure of

wholesome qualities of the mind that 01.�ght to be

· the indi.vidual to deal with the process of sense

perception in an insightful manner. The ·perceptual
. process goes on every moment in our waking life and
the mental life of the individual consists of a flow of

cultivated for the attainment of the Buddhist goal of
liberation under standard Buddhist concepts like

indriya (faculties), bala (powers) and bojjhanga

(factors of enlightenment). Some of these qualities to
sense impres sions (phassa) sensati ons ( vedand) , ·
pe cultivated are emotive, like hiri (a sense of shame)
perceptions (safifid) and volitions (cetana).. From the ·
and ottappa (a sense of fear to do wrong), some are
canonical period, Buddhism got accustomed to looking
conative, like viriya (effort or mental resolve), some
at th� _ J1!ental lif� froll_! �n �v�lu�tiv� persp�ctive .
are cognitive-like sati (mindfulnes) and paiifid (insight)
classifying mental phenomena on the basis of what is · ·
and some are both emotive and cognitive like saddlui
wholesome (kusala) and unwholesome (akusala).
(which includes both the emotion of faith and
Buddhism applied this
confidence based on llnf1Pr<,f<>T1Lfl'n
of the various emotive
mind. Removal of the unwholesome cognitive and

emotive contents of the mind was the objective of the

Nikaya peri� is characterized by a practical concern.
Buddhist analysis. Th�se unwholesome contents are ·
categorized sometimes under some generic terms like Theoretical completeness or precision does not seem

· · dsava (cankers or influxes), anusaya (!�tent ·tendencies)

to have.been the goal. Attention is focussed mostly on

(becoming), avijjd (ignorance) and di!!hi (cankers of

ensuring the attainment of final liberation of the mind

and nivar� (hindrances). The standard list of asava · ways and means of removing the unwholesome
i s comprised of kama (sensuous desire); bhava qualities of mind and developing the wholesome ones

dogmatic belief). The standard list' of anusaya is from cankers (dsavakkhaya).
comprised of raga (lust), pa!igha (hatted), diUhi
(dogmatic belief), vicikicclui (doubt), mana (pride), . Mind in the Therav�da Abhidhammapitaka : The . .
·
bhavaraga (passion for becomi ng) and avijja Abhidhammapitaka, the commentanahiterature and ·
28 Pabhassaram idam bhikkhave cittlll!'- Tam ca kho dgantukehi upakkilesehi upakkiliUham (A. I. p. 1 0) .
.
29 Evam samtihite citte parisuddhe pariyodate anarigane vigatupakkilese dnenjappatte mud.ubhiite Jcammaniye �hire
(D. I. p. 79).
,
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the post-commemtariai Abhidhamma treatises of the

avyakata dhammd (neutral phenomena). Citta is

Theravada Buddhist tradi t i o n cons i s t of many

repesented as arising in the sensuous sphere depending

remarkable developments in the Buddhist theory of

on material form, sound, smell, taste or a mental object.

mind. The function of the Abhidhamma was conceived

Eight classes of wholesome mind are distinguished,

in the Theravada Buddhist tradition as an elaborate

depending on whether the consciousness that arises is

analysis of reality consisting of mind and matter into

accompanied by j oy (somanassasahagatam) or

its ultimate constituents adopting the absolute method

indi fference ·(upekkhdsahagata11}), associated with

of discourse (paramatthadesand), departing from the

(fidfJL1sampayutta11}) or not associated with knowledge

conventional method of discourse adopted in the

Suttapi!aka (voharadesana). The result of such
analysis is a further elaboration of the five aggregates

(paficakkhandha),

the

twelve

spheres

(fidiJLlvippayauttam) and pre-meditated (sasankhd

rika"!) or un premeditated ( asankhd rikam). The

enumeration of the contents of mind so analyzed seems
to be an attempt to put together all the cognitive,

(dvadasayatanani) and the e i g hteen elements

emotive and conative mental phenomena recognized

· (aqharasadha tuyo) adopting specifi c a l l y the

in the Sutta Period. There are fifty-six such elements

exhaustive method of analysis in the Abhidhamma.

enumerated under the first wholesome citta, which is

Pa!(hdna, the seventh book of the Theravada

accompanied by joy, associated with knowledge and

Abhidhammapi�aka attempts an exhaustive analysis of

premeditated, belonging to the sensuous sphere.

the various kinds of relationships that hold between

Among them are included some of the psychological

mental and material phenomena. The Abhidhamma

elements of the noble eightfold path, the three roots of

analysis i s ch'aracterized by shifts of emphasis,

wholesome behaviour and the five faculties consisting

emergence of new concepts and in some instances

of saddhd, sati etc. Kammically unwholesome mind

deviations from canonical positions.

is eight-fold on the basis that it could be accompanied ·
either by joy or by indifference, combined with wrong

The treatment of the distinction between mind and

views or not and premeditated or not. Two classes of

matter appeared to take a more dualistic approach in

unwholesome mind, rooted in hate, one of which i s

the Abhidhamma period. In the Sutta Pitaka both

premeditated and the other unpremedi ated are

mental and material phenomena are discussed from :m

mentioned. They are c o n s i dered to be always

experiential point of view. There is no attempt in the

acompanied by sadness (domanassasahagatam). Two

Suttas to speculate on the ultimate nature of these

classes of delusive mind are- also mentioned making a

phenomena. The Suttas unlike the Abhidhamma, avoid

total of twelve classes of unwholesome mind. The latter

making a distinction between mind (citta) and its

is always accompanied by indifference and may be

contents ( cetas ika) l eav i n g less room for any

associated either with scepticism (vicikicchd) or with

substantialist metaphysics.

restlessness (itddhacca).

The fi rst book of the Abhi dhammapitak a ;
Dhammasangani , c o n s i s t s . o f a s e c t i o n cal l ed

Cittuppadaka�a. where an exhaustive analysis of
mind and mental constituents is made, adopting the
abhidhamma standpoint. Mind, according to the
Dhammasangani is analyzed in terms of its basic

threefold scheme of evaluation in terms of karmic
.....

·t

�

.

Kammically neutral mental phenomena are either
kamma resu l ts (vipdka ) or kammically neutral
functions (kiriya). Kammically neutral phenomena,
which are kamma results, fall into two gorups based ·

on whether they are results of wholesome kamma or
of unwholesome kamma. Kammically neutral functions

·

kamma results, but consist simply in mere doing.

quality as kusald dhamma (wholesome phenomena),

Among other things, the consciousness of the Arahat, .

akusald dhammd (unwholesome phenomena) and

in any instance identical with the arising of the eight

30 For details see Nyanatiloka Mahathera, Guide through the Abhidhamma Pi�aka, (Bauddha Sahitya Sabba, Colombo 1 957)
p. 19 f.

�-

.

(kiriya) are neither karnrna results nor productive ·of ·
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classes of wholesome consciousness in the sensuous .

(uppddakkhaf!a), a moment of existence ((hitikkhar!a)

sphere, is considered to be characterized by . such
functional consciousness (kiriya).30

and a moment of death (bhari gakkhan_ a). The
Theravala Abhidhamma applied the theorf of moments
to mind as well, going a step further than the ·

Mind in Post Canonical Therav�da Sources :

Discussions of mind and mental processes in the post-

undergoes change with greater rapidity than matter. ·

canonical Thera\'ada sources are entirely based on the

Thus they computed the duration of matter in relation

Sautrantikas by brining in the canonical view that mind

application ofthe Abhidhamma method of analysis. . to the duration of thought maintaining that sixteen
In this literature a number of new developments

moments of thought arise and cease to exist during the

concerning the Buddhist theory of mind can be

lifetime of a single moment of matter. 31

observed. The major works that represent this period
of Theravada li terature are Bu ddhaghosa's

A new term was coined by the Abhidhamma .

Visuddhimagga.his commentaries to the Abhidhamma

scholiasts in order to safeguard the notion of a

Pi taka and Anurudhha 's .twelfth century work

continuing yet transient mind. This new term bhavariga

Abhidhammatthasangaha. The Abhidhamma remains

plays a central role in the theory of mind presented by ·
Buddhaghosa
and his successor�, The term bhavanga
.
.

faithful to the canonical position that the mind arises

�.

.

v

first appears in the Pa![hdna, the last book of the

depending on conditions and attempts to show how
this happens by an elaborate analysis of the process of

Abhidhammapitaka.32 Bhavanga is referred to here as

perception.

preceding reflection or attention (dvajjana). These
occurrences of the term suggest that by this time the

The inost im1>9rtant influence on the Abhidhamma
. theory _of mind

of a later

idea that bhavanga is a source from which all active

period was the theory of

mental processes originate had been accepted. The term
bhavariga came into much w ider use in the . · ·

inoments. This theory had, by the time of the third

· Buddhist council, become paq of the coriunon belief · Milindapafiha and the works of Buddhaghosa. Since
among all schools of Buddhism. The Sautrantika school then individuated existence in the series of life's
of Buddhism applied the theory of moments to explain

becoming (bhava) came to be seen as a continuation

- ··the -continuance of the individual without depending

of mental states unified through the stream of Bhavanga
(bhavarigasota). The notion of bhavanga is used by

on the notion of a soul. Sautrantikas believed in
momentary change of both mind and matter: It is in · Nagasena in response to Milin�a's inquiry regarding
accordance with this theory of moments that they held what happens to tht mind in deep sleep. Nagasena says
a representative theory of perception on the ground in this context that when a person is in deep sleep, the
.

that the external object undergoes change before it is
· apprehended by the mind. In the �lbhangaUhakathd
of the Theravada tradition the theory of moments is
presented as a specifically abhidhanuna doctrine. This

·

mind enters the bhavanga state and although the body
stays alive, the mind stops functioning (niddhasama
rulhassa citte bhavandngagate titthamane ppi sarire. .
citta appavatlanJ hot1V3 E. R. Sarathchandra is of the
opiruon that in the .Abhidhamma Bhavanga became a

text treats matter on the basis of moments (kh�ena · synonym for viiiiid�a and thus the old disc;arded
paricchi11)11tln! , instead of treating it on the basis of
vijfidf!a of non-Buddhist thought is smuggled into
· the process of birth and death (bhavena paricchinnaTTJ)
Buddhism.34
as dte Suttantas do. According to the theory of moments
.

presented in the Vibhang�{haluithd, matter is treated
as havin"g . three moments,: a moment of birth

31 Vibhangtzrrhakathti pp. 25, 26.

.

.

.

.

.

· ·It was noted that the Bu�dha, as represented in the
Suttas, rejected the notion of an enduring mind or ·

32 PtJ!!Iuina ii. pp. 34, 1 59, 1 60, 1 69.
33 Milindapaiiha p. 299.
34 Buddhist Psychology ofPerception, (Ceylon University Press, Colombo, 1958) p. 80.
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consciousness (viiii'Uif!a). Mind was viewed as the
continuing activity of thought and consciousness that

the idea of 'avenues or pathways o f thought'
(cittavithi). The Visuddhimagga and the Atthasdlini,

is produced in sense perception. The Abhidhamma
brings in the notion of bhavanga as a device to make

in almost identical manner present the unbroken
succession of the sensory process distinguishing several

its theory of the mental continuum consisting of thought

stages as follows :

moments intelligible. Despite this innovation the.
Abhidhamma theorists did not concede that the
bhavanga is an enduring entity because that too was

(i) Impact of the object on . the sense faculty

conceived as having only a momentary existence.

(ii) Arousing of attention (bhavangavauana).

In Buddhaghosa's statement of the perceptual
process bhavm1ga is considered as a continuous flow,
suggesting that it is not a static entity, comparable to a
permanent soul. Buddhaghosa says :
"As the bhavanga process thus proceeds,
when the sense faculties ofliving beings become
capable of grasping stimuli, a material form
comes within the range of the eye. Depending

(Pasddagha{!ana).

(iii) Seeing in the case of visual perception
(dassanakicca).

(iv) Assimilation or acceptance (sampa!icchana).
(v) Discrimination (santiraf!a).
(vi) Determination (vavatthapana).
(vii) Experiencing (anubhavana) by cognition
·

(java::a )36

The concept of bhavanga served �other important

purpose in the post-canonical period. Buddhaghosa and
on that material form, there occurs and impact his successors made use of this concept to explain the
on the sensitive portion of the eye. By the power connection between the life of an" individual before
of that impact there occurs a vibration in . death and the new life that an individual takes aft!!r
bhavatiga. Then bhavanga ceases and having . death. Continuity in rpe cyclic process of samstira is
thal..very material form as the object, there arises explained in terms of immediately succedding
the neutral mind element (kiriyamanodluitu), moments of mind in an unbroken; series of moments
cutting off bhavanga as it were (bhavangariJ of active and passive mind. The dying thoughts of a
vicchindamarui viya) performing the function person as well as the first moment of consciousness in
ofpttrntion. : . Immediately after attention there a person's mind at rebirth were considered as a species
ar�tes in the eye, visual consciousness,
accomplishing the task of seeing basing itself

on the sensitive portion of the physical eye."35

of bhavanga. The last bhavanga in a particular life is
called death-consciousness (cuticitta) and the first in a .
new life, the re-I inking consciousness (pa. isandhicit!a).

. Canonical Buddhism too emphasized the crucial role
that mind plays in determining the rebirth process, but
Buddhaghosa explains the stream of becoming as the mechanics of it was not elaborated until the time ·
consisting of an alternation of active conscious of Buddhaghosa According to Buddhaghosa, the dying ·
processes and passive processes of bhavanga. Both are thoughts of a person could be of three kinds as kamma,
Making use of the concept of bhavariga,

momentary and therefore, they do not play the same

role as a permanent soul of non-Buddhist systems.

Buddhaghosa called the mind in its passive condiiton
bhavanga or vithimutta, bringing in another new
concept into the Buddhist theory of mind in introducing

·

35 Visuddhimagga p. 458.
36 VJSuddhimagga pp. 458 - 459 ; Atthasalini p. 56 1 .
37 Ibid. p. 457.

kammanimitta and gatinimitta. 37 The consciousness of ·

the dying person takes one of these dying thoughts
and re-links with the consciousness at birth. The
bhavanga is also referred to aS a kind of viiiiidf!ll that
is undisturbed · by the impact of sensory stimuli. Thus
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the later Abhidhamma. theory of mind accepts the

consisting of two chapters, Vimsarika and Trimasarika

continuity of momentary consciousness . even in the

by Vasubandhu has been considered by most Buddhist

absence of any sense object stimulation in· a kind of

scholars to be a philosophical justification of idealism.

introverted sttteam of consciousness within which

Doubts have recently, been expressed about this

moments of consciousness such as kammanimirta and

interpretation. Vasubandhu's attempt, according to this

garinimitta. could operate. Thi s enabled �he

view is comparable to Nagarjuna's attempt to reject

Abhidhamma theorists to explain the identity of the

the notion of own-bei.n g (svabluiva) in empirical things.

person across many lives through the notion of an

Vasubandhu does not affinn an idealistic metaphysics

unbroken fl o.w of moments of conscious ness

maintaining that mind is the only reality. He does not

alternating between passive bhavanga and active sense

deviate from the position of early Buddhism that the

consciousness.38 ·

physical. eye and material fonn are conditions necessary
for the arising of mind. What he attempts to point out

Concept of !\-lind in Buddhist Idealism : It was

in the Vijfiaptimatratasiddhi is that there is an external

· noted that the early teachings of the Buddha represented

reality (bhayartha or sad arrha) in the fonn of matter

in the Pali Nikiiyas avoid metaphysical extremes such

in any absolute metaphyscial sense, which is unrelated

as eternalism, nihilism, materialism, duaEsm and

to mind. D. J. Kalupahana points out that Vasubandhu's

idealism. However, the tendency to fall back into

attempt was mainly one consisting of the

substantialist and absolutist metaphysics appeared at

deconstruction of absolutist metaphysics. 40 He,

several points in the history of Buddhist. thought as

according to Kalupahana, had no intention of reducing

well. Such a tendency is evident in the idealistic theory

everything to mind thereby recognizing the mind as

of mind presented in several . philosophical works

belonging to the Yog acara tradition. Among. them may

be mentioned Yogdcdrabhumi, Sandhinir,mocana ·

Surra, Mahdydnasangraha and IAnkdvardra Surra.39
The Pali NiUyas refer to only six types of sense
consciousness

as ·

cakkhuvUindna ·

(visual

consciousness), soravinndna (auditory consciousness),

ghanaviiiiidiJll (olfactory consciousness),jivhavifiiiQ'Jil
(gustatory consciousness), kdyaviiiiid11a (body
consciousness)

and

manoviiiiia11a

(mind

consciousness): Yogacara idealism makes tbe number
of vijiidnas eight by adding mano and the new concept
of a/ayavijnana to the Buddhist theory of nlind. The

Laiicavardra calls the whole system of mental functions
.

cittakaldpa or vijnanakdya. Eight modes of activity
are distinguished in this whole mental system. They

are tllayavijiidna, manas, manovijna� and the five

sense-vijnanas.

the only substantive reality.
The same cannot be said of the theory of mind
presented in the other texts that present the ··
metaphysical standpoint of the Yogacara school. Some ··

scholars believe that the doctrinies of Yogacara may

have been initially a product of reflection on meditative
experience. According to $e Sandhinirmocana Surra,
all things that can be known could be subsumed under
three aspects (rrisvabhdva). The first is the constructed
or the conceptualized aspect (parikalpirasvabhtiva). ln
this aspect the duality of the grasper (griihaka) and the
grasped (grahya) occurs. This is how the unenlightened
cornrn�m folk see the world distinguishing between a ·
world of really existing subjects and a world of really
existing separate objects. However, . this is mere ·
appearance: The second is called the dependent aspect

(pararanrrasvabluiva). This· represents the dependent .

The traditional view has been that Vasubandhu was . origination of the dharmas. This is to be seen as an ·
responsible for the . philOsophical expression of . ever-changing flow of perceptions without any static ·
Buddhist i dealism. The vijiiaprimarratdsiddhi . perceived objects or perceiving subjects. It is ignorance ·

38 See Buddhist Phychology ofPerception, p. 82-88.
39 For a discussion of the mind only doctrine of Buddhism see Paul Williams, Mahayana Buddhism (Routledge, London and
·
·
Newyork, 1. 989) Ch. 4.
.
·
40. See D. J. Kalupahana, A History ofBuddhist Philosophy (University of Hawaii Press, Honolulu, 1 992) Ch. xix.
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. that creates the duality. The third is called the perfected

world, which is characterized by individuality and

aspect (parinispannasvabhava). According to the

manifoldness. The external world is now looked upon

Sandhininnocana Sutra, it is the suchness, the reality

as a mere reflection of the alaya. There is nothing other

(lathatii) discovered in meditation. The perfected aspect

than the iilaya. Thus the Lankavatara Sutra biings us

is the non-dual single flow of perceptions. This is the

to the doctrine of mind only (Cittamatra).

substratum that underlies both samsara . and nirvana.

· Sthiramati's

i nterpretation of . Vasubandhu's

This idealistic metaphysics was taken a step further

Vijnaptimiitratiisiddhi insisted that although there is

in the Lankavatdra Sutra connecting it with the

no real subject and object, the flow of perceptions must

Buddhological speculations of the Mahayana. The

exist. He did ilot deny the mind as the non-dual flow

alaya was describe also as the Tathiigatagarbha, the
womb of the Tathagata. Alayavijiiiina became the

of perceptions.
In Yogacara Vijfianavada the tenn alayavijiiiif!a

psychological name for Tathiigatagarbha. It is a
reservior of things good and bad, pure and defiled. The

acquires a new technical and philosophical meaning.: .

Tathiigatagarbha is orginally immaculate, but is defiled

It serves as a storehouse and a substratum leading to

by extemal impurities. When an intuitive penetration

the thesis thaf reality in its ultimate sense is mind only.
Alaya is conceived in the Lankavatara Sutra as being

of the original purity of the Tathiigatagarbha occurs

absolute in one respect and in the other as being subject

revolution. Reality is cittamatra.41 The Maluiyana

to evolution (pravrttz). Manas is conscious of the

Mahtiparinirviina Sutra identifies the Tathtigatagarbha

presence behind itself of the tilaya and the latter's

with the true Self. This Sutra appears to be teaching a

uninterrupted working on the entire system of the

really existing permanent element in all sentient

vijiiiif!as. Manas imagines the alaya to be an ego. The

beings.42 Ratriagotravibhaga, another texte dealing
with the Tathiigatagarbha doctrine, speaks oftwo types

notion of an ego-substance and the acceptance of a

the whole system of the vijiidnas goes throught a ·

. world external to itself and distinct from itself is the

of suchness (tathatti). They are tainted suchness· and
·
work of manas. Manas is that which gathers the untainted or immaculate suchness. The former is the

· infonnation coming from the six vijiiiinas. It does not

Tathdgatagarbha and the latter th� dharmaluiya of the

understand what the ala�a really is. Discrimination is

Buddha. In these two there is no real difference of base

one of the fundamental functions of mands. It sees

or substratum. Suchness is unchangeable by nature and

plurality and clings to it as final. However, a reversal

perfectly pure. According to the Ratnagotravibhiiga

or 'turning back' (paravrlti) can take place due to the

commentary, what is referred to here is consciousness,

activity of manas. When the pluralities are eliminated

radiant by nature, pure and non-dual. The seeming

tilaya is seen in its own nature (svala4ana) as solitary

reality (viviktadharma) which is from its origin beyond
discrimination. There is a dependent relationship
between manas and tilaya. Alaya is a storehouse of

dee.ds that proceed from rr.anas due to desire and
ignorance. Alaya also has its self-purifying nature

.contradiction here that the trainted suchness can at the

same tinie be pure and. the untainted suchness can be
not defiled and yet purified is considred as an ·
inconceivable mystery.43
New doctrines of the nature discussed above were

which leads to the process of reversal. This brings about

probably introduced into the Buddhist tradition in order

a transformaiton of manas. This transformation

to counteract the objections of the non-Buddhist

changes the attitude of manas towards the vijiianas. · schools of Indian thought that Buddhism taught
They are no longer regarded as representing,an .external
nihilism. Early Buddhism was not interested, in the
.� · �
-���
•

J · �· •

:. I

lh

41 See D. T. Suzuki, The Lankiivatiirasiitra, (London, George Routledge and Sons, Ltd. 1932), Introduction.

42 Paul Williams, Mahayiina Buddhism p. 98 f.

43 Ibid. p. l 04.
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affirmation of a substratum of existence that ultimately.
survived. It was interested only in the understanding

MIRACLES
MINDFULNESS See SATI, SATIPA�THANA,
SATWATTHANA SUTTA .

of the nature of empirical things in a way that would
conduce to the leimination of cankers

(asava). From

MIRACLES : The Pali word for miracle is Ptitihiira

the early Buddhist point of view, the theories of mind

derived from ptiti + hr. It means 'striking', 'surprising',

outlined may be considered as distortions rather than

'extraordinary' , 'special' , 'wonder ' , 'miracle'

developments.

Eng/ish Dictionary (PED).

Concluding Remarks : The early Buddhist theory of
mind conformed to th� philosophical - revolution
proposed by the Buddha in terms of his doctrine of the
Middle Way that rejected both the notion of absolute
being (atthira) and absolute non-being (narthitti). Early
Buddhism did not associate itself with the dualistic
· doctrine that attempted to explain the life principle in
living beings in terms of an eternal Self (Arman). All
attempts to conceive of the mental conduct of living
beings as resting on such an eternal principle were
.rejected. The mind itself was analyzed in terms of
congnitive, emotive and conative processes. Apart from
the activities described by verbal forms such as cinteti,

- Pali

· The Three classes of miracles that the Buddha
professed to know and possessed are

iddhipiirihara

(miracle of superhuman power),

ddesantiptitihdra
(miracle of mind· reading) and anusdsan [pdrihdra
(miracle of instruction)

and A. I. 170).

- (Kevaqqha Sutta, D. I. 2 12

It apperas from the suttas in the canon that what
the Buddha valued most was the last, the miracle of
instruction. It refers to the transforming power
contained in the Buddha's instruction by which a person
sees reality in the correct perspective and becomes

vijtinati, .sanjanati,jantiti early Buddhism did not have

convinced of the doctrine. . It is to be regarded as the

the concept of an entity called the mind. Mental activity·

wonder working doctrine.

was explained as arising dependently. Early Buddhism

(Mahapiirinibbdna Sutta, D. II. p. 1 05). ·

did not identify any paritcular part of the human body
as the seat of the mind. Buddhaghosa, however,

•

Sapparihiiriyam dhammam'

This term was used by the Buddha when he was ·

deviated from this position in expressly identifying the

urged by Mara to attain

heart

Enlightenment. The Buddha replied that he would not

(hadayavarrhu) as the seat of the mind . .Early

Buddhism did not commit itself to the notion of a

attain

p a rinibbdna soon after

parinibbdna until not only the bhikkhus and

metaphysical soul or to that of soine transcendental

. bhikkhunis of his order but _also his male and female.

entity that provi ded u n i ty to the p lurality of

lay disciples had become wise and well trained and

experiences. There probably was a theoretical and
intellectual need to have more tangible concepts to
make some of the basic Buddhist teachings such as
the cyclic process of rebecoming, the fruition of deeds

with kammic potency in samsaric existence intelligible.

There could also have been an interest in giving a
positive content to Buddhist l iberatioQ ·jn a context in

which . there were alternative Hindu concepts of

liberation that assured a positive content. These reasons

were able to teach the doctrine so that when others
start to teach ·false doctrines, it will be easy to refute
them and thereby spread the 'wonder working tnith'

abroad :

". . . uppanfUU!1parappavtidaTI)Saha dhammena

suniggahitan:a niggahervd sapptirihdriyan:a dhamman:a
dessessanriti ".

.

.

In the MahaSakulidciyi Surra (M. II. p. 9) the Buddha .

may be offered as an explanation for some of the later

explained to Sakulidayin that one of the reasons why

Buddhist theories of mind that we have mentioned

. the Buddha was respected and revered was because

above.

P. D. Premasiri.

his sermons were, he said,

"sappiilihiiriyanj' and not

"apptitihiiriyanj'." (Sappcirihtiriyan:a samano Goramo
dhamTtUUI) deseri. No appiililulriya'!fi. . . ).
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The reason why we may interpret this term as
referring to 'miracle of instruction' and not miracle in
the literal sense is because of the Buddha's unequivocal .
condemnation of performing miracles : "Na Bhikkhave

MIRACLES

into use after the 2nd 3rd councils. Thus the records
relating to the displaying of miracles which stud the
texts here and there, may belong to a later stratum of
the canon.

gihinatr� uttarimanussa dhamma11 iddhipa[iluiriyatrJ

II

Oldenberg expresses the opinion that some monks
would have thought performing miracles would be
1 12)
edifying. Thus both old and new stories would have
'Bhikkhus, supernormal power the condition been current and the editor or the editors of the canon
attained by extraordinary beings ought not to be shown would have thought it best to include both vers�ons
off to householders. If one should display them, there though contradiCtory.
is an offence of wrong doing'.
In another sutta (D. III. 3 ff) Sunakkhatta, a
The above pronouncement was occasioned by the Buddhist monk tells the Buddha that he is leaving the
performance of a miraculous feat by a Buddhist monk, order because the Buddha did not display his
Pindola, the Bharadvaja. The story related in the sutta miraculous powers to hirri. The Buddha pointed out
recounts that a wealthy merchant had come into that there was no such contract entered into when
possession of a large quantity of very expensive Sunakkhatta joined the order and that the doctrine is
sandalwood out of which he had got a bowl carved. not taught for the purpose of acquiring and displaying
He had then got the c;uved bowl hung up by a series of miraculous powers but for the purpose of achieving
bamboo poles leading up to a great height and the destruction of all . ilL In other words, there is no .
announced to all bhikkhus and samaf1Gs that whoever connection between acquiring supernormal powers and
was able to bring down the bowl with their iddhi thereby working miracles, on the one hand and
(supernormal) powers could have the bowl. It is stated achieving the destruction of.the asavas on the other.
that all the six aiiiia titthiyas (the teachers of the 6
However, in spite of stating this in such clear terms,
other heretical sects) were interested in obtaining the
bowl but were unable to do so. Pin�ola, the Bharadvaja, the Buddha is represented in the same sutta as
accomplished the feat by flying up into the air and displaying certain of his supernormal powers to
taking the bowl with · which he circled the town Urree Sunilkkhatta. For instance, he foretells what will befall
times through the air. The Buddha condemned the act Korakkatthiya and Pa�ika's son and reads
of showing off iddhi powers and chastised Pindola for Sunakkhatta's mind. These powers fall into the
displaying his powers, calling the act degrading, all categories of dibba cakku (clairvoyance) and
for the sake of a mere bowl. In the Kevaqqha Sutta, cetopariyaiiaf!G (reading others' minds) . .
the Buddha says he abhors and loathes and is ashamed
Another story recorded int he texts (S. I V. 296)
of performing miracles.
concerns a bhikkhu by the name of Mahaka who came .
Yet, in the Pa[ika suttanta1 (D. Ill) the Buddha is to Ambatakavana at M acchikasande where . a
seen performing the very thing he denounces as an act commounity of Buddhist monks was residing. On a
of wrong doing, dukka[a. Oldenberg, in his introduction day that was unbearably hot at the request of some of ·
to the suttas of the Digha Nikaya points out that the the monks, Mahaka performed a miracle by producing
word 'dukka[a is not a word found in the earlier cold winds, rain clouds, thundet: and rain. Hearing of
stratum of the canon but in the 3rd and latest stage in thls miracle, a housefather named Citta entered bhikkhu
the evolution of the canon law. It is not found in the Pa Mahaka's ku!i and requested him to perform another
timokkha. It is thought that the word would have come mira,cle and Mahaka obliged. He got Citta, the
dassetabbd yo dasseyya, apattidukkha[assa ( Vin.
I

·

·

I
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supernormal powers extended to reading others' minds

housefather, to spread his outer robe and the floor of

(cetopariyanana) and seeing other peoples karma and

the verandah and to scatter some grass over it. Then

its effects - the arising and. falling away of people

he locked the door of his cell and staying in, sent out

(cutupaiiiina or dibbacakkhu) and projecting. his image

flames of fire through the key hole·and ignited the grass

to people at a great distance away (iddhi vidha or mano

without damaging the robe. When this miracle was

maya) · by the magical power of his mind. The

performed, Citta, the housefather, invited Mahaka to

Therigcitlui, has references to the last.

reside at Ambatakavane and undertook to provide him
with all requisites but Ven. Mahaka went away from
there and never returned. The tone of the

There are also references to miracles that occurred

sutta seems

when the Buddha was born in some accounts in the

to censure Mahaka by presenting him as an arrogant

Northern tradition. Accordi.ng to there, the Buddha was

· monk who likes to show off his miraculous powers. It

not born in the normal way but from Mahamaya's side,

appears he was riot interested in residing in one place

from below her inn, as she held on to a branch of a Sat ·

in order to gain insight into the true nature of reality

tree. Even the Pali texts, report in the

and thereby achieve destruction of the asavas.

Sutta Niptita

(Nalaka Surra) the Bodhisatta taking 7 steps as soon
as he was born and lotuses sprining up at each step he

. A large number of miracles, three thousand five

took. Besides, the

hundred in all, it is said, was performed by the Budd,ha

Mahaparinibbana Sutta describes

the miracles that attended the Buddha's Parinibbana

to convince Urnvela · Kassapa, the Jatila, the matted ·
hair ascetic

MIRACLES

such as the Sal Trees bursting into flower out of season.

(Vin. I. 24 ff.) who had five hundred

�

It is also stated that earlier the Buddha ascended to a

followers. Uruvela Kassap.a ad a mind�set about his
superiority to the. Buddha. This is the reason attributed .

heaven to preach to his mother who had been born

to the performance of so many miracles by the Buddha.

there as a deva king. .

The narrative has inany elements of a legendary

The Theravadins believed the Buddha to be a

character in its recom�ting of miracle after miracle in

historical personage, . not a divine being; albeit

- order to make Uruvela Kassapa acknowiedge the

possessing the very wonderful qualities of a perfected

Buddha's superiority. He finally requested admission

being. Despite the theravadi11s adhering staunchly to · ·

into the order along with his five hundred followers.

this view, undoubtedly as Buddhological tendencies

They renounced their adherence to brahmanic sacrifice

increased in the Nor.bern tradition, with various docetic

by cutting off thejr beards and matted hair and throwing

theories, the Southern tradition did not remain

them into the river with their fire worshipping

untouched by such influences. Thus we may resolve

implements. lt is said Nadi Kassapa and his three

the contradictions found in the Theravada texts which

hundi·ed followers arid Gaya Kassapa with his two
. .·

one could ascribe to a later stratum of the compiliations.

hundred fol l owers did the same and j oined the

Buddha's Order. lt could be that this nara�ive is a highly ·

The perfonnance of miracles find �enti.on in the

mythologized account of a historical event, that of the

Therigtitlui also. The �uddha requested Mahapajapati

conversion of a number of Jatilas to the Buddhist faith.

Gotami to perform a miracle to convince foolish men
who did not believe that women could attain

We see that the miracles performed by the Buddha ·
as reported in the Buddhist canon consist of power

. over. nature, as · when he made dear the waters of a ·
rivermuddied by five hundred carts crossing it and on

. another occasion his supernormal powers were seen

. when flying through the air, he crossed a river,
vanishing and reappearing on the other bank. His

emancipation. Yasodara or Rahulamata, also known
.

.

as Baddakaccana Theri, performed various miracles
at the age of seventy eight, jus·t before she died, when ,
she went to take leave of the Buddha. She was declared
chief of the Buddha's women disciples who had
attain�d superno�al powers.
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MITHRA, RAJENDRALALA
Some

mirac l es

are

mentioned

in

the

Mahaparinibbiina Sutta (D. II) also, as having been

MITHRA, RAJENDRALALA

studying and unravelling problems bearing a Buddhist
stamp should arrest our particular attention.

performed by the Buddha.
Having descended from a noble Hindu family in
Yet, elsewhere, as we have seen, the Buddha did

Bengal, he received his early educaiton in a private

not equate the acquisition of miraculous powers to be

seminary in Calcutta conducted by Hindus following

the summum bonum of the emancipatory path. Though

the western pattern. Even as a student he displayed

the underlying meaning in this account may be to

bri lliance ' with an abundant stock of knowledge:

emphasize the Buddha's egalitarian stand with regard

(JRAS. 1892. p. 147 : ). Choosing medicine as his future
a

to women's capabilities along with men to attain

calling, he joined the Medical College and after

emancipation, it is of course a contradiction of his

distinguished career there he was selected as one of

general condemnation of the performance of wiracles

the four students to be sent to Europe. His family

which he consi"d ered degrading. Oldenberg's remark

however, objected to it on caste reason. Eventually this

that the editors at the 2nd and 3rd counCils would have

fact led him to divert himself from the course he had

accepted into the canon several current versions, seems

chosen and that ultimately proved to be the turning

to clear up the contradiction. The Buddha's preference

point qf his career. Thenceforth he developed a keen

for the "miracle of instruction" by which method he

interest in Oriental Studies as well as in languages and

transformed the minds of listeners seem to have the
ring .of authenticity and the stand elicited int he early

before reaching middle life ; he achieved a great
proficiency in Sanskrit, Persian; English and Latin with

stratum in the suttas. As the Buddha told Sunakkhatta,

working facility in French, German :md Greek (ibid;

performing miracles has little to do with the destruction

p. 147). The University of Calcutta recognized his

of the asavas which is the goal of the Buddhist path to

prolific achievements in the field of l earning by

emancip!ltion.

conferring upon his the honorary degree of Doctor of
Law. As a mark of appreciation· for the services he
rendered to promote scholarship, Her Majesty the

Suvimali Karunaratna.

Queen Empress admitted him to the Order of the Indian
Empire in · 1 878. The Asiatic Society of Bengal

appointed him a5 its assistant secretary and librarian

and 'his commanding abilities and untiring industry

MIRISVATI See MARICAVATll

soon brought him into prominence; (Proceedings of
the ASB, 1 892. p. 3 1 ) and before long he became its
president. H e is d escribed as one of the most ·

MISSAKAPABBATA See MJHINTALE
MITHRA, RAJENDRALALA. ( 1824 � 1892),

distinguished presidents the society could claim (ibid.
· p. 32). The high esteem in which the society held him

one

is evinced from the fact that when the c�ntenary review

of the early Indian scholars who came into prominence

of the researches of the society was in preparation, he

following the revival of Oriental Studies a movement

was entrusted with the task of writing its history: The

initiated by occidental men of letters. Although a great

government of Bengal appointed him as the director

number of occidental scholars took part in this

of the Court of Wards' College in Calcutta, which

renaissance at that initial stage rarely a native scholar

enabled him to serve the public as a municipal .
.
contributed anything remarkable had to it that gained commissioner and later as a member of the University
'
him a recognition among their European cotinteq)iirti�· · Courts of the same city.. The RAS acknowledged his
Rajendralala, however, was one of the few scholars services rendered to promote scholarship by appOinting
falling into that category of distinguished scholars. The

fact that he had spent a good part of his scholarship in

him as one of their Honorary Members.

MITHRA, RAJENDRALALA
Rajerid ralala Mithr a , in the, main , was an

. antiquarian , who devoted most o f his time in
deciphering inscriptions. Though his writings do not
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in Nepal were all the more important since it opened
up a new vista in that field which had not been properly
explored up to that time. His work, Sanskrit Buddhist

bear authoritati:¥e stamp to day they "possess great

Literature ofNepal (Calcutta, 1 882) is in this respect a

consulted by the GOvernment of Bengal as an authority

particular and to oriental· scholarship in general.

historical value:'VRAS 1 892, p. 146) and he was often
on· antiquarian and literary matters. Accordingly in

remar kable contribution to Buddhist studies in

1867-68, the government dispatched him on a mission

Apart from his writing in the field of Buddhism, he

to Bhuvanesvara to report on the historical remains

has to his credit about forty other publications, which

there.As he became matured with age and sapence, he

were written in English, Sanskrit and Bengali. Notable ·

began to display an inclination towards paleography

among them are : lndo-Aryans, contributions towards

and his painstaking explorations in this field, which

the elucidation oftheir ancient and mediaeval history

were accomplished ·under the sponsorship of the

(2 Vols. Calcutta, 1 88 1), The Yoga Aphor�sms of

government of Bengal, resulted in bringing several

Patanjali (with commentary of Bhoja Raja and an

interesting and' valuable facts to limelight. He was,

English translation : Bibliotheca Indica, Vol. 93, 1 848),

moreover, an eminent scholar in Sanskrit literature and
philosophy who followed the tracks of the old order.
Nevertheless his departures on the line of the European
scholars secured him an esteemable place among them
too. He blended with discrimination the traditional
tenets of scholarshi� prevalent in the orient with those
new trends of the west.
· Included among his publications are several works

bearing remarkable Buddhist significance. Under the

The Antiquities of orissa (2 Vols ..Calcutta, 875-80)
and Catalogue of curiosities in the Museum of the
Asiatic Society (Calcutta, 1 849). Besides these maj�r
publications, he contributed a great number of articles
to learned journals, particularly to the JASB. T he JASB
is. said to have carried 1 14 articles written by him

(JRAS, 1 892, p. 1 46) and included among them were
several articles relating to Buddhist Studies.
C.

S. Ranasinghe.

ofdets of the Government of Bengal; he brought out a
monograph (with -photographs and facsimiles of
inscriptions) on the birthplace of the Buddha entitled,

B_Uddhagayti, the hermitage of Sakya Muni (Calcutta,1 878). Having edited the Laliavistara, he also
attempted to translate it ; but, for some reason, he could
not accomplish it. Although his edition appears rather

_ faulty, it should be commended as a pioneer attempt,

MITTA. The pali word mitta, - (Vedic mitra) meaning
friend, as seen in the canon have two chief distinctions.
According to the PED, ·the two distinctions are with
regard to the agiirika and anagiirika friend. The former
concerns the house or lay friend and is possessed of
all ordinary qualities of kindness and love whereaS the

latter implies the homeless or 'spiritual' friend who
for it paved the way for his successors to work on and . h as special qualities of heart and mind which direct .
facili:tated their task. AlSo he began to edit the one on the liberative path. In addition to these two broad

Prajnapiiramit{l, �· standard Buddhist Sanskrit work .

categories, the word milia acquiries a specific
prevafenr among the Nepalese. He was not abie to ·
connotation when it is combined with other words. For
complete i� either. His assiduous search for ancient · e
xample, Kalyiina mitta is a friend who acts as a sort
Sanskrit MSS, which he undertook under the auspices
. of mentor or spirituai adviser. The nouns or adjectives
·
of the Government of Bengal, resulted in the discovery
· which are commonly found in combination with mitta
of some important Buddh�st MSS. Under orders of the
denote the degree or type of relationship in the
Governinent, he published those MSS in the Notices ·
friendship as in iiiilisiilohita-mitta, blood relatives,
ofSanskrit Manuscripts (Calcutta, 1 87 1 -72) and also
mitt'iimacca, colleague, suhada or suhajja mitta, a
in the List ofSanskrit Manuscripts discovered in dudh
friend who is dear to one's heart. Amitta meas a bogus
during 1 876. His penetrating studies into the Buddhism
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friend and pdpa-mitta is a bad friend who influence
one to indulge in unwholesome deads.

"Just as monks, the dawn is the forerunner, the
harbinger, of the sun's arising, even so, friendship with
what is lovely is the forerunner, the harbinger of the

Besides these distinctions and connotations in the
word 'mitta

,

'

arising of the seven limbs of wisdom in a monk."

taken l i terally, it is also used

metaphysically in the canon to mean friendship with

The i mage of dawn and its association with

the righteous path, the doctrine or practice of it, the

Kalydf!ammatd would have been very meaningful to

dhamma, which in the ultimate sense is the best sort of

Indians of the Buddha's time. In the Indian religious

'friend' one could hope to have. For example, in the

tradition, the goddess of dawn, Oshas of the �gveda,

Sa111)'utta Nikiiya (1. p. 87), a conversation that took

was described in many psalms as a true and lovely

place between the Buddha and Venerable Ananda is

friend to mankind, a harbinger not only of life but great

related. The latter states :

prosperity. Here that image is made to signify

a

different ethical meaning - a case of new wine in old
"About half, Lord, of this life in religion consists

wine bags ! .

i n righteous friendship, righteous intimacy, righteous
The following passage in the Ariguttara Nikiiya (A .

association."

I . p. 14) e mphasises thi s metaphoric aspect o f
To this the Buddha replied that it was not so :

kalydf!amittatii :

"Verily, the whole of this life in religion consists in
·

"Monks, I know not of any <?!her, single thing of

righeous friendship, righteous intimacy, righteous

su.ch power to cause the arising of good states, if not ·

association. From a bhikkhu, Ananda, who is a friend

yet arisen or the waning of evil states already arisen,

to righteousness we excpet that he will develop and

as friendship with the lovely. In o'ne who is a friend of

expand and Aryan eightfold path of one who is a friend
and intimate, an associate of that which is righteous."

what is lovely, good states not arisep do arise and evil

In the Samyutta Nikaya (S. V. p. 32) the following
is stated :

Another example of kalyiif!amittatii taken as a
metaphor of righteousness is found in ltivuttaka
(p. 1 0) : -

states already arisen wane."

"Ekadhammo bhikkhave bahupakaro ariyassa
auhangikassa maggassa uppadaya. Katamo
ekadhammo ? Yad idam kalydf!amittatd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"

"Monks, for the monk who is a learner not yet come
to mastery of mind, but who dwells aspiring for peace
from the bond, making it a matter concerning what is

for the arising of the Ariyan eightfold Way. What is

outside the self, I see no other single factor so helpful
as friendship with the lovely. Monks, one who is a

that condition ? It is friendship with the lovely . . . . . "

friend of the lovely abandons the unprofitable and

'There is one condition, Monks, that is most useful
:

In the same text (S. V. p. 78), two metaphors are
used to describe Ule righteous path, kalydf!amittatii and
the dawn.

monks the profitable becomes."
And in the Theragiithii (v. I 008), it is said,

" Upasanto aniiydso vippasannama ndvilo
"suriyassa bhikkhave udayato etlll1J pubbangai1Ulll')
kalyiif1asllo medhdvi dukkhass ' antakaro siyii."
etam pubbanimittam yad idlll1J arunuggamanan]. Ev.am .
eva kho bhikkhave bhikkhuno sattiina
Hangtin'afr]
"Calm, without grief, settled and undisturbed, of
uppdd{Jya etam pubbarigamlll1J etam pubbanimittam
good virtue, wise, he should put an end to pain."
yad idam kalydJ!amittatti. "

irib�j]

4-CM 2707
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Another metaphor for kalyiif!amittatd is found in
the Sutta Nipdta (v. 338) :
"Seek thou for lovely friend,

The following passages also denote good friendship
taken in the literal way :

"Kalydf!amittatd munind lokar1J. tidissa vaf!f!ilti

seek bed and' seat remote

Kalytif!amitte bhajamano api bdlo paf!qito siyd"

lone and of little noise

(Therigtithii. v. 2 13)

frugal in fare become."

. "Mitre bhajesu kalydf!e pantanca sayanasana�
vivittti� appanigghosa� matt01ifili hohi bhajare."
In the An guttara Niktiya (A. IV. p. 29), it is stated,
"Monks, this night a deva spoke to me and said,
'Lord, these seven things lead not to a monk's decline.
What seven ? Reverence for the Master, Dhamma,

"Friendship with the noble souls throughout the
world the sage hath praised A fool in sooth, grows ·
wise If he but entertains a noble friend"
The Sutta Nipdta (v. 58) says :

"BahussulaltJ dhammadharattJ bhajeta
miiiQ�tJ uliirattJ pat. ibluinavanlaltJ·
aniitiya atthiini vineyya kamkha!tJ
eko care kaggavisiinakappo

Order, the training, concentration, fair speech and good
friendship" and passed out on the right."

"Seek for friend the learned, dhamma bearer
Noble, intelligent

And again in .the same text (p. 282),' the reference
·
to kalyiif!amittata is taken in the metaphoric sense : ·
"The Four Channels for the flowing in of great
wealth : abstinence from looseness with women, from
debaucJlery in drinking, f�o!D knavery in dice-play ru_:�d
having friendship, companionship and intimacy with
the good."
The word mitta is, of course used in the canon in
the literal sense also. In the Aliguttara Niklzya (A. I. p.

1 6), it is said :
"Monks, as a matter concerning the outside (outside .
. of self or external condition) I kn.ow not of any other
single factor so conducive to great profit as friendship

-with tbe.Jovely. Indeed, friendship with the lovely
conduces to great profit."

Knowing the things for one's welfare
. Discarding doubts, ·
· One should fare alone as a rhinoceros."
Generosity, ca�a. has always been stressed in the
Buddha's teaching. It has in it the element of giving

up, of making a self sacrifice. In that sense it has an

ethical value from the Buddhist point of view. The
advice that the Buddha gives Ute demon, Alavaka, at

Sutta Nipdta (v. 85), is not a purely worldly piece of
advice. Alavaka asked the Buddha,
"How does one to himself friends bind"?
The Buddha's answer is :
"By giving, one binds friends-to oneself."
An at Sutta· Nipata (v. 94), a devi asks the Buddha
the sources of suffering. One source which the Buddha

Taken in the context in which this passage, appears

mentions is the following :

that is, with the passage immediately preceding it,
kalyaflllm ittata· here implies friendship with good ·

. "Who hath bad men as friends .

people literally. The preceding passage states that

not maketh. friends with good

association with evil companions conduces to one's

who chooses bad men's ways

downfall.

A source of suffering that.

'

I
. !
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In the Sa11Jyutta Nikiiya (S. I. p. 37), the following

charming stanzas are found :

·
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"On four g ounds the friend who sympathises is to
;
be reckoned as sound at heart : he does not rejoice
over your misfortunes ; he rejoices over your prosperity

"What is a good friend to the wayfarer ?

; he restrains anyone who is speaking ill of you ; he

What is the good friend dwelling in the home ?

comends anyone who is praising you."

What is a good friend where has risen need/
What is a good friend in the life to come ?

And in the

Digha Nikaya (D. III. p. 1 88) the

following is stated :
"Guide's a good friend to the wayfarer
Mother the good friend dwelling in the home
A comrade's help where there has risen need
Is a good friend again and yet again
And meritorious deeds wrought by one's self :
That is a good friend in the life to come."
The value of good friendship is not under rated in
the canon. In the

Digha Nikiiya (D. III. p. 1 87) the

· following passages appear :
Four, 0 young · householder, are the friends who
should be reckoned as sound at heart - the helper, the
friend who is the same in happiness and adversity, the
friend of good council, the friend who ·sympathizes.

- - - - -"(.)n four groun-ds- the ftiena who i s a helper i s to be

"The friend who is a helpmate, and the friend of
bright days and of dark and he who shows what it is
you need, and he who throbs for you with sympathy these four the wise should know as friends and should
devote himself to them as mother to her own her
bosom's child."
In the Sutta Nipata (v. 296), it is noted that animals
are also counted as friends :

"Yathti miitii pita bhatd aiiiie vii pi ca iiatakii
giivo no paramii mittii, yiisu jiiyanti iisadii..."
"Like our mother, father, brother and other relatives
cows are our foremost friends, in whom salvation
balm is born"
This is in keeping with the universally egalitarian

reckoned as sound at heart :- he guards you when you . outlook of B uddhism towards all living beings as ·

are off your guard ; he guards your property when you
are off your guard ; he is a refuge to you when you are
afraid ; when you have tasks to perfonn he provides a
double supply (of what you may need)."
"On four grounds the friend who is the same is
happiness and adversity is to be reckoned· as sound of

t

heart. He tells you his secre s ; he keeps secret your
secrets ; in your troubles he does not forsake you ; he
lays down even his life for your sake."
"On four grounds the friend who declare what you
need to do is . . . . . . . . . . . . sound of heart : he restrains
you fro� doing wrong ; he enjoins yoh:to (d6 what is)
right ; he informs you of what you had not heard before;
· he reveals to you the way to heaven."

expressed in the words

"sabbe salta bhavantu

sukhitatta. "
As seen in the metaphoric use of kalyar�; amittata,

Buddhist philosophy perceives that the best sort of
friendship is friendship with Dhamma. For one seeking

ultimate liberation, the agarika friendship is regarded
as a bondage, for instance,

Sutta Nipata (37) states. :

"Mitte suhajje anukampamtino
hiipeti attha11J pa!ibaddhacitto
eta11J bhaya11J santhare pekkhamiino
eko care khaggavisiinakappo"
"Having compassion for bosom friends

one is enamoured and abandons one's goal .
seeing fear in this intimacy

one should fare alone like a rhinoceros."

Suvimali Karunaratna.
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MOGGALIPUTTA TISSA was the President of the

Thlrd Buddhist Counc il held in the Asokanima in

MOGGAUPUTTA TISSA

dispute (which led to the holding of the Second
Council). But the

Dipava11JSa does not speak of the

Pataliputta in the third century. B . C. and also the

request supposed to have been made to Brahma Tissa
.
by the iheras, to be re-born in the human realm. Instead

senior and accepted leader of the Buddhist

the

�

spiritual counselor of mperor Asoka. Being the most

Sangha

Dipavar7JSa says that a Brahma would pass away

Moggaliputtatissa played a vital role in all activities

from the Brahma world and . would be reborn in the

pertaining to the Buddhasasana (Theravada sect) of the

human world.

Dipavamsa, the Mahdvamsa, the
Samantapasiidikii the commentary on the Vinaya and

Candavajji and having learnt the scriptures he would

day.

The·

He would be ordained by Siggava and

crush the doctrine of the heretics and help the siisana.

epigraphical evidence are the main sources available
for a study of Moggaliputtatissa .

pabbajito tada Tisso pariyattinca papuni
Bhinditvii titthiyaviidam patiUhiipessati sdsananJ

According to the Maliava11JSa (Ch. V. v. 95
the

f) and

Samantapasadikii (VinA. I, . p. 35 f) the story of

(Dpv. Ch. V. v. 58)

Moggaliputtatissa begins i mmediatel y after the
conclusion of the second Buddhist Council 1 held 100
years after the

Parinibbana o f the Buddha. As stated

in the sources above referred to, the

theras after

finalizing. the Council, looked into the future to

· ascertain whether there would be a simi!� controversy

The wife of the brahmin gave birth to a son in due
course and was named Tissa and coupled with the name
of his father he came to be known as Moggaliputtatissa,
the son of Moggal i . 2 The

MahdvanJsa and the

· Samantapastidika describe in detail how the elder

in the

Stisana in the future. - They f9re-saw that after · Siggava visited the house of the brahmin for seven
the lapse of 1 1 8 years· a similar·controversy would come
years; since the conception of the child, for alms. Not
.

.

up in the reign of Emperor- Asoka. When the theras · . on a single day did he r�ceive even a ladleful of gruel
saw that none of them wouJd survive till then, thought
or a spoonful of rice. One day, at the end of seven

· of a person who would be capable of settling the dispute

years he received the mere word "your pardon sir, go

to come, but did not see any one either in the human . on" (aticchatha bhante). On the same day, the Brahmin
realm or in the six

Deva realms. Ultimately in the

too was returning home, after having attended to so111e

brahma world they saw a Brahma named 'Tissa who

business outside and saw the elder going the opposite

had almost exhausted his time to live and who is

way and asked him "Good recluse did you visit our

capable of settling the dispute and requested him to be

home"? Ven Siggava said : "Yes brahmin, we went

re-born in the human realm to rescue the siisana from

there". "Did you receive anything there"? The elder

the future calamity, which request he accepted without

replied in the affirmative. The Brahmin went home

hesitation. FUrther the

Theras entrusted the ordination

and found out that nothing had been given. On the

and the education of the chiid who would be born in·

following day the brahmin was waiting to embarrass

the house of the Brahmin Moggali to Ven Siggava and ·

the elder f�r lying. When the brahmin inquired from

Candavajji who were young

the elder Why he said he received, when nothing had .

bhikkhus at the time. It

· was explained, as a punishment to the young · monks

been given from his house, the elder replied : "Brahmin

for not involving themselves in settling the current

for seven years we have not been honoured at your
house even with the mere words. 'Your pardon Sir, go

1 According to the Theragdtlui A�!hakatlui (ThagA. 1 Vol. ll p. 193) Sabbakami the most seni01: thera who participated at the
.

Second Council, before his parinibbiina instructed the Brahma Ttssa (who would be born as Moggaliputtatissa in future)
the Sasana of the crisis that would be coming up in Dharrnasoka's time.

to purify

2 Normally in the Buddhist literature we find sons are named after the mothers ; Sariputta, Mantaniputta Ttssa, Kuntiputtatissa
etc. Here is a rare instance where the son was named after the father.
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on ' . But yesterday I was treated with the words : 'Your

asakkonto, kin nama bho pabbajita ida� ti aha (VinA.

taking into account this act of courtesy. The brahmin

was a Buddha manta. When the youth said that he want

pardon Sir, go on ' and hence I spoke in that manner,

I p. 39) and asked what it was. The elder replied that it
to learn it, the elder said that it could be taught only if

reflected : "These (recluses) on receiving a mere
courteous greetings, express their thanks to us. In what

he would ordain himself like him (like the elder). The

manner will they praise us if they receive something

youth sought permission of his parents to enter the

from us in the form of hard and soft food. The brahmin

Order to learn the manta. The parents gave him the ·

was pleased and offered a spoonful of rice together

per!Tlission thinking that their son would come back

with curries suitable for it, from the food prepared for

after learning it.

his use and said that he would be receiving that quantity
of alms from him everyday. He was highly impressed

The elder Siggava ordained him and taught him

by the composure of the elder who continued to visit

the topics of meditation on the thirty two parts of the

· him from the following day. In this manner the elder

body (dvattiri-Jsakiira kammauhana

VinA. I. p. 40):,_

�e youth atttained the state of a sotapanna.

gradually won the confidence and the respect of the

Before long

brahmin.

The elder thought that it was not possible now for the

I

'

novice to return to lay life. The thera did not want his
Tissa the son of the bramin Moggali had no

pupil to proceed further and did not give instructions

connection with the elder Siggava who was visiting

for meditation any more. The thera thought : "he would

his home daily, until he was sixteen years of age. The

·

soon attain arahanthood arid would not be keen to learn

elder wanted to have a dialogue with the youth and

the teac.hings of the Buddha" (Buddhavacana). TI1e

was seated in his (Tissa's) chair which the inmates

elder Siggava sent the novice Moggaliputtatissa to the

offered to him in the absence of any other suitable chair

elder Candav.ajji to learn the teachings of the Buddha. .

to be offered to the elder. The youth returned home

Here the Samantapasadikii spe�ifically says that he .

from his teacher's house at that moment and was not

learnt the entire teachings of the Buddha with the

happy to se� a monk i n his seat and-showed . his

commentary,

indignation. When the youth got pacified the elder

vinayapi�akafr! sabbafr! buddha vacanalrJ uggahi .

except

the

Vin aya

Uhapetvd

inquired whether he knew <in manta to which the youth

saddhirrJ a{!hakathaya; VinA. I p. 4 1 ). Next, the

replied : 'well recluse, if I do not know the mantas

Samantapii.sadikii says that at the time of the. Higher

who else knows them' ? and inquired whether the

Ordination even before he had spent one rainy season,

recluse (the elder) knew any mantas. The elder replied
· : "You may question me and find out".

he was a master of the tipi{aka which means that he

·

mastered the vinaya too (upasampannakii le pana a : .

vassiko 'va samii.no tipi{aka dharo ahosi - loc. cit). From
Thereupon the youth questioned the elder on all

the above statement of the Samantapasadikii, it is clear

the knotty points of the three Vedas w ith their

that he learnt the Vi'!aya at the time of the Higher

glossaries, ritual, phonology, et)'mology and traditional

Ordinantion only, after learning the Sutta and the

lore as the fifth, (tf su vedesu saniga'!t!uke!ubhesu

Abhidhamma and attained the status of a 1ip4akadhara.

sakkharappabhedesu itihasapancamesu) , whose

The Mahavamsa too says :

meanings neither he nor his teacher could comprehend.
As the elder had mastered the three Vedas even before
he was ordained and had now gained analytic insight,
had no difficulty in solving those problems. The elder
said : "I have been asked many questions by you, now

·

..
Pesesi Ca11qavajjassa therasantika muggahafr!
kdtufrJ suttdbhidha mmdnarrJrrJ so tathii 'ka
·taduggaharrJ

I too will ask you one question." The youth agreed.
The elder asked the youth a question from the

Thera (Siggava) sent him to thera Candavajji that

Cittayamaka of the Abhidhamma. The youth was
bewildered (manavo uddham va adho . va saritum

he might learn the sutta and the Abhidhamma and he
learnt it (Mhv. Ch. V. v.

1 50).

.

'
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The MahavaffJSa continuing the narration further

adds : 'The elder Siggava having conferred the Higher
Ordinantion at the proper time, taught him the Vinaya
and the other two (Sutta and Abhidhamma) again
(upasamptidayitvii kale so siggavako yati vinayanJ
·uggahilpesi puna sesa dvayanJ pi ca (loc. cit).
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But there appears to be a more strong reason for
teaching the Sutta and the Abhidhamma to the novice
Moggaliputtatissa, postponing the Vinaya to a
subsequent occasion. The elders Siggava and
Candavajji were training their pupil to handle a major
dispute on the core of the Buddha's teachings relating
to the Sutta Pi!aka and the Abhidhamma Pi!aka.

According to both accounts, the MahilvaffJSa and

Therefore he should be an expert on the Sutta and the

the Samantaptisiidihi, teaching of the Vinaya has been

Abhidhamma to face the heretics who were forwarding

given a secondary place and was taught later than the

their own views as those of the Buddha. There was no
immediate necessity for him to master the Vinaya and

Sutta a'nd the Abhidhamma. The Salnantaptisiidika says
_
that he learnt the. Vinaya at. the time of the Uapsampadti

(Higher Ordination) while_ the MahtivtiffJSa says that
the Vinaya was taught after the Upasampada.
The Samantapdsadikti statement that the novice
Moggaliputtatissa learnt th,e entire Buddha's teachings
together with the commentarie_s, exc�pt the .Vinaya,
apparently has been a problem to Ven. Sariputta, the
·
author of the Stiratthadipani, · the ! ikc;z (sub
commentary) of the Samantaptisiidikti. 3 Probably he
found something unusual in it and was -trying to find
out if there was any reason for it :
·
.
"ettha sdman erdna� v inayapa riydpun dna!!J__

·

caritlanJ no hotiti [hapetvti vinayapi{akQ11] avasesam
Buddhavacana�
ugghanhdpesiti
tfsupi
Ganthipadesupj4 Vuttam. "

"It is stated in all the three glossaries that as there
was no custom to teach the Vinaya to the novices,
,
except the •.vmaya, rest of the 8- uddha s tea:chi ngs were

tbey could afford to postpone the teaching · of it to a
subsequent occasion. And also the teachers knew their
genius pupil would not take a long time to master the
. Vinaya when the time comes. However it is seen that
Moggaliputtatissa mastered the Vinaya in no time, the
preserving of which was entrusted to the lineage of
monks (ticariya paramparti) he blonged to. He took
over the position of the chief of the Vinaya after the
'
de�se·ofhis teacher Siggava.
According to the MahilvaffJSa, Moggaliputtatissa
having practised vipassanti meditation attained the state
of an arahant with the six super nonnal powers and
.
r�ached the _ P-Qsition of jl _senLor monk.
-- -

·

-

- ·-

-

Tato so 1isso daharo tirabhitvti vipassananJ
chalabhinno ahu kale therabh!J.vanca ptipwii ( Mhv.
Ch. V. v 153)

.

.

.

..

.

It IS seen that he was able to attam that htgh posttion

.
.
when he was qmte young, because the Mahavarrna still
·
·
taught. (Sara
- - tthad.rpam, p. 1 03). It may be noted that
calls him child (1issa Daharo - child Tissa).
· this was not Ven. Sariputta's opinion, but he is giving
an explanation given in the Glossaries.
lt is not known exactly how and when he first came
�-

·

·

The author of the Sarattluulipani and the authors

in contact with King Asoka with whom he was destined

of the glossaries belong to the Mahilvihilra School and to have "close relaitons with regard to matters ·
.
. did not want to dispu te or disagree with· th� . pertaining to the Buddhasasiina '. I� appears that he was .
Sdmantapdsadika, apparently they were trying to residing at Asokarama in Pataliputta put up by Asoka. .
defend it.
3 Stiranhadfpani edited by B. Devarakkhitha (Sinhala Script) Vidyabhusan. Press Colombo 1914 p. 1 03

4 Non exis�t three Wnaya glossaries in Sinhala Culagan{hipada (small glossary) Majjhima gan{hipadii (middlesize glossary)
and Maluigan{hipadil (great glossary) referred to in Saratthadlpani.

·
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Moggaliputtatissa's name is first mentioned along with

in an unprecedented scale and

that of Emperor Asoka, when Asoka wanted to know

their gains and honour. The heretics who lost their.

the extent of the Dhamma preached by the Buddha.

revenue .donned the saffron robes and dwelt together

According to the MahiJ:vanJSa (Ch. V. vv. 77-78) it was

with the bhikkhtls. They proclaimed their won doctrines

the elder Moggaliputtatissa who answered that there

as the doctrines of the Buddha and carried out their

as

a result heretics lost

own practices as they wished (Mhv. Ch. V. v. 228£).

are 84000 sections in the dhamma preached by the
Buddha. Apparently, this was the first recorded meeting
. of Asoka and Moggaliputtatissa. After the Emperor

Moggaliputtatissa realized that a severe crisis has arisen
in the Buddlzasiisana and was awaiting for the time

for its appeasement (ibid. Ch. V. v. 23 1 f).

constructed 84,000 vihiiras equivalent to the 84,000
sections of the dhamma, and on the day of the
consecration of the vihiiras the Emperor questined the

As stated in the Samantapiisiidi/ui Moggaliputtatissa

Maluisarigha as to whose generosity towards the

thought : ·"now that the dispute has arisen it will soon

siisana was great and whether he would be a kinsman

be aggravated, and it is not possible to settle it while

of the siisana (siisanassa daytido) . The assembly of

living in their midst".

monks entrusted the reply to Moggaliputtatissa, who

Tada Moggaliputtatissa thero uppannam 'diini idam ·

declared that even in the life time of the Buddha there
was no generous giver similar to Asoka But he further

adhikaraf1lJTTJ tam nacirassevakakkhalaTTJ bhavissati na

said that unless a person ordains his own son or

kho pana elaTTJ sakka imesa171 majjhe vasantena

a

viipasameiUTTJ (VinA. I 53)

daughter be would not become a kinsman of the

sasana.

This

was

the

second · occasion

Moggaliputtatissa's name is mentioned along with that

Having thought thus Moggaliputtatissa entrusted

of Emperor Asoka. However it is observed that the

the leadership of his chapter to Mahinda thera and

thera 's timely advice paved the way for the ordination

�ithdrew to the hill near Ahoganga alone, Y!ishjQg tQ
_
abide in peace and Jived there for seven years. ·

_

of the Emperor's children, Mahinda and Sarighamitta
and made the Emperor's attachment to the siisana even
stronger. It is also said (Mhv. Ch. v. 1 94) that the Elder

In t�e meantime the conditions at Pataliputta

gave this advice having looked into the future prospects

aggravated. In spite of the heretics being subjected to

of Asoka's son prince Mahinda and the Daughtet·
Sangharilltta and also the progress of the siisana (that
would take place as a result" of their admission to

�e

·

censure by the Order of monks, with regard to the

dhamma and the vinaya and the teaching of the Master,
they gave rise to diverse forms and upheavals, stains

siisana). At the ordination of prince Mahinda, the Elder

and thorns in the dispensation. Some of them tended

Moggaliputtatissa became his preceptor (upadhyaya).

the sacrificial fires, ·some subjected themselves to the

It · was . under Moggaliputtatissa thera that Bhikkhu

heat of the fires, some worshipped the sun following

Mahinda learnt the three Pi[akas in three years (ibid.

its movements in the sky while others made detennined

Ch. V. v. 2 1 0).

effort to destroy the dhamma and the vinaya (loc. cit.).

From the Ordination of Mahinda, the elder

The genuine monks refused to perform the uposatha ·

crisis arose· in the sasana as a result of the lavish

ceremony or its conclusion (pavdraf!a) with the ·
heretics. The uposatha ceremony at Asokru-anta was

patronage of Emperor A soka. · According to the

interrupted for seven years. They informed the emperor

Moggaliputtatissa does. not come to the scene till the

narrative Asoka began to patronize the Buddhist monks

too, of this matter. He commanded .a minister to go to

_ ..
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the monastery and settle the disputes and revive the
uposatha ceremony. The minister had no courage to
ask the Emperor about the details and inquired5 from
another minister as to what course of action be taken
to carry out the order of the Emperor. He replied that

Moggaliputtatissa answered the king's questions, as
to the number of sections in the dhamma. Already both
sources had explained how the elder explained to the
emperor how to become a kinsman of the siisana. It
was under the elder Moggaliputtatissa, that Mahinda,

the Emperor wished "that all those who did not perfrom
the uposatha be slain, even as quelling an uprising in ·

the son of the Emperor had already been ordained.

the frontier districts by executing the culprits". The

the Emperor had not heard or met the elder earlier.

Under the circumstances it is contradictory to say that

minister went to the monastery, summoned all the

The Vaf1!Salthappak.tisini, does not comment on it. But

monks and conveyed the order to perform the uposatha.

Sariputta thera ( 1 2th century A. C . ) in his

. · . The monks repJie_d .Jhat they would not ·perform
uposatha in the company of heretics arid the minister
began chopping

�eir heads,

starting from the senior

most elder. The massacre of the monks by the minister ·
was stopped by the intervention of Tissa thera, the

Emperor's own brother, who was residing at the
Asokarama at the time. The matter was reported to the
Emperor and he reprimanded· the minister and with

Siiratthadipanz"6, the sub commentary ([ik.ti), on the
Samantapasiidikd, apparently having observed the
contradiction was possibly trying to defend him. ·
Mahallako nu kho bhante thero, kiiiciipi rtijena .
thero di� �hapubbo. Namam pana sallakkheiUfT! .
I
asakkonto evam pucchf ti vadanti

great anguish hastened to the monastery and told the · ·
senior monks : "Venerable Sirs, this minister has acted
. contrary to my command. On whom will the evil
devolve?"

'Though the king had seen the thera before, being
unable to remember the name inquired whether the
thera was old", so they say (Saratthad[pani p. · JJB).

The Emperor dispatched a large delegation of
.
. "'
Some replied that the responsiblity falls on the
• the thera w1·th the
.
. . to r.unng
monks and mimsters
twice,
.
.
-Emperor, wh:o gave th�-order, whlle-some- others-srud,.
.
message : .. th e E mperor summons· you ( raJa .
. ..
that the responstbthty falls on both the m·inister and
.
pakkosatl), but the thera .dtd not comply. When the
.
th.e Emperor. There were sti 11 others who dec1ared : "If
king inquired from the monks the reason for the refusal,
you had good intensions no evil will fall on you". The
the monks said that when they say that the Emperor
Emperor was perplexed and inquired whether there was
suvunones you the thera would not come. Yo may tell
any monk who could clear his doubts and stabilize the
him : "Sir, the dispensation is sinking. Be of assistance
Sdsana. The monks informed the Emperor that
to me to stabilize the dispensation" (Sasanam bhante
Moggaliputtatissa thera is capable of clearing his ·
osidati, am hakam sdsana"! pagganhanatthaya
doubts and stabilize the sdsana.
sahayakohothtiJi -VinA I, p. 57). Then only he would
·

_ __

_ __

_

·

_

_

_

According to the Mahava"!Sa (Mhv. Ch. v. v. 246

come. This shows the strong character of the thera.

Moggaliputtatissa for the first time and the Emperor is

by the monks, the thera agreed to come. Finally the

f) and the Samanthapdsiidikd'(Vin. l. p. 56f)"it appears He did not obey the Emperor's order twice. When the
that the Emperor was hearing the name of the elder . Emperor sent for him with the message as suggested

made to ask whether the elder is old, but prior to that, thera was conveyed in a decorated boat down the river
. both sources have mentione d how the elder . with great honol,lf and security. .

..

. .

.

5 But the Mahava�a does not say that the minister inquired from another �ill�� about the ways and means of executing the
·
order given by the Einperor.
.

·

6 Siuatthadlpani edi�d by B. Devarakkhita (Sinhala scripts) Vidyabhusana Press Colombo 1914.
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However it is reasonable to presume that the

receive the thera. It is said that he stretched his hands

decision whether a monk was genuine or a heretic was

for the thera to hold and disembark. The thera got hold

made by the thera Moggaliputtatissa and the expulsion

to the Emperor's right hand and got down. This was a

was made by the Emperor.

great honour bestowed on the thera by the Emperor.

The next important task the elder Moggaliputtatissa
undertook was the holding of the Third Buddhist

The Samantapdstidika at this instance sa:ys that the

Council (Tatiya Sarigiti) for which he selected out of

bearers of the swords (asiggahaka) were about to

sixty thousand monks one thousand who were endowed

behead the thera, for it was a tradition that whoever

with the six supernormal powers experts in the three

that takes the Emperor by hand should be beheaded,

pi{akas and versed in the special sciences (Visiirade

which the Emperor is said to have prevented. Neither

chalabhifiiie tepi{ake pabhinnapa[isambhide). The

the MahiivanJSa nor its {ika is aware of this custom.

rehearsal which was headed by elder Moggaliputtatissa,

The thera finally dispelled the Emperor's doubts about

under the patronage of the Emperor, was concluded in .

the killing of the monks and explained to the Emperor

nine months. However this Third Buddhist Council was

that kamma always accompany volition (cetanti). If

not accepted by the Northern Buddhist Tradition. It is

there is no volition, there would be no sin. It is also

considered as a sectari an Council within the .

said in the MahiivanJSa and the Samantapdsddika that

Theravd d a school of Buddhi s m . It ws .at this

the thera . performed a niiracle at the reques� of the
· Emperor to show him that he is capable of dispelling

convocation that the elder Moggaliputtatissa. recited

doubts of the king and stabilizing the Sasana. It is also

be added to the Abhidhamma Pi{aka of the

�vident that though the Emperor had an unparalled faith

Theravdd i n s , to refute heretical theories. The

in the Siisana he had no clear knowledge·of the basic

Mahava")Sa and the Samantapasiidika merely say that

·

(set forth) the Kathiivatthuppakaraf!a, the last text to

he set forth the Kathiivatthuppakarana in order to ·

tenets of Buddhism. Therefore the Emperor learnt the

- suppress heretiCal views: but the commentary fo the

- -reacrungs of the BUddhT ftonr tfie-rh-era for seven aays

Kathiivatthu, the Paficappakarar�;a Atthakatlui provides

living in the royal park itself. Later the Emperor

more information about the purpose for which

summoned all the monks to the Asokanima and

Moggaliputtatissa set forth the Kathii.vatthuppakarQf�D.

separated them according to their faith and sitting
behind a screen with the thera at one end, commenced
questioning the monks individually as to what the
Buddha taught. The heretics forwarded their own faiths
as that of the Buddha. As the Emperor had already
learned the Buddha's teachings from the thera, he had
.
no difficulty in identifying the heretics. Consequently
they were disrobed and given white clothes and had
them expelled from the Sdsana. The number expelled

"Moggaliputtatissathero Yanica tadti uppanntini
.

vatthlini yani ca ayatinJ uppajjissanti sabbesampi tesanJ
patibdhanatthanJ sattharddinnanayayasema tathti
gathena t apita m dtikafr! vibbhajanto sakavade
paficasuttasatdni ptiravade paficiiti sutta sahassam ii ·
haritwi imam parappaviidamathanam iiyati lakkha'!'lnJ
kathavatthuppakaraf1anJ abhtisi. Moggaliputtatissa
thera recited (composed) the Kathiivatthuppakara'ID
in order to suppress all the issues born at that time and

thus exceeded sixty thousand. When the remaining

also that would arise in the future, analyzing the topics

monks were called and questioned th� same way tbey
·
replied that the Buddha taught Vibajj v
al
(

kept by the Buddha and incorporating

doctrine). The king verified the answer from the thera

(Pancappakaraflll(thakathii Nidiinakath4)

� Ma ��;ti�

who �onfli1Iled that the Buddha was a Vibajjhaviidin.
The MahiivQTT)Sa and the Samantapiisiidikii say the
questioning was done by the Emperor himself.

?OO suttas of

his own (fai th) and 500 suttas of the heretics

The Siiratthad[pani goes to the extent of telling
.
that it (Kathtivatthuppakara�a) was iptended to
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suwress whatever the issues that would arise till the
disappearance of the saddhamma (tato pa((haya

Sangamitta to Sri Lanka. The Emperor was in a

saddhcmnma taradluirui iiyatim uppajjanakD.viidaiica

tree and inquired from Moggaliputtatissa thera whether

sandhaya vuttam. ) However, it is clear that it was

to send the bodhi to Sri Lanka (Bhante Lankam

Mo,ggaliputtati ssa who closed the Theravada

Mahabodhipesetabbd nukho- Mhv. Ch. XVIII 2 1 -22).

Ablritlhamma pitaka confining it to seven texts.

The thera infonned the Emperor that the bodhi should

dilemma as to how to sever the branch from the mother

be sent and revealed to him the five determinations of
Subsequent to purifying the Siisana and finalising · will of the Buddha (addhi![hiinapaiicakam), according
. the Third Buddhist Counci l , Moggaliputtati ssa
embarked upon a missionary programme. According

to which the branch of the bodhi would automatically

sever from the mother tree and would establish in a

. !� the M�!zavan.zsa and the Sampntapasadika, �e Elder

container.. It i s regarding this incident that the

after concluding the Council looked into the future

Maluiva"]Sa and the Samanthapiisadikii mention the
name of elder Moggaliputtatissa for the last time. .

where the Siisana would be established and foresaw

that it would be established in the frontier pro:virices

and made preparations to send several missions headed

by eminent Theras to identified locations. That was

the first occasion, in the history of B uddhism that a

well planned missionary programme was launched to

· extend beyond the Indian sub contient, covering even

According to the Avadana literature of Northern
Buddhism, the spiritual counselor of Emperor Asoka
w�s Upagupta, a monk from M athura and not
. Moggaliputtatissa thera mentioned in the Pali literature.

The legend of Upagupta is found in the Divyavadana,
.
some of .the countries which are today designated as . fqu� chapters of which from the Asokiivadiina . where,
.

·. middle e ast countrie s . I t w as that missionary . Emperor Asoka is overshadowed by Upagupta The
programme of the Elder that made Buddhism a world

early Indian historians thought that Upagupta wa-;

religion, which was earlier confined to a limited locality . another name for Moggaliputtatissa. 8 It . has now

in central India,_Alth_o_uglLYinc.enLA. _sm;th�lames�e.c.ome _clear__ that_they_are _ two_differenL personages
the chronicler (author of the. Maluiva"]Sa) for giving . who lived during two different periods and that they ·

all the· credit ofthe Buddhist missionary movement to

were associated with twq different kings. The confusion

Moggaliputtatissa's brain child. The selection of- the

Asoka lived a hundred years after the Parinibbhana

Moggaliputtatissa . the sending out of missions was

has been created as a result of assuming that Emperor

� well as

of the Buddha a:; stated in northern Buddhlst literature.

the selection of the other members of the missions,

As a result, in northern Buddhist literature, Asoka is

was in the hands of the Great thera. At the same

confused with Kalasoka of the southern School, who

chief theras as heads of various missions
.

too,

.

time, it was Emperor Asoka's patronage and his. . lived a hundred �ears after the parinibbiina of the
. political and friendly relations that existed with the · Buddha and who sponsored the second Buddhist
countries concerned, that resulted in the ultimate

success of the missions .

Council. Moggaliputtatissa the spiritual counselor of
Asoka in Pali literature lived circa 2 1 8 years after the

parinibbiina of the . Buddha. It has been pointed out
.
.
.
After the establishment of Buddhism in Sri Lanka, · tha� Upagupta was a pupil of Sambhiita known as ·
.

.

.

.

king Devanarnpiyatissa sent a message to Emperor . Sariav�i Sambhti�a referred to in the Cu/lavagga ·

Asoka to send a sapling of the bodhi and the theri

account of the Second Cotincil.9 Sarnbhiita was a pupil

7 Vmcent A Smith, Asoka .the Buddhist Emperor ofIndia Asian Educational Servic�s, New Delhi, 1 997 (reprint) P. 46.
8 Cambridge History ofIndia, Vol. I p 498
9 Ananda W. P. Guruge Asoka Definitive Biography-Central Cultural Fund, Colombo, Sri Lanka, 1993 p. 342 ff
-

·
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of Ananda thera, the personal attendant of the Buddha

the vinaya exponents. From arahant Dasaka the position

an Sambhiitajoined the Order after the parinibbana of

passed onto his pupil elder Sonaka. The chief position

tbe Buddha. Sambhuta Thera was still living tho�gh

among Vinaya exponents passed on from elder Sonaka

·

very old at the �ime of the Second Buddhist Council

Moggaliputtatissa. The elder Moggaliputtatissa
inherited the· position from his teacher elder Siggava.

held a hundred years after the parinibbiina of the
Buddha TJ:terefore his pupil Upagupta (the third on

The Dipawa�sa further gives the number of years,

the successive line of teachers originating from Ananda

thera) could have been

a

to elder Siggava. Arahant Siggava was the teacher of

the above theras held the chief position of the Vinaya:

contemporary of king

Kalliasoka, who sponsored the Second Buddhist

"Sabbaktilam pamokkho vinnaye Upiilipandito

Council, rather than Asoka the Maury a Emperor who
ascended the throne 2 1 8 years after the parinibbiina,
whereas Moggaliputtatissa thera the fifth in the line
of successive teachers starting from Upali thera the

Panniisam diisako thero, catucattarisanca sonako

·

Paficapanniisavassam Siggavassa auhasa[{hi
Moggaliputtasavhayo

Vinaya expert, was the contemporary of Asoka the
Maurya Empemr. A possible explanation to the
omission of Upaguptta from the Theravada records
would be that he moved into the Sarvastivada School
of Buddhism and became recog�ized as the fourth
patriarch of northern Buddhism. · Vincent A. Smith
attaching more credibili ty than they deserve to

Avadiina literature of the northern Buddhism which
belong to a class of pious literature glorifying deeds of
self sacrifice and piety of saints says : ''Tissa the son

The learned Upali was the chief of vinaya at all
· times, elder Dasaka for fifty years, elder Sonaka for

forty four years, elder Siggava for fifty five years and
elder Moggaliputta Tissa for sixty eight years (held
the chief position of vinaya) (Dpv, ch. V, 96)

It �as Elder arahant Mahinda who inherited the
chief position of vinaya after the elder. Moggaliputta ·
Tissa.

of Moggali should be regarded as a fictitious person

TissC!_ f!oggaliputto ca M�hinckJm saddhivihtirjka!J!

made up from the names of Buddha's two disciples".10
It is rather surprising or un-academic to note even in
the face of undisputed epigraphic evidence Smith still

katvd vinaya piimokkha� chattivassamhi nibbuto
( Dpv. Ch. V, 94)

clings to his own thesis, when he says "the finding of
a casket inscribed "Mogaliputasa" does not establish
the real exister.ce of the Ceylonese Tissa, son of
Moggali as distinct from Upaguptta"11 The Dipawa�a
and the Samantapastidikii provide vital information
regarding elder Moggaliputtatissa. He belongs to the
line of vinaya exponents descending from elder Upali
whom the Buddha acknowledged as the chief among
the Vinaya exponents and to whose pupils preserving
of vinaya (by oral tradition) was entrusted after the
first Council. The Dipava�a (Dpv. Ch. V. 89-93) gives
the line of successive chief vinaya exponents from the
elder Upali up to Moggaliputtatissa After the elder
Upali, his pupil. arahant Dasaka was the chief among

It is clear now that the line of monks who came to
Lanka headed by Mahinda, belonged to the vinuya
tradition (line of monks who preserved the vinaya).
Apparently it is the very reason behind the big emphasis
given to the vinaya at the time of introducing Buddhism
to Sri Lanka (i. e. when king Devanampiyatissa
inquired from elder Mahinda whether the siisana is

well established in the island, the eider said that it is

established, but the roots have not descended deep
enough. The king asked as to when the roots will
descend deep and the elder replied "when a youth born .·
in the island of Tambapanni ; of parents belonging to·
the island of Tambapanni enters the order in the island

10 Vincent A Smith "Asoka The Buddhist Emperor of India", Asian Educational Services, New Delhi, 1997 (Reprint) p. 41 .
l l Ibid p. 45 Footnote.
.
.

.
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ofTambapanni, learns the vinaya in Tambapanni itself

The Dipavafr)Sa (Dpv. Ch. VII 39 , 40) calls him

and teaches it in the island ofTambapanni, then indeed

chalabhinno (endowed with six supernormal powers)

will the roots of the Dispensation go deep enough"

mahiddhik o (possessing great psychic powers)

(Inception. uf Discipline and Vinaya Nidan.a·

mahajutim (gre�y resplendent) gaf!tipamokkho (leader

-

Jayawicknuna N. A. (SBB. XXI), London, 1962 p. 90.)

of the Sangha) Mahapaiino (of great w i sdom)

paravadappamodhana (suppressor of others (heretical)

It is of paramaunt importance that some scholars

views. Mahavafr)Sa Ch.

XII, I calls him Jinasdsana

believe that Moggaliputtatissa is referred to in the .

jotako (illuminator of the Sdsana), Dighadassi (far

Sarv�tivada literature; too. The Vigiiiinakaya, one of

sighted. Dpv. Ch. VII. 1). Dipava�sa . fi nally describes

· the seven Abidha rma treatises of . S arvastivada · . Moggaliputtatissa as
Buddhism, authorship of which is attributed to

· satthukappo

Deva5harinan, answers one -Maucfgatyayana as if he

mahtuuigo

was living. Scholars are of opinion that he is no other

pa{havya n 'atthi idiso

Buddhist Council and the author of the Katluivatthu,

He resembled the master (Buddha). There was no

person than Moggaliputtatissa, the president of the third

one similar to him on earth. (Dpv. . Ch.

which· refutes the view of opponents. Therefore

VII. 5 l).

scholars further believe that the Vigiiiinak tiya, and the
The Mahiiva�a too calls him Jinasdsana jotako
·
(illuminator of the sdsana -Mhv Ch. XII. I) and

Katluivatthu, belong to the same period.·
·

.

The Dipavafr}Sa, the Mahav anJSa

describe him in no lesser terms than DipawtlliJSa when .

and the

Samanttipdsadikii amply testify to the erudition of and . he says :
the unique pos_i tion held by Moggaliputtatissa in · · ·
matters pertaining to the Buddhasasana of the day and

Ativa piika!o. lisi cando va suriyo va so loko tass

. vaco ' manni sambuddhassa vaco viya

also the high esteem in which he was regarded by the
_

_ _bhikkJw.s,_the_ro)!alty_and_ the_ pe_ople: _Th_ begin_wlth.,___
his brahmanic birth is highlighted in the Dipava�a.

·He was so well known even as the sun and the

by birth he belonged to the brahrnana clan and was
·

moon. The people took his words as those of the

-versed in all mantas (Dpv. Ch, V. 56). (jacco brahmana . Buddha himself. (Mhv. Ch. V. 1 53).

gottena sabbamantanaparagu). At the age of 1 6 he
mastered all the mantras (jatiy. s olasavasso

SabbamantllP.a piiragu Dpv. Cb V. 6 1 ). Consequently
he was able to question Siggava thera with regard to
the �veda, the Yajurv eda, t he . Sdmave da the : ·
.
· vocabulary and history as the fifth (pucciimi Samti1Jll!7J .
paiilwnJ. ime paiihe viya.lcara iruvedam yajvedam sa
mavedam nigaiJI!umitiiulsanca paiicamam Dpv. Ch. V.
62}.

He was the spiritual advisor to the Emperor Asoka. ·
It was his plans orproposals that the Emperor executed.
With the support of the Emperor, Moggaliputta Tissa
rescued and uplifted the declining sasana. He got the
heretics out of the siisana. He held the Third Buddhist .
Council under his leadership. He suppressed the
heretical_ views of the dissident Buddhist sects by
composing the Katluivatthupakara'!a which would be

. After ent�ring the Buddhasdsana, too he showed . . helpful to crush even future heretical views. The •
..
equal talent. the Samantapiisadikii (VinA� 1.· 41) says: Kathiivattlzupakara'!'l was the last to be
added to the

that he

mastered the entire buddhavacana (Buddha's

·

TheravadaAbhidhamw pitaka and it may be considered
teaching) when he was yet a novice. According to the · that he closed
tha Theravada abhidharma pitaka� It ·
Mahdva11Jsa he became an arahant with the six was on his initiation that various Buddhist missions
supernormal powers while being a lad (tato tissa
were dispatched, taking the first step to make Buddhism

�ro iirabhitvtl vipassanam chalabhiiiiio cihu. Mhv

. Ch. v. 1 52).

a world religion. As a result of the farsighted efforts of
Moggaliputtatissa (Digadhassi as Dip4VQ�Sa calls .

MOGGAUPUTTA TISSA
him). Theravclda branch of B uddhism was saved from
being adulterated by alien heretical views, retained its
identity, survived and progressed as a distinct school
up to date achieving the status of a world religion. In
fact he could be regarded as the patriarch of the Therava
da school of Buddhism.
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Tissa the Moggali's son, having made his pupil

Mahinda chief of vinaya attained parinibbiina

at

the

age of sixty six (Dpv. Ch. V. 94).
But in the same chapter Dipavamsa gives his age
at the time of his death as eighty.
.

Neither the Mahava11JSa nor the Samanthpti.sMikii

provides any information regarding the Parinibbana

(passing away) of elder Moggaliputtatissa. Only the

Dipava11)Sa helps us to have some idea of his death.
According to the DipavaTl}Sa the parinibbdna of the
Thera has taken place in the twenty sixth regnal year
of Emperor Asoka.

Tisso Moggaliputto ca Mahindam Saddhiviharika� ·
Katvii vinaya pamokkhan asitivassamhi nibbuto
(Dpv. Ch. V. 1 07)
It is not possible to decide which of the two ages
given is correct. It is clear that he was an octogenarian

Asokassa cluivisativasse Moggaliputtasavhayo
Siisa�m jotayitviina nibbuto ayusari kkhaye
In the 26th regnal year of Asoka Elder Moggaliputta
Ti ssa having i l luminated the sdsana attained

at the time of his death. It is significant that his
histriocity has been established by archeological
evidence. In the course of the archeological excavation

at Sanchi, A . G. Cunningham the Archeological ·

Commissioner General of India, has discovered a relic

parinibbiina at the end of his life span. (Dpv. Ch. V.

c asket bearing the inscri ptio11. "Sapurisasa .

102).

Moggaliputasa in the Tope No. 02 at Sanchi. It is the 
'!

same Vincent Smith refers to as the "Bhilsa Tope" and ·
But when it comes to the exact number of years he
Jived the Dipava11JSa provides

lVj different reports.

According to one report he lived for eighty six years.

1isso Moggaliputto ca Mahindam Saddhivihdrikafl)
Katvii vinayo piimokkhan chiisitivassamhi nibbuto

.

·-

this establishes his histriocity beyond any doubt. In
this respect Ananda W. P. Guruge remarks : "his
contribution to B u�Qhjsm must ha\'e certainly been .
very significant for him to be so designated, and for· ·

his bodily remains to be venerated in a stupa. 12
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MOHA

Moha begets misfortunes. It perturbes the mind.
The stupid do not understand that moha is born within.
He who is enmeshed in moha sees no dhamma, knows
not profit. Darkness and gloom exist when moha mates
with man. He who leaves delusion (moha) by what

MOHA - (Skt. Moha, Vedic Mogha) means stupidity,
dullness of mind,. delusion, bewilderment, infatuation.
. Moha is one of the immoral mental states. It is
mentioned as the first of immoral mental states and is
deludes; is not deluded as sunrise routs the gloom, he
given as a root of immoral consciousness too (Tini
routeth all delusion (ltivuttaka p.84-85). The Buddha
akusalamU/ilni tobho, doso, moho - Vibhanga p. 208f).
has stated that there i s no snare like moha .
It is one of the ten bases of impurity (da.sa Kilesavatthun�
(Dhammapada� v.24) .
- Vib�a 34Jf). Moha along with ahirika (absence
of moral shame), anollapopa (absence of moral dread)
When expl�ining avijjti dluitu (elements in sense
and uddhacca (distraction) are common to all immoral
of
types of consciousness. Moha being one of the three consciousne ss of ignorance) the second book
c
e),
it
(ignoran
as
aiiiitina�t�
defines
bhidham
a
rn
roots of evil (other two being fobha and dosa) is . . A
adass_ana�t�
(not seeing), anabhisQ!nayo (not grasping
opposed to-paiiiiti- (wisdom); The- chief characteristic
correctly),
ananubodho
(non-realization), asambodho
of moha is confusion witl1 regard to the nature of an
object. lt clouds one's knowledge with regard to kamma (lac"k of full know ledge), appa(ivedo (non
and its consequences and the Four Noble Truths. The comprehension), asamgahana (lack of full grasping),
ordinary person, when he is clouded with moha sees apariyogahana (non-penetration)� asampekkhaiJll Oack
impermanent objects as permanent, sorrowful objects of Consideration), apaccakkhakamma�t� (non
realization), dummejjha") (foolishness), balyam
as joyful .etc.
· (stupidity), asampajaiifimrl (lack ofintelligence), moho
According to the Abhidhamma, moha is cominon (delusion), pamoho (infatuation), sainmoho
to lUI evil. The other two roots lobha (attachment) and (bewildenpent), avijja (ignorance), avijjdyogo (bond
dosa -(hatred) always arise in combination with moha. of ignorance), avijjanusayo (dormant ignorance),
But moha ca.n iise.iilone. It i s one of the three cardinal · avijjapariyu((ha na�t� · (outburst of ignorance),
.
effects of citia making a man,unable to grasp the highest avijja la�t� g i (obstruction of ignorance), moho
truths and to enter the path. The Buddha has rnentioned· . aku salamulam (delpsion as the root of
moha as one of the three inward stairis · (antartimala), · unwholesomeness (Vibhanga, p. 85 - 86)
· i nward
foes anta ra amitta) i nward rivals
Moha is given as one offfie Uifee uiiWnolesome-·
(antarasapatta), inward murderers (aniaravadhaka) ·
arid inward opponents (a�tarapaccatthika) ...: (Moho conditions (akusala heiu), while amoha is mentioned
bhikkhave antartimbalo antartiamitto antarasapatto as one of the three whOlesome conditions (Vibhanga
·
antaravadhako antarapaccatthiko - (Mahaniddesa - p. 402). Destruction of moha is mentioned as amoha
or pafiiiti (wisdom), which is described as right insight
1 5f)
into the nature of reality (vibhanga, p. 1 06).
Moha is used by Buddhist wirters as a synonym of
moha or avijjti as ignorance of the truth of suffering,
avijja (ignorance). In the Vibhanga, moha is defined
as the ignorance of suffering, as the .ignorance of the its cause, its end and the way to its end is the chief
cause of suffering, as the ignorance of the cessation of cause that sets the wheel of life in motion.. It is the
suffering, as the ignorance of the path leading to the main root of evil and of continual rebirth. Moha as not
· cessation of suffering ; as ignorance of the past; knowing things as they truly are is the chief casue of ·
· ignorance of the future, ignorance of the past and the kamma. Depending on ignorance arise kamma ·
future and ignorance of the Dependent Origination · activities (avijjtipaccayti samkhtirti). But when avijjti
( T_atthq ka-tamo moho . ? Dukkhe · aiiiiana� or moha is replaced by panna (wisdom) and the life ·
duklchasamudaye aiinanam. dukkhanirodlie aiiiitinani. flux realizes Nibbana Dluitu, then the.rebirth prjocess ·
dukkhanirodhaga miniya pa(ipadaya aiiiitina� comes to an end. This is achieved when one realizes ·
pubbante
anna na�t�
aparante
aiiiiana� . sammti iitli}Qdassana, right knowledge and vision hito
p ubbantaparante . aiiiiana�
idappaccaya the nl!.ture of relaity.
pa{iccasamuppanriesu dhammesu . . . . . .. ayQftl vuccati
moho - Vibhaitga - 362f)
D. Saddhasena.
·

. · ,
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a Sri Lankan

temples became vibrant centres of Buddhist education

bhikkhu who possessed great Oratorical and debating

and cul tural acti vities. In thi s proce s s several

talent and who pl ayed a key role in the Buddhist

prominent Buddhist educational Institutes came into

MOHOTTIWATTE GUNANANDA,

resurgent movement in Sri Lanka, which started in

being, such" as Paramadhammacetia Pidvena i n

the latter part of the 1 8th century through the initiative

Ratmalana, Vidyodaya Pirivena i n Maligakanda and

of Welivita Saranankara Sangaraja of the Kandyan

Widyalankara Pirivena in Kelaniya. The bhikkhus and

Kingdom.

the laity who received a training in these institutions
· not only became erudite scholars in Buddhadhamma,

Mohottiwatte Gunanada thera was born on the 9th
February, 1 823 at Mohottiwatta, Balapitiya in the

Oriental languages and Culture but they also became
determined fighters to regain their lost heritage.

South of Sri Lanka as the second son of Gingama
Laddu Asaneris Mendis and Kaludura Maldo de Silva

Alongside the rapid e x pansion of Buddhist

and was named Gingama Laddu Migel Mendis. The

education spear-headed by e4dite scholar�bhikkhus,

young boy received his primary education at the

the in-d i scriminatory activities of the British regime

. Buddhist Temple at Balapitiya under B al apitya

in the field of education, religion and social welfare,

Gunaratne thera of Subhadrarama Punina Viharaya at

·

too, went on .unabated.

Balapitya. At the age of twelve years he entered the
Order of monks under Balapitiye Gunaratna thera and

The British rulers continued to put up churches

as a pupil of Teikada Piyaratanatissa thera. Soon after

and new schools alongside the churches to convert

the young Mohottiwatte Gunananda thera shifted to
along with his teacher, but he had to return to

the Buddhist population to Christianity by luring them
·
with many incentives. The besi�bait employed was
'
an English education and good 1ocial status. In fact

Balapitiya before long due to the sudden death of his .

many Buddhists became Christians to secure jobs and

Deepaduttarama at Kotahena, close to Colombo,

father and disrobe · himself t o look after h i s aged ·

to get their children admitted to t�e State and Church .

mother. Mudliyer Abraham de Alwis of Balapitya

sponsored English schools. B ut by this time these

persuaded him to further his education and he entered

activities of the British regime and- its supporters did

the Wesley College in Colombo. He studied under the

not go u..r1challenged by the erudite bhikkhus and local

guidence of Catechist Peiris and mastered the English
language and Chri stianity. Subsequently he left

Buddhist leaders. In very strong terms they high
lighte d the great injustices done to the Buddhist

college and gained employment in the Observer

population by the British regime and its cohorts. Many

Newspaper, but soon after at the death of his mother

public societies came into being to campaign against

he left Colombo and reentered the order of monks at ·

this trend. Erudite bhikkhus challenged from temple

the Kumara Maha Viharaya in Dcdanduwa as a pupil

pulpits the veracity of the C hristian teachings.

of Sonuttara thera. He received his Higher Ordination

Educated Buddhist leaders, too, organized in various

in 1 844.

ways-by writing newspaper articles, publishing books

_

and setting up pocket organizations to high light the
treacherous activities of the �ritish regime and the

Going back to the period of Welivita Saranankara
Sangharaj a, the prelate, having re-established the
Higher Ordination with the aSsistance of the Siamese
Mahasa�ha and having admitted several batches of
young

��amaneras

to the Higher Ordination, trained

and disciplined them as full-fledged bhikkhus with

.

Church organization.
This trend from the Buddhist side also did not go
unchallenged. The supporters of the British regime, · ·

the clergy of the church of England and the English

the assistance of the Siamese bhikkhus':and sent them . educated converts to Chistianity specially under the ·
.
1

to various parts of the country to re-organize the

British regime started writing articles, books etc.

traditional Buddhist educational activities that had

criticizing Buddhism and its practices and replying

fallen to a low ebb due to the harassment of the
colonial forces. Within several decades the Buddhist

to the charges leveled at the British regime and its
-

supporters by the B uddhist side.

·
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was prepared and printed by two Europeons, John

Mohottiwatte Gunananda thera was a mature
bhikkhu by this time . He had mastered the art of

Cooper and M. J. Phebles for circulation in America.

public speaking and debating, and with his good

It is a copy of this booklet that reached the hands of

knowledge of English, Christianity, Buddhism and

a retired American Army Officer Col. H. S. Olcott

wi th the backing o f erudite bhikkhus such as

who later carne to Sri Lanka .to give leadership to the

Hikkaduwe Sri Sumangala, Waskaduwe Sri Subhuti,

Buddhist schools movement (see. Olcott, Col. H. S.)

Weligama

Sri

Sumangala,

Dondanduwe

Piyaratanatissa challenged the Christians for open

Migettuwatte Gunananda authored and published

public debate.. The challenge thrown by the Buddhist

several books critical of the Christian faith, and also

side was so formidable that the Christians.. could not

edited and published several periodicals such as Satya

ignore it, or avoid it. Much publicity was given to

margaya' 'l.akmini Kirula' and 'Rivirasa' . He also

. this challenge in news papers and the enthusiasm for

played a leading role to win back Wesak Poya holiday,

the debate grew in no time. Dates for the confrontation

which was abolished by the Britisn Government in

1 8 1 7. He w as also closely associated with the .

were fixed by mutual arrangment.

committee that designed the six-coloured Buddhist
The first debate in this series was held at the

flag and this flag was hoisted for the first time by

Udcinwita temple on February, 1866. There were about

Mohottiwatte Ounananda thera, at the DupaduttaAma

thirty bhikkhus on the B uddhist side led by

Temple in Kotahena which temple had by this time

Mohottiwatte Gunananda thera and to the Chri�tian

become the nerve centre for Buddhist revivalist .

side there was an equal number of participants under

activities in the Country.

.

. ·

. the leadership of Mr. Edward Hunupola Nilarne.
Since the arrival of Col. H. S. Olcott in Sri Lanka
the second debate in th� series was held in June

Mohottiwatte Gunananda thera worked very closely

' 1 87 1 in a school i n G ampola. M ohottiwatte . with Col. Olcott to set up Buddhist schools for the
Gunananda thera and Pandit Batuwantudave led the

education of Buddhist children. Col. Olcott gives the

Buddhist side while Rev. Father Carter led the

following assessment of Mohottiwatte Gunananda

- Christian side.

------ · --

----

-

thera :

. .

-;---

- - -. - · -

The third and the most importanat in the series

·

"Mohotti watte, the Incomparable Buddhist

was. held at Panadur� in August 1 873. The Buddhist
side was led by Mohottiwatte Gunananda thera while

Priest- Orator among sinhalese 6uddhists, he had

the Christian side was led by Rev. Father David Silva.

audience as though they were some music al

There was great enthusiasm regarding this debate on

instruments which responded to his highest touch."

not his equal as a public speaker. He played upon his

both sides and the debate was held on two days,
before a packed audience. The general opinion of
observers was that the Buddhist side was able to

_

·

The. above quoted assessment of Mohottiwatte
Gunananda thera stands as a unique monument to the

vindicate its position, and present a convjncing case

services rendered by .the thera for the upliftment of

regarding the atrocities committed by the British

Buddhism in Sri Lanka during the second half of the
_
nineteenth century. see PLATE 1

. regime in connivance with the Chistian clergy.
As _leader of the three debates Mohottiwatte .
G unananda · thera displayed such great talent in ·
argument that he thenceforth carne to be popularly
designated as Vadibasingha 'The lion of debates' . . .
Reports o f these debates were published in
newspapers, and a booklet containing these reports

. K. D. G. Wimalaratne. -

MOKKHA see NIBBANA VIMUTfi
MOMENTARINFSS see �
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MONASTIC PROPERTIE S .

For a proper
it is pertinent to
properties
monastic
of
understanding
have a brief knowledge of Buddhist monasticism. It is
wiihin the ambit of monasticism, that monastic life
begi ns to exist. Monastic properties forin part and
parcel of monastic life of the Sangha or the Bliikkhus.
Referring to the characteristic features of Buddhist
monasticism it is said : "All alike (i.e. those who enter
the Order) were bound b y the vow of poverty,
relinquished all personal or individual possession of
worldly goods, and sought in meditation and spirituai
endeavour that de liverance from the bounds of
existence and misery which, the Buddha taught, could
never be achieved in the turmoil and distraction of a
l i fe in the. world. To indicate, therefore the l i fe of
renunciation and strenuous pursuit of the highest aim
to which they pledged themselves, the monks were
known as bhikkhus, samarJaS. The community of the
Sangha or Order, and with the Buddha himself and the
Dhamma, the sacred rule or law, fonned the Buddhist
triad."1

MONASTIC PROPERTIES

pennission for five different kinds .of abodes (pafica
Ientini) : "I allow You 0 ! Bhi kkhus dwe l ings of fi ve
kinds, viharas, a44hayogas, storied dwellings, attics,
caves. The more elaborate and pcnnancnt dwell ings
were in the first instanr.e, apparently always the gifts
of wealthy laymen who desired i n this way to do honour
to Gautama himself or to the Order, which he founded.
A usual n a m e for the l arger monas teries w as
smigharama, the abode or delight of the Sangha ; and
the tenn vihara was employed also to denote the temple
where the i mages were enshrined, in a building which
in the great monasteries at least, was usually distinct
from the main hall. "2

It is thus seen, that the earliest monks lead a
wandering l i fe except during the Vassa season, when
they lived in pennanent dwelling places such as caves.
With the passage of time the Buddhist monks began to
lead a settled l i fe in villages and cities, where they
were provided with a ramas and viha ras in the fonn
of pennanent dwelling places by the devoted laymen
and l aywomen to gain merits by such offerings or
The afore said s t atement h i g h l i g h ts that donations. Dr. Panabokke quotes CuL/avagga to poi nt
'monasticism' i s a form of religous life deviated from out evidence of the transition to settled life of the
the ·pleasures and possessions of a householder's life, . Bhikk.hus. Cullavagga states : " . . . and at that time no
with a view to gain spiritual advancement. In the permission had been g iven to t�e bhikkhus by the
context
of Buddhist monasticism, one who enters into Blessed one with respect to dwelings. So the bhikkhus
·
a monastic life or the Order should for all purposes dwelt now here, now there- in the ·w oods, at the foot of
aim at the extinction of dukkha or unsatisfactoriness tre�s._on hjll �iges_, in grottoes, in mountain cayes, i n
open plains, and heaps of straw, and at early morning
in order to put an end to recurrence of births and deaths.
they came in from this place or that place . . . " This scene
Explaining Buddhist monasticim further, it is said : was witnessed by the great merchant of Rajagaha, who
"In inception and intention the monasteries were not was amazed at it and ·offered to build houses for the
the established houses of the monks. To the latter no monks. He addressed the monks thus : "If Sirs, I were
permanent abodes were assigned, but they were to to have dwellings created for you, would you take up
fol low the wanderi ng l i fe of ascetic or beggar, your abode i n those d w e l i n g s ?" "Not so 0 '
. dependent for their livelihood upon the gifts of the laity, householder, dwellings have not been allowed by the
Blessed One".
their only shelter lhe trees of the forests or booths
constructed o f leaves and .branches (par!Jasa Ia,
"Then S irs, ask the B lessed One about it and let me
pa�lrJasala). Only during Vassa (varsa), the season of
the rains, when travelling became impracticable or know".
·

·

could be prosecuted only at grave risk of injury to living
beings, was it incumbent upon them to remain in a
definiie place or permanent building. Caves either
natural or artificially excavated in the rock seem to
have been among the favourite dwelling places of
Buddhist monks. Gautama is represented as giving

This prompted the Buddha to sanction the use of
buildings in this manner. "I allow you, 0, bhikk.hus,
abodes of five kinds, viharas (residences), a44hayogas
(lofts), pasadas (mansions), hammiya (atics), guha .
(caves)"3

I. James Hastings, Ency/opaedia of Religion and Ethics, Volume VIII, p. 797.

2. Ibid, p. 797.

3. Vin. II, p. 146 Dr. Gunarat.'!e Panabokke, History of The Buddhist Sangha In India And Sri LAnka, pp. 2 1 , 22 .
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tuddisa Bhikku-sm1ga. The phrase is of fa irly frequent
occurrence not only in the common, but also in many
donatory inscriptions. some dating back to the time of

After this sanction (given by the B uddha) the
merchant of Rajagaha had sixty houses built for the
monks. They were built in om: day and hence could
not have been very substantial. Nevertheless ; here was
a decisive step i n the movement towards a fully

Asoka. In the inscriptions alluded to, the dQnors make
endowments on a body of monks resident at a particualr

organized monastic life.4

monastery, but to the use of the Sangha of the four

Not only builidngs were offered to the Sangha, but
parks (aramas) were also o ffered by wealthy
benefactors. Such grants were made during the lifetime
of the Buddha. King Bimbisiira of Magadha offered
the Veluvana. Park to the B lessed One. Maluivagga
gives an account of this offering. It states : " . . . and the
Magadha King Seniya Biinbisiira took a golden vessel
(with water in it) to be poured over the Buddha's hand
and dedicated the garden to the Blessed one saying, I
give this Veluvana pleasure garden, Lord, to the
fraternity of monks with the B uddha at its head. .
The Blessed one accepted the d rama. A nd i n
consequence of this event, the B uddha thus adressed
the bhikkhus. I allow you 0' bhikkhus to receive

·

· donation of an d rama "5

Although at the earliest stage of monastic life of
bhikkhii$_ they had eight requisites namely, three robes,
a bowl, a razor, a needle, a girdle and a water-strainer
which can be described as the bare minimum movable ·
properties, yet with the affluxion of time pennanent
--buildings-asdwelling- places- and ariimas or parks were
donated to the Sangha. Such donations were in the
nature of immovable properties. It should be noted that
when king Bimbisiira dedicated the Veluvana Park, it
was done in such a manner to have it for the enti.re
Sangha headed by the B uddha. The B u ddha's
acceptance was for the entire fraternity of the monks.
Thus, it is crystal clear that at the eariiest stage of .
Buddhist monasticism, there was no private ownership
of immovable properties, and donations or offerings
of such. properties were for the engire brotherhoold of
the Sangha.

quarters. In the PaJi scriptures the gift of a monastery
is always made to the Catuddisa Bhikkhu-sangha. "6

to this ideal Sangha, to be used, however by a particular
Sangha.1
Tracing the history of Catuddisa Bhikkhu satigha,
Sukumar Dutt says : "In the Buddha's lifetime there
had grown up a community of his followers, a Satigha
founded by him and described by him as the 'Sangha
of the Four Quarters'. As time went on, the original ·

Sangha underwent divisions artd subdivisions, but it
began at the time idealized. The Satigha of the Four
Quarters means latterly an ideal confederation, whi c h · · · · ·
at one time had an historical reality. The Sangha in .
later times simply meant a body of resident monks at a
. particualrs monastery, but Catusdisa Bhikkhu�sangha
. llleant an ide-al confederation, and it was to this ideal ·.
·

en.tity that donations were formally made"8

It could thus be seen, that any donations in the
nature of properties that are needed for the use of the ·
Sangha have been given to the Sangha of the Four ·
Quarters and thereby the ownership of such properties
was made common. The enjoyment of such properties
would be by the monks of a particular monastery, but

the acceptance of them is on the basis of Catusdisa ·
Bhikkhu-sangha: Private ownership of properties has
not been encouraged by the B uddha for good reasons.
- Regarding donations (i.e, properties) made to the One who goes from home to homelessness should not
Sangha it is said : "The primitive Buddhist Sa;igha in be burdened with private properties like.a householder
Pill i literature is designated by its founder the C�- · · and thereby· paving the way to enhance craving (tafJhii)
·

4. Dr. Gunaratne Panabolclce, History of The Buddhist Sangha In India And Sri wnka, pp22.

5. Vin. I, p.

143, Dr. Gunaratne Panabokke, History of The Buddhist Sangha In India And Sri wnlcn, pp22, 23.

6. Sukumar Dut, Early Buddhist Monachism.. pp. 67, 68.
7. Patrick Olivelle, The Origin and The Early Development of Buddhist Monachism, p. 38.
8. Sukumar Dut, Early Buddhist Monachism, pp. 69.

.

The term Catudddisa Bhikkhu - saitgha is described
as the order of monks of the four quarters ; the totality
of the universal sangha. With the rise of particulars
Sang has belonging to definite iivii$as, this expression
came to signify an ideal Sangha. Donations were made

..
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which is a stumbling block to the real ization of
Nibbana, the final goal of a monk. When the ownership
becomes common, that is to say, that the monastic
properties are for the entire sangha for their common
use, .attachment to them is insignificant, which is
conducive for spiritual advancement.

brick roofing, stone roofing, cement roofing, straw
roofing and roofing of leaves. There is evidence to
show that withm the lifetime of the Buddha himself
as many as twenty-nine permanent sites and builidngs
were donated to the Buddh<l and his followers (sarigha).
There were 1 8 in Rajagaha, 4 in Vesali, 3 in Kosala
and 4 in Kosan1bi. " 1 0

Describing the life of an ideal monk it is said : "A
monk does transcend a layman in that he gives up not
only the belongings, but also the desires and emotions
which are characteri stic of those l i v ing in the
household. He leads such a light livelihood, with just
enough food for his sustenance and a garment to cover
himself, that it is said that the monk goes about like a
bird which, wherever it goes, carries only the weight
of its feathers. "9
From the wandering l i fe to the settled life, of
bhikkhus, the necessity of dwelling places and gardens
or parks (drama) arose, and the lay benefactors having
realized such necessities donated them as Sanghika
properties with the approval of the Buddha during his
lifetime. The term Sanghika is derived from Sangha,
and it means property dedicated to the whole body of
Sangha. Though monastic properties began to increa5e
with the passage of time, they were given or donated
by the laity to the Sangha, as common properties of
. the Satigha of the Four Quarters. The Sanghika system
did not permit the system of owing pudgalika or private
properties�and also did not affect the spiritual life of
monks as attachment to them was not foremost in their
. m�nds. Buildings provided them with proper shelter,
parks provided as wholesome venues for meditation.
Without having vested interest in such properties on
an individual basis, monks used them with a spirit of
common ownership as means of attaining their spiritual
. goals.

To constitute a dedicaf.on to the Sangha it has been
considered to have the following requisities ; ( I ) a
donor, (2) a donee (3) a gift, (4) lUi assembly of fou r or
more bhikkhiis, (5) the property, (6) the donor and
donee must appear before the assembly of bhikkhus
and (7) water .must be poured into the hands of the · .
donee or his representative 1 1 •

.

Dr. Panabokke, points out ho\1.' monastic properties
in the fom1 of buildings began to increase. He says :
"Wit� the increasing generosity of lay devotees, the
avasas were beginnig to possess many appurtenant
builidngs such as outside cells, common adjuncts like
store houses, refectories, fire rooms, common baths
and wells. For roofing five varieties wer permitted,

MONASTIC PROPERTIES .

·

I t appears that a t a later stage the pouring o f water
into the hands oi the donee has not been followed. It ·
has been said that much later in the time of King Kirti
Sri Rajasinghe (in Sri Lanka) the Asgiri Vihara, which
is the second largest of the Buddhist establishemtns in
the Kingdom, was dedicated by� the King and it is
inscribed on a stone. In 1 766 Adigar Pilimatalawa
dedicated the Parana Vihara in the A sgiri . Vih�a
premises to the priesthood and the inscription there .
sets out the ceremony that the King caused Ehelepola
to read the contents of an ola dedicating Kahawala and ·
Udasgiri to the new vihara and he offered the writing
by laying it on the table before the image of the Buddha.
In both grants there is no -mention of the p()uring� of - water at these ceremonies. 12
Regarding dedication of properties to the Sangha,
Tambiah says : "Property may be dedicated verbally
or by nctarial deed, but in either case it is a formal act
accompanied by ceremonies. No notarial deed is
necessary i f there is a formal dedi cation to the
Sarigha. 13
The Buddha himself declared to the monks things ·
that should not be disposed of. He said : "Monks tive
things are not to be disposed of by an order or by a
group or by an individual. If disposed of them, there is
a grave offence. What arc the five ? A monastery, a .
site for a monastery. This is the first thing not to be ·

9. Prof. Jotiya Dhirasekera, Buddhist Monastic Discipline, pp. 47, 48 ; Maijjhimanikirya. l, 1 80.
10. Dr. Gunaratne Panabokke, History of The Buddhist Sangha In India And Sri Lanka, pp23, Vinaya, Volume III, p. 179.
I I . Or.

H. W. Tainbiah, Journal, RAS (Ceylon) Voiume VIII, Part I, P. 82.

1 2. Ibid, at p. 83.
1 3. Ibid, at p. 83.
' "
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Apart from the parks or gardens that were vested
disposed of. Whoever should dispose of it there is a
in
the
Sa/1gha, there is evidence to show that lands for
grave offence (thullacchaya). A dwelling palce, a site
for a dwelling palee. This is the second thing. A couch, · the purpose of cultivation were belonging to the Order.
It is said, that when seeds belonging to an individual
a chair, a mattress, a squatting mat. This is the thrid
are sown on ground belonging to an Order, (sangha of
thing· that should oor "tile· disposed of. A copper pot,. a
copper. box, a copper jar, a copper vessel, an adze, a a vihdra) having given back a portion, the rest may be· .
made use of. Seeds. belonging to an Order, are sown
hatchet, _an exe,. a hoe. This is the fourth thing . . .
on the ground belonging to an .individual, having given
Jungle�rope, bamboo, coarse grass, reeds, tina-grass,
back a portion, the rest may be made use of. 1 6
clay, wooden goods, clay goods. This is the fifth thing
Commenting on the aforesaid statement, Dr. Panabokke
not to be disposed ·o f by an Order, or by a group or by
says that monasteries from very early times were in
an individual."14 These movable and immovable
possession of lan.ds. May not have been in the lifetime
monastic properties belonged to the entire Sangha·and
of the Buddha, it may have been during the time at
they can119! !>e d�posed qf, but they are meant for the which the Canon was cornpiled.17 .
use of the Sangha.
·

·

The ideal in ancient Buddhist recluseship was the
complete renunciation of material wealth. However,
when the community l i fe began to progress and
vihtiras and dvdsas carne into being, various kinds of
articles and things identified as belongings of the
. monks- came within the purview of monastic properties.
Some monks had many goods and requisties and .
when they passed away there had been claims by some
. other for such properties. The Mahdvagga refers to ·a .
case where an incident happened when a monk died, •·
. . and two other monks claimed the belongings of the
deceased monk. This happened when the Buddha was
.
.
· g, Wh.en th"IS mc1
· "d ent was_· brough_j.to the !}Otic�
I.JY.m
f
the Budd.h a. he 1 a1· d down a ru 1 e m the fo 11 owmg
.
:
manner : "Mou
.��.. s the 0rder IS the owner of the bowl
:.t
.
and robes of a monk who has passed awa . But truly
�
_
those who tend he sick
arc of great service. I allow
you, m@nks, to g•ve through the Order three robes and
the bowl t� those who tended the sick ; to distribute
through the Order that is present whatever few goods,
few requisites that are, but whatever many goods, many
requisities there are, these are for the Order of the Four
Quarters, those who have come in, those who have, ·
not come: in, they are not to be disposed of, not to be
divided' up."'s Thus, according to the rule laid down
those monks who attended on the deceased monk were
given a few robes and the bowl and other properties
devolved on the OFder of Sangha.
__

'

�

.

Thus, it appears that there has been a gradual
increase . of monastic properties, both movables and
iinmoveable, although at the inception the belongings
were confined to the bare minimum. This happened
with increase of grants given by the kings and Jay
donors who were interested in the welfare of the Sangha
and the Sdsana. Grants of properties came to be made
to monks residing in particular areas or monasteries,
. · and> though such grants were accepted on a Sdnghika
basis•. they were possessed by those particmilr monks
for whom they were given. .
.

�ali�

and good .�easoil_ to �rant
· There had been· �
lands to the monks livmg m monastenes. The latty at
_ _. ·
.
all tl mes - catered- to- the-needs-:of the-Sangha- both-as-a-:.
. .
.
custom and an obligatiOn. They also believed, that
1 ook"mg. a1"ter the.San· gha was an act of accrm.ng men"t ,
which assured heavenly bliss·. The continuance of
supporting the Sangha bacame difficult at times of
political upheavals and dwindling economic factors due
to famines and unstal:Jie political conditions from time ·
to time. During such periods the mor.ks found it
extremely difficult to maintain themselves. . Rulees as
well as wealthy laymen considered these calamities
and grants in the form of lands were given to the
Sangha with the· intention that with the income ·
derived out of them, they would be able to tide over
such difficult times. Donations of lands to monasteries
became a popular feature and they were added to the
ITIOnastic properties. ·
.

.

·

1 4. I. B. Homer, The Book of The Discipline, Volu� V (Cullavagga 15J-I �l), p. 239.

·· ·

..

� uddhistSangha In India Ancl Sri ·

1 5. 1. B. Homer, The Book of The Discipline, Volume IV p. 436, Dr. Gunaratne Panabokke, History ojTh B
.
Lankn, p. 128.
1 6. I. B. Horner, The Book of The Discipline, Volume IV p. 347.
1 7. Dr. Gunaratne Panabokke,

The Buddhist Sangha In India And Sri Lanka, p. 1 29.

.

·

·
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A further development took place in Sri Lanka

with regard to the grant of lands for the upkeep and
maintenance of the images of the Buddha and places

of worship. It is said : "Chronicles and inscriptions

record a number of grants for the upkeep of the Buddha

statues and rituals connected with the images. Thus

Udaya (792-97 A. C . ) granted the Cottange village for
the protection of the Buddha image and granted the
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g i v en

to

m o n a s te r i e s

Kappiyaka rakas ( l ay

administrators) were appointed. By this method, the

monks were free of direct deal ing with lands and

irrigation work.20

With the grant of land and fields, cattle, buffaloes

and drau g h t o x e n too became the property of

monasteries. The Galpata record mentions the list of

Mahagama village for festivals connected with the · cattle and buffaloes among various types of property
Kolakkhiya B uddha image. Kiissapa IV

granted

revenues for ornaments to the images and Sena I I I
granted !and t o provide food and raiment for the
images."18

granted to the

(enqera) amongst its employees.�•

Referring to the growth of immovable and movable

monastic, properties, it is stated that by the tenth

Apart from the grants of l and, irrigational tanks and

century A. C. the monastery (in Sri Lanka) had ful ly

mentioned that such grants were made from the pre

articles connected (like cattle, buffaloes etc) with the

canals were also granted to monasteries. it has been

grown into a I arid owning i nstitution and as such certain

Christian era._The Perimiyamkulama inscription refers

use of land came to be offered to the monasteries.

Majibuka. The DJ.Jvegalla Inscription of Lanja Tissa

were made as donations to the monasteries and hence

to a gift of revenue from a water supply to Thera

Instead of the

Smigha directly ac��epting them they

( 1 09-1 1 9 A.C.) records the grant of a tank and lands

came u nder the c harg e s of l ay": admi n i s trat o r s

period records the · g rant of a field and tank. The

into indirect possession of these items.H
''!.'

to a monastery. The Naupota inscription of the same

Galgamuve Inscription of Vattagamani 's reign refers

to the grant of a village and tank. Of the post Christian

grants, reference is made to Amandagamani's grant of

. :'.':

It appears that the monastic life had a further change ·

with the effluxion of time in the sense, that monks were .

given iand-and other valuables to be owned personally.

The first record of any personal grant and ownership

to the Giri Vihara. The purpose of granting irrigational

reign of Ya��agiimani Abhaya where

works was to supply the monasteries with a steady

of lands and monasteries in Sri Lanka goes back to the

Thera Tissa was

granted Abhayagiri Vihara. An inscription of the next

supply of rice for its inmates and also to bring an

century records a gift from King Vasabha to the Thera

for repairing the shrines and buildings.19

in order to keep in repair the dilapidated shrines in his

income from the water rates, which were to be utilised

N o t o n l y the needs of the

Sangha, but the

Majjibuka of revenue derived from the water supply

monastery. The
granted

Ciilavm?'lsa refers to Aggabodhi who ·

Thera M ahasiva a coconut palm garden three

performance of rituals and the maintenance of the

yojanas in length and i n addition to its revenue a

things to monasteries which were different from the

were given to some of the outstanding monks the

Buddha images and shrines, gave rise to the grant of
requisities of monks allowed by the Master at the early

stage o f the Sasima. There i s . evidence i n the
Samantapdsddilui that for the administration of land

hundred monastery attendans.n Though such properties

i ncome deri v e d fro m them w as u s e d for the
development of the monasteries of which they were
chief incumbents . .

1 8. Ibid, p. 13 f .

1 9. Ibid, pp. 131. 1 32.
20. Ibid, 1 32, Samantapciscidika, p. 679
2 1 . Ibid, 1 34, Epigraphia Zeylanica, Volume IV, p. 207.

22. Dr. Gunanitne Panabokke, The Buddhist Sangha In India And Sri Lnnka p. 1 34.

23. Ibid, p. 1 36.

.

(kappiyaluirakas). By this manner they (Smigha) came

M ahaiJ!e_nEa t�k to !he DakkhiJ?a Vihiira.Mahanaga
_
granted thousand fields watered by Duratissa tank to

Tapassi monks. Aggabodhi granted two hundred fields

·

monastery and refers to cowherds

·
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dedication

to the Satigha

as

a whole, inasmuch as on

It is evident, that in Sri Lanka certain changes have
taken place with regard to the dedication and succession

the fai lure of su�.:cession the

lodging places", "apportionee of rations", "overseer

meant for the living of monks. In the present day

vihdra reverts to the
to Vihara properties (immovable) as time went on. The . Sa�igha. In Ceylon every vihiira is presumed .to be .
dedicated in pupillary succession unless the contary is
office of "incumbent" or "vihiirrirdhipati" came into
proved.
The
being. This is an office unknown to the Vtnaya.
Vtnaya makes provision for the appointment of a great
The aforesaid decision of the Supreme Court
number · of special officers of viha ras. Among the
special officers provided for are those of "regulator of highlights that a viltiira (i.e. a Buddhist Temple) is
of stores" and many others. There is nothing in the

context the term

Vinaya, which provides for the appointmeht.Qf a general

vihd ra is used to the shrine room

where the Buddha's image is placed and is dedicated

· to a particul ar monk and �is pupils. This form of

presiding or superintending officer. 24
.

dediCation reflects the spirit of common ownership as

· It is further said that the officer who in C�}'.lon

the vihii ra is dedicated to a certain monk by name and

decisions (i.e. decisions of Court) and Ordinances (i.e.

to his pupils. With this fonn of dedication the said

monks get .ll preferential right to have the

The Buddhist Temporalities Ordinance) is referred to
an ·"incumbent" is an officer of a different nature.

v{ltd ra

property and to possess. and use it. Succession to such

Vinaya]. The . vilzdra after the death of the incumbent priest (i.e. to
"Adikdri " or whom it is mainly dedicated) is according to "pupillary
"Adipati". "Vihiiriidhipati" .after 193 1 (i.e. aft�r the succession". If this succession fails, th� viltdra will
enactment of the Buddhist Temporalities Ordinance)
be vested in th� entire Sa�igha. It is worth to note that
i s the presiding priest w h o was .known as an
according to the Vtnaya the monastic properties should
"incumbent" before 193 1 , with the difference that he
be dedicated to the entire Sangha.
[Different from the offices stated in the
terms �y which he is described are

need not be resident in the temple of which he cliams

to be the

Vthd rcidhipathi. A Vihd rddhipatii

who can lawfully claim to be the head of the

;

is one

According to the Vinaya, the Buddhist Sacred Law, .

· there are only f our kinds of pupils or antevdsika. They

Vihara ;

one generally who can show that he.is the pupil of the
- --

-- ----

-----

-- -

Pabbajjanteviisika (pupil by robing), (ii)
Upasampadanteviisika (pupil by higher ordination),
(i i i) �isi aya n t e vli1'ik� ( pup i l by ob·e· d i· ence or
depende nce), ( i v) Dhammantevdsika (pupil by
are : (i)

l ast incumbent or that he is in line of pup i l lary
- succe fon.25 - . -�
.
--.. -:ss

--

A number of decisions of the Supreme Court (in

c

--

instruction)26• All the four classes of pupils are alike

Sri Lanka) reveal how apart from the provisions of the

pupil s under the Buddhist S acred Law

or monastic properties, Buddhist customs have arisen

Law two rules of succession to viluira or temple proper

Vinaya Pi!aka regarding matters pertaining to vilui ra

However with the growth of Buddhist Ecclesiastical

·in the course of time. We cite one i mportant case to

Saranankara
Unruinse and others V lndajoti Unminse and others,
[1918], 20 New Law Reports, page 385 it was held

Sishyd n u · Sishya
parampardwa and sivuru (robes) parampartiwa.
ty came i n to b e i n g , n a m e l y

i l lustrate this fact. In the case of

· by Bertram C. J. that according to the original th�ory

(Vinaya).

·

The Sishyiinu Sishya parampartiva or the pupillary .
succession is the succession by a priest (monk) to

of the institutlion (i.e. the institution of viluira) a · vihd . · temple property by right of itS tutor as the eldest and
.
ra is dedicated to the whole Sangha. This had been the most qualified pupil, Siwuru paramparawa is also
mOdified by religious custom known as "pupillary

succession", . under which a

vihdra is specially

a form of pupillary succession, but with the special .

characteristic L...at the pupil is a blood relation of the

dedicated to a particular priest and his pupils. By virtue . : original priestiy incumbent. In the absence of any ' · ·
evidence to the contary, the presumption is that the · .

of his dedication the priest and his pupi l s have a

preferential right of residence and maintenance at the

· vihdra, but this appears to be subject to. the general

incumbency is subject to the Sishyiinu sisya paramparii

wa rule of successionY

24. T. B. Dissanayake and A. B. Colin de Soysa, Kandyan Law And, Buddhist Ecclesiastical Law, pp. 255, 256.
25. Ibid, p. 257.

·

26. Mnhiivngga, Volume I, 32. 1 , Maluivagga, Volume I, 3 1 , 8, T.P. Dissanayake and A. B. Colin de Soysa Knndynn Law And Buddhist
Ecclesiastical lilw, pp 28 1 , 282:
27. Ibid, p. 282.
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Based on the decisions of the Supreme Court. the
· rules regulating the succession to temples and Viluiras
could be mentioned in the following mrumer :
(i) Succession to an incumbency is regulated by
the terms of the orignial dedication.28
(ii) If the original dedication is silent as to the
mode of succession, then the succession is
presumed t o be in accordance with the rule
Sishydnu Sishya parampardwa or pupillary
succession, to the exclusion of even the
succession known as Siwuru parampardwa
and the grantors or dedicators cease to have
any control over it.29
(iii) The general rule of succession is the Sishyd
nu Sishya pardmpardwa30•
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provisions of the Buddhist Temporalities Ordinance
apply to every Buddhist temple in Sri Lanka but, by
an order made by the Minister and published in the
Gazette, any temple, other than the Dalada Miiligiiwa.
the Sripadas thana and the A �amasthiina, may be
exempted by general reference or otherwise from the
operation of all or any of its provisions.
The management of the property belonging to every
temple, not exe mpted from the operation of t�e
Ordinance, is vested in a person or persons as duly
appointed trustees under the provi s i on s of the
Ordinance (section 4( 1 ), but the management of the
_ property belonging to every temple, exempted from
the proviso to section 3 of this Ordinance. but not
exempted from the operation of the entire Ordinance
is vested in the vihdrddhipati, who is referred to in the
Ordinance as the controlling vilui rddltipati, (section
4(2).34

(iv) The incumbentcan appoint or nominate one
of his pupi l s to suceed him ,the pupil so
appointed or nominated, if a junior, succeeds
to the exclusion of senior pupils.31

·

A viluirddhipati, is defined as the principal blrikklw
of a temple, other than a devdle or kovila, whether
resident or not (section 2 of Chap. 3 1 8). A temple is
defined as a vihdra, dagoba, kovila, dvdsa, or any place
of B uddhist worship and i n�Juding the Daladii
It has also been decided that if an incumbent monk Miili gawa, the Sri padasthiina, and the A�amasthiina
dies leaving several pupils, the senior pupil succeeds. of Anuradhaprua, (section 2 of Chap 3 1 8). Premises
The selection of the incumbent, however rests with . dedicated by a person for the establishment of an
the pupils an�_the �g�t of tbe senior pupil ll)ight in institution (pirivena) to impart knowledge· of Buddhism "
certain circumstances be disregarded.32
to priests and laymen is not a temple within the meaning
of section of the ordinance.
A senior pupil, who deserts a temple forfeits his
rights to the i ncumbency. The abandonment by a
The vihdrddhipati has the charge of the vihdra
bhikkhu of an incumbency results in the forfeiture of and premises and is entitled to perform the rites and
the rights of his pupil to inherit the incumbency. 33
ceremonies within it, but a resident priest has no such
charge of powers but is entitled to. live in the pansala
With the introduction of the Buddhist Temporalities i n the vihdra premises and assist the icumbent priest.
Ordinance in the year 1 93 1 (which has been amended He is generally subordinate to the vihdrddhipati. The ·
by ordinances of 1 940, 14 of 1 94 1 , 32 of 1 947, and dsgantuge generally is not a permanent resident of a
presently consolidated in chapter 396 of the Legislative particualr vihii.ra but travels from one viha ra to another
Enactment Vol ume XV) there has been a further and he may sometimes assist the incumbent priest in
development with regard to monastic properties. The the performance of any services. 35
·

28. T. B. Dissanayalce aiJd A. B. Colin de Soysa. Kandypn Law And Buddhist Ecclesrastical Law, pp. 284, 285.
29 . St�manatissa Thera V Gun_eratne Thera, 39 New Law Reports, p. 25 1 .
.

30. T. B . Dissanayalce and A . B . Colin de Soysa Kandyan La w And liuddshi Ecclesiastiral Law. p. 285. ·
3 1 . Ibid, p. 285.

....�-�-�-!
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·

32. Ibid, p. 287, Guniina�da Unnanse V Devaralckita Unniinse, 2 6 N e w Law Reports, 257.

33. T. B. Dissanayalce and A. B. Colin de Soysa Kandyan Law And Buddhist Ecclesiastical U!w. p. 287.
34. Dr.

H. W. Tambiah, Joum�l R. A. S. (CeyfonYVolume Vlll, part l ; p. 95.

35. Ibid, p. %.

MONGOLIA

The scheme of the Ordinance is to make it
applicable to all Buddhist temples, unless especially
exempted by the ordeli of the Minister. The. Minister
could make an order applying �y particular provision
or all the provisions of the Ordinance to any Buddhist ·
temple.

-

historian of a later date has bestowed on him (Kublai
Khan), honorific Buddhist titles as a tribute to his
services to the Buddhist faith. This was Ssanang Setzon

name.
Kublai a�opted a variant form of Mahiiyiinism
(namely Lamaism), which was based on Tantric
practices. From the same source, Mongols in their
homeland adopted it in 1 57�7. Arit Liima was the

As everything in the world, changes have taken ·
place in monastic properties during the process of
evolution, a phenomenon that goes with worldly things.
Monastic properties have a long history starting from
the time of the Buddha and these properties vested in
the· Sangha are still being regarded py the laity as
Stinghika and meant for the exclusivef use of ·the · ·
·
community of Sangha.

Grero

alphabet for the Mongol Language. A pious Buddhist

into German. Kublai 's secorid son was given a Buddhist

.•

• .

Phaga-pa, a Tibetan Lima, advised him on matters
of ecclesiastical policy. He also worked out a new

of the 17th century, whose work was later translated

Every trustee and every controlling vihtirtidhipai,
to the extent authorised by the provisions of the
Ordinance, is subject to the general supervision of the
Public Trustee who in the manner prescribed by
regulat�ons made under the Ordinance, is assisred in ·
tfie exercise of his stipetvlsion by an advisory boarrl:
appointed under section 6 of the Ordinance (sedon 5
of Chap. 3 1 8).36

C. Ananda
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founder fo Lamaism in Mongolia. Every second son
of a Mongolian family was destined for the priestly
profession. As a result, the monasteries were filled with
nearly half the men of Mongolia, Into the monaSteries
flowed the wealth.of the nation.
Jenghiz Khan ( 1 1 62- 1 227), the grandfather of
Kublai Khan was Ssutu-Bodgo (the God-sent). His
word was considered Heaven's will. He tolerated all
religions. It was during the reign of his grandson Kublai

khan that the Mongolian'hierarchs accepted Buddhism ·

MONGOLlA. The Mongo ian ·people may T divtoed� -of the-Tibetan- variety-as the religion of the- state. Tibet
into two major types,. namely Kalmuks and Kh� khas.

Their religion is Iamaism. Under Kublai Khan ( 1 2591 294) the Mongolian princes adopted Lamaism (which
. is the Tibetan variant of Buddhism), as their religion.
· Dayan Khan ofthe Ming Dynasty (reigned 1488-1504)

was won over to Lamaism. A t a Kurilt� (representative .
assembly), Kubhti Khan made Buddhism the state
religion with the result that sacred books were called
· for and reeived from Tibet. Upon the ruins of
Karakorum, the Lamaist monastery ofErdeni Tsu was
built. Throughout Mongolia, monasteries and temples
were built at the e.Jtpense of the princes and the people.
During' Kublai's period of rule, there were many

was the centre of Lamaism, from where it was

propagated among non-Tibetan peoples. Wh�rever this
has happened Buddhism has retained its specially
Tibetan form. The most important conquest of Tibetan
missonaries was Mongolia. Tibetan religious texts (The
Kanjur), c alled for from Tibet and whit.::h were in

Tibetan and
Sanskrit were transalted into Mongolian, . \
.

using the Mongoli �n script. For this purpose Kublai
· appointed a Board of Translators. This was done after
revision and collation with Chinese texts. It was . a
gigantic task which came to be conclud�d only after

Kub1ai 's death.
:
. .
.
.
.
· ·
··
·
·
Liimas mean ' superior ones ' . Usually the Tibetan ·

competing religions within his Empire. Therefore he
had to pick his way with caution and prudence. His ·
call their creed 'The Buddhist religion' or the orthodox
personal preference was for Buddhism. He received . .
·
religion. It is deriveo form Mahiiyanism as it prevailed
· with reverent ceremony, some relics of the Buddha,
dispatched to China by the king of Sri Lanka. These in India at the time. It ws Padmasambhava (8th cent.)
who introduced Budcihism into Tibet. He along with
. included Tooth Relics (amounting 'to two in number).
·

·

36. Ibid, p. 97.
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some other monks translated the Buddhist Sanskrit
texts into Tibetan. Padmasambhava was a believ�r in
Tantric mysticism with its prayers to various Buddhist
gods and goddesses. He ws a follower of the teachings
of Asanga and Vasubandhu. Several manuals of
worship (sddhanas) were written by him. They were
used for obtaining the services of spells (dhiiranis) in
the same manner as Brahmanical mantras.
Kublai Khan was the great Mongol Emperor of the
1 3th century who gave prominence to Buddhist
activities. He was converted to Buddhism by the
Tibetan Abot of the Sask�kya monastery in Western
Tibet. Kublai made the latter Head of the Buddhist
church in Tibet. This hierarch was
. the Chief Editor
. also
of the Board of Translators named above, which
included a staff of his scholars as well. There was a
close contact, which existed between Tibetan hierarchs
and the Mongol court duing 13th and 14th centuiies.
The conversion ofthe Mongols into Lamaism was due
to the effortS of the 3rd Dalai Lama in the 16th century.
Since then the Mongolians · have · remained staunch
adherents of the Ge-Jugs�pa School. In Mongolia,
religion and in . particualr monastic life developed
according to the Tibetan model.
.
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.

The Mongols in course of time accepted the Tibetan
practice of ecclesiastical succession by reincarnation.
As a result, towards the beginning of the 20th century,
. there were to be found some 240 reincarnated liimas
among the Mongols. The most powerful among tf.tem
was that of the r Je-btsun-dam-pa in Urga (present day
Ulaa-Baator). In the year 191 1 , Outer Mongolia
declared its independence and installed the 8th rJebtsun-dam-pa as Head of State. When this person died
· in 1924, Outer Mongolia became a People's Republic
with Russian help. This Communist. regime brought
about a violent campaign against the monaste1ies and
religion in general. As a result more than 700 religious
institutions got destroyed. However state support
was extended only to the Buddhist m6tiiiste'ry d Ga�
idam (Ulaam-Bantor). In spite of this calamity,
Buddhism has remained strong among the people of
Mongolia.
. Nandasena Mudiyanse

Yar. s M o Lam (supplication), is the
ceremony in the l amaist church. conducted
chiefly at Lhasa and Tashilhunpo in February every
year. At the ceremony prayers are chanted and sacrifice
is made for prosperity during the new year.
MON-LAM,

-

greatest,

During this ceremony thirty thousand lamas
congregate in Lhasa alone. At this ;festival money is
distributed to the assembled lamas (amounting to about
ten shillings per ordinary lama, and several hundred to
the higher lamas) from the treasury ·o r the Dalai
Lama's government as well as from the emperor of
China who is especially prayed for. The prayers
continue till the 15th day of .the month, which is the
anniversary of the Buddha's conception and on this
date the great temple of the Buddha (Jokang) is
illuminated with lanterns. Thereafter the demons are
propitiated, and on the 30th day the Celebration of
Deliverance (grol-ston) a festival of relaxation,
concludes the feast.

.

A notable feature of thls ceremony is that the civil
government changes duirng this cremony, which
continues through tout the mont�. The secular · · ·
government of Lhasa is remove�. from its. usual . ·
custodians and is placed in the hands of the chief ·
pro_cwr of DI:e-pung mon�tery to which the Dalai
Lama is affiliated (ERE. V, p. 893).
lndumathi K�runaratna..
MOON

See CANDA

A moonstone is a semi-circular stone
slab in the shape of a half moon placed at the entrance.
to ancient buildings, mostly of a religous c,haracter. ·
This architectural feature is foimd in Sri Lanka from
·
very ear1y t'1mes sueh as the A nuradhapura peno
d.
It is referred to as sanda kaqa-pahafJa (Skt
candra-khaTJ4a-pa�iirJa) in Sinhala. This architectural ·
. feature, in course of time came to assume great artistic . ·
value.
MOONSTONE.

•

·

An

early refererence to it is found in the Vinaya
Pi{aka (Vol. I) as patlka, where an arahanl is spoken
of as walking through it. The Commentator Buddha
ghosa calls it a44ha-canda-pdsd1Jl and describes it as
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a "half moon shaped stone slab, placed at the entrance bands for each beast, with the exception of the bull.
to a fl ight of steps". The Mahci van:LSa and its . The absence of the bull is probably due to the sanctity
·
commentary Vafr)satthappakcisinl as well as attached to it in Hindu beliefs and practices.
DhammapadtJ�Juikatlui contain similar references. It
Of the Polonnaruwa examples the one at the
northern entrance to the upper terrace of the
Va�adage could be identified as the best. The sculptures
have
been executed with precision. There is excellent
There are several stages in the evolution of the
moonstone from its simple beginning to that of an modeling in respect of individual animals. But it. lacks
elaborately carved piece of sculptor's art. Moonstones the gracefulness, which characterises the Anuradhapura
found at the numerous archaeological sites in Sri Lanka examples. The example from Baddha-Sima-pasada and . ·
. may be roughtl)'" classified into two caegories i.e. (a) the Raja-Vasi-bhu Janga-maQ�apa at Polonnaruwa .
appear to be of a crowded nature. The figures of animals
those belonging to a period from early times up to the
are stiff and formal. The negative scrolls have not been
beginning of the 1 1 th century A.C (Anuradhapura
executed in an admirable form. �hey appear to be
period) ; (b) those of a later date from the Polonnaruwa
mechanical reproductions of a given patem. By about
period i. e. from the 1 2th centurey A.C. onwards. To
the 1 2th century the m.oonstone seems to have lost its
the early period belong six moonstones, four within .
symbolism. It m_ay be due to the practice of placing
the Mahavihfn precincts and the remaining two in
them at the entrances to builidngs as sculptured slabs
Abhayagiriya area.
of stone.
is similar to the present day practice of placing a door
mat at the entrance to a house.

·

. In the best known examples there is decorative.
designing, .the general characteristies of which may. be

· The' earli est known ex ample of a moonstone

described as follows �- The pedestal is of the shape of

. . (datable to the i st century B.C.) is found at the inner

It i s enlosed by concentric bands. These proceed

slab, with incisive lines carved for the purpose of

. a half-moon� In the centre is a conventional half lotus. .

compound of the Abhayagirivihara. It is a large stone·

· outwards and are decorated respectively with a
p.ro_cession_ o l geese,_ an_ intricate_ foliage _ design , a

removing the blankness of its space. This can be taken

procession of four beasts, i.e. the el�phant, the lion. .
the horse and the bull, racing each other and an

outermost band of stylised flowers. The foliage deesign,
the lotus and the flowers are of an abstract nature. In
c ontrast ,. there is inaturali s m exhibited in the
representation of bulls and elephants. There is a skilful
integration of the va.rious elements in the designs. The

_

_a_s_ the earliest stage of the decorative motifs. In
__

examples to be found at the sacred Bo Tree premises
in Anuradhapura and. at' Rajagala i n the Ampara
District, there is a linear representation of the lotus
symbol and the rest of the space is left blank. In a place
called Mankuliya to the north of Anuradhapura, is to
be found a moonstone with the lotus motif in the centre, ·

. a vegetative design (liyaviila) and the figure of the .
it is generally agreed that there is symbolism in the elephant and of the horse. The n e x t stage of
constitution of the designs but scholars have put development is the ap�arance of the motif as in the
forward interpretations, which are at variance with one example from the Bo Tree pre mises. The next and final
hard granite has been carved to a dept)1 with precision,

another. Many of these moonstones motifs are also to

be found in the <foorway ofthe bodhighara at Nillakaga
rna

· The second category of mo�nstones, which

�e
found at Polonnaruwa and else where are datable to
the 1 2th century onwards. They are not of such artistic

merit as the ones from A nuradhapura. In the
composition of the details of the decorati�e scheme,
these later examples show a notable divergence. Instead

of a single band of four beasts, they contain separate

stage shows all the features of the moonstone

completed as in the specimens at Queen's Paiace and
Thuparama in Anuradhaprua.
From the ·1 2th century onwards begins the period . ·
of decline. This trend continued during the subsequent
centuries. By the end of the 1 8th century, even· the
semicircular shape had deteriorated to a quite inartistic
triangular one. Examples are available at the Temple ·
of the To.oth Relic and other Kandyan temples.
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Moti fs appearin g i n the best examples of the
moonstone have given rise to interpretations among
scholars and may be summarised as follows :-

Therefore it is clear that the symbols used by the
moo n s to n e art i s ts are associ ated c h i e fl y w i th
Buddhism.

1 . It represents the saf[l sdra or bhava-cakra. Each
motif may be taken individually. The outermost
cobrahood or flame l ike motif represents or
symboli ses the three defi lements taught in
Buddhism i.e. raga (lust) dosa (hatred) and
moha (delusion). The four animals represent the
four fears of birth, old age, sickness and death
(jiiti, lard, vyddhi and marana) Craving (tanhd)
is represented by the creepe� design (liyavdla).
Renunciation is represented by the row of swans
(abhinikkhamana). The full-blown lotus rriay be
taken to mean the suddhdvdsa (the Pure
Abodes). Nibbana is represented by the Buddha
image, which is placed inside the pa{imaghara
(image house). Therefore when a pilgrim enters
the image house, he passes through the stages
mentioend above ending up with the final goal
which is Nibbana. Thi s theory was first put
forward by S . Paranavitana i n an article
published i n the Artibus Asiae. ·

The moonstone was placed at the base of the flight
of steps leading to an image house. If pilgrims, who
enter the place for purposes of worship, walk over a

·

2. D� T. Devendra refutes . the above arguments
.· and argues that the lotus, which is an aquatic
. plant symbolises the washing of one's feet
before entering a religious place, such as the
i mage house of the Buddha.
Arguments also have been adduced to the effect
that (a) it is a symbol of prosoerity and (b) that is
symbolises protection, purity and sanctity, It will be
of interest to examine the motifs individually. The lotus
has become a Buddhist symbol. The Buddha i s
sometimes shown seated o n a lotus. The flower's
journey from watery darkeness in search of light and
sun seems to symbolise a successful journey to freedom
· and enlightenment. The creeper motif is also ·a popular
decorative. The swan symbolises renunciation, non
attachment and the power of discrimination. According
to some scholars, the four animals represent the four
quarters. They may also be takne as symbols of various
qualities. The elephants for example, symbolises
nobility and vealour. The conception of the Bodhisatta
· in the womb of Mahamaya Devi was symbolised by a
young elephant. The horse is a pupular animal in the
literrary works. It ws Kanthaka the horse; which carried
the B odhisatta on his way to renunciation and
hornele ssness. The lion is quite popular with regard to
its nobility and . bravery. The Buddha is sometimes
referred to as Sakya Siqlha (the Lion of the Sakyas).
The bull is a symbol of full-filedged masculinity. The
Tathagata is also known a5 Buddha Gautama (Gotama),

metaphorically meaning "Buddha tlie Noble".

moonstone it is not considered a5 an act of desecration
or disrespect towards the symbolic representations of
such spiritual qualities as renunciation, purity, nobil ity,
etc. It has been surmised that the bull was removed
from the moonstone during the 1 2th century because
of the i mplied show of disrespect. About this time, the
influence of Hinduism was considerable in Sri Lanka
and the hindus regard this animal as being of a sacred
character.
. The moonstone may be regarded as a typical
example of Sinhala craftsmanship. There arc a few
examples showing its early evolutionary stages, to be
seen at Nagarjuna-koQ9a (in South India). They belong
to the Iksvaku phase of scul pture at Amiiravati.
C.Sivararnarnurti refers to them :is love ly moonstones
with rows of animals, most beautifully carved. These
· sculptures are datable to the 3rd century A.C. ·
See PLATE I I
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Nandasena Mudiyanse
MORALITY See ETHICS, KUSALA, S iLA
MOTHERHOOD. Buddhism and the Buddhist tra
dition award a very special position to the mother. One
could say that the high place of honour accorded to
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the mother in the Indian radition pre-dates Buddhism,

"Monks. one can never repay two persons, I declare.

for the mother was held in singualr veneration even

What two ? Mother and father . . . " (Gradual

during the time of the Vedas and Brilllmanas. Buddhism

Sayings I pp. 56-7)

contined and expanded on the concept.

Many phrases in the Buddhist texts give priority of
place to the mother over the father. For instanc.e, in the
Mahtimangala Sulta of the Sutta Niptita is found a st
anza beginning "mtittipitu upa((htinam. . . ". As is seen,
.

MOTHERHOOD

A further example is the following :
"Mtitari pitari ctipiyo samma pa(ipajjati
Tharagare vci sambuddhe athavci tassa scivake ·
.

Bahuri ca so pasavati pmiticit/1 ettidiso naro

. the. word nuita (mother) is placed before even Lhal of .
pitu (father), which is significant in a patriarchal

Taya natl'l dhammacciriyaya matapitusu pa�ufitha

society. Yet it is precisely the masculine mind, accus

ldh 'eva IIGf!l pasaf!ISanti pecca sagge pamodatiti "

tomed to an and rocentric perspective which when
compiling the canon, fomied the compound ·or took it

. from the usage at the time. It therefore must refer to.
the unassailable position ascribed to the mother in
society. Following are further examples :
.
·

"Mtittipettibha_ro dsif!l"· . .

-

'

(A. II pp4-5)
"Mother and father and the Enlightended One,
Tafhagatha, and those who follow him,
Whoso entreateth well stores up much merit

.

"my mother and my father I mainta1ned" (S. I, p.36)
mtittiri pitari vtipi . . .

For such good deeds to parents in this life
The sages praise that man and afterwards .
In the world of heaven he. wins happiness." .

"To mother and father should you show humility"
(S. I.p. 1 78)

In the Sona-Nanda Jataka ( No. 532 v. · 1 82) it is

Mattipitukiccakaro putiadarahito sada
"Antojanassa atthtiya ye c ' as.sa anujivino "
" To mother, father, dutiful, to child and wife a
blessing, even, for the weal of bOth . . :" (A. III, p�78)

·

"Yo mtitaranz pitaraf!l vti
Maceo dhammena poseti
Ttiya naf!1 paiicariytiya

McittipitU.su pal}lfita " (S. I.P. 1 82)
"In normal fashion who so doth maintain .
His mother or his father, in this life

. . Him for that cherishing the wise commend ·
· And after death he wins the joys of heaven"
Again, the Buddha states :

Dvinntil!atr� bhiklchave .na suppatikdraf!l vadtimi
KatamesQI!I dvinnQI!I ?

M�tucca pitucca . " (A. I, 61 ff.) .
..

said

:

"Brahmti hi mtittipitaro pubbticariyti ti

vuccare "
"Parents are like unto "Brahma", and they are called
the first teachers".
And again verse 1 64 states

:

"maggo saggassa

/okassa mata laf!l varare ise "
"Mother is the way to heaven . . . " ·
In the Sigtilovtida Sura (D. III 1 89) it is said :
Paiicahi kho gahapatipulla {hanehi puttena
puratthimti

Disci mara-pitaro paccuparrhatabba "Bhato nes� ·· ·

· · bharisstimi, kiccam nesam karisstimi, kula�vaf!!Saf!l .
thapesscimi, ddyajjaf!! pa[ipajjtimi, atha ca pana

pet a naf!1

kti lakatt:i nalt)

dakkhi'!artJ

.anuppadasscimiti. "

"In five ways a child shoudl minister to his parents
as the eastern quarter :-

MOTHERHOOD
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---

Once supported by them, I will now be their

fact that they give birth to (male) worid rulers and

I will perform duties incumbent on them ;

Bodhisattas, it is certainly true that the Buddhist

persons. 1 dec! port

;

tradition did take over something of this concept that

1er . . . " (Grad ill keep up the lineage and tradition of my fa.IIll ly ;

of the importance of motherhood, but it enlarged on it

ill make myself worthy of my heritage."

and gave it a different ethical dimension. Consider,
for instance, the following :

In the Sutta Niptita, v, 98 states :

tng :

" Yo mtita ra11) vti pitara11) vti jif! l! aka11) gata

"sabrahmakiini bhikkhave rani kulani yesaf?1puttti

obbananz
ahu santo na bharati, la11) partibhav�to mukhOI!l. "

w(ipajjati

.vti tassa siivak

naf?1 mtitapitaro ajjhaga re piijita h onti, sa
pubbticariyakani bhiikkhave tani ku/tini yeSOf?'l
putttinaf?1 mattipitaro ajjhtigtire piijitti honti,
stihuneyyaktini bhikkhave tani kultini yesa11)
. putttinaf?'l mtitapitaro ajjhtigtire piijitti honti . . .
tam kissa hetu ?
Bahuktira bhikkave mdttipitaro putttinam apadakd

t is therefore, very clear that the Buddha exhorts

.
· , to pay respect to both parents but it is not clear
tightended 0ne
in the compound word for parents, mtita pitaro
ow him,
other is. placed first. The usage could hark back
p much merit
e to a pre-Buddshit matriarchal cult, which the
.s in this life
religious cultural tradition carried down through

posakti imassa lokassa dassetaro ti. " (A ll, 1 32)

·

ges.
afterw ards

5

happiness. "

"Monks, those families where mother and father
are worshipped in the home are reckoned like unto
·

Brahma. Those fa.IIll l ies where mother and father are
worshipped are ranked with the teachers of old. Worthy
of offerings, monks, are those fa.IIll l ies where mother

and fath�r are worshipped in the home. "Brahma,"

has b.een pointed out that Early Buddshim refers

monks, is a term for mother and father. "Worthy of

e worrian as Mtitugama, a term unique to

offeimgs" monks is a term for mother and father. Why

shim, as is also the word metta (loving kindness).

so ? Because mother andfather do muchfor children,
lo · 532 v. 1 82)
_ - -- �- word mcitugtima- means-motherkmd- or genex
.
· they-bring them up, nourish and introduce them to the
1 r0 pubbacarl
arum, and demonstrates the esteem in which
world. "
kind should be hel d. The concept i� so well
" , and they are ned 'in the Buddhist tration and culture that any
The Sona-Nanda .Jatakd (No. 532) goes into great
e . woman may . be commonl y addressed as length and detail to underscore the value attached to
.
er" (a practice followed in the predominantly the support of aged parents. The Gha(ikara Sutta, (M.
ist society in Sri Lanka, in a public conveyance, II, 45 ff), describes how the potter Gha!fkara of
·

1

.

stance, or in the market place) without giving

Vebhalinga in Kosala who lived during the time of
.
On
the
contrary
it
is
an
honorific
title
given
fence
.
Buodha Kassapa, would not renounce lay life because
1 1 89) it is said :
ature women by VI· rtue of th CIT most Important · he had to support his blind parents. A fter death,
· role, from the Buddhist point of view. Therefore
Gha�ikara was .born as Mahabrahma in the Aviha ·
a than ehi put id "ltthi bhandanam uttamam" "woman is the Brahma world as an antigami.
odity supreme" (S: I, 43) and the commentary
·

· ·

.

0

•

0

0

·

·

•

ritabbd "Bhilto n s, "because she is of indispensable utility or
. In the Mettasutta of the Sutta Nipata, the mother
.
e
rzssamz, kula
. -va through her Bodhisattas and world rulers take · image is exalted.
·

-

·

;jami, atha ca P
I�

dakkh

ninister to his P

.

.

.

"Mara yatha niya7t1 puttaf?'l

ough this expl � ations has the brafunanical .

tiyusti ekaputta11) anurakkhe

dities" and their i mportance deriving from the

mtinasaf?1 bhtivaye aparimtinaf?1"

e of looking u pon

women as "useful

evempi sabbabhiite$U

.
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"Just as a mother would protect her only _child with
her life, even so let one cultivate a boundless

love

towards all beings."

"And he let his mind pervade one quarter of the
world with thoughts of love ; and so the second quarter,
and so the third, and so the fourth. And thus the whole
wide world, above, below, around, and everywhere,
did he continue to pervade with heart oflove, far-reachi
ng, grown great, and ·beyond measure, free from the
least trace of anger or i ll-will . . . "

Furthermore, it states,
..Mettanca sabba /okasmi'r!
nuinasa'rl bhavaye aparimanal!l
uddh� adho ca tiriyanca

The account goes on to say that he practised this
meditation with thoughts of pity, sympathy and finally
with equanimity towards the whole world in the same .
Cultivate a boundless heart of loving kindness
manner till there ws no trace of anger or ill will in him.
towards all the world, above below and all around,
The Brahmavihdras therefore refer to the meditational
without hindrance, anger and enmity and,
Jhdnas reach through the practising o f metta
(loving kindness) karuT}ti (compassion) mudita
"TI[!ha'r! car�. itisinno vd
· (sympathetic joy) upekkti (equanimity) towards the
Sayano va Y.fivat 'assa vigatamiddhho.
. whole world.
Etanr saliTr� adhi((eyya
asambddha'r! avera'rl asapatla'r!"

Br.ahma'rtr eta'r! vihara'rl idhamdhu "

· The qualities of compassion and understanding
. which result from one's identification with some one
"Standing, walking, sitting or lying down, one . other than one's self, together with other qualities such .
should uphold that state of ffiindfulness without giving as caring, nurturing and non-aggression are epitomized ·
way to torpor. That is noble living (living in the Brahrna in a mother. Thus, these qualities are usually identified ·

world) it is said here."
- - We see, then,-that the-selfless love of a mother for
her onJ.y child, when extended to include all beings in

the world; is equated to the plane of the Brahmavihdras

which are reached in medetational jhtinas.

In the Maluisudassana sutta. D. 11. 1 86, it is said
the 'great king of glory' practised these meditational
· absorptions :
"Mettd-saha.gatena cetasa eka'r! dismrr pharitva
.

vihtisi, tathti dutiyan:r, tathti ta_tiyan:r tathti
catutthan:r
lti uddhaf?l adho tiriya'rl sabbadhi sabbattataya
sabbhtivantan:r /okaf!l metta-sahagarena cetasa
vipu/ena mahaggatena appamanena averena
avyapajjhena
pharitva vihtisi . . . karurJti-sahagaiena cetasa. . .

. muditd-sahagatena cetasti . . . upekhd-sahagatena
cetasa. . . eka'r! disa'r!pharitva

vihasi,

tathd dutiya'r! tathd tatiyaTr� tatha catuthaf!l ...

"

with a mother, and become analogous to the
Brahmaviharas experienced in the jhdnas, which go .
bey_on_d the "I" or "s_elf' no!ion: When thJs plane is
. experienced, it is possible for one to regard one's
i m1p.ediate family and the universal human family
without distinction. This is why the Buddhist tradition
accords the term "Mother"· to even the Buddha with
· regard to the universal human family. The terms,
Budhu Miiniyani (ambrosial mother) are very unique
to the Sri Lankan Buddhist tradition. The texts also
refer to Yen. Sfuiputta in terms of a mother and Yen, ·
Moggallana iil terms of a foster mother with regard to .
the dispensation. Thus, the term "mother" need not be
gender based as i llustrated by those c.oncepts. It is
not only a mother who i s abl e to experience
Brahmavihdras. But the mother is the nearest analogy :
· in the ordinary puthujjana plane, to express that concept :
which reaches beyound the ego centered "1", · "My"
and "Me" notions to that sublime l iberation of the heart
when
_experienced i n the Brahmavih a ras
one's con-sciousness becomes divested of a subject
object duality in the reali�ation of anattd in all
phenomena.

MOTHERHOOD
A very important point to be considered with regard
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to the concept of motherhood in Buddhism is the fact

A point of interest is how the image of the mother
is sometimes presented in the texts. At S. I . 37 Chapter

that there have been practices from the time of the

VI, lard Vagga, the following stanzas occur :

Buddha in recognition of the mother's state of physical
and mental well-being having direct bearing on the
child developing in the womb. '
Firstly, there were practices to protect the unborn
. child by seeking the blessings of the Triple Gem. The
· caring of the. child is referred to as "gabba parihdra
or the practices for the protection of the embryo. This
_ involves observing religious practices and following

medical · advice.
B uddhist texts have described the sufferings
experie nced hy the unborn child in the womb, in
connection with the exposition of dukkhasacca. This
is recommended for reading by the mother. The idea
is that the mother should be aware of the unborn child's
suffering in order to alleviate that suffering to the best
of her ability by composing her mind through religious
· practices, religious contemplation and imbibing the
correct nourishment. This, by the way_, presupposes a
connection between the mother's conscience and the
embryo or unborn child.

It is seen, th�reforc, that the maternal concern for

preservation and protection of the young has an ethical
. dimension, which is not self-centered. It is a concern
for someone else other than one's self and one's
survival only.
M!lny are the instances occurring in the canon,

"Kirrsu pathavato miuarr ?
Kirrsu miuarr sake ghare ? "
"What is a good friend to the wayfarer ?
What is the good friend dwelling in the house ?"
And the answer is as follows ;

"Sauho pathavato millaf!z
mdtd mittal?l sake ghare "
"A guide is a good friend to the wayfarer.
Mother is the good friend dwelling in the house"

Again, at S. I. 8, a deva, it is said, ask the Buddha
who is meditating at the foot of a tree.

"Kacci te ku(ikd nallhi ?
Kacci natthi kuldvakti ?
"Has thou no little hut ?
Has thou no nest ?"
The reply is in the negative whereupon the deva
asks what he meant by the word "hut" and the word
"nest". The Buddha replies :

"Mcitaram ku(ikaf?t briisi
bhariyaqz . briisi kula vakm?z "
"Mother thou meanest when thou say est, 'hut.'

which demonstrate the status of honour ascribed to the
And wife thou meanest when thou speakest of
mother. When the chief lay benefactress of the Buddha,
Visakha, converted her father-in-Jaw, Migara� to · 'nest'.
Buddhism, he henceforth h ad her addressed as Migara
· MaUi as a sign of honour paid to her. It is said that on
Such words and i mages bring out a deep
. her behalf he got a palace constructed for the bhikkhus psychological association of ideas, for, they both denote
with 500 upper chambers and a thousand peaked roofs the ordina.ry layman's comforting domestic sanctuary
·
in the East Park at Savatthi. It was referred to as the which gives him such immeasurable security in the
storeyed House. (Sn.A. II, 502)

I

Vide Madihe Pannasiha Maha Nayaka Thero,
A country's de�·elopment ; the Buddhist standpoint and
A plan for Living, Mrs. H. M. Gunasekera Trust, Colombo 1989.

hurly burly of life.

However, the mother image and the mother's .
'concern for the preservation of one's own young,
according to the Buddhist point of view, is still in the
realm of sarrsara. Consider, for instance, the line in S.
1. . 1 74 ; ''punappunarr vaccho upeti mdtararr "
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"Again and again the calf its mother seeks"

MUDITA

For instance, it is said in the Tevijja Sutta, " Aya�
pi kho Vd se((ha Brahmdna� sa havyatdya maggo. "

In the context of the passage in which it occurs, it
refers to the endless cycle of rebirth, which is
symbolized here in the bond between the calf and the
mother cow. From the Buddhist point of view all bonds
have to be given up if Nibbdna is to be atained.

is the way to a state of.
"Verily this, Vasettha,
.
companionship of Brahmas".

. Suvimali Karunaratna

.
nicchdto n ibb uto pft�b huio sukha pa{i sa mve di
brahmabhiiteria attanti viharati ti.

.

We should note bere the word 'Brd hmdna�· which
is in the plural. What is really meant in the word
'Brahmdnarrz sa havyatdya ' comes out very deary in.
Also, V. 284 in the Dhammapala da states ;
the suitas. What is meant is not union with the creator
.
god B rahma of. the B rahmanic religion. In the
"ya varrz hi vanato na chijJati_ .
A � guttara Nikdya (A. I. 193-6), it is stated that, when ·
an umato ' pi na rassa ndrisu
· a man knows that covetousness, malice and delusion
patiba ddhamano va tdva so
are not conducive to happiness and he becomes free ·
vaccho khird pako ' va mdtari ti".
from these, he is not bewildered but self controlled
"For so long as the slightest brushwood (of passion) and mindful with a heart possessed of goodwill,
of man towards women is not cut down, so long is his compassion, sympathy and equanimity. Then he
·
mind in bondage, like the milch calf to its mother."
. practises meditation by suffusing the whole world with
four qualities of mind. ''Thus in this very life he is free
.
Thus the bond between the calf . and the mother from craving, he is. released, he ·has become cool, he,
of himself abides i n the experience of bliss, by
undeniably belongs to the realm of satt�sd ra.
becoming B rahma ". "lti so d[ H h 'evq d ha mme
"

·

MOTIVE.

See CETANA

�!'!'A Jhe word muditd is �_:�ve_� fr�m the root
J m ud which means soft heartedness, kindliness,

Are we then to interpret this statement as the .
Brahma world being h ere itself ? When the
Brahmaviha;as are practised,. apparently it is so. Far
from adopting a doctrine that existed during his time, ·
the B uddba ele v ates the- man who prac- t ises the
Brahmavihd ras to the level of Brahma himself, who

. sympathy. .Jt .also denotes appreciativeness, an attitude
that is complementary and benevolent.
. is in the Brahmanic religion characterised by these
states of mind. ·
In the S utta Nip� ta AUhakathd (SnA. 1 28), metld
is defined as "active love" i.e. "hita-sukh-ii panay�

kdmatd ". The desire of bringing (to one's fellowmen)
that which is for their welfare · and good. Ka ru�d is
.

explained as the desire of removing bane and sorrow

p

This concept comes out very clearly in the Mahd .

Sudassana Sutta and other suttas mentioned above. The
Sarrzyutta reference (S. V. f1 8) is of special interest

·

because it gives us a c l u e · to the fact that the

·
from one ' s fellowmen. "a hita- dukkha-a anaya meditational practice of the Bra hmavihd ras was in

kdmatd ".

Muditti is mentioned in assocation with mettd,
kar�a ·and upekkaJul as states of mind which are
termed· the four sublime states - Brahmavihara; These
four states of mind are mentio�ed in several suttas such
as Mahti Sudassana Suttanta, (DolL 1 86), Udumbarika
.
Suttan ta, (D. 1Il.50), Tevijja Sutta (D. 1.25 1 and
S. V. 1 1 8) . They are developed in meditational practice
to attain 'union with Brahma' , that is, rebirth in the
Brahma realms.

existence among the adherents of other views during ·
the Buddha's time. Certain wanderers of other views
· asked some Buddhist Bhilckhu� how the Buddha's doc
trine diferred from their meditational practice of the

Brahinavihtiras. The B uddhist bhikkhiis, not been clear · · .

in their minds as to the exact distinction, asked the .
B uddha ·for c l arifi c ation and obtained . a very ·

'

i

I
J

.

j
j

1

comprehensive answer.

He pointed out that his doctrine prescribed a
different technique of purification and cultivation of
. goodwill and that it also diferred as to its goal. Then

j

j
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the Buddha explained that the four sublime states of

mind may be practised in association with the limb of

wisdom of mindfulness. That is, metta is mediated on
in association with mindfulness, then knruf}li,

mudita

and finally upekklui. The Buddha further explained that
the heart release experienced by the meditation on

mettci has the beauti fu l (subha�) as it's highest
attai n m e n t ,

karu1! a

has

i n fi n i ty

of

space

(akasanatlcayatana) as its highest attainment, and
mudita infinity of consciousness (vi1ina1.whcayatana)

and upekklui, infi nity of nothingness (iikincwiMya

tana). But this is not the ultimate goal of Buddhism
for the Buddha says that this state of insight is for the
monk who has not penetrated to a further relese. "ldha

pminassa bhikkhuno uttarim vimuttim appa{ivijjanto
ti. "
The Buddha says this because there are two more
stages for the attainment of total emancipation nor
attainable by the practice of the Brahmaviluiras. These
states are neva saii1ia nasaiiiid and Nibbana.
In the

Ka la ma sutta (A. I. 192) it is mentioned that

the person who practises the Brahmaviharas attains
heaven at his death.
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. . . kayassa bhedti param maraf}li
sugati1!1 saggmtt lok� uppajjissami ti. " See also
"

BRAHMAV IHARA

Hastas and mudras usually indicate �orne action

which the deity or his attendant is shown to be engaged
in. The action consists in the expression of an idea by

means of a particular gesture. An attempt has been

made to distinguish between three broad divisions of

mudras i .e. Vedic, Tantric and Laukik mudrds in art.
64 mudras in Hindu art and 108 in Tantra have been
recognized by scholars. Out of these, 45 Tantric mudras

.

have been illustrated in works on iconography i.e.

atijali, vandani, yoniv aindydki, hradaya, siras,
sikha, kavaca, astra, netra (dvaya, traya), garuqa,
galini, surabhi, abhivahini, stapini, sannidhiipan[,·
sammukh[, avaku1Jfjan[, prasadani, sannirodhan[,
iankha, gada, padma, parasu, harina. abhaya, varada,
sri/a, kapala, cakra, five types of prafJllh uti, sara, ca
pa, kiirma, jala, gandha, pu�pa, dipa, nivedya and
matsya. An analysis of these names shows that some
of these mudras are connected with the deities tG.be
worshipped, while others with the wors�per,

a third

set symbolizing the upacaras used in worship. Among .

the 45 Hmtric miidras named above, it is possible to

recognise only a few that were also depicted i"n early

Indian representations. These are abhaya, varada and
anjali. Many more mudras or hastas in which the hands
of the images were usually depicted, such as dhydna .
or yoga, jiid�za, vyakhyana,
dharmacakra, katya
valanibita, kataka or simhakarma, gaja or daf}qa, siici
iarjani, vismaya, bhiisparia, are not included in this
list.

Abhaya-mudra is the gesture of protection. Any

Suvima!i Karunaratna

hand showing this m1idra should be slightly elevated
and bent with the palm turned outward, the fingers
being outstretched and elevated. This mudra shold be

MUDRA

distinguished from the varada-mudra in which case

There are various poses ( w hich are

the hand is stretched downwards with the fingers,

of the images and the figures round them are shown.

also, from the cape{adana-mudra, which shows the r

sometimes referred to as mystic) in which the hands
The technical term to denote these poses is

mudrd.

Sometimes the word hasta is also used. Some of these

can be shown by one hand (i.e. abhaya, varada etc.).

Others require both hands (i.e. dharmacakra, anjali

etc.). In i conographic parlane,

abhaya-mudrd and .

instead of being elevated, pointed downwards ; and . .
ight hand menacingly extended upwards, just as it

happcnds in dealing a slap. The right hand pose of the ·

Mathura B uddha image of the Kusana period will show
that it is abhaya-hasta. Texts describe it as 'the hand
turned towards the visitor (i.e. turned to the front)with

abhaya-hasta and varada-mudra and varada-hasta are
equally appropriate. The term hasta can also be used

fingers

difficult to comprehend some of them unless expalined

stands for fearlessness, tranquility and protection given

rai sed

u p w ards

(dra�fura bh imukha

urdhvdngulih santidah karah). The representation of
in association with an emblem or weapon j� ,�h� ��� ., · King Brahmadatta in mahakapi Jd taka at Bharhut,
of the deity. Thus padma-hasta, pustaka-hasta, gaddshows the identical pose (lbhaya-hasta. The right hand
hasta etc., would mean a hand holding a lotus, a book · of the king is shown also in this pose and thus the artist
and a mace respectively. In the Sadhanamdld there
typifies the protection assured by the king, to the
are descriptions of a large number. of mudrds. It is
monkey chief, who was the Bodhisattva. This mudra
by the priests.
6-CM 2707

·.

by the diety to his worshipper.

. ·
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sutta .gives a clear idea about the sitting posture of a
yogi in the fol lowing words : (nisi dati pallatikam
dbhujirivd ti)Uf!l kdya111 panidhdya parimukhan:r satit?l
upaUhapetvd) i.e. he sits cross legged on a raised seat,

Anjali is the name of a mudrd, which is also known
Samputdiijali or Sarvardjendra-mudrd. It has also
other names such as vandani. It is usually found in the
as

hands of the de\lotees or in those of the attendant or

with erect body and setting up his mind on the object

subordinate- deities. The idea of reverence is present in

this. instance. The two hands are clasped palm to palm,

in front. In Gandhara art, Buddha images are shown

extended upward with all fingers

with hands in this pose. Seated B uddha images of

both of which

arc

erec,t or slightly bent. This is the characteristic mudrii

modem days are mostly executed in this pose. One of

of Sa�aks�ri Loke5vara and i s also exhibited by

the celebrated examples of Sri Lankan art of about the

4-5th Century A. C. is the Samiidhi statue on the Outer

Namasangiti.

or

Circular Road at Anuradhapura. A similar image of

Blulmispar5a-mudrd is also called Bhumi,Sparsana
Bhuspar5a. This pose illustrates the story of the

about the same · period has been found at Toluvila, .

Anuradhapura and has now been deposited at the

Budqha's calling the earth as his witness for testifying

. to his right to sit on the

Colombo National Museum. This mudrd is associated

vajrdsana under the Bodhi

with asceticism (tapas). In the collections of the Lahore

Tree, which was challenged by Mara just prior to his

and Peshawar Museums, there i s a nui:nber of figures

lap with palm outward and the right with the palm

of the Buddha depicting the samddhi post. Dhydnd
sana, Vajraparyankdsana or Vajrdsana are terms,

. Enlightenment. In this case the left hand rests on the

inward touches the seat below or finger tips point

whlch have a similar meaning. It is the meditative pose,

mudrd. is particularly

towards . the ground. This

the characteristic si tting attitude of the Dhyani

· associated with Buddhist iconography, . In developed
·
Mahayana icono raphy, bhumispczrSa-mudrii was. the .
typical hand pose of the Dhyimi Buddha Ako�obhya.

the seat, indicates the meditative attitude. Dhydndsana

mudrd in which case the tips of the fingers do not "touch

both soles invisible. .

g

This

mudrd · should be dis�inguisned . frqm varada�.

the ground . and the palm instead of being . turned

inward, is turned upward. The Buddha· showing the

Buddhas. Sometimes a small thunderbolt, shown on

shoul� be distinguished from the paryanka attitude i n
which case the legs are placed one upqn_the o$er� with

. KaralJa-mudrti i s a hand po·s e i n M ahayanist .

bhumispar5a-m.udrd, must sit i n. the . Vajraparyanka
-attidute. ·

sculptures. In this instance the hand is outstretched with
the index and the little figners erect, while the thumb
presses the two �e!Daining fingers against the palm of
.

- - - - - 1iliarmaca1ra-=niuard is usually -assoctated with - the hand. .
Buddha images. It symbolises the first preaching of ·

the Law by the Buddha at Satnath. it was alao used in ·
the representation of the Great Miracle at Sravasti. In
this instance, the Buddha is in the act of expounding

Ksepana is the mudrd of sprinkling, exhibited by
Namasangiti. The two hands are joined together palm
to palm with fingers all stretched, the tips of which are

the true knowledge, which he had himself first

turned downwards and enter into a vessel containing

comprehended through his efforts. This pose is depicted

nectar. .

v ari o u s l y but · the most arti stic and correct

representation of this mudrd is to be found in the

Namaskdra is ,. mudrd assumed by the Bodhisattvas

celehrated Prajnaparmatia image . from Java In this

when paying homage to the �uddhas or by the minor

. instance, the tips of the middle finger and the thumb .

of the right hand are joined together and held near the .
heart. It rests on the l�ft hand having tinger tips in

·

similar position.

. deities to the principal one. The hand, slightly bent, is
raised above in a line with the shoulder with fingers
. outstretched or slightly bent and palm turned upwards.
Sanm udrd means the six mudreis. The meaning of
this mudrd is quite different from the mudrd meaning

·

Dhytina, yoga or samddhi mudrd is· that particular

pose in which the palm of the right hand is pJaced in
mystic gestures. It has been translated as auspicious ·
that of the left hand and both together are laid on· the .
ornaments or sy mbol s . The s i x ornaments are
crossed legs of the seated image. Thus, it is specially · ·
enumerated in the following verse in the Siidhanamiild.
associated with a seated figure and is one of the most

correct attitudes for the practice · of dhydna-yoga. The
yogi shoulct be steady, holding his body, head and neck

balanced and motionless, fixing his gaze on the tip of

his nose and looking not about him.

Sdmaftiiapha/a-

·

·

Kanthikd rucakalfl ratnamekhalan:r bhasmasu
trakan:r
Sat vai pdramitd etii mudrdrupena yojitdh

.
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(The torque, the bracelet, the jewel, the girdle, the
ashes and the sacred thread are ascribed to the gods

in the form of mudriis (Ornaments), which represent

the six

Piiramitds).

Kha(Vr:inga

heing the sacred thread. When

one of the six is absent, they are called
and

Caturmudra,

Paiicamudrd

when two are absent.

though it is to be seen in other cases also. All the fingers

arc stretched with tips joining at the end, so as· to
resemble a needle.

Tarjani-mudrd is the pose of the raised index finger

the index finger only is raised· while the other fingers

are locked. up in the fist. If a pdia or noose appears
round the index finger, it is called

word . Vajratarjani signifies the

tarjanipdsa. The
vajra held in the fist

while the inde� is raised in a me;!.ncing attitude.

mudrd

of doing homage to the

Departed Fathers. Any arm showing this gesture is bent

and is raised upward in line with the shoulder. The
palm of the hand is turned inward with fingers slightly

bent and pointed towards the shoulder.

Vajrahwi kara-mudrd

has been explained as

hands holding the vajira arid the bell, both of which
are . turned in\vards." But if the two symbols and the

hands are turned outward, the

mrldrd

will be called

Trailokyavijaya-mudrd.

the palm outward.
The

ka( yavalambita or ka(isarrJsthita-hasta is the

side of the body and the hand is made to rest on the

lion, indicating thus a posture of ease. The standin g

i mages of Buddha,

ndgas

and various other divinities

deities while bestowing boons. The hand showing this

gesture is pendent with its palm outward and fingers
stretched. Sometimes a jewel is seen stamped on

the hand showing the.

. Ratnasamyukta-Varada,

mudrd

; it is known as the

that is, the gift bestowing att

this attitude. Images of the seated Buddha from Katra,

Two other

mudrds

which are also found in the

iconographic art of ancient and medieval India have

been

named as

jnana

and

.vydkhydrJa. vitarka

or ·

cin-mudrd. These have been already referred to above.
jftdrJa, vyakydfJa and dharmacakra mudrtis are almost
identical but there are minor differences. Vitarka and
cin-mudrd
also appear alike. Arguments have been
.
adduced to the e ffect that cin-mudrd is the exact
counterpart of jftdl}a.,n!udrd. Sandadana is another . •
name for vydkydl}a mudra.
sadhahas; Marici

and several other

goddesses have been very often described as

tarjani
paiahasta i.e. with a hand holding a tarjani-pd5a. One
of the earliest representations of this particular hasta
is Lo be found i n a Jataka relief on one of the coping
stones at Bharhut. This is the Gahapali Jdtaka (No.
1 99). Here the Bodhisattva is the househol�er. He is

forefinger of his raised right hand another made figure,

shown seated below, crouching in fear.
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hangs down by the side of the body. In s�ated figures,

Nandasena Mudiyanse

Vara or varaqa-mudrd

medieval India. In standing images, the arm

is

usually

the arm is sometimes flexed according to artistic

(Uttdno 'dho 'ngulirhast9 varadah).
.

; · ••

.

I

Vitarka-mudrd represents the attitude of discussion

or a subtle point of the doctrine being e xplained. This

mudra

is almost unknown in the

Sddhanamdld.

It is

·

Anyor and Mankuwar also show the same pose.

typicaJiy common in iconographic art of ancient and

itude together with a jewel.

requirements.

·

of the early Kusan and subsequent periods found at

threatening and admonishing with the projecting

Varada-mudrd is the gesture of the hand shown by

UJI

·

resemble a ring. The hand is extended forward witlt

In Vajrayana

follows : "The wrists are crossed at the breast with two

the

mudra is represented with the right

arm bent and all fingers erect except either the index

Mathura and adj acent places very frequently display

in a menacing attitude. In the hand showing this mudrd,

the

appear to have been infl uenced by Tibetan art and

iconography. This

pose in which the arm is let down so as to hang by the

Sucl-mudrci is used generally in the act of dancing,

TarpafJa . is

shown in a number of forms of Avalokitesvara which

or the ring finger which touches the thumb so as to

These ornaments or symbols are generally of human

ho:1es, the
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MULAMADHYAMA�KAAIKA
See MADHYAMAKASA.STRA

M ULAMAHAsANGHIKA See MAHAsANGHIKA

MCLAPARIYAYASUTTA
MULAPARIYAYASUTTA; The Mulapariyaya Sutta
is a discourse of the Buddha placed as the first

Sutta

of the collection of middle-length discourses of the

and annihilationism
positions, etc

(ucchedavada). Both dogmatic

�alism and . annihilationism are identi

fied as formjng the core of wrong views (micchildi��ht),

Sutta Pitaka, the· Majjhimanikiiya. According to the

at the root of which is the notion of the ego

i n formation. provi ded in the S utta itself, i t w as

yadi��hi) that hinders a person's freedom from bond

preached by the. Buddha ·when he was dwelling in

(sakka

age to the cyclic process of suffering. The objective

Sutta appears to be an explora- · ·

Ukka��ha, at the foot of a royal S al a tree in the

of the Miiapariyaya

Subhaga Grove. As related in Buddhaghosa's com

tion of the deep rooted sources of the same malady

mentary to the

Sulla, it was taught with the specific

objective of shattering the conceit of five hundred
bhikkh�. who were formerly accomplished in the
Vedic learning. They had become overconfident about

that characterizes the cognitive and emotive consti
tution of enenlightened beings. As the name of the ··

Sutta itself suggests, the Buddha's intention in the
Sutta is to explore the root of existence. However, it

their intelledual grasp of the te-aching of the Buddha

is not done in the manner of one, who construc�s

and consequently become, disrespectful to the teacher

dogmatic speculative systems, leading to the affirma

�

and ne ligent in their duties. The manner in which

tion of trans.cendental entities. It is done by a thor

the Buddha had presented his teaching in this par

ough analysis of the workings of the perceptual and

ticular Sutta would have been definitely challenging ·

:to ;myone who had developed such simplistic over

confidence. ln almost all inst;mces in the Suttas where
the Buddha had. taught the ·dhamma · to the

·

. their delight. Perhaps it was due to the challenge posed ·
,

by this �iscourse that the . bhikkhus who listened to
.
it did not express· their delight regarding
what was
·
.
·
taug t.

h

cognitive proc�sses of human beings with a view to
unravelling the psychological sources of human bond
age.

bhikkhUs

on his own initiative, they had invariably
expressed
.
-

·

The . Buddha begins the discourse by expressing
.
his intention to talk about the root of ev ery thing

The

Mulapariyaya Sutta mentions four distin

guishable levels of understanding at which people ·
interact With the World of experience. The first and

the lowest is that of the uninstructed ordinary per
son

(assutavii puthujja�w), who has not had the for

tune to meet with the noble ones , the morally el
.
evated individuals. and has had neither the opportu
nity to become proficient in their teaching nor to

(sabbadhammiinam mulapariyiiyam). I n order to un
derstand the full significance of the Sutta, directing

· acquire the discipline that accords with such teach

one's attention to its mere literal meaning is insuffi

path of training, aspiring to the incomparable release

cient. The profundity of what is conveyed in ihe Sutta

from bondage to suffering. The third is that of the

can only be grasped by paying adequate attention to
the cryptic expressions used by the Buddha relating
them to the principal objective . of the Buddha's teach
ing. which is the liberation of man from bondage to
perpetual suffering. A s in the case of the

Brahmaja

Ia Sutta, which is placed as the first in the collection ·
(Dighanikiiya), the fact that this

of long disourses
·
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ing. The second is that of the person who is on the

worthy one. the - Arahant, who is ieleased from all

bondage, who needs no further training, whose can

kers are eradicated, who has fulfilled all the require
ments of the path, laid aside the burden, and attained
the ultimate goal of liberation. The forth is that of ·
the fully enlightened Buddha, The Tathagata.

The point of the Mu/apariytiya Sutta can be prop
length discourses is not without significance. Both . erly understood only by paying careful attention to

Sutta is placed as the first in the collecdon of mjddle
discourses are chalienging to those i mprisoned in

habitual emotive and cognitive patterns of respond

ing to the world of experience. The Brahmajrua Sutta

these four levels of understanding distinguished therein . . .
. The terminological variation in describing the responses

of individuals at .each distinct level of eperience is .
. points out how one becomes enmeshed in the web
significant. The data of experience taken into· account ·
of speculative views, thereby wasting one's energies · at each response level are the same. The Sutta has
on the construction of metaphysical dogmas that
taken into account as �xhaustively as possible all the
eventually lead to one or the other of the. two ex

data of common experience as well as the data recog

(sassatavtida)

nized in ontological conceptual schemes Including that

treme dogmatic positions, etemalism

MDLAPARIYAYASUTIA
of Buddh1sm known at that t1me. In its enumeration

It connotes the pro l i feration of thought and imagi

of the data in terms of the categories familiar to the

nation involving an egocentric concern that eventu

thought of the time, it begins with the grossest ones

ally engenders unwholesome emotions. The Sutta men

that. consti tute the material world. They are the four

primary elements, earth

(tejo)

and air

(pa!havi),

(wiyo) which

water

(apo),

tions four ways in which such imaginative reconstruc

fire

tion of the data of experience takes place. It attempts

represent the four "basic

to express what goes on in the mind of the perceiver

behavioural patterns of matter-extension, cohesion,

by putting the designative noun representing the da

radiation, and oscillation". ' The next set of catego

tum in different declensions. If we take the datum

ries enumerate sentient existence in terms of the
. Buddhist cosmological scheme begninning with the
lowest, referred to as

�

bhuta,

. earth

' living beings' and as

ti mati1iati) .

terms of the meditative refinement of consciousness

Bhikkhu Bodhi, these four modes i n which the nec

into account all the data of experience in terms of

(di��ha�).

essarily unwholesome thought process of the unin

(suta�) wheatever is sensed by
smell; taste or touch (mutam)- and whatever is men
tally cognized (vifiiilllam). From this point onwards
the Sutta mentions the more abstract categories, unity,
diversity, and totality, and finaly, nibbiina. Special
note should be taken of the fact that nibbiina a term

structed worldling proceeds has, deep ontological sig

whatever is heard

·

Bhikkhu Bodhi renders it as "He con

earth ; he conceives 'earth is mine . "2 According to

The third takes

their perceptual bases as whatever is seen

(pa(havim . me

ceives earth ; he conceives in earth ; he conceives from

as the realm of neith�r perception nor non-percep

(nevasaiiiiiillasii iiiiayiiiunam).

pa{havil��

finally relating the datum to

oneself by assuming ownership of it

the highest point of sentient existence expressed in

nificance. He points out that this pattern of thinking
represents an attempt .by the worldling 'to give
postive being to the conceptual negativity · of the
intended ego, by positing a relationship between him
self as the subject of cogni tion and the perceived

used to designate the ultimate goal of Buddhism is

phenomenon as its qbject."3 This is a mistaken at- ·

also included in the· enumeration.

tempt based on the l ac k of comprehensive under- .

Mulapariyaya Su�ta

standing of the nature of the diverse relationships

i s that the u n i n s t r u c t e d ordi nary worl d l i n g ' s

invlolved in a perceptual situation. The point becomes

The main point made i n the

congnitive response t o the phenomena conceived under

evident from the explanation given of the unenlight

the above conceptual categories does not involve a

ened worldling's response to each of the categories

higher level of cognition that culminates in a compre

mentioned, showing as to why he responds in that

hensive understanding. The uninstructed worldling re

manner. "What is the reason for this ?" the Buddha

mains within the confines of what the Buddha con

asks, and explains," Because he has not fully com

sidered as the sat1iiti level of perception. He does not

prehended it."

attempt to progress to a higher level of cognition.

ti vadionz)

Therefore, according to the Sutta, his cognitive rela

think", and it literally means minding."

I See Bhikkhu Bcdhi The Descourse on he Root of Existwce
(Buddhist Publication Society, Kandy, 1 992) p.3.

'

(tam kissa hetu ? apari1iiiertam tassa

"There is an unwarranted attempt to pre

suppoSe an

tionship with the data conceived in terms of earth

(pathavl), etc. is only from the perspective of saiifia
(pathavim pathavito sanJjdnati). Since he remains at
the level of saiifia he exhibits a pattern of psycho
logical response referred to in the Sutta as Maiiiiati.
Mafiiiati is a word derived from the root man '"to

·

as an example. the accusative. loca

pa{haviya 'and pa{havito,

a progressive order of superiority and ending with

..

(pa{havi)

tive, and ablative are used respectively as

cending to the re m of heavenly beings designated in

tion
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"I" or self. The thinking patern of the

uninstructed person is plag ued by this delusive

.

endency leading to imagination in terms of "I and X",

"I inhere in X", "I am distinct or have emanated from

X". In the fourh instance of what goes on as maiiiiati,

one seeks to appropriate the phe�omenori as of oneself with the thought "X is mine".

2 ibid. p.9.
� Ibid.

.

.

.
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more conspicuous examples. The Madhupif!l!ika and

The c:liscourses of the Buddha repeatedly empha

Sakkapafzha Suttas explain the problem of human

size the tendency to cling to the notion of a self. It is

the essence of what Buddhism calls ignorance (avijjii

bondage relating it to the concept of papaiica. The

innocuous error in human thinking. It is at the core

to the uninstructed worldling can also be considered

scribes as psychological cankers proceed from this

nated in Buddhist psychology as papafzca.

). The notion of a separate selthood is no simple or

pattern of thought atributed in the Miilapariyaya Sutta

of all unwholesome emotions. What Buddhism de- :

as typically exempli

notion. The MIJ.apariyaya Sutta is immediately fol

fying the thought pattern desig

A fter dealing with the uninstructed worldling, the

lowed by the Sabbiis{IVa Sutta according to the tra-

d�tionally accepted·editoiial arrangement of the Suttas

Mulapariyii.ya Sutta directs attention to the way in
which the trainee (sekha) in the Buddha's · path of

of the Majjhimanikii.ya. In the latter, the Buddha

emancipation responds to the same categories of ex

points out that the destruction of cankers becomes

perience previously enumerated with reference to the

possible for the person who knows and sees, but not

for the person who does not know and see. The

uninstructed worldling. The learner is one who has

guided direction of the mind (yoniso manasikii.ra).

path of emancipation, but who has" attained one of

worldling in the MIJ.apariyaya Sutta is a typical in-

Such a person has not yet become an asekho (one

not yet fulfilled all the requirements of the Buddhist

knowing and seeing here is related to a wise and

the three stages· of progress towards the -final goal.

The thought pattern attributed to the uninstructed

who needs no further training). He may have attained

stance of unwise thinking (ayoniso manasikara). As
Bhikkhu B9dhi aptly observes '

The notion.o f an ego

is the anchor of our . impulses to grasp and to pos· sess, the· rootof our attachments and aversions, and

·

the stage of sotii.pati, (stream entry), sakadiigii.mi (sta-

tus of being once returner) or anii.giimi (status of being

non-returner). Any one who has entered the path or .

via these, the. root of our ·suffering. "4 The MIJ.apariyii · attained the fruit of any of these three stages is also
ya Suttf:Z implies . that the_ eventu� pleasure . seeking . distinguished from the .unistructed worldling and is
called an ariyapuggala (a noble person). It is to be

tendency of the. mind that assumes the fonn of a deep

rooted latent tendency (anusaya) to craving or Iust
(taTJhil, raga) proceeds from the notion of the ego.
The process described by the term mafziiati, a·s ·
pointed out in the Sutta, leads finally to taking de-

noted that the word used to denote the cognitive re

sponse of such a trainee is abhijiinii.ti suggesting that .
he has transcended the safziiii. mode of response of
the ordinary worldling. Although the conceptual struc

light, or seeking pieasure and gratification with in-

tures of the ordinary worldling such as pa(havi still

rience (rupa� abhinandati).

relations invloved differently, i.e. from the higher

remain the mind of the trainee, he understands the

tense craving and a:ttachment to the objects of expe-

cankers or attainment of Arahantship, the emancipa

that recurs in many other discourses of the Buddha

tion of mind of the learner is not complete. There

that offer a psychological analysis of the arising of

suffering. In all such instances reference to the in

fore; the Buddh� urges the learner who has cUltivated

variable connetion between the unreflective mechani- ·

the understanding of all the data such as pa{havi from

engendering of unwholesome process of thought in

of distorted thinking that goes on in the mmd of the

cal response to the world of sense experience and the
volving the bondag� of the person to the continued

restraint because he is yet to understand comprehen

Majjhimaniktiyas, the Sakkapafzha Sutta 6 and the
Mahiinidtlna Sutta7 of the Dlgahanikiiya and the con
stfult allusions to the deceptive role of Saiinii in the
a��hakavagga of the Suttanipiita8 are some of the

so that all the residual corruptibility in his mind would

7

Majjhimaniluiya Vol. l,p.J08f
Diglumikiiya. Vol. 2, p.263f
Ibid. p. 55f.

·

that perspective, to refrain from engaging in the kind ·

process of dukkha is evident. Reference to the

s

.

uninstructed worldling. He is urged to exercise such

sively (pariiiieyyam tassa) the nature of those data •

sources of conflict in the Madhupif!4ika Sutta of the

6

.
.·

perspective of a cultivated understanding (abhijiinii
.
ti). Yet, until the attainment of the destruction of

The Miiapariyaya Sutta has as its main them� one

• lbid. p . 2

.

eventualy be d�stroyed.
.

1

A((hakavagga emphasizes !he necessity to comprehend saiiiiaii

and to cultivate detachment towards it. -

Suuanipata 719 Sn. 847 ; Obsessive thought is due to saiiiiaii
(saiiiiiinidan a hi papaiicasankhii) Sn. 874 ; those who grasp
saiiiia and dogmatic views (ditthl) come into conflict with the
world.-Sn. 847
· ·

·
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The Arahant has already overcome all conuptibi l -

g

de l i ht i n t hem i � the

sourc e of s u fferi ng

ity. Therefore, he does not engage in any of the dis

(nandidukkhassa midanti iti viditvii). He has seen the

torted imaginative thinking that produc es suffering.

relationship between suc h hankering after things a nd

He is one who has already fully comprehended the

the process of becoming c ausing th� birth of beings.

nature of all phenomena

(parinniita11J tassa). He has

One who thus enters the process of becoming has to

undergone a complete tranformation in the emotive

go through dec ay and death. This c ausal nexus has

and cognitive s tructure of his personality. This dis

been discovered by the Buddha with his unaided in

tinguishable nature of the Arahant's res pons e is ex

sight and therefore he could rightfully claim to be the
person who has attained incomparable full enlighten

plained by s aying that his thinking pattern is such,

ment.

· bec ause he has eradic ated lust, hatred and delusion
and is entirely free from them (khayii

ragassa vitarii

The

gattii... khayii dosassa vitadosattii... khaya mohassa

c ategory to which one is likely to respond inappro-

vitamohattii).

·

priately. This reminds us of the admonition in the
·

Finally the

Mulapariyiiya· Sutta puts nibbiina as the l ast

Mulapariyiiya Sutta

speaks aboutt he ·

A lagaddilpama Sutta that "those who really understand should abandon even good things ; and muc h ·
<a.:."'-

. Buddha�s respons e to the enumerated c ategories.

..

1 -':' 'i ·

.

more should they abandon the bad thirigs;' (ajimantehi

According to the -Sutta, the Bl).ddha's response is not

dhammii pi pahiitabbii · pageva . adhammii). The

diffenent from that of the Arahants, his disciples who

Mula ariyaya sutta draws attentio� to the fact that ·

p

had attained the destruction of cankers. However, there

in the process of recognizing the world of experience

is a distinction made between th� Buddha's cqm�re-

through our familiar conc eptual schemes, we consider

hension of thes e c ategories and the comprehension

our experience not as a complex of dependent rela

of them by the other Arahants . The Buddha's re

tions, but as a relation between an object of experi

sponse to them is explanied as a consequence of 'fully

ence and an enduring ego. The presupposition of a

comprehending them to the end'

non-existent ego is made by relating the perceived

(pariiiniittam tathii

gatassaP The s uggest!on is that there was greater

object in different ways t() an imagined self. This is

perfection in his unders tanding, he being the person

the delusion that keeps us in bondage to the c yclic

who was able to penetrate through the veil of igno

process of becoming. This delusion has to be over- .

rance for the first time without the aid of any other

come at all levels. Even identifying ourselves with a ·

l

e

t acher. There is also a s econd explanation given in

more refined c ategory like

the Sutta for the Buddha's enlightened res ponse. The

The only way to overcome it is to develop a higher .

Buddha has seen that hankering after things, seeking

level of understanding that puts a halt to mere ha-

/....
9

Note that in the PTS edition of the

'

.

Sutta, the ending tam has

been omitted whereas the commentarial explan tion of the co�e

�

sponding passage specifically notes that it is to be taken as pariiiiia

.

·

nibbiina would not help.

bitual and mechanic al res pons es, paving the way
thereby, to the full comprehension of the nature of
everything however refined it may be.

tanta"! and not pariiiiiala"f- B:Y the time of the commentaries the
attribution of omniscience to the Buddha had become established i
n the Theravada tradition. So the explanation is in terms of the
distinction between the limited knowledge of the ordinary Arahant
and the omniscie]._Ce of the Baddha.

P. D. Premasiri.
MULASARVASTIVADA see SARAVAsTIVADA

.
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classical text named

Mrrl as (or MIT!ay atanas) were

Pujdvaliya, it is stated that

ancient religious foundations dating from the

· uuaramUla and Yadummula (Vadumiila, Vahadumula,

Anuradhapura period and every

Vahadi pa-mula ?) were constructed by King Ma

bhikkhu in the island

a,ppear to nave attached hims e l f to one o f

-

them. The headquarters ofmany-of theseiiyatanas were

mentioned in Daladii Sirita ( 1 4th C.) Anuruddha-sataka,

a Sanskrit text in verse was composed by a - monk

origin.illy at Amrradhapiira (for example, Uttaramiila
· which is the same as Uttaralha or Uturulumula
mentioned in the

navamsha (69 1 -726 A. D.) These two miilas have been

belonging to this fraternity. He was also the author of

Ciilavamsa). Some of the principal

Abhidhammattha-samgaha. In an inscription of

colleges of the Abhayagiri monastery such as the
Uttaramula and Kappilrai11Ula, maintained themselves (after. the falL ofAnuradhapura Kingdom) in the reign
of Vij ayabahu I ( 1 056- 1 1 1 1 ) and in the decades

Kassapa V (929-939) Kaparamwa has been mentioned
_
as one connected with Abhayagiri. Pujiivali (of which 
mentioned has been made ofearlier) was composed by
a monk named Buddhaputra who was of the fraternity

following his death. The grammarian Moggallana, who

named Mahanettapasadamiila:

made the Velaikka.ra forces agree to the protection of

composition of the 1 4th C.) was composed by

the. Tooth Relic during the troubles that fol lowed the

named Gatara-upatapasvi who had connection with

Vuttamiilii (a verse

a monk

the Senapatimiila. -

death � f Vijayabahu (I), (is stated in the Tamil
inscription set up by the mercenaries) to have belonged
to the Uttaramtila. frat�mity. The shrine of the Tooth - - Relic was entrusted to-,the ,mercenaiies (Velaikkaras)

the order embodying rules for the conduct of its

house for the Kapput:arntila.

- been eight

mem�ers was ci.Iso promulgated._ 'fhls document which

1 ( 1 1 08-J H5)

the heads of theSe eight ayatanas were given eight vihii

ras by Parakramabahu II ( 1 234-1269). But these eight

iiyatanas have not been named. The word mUla appears
to be synonymous with samUha which means a group.

It may mea,n the headquarters of a particular institution
or group of monks. They were mostly of an educational
charac�et. In an inscription from Kottange, the term
VIlgammiila (P. sarogamamwa) occurs. Several authors

who flourished in the 14u. century belonged to this
institution.

about-the ecclesiastical-officers- which then existed. .

-

At the head of all the bhikkhus in the island at that
time was the hierarch who is referred to as Mah�vami
(S.

ahimi),

or Nayaka, Under this hierarch were two.

dignitaries with the title mahiisthavira (S. mahathera)
one placed over village dwelling monks

(griimaviisi)

and the other over forest dwelling monks (iiranyakas).
Next in order of importance in the hierarchy came the
heads of the eight ayatanas (S. ayatiin) which are also
referred to as mulas (literally 'herds') These were ( 1 )
Galaturumula (P. Selantarayatana-miila) (2) U turumula

In the tablets of Mahinda IV (975-99 1 ) there is a

muJdyatanas. In another inscription of

about the same period, there is a reference to Kapara
-

is known as Dambadeni- Katikavata gives information

__iliere had

mu.Iayatanas. The CUlavamsa states that

reference to

.

-·

- purge �e samgha of its undesirables. A formal act of

battu's daughief. Yasodharais s�dto have buil t an image

---,-- In__ the_reign-coiJ..aY-a.b_ahu

.

( 1 234- 1 269) convocation was held (in 1 266 A. D_. ) to

by this grammarian- Moggallana�thera, - King - Vijaya

�

To�ards the end of the reign of Parakramabahu II

mula of the Purvanima. Both Kaparamula (P.
Kappuramula) and VIlgarnmiila were connected to the
monastery at Abhayagiri� In like manner was Uttaramii
Ia which was of a more important character. In a Sinhala

(P. Utt.aramiila) (3) Vilgammula (P. Sarogamamiia) (4)
Mahanetpamula (P. Mahanettapasadamiila) (5) Paiica.

-

miila

.

.

.

(S. Pasmahamwa) (6) Kaparamiila (P. Kappu-

ramul a) (7) Senapatimiiia, (P. Senapatimiila) (8)
Vahadiv, Vahadumula (P. Vahadipaka).
Selantara-samOha-vihara (S. Galaturumula) appears
to have beeri near Mahagama. When Parakramabahu I

·

_
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( 1 1 53- 1 1 86) held a convocation to purge the samgha

and clean the Augean stables, it was presided over by

MULAYATANA
that he kept up his patronage of the Uttaramiila N1ka

ya. It is also stated that he gave over the custodianship

Mahakassapa-thera of Dimbulagala (P. Udubaragiri).

of the Tooth Relic to a monk of tltis fraternity named

There were other great theras who were present there.

Moggallana (E. Z. II p. 250) The author of Anuruddha

One the abbots of Selantara-samuha represented the
monks of Rohana. After the convocation, the corporate
existence of Abhayagiri and Jetavana fraternities
ceased for ever but colleges of the Abhayagiri such as
Uttaramiila and Selantara-samOha, mai ntained their
identity within the framework of the Mahavihara
constitution, for 3 or 4 centuries after this date. The
antiquity of Selantarayatana goes back to at least the
time of Vijayabahu I ( I 056- 1 1 1 1 ) if not earlier, for we

'

.hear of his daughter Yasodhara donating a pdsada for
the monks of Sel antarayatana (Galarurumu la).
Samgharak.klllta (authm of Vuttodaya) who was a pupil
of Sariputta-thera (who flourished in the reign of
Parakramabahu 1), speaks of the thera of Selantara .

Sataka and Abhidhammattha-samgaha describes
himself in the colophon to the former work as an
"Upasthavira" of the Uttaramula Nikaya. In later years
tills Nikaya produced many illustrious literary figures
such as the grammarian Moggal Hina. Vilgammula Maha
Thera and Sri Riihula.
During the reign of Parakramabahu II ( 1 234- 1 269)
every year, the Tooth Relic was taken in procession .
round the capital city and exhibited to the .populace. ·

The casket containing the Relic was taken out for its
progress through the streets of the 'City. It was taken

out in the presence of the head of the,Uttaramiila College

yatana as one of his teachers. The Pali work nameri

and placed on an ormunental chariot' When the rehc

Vuttamiilii refers to this institution as Upalantara-mii

was taken out of the casket. the seals were broken in

Ia. · The head of this fraternity is spoken of by this

the presen�e of the king, the head:ofthe Uttaran1ula

author in very pra!seworthy terms. In the reign of Vi

College and some other dignitaries. Once the exhibition

rabahu II ( 1 391 -"1396) a convocation of the samgha

was over, the Relic was placed back In the casket in the

was held by the thera Dhammakitti (author of Nikiiya

presence of .the- king. An examination of these facts -

Samgrahaya), in collaboration with · his colleague

makes it evident that the Uttaramula (Ulurulumula or

Galaturumula Maha Thera.

· . U ttaramtila · w as one of the · offshoots of the

Abhayagiri sect. hi the Tamil inscripiton of the Velaikka

· ras this name has been spelt as Uttorularnula, Uturala,

Uttarola, Uttaralha are other variations in spelling of
the same name. The headquarters. of this fraternity
was probably at the Uttarole-vihara build by King Ma
navarnma (69 1 -726) and given to .the monks of the
Abhayagiri Vihara for having consented to take into
the order his elder brother, in spite of the fact that he

had lost one eye as the result ofsome yoga practices.

The first cheif of U ttarola was the king's brother
himself, and he was in charge of the monks. He was

granted great honourS and privileges togethef'with five
classes of servants to . minister to him. He was also .

(} ttaralha) College,

with the cult of the Tooth Relic

was associated in the Anuradhapura period (Cu

lavamsa, I vii, v. 20-22) continued to hold that position
till the 1 4'h century.
Sarasigfunamiila or Vilgarnmula also produced some
scholars of repute. The well known author who was
the author of the Elu Bodhivams_a, was sometines
referred to in his life time as Parakramabanu�maha�
sthavira (according to the colophon of Suryasataka

sanne). That was because he was the incumbent of
Parakaramabahu- parivena, founded by the monarch
who was the 4lh of that name, (about the year 1 325/6
A. C.) This great Elder was also the head of the
Sarogamarnula frate.rnity. It therefore appears that a

appointed to supervise the guardians of the Tooth

religieux of these days could be the head of aparivena

Relic. From an inscription of Manavarnma we Jearn

wltile being a member of one of the ayatanas. Some of
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parivenas, due
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Mahanettapasadamtila, according to the Ct1lvamsa,

to the personal distinctions of

their. heads and· the endowments which they disposed

was founded by Aggabodhi (V) (726-732) (ktiretvana ·

of, w i elded· great i n fl uerice in the body politic.

paricchedam Mahiinettadipiidakam) . It finds mention ·

Appointments

in the Amiradhapura slab i nscription of Kassapa

heads of such institutions required
.
the unanimous consent of the samgha and the approval
as

V (927-929) as Mal1anetpa_ This was a monastery

of the king. The incumbencies of the lesser parivenas

(referred to as a

were allocated. by the Mahasami without reference to

nulla in subsequent times) for the

incumbent of which Vijayabahu I ( I 056- 1 1 1 1 ) build a

the samgha as a body, or obtaining the approval of the

Vihiira in Yatagiri. The most illustrious thera who

king.

belonged to this fnitemity lived in the 1 5th century
- during-the reign-of-Parakramabfihu VI of Kotte. He .

The author of the Pali poem Vuitama/ii-sandesa

w as ·· the . au thor

sataka, Gatara Parivena Upatapassi, calls himself the

Budug wuilamkd raya, ·

'Lovadasangarava and kavlakwmminimaldama. .He
.

nephew of Sarasi-Qama-Mula-Maha-Sami. inwmbent

is generally known .as Vidagama MUhasami and was a

of the Jatigama monastery (sarasi- giima-mula-maha

sandesa has also bee11 attributed to him. Parakramabahu

mula (or Saro-�ama-mula) is the same as Si nhal !l

J

. (V,I). is said to have· been helped in his yo th by.. Vida

•

Thoppur (in Trii)COJnalee :districO.Th.e �!lthor .there.fqre . · . gaTQa"Mahasarni of Mahanetpamula at Rayigama._The
· belonged to ihe Saro-gama fraternity. I n othis work ther�

·

is a. description of the chief Buddh�sf monast�ry.

·

Names of eminent scholars. who flourished at the 'tinie

·

are also mentioned. This poem was written during the
time of Pan1kramabahu V ( 1 344- 1 3 5 9 )�
o"'-'
am
.
e- d=
f7
D=
i ·=
==aThe Mahathera of the Lanka Sencvirat Pririvena, the

of Vikramabahu I I I ( 1 35 7 - 1 3 74), was a pupil of
Vilgammula Maha Thera. A Sinhala poem called

Sandakinduruddkava (based on C:andakimzara
Jiitaka) was also composed by an. author who came of

W<!.!i called Sri

Ghananailda Pari vena. He is also referred

to as Maitreya M aha Thera, contemporary of Sri
Rahul a Samgharaj a of Totagamuva.
'----

. Kappt1ru-parivena.. a buidling ih Abhayagiri-viha
ra, was erected by King Dathopatissa II (664-673).
·Later Aggabodhi IV (673-689) build a

piisada there.

. Sena 1 (846-866) erected apariccheda (probably rows ·
. of single cel l s) . With regard to the building by

Dathopatissa II, the words of the chronicler are : In the

the Vilganimula t'mtemity.
.

.

.

Totagainuve Sri Rahula Samgharaja who Jived during ·

the reign of Parakramabahu VI ( 1 4 1 2- 1 467) of Kotte
refers to h i mself as

.

name of the educational establishment- at Rayigama

_
. -

author of Vimuk�i Samgraha, written during the reign

· Abhayattara (vihara) · he built the Kappura-parivena
and he build the viJu'ira called Tiputthulla and added it
to the same vihara. With regard to the erection ofpiisii

Uturumula Maha Teriiidu

das in this Kappura-parivena monastery by Aggabodhi
Munuburu (grandson ofthe Great Titera of Uttaramtl · IV, the Cit/avamsa says that, as he was a wealthy man.

Ia) He ·was a poet and grammarian and was president
·
of Vijayabahu Parivena at Totagamuva and was
probably a member of the royal family. He was a master
of Six languages in addition to his own. He is crediteq
with the authorship of Parevi and Sa/alihini Sandesas,

Kavyasekharaya, Moggalldna-paiijikti-pradipa and
the' Pada-sadhana-tfkti. .

.

monk renowned for his piety. Authorship of Hamsa

samino-bhagineyya-bhutena-racitayam). Sarasi-gama-.
Vilgamm.ula (the Vilgam .b�ing Seruvavila) the. mooc.m

of

·

. .
.
.
he granted villages (for its maintenance). When Sena I ·

was still Mahadipada·, he built in·the Kappuraparivena
and in the Uttaralha-parivena, single cells whi.ch bore
his n am e . . The word used in the

Culavamsa is

pariccheda (which is a term diffic�It of explanation).
It -may have .b'een. meant to mean 'single cells for the

.·
·

.
'

.j
1

l
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A t t h adassi Thera abo u t the y e a r 1 2 67 . I f th i s

i nmates ' Kappura-par i v e n a is me ntioned i n the

information is correct, the author is undoubtedly the

Anuradhapura Slab inscription of Kassapa V (929939). This institution is referred to as Kapptiramwa

yatan a in the reign of Vijayabahu I

Panca-mula-parivenadhipii. The Bhesajja Manjusii i s

( I 056- 1 1 1 1 ),

also mentioned i n a Burmese inscription in Pagan, dated

Yasodhara the king's daughter is said to have built a

1442 (Bode, Piili Literature of Burma, p.

percincts)

It i s

and Saranamkara Samgharaja wrote a paraphrase in the
1 8tt. century.

-Kappftramwiiyatane raiiiio dhata Yasodhara
th iram

. rammam

mahamtam

To the same thera i . e. author of Bhesajjamanjusa .

patinuigharam (Cv. 60-84)

( 1 3th C.) is also attri buted the authorship of Sikka

pada-valaiijmiaya. the Pali translation of the sinhala ·

An author, about whom mtich information is not

Sikha Valalida and Sikha-valmida-vinisa (according

available, is referred to as Pai'ka-parivcna-adhipati

to the Preface to Sikhavalmida by D. B. Jayatilaka) . . .

(Pancamiila-parivenadhipatl) (S. Pas-mula-mahasa

The author of the Sinhala work is unknown. Both Pali

mi). He was the author of Bhesajja"maiijiisa, a medical

and Sinhala works cumain.quotntions from Samantapa

work written in Pali verse. .This is the only · medical

�� ddika and other works on Vinrzya. The Sinhala work

work of i ts kind still extant. According to the

. Culava�irsa;

I 0&).

possible that the author wrote a Tikii (sub-Commentary)

massive, charming and large image house (within the

Akd resi
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belongs to the early part of the . I Q'h,.ccntury. the author

!t was written during the reign of Para

of the Pali work states that it is :(translation of the

kramabahu iJ ( 1 234- 1 269) of Dambad.eniya. ( Cv. 97-

59). This illstitutiO!l named Paficamula-parevena is
·
u I l (I 1 3 1 � 1 1 53). At
mentioned in the reigri of G�j a

�iili

Sinhala original. Jt · i s however not a word to word
·

.

translation but an abridged compilation of the origi nal.

the time an CjSCetic named Abhaya was the chief. (Cv.

The autlior gives clue to his identity but in copies of

67.6 1 ). The tnedical w�rk named was written (in the

his work mad� by later day scribes is usually found

words of the CiUavamsa) : by that disceming . thera,

the. subsci"iption "The Sikkha-pada-valaiijanaya-of

assiduous in we1I-doing, who was head of the Bhikkhus

Pafica-mula-Parivevadhipati MahaThera".

dwelling in the Paficaparivena, with the wish that thus
who have devoted themselves to the spiritual l i fe

Seneviratmula (Senapatimi'Ila, Camupalimula) was

should be spared illness. Saranamkara Samgharaja who

founded by a minister called Potthasata in the reign of

flourished in the reign of Kirttisri-Rajasimha ( 1 747-

Aggabodhi I V (673-689).

1782) wrote a commentary to it. It has been said that
this medic� work is a collection of recipes of the

Potthasatavhayo pmii?o Vihare leta ndmake

character of the Iridian Bhaisajyaratnavali. As it was

Senapati raja namam p a rivenam samapayi

composed for the use of monks, the earlier part of the
commentary (sanne) may have been written by the
author himself. It is quite possible that the author has
drawn a great deal of the material from Sanskrit medical
texts of the time. The work is divided into

60 sections

- charms, incantations, auspicious times etc. Treatment
of women and children has not been included in this

text. A s the sanne to Bhesajj'amanjusd i s also
mentioned in Panciluipradipaya of Sri Rahi.ila ( 1 5th.
C) the commentary of Saranamkara Samg!lh<�raja was
probably a revised work of the earlier document.

Yogaratnakaraya, in the colophon ( 1 4th C) says that
the Manjusa, a medical work was composed by

(CU!avam�a· 46, 22-23)

In later times this institution became headquarters
of several other viharas. The name occurs in an
inscr i p t i o n from A n uradh apura (now in the

Anuradhapura Museum and datable to the i Oth

·

century) Senevirad. Mula vu vana · sang Mahalu .

Sangu . . . . . . ) B atalagodavava inscription of Queen ·
Ka!yanavati (datable to about the year 1 207) says that
this pirivena was build (probably some pasadas .
attached to it) by Lakvijaya San Sifigu. Donations made
to the pirivena are mentioned here. The pali poem
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Dakkh i nagiri). I t i s l i k e l y that Dakk h i n agiri a n d

Vuttamala of the reign of Parakramabahu V ( 1344- 1 359)
mentions the thera of Senapatimwa as residing in the

Dakkhinamula were rtames used indifferently for the

Kingdom at Dedigama. The name of the institution

same monastery, referred to in the Kaludiyapokuna

occurs again in Palkumbura Sannasa in the reign of

inscription. As such it is possible to regard it as one of

Bhuvanaikababu VI of Kotte ( 1 472- 1 480). Senevirat

the so-called nuilas (although not positively certain).

Mula Maha Thera Sami is referred to here. He was

Dakkinagari monastery (of the Kal"ttdiyapokuna

probably a successor to the hierarch who lived at the

i n scription)

the

n e i g hbu orhood

of

and several buildings indicate that there had been a

.

-

in

. Kaludiyapokuna in Matale District. Ruins of a sllipa

time Vuttamala was composed.
.

was

Vahadi pa�a (S. Vahadu: Mula) was founded,

monastery at the site. Three inscriptions were found

according to the Pujii.valiya ( 1 3th C.) in the reign ofMa

at the place and two of them have been published. In

navamma (69 1-726). The founder's name is given as
Mahalapana (who was no other than Manayamma

·

one of these is found the word Dakinigiri-veher ( P.

Dakkhinagiri-vihii.ra). To this monastery several pious

himself). It is called Vahadumula Later Aggabodhi VII

. individuals (who have been named) have donated sa id

· (78 1-787) build some pdsadas (within its premises).

ka-bhatta (ticket-meals). One such donor was Dalanii

Udaya I (90 1 -9 12) build the Senaggabodhi-pabbata
pasada for the use of the inmates of this monastery.

.J

.1

(P. Dath�naga) who gave 23 kalaiidas of gold for giving ·

ticket�meals to monk_s. The inscription · which is in

. Agghabodhj IX (843-846) rebuild the ruinedp4rii.da in · . characters of about ihe 9th century, has been dated in
the 1 2th year of a monarch named Siri sangabo ( P.
. Vahadipa monastery. This institution is also referred
.
to in the Anuradhapura Slab .inscription of Kassapa V
·sidsafigabop"hi) who c.o uld have been either Sen a I I
_
(929-939) along with Mah�1ettapasadamula In another
(866-90 I ) or Kassapa I V (9 1 2-929)
inscription from Abhayagiri are (published in

E. '?-· /.)

- -there- is. a -reference- to_ a monastecy_(in Jine ..NQ. _2) wbk_h

.

__ _

__b ccord!!!g to the Cula vamsa (3 8/46) t h i s .
--.

--- -

------ ·-

---

-

• ·-'<-

,_

is believed to be Vahadipaka ( Vaha) due veherat lakar

monastery was restored by Dhatusena (463-479) and

magul piriven karay .. in the relevant reading of line

.Kassapa V (929-939) gran ted a v i l l age for i ts

No. 9. The reading Vahadu is conjectural.

maintenance. (Cv. 52/60) The Calavamsa also refers
to a monastery called Dakkhinagiridalha v.ihara for

Mii.hiibodhivamsa-gatapadaya ( 12th C.) also refers ·
to this monastery as Vadu. The name of this monastery

occurs againg in Dalada Sirita (which may be attributed

to about the year 1 3 25)

·

which Aggabodhi I (564-598) erected an assembly hall
for

holding.

the

uposath(l

fes t i v a L

(Dakkhinagiridalhavhe.... ca 'ka vihiire posi:llhalaye).
It was once the residence of Appiha Samanera and of
Kihbuddharakkhi ta Thera:.

An institution called Dakkhinamula finds mention
in the Maluivamsa in thereign of Voharika Tissa (2 1 5-

· I f the monastery named D a k k h i nagiri . (Or

237). In the Abhayagiri-vihara and in the vihara called

Dakkhinamula) is to be regarded as an i nstitutio�
.
. coming within the meaning of 'mula'. it is possible .

Dakkhinamula (this king) caused to be placed parasols
over the

stupas of these vihii ras (Mhv. 36, 33). This

appears to be different from that founded by. Saddha
tissa (Mh v. 33, 7). It has been called Dakkhinagiri, and

was situated in Anuradhapura. From Kaludiyapokuna

that it was also perfonning the functions mainly of an . ·

educational character. There is hardly any information
available about the hierarchs who were associated with
·. it or of literary activities conducted at the place . .

inscription w� l earn that t�e �ncient name of the
monast�ry of Kaludiyapokuna w as Dakinigiri (P.

Nandasena Mudiyanse

·'
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MUNI : The PTS Dictionary defines the word as one
who has taken the vow of silence. Etymologically, the
word is connected to Vedic mUka, which means silent,

MUNI
For that reason is a sage, He who understands
both worlds is therefore, called a sage.

dumb, and form the Pali mukha derived from the root

Dhp.

mu, giving the meaning of mouth or face. Another
meaning the word imports is "inspired" or "moved by
. the sprit".
The commentator. Dhammapala, describes muni
as a holy man, a sage, a wise man ( VvA 1 1 4 and 23 1 ) in
the Brahmanas, the wor� muni has a specialized
meaning but in the Budd,hist texts it is applied generally
to any man striving to attain perfection in self-restraint
. and insight. It occurs in very old collections of Buddhist
poetry such as the Suttanipdta and the Dhammapada.

Mun ibhava . means M u n i hood which i n plies
meditation, self-denial and abandoning the house-hold
life. In the Dhammapada commentry (DhpA. I I I 52 1 )

269

(Translated by Narada Thera)
The

P TS D i c ti o n ary c o n t i nues t h a t the

commentarial and A bh idhamma Literature have
produced several schedules of muni qualities, especially
based on the threefold division of character as revealed
in action, speech and thought. Just as they are exhibited
in good or bad ways o f living (as sucaritaya and ·

duccaritaya). they are applied to a deeper quality of
saintship in kaya moneyya, vaci-moneyya and mano

moneyya. Niddesa 5 148 gives a division of 6 munis : .
Agiira-muni, anagiira mwzi ; sekhamuni (bhikkhus),

i s found an explanation o f 'Munayo as "Moneyya

and asekha muni (arahants), Paccekabhddhas and

patipa4aya-maggaphalam paltti asekhd munayo". It

Tathtigatas.

is a rcfence to ail arahant who has attained the fruit of

_

v.

. · ·

-

:

the. path by the practke of moral perfection.

With regards to the meaning of silence contained in

muni what is stressed in the Buddhist texts is the idea
-

-

-

----

-

-· - -

-

-

-

-

-·

that one does not become a mimi merely by observing
the vow of.silence :

More light is shed on the meaning ofmuni when we .

·

consider other words that are either derived from or .
connected to it, such as mona, moneyya and muniiti' ; ·

Mona (nt.) is derived from Muni and means wisdom, ·
character, and self possession. It contains the original
meaning tunhibhiiva or state of silence.

Na monena muni hoti
mzilharupo aviddasu

Moneyya

Yo ca tulam va paggayha

:

(nt.) describes the state of munihood, . ·

good character and moral perfection, represented as .

varam iidiiya pandito Dhp. 268

threefold : Kaya-moneyya, Vaci-moneyya, mano- . ·

moneyya (e. g. D. ll/. 220 ; ) Moneyya-dhamma are the .

"Piipiini parivajjeti

properties of a perfect character.

sa m:mi lena so muni ·
Yo muniiti ubho lokt

Muniiti : the Dhiitumaiijusa gives the root as mun,

muni lena pavuccati " Dhp. 269

meaning iiana. To be a wise man or muni, to think,

"Not by silence (alone) does he who is
dull and ignorant becomes a sage ; but that wise
man who as if holding a pair of scales, embraces the
best and shuns evil, is indeed a sage"

ponder, to know.
There i s a hymn in the Rgveda (Rg. X. 136) where ·

the muni is described as a "Long haired" ascetic

possessing magic powers. He is no doubt, the precursor .

Dhp. v. 268

of the ascetics of l ater India.
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pre-vedic Indus Valley Civilization. It is believed that

With regard to these verses, Sukumar Dutt1 thinks
that the stanzas are describing the sun and that "kesi"

these ideas would have influenced Vedic Philosophers,

is a metaphor of the sun, but MacdonelP Keith3 and

especiaily . during the time of the

and

. Upan isads. As the Ariyanizalion pFoce s s spread

also Srinivasa Iyengru-4 thjnk Kesi really refers to a

eastwards form the Punjab to the Gangetic valley, there

mw1i. Dutt points to verse 7 where it is said :

would have been some cultural osmosis taking place.

o

..When he with long l cks hath drunk with Rudra

water from the cup".

A ranyakas

The yogis and munis in vedic literature and the

sramanas in the age of the Buddha and Mahavira,

.

were the survivals from pre-vedic times. The muni is
And remarks that if it refers to a muni it becomes . certainly alien to the general drift of the Rgv�da and
the Brahmanas. G. C. Pande states :

no�sense whereas if it is a metaphor for the sun, . it

makes.gocxt sense.. Whatever it be, the description is of

a muni. whether as a metaphor of the sun or as a nllllli,

"We find, thus that is in the Vedic period there

plain and simple.

existed two distinct religious and cultural traditions
the strictly orthodox and Aryan tradition of the

. This figure of the muni is descrbied as having long

· Brahamanas, and at the fringe of this society, the ·

air,
delirious with "maunya" and inspi.red. The
.

probably going back to Pre-vedic and Pre-aryan origins. ·

filled with awe at the strange sight of the ·�muni'' ·

· tended to mingle and the result was that great religious

hair, clad in dirty,tawny colored garments walking on

stmggling culture of the munis and sramanas, most

\

description shows that the author of the Kesisutta was

· The Rgveda and Brahmanas promoted a "this ·

to the ·Rgveda

worldy" religion i n which the dominant values were

Q_�sire for crjldren an9 th� ac!}uisi��n Qf wel!lth through

have

.accommodated "the "muni" though they could not have

the Ve9ic mind-set it is not probable that Jainism and

.

culture quite antithetical to that of the Vedas. In the

Buddhism could have borrowed their ascetic ideal from

Satapatha Bralzmana (II p. 1 04). Tura Kavaseya is

Vedic study and sacrifice (co mmentary on the
Brahmasutra5 III

4-9). The Taittiriya A ranyaka, on

the other hand(I. P. 1 66) makes obeisance to the. munis
'

ofGanga and Yamuna.

Many scholars such as Piggot,

M.

I. C. Marshall,

. M. Wheeler, G. C. Pande, S Du�t, etc, are of the opinion
that the munis originated in the ancient institution of

asceticism the roots of which go back in time to the

the fourth
o

asrama of the Brahmanas. It is more

probable that the ascetic v ows of the sannyasin were
influenced by the ascetic culture that originated in the
Indus valley civilization which culture persisted over
the centuries as a subterranean trend in spite of Vedic
domination.
Though the muni occurs seldom in the Vedas,
perhaps because he is an alien figure of Vedic philosophy
and outlook on life, Jaina and Buddhist literature . of . .
the

61h century B:

C. presents a large community of

· I . Vide Sukumar Dutt, Early Buddhist Monarhism, London ( 1 924) 1 984 pp. 40 ff.
2, 3 A. A. Macdonell and A. B. Keith, Vedic Index of Name:v and Subjects.
4. Srinivasa Iyengar, Life in the A e of the Mantras

g

.

the performance of sacrific;e and daksina. This being

welcomed him with open arms. Munis stood for a

addressed as mwzi Sankaracarya quotes a sruti acco ding
�
.
to which the kavaseya seers did not see the point of

"I

ferment from which Buddhism originated."5

delirious: It is dear that the "muni" was a figure alien

·

I

Towards the close . of the Vedic period, two streams

· performing miracles whom he ignorantly thought to be

. _ _ __ _ _ As time �ent_o� _!'edic_ s�ers �e�!!!_ to

I

.

5 G .. C. Pande, Studies' in the Origins of Buddhism (Alahabad 1 957) Delhi 1 983 p. 261

.

·

.�
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world forsakers existing outside organized society. They
were called variously Parvirdjaka, Bhikku, Samana,

Ydti, Muni, Brahmacciri, Ajivaka, Sannyasin,. Yogi, etc .

The Suddhist bhikku was not restricted to only these
four though he could not complain if the four basic
requisties were available to him. Besides, these features
which were common to all ascetics among world

Most of these terms refer to one or the other aspects

forsakers, it is difficult to generalize on them since

of the Paribbajaka l i fe, and some . of them were

they are of a miscellaneous nature following varying

specifically said to denote a member of a particular
group of religious practitioners. But the use of these
terms is o v e rl appi ng . . . . s i nce their terms are
interchangeable to a certain extent, it is very difficult
to draw dividing lines between them so various scholars
according to preference have chosen one o,r other of
those terms as more representatives of the entire
phenomenon. ''6

. distinguish the differences th�t existed among them
to

s eparate

The muni (if we take the word to signify the strict
recluse) and other forest dwelling ascetics would not
have observed the rain retreat since they lived solitary
lives and did not come under the regulations of a ganii

cariya (teacher of a group). The word "bhikku" also

may have been a blanket term to cover w andering

From the present point in time, it is di fficult to
and

doctrines.

genus

from

spec i e s .

The

J(lccandavagga in the Udana gives a description of
the Parivriijaka (Paribbajaka in Pali) co.mmunity.

niiniiditthikii niiniiklzamikii n&zarucikii

carne to be applied specifically to Buddhist monks,
J aina renundates were called Sravakas. Though
Buddhist monks came to adopt a more settled form o f .
celibate, coenobitic life, .the texts do speak of the muni
ideal which runs through like a tenacious fibre in the

"Sambahulci. ndndtitthiyd samanabrahm
aud
.

par!bbtijaka . . . . . . · ·

mendicants but, i n the 6th century B . C. the terms

mi

ntiditthll.ln issayan issito"
"N umerous medicants, both samanas and
Brahamanas of various denominations of vario_us
views, opinions inclinations, doctrines and doxies".

Paribbiijaka and Samanas seem to have been a
blanket term to cover all kinds" of world forsakers. The
main characteristic are that they leave home to lead a
home l ess l i fe of celibacy in pursuit of real i zi ng
"Ulti.mate Reality": They live on alms and observe the
rain retreat. Their basic requisites (paccaya) of an
ascetic were rukkhamitlasentisana (living at the root

fabric of the · B uddhist communi ty of monks as
presented i n the texts, both in the Suttapitaka and the

Vinaya Pitaka . The· muni ideal , that of extreme
asceticism, was extolled though not made compulsory .
for bhikkhus.
Words such as appicchata and kulesu ananugiddho
point to that ideal which was supposed. to inspire the
. bhikku.
. The Niitakaragga of the Surra Nipata contains
many verses exhorting the bhikkhu to follow the muni
ideal :

"sa pindaciiTam caritvii vanantam abhihiirayiie
upa!"(hitorukkhamlilasmim asan upagato munt' .

of trees, the latter affording the recluse the necessary

Sn. v. 708

shelter) pindaplita (going on alms rounds) pansaku

lacivara (weming robes made of rags collected from
dust heaps) and putimutta bhesajja (using putrid urine

of a cow as medicine when ill) These ".:Jt·ere fhe · hare
minimum of items necessary to sustain the ascetic life.

"The sage who has gone on his alms round shall
betake himself to a forest glade and dr;awing nigh to
the foot of a tree and taking his se�t there."

6 Chandima Wijebandara, Early Buddhism : Its religious and intellectual melien, Colombo 1 993.
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"Sa jhanapasuto dhiro vanante ramito siya

jha'yetha rukkhamztlasmim attanam abhitosayam·:

v. 709

We can safely assume that the muni is meant as
ascetic sage. The Buddha was also referred to as
Sakyamuni and everywhere we find references in the

'The wise sage devoted to (ecstatic) rapture (in

texts to Samana Gotamo or the ascetic Gotama.

contemplation) shall take delight in the forest glade
and contemplate at the foot o f a tree · greatly .
satisfying himself' - v. 709

The munigathii is included_in the recluse strophes
in the Suttaniptitha of the Khuddaka Niktiya. lt speaks ·
in praise of the recluse.

"yo ca janam yatattojiinam na b�hu bhasati
sa muni monam arahati, sa muni monam ajjhaga

· ·ri" - v:723

The following are some examples from the
Munisutta of the Suttanipiilha, which give an idea of

the muni.

"And he who knows· and is self-restrained ;
knowing (ly)

does he not speak much - he is the sage worthy of
the way of the sage and he is the sage who has

reached the way of the sage."

aniketam asanthavam : etam ve munidassanam" Y.
.

(Translation by Narada TheFa)
· ,

"Santhavato bhayam }litam nik1>tli jliyatc rajo

.

· The Theragatha and Therigiitha also r�inforce this

207
.

.

· · "From .inti ma9 �as arisen danger, f�om the

household (life)

. arises the d��t (of defilement) ; this� the homeless .
state aiid freedom

ideal of the muni :

from intimacy is; indeed the vision of the sage." -v. .

(Here is) a man with limbs the knots of the kala
plant, thin, . with:-his- veins -showing,- knowing

207

moderation in food and drink, with undaunted sprit"

Patifiiibal�m silavat upapannam

- v. 683

samiihiiam }Iianaratam satimain
sanga pamtiltam akliiltiin anasavam

Be a forest-dweller and one who lives on alms-food

tam vii pi dhirii munim vedayanti" - v. 208

be a c�metery-dweller and one who wears rags from
dust-heap ;

be one who remcii n s in a sitting position always·
. delighting in shaking off ; so you used to urge me,
mind - v. 1 120
(Translation by K.- R. Norman) .

"Him whose strength .lies in wisdom, is endowed
with virtue and (austere) vows, concentrated in mind,
devoted _to rapt�re (in comtemplation) min�ful, released . ·
from clinging, free from stubbornness of mind and rid
of the cankers-him too, do the wise again proclaim as
the sage."

. Unerences in the Thera �theri gatha, Dhammapda
and Suttaniplita, not to mention the Vinaya Pitaka and

v. 208

_

the Srtttas in the four Nikiiyas, do give expression to

(Translation by N. A. Jayawickrama,

this ideal, ever set before the Buddhist bhikkhu.

ta, Colombo 200 1 )

Bhikkhu is from the root bhiks which means an
· al ms man, Sannyasin :Jfso means and ascetic recluse .

Suttanipii

In the words of A. K. Warder the recluse "goes
aloqe to find calm annihilating the production of funire ·

·
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MUNI
"Pa(isalliinam jhtmpm arificamiinp

existence, who is strong in understanding virtue and
concentration, finds pleasure in meditation and self

dhammesu niccam anu.dhammaciiri
adinavam sammasitii bhavesu
eka care khaggavisiinakappa"

possession, is fearless as a lion, clean as a lotus and so
on."7

v.

69

The Khaggavisiina Sutta in the Suttanipiita i s
another set o f stanzas extolling munihaad. I t seems

"Not giving up withdrawal (from the world in

somewhat ex treme in i t s adv o c acy of solitary

medi tai ton) and (the ecs tatic) raptu re ( i n
comtemplation) even faring i n accord with the

wandering in pursuit of the aims of recluseship. There

phenomena (conducive to attaining analytic insight)

seems to be a tension between that kind of extreme

and being one who reflects on the evil consequences

anti-social ascetism on the one hand and the example

in the states of becoming let one fare alone like the

set by the Buddha on the other hand, of ceaseless

hom of a rhinoceros"
v. 69

activity in the service of mankind in society.

(Translation by N. A. Jayawickrarna, Suttanipiita,

However, the sentiments expressed i n the

Colombo 2001 )

Khaggavisiinasutta shows clearly that the "muni" ideal
is never far away from the Buddhist bhikkhu.

The Buddha has bee:; represented as a mwii i n
several passages i n the canon (see Kasibaradviija Sutta
atid Pabbajjii. sutta in the Suttanipa(a). He has als o

"Puttan ca diiram pitaran ca mtitaram

been called Sakyamuni. However, though an ascetic

dhimtmi dhanniini ca · bandhaviini

sage he may have been, he did not �ppear to hold the

hitviina kiimani yathodhikani

.·

v. 60

eka care khaggavisanakappr/'

view one should be totally silent, specially if one had
·

something meaningful to say. The positive aspects of
. speech have been highlighted by the Buddha in the
words "peyyavajja". It is a mark of treating people

"Abandon son

and w i fe, father and mother,

treasures and grain and kinsmen and objects desired
in accord with their limits let one fare alone like the
hom of a rhinoceros."

v. 60

delivering a Sutta.
The silence of the muni and pleasant speech, which
. contradiction but indicates too strands in the religious
tradition. The forest dwelling recluse and the Buddhist

·

gala esa iti fiatva mutima
eko care khaggavisiina kappa"

engaged visitors in pleasent polite conversation when

t�ey came seeking an audience with him, prior to his

are .both extolled i n Buddhism do not present a

"Sanga eso parittam ettha sakhyam
app 'assada dukkham ettha bhiyya

well, originating in feelings of amity. The Buddha often

v. 6 1

"This (the fivefold pleasure o f the senses) i s a
clinging, trifling is the happiness therein, it is of
little enjoyment and much more is the pain herein,
this is fish-hook-knowing so the man of wisdom
shall fare alone like the hom of a rhinoceros."

monk residing in a monastery, both pursued their goal
of liberation. The muni ideal finds expression in the
texts of the Vinayapitaka as well as the Suttapitaka.
The meaning in the context of the Buddhist philosophy

is a sage who has no clinging to wordly possessions, is .
celibate, purifies himself through meditation and is

s atisfied w i th very few w ants required for the
sustenance of life.

V. 6 1

A. K. Warder, Indian Buddhism, Delhi ( 1 970) 1 99 1 p. 256
8 . Vide Asanga Tilakaratne, Nirvana and ineffability, Colombo,

Suvimalee Karunaratna.

7.

7-CM 2707

1 993

p. 99
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MUSIC : It is generally held that Buddhism is averse
to arts, particularly music and dance, and the Buddha
has been quoted as dissuadi ng his monks from
indulging in music, dance or. drama. But there is no
evidence whatsoever that the Buddha prohibited on
any grounds the laity from engaging in artistic pursuits.

presentation in the following terms : '0 Panca5ikha,
your music did not drown your singing, neither did
your singing drown your music. Both your singing and
music were mutually supportive of each other'4 •

According to the traditional account of the early
life of Siddhartha, the prince had received a good
education in all arts and sciences, including music and
dance. And as a young prince he used to be regularly
entertained by singers and musicians in his palace
apartmenr usually in the evenings. Ir is ·difficult to say
how authentic is the account found in Buddhist �ources
about Siddhartha's developing an aversion towards·.
musfc and dance after witnessing his tired trou� of
singers, musicians· and dancers fallen asleep in ugiy
.
postures, for there is a very similar scence described
i n the R a ma yana, i n which H anuman who .·
surreptitiously enters the seraglio of Rav�a in the dead ,
of night witness musicians fallen asleep hugging their .
respective rriusicru iristruments.1 The two descriptions ·
are so close in details that.it is almost certftin tha_t one
has been influenced by the other, but ·it is difficult to ·
· ··
say which is earlier.

There are numerous references to music and dance
in Buddhist literature. The Cullavagga makes several
references to samajjas (Sk. samdja)and also to the so
called giragga-samajjas or girivalgu-samdgamas (hill
top carnivals) which were ircquented even by ministers
and- other dignitaries:5 These eamivals provided all sorts
of entertainment attracting people from all quarters.
Not oniy monks but even nuns used to visit such shows
on the sly. Instances where nuns too were forbidden,to
go to see dancing or to l isten to singing and music are
found in the Suttavibhanga. 6

References to Music in Buddhist Literature :

These unwholesome spectacl�s were collectively ·
called visiikadassana and included among other things
song, music, dance, drama (pekkham ; Sk. pre/qii),
bal lad recitations (a kklui n aln) and pantomime
($oblianagarakam). Music and dance presented in these ·
shows must have been of a debased kind arousing .
· .· feelings of the spectators instead of sublimating them. ·

S i n �e the Buddha preached a doctrine that
advocated detachment from sensual pleasures, we
.
cannot expect him to have encourageoniS foUowers
to indulge in niusic, dance and drama.. He was in fact ·
worried that his · less disciplined monks were in the
habit of visiting 'in secret hill-top carriival.s (giraggasamajjas) and other festivals that went- gay with music,
dance and other forms of entertainment.2 He was,
therefore, reluctantly comple ! led to forbid such monks
to visit such shows. However, the Buddha's listing
dance, song and music along wi�h . unseemly shows
(nacca-gita-viidita-visiikadassana) would suggest that
music he was referring to was of the same quality as
'unseemly shows·, that aroused feelings of the· people
and left them in the lurch in spite of enlightening and
ennobling them.3 There is no evidence that he ever
despised noble art. On the other hand, he was a good
critic of music. Once after listening to a vocal recital
by the divine musician Paiica5ikha to his own music,
the Buddha is reported to have commented on the

The abo.v e refernces to music and dauce in the
- Buddlf i sr 11te-nmre- 1:a·n--b·e- ·a·ssigned- to a --date
-considerably anterior to the third century B.C. It can
be deduced from these that the common folk in pre
Christian India were very fund of attending festivals
and social gatherings mainly because of the various
amusements they provided. Such co-n vivialities in the
early Buddhist .India were in no way conneCted with
religion, and on the countrary, not looked upon with
favour from the religious point of view.
There are a number of Jiitaka tales which refer to
music. The most interesting and widely known among .
them is the Guttila Jataka. which describes a bitter
competition between two musicians, the Budhisattva
Guttila and his own pupil Miisila, in which God indra
had to come down to the rescue of the broken-hearted
old maestro."' Gittila was the court musician of King
Brahmadatta of Kasi . Once a band of traders from

I . · Rtimtiyana, V.x. 36-50.
2. Vin. ed: by H. Oldenberg, Vol. II, London, 1 880, VI. ii.7 : Vol . IV, London, 1 882, p. 85.
·
3. Cullavagga. Y. ii. 6.
4. Dlghaniktiya, Buddha Jayanti Tripi taka Granthamala, Colombo, I 962-76, II, p. 396.

5. Cul/m•agga, ibid.

6. Vin. Vol. IV p. 267.
7. The Jtitaka or stories of the Buddha 's former births, ed. E.B. Cowell, London, PTS, 1 957, Vol. II, Ja taka No. 243.
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Benares went to Ujj ayini, the capital of Avanti, for
trade. A holiday was proclaimed i n the city a.'1d the
visiting traders decided to hold a musical soiree to while
away the time. They managed to obtain the best
musician in Ujjayini, named Miisila, on hire. But he
failed to impress the merchants with his music. When
asked for the reasori for their indifference to his music,
they replied that they had listened to much better music
of a great musician in Benares names Guttila and that
they thought he was just tuning the intrument all the
while. This reply made Miisila feel much ashamed of
himself and of his sa stra. He forthwith returned the
fee to the traders and asked them to take him too to
Benares on their return journey. The traders did as
requested and Miisila was shown the way to the house
of the great musician.
Guttila was an· expert in physiognomy, and noticing
unfavourable signs on Miislila's body, refused to take
him as his pupil, But Miisila entreated Guttila's })lind
parents to persuade the musician to teach him music.
At the beginning Guttila was unrelenting, but when he
could no longer displease his old parents, he accepted
the young man an his pupil and taught him everything
he knew himslef. ·

MUSIC

family, consisting of seven strings plucked with fingers .
This appears to be the archetype of the cirrti-vinci
described in the Ntiryasastra, as having seven strings

and played with fingers (citra ctingulivtidana)8• The
seven strings were tuned to the seven notes of the
middle octave (madhya-saptaka).
The Dadhiviihana Jritaka relates the story of fou r
ascetic brothers whose eldest died early and was born
in heaven as Sakra (King of Gods). The latter descend s
to the world to give a helping hand t o his remaining
three brothers. He presents a miraculous drum to one
of his brothers who are still practising penance in the
highlands of the Himalaya, saying ' If you beat upon
this side, your enemies will run away ; but if you stiike
the other, they will become your firm friends, and will
e11COmpass you with an army in fourfold array' .9
The Mah iijanaka Jiitaka refers to four great sounds
(parama-mahri-5abda) that were produced to honour
a great persongage by the kipg. These were the sounds
produced by the drum, the hom, the· gong and the .
cymbals. An empty ch:uiot went in front, followed by
the musicians who sounded the four instruments. N�xt
followed the chariot in which the per.sonage being
honoured was seated. 10

When Miisila had completely mastered the art of
.
That ancient Indi� kings employed musid�s in
vir:ra playing under Guttila, the teacher took the pupil
their
royal courts is also- attested by the Mahiisdra
to the-king's c-ourt. On the teacner's n!commendation
the king agreed to take the pupil also into his service Jiitaka. 1 1 The Takkariya Jiitaka too makes reference
and a salary as half as his teachers' was fixed for hi m� · · to song and dance.12 The Bheriviidaka Jritaka asserts
The dispute between the teacher and the pupil arose that there were professional dnirrimers who eked Out
their living by beating their drums at public places.13
when the latter demanded equal pay for equal service.
The pupil's demand made the teacher extremely
The origin of these Jritaka tales can be traced back
unhappy for he thougpt that his pupil was treating him
to
some
centuries prior to the Christian Era. Scenes
with contumely in his old age when· he could no longer
perform as he did before. He appealed to the king not from certain Jritaka have been depicted iri relief on
to yield to the ungrategul pupil's demands. This put the walls of Siifici and Barhut stupas. These stories
the king in a dilemma because it was not his wish to must have, therefore, oiiginated at least in the 5th or
displease either, and a contest to decide whose stand 4th century B.C. for th'em to have gained recognition
was j ust became inevitable. Obviously the King's by the 3rd or 2nd century B .C. during which time the
stupas mentioned above were most probably built. .
sympathies were with the promising young musician.
This story shows that even the ordinary people in
ancient India were able to appreciate good music. The

vir:ra referred to here definitely belonged to the harp
8. Niityasiistra, xxix. 1 1 8.

9. The Jiuaka, Vol. 11, Jii taka No. 1 86.
10. The j(iwka, Vol. VI, Jatnka No. 539.

I I . The Jiitaka, Vol. I, Jiitaka No. 92.
1 2. The li11nka, Vol. IV, Jatnkn No. 48 1 .
1 3. The Jiitnka. Vol . I , Jiitnka No. 59 .

., I\
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As mentioned above, the vi1Jd often mentioned in ·.
Buddhist literature took the form of ar1 upright harp. It .
had seven strings. The lower part was wooden and boat .

·
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to him the different elements the viTJd is made of and ·

shaped which w as wider towards the front and narrower
towards the rear. The hollow of the boat-shaped part

was covered with parchment

MUSIC

that it is through the right effort on the part of the player

(canna) and this part

that the vif)d sounds so sweet. The king loses his tempe:

functione.d as the sound-box. The rear part was . and breaks the vi�1d into pieces. This story is found in
the Sarrryutta-nilaiya. 1�
continued into an upstanding narrow arm c alled· da�

which terminated in a little scroll called pokkhara (Sk.
pu�kara meaning a lotus). One end of each string was

fixed to the covered portion of the sound-box and

· The Dlghanikdya also mentions about a sermon
preached by Araharit Kumara-kasyapa using the

the da�. Each string was a little longer than the other

A certain blower of the conch takes his conch to a far

parable of a conch-shel1.16 The story runs as follows :

stretched over tightly to � tied on to the lower part of

off place. There he goes to a certain village, blows his

thus allowing easy tuning to the seven notes of the
sca,le. The strings were plucked by the finger-nails

conch three times, places it on the ground and remains

in which they differed from one another. are not known.

· and ask it to produce sound. The conch remains silent.

. (agga11akhelu). T.he other varieties of.vina mentioned .quiet. The villagers.c.ome there and ask the. blower what
i n the Buddhist sources are parivddini., vallakl, . that sweet sound was. The conch-shell blower then
mahari, nakuli, kacchapi and tumbuvil)(i. The d.etails · shows them the conch. Then they address the conch
Jdraka:; are

Then they tum it this way and that way and order it to

ddambar.a, dnuka (drums), samara/a (cymbals),
kumbhathdna ( archetype of the jalatarClliga?) and
sahkha ,(conch). '

sound but to no avail. Next time they beat the conch

. Some other inslruments mentioned in the

and bid it ·sound. Still no response.
The blower who is watching the happeni!}gs alJ the

The

Muhdvagga refers to a conversation between

the _Buddha cp1d his disciple Sona concerning the tuning
of a .v ind. Before he. entered the Order, Sona had been
.

an

�·

?

acc mpli� ed

p

vi�a- layer. One day

the

Buddha

asked him : "Sol}a, were you an accomplished

vi�d

. player when you were a -layman ?" ''Yes, my Lord";
came the answer. The Buddha then asked him, "When

while, becomes amused at the foolish behaviour of the
_-

vi.! lagers. He takes the conch as they are watching,
blows in three times and goes away with it.. .Sedng

this the villagers thought to themselves : "This conch. ·

when in association with a man, when in agre.ement ·
with the effort of the IT!an, and when in association .
with the air, is able to produce sound. When such

. - .:. - -the-str-ings-of-your-vi�Ja-were s�retehed taut,- did they --eonciitions-are not fulfilled, it-is unable to produce any ·
produce sweet sound or was the vi�d fit for playing ?"

"No, my Lord", answered Sm:ta. "If the strings of your

_ sound !"

vi�a were loosely tuned, would they have producl!d .
The Avaddnasataka, an e arly S anskrit work
vi�d have been fit for belonging to the Buddhist Sanskrit literature, provides

sweet sound, or would the

playing ?" SoQa again replied in the negative. The

Master again asked him, "SoQa, whenever the strings

of your vi¢ were neither drawn taut nor loosely drawn,

some information about music. This work which can

bC placed around 1 00 A.C. mentions in one avaddna .
that during the lime of .the Buddha there lived in the

but moderately tuned, did they produce sweet sound, .
or was the vi�1d fit for playing ?" "Yes, my Lord",

city of Sravasti five hundred musiCians. At this time a

Buddha had a good practical knowledge of music.14 .

his skill in prjodudng the seven notes and the twenty-

On another occasion, the Buddha uses the parable

one murcchands (seven murcchands for each of the
three registers) on a single string.. The then ruler o.f

answered Sona. This conversation shows that the

great musician (gandharvardja) named Supriya came
to the city of Sravasti from elsewhere and displayed

_

Kosala, King Prasenajit, too was an accomplished
· of a vil)ti to illustrate a point. A king who had never
heard a vil)ti in his life hears the sound of a vit:�d and _ musician. During this time the celestial musician
aks his people what it was. The people then bring the
Paiica5ikha arrived with his lyre Beluvaparyqu at the _
vi¢ to him .and show it to him . . Then the king says
invitation of the Buddha, and produced various notes
-

that he has nothing to do with the vifJd, but wants them
to bring ·him the sweet sound. Then they try to explain

and mariy

murcchands on a single string. The feat of

Pancasikha made S upriy.a fee l disgusted with his

1 4. Mnhavnggn. Buddha Jayanthi Tripitaka Granthamala, Colombo, 1 957, I, p. 480.
1 5. Sa�)'llltn-niktiya. Buddha Jayanti Tripitaka Granthamala, Colombo, 1%0, IV, p. 374.
1 6. D[ghaniktiyn, BJTG, Colombo, 1 962-76, II, p. 504.
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knowlr dge of music. He gave up his professi on to
becoue a monk in the Buddha's Order. 1 l The same
avo icina mentions the instruments l?lrdanka (a kind

of earthen drum), venu (tlute) and pa� va (a drum with
:. wooden body). The Lalitavistara records that Prince

Siddhartha studied vifJd, vocal music and dance in his
childhood.18 It must be this knowledge of music that
gave the Buddha the ability to distinguish between
good music and bad music.

MUSIC
recent ti mes, dance-dramas l i ke Maname kavi-na

qagama which is a versified version of the Culla

dhanuddhara Jdtaka, the \lessantara )a taka and the

Sandakinduru Jdtaka, all of which depicted past lives
of the Buddha, were performed on festive occasions in
temple compounds. Even at present times dramatic
discourses like the Alavaka-damana (subduing ·of the
demon Alavaka) and yugdsana-b01.1a (a sermon in
dialogue form presented by two priests seated facing
each other) mostly delivered in verse are occasionaly

. The Dambadel}i Katikavata and its far-reaching
Effects :
The wide acclaim that Buddhist aversion to music
has received has been largely due to the attitude of the
Sinhalese Buddhists who have been guided by a royal

held i n Buddhist temples. This shows rha� though
Buddhism as a doctrine discouraged the clergy from

indulging in performing arts, the temple did make use
of them as and when needed. specially for the
propagation of rcligous ideals.

decree(katikdvata) issued in the 1 3th century by King
Parakramabahu II who ruled from Dambaderyiya (not
very far away from the ancient capitals of Kururyegala
and Yapahuva). One sentence in this lengthy document
runs as "Buddhist monks should neither pursue the
_

This was done more vigorously by the Mahayana
school which encoilr�ged the pursuance of fine arts and
used them for the propagation of the religion: The Sarva
stivadi scholar-monk Asvagho·� a ( I st century A.C,)
who later became a convert to Mahayanism wrote .

despicable arts like dance, song and music, nor teach

dramas for the purpose of religious edification. The

them to others"19• Sri Lanka being the stronghold of

Chinese traveller-pi lgrim Fa-hsien who visited India in

surprise. And this decree has had far-reaching effects

the 5th century A .C.. saw Asvaghosa's play the
Sariputra-prakara�w being staged in the public to

on the pursuance of arts. Education in ancient Sri Lanka

inculcate religious ideals on the masses.20 Another

. Theravapa Buddhism, this kind of attitude comes as no

rested in the hands of the Buddhist clergy who were

Chinese traveller-pilgrim 1-tsing who came to India in

associated with the only kind of eduational institution

the 7th century records that the Buddhi �t play Ndgd
nanda by Sri H ar�a was s·taged at various places of the . .

that existed in Sri Lanka, called pirivetJa in Sinhalese.
These pirive�JQS provided courses in traditional studies

country by employing singers and musicians.21

such as Pali, Sanskrit, Sinhala, the tripi!aka, astrology
(jyotissdstra) and indigenous medicine (dyurveda).

Although Sri Lanka claims to be a country where

They could not possibly include courses in fine arts

Theravada Buddhism flourishes, the popular Buddhism

such as music, dance and drama. This perhaps accounts

practi sed i n that country bears many traits of

for the absence of any works on music, dance and

Mahayana Buddhism. As a result, the socio-religious

drama in the ancient Sinhalese literature which is quite

culture of the Sinhalese has received a multi-faceted

rich in many other l iterary genres.

look, having assimilated elements from sub-cultures

It is, however,

a

and sub-religions. The orthodoxy of the Theravada .

paradox that it is the Sinhalese

Buddhist temple that has fostered the performing arts
in Sri Lanka by using them · for the i l lustration of
Buddhist ideals in the exposition of the dharma. Until

17.
1 8.
20.

Buddhism had to be relaxed to a certain degree so a5 to ·. ·
e life of
· accommodate popular cultural eiements of th
the people. From about the mid-Anuradhapura period, ·
Mahayanism in Sri Lanka was vying with Theravada

Avndanruatakn, ed. by P. L. Vaidya, Darbhanga, 1958. Avadana No. 1 7 .
Lalitavistarn, ed. by Mitra, Calcutta, 1 877, p. 1 7 8 .

19. Katikavat·sailgar.i, ed. by D. B. Jayatilaka
21.

.

·

Chinese Uterature, 1 956, Part 3, p. 149.
.
A record of rhe Buddhist religion as practised in India and Malay Archipelago,

rr.

by 1. Takakusu, Oxford, 1896, PP· 163 ff.
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Buddhism for a long time for religious supremacy, and

Dalai Lama is regarded and honoured by the

as a result, many Mahayana elements seeped il)to the

Tibetans as the living Buddha. When the reigning Dalai

through Mahayana even Hindu beliefs and practices

cess guided by various visions and omens to trace his

religous practices of the Theravooa Buddhists. And

Lama passes away they go through a cumbersome pro

found their way into pupular Buddhism of the Sinhalese.

successor generally found in the fonn of an infant or

This gave the strength to Sri Lankan B uddhism to stand

child, in which case he is brought to the holy city of

up to the intrigues of Hinduism, which unfortunately

Lhasa together with his parents. He is then kept in a

did nat happen in India. The Mahayiinic influence

special palace and looked after with great care. When

encouraged religious rites and festivals, and this paved

the living Buddha is ready to be enthroned in the chief

the way for lavish use of music and dance in popular

temple of the holy city, he is ushered into the temple

· worship.

and leq in procession amidst the sounds of horns and

Elements of Music in Tibetan Buddhism :

.

tru�pets. When he is seated in his throne, each Lama·
.

.

. bows three times before him and then seats himself

Tibetan Buddhism is a mixture of the Bon reli-

cross-legged in the divan provided, according to rank

Mahayana Buddhism. .Santaraksita who went to Tibet

the Ten Precepts and other formulas. This marks the

from Nalanda in the 7th Century A.C. to establish ·

beginlng of the service. After a moment of silence, the

gion, the primitive religion of the Tibetans, . and . Then a bell is rung and all murmur the Three Refuges,
.

.

.

Btiddism in that land at the invitation of the Tibetan·

bell is rung again and the priests then sing in chorus

mona,rch� had t<>: face strong opposition from the Bon

larger portions from the sacred texts. As the service

priests. and �he · people ahd was forced to return tci

progresses, the voices of the singers and the sound of

· India:

Plfdmasambhava another Mahayanist teacher · . bells �d qrums and truro.ret� grow louder and louder. 29

. . from Naf.incta, who succeeded Santaraksita w

� � shre�d .

customer. Instead of clashing with Bon priests as Sa .· .
ntaraksita did, he carne to terms with the primitive

l)ecCmany -Bon dements Including -:

religion �d absor

. music; dance and dramainto the new religion he brought.

The unique character of Tibetan Buddhism is, there
fore, largely-due to the efforts taken by Padmasarnbhava
to accommodate .the popular elements of the Bon reli�
gion in the new religion he introduced.

FeStivals : The �egular BOddhist .festivals
. are all eel.

.

.

ebrated by the Tibetan Buddhists, In addition to these,

llleY aiso celeorate-man

.

•

y inore-·festiv-als of an ·indig-

enous and local origin, mostly related to demonist cults ·
or the worship of nature. The New Year festival is also

celebrated on a grand scale. It commences with a grand

carnival which lasts the greater part of the month. The

people decorate their doorways and houses with boughs

ofjuniper · and other materials, prepare cakes and wine

and spend the time eating, .drinking, singing, dancing
.
.
freely in the course of services . conducted in the . and other pastimes. 30
Thus Tibetan Buddhism uses music much more

temples. DruiDS are beaten, loud trumpets and horns
are sounded and with the clashing of cymbals a great

Muttering prayers by the people is a daily ritual.

din is produced, sometimes to the extent of piercing

The prayers are chiefy addressed to the devils, " im

befOFe them indicating the instances where notes swell,

ploring them for freedom or release from their cruel ·. ·
inflictions". Or they inay· take the forni of a simple ·

rise and fall. Various hymns are also sung in chorus.28

prayer soliciting material gains and worldly comforts.

. the ears. The leaders of choir have. a psa]ter or score

.

28. L. Austin Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet or Lamaism, New Delhi, 1 996, p. 432 .
. 29. Manmatha Nath Satri, The history of Buddhism, New Delhi, 1 996, p.27 1 .
30. L. Austin Waddell, op. cit. p. 505.
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purisadammasiirathi satthii devamanussanam
buddh a bhagavii ti.

The Pirit Chant :
The sacred texts chanted at apirit ceremony are
taken mainly from the Sillra Pitaka. There are three
sutras which form the nucleus of a pirit repertoire.
They are the Ratamisutta. The Karaniyamettasutta and
the Mahamangalasutta. A pirit Sajjhayana (Chant)
which contains only these three sutras is cal led
Mahapirita or Grand Chant. The pirit proper which

begins with a sillra (sermon) from the Sutra Pitaka, is

usually preceded by a fairly long introduction which
includes the following common formulas chanted in
that order :

1 . Homage to the Buddha
Nama tassa bhagavato arahato Sammd
sambuddhassa (repeated thrice)

5.

The Noble Attributes of the Dhamma ·

6. The Noble Attributes of the Sangha
This is followed by the preamble .to the first su
tra, which usually runs as fol lows : Evam me
sutam ekam samayam bhagavii savatthiyam
viharati jeta vane ananthapindikaisa iirione

(Thus have I heard : Once upon a time the Blessed
One w as living in the city of Sravasti,. at the
Jetavana Monastery donated by Anathapindika
. . . . . . . . .)

The Jayamangala Gathas

·

· Ex. Bahum sahass{)mabhinimmitasayudham tam
Girimekhalam uditaghorasasenamdraml
DimGdidhammavidhina jitdva munindo

2 .. The Three Reguges

Tam tejasii bhavatu te jayamangaliini II

Buddham Saranam gacchiimi

•
·

The · Na rasiha Grthi5

Dhammam saranam gacchiimi
Sangham saranam gacchiimi
This is also repeated thrice each line preceded by
the words dutiyam pi (for the second time) and
tatiyam pi (for the third time) in the second and
third round respectively.

· Ex. Cakkavarankitarattasupado
Lakkhanamandita ayatapimhil
Camarachattavibhusitapado
Esa hi tuyha pita narasiholl

A Wailing Song from the Vessantara Jataka :
The two children, on the verge oftheir being handed
over to the suppliant Brahmin, address their fa
ther, King Vessantara, in the following terms :

3. The Five Precepts
Pimiltipiilii veramani sikkhiipadam sariidiydmi

Mohu hiira vena dan ganno niiddo ?
Vena dan dun kala budubava niiddo ?
Pin gannek oba misa vena niiqdo ?

Adinnadtina veramani sikkhiipadam samiidiia,ni
Kionesu micchiu:arii veramani sikkhiipadam sanw
diyami

Ammaniiti tiina apa dan deddo ?

Musiiviidd veramani sikkhapadam samadiyami

(Is there no-one else but he to accept .gifts ? Would

Surllnerayamajjapamddat!himii veramani sikkha
padam samaiiyami ·
.
,
4. The Nine Noble Attributes of the Biiddha·
,

ltipi so bhagavc wraham sammii.sambuddho vijjii
ca ran asampanno sugato lokavidu anuttaro

the B uddhahood be. denied when other kinds of
gifts are made? Are .you the only..desirous of ac
quiring merits? Are you goin� to give us away
while our mother is away?)

E. W. 'Marasinghe

·
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MUTIYANGANA
MUTIYANGANA is an ancient thupa in the centre

Therefore it is possible that the Mutiyangana cetiya

w as o.lready in existence by the time

of Badulla, the capital of the Uva province of Sri Lanka.

Samantapiisri

dikil was written.

It is the second most sacred thupa in the_ Uva province,
the first being Mahiyangama which the Buddha is

The Mahavamsa too describes the Buddha's third

supposed to have sanctified during his first visit to
Lanka. According to popular tradition Mutiyangana

Thupa is built on the spot saJictified by the B\lddha on

.

Mutiyangana among the sites sanctified by the Buddha�
nor the Vamsattlzappakasini. it's commentary (tike)

his third visit to Lanka. Mutiyangana is recognized as

one of sixteen sacred places (solosmasth/ma') iu Sri

visit to Lanka. But conspicuously does not include

.

include Mutiyangana among the sanctified sites.

Lanka (sanctified by the Buddha) and it is also included

- - -in-the-Nampota� the tist'-Of-shrineS- �w ritten in the 1 8th

The next oldest reference to it i's also found in

a

century during the reign of king Rajadhirajasingha( l 787-

Buddhaghosa's commentary, namely the Papmlcasii

1 798) of Kandy. However it is seen that Mutiyangana

dani, the commentary on the Majjhimanikiiya. While

is found listed as Baduluwehera (tltupa of Badulla)

commenting on the Chaclzakka Sutta (MA . V. 1 0 1 f),

under the number 157 of the list (Nampota) and not as

Buddhaghosa states that the elder Maliyadeva preached

Mutiyangana.

the sutta in sevenil place·s in the island and on each
occation 60 monks attained arahanthood as a result. It
.

· ."

.

..

.

.

The exact year of foundation of the thupa as well as

is seen that the M u t i y angana cetiya pre mises

it's original builder is not known with certainty. The

(Mutiyangana cetiya{fltena) is also 'listed among the

popui()J tradition aScribes the building of the .thupa to

places where the elder Maliyadeva preached the

.

.

Devanampiyatissa. But Pali chronicles are silent on

'

Chachakka Sutta and also where 60 monks attained

the:Mutiyagana Thupa. The oldes� extant reference to

arahanthood. This too indicates that Mutiyangana had

it is found in the Samantaplisadikii, Buddhaghosa's .

a.iready attained the status of.an impOrtant shrine by

- - - -c<fm-riienTruYto-Viiiay<i filtam of lhe 'S'h-cenfifry-A. c.-. · -that tfme (5th- century A.
the Samantapii$akika ( Vin A. l. p: 89}3 for the fi(st time

.'

C. · ). where

eminent tlzeras

proceeded to preach.

says that the · Buddha on his third visit to Lanka
sanctified the (future) Mutiyangana Thupa site

The other important reference to it is found in the

(Mutiyangana cetiya{!hiine) by entering the attainment

Dharmapradipikii wis a Sinhala Glossary on the Pali

of cessation (Nirodhasamapattim S�m[Ipajji). The

Miilzabodhivamsa written in the Polonnaruwa period

Samantapasiidika giving the sites sanctified by the

( 1 2th century). Here the author is relating the same

Buddha duri!lg the third visit to Latlka, identified the

story, how Maliyadeva thera preaching the Chachakka

site as "Mutiyangana Cetiya s_i te".

Sutta and helped 60 monks to attain arlzathood on .

I . Mahiyanganaf11, Niigadipam, Kalyiinam, Piidaliincanam, Diviiguham, Dighaviipi Cetiyanca · Mutinganam,
Ttssamahiivihiiranca� Bodhim MaricavatJiyam, Sovoamiili Mahacetiyam Thupiiriima Bhayagirim, Jetavanam
Selacetiyam Tathiikiicaragiimaka1]1, .Etesolasa thiiniini
2. Nampotha Ed. Somapala Jayawardena, Colombo 1 986, (Sinhala ·script) p. 1 3
.
. .
·

·

3 . Tatiyatn Paiicasatabhikkhu parivaro agantva Mahacetiyatbane, Thuparamacetiya�.thane, Mahabodhipatitthane
ca Mutiyaiiganacetiyatthane ca. Digavapicetiyattliane ca, Kalyanacetiyatthane ca nirodhasamapattim sama
pajjitva nisidi
4 Piijavaliya a Sinhala Literary work of the 13th century describes the places sanctified by the Buddha on his third
visit to Lanka. but has not included Mutiyangana as a place sancifited by the B uddha. It is observed that the
sanctified places mentioned in the PUjaval{ya are in or around Anu�adhapura only. (Pujavaliya Library Services
Board edition, Colombo 1 998 p. 483)

. J
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each occasion. But there the place is referred to as

came up (as the Mhv. says) and they were planted at

,�futgaluvehera and not as Mutiyangana. Scholars

eight important sites and are called

consider that it refers to Mutiyangana, Sometimes

bodhi (eight bodhis born of fruits). The Mahavamsa

Mutgaluvehera would have been the Sinha! a equivalent

further adds that from fotir other fruits. 32 more saplings

of Mutiya.1gana cetiya. Rajaratnakaraya6, a Sinhala

sprang up and they were planted in the viharas one .

l iterary work written during the reign of king

yojana apart (from one another). These are called

Wirawickram� of the Senkadagala kingdom in 2085

"dvattimsa Bodhilatthiyo" (thirty two bodhi saplings).

Auhaphalaruha

Buddhist Era (circa mid J 6lh century A. C. ) by a .
monk named Walgaillpaya, head of the Abhayaraja·

But neither the Mahiivamsa nor the Pali

Mailil

Pirivena provides a valuable information re� arding

bodhivamsa gives the places where these 32 saplings

Mutiyangana. Rajaratndkaraya says that King

were planted. It is in the · s inhala Bodhivamsa1 the .

Je!Ptatissa (262-272 A . �-) �epaired the Mutiyangana ·

Sinhala translation of the Pa.Ji MahaBodhivamsa of

Thupa. However it may be noted that it is referred to

the Kurunegala period ( 1 3th Century A. C. ) that we

as the Baduluvehera and apparently, inste·ad of repaired,

come across for the first time, the list of places where

it is sta�d that he build it (karavd). But it is a matter

the 32 saplings have been planled. Here Parakrama

for concern when we discover . that the Malulvamsa

Vilgammwa Sanghanija, the author. provides an

.

account of Jetthatissa (Mhv. XXXVI, verses r 1 8 ff)

information not fund in the Pali Mahii Bodhivamsa. A ·

does not say so. The Vamsarthappakdsini, its

perusal of this list reveals that Muti yangana is

commentary too is silent on this. It is not clear whence · mentioned as the eleventh place. Here; not only the
.
the author of �he Rajaratndkaraya in the J51h century
name of the shrine is given, but it also gives the
.

obtained this information, w})ich is not supported by

provincial town were the shrine is located (iiva Badulle

the chronicles. The Pujavaliya, another Sinhala literary

Mutiyanga�iayehi da).

work written in 1 26� A . C. too gives
. the sarrie
information·(here; too it-i s stated that Jetthatissa built
.

Baduluvehera

i n s te ad

.

.

of

.

.

repairing

it

(kalakenjetatis.... Badulu vehera..... karavd).

The Sulubodhivamsa8 (Minor Bhodivamsa) a
Sinh3.la literary work of the 1 8th century written dt.ifing
the reign of king Rajadhi Rajasinghe ( 1 787-98) by
Hinatikumbure Sumangala, provides information on
the other (minor) bodhis as well, while giving the list

. It i s . of vi tal i mportance that' Mutiyangana is

of places where the 32 bodhi saplings were planted,

mentioned as one of the 32 places where bodhi saplings

which i n c l u d e s M u t iyangana ( i n fact the S u l u

of the Jayasrimaha Bodhi (Dvatiimsa Bodhi/attiyo)

Bodhivamsa list exceeds 32 places). Further i t is

have been planted after the bodhi brought from

mentioned that the 32 saplings were distributed so as ·

Jambudivipa was established. As the Mahiivamsa says

.(Mhv. XIX 56 ff.) at the moment the bodhi was planted

one ripe fruit fell from the tree. Maha Mahinda Thera

to cover the entire island.

In this connection Welamiriyawe Dhammakkhitha9

· collected it in his bowl and gave i t to the king

says that it should not be thought that the list concerned

(Devanampiyatissa) requesting the king to plant it.

came from nowhere. He says that though the authors

The king planted it and irnmediately eight saplings

of the earlier sources referred to above, did not include
the list in their works, it would have been contained in

5 Dharmapradipika va Ed. Baddegama Vimalavamsa, Colombo 1967, p. 283
6 Rajaratnakaraya, Ed. P. N. Tisera Lankabhinava Visruta Press, Colombo 1929, p. 22
7 SinhalaiJ.odhivamsa, Ed. D. P. R. Samaranayaka, Colombo, 1 970, p. 329030
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a source, which is not extant today. Therefore it is
possible to infer that the source concerned (containing
the names of the

32 places) was extant at

.

MUTIYANGANA

least up to

the Kurunegala period from which the author of the
Sinhala Bodhivamsa copied. This takes the history of
the list, to the period of Devanampiyatissa itself and

The aged bodhi tree still surviving is believed to be

the original

bod

hi

(one of the 32 saplings stated to

have been planted). There are three image houses. They

are known as the Mahiiviharaya. the Meda Yihiiraya

and the Uda Yihiiraya The Mahiiviharaya is in front of
the thupa and it has a Samadhi Statue and is the ancient

image house, which has recently been repaired. The

the arrival of the Srimahahodhi to the island.

Medavihiiraya has a reclining Budha image. The third

If Mutiyangana was selected as a suitable place to

Uda Yihiiraya is a rare one, wherein has been depicted

plant one of 32 Bodhi saplings at that remote era, it

how the Buddha spent the first seven weeks after his

would have h�d an �mportant place alrearly. Under the
_
circumstances it is not possible to discard the tradition

enlightenment. It is also called the Satsati- Yiharaya.

that takes the h i story o f fv1 u t i y an gana to the

. The. ancient Petikada. a cloth painted with the

.. Devan ampiyatissa period at . least, if not to the

drawings of28 Buddhas. Jiitaka, etc, in the po:.session

. Buddha's. third visit .to the island as accepted by the

of the temp e is significant, but its age is not known.

pop_ular tradition.

!

�

People believe that in time of drought. if it is t_ en to
the summit of mount Namunukula. and Pirith is

U n l ike the other major thupas in the . island

chanted, it could produ�e rain, The archway .(torana)

aparently _no important bodil�. relic of the Buddha is .

decorated with human and-animal figures with a Buddha

enshrined in the Mutiyangana thupa. According to one
popular traditi n. a op of sweat of the -� uddh like

statute on top is also a peculiar one. God lndika is said . ·
. to be the guardian deity of the shrine. Daily and annual ·· ·

a pearl, is enshrined there. Another popular tradition

rituals are being conduc£ed up to date according to ·

�

d�

�

says that a bodily reli.c of the Buddh� the size of a
_

_

_ _

·

- ancient rules for which kings have provided land grants:

-peatl -is-depositcd-there-the Bhikkhu in charge.. of- the7 . The tenants of the-lands-per-form various duties to the.
temple maintains· that it had been patronized by kings
· temple. The annual peraharas connected to other .
such as Dhatusena (463-79 A. C.) Yijayabahu I ( I 059-

1 1 1 4 A. C.)

Parakramabahu I

( 1 1 53- 1 1 86

A. C.)

Rajasinha I ( 1581-93 A. C.) and Rajasinha II ( 1635-87

temples and Devales are normally conducted in the

.

.

month of Esala (July-Aug), but Mutiyangana perahera
is conducted in the month of Yesak (May) . .

A. C. ). Though there is no l iterary or- any other
evidence to support the claim, it cannot be rejected,
for the Buddhist monks, as a practice used to preserve
history of important events by oral tradition from

s

The Mutiyangana temple belongs to the Asgiriya · . ·

. chapter of the Si amese Sect. A Niiyaka Thero is in
charge of. it.

ancient days, He ;tl o says that king Kumarasinghe10
. who. ruled Uva had given land grants to the temple. ·

K. Arunasiri

-

8 Suiu Bodhi vamsaya, Ed. Somapala Jayawardena, Colombo, 1991
9 Welimitiyawe Dhammarakkh ita - Sri Maha Bodhi It's history and culture connected (in Sinhala Language),
Colombo 2000, p. 292-93
I 0 A son of king Senarat, King of Kandy
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Usually mystical experience i s

considered as a forin of religious experi ence. I n

MYSTICISM
Experience 1 9.-:. 6. pp. 37 1 -2) one of

the early wri ters

to define m:· s t i L is.11 . identifies four main characteristics

panicular in the J udeo-Christian religion mysticism is

in mystical exper!ence. They are ineffability by which

understood as a major form of experience associated

he means tLe possibility that the experience cannot be

with religion. In general, by mysticism is understood
and experience the source of which is conceptually
and rationally (ineffable). In the present discussion I
take these two characteristics as the key to understanding

one who has not had a simi J a r
''
experience . n<'L'lic qualily .that the experience is also a
cornmunic:tted

'o

state o f kn.;w kd�e : transiency that t he experience
�
does not b; t ILJ n)!. and passivity. that one is only a

passive rec·ive r or the experience.

mysticism.
Writing on mysti c i s m , N i nian Sm art ( The

Encylopeadia ofPhilosophy, Vol. V. p. 420) quotes from

W. R. Inge the following definitions of Mysticism :

. "Mysticism is the immediate feeling of the unity of
the self with God" (Otto Pffeiderer) ; "Mysticism is
thai attitude Of mind in which all relations are swallowed
up in the relation of the soul of God" (Edward Caird)
; "True mysticism is the consciousness that everything

Will ian� Stacc iMy�t, cism and Philo_sophy. 1960

.

pp. 78 -9. : l 0- l l l ) a more recent writer. cl ass i fies

.

my s t i c i sm i n to two. name ly. c x trovert i v e .an d
introvertiw by v.:hich he means mystical experience

of the un i ! y of the d i vers ity of Nature and t h e

experience lif hcing one with God or the Tanscendent.

respectively. Suhsqucntly, he sugge � ts the fol lowing
list of char::cteristics for cxtrovertive experience ; the

that we experience
is an· element
and only an element - . unifying vision. the apprehension of the One as being
.
.
in fact, i. e. that in being what it is; it is symbolic of

an inner subjecti vity. feeling of blessedness, feeling . . .

something else" (Richard Nettleship). Ofdefinitions,

that what is apprehended is holy,-·paradoxical nature

as Niniam Smart rightiy . observes, the first two are
based clearly on theological implications, which rrieans

and ineffahi lit� alleged by mystics. The introvertive .
expe�iencc . according to Stace, share the last four

that any Buddhist religious experience cannot be

characterist ics with the former. The first three are the

identified with them. The third, although without

unitary con�.ciousncss (which is not very different from

"theological implications, still may not be accepted by

unifying \· · sian given as the first character of the

a B uddhist for the u l ti mate B uddhist rel igious

ex troverti vc e xperi ence), being n onspat i al and

experience of any other stages prior

l.u

it cannot be

taken as 'symbolic of something else ' . .

nontemporal and a sense of objectivity or reality.

The extrovcrtive mysticism is alternatively called

In spite of obvious lack of correspondence still it is

nature mysticism for the reason that the experience is

customary that discussions of mysticism have

a resul t o f aware ness of the mui t ipl i c i ty and

references to B uddhism indicating that at least ; it

variegatedness in Nature which ultimately is believed

contains a different kind of mysticism. I propose that

to produce this unitary vision in which the recipient

this is not an accurate representation 0f Buddhism in

feels that he or �he has become one with nature. The

general and. the early form of Buddhism based on the

other type of experience is basically one associated

Pali canon In particular.

with religi . 10. It is clear that Stace's characterization

comes fron� analyzing the theistic religious experience.
W i l l i am J am e s (' The varieties of Religious

In his effort to identity characteristics of mysticism
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common to all religions stace finds that the no-soul

· compl iance with this general characterization, the path

doctrine (anatta-vada) in the Pali canon is "inconsistent

is described in the discourses as comprising a threefold

with the experience of non-Buddhist mystics" (p.

124).

training, namely, sila, samadlti and patitiii (morality,

He thinks, however, that this difficulty can be overcome

concentration and wisdom) and elaborated into various

by accepting the possibility, as sugges�cd by a number

types of morality, graduall y progressing stages of

of Western Buddhist Scholars, that the Buddha did not

concentration and acq u i sition o f konwledge

deny the Universal self although he rejected the

characterized usnally by what is called tisso-vijja :

individual self. The crux of his arguments is that if the

three kinds of knowledge, namely knowldege of

existence of soul, in some form or another, can be

recollection of (one's own) past existence. know ledge·

accepted, the apparent di fference of the nirvanic

of departure and appearance (of other beings)

0

-experience from that of theistic tradition is only a matter
of different interpretation of the same (tarnscendental)

.

and the

knowledge of exhaustion of cankers. These stages of
'

the path and their v arious steps .have been enumerated ·
meticulously and cl early and this clarity .can .be

experience.

· . We dq not plan to make a detailed study of Stace 's
.
.

considered an outstanding feature in the early Buddhist

expositions of the gradual path to Nirvana.

.POSition in this context. What needs to be said is that
.
· his argument for the inclusion of Buddhist religious

Nirvana is achieved by liberating one's mind (vimllltl)

experience in the total picture of universal mysticism.

of influxes (asava) bonds (bundltana) or shackl�s

is far from being satisfactory. The problem common to

· (saiiiiojana) or purifying i t (vi.suddhi) of defilements

most of the.writers of this genre is their inability to see

(kilesa) two ways of desc�bing the same procedure.

.· .

.

· that religious experience can be of total�y different

. The purificatory process and its culmination cannot

raaif10ns. Wllat we -lnteno to ao-i n-fhe present

understandfn g- of the -person- concerned. It i s not

�

char.lcter from what is repres nted by theistic religious

exposition, therefore, is not to show how Buddhism is
a kind of mysticism but how i t is not one. Most of the

. take. place w i thout the knowl edge and the fu l l

something affected by any external agency. According
.

.

.

to another well-known statement. Suddhi asuddhi
.
.

writers who have discussed the Buddhist religious path

paccattam-niiiitio afitiam visodhaye (Dhcmm�apada)

· and its attainments (jhfmas, paths and fruits) first

purity or impurity is up to onesel f ; none can purify

assume, without much questioning that all religious

another ; When one's mind is liberated one has the

expereience are invariably mystical and subsequently

distinct know
ledge to that effect (vimuttasmim vimutan
.

(based on that unsubstantiated universal statement)
proceed to characterize Buddhism in: those terms. (A
closer look will prove that the Buddhist religious

.

iti iianam h oti) . It should be clear that any kind of

· mysticism cannot be a characteristic of a procedure
marked by this degree of clarity.

· experience, either at its path or at its fruition, cannot
be characterized as mystical .

.

.

States achieved by foliowing the path have been, .

sometimes, understood as representing mystical states
. The Buddhist religious path is described, in well

of forms of mystical experience. There are two groups

known teJ1!1s : an�pubba-sikkhii, anupubba-kiriya,

ofjhiinas (absorptions) namely, fine-material or rupa

· anupubba�pa{ipadii methodical training, methodical
action and methodical procedure (Pahiirada sutta). In

and immaterial or arupa, each group having four
progressive stages. The first group represents lhe four

MYSTICISM

·

stages characterized by gradually increasing aloofness
from sensory experience. . This is achieved by
systematically withdrawing attention from the external
world, The second gmup of jhanas are basically
characterized by even rriore advanced sense of aloofness
coup fed with development of mental states leading to
gradual thinning of any external sensations. The last of
these four stages is called ; nevasaiina niisa;ina aycitana
or the state of neither perception nor non-perception,
and as the name itself highlights, is characterized by
almost total absence of pe�ceptions and conception.
The states ·are characterized by gradual disappe;rrance
of sensory and psychological data. Hence the
consequent experience is described to be characterzied
by calmness. serenity and mental quietude. There is
nothing extraordinary, unexplainable or hence mystical
about this experience.

.

.
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The ultimate goal of the Buddhist religious practice
is Nirvana attained at the total purification of mind. In
the early discourses Nirvana is often described in such
· experiential terms as the highest happiness (parat}Ja
sukha), peace (santi), cessation of suffering (dukkha
nirodha) and extinction of thirst (tanhakkhaya). the
'
somewhat later Theravada tradition is fond �i describl�g
Nirvana as a transcendental phenomenon (lokuttara
dhamma). The concept of transcendence accepted by

these Buddhists is essentially an ethical one meaning
thereby an experience characterized by purity and
freedom that surpass anything experienced by ordinary
worldlings. A metaphysical concept of transcendence
seems to imply a state of ineffability as in the case o f
the concept of God. In the Buddhist tradition the
alleged ineffability does not seem to have been an issue
or a problem, In the discourses we do not come across
any instance where Nirvana has been called ineffable. ·
Nor do we find any arahant who realized Nirvana
complaining that his/her experience to be so. The
definition given to Nirvana is that it is the extinction
of lust, hatred and delusion (ragakkhayo dosakthay
mohakkhayo nibbtinam). Since· the existence of an
ordinary worldling is characterized by the dominance
of these factors Nirvana is duly characterized as the
cessation or the absence of them. Th�• tradition
does
·.
not ever understand this .as some state existing. .
independently of a particular (human) being who
realizes it. Furthermore, even at the level of personal ·
experience and knowledge this has never been
considered mystical in the Buddhist tradition.
.•

The case of the 'attainment of cessation' or nirodha
samapattiis interesting in this regard for, although it is
. .
.
usually mentioned as the head of the above-mentioned
two gro�RS pfj!zql!as, it is significantly differenct from
them owing to its total absence of any experience.
Whereas the last of the four immaterial jhmws is still
with a shade or semblance of exPerience, the nirodlza
samtipalfi is totally devoid of any experience at all. It
is to make onese If 'dead' temporarily. There seems to
be nothing remaining, mystical or otherwise, in this
state of the 'stopping of the machine'.
.
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Although the general picture regarding the matter is
like this, the texts are not altogether absent from
statements open to transcendental interpretation . . In
an often-referred to statement at Udana (p. 80) a state
(though not directly but obviously referring to Nin•a
nd) is described as not-born, not -becorrie, not-made
and not constructed (ajara, abhuta, akata, asamkhata)
and is contrasted with what is born, become made and
constructed (jar a, bhti ta, kat a, sankhata) the
characteristics shared by everytlting that belongs to
the world. The past participles used seem to describes
a state that transcends the world and we have to adrriit
that a direct and literal . reading of the text supports
such an interpretation. According to some critics, the
statement mai"ks a stage in the evolution of the Buddhist
thought iri wltich Nirvana was increasingly, seen as
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metaphy sical enti ty. According to some others,

be taken as indicating the nature of the arahant which

however, the stateml;!nt can be interpreted differently.

is diametrically opposed to that of the ordi nary

In their view, it simply describes Nirvana as som(!thing

worldling.

that i s qual i tati vely different from the worldly

experience. If we accept t�is second way of reading it

Some of the textual examples quoted towards the

is clear that there is no room to descrjbe Nirvana as

end of this discussion testi fy to the problems of

something metaphysically transcendent, and hence
mystical.

interpretation. It is, nevertheless, true to say, in an
overall manner that early discourses in the Pali canon .

The identical question, however, has been discussed

with reference to the person who has realized Nirvana,

namely arahant, In responding to Yacchagotta. who
wanted to know what happens to the . arahant after his
.
passing away the Buddha says that the que�tion is not
. applicable to him who can no longer be identified with
one who is associated with the experieno� of the five

aggregates. The Budd_ha further characterizes the person

in this state as deep, immeasurable, and unfathomable

do n()t support characterization of either the Path or
the ultimate goal as anything to do with mysticism. .
This does not necessarily mean that the later Buddhist
schools did not develop trends close to mysticism.
Different branches of Mahayana, in particular seem
to have belie ved in states or kinds of realization
surpassing the limits of the conceptual domain.
According· to a story i n the Zen tradition, the very
. inception of Zen took place. when the Buddha held up · '

the g reat ocean. (gambhiro appameyyo,

a flower and smiled. It is said that only Maha Kashyapa

duppariyogiilho seyyathiipi mahasamuddo M. I. p.

Thera understood .and this is said to be the beginning

487) . This !ritter characterization seems to put the nature

of the traditio.n . This story is symbolic in the sense

I ike

of the_ ar•�h��t��� h_u!l_!_an �om�reben�ig_n. I!Jere is

Zen method is characterized as a special tradition

who has attained the end does not have a measure ; he

outside the scriptures, no d_ependence upon words and

does not have that with which one can speak of him.

letters. The use of koans, usually w i thout any

When all the phenomena are totally destroyed, all the

consistent meaning as themes for meditation is also

ways of speech too are destroyed. (Sn. 1 076). Clearly

understood as indicating to the d�wn �f an experience.

that an arahant passes after his death (or while he is
s t i l l l i v i ng , depe ndi n g on how one in terpre ts

a ttham +gata) i n t o a s tate which . cannot be .
comprehended and hence cannot be describe� or
conceptually understood. The statements neyertheless
a·re

open

to

i n terpreta t i o n .

The. · � uddha's

c harac terization of the arahant ns deep etc. to
Yacchagotta could well be contextual for the latter being

.

tha_t it refers to a kind pf non-verbal communication. ·

a somewhat similar statement elsewhere ; The person

such statements as these indicate _to the possibility

·

which i s beyond · conceptu al ization. The terms

anabhilapya meaning that cannot be-said or described

.·

is seen in works such as Lankiivatiirasut.ra to indicate
the ultimate reality

as

understood by the Mahayana

·

tradition. It is not our intension in this essay to discuss
in detail this aspect of the later shcools of Buddhism. •
What can. be siad in brief is that mystical elements
seem to have gradually crept into the Buddhist tradition . .

an outsider to the Dhamma may have deemed by the

which seems to have begun originally as a form of .

B uddha as incapble of seeing the true. meaning of the

religiou� naturalism.

life of an·arahant. The Suttanipiita statement can simply.

Asanga Tilakaratne.
..

·

·
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NA GA, a term used both in Pali and S anskrit to mean

either as serpents, half human and half-serpentine beings

an elephant, a serpent and also a semi-divine being. It

or as ordinary human beings. However, it is not quit e

i s also the name of an Indian tribe inhabiting the

clear from these references whether the Nagas referred

Himalaya regions. This tribe is extant even at present

to are real serpents or members of a human tribe who

and its members are serpent-worshippers. It is also an

either worshipped the Nagas or had Nagas as their

epithet for the arahant, The present article deals only

totem (see C. R. Oldham, The Nagas and a Contribution

with Nag as, a class of semi-divine beings who are

to the History ofSerpent-worship JRAS 190 1 , p. 461 ff

represented as serpents in folklore, literature and art.

; J. Kennedy, Ntigas and Serpent-worship in India,
JRAS, 1 89 1 , p. 480 ff) Oldham distinguishes between

· the belief in Nag as, who ar� classed as semi-divine

the Naga, the semi-gods in heaven and Naga the people

beings and are said to possess miraculous powers, goes

on earth, the former being considered as the deified

back to pre-Buddhist times. This belief is not quite

ancestors of the l atter. He surmjses that the Asuras,

. developed in the Rg-Veda. Yet it appears as an element

Sarpas (serpents) of the Rg-veda, the Asuras and Nti

of religion in the Yajurcveda (A. M acdonell; A -.ilistroy

gas of the Mahtibharatha and also the Auras of the

of Sanskrit Literature, London, 1 900 p. 120). Max

·

Mul_ler opines that . . . . . . there cant be no doubt that a

brahmanical tradition represent hostile tribes who
'
opposed the JRAS, 1 901 p . 46 (ff) .':�The Buddhit

belief in serpents had its origin in the Veda, though the

conception of Nagas seem:; to be the results of a peculiar _

serpents meant there were at first the serpents of the

admixture of the beliefs about a very gifted and powerful ·

dark night or the black clouds, tl).e ene�es of the solar

human tribe and serpent-lore. Acc-ording to the

deities such as the Asvins, and not yet the poisonous
_
snakes of the earth, 'flle latter development o,f these
_
serpents and the idea of pacifying _ them by sacrificial

descriptions found in Buddhist literafuie, Nagas are
basically semi-divine serpentine beings who are gifted

offerings is likewise, and has been well shown by

astonishing .feasts. Thus they create mansions and _

Dr. Wintenitz. E. W. Hopkin is of opinion that serpent

·

with mirac u l o u s powe r. They could perform ·

whatever other objects they desire, assume different .

worship was prevalent in Vedic times (E. W. Hopkin,

forffis and appear and disappear at will. They are said

The Religions of India, Boston and London, 1902, p.

to possess deadly poison and are displeased even over ·

1 54) The Atharareda contains numerous spells against

trivial matters. Any angry glance of them is capable of

serpents. In the Brahmanas serpents occupy an

reducing to ashes an object that comes within their

important place. By the time of the Mahtibhtiratha

glance. They are also said to possess a wish-conferring

they are established in the rank of semi-divine beings.

The traditional belief describes the Niigas as the

gem (J. II, p. 1 13 and also Bhuridatta Jataka, No. 543,

J. V I.

15 8 ff).

race of Kadru or Surasa inhabiting the waters of the

The Naga-world is often referred to in Buddhist

city of Bhagirati under the earth. They are supposed

literature. The Niigas are said to dwell in the Naga

to have human faces and serpentine lower;eXf�elriities

world beneath the ocean (J. I. 158). The Samyutta Nikti

(Moriier William, Skt. Eng. Diet. s. v. miga). In the

ya says, supported by the Himalaya, Niigas develop

Buddhist tradition, folk-lore and art frequent references

their body and gain strength. When they have developed

are made to Nagas who are described and represented

their body and gained strength there they go to small

·
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pools of water, from there to large pools and thence to

also mentioned (J. VI. 1 58,66). The children by these

rivulets, thence to great rivers and thence down to the

marriages are said to be of watery nature (Joe. cit.).

sea, the migb� ocean. There they get great size and

Sometimes they are captured by snake charmers and

growth of oocly (S. V. 47.61 , ) . · The commentary

archers. Reference is made to a spell known as Alamba

describes the j,oumey of the Niiga mothers from the

yana which is used against the Niigas, Reference is
also made to their dancing abi�ity. However, the Nagas

ocean up' tO' the Himalaya, by wa,y of the five great
rivers, to bring forth their young, safe from the attacks

j

considered dancing in public, specially in the presence
of their kinsmen as an act of disrepute (J. IV, 459, VI,

of the boys and the violence of the sea-waves and

19 1 ). Sometimes great Nagas were honoured and

garulas. Sometimes they are described as dwelling at

·1

the foot of Daddara Mountain (J. J.Ij, 1 1 6) They also .

worshipped by men with offerings of sweets, perfumes,

haunt banyan trees and ant-hills (J. IV, 350,. Vl l 69)1

. milk , rice, fish, meat and strong drink (J. I, 498,
The Naga; are at enmity with Garuqas, who are
also called Supannas .. Often. fights ensue between them

. .

Their cities are said to be very prosperous and full · and generally the Niigas are the vanquished. The Nii
·.
of all manner of luxuries: They are fiJ.led with food ; ·· gas in order to . defend th�mselves a�inst Ganu!as,
.
.
.
..
.
·· gaily attired Niiga-maidens, flowe.rs, .garlands, music . . 9W�lowed Jarge .�tones and made themselves he�vy.
.
dance, and sports, (i. Vl, j 5(:i)· Theirlcings thvell �dst · · When the Garu� swooped down to �ttac� them the
.

.

- ·

.

.

great splendour, comfort and pleasure (loc. cit.). Many .· Nagas opened theinr iouths and showed their teeth; .

Dhataranha is one of their famous kings. Varuna and

Then the · Garudas seized then hy their mouth and ·
.
attempted to fly lifting them. ' But 'the Garuc!as being

Viruphakka too are weB knowri.3

unable to carry so much weight dropped dead (J. V.

Nag a -kings are re.ferred to in B uddhist texts.

.

:

.

.

.

.

76) However, this secr:et was given out by a Naga
B uddhist lietrature also makes references to
·
connections between Naga s and human b.e ings.
intermarriages between Nagas and human beings are

himself and· tht:reafter tbe Garudas seized the Nagas
by their tails making them disgorge the stones they
· had swallowed (Joe: cit.)

•.

1 These descriptions, · too, reflect a jumble of beliefs about a human tribe· residing at the foot of the Himalaya arid

·

·

· the snakes who frequent watery obodes, trees and ant-hills.
2 Thier conneciton with water may be due to the fact that some of the serpents lived in · or near water or in marshy
ground or due to the fact that their sinuous · course and appearance resembled these of water.
.
3 . W;:�ddel gives a list of fif�-six Naga-kings
the Tibetan version of the Mahdvyutpatti JRAS. 1 894 p. 91
. as found in
ff)
.

4. This spell was first given by a garuda to ·an ascetic who in him gave it to a brahman. See ALAMBAYANA and s:
.
·
·
� em

. 5 . The garudas are a kind of mythical birds: This also suggestS a connection between the later conception of the Naga ·
with the early "Vedic conception wherein the serp'ents meant are serpents of the dark night or blake clouds; t�e
enemies· of the solar ·deities, The garudas meaning devourer represents the solar deities, perhaps the all-consuming
power of the sun's rays.
6. The bowls of the three previous Buddhas of. the . present k�ppa ar\!. also iq the abode of Naga king Kala (J. I. p. 70)
7 . This episode in depicted at Nagarjuni�korida and in Thailand (The ways 'of the· Buddha, p. 79 pis. 1 92) In Thailand
and Cambodia as well � in temples of Sti Lanka this' e isode iJ often depicted.
·
8 . This scence is depicted at Sanic (see A. Foucher, Buddhist Art pl. 9, I )
.

p

·

\

j

However the popular Buddhist belief is that they live · · II, 456).
in the Niiga-world located under the sea. 2

�
· .il

·. ·
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The Ntigas are connected with numerous episodes

pits, 9 5 ) (top l e ft) and 9 7 ) . Generally they are

i n the l i fe of the Buddha: The bow l in which the

represented as human beings with halos of expanded

bodhi s at t a had h i s l ast meal b e fore attai n i n g

hoods. I n S ri Lanka Nagas are represented i n guard

Englightenment and, which he sent adrift in the river

stones where they are regarded as guardians of water

saying "if today I should become Buddha let this bowl

and treasurelo. Sculptured figures of many hooded

go upstream . . . " is said to have sunk into the abode of

cobras are found in sluices of tanks. Such figures are

Ntiga-king Kal a6: In the trjrd week after enlightenment

also found placed at the four comers ofthe relic chan1bers

when the Buddha went to the foot of the Mucalinda

of stupas. In g u ardstones the Nag a is normally

tree a Naga-king of the same name shelterred the Buddha

represented in human form with the body decked in

from the great shower of rain by winding his coil s

rich princely attire: In one hand h e is holding a pu

seven times around the Buddha and holding his hood

rnagha{a a pot of plenty and in the other a sprouting

over the Buddha's head.' On another occasion the

branch, with leaves buds and flowers. Around and obove

Buddha, by his magical powers, overcame two fierce

· his human head is a five headed, seven headed or at

Nagas who inhabited the hermitage of Uruvel Kassapa8

ti m es nine-_headed expanded hoods of a cobra. 1 1

(Vin. I , 246 f. AA. I, 1 65 ff, 11wgA. I. I . 434 ff.). The

Zomorphi c repre s e n t a t i o n s o f Nagas too are

Buddha's relics were for sometime in the Naga realm

occasioi1 l f un as for example �

called Mafijeri ka9 from where Asoka tried without

the precinds !Jf the Va�adage and at. J(unarn-pokuna

success to obtain them� However, Sonuttara of Puja

at Anuradhapura.

Parivena succeeded by his iddhi-power to obtain the

Bibliography

r e l i c s to be e n shri ned in the M ahiithupa at
. Anuradhapura (Mhv. xxviii-xxx). There is a tradition ·
.
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which says that the Buddha preached his more profound

teachings to the Naga from whom Nagarjuna got to ·
know them (cf. Philosophy of India pp. 5 1 8-524, see
also Buddhist India, p. 232).

R. J. Ferguson, Tree and Serpent-worship, London;

1 873

;

Grundwedel, Buddhist Art in India,

London, 1 90 I , J. ph.

v'egel l ndian Serpent-lore

and the Nagqs in Hindu Legend and Art.

At A m aravati they are represented as

worshipping a stupa (Zimmer, Art of India and Asia,

; Max Muller, Contributions to the Science of

Mythology, London, 1 987 ERE. Vol. II, pp. 399

S. K. Nanayakkara.

.
9. This was the abode of Naga King Mahakala, where the bowls of the Buddha are deposited.
also are very old beliefs common to many races. The snakes living in crevices of the earth
are often identified with deceased ancestors and are regarded as guardians of treasure buried in the
earth (ERE. Vol. I I , p. 4 1 2 f.)
I . I . Some remarkable representations are found at Ratna Prasasda, Anu radhapura ; Va�adage at
Polonnaruwa (for illustrations see D. T. Devendra. The symbol of the sinhalese Guardstones, Art
A xxi 3, 259 ff ; Guardstone, pub. Archaeiological Dept. Colombo, Ceylon)
I 0. These

.

8-CM 2707

.

T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist India, London. 1 903, ·

Nagas are represented in numerous B uddhi st
sculptures,

; ¥edirigiriya in

al � o d

_
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NAGAD I PA
NAGADiPA. a province of Sri Lnaka, identified with

lodara was her son. Mahodara's father had given a

the modem Jaffna peninsula and the north-west of the

splendid throne of Jewels to his daughter on the

Island. The Buddha's second visit to Sri Lanka was to

occasion of her marriage. When she died, Mahodara

Nagadlpa. to settle a dispute between two Nagas,

claimed it back and consequently a war between the

Mahodara and Clilodara (Mhv. 1 , 47). Jambukola was

uncle and the nephew was imminent. The Mahtivamsa

a harbour in Nagadipa identified as Sambilturai, and

there a vihtira \Ya5 built by king Devanampiyatissa

circa. 250 B. C. (Mhv. xx, 255) and later restored by

king. Kanittha Tissa (Mhv. xxxvi. 9) This vihara was
probably called Tissa-vihara (cp. Mhv. xxxvi. 36)
Another vihara, called Salipabbata, was huild hy king
Mahallaka-naga, (Mhv. xxxv. 124), The Unnalomaghara,
the Rajayatana-dhatucetiya and the Amalacetiya were
·,

probably all places of worship in Nagadipa (Mhv. xlii,

62). The Valiihassa Jataka (J. II, 1 28) says that the
coast of Sri Lanka from the rivet Kalyani to Nagadipa,
was once infested by yakkhinis, Once Nagadipa was
Sermunadipa (J. III, 1 87) and nearby

also mentions that a deva named Samiddhisumana who,
in his former birth was an inhabitant of Nagadipa
carried his own dwelling - a riijiiyatana-tree standing
i n Jetavana-like a parasol over the Buddha and
accompanied him. Hovering there in mid-air above the
battlefield the Buddha is said to have first terrorized
the niigas by bringing forth dense darkness over them.
Then, by spreading light he caused them to see him.
who, being delighted did reverence to the Buddha's
"feet. Thereupon the Buddha preached to them the
doctrine that begets concord, and both nagas gladly

W<\5

gave up the throne to the Buddha. Subsequently the .
Buddha alighted on the_ earth, s_at on a seat there,

·.·. old story, given in the commentaries (eg. VzbhA. 444)

refreshed himself with celestial food and drink offered

known

as

Karadipa, earlier known as Ahidipa (!. IV, 238). An

·
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speaks of a king called Diparaja, who reigned over N a . . by_ the nagas and established eighty- kotis of nagas in

gadipa in great splendour.

Nagadipa �VaS. once an

important centre of Buddhism in Sri Lanka (eg. VibhA·.
446, 457 ; AA I , 422) and contained many ·places of
pilgrimage. There is a legend (DA. III, 899

;

the three refuges and the· moral precepts.
The niiga king Mariiakkhitha of Kalyani, mother's

VzbhA.

brother of the niiga Mahodra, who had also taken part

433) which relates that, when the Buddha:s sasana

in the battle at Nagadipa thereupon requested the

comes to an end, all the Buddha's relics deposited in
Sri Lanka will gather together at the Mahacetiya and
travel to the Rajayatanacetiya in Nagadipa, and then
form there to the Mahabodhi tree at Gaya
The visit of the Buddha to Nagadipa has been
d�fferent)y described in the texts, but the basic facts
remain the same. According to the Mahiivamsa (Mhv.
1 , 44 ff) the B u ddha i n the fi fth year o f h i s

enlightenment, saw, while r�siding at Jetavana in India .
that a war, caused by a dispute over a gem-set throne

·

Buddha to visit his kingdom (on a later occasion). When
the Buddha had consented by silence, he planted the

riijiiyatana-tree on that very sp<)t as a sacred memorial,
:
-and the Buddha gave over the Riijayatana-tree and the·
precious throne-seat to the naga-kings to do homage
thereto. Subsequently the Buddha returned to Jetavana.
The Dipavamsa account of the same incident (Dpv. ·
II, I ff.), which incidentally, is earlier than the Malui

vamsa account, agrees in the essential details but does

·.
was likely to come to pass between the n agas . not name Nagadipa. According to this account, too the .
seat was made up of lapis /ezuli (veluriya) and the na ·
Mahodara and Culodara, uncle and nephew, and their .
gas ultimately offered it to the Buddha.
followers, and came to Nagadipa. Niiga Mahodara was
·

then a powerful king in the miga-kingdom of the ocean.

His younger sister had been given in marriage to the

naga king of the Kannavaddhamana Mountain, Cii

It is very interesting that a Tamil Sangam work of

the 2"d century A. C. called the Manimekalai,

NAGAD I PA
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corroborates the Mahiivamsa account of the visit of
the Buddha to Nagadipa almost in every detail. In this
work Nagadipa of the Mahavamsa is called by the
name Manipallavam which is said to be an important
place of pilgrimage for the Buddhists. The sanctity of
the place was due to the presence of a gem-set seat of
the Buddha, which had the inherent virtue of
enlightening the beholder about his previous births and
to the fact that the Buddha visited the island to settle
a dispute between two niiga kings,· each of whom
claimed the seat as his. The Manimekali describes this
gem-set seat as ........ a seat of becoming splendour,
spreading effulgent rays of light and rising from the
ground to the· standard height of three cubits . and
extending towards all directions into a width of nine
· cubits, set all round with crystal glass cut to different
forms and shapes; and exhibiting a �quare with pa(bira
. (lotus) design.

where king Devanampityatissa had already gone to
receive them and waited in a hut, which later was
known as Samuddap�l}asala (Mhv. xix, 23 ff). Seeing
the ship coming, the king is said to have descended
even neck-deep into the sea, take� the great Bodhi-tree
upon his head and brought it to the shore where it was
set in a beautiful pavilion. There he commanded solemn
ceremonies of many kinos to be carried out for three
days (Mhv. xix, 29 ff).

'

·

The Sibalavatlhuppalum;i!.la (ed. A. P. Buddhadatta
thera. 1959, pp. 148 f.) a Pali literaiy work, of unknown
date contains a story �ntitled Candanapallanka-vallhu
wherein
. the story of the Buddh'a visit
. to Nagadipa is .
given. Here the main difference from other versions is
that the couch is said to have been made of sandalwood
(candami). ·Incidentally, the tree that the deity carried
along with him is.named rajayatana in the Mahiivamsa,
Kltirapula in the Dipavanisa and Patalirukkha in the
Silzalavallhupakarana. The spot where this tree was
planted is in the Silralavatlhupakarcma as Patalicetiya
and also a Andhakara-cetiya and Aloka-cetiya.
·

�

.

.

.

.

.

The harbour Jambukola in Nagadipa occupies an
important place in the history of early Buddhism in
Ceylon. It was at Jambukola that king Oevanampiya
tissa's nephew Maharittha and the oth:r envoys sent
to king Dhammasoka oflndia took ship and also landed
on their return voyage (Mhv. xi, 24, 38). Later, when
Arittha was sent again to bring the sapling of the
Bodhi-tre� and the theri Sangamitt;i, he agirufetnbtitk2o
at this harbour (Mhv. xviii, 8). Bringing the Bodhi-tree
and the theri, Arittha arrived by ship at Jambukola

NAGAD I PA

·

From this pavilion, the Bodhi-tree was carried to
Anuradhapura in a vehicle, accompanied by the king,
Mahinda thera and others. On the way, before noon,
the procession halted for the forenoon meal. The Bodhi
tree was placed at a spot where the Eastern Monastery
(Pacinilriima) was later established, and the great thera
Mahinda related fully to the king, the subduing of the
niigas by the Buddha. When the king heard this from
the thera he caused monuments to be raised here and ·
there in such places as had been fr�quentcd by the
Buddha (Mhv. xix. 33 ff).

.·

A 1 5'h century Sinhalses� literary work called the
Nam Pota contains a list of religious centers in Na
gadipa as follows :Nagakovila, Kadurugoda-Viharaya,
Telipola, Mallagama, Minivangomu� yiharaya, Tanni
· Divayina, Nag a Divayina, Puvangu Divayina and Ka
ra Divayina. Some of these place-names are identifiable
with the modem. Tamil names.
It is the general opinion of the devout Buddhists of
.
today that the spot marking the visit of the Buddha to
Nagadipa is located in the small island off the Jaffna
coast, now known as Nayina Tivu on account of the
fact that a modem Buddhist Vihara stands there and
the present name of the island closely resembles the
ancient word N agadipa. This opinion, however,
receives no scholarly approval .
The scholars believe that the term Nagadi pa refers
to the entire Jaffna Peninsula with its islands.

.

·

·

·

·
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Considerable light on the identification of Nagadipa
and the sites there sacred to the Buddhists was shed
by Paul E. Pei.ris who conducted investigations in about
1 9 1 7 'when he was the District Judge in Jaffna
In 191 1 Paul E. Peiris discovered the first Buddhist

stupa in the Jaffna Peninsula, near Chunnakam. Some
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limestone remains to the extent that nearly every dwell
ing compound yielded some interesting specimen.
These include severai fragments of statues of the
Buddha, parts of stone railings and pillars and finials •
. of stllpas.
In a field nearoy were discovered some stone piiJar

years ago the limestone tenninal of the spire of this stu bases, in situ, a fragment of a large statue of the Buddha",
which when complete must have measured nearly 5 II
pa had been unearthed, In 1902, a Buddha image of
limestone had also been dug up at Koddiya Yattai. 2 feet across the shoulders, and fragments of several
Here, Paul E. Peiris uncovered the brick platform of an other statues. The size of this image can leave little
. do�bt as to the degree of sanctity which was once
anl:ie:"l daguba, measuring roughly 40 feet a side.
attachcd.to the. place. This shJ:ine in which this image
The most important of the sites where Paul E. Peiris was housed has a tloor of concrete and measures 56
carried out" excavations was the village of Kantaraodai, feet from east to west and 36 feet from north to south.
identifiable with the Kaduiugoda-viharaya of the Nam
Po!rz. It is situated six miles south by west of
Karlk�turai. Excavation§ at.this ·site hrought to light
roofing tiles mixed with large fragme·nts· of strong lime ·
plaster about three inches in thickness.- To a width of
about six feet the tiles found were glazed or enamelled
on the upper slirf�ce, which was grooved, in a rich blue
colour laid oil very thickly and fired. There is grooving ·.
· on both sides. of the tiles for the tiles to fit into _each
other. Below these tiles were a large deposit of slabs of
coral stone, alfwedge-shaped, manifestly used in a da ·
gaba or other circular building, Fragments of tiles
· similar to those discovered here also been discovered
at Taissmaharama and assigned to the I " century· B.
C. Apparently ; these tiles from Kantarodai had been
used in a roof over a diigaba of special importance.
Further excavations showed that the whole village
was scattered all over with broken tiles, masses of
brickwork and wedge-shaped coral blocks. The
presence of several mounds of moderate size indicates ·
that these �ere dtigabas of an�ient ·times and this
sumlise is strengthened by the fact that not Jess than
sixteen finials of such diigabas have been discovered.
· In various parts the sites of buildings were indicated
by rows of stone bases of columns, sometimes, three
feet across, ro�ghly rounded, and showing on. the top
a deep socket of about six incbes square, meant to
receive a coiumn.
· Another part of this village was abundant in

Referring to the extent of ruins discovered at
Katarodai, Paul E. Peiris says that the site appears to
. him like a miniature Anuradhapura buried in. the Tamil
Country._ The extent and the nature of the.ruins of this
site.couples with the location of the site in. relation to
the account of the bringing-of the Bodhi-tree have led - .
PaUl E. . Peiris and other scholars to believe that this ·
was . the site of the Buddha's visit to Nagadipa. It.
appears _from the Mahavamsa that the procession
carrying the branch of the Bodhi-tree on the first day
of its progress halted for the morning meal at a spot
which. would command the utmost venerations of all
Buddhists, viz. the place where the Buddha alighted
on his visit to Nagadipa It was the place where the Pi ·
cina-vihara was later established. It was opportune
for the thera Mahinda to describe here at this spot to
king Devanampiyatiss_a the visit of the Buddha and .
the bringing to an end the war between the two naga
kings and for the king subsequently to erect monuments
to commemorate the event. This site it is worthy of
·note, is located at a distance of a. morning's stroll from ·
Sambilt1,1rai, identifh,tble. with )ambukola, which wa5 ·
the landing-place of Sangamitta with the Bodhi-tree·
and fror, where the procession started in the morning .
J
(JCBRftS,
XXVI, pp. I I ft)
Now, this harbour Jambukola in Nagadipa, famous
in Buddhist literature had been as said above, identified
. · with Jambuturai or Sambilturai, three miles west of
Kirimalai,. The Mahavamsa states that king Deva
nampiyatissa planted here a sapling of the Bodhi-tree
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and erected a vihara there. He also erected the document which clearly proves that Nagadipa was the
Tissamaha-vihara and the Pacina-vihara at the same name by which the Jaffna Pcni:1sula was known in
port. The ruins of a vihara and a dagaba at a spot still ancient times.
called by the villages Gothumaluwa - a com1ption of
Bodhimaluwa -· within a hundred yards of J <u-nbuturai,
'The circumstances of the discovery of the plate
probably marks the spot where the Bodhi-tree was leave us in no doubt that is was found where it was
planted. An extensive tract of land about half a mile to originally deposited in the second century. The
the south of Jambutura, called Tissamaluwa probably inscription, in recording the foundation of the vihara,
preserves Lhe memory of king Devanampitatissa's visit not onJy ·gives the name of the supreme ruler of the·
and of his Tissamaha-vihara.
as well island at the time but also that of the local governor of .
.
. At Tissamaluwa
as a:t Bodhimaluwa can even now be seen the bases of · .· Nii.gadipa. This last detail rega.rding the foundation of
pillars su·ch as are so frequent at Kantarodai (JCBRAS, the vihara has no signiticanace if the shrine was not
XXXVI, 35)
within the territorial division then known by the name
of Nagadipa. As the site of the religious foundation i s
In Vallipuram, a village in the Vadamaracci division within the Jaffna Penisula, it follows that Nagadipa ·
of the Jaffna District has also been found some early and the Jaffna Peninsula are identical .
Buddhist remains. Here, in an area about four miles in
"This inscription also proves : that Nagadipa \vas
length and a mile in breadth foundations of buildings,
bricks, pottery and coins have been discovered. Among governed in the second century �y a minister of the
:
the other finds from Vallipuram is .a fine standing image Anuradhapma king, that Sinhalese was the prevailing
of Buddha. in Amaravati style. The most important of language, and that Buddhist shrines were then being
the !Inds from this_ place is an inscribed gold plate, built .there. In such references as Jhere are to the Na
now famous as the Vallipuram Gold-Plate Inscription, gadipa in the chronicles, as we.JI as .in other Pali writing
. discovered in or about 1 936, along with other minor of Ceylon, there is no indication that in early time�
antiquities, beneath the foundation of an ancient this area differed, as it does to day, from the rest of the
structure on the land belonging to the Visnu temple of island in the nationality of its inhabitants and their
the village; The script of the inscription is Brahmi and language and religion. In fact there are indications that
the language old Sinhalese, both of the 2nd century A. the extreme north of the island played a very important
part in the political, religious and cultural histroy of
C. The inscription is dated in the reign of king Vaha(ba)
ie. Vasabha and records the ·establishment of a vihiira the ancient Sinhalase people . . . "
at a plac� called Badakara-atana by an individual named
· Apart from the above localities in the ancient Nii.
Piyaguka Tisa when the minister Isigiraya was the
governer ofNakadiva, ie. Nagadipa. It is also possible, gadipa, which have yielded ramains ofancient Buddhist
according to S. Paranavitana (El. IV. 233) that Piyaguka monuments, two other sites, viz. Mallakan and
Mahiyapiti are also of some interest. Of them Mallakan
· Tisa was the name of the monastery at the site, named
after the thera 'tissa of Piyangudipa who iived in the is identical with the Mallagama of the Nampota, Here
the site of a Buddhist Vihara is still known, A �nd
time of king Dutthagrunani (Mhv. xxiv, 22-27)
cut in the rock is still called the Kal Pokanai, the Tamil _
·
Referring to Paul E. Peiris's identification of Na form of the Sinhalese
. Gal Pokuna. Two
. fragments, of a.
gadipa and the light ofVailipuram Gold Plat� ln$_cripti_on yantra-gala were alSo discovered here. The othervillage
sheds on it, S. Paranavithana (EZ. IV, 234) says Mahiyapiti had also yielded a stone spire of a'stupa, a
" . . . . . . this identification though it was boubted by some fine standing statue of the Buddha which. when
.
when it was first suggested, has now found general complete must have been about 8 112 ft. in height, and
acceptance. Whatever doubts one may have had about also a stone pedestal (JCBRAS, XXVIII, 40 ff)
the identification are now set at rest by the present
H. R. P�rera.
·

·
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NAGARJUNA : The founder of the Madhyamika

scrappy and mostly filled with legends, It is a univer-

School of Buddhism, lived in India at the beginning of

sal phenomena, more frequent in India and surround-

the "Christian Era" and is undisputedly accepted as

ing countries that legends myths grow spontaneously

one of the greatest·philosophers of the post Buddhistic

around such outstanding personalities in the course of

period. lie is known as the Second Buddha, a

time. Venkataramanan4 in this context notes, "The

Bodhsattva and the f31h patriarch of the Northern school

tendency to mystify and build stories of embellishment .

of Buddhism. Venkataramanan, K.1 adores him thus:

around a momentous personality seems to have reached

Nagarjuna as a Buddhist philosopher has few equals in

its zenith in his case". These legendary accounts which

the Histroy of Buddhism, there has been hardly another

personality so exclusive as him Hiuen Tsang includes .
Nagarjuna among .the four suns that illuminated the

.

biography was written (first qalf of the fourth century)

D.

J .s

agrees

with
· .

personalities in almost every school of Buddhism." .
. ,Vallesser M.6 apparently .goes to the extr�me when he

that one hundred years .
. and moral force. It is stated
.
aft�i ·his deatij apparehtl� the time when (his).
.

Kalupah ana

have qeveloped around the. spirituat-and philosophical

calls him the 'Aristotle of Buddhist Lore', 'Th� Christ
.
ofMadhyamika' and 'St. Paul of Mahayana' , a magical
.

spite o( many historical impossible details deserve

Venkataramanan saying "Myths of huge· proportions

Aryadeva and Kumara Laddha. Subram:iniam K. R. 2

name baffling the brainiest
. in sheer intellectual power

indirectly go back to Indian sources which thereby, in
· attention.

world from four directions. the other being Asvaghosa,

.

·

says ''In this quite legendary Biography of Nagarjuna
.

.

perhaps only the names of place of his birth and the .
.
place of his later residence .show some trac�s of
.

.

he was worshipped. as a Buddha at shrines dedicatea ·. historical truth.�'
to him in the states of South India.3 .

·

Birth and the Early Part of his life : The Tibetan
Sources : - Several sources are extant for the study

accounts say that Nagarjuna's birth had been predicted·

of Nagrajuna and his works, such as Sanskrit, Chinese

in several sutras and Tantras. Among them are Lanka

and Tibetan out of which most of the Chinese and
Tibetan works are the translations of original Sanskrit
texts. Among the Sanskrit sources are Bana's Harsha

Carita and .Kalhana's Rajatarangani are the most

prominent. In Chipese we have the Biography of Na

. garjuna translated into Chinese by Kumarajiva in 405

A C. and the Biographical account of Hiuen Tsang's

His-Yu-Cui· (Watters on Yuan Chang II pp. 200-208).
!he Tibetan Sources constitute the History of Eighty

four sorcerers - Pag-Sam-jon-zan, Taranath's History

ofBuddhism· and Buston's History ofBuddism (English
· translation by E. Obermiller). In addition to the above
literary sciurc� there are some archaeological evidence

vatara Sutra, Maftjusrimullq Tantra, Maha Bheri Su

tr.a, Mahameghasu ta etc. A s fou nd i n the
Lankiivatara the question that who would uphold the
path after his Parinirvana has been put to the Buddha,

· As an answer to the .question the Buddha is supposed .
to have predic:ted birth of Nagarjuan,

400 years

after

his Parinfrvana, According to the Tibetan accounts
and also Nagarjuna's �iography (transl�ted to Chinese. .
by Kumarajiva) Nagarjuna was born to a Brahmin
family of South India. The exact country of his birth is
unknown though it is said to be the Vidarbha (Berar).

The astrolqgers are· said to have predicted that the .·

unearthed at Amar:Ivathi and Nagarjunakonda that

would live only up to seven years of age7. His parents, .

throw some light on Nagarjuna.

unable to witness his predicted death sent their son on

Credibility of Sources : - The traditional accounts
of the life of Nagarjuna, many of them are short and

. . a pilgrimage accompanied by a servant at the end of
seven years. The two travellers came to Nalanda where
they met Saraha or Rahulabhadra the Abbot ofNalanda,

.

·
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Saraha having learnt the plight of the boy, and said to

his search for texts let him to the sea and opened for

have advised him that if he could abandon the worldly

him

life and enter monkhood he could escape death, to

(Saptaratanakosa) N agarj u na read the Vaipulya

which the boy agreed, 'Saraha afterwards instructed

(Mahayana) Sutras, which the Mal1anaga selected for

the boy to recite Dhiirani Mantras throughout the

him to read and having read them he deeply penetrated

night ?fhis seventh birthday and was able to overcome
the Lord of Death. Subsequently he received the initial
monk ordination. He became proficient in all the

branches of knowledge and in both Hinayana and Maha
yana sutras. Saraha also gave him many teachings on
the esoteric mantriiyana such as Guhyasamtija etc.
He received _al l the Tantric teachings and their entire
oral tradition. He received full ordination from his Abbot
and was given the name Sriman (Palden). He is said to
have attained siddhi charms by the favours of

Tara

at Kanchi ruxording to one version. and by the grace of
Goddess Chandrika at Nalanda according to another. .

Chinese Sources : According to the [Jiography of

Nagarjumt . translated ip Chinese by Kumarajiva in

405 A. C. Nagarjuna is described not only as a great
magician, but also as a person versed in Astronomy,
Medicine, production of precious stones. There the

. reason for his renunciation of the worldly life is quire
different from what is given in theTibetan sources i. e.

predicted death. Kumarajiva tells us that Nagarjuna
was overpowered with lust and paSsion in his early
days. Having learnt science of being invisible with two
of his firends, he used to enter the royal palace and
seduce the court ladies. However his friends were
caught and were killed but Nagarjuna escaped death
narro wly. This stirred him deeply and awakened him
to the truth that the origin of suffering is passion.
Thereupon he entered the Buddhist Order. He is said
to have recited and mastered the Tripitaka (some

· Hinayana Canon)9 in 90 days, He obtained the · Maha

the

Treasury

of

the

Seven

Jewels

into their meaning. He told Mahanaga that what he had

read there were ten times of what he had re ad i n

Jambudvipa and eventually bwught with him a boxful

of them 10 Yenkataramanan K. 1 1 in this context observes

. : "The tradition that Nagarjuna brought these Sutras

from the cquntry of Nngas may be taken as pointing to

the preservation o f ano � her tradi tion of Buddhist
teaching in the south di fferent from those in the north,
and it bears the fact that from his time onwards the

Prajniiparamita teaching came to overshadow more
and more the other lines of Buddhist Philosophy.
•

.

.

.

f

·

:

.

'

Nagarjuna and the Tibetan ,�,?�rces : A special

word is needed as regard how Nii&�juna appears in the
Tibetan texts. The Tibetan texts carry
more details of
..
.·

.

·

...

him than the other texts. But there he appears as a
great sorcerer, a figure into which he had been changed

seemingly under the i nfluence of the Tantra School of
Buddhism that became i nfluential as from the 91h

cP.ntury A. C. As a sorcerer he is glorified in the text

grub-thob brgyad lu rtsa Bsltihi mam thar, which refer
back to an unknown Sanskrit original. The life of Na
garjuna, according to these texts "a chain of magical

adventures" observes Wallcsser. 1 2

The Tibetan accounts on Nagarjuna are stuffed with

numerous legends and magical events. Yet these legends

·

contained in the ancient Tibetan texts deserve our
attention, for they describe various powers, skills,
charms attributed to Nagarjuna in the Tibetan tradtion . .
The Tibetan texts describe how once he converted iron
into gold in order to feed the starving population at Na

yana sutras from an old bhiksu at a stupa in the snowy

Janda. Once during a severe drought. the authorities

mountains (Himalayas) and recited and l!nderstood
' . .. .........
-.
them. Not being satisfied with them he wandered In

found it difficult to feed the i nmates ofNalanda, as the

story goes. Nagarjuna on the instruction of Sarah a the .

search of other texts. Kumarajiva further says that a

Chancellor of Nalanda learnt the science of turning

Naga chief (mahanaga) who met him in the course of

iron into gold from a Brahmin living in an isla�rd, and

.
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provided food to the inmates of Naland a with the

accounts further state that N ag arj u na brou g ht di sc i -

wealth thus accrued. This legend reveals his knowledge

. pline to Nalanda. He is said to have paid great tribute

of Alche·my. But the scholars think Al c hemist

to those members of the Sangha who observed the

Nagarjuna!:r was a separate Nagarjunawho according ·

Three training properly and expelled those bhikkhus

to Ray, P. C'14 lived in the 61h 71h century A . C. The .

and sramanas who ere morally corrupt. He is reputed

•.

· to have banished as many as eight thousand monks .

latter is considered as the author of Rasaratniikara a

whose

treatise on Indian Chemistry.
Nagarjuna is su pposed to have been versed medical

·

science, too. Subramaniam15 · says that no medical
treatise would fail to invoke this blessings: "He . (is
•

'

I

purity was suspected. It is said that under the

patri archate of N agaraj una. N a l e n dra (N ala nda )

fl ourishe d more and more soon ob.scured entirely the

splendour of Vajriisana ( Buddhagaya) the main seat

of the followers of the Lower Vehicle Hinayana. But

Kmuarajiva's Biography ofNagarjrma does not co nnect -

said to have) himself revised Susruta and witten
•

Kakshap'u!a Tan�ra and A rogyamafijari. His eye

· ·,
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Nagarjuna at all with Nalanda. However, the scholars
are of opinion that Nalanda had not yet attained the
.
.
status of a reputed seat of learning, which it attaln�d in
·
. the 6'h and 7'h centuries during the period N agarjuna.

prescription was well known in China. His cure for
·poison is deservedly praised by the p<}et Bana"16

·

· But other argue that e �en though Nalanda was nut yet
a reputed seat of learning, it is not impossible that his

Nalinakasha Dutt (Indian Historic�! Quarterly 7,

637 ff) says that twq traditions . (of N,agarju11a) one

,

. · ordination took pl ace at Na!anda. .
origjnated in the · Lankavattira :and the · i>ther in .the ·
.
Mahasiddivrtt�nta has been mi xed U p · in_. the
N

ag'arjuna and Nagas : Nagatjuna i's s upposed
Ma�ijusrimulakalpa, taking .Nagarjuria- l() be a single . . to have h
.
ad many connec ti ons . with Na gas. His
_

person.

.

As he spread Mahayana as fast as the arrow of the
.
. archer Arjuna, he got the name Aljuna, Thus he got the

Venkatanimanan K. 17 had observed that the Tibetan
sources have mixed up Madhyamika Nagarjuna and ·
S i ddha N agarjuna, who l i ved

connection with the Nagas gave him the name Naga .

name Nagarjuna. 2o The poet Bana (7'h century A. C. )

400 y ears ! <iter.

relates in his Harslui carita12 that Nagarjuna received a

Winteinitz18 too, says that Nagarjuna who is mentioned

. necklace of pearls from a Naga king which served ac; a

as tbe author of Sadhanas and numerc:ms Tantk works

remedy for snakebites, and in fact, all pains. Nagas
used to come to listen to sermons in human gui se .

not the founder of the Madhyarnika system, but a
teacher who probably lived about the middle of the 71h

.

Once they invited him to the Nag a reamls which he

accepted. He is said to have proceeded there preached

century. Wintemitz19 further presumes : "Most likely
the ·Buddhist Philosopher, the Ta�tric writer, a mediCal
writer and the alchemist were four different ·persons,

·

:

brought Prajniipiiramita sutra.21 All sources agree that
world.

Tibetan accounts Nagarj'una has had strong connecitons
with the Nal'anda monastery, which later became a
supposed to have taken place at Nalanda under his

.
. .
According to

-�

intimate friendship with a South Indian King Satava

· ..... . ..,

.

.

Nagarjuna and Satavahanas

:

.

. Chinese sourc�s Nagarjuna is · said to have had an .

teacher Saraha or Rahula Bhadra, the Chancellor of

hana ot Sadvahana. It is to the same king Nagaruna is

Nalanda It is also said that Nagarjuna succeeded his
teacher as the Chancellor of Na.Ianda. The Tibetian

. ..
.,

he brought t�e Prajniipiiramita sutras from the Naga

According to the

reputed seat of learning. Accordingly his ordination is

reque sted so by the m . He returned w i th costly
presents. It was on this trip that he is said to have .

who were confused owing to the identity of the name.s.

Nagarjuna and Nalanda

to them, but refused to stay there permanently though

said to have written the letters of admonition such as
·

Suhrleklui (letter to a friend) and Ratniivali (garland of
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accession of Kanisha I, whose accession is generally

jewels). This king is reported to have built a temple for
Nagarjuna at Sriparvata, where Nagarjuna is said to

accepted as taken place in 78 A.

with certainty. The name Satavahana does not refer to

difficult to ascertain a definite period of Nagarjuna as

have spent his last days. This king cannot be identified

long as the dates of

a personal name of a particular king, but to a royal
middle of the 3n1 century B. C. till the beginning of the

information that is available Venkataram:m� says2}

accepted as Ga�tamiputra Satakama, who is described .

"still we may not doubt Nagarjuna's contemporaneity

as the only Brahmana in his lineage as well as the "lord
.

-·

with Kaniskha I and if the later date ( I 06- 1 30- A.

of the three seas" in the Nasik Edict issued by his

C. )

mother Balasri to commemorate the victory over king

be accepted for Gautamiputra it is possible that a

Ksaharata Nahapana, Scholars have assigned possible

considerable part, if not the whole of his reign.

two dates for Gautamiputra viz. the first quarter of the

coincided with the later years of Nagarjuna..... Nagarjuiia

second century or the la5t quarter of the first century.

must have been quite advanced In age ·when

Those who assign arf earlier date for Gautamiputra
plac� his reign between 80- 1 04 A ..

C

. .

Ga�tamiputta came to power, well bey�nd eighty. And

if we have to reckon with the fact t�at.therc is ground
.
in the Tibetan sources. with which Hiuen Tsang seems

and those who

�der him
to have reigned later prefer to a5sign him
.
.

to I 06- 1 30 A.

.

.

'

C. regnal years (Wallesser (The life of
.

to agree, to hold that Nagarjuna was ·a friend for a long

.

Nagarjuna from Tibetan and Chinese Sources p. 3 t )

time with the same king to whom he,wrote letters of .

r�lates a tradition that Nagarjuna always carried a red

admonition, no� withstanding the possibility of his .

fl:t� before him for seven years, to draw the attention
of a South Indian King who persecuted Buddhists and

having been comtemporaneous and friendly with

.

.

several S�tavabana kings, then he might have lived up

favoured "tirthakas" and was able to convince that he

to the end of the reign of Gautamiputra. In such a case

was a man all knowing).

it may be surmised that he lived a fairly long life,

Period ofNligruojuna : Due to the conflicting nature

perhaps over hundred years .... Accepting tentatively

of the records on Nagarjuna the scholars find it diffcult

the later date ( 1 06- 1 30 A.

to ascertain the definite period Nagarjuna lived. The

reckoning with the possibility of Nagarjuna being

Tibetan texts say that he appeared four hundred years ·
·

Sataval1ana King or Kings he

Having taken into consideration. whatever extant

3n1 century A. C. Nagaraj una's royal friend is generally

.

Howeveer it is

C.

associated remain unsettled.

dynasty that held sway over South India from the

·
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after the .passing away (Parinir.vana) of the Buddha.

Hiuen Tsang mentions Nagarjuna as a contemporary
of Asvaghosa, who i s himself; mentioned as

a ·

contemporary of Kaniska, Hiuen Tsang as already

stated recounts a traditiQn according to which Nagrujuna

is considered as the sun that shine in the west, one of
the four suns that illuminated the world from four
directions. Rajatarangani, a late Indian text of Kalha
na speak of Nagarjuna as a contemporary of Huska,
Kuska and Kaniska. Huska and Juska are tentatively
indentified as Huviska apd Vajesaka the contemporaries
of Kaniska II, who were ruling 4 1 year after the

C.) for Gautamiputra and

contemporaneous, not only with hi in but also with
HaJa24 (earlier Satavahana king) it could perhaps be

.

.

..

.

taken as a highly pr?bable working hypothesis that

the upper and the lower limits of the philosophical
activity of Nagarjuna lay somewhere between 50 A.

C. and 1 20 A. C. if the earlier date (80- 1 04 A. C) is to

be accepted for Gautamiputra. these limits have to be •

pushed back by about twenty years. The period

between 50 A. C. and 1 30 A. C. would be synchronous

also the reigns of Kaniska I and Kanisha II. This
corroborates the other traditions that Nagarjuna was a
contemporary of these kings."

·
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Nagarjuna's Death : There is not historical ac
count of his death extant, though historians infer that

he would have enjoyed a fairly long life, "perhaps

hundred yeaJiS as Venkataramanan thinks. Wallesser

observes : life ofNagarjuna has been a chain of magical

adventures, se also his death," (Wallesser op. cit. p. 5)
According to Tibetan accounts Nagarjuna had a
diamond body. He discovered the elixir oflife. He lived

"7 l l�ss than 600 of the duration of each of half a year

NAGAIUUNA
authority and sanctity for their ideas. Kalupahana27

sees an atempt to elevate Nagarjuna above the historical

Buddha by later Mahayana writers : In the M ahayana

tradition, the stage was thus m ade ready for a
philosopher like Nagarjuna, who was supposed to have
best expounded the doctrine to be elevated to the level
of a second Buddha, nay even to the status of a Supreme
Buddha more exalt than Sakyamuni".

Histori�ity of Niigarjuna : Various accounts of the

· (Wallesser ep. cit. . p 1 2). The passing away of Na .

life of Nagarjuna api)ear as a jungle of legends that

himself put up and end to his life or having given his

whether such a person really existed. While commenting
.

grjuna though differently told amount tQ his having

consent to his own death at the hands of another. As
the story goe�. Suskti the youngest son of king Sadva
han� was worried about the longevity of his father for
he could not succeed hiin. The royal mother gave the

secret to his grieving son that Nagarjuna possesses a
die and · the king's life . is
.
. diamond body� he cannot
connected with that of Nagaijuna, the king ·will hot die

some historians were compelled to entertain doubts
.

on the le gendary nat ure of vari ous a.ccounts.
Venkataramanam2S, observes : "It is therefore not

strange that eminent scholars like Professor Max

Wallesser should strike a very skeptical note only in

regat:d to the different and sometimes conflicting .

.

traditional accounts · of the' l i fe and work ofthis
. . B�ddhlst m�ter, but als� in ;�gard tci the very_ questi�n
:
unless Nagarjuna dies. But there . is a way out for he.is "'
(lfhis having ever existed';. Ho\vever there exist some·
a Bodhisattv� ; if you ask for his head he wo�ld give.
. archaeological and literary evidence that corroborate
The boy followed the mother's instructions. Nagarjm'la
· to some extent certain broad facts ·about N.agaijuna's
consented to give his head.. Further it is said the boy
life on which traditional Biographies agree. Sriparvata ·
was ·unable to cut his head with his· sword, but wa5
where Nagarjuna is, supposed .to have spc)1t his last
able to <;ut the head with a blade ofkusa grass as advised
days is identified as Nagarjunakonda (Hill ofNagarjuna) .
by Nagarjuna However, its is said in future the severed
However Nalinaksha Dutt says that it was the Tantric
head and the body would join and Nagaijuna would
Nagarjuna who lived 400 - 500 years after the
come back to the world. .
Madhyaniika Nagarajuna who spend his last days at .
.

.

.

.

·

. Glorifi� N:agarjuna : Over enthusiastic followers
specially the Tibetans have glori fied him· to the
maximum possible degree, As Subram$li�25 says
"There is no branch of knowledge with which Na
garjuna was not associate". He was supposed to be
omniscient or at least subsequent adherents thought .
him to be omniscient. Kenneth Inada26 observes that
the· veneration of Nagaijun� "At time reached such

Sriparvata. He st11tes that the Madhyamika Nagarjuna
who · Jived . in Madhyadesa had nothing to do with
SriiJarvata. He further �dds thatthe Tantric Nagarjuna .
converted Sriparvata into a centre of Tara Worship .
(Indian Historical. Quarterly, 7, 935 ff. Confusion

between Madhyamika Nagarjuna and Tantric
Nagarjuna; Nalinaksha Dutt). They very name. . .
Nagarjunakonda (Nagarj una's Hill) suggests ·his .
association with. the place. Findings of excavations at ·

ridiculobs· heights· that his saine was santtified and . ·
the site agree with the description of Hiuen Tsang, His
stamped everywhere with reckless abandon even ·for
frauding scripural authority". Kalupahan thinks that

name is mentioned in inscriptions discovered from the

Inada· was probably referring to the attempt on the

Amar:i.vati Stupa, not far from Nagarjunakonda, But

part of some of the l ater Tantric writers to seek

Subramaniam29 considers of a later date. His authorship

·
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of the Madyamaka karika is undoubtedly accepted.
Similarly his authorship of Suhrlleka, his admonition
to his friend S :Havahaana, too i s undi sputed.
Chaudheri30 goes to the extent of suggesting that the
relics found from the stupa at the site may be that of
Nagarjuna (Chaudhery B. N. op. cit. p. 24 1 ).
However, apparently in the face of the above facts,
Walles�er who was skeptical as to whether a person
by that name really existed concedes as regards Na
garjuna's historicity thus : "In the case of Nagarjuna
must have lived in the third century A. C. which is not
unlikely having regard to the other reports of his co
existence with kings Kaniska and S:Havahaana
(Wellesser, op. Cit. · p. 5). Murti does not suspect the
histroricity of Nagarjuna "Though the tradition of his
life are greatly overlaid with legendary details there is
no reason to doubt that Nagar]una was a real person"
(Murti, T. R. V. op. cit. p. 87-88)
. Nagarjuna anc:I'Mahayana : Nagarjuna was among

the pr�atest Mahayana teachers and is generally
�\..cepted as the founder of Mahayana. But Nagarjuna's
works themselves show that the earliest forms of
Mahayana Sutras such as Prajniipiiramitii, Vima/akirti
Nirdesa etc: were already in existence when Nagarjuna
tame to the scesce .. Venkataramanan31 thinks that
"earliest recension of these Sutra may have been in ·
existence a century before Nagazjuna. "In fact Nagrujuna
is found quoting from numerous. Mahayana Sutras.
But it was Nagarjuna who systematized and developed
. the Mahayana philosophy. It was after him that
Mahayana flourished in an unprecedented way.
. Venkataramanan32 described Nagarjuna's contribution
to Mahllyana thus : The depth of insight, vigour of
logic and the felicity of expression which he brought to ·
· bear upon his work as a teacher of the ,.Great Way
(Mahayana the way of perfection of wisdom (Prajna
pramita) made revolution almost startling in the history
of Buddhist Philosophy and influenced profoundly
the subsequent philosophical thinking both within and
outside in the Buddhist Fold. Further, on the tradition
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that Nagarjuna brough Prajnaparamita Sutras froni
the Naga realm Venkataramanan33 notes : "although he
is siad to have brought from the Naga the Prajna
paramitii Sutras in 1 00,000 giithas on the recension of
which the Siistra is the commentary, is that of 25,000
giithiis which seems to have been an abridgement of
the fonner, it is possible that he himself had a hand in
settling the reading of the abr!dgcd.version."

Nagarjuna's Three Great Deeds : Tibetan accounts
say that Niigarjuna accomplished '.'three great deeds" ·
in his career and these. three deeds are compared with
those of the Buddha himself. Nagarjuna's teaching of
the vinaya is compa:-ed to the Buddh'a "Turning of
the wheel of Dharma" His teaching of an 'emptiness·
(sunyatii) is comparable to the Buddha's "Second
turning of the wheel". His composi(lon of such texts
praise oftlze Dhamadlziitu " is equaled to the Buddha's
.
"Third Turning of the Wheel":
. .

.. ..

. Apart from his service as a spiritual leader and a
philosopher, he is reported to h��e"been involved in .
the construction and development of the monasteries ·
and shrines as per Tibetan texts. On the instruction of
his teacher Rahula Bhadra (Saraha) he is supposed to ·
have established 108 monasteries 1 000 temples and
10,000 caitiyas. When the Bodhi Trees at Buddhgaha
was being damaged by elephants he erected stone
·
· ·
·
columns to protect it. Taranatha
mentions
that he
erected "the inner rail" at Amaravati which enshrined
some relics of the Buddha.

.

.

:

There exists a great
controversy as regards the books attributed to Na
garjuna. Scholars hold divergent views on the books
attributed to him. They have observed that some of .
the books are erroneously attributed to him perhaps in ·
order to get authority for the books. It is seen that
books of variqus disciplines such as Buddhist ·
Philosophy, medicine, chemistry, arts and worldly
sciences are attributed to him. Venkcitaramanan (op.
cit. p. 34) points out that in the Chinese collection
Aksara Sataka of Aryadeva, Bodhicaryiivatiira of
Nllgllrjuna's Works

·
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Shantideva, Mahtryiinavimsati of a later author of the

attributed ( i i ) wrongly attributed (iii) dubious. H e

same name, Upiiyahrdaya which has hardly any bearing

counts 1 2 treatises only as genuine Niigarajuna's works

to the principal theme of Nagarjuna, most probably of

such as Miilamiidha_'r·amika Kiirika, Sunyara saptati

someone else etc. have been erroneously attributed to
Nagarjuna, Among the works attributed to Nagarjuna

Vigrhavyiivartani, Vaidalya-prakara!Ja, Vyavaha
.
rasiddhi, Yuktisastika, Catuhstava, Ratna va li,

are Praises, Tantras, Miidhyamika works, Sutras,

Pratityasamtttiipiida-hrdayakiirika, Stitra-santttcca_va.

Abhidharma and Vinaya works . The Tibetan accounts

Bodhicittavivara�raya, Suhrllekhii and Bodhisambftj

(according to bstam - gyur Peking and Sac-edition)

raka ( ka). To the second spurious group he puts

attributed to him 1 9 praises, 66 tantras, 33 Miidhyamika

Mahaprajna- pdramitopadesa, A budhabodhak

ireatises, 3 'on arts, 3 on worldly sciences one letter

Guh.vasainaja-tanl ra[ ika,
aprakarat.w;
Dvadasadva;aic a Prajfl(ipdram itd s't otra and

and

works. It is highly incredible that one

Svabhavatr- ayapravesa siddhi. The third group of

person was able to author such a large nunrriber �f

dubious works he devides into two. perhaps authentic

books pertaining to various disciplines. Apparently

and most probably not genuine. He counts Maha)·ii

this is due to the assumption of several persons of the

navim sikii, Bodhicittotpadavaidhi,

same name Nagarjuna.

ranaya-stotra, ( Madhyainaka) Bha t,asamkrlinti,

treatises, 4 sutras, 0 1 Abhidhanna work , 6 Vinaya

4 special

· Kumarajiva's Biography of Nagarjuna mentions
five kinds ofNagarjuna's works (i) Upadesa in

100,000

stanzas (ii) BUddhamargahmkara sastra, the ''Treatise
on the Factors of th.e wa� · of the Buddha" i� 5,oo0 gii

thas (iii) Mahiikarunopiiya Siistra · - the "Treatise on

Niralambastava Salista�nbakarika, Stutyattastava, ·
Diinaparikatlui, Cittqvajrasta\..a, Mulasarvastivadisrdmanerakm rika,
Lokapariksd,

autheriitic. He rejects the following as most probably
:

(iv) The Madhyamika Siistra

.dhayamakav rtti.j

· Middle way" in 500 giithas and (v) Akutobhaya Sii

stra

-

the Fea1ess Treatise in

1 00,000 gat�as, The

Frajnd danda

Rasavaisesikasiltra and Bluivaniikrama as perhaps .
not genuine

The "Treatise· on the

Dasablum i kavi blzasa, ·

·

Yogasataka, ·

the skilfulness of great compassion in 5 ,000 giithiis .
-

Dt•adasaka

Ak�arasataka Akutobhaya ( Mulamii
A ryabhdttaraka

usriparam a rthastu·ti,

Maiij 

. Kdya-trayastotra,

Narakoddharastava, Niruttarastava, Vandaniistava,

biobrapher Kumarajiva mentions that Madhyamaka

Dham�asamgraha,

Sastra is contained in AkutObhaya Sastra.

Ekas/okasasira, Isvarakartrtvanirakrti, Sattwira

Ba5ed on the Tibetan sou�ces Nagarjuna's works
are three fold, colleCtion of discourses, collection of
tributes and dte collection of logic writings. Under the
discourses are classed Ratnavali, Suh.rlekha, Prajna

sataka,, Prajnadanda . and Janaposane bindu

Dharmadhiitusatva, Lokiititiisatva, Acintyasatva and
Paramiuthasatva are classed as tributes. The collection
of logic writings contain

Mulamiulhyamika Karika

and its four limbs Yuktisasika, Sunyata saptati, Vaidalya

Surra and Vigraha \yiivattani. Lindtne� classifies
Nagarjuna's works into three categories

( 1 ) correctly

Dharmadhatugarbha vivarana,

dhanastava, Upayahrdaya Astadasa-sunyatasastra,
,
Dharadhatusta\!a Yogaratat�amdla etc.
Taranatha mentions the following five works as Na ·

garjuna's

:

Mutamiidhya-mika Karikil, Yukti Sastikil

Sunyata Saptati, Vigraha \)lavartani and Vaidalya,
Bustan lists six books adding \yavahra�iddhi to the .
above five. ·
However

24

treatise� of Nagarj una, the M a

dhyamika Philosopher logician and deb�ter have come

down to us as Chinese-translations, the original Sanskrit

_9f which ,are lost. Prajniiparamitii Siistra, Prajn{Jmu

·

.
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sastra Karika,

/asastratikd, PrajndpradipaMulamadhyamika

Sastra,

Sunyasapta dhi,

Madhyantanugama, Sastra, Dasabhumi Vibhasa sa

. stra, Dvadasanikaya Sastra, Vivtida Samana Siistra,

Pranuinavihetana, Upiiya Kausalya brdaya Siistra and
Vigrahavyiivartini karika3� are among the said Chinese.

Out of all the works of Nagarjuna Mulamadhyamika
Karika or Madhyamika Siistra is the most famous of

them and is regarded as his master piece and chief
among his dialectical treatises. It has come down to us

. in orginal_ S!ffiskrit. In 400 Ka�ika_s or verses (�ccording
to Murti T. R. V. 488 karikas� divided into 27 chapters.
It presents the Madhyamika philosophy taught in the

. Mahayana Sutras in a systematic manner. The other
bOoks stich as Yu#isastka; Sunyata Sapt.atietc. on the ·
subject written by him are regarded as its limbs.
Nagarjuna himself is said to have written a commentary

named Akutobhaya (''Safe One") as his materpiece
.

.

.

.

which is extant only as a Tibetan translation. Two
more commentaries by Buddhapalita and Bhavaviveka
ar� also extant as Tibetan translations. But out of all
the exegesis on Maadhyamikakarika, one named
Pr�sannapada ("clear �orded") by Chandrakirti is the
only one which has come down to us in Sanskrit and is
· well known.
Na
·garjuna is supposed to have written to a friendly king,
too, need our attention . . The king who had cordial
·suhrl/ekha : "Letter to a Friend" which

re lationship with Nagarjuna i s identified as
Gautamiputri Satakarni as already . stated. The letter
.

which is extant only as a Tibetan tanslation gives the

basic principles of Buddhism in 1 23 verses. It appears
that . this book has been very popu lar in India
subsquently. 1-tsing who came to India in the 71h
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who developed the Madhyamika school of Buddhism
after him. Most eminent disciple of him was Aryadeva
(q. v.) who was also known as "Deva" "K<lnadeva"
because he was said to have been blind in one eye and
"Nilanetra" due to his eyes being blue in colour. Some
call him the younger contemporary of Niiglllju na while
others held the view that he came to the scene after
him and he did not see NAgarj una. He composed ten
treatises such as Catuhsataka, Sata(ka) Sastra etc.
and developed the Madhyamika system of Buddhism
further. According to another tradition Aryadeva
succeeded Nagarjuna as the 1 4th Patriarch and his (Na
garjuna's) predesessor was Kapimala. Other than .
Aryadeva Nagarjuna seems to have had t�o well
known disciples named N anda and Naga as
Subramaniam recounts (Subramaniam K. R. op.
cit. p; 59).

The · next renowned . Madhami�a.. Philosophers . is
succession were Buddhap<11 i ta and BMvaviveka Bha
A. C. wrote
circa. 5th century
vaviveka (q. v.) (Bhavya)
. ,:-::lo......,
.
a commentary called Praj mipradipa on the
M �dhyami.k a Sastra of Nagarjuna �d he founded the
Svatantra M adhyamika School He cri ticized
Buddhapalita (q.v.) his senior contemporary for merely
indulging in refutation without advancing a counter
posi tion. He seems to have held the view that the
Madhyamika could consistently advance an opposite
view. Buddhap�ita (Sh centurry A. C.) and founded
the "Pnisangika School of dte Madhayrriika" which
takes the essence of Madhamika method to consist of
the use reductio ad absurdum alone. The true
Madhyamika cannot uphold a position of his own.
· His sole endeavour is to reduce to absurdity of the
arguments of his opponents.

Chandrakiri (q. v.) circa 61h and 7th century A. C.
was the next celebrated Madhyamika exponent, who ·
. wrote the commentary Prasannapada. ("clear word")
. to Nagarjuna's Madhyamika Siistra Kflrika which is .
. N4garjuna's Disciples : According to the records the foremost among the commentaries written on it.
Nagarjuna was blessed with equally skilled disciples He also wrote a commentary to A ryadeva 's
century. A. C. praises this work and says it was being
memorized both by the young and the ol� at the time.

·
·

·
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Catuhsataka. Chandrakiri follow�d the "Prasangika

"Sabban atthiti kho kacciiyana ayam eko anto,

�chool of the Madhyami ka" phil osophy. He is

sabbam r.arthiti ayam dutiyo anto ete te ubho ante

described as a commentator and author of unequalled

anupagamma majjhena tathagato dhammam

merit and gifted dialectician of the highest order.

deseti. Avijja paccayii sankharti .... etc.
"Kaccayana the view that everything exists is on.e

Similarly, eminent philosophers, dialecticiants,
debators and logicians like Shantideva, Shantarakashita,

extreme ; everything does not exist is the other .

Kamalasila, etc. adorned the lineage of Madyamika

extreme. The Tathiigata avoiding both extremes .

thinkers subsequently.

preaches the middl e path. From ignorance arise
_
dispositions etc. " (S. II. 17)

Nagarjuna and his Philosophy

:

Nagarjuna's

way", the main teaching of which is "emptiness"

Nfigarjuria recounts exactly the same view in his ·
Madhyamakakiirilai when he says :

(sunyata) Nagarjuna as well as his teaching of Sunyata

Astiti Sasvata graho nastity uccheda darsanam

has been often misunderstood and mistrepresented

Tasmad astitva nastiiive nasriyet vir;aksanah

philosophy is known as the philosophy of the ·�Middle

.

.

specially by the western scholars. Nagarjuna i s
represented as having deviated from the original

"Exists" impiies· grasping etemalism "Does not

teachings of the Buddha and promulgated a nihilistic ·

exist" implies the. philosophy of annihilation.
Therefore ;t discerning person should not rely on

. doctrine. But presenr scholarship. has· successful by
shown that it is the faflaey of some of his commentators

as well as early western scholars.

A careful examination

of his mairi treatise Madhyamika Karika reveals.. that

his sunyata (empti ness) and the .cansal genesis ·

(Pratityasamutpada/ Paficcasmi1Uppada) are identical
and that itself is the middle path.

Yah

·

,!

either existence or non-existence

(Madhyamika kiirikii XV verse 1 0) ·

. .
Et��alism implies the existence of a transmi�ating :
soul. Though the Buddha categorically and persistently ·
·

rejected the existence of a pennanent entity called 'soul'

·

pd ratityasamutapa dah

·

(atman), it was not possible to eradicate the deep
sunyatam

rooted idea from the minds of the people. Even when

pracaksmahe

the Buddha was living he had to correct a bhikku namecl

Sa prajnaptir upddayapratipat sdiva Madhyamii

Sati who misunderstood the Buddha as having taught

· of a pennanent vinnana (mind) transmigrates unchanged

. (M. I. P. 256 ff) After the passing away of the Buddha
that is emptiness. That is dependent upon · the theory of a permanen t unchanging soul or.

We state that whatever is dependent ii arising
convention. That itself is the middle path

substantialism started to intrude into the teachings of
the Buddha donned in other garbs. Sarvastivadins (Pali

Madhyamika Kiirika XXIV verse 1 8

Sabbattivada) forwarded the theory of "self nature"
(s vablziiva) and S autrantikas introduced thei r

It is very clearly s'tated in the Kaccayana Gotta . conception of self or persori (atman, pudgala)
.
Sutta ofthe Samyutta nikaya, that the Buddha avoided
surreptitiously which could b e described as ·.
.

the two extreme views of eternalism (atthita) and

substantialism i n di squise. It was the arahant

nihilism (�atihitii) and proclaimed the middle path i. e.

Moggaliupttatissa (3nl century B. C.) .the president of

Paticcasamuppada (casual genesis).

the Third Buddhist. Council, who tried to suppress

··.
· l.
.

·

.

.

.

.

·.
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heretical views such as Sabbatthivada (sarvastivada)
and Puggalavada (pudgalavada) by composing the
treatise "Points of controversy" (Kathavatthu) Out of
modem scholars Warder and Kalupahana D. J. who
revealed for the fi rst time that Nagaruna was not a
nihilist but was trying to go back to original Buddhism
highlighting the · fallacies that had gained ground.
Kalupahana at the inception of his Midamadhyamaka
kaarikil of Nagarjuna, Philosophy ofMiddle way spells
out his views thus : An attempt will be made to present
Nagrujuna merely a.S a grand commentator on the Buddha
word and try to show that he. did not try to improve
upon the . teaching of the Buddha. His work
Mulamdhyamaka karika will be explained as an attempt
to destroy the weeds that had grown around the
_
Buddha's teachings as a result of some of the ideas
expressed by the philosophers both _of the Sarvastiva
da and the Mahayana traditions (K�lupahana, D: J.
op. cit. p. 5)
Thus, contemporary scholars citing from original
scriptures of both Southern and Nothern schools of
.
.
Buddhism, have established that Nagarjuna was not a
nihilist or a full-fledged Mahayanist (unlike the Maha .
. . yanists of a later period who undermined the historical
Buddha) nor was he trying to improve upon the original
teachings of the Buddha, but was faithful to the original
teachings of the Buddh:;t, was attempting to vindicate .
the original teachings of the Buddha from
misconceptions attributed by . the suhstantialist like
Sarvastivadins, Sautrantikas etc, ·
The supreme position Nagarjuna attained in the
contemporary philosophical arena is samply attested
in the following statement made by his commentator
Chandrakirtl nearly four centuries later.

',1 , :.

'

Even today the rays of his philosophy bum the
fuel of philophies of the rival philosophers as well as
the darkness in the minds of the people.
XI)
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Nagifrjunakof!qa or " H i l l

of Nagarj una" is a n ancient B uddhist eslablishment in
the valley of the river Krishna, which flourished in the
early centuries of the Christian era.
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lt is on the right

bank of the river Krishna in the Paland Taluk of Guntur
District of Madras-Presidency, at present included in
the State of Andhra, The ruins ofNagarjunakonda were

first discovered i n 1 926 by the eminent archaeologist
A. H. Longhurt in 1926 and the excavations were carried

.

.

Krishna Valley at the beginning of the
Christian era, but also the spread of Buddhism in South
Buddhism in the

India

Amon$ the findings are stupas, mon asteries , apsidal

temples, Ayaka pillars, statues, pavillions, inscriptions
bona. rel i cs , pottery, coins and some over 500
magilificent bas-relief's in the Amaravati sty le
.

Inscriptions : The most important findings of the
archaeological excavations are the large number of
inscriptions written in the Brahmi script. The language
. philosopher Nagarjuna spent his last days according
used found to be Prakrit and the inscriptions belong to
to the Tibetan records, in a temple specially built for . · the second and third centuries A. C. Histrorically these
him by the south Indian King Satavahana or Si!vahana. inscriptions are of immense value for they contai n

the years 1 926-3 1 . As a result of the findings of
the archaeological excavations, it was indentified as
the Sri Parvata, where the celebrated B uddhi st

out in

All around Nagarj unakonda is a girdle of lofty hills
forming a natural ·valley watered by the mighty Krishna
River that nurtured a great Buddhist civilization in the

early centuries of the first millennium. In the central

position of the valley, once stood Vij ayaptiri the capital
of powerful Iksvaku emperors of S outh India,
· Nagarjunakonda was on the eastern side of the city

and it overhangs the right bank ofthe river. Surrunding
. Nallamahu Range (Black Hills} extend westwards along
the Krishna river and on a forest clad hill facing the
river and about sixty m ile s west of Nagjunakonda
stands the famous Hindu temple Sri Sai lam. The
Budd.hist ruins along the Krishna valley including it's
to the flourishing Buddhist

· tributary Paler testify

civilization in the latter centuries of the pre Christian
era and the early centuries of the Christian era, the .

centers of which areAmaravati, Jaggayyapeta, Gantasa
Ia , Goli and Nagarjunakonda . . The hi s tori ans say that
the rise of Amaravati as a prominent city could be .
dated before the Christian era but reached its height of
.
glory during the secorid century A . C. Nagarjunakonda
rose to its prominence, as a great centre of Buddhism
under the patronage of Iksv aku rulers of the 3rd

valuable information not only on Nagarjunakonda but
also the adj acent city Vijayapuri the capital of
Iksvakus, mime s of kings and queens of l ksv a ku
Dynasty inducting the state of Buddhism in the Krishna
vai ley. Ye t these inscriptions are not official .
proclamations issued by Iksvaku rulers. but recordings·
of various donations specially made .to Mahii cetiya at
Nagarjunakonda It is signifi<>ant that among the donors .
·the majority are royal ladies. Nevertheless there are
·
aJso donors
apparently
not connected to the royal
.
.
.
.
.
'
family. The inscriptions haye prese.rved the names of
several lksvaku kings such as Madharipudata Siri Yira
Purisadata during whose reign the principal sanctuaries
of Nag araj u n akonda w ere fqunde d . His father
Yasithiputa Siri Chamtarnula and his son and successor
Yasathiputa Siri. Ehuvula are found referred to. The
inscriptions contain words such as Digha-Majjhima
Pamcamatuka-Osaka vacakanam, Digha Majjhima
Nikaya dharena etc. which throw some light on the
Buddhist scriptures prevalent in the. Krishna valley.
The inscriptions also record Nagarj unakonda and
Yijyapuri had connections not only with distant regions
of India such as Kashmir, Gandhara but also other
countries such as Ceylon (Sri Lanka) and China.

century A. C. 1
The Archaeological excavations conducted during

1 926-3 1 under A. H. Longhurst, as already stated, at

Nagarjunakonda h<l$ yielded valuable information not

only regarding Nagarjunakonda but also the state of
·.

;':
�··�

.

.,

:

M ahacetiya. The archaeol ogists have
identified eight stupas at Nagarjunakonda, The stupa
identified in one Inscription at the site, as "Mahacetiya
of the Lord and Supreme B uddha" is the foremost
among the stupas. It has been build with .large bricks

Stupas

1N. Dutt observes just ass Bodh Gaya grew on the bank of the Neranjana as a very early centre of Hinayana and a place
of pilgrimage for early Buddhists as also did Amaravati (extending to Jaggayyapeta) and Nagarjunakonda on the bank
of River Krishna (including its tributary Paler) as a flourishing centre of proto Mahayana and Mahayana in pre
Christian and early Christian era and a plac.;c: ,:f �X•;;-i·"'''fe f·�·r later Buddhists (indian Historical Quarterly 7, 935 ff,
Confusion between Madhyamika Nagarjurw : 7�nl<ic l\lag;,o,rjuna by Nalinaksha Dutt)
:;;,(
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being ornamented with garland decorations. The ayaka

to the inscription the hill was known as "Smaller
Dharmagiri" (Ksudra Dharmagiri) on Sri Parvata. The

. pillar platforms are made of stones except their bases.

text of the inscription tuns thus :

covered with plaster from top to bottom, the dome

The ayaka platforms which are highly decorated

.

revealing the. Andhra genesis in art. The stupa is
surrounded by processional paths a feature of ancient

.

Acariyanam Kasmira Gandhara Cina Cilata Tosali-

Avaranta Vamga Vanavasi
yavana Damita Palura Tambapamni dipa

stupas Hke Sanchi. According to the inscription the a
yaka pillars at the Mahacetiya were set up by a princess

pasadakanam theriyanam

named Chamti Siri and other royal ladies, Dr. Voghe1

tambapannakanam suparigahe (EP lndxx. 22-23).

. thinks that the Mahaceitya was founded by the princess

For the benefit of masters and of the fraternities (of

· Chamtisiri. But Longhurst3 does not agree and says

monks) o.fTambap�a (Ceylon) who have converted

. the Mahaceitya was founded long before Chamtirisi
·

and she was only instrumental in adding Ayaka pillars
to it. · Archaeologists think' that the Amaravati Stupa

Kasinir, Gandhara, Cina Citala (Skt. Kirata) Avaramta
(Sk. Aparanta) Vanga, Vanavasi Yavana Damila Palura .

and the isle of Tambapann (Ceylon) translations Dr.

was built and enlarged between circa second B. C. and

VogeP

second century A . C. But stupas of Jaggayyapeta and
Nagarjunakonda were constructed in the third of fourth

The inscriptions further says the Sihalavi hara

century A . C. respectively. Longhursr who carried
out the excavations conlcudes:

"i personally like Dr.

contained as shrine with a bodhi tree (Sinhala Vihare

Hirananda Sastri, . do not doubt that the Mahacetiya

bod.hrukkba pasade) which is a ne·cessary feature of

w·as originally built to enshrine some corpora!' remains

the Buddhist monasteries of Sri Lanka even today. . ·

of the Buddha, and the fragments of bone found in the
.
. gold reliquary represent genuine dhatus or relics of the

The inscription further records the dedication of a .
cetiya ghara to the fraternities ofTambapanni. ari<ither
feature of a monastery in ancient Sri Lanka6• It is ainply

Great Teacher. There is no .reasons why such a ·relic

clear that Buddhists of Krishna Vall ey had close .

could not have been ·obtained from North ·India long
before the date ofChainatisiri". lris this relic discovered

· . teli'gious contacts with their counterparts in Sri Lanka
. during the early centuries of the Christian era.

at the M ahac e t i y a N agarj uakonda now being
. worshipped in the Mulagandiiakuti Vih:in; in Saranath.

Bas-reliefs

Monasteries :

The most valuable and striking

discoveries made during the excavations by Longhurst

were complete in themselves, containing a Vihar� or

500 nos. The scenes depicted

at N;1garjunakonda are the pieces of sculpture over

dwelling place of monks, a temple (Mainly apsidal)
and a stupa, Each v ihara has a rectangular open

vihiira was a square stone paved hall with a wooden
roof supported by pillars. In the inner side of the outer
wall was a row of cells for the monks with a verandah
in front. Some of the cells were used as store rooms. a

few as shrines and there was ustta!ly one· large. room
which served as a refectory.

in the carvings are from

the life of the Buddha and from the Jiitakas (previous
births) Among the scenes depicted are Buddha

courtyard enclosed by a brick wall. In the centre of

·

:

Remains
.
. of six vhiiiras or monasteries
have been discovered. Thes� monastic. establishment

Dipcmkara:s predic(ltion regarding Gautama Buddha,
.
the admission of the . six Sakya princes and the barber
tJpali to the order, conversion of Nanda, the gift of
·

earth, Princes Siddhartha in the pleasure Garden, Devas
congrat�latilig Buddha after the Enlightenment. Lady . .
Amara and the four wise men Ummaggaji ltaka,

MandhiJJu JiiJaka, the Nii
Champeyya Jiitaka,
ga king Ajapala subdued by the Buddha, Sibi jataka,

SihalavihAra : Among the monasteries one of the hills

transp<)rt of relics, Buddha visited by lndra .in the cave .

· called "Naharallabodu" is of special significance: An
· inscription at the : si te records that a l ady named

Ind�sala, Dasaratha Jataka, M ahapaduma Jataka, .
Upasagara Devagarbha and Ghata Jatakas, Buddha

Bodhisiri con�tructed a monastery with a apsidal

preaching to four monks, the offering of food to the

temple for the Ceylonese monks living there. According

Buddha after enlightenment, meeting of Upaka the
wandering ascetic, Sagara and the Naga of the Mango

. 2 Longhurst P. H. Buddhist Antiquities of Nagarjunakonda Delhi,
Manager Publications 1 938
.
3 Loc. Cit.
• Op. cit. p. 1 9
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the royal ladies of the lksvaku Dynasty of Vijayapuri,

Ferry, conversion ofyaksha Alavaka, the king Kappina
the Great's conversion and epi:;odes in the career of
the Buddha.

lt is significant those royal ladies patronized Buddhism .

The scenes relating to the Buddha's life and his pre
births (jiitakas) are drawn from early Buddhist texts
(including some pertaining to northern Buddhlsm) such
as Jdtakan idhdna, Lalitavistara, Mahdvastu,
Buddhacarita of Asvaghosa, Divya vaddna,
Buddhaghosa's commentary ofDharnmapa�a, Mahapa

rinibbtina Sutta, Sakkapannha Sutta of Dighanikiiya
and its commentary Sumangala Vilasini and some
-

Ceylonese and Chines versions of the Life of the
Buddha.. It is clear that the texts of South�m Buddhism
as . well as those of Northern Buddhism were · being
studied at Krishna Valley.

The carvings are of Amanivati style, In som� pieces
it is seen synoptic mode of illustration has been followed
i .e the artist have combined -the successive stages of
the story in one panel. In others he h;1s the narrative
style ahd to a little extent symbolic modes.

·

monuments at Nagarjunakonda were the donations by

while their husbands devoted Hindus and hence it is
clear that Hinduism and B uddhism co-existed
peacefully in the Krishna valley at the time. The chief
among the lady donors is the Princess Chamtisiri who
established iiyaka pillars at the Mahacetiya. Some
historians are of the view that Princess Chamtisiri was
not connected to the Royal family of Iksvaku. B ut
Vogel 8 maintains that she too would have been one of
the five queens of the reigning King Virapurushadatta ·
although it is not specifically mentioned in the
inscription. Another inscription of the 6th regnal year
of the Iksvaku King Virapurushadatta, re�ords
Mahadevi Rudradharaoattharika a royal princess from
· Ujjain (Ujanika MaharaGa) Balika erected a pillar at
Mahacetiya· at Nagarjunakonda for the attainment by
herself of wei fare and happiness and Nirvana. Besides
the dedication of a pillar, she also contributed a sum of
1 70 Dinari-masaka to the expense incurred by
Chamitisiri for the building o(the stupa. Among the
other female donors are Adavi Chamtisiri the daughter
of the kin� Chamtamula and th�·sister ofthe King.Siri
Virapurushadatta, Chula Chamitisirinika and Bhatdeva
the daughter in law of Siri Chru;ntamula. A pious gift ·
made by a Saka girl is found recorded in another · .
inscription, showing Iksvakus had cordial relationship ·
with Sakas .
·

Mahasarighikas at Nagarjunakonda : Another
significant fact reveilied in the inscriptions .i s . the
presence of Mahasarighikas in the Krishna Valley
including Nagarjuni&onda. Maha5anghikas who broke
· away from the orthodox Theravada school are said to
. have. established themselves in the North especially .
. around Pataliputra and Vesali etc. The inscriptions
discovered at Nagarjunakonda testify that they have
moved southwards too and established themselves in
the Krishna Valley in the south. It is interesting to find
several sects subsequently deviated from
Mahasangh ika such as Apamahavinaseliyas! ·
Purvaseliya, Bahusattiya (Skt. Bahusrutiyas), Mahi .
sasaka (Skt. Mahisasaka) are found referred to in the
Nagarjunakonda inscriptions7. Thus it is clear that
Krishna valiey in the south too was one of the early
sanctuaries ofearly Mahayana, a fact revealed by the
ruins at Krishna valley.
Royal Patrons : The inscriptions reveal that many
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Chinese Pilgrims : The Chinese pilgrims who came

to India have left graphic descriptions of
Nagarjunakonda. Fa-hian the first of well known
pilgrim from China speaks of a Po-lo-yu ie. Parava or
Parvata, a monastery on an isolated rock. of a pyramidal
shape, with five storeys, each ornamented with the
figure of an animal with 1 ,500 cells in all. It was well
supplied with water by a wonderful arrangement and ·
windows were cut in the rock to let in air and light. It
may be surmised that Parvata ·was corrupted into
Paravata which means a bee. The situation of Fa-hiuen, ·.
Po-Lo�Yu fits in with the of Nagarjunakonda
· The next Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang refers to a
rock Po-Lo-Mo Lo Kili meaning black peak or black . ·

Dutt N. disputes the report that C�ylon�se monks converting regions of India such as Kashmir Gandhara eic. He
says that it is unknown in the history of Buddhism, He offers a different translation of the inscription (N. Dutt
op. cit p. 632)
6 In the same inscription a mention has also been made to a vihara called Kulaha Vihara in addition to the Sihala
Vihara.
Indian Historical Quarterly 7 Madayamika Nagrajuna & Tantric Nagrajuna Dutt. p. 632 ff.
8 Kanailal Harsha Royal Patrons of Buddism. Delhi 1 984, p. 1 65.
s
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bee. His Po Lo mo lo kili appears as Fa-bian's Po Lo

rice is taken out. The quantity of rice was always

ru. Both inscriptions agree more or Jess, but the account

remained without reduction. At present the monastery

of Hiuen Tsang appear more reliable as he had visited

is, however ruined and there is no monk (in residence).

Dhanyakataka to which ki ngdon belonged

Nagarjuna passed away after life of 700 years (South

Nagrujunakonda Hieum Tsang says "The solitary peak .
of the mountain towers above the rest .....The king

.

Sadvahana, fot the sake of Nagarjuna, tunnelled the

India in the VIII century, Hui-ch ' ao description re-

exmained. Oriens Extremes, XV12 (1 968) by Jan-Yunn-

hua).

rock and built a Sangharama, In the midst of long
galleires with eaves for walking under and high towers,

Hui-ch'�o's descriptions and that of Hiuen Tsang's

the storeyed buildings reached to the height of five

one are almost identical. They differ as regards numbers

stages, each a stage with four halls with viharas

of storeys of the temple . Hiuen Tsang says the .

enclos·ed. Jri each viliara was a life·size statue of Buddha

monastery was in five storeys while Hiu-ch' ao speaks

cast in gold, wrought with consummate art· and

of three storeys and it could be a copying error.

singularly adorned." The arrangements for water and
light are similar to those desc.ribed by Fa-Hian. In to

According to the Tibetan tradition Nagatjuna �pent

to p m ost Nagarj u n a deposited the scripture Of

his last days of his life at Sriparavata in a temple built

· Sakyamuni Buddha and the writing of Pusas.. In the

for him by the South Indian king Satavahana or

lowest halls were the laymen attached to the monastery

Sadvahana as already said. As there appear to have

. and the three intermediate hall were the lodgings of�he

brethfen.";Hiueil Tsang further says that while residing · been two Nagaijunas i .e Nagarjuna the founder of ·

· · her� Nagruj.�na · met his pupil Aryadeva .who ha,iled

Madhyamik� system circa 1 st or 2nd century A: C.

from Sengbla (Sinhala) �i�h sch()lars thinks refers to

and Taimtrict Nagarjuna Circa· 6th century A.

schoiars are di�ided � regards the correct Nagarjuna ·

· .ceylon (Sn Lanka). .

who was conn.encted to Nagarjuna konda. Nalinaksha

A Korean monk Huich ao who visited India in the

Dutt says that i t w as Tantric Nagarjuna who i s

8th century A. C. has left us another description of of

supposed to.have spent his last days of Sriparvata and

J'.!agarjuna teniple in his Memoris ofPilgrimage tv the

he was born 400 ()r 500 years after the first Nagatjuna.

five regions ofliuiia (Hui-ch'ao wang-wu-chuan). Huich ·

Dutt further states Tantric Nagarjuna converted ·

ao's description Nagarjuna's temple reads as follows ;

Sriparvata (Nagaraj unakonda) to centre of Tarci
worship. He also mentions that the First Nagarjuna

There is a great monastery that lies amidst the
mountains, it was constmcted by Yaksas under the
· directioin from Budhi�atva Nagarjuna, ·and not buiid
by human beings. The pillars (of the monastery) were
cut from rocks of the mountain and the cave-temple is

· in three storeys. The monastery is about 300 and odd

C. The · .

had nothing to do with Nagarjunakonda, Sriparava.ta

·

or Dhanyakataka and his activities were confined. to
Daksinakosala (Indian Historical Quarterly 7, 935 ff.
Confusion between

Madhayamika Nagarjuna and

Tantric Nagarjuna. Nalinak.sha Dull)

spaces in circuit. During the days when Nagarjuna was
alive the monastery had 3,00 monks. He single
handedly supplied fifiteen piculs of rice daily, to .

In the meantime Jan Yun-hua (Joumai of Indian
.
.
History Vol. XLVIII part II August 1970 Serial No.
·,

.

.

maintain the life of the monks. the rice was always . 143 P . 4 1 5 ff supp<>rts the opposite view when he
·
plentiful; the stock would bC refilled immediately after · says :

NAGARJUNAKONDA
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can understand the site being used as quarry by modern

"All the avail able informat ion agrees that the
Bud{t�isl site of Nagrujunakonda was flourishing some

builders, as so often done in India. But this never
occurred at NagaJjunakonda as there are no towns and

time in the second and third centuries A. C. which

tallies, with the time of Nagarjuna, the founder of
M adhyamika School of B uddh i m . " He re the

no cart roads in or out in the valley

archaeologi cal findings indirectly di sapprove s the
suggestion of a Tantric Nagarjuna and his activities at

w as

Nagarjunakonda or Sriparvata during VII or the VIII

Nagarj unakonday saying Struggle between Buddhism

But some dispute the · tradition that Sankharacarya
responsible

for

the

destru c t i on

of

and Hinduism was a war of the pen and not of the

century.

sword. Some point out that when Sankharacarya came
According to Hiuen Tsang who visited India in the
6th centuary A. C. Nagarjunakonda was already in

to the scene in the mediaeval period, Nagarjunakonda
. was already in a ruined status and they report its

ruins, Huich' ao too says when he visited visited (circa

. destroying is baseless. If we believe the historians who

V I I I century) it was abandoned. Hence Jan Yun-hua

dispute Sankharacarya's destroying Nagarj unakonda

argue� that Tantric Nagarjuna and his activities at

"Jan yun hua argues, How will we explain the transfer .

�f Buddhist property at N agarjunakonda Srisailam as

Nagarj unakonda during VII or V I I I century is not
possible.

·.veil as Sringeri into the hands ofSankhara's followers:

Destruction of Nagarjunakonda : NagaJjuna- konda

"Jan Yun-Hua further observes: "However h�stility

got destructed. But no records are available as to how

of Sankhara against Buddhists as recorded in his

i t hot destructed or who was responsible for it's.

hagiography, Tibetan sources and archaeological

destruction. Again scholars are divided on the subject.

findings are all affirmative. This accordance of different ·.

The popular tradition is that mediaeval H i ndu

sources must not be mere accident, but based on sa:ne

philosopher teacher Sankharacarya, a great enemy of

historical truth . . . . . . . Comparing this. hagiographical

..

Buddhism vandlized Nagcuj�nakonda accomapanied by

account (of Sankhara) with the Longhurst's 9 report

his followers during his victorious tours defeating

that Sankharacarya w i th host of fo llowers and

Buddihsts and Jains. The observations made at the

destroyed Buddhist monuments of Nagarjunakonda

archaeological excavations lead us in the same direction.

the facts and literary expression are almost identical

Longhurst who conducted the excavations opine thus:

Here the Indian hagiography of Sankara, the Tibetan
"The ruthless manner in which all the buildings of
N ag arjunakonda have been destroyed i s simply
appalling and cannot represent the work of treasure
seekers alone, as so many of the pillars, statues and
sculpture have been wantonly smashed to pieces. Had

sources of the B_uddhists and the archaeological report
of our time are all ir. agreement about the role which

·

ara played in the elimination of Buddhism from
. S�
,··•'·'
I�4ia" (Journal of Indian Histroy Vol. XLVIII Part II

there been town close at hand, as at Amaravati, one

.

'i :- ·

Aug.

1 970 Serial No. 143, p. 424-25)

�(

9Longhurst comments Local tradition relates that the great Hi�lJu philosopher and teacher Sankharacarya of mediae-

val times came to Nagrajunakonda with a host of followers an4,�stroyed the Buddhist monuments. Be this as it may,
the fact remains that the cultivated lands in the valley on whicli; ruined buildings stand represent a religious grant made

�ligious Head of the followers of this great teacher that

to Sankharacarya and it was only with saction of the present

I

was able to conduct the excavations. This Brahman pontiff�ho resides at Pushpagiri in the Guntur District, also

tf was acquired in the same measure as it seems to have

owns the Srisaliam temple in the Nallanmalais, which no dou
been a Buddhist site originally (Longhurst op. cit. p.

9)

.

<;-

·
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·
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NAGARJUNAKO�A
P. Y. Bapath

It is not i mpossible 1hat though in ruined and

2500 year of Buddhism Publications
"

Division Min istry of Informa tion Govt. of India

abandoned state yet Nagarjunakonda could have been

De lhi 1987

the target -of vandals headed by Sankara and transfer

Epigraphia Indica XX

the properties to the Hindu establishments as a religious

edited b y

J.. Ph.

Vogel

Journal of Indian History Vol XLV II I , Part I I ,

grant.

S ugudy, I

970,

Serial

No.

143,

Nagraj u nakonda

Note on a new Reference from Chinese Source by

Submersion of Nagarjunako!Jf)a : Nagarjunakor:¢1

J an Yun-Hua

is no more. It had to make way for the gigantic Krishan

K. A runasiri.

Valley .Development Project mat hamessed the mighty
Krishna River to irrigate thousand of acres of thirsty
lands. The authorities of post independent India had
not alternative but to submerge ruins of Krishna Valley

NAGASENA, an arahant, cel ebrated for h i s

including Nagarajunak�nda. However, all the moveable
objects. of archaeological value were salvaged and
assembled in a Museum specially puilt for the purpose . .
To commem�rate the name ofNagarjuna the reservoir
. is named Na�arjuna Sagar (Nagarjuna Oce.an). See
.
PLATES IV-VI.
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NAKKHATIA

Nt'�. KKHATTA, a conj u nction of th'� mouo with
di ffer.:: n t ::,· . 1stdiativns,

a

lunru mMis.on. T�,.$ iders

to the consteilations of the lunar zoi.ii ac wherein

twenty-seven such constellations have been identified

ar1d accepted in astrological calculations. Naturally the
mocm

is referred to as the most prominent of all the

Nakkhaltas (nakkluittiinam mukho cando : Thag. 1 1 ,
1 4) . These conste l lati ons constitute ·an i n tegral
component amon g the determ i n a n t fac tors in

horoscopic and related astrological observations and

calculations.

NAKKHAITA

dealing with the nature and infl uence of the heavenly

bodi es i n general while astrology deals w i th the
influence of these bodies on human affairs, which

aspect has given rise to what is called the "horoscope"
of an individual.

The Buddha neither spoke for, nor against, astrol-

. ogy but he seems to have tacitly accepted it for its
worth because it had a certain degree of usefulness in

!·:;mnn affairs. The Buddha himself ha..� used the lunar
month as the time-unit when framing the ecclesiastical

rules for the Order and the Bhikkhus had to know the
These twenty-seven nakkhatras are common to both

particular dates of the lunar calendar in observing these

Pali and Sanskrit sources. The Pali canonical work,

regulations and rituals like the fortnightly confession

Mahaniddesa refers to them (p. 3 82) as twenty-eight
(a��havisati nakkhattiim) owing to a confusion resulting

(uposatha) on the appropriate dates. Also, he has laid

from one nakkhatta (i. e. magasira) having another

special emphasis on the value of the Bhikkhus study

ing nakkhattas and has even laid down a special Vi nay a

name as ag rahayeni. The entire list is listed in the 1 2th

rule (Wn. 1 1 , 2 1 7) that the forest-dwelling monks should

century Sri Lank-an work Abhidluingppadipikii, (edited .

Jearn the lunar mansions (nakkhatta-padiini). This

by Va:skaduve Subhuti Thera, Mahabodhi Printers,

particular request for forest-dwelling.monks was nec

Colombo,

essary because those other monks living in urban or

i 938, pp. 58�60). These are assayuja,
bharan!, kattikii, rohini, magasira, addii, punabbasu,
ph ussa, asilesd, maghd, p ubbaphagguni,
uttaraphagguni ho.ttha, citta� siiti,- visiik.hii, anuriidhii
, }eUiza-mf#.a, p�_,tbba-iisa,ha, uttara-iisalha, savana,
dhan.ittha, satabhisaja , pu bbabhaddhapdd,
. uttarabhaddhapadii and revclli.
It is to be noted that certain nakkhattas seem to

even village areas could obtain the required dates from
others whereaS the former had no such source of help
and had to calculate the dates on their.own. The nuns
were expected to consult the monks arid obtain the
appropriate times which fact obviated the necessity .
of nuns also learning about astrological calculations.
Here it may not be inappropriate to digress a little .

have been more familiar and significant than others as

for a very bri e f . survey as to the part played by

being referred to more frequently in B uddhist literature

astrological calculations in the Buddha's own life-story.

: e. g.- iisiillui, uttara-dsiilha, kattikii, rohini etc.

It is on record that when prince Siddhartha took con

Perhaps these were more auspicious and suitable than

ception in Queen Maya's womb as was symbolically

others for Buddhist ritualistic purposes.

·

expressed by a dream, king Suddhodana lost no time in
inviting brahamin astrologers to prognosticate about

By the time the Buddha appeared in India (6th-7th
century B. C.) astrology had long been established as a

the future of the child to be born. The same wa<; re
peated on the fifth day after the child's birth at the .

generally accepted system providing some guidance to

name-giving ceremony when the seers predicted that

people i n their day-to day activities. It w as the

he would become a Buddha.

brahamanical astrological system d iscovered and
promulgated by the ancient seers Wherein the afore
mentioned nakkhattas, along with the other heavenly
bodies such as the twelve riisis of the solar zodiac,
served as the basis for astrological calculations and
predictions.
!• ·..,, t • •

It was the early man's observations of the heavenly
bodies and their movements that gave rise to the twin
sciences of astronomy and astrology, both in the East
and the West. Astronomy refers to the pure .science

. This is evident that king Suddhodana followed the

accepted astrological system of the time in bringing
up the Bodhisatta. A quotable instance here is the .
ploughing festival which was also held on a specially
auspicious day on which the child-bodhisatta attained
to the first Jhiina.
It is unquestionabte that the p(ince himself had

knowledge of astrology as was _expected of an edu

cated person of his standing in the contemporary

soci-

·
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ety. He must have used this knowledge in the wajor

also maintai n the fixity of seasons and other events

that he made his great Renunciation during the time
limit of the phussa nak.khatta which is apportioned to

People should never be slaves to astrological lore

activities of his career. This is corro?onited by the fact

the planet Saturn, the basic nature of which ptanet is
to lure people away from sensuality and household
life towards austere life-styles of the ascetic type. This
explains wby the Bodhisatta selected a moment in the
wee hours of the day for this great journey from home
to homelessness, the great Renunciation.

depending on the movement of the heavenly bodies.

because its functioning is limited and any over-depen

dence on it would mislead the practicer. A good in

stance for this phenomenon is offered by the Nakkatta ·
. Jataka (no. 49) when a certain bridegroom lost his
bride because he depended too much on astrology.

A. G. S. Kariyawasam.

His six-year period of austerities was when he was
under the major influence of the same pranet ·saturn
and his achievement of Buddhahood came when he
was under the major influence of the planet Mercury,
whose influence favours intellectual achievements.
The recorded events of his life from the eve of the
day of his enlightenment also suggest that he made use
.
of astrologichl indic"atiOJlS in his major undertaking like
partaking ofSujata's milk-rice, taking his position· un- .

NALANDA(l)

is the celebrated Buddhist monastic

Uni versi.ty that flourished bet�een the 5 th- 1 2th

centuries A. C . , in North East ln�ia, in the suburb of

Rajagaha (Modem Rajgir), the cdpital of the ancient.
kingdofil of Magadha. Taranatha' the Tibetan histonan
calls it "Mine of !eaming, honourd Nalanda". It is among
the oldest teaching institutions ofUniversity level in
the world, perhaps the ·oldest University on record.

der the Bodhi tree etc. His setting out to Benares from

The _Nalanda University is reckoned as one of the ·

Buddhagaya to mEerthe Paricavaggiyas:fo(preac!Ung .
.
.
the ��rs_t Se��on too seems to have been similarly

greatest- contributions Buddhists have ma.de to world

selected. Also, it is quite significant that some modem .
. astrologiCal research�rs have discovered that the asalha
· nak.khatta selected by the Buddha to preach his First

Sermon was a very rare planetary combination occur
ring once in three hundred years. His habit of selecting

ful l-moon days for his important undertakings also
i ndicate the same proclivity.
Thus it can be safely concluded that Buddhism
does not reject astrology in toto but accepts it for its

worih as a tool in guiding one's affairs in the woild.
.
However, the Buddha has discouraged the practice of

civilization.2 The Nalanda University.finally found its
end at the hands of Muslim invaders in the 1 3th century

·

A. C.
The ruins found in a hamlet called "Baragoan

·•

(village of the.Banyan Trees) seven miles to the North
West of Rajgir (ancient Rajagaha), on "Bihar Light

Railway" is identified as those ofNalanda University.
The "Baragon" is in the Patna District of Bihar State at
present. It was Hamilton Buchnan3 who visited the
site and noticed the ruins for the first time, in the first .
quarter of the· 19th century. Dr. Alexander Cunningham
was the first to· identi fy the ruins as those of the

astrological forecastings for monks (D. 1 , p. 1 0), not
because the practice was not acceptable in itself but it

Nalanda University guided by the travel accounts of ·

did not suifa �uddhist monJ<'s ,vocation.

literature Nalanda was associated. with the life of. the .

In conclusion let it be stated briefly that from the
Buddhist point of view the acceptable position is that
the heavenly bodies of our solar system headed by sun
and moon inevitably exercise their influence un man

Hieun Tsang. According to the Pali canon and the Jain .
Buddha and the life of Mahavira (q. v.) respectively.
Literary evidence ac; well as archaeological evidence
are available for the study of the Nalanda University. ·
Among the· literary evidence, records left by foreign

and his environment and accordingly the birth of a

students of the Nalanda U�iversity are the most useful

ences, which, having been properly discovered by an

and trustworthy. The Chinese pilgrim/student Hieun
Tsang who spent 5 years (circa 640-45 A .C.) and l

cient seers, can be used as guidelines i n the journey of
· . life. The Buddhist teaching of Niyama Dharma (q.v.)

provide valuable infonnation on day to day life at the
Nalanda University.

person at a particular hour in the time-space dimen
. sion is also inevitably linked to these planetary influ-

tsing who studied for 1 0 years (Circa 675-685 A. C.)

NALANDA (l)
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The information o n the Nalanda University from
Hieun Tsang is available in two sources, his own account
as well from his biography by his pupil Hwui Li. Other
than the two prominent Chinese students referred to
above, many other pilgrims/students from Chi na itself,
Japan, Korea, Java, Sumatra, Mongolia, Sri Lmka, Tibet
and also from distant kingdoms of India itself provide
valuable information regarding the N:ilanda University.
In addi tion to the l i terary data, findings of the
archaeological excavations available in the form of
reports of the Archaeological survey of India, are of
v i tal i m portance for the students. Among the
archaeologi cal e v idence unearthed, buildings,
inscriptions, both stone and copper and a large number
of seals and images discovered, provide va:Juable
infonnation.
The association o f Nalanda with .the life of the
Buddha may have been the reason for the selection of
that location for the University. Hieun Tsang 4 mentions
1wo traditions regarding the origin of the name N:ilanda
According to one tradition, it was named N:ilanda after
a dragon (miga) living in the tank in a mango park, to the
south of the monastery. Hieun Tsang does not favour
the explanation, but 1-tsing accepts i t. The other
tradition is found in a J3taka. The Buddha was once
born as a king in one of his former births and had his
capital there. He was so fbnd of giving, which � on for
him the epithet Nalanda (na-alam-da) which means "
insatiable in giving". As an honour to the king who had
his capital there the place was.narned " Nalanda". Hieun
Tsang prefers the latter.
The beginning ofN3.landa as well as its early history
is obscure. The original builder too is not known with .
certainty. According to Taranatha 5 it was the Emperor
Asoka who built a " large temple of the Buddha there"
at N:ilendra (as he calls it). Taranatha further identifies

NALANDA (l)

it as the birthplace of Sariputta, the chief disciple of
the Buddha. as well as the place h e att«i ned Nirvana. It
is relevant to mention at this juncture that a Sinhala
l iteraty work of the 1 4th Cen tury, named
Nikayasangrahaya6 mentions that after the. third
Buddhist Council .h eld in the reign of Emperor Asoka ·
under the leadership of Elder Moggaliputtatissa, some
heretical monks (tirthakas) went over to Nalanda near ·
Rajagaha where they formed into a dissident sect called
M ahasanghika i n oppos i t i o n to the orthodox
Sthaviravada school. As Nalanda was a place sanctified
by the Buddha and his chief disciples, it is obvious
that several monuments would have visited it on
pilgrir 1age. Hiuen Tsang asserts that at the present the
monastery premises there was a mango grove earlier.
owned by a lord (srestin). Five hundred merchants
bought it for ten croes of gold coins and offered it to
the Buddha.
Fa-Hien7 a Chinese pilgrim who visited India.in the
5th century A. C. does not mention Nill anda in his
account. But he refers to a place called NaJa, he. visited
and describes it as the birth place of Yen. Sariputta,
the chief disciple of the Buddha and also the place
where he attained parinirv�na. Fa-Hien has further
recorded that the thupa put up on the spot where Yen.
Sariputta's body was cremated was in existence when
he visited. The silence of Fa-Hien on Nalanda in the
5th century A . C. appear surprising. Scholars are
divided on the reason for Fa-Hien 's silence on Nalanda
It is difficult to think that an institution, which in the
foll o w i n g centuries reached the status o f an
international university with a massive and splendid
complex of buildings and 1 0,000 residents was yet to
be born in the 5th century A. C. Nilakantha Sastri
holds the view that though Nalanda was in existence,
it did not receive the attention of Fa-Hien, because it
did not reach the position of a reputed seat of learning ·

1 Gesh des Buddhismus p. 1 52

2 Fergusson James (Indian and Eastern Architecture London 1 876 p. 1 36) compares Nalanda with "Monte casino, one

of the greatest interprovincial unversities of Medieal Europe. From the evidence that is at hand, we think ·we can

· assign it a still> loftier position viz. of an International University of Nalanda." (Sankalia H. S. University of Niilanda,

...

.

p. 1 9 1 )
3 Buchanan, Hamilton, ed. Martin Eastern India I. 1 883, pp. 95f Earliest Modem Account of Baragoan, the site of
4 Watters Thomas on Yuan Chwang 's Travels in India edited by Rhys Davids, Reprint New Delhi, 1 96 1 , Voi.II p. 166,
s Taranatha's History of India Ed. D. Chattopadhayaya, M.o tilal Banarsidass, Delhi, 1 990, p. 1 0 1
.
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has ascribed the foundation of Nalai1da to Sadraditya

which it reached, in the 6th and 7th centuries at the

but he does not say anything of Bhisu Rajavamsa or

time of Fa-Hien's visit in the 5th century. There is,

however, a view that Fa-Hien did not visit Nalanda at

the original size of the building which 1-tsing gives.

described as the birth place of � ariputra is called Na

correct identification of the kings in the Chinese

all and that the village, NaJa, which he had visited

Scholars are of different opinions as regards the

!aka or Nalagrama in the Sudarshana Jiitaka and it is

account. R. K. Mookerji attempts to identity them as ·

not the same as Nalanda. In the absence of any other

follows : "It is difficult to establish the hi.storicity or

l iteraiy recor9's, we have no alternative but to depend

chronology of these six kings. Sakraditya may be taken

heavily on the account� of the Chinese pilgri.ms Hieun

to be Kumaragupta I (A. C . 4 1 4-454) on the ground
that Kumaragupta assumed the title of Mahendraditya

Tsang and 1-Tsing. Hiuen Tsnagi narrates the beginning

. of Nalanda University thus. "Here, soon afler the
a

former king of

and M ahendra i s the name of Sakra or l n dra.

this country, esteeming the one vehid�; and revere.ncing

Buddhagupta is the Gupta Emperor B udhapupta

decease of the Buddha, Sakraditya,

king's son and successor Buddhagupta, continuing his

. (c. A. C. 475-500). Baladitya perhaps corresponds to
Narasimhagupta Bal aditya of the imperial Gupta

father's good work, to the south of the monastery

dynasty or the last Gupta emperor of that name who

the 'Thiec Precious ones;', built a monastery. This

fought the Hunas about A. C. 525. He may also be

built anoth�r one, to the east of this king Tathagatagupta
built ·a third monastery and to the north east of this,
king Baladitya added a fourth. At the formal opening

·

of this last monstery Brethren from all quarters were
.

·

NALANDA (l)

present by the invitation of the king . . . . . . . . . . . :to the ··
west of this monastery Baladitya's son and successor

identified with "Paragesvara" Baladityadeva, king of
'
Magadha; or the Gupta Inscription No. 46 of Fleet:
The other two names, Tathagatagupta, and Vajra ll.re
not identified. There is also a view that section missing
.
see Mss. 1.\uddhism by placing the Crown Prince under

· Vajra built another, and to the north of this, a king of · Vasubandu as ' tutor when he was known as king
mid India, afterwards erected a large monastery. Then, . Vikramadltya ·and took the tile of "Sri Vikramah" .· on .

· round all

one gate."

·
his coins ; and Vajra: = Kumaragtipta" IL (Mookerji

there was built a lofty. endo�ing wall with

Radha Kurimd Ancient Indian Education, Macmillan

and Company, London 195 1 -p 559 Fn. I ).

.

.
.·
.
.
.
. The life of Hiuen Tsant by his pupils Hwui-Li
.

.

-

.
also gives more or less same details. l-tsing10 gives a ·

mUch briefer accoUnt, but adds some fresh data regarding

But father Heras11 prefers to identify them with
the fol l ow i n g I n di an kings . S akradi ty a with

the beginning of the foundation. He says "more than

Kumaragupta I ( as i denti fied by Mookerj i ) ,

seven yojana to the north east of the temple of

Buddhagupta, son and successor with Skandagupta

Intelligence" (Mahabodhi) we come to the temple of

son and successor of Kumara, Tathagata, successors

Na-Ikan-t'oulo (Na landa).
·

with Puragupta, brother (not son) and ·successors of

Skanda Baladitya, successor with Baladitya (son and)

It was formally constructed -by the king Che-Li- · successor.

Che-Kie-Louo-tie-ti (Sri Sakraditya) for the Pi-;ou .
(bhisu) Ho-Louo-Che-p' an'-che (Raj av amsa) of

northern India This teniple, in its original area, was
only a square of fifty feet, later kings that succeeded

tJ-.is in all J�budvipa" It is clear that Hieun Tsang too
.

1

.

After examining the views express�d by vanous .
scholars on the subject Nilakantha Sastri i2 observes ·
"By themselves those considerations appear plausible
and they seem to contain the elements of an intelligible

vied with one another in extending it more and more,
so that today there is no temple more beautiful than

6

· story of the development o.f Nalanda. But there are
·

other consideratjons on the other side which seem to

Nikizyasangrahaya (Sinhala script) published by Govt. Printer H. R. Cottle, . Colombo, 1 922 p. 8.
Legge- A, Record of Buddhist Kingdoms being an account of the · Chinese monk Fa-Hien of his travels in India &

Ceylon Tr. And Ed. Oxford, 1 886, p 8 1
Watters, Vol. I. 2 1 6,2 1 8, Vol. II. 1 70
9 14t of Hiuen Tsang by Hwui Li translated by Samuel Beal-Kegan Pau i Trench Trubner company Limited LKondon,
. 1 9 1 1 , p. 1 1 0 ff

8

.
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HOBRS. X I V, p . 1 8). H e 'presented

to

put the whole matter back in the region o f doubt and

Jn

"Soon after the decease of the Buddha, an old king of

high' ' to cover which he also had a pavil ion erected of

Nalanda a

figure of standing Buddha upright made of copper 80ft.

uncertainty. Hiuen Tsang puts the reign of Sakraditya"
this country called Sakraditya . . . . . . . . . . . . build ttns

six states (Watters II, 1 74) another !Vlaukhari king

convent." (Life p. 1 1 0), but he says elsewhere that

Yasovarmadeva (son of his minister patronized Nalanda

Nalanda as a center of learning had already existed for

according to a stone inscription), Pal a kings of Bengal

seven hundred years, at the time he wrote (688 A. C.)
. . . . . . . . . . . . We may not be right to take this as a definite

l i ke Dh armapal ade va, Devapaladeva, the king

of a more tangible character. But surely infer that both
hiuen Tsang and his biographer thought that the N alanda

vihiira and requested his friend Devapaladeva to grant

Bhaskaravarman of Assam, the king Balaputradeva of

indication of Sakrad.itya's date without further evidence

Suvarnadvipa (Sumatra) who constructed a new

five villages for its maintenance. are among the recorded
Royal patrons of Nalanda.

they were speaking of was of much higher antiquity

thai) the age of Kumaragupta I:"

The archaeological excavation has not brought to

Nilakantha Sastri finally sums up his observations

light any antiquity ' earl ier than the copper plate

thus: "I think it is really no . use trying to get more

ascribed to Samudragupta and the coin of Kumaragupta
I. But t here is apparently indirect evidence that have

history out o f Hiuen Tsang than there is i n hfm.

Baladitya is a real name o( him, the pilgrim himself

been observed in the course of archaeological excavation

gives many other details in relation to the Hun invasions
and what he says on this subject, as also the part of

that support Nalanda's anterior antiquity. Nam�ly the
main stupa unearthed at site number 3, as shown to be

Baladitya in the gro'wth ofNaianda; is fully borne out

m(lde of severi successive strata and it ifsurround by a

by epigraphy: -The rest seems to be no more than just
edifying gossip� Names like Sakraditya, Tathagatagupta

number of smal l votive stupas built up in two or three
layers. On one of these votive stupas is found an
.
i �stription of the 6th century A. C. ·whiCh may be

and. Buddhagupta are obvious legendary . . . . . . . . . our

taken to be the date o� the particular Stratum of the
main stupa with which it is associated. This is the 5th
stratum and the stupa which is also the hest preserved.

conclusion is that Baladitya is the first truly historicai
name defi nitely known to be associated with the

foundations in the Nalanda . . . . . . : . . The earlier history

From the date of the 5th building, we can infer the date .
of the lowest and the earliest stupa. It must be about .

is evidently a made up affair in which history has
changed into legend as it does more often in Indi� than

two centuries earlier i. e. about 4th century A. C.

elsewhere . . . . . . . . . Our conclusion is that Baladitya is

the first truly historical name definitely known to be
asocited with the foundation of Nalanda" (ibid. )

Buildings : According to Hiuen Tsang and also 1-

tsing Nalanda has had a magnificent building complex.

However the Gupta kings are regarded as the
greatest patrons of Nalanda. The "King of mid India"

The i r descriptions are further corr.o borated by
epigraphic evidence.

generally identified

The time Hiuen Tsang was at Naianda is said to be ·
the most glorious period of Niilanda's history. It was .

Hiuen Tsang refers to in his account of Nalanda. is
as the Empero r Harshavardhana

during whose reign Hiuen Tsang is said to have been

the period that the emperor Harsha lavishly partonizcd ·

staying at Nalanda. The Emperor Harsha made his own

contribution for the expansion ofNalanda. He remitted
· the revenue of about hundred villages as an endowment
of the convent (Nalanda). Apart from Guptas many
more kings are associated with Nalanda as patrons in
the cours.e of its long history. The M aukhari kings of
Kanauj such as PU.mavarma (as suggested by H. Heras

:j

0

•

•

for the expansion of Nalanda. ''Yuan Chwang (Hiuen

Tsang) speaks of at least seven monasteries and eight .
halls. The monasteries were of several storeys whose

"upper rooms tower above the clouds. Their richly .
adorned towers and fairy like turrets resembled pointed

hilltops. The observatories were lost in the morning . ·
•• •

1° Chavannes, 1-tsing 's Memoire Sur Les Religieux Eminents (Paris 1 894), p 84-5
Heras, H., The Royal Patrons of Nalanda JBORS. ( 1 928) pp. l -23
12 Nilakantha Sastri, "Nalanda", Journal of the Madras University, Vol. xiii, no. 2 p. 1 47 ff
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and recorded by I-tsing1� may help tne reader to have
a picture of Nalanda during a l ast quarter of the 7th
century A. C.

mists from the windows one may see how the winds
and clouds produce new forms" and from the soaring
eaves the sun set splendorous and moon lit glories."
"D0wn below, the grounds were variegated by deep
translucent ponds bearing on their bosom, the blue
lotus intermingled with Kanaka flower of deep red
colour, whi�Je at intervals the Amra groves spread all
. their shade. The massive external grandeur of the .
building contrasted with the delicate artistic beauty of
their interior." "All outside courts, in which are the
· priests' chambers, are of four stages. The stages have
dragon projections and coloured eaves, pearl red pillars
carved lind ornamented richly adorned balustrades,
while the roofs are c��er�d with �iles that reflect light
in a thousand shades. These things add to the beauty
of the scene. The sanghluamas in India are counted
by myriads but that is the most remarkable forgrandeur
and ·height." Hiuen Tsang further remarks. "in this
establishment, the work of succession of sovereigns
the sculptUre was perfect and .re�Iy beautifuL" (ibid)
J

·

. "The configuration of this monastery is nearly that
of a square, like the earth. On all the four sides, the
straight and projecting edge of the roof forms long
covered galleries which go all round the edifice. All the
buildings are in brick; they comprise three stories, each
storey being more than I 0 feet high. The transverse
beams are joined by-plates and there are neither rafters
nor tiles, but with bricks they have made an esplanade
; all the temples are perfectly aligned and we can go
and come at our ease. The wall of the l ast edi fice
constitutes the outer wall. The tiers of bricks rise to a
height o f 3 0 or 40 feel. A t the top there are
representations of human heads. of natural si7e.

"As to
the residences of .the
there are nine
. · . monks
.
. . .
.
of them on each front ; each habitation has a surface of
about _20 square feet. At the farther erid they have
opened a Wipd<?w which rise� .up to the. edge of the
roof Though the doors are hig�. they have made the in ·
The observation of Hiuen tsang is corroborated in
.
the Ncilaridi stone jnscription of Yasow annan13 of.th�
with a single leaf in a manner that all can be seen from .
8th century. · Accor!iirig. to the inscrip'tions whi.c h · a distance ; i� is not allo:-ved to put in any blinds there.· ·
commemorate certain donatins to· the monastery,
Casting a cursory glance from outside, one sees all the · ·
provides a poetic !iescription of grandeur of Nal.anda four sides at a .time ; a mutual surveillance is thus
building environs at the time . A s stated in the
exercised ; how would it be possible to do the least .
inscriptions the row of monastery . (vihiirllvali) had . thing secretly ? At the top of one of the angles, �hey
their series of summits (S,ikharasrem) Iicki�g (llvelihi)
have made a suspended way which allows of going and
the clouds (ambudhara). The .panegyric lines of the
coming over the temple. At each of the four angles
inscriptions are said to have been composed by one of there is a hall constructed of bricks ; learned and
Nalanda pandits.
venerable monks live there.
·

·.

·

1-tsing who came to Nalanda forty years afterHiuen
Tsang and spent ten years there provides a detailed
account of the buildings of the monastery, their
alignment and orientatiori, the technique of construction
and the size of the rooms occupied by monks and th� ·
arrangements in them. The general impression produced
by his vivid description tallies completely with that
created by· earlier and more prosaic account of Hieun .
Tsang and' more lyrical decription of his biographer
and of the composer of the Yasovarman inscription: · · ·

·

"The gate of the temple is turned towards the west;
. its top floor soars into the sky and makes one giddy in

the, open. There are marvelous sculptured images, the .
beauty of which touches the limit in the art of .
· ornamentation. This gate is connected to the main
building which has no distinct beginning ; but two steps
before it they have erected four columns. Though this
gate is not of a great height, the wood work they have
put in there is extremely strong. Every time the hour.
for a meal comes they raise the fastening bars at all the ·
. doors. It is in fact the aim of the holy religion to preclude
The following minute details ofNalanda as observed hidden things."

H Epigraphia

14

Indica, XX, January 1 929, p. 37

Chavannes, 1-tsing Memoire sur les Reigieous Emints (Paris, 1 894) p.85-87
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.Flooring : r n the interior o f th e monastery, wide spaces

of more than 30 paces are paved in brick. For the

smaller spaces of five to ten feet, for all the spaces

which cover the rooms, those which are on the roof,

NALANDA (l)

where h e explains its purpose, and h i s wishful longing

for

·

a similar institution in China :

It is very significant that I-tsing after giving minute

before the verandah or in the habitations, they have

details of Nalanda has drawn up a plan of N alanda for

jujubes ; they mix them together with a sticky paste

is l ost but th¢ introduction that accompanied the

used fragments of big bricks of the size of peaches or

the convenience of the readers. Unfortunately the plan

and they strike on them wiih beaters so as to make

rrlissing pian is fortunately available. 1-tsing took such

They make a mixture of the fibers of hemp to which

like Naianda built in China one day. He was expecting

them level. l11ey enclose the circumference with lime.

they add oil with the remnants of hemp and the debris

of old hides ; they moisten it for many days after they

spread this plaster on the floor filled with bricks ; they

an interest on the plan in order to have an institution
to place the proposal before the emperor of China.

The foregoing key (introdliciton)1� that 1-tsing

cover it all with green herbs. After about three days

attached to the plan would further facilitate the reader

many times with polising stones ;

Archeologists to study the ruins of Nalanda :

they see if it has become dry. They rub the surface

they sprinkle it

with a shower of red earth or a substance like cinnabar.

Then, with a greasy plaster, they maice· it polished and

clear like a mirror. All the halls and the steps of the

to get" a l i ve picture o f N alanda and also hel p ·

"When one has seen one of the temples the re.ven .

staircases are finished i n this manner. When these

others are identical. On the top they offer a level terraee
· on which people can walk.
..,

tread on this surface with their .feet and traverse it for

"In- examining the configuration of the monastery,

operations have come to an end, the passers by can
ten or twenty years without its ever deteriorating or

cracking. This is not like l i me which when it is moistened

hy water d6es not fai l

to scale off.

Plan : "There are n o fewer than eight temples so
constructed. Up above, all have a .level terrace and we

can walk there. Their dimensions are more or less
similar. To the eastern side of each temple, they have

. .. ..

i.t is necessary to look at it from the Western facade ; it

is while going to the West, out side the entrance that

one well apprehend the true form of it.

- �· .

"About tw.enty steps to the south of the door, on

the edge of the road, there is a

tsoel-tou-po (stupa)

more than a hundred feet high. It is there that formally

the Honoured of the World

(Lokajyestha) passed in ·

chosen a building, sometimes simple, sometimes triple,

retreat the three months of summer. The Sanskrit name

distance to the front on the same side, they have erected

. (Mulagandha-ku.tti ), which signifies in Chinese' the
...
hall perfumed by the first source.

for placing the holy images therein. Or else, at a variable

an observatory in the form of a terrace which serves as
the hall of the Buddha.

·

"On the western side of the temple, outside the

great enclosure, they have built here and there large

o f t h i s edifies i s

Mou -louo-kienct 'ouo-kiu-ti

"More than fifty steps to the north of the door

way there is another great siupa higher still than the .
first. It is the king

Yeou-je (Baladitya), who raised it.

(tsoei-tou-po) and a large number of caityas

Both are alike built of bricks. The ornamentation with

vestiges are close to one another and defy enumeration.

there are· found beds of gold and floors of precious

in truth, there are few places to perfect".

there is an image of Jou-lai (Tathagatha) turning the

stupas

( tche-ti). Their number is (about) a hundred.The sacred

Gold and precious stones form a brilliant ornamentation;

Not satisfied with his verbal description, 1-tsing

prepared a plan of the monastery calculated:lo 'enable·
the reader to follow his account more easily. The plan

is unfortunately lost, but here is his introduction to it

IS

Ibid p.

94-96

which they are covered is of remarkable delicateness ;

stones. The offerings are of a rare beauty. At the center .

wheel of the law. Further on, to the south west, there
is a small tche-ti (caitya) about ten feet high ; it is there

that a P 'ouo-Louo-men (Brahman) who held a small

bird in his hand posed some question ; what they call

in Chinese the pagoda of the oriole, is this same edifice. .
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"To the west of the 'hall of the first origin' (mula

of Niilanda was that it was a residential university

where residential facilities were provided to a mammoth·

gandhalcu!ti), there is the tree of the species .that the

Fo (Buddha) prescribed for the teeth. It is not a willow.

crowd free of charge. In the context

of the remote

period in the history of Nruanda University flourished

"Still more to the west, on the edge of the: road, is

and the incredible number of residents, it is

a unique

found an altar of Prohibitions. It is more than ten feet,

event in human history. Hiuen Tsang reports that the

more than two feet high that they have raised on a

always reached 10,000 out of which

large measure, each side. It consists of a brick wall

number of residents both the staff and the students

1 560 were teachers.

But �ccording to l-tsing17 the number of fully ordained

plane area ; in the interior of the enclosure is a raised

monks exceeded 3000. In certain texts 1-tsing's figure

seat, about five inches higher than the surrounding

(area); at the centre is a mall tche-ti (caitya): From the

appear as 5000. However when he says fully ordained

. emplacement of a covered walk of th� Buddha ; it is

wer should not forget the fact that 1-tsing visited,

monks, it is clear that the novices are excluded. Further

east of the altar to the angle of the hall, there is the

made of rows of bricks ; it is about two cubits broad,

Nalanda 40 years after Hiuen Tsang left Naianda.

about fourteen or fifteen long and more than two cubits

San.kalia 18 thinks the number given by Hiuen Tsang as

· an el{aggeration and thinks the realistic figure would.
· have been 3000- 5000 .

high. On the promenade they have fashioned with lime

which they have left .white, representations of the lotus

flower ; they are about two cubits high and more than

Free board and lodgings :

one foot. broad ; there are
. fourteen
. : . or fifteen
. of them ;
they mark the traces of the feet of Buddha" . .

.
.
.
"The systematic excavations E:arried out since

t

In addition to residential

facilities the students were supplied with free meals,

1915 ·

have yield¢<1 striking prOOf of he .accuracy of the literary

According to Hwui Li, the biographer of Hiuen Tsang

the students were abundantly supplied with basic ne�ds . ·
.
such as food clothing etc; and . th.ey . \Vh9leheartedly :. .
·

concentrated
on their studies.
He further adds that it
.
.
was the reason of their perfection in their studies. Free

.accounts ofNalan¢1, given py· the ,Chin�se:pilgrims.

The flight of steps discovered reveal that some cif the

· . bui I dings had at l east three storeys. The archaeologists

·

from worrying about their material needs the students

have discovered twelv� monasteries and nine layers, · · could devote ful l day for the studies. 19 Jt was the ·
levels or strata in one. The remains of other monasteries
generous kings ·w ho made arrangements to feed the

. students. According-to the biographer the king remitted . ·

· shQw two or three -strata; one · built upon the ruins .of
the other. The plan of the buildings co-rresponds to the

description of the Chinese students. Rows ofcells

served by wide verandahs resting on pillars opened

into a rec�angular courtyard accommodating a well and

the revenue of hundred villages for the monastery. 1-

·

messing of the monks of the monastry. The walls are

composed of superior bricks of. a light yellowish tint

· an.d a�mirable texture, fitted together so perfectly that

in some places the joints between the bricks are ·
a1hogether inconspicuous . A s brickw9rk the

construction is remarkable, and superior to any modem
work that.

I

have seen in recent years 16 Cunningham

. declard. that the sculptures found here were _the finest
in all India.

Residential University.-The most significant feature
16

tsing says that the king gave the revenue of200 villages.

The biographer20 further provides i n formation

regarding the daily supplies to the. monastery from the

times, a row of ovens. The oven� of- large sizes have

also been unearthed, showing the common kitchen and

.

villages. "From these villages can1e to the monastery a

.

daily supply of a large _quantity ofrice weighing several

h�mdred "piculs" ( 1 :.:picul= 133 118 lbs:) and also butter ·
and milk, weighing · several h undred "c atties"

· ( l =catty= l 60 lbs.)."

. I t is further c lear fro m the account ...o f the

g

bio rapber2 1 the individua rsupplies to monks differed

g

. according to the status. Hi�en Tsang who was hi hly .
honoured at Nalanda has daily receive d 1 20 jambiras
(a fruit), 20 areca nuts, 20 nut megs, one ounce of

camphor arid supply of butter and one peck finest rice .

called "Mahasaii" whiCh grows only in Magadha and

Archaeological Survey of India Report 1 9 1 5- 1 6 Eastern circle, p·. 3

17 Chavannes ; t-sing Memories Sur Les Religieux Eminents,
p. 97. and n.· .I
.
18 Sankalia H. D., University of Nidanda, 1 934-p. l 68

·
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nowhere else and was "as large a s a black bean and

shining when coodked" while every month he was

·

presented with three measures of oil.

The scholars are of the opinion that the University

cultivated the land given by the donors in order to get
uninterrupted supply

as well

as to provide practical

training to the students22

NALANDA (l)

chage o f the gates or admi ssions). The doors o f
Na.Janda were jealously guarded by those specialists in
discussions, expert religious controveisialists who were
al w ay s ready w i th diffi c u l t questions to try the
competency of the candidates seeking admission.
According to Hieun Tsang only two or three out of I 0
wen.! successful sat the viva. Those from abroad who

wished to e nter, majority beaten by the difficulties of

the problems withdrew and those who were deeply
"The daily and regular supply of vast quantity of
rice and butter came direct from the university's own

versed in the old and modem learning were admitted.
Such a test was necessary to maintai the srandard.

· paddy fields and dairy farms out in its villages. The
university had thus to see to the profitable. cultivation

:

Though Nruanda

was primanly a

of its fields, so as to get out of them the l argest harvest

Mahayana Buddhist Seat of leaning, its courses of

of agricultural crops while it had · also.. to organize

studies were not confined to M ahayana school of

efficiently its dairy farming so as to ensure its requitred

Buddhism or to Buddhism as a whole, as naturally one

and butter. Thus the university had to establish on

the different fields of ! earning Buddhism, Brahmanical,

scientific lines institutins to give practical training in

sacred and Secular, philosophical and practical science�

those two national key industries of india, agriculture

and arts. Its doors were open to the students of all the

· daily supply of the other necessary foods like milk ·
·

Range of studies

would expect The academic courses were drawn from

and dairy farming. The University had also its farm

religions. The biographer24 of Hiuen tsang Hwui Li

. house and granaries to receive and store up the produce

describes the variety of studies thus· : "All study Great

of its fields. The farm house was situated outside it's

Vehicle and also the works belonging to the eighteen

.precincts. Yuan Chwang·. (Hiuen Tsang) halted at a

schools and not only so, but even ordinary works,

similar Farm House for "Short refreshment'� on his

the Vedas and other boo)('s·, the Hetuvidya
Sabdavidya (gnimm ar:- and philosophy) .
Cikitsavidya (medicine) the w orks on magic or
Atharvaveda the Samkhya . ; besides these, they

way to the University."

Admission

:

It is of very vital importance that the

such

as

(logic)

· students were admitted to Nalanda after a strict

· thoroughly investigated the "miscellaneous works".25

i nterv-ie w i n modern terms. Those in charge of ·
admissions were called Dvarapandits (learned men in

the curriculum of Nruanda thus :

- admission testY Apparently it was an oral test or an

·

Nathana Kutz Judith Simmer further describes

But 1-tsing makes a contradictiary statement in this respect. He says (Takakusu, (tr. A Record of the Buddhist
London, 1 996 p. 1 05-6). "These two groups (Manava who studied to becom� monks and Brahmacarinis .
who learned the secular literature only) though residing in a monastery have to subsist at their own expense." As
regards 1-tsing's statement, Sankaliya H. D., ( University of Nalanda p. 1 59- 1 60) remarks thus "1-tsing's statement
however is opposed to all that we know about the Hindu or Buddhist sys.tems of Education. Nowhere in any Hindu
work do we come across a single reference that tell us that students had to pay for their own live lihood".
Life of hiuen Tsang p. 1 1 2
19

Religion,

·

20
21

Ibid
" University " uf Nalanda

Mookerjee R. K. JBORS. XXX Part II, 1 944 p. 1 5 2
Hieun Tsang says "the student must have studied deeply both old and new (books) before getting admission (at Na .
Janda). Hiuen Tsang, by old and new boo�s) evidently refers to works such as Veda, Upanisads, works of different
systems Sankya, Vaisesika Nyaya and all the works of Mahayana and Hinayana Buddhism. Thus we find the studen_t
was supposed to have knowledge of these subjects before he sought admission" (II, 1 7 1 ). But his biographer Huui Li,
apparently contradicts him when he says 'students at Nalanda study the Gteat Vehicle and also (works belong to) 1 8
schools. etc." (quoted below). But Sankaliya (p. 65) who tries to reconcile the two statements of Hiuen Tsang and his
biographer Hwui Li explains that the strict admission test was for the foreign students who came to complete their
education at N3.ianda. In the meantime Nalanda was essentially a teaching University because students were instructed
in all the varied branches of learning as told by Hwai Li.
22
21

_

·
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"The currir.ulum was based on the traditional sutra
and sastra study, but added five vidyas or the practical
study of liberal disciplines.
The vidyizs includ�d

Sabdavidyii - Grammar and philosophy
Cikitsiividyii - Medicine
Hetuvidya - Logic
�ilpasthanavidya - Fine arts
Adhyatmavidya - Metaphysics

"This vrtti Surra ( Kiisib v·,ui) is a work of the
iearned Jayaditya. He was a man of great ability; his

literary power was very striking . . . . . . . . . . . . After having
studied this commentary, students begin to learn
composition in prose and verse and develop themselves
to logic ( H etu v i dya) and · M etaphys i c
(Adhidharmakosa). I n learning Nyayadara taraka sii
sira rightly draw inference (anumana) and by studing
the Jatakamalti their powers of comprehension

i ncrease. Thus i nstructed by their teachers and
instructing others they pass two or three years
gene;ally in the Nlanda monastery in Central India." ·

The students were instructed to study Grammar
Teaching Methods : As Hwui Li, the biographer
and logic in order to vanquish adversaries in debate,
testifies that one hundred chairs or pulpits wr.re
Medicine and Arts to enabling them to help others,
. .
arranged every day for the lecturers· "Students attend
Metaphysics i n order. to cl ari fy the student's
these discourses without fail even for a minute". It is
understanding" (Buston's Chos hbung-History of
Buddhism Obermiller Tr. 1 93 1 p. 44 - Maha Bodhi . clear from this statement that hundred different subjects
were taught daily and the students made the best use
· ·. · centenary Commemorative Volume .1 No 2 Ministry
of Education and Higher Education Colombo 1991 p. · of the· lectures. Nal.anda had eminent teachers. The
. biographer says "There are 1000 men who can explain
'3 3 1 -.36.) .
twenty collections of sutras and sastras, 500 who can.
�xplain thirty collections and perhaps ten (inducting
"ijie1,1n Tsang himself became a.studei)t ofNalanda
Hi�un Tsang) who can explain fifty collections. Over.
· · for the study of Yqga Sastra in whiCh th.e · Nalanda

.
. Ch;mcdlor Sila,�hadra was the highest living authority. : . them all and over the entire establishment, presided
Silabhadra unique in learning imd character. Be al'one ·
His· study of Yogasqstra was. followed by his study of
other subjects like Nyaya hetuvidya Sabdavidya' and · bad studied the whole number (of collections of Sutras
like, as also the books of Brahamai1S with a wide area . arid Siwras).
of knowledge covered by them including, philological
legal, philosophical, Astronomical subjects and the ·
It is seen that learning by discussion was arriong
the educational methods adopted at Nalanda. The
Sanskrit Grammar of Panini. Thus he penetrated and
. examined completely all collections of Buddhist books
biographer notes (Life p. 1 1 2). "Learning and discussing,
they found the day too short; day and night they
and also studied the Sacred Books of the Brahmans
·
during th.e five years (Life of Hieun Tsang, p. 1 07 ff.) . admonished each other, juniors and seniors mutually
helping to perfection . " 1-tsing too (Takakusu p. 1 77)
1-tsing's account of education is of more general
v�uch for the same : "There 'eminent and accomplished
interest, but also meant to �escribe :what prevailed !n · men assembl.e I n crowds, discuss possible and
Nruanda It will be seen that it confirms very closely to
impossible doctrines and after, having being ao;sured of .
· . the indications furnished in the Jess systematic account
the ex�ellence of their opinions by wise men become .
of Hieun Tsang. After sketching the elementary study
far famed for their wisdom:027 the foreign sudents came
of the "Siddham" iri the begim1irig, followed by Surra
to the establishment to put and end to their doubts and
dharu and J(hila, all relating to grammar. I-tsings26
then became celebrated23• Thus, as Mookerji observes29 ·
account proceeds to describe the study of the Kasif.il
vrtti" and what followed.

NaJanda was practically a Research I nstitute for . ·. .

24 lift, p. 1 2, by Hw.ui . Li translated by Samuel, Beat Kegan Paul, French Tribner Company Ltd London, 191 1 , p. 1 2,
25 ll'•Nalanda out grew the limit of a mere vituira of Buddhist learning. The vi a in the course of time taught the

�

tenets and principles not only of Buddhism but also many other faiths and besides all the secular sciences unlike the
University of Paris of Medieval Europe, it could boast of a medical faculty" (Sankaliya H. D. University of Nalanda,
p. 239) .
26Beal s., Buddhist Records of the Western World p. 1 76 f

. i
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advanced students, specially for foreign students, also
had its Department of Secondary Education for regular

internal students for whom the strict admission test
did not apply. It admitted youngsters Brahmacari and
Mimavakas freely.

The Standard of Scholarship and discipline :

It is
seen that Nalanda has maintained a very high standard,

both i n scholarship as well as in discipline. Their
intellectual life corresponded to an equall y strict
standard and attained an equally high level of efficiency
and success. The Biographer30 comments on the
discipline and the schol arshi p thus :_ · " l n the
establishment where some thousands of Brethren all
men of great ability and learning, several hundred, being
highly esteemed and · famous, the Brethrn were very
strict in observi11g the precepts and regulations of their

order, they were looked upon as models by all India."

Further the biographer Hwui Li31 comments : "the
. priests dwelling here are, as a body, naturally or
· spontaneously dignified and grave, so that during the
seven hundred years, since the · founding of the
establishment there has beeg no single case of guilty
·

· ·rebellion against. the rules,"

·

· · The highesracaderruc· degree of distinction of the
time-was a fellowship of Natanda." A s noted by Hiuen
Tsang32 : "Those who stole the name ofNlanda brother
were all treated with respect wherever they were." It
is clear that some, not being . students of Natanda,
claimed that they were Natanda students to receive the
honorary position Natandastudents receive.
However it is not clear what the title Nalanda
conferred for its students after the successful
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completion of the course. Yidyabhusana33 thinks that
the title " Pandita" (conferred by Yic k ra rn asi l a

University to its students) or a similar one might have
been conferred at Natanda.

: The most remarkable
achievement of Nalanda was the harmony among
students with diverse opinions and beliefs. The student
population of Natanda was not a homogeneous one.
They came from different Buddhist sects that carried
their sectarian di fferences into the university. The
· diversity was further enhanced by admitting the
students o f non B u ddhist religious systems. As
Mookerje34 comments, "Natanda flung its gates wide
open to all systems and schools of thought and beliefs
in the country and became an arena where they might
fight out their supremacy in debates and discussions".
"Thus it is that Natanda had the single merit of bringing
together schools whose tenets would· have kept them
isolated at an age when controversy ran high, and
heresies on special doctrines led iri many ways to the
same end," Hiuen Tsang35 obse'rves . As · l-tsing:i6
observes it became the common meeting ground of
warring sects and creeds with all their "possible and
impossible doctrines". Thus the intellectual life of the ·
university was a round of animated controversies and
hottest debates b e t w e e n contrildictqry and
incompatible opinions and beliefs, but these did not
affect its academic atmosphere of repose and peace,
thus making it a seat of culture. Natanda thus boldly
faced the intellectual differences of the age, its diversity
of thought and the vital communal differences of creed
and custom in a larger sprit of comprehension and
synthesis, reconciling these differences in common life
and brotherhoods. "It stood boldly for freedom as its
ideal, freedom of thought, opinion and belief, it stood

Harmony in diversity

27 S:inkaliya (University of Nalanda p. 239 f.) quotes Newman in this context : "Nalanda was nothing, if not a
residential University par excellence." At Nalanda multitudes of young men, keen, open hearted, sympathetic and
observant come . together, freely mixing with learning from one another, even if there be none· to teach them. The
conversation of all was lecture to each. There the students saw the world on a small field with little trouble. And
further by eliminating and adjusting at widely different notions by acting according to the conventional rules of the
institution, the whole assemblage was moulded together and gave one tone and one character" (John Henry Cardiner
Newman Idea of a university, p. 140-41 , ,r.e,w edition. J 896, 1 9 1 0
28Watters, I p. 162
29Mookerji op. cit. p. 564-565
30Life, Page 1 12
·

31op cit

32Watters ibid
33Vidyabhusana.
34Mokkerjee, R.
1 0-CM 2707

History of Medieval School of Indian Logic, Calcutta,
K. Ancient Indian Education, London, 1 95 1 , p. 57 1

1909-p.79
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for science that would not constrain or coerce science.

very high. Every fortnight, those who regulate the

It believed in charity catholicity and toleration as the

occupation and the assistant scribes have orders to go

very basis of culture".37

round the habitations reading the rules".

Democratic management

:

Another outstanding

Library- It is very significant that the N al anda

feature of N3landa was its democratic management.

University, as in the case of any modem university, ·

According to l-tsing38 the rules and regulations
governing the life of Nruanda were . more strict than

had a well equipped library, information regarding which

elsewhere. As the rules and regulations were enforced

Tibetan accounts, the library was situated in an area

according to democratic principles the institution

called "Dharmagaii ja (martie religious). The library ·
complex had three buildings called "Ratnasiigara,
Ratnodadhi
and Ratnarari jaka of which Ratnasagara
.

discontent and sissatisfactlon elsewhere, because

sacred works like Pr.ajniipciramitii-sutra and Tantrik

. Ianda authoritie.s wisely entrusted the residential
arrangements to the students themselves. Thus the

was nine storyed which ho.used the collection of rare.

books like "Samiijaguhaya"etc .

· It is fu.rth�r cl�ar that eve:� the kings have taken a

seniors placed themselves in the hands of the juniors

special inter�st in the library. The· copper pl ate

regarding the details of their needs. The better or

inscription of Devapala43 ( 8 1 5-854 A. C.) records of a

comfort.able rooms. were give� to the "srha.viras" or
seniors. I-tsing39.· in this connection cominents . ·:This .

grant of five villages to Nruanda by the king Devapala
on the ·request of king Balaputra of Suvamadvipa (Java

democratic 'method. had a double . advantage_, for it

Sumatra). Among the purposes for: which the said grant

removes. one; s selfi_sh intentions . and the rooms for
.
priests are 'properly protected."

was made is seen "for the .writing of religious texts ·.

.

Similarly discipline was also left in the· �ands of the ·

s tudent body. They were to decide trial and
punishment or offences against the fraterni ty and

expulsion of the recalcitran�. The expenditure of the .
university, too, was sanctioned by the "general body·
of monks," reports I-tsing40· further adds ; "The defect

·

is preserved in Tibetan accounts. According to the ,

functioned srno.othly. It has been a custom at Nruanda
to allocate ,rooms. to the · residents before· the Vaisa
(Rainy season) each year which would have led to
naturally .all prefer more comfortable rooms. But at Na

·
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·

(Dhar� rqtnasya Kekh(l�iuli).

1-tsing duiing )1js ten years stay at Nruan� collected · .

4oo Sanskrit texts containing five hundred tho.usand · ·
slo�s. Th�re is .no doubt that he copied them from the .

.

.

Nruanda library. This invaluable library,. a "Store House

of knowledge" met its end at the hands of Muslim
inva�ers, as will be seen later.

that some one may. arbitrarily dispose of it, does not
exist. of one does not make a PllPhc declaration and

Time
table. : It is very interesting
.
. to note that N3landa .
.
.

.

.

of a bushel of grain, he is: forthwith expelled by the

University regulated its activities strictly according to ·
a time table in that remote· era, long before the invention .

colleagues. It was this democtacy that paved the way

of the modem dock. The time was mea<;ured by means

for the peaceful atmosphere that Huien Tsan g ' s
biogiapher41 repons. There was. n o rebellion for the

. of a "clepsydra" (a water clock used by the ancients to
measure time by discharging of water). "The day was ·

last 700 years. etc. Yet the authorities .were constantly

divided into eight hours and each hour was indicated

vigilant about discipline as revealed by I-tsing42• "The
spirit of the rules of this temple is very severe · arid

by four immersions of the smaller bowl in the larger

. employs something arbitrarily, be it only a twentieth

35Watters, I, p. 1 62
3&fakakusu, p. 1 77
37University of Nalanda, Mokerjee, JBORS.
38Takakusu p. 65
39 p86
40ibid

pp. 1 1 2 f
42Chavannes Lor cit
41Life,

43Epigraphia Indica

xvii page

3 1 0 - 327

vessel of water. Each of such immersions was indicated

.
XXX, part II, 1 941 -· p. 1 3 1 - 32)

.

..
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by one s.troke of a drum, whjJe the conclusion o f one

hour, as defined above, was announced by four strokes

of a drum, two blasts of a conch-shell and an additional

beat of the drum. The second hour ends at noon, when

and Buddhakirthi with Nalanda. The great Logician

Dinnaga is also connected to Naland. He came t o

Nalanda o n invitation and defeated a Brahmin named

Sudurjaya. Hiuen Tsing50 Himself was counted as one

eating was not allowed. The afternoon, l ike the

of the best products of Nalanda by his mastery of

first hour at night was announced by beat of the drum

after his tour to Orissa, wan.ted to send some Maha
yana Pandtis there to defe at H i n ay a n i s ts, who

forenoon comprised of two hours. The expiry of the

by the Sub Director or Karmadhara himself. The sun

rise and the sun set were announced by beat of drum

Mahayana Buddhism. For instance, when king Harsha,

ridiculed him, he selected four pundits including Hiuen

outside the gate of the monastery by the servants or

Tsang. The king of Assam Kumara (Bhaskaravarman)

Academic_ staff :

sending Hiuen Tsang to Assam promptly.

porters stationed there" 44· ,

From the very beginning NaJanda

has had the best of teachers. Nruimda's fame as a center

of learning was principally 'due to the fame of its

wanted the services of Hiuen Tsang which ultimately

led to a situation near war, with king Harsha, for not

International University : Nruanda University though

teachers, some of whom Hiuen Tsang4s describes thus

sited in India, was an International Universitys• to the

chancellor of the Nruanda University) and Chandrapa

to countries far and near. The wide scope and the

· : . "DharmapaJa (the predecessor of Silabhadra as the
Ia, who gave fragrance to the Buddha;s teachings,
Gunamati and St ini.mati of ex ·ellent reputation,

h

�

Prabhiimitra of cleat arguments and Jinami� of elevated

very meaning of the term. its doors were thrown open
universal character of its educational courses and its

success as a universal seat of learning attracted a large

conversation, Jinachandra · of model character and

. number of foreign students. They·risked their lives
taking the routes across deserts infested with robbers, ·

. excellence was ouried.in obscurity. All these men were

to reach the highest seat of learning then available in

perspicacious intellect and Silabhadra whose perfect

of merit and learning and authors of several treatises

. widely known and highly valued by contemporaries."
According to Taranatha, Nagarjuna46 spent a large ·

part o f h i s l i fe at . N a l an d a . He also connects

Asia. The foreign students were well looked after. The ·
eminent foreign students like Hiuen Tsang were given

special consessions. Among the foreign · students of
Nalanda on record are those from China, Japan, and
Korea.

s2

It is clear from 1-tsing's account that during

Aryadeva47, his pupil, with Nruanda. .Further Tarana

tl)e forty year interval from the . departure of Hiuen

of NaJanda. The Ghosriiwa inscription49 (not dated)

China, Japan and Korea visited India, most of whom

tha says that once Rahula Bhadra48 was the chancellor

mentions that Dev_apaladeva patronized a learned

Tsang and his arrival, that as many as 56 scholars from

came to India for the purpose of study. Apart from

the chancellor ofNaJanda. The same inscription reveals

Fahien, Hieun - Tsang arid 1-tsing whose arrival and
study at Nalanda are available in detail, names of foreign .

Taranatha also associates Asanga, Chai!dragomi, Sha

twice, and I - tsing met him on the second occasion,

Brahamin named Vi radeva who subsequently became

thatSatyabodi was the ch.ancellor prior to Viradeva . .

· . ntharakshita, Padmasambhava, Kamalasi Ia, Sthiramati

•

snow clad mountains, in the extremeclimatic conditions

students such as Hiuan Chao, a Chinese who came

Tao-hi a Chinese, who had a Sanskrit name Srideva

44Takakusu, p. 1 45
45Watters, Ytwn Chawang, vol: ii pp 164- 1 65
46'faranatha History of Buddhism in India. Tr. Lama Chimpa, Alaca Chattopadhyaya-motilal-Banarassi Das. 1 990
p. 1 06
47/bid 1 25 .
48ibid p. 1 3 1
49/nd. Ant. XVII, p .. 307-31 2
50Life, p. 1 60
51Nalanda was something more than a mere seat of universal learning. The students flocked to its portals, not only
from all the comers of India, but also from whole of the then civilized world, save perhaps from Greece and Rome. :
It was a university also in the sense that it attracted students from all parts of the world. (Sankalia H. D. University of
Nalanda p. 239)

·· ·
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(I - tsing did not meet him, but was shown the chamber
. he lived). Aryavarma (A. C. 638) a Korean and Hwui
Yihe a Korean Doctor of Law who died at Naianda (I
- tsing came across his writings), a Tukhara Student
(Buddha dharma) known for _his size, Tao - Shing with
his.Sanskrit name Chandradeva, Tong, who came via
tlile sea route. Tao -lin (Silaprabha) who took the sea
route, Hwuita a monk of Kungchow who stayed 1 0
years at Naianda and Won Kang who died at Naianda
are known because I - tsing has casually mentioned
these names. Moreover there have been students from
Tibet, Java and Sri Lanka among the student population
of-Ncilanda.�lt- is- possible to visualize the multitudes of
students from foreign countries who were studying at
· . Nalanda silently in the course of its. long history of
nearly. a thousand years.
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prilgrims from Lanka who went to Buddhagaya on
Pilgrimage. (Similarly in the early centuries of the
Christian era we hear of a "Sihal a - Vihiira a monastery
for Sinhala monks at Nagarjunakonda in South India,
but not put up by a Sinhala King. It has been put up
by " lk�u" relers for the benefit of Sinhala monks
engaged· in missionary activities in South India").
It is . possible that the Sailendra ruler Balaputra
Deva55 followed such previous examples an<l put up
"Suvarnadipa Hall" for the students from Suvamadipa
at Nalanda. It is also possible it also served the
merchants, pilgrims, ambassadors and other citiz_ens
who came from Suvamadipa (Sumatra). 1- Tsing speaks
of a Chinese Yihara. at Mrgasikhavana at a distant to
forty "Yojanas" to the left of Ncilanda, but when he
came it had fallen into decay. Therefore, ·as Ncilanda
was a popular center of learning patronized by many
foreign students, it is surmised that there may have
been many such viharas put up and maintained by
foreign countries for their own students at Ncilanda.

·

Suvarndipa Hall of the University : Nalanda copper
plate inscription of Devapaladeva 53 (860 A. C.) is of
special interest to the Students who explore the history
. . of this re.nowned seat of -le arning. The inscription ·
·
concerned · records the construction at Naianda, of a
Nalaoda Buddhism : Nalanda University . was
. fresh Vihara:bY B alaputradeya, the Sailendra ruler of
.
predominantly a Mahayana seat o:f learning from the .
Suvarriadipa �Sumatr.a) and · the gift with Devap3.la's
·
very beginning. Nevertheless, sacred books of the •
· . permission of five villages to this . new vihara for its
· · maintenance : "To serve as source of income for the . eighteen dissident Buddhist sects were studied tbere. · · ·
.There were adhereQts of Mahayana Buddhism as well _ .
temple of the worshipful Lord Budha and of the
as th?se of HinayCllla Buddhism: For example Hiuen .
-Initiates in the entire Dharma beginning with Prajnapii
Tsang was a Mayayanis·t while - 1-tsing belong to
ramita, for the "bali" and "Caru" offerings, the
Hinayana. As regard the B uddhism of Nalanda,
accommodation, clothing, alms, beds, seats, the needs
-ofthe sick like. medicine etc. of the Sangha of honourable· Vinceill A. Smith 56 observes : "A detail history of
mQnks of the. four quarters, being a group of Tantrik
Naianda would be a history of Mahayana Buddhism,
from the time of Nagarji.ma in the second century
Bohisatvas in whom the eight mahapurusas are
reincarnate, for copying etc of the Dharmaratna and
A. D. (?) or possibly even .from the earlier date untill
· for the repair of the building of the vihara when it
the Muhamadan conquest of Bihar in A. D. 1 1 97 a
becomes dilapidated." Possibly Balaputradeva took
period well over a millennium. All the most noted
doctors of Mahayana seems to have studied at
necessary action· to put up this self contained unit,
Nii.landa. Tibetan Buddhism is an offshoot of the teach
whitl1 its own arrangements for worship, study and
good living and with its own separate budget for the
ing of Niilanda and its rival Wickramasila".
benefit of the students coming from Suvarnadipa (Suma
But Nalanda Naturally moved with the times and ·
. tra) to Nalanda to study. (Hiuen Tsang in the 7th
century A. C. records of a similar vihara at Buddhagaya
made room for the later development of Ma.1ayana
put up by the king Meghavarna of Lanka with the
such as Tantrayana, Varjrayana etc. in due course. The ·
permission of King Samudragupta 54, for the benefit of
evidence of later phases of Mahayana Buddhism is ·
. .

. .

.

-

·

52JRAS. XII p. S56
53Epigraphia Indica xvii p. 3 1 0
54Geiger Mhv. tr. lntro. xxxix .

f.

55Balaputradeva's example was followed in the eleventh century by Chulamani Varman and his son
Maravijayottungavarman who built and endowed a splendid vihara for the monks of Sailendra kingdom at Nagapa��anaJ!l
Nilakantha Sastri - "Madras University Journal Vol. XIII. No.2, p. 169
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found i n ful l measure during the excavations a t
Ncilanda, where numerous images of various deities,
both male and female, in bronze, copper, black or white
sand stone were unearthed. But the silence of Hiuen
Tsang and 1-tsing is conspicuous as regards these new
phases of Mahayana. It is thought that the said changes
took place at Ncilanda after Hiuen - Tsang and 1-tsing,
·
left, namely after the seventh century A. C .

NALANDA (l)

worship of Tara, Aval okites vara, Hariti, Buddha and

Bod his atv a while 1-tsing (iJ refers only to the images of
the Buddha and Hariti. But I -tsing refers in detail to
some rituals collectively performed by the monks of
Nruanda. Among such rituals the "Morning bath" was
prominent which 1-tsing 61 describes thus : "There are
more than ten great ponds near the Nruanda monac;tery
and there every morning a ghanti (gong) is sounded to
remind the priests of the bathing hour. Every one brings
a bathing sheet whith him. Sometimes a hundred,
sometimes a thousand priests leave the monastery .
together and proceed in all directions towards the pool,
where all of them take a bath"

.It has been observed that the evolution of religions
or philosophies does not take place over night, but one
religion or philosophy glides unnoticed into the other,
and gradually the believer's mind becomes ripe for new
ideas, accepted first by a few, then by more and finally
by the majority. An incident narrated by the biographer
of Hiuen TSang hints that this tranition had commenced .
at Nruanda circa 7th Century A. C. as the biographer
·
riarr�tes king Siladitya 51 after his subjugation of
"�onyodha" (Ganjam)? arrived at Orissa where all the
monks followed the "Little Vehicle", The king entered
into a Conversation with the monks who said : "We
hear that the king has built by the side of Nruanda
convent a vihara of Brass, a work magnificent and
. admirable. But why did not your majestry construct a
Kapalika temple or some other building of that sor(?
·. · · "When the king wanted to know what the meaning of ·
their statement was, they replied : "the monastery of
. Nruanda and its "Sky flower" 58 doctrine is not differ
ent from the Kapruika sect, This Is our meaning.

The "ablution of the Holy Image 61 of the Buddha
in the open court of the monastery in scented water to
the accompaniment of music by girls, followed by
setting up the image in the temple, is another ritual
described by 1-tsing. the whole. ceremony was
performed by the resident monks under. the direction
·
of "Karmadana"
The other ritual was "chaityavandamf3 which was .
going round a stupa three times every .�ftemoon to the
accompaniment of chanting of hyrnn,s and selected
slokas and reading of a selection from scriptures made
by Asvaghosa. But at Nalanda it was differntly
pe1formed on account of the difficulty of bringing ·
together in one place the large number of thousands of
its monks. The Nruanda practice was one presenter to
go round from place to place, from one hall to another,
chanting hymns slokas and the service accompanied
bi monastery l ay serv.ants and childred carryir.g
· incense and flowers. 1-tsing also describes how some
monks performed the obligation by themselves "sitting
alone facing the shrine (Gandhakut�) praising the
Buddha in their hearts or going to the temple in small .
parties kneeling side by side in worship, (ibid). It is
observed that these simple rituals that were practised
at the beginning were undergoing changes in accordance

These indicate that Mahayana at N ruanda was mov
ing in the direction of Tantrayana not. unmixed with
Saivism. It is said that Tantrayana Buddhism at this
period was growing out of the Yogacara system at
. Nalanda. This transition was taking place at Nii!anda
as from the 7th century A . C.
The early rituals at Nalanda connected to Mahaya
. na Buddhism were simple, details of which Hiuen Tsang
and 1- Tsing Provide, Hiuen Tsang 59 refers to the

56 Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, . Vol . IX p. 1 27,
.
57 Life, p. 1 60 .
.
s&The sky flower doctrine is fully explained in the Surangama sutra, It was evidently a doctrine developed in the
Nalanda monastery. The doctrine is simply that all objective phenomena are only "like sky flowers" unreal and
i.rov' . . ,
,.
'
vanishing
59 Watters, II 1 03 , 1 74 and 1 1 0
60'fakakusu, p. 37
61/bid. 1 08 -9
62/bid. 1 47-9
63/bid. 1 52- 5 5
·

..

·

·'

·
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with the changes in Mahayana worship. Many new described in Tibetan works of the 1 6th century. As
. deities came into exitence to cater for the new regards the acceptance of Kcilacakra - yana Buddhism
development in the faith. The collective and at Nalanda Nilakantasastri 64 observes : "Thus, Nalanda
congregational worship of few deities was now being accepted a creed .which had nothing in common with .
replaced with individual worship of each in accordance Buddhism of old except the name. This change over to
will! a particuiar system of worship or "Sadhana" forms of belief and practice which deffered little from
proper for each such ''Tantrik" deity� NaJanda did not the surrounding Saivism and Vaisanvism of the land,
hesitate to move with the times and welcomed the new and these in some of their most degenerate forms must
developments assimilated and made the best use of · have contributed not a little to the weakening of the
them. In fact NaJanda took the lead in the sphere of the distin<;t position that belonged to Buddhism before
nee developments. The creative genius of NaJanda · this change. J-{enceforth· Buddhism loses its identity
teachers of iconography gave rise to a new school of arid mingles with the incoherent nhss of Popular beliefs
Art in the field, which spread beyond the frontiers of and superstitions characteristic of the vulgar side of .
India and influenced the art to Java (Suvamadipa). Hinduism"
Archaeological excavations have revealed that NaJanda
has maintained its cosmope!itan eh�a�;ter even in the. Nal� nda's Missionary Service : - NaJanda sch?lars
field of executions of religious images for the . have re_ndered yeoman service in the field of missionary
requirement of its large · heterogeneous student se�vic� in far eastern
countries such as Ch ina �d Tibet
.
etc.
There
a
re
records
of Nalanda sd 10Ia�s who ·
. pop.u lation. The images unearthed include early
.
Mahayana, Tantrik Mahayana and· pure BrahmaJ1lcal: • . proce.�ded· to foreign countries and �eiped lhe
translation of Buddhist texts after havisng . acquired
Among the images of the 6 uddha recovered in the the. necessary linguistic capabilities of foreign languages
excavations are �standing figure of the Buddhain bronze . · such - as Chinese and Tibetan. Among · the NaJanda·
with high "Usni sa" and anothel'..stone s·edant Buddha · Scholars working in China Kumarajiva and Pararnartha,
represe�ting· an early state of Naiand� s�ulpture.: The . . the transl ator of the Life of Vasubandhu, are
·
They were instrumental in. translating
i mages of Maitreya, Avalokitesvara and other. outstanding.
-.
.·
.
Bodhisattvas, no doubt, belong to early Mahayana. many Sanskrit Buddhist texts .to Chinese. We read of a .
. There are also im�ges of female deities such as Hariti, ·NaJanda Pandit named Subhakarasinghe setting down
T3ra, Prajn3p3r.irnitta and Vasudhani The best example in China in the beginning of the 8th century A . C. Four
of a bronze Tara of ·eighteen arms ornamented and of his works were transiated into Chinese from Sa11skrit.
encircled by "Prabha" in noteworthy. The image of Though there was an interruption of cultural intercourse
Vajrapani represent later Mahayana.. .
between China and India for sometime, due to disturbing
political conditions, we see a revival in the 1Oth century
Tantrayana images such as Trailokyavijay� shown . A. C. A. Nalanda scholar Dharmadeva worked in China
as trampling over Mahesvara and Gauri, Heruka with as a member of the "Imperial Bureau of Translators of
a garland of skulls, Jambala Buddhist god of wealth Buddhist te�ts" into' Chinese under the Song Dynasty· ·
and Marichi with three faces and eight arms are among 960- 1 127 A. C. up to 98 1 A. C. Dharmaaeva translated
many, discovered and identified. The images of the . · forty Six Works into Chinese, which w�re mostly
Brahmanical religion -such as Vis'nu, S'iva, Balarama, . Tantras and Dharanis ( eg Ya$udhara Dharani. and
Vasudeva, Gehesa, Surya, Parvati, Ganga and Saras�ati . Buddha hridaya Dharani etc.) During the period of
are also discovered at Nalanda.
nineteen years from 981 A. C. he is reported to have
translated another .seventy two works into Chinese. . .
· Another development that took place was the
He also translated into Chinese a popular Mahayana ·
introduction of Kahtcakra Buddhism to Nalanda work Sukhizvatiyvilza. We also hear of a Nruanda scholar ·
towards · the end of the 1 Oth century A. C. This named Pou-to-ki-to ·who is described in China as a
KaJacakra Buddhism is of my�terious origin suffused Sramana of the temple of NaJanda of central India "who .
with Vais'navism, and was introduced to Nalanda by a gave the emperor a present of some relics of the Buddha
Pandit named Tsilu or Chilu from central India, as and Sanskrit texts. Thus it is clear that scholars who
·

.

.

·. ·

64Nilakanta Sastri- "Nalanda"- Madras University Journal Xil p.

199
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had their education or completed their education at
Nruanda have helped in no small way fot the spread

NALANDA (l)

later in Java in the same order and with the same
tempo."

and development of Buddhism in China.

Hiuen Tsang at Nalanda.

Tibet in another country where Nruanda scholars
have toiled hard for the spread of Buddhism. Tibet has
had the services of Nruanda scholars from the very
beginning for the propagation of the Buddha's

. ,

·

·

teachings. Nruanda had already equipped herself in the
task by organizing "A school of Tibetan studies" at
Nalanda. Its scholars learning Tibetan employed
themselves upon the task of translating into Tibetan
select Buddhjst texts from Sanskrit. They created a
literature which converted Tibet to a Nee religion.
Among the Nruanda scholars who worked in Tibet,
Santarakshita who visited Tibet on the invitation of
the King is regarded as the pioneer. Padm<!Sambhava,
another Nalanda scholar, visited Tibet for the
propagation of Buddhism in 747 A. C:on the invitaion
of.King Kamalasl>jla, too, proceeded to Tibet. Also on
the invitation of the king; Sthiramati and Buddhakirti
were also involved in the translation of S anskrit
Buddhist texts to Tibetan. Nalanda has had a great
influence on Buddhism of Tibet and in fact Buddhism ·
.in Tibet is sometimes · considered as an off shoot of
Buddhism of Nruanda.
"The · kingdoms of the southern seas," as the ·
Chinese called them, namely southern islands Sri Vijaya,
Javii- etc. too, have had the Niilanda influence in the
sphere of Buddhism, as evident from the Devap3.Ia
Copper Plate inscription. Bosch 65 on Buddhism of Na
Ianda and the Southern Island remarks "Putting side
by side the important moments in the History of the
monastery of Nalanda and those in the· history of
Buddhism in the Archipelago; we see that the path
followed by religion at Sri Vijaya and later in Java runs
parallel with the line of development that Buddhism
takes at Nruanda . . . . . . . . . B uddhism . enters Sri Vijaya
after the rise of the great monastery (Nruanda seventh
century) is also the t i me when the University
Palembang attains great lustute. The gradual change of
opinion regarding the true doctrine starting from Hina
yiina and proceeding along the Mahayanist Yogiicara a
further stage of Tantrism already highly coloured by
Saivism and ending up in a fully degenerate Bhairava:·
cult, these shirtings we see repeated at Sri Vijaya and

A beief examination of
Hiuen Tsang's stay at N3.Ianda would reveal the honour
accorded and the facilities provided to foreign
dignitaries at Nalanda. It is said that a colourful .
procession carrying standards, umbrellas, flowers and · ·
perfumes headed by four distinguished priests preceded
seven yojanas to receive him and usher him to
Niilanda. It is noted that no sooner he arrived at the
establishment the first thing to see was to make
necessary arrangements for his comfort. It was the
duty of the Karmadana to take immediate steps
necessary to make him comfortable. Therefore he
immediatelyby made the following procl amation .· .
sounding Ghanta (gong) : "Whilst the master of law
dwells in the convent, all the commodities used by the
priests and ali" appliances of religion are for his
convenience in common with the,rest" (Life).
It was not the custom for the chancellor to meet a
foreign dignitary casually without an appointment and
ceremony. It i s said that twenty learned monks
conducted Hiuen Tsang ( M aster of Law) to the . ·
chancellor St1abadra who was known as "Ching-fa- .· ·
tsong" (Treasure of the good Law). The chancellor
received Hiuen Tsang with due respect and kindness
and talked to him intimately as regards his difficult
journey from china. When Silabadra inquired aS to the
purpose of his visit, Hiuen Tsang replied that he has
come to learn Yoga sastra from him.
.

It is learnt from the account of Hiuen Tsang that
when a distinguished student arreived at Niilanda he
was to stay with a person of equal standing for seven
days, before he was assigned a permanent residence.
In the case ofHiuen Tsang he stayed with Buddhabadra
in the fourth storey of Baladitya Hall. Afterwards he
was assigned a dwelling to the north of the adode of
Dharmapala Bodhisatva. Handsome daily rations as
already mentioned were provided to him.
A "Pure brother" (U pasaka) and a brahmin were
attached to him, relieved of all their religious duties, to
accompany him, with a riding elephant. It is dearfrom
the account of the biographer Hwui Li's the hospitality

6SBosch F. D. K. Orkonde Van het Groote Klooster de Nalanda (Tijdschrift voor Indische -Taal-; Lilnd en volkenkunde
lXV 1 925, pp. 509 -588 (translated from Dutch Original)
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the Buddha's first preaching of the dharma at the deer
park of Sarath .

enjoyed by Hi11en Tsang, that it v1as. the nonn which
prevailed at N a l anda for the reception· and
entertainment of guests. The Biographer 66 concludes
the account thus, : "In the Nalanda convent the Abbot
entertains · my;riads, of priests after this fashion, for .

Apart from the above described, seals issued by
monastic, academic or religious authorities, a large
number of seals issued by secular authorities were also
unearthed at Nruanda. The Janapada seals issued by
village corporations, village seals issued by villages as

besides the Master of Law (Hiuen Tsang), there were
men from every quarter and wherein all their wanderings
have been met with such courteous treatment as this."

corporate bodies, seals of officers located at different

administrative divisions, seals of police officers or
· -slations, se als of a traders' guilds. royal seals and
private seals are among the m�ltitude of seals discovered
ar · Nruanda: AII these evidence show . that Nruanda
was not merely a university town but also a thriving
center of business, trade, civil life and administration

Seals. Though some amateur diggings at Nalanda

· - were earned out as far back as . l872, the systematic
excavations commenced in 19 1 5. Most interesting minor
antiquities unea�thed during the excavation- are the large
number ofinscribed clay seals. As the clay seals provide
interesting-data on Nruanda, it is worth while to focus
where the people of all walks of life, including
our attention to· them. The archaeologists categorise
the large nuinber of seals found according to the · foreigners, met for centuries.
authorities they belong. Thus there are seals belonging
to the (Central) university or' central authority. In the
Bronzes of Naianda : .As already stated a large number
.
of bronze statues have been disco.vered at Nalanda and •
seals the university of Nruanda. is described as "Maha
.
it needs our· attention as i·ar as their artistic aspect _i�
vihara".
"Sri-Nalanda
Mahaviharai
Bhikshu
Sangha.
.
· Cat�rddhis-Arya b_hikshu Sangha'' are also found in · concerned. Series of ovens tised for metal casting have
some, of the seals ; QO doubr they refer . to. the . Ct<ntral · been diseovered, which indi�ate that metal ca:;ting was •
.

·

.

establishment. In �ddition to :th� seals o{th� ��ntral : . prec�is_!:d �t Nalanda. it is also proof tha� . arts and
command, seals of the : colleges or subordinate · �crafts;' too, · have been ta�ghi there in ·addition to
institutions have been uneart�ed.
academic subjects: N;ilanda seems to have specialized .
.
· in producing smaller_ pieces giving scope to work in .
. · It is clear from such seals that the colleges were . detrul and finish of execution, images in bronze and it
indicates that they had an advanced metallurgical
called "Viharas" and the governing body a5 "sangha".
Among such colleges or affiliated institutions c.f which . technology. Some scholars are of the view that the Art
seals were found, there were colleges· belonging to
of Nalanda represent an independent school of Art
different sects� colleges or subordinate institutions have
while others hold the view that it belongs to the Prua
·
been unearthed.
School of Art, because the majority of images, found .
at Naianda bear the names of Prua kings. According to
_ It is -clear from such seals that the c�lleges were Taranatha, in the reign of king Dharmaprua there lived
called "Viharas" and the governing body as "sangha". . at Varendra an exceedingly skilful artist named Dhiman
Among such colleges or affiliated institutions of whic�
and equally skilled son Bitpalo. Both produced many
seals were found, there were colleges bel<mging to · works in cast metal as well as sculptures and paintings.
different sects, coileges put up by the kings l ike · Father and son are said ot be the creators of two distinct ·
Baladitva and Devapala etc. The seals were issued by

.

schools of Art. It is thought that Dhiman and Bitpcila
were associated as teachers of Ari and craft at Nruanda
where has been discovered the largest number and

the colleges concerned as tokens of their authority or

proofs. of authentication and were attached to the
missives or certificates and diplomaS issued by them.
As already said Nruanda training had a value of its own
and was in very great demand. The stamp of NaJanda

training was sometimes fraudulently used or "Stolen",
as Hiuen Tsang puts it. Most of Nruanda seals bear the

picture of the Dharmachakra flanked by a deer recalling
66Life p. 1 1 0

·

.

vari�ty of cast models for which they were well known.
The Art of the Nalanda. School extended far beyond
the boundaries of India and in-fluenced _considerably

the arts of countlies like Java whose culture is mainly
based on Mahayana Buddhism, of which Nruanda was
then the most important center and strong hold. As
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regards the resembl ance o f Hindu Javenese bronzes
with those of Nalanda, Bernet Kempers

b7,
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"Muhammed-i- Bakht-yar used to carry his depreda

after a

tions into those parts and that country until he orga

critical study of examples of both Niilanda and Java,

nized and attack upon the fortified city of Bihar, Trust

records : "The Hindu Javanese bronzes in general have

worthy persons have related on this wise, that he ad

not developed from Piila Art, but Piila images have

vanced to the gateway of the Fortress of Bihar with

enriched the Art of Java with a number of motifs and

two hundred horsemen in defensive armour, and sud

. types ; that the bronzes of Nalanda, while partly

denly attacked the place. There were two brothers of

exhibiting a distinct resemblance to some bronzes from

Farghanha, men oflearning. one Nizamud-Din, the other

J ava, belong, to Pa!a Art.

S am s a m - u d - D i n (by N a m e ) i n t h e s e r v i ce o f
Muhammed-i-baktht-yar, and the auther o f this book

While discussing the end of Niilanda i t is relevant

met with Samsam-ud-Di n at Lakhamiwati in the year

64 1 H ; and this account is from him. These two wise

to mention th� prediction supposed to have bee.nmade
by a distinguished soothsayer pelonging to the heretical .

brothers were soldiers among that band of holy warriors

said that the king Sakraditya, the founder of Nalanda

the attack. at which time M uhammad-i- Bakht-yar, by

sect of Nirgranthas, as recovered by Hiuen Tsang. It is

when they reached the gateway of te fortress and began
the force of his in trepidity, threw himse l f into the

. (according to Hiuen tsang). having selected a lucky spot
commenced the work of the "Sangharama" (Niilanda
monastery). When he began the work he was wounded,
while digging, the body of the Naga. Having seen that

postern o f the gateway of the place, na dthey captured
·

the fortress, and acquired great booty. The greater

number of the inhabitants of that place were Brahmans,

the Soothsayer is suppo.sed. to have said. "This is a
very superior site, If you build here the "Sanghariima"

shaven ; and they were all slain.: There were

i t must of necessi ty become highly renow ned.

number of books there; and when all those books carne

Throughout the five Indies, i t will be a model. For a

· period ofthousan.d years it will flourish still. Students
of all degree will have easily accomplished their studies.

But Many will split blood because of this wound given

(Hiuen Tsang Buddhist Records of the
Western world translat�d by Samuel Beal, London 1 906

to the Naga"

Voi . II p 1 68) .

·

and the whole of those Brahmans had their heads

.

a great

under the observ ation o f the M u s al mans, they
summoned a number of Hindus that they might give

them information respecting the import of those books ·
; but the whole of the Hindus had been killed. On •

.

becoming acquainted (with the contents of those
books), it was found that the whole of that fortress
and city was a college, and in the Hindu tongue, they
call a college (madrasa) Bihar''.

While commenting on the destruction of Niilanda
Vidyabhushana68 observes : "When the wave o f

Historians agree that Minhaj here refers to the

Muslim inroads swept over Bihar a t the end o f the

destruction of Niilanda by Moharnmed-i- Bakht-Yar.

twelfth century, Niilanda sufferend a cruel destruction

The fortress he refers to in the Niilanda establishment

like much else; Islam, as. a hjstoric force, has been the

most uncompromising enemy of B uddhi s m and
Buddhist institutions Jrom the hea.i1 of central Asia to
the islands ·of the southern sea".

surrounded by a high wali and B rahmans with heads
shaven are the Buddhist monks. Minhaj 70 further adds

how B akat-yar was rewarded by the Sultan when he ·

returned laden with plunder after sacking Niilanda

which made the other nobles of the court jealous of
The occurrences in B ihar are best described in the

him : "When that conquest was achieved Bakht-yar

words of a leading Mus l i m historian of Minhaj69 :

returned laden with plunder and came to Kutbu-d-Din

67Bernet - Kempers, A. J., The Bronzes ofN.pla,nda a'J4 f!indu Javanese Art, pp. 1 -88 (Bijdragen K. 1., Dee!
68Vidyabhushana S. C. Indian Logic mediaeval School, Calcutta, 1 909p. 5 1 6
69History of India, Elliot H . M . , London 1869, Vol. I I . p 305-36 (Tabakati Nasiri)

90, 1933)

�� . �
.
71Ghosa A., A guide to Nalanda - Delhi, Manager of Publications 1946 (Superintendent of Archeological Survey of
India) p. I6
72 Vidhyabhushana D . S. C. Mediaeval School of Indian Logic, Calcutta 1 909 p 146
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who paid him much honour and respect. A body of

at the fountain of Knowledge, that work with all its

nobles of the court looked upon the favours which

defects and weaknesses must be

sultan Kutbu-d-Din bestowed upon him with jealousy.

_ _ Archaeological e7tcavations too confirm the

an admitted prai_s�
worthy" (Sankalia H. D., University of Nalanda,

p. 1 77-78). See PLATES VII-Xl

destruction of Naianda by fire. Ghosh 71 a late (Super
intendent of Archaeological Survey of India) states :
"There are abundant signs left in the . ruins of burnt
wooden beams, doors images, grains etc. to prove that
there was a general outbreak of fire at N3landa, at least
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sutta and the Asibandhaka sutta . When the Buddha
was staying at the Pavarikamabavana a householder
by name Kevaqqh a came to the Buddha and requested
him to appoint a monk to perform mystic wonder. in
order to increase the faith of the Buddha's followers of
Nalarida, but the Buddha did not agree (D. I, 2 1 1 ). The
Gamini samyutta of the Samyutta Nikiiya records three
discussions (S. IV. 3 1 1 - 12, 3 1 4.3 1 7) the Buddha had
with three village chiefs (Gamini). bearing the same
name Asibandhaputta, at the Pavarikamabavana. The
first two discuss ins appear to have been with the same
person on two different occasins. According. to the .
first discussion Asibandhaputta Giimini visited the
Buddha at the Pavarikambavana and inforined him that
The Sumimgalavilasini says that Nalanda was one
Brahmans elevate people to heaven after their deaths.
yojana, equaling to seven· miles, from Rajagaha, the
He wanted to know whether the Buddha who was an
capital of the Magadha kingdori (Rafagahato pana
aiahant and Sammasambuddha could d� the same. On
'lvala�da jojanamattameva (DA. II. 35 1 ). It is seen
the second occasion when Asibanddhaputta Gamini
.
.
that there has been a h igh way (�ddh�namagga)
met the Buddha at the Pavarikamavana he inquired
·
between Rajag<iha and Nahinda (S. II 220). Ii is also
from the Buddha as to why the B�.ddha teaches the
seen that Bahuputtaka Cetiya (a pre BuddhistiC shrine)
dhamma in full to ertain people but to certain others,
(foe cit) and Ambalatthika royal park (D. JI. 84) one
he does not .teach the dhamma in ful l . The third
would see between Na!anda and Rajagaha and the road
discussion appears to have taken place between the
extended from Nahmda to Pa�allgama (foe cit), which
Buddha with . a different Asibandhaputta Gamini,
because the latter is described as a follower of Niganrhas ·
. . . subsequ�ntiy developed a:s the capital of emperm
Asoka.
(Nigantha savakii). 'The Buddha inquired from him
.
the man ner Niglll)�a� athaputta teach his doctrine to
Nalanda is described in the Pali texts as a prosperous
his followers. (Katham nu kho Giimani Niganthanata
putto sdvakdnam dhammam deseti) , to which
a� d popular place. "Nalanda · Iddha eeva ph i ra
bahujana iikinnaff:anussii (Nalanda is rich and · Asibandh aputta repl ied that Niganthanathaputta
teaches that whosoever slayeth living creatures go to
wealthy, crowded and populous (D./. 2 1 1 ). Whenever
the woeful lot, to purgatory etc.
the Buddha visited Nalanda he used to stay at the
mango gro�e Pa�anka ).. mbavana. According to the
The Sampasadaniya sutta (D. I l l . 99) and the
Majhima Nikaya commentary, the park belonged to
Satipaffhaita Samyutta (S. V. 1 59) record how Yen.
the merchant Dussapiivarika (merchant selling cloth
Sariputta visited the Buddha, when he was staying at
mantle.) The Papaneasudani fruther adds that the
the Pavarikamabavana and expressed his extreme ·
merchant having listened to the Dhamma from the
affection and gratitude towards the Buddha : "Lord
Buddha, was pleased and constructed a Vihara in the
d
such faith I have in the exalted one, that methinks, ·
park comprising of huts, caves an pavilions .and offered
there never has been, nor will there be, nor is there now
it to the Buddha ( "Tam kira tassa uyyii naft!ahosi. So
any other recluse or Brahman who is greater and wiser
bhagavato dhammadesa'naftl sutva bhagavati
pasanno, tasmiftl uyyiine kuU, lena, ma1J4apadi than the Exalted one that is to say, as regards higher
wisdom" (English translation of Sampasadaniya sutta, ·
patima!Jcfitam viharam katva niyyiidesi).
Dialogues of the Buddha by Rhys Davids, vol. l l l . P.
. ,.;.;·. .
95). The Vimanavatthu Af!hakathii VvA. p. 1 14}speaks
It was at the Paviirikambavana in Nalanda that the
of a iay female disciple .by name Sonnadinna living at
Buddha met Dighatapassi a follower of Niganthana
Nalanda. S he was of immense devotion to the Buddha
thaputta, and Upali Gahapati of the same faith, and
Kevaddha A sibandhakaputta. I t was at the · and the monks and offered the four requisites to the
monks, and as a result she was reborn in the Tavatimsa
Pavarikambavana, That the Buddha preached the
heaven. The Upali sutta (M.I, 37 1 ff.) has its origin
Sampasadaniya sutta, the Kevaqqha sutta, the Upali
Rajagaha, connected to the Buddha in severl ways .
According to the Pali Nilaiyas, the Buddha was stay
ing at Nalanda on several occasions, met a number of
important persons, had discussions with them and
delivered some i mportant discourses to them. The
Nikayas do not specify whether it was a village or a
town and refer to it as Nalanda only. But the Commen-·
.
taries such as the Sumangalavilasini (DA. III. 873)
and the Papaneas1idani (MA. III 52) refer to Nalanda
as a town (Nalanda ti Evam Namake Nagare). It was
the same locality where the celebrated Nalanda Uni
versity (q.v.) was subsequently established.
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Fa-Hieun says that he visited a village called NaJa

too at the Pavarikambava in Nalanda. It records how
the two house holders Dighatapassi and Upali, followrs

and identifies it as the place where Sariputta, the chief

disciple of the Buddha was born,

of NigaJ#1amithaputta, came to see the Buddha, when

as

well as the place

the latter was staying at the Pavarikambavana. The

where he attained Parinirwina. He further says that

deeds, Nigantbanataputta lay down for the effecting

cremated. Some schoiars identify N3Ja as Nalanda, but

thaputto lcanmuini panniipesi kammassa kiriyiiya) to

village. However the Pal i tradition, too says that Yen.

does not lay down deeds but l ays dow n wrongs.

Parinibbtina and that the place of his birth was not far

he saw the sthupa on the site where his body was

B uddha inq!Hred fro m Dighatapassi : "How many

. of an evil deed ?. (Katham pana tapassi Niganthanii

·

others say that NaJa was not Nalanda, but another
·

Sariputta went to the place of his birth to attai n

which DighaTapassi replied that N iganthanataputta

from Rajagaha.

According to the same sutta, when the discussion

Dighatapassi had with the B uddha, was reported to

According to the Northern tradition Nalanda was

Niganthanataputta, he was.pleased. The householder
Upali, another promin.ent fol lower of Niganthami

named after a Naga living in . a pond there. But there is
nothing to that effeCt in the Pali · literature. Though

taputta, who was there at the moment, volunteered to

Nalanda i.s described as a rich and prosperous town

meet the Bud�a to refute his teachings and.met . the :

with a dense populatio,n as mentioned above,

Buddha at the Pavarikambavana, But contrary to the

!.In fortunately during the life time of the Buddha i tself
. Upali became
an ardent follower
of.. the
. . it had to face a severe famine, according to Buddhist
. Buddha
.
. after the. discussion
.
with the Buddha..
· texts. The Samyutta Nikaya describes the famine thus

expectatiQn OfNiganthanathaputta,.

: Tena kho pana samayana, Nalandii Dubbhikkhti hoti: ·
. Dvihitika setaUhikii saliikti vu ttii-now at that time

It is dear (rom .the Upalisutta; the Asibandhaputta.
sutta etc. that there has been a large number offollowers
of Niganth:anataputta at N alanda. ·The Upalisutta ·
reports rhat when . the . B uddha w a s s t ay i n g . at
·

Nalanda was stricken with famine, hard to get one's

living in, white with men's bones, i�s crops. grown to
mere stubs (S. IY. J23)

Pavarikambavana N iganthanataputta too, was at

·

Nalanda with a large retinue of N iganthas (Tena kho
pana samayef!a Niganthonataputto Nalandayam
pativasi:iti mahatiyii niganthaparistaya saddhim (M. I,
371) ). At the same time the Kevaddhasutta reports

Fa-Hieun plac�s the hamlet of NaJa at one yojana

or 7 miles, from the Hill of the Isolated Rock, that is

· from Giryekand also· the same distance from new Raja
Griha. This account agrees exactly with the position

that the people at Nalanda were thoroughly . pleased

of Baragaon, w i th respect to Giryek and Rajagir

with the Buddha (Manussa Bhagavati abhippasanna

(Alxendar Cunningham- The ancient Geography of
India, (Reprint) Bharatiya P1,1blishing house, Yaranasi

D. I, 2 1 1). Therefore it is reasonable to assume that
Buddhists

as

well as Jains coexisted at Nalanda and ,

there has been religious leaders, Gotama Buddha and

Nlgantha.'laputta, meeting each other, the followers of

Niganthanataputta came to the B uddha and had cordial

religious discussions, when the Buddha was staying at
the Pavarikamabavana
Nalanda is referred to in the Jain texts and contains
description of Nalanda which go to the pre-Buddhist

period. According to the Jain texts it was at Nalanda
·
that Mahavira met Gosala. Accordding to the Jain text

Bhagavati

surra Mahavira had

spent fourteen rainy
seasons at Nalanda which was considered as a suburb
of Rajagaha, having hundreds of houses. There both
B uddhist and. Jain records testify that Nalanda was a
stronghold of Jains too.

·

·

·

(India) I 975-p.395).

'

The Buddha visited Nalanda on his last journey.

. The Buddha went to Nalanda from Ambala��ika and
stayed at his favourite rest Pavarikamabavana. Having

stayed at Nalanda as much as he wished he· proceeded·
to Pii�aligama. apparently this was his last visit to
Niilandii before his parinibbiina at the Malia's park at

Kusi n ara. The eminent archaeologist Alexander ·

Cunningham has identified Baragoan, a village seven

miles north of Raj a&ir in Bihar, as the site of ancient

Ncilanda. Alexander Cunningham, op cit p. 395.

K.

Arunasiri

·
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Rg- Veda itself, according

NAMARUPA.

to which it is the differentia
tion of Reality into mental and physical phenomena
that has given rise to the conception of Namarupa.

Introductory : The analysis of worldly empirical real
ity is a feature which has dominated Buddhist thought
from the very inception of Buddhims. The purpose of
this analysis is to reject as a fallacy the view held by
other Indian systems of thought at the time that un
derlying this worldly existence then� is an entity gen
erally known as the soul (atta or atman). In the Bud
dhist texts we find a number of criteria employed in
analyzing this alleged reality and, on the ground of the
analysis, a �efutation of the theory of souL Namdrupa
1 constituted the result of one such ana.lysis 2• Al
.
though the term basically represents the same thing in
essence, its use in different contexts indicate� different
stages of development in which this reality may be
· found.

The term occurs, frequently as a designation Of
differentiated contingent reality and represents psy
chological (mental, nama) and physical (material, ro
pa) phenomena. · Since these· two categories of phe
nomena, in this · context, are interdependent in their
origin, existence and cessation, nanuirupa -may be con
sidered as a·complete whole and be rendered as psy. chophysical being, the complex of mimi and matter.
Although the term is used in some contexts in such a
·· way as to embrace the whole of contingent existence,
both individual and cosmic (ayam ceva kayo, bahiddha
ca nama-nipam : S, II, 24), in general usage it repre
sents those mental and material phenomena that
consitute the so-called individual. It is, therefore, some
times tendered as individuality or individual being
(PED. p. 1 86)3, In this sense it represents a complete
but complex whole, and the analytic interest is im
plicit in the complex nature of the term itself; for it is
a compound �onsisting of two terms, nama and nlpa,
representing the two essential aspects of the contin
gent existence, subjective and objective.

The source of the namarilpa concept is, in fact, to
be found in the specific ideology which underlies a
cosmogony myth elaborated in speculative hymns of
the Rg- Veda. It hinges on the idea that before the
beginining of things, i.e., before the manifestation of
diversity and multiplicity, all rupas were rupa viz, the
munanifest shape of the Universal Being (purusa) and
all namas were one nama, i.e., the unuttered Univer
s� Speech (vtik: Rg. Veda, I, 1 64. 4 1 f: X, 1 89.3). The
existence of ndmarupa is due to two consecutive acts
of division: first, the separation of the two aspects of
the Universal Being, viz., father and son, and then, the
dismenberment of twin and one cosmetic manifesta
tions (ibid. I, 1 64. 4 1 f, X. 90).
,

·

In the Upanisads, the motif of the Universal Be
ing;s dismemberment at the dawn ofcosmic becoming
reappears as the differentiations of the soul (dtman)
into the vital functions (pranas).' In this condition,
that is to say, in the common conscious existence of .
man, reality is differentiated in name-and-form (niima
rupa : Brhaduranyaka Upanidad, 1:4.7). While ruima
is the inner power of individual being, rupa is its sen
suous appearance, the latter is the physical organ_ which
is huilt up by priina which, in tis own essence, remains
shapeless.
.

·

Priina is the immortal part of man (Braluuldranyaka
Upanisad, ii.3). That p.ait of man which does not leave
him at death is nama for niima is infinite (ibid iii, 2. 12)
In this sphere of worldly reality niima and rilpa are not

separated, because, reduced to its shapeless aspect of
actually different from the in
seperation depends upon the
sensuous manifestations or rupa So, the contrast be
tween the categories of niinza and rilpa is copfined to
The pre Buddhist concept : The difinition of sensuous reality.
worldly reality as namarupa is not peculiar to Bud
The highest cosmic sphere, being not accessible to
dhist thought; it was a conception widely current in
the earliest period of the Upanisads, but its origin goes the senses, is only niima, it is boundary between the .
back to the Vedic period, its germ being traceable in the upper world of niinza and the nether world of rupa
. !

I.

.S'.t ,. ! .

.. �

prana rupa is no more
visible nama, as their

•.
·

The tenn occurs in a mimber of Pali sutlas which may be considered as .belonging to the earliest strata of Buddhist literature (D./., 223,

etc; S. /. etc, II, 24, Sn. vv. 872, 909, 950, 1 036, 1 100 etc.) It also occurs asone of the twelve factors ofthe causal formula (Paticcil.s1111u
1 ppada;

viiinanaparcayci namarupam, namarupa-pacraya sa/ayatanam, Vin. I, if; D. 11, 32 ff).
2. { I ) The five .aggregates (khandha-skandha), (2) the six basic elements (dhatu), (3) .the twelve bases of perception (ayatana) (4) the
eighteen secondary elements of perceptions (dhntu) and the elements (dhamma
made from a variety of stand-points.

=

dharma) are other categories yielded by analysis

3. Name-and body (PED. 1 86), and name-and-form (Th e Exposition. II, 500) are the other equivalents used in Tr,mslations.
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(Chandogya Upanisad, XIII. 1 4). The Upanisads em

rupa is quite incommensurate with the Platonic dual

which is shaped or corporeal (murtam sasarl ram) and

mial untimately desends. Nor can it be adequately ex

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad, II, 3; Chiindogya Upanisad,
XIII, 1 2.) The latter can serve its present connection

Godheasd, extensio and cogitatio, since the import of

phasize the difference of potentiality between that

that which i s shapeless (amurtam asa riram :

and rise upwards to the highest sphere of immortality

of Universal Being (Chandogya Upanisad, VIII. 1 2r

Niimarilpa is the means by which Reality (Brah
man or Sat) is manifested in the world; for it is said
that Brahman produces out of itself heat (tejas); then
out of heat water (apas) is produced; an� _?Ut of water,
food (annam). Brahman · penetrates as Ji vatman into
these three which are elevated to the position of �ei

ties, and, in mingling them up -so as . to make each of. ·
them threefold, different_iates nama'and riipa. The Brah
man, having emanated the worlds, enters them again by
means of ndma ri4pa of which everything consi.sts

ism of Eidos and Hyle from which· the Western bino

plained as an anticipation of Spinozas modi or
this dual category-which can be critically accounted

for only if viewed against its historical background of
abstract scholastic speculation-is equally incommen

su rate with the Indian conception in which the

unsensuous character of niima does not preclude its

genetic connections with niima"4

What then does na.lnanlpa, in fact, represent? "It is

the animated organization where matter is conjoined
with ·mind"� Niima in this combination represents the
noetic principal which is combined with the material

pnndpfe to make up the individual (PED. p. 1 86) .

All schools of Buddhism agree that nama repre

sents the" four immaterial aggregates (Catta ro arupino .

(Satapathabrahmana, X I . 2 . 3 3 3 I ff; Ta ittiriya . khandha : Ps. ll 74, Nd ( I ) 435; Nd (2) 1 8 1 , Vbh. 230,
· Brahmana, 11:._2.7. 1 ; Chiindogya Upani-sad. V I 3) ·
401; Netti. 4 1 ; Vism. 506, DhpA IV, 1 00, Abhvi V. 1 204;
Abhidhammatthavikasin[, ed. A." P. Buddh;1datta, Co. The above�information found in �e Vedic l iterature
·
1ombo, Ceylon, - 1 96 1 , p. 400) . .· . . . . .· . . . . . . .· . ·
catvii
· gives us an ide;t of what niimarupa· nieailt jn pre�Bud- .
rah arupinah skandhah :Abhk. p. 6 1 ; Mdhvr. 563,
dhist Indian speculation. And it is evidept that the
J:r(Jt[tyasamutpiidavibhanganirdesa, included in the A . ·
conception of niiinarupa at the time when B uddhi SI:Jl ·
ryasalistambha -sutra, ed. N: Aiyaswam1 Sastri , Adyar •
. appe ared as well referred to the individual being com� . l,.;
ibrary, 1 950, p. 22 , Siks. 222). The four immaterial .
plete with soul. mind and matter;"for it is the means by
aggregates include ( 1 ) the aggregate of feelings{vedana ·
which Reality manifested itself in the phenomenal
�khandha), of perceptions (saiifiii) , of mental formaworld.
tion (sankhara) and of consciousness (viiiiiana). The
Thus, the .differentiation of existence "is accepted

both by the Vedic and the Buddhist systems of thought.

In the Vedic system it is the differentiation of the

untimate reality, the soul; it is an evolution or a m�i

festation of the soul; and soul is, therefore, the basis of

niiinariipa. In Buddhism which reje�ts the existence of
a soul as the ultimate reality, niimanipa has no basis as
such; for it is not an evolution or a manifestation of

some substance which is ultimately reaL It consists of

phenomena which arise depending on some phenom
ena; and there is nothing rea l over and above these
·

phenomena.

·
schools also agree that these four aggregates are called

nama because they possess the characteristic of flex
ibility, of bending or of inclining (namana-lakkhanam
: Vism. 449, 450, 477, 503, MA. I, 22 1 ; VbhA: 1 36;
VbhA. 1 35).
Abhvt. V. 1205; namatlti nlimam :
·

They bend because they are flexible; they are flexible
because they -are subtle, and not rigid

(Miln.

49).
This characteristic of n

�a �f four immaterial ag

gregates, all psychological aggregates, he says, bend

towards the object of thought; they also cause one
another to bend on to the obj ects ( KphA 78f;

DhsA . 392)

Definiton : "The emergence of niimar.Ilpa-concep
Chandraklrti who gives an eschatological explariation cannot, in fact, be understood as a shadowy ap- . tion says that the four imm�terial aggregates are called
proach to the categories of matter and form . . . ... . . . . . . .
niima in the sense that they bend or incline toward
because the intrinsical criterion of the co-ordination. continued existence (blzava) in different places (tatra
between its two component items, viz., nama ·and
tatra : Mdhvr 564). This
be understood to mean

may

. 4.

Maryla Falk, Namarupa and Dharmarupa, Uni versity of Calcutta. pp. I f.
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that it is niima or the for immaterial aggregates that

lead to, and adapt themselves in different types of

existence. They have a tendency toward continued ex

istence, and this is possible because of their flexibility
and adaptability as well as their being actuated by force

of karma which is inherent in individual streams of

existence, i.e., in so-called individuals (ibid; Madhyanta
S th i ramad . e d .
tucci, London, 1 932, Part I ,

Vibhdgasllt rabhasyat l ka

V. Bhattacharya and

pp. 30f).

G.

of

These two definitions of nama one belonging to
· the Theravada put forward by Buddhaghosa that the
four immaterial aggregates bend towards the objects

and the other the Madhyamika view of Chandrakirthi

that t!ley incline towards the continued existence, dif
ferent though they seem, are in fact complementary to

. each other. It is noteworthy that the two scholars were

interested in defining nama from two different stand�

points. The problem becomes very simple if we con
sider the fact that by objects the Theravadins under

stood not only the objects of the senses in empirical
circumstances, but also the objects· to which a dying

man clings at the la,st moment of his life. It is these
.
dying thoughts6 that shapes the future de.stiny of the

dead inan. When a man is to be reborn his conscious

ness at birth takes for its object one of these dying

thoughts, and begins to function _i n the new life. The

�
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c nsciousness of the new-born child Is therefore, the

�

res lt of the consciousness of the dead man. Its moral

it arises, answering to he spontaneously arising con

cept. So, when feeling arises, the name 'feeling' just
arises, answering to the spontaneously arising con
cept. the same is true for perceptions (saiiiiii) and the

rest. For feeling, whether it be in the past, future or
present, is (after all and always) just feeling. And so is
perception, so are mental formations (sankhiira), so is
consciousness (viiiiiiina). But nibbiina, though it be
for all time, is always nibbiin a. Such is name in . the

sense of name making (DhsA. p. 392; translation from
the Expositor, PTS., London, 1 958; II, pp. 500 ff.).
· Consensus of opinion prevails regarding the defini
tion of rllpa, too. Rllpa is always indentified with the

aggregate of matter (rllpakkhandha, Ps. l, 1 83 ; II, 74;

Nd ( l ) 435, Nd (2) 1 8 1 ; Vbh. 230, 407; Neth 4 1 , 48 1 ,
506; DhpA. IV, 1 00, VbhA 1 69; Abhvt. 1 69; Abhvt. V.
1 203 ; Adhidhammatthavikiisini, 400; Abhk. p. 61 Siks
222; Arya-S(llistamba surra, 22, Mdhvr 563). The com
mon characteristic of 111atter as given in the texts is ru ·
ppana (S. Ill, 47, 86 etc., Vism. 449,:4�0, 477-503; MA
I, 22 1 ; VbhA. 1 36, DhsA 52; KhpA. 7&_; Abhvt. V. 1 205)

apana (Jt bhsy. p. i) or rllpyalii iti · rupam _ : Mdhvr.

or r

544).

Ruppana or nlpana generally me<ii1s oppression or

affliction. It is said that rupa is oppressed or afflicted

by touch of cold and heat, or sun and wind, or hunger
and thirst and of gnats and mosquitos and snakes

(S. l/1, 86f; Vbh. f I: VbhA. 2 ; etc.) What is meant is

. character is also determined by the moral character of

that when it is confomted with such contrary forces as

B uddhaghosa g i ves yet another explanation of

Rupa, according to this description seems to have

the dying thought ( Vism. 3 87, 446f).

nama. Four of the aggregates, he says, are niima- mak

been regarded as a subjective factor, for it is said to be

name of king Mahasammata was Mahasammata, and

the touch of snakes and the like. The fact Lllat ethical

son. "Let him be called Tissa or Phusa," and whereas

ruppana in defining nlpa is fairly obvious, or convey

ing. For, whereas, from being named by the people. the

whereas parents by acclamation make a name for their

.

cold and heat, rlipa undergoes climatic disturbance.

the name comes by virtue of a quality as preacher,
Vinaya-student, such names as feeling (vedanii) etc. ·
come quite otherwise. Feeling and the other (elements

of consciousness), like the great earth and other ele

ments, make their own name as they arise. When they

arise their name also arises. For no one, when, feeling

arises, says : "J)e thou called feeling." there is no func

..

tion of name-taking. As when the earth ap pears
�here
'IJ • 't · ···
J
is no function of name-taking. "Be thou 't<illed earth"
t

•

•.· ">.

and similarly with the world systems, with mount

Meru, the moon·, the sum and the stars; name is just as

afflicted not only by climatic conditions but also by

edification was one Of the rea.Sons in using the word
ing as it does the idea of affliction, it is suggestive of the ·
noble truth of suffering (dukkha-sacca), one of the

cardinal doctrines of Buddhism .

The later Buddhist scholars have introduced the

terms badhyata (Mdhvr. 544), Vyabadhaya .
(Abhsy. 2) and pratighiita (Abhkvy. 24) in their defini
.
tion of rupa. These terms point to the fact of extension ·
i.e. , occupation in space, and to the fact of resistance as

the fundamental characteristic of rlipa. Rupa i s. that
which resists or is extended in space (Sapratighiirta :

6. The dying thoughts are threefold and ar.e termed kamma, kamma-nimitta and gati-nimaua (q. v. Vism 387)

'
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AbhkVy. 24). Two sapratighiita objects cannot occupy
the same space simultaneously (ibid. 56).

NAMARiPA

on his back and the cripple showing the w ay
( \'imu ttimagga ,
p.
36;
Vism .
Abhvt. . . . . . . . . . 1 22 1 ).

the Sankrit term sapratigha is also reminiscent of
Yasomitra compares nillnarupa to two bundles of ·
the Pali term patigha that is used in the Theravada
reed:
the two can stand only when they are placed
Abhidhamma with reference to the contact that obtains between the first five sense-organs and their cor- vertically with the two upper ends leaning against each
responding sense-objectis. These ten items are, there- other and the lower ends placed on · the ground at a
fore described as rupa that resists (rupam sappatigham . reasonable distance. The two depend on each other for
their existence in this position. When one falls the other
: Dhs. pp. 133 ff) .
falls too (AbhkVy. 667ff). In the same way nama and
rupa exist only in combination, and not in separation. ·
Although the two component _parts of namarupq
Their existence in separation is also mentioned but .
namely, nama and riipa, have been discussed sepa
rately as two items, · it should be emphasized that the in this context niunarupa does not represent the psy
two components in this particular context are interde: cho-physical entity as such, but the whole of existence
pendent and· that namarlipa is a. designation given to in general, i.e: internal as well as the external world.
the complex of mental. and physical phenQmena which The following situation has to be understood as. a case .
in reality constitutes one single unit (itidam ca rlipam in point. When nama, i.e. sense-consciousness, depends
·
plirvakam
ca nama, tad Cfikadhyam adhisanksipya na for its arising on rupa i.e. material elements of sense·
marapam ityucyate : Pratitya-Samutptxla-Vibhanga . organs and sense-objects, ntima is one thing and rupa
nlrdesa included in the Arya Stilistamba Su tra; ed. N. a different thing; they are not combined. In this situa- .
Aiyaswami sastri, Adyar Library, 1 950; p. 22) The tion, nama depends for its existence on
ru
. t..vo are inseparable; they arise together; .exist together pa, , but does not depend for its existence. In this
and perish together; they exist only in combination; in situation ntinia is compared to the sou�d of a dium and .
separation they are unable to exist (Miin·, 49, Visn!. rlipa to the drum'. The sound cannot arise without a . .
5 1 0; Abhvt. v. 1 2 1 5 ; Abhidhammattha-Vikilsin{, p 402r drum' sound is therefore dependent. But the drum is
· They exist on . mutual support ( Vism. 499, Arya Sa not dependent on sound; it can and doe·s exist inde.listamba Surra, p. 1 1 ; Mdhvr 564), because neither of pendently. of the sound ( Vlsm . . . . . . . . . ; Vimuttimagga,
them possesses the power to exist alone. One exists . 36).
only in dependence on the other. It is characterized by ·
Analysis has been the method the Buddhists have
a conjujction of T,ltimakil;•a and 'rlipaktiya (Nefti. 28);
successfully employed in refuting the titma-theory of
other Indian systems of Philosophy. What is analysed
Both .Buddhaghosa and Buddhadatta illustrate the
is the same, the man and the world; but we see different
interdependence of nama and rupa on each other by
standpoints adopted In their analysis with the reuslt
way of a parable in which they compare nlima to sail
that a variety of categories obtain. Diferent categories
ors and rlipa to a ship. ' The men cannot-sail without
yielded by different methods of analysis are named
the help of the ship while the ship cannot move withafter their particular nature. Namarupa, as has already : ·
· out the energy exerted by men ( Vism . . . , . . . . . Abhvt . . :
.
been stated, forms one S!Jch category. The other cat� ·
. . . . . . 1 22 1 ff). A voyage becomes possible only when
egories yielded by analysis are the five khandhas, six
the two, men and ship, are combi!ied. ·
dhatus, twelve ayatana, eighteen dhatus and dhammas.
Since what is analysed in the same, one category can be
Upatissa, too, joins hands with Buddhaghosa and identified with others, and the foilowing is an attempt
Buddhadatta in illustrating namarupa by way of the at identifying ntimarupa with other categories . . ·
blind-cripple parable where nama is like the cripple ·
and the rupa the blind. The cripple .cannot walk be- .
In the Pali suttas we find nama being identified with
cause· he is disabled, whereas the blind cannot walk · some psychological factors, namely, feelings ( vedanti),
because he cannot see the way. A journey is possible perceptions (saniia), volitions (cetenti), sensory con
only if the two get gather, the blind taking the cripple tact (phassa) and contemplation (manasikara: M.l, 53;
·

·

·

·

7. In the paintings depicting the bhavacakra, niimnnipn is represented by a ship with four occupants; the ship representing rripa (rri

pnklchnndhn) and the four men represneting nirmn (jour nrupion khnndha). See Ency. Bsm. Vol. III, fascicle I, p. 1 3.

'
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1 83). The Nettippakarana

adds another psychoiogical factor, namely, the mind
(citta) and makes niime consist of six psychological

1 8 1 ; 230, 407; Netti 4 1 ; Vism. 506; DphA IV, 100; Abhvt
v. 1 203; Abhidhammattha- Vikiiskin[, p. 400, Abhk. 6 1 ;

Th� five psychological factors given in the suttas as

nama have been identified in the commentaries with

Pratityasamatpiida-vibhangan irdesa, p. 22; Sik.s. 222

the three aggregates ( Vedanadi-khandhattayam): the

Mdhvr. 563). It is also identified with the thirty-two
parts of the body, hair (kesa) etc. (Netti. 77).

feelings representing the aggregate of mental complexes

II ; 5 1 6; VbhA,

I, 22 1 ; PsA I, 362;

1 69).
. Niimarupa as one unit has been identified with the

five aggregates of clinging (Paiicupadiinakkhandhii:

This identification is in prefect agreement with the

Netti. 1 5, 69) as well as with just five aggregates

identification of niima_ with the three immaterial aggre
gates also made in the texts ( Vism. 48 1 ; MA.

II,

namely niimarupa ( VbhA . 1 69).
In the same texts, rapa is identified with primary
(bhuta) and secondary (upiidii) elements of matter
(rupa:M. I 53; 46; Ps. I, 1 83 ; II; 74; Nd), 435; Nd (2),

factors. (Netti. 78).

(sankhara-khandha : Vism 48 1 , MA .
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(paiicaskandhiih : Arya-Siilistamba sutra, 1 0, Mdhvr

I, 22 1 ; P<A

562f; Madhyanta-vibhiigasutrabhiisyatlkii, p. 3 1). ·

. . . . . . . . . ; VbhA. 1 69; Mohavicchedani, ed. A. P.

Buddhadatta, A. K. Warder, London, 1 96 1 , P. 143;

It is also identified with the six primary elements

Adhidhammatthavibhavinitlkii, ed. D . Pannasara and
· · P. Wi m al �dhamma, · c o l o mbo, . 1 9 3 3 , p. 1 3 6 ;
Abhidh.wmattha-sangrahi:i Puriina Sanne, e d .

namely, earth (pathavidhiitu) W'!ter,: (iipodhiitu), heat
(lejodhtitu), wind (viiyodhiidu) and consciousness

W.

. ( viiiiiiianadhiitu : s A . II, 2 14) and, sometimes with the

Somaloka Tis sa. Colombo, ' 1 960, p. 2 1 6).
· ·

eighteen elements of perception, the element of eye .

·

(cakkhu-dhiitu), the visual element (rupadhiitu) the e)-

In some other contexts, nama Is found identified

ement of eye consciousness (cakkhuviiiniinadhiitu) and

with the four immaterial aggregates (cattiiro arflpino

so on with the other five kinds of preception

khandhii),' rian1ely, the aggregate of feelings, the aggre-

(Netti

69).

gate of perceptions, the aggregate of mental'formatives
and the aggregate of conscious-ness (Nd (1), 453, Nd

Both Buddhadatta and Khema consider all instances

(2), 1 8 1 ; Ps II, Vbh. 230, 407; DphA IV I 00; Abhvt, V
1 204; Abhidhammatthavikiisini, p. 400 ; Abhk. 6 1 Siks,

of mind and mental phenomena as nama and all in

222, Pratltyasamutpf¥iavibhangrmirdesa, p. 22; Mdhvr.

pasamiisa,

5638)

tively.)

stances of matter as rlipa (B. M. pp. 1 49- 1 59; Niimani
1 9 1 5- 1 9 1 6 pp. 5ff respec

So far niimarupa has been identified with the phe

Why Viiiiiiinakkhandha is excluded when, in some
contexts (Vism . 48 1 ; MA . I, 22 1 ; PsA. II, SIS . . . . . . . . .

nomenal world which i s conditioned existence
(sankhata ) , b.ut in the Dhammasangani, we find niima

etc.), nama is identified with the other immaterial ag-

being identified not only with the four immaterial ag

gregates is explained by B uddhaghosa in his commen-

gregates, which are conditioned, but also with the un

tary to the Vibhanga. It is excluded, he says, not be-

conditioned element (asakhatadh[!Ju: Dhs. p.226), that

cause viiiiiniina is not nama; nama includes viiiiiniina,

is nibbiina. This view has been accepted by Anuruddha

too but in order to distinguish between two aspects of

in his Niimarupapariccheda (JPTS. London, 1 9 1 3-

vi11iiniina, one casual viiiiimina and the other the result-

1 9 1 4, p. s, v. 3) where niima is identified with· citta, .
cetasika and nibbiina. Here citra represents the viiiiiii

ant viiinniina. Viiiiiniina as one of the twelve factors of
the causal formula (Paticca-samuppridaY constitutes

I. PTS. , London,

·-

nakkhandha; cetasika represents the other three khanda

its causal aspect, and its resultant aspect is represented

as vedeanii, saiiiiii, and sankhiini while nibbiina is none

in the niima of the next factor of the casual formula,

other than the asankhata-dhiitu.
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NlJmarapa and the corresponding "elements'.' of other categories

Namarupa

dhiiJu

Ayatana

ViiiiUiT,rl

Maniiyatana

Khandha

Viiiii�

Nama

Vedanii
Saiiiiii
Sankharii

..

Pathavi
Apo

Rupa

.

.

.

.

Tejo .
\cyu
· Akiisa

Rupa

...

.

.

.. �

..

A section of

A section of

Dhammadhiitu

Cakkhu
Sota
Ghana
Jivhii
• Kiiya
· Rupa ·
Sadda
Gtindha .
Rasa
Pho((habba
·

Dhammiiyatana

· All the categories given above belong to the sphere

of conditioned existence (Si:mkhata). Mention may be

·

Manodhiitu
Cakkhuviiiiilu}a
· Sotaviiiii{UJa
Ghanaviiiiiiil]a
. Jivhiiviiiiiiina
Kiiyaviiiiitim
Manoviiiii{UJa

Dhumtniiyatana

A section of

. .

Dhamma

Dhiitu

Cakkhu . Satta
Ghana ·
JivhO.
Kiiya
Rlipa .
.
·.. ·Sadda
Gandha
Rasa
Phbtthabba

Citta

Cetasika

.

.

.

A section of

Dhammadhiitu

In the stock passage which sets out the causal .
formula

Niimarlipa is preceded by Viiiiiana and is
made in this context of the occurrence of asankhata
succeeded by saliiyatana ( Viiiiiiina-paccayaniimarupa, .
dhatu as an item of nama in the. Dhammasar.gani . niii7ta riipapaccaya saliiyattina : Vin. I, I etc,); have
·( p_. 226) an d in the . Ndmartipapapariccheda
niimarupa is said to originate depending on Viiiiiiina ; it
(JPTS., london,. 1913-1914, p.s.).
also rise to sa/iiyatana or to phassa.
suttas of the Dfghaniktzya namely, the ·
its
Mahiipadiina sutta and the Miihanidiina sutta which
general usage, connotes the entire worldly existences
discuss causality, the formula begins with niimartipa
but in its strict technical sense, it represents a complex
and runs as follows : Niimartipa -paccayii Viiiiiiinam,
unit in which both the psychological and the physical
Viiiiiana-paccayii niimartipam, niimartipa-paccaya
phenomena are potentially present, it is a dynamic .
sa/iiyatanam (D. II. 32 ); and niimartipa-paccaya
entity which plays an essential role in the conception
viiiiiiinam, viiiiiiinam, viiiiiiinapaccayii niimartipam,
of a being.
Namarlipa

and causality : Namariipa, . in

But in two
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ntimanipa-paccaya phasso (D. I I . 56.). According to

these passages, Vi1iiiiina arises depending on niimaru

pa, niimanipa (in tern) arises depending on Viiiiiiinam
and niimanlpa gives rise either to salaj.•atana or to

phassa.

Poussin' J. A. 1 902, p. 3 1 0f). Thus, viiiiiana is the

cause of namanlpa (D. II, 63; Arya-Siilistamba Satra,

1 3- 1 4; Mdhvr. 566), and it is viiiiiiina, therefore, that

produces niimarapa ( Vism. 500). Niimarapa descends
into the mother's womb, only if and when viiiiiana

In this process of causal origination we find a number
of items involved; items such as Viiiiiiina, sa/ayatana
and phassa. What do these mean in this connection?
and what does niimanipa represent in this process ?

Namanipa has . been described as "descending"

(okkanti niimarupam: Ps, I, 52; Vimuttimagga, 33).
·
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Buddhaghosa explains that niimarapa is that which

enters a mother's w omb at conception "(okkant!

finds support in it (S..U, 66, I 01 ff; Mulamadhyamaka

k.arika, xxvi, v. 2, Madhvr. p. 543). Had vifiiiana not
descended into the mother's womb, nfllnarupa, too,

would not have descended (D. II, 63). This is the
meaning of the statement t hat namarupa arises
depending on viliiiana ( Viiiiiiinapaccayii niimarapam,

AA.

II, 28 1 f; Mohavicchedani, 1 48).

It is evident from the scriptures quoted above that

n.amartipanti ya gabbhe rtiparlipudhammanam

vi1iiiwza is a more fundamental factor that is essential

okkanti, agantva pavisanam viya; idam ntimarapam :
Vism. 497; VbM, 192; PsA. /, 241).

for conception to take place 9 for without viiiiiiiiza

Both Vasubandhu and his commentator, Huian
tsang, consider niimarapa to be the seed that produces
a frui t (bijam yam ntimartipam pha lotpatta u

samartham : A bhk. II, 3 6 ; Abh idharmakosa de
· Vasubandhu ' tr. de La Valee Polission, Societe Beige d'
Etudes, Paris, 1 923, 1 93 1 , Vol. I; P. 1 85; La Siddhi de
. Huian-tsang, tr. by L. de Ia Valee Poussion, Paris, 1 928,
1 929; p. 482). Yasomitra; another commentator of
Vasubandhu, held that niimanipa is the seed of rebirth
(punarbhava-b[ja: Abhkvy. pp 33 ,42).

being established, no niimarapa can enter a mother's
womb. Viiiiiana, in this particular context, has also
..
been described as the re-linking consciouness (par[

sandhi-vifiiiarzam) the consciousness that constitues
the l ink between death and rebirth (Ps. I, 52; Vimutti

magga, 33, Vism, 497). I t is the producer, the seed of

conception (Janaka- pratisandhi-bljah: Abhidbarmad[ ·

pa with VibhiisiiprabhaVrttl. ed. P. S. Jaini, Patna, 1 959,
p. 1 2).
Pat4£mdhi i s a term which is first used in the
Patisambhfdamiigga10 in the sense of coception. The

Nama rtipa has been co mpared to a sprout

earlier term, or rather phrase, used in this sense as is

(aukuropamam niimarupam ; Vimutti-magga, 3 3;d
A.rya-Snalistamba sutra. pp. 8, 1 4, 1 6; Mdvhr. 552). It
is a sprout that takes root in the womb of a mother
(ibid). This represnets a state in the formation of an
embryo.

found in the early Nikayas is Vinniinassa avakkanti,

Whenever namarlipa is compared to . a sprout,

viiiiiiina is compared to a sprout, viiiiiana is compared
to a seed (blja), from which niimarapa the sprout of
the individual, grows forth ( Vijnaanab{jam . . . . . . . . .

niimarupankuran matuh kuksau abhinirvartayatiArya-siilistamba siitra, 8, 1 4, 1 6, Mdhvr. 552, 566f;
Bodhicaryavatiira t[ka quoted by La de La Valle
9.

It is no less essential for the continuity of life (D.

" the descent of vifiiiana" (D. 1/. 63; S. ll, 9 1 ). The

phrase. "gandhabbassiivakr..anti" (M. l. 265, A. I, 1 76) .
and niimanlpassa avakkanti (S. 11, 66; Kvu. 1 42) are
also used in this sense.

Avakkanti or okkanti (ava+kram to go down)
literally means descent or corning to be (okkanti nibbatti .

piitubhavo: PugA P. 1 84). What enters into the mother's

womb is called vifliliina , gabbha or niimanlpa. Do these ·
three terms signify the same thing or different entities ?

Clarification of this point might throw valuable light in ·
determining what niimanlpa is in this particular context.

II. 338; S. /1/, 1 43).

1 0. The Patisambhidilmagga is one of the fifteen books that belong to the Khuddakanikirya of the Pali Cannon. Though it has found its
way to he Pali Sutta Pi taka, it is in fact a Theravilda treatise complied on the style of the texts of the Pali Abhidharruna pitaka. It thus
belongs to a later period in the library activity of Theravitdins.
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Viiiniina is consciousness which always arises with
referrence to an object which may be ( 1 ) material such
as an" oojet:t ofvision (rupa) or a sound (sadda) etc.; or

(2) conceptual such as democracy, freedom and so on
or ( 3 ) psychological such as J o v e and hate .
It is participial in formation and dependent in origination. ·
It is always particular in naturf and is referred to as
eye·conscious:ness (cakkhu-viiifliiTJa) . . . . . . . . . or mindconsciousness (mano-viiiiiiil]a : M. I. 259).

NAMARiiPA
It is extermely significant that in the Payasi-sutta,

which clearly refe�s to this Samsaric Viiiiiana in the
conch�shell illustration, viiiiiiina is made analogous to
man (purisa) who blows the conch shell (D. II, 338):
Three factors are essential for the_ conch-shell to produce
a sound, the factors are air, the energy exerted by the
man and the m�n himself. It is only if and when the
man blows the conch-shell, that it produces any sound. ·
In the same way life is said to exist only when there are
l i fe principle (dyu), temperature ( usma) and
consciousnes (viiiiidna, ibid), as the serving factor, as . .
the link between death and rebirth of an individual, that .
by re-entering "womb after womb" (gabbha gabbham
Sn. v. 278) for repeated conceptions, results in what -is
generally known as samsara.
.

But this type of sense-consciousness (cilkkhu
vintliina etc.) obviously ,;;o uld not be the factor that
enters into a mother's womb at the conception of a
"
being. " For i t i s not possibt e that e mpirical
consciousness (pravrttivijiitilia) that has come to an
end (in a certain individual existP.nce) is let into the
The difference between this samsiiric viniiiin4 and .
condition of rebirth. Nor is it possible that good and .
the vijnaiwtman tha was held to be the surviour by the
defiled (kusala and klista) exist simultaneously in it
Upanisadic teachers, according to their doctrine. of re
. . . . . . . . . and the seeds o f a future birth (karma
incarnation, is only too clear; for, in the Upanisads, the ·
vasana) are not established in empirical consciousness term
atman denotes .a inetaphysical substratum that is
by samskaras (Madhyiintavibhaga-slitra-bhasya-t[ka,
permanent and unchanging whereas in Buddhism the · ·
pp, 30-3 1 ) . If that is so, what is �he vinr.ana that enters 'Sun1iving' Vinniina is identical with bhava implying
into the mother's womb.at conception ?
thereby the very opposite nature of impermanence .
. (anicca) aild evolution (pariniima). .

The tenn viiiiiiina also occurs in a number of Pali
· Sometimes the term gandhabba occurs in place of .· ·
suttas in ·the sense of a "Survivor", a factor that
constitutes the link between death and rebirth of a this sams{iric viiiiia n a . · Accord i n g · to the ·
k�
being. In the Anaiijasappiiya-sutta of the Majjhimanika . Mahmanhasan li yasutta and the Assa"liiyana-sutta of ·
N �
ya this viiifiiina is called " the evolving consciousness" the Majjihim/ {k ya, gandhabba is one of the _three
·
(samvattanika viiiiiiina : _Kiiyassa bheda parammarat]il vital factors t�at are essential for conception to take
thilllam etam vijjati yan tam samvattanikam viiinana place (ga bhassa-avakkanti : ¥· I, 265 ; II, 1 75). Of
the phrase· gabbhassa avakkanti the original meaning
assa iinaiijtipagam : M. I I . 262( . This viiiiiiina is
seems t0 have 'descent of the embryonic being' for the
· regarded continuing, through various Jives, up to the
gabbha means womb as receptacle as well as the fetus,
state called the sphere of neither-perception-nor-non
. the being inside it (MA. II, 3 I 0). Hence it is that the .
perception (nevasaiiiiiiniisaiiiiiiyatana : ibid. 264). This
fetus, gabbha, is said to derive from the six primary
is nome other than the stream-consciousness (viiiiiii
elements (dhmu, q. v., channam dharunam upiidaja
nasota) that extends into both worlds, this an·d the next
gahbhassa avakkanti ( A. I, 1 76 Sat khalu dhiitun prad
(idha Joke ca patitthitam para loke ca patitthitam : D.
tiya garbhiivakriinti : AbhKVy 57). Vinnana is the last
Ill, 105), also called the stream of becoming (bhavasota
of these six elements. And, the descent of the embryonic
implying thereby its constant changing nature. In the
being is also the cause of namarupa, at least in one
Thcravada scholastic period it is termed the rebir.th version of the causal formula (Channam dhmurwm
linking consciousness' (Patisandhi-viiiiiima or citta) upiidiiya gabbhassiivakkanti hoti, . . . . . . . . . okkantiyii sati
which is a species of life continuum (bhavanga, q. v.) niimanlpam (A. I, 1 76). This is obviously parallel with ·
It is clearly this viiiiiiln a to which the monk, named Sa the usual statement that vifiiiilna is the cause or namanl
ti, referred as "the consciousness that fares on and pa (Viniiiinapaccayii nilmarupam, Vin. I, I ; Okkantiya
contiunes · ( viiiniinam sandhiivati samsaratt), but erred sati namarupanti viiiniina-paccayii namarlipam; AA.
in saying that " it did so without change of identity"
II, 28 1 f). It is also stated that had viiiiiiina not descended
(Tadeva, anaiiiiam) and also in taking i_t as an "agent into the mother's womb namarlipa world not develop
and experiencer" ( Vado Vedeyyo : M. I, 256).
(D. II, 63).

�

·

·
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The Yogiiciira- Vijniina viidins have interpreted the
three used as synonyms in the Pali sultas, namely,
citta, mana and vitiiiiin a (S. II, 94) and accepted as
such by the Theravadins ( Vism. 383), to mean three
different aspects or states o f the aggregate of
(vijiiiina-skandha). By citta, they
consciousness
understood the resultant store-consciousness (iilaya
vijiiiina) in which all the traces of past actions are
deposited with the result that it is performed by them.
By mana, they meant the "thinking mind'' (manyana
vijlliina) which is associated with four passions, namely,
the belief in the exi stence of a soul (atma-drsti)
attachment to self (iilmasneha), the view that "I am "
(asmi-miina) and ignorance (avidyii). It is also the
consciousness that survives the attainment of cessaton ·
(nirodha-samiipatti) as well as the sixfold sense
consciousness. Vijniina, according to them, constitutes
the six fold sense-consciousness (sad-vij1liina-kiiya :
Abhsy. 1 1 - 1 2).

It is obvious now that this samsiiric viniiiina which
is none othef than the gandhaba constitutes the factor
most essential for conception to be successful. It is no
less essential for the continutiy of life within "the
individual". It is said that when this viniiiina, together
with vitality (iiyu) and temperature (usmii) leaves the
body, the latter lies motionless like a log of wood (D.
II, 338; S. III, 143).

.

'
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In the Theravada Abhiddhamma terminology, as
has already been mentioned, this viniuma is tenned
bhavanga which is the sinequa-non (anga) of continued
existence (bhava). At death this bhavanga is called
"the departing consciousness" (cuti citta or cuti vinna
na), and at conception or rebirth it is called re linking
consciousness (patisandh.i citta pr vifiniina) both being
species of bhavanga ( Vism. 387 ff; VbM. 155!). in
order to distinguish this b.hal!anga-citta from empirical
consciousness, the latter is termed the pavatti-vWiiina
· ·(Vism . 466), The patisandhi-citta is also called the
consciousness that prepares rebirth (abhisankhiira
Viiitianant i Viiitianapaccayiit i kamnia-sahaja ra
adhisankhara -vii{ii a nam; A uA . . . . . . . I I , 506 ;
Vififiananti adhisankhdra-viiiiitJ.ilam; ibid. 600) .

.
They also distinguish betwee i{the first of these
three, i. e., iilayavijnana and the last two manya!!!i
vijiiiina and sad vijiiana; the latter two being described
as active conscious n e s s (pra vrtti-vij11dna)·.
Like empirical con$eiousness, .the rebirth-linking Alayavijniina, as the receptacle of·al J seeds (sarva
c
. onsciousness, too, arise having an object as its basis. b[jaka) is transformed (parinama) into a series of
These objects are clescribed 115 what one wills (yam ca . pravrtti vijiianas. · And it is this transformation that
cetell); what one thinks and prepares (yam ca pakappetl) results In the individual psycho-physical organism, that ·
· . · or what lies dormant (vam ca anuseti: S II, 66). The
is niimarupa (Trimsikii, v. 2, c d; Trirnsikii-bhtiasya,
three pharascs, in fact, refer to the mental formations p. 1 8).
· (sankhara) which belong to the sphere of mind�objects
(dhammiiyatana or dhammadhmu). I n the Thera vade
Sthiramati makes a specific statemet to the effect
Abhidhamma these objects are known as kamma,
that in the pharse ; "vijniina arises depending on
Kamma-nimitta and-gati-nimitta ; and It is said that the samskara", the term vijiiiina refers to A layavijiiiina
mind of a dying mail has one of these as its object, and a n d not to pra vrtt i - v ijiiana (samskara 
the next moment, i. e., immediately after death, he is pratyayam v ijiianam iti iha a laya-vijiianam
reborn ( Vism. 387ff; VbhA . \ 55).
adhipretam, na tu pravrtti-vifiiiinam : Madhyiintavibha ·
It is explained that niimarupa becomes the cause of gasiitrabhasyatlkii, de. V. B hattacharya and G. Jucci,
viiiiiiina by providing support for the latter. It is by London, 1 932, Part I, p. 30), because samskiiras and
f
establ ishing v{iiiiiina · in niimanipa that conception b jas are implanted only in the Alayavijiiiina (ibid)�
becomes successful; for without namarupa, viiiiiiina Moreover, the pravrtti vijftiina comes to an end in a
does not find a foothold. Thus, for viiiniina to be . certain individual existence, and it, therefore, cannont
b e Jed i nto the c o n d i t i o n s o f rebirth (ibid ) .
· 1 anted there mus 1· essent 1a. 11 y be the namarupa,
Imp
a
.
.
. � na- (cf Sankhara-panggahztam vmnanam gatzsu patzttham
· - - - IS
sort of sm· 1 . so to the extent vmnana
· essen t 1a1 10r
00 1 1
marupa to take root, to that same extent. Qf?f?W�I?P �� .- Labhari, Vism, 5 )
,
essential for viiiiiiina t o b e implanted. The two are
Thus it is viiiiiiina, also called gandhabha, that enters
interdependent and co-related. One cannot performs
its specific function unless the other does its. For i nto the mothe r ' s w o m b and fi nds support i n .
conception to be successful, the two must get together. niimarupa thereby accomplishing the phenomenon of
.

.

•.

·

·

.

· - - -

.

·

• .

.

.

I I . Vasubandhu says that Alayavijiiana is called bhavanga by the Tamrapariiyas, i.e., the Thtravt!dins, mulavijntllla by the Maht!Sanghikas,
and t!Samstlrika-vijntlna by the Mahlsasakas (Karmasiddhi-prakarana,trs. by E. Lamotte, Malanges Chinois et Bouddhigues, part
iv, 1 935- 1936, p. 250).
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conception. The phrase nii.manipassa a vakkanti,
according to Bhddhaghosa, means descent of the
psycho-physkal elements (nlpa-anipa-dhamma), a
phenomenon camparable to coming and entering
(okkanti ntimarupan ti ya gabbhe rupa rupad
hanunanam okkanti; ag(mtiva pavisanam viya, idam
nlimarupam (VJSm. 497, PsA . I, 241 , VbhA . 192).
This viniiiina, which enters into the mother's womb
and finds a foothold in niimarupa, is pregnant with the
forces of action accumulated (abhisankhara) in
previous births (SnA. II, 506, 59 1 ; Madhyiintavibhaga
slitra-bhasya-t[ka, pp. 300 It is these forces that

condition. the nature of viiiiiiina and, consequently, of
niimarllpa, and determine the place of its rebirth. If the
forces are good (kusala) conception in a happy place
(sugad) is assured, and, i f they aie of evil nature
(akusa/a) conception in an unhappy state (dilggaii) is"
·
·
inevitable.

·

In the light of this evidence �ve might condude that
namarupa is the psycho-physical organism of an
individual at the time of his cone.ption. It is the seed
that · is . implanted, or more properly, the sprout that
takes root in the mother's womb at conception: ·It
possesses all the essential potentialities to. develop
itself, under favourable conditons, into the individual
complete with sense-organs and so on .
.
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niimanipa stage. the fetus undergoes development in
the following five stages; namely, ( l ) kaLa/a, placenta,
(2) abbuda or arbuda, state of the fetus in the first two

months, (3) pesi or. pesi, fetus as a lump of flesh, (4)
ghana, the state when it becomes soild, and (5) pasa
kha or prasakhii, when limbs are formed. These are the
stages namanlpa passes through before it develops
stages of sense-organs (ibid. , K11u. l l . 494; Mi/11. 40.
125 ; Vism. 236).
Thus, in the ntJJnanipa stage, the sense-organs are
not formed, although it has the potentialities to develop
them. The fonmition of sense-organs belongs to the
next stage of the causal formula, named saliiyatana or
sadayatana.
But that there has been some defference of opinion
regarding this point among the eaily schools is eVident
from a controversy recorded in the Kathavattlw. The
Theravadins have held that in the human·embryo.- the
co-ordinating
organ (maniiyatana) and the organ of
.
touch (kiiyiiyatana) are congenital. the remaining four
organs, namely, organ of eye (cakkhayatana). the brgan
· or ear (sotiiyatana), the- organ of nose (ghto1ayatana)
and the organ of tongue (jivha-yatana) take seventy
. · severi days to co�e to birth (KvuA. xix. 2). But some
Buddhist . schools like the· Pubbaseliyas and the
· · Apraseliyas believed that all the six organs appear at
conception (ibid).

The moment conception takes place, all the five
. When there is namarupa, the six sensc-rogans arise
aggregates appear simultaneously (Ps. II, 72f; VbhA .
21 ff.), because niimarupa is identical with them. Since in the fetus (niimarllpa-paccaya saliiyatanam: Vin I, 1 ;
the five .aggregates are n one other than thc six primary D. I I , 3 2 e t c ; ntima rlipan isritnani indriyan i
elements (dhatu) stated differently, w e might as well sar/iiyatanam (Siks. 222) and· where there is sa/iiyatana
add that the six primary elements are represented in na sensory contact arises (phassa : Saliiyataria-paccaya
ma;upa. When Buddhaghosa describes namarupa as . phasso Vin. I, etc.) In some contexts, sensory contact .
psycho-physical elements (rlipa-arllpa-dhamma), is said to ori ginate directly from ntimarlipa :
Upatissa, after comparing it to a sprout, identifies it nlunarilpa-paccayii phasso : D. II, 56, 62; niiman ca
with mind (citta), th.e mental phenomena (cetasika) · rllpan ca paticca phasso : Sn. v. 872; Nd ( I ) 276f).
and the placenta (kalalqrupa ·: Vimuitimagga, p. 33).
Now, saliiyatana means the six sense-organs, namely
Thus, anlpadhammas represents the four non material
eye,
nose, tongue, body and mind while phassa means
aggregates, the viiiiiiinadhiitu or citta and cetasika,
whereas rupa-dhammas represent rupakkhandha, the sensory contact, which is set up by conjuction of three
five material elements, nlll-rie1y, pathavidhiitu etc. and factors, nameiy the sense-organ, the sense-object and
the resultant awareness (cakkhum ca paticca rupe ca
kalalanipa.
uppajjati cakkhu-viiiiiiinam; tinnam sangati phasso,
Sthiramati says that nllmarupa represents the five and. so on with the other organs : M. I, III). While
aggregates from the stage of conception of a being until saliiyatana represents sense-organs,· phassa represents
the point. when the six sense-organs appear; the a stage in the sense-perception. The latter cannot arise
appearance of the six organs excluded (pratisandhim without the former. One cannot possibly develop
upadaya . . . . . . . . . anutpanna-sadayatcmah: Madhya sensory contact unless one possesse the sense-organs.
ntavibhtigasu.rrabhtisy a-tika, p. 3 1 ) . During the One cannot, for example, see some form unless one
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The same question is put elsewhere in the s�e text
in a different manner: "Is the person who is reborn the
same as the one who died, or a different one?" (Miln.
400ff). The answer given is that it is not the same
person nor a different one who died and is reborn. (na
ca so na ca Aiitlo).

possesses eyes. But, it is said that sensor; contact
arises directly from namarupa ; saltryatana is not given
as a necessary factor.

This could be explanind in two ways: If we accept
the Theravada that in niimarlipa, i. c . , the human
embryo, the co-ordinating-organ and the organ of touch
Only the stream of elements (dhammasantati)
are congenital, namarupa can develop the sensory
remains
linked together, thereby making it continuous
contact through these two organs. Secondly, if by
namanipa is meant the individual in his developed (ibid)
· state, complete with all sense-organs and so on i.e.,
The question i s also asked whether one
individual after the birth, he can have sensory contact transriligrated (sankamati) from this body to another.
with all the sense organs. The second positon is favoured again with reference to death and rebirth. The answer
by Buddhaghosa, too. In the channels of the five sense given is an emphatic no (Miln. 72) .
organs, namely cakkhu etc., says Buddhaghosa, by
The point stressed in these questions and answers
means of visual (nipa) and other objects are matter
(nlpakkhanda) whlle the other four khandha$ brought is that the stream of elements, i. e. the indiv.idual stream
into relations therewith are nama. Thus in a fivefold . of life, with its deaths and rebirths, is a continuous
way is . . . . . . . . niima and rupa the cause of sensory process, and we know that the driving force of this
contact. In the channei of the sixth sense-organ , i.e., pmcess is the force of actions (sanskiira or sankhiira)
mano, its physical basis, the heart (ltadayavatthu, q. previously performed and deposited in, that individual
v.) as well as such corporeal form, as becomes its mental stream oflife. (punarbhava abhisanskarot[ti sanskiirah:
·
k
object, constitutes rupa while · the related states of Madliyan ta - vi bh d ga - Sli tra -bhiisya-t{ a , p. 30 .
.
conciousness induced, as well as such incorporeal form pratisandhivijiiiinaya da satiskarayan visin upadavana
as becomes its mental object constitute incorporeal laduva vipaka bhavayehi pihitanneya: Abhidharmartha
Sangraha-puriina of Sariputta, ed..-W. Somalokatissa,
form. (DA. II, 5 10f).
..
·
Colombo, l 960, p. 2 1 7)
· No transmigration, No Re-incarnation : We saw
The elements which constitued that section o f the
how viiiiiiina causes the re-union of becoming by .
entering into the mother's womb and getting established stream which is called the previous life, niimanlpa or
.
i n niimanipa, thus making the phenomenon o f · i n other words, the five khandhas, cease to be at the
conception a success (Dbhs. 49 ; Abhk. p. 1 2 ; · end of that section, called death; and by the force of
actions performed in that and/or other pervious lives, a
Abhidharmad{pa with Vibhiisiiprabhiivrtti, p. 1 2;
new
namariipa, or the complex of the five khandhas is
Abhkvy. p. 58; Madhyiintavibhaga-sutriibhiisya-tlka,
p. 3 1 ) _ 1 2
born. The two so-called individuals, the one who died
and the one who is born, are, therefore, not identical.
The question is sometimes asked whether it is the · The two are not different either because there is the
same namcmlpa or a different one that is conceived or coutinuity and identity of the force of kamma which
reborn. In other words, whether viiiiiiina is established produced the new life.
at conception in the old nlimariipa that died or in a
We meet with the same argument in the Arya
new niimariipa that is reborn. The answer given by
Nagasena to the above question of Milinda is that it is Siilistambha Satra, as well. Dyh1g skandhas, it says,
not the same; the two being different. Actions are are different from the skandha.s that are reborn.
performed, he explains, in "this" life and by "this" skandhas that are reborn do not appear in the skandhas ·
personality (iminlz niimariipena) and by the force of that are previously extinct, nor do they appear in those
those actions another personality aiiiiam namarapam that are not extinct. The moment the dying sli.andhas ·
is conceived (Miln. 46ff; Milinda-1ika, ed. P. S. Jaini, cease to be, there appear new skandhas ; death of the ·
previous skandhas and birth of the new skandhas
are
PIS, London, I 96 I � p. 1 3)
.
.

.

.

.

�

,

1 2. Vijfitfnam. janmanah clsrayabhutah, Abhk. 1 2.

.

Janmano betuh janako pratisandhijljah, Abhidharmadipa, P. 12; AbhKVy. p. 58.
Vijficlntna utpallisthclnaprlfpaflclt; karmaparibhclvitena vijfit!ena santclnena pravrl/ya cyutistht!nt!t utpallisthclne punarbhavabl
.

jabhlltaya vasanayah prapanam, Madhyantavibhtlgasutrabhasyatikn, p. 31.

.
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that a man walks, stands or does something; for it is nii

simultaneous. Here, no dharma transmigrates from this
world to the· next. Rebirth is actuated by the force of
karma, actions, the process is comparable to the

manlpa that is reality walks; and does things. There is
no man or individual or being over and abo ve

namanipa (ibid).

reflections ofa man's face in a mirror; the face does not
transfer itself on to the mirror (Arya Salistambha

Thus the reality or niiliwrlipa is accepted. But side

by side this accetance, we find statements· made to the

s litra, pp. }6- �8}

effect that niimanipa is not real. We know, in the first

The viiiiiiin:a· that gets established in !ztimarupa at
conception i s not, therefore, an entity which is

place, that the two components, nama and nipa are

interdependent; one cannot arise, exist or even cease

permanent �nd unchanging, l ike the ruman of the

except in conj uction w i th the other. Secondly.

Upanisads. The phenomenon of rebi rth cannot,

niiman'ipa as a complex unit is also dependent for i ts

ther�fore, be described as transmigration, because there

appearance and disappearance on other factors, such

is n9 entity that transmigrates. The doctrine included

as viiiiiiina. And thirdly, each of the five aggregates

repudiation of the belief i n any permanent and

for matter (nipa is compared to a blob of a foam

in the Mahiitarihiisankhaya Sutta (M. I:

with which mimanipa is identified is described as unreal;

is a

256 .ff)

)

(phena-pinda), feelings (vedanli) to a bubble (bubbula ),

transmigrating principle in man, and affirmation of the

contrary view that viiiiilina, erroneously held by sati

perceptions (sanna) to a mirage (marie/), mental

to be such a principle is a coutingent phenomenon,

coplexes (sankhara) to a platain tree (kadali) and

some thing that becomes and dies away is a contingent·

consciousness (viiiii{Uia) to illusion '(maya : S. l l l,

phenomenon, something that becomes and dies away.

142).

It is also said that niimarupa is not an entity which is

· sefl-created (A rya Slilistambha stitra I�; Mdhvr. 567),
marupa to which S ai referred. as vifiiitma "that fares · nor is. it created · by Vifiiilina (A -rya-Salistambha St'ilra, .
on and continues" (sandhiiVatl sansarati) but erred in
Vism. 502); and neither does it arise without caus.es
.
saying that it did so without change of identity (tadeva
(Arya-Slilistambha sl'itra 1 4; Mdhvr. 567). ·somcthing
anaiiiiam) and also in taking it as an " agent and · which i.s of the nature described above cannot be
experiencer" (vadO vedeyyo : M. I, 256) . The view is of . ultimately real. Namarupa which is of that unreal nature
vififiiina as a persi s t e n t e i ti ty i s categor i c a l l y
is therefore, c a l l ed .sw111a ( Vism . 501).
contradicted in this sutta.
It is no doubt the viiiiiiina that finds support in na

0

•

Thus, we come across · two descri p t i o n o f

•

Like any other vififiiina , such as cakkhu-vifilliin a,

namarupa which appear to be contradictory : One to .
the e ffect that niimanipa i s u l t i m ately real
having an object as its base : They are objects of the
(paramatthato namarupa-mtittam eva: naman ca
mind (tJhammadhiitu·or dhammliyatana) which include · rlipan� ca idhatthi sacato: Vism. 509), and the other to
all the sankhluas.
the effect that it is devoid of any reality (sufi1lam idam
yan tam iva adhisankhatam : Vism. 5 1 0).
the rebirth-linkiJ;Jg (patisandhi) vififi{Uia, too, arises

The Nature of NDmarapa

: Transmigration of a

permanent entity is completely ruled out in Buddhism;

These two descri p t i o n s are,

in fact , n o t

Given the necessay condition, viiifiiina tinds support ·
in niimanipa in tlle· mother's . vomb, and conception is

contradictory, althouth they appear t o be so; for the
.
two may by reconciled by accepting the existence of

presonality, complete ·w ith sense-organs and so on.
.
.
T h i s deve lope d person al i ty i s also r e ferr:ed to
sometimes as nii1p
1umi a, because· the elements found

� x i s tence of any permane n t e n ti ty u n d e rl y i n g

· achieved. It is this· ,mnarupa that develops into a full

niimariipa at a phenomenal level while denying the

namarlipa. The first refers t o the phenomenal and

contingent reality of nfunarupa; and the second to the

in this personality are not different in nature from

denial of atman in nfunarupa.

niimarupa at conception.

· The · terms personal i ty , person or i nd i v i dual

Bondage or Freedom : Buddhism is a doctrine of

·

salvation. Freedom from the sansaric plane of existence,

(puggala), being (salta) man (Manuja) or body deha: i. e., the realization of nibbana, is the final goal. It is the
M. . l, 190; VlSm. 508, 509, 5 10, Vim uttimagga , 36) are · analysis of the world of experience undertaken, not for
used in common parlance only as a convention (Sammuti
its own sake, but for evolving a rationale for its practical
or �avahiira : M. I, 1 90, Vism. 509). The use of these doctrine and discipline. Attention is not concentrated
terms is valid so long .as there is niimanlpa; in reality
on the empirical world ·i n and for itself. The Buddhist
only namarupa exists (ibid). It is not correct to say
inquiry into the nature and constitution of man and his
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environment, i. e. the external world, and its relevance
to Buddhism as a spiritual discipline cannot be properly
understood if the subject is divorced from this
religous context.
The close connection between the Buddhist analysis
of man together w i t h the exte;nal world
(niimanlpa =paficakkhandha) and Buddhist hetics
indicated very frequently in the scriptures (eg. S. lll,
1 664; IV, 57 etc). Niinzarlipa or the five aggregates are
something that is favourable to or prpductive of fetters
(samsara or bhava). It is the clinging or attachment to
or carving (uplxlima) for niimarlipa (i.e., five aggregates)
that
constit_u tes the fetters. Thus, niimanipa is the
.
thing io be fet.t ered to (satizyojan [ya) . Since it i.s
favourable or leading to clinging (upadiina), namarupa
is called thing to be clung to (upadi'mlya : S. III, 1 67);
since upadiina is a tie (gantha), niimanipa is also called
the thing to be tied to (ganghanlya), and because gantha ·
nourishes and prolongs the flood of samsaric existence
(ogha),. niima nipa i s again c a l l e d oghaniya
(Dhs. pp. 1 25, 1 33).

.

It is due to a wrong notion which is being adopted
towards namarlipa that beings become bound to
samsara. What i s this wrong n otion and how does it
.
anse . ?.
We know that niimarlipa is a conjunction of two
components which ai:e interdependent, namely, the

body of material elements (rupakaya : Netti. 28) and
the body of mental factors (niimakaya : Netti. 28)� One
cannot arise or exist except in conjuction with the other.
It constitutes the complex of five aggregates.
Th i s comple x u n i t , called nama rapa or
pancakkhandha, is in reality void of substance, a soul

· (nijjlva) and void of activity (nirlhaka). Althouth it is
in fact inactive, unsubstantial and soulless, yet is
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is hi m. He sees "the good" in it and considers sense
experience as happiness (Sn. v. 909; SnA. l l , 560; Arya
Salistambha Surra, pp 9 f; Mdhvr. 562f).

Clinging (upadana) to niimarii.pa is the direct
outcome of this false notion of self which is none other
than ignorance (avidya : A rya Salistiimbha szitra 9 ff.
Mdhvr. 562). Avidya is like a blind man (andha), and na
marlipa, a boil (ganda). The relationship between the
blind and the boil is explained by Buddhaghos3 by way
of a parable. When a blind man walks, he stumbles;
.
stumbling causes him to fall ; an due to the fall a boil
will erupt somewhere on his body. Here stumbling is
compared to sankhiiras which arise due to avidya
(avijjii-paccaya sankhara). The fall is compared to the
establishment of consciousness ( v iliiiima ii hiti) which
is actuated by sankharas (sankhara-paccaya viii1!iina :
Visllz: 499f). Now, vitlfiana causes niimarupa to arise,
and this namarlipa is the root of illness (roga-mula),
sabbarogamu labandhcma : S n . · ·v. 5 3 0 ) . It .
constitutes the whole mass of suffe1\irig (dukkha :
Abhidhammattha-vikiisini, 40 I ). Dukkhii origina�es as
.
a result of man finding pleasure in na/nahipa which is
impermanent. When he finds that ni'unarlipa changes:
it grows old, suffers il iness and death;: he be comes · ·
dissatisfi ed w i th i t . This dissati s fa� tion, which :
origin �ues in man from his realization that namarlipa
does not comform to his requirement, is what is
called dukkha.
S ince namarupa i s unreal and impermanent,
naturally it cannot be considered as the basis of ture
happiness. True happiness is. therefore, to be found
"elsewhere" outside niimarupa. In order to attain true
happiness one has to transcend naman�pa, one has to
attain nirvana.

individual (pudgala) or a soul (iitman : Mdhytmtavibha
' .
gasiitrabhiisya; ed. G. M . Nagao, Tokyo, 1 964; p. 2 L

The attainment of nirvana is the direct res�lt of the
destruction of passions (ki!esa, klesa) such as craving
(S. I, 1 2;Sn . v. 355; SnA . I, 350f) and greed for ( Sn . v.
537) as well as attachment to, niimanlpa (S. I, 23). It is .
these passions that constitute the cfetters (samyojana)
and ties (gantha : S. I, 23) that bind living beings to na
marlipa, i.e., samsara. One has, therefore, to shatter .
these fetters and ties as well as the false notion that
niimarupa is ilJma (Sn. v. 537, 950; Dhp. v. 367; SnA .
',J I . 568, the notion that promotes the growth of
passions, the fetters and the ties.

He takes it to be permanent and identifies himself
with it. He thinks that he is niimarupa and niimarupa

Since ignorance (avidyii) which gives rise to this
notion is the root cause of all this trouble, it has to be

appears to be active, substantial and possessing a soul
(sovyiipara, sajlva : abhidhammatthavikasinl, p. 401 )

The ordinary man i s misled b y this appearance; he
misnames this apperance to be real; he harbours the

false notion that ntOnarapa has a soul (ibid), considers

niimarupa to be a man (jantu), a being (sattva), an

its tlkii, p. 3 1 ) .

.
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fire and wind-p1Ss away leaving no trace behind (Kattha
nu kho ime actttirao mahiib hutti aparisesti nirujjhanti
seyyathidam, pathavidhartu apodhatu tejodhatu
vayodhatu ti: D. I. 2 1 5). The Buddha corrects the
question to read as follows :

overcome and its oppo site quali ty, wi sdom
( vidyti or panna) has to be developed before one attains
freedom from bondage to niimarlipa. I t is by the
real ization o f the true nature o f n lima rlipa
(namaruptinam ytithilvadassanam : Abhvt. v. 1 224;
Vism. 5 1 2 ; Abhidhammatthavikasini 403; anuvicca
niimarupam : Sn. 530; SnA. II, 1 3 1 ) that freedom from
niimarupa becomes possible. This realization, brought
about .by analyzing the nature and contents, as well as
by determining the scope · of niimanipa (niimanipa
vavatthtina : Vimuttimagga, 36; Vism. 5 1 2; Consits
seeing only the meutal and material elements in
niimarlipa (niimariipa matha-dassana : KphA. 79) anu
seeing ·no-being or soul in; or over and abouve
. ntimarupa Vism. 5 1 2 KhpA. 79). This realisation is
called "Purification of views" (Ditthivisuddhi Abhvt.
l2'].4; Abhidhammattha-viktisin[, 403), the third of the
seven stages in which perfect purity is attained (M. I,
Sutta no. 24; Vism. ch. xviii ff).

Kattlw iipo ca pa[havi tejo vayo tia gtidhati
Kattha d[gham ca rassam ca anum tluilam
subhasubham
kattha naman ca riipan ca as.esam uparujjhati ?
(D. /, 223)
·

.

Where do earth, water, fire and wind,
And long and short, and fine and coarse,
Pure
ad impure, no footing find?
.
0

Where is it that both nama and rupa name and form

He �ho has realised _the true nature ·of r.iimarapa
aJ)d over�ome the false notion of a self will naturally
reaeh disgust (nibbidii} with niimarupa ; being disgusted
be be¢Qmes- Qet3f:hed from it (viriiga); on being detached,
"his'' viiinan(l" does. not find a. foothold in � future .
n
· lima rupa, ; :the. viii;iii!Ja becomes extinct (nirodha) . . ·
Ancl :d�� tQ the· e�tinction of viiiiiiina nlimarapa, too,
becomes.extirict (vziii!ii1Janirodha13-niimarapa-nirodho·.
: Vin. I , · l ) ;· for, i f vi1iniina i s not implanted in .
niimanlpa, the latter does not take root in a mother's
womb. This refe�s to the demise, or the attainment of
parinibbana. of an arahant a person whose passions
are completely destroyed (khlntisava) for, withou·t
passions, his vi'nnaria does not perpare . a future birth;
and withoutthat, his viiiiiiii)Q does not find a foothold
-in ltlmarupa. There will be no future origin of dukkha
which consists of rebirth, old age, illness and death
(D. II, 63).
·

·
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This is the attainment of nibbana, the blissful state

Die out, leaving no tr�ce behind?
to that the Buddha's answer is:

Vifiliiil;am anidassanam anantam sabbato padbham
Ettha ti{io ca pathavi (ejo vayo nci giid�ati
Ettha d[gham ca rassam t;a anum tha/am
· subhasubham

Ettha niimatica rupam1 ca asesam uparujjheti (ibid.)
'The intellect of Arahantship 'i s . invisible, infinite ·
and luminous from all sides; there is it that earth, water, ·
fire and wind and long an short, and fine and coarse,
pure and impure, no footing find. There is it that both

nama and rupa die out, leaving no trace behind, When
intellection �eases, they all also cease"

in which manifold streams of niimariipa cease to exist,
Conclusion : Th� concept of nlimprupa, and even
due to the prior .extinction of vi;ii'iiil]a 14 (0.1, 223, Sn,
v. 1037). This is how bondage to continue · existence · the term itself is pre Buddhistic in origin, for it has
. (bhava-bandhana) is ·cut off (S. I, 1 5,35). ·
been used in the early Upanisads in the sense of the
To sum up we might quote a very enlightening verse
individual, and its origin goes backe to the Rg-Veda
uttered by the Buddha himself on this point. This verse
is in the form of a reply to a ques tion formulated by itself.
· himself as a corrective to an erroneous question said to
have been previously put to various types of deities
The difference in the use of the term in the two
by a certain rn6nk. the erroneous question runs like
this: "Where do these four great elements-earth, water, systems is that in the Vedic system namariipa was
'

1 3. ViiiiiDM in this context refers both to the "final consciOusness" (carimaka-viiiiit!na) and the "preparing �;;onsciousness" (abhisankhara
viiiiiDM: DA. II, 392t).
14. ViiiiiDna in this context refers both to.the "final consciousness" (carimaka-viiiiiana) and the "preparing consciousness" (abhisankhara
ViiiiiDM : DA. II, 392f).
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con s i dered to be a d i fferentiation, or rathe r a

He who grasps the true nature of niimanlpa becomes

manifestation, of the Brahman which is the untimate

disgusted with it; disgust causes him to be detached

reality, whereas in Buddhism the term is made use of in

from it; detachment results in the freedom from nii

analyzing the entire phenomenal existence thereby

marupa

showing that there is nothing pernanent and real
underlying it.
In Buddhism, the term namarupa, in its strict usage,
meant the psycho-physical organism that is implanted
in the wvmb of a mother at the moment of conception
·

NA�DASSANAVISUDDHI,

i.e:, an embryonic being. It also meant a fully developed
individual and even the entire phenomenal world in
general.
Although this so-called individual is not real in the
ul timate sense, being constituted of physical and
psychological elements which, too, are unreal, yet it
appears to the uneniightened mind like a real bne. This
appearance leads, or rather misleads, �e ordinary. man
into believing that this individual is permanent and
real, thus c(eating in him the notion of a soul . He
considers that a particular niimariipa represnets him;
that namarupa or individual is "he" and it is "his". He

considers "his" niimarupa to be real and permanent
when in fact it is unreal and impermanent. He also
mistakes certain favourable sense-experiences which
he has undergone tO be happiness although it is not real
happiness.
It is these perverse views which are responsible for
all the trouble that o�ginates, for he wants to perpetuate
what in his view is happiness; he does not realize that
frue happiness cannot originate from something that is
impermanent and unreal . This makes him tied to

namarupa.
The root cause of all this is ignorance; the ignorance
of the real nature of namarupa that it is not real, not
permanent and cannot form the basis for real happiness. ·.·

which is the real happiness i. e., nibbiina.

UPALI KARUNARAlNE.
-

-

NAME AND FORM See NA MARUPA

NA J"iADASSANAVISUDDHI, puri ty of
knowledge and insight, the last of the seven stages of .
_
purity outl ined in the Ratlzavinitasutta (M. I. 1 47 ff.)
and elaborated in the Visuddhimagga (ch. XXI I). This
constitutes the knowledge which is associated with
any of the four kinds of supramund ane path consciousness (sofapatti-magga, etc ., Vism: 577-82).
So, this visuddhi, purity, belongs to the supramundane .
(lokuttara) sphere.
·--;: .

Transition from the mund�ne · (lokiya) to the
supram undane sphere tak e s . place as fo.l l o \\' s : · •
·
.
I mmediate l y upon a n u loma -tidna, i n s i g h t o f .
·
adaptation, that belongs to the si xth. stage of purity,
patipadiitiii1J[ldassanavisuddhi, purity of knowledge .
and i nsight of the path, there arises what is called
maturity-knowledge (gotrabhu-nanla; q.v.) which takes
as its object the unconditiried, i.e., nibbana, thus ·
transcending the· rank (gotra) of the worlding
(puthujjana) and entering the rank of the noble ones
(ariya), being the first turning towards nibbiina. As the
immediate continuation, fol lowing upon that maturity
knowledge, there arises the first path consciousness
(sotiipattimagga-citta) for ever destroying the first three
fetters (samyojana). The process goes on until all
pas s i o n s are des troyed and the fourth
path-consciousness (Arahattamagga-citta) arises ·
(Vism. 57 p. 82).
This knowledge of the four paths is what is called
ti{ll)adassanavisuddhi ( Vism. 582) which constitutes
the means to the attainment of final deliverance (anupii
dii parinibbana : ndl){ldassana-visuddhi yiivadeva
a,nupadaparinibbana tta : M. /. 1 50) through the
of arahantship; See VISUDDHI.
attainment
.
.

The way out of the trouble is, therefore, to be found in
wisdom, the re al ization of the true n ature of

UPali Karunaratne

niimarupa.
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NAN-HAl- CHI-KUEI-CHAVAN
NAN-HAl- CHI-KUEl-CHAVAN The records of

a tantric Buddhist temple in

the Inner Law Sellt Back From the Soilth Sea, or in a

Pagan in Myanmar. A n inscription set up within the

simpler form the Records Sent Back from the South

precincts of this temple itself states that it was built at

the instance of kings Narapatisithu in I 248 A. C. The

Sea, was composed by 1 -tsing of the T' ang dynasty at

SriVijaya, a country of the South Sea. 1 -tsing

same inscription also refers to the monks who lived in

a monastery close by, the remains of which can stili be

(635-

7 1 4A .C.) was a native of the Shan- Chuang Village of
seen, not far from the temple itself. It further states · Ch' l-chou, modem Chinan, Shantung. Shortly after

entering the Buddhist order, he became an admirer of

that .out of the revenues of the land dedicated to the

temple the monks residing in the monastery were daily

the noble careers of Fa-hsien and Hsuan-tsang in trav

provided, morning and evening, with meat, rice, betel

elling to the west to seek for the Law, and began to

concive a resolve of going to India at the eighteenth
year of his age. This intention was realized in the 2"�
his �n�sters to build this te�pie and the monastery year of Hsien-heng (67 1 ) of Emperor Kac-tsung. when
attached to it, and that he sent Shin Arahan (q. v.) to he set Up<)n � s westward voyage at Canton. Passing
Sri-vajaya in the South Sea, he arrived at Tfunra-lipti in
Tennasserim to bring sacred relics to be deposited .in
the temple which evidently wa5. associated with. th.e. . India in the 4'h year of the sarrie period (673 ). and
thence proceeded to Central India, paying pious visits
Tantric cult of the Mah�yanists. Shin Arahan was the
to sacred places. He studied in Nalanda for ten years.
Ther�vMa primate of the r�alm and the person who.
· In the 3� year of Ch' ui-kung (689) of the Wu-chou
had brought the Theravada to Pagan. The paintings on ·
reign, he too'k hi� return journey back to china. On the
al
and
o
he
s
t�mple
his
the
nts
of
f
al
this
con
s
te
�
t
·
.
� �
way, he passed Srivij aya once mote, where· he stayed
mscnpt10n prove very clearly that not only d1d the
to take . up translation and writing work�. In the 2nd
Thcravada flourish in Pagan side by side with . . ye ar of T' ien-shou, (69 1 ) he sent Ta-chin back, con
Mahayan��t and Tantric . qllts but.alsp that .the :Iauer
veying a request to the court,_ asking the state to build
had considerable bold on the people of the court. for . · a · monasti'y in India · as a· lodging place for Chinese · ·
Shin Arahan and .king ·N.arapatisithu,: both · devout · pilgrims : By the sam� messenger, he sent back a • .
TheravMins offered their support imd patronage to . n u mber of his translations and written works done
·
during his �ojoum ther�, this Record be in � o�e among ·
this of religion.
. them. In this book, Hsmg put down the pnnc1pal rules · ·
.
· The paintings on the walls Qf the Nandamafifia . for daily prac!ices in monastic life as he had seen or
:heard of in India and the South Sea Countries, with a
temple prove very clearly that it was a temple of the '
purpose to give the incorrect practices of Chinese monks
.
Tantric cult · of the M ah ay an i sts. · They
are more ·
at the monastery some rectifications according to the
sensuous and erotic, and represent a. greater variety
Inner Law. The Author has a P!eface at the beginning
. t�an those of the J>ay�thoiizu temples, a few yards
of the book and a concluding message at the end, i n
away from the : N anda m aii fia, and are thus
which h e respectfully addressed the learned masters a t ·
iconographiccilly much more interesting. A mong the home, saying that. staying beyond the sea, he was not
representations on the walls are figures of the B uddh.a sure whether he could have the chance of talking to
and bodhisattvas i n different attitudes (mudra) and · them in person, whereby he sent back this book .in
·
. postures (asana), episodes from the Jife of the B uddha advance for their reference. It is for this reason that he
and figures of divinities. A large panel is exclusively . entitled it the Records ofthe Inner Law Sent Backfrom .
and ajar of spirits. The most curious fact mentioned in

this inscription is that king Narapatisithu asked one of

·

�

·

·

.

.

·

.

devoted to the representation of a group of women in

II)Ost voluptuous postures.

the South Sea. ·

This book describes in 40 chapters the monastic
cu·stoms that were actually carried out in India at that
The i n formation contained in the i nscription
time, giving clear and definite explanations to the im
. mention�d abov e supports the v i e w that the . portant practices in their daily life, mostly according
Nandamafifia temple belonged to the Tantric cult for, · · to the tradition of the Mulasarviisrivada School. The
first of the four fascicles comprises 9 chapters, viz.
taking food in the evening, partaking of meat of drinking
chapter
on the question that the non-observance of the
spirits were particularly abhorrent to the Theravada
summer retreat does not entail degradtion, etc;; facicle
monks. (N . Ray. Sanskrit Buddhism in B u rma
2
comprises another 9 chapters, viz. chapter on the
pp, 5 1 . !f)
necessity of food and clothing, etc.; fascicle 3 com
prises 12 chapters, viz. chapter on the regulations for
H. R. PERERA.
ordination, etc.; and fascile 4 comprises 1 0 chapters,

·
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viz. chapter on rules of decorum in bathing !he � uddh� 's himself, relating his voyage to the West, his pi igrim
Image, etc. Many of the items have connectiOns "nth ages and studies in India and his stay in Srivajaya i n his
·
the active commandments in the Vinaya, i.e. the karmas
return journey.
prescribed in the EkaSatakarman and s�vente�n Vastus.
These were the things that 1-tsmg paid special atten
tion to during his Law-seeking pilgrim-age in the West.
Although the principal portions of this book con
When he was studying in Niilandii, he not only had the sist in those sections that concern disciplinary rules,
opportunity of reading the complete text o f the ·
the author in the course of his exposition has to touch
Ekasatakarman (all previous Chinese translations on
upon a number of other subjects, such as the dissemi
this subject are not complete), but also translated
nation of different schools of Buddism, the systems
Visakhiis (mfdasarviistiviida) vinaya kiirikii, and made
and doctrinal characteristics of monasteries, the well
thorough studies on the important particulars of the
known masters of that time, as well as the general
Seventeen Vastus. (vide, the above-cited Yinaya-Kiirikii
customs o f . the Indian society. I n this way, he .
, fasc.3). On such a basis he composed his Records
preserves a considerable Quantity of historical materi
Sent BaCkfro·m the South Sea, with special emphasis
als of Buddhism in ancient India and the South Sea
given to those matters that were neglected or misinter
countries. According to the Introduction of this book,
preted in China. Regarding such matters as the regula
the traditional division of the Vinaya into five classes
tions for ordination (fascJ), rules for the consecrated
. was only applicable to the condition of the Western
ground, the summer retreat (varsa) for the five groups,
Regions. In India itself, the Sn1vakayana at his time had
' the period of relaxation after the varsa, the .three gar
already been intermingled and evolved i�to four princi
ments with the patches sewn together, the ·mode of
.
pal schools, vie. Mahasamghika, Sthavira, Mwasarva
wearing the garmens (the above matters being related in .
sti �ada and Sammitlya. The most popular one was the
facs.2); symptoms of bodily illness, rules for giving.
Miilasarviistiviida School, which flourished in Central
medicine (the above matters being related in fasc.3), .
. and North India as well as in the South - Sea Countries.
etc., there is no need to say that they are derived from
The Sammitlya SchooJ.fl ourshed in Uta, Sindhu and
the respective vastus concerning ordination, sumrrier
o,ther regions of West India. Thus· the main land of
retreat, clothing, medicine, etC. Rules: for other matters
India seemed to have been divided under the influenee
. such as those concerning food and drink, the use of
of these two schools. As for the Sthavira, it held sway
water, the reception at the Upavasatha-day (fascs. l &2),
only in Siinhala. In the North, followers of the Maha . ·
evacuatio �s, baths (fascs, 2&3), the paying of obei
samghika were occasionally found. In the eastern fron
sance, the disposing of the property of a deceased
tier countries (i.e. those countries 500 yojanas from
molik (fasc 4) etc . . . . .. are also extracted from various- N
alanda), the four schoors were found side by side.
vas/us or karmans. As for many of 1-tsing's opinions
The same phenomenon existed in Magadha or Central .
. . . . . . . . . e.g. 'that the non observance of the summer re
India. 1-tsing also relates that all people of North India
treat does not matter in one's seniority in the Samgha
and
the South-islands followed the Sra-vakayana ex(fasc.l); that a senior n�ed not be too modest in receiv
. cept in Malayu where some adherents of the Mahaya
ing obeisance (fascJ); that urine and faeces should not
na wer found, while in Central India both vehicles wer
be as used as medicament (fascJ); that the parctice of
prevalent. A number of countries were mentioned in
taking full ordination with unshaven head, burning one's
this book as to have been existing along the sea-shore .
fingers or destroying one's own body, and making agree .
on the east from the Great Black Mountain southward,
ment to instigate one another to destroy one's life, etc,
viz. sriksetra, Lankasu, Dvarapati, etc., ending at Lin- ·
are all incongruous with Buddhist precepts; etc . . . . . . . . . .
I, (Mahacampa) m1 the easternmost extremity. In all
these are strong and thorough refutations directed
these countries, people embraces Buddhism and the
against the abuses of his time. These argumentations of ·
practice of begging and dhura were held in defernce
1-tsing are highly credible and answer the practical needs
(vide. Fasc.i, Introduction).
very well . They deserve an estimation that is compa
rable with that of the Hisng-shih-chao or (incinuM 6f
Each of these four pri n c i pal schools o f
Buddhist Practices) of the Nan-shan School then preva S
ravakayana, a s the book describes, had a special way
lent in China. At the end of the book, 1-tsing appended
of wearing the skirt, so that the Wearer's nikiiya could
an account of his two teachers, an Upiidhyiiya and an
be discerned at once from the fonn of his attire (vide.
Aciirya, their attainments in scholarship and their vir
Fasc .2, chapter on the necessity of food and clothing).
tuous deeds and teachings, fol lowed by an account of
Concerning monastic regulations, 1-tsing had described
.

.
·

'

. .• .
......
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su -tra, Bharthuri's -s'astra which was a commentry of
the Ciiri, the same author's Beda and the commentry on

well as Nalanda Monastery it�elf monks used to have
rules established by the essembly of the Samgha; how

it by Dharmapala. Bhartrhari was a contemporary of

the land outside the premise was to be tilled by tenants

Dh;rrmapala. He became a monk seven times, and seven

times returned to lay life. He was well-versed in the ·

with one thj,rd of the product apportioned in kind to

doctrine of Vijfiapti - mlttra and skilled in the discourse

the Monastery; and how on the four upavasatha-days

.

on the Hetuvidy it . At the time of 1-tsing. he had been

every month, all monks were to assemble late in the

dead for forty years. The foreging books were to be

afternoon and listen to the reading of the monastic
rules (fasc. 2 chapter on the necessity of food and

studied by both monks and laymen, without sufficient

clothing). A l l mona<;teries as a rule used to perform the

knowledge of them; one could not expect to be quali

fied for the fame of a man versed i n Sabdhavidya or a

bathing of the Buddha.:image i n the fore- noon and the

man who had heard much.

worship and chanting in the late afternoon . In Nalanda
there was a selected presenter who received special
gifts from the monastry and whose duty was to go

As regards the education of Buddhist monks, i n

addition to the basical study of Sabdhavidya and the

round from place t o place in the mona5try every afternoon, singing hymns i n praise of the Buddha in high

regular training in the prepects, they should proceed to

tones so that all monks of the eight apartments would

the advanced courses of the Hetuvidyanyaya-mukha

hear him and accordingly perform the worship and

and the Abhidharama�kosa and the reading of the

Jatakamala, befo�e they c;ould go to Nalandii or the

chanting. at their own respective places. It is also re-

.lated that i n the five parts of India, . every initialed

country of Valabhi .for higher eductaion. l-tsing tells

· monk, na matter which vehicle he belonged; was first

that anyone who wished to learn the Yogllciira-bhumi

taught ·to recite M atrceta's hymn in 400 verses or

must · at the same t i me thoroughly · study the

hynui in 150 Verses as well :as Naga rajuna �s Si4hrllekha · "eight(branch) siistr.as" written by As nag a (and ·
(i.e. letter to an intimate friend) (vide. Fasc.( chapter
Vasubhandu), viz. the Vimisatikii-vijnapt[ mairatii
on niles of d�coruin i n bathing the Buddha-image and . · �siddhi, the vijniipti ma trata -t rimsilw. , the Mahiiya ·
chapter on the ceremony of chanting). All those were
nasamgraha, the 'Abhidhar!'Ja- s amuccaya, the : . ·
Mqdhyanta-vibhanga, the Pratitya samutpadasas.tra,
. recommendable examples for Buddhist monks i� China
the Mahayana sutralanka ra and the Karmasiddhz
This book contains a .fairly complete description of prilkarana. Those who wished to learn the Hetuvidyii
the educational system of India. at that time·, pariicu- · had to read the "eight sastra" of Dinnaga, viz. the
larly the ·stages of learing prescribed for Buddhist stu- · Trik? lapa rfksa , the Samanyaparlksa , the Namban �
�

dents, which are valuable information for the study of

pariksti, the Hetadvii ra, the Hetu dviiriibhiisa, the
Niiyaya mukha, the Upii diiyaprajnapti, and the ·

lf.ldian_ bibliotheca as well as Buddhist history. Con
cerning the general education as described in the chapter on the method of learning in the west (fasc.4), we

·

and in reading the

are told tharthere were five text books on Sabdhavidyii

common to all : viz. the Siddhirastu in more than 300
.
slokas ; the siitra in I ,000 slokas composed by Panini

Pramanasamuccaya. In studying theAbhidhanna-jna- ·

naprasthana, one should go over all the "six padas", -:

.

Agama, all the four divisions should

be taken ·up. The above list will help to form a graphic . .
outline of the whole system of Buddhist education

which was the foundation of the -grammatical science; · carried out at India a.t I-tsing's time, including its con- -"
the Dhiitupii{ha i n : I ,OOO sldkas was a work en gram
tents, its stages and its characeristic features.
matical roots; the Trikhila (or book on the three pieces

.

of waste l and) in 3,000 s /okas which was a work on

In the course of his narration, I-tsing enumerates a

the seven cases, the Las( of tense) and lhe eighteen

.series qf learned Buddhist scholars with whom he had

finals; and the Vrtti-Siitra (ka.Sikii vritti) in 1 8,000 slokas

which was a comrrientr)' on the Siitra composed by
Jayaditya. To each book, 1-tsing gives a shot account
explaning its principal contents, the program of the
course and the length of time it would take. These

Sabdhaviya works consituted the foundation for all

learnings. For further attainment, one had to study
Patafijali's Curi, which was a commentary on the Vrtti··

established personal association ln India. E.g. - Yen. Jiia
nacandra of Tiladhaka, Yen. Ratnasimha of Nalanda,
Divakararnitra of East India, Tathagatagarbha of South

India, Sakyakirti of S rlvijaya of the South· Sea, etc. He
also. mentions the ten great masters who ·flourished a

little prior to his time namely, Dinnaga, Dharmapala,
Dhramakf rti,

S flabhadra,

Candrasinha, Sthiramati,

Gunamati. Prajfiapalita, Gunaprabha and J inaprabha.
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Of these, Dhramakirti and Prajfiapalita as renovators

prohibitions often got confused. He urges the monks

of the Vinaya-pitaka, were all scholars of renown at that

by th e i r o w n reg u l a t i o n s . He also opposes the

of the Hetuvidya, and Gunaprabha as a re-propagator

time; and their traditions after being introdul:ed into Ti

bet have been carried on down to the present day ;
In the Han region of_ China, however these brief ac

counts in I-tsing's book seem to be the only informa

tion available of them. As for Gunamati whom I-tsing
mentions as a master noted for his accomplishment in

dhytma, the actual facts of his life seemed to have sunk

afterwards into obscurity and oblivion.

It is of interest to note that 1-tsing has a narration

about king

siiaditya, who being a lover of literature

made a collection of laudatory poems on the Jiitaka

�

sto ies of the B uddha, which amounted to 500
pac k e t s . T i.s king a l so vers i fied the story of

h

i

Bodhisattva J mutavahana who gave his body in place

·
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of a nag a, and the · poem .set to music. This poe.m,

. together with another narrative.song about Prince Yisva
ntara com

jJosed by Mahasattva Candragomin, a poet

of East India, was later popularized all over the five

�

part of India as well as in the South-Sea Countries,
where people all sang and danced to it These records .

are of. course useful information about the hi·story of
Indian literature.

to follow th eir respective systems strictly and abide

Chines

Vi n ay a - e x po n e n ts · who o ften

m ade

too minute and complicated commentaries. He says

that writers should aim at the clear presentation of

their subjects so that the reader will easily understand.

There is no reason for them to create unnecessary dif

ficulties and confusions that would only tum out a

burden to the

practitioner instead of a help. One
· more point to be noted is that, in view ofthe speci�l
oeference paid by Chinese Buddhists to Mahayana, It
sing especially points out the Miidhyamika and the

Yogacara as the two extant M ahayana systems in In
dia. Both of them, he remarks, equally lead to the at

tainment of Nirvana, artd between them no essential

· divergence or ·contradiction really exists. One should

not trouble oneself with the baffling attempt to split

h

them apart t at would only make the fundamental truth

obscure. All these discourses are illustrative of his
earnes tness in trying to bring the Chlriese Buddhism

of that time into the right track. Unfortunately his

endeavours failed to produce any actual result other
than this volum.e which has come down to posterity as

a piece of literature comparable w�th the works of

Fahsion and Hsian-tsang:

· !-Ising's attitude toward the Chinese renderi ng· of

Sanskrit words was very serious. In this book, when

ever he comes upon any term for which the old trans-

. lation might seem inadequate in his opinion, he would
proceed to give rectifications of his own. For instance,

his suggestion that the term "samvrtisatya" should be

interpreted as 'ju-sucti" . (meaning "concealed truth")
instead of the old translation "Shih-su-t'i" (meaning

·

A few commentary works on this book have been

produced chiefly by Japanese scholars, viz. Jiun 's Onko

Kairansho in 8 fascicles, A Private Record in
cicles by an Unknown auther, the Lectures in

cicles by Kiken Wakiya etc. An English translation

was produced by J. Takakusu in 1 896 under the title of

1-tsing 's Records of the Buddhist Religion which has

been frequently alluded to by modem scholars of Bud

"World truth") is something that the translations in

dhism,

'tance of the study of the Sanskrit language, which

Bibliography :

. the past hat not been aware of. He stresses the impor
would remove the obstacles in translation. He points
to the fact that, even in the country of Kamrun and in

the country of Su- l i , people understood to esteem

Sanskrit scriptures. How then should the people of

China not strive to approach the holy Teaching in its

original texts? With this view in his mind, a particu

larly lengthy portion of this book is given to the rudi
mentary informations on the Sabdhavidya. 1-tsing

y

was dissatified with the Chinese Yina :i�·bbS'erv

�h

who were too apt to intermingle the systems of dif

ferent schools, so that the sectarian distinctions were

obscured and the regulations as to permissions and
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Sea), edited by B. Nanjio and J. Takakusu (edition of

the Encyclopaedia ofJapanese Buddhism Tokyo, 1 9 17. ·
:
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NARAKA See HEAVEN AND HELL
NARCOTICS See DRUGS

consisted of a verand.ah,

II

112ft. x 4 112ft. with two

plain cells at the back. The Mahayana Buddhists of the
sixth or seventh century have turned in into a shrine

NASI.K. a town in western

India close to Bombay, in
the upper valley or" the Godavari , famous for its rock
cut Buddhist cave temples locally known as the Piindu
Lena, located in one of the three iselated hills called

Triragru in the inscriptions in situ. This hiil is atually

found about five miles south-south-west of the town ·
of Nasik and close tothe Bombay road. · .
According to James Fegusson and James Burgers

(cave Temples ofIndia, LOndon, 1 880, pp. 263ff.) there

are seveteen rock-cut temples, but Bhagavan· al Indraji,
(Nasik, Piindu(ena Caves: from The Bombay Gazetteer)
has listed twenty four caves · altogether. These cave

temples constitute an interesting group of such temples
in India, especially the two ·•iharas. Nos. I l l and VIII

(numbering them from west to ea�t) whic� display in
· their facades a richness of decoration quite unlike the
modest exteriors of those belonging to a period before

with sculptures of sitting and standing B udhhas,
bodhisattas, Vidyiidharas etc. On what remains of the

back wall o( the verandah, close to the ceiling, is a
fragment of an inscription which, when tranlated, reads

as follows:

·

"To the perfect One: on the . .. . . . . . .............day of the
fifth fortnight of summer in the year in the year six of

the i l l u stri o us K i n d Pul ama-yi son o f Vasisthi
........... . ... : ... "( I )

Cave No. 3 : This i s a beauti fully sculptured large
dwelling-cave caused to be -constructed by the mother
of the great Gautamfputra ( 1 5 B. C). The front is borne
by six large figures of Yaksas or Guhyakas, bearing the
cave from heaven to earth. The cave is in three parts-a
hall, eighteen cells and a verandah. The hall is 45 ft.

long, 4 1 ft. bread and l Oft. 6 in. high: In · front of the cells is a bench l ft. 8 in. broad and I ft. 2in. high. Between
the
third and the .fourth· cells in the back . wall' are bar-·
representation of the Buddha as ari object of worship .
reliefs of a stupa adomed .by umbrellas, gandharvas
·
or a_ny othe � features of the Mahayana type. ·
· arid the wheel and lion on either side of.the stupa. The
· The caves are situated about 300ft. above the level
stupa, wheel and the lion symbolize the B uddha, · .
of
the
plain
below,
and
extend
about
a
quarter
of
a
mile
Dhamma and the Sangha.
·
along the f�ce of.the hill. The fact that these caves face
the north and north-east has saved them from the sun
· The cells are plain, and have benched recessess for
and south�west monsoon fains, and much of the rich . the monks who occupied them. .
the Chirstia era: The ni_ajority of the caves, belong to
the Hinayaa, being d e v o i d o f i mages . or any

·

·

carvings and many long and most valuable inscriptions
have been preserved unharmed though ne�iy · two- ·
thousand years. Nevertheless, some of the rock-caves
have ·been damaged by bl�tiog-;1·.

The hall has a large main doorway, 5ft. I 0 in. broad

and 9ft. l Oin. high in the middl!!; and a side doorway to

the right 3ft. 7in. broad and 7�l�:,&in. high. On either
side·
of the main door way is a window. Both doorways
Cave No. 1 : This is a large, ·unfinised excavation,
·
including a vran.dah and a hall. A middle and two side . have grooves for a wooden frame-work. The main
doors, separated by two sqtllrre windows lead from the doorway is beautifully sculptured with an ornamental
·
verandah into the hall. At a later date the hall has been gateway or torana of nineteen panels. each about a _

.

turned into a rain-water resevoir by digging the floor

foot square, seven -of them over the doorway, and six

several feet below its original level, probably because

on the face of each of the two door-posts. Of the seven

best executed animals in the rails are a bull biting its

Buddhist monk in the attitude of worshpping, a female

·
of a leakage in t he ceiling. The only point or inerest in : panels oyer the doorway, the middle panel has a relic
·
shrine
with
an
umbrella,
and
two
male
figures
standing
this cave· is an unfinished and unusually well-carved.
· of it. On the: ether six panels, tree on each
on
either
side
rail in a fri eze in the outer face of the verandah, where
the three panels are beautifully sculptured with finguers side of this central panel, are the sculptures of the
of animals, Buddhist symbols and foliage patterns. The . Bodhi-tree, the Buddhist wheel with shaft, a standing 

hind leg, a tiger devouring a man, a running elephant, a
deer scratching its mouth with its hind leg, a galloping
bull and a prowling tiger.
Cave No. 2 : This is a small excavation which
originally, as an old (circa 10 B. C.) dwelling cave,

figure in a monastic grab and turban, and two male

figures with turban and hands folded on the breast.

Of the six panels on each of the door-posts the ·

lowest contains an ugly dwarf-like male figure. The

other five on each pest seem to illustrate two stories-

. ·'�
,.,)
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the left panel the chaste wife who. inspite of coercion
and fmce, remains faithful to her husband and is rescued

The inscriptien ends with the words " . . .... . . . ..
.

.

.

.

by Jlj m, and the fight panels the unchaste wife who,

Salutation to the great Jina, the Buddha, who has no

though manied to an affectionate husband, elopes with

reval." .

a menial and has to be dragged away from by force.

On the left wall of the verandah are lwo more
On either . side of the doorway are two standing

inscriptions. The first of them records the grant of a

male figures 6ft. 2 in. high, with bunches of lotus flowers
in their hands, and · wearing waist-cloths, turbans,

paddy field to the "Tekirasi ascetics" of this cave
dwelling by Gautamiputra Satakarni. The other records

bracelets and earrings, and probably representing

the grant of a hundred nivartanas of the royal field in

guardians (aviirapiilas).

the confine� of the city �y Jivasuta, the gre�t queen of ·
the Gautamiputra Satakarni, to the monks of the caves
of the TriraSmi mountain.

The verandah 46ft. 8 in._ long, 7ft. 1 0 in. broad and
1 3ft. 2in high has two ben�;hes, two benches, two cells

and a ·recess for sleeping, and- several pillars which

Cave N. 4 : This was originally a dining hall with a

contain .some sculptures of animals, humans and foliage

verandah, but was laer turned into a eisterin or reservoir ·

by hewing out rock several feet below the level of the .

patterns. Above these pillars is a beam cut in the natural

orig inal floor. In front Of the verandah are some pillars

rock, on which rests the ceiling. On he top of the capitals
of the pillars and on either side of the beam are pairs of

with sculpture. There'have been a plain,� doorway arid
different animals, some mythical; s-eated back to back . two gr�ted windows leading into the cav� whose lower .
parts are now damaged.
and with riders, both male and female. ·
Above this beam on the outer projection of the

Cave No. 5

ceiling is a frieze in therailing paten, about three feet

about twelve feet below the original level of the floor.
Two pillars . and two pilas�ets h ave adorned the

On the back wall of the verandah, are two

verandah buLmost of them have sufferec" Jestruction.

inscriptions, one below the other, in eleven lines and
four lines respectively. The first of them mentions that

Cave No.-6 This is a four�celled dwe!ling-cave whose

. the dwelling-cave, meritorious gift, was caused to have

floor, like that of cave No. 5 has been hollewed out and
turned into a large cistern. The pillars in pilasters in

been made on the summit of the Trirasmi hill by the
great queen Ga11tami Balasri, mother of Siitakarni

front of the verandah contain some sculptures and an .
inscription in the back wall of the verandall describ�s

Gautatniputra and was dedicated to the congregation
of the mendicant assembly of the Bhadrayani School (a
Buddhist sect.) The inscription also gives a long account

this cave as the meritorious gift of the. mendicant

Viragapapati his wife Nandasnf and his daughter

of King Gautamiputra, which is historically . very
important.

purusadatta-. The cave is dedicated to the monks of
the four quarters.

The second inscription, which begins in the middle

probably the manager of the cavf to show hospitality
to mendicants of this cave.
1 2-CM 2707

•.(.

large cistern with fresh water. The rock has been hewn

patterns and animals in different positions.

grant of the village ofSamalipada, with immunities by
Visisthiputra Pulamavi to Dharmasetu, who was

Oliginally this has been ·a dwelling · ·

cave with two cells and a werandah, but now it is a

·broad, and heavily sculptured with lotuses, foliage

of the last line of the first inscription and therefore .
appears like a continuation of the first, records the

:

!

Cave No. 7 : Originally a dwelling cave o(one cell,
this too has later been turned into a cistern. In one of
the walls is an inscription describing it as the aeriterieus
gift of a nun and a female disciple to the monks of the
four quarters.

·

.t ;
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Cave No. 8 : In the back wall of the verandah of this

There are two more inscriptions in the court of this

cave is a one-line inscription, which describes the cave

cave, both registering donations to the monastery on

as the meritorious gift of Dasaka Mugtidasa . and his
family. Another inscription in the same cave describes
Mugu-da-sa as a follower of the Cetika School and
records the grant ofa field by one Dharnrnanandi to this
cave.

the Trirasrni Mountain.

I

�

Cave· No. 1 1 : This contains a verandah and an inner
room 1 1 ' x7"x7'. 1 0" having a cell 6' 8" square at the
left end and another, not so large, at the back. On the

Cave No. 9 : This is a small dwelling-cave with a walls are carvings, evidently of late Jaina workmanship.
verandah and three cells. The verandah is 4ft. 5 in. · A two-lined inscription under the ceiling deshibes the
deep, 19ft. 4 in. wide and 7ft. l in. high. In its front are cave as the gift of Rarnarnnaka, son of Sivarnitra, the
two pillars and two pilasters. The capitals of these writer.
pfllars and pflasters are sculptured with ani-mals with
riders. In front of the verandah is court 8ft. long and
1 4ft. I 0 in. broad. In the right of the court is a cistern.
· · Cave No. 10 : This is the second largest vihara at
Nasik. It contains a hall, sixteen cells and a v.erandah.

Pillars in front of the verandah are sculptured. The hall
is 43ft. by 45ft. and is entered by three P.lain doorways,

and contains two windows: Inside are several cells. In

the back wall there had been a stu.:pa: in bas-relief,

Cave No. 1 2 : This cave contains six cells, which
appear to be the remains of three hermitages. One of
these cells centains an inscription of Ramamnaka
mentioning an endowment of one hundred kahapanas
for a garment to the ascetic residing in it during the
rainy season.
. . C ave No. 1 3 : This cave is . in three. se_c tions-a

verandah, middle room and celis. The verandah, which
which has been long afterwards hewn into a figure of . was· 1 2ft. 8 in. bread, 4ft. deep and 7ft. 2 in. high is .
Bhairava,
evidently by s·ome Hindu devotee. ·
.
now in ruins. The middle room is l i ft. Sin broad. 7ft.
..
.
.

7in deep arid 6ft. l Oin. high. there is a benched recess .
_ lll t.b � · Y C.J�n.. d .El:u�L tl;li � CJiv e th � re �r� fou ! ..c . along the right waU . JIJ JhL bii��-wl!U _we t\Yo cells,
inscriptions. The first of them, which fills the whole about 7 ft.square .

. length of the wall, abqut 40ft., is the longest inscription

in any of the Nasik caves. It is in Sanskrit mixed with ·
Prakrit. The inscription mentions that this dwelling

Cave No. 14 : This is in two sections-a verandah

and some cells. The Verandah is l 4fth. I I in. broad,
cave and two cisterns were censtructed in the Trira5rni . 5ft. 1 1 in. deep and 6ft. 7in high. Two pilasters in front
hill in the Govardhana district by Usavada-ta, son of of the verandah ate now in ruins. In the back wall of the

Di-ni-ka and son-in-law of Kastrapa Nahapana of the

Ksahara-ta dynasty. A long description of Usavadata

is also given in the inscription.

The second inscription, over the doorway, of the

left cell in the verandah describes that cel!.as. the girl of
Daksamitra. daughter of Kastrapa Nahapana and wife

of Usavadata.

The third inscription refers to the deposit of three
thousand kahapanas by Usavadata in two guilds in
Govardhana for the benefit of the monks dwelling in
this cave during the rainy season. The fourth inscription
is a repetition of the second.

verandah are three cells. Close to this cave is a cistem
still containing fresh water. ·

. Cave. No. 1 5 : This cave contains sculptures of the
Buddha, the bodhisattvas and the Nataraja, like those
of the isxth century caves at Ajanta and Kanheri and
· show M�ayana influence.
Cave No. 1 6 : An iron staircase of nineteen steps ·
set up about 1 880 leads · to the cave, which is an old
cell, also turned into a Mahayana shrine.
Cave No. 17 : This is the third largest viha-ra .at
Nasik: The hall measures 22ft. I Oin. by 32ft. 2in., and

.. .

·'i
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has a back aisle screened by two columns of which the ·

Another inscription ever the doorway records the gift

elephants and their riders and the thin square members

of the village of Dhambika by the inhabitants of

of the capitals only are finished. The shrine as a whole

Nasika.

has never been completed. On the wall of the back aisle
is a standing figure of the Buddha, 3 112ft. high. On the

Cave No. 19 : This is a small vihara, 14ft. 3in.

left side of the hall is a recess 1 8 112ft. long and 4ft. 3in.

square, with six cells, and a verandah, In the front wall

high by 2ft. deep, intended for a seat, or perhaps for a

are two lattice windows. Over one of these windows is

inscription in the back wall of the cerandah, in three

by the Sramana officer of Krsnaraja of the Satavii.hana

row of metallic images. There are also several cells. As

and a half lines, describes i t as a dwelling cave with a

a Pali inscription stating that the cave was constructed

dynasty, residing at N asika. This inscription is the

shrine and twQ cisterns, caused to have been excavated

oldest at Na�sik, and on this evidence the cave is assigned

by lndra-gnidatta and Dhammarakkhita, and dedicated

to the first or the second century B. C.

to the monks for spiritual good of (indnignidatta's)
. mother and father. ·
Cave No� 1 8 : This is

'Ciwe No. . 20 : This is another large viha-ra, its hall

a· Caitya-cav�

with plain

varying in width from 37 !/2ft. at the front to 44ft. at ·

the back, and 61 l /2 ft. deep. It has eight cells on .each

pillars an� rail patterns. The name of Maha Hii.kusiri,

· side. In the middle of the floor is a low platfomi, about

found .in one of the three inscriptions here helps to

9ft. square, apparently, intended for a:i!'asana or seat,

assign this cave to some Nriod about or before the

either for an image or for the teacher wheri teaching or

. Christian era. The exterior o f this C aitya-hall is

discussing. The antechamber is slightly raised above

elaborately sculptured, b':lt the interior is severely

the level 6f the hall, and the two are divided by two

pillars of the northern gateway of Sii.ii c i, could be

each accompanied by a:· female attendant. These
dviirapiilas, hold louts;.stalks, and wear eleaborate

simple. The doorway; of which the ornamentation up . richly carved columns. The doorway Of the shrine is '
the left side is. almost identical wit� that found on the · flanked by two giganti c dviirapiilas, 9 1 12 ft. high,

assigned to the -thirst cenrury A. C.

head-dresses, have Vidyiidharas flying over their heads

.

· The carvings over the doorway representing the

and very much resemble those of the later Buddhist

wooden framework which filled all openings of a similar

caves at at Aurangaba-d. Inside the shrine is a colossal'
image of the Buddha, I Oft. high, holding the little finger .

class at that a�e is of a much more ornamental character
than usual. Animals and emblems like the trisiila and

the . shield in a very ornamental form too have been

of his l�ft hand between the thumb and the forefinger

of his right and attended by two gigantic chauri-bearers. ·

sculptured.

The interior of this Caitya-hall measures 38ft. I Oin.

by 2 1 ft. 1In. The nave, from the door up to the stu-pa
is 25ft. 3in. high. The stupa is placed on a cylinder 5 11

An inscription in the verandah of this cave, dated in

the seventh year of Yajfia Sri Satakarni Gautamiputra

states that this cave was begun by an ascetic named
Bopaki, that it long remained unfinished and th;lt it

2ft. in diameter and 6ft. 3in. high apd is surmounted by

was completed by Vasu, the wife of a general named

a very heavy capital. Five octagonal ·pillars with high

Bharagopa and given to the use of monks.

bases, but without capitals on each side of the nave,
and five without bases, round the stupa divide off the
side aisles.

Cave No. 2 1 : This is

a

rough hall, with a varying

preadth of about 20ft., depth or 23ft. l Oin. and a height
of 1Oft. In the court is a large, deep cistern. No. cells or

An inscription engraved vertically on two.pillars

benches ar found in this cave, and, therefore, it was

describes this Caitya-cave as a gift of the royal minister

probably not a dwelling cave but a sattra, i.e. either a

Araha-laya and also Satariya, the daughter ofLi silanaka.

cooking - place or a place for distributing grain.
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Cave No. 22 : It is only a cell with an open werandah

suit the new worship. Similar i mages ar� found in some

in front. The cell is 9ft. Sin. deep and S ft. 4 ih. broad,

of the Buddhist caves at Kanheri, Ajanta, Ellora and
Karle.

with a doorway 2ft. broad. The verandah is Sft. 7in.
broad and 3ft. deep.

The Nasik inscriptions hold the first place among
the inscriptions of western India on account of the

Cave No. 23 : This is a large cave partitioned into

several shrines. The first of these shrines is in two . valuable information they supply, their lenght and the
. parts, an inner shrine or garbluigtmi, and a porch. In excellent state of the perservation. Though these
.
the back wll of the garbhiigara is in image of the inscriptions do not give a connected historical record,
Buddha sitting on a lion-seat with the usual ornamental

the light they throw on the history of western India for

back. On . each side a Vidyadhara and Vidya-dhari-,

.the period between 1.00 B. C. and 1 00 A. C. i s

bearing materia is o f worship fly towards the Buddha.

invaluable. The kings mentioned in these inscriptions

To the right and left of the Buddha are also two fly

are Kailha or Kisna, Hakusiri or HakuSri. Nahapana,

whisk bearers. One each of the side-walls is a Buddha . gautamipura S atakarni, Vassthiputra Pulamavi,

Gautamiputra
y aj fisri S atakarni, M adharfputra
. ..
Sivadatta and isvatasena. The worship of the Buddha ·

sitting cross-legged over a lotus. On. eitl)er side of each

,

Buddha are three small Buddhas, one over . the other,

sitting on lotuses. The side posts of the doorway are . and bodh isattv as and the use of S anskrit i n the

carve.d in a twisted pattern with flowers. At the foot of

inscriptions point the-influence of northern Buddhism ·
in India about the 5th or 6th century A. C.

each post is a fi gure o( a niigara}a. .
.

.
.
The
people
in·
the
neighbotirhoO<f
of Na<iik have ·
. In the porch are also figures of Padmapa�ni
.
·
· · entirely forgotten the fact that these are }luddhist caves . . · . .
Lokesvara, fi.ry� Tetra etc.
· .and call them pmdu Lena regarding the images .of the .
.

·

Buddha and the bodhisattvas as statues of the five Pa-

The other shrines of this cave also contain similar

. ·. scu�pture� AI�_!>st �1 th�se shrines of this cave have

_ _

·
.
been out of a l aready existin g dwelling-cave s. A

fragmentary . inscription in one of the�e shrines, states

that it is the work of Kutumbika Dhanama, and his
mother and father.
Cave No. 24 : This is an old dwelling-cave with a
.
verandah and two cells. There are pillars and beams
.
with sculptures of tigers with riders and other animals.

· An· inscription here mentions a gift of a dwelling-cave .
and two cisterris of Vi.ldhika the Diunadka Saka, a writer

�

�ava br th�rs. ·
_ �
·

Biblogtaphy : J�es Fergusson and James Burgess,

The cave Temples ofIndia, London, 1 880 & Bhagavanlal

. h1draji, Nasik, Piindulena Caves (from The Bombay
Gazetteer).

I
Notes.l.

Fergusson and Burgess (The cave Temples
of India) translate this as "Siddham: In the

inhabitant of Dasapura. · or these the second. was for

sixth year o f the king, the prosperous

the benefit 'of accruing merit to mother and father.

These Nasik caves, like those at Kanheri, belong
principally to the periods of the · Ksahan'ita kings of

central, I�dia and Andhrabhrya kings of the Deccan.
Originally the caves were constructed as dwelling for

monks and contained no images. Later when images
formed part of Buddhist worship probably due to lack

of other suitable sites the old caves were modified to

puduma-ya, the son of Ya-sisethi-, in the
•

2.

fortnight of Cri-shma, on the 5th.
Bhagavanlal Indraji lists this cave as No.· 1 o
but i n Fergusson's list it i s described under
No. 8.

H. R. PERERA.
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NEKKHAMMA

NATAPARINNA See PARINNA

in i tsel f, does not imply departure from
household-life.
this

NATHAPUTTA See MAliAviRA, NIGAN.piANA
TIIAPUTIA

2.

Renunci ation of household pleasures or
departure from the household and taking to a

NATTHIPACCAYA See PACCAYA

life homelessness. This is more appropriately

NAVADHARMA, is a term used to donote the nine

derived from the combination prefix nis [away
from] + rootkamlkamati [goes, departs, leaves
behind].

very important Mahayana texts, which are held in great

esteein expecially in Nepal. These nine texts are : The
Astasa-hasa.rikaprajnaparamita (q.v.), the

We see from the above that both these meanings
nearly point to the seme. But the first has a special
Gandavyiiha Siitra (q.v.), the Daspbhumisvara (q.v.) .
the Sa�hiraja Sutr� (q. v.), th�· Lankavaiara Surra · point of emphasi ? above the second in that its stress is
(q. v.) , or Saddha rmalanktz vat d ra . S u rra) , the · on one's attitude to sensory gratification, even while
being in the household, without serious departure .
Lalitavistara (q.v.) the Suvarnapnibha�sa Su-tra (q.v.)
.
and the Tathagataguhyaka (or Tathag(ltagunajniina) therefrom. This polarized emphasis is seen in such'Pali
. .

.

references as kiunlrnam adinavam okaram samki/esam
nekkhqmme dnisamsam pakiisesi [at DN. L 1 I OJ,
-Sutra (q_. v.) and they deal with p<)pular Mahayana
teachings as well as with abstruse Mahayana and as well as kiunesu rxlinavam disvanekkhar1muim daJthu
esoteric philosophical doctrines. For details see m1der khemato [at Sn. 424].
(q. vj, All these texts fall Ullder the category of"Vaipulya

S

•

K NANAYAKKARA.
·

•

the l�dder of spiritual development in Buddhism is
further witnessed in a study of teh jhiin ic process. The
very first jhiina requires that one. gets rid . of kluna[ vivicceva kii mehi] , together with singul states of mind

ethical significance in Buddhism; both for monk and
layman.
It can be explained as :

[viviceeva akusalehi dhammehi ]

sense
I . Regulation, reduction or rejection of
. : :�·.
gratification .or Klima . Etymologically this
meaning is derived from the combinationni [=
not) + kmna [= sense delights). We believe,
.

t . _

•:

]. This

value and validity of getting rid ofkfuna as one ascends

NEKKHAMMA = A term of very great religio-

�

i'

Kama-sankappo vyapada-sankapp� sankappo vihismii

-sankappo. Ayam bhikhhave micchasankappo.

.

'

i
•I
I

. Note also the explanation of nekkhamma-sankapp�
in marked contrast to kirma ankappa in the explanaticm
of micchasankappa in the Mahacattallsaka Sutta at.
MN. III. 73 [�.atamo ca bhikkhave. miccha -sankan
r.po ?

·

,I

:J II

.
i •

-

.

.

II

·

each name.

I

t;

r .•.

I'

.

for its successful

completion [DN. I. 73 ].
Let us now clearly get the Buddhist idea of kmna.
According to Buddhist teachings, not all beautiful things
· J.
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in the world [cilrtlni] are klmza or lustful jn themselves

This alone makes sense in the Buddhist scheme of

[Na te Jwmilyiini citrani loke. SN. 1 .22]. It is the lustful

religious cluture. This change of direction is closely .

attachment to- tmngs of the world that brings about .

supported by the other two items of sankappa, namely

taint to them (Sankappa-ra-go attachment to things of

avy{Jpllda [non-hostility ] aitd avihimsll [non-violence].

the world that brings about taint to them [Sankappa- · This is also how one embarks on the first stage of silafiigo purisassa kiuno. Joe. cit.].

sakkha

or grounding in morality · [the first of the ·

therefold Buddhist culture

which

Is

constituted by the three items of sammii -viicii samma

Thi� is a vital point of ethical correction in
Buddhism. At the very outset of being a Buddhist, one

-

has to get a correct awareness of the Buddhist attitude

kamma11to and samma - ajivo as the third, fourth and

fifth ascending steps of the Eightfold Path.

to l i fe. in the w9rld, One gets .t hi s throu g � an

.
.
.
· The associated idea of 'total renunciation of
.

understanding as to the what the B\lddhist dhamma is.
This position is clearly indicated as

of tisso sikkha ]

.

.

.

.

.

.

ilgato imam

househQ1d l�fe' orpabbajja �oupled with nekkhamma .

saddhammani [Kittiivatd · kho avuso ariyasavako

. is not necessarily an illogiCal derivative. But it must be

.

�

.

.

sammadi{!hi.. hoti. _Ujugatd ssa ditthi. _ dhamme
. · r,emembered that nekkhamma is not the exclusive
.
.

.

.

.

.

"

• .

.

.

-

- ·

..

'

.

.

a vecc.appasddena. samanniigat� tigato- -· imam · ;prerogative of the monk rpabbajja or bhikkhu ] . The ·.
saddhamman ' ti. M. l. 46]. The Buddhist texts precis!'l.IY

call this sammd- diUhi [=coorect or corrected v-i�ionJ.

.

·.

Budcl.hist has to begin his religious life founded on this
psycho-etfucal oasis of nekkhammtL As the Muni S�tta

- of the Sutta Nipiita puts it, the difference between the ·
There is no mistaking that this is also called the first
. itms [samm:tidiUhi pubbangamti M. iii. 72] in the
Eightfold Path to Nibbana.

and the

gihi.

bhikkhu

who is bent on his spiritual

aspirations in only of speed, as they both travel towards
the same goal [Sikhl yathti n iiag[vo vihangamo
hamsassa nopeti javam kudticanam Evam g itl

• When one knows his true identity as a Buddhist, he

is invariably called upon to plan and stn!cture his

· _thinking in acc�rdance with Buddhist aspirations. Till s.

nanukaroti -bhikkhuno munino vivittassa vanamhi
"jhiiyato. Sn. v. 22 1 ].- ·
.

.

invariably brings us to the seeond successive stage in ·
.
the Buddhist Noble . Eightfold Path; mimely samma ·
.
.
sankappa ·or regulated thought structure. The ·
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dhammavihari

-

primary re structuring of Buddhist's thinking, once on .
the Path, aimsat-gradual moving way from one's

-

gratification of senses. This really is Nekkhamma
sankappa. ·

.

-

-

NEKKHAMMA PARAMITA See PARAMITA

NEMBUTSU See JAPAN

. · ·
·
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NEPAL

NEPAL, which lies in the Himalayan valley was
occupied in pre-historic times by a people of Tibetan
origin. In the 2 nd Cent. A. C., the Indian Licchavis

NEPAL

manuscripts is extremely slight. Among the important
Nepali manuscripts of this date are two Astasiihasrikii
Prajnaparamita manuscripts ( 1 1 th Cent). containing

Yaisali, most of the important elements of Indian

85 and 3 1 miniatures (now preserved in the RAS.
Library, Calcutta.). A manuscript of the same text is

civilization. The religion of the Nepalese people has

preserved in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, (dated

been an admixture of Hinduism, Jainism and Buddhism.

1 1 36 A. C. with

What is of importance about Nepal from the Buddhist

other noteworthy manuscripts, containing miniatures.

perspective is the Nepalese stilpas.

One such manuscript carries representations of four

founded a dynas"ty there, �aking

with them from

1 8 miniatures). There are several

episodes from the Vessantara Jmaka.
Great antiquity is ascribed to these monuments,
four at Patan, which, (according to tradition) were
.
founded by Asoka. These four are still intact and are
of the old Indian hemispherical type. The chief

characteristic of the lat�r types is the elongation of the
chat�avall (on th7 simunit). Th.is devlopme�t certainly

had a share in the Far Eastern pagoda. The Nepalese

temple is typically provided with a succession of
sloping roofs. During the Middle Ages, Buddhism
and Brahmanism or rather a Tantric combination of

the two were equally prevalent an� images of Hindu

deities and those of the • Buddhist · Tratric pantheon
occur in equal numbers, side by side .

Originally, the inhabitants of Nepal (called Newars)
were animists. Later Buddhism threw a philosophic
covering over animism and gave it some aesthetic
value. The early funeral mound (caitya) changed into
a single and massive slli cpa. The earliest specimen of
this form. lies south east of Katmandu, in one of its
suburb towns, called Patan. Exc�pt for relics . in
Til aura and Piprawa, the sttipas are the oldest
.
monuments of architectural importance. There are.
five in number, four in the citadel and one at its centre ·
known as Pimbahul. Four of these are attributed to
Asoka.

These stupas · are in the shape of a hemisphere
constructed out of biicks on a plinth of the same
NepaJese art is best known by ttie metal images, · (two, however on a pavement of stone) and devoid of
usually copper or brass and of fine workmanship. On any architectural decorations. They are very simple .
the whole Nepalese bronzes are more Indian in character . and carne into being along with · Buddhism. At the
and better executed. Some of the best and e arlier top there is a small chapel, which is . the only
examples, which can hardly be dated later than the ornament, but this is also simple. The chapel is
dedicated to Vairocana. The hemisphere contains in its.
I 0 the century, are now in the Museum of fine Arts,
innermost · recess. a chapel, entered through a by- ·
Boston. The standing Avalokitesvara (Padmapani) of
door, now a depository for ceremonial purposes. At
capper gilt, ls perhaps the best of all known bronzes each internal chapel attached to the hemisphere,
that may definitely be classed as Nepalese. It illustrates which has changed from a �imple stone vault into a
a Nepalese peculiarity rarely seen in Indian works. It multiple pagoda, the images of the four meditating . ·
is inlaid with precious s�ones. In style it is very close Buddhas, A mitabha, Ratnasambhava, Aksobhya and
to Indian types. Metal images of considerably later A moghas i ddh i , e x h i b i t the influence of the
Mahayana.
date are often of high merit; even up to quite recent
.

•

.

• .

'

•

I

times, good work has been done.

The central stupa is more like an early funeral
mound and stands on a tier of brick and stone platf01ms ·
Nepal also possesses an i mportant s�hool of . unlike the mass of bricks characteristic of other stu ·
painting, which, in the same way as bronzes, reflects pas. The summit is a cube shaped canopy and in the
Indian forms and has preserved even up to modem form of rings like the toranas, which maintain a chatra
.

.

times, a style comparable to that ofPala and Gujarati
schools. In the l l th century, the distinction of style
as between the Bengali and Nepalese illustrated

.

standing on a tripod of metal. The Asoka stupas are
respectively called IAghan Tanda, Traitas Tanda,
Phulcha Tanda and Zimpi Tanda. Smaller mounds of
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earth supporting a Buddhist structure have also been
fou.nd in different parts of the valley. Besides these
there are miniature stiipas, with a courtyard, of the
description of larger works and of the same design
and execution. They are called Chaitya in Nepal.
The site they occupy is known as Chibahal (small

NEPAL

number of devotees during winter. The stripa is a
central shrine around which are the dwelling houses
of the Lamas . The Sttipa is enclosed by a wall. The
base . is of three successive pavements on which the
garbha rests and is approached by a flight of stairs.
At the comers of the terrace stand small stu-pas in
hannony with the main dome. They contain a row of
niches. All other features exactly resemble those of
Svayambhu nath. In . common parl ance the
Bauddhanath stu-pa contains relics of Buddha
Kasyapa.

monastery). They belong to comparatively recent
times.

Svayambhtinath and Bauddhamith : Not far

from Katmandu and at its western end overlooking
the spacious valley, stands the 400 ft. high hillock
Such sttipas are numerous in the valley. Half a
which is named Svayambhu having a multitude . of
dozen in Katmandu, a dozen in Paton, and a quarter in
miniatUre �tupas, pagodas shrines and chapels all round.
Bhatgaon and a few more ·in towns like Chobhar,
From the eastern side rises a stone staircase, nearly
Bungmati, Harisidbi and Thecho. The main st1ipas
300 steps, very steep and narrow. Down below are 3
are in Lathesimbhu, Mahabauddha, Tebahal, Yatkha
great images of the Buddha in meditative posture. On
an� Lagaro in Katmandu and in Nagahahal Pimbahal
both sides one sees, a masquerade of deities mrunly in
and Pulchok (large Asokan stupa) and Yagbahal in
meditati.on and of stlipas and chapels of simple and
. Paton.
beautiful de�ign.:
�tupas of small . size are called caityas an d the
.
like the
Th�re is another hill dose by, on which stands the preCinct is known as. Chibahal. The caitya
.
Dhy ani Buddhas. .
chapel of Manjusri- (who is), according to · local . siupa, harbours the
.
.
· . tradition, the Chinese incarnation of the Buddha and
Kathmandu is a city of temples and so are Paton ·
to whom is ascnbed the humanising of the valley. and Bbatgaon. The Mahabauddha temple of Katmandu
. .The common belief is that' th:e hillock was a lotus was constructed on the model of Buddhagaya but it
flower, which came into being by a supernatural feat: looks a little. awkward. The stripa is a copy of its
of drainage of the great lake th at hid the beautiful · Indian prototype, but the temple is essentially a
. valley in the past. The image of Manjusn Bodhisattva Nepaiese one in design and structure . The Nepalese
holds a'book and a sword in the hands.
images in gilt copper are worth studying. There is the
delicate pose, serene outlook, simple garments etc.
The suniniit where Svayambhu is situated . is a
Occasionally �hey are studded with precious stones.
flat �urface, some thousand square yards in area. Some of these go back to about the 7 th cent. A. C. The
.
Almost every 'inch of it is · studded with religious most prominent gilt figures are of Dfpankara Buddha,
images ofthe :Buddha and his followers, the Dhy ani . Tara et� .
.
.Buddhas. .and numerous Vajrayana deities. At the ce·ntre
Sculpture: Stone work in Nepal has closely
stands a monument on a plinth of stones, hemispheric .
followed develo�ments in India. The three colossal
in shape, completely whitewashed .to look like an . ·
statues of the Buddha on the way to Svayambhunath
egg, but which is bulging, out in the middle. The
are specimens, which show the influence of Pal a School .
finial is a copper gilt bell tower.
·
of N. E. India.
.

·

·

The shape of Bauddhanath is another marvel . of
simplicity and undecorated beauty. It is on a site near
Pasupati between Katmandu and Sankhu. This
place is a centre of pilgrimage. and attracts a large

.

.

Nandaseria Mudiyanse.
NESAJJIKANG4 See DHUTANGA
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NETHERLANDS : Although it is recorded that a becoming actively involved. From 1 965 to 1 967 he
Dutchman, Bergendahl, became a samanera under the . was Secretary General of the "Buddhist Circle of
name of Sunno in Ceylon in 1 906, popular Buddhist Friends" and openly avowed his staunch adherence to
activities in the Netherlands began only in the 1930s the Theravada tradition. In 1 97 1 he arranged for
with the short-lived Nederlandsche Maha Bodhi Yen. M. Vajiragnana (then· in residence at the Yihara)
Vereeningin. This Society met in Amsterdam under to conduct l ectures at Leiden, Delft and Ti lburg
M.G.J. Beets.1 ·
Universities. Kolle was a senior lecturer in mechanical ·
engineering at Delft and died suddenly from a tumour
After the Second World War, a small group met on the pancreas in May 1 974 at the early age of 47.
under J . H . Van der Yen in The H ague in 1 946 .
. However, this soon passed from the scene to give way
On 81h November i 967 the Stitchting Nederlands
to the Nederlandsche Buddhistische Yriendenkring BtHkihistisch Centrum was founded, also in The Hague.
which was effectively inaugurated in 1 948 with a public by Rev. Pieter van de Beck (AMM) and Jack de Boer
lecture in The Hague by Christmas Humphreys (the (a political journalist and trade union leader). Although
founding President of the Buddhist Society, London). · this new organization, predictably, endeavoured to
The founder, Mrs. A: - Spruitenberg-Dwars, formerly ful fi l l a whole range of objects, Article 2 of its · ·
Secretary of the Theosophical Society at Adyar (near Constitution expressed the raison de ' etre of this
Madras) settled down in Huizen (nearAmsterdam) and interdenominational society : "To promote the study
circulated a modest periOdical, · Samenspraak "Right 0f the principles of Buddhism a11d to encourage the ·
Speech",
which included translations of articles on prac ti cal appl icati o n o f t h e s e pri n c i p l e s ; the
·
-Buddhism contained in books and magzines. During Foundation shall aim at carrying out its activity in close
· the 1 950s another Dutch journal, Magga, appeared conaboration w ith B uddhi s t organi zations an_d
from Antwerp under the editorship of a Fleming, instituions in the Netherlands". Members of the latter
Adriaan Peel. The regular meetings, which continued were even eligible for .election on to the " Foundation's" ·
. for the next sixteen years, were usualy hel d in the
comnii ttee (Arti�Ie 5 . 3)
home of Drs. Ernest Verwaal but · the Annual May_
festival of Vesakha was celebrated at the founder's
A few groups are also operating under the
house. Occasional public lectures were sponsored in auspices of the "Foundation'' which are sitllated outside
The Hague to wich D.T. Suzuki- and the Sinhalese The Hague: Viz. a Zen group which meets in the home
�h�adilla, Narada, were invited as guest_speakers. of de Boer in Amersfoort: a meditation group which ·
meets in Amsterdam )lnder Erik Bruijn (2r.d Secretary ·
· A few years later, lr. Jan Bloemsina established of the "Foundation" and author of De Weg Van Zazen
his " Buddhist Institute" in The Hague which still exists - Ankh-Hermes, Deventer); and other groups that meet ·
in the homes of Mis s A. Stade (Utrecht) and · Hanna
on paper. .
Perk (The Hague) .. Twice a year, weekend seminars
Verwaal's efforts were continued for a further · are conducted and, in October 1 973, the Dalai Lama
two years from 1 965 by A lbert Kolle and Khema was the "Foundation's" guest during his three-day visit
to the country.
Verloop. Monthly meetings were held in the Royal Thai
Embassy at The Hague where the ambassador's wife,
The· "Foundation" ( W h i c h has a current
Mrs. Bhakdi, became Chairman of the "Buddhist Circle
of Friends". She encouraged the practice of meditation membership of 1 50) publishes a monthly journal,
amongst the -maximum of fifty-five members on the Saddharma, in addition to special booklets from time
society's books: Both Kolle anjj Bolemsma gave to time.
lectures and Bruno Mertens became a member at this
An unusual venture was mooted in 1 968 by Drs�
time. A frequent visitor from London was Phra Maha
Vichitr Ti ssadatto ( l ater Chao Khun S obhana C.T. Zelvelder van der Laan of Delft. This was the
Dhammasuddhi and now Mr. V. R. Dhiravamsa).
Buddhistische Sociale Arbeid which was intended to
implement the tenets of the Dhamma in relation to
Albert Kolle (of Frer.ch Huguenot descent) had social problems. However, no further news of thi s
attended
the Public meetings in The Hague before group's progress has been reported .
.
,

.

·

·

·

·

.

Whilst part of the Dutch East lndie�, a W. Josias ·
In more recent years other Buddms� and
Van dienst, together with fellow European Buddhists; stilted ' centres have arisen. One serious and commited group
an " Association for the Propagation of Buddhism in Java" was the T.N.Y. Werkgroep Boedhism e which was
. in 19 9. s ay well have pursued activities until the Japa� � "!
basically a vipassarui meditation club meeting in Urse.
.
nese mvaston m 1942. Narada, the Smhalese
Dhammaduta Jack Monshouwer founded it after meeting Dhiravamsa
Bhikkhu, first visited Batavia Bauddhist Association".
1

.

,

.
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(see above) although he hi mself l ater moved to
Amsterdam and now lives in Tenerife. The leadership
of the ·group fell to an Indonesian bhikkhu who is able
to live independently iri Scheveningen.
In 1 973 a Thai temple (wat). whose forbidding
n ame of Dhanimasucharitanucharee was wisely
changed to Bauddhanima, opened in Waalwijk, North
Brabant. The Head of the Wat is Yen . Phra Maha
Theeraphan Mettaviharee, who is assisted by Yens.
Phra Samuh Pherm Ariyavamso and (>hra- Maha
Sawrang Dhirapanno. They have conducted at least
three Samanera Ordinations: Wim Reinier de Wilde
(May 1974), Willi Horstmaq (Anando, March 1 975)
�d Q.RJ<.�f�! (June_l 975f. Undeq he chairmanship
of de Wilde an administering committee includes Otto
and Elisabeth Van der Hjjde, with executive patrons
inCluding Veronica Laterveer (formerly Treasurer of
.
lhe "Foundation") and Jan Bloemsma._
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Het Boeddh isme (Utrecht, 1970), J.W De Jong's De
Studie van het Boeddhisme ( i 956) and von Glasnapp's
Boeddhisme (. 1 9 7 1 ). Predictably, a number of books
on Zen and meditation have been published to cater _
for the growing demand from the younger generation.
Representative examples include: C.C. Krieger's Het
Zen Buddhisme en Zijn involed op de Geest van Japan
(Leiden, 1 948), D.T. Suzuki 's lnleiding tot het Zen
. Boeddhisme , E . H ." Verw aal ' s Zo m aa r een
glimlach: Chines"e Zenmediatie and Else Madelon .
Hooykas !Bert Sclzierbeek ' Zazen (all published by
Ankh-Hermes, Deventer, in 1974). (The same publisher
also issued a translation of one of Evans-Wentz· s classic
studies, Her Tzbetaanse dodenboek).
·

A few writers have expressed their ideas and
experiences in the English language. One young globe
trotting ex-policeman and crime writer is Janwillem
van de Wetering,who has al:ready had published two
books related to Zen: The Empty Mirror and A Glimpse .
Regular activities are held at the Weekend : of Nothingne.ss: Experiences in an American Zen
meditation and a lecture i n English from Yen. . · Community (Routledge & Kegan Paul London, 1 973/
Mettaviharee on Saturdays; l ectures from invited 5 ) . N ina van G orkom, the w i fe- -of the Dutch
speakers in English·, Thai or Dutch on Sundays. During Ambassador to Thailand, published privately ·her
the week instruction .in meditation is available for. Buddhist Outlook on Daily Ufe and Abhidhamma in
visitors and it is worth noting that up to fifteen people Daily Life (Bangkok, 1969.7 1 ).
can reside. at the temple during week-long vipassanii ·
courses. A bi.monthly journal·, The Wheel ofDhamma
Even including the pioneer Hendrik Kern ( I 8 33 -·
(He� Wiel van de Dhamma) is �uplieated it� Dutch, . 1 9 1 7 - , there have been few Buddhist scholars who . .
English and Thai.
have_ not- incorporated . the subject in other fields of
. study. Kern's only contemporaries in the Buddhist field
However, -the war attracts mainly Th'!i Nationals wer� J.S. Speyer, (Speijer) and J.J.M: de Groot. The
and i mmigrants from I n-donesia. The now-defunct former was Professor of Sanskrit at Lieden University
JoTJge Boeddisten in Nederland (Young. Buddhist · ( 1904) who. edited the Avadanastakg - "A Century of
A ssociation) used to supply the materi&] needs of the Edifying Tales belonging to the Hi nayana"- for the
resident bhikkhus and to arrange the more traditionally Bibliotheca Buddhica (2. vols., St. Petersburg,· 1 906Thai activities. ·
9).-He also translated Aryastira's Jiitakamtilii. "Garland
of Birth Stories" -for the Sacred books of the Buddhists
A n overall assesment of contemporary · series (London, 1 895; reprinted Defhi, 1 97 1 ). De Groot ·
Buddhism i ri the country is i n c l u ded in an was Professor of Ethnography at Leiden. He edited
"und�rground" brochure, Religieuze Subcultur in and translated the Chinese version of the Brahmajiila
Nederland, edited by Nico Tydeman and Martin - Sidra (Fan-wan-king) which appeared as Le Code_ du - •
Heymans. In the same vein, the now famous Kosmos Mahayana en Chine, son influence sur la vie monacale
. centre in . Amsterdam caters for the needs of those et sur le monde laique (Royal Academy, Amsterdam, '
looking for alternative life-$tyles.
1 893; reprinted 1 967). · Thi s w as subsequently
translated as The Religion of the Chinese (New York,
, -Of literature, several books on the subject have 1 9 1 0).
appea!ed--evel' the years although few are completely
authentic and reliable. Ge-riefal works include Conze's .
Johannes Rahder edited. two chapters ( Vihiira .
· and Bhumi) of the Dasabhumika Surra ( Brussles,
1 926). Iri the same year, he presented the complete
l
text, with an English translation of the seventh chapter,
The only other Dutch monks known to the authn.:to Utrecht University as his doctoral dissertation. With
are : Nya-navipula (died at Dodanduwa, 1 972) Oland A-nanda
Shinryu Susa, he edited the giithii portion of the
(Colombo, 1 975) and Marcel Bertels, who joined the Interna
Sanskrit. Tibetan, Mongolian and Chinese recensions
tional Mahayana histitute (founded 1 973) at Kopan Gonpa,
appeared
in the. Buddhica serie s (Pari s , 1 92 8 ) .
Near Kathmandu, and w;ts ordained as Thubten Palgye.
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Transl ated ex tracts from the Lalitavistara were
included in two studies on Borobudur; C.M. Pleyte's
Die Buddhalegende in den Skulpruren des Temples von
Borobudur (Amsterdam, 1 90 1 ) and N.J. Krom's The
Life ofBuddha on the Stu-pa ofBarabudu (The Hague,
1 926). M.W. de Visser compiled a monumental work
on Ancient Buddhism in Japan. Stitras and ceremonies
in use in the seventh and eighth centuries A. D. and
their
h istory
in
later
times
(Paris,
l 928 ;2vols.,Leiden, 1 935). He also wrote a general
work, Buddhas Leer in het Verre Oosten (Amsterdam,
1 9 30). J e an Philippe Vogel contributed op het
voetspoor van Boeddha (Haarlem, 1 934) whilst Willi
Baruch's study, Beitrage zum Saddharama pundari
kaslitra, was published· i n Lei den ( 1 938). Finot's
S anskri t text of the Rtistrapalaparipracchd was
· translated by Jacob Ensink and appeared . as The
Questions of Rrutrapala" .(Utrecht University, 1 952).
The same translator also produced a rare volume of
Mahayana texts under the title of De Grote Weg naar
het Licht (2nd ed. Amsterdam. 1 973), Erik Zurcher
(born in Utrecht in 1 928) obtained his doctorate at
Leiden for " The Buddhist Conquest of China". This
was subsequently published (2 vols. Leiden, 1 959;
reprinted 1 972) and has become the definitive textbook
· in this field. He has compiled a general statistical work,
Het Boeddhisme, Onstaan en verbreiding in kaart,
woord en beeld ( Amsterdam,. 1 9 6 1 ) which was ·
translated as Buddhism, Its Origin ar�d spread in words,
maps and pictures (London: and New York, 1 962). And, ·
with F. Vos, �e wrote a general study on Zen Buddhism
in Korea, Spel zonder snaren (Deventer, 1 964). The
Developments of Buddhism in Japan were the subject
of a volume by J.H. Kamstra, Encounter or Syncretism:
the initial growth ofJapanese Buddhism (Lei den, 1 967)
C.C. Berg edited and translated an Indonesian version
of the l.Alitavistara; Miiyas hemelvaart in het Javaanse
Buddhisme (2 vols., A msterdam, 1 969), whilst the late
W.B . Bollee edited and translated the Kur.iila Jataka
· for the Sacred Books of the 'Buddhists Series (London
1 970). Ria Kloppenberg teaches in the Department of.
. ·

the History of Religions i n Utrecht University and was
awarded her doctorate for an academic study of
Buddhist asceticis�, "The Pacckebuddha". This was
published accompanied by relevant passages from
the commentary to the Sutta NiptJJa. Waldschmidt's
Sanskrit text of the Catusparisastlitra was translated
. .. by ber as The Stltra on the Foundation of the Buddhist
.
Order and formed the first volume in Brill's new Nisaba
Religious Texts Translation Series.(Leiden, 1 973). E.P.
Mate has contributed Buddhasviimin s Brahatkatha
s lokasamgraaha. A literary study of �.tl!lc�e�t indiru�
narrative (Leiden, 1 973). J.W. de Jont\Vas" 'iria& ' llie.''
first Professor of B uddhist Studies at Leiden University
in 1 956. He worked in the Kern Institute, which
specializes in Eastern Languages and culturs, assited
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by two Tibetan Lamas, Geshe Tsultim and Repten .
Apart from contributing papers to academic j ournals,
in the major centres of Oriental studies in Europe, he
edited the Mi La Ras Pa 'I Rnam Thar, the Tibeten life
. of Milarepa (The Hague, 1 959). This formed an h1do�
Iranian Monograph one of a series edited by de Jong
and F.B.J. Kuiper. The same pair also edited the Indo. Iranian Journal which has appeared every quarter since
1 957 and deals with the, religions and history of India
and Iran in the Pre-Islamic period. De Jong is now
Head of the Department of South Asian and Buddhist
Studies at the Austral i an Nati onal University in
Canberra. He was succeeded at Leiden by P.H. Pott
where the same l amas are assisting him in Tibetan
studies. (One of the richest col lections of original
Buddhist materials is to be found in Lcidcn. Sets of
the Tipitaka i nclude edi tions in Burmese, Sinhala, ·
Thai, . Chinese, Japanese and Tibetan. Pott himself
compiled and Introduction to the Tibetan Collection
ii1 1 95 1 . Elsewhere, Prof. Dr. K. Vreese (who translated
the M i l indapanha) lec tures in the Department of
Modem Indian Languages in Amsterdam University,
whilst Prof. 1 . Gonda (whose only.book on Buddhism . ·
was published in the Hague in 1 943.) teaches Sanskrit .
at the Oriental Institute of Utrecht, university.
·

The Dutch Oriental Society was founded in 1 920
but does not publish any regular.joumiil. It formerly
participated in the production of. A cta Orientaiia, the
annual journal of the Oriental societies of Denmark,
Norway and Sweden. This appeared, from 1 923, in
English, French and German and was printed in Leiden
until 1 948 when the Dutch Society dropped out. (The
journal i s now edi ted i n Copenhagen under the
sponsorship of the Scandinavian Institute of Asian
Studies.
One Dutchman who may be said to act as a
link between theory and practice, academic and popular
literary output, is H.G.A. Van Zeyst. In his early life
he pursued a remarkable ascetic .career. Having been a
Franciscan, Trappist and Carthusian, he embraced
Buddisam at "The B uddhist Mission". London, in
1 938. Later that year he traveleed to Ceylon where he
became ordained as Dhaminapala at Dodanduwa. Later
he married and worked on the Editorial Board of the
Encyclopaedi a o f B uddhism from h i s home i n
Bandarawela. H i s writings include : Basic Buddhism
and Buddhism for students ( 1 945), The cultural
Evolution of Buddhism, Gunasena, Colombo, 1 969)
Broadcasts on Buddhism, (BPS, Kandy, 1 969), Karma
· and Rebirth ( 1 970) The Challenge to Buddhism ( 1970)
and One Hour for Buddhism, Gunasena, Colombo,
1 969)

Nyanavipula.

·

·
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Mahakacc<if}a. The present day scholars are hesitant to

is a post canonical treatise

M ah akacc a n a ' s

authors h i p

of

the

traditionally ascribed to the elder Mahii.-Kaccana, who

acc ept

was recognized by the Buddha as the foremost among

Nettippakaraf!ll, as it exists today, But there appear

anlytical exponents of the Dhamma.

some historical truth behind the tradition that ascribes

fo!ettippakara'!a

i s not included in the canon in Sri Lanka. Yet it is held

i ts authorship to him. The need for the accurate

on the same. authority as books admitted within the

interpretation of the teachings of the Buddha was fet't

1ipi�aka. But in Burma it is included in the canon

when the Buddha was still alive. The opportunity was

(Khuddafw Niiirya) along with Petakopadesa. The

there to refer a problem to the Buddha himself when

commentator Dhammapala presents a comprehen·s ive

he, was living and in the Suttapi�aka itself, we find

analysis of the term Netli thus

suttas such as the Maluikamma Vibhariga sutta (M. Ill.

:

"Tattha kena.tth"ena

Netti, Saddhammanayanatthena, Yatha hi tarilui salle

207 f) the Ko{!hika sutta (S. IV l45f), which are of an

kdmddibhavarrJ nayalili bhavanetti ti vuccati, evam

exegetical nature, ascribed to the Buddha. Similarly

ayam pi veneyya satte ariya dhammam nayati ti
saddhaminanayanathena netti ti vuccati. Alhavd
Nettippakti rarz. ena · h i
karanabhibhlitena_ dhammaka:hika veneyyasalte

nayanti tdydti . n etti,
4assanam � ggaf1)

.

.

�ay�nti

·

there are numerous instances in the canon where the
.
· f teac h"mg· o f the
d'ISC!p 1 es h ave e 1aborated on tt 1(;! b ne
_ _
Buddha, 1 which subsequently received the Buddha's

·

approval. But it was the elder Mahii.kaccana who was
.
.
recognized by the Buddha himself as the foremost

sampapenti . . ti . ."

· (Nettippakaraf!a with Extracts from Dhammapala s

among those �ho elaborate on points taught in brief

commentary PTS. London, 196 1 , p. 1 94). "In what

by th.e . Buddha · .(f.tadagg.arrJ bhikkhave mama ·

· sense · netti (Guide) is so called ? It is calied Nimi in
.the sense of guiding (nayana) to faith's true object ;

savakdna") bhikklulnanJ sdn�hittena bhasitassa vitthd .

for just as it js said, "craving guides (nayati). beiogs to · reha vibha}antaila")(A. I. 23�. The Madhitpif!qika sutta

. · · the realm of sensual desire; etc., thus it i� the Guide to · (M. I. p. · 1 08 ) and the Haliddiya sut_ta (S. IV. p. 1 1 5)
existence (nayatl); beings capable of being guided o�t . contain the explanati'ons of the elder Mahakaccana; · ·
.
(Veneyya), to the noble Dhamma, it is called a Guide w h i ch received the B ·uddh a ' s approval . Elder
.
i n. the sense of. its guiding to the noble Dhamma. Or · · Mahakaccana was living at Avanti, a distant provinc
ec
•

.altematively, they guide (nayanti) by its means. The

expounders of tl)e Dhamma using the Nettippakaral!a
as a tool g1:1ide the capable beings to· ·the path of

•

• :

•

I

· where there were few monks ;md they did not have the .
opportunity of refe rring a point to the Buddha,

whenever such im issue arose. Therefore the need for

realization (Dassanamaggari )".

.

of the Buddha's
a · system
.
. of accurate interpretation
.

. teachings would have been fel t there thoroughly.
From the above description of . the . N.e ttl
commentator, it is clear that the Nettippakar(liJQ i s a Therefore the elder Mahakaccana would have played
treatise intended to assist "the people to understand the . a leadi ng role i h evolving a system for an accurate
.

interpretation of the Buddha's teachings. Under the .

Dhamma. At the cohciusion of the Nettippakara�a it

is 's aid that it was composed by the el�er Maha- . circumstance the elder Mahii.kaccana is considered as
kaccana, approved by th� Buddha_-ruld rehe_arsed at the
First coonci l (Ettava,tii.Samatt�Nettiya iiyasmatii Malui

· · · kaccena

bhiisitd·

Bhagavatd

anumoditd

MU/asang!tiyam Samgl.ta-NettippakarCU!a PTS. p. l93)
It i s. necessary to examine the.tradition that ascribes

the authorship of Nettippakara'!a to the elder

1 Ananda's expositions (Subhasuita D. J. p.

p. 299)

the �uthor of" the commentarial traditon during the ·
.

lifetime of the Buddha Therefore there seem to be a
certain amount of justification in as�ri bing the ·
authors h i p of the Nettippakaraf!a to the e l d�r
Mahakaccana in view of the fact that he originated the ·
system of interpreta�ion, but ·not the authorship of the

NettippakaraTJll as it exists today.

204) Sariputta's (Mahiivedalla (M. I. p. 282), Dhammadinna's (Cula_ve!fqlla M. l.
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I t i s also necessary to examine the statement that
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Dhamma i. e. by way of Haras (connected chains)

Nellippakarm.m was rehearsed at the First Council .

Nayas (modes of inspection) and MUI.apadas (main
ethical topics). It is clear that the methodology proposed

This statement too should be understood in a

is to capture the Buddha's teaching into identified

qualified sense. It is clear that it was not the present

instrumetnal areas or to an identified plan and convey

Nettippakaraf!'l, as we have it today that is stated to

the meaning without resorting to a word to word

have been rehearsed at the First Council. It was the

explanation process. At the very beginning of the

exegetical trad i t i o n commenced by the e l d er

treatise, it is seen that the methodology to be followed

Mahakaccana and approved by the Buddha that would

is presented thus :

have been rehearsed at the First Counc i l . The
emergence of the Nettippakara'!a embodying the

Solasahiirii Netti paficanayii siisanassa pariyeUhi
a(�hiirasa mfllapadii Mahiikcciinena niddi�(hii

commentarial tradition would. have taken place in a

subsequent period.2 I t i s re levant to refe r to

·

.

· Mahakaccana has shown sixteen Hiiras (connected
Pe(akopadesa, a post canonical treatise on textual and ·
· exegetical methodology also ascribed to Mahakaccana,
chains) five Nay as (modes of inspection) and eighteen

i n the course of s tudying Nettippakara'!a. A s

Nettippakarm!£1, Pe�akopadesa, too, deals With Hara

·

Mulapadas (main root topics).7 The treatise has two

broad d i v i s i o n s , n a m e l y, Sangahavd ra and
.

Naya and Mulapada and is intended for guidance

Vibhiig aviira. Sangahaviira gives the conspectus of the

through thte canon. Thus Nettippakara'!a and

whole tre atise and the Vibhagavii ra presents the

Pe(akopadesa are similar in contents, methodology and

system�tic treatment of the subject:

also in the case of intended purpose. Though the
scholars assign both treatises more or less to the same

·

. . .�j'f : .

The Vibhiigaviira is, again, divided into three main
Niddesavd ra ·

and

period, they have no consensus as regards which of

di visions

the tre atises i s anterior. H ardy3 observes that

Pa(iniddesawira. Uddesavara presents a bare statement
.

Pe�akopadesa seems to presuppose Nettippakara'!'l

Uddesa vdra,

.

.

.

.

.

of the thesis or a table of contents:;The Niddesaviira

while Lankanandct feels that Pe(akopadesa is posterior . specifies the import or definitions, the theses to be
to Nettippakara'!a and points out that matters not

treated in detail next. Patiniddesawira elucidates and

discussed in the Nettippakara'!a are taken up in the

elaborates the scheme.

Pe�akopadesa. Wintemiz5.too considers Pe�akopadesa
as a continuation of Nettippakara'!£1. Barua6 also hold
the same view: An examination of the methodology

The Pat in iddesavd ra has four sub-divisions ·
Haravibhahga, Harasampata, Nayasamu((hiina and Sa

followed in the Nettippakara'!'l shows, that it has not

sanapa�(hana. It is under Patir.iddesaviira that the .

fol l owed the word analy sis system seen in the

proper treatment of the subject begins. The sixteen f{a

subsequent commentaries. Nettippakil.ra'!£1 has adopted

ras or connected chains are Desatuihiira (method ·of

a different methodology in order to elucidate the

lnstr\Jction), Vicayahdrci (�he method of enquiry),

2 Buddhadatta. thinks, that as there is no mentio:1 of the Abhidammapi�aka in the NettippakarGfJtl, it would have been composed
prior to the Abhidammapi!aka (Buddhadatta A: P. Pali Literature (Sinhala script) Colombo 1 966 p. 1 38)
3 Nettippa'kara'!fi, Ed. Hardy E., PTS., Lont;lon, 1 96 l , lntroduction XIX.
4 Petakopadesa (Sinhala script), Buddhajayanti Editi on cited by Lankananda L, Introducti on XII.
s

Wintemiz, M. History ofIndian Literatu;e (English translation by Ketkar and Kohn H.), University of Calcutta, 1 933. Vol. II.
p. 1 83).

6 Petakopadesa-Barua (ITS) p. Ill.

'
7 Nanamoli translated H�ra as conveying Naya a's guide Jines and Mulapada as root terms. The sixteen Haras as Teaching.s,

an Investigation, a Construing, Footings, Characteristics, a Fouifold array, a Convertion, an Analysis, a Reversal, Synonyms,
Descriptions, way of Enlry, a Clearing up, Terms of expression Requisites, a co. ordination respectively (Bhikkhu
Nanamoli, Guide, ITS. 1 977, p. 1 -5)

�- ·
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Yuttihtira (the method of establi shing connection in

.

Akusalas are : Ta�i ha (thirst), Avijja (ignorance), Lobfza

groups), Padaffhtinahara (the method of teaching with

reference to the fundamentals). Lakkhan_ahara (the

(covetousne ss), Dosa (hatred), Moha (del usi on),
.
SubhasGnna (false idea of puri ty), Niccasaiiiid (false

method of determining implications by characteristic

idea of pennanence ), Attasaniia (false idea of personal

marks), Cat·u·ryuluira (the method of fourfold array), ·

i d e n t i t y ) e tc . The n i n e Kusalas are Samatha

avatthara (the cyclical method), Vibhattihdra (the

(tranquility), Vipassana (insight), Alobha (absence of

method of classification), parivattaTUihiira (the method

covetousness), · Adosa (absence of hatred), Amoha

synonyms), Paii1iattihara (the method of determining

Dukkasaiiiia (idea of discordance), Aniccasaiiiia (idea

of . transfomiation) Vevacandluira (the method of
sig n i fi c ation ) , Otaranadhdra ( lhe method of

descending steps), Sodhanahdra (the method of
recti fica_ti Q !l). A dh i�!fz_ d _nafuirfi (the method of

.

(absence of delusion), Asubhasaiiiid (idea of impurity)

of i mpemanencc) and Anattasaiiiid

(idea of non

identify). For a more detailed account of Hara, Naya .

and Miilapada. the reader may refer to B. C. Law, .
·
of Pali Literature, Vol. II. p. 344-35 1 ) and
History
detemining position), Parikkluirahara (the method of
The Guide, Introduction XXIX. ff);
Nanamoli,
discriminating causal relations) and Samiiropantihiira
(the method of attribution). Under the Haravibhariga

analysis the sixteen Haras are individually taken and

disc·ussed, citing quotations from the suttas.
. A ft�r Haravibhanga, Hiirasampata treatment is
commenced. Hiirasampata is dependent on the Haras

The. commentary to Nettippakara'!a has been

composed by the celebrated commentator Dhammapa

Ia of Badaratittha. Vihara. It is noted that the . other
commentaries assigned to. bhammapala carry the
.
Pa ramilllhadipa n {
b u t.
n am e
s p e c i al ·
.

-

·

Nettippakarana!!hakatha is not given a similar name.
and il� ·purpose is to present' the ·projections or main· . Whoever may be the commentator, it is seen that he i s

moral implications of the Hiiras. Here too all the sixteen

making a great effort t o attach much authenticity and
·
;d
' - to the Netti'ppakarai]a. He is trying to ·
credibility
Desa;
or�e�.
hara
same
the
n
i
t
deal
are
Haras
·
sampiita : It is said in Desanahtira sampiita tha Mara · explain why a Nidana (origin) is not given in -the case
invades only a mind, which is based on false beliefs,

of the NettippakaraiJll while even the suttas assigned

hara, sampf!ta and Lakkahm!a-hdra sampata the

by

•

.
he Savakas (disciple s of the B uddha) such as
on idleness etc. Vicaya Harasampiita : Here it i s sai d . to t
Ananganasutta etc. carry Niddnas. The ; ·
Subhasutta,
. that cravi ng' (tal?hti) i s of two kinds, Kusala and
commentator argues that some of the expositions are .
Akusala. One leads to Nibbana and the other to biith
either attributed t0 the Buddha or tp ms disciples, such
and suffering (samsara) etc. In the Yuttihiirasamptita .
as the Dhammapada, the Niddesa, t h e .
. it is stated that sloth, stupor and misery di'sappear from
Pa!isambhidamagg�. which do not carry Nidanas. He
hi in who i s well protected in mind etc. l n Pada!�hiina
further points out that the Nidanas �ave been uttered

Pada[�hiinas (reasoning) are described as belonging. ·
to one who is weli restrained in mind, word .and action

the

d i s c i p. l e s

such

· as

·

Ve ri . · A n anda

(Dhammabhiif!4iigdraka) and _Yen. Upali etc. · He says
that, similarly the Nettippaka�a� too, was uttered by

etc. 1'h Catu\lyuhdra Sampdta, A vattaharasumpdta,

_a greaJ disciple. · 1herefore he says £hat leaving aside·
.

right perceptions, inindfulness and kusilla deeds, which

be examined in other ways; and questions as to the

Vibhattiharasampii!a etc. a great .stress is laid on the . the .thera (the authur of the Nettippakaraf!I ), this should

lead te; the knowledge of Pa!iccasamuppdda . .

The five Nayas (modes of inspe.ction) cot1sist of
the following ways of viewing things : ( 1) Nandiyavatta

(2) Tipukkala

(by triple lotus) (3) Sihavikkilita (the

lion hke sports) (4) Disalocana (broad vision) and (5)

Ankusti'{focussing).

The e1ghteen Mlllapada (main ethical topics)
comprise of nine Kusalas and nine Akusalas. The nine

purpo�e of searching for a Nidana. One should search

for the meaning to see whether it contradicts the text

(Pa.Ii) or the Commentaries ; Like Pa{isambhidiimagga
and Niddesa there is no separate Nidana in this case.

The commentat01 aiso replies, if some one were to ask,
" How · does

one

come

to

know

t h at

this

(Nettippakara�1a) has been uttered by a disciple and
approved by thr- Buddha." In reply to such a question

he says : "there is no other guage than the Text (Pali)

itself. If it does not disagree with the four Mahtipadesas
(four guide lines) that is sufficient".

.
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named Vatamsaka (Netti p. 1 38) he was unable to trace
any where i nthe known scriptures 1 1 •

there have been some w h o d i d n o t accept i t s

authenticity. I t is observed that th e Nettippakara!JLl i s

not included among the canonical books handed down

The commentator Dhammapal a identifies the

NettippakarQf!a as a commentary on the Navangasatthu
Siisana (Buddha's ninefold teachings). But it is difficult

by the dwellers of Maluivihara in Anuradhapura., nor
is it incl uded in the li s t of books menti oned by

Buddhaghasa (DA. I . p. 1 7).

to compare it with those commentaries that came out

subsequently, during the commentarial period, where

!

Utilitywise, too, the commentator attaches a very

a different commentarial system has been fo lowed. It

high position to the Nettippakaraf}ll, when he says :

will not be of much assistance to beginners, but to those

"Nahi Nefti upadesasan n issayena vina
aviparitasuttatthdvabodho sambhavati. ( I t is not

commentators like Buddhaghosa have consluted

suttas without the advice of the NettippakaralJll "
(Nettippakara1p with exiracts ofthe commentary ( PTS.

of the commentaries, a treatise which provided the

already familiar with the Tlpitaka. It is evident that the

.·

possible to understand th� undistorted meaning of the

the Nettippakaraf!a could be regarded as a forerunner

p, ] 95). The commentator does not stop there. He

g u i d e l i n e s . for the . c o m m e n tators: Thus the

further adds that all the exegesis of the suttas belong
to Nefti instructions, the Netii is ·or sulfa origin, and

Nettippakaran,a (as well as the Pe�akaopadesa)

represent a stage half way between the canon and the

the suttas originate from the Buddha (Sabbii hi St�ttassa
atJhasamvaf! f!ariti Net t ippctdesdyattti, Netti ca
_
suttappabhavii, sutta!f1 Sambuddhappabhavanti (loc
cit).

commentaries, in the process of the development of
Pali commentarial literature.

The Nettippakaraf!a has been edited in. the Roman

Character by E. H ardy and Published by U1e·PrS. in

Malalasekara is of the view that the Nettippakaratw

1 902. Two English translations are extant, one by Mrs.

as well as Kacc(iyana Grammer were not known to

Rhys Davids under the title "Book of Guid.ance" and

Buddhaghosa8• Hardy says that itis not certain whether

the other by Bhikkhu Nana�noli under-·tlre: title the

Buddhaghosa was aware of the Nettippakdraf!a9• B ut

"Guide" (PTS. in .1 977).

commen t ari e s i n d i cating that he consulted the

Burmese monk, Samantapala, in 1 575

there i s s u ffi ci ent e v i de nce i n - B uddhagho'sas

sub co

�entary on .

A. C.
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himself is said to have claimed, on becoming the Buddha,
that this is his last birth and that he is not going to be
born again (ayafl'! antinui jii t i natthi dii n i
punabbhavo 'tz). We believe that this i s what well and
truly happens in Nibbana, And that, while one still
exists here and now in flesh and blood, as the Bodhisatta
himself did at the age of thirty-five. What better
fulfillment of an aspiration could here for a Buddhist ?
We would therefore · find in the word nibbuti the
etymologically justified best expression for this
achievement in Nin•ii na. Not being again is only
possible where the wheel of the life turns no more
(yattha va!!am na va{[atz). We have this idea of nibbuti
as the equivalent-ofnibbtina clearly expressed in laddha
mudha nibbutil!lbhunja mima at Sutta Nipata v. 228, .
Al$0 Udtina p. 75,. where the B\.lddha, hinting to .
Venerable Sariputta about Lakuntakabhaddiy a's
What each religious creed believed this to be seems . enlightenment i. e. termination of this Samsaric
problematic and open to diverse interpretations. Even . . continuance, uses this same phraseology. Note the
withi·n di fferent schools of Buddh ist thought, beauty-of t�e following usage.
interpretations as to what Nibbiina is are qualitatively
Acchijji vaUdnJ byaga nirasanJ Visukil sarita �a
different, one from the other. This is more so when one
sandati. Chinnani vattam
na vattam.
Es. '·ev ' anto
attempts to find etymqlogiCal �xplanations for the
..
..
.
.
·
iukkhassa ti. .
word. Etymology apart the word has come to denote
· an ultimate state ofpeace tranquility: That is why its
Such explanations as the above come from viewing
past participial derivative form i n nibbuta very broadly
means tranquilized, peaceful and blissful. Note uses · life in Samsara and release therefrom in Nirvana as
active _dynamic processes propelled or ceased to propel
. nibbuta miina sii matti yassa yanJ idiso (Tranquilized
indeed in the mother ... whoever has such a. . . ) in the by humans themselves, (Note - also here t!le use of the .
Nidii nakatha of the-Jii taka.
word nirvrti in Sa{#hamzapundarika Surra's statement
Pratyiitmikim nirvrti kalpayamah is undoubtedly for
Coming back to Buddhist religious thinking itself, this final release in Nirvana).
we feel that Nibbima stands polarized to the concept
of Samsti ra. As Samsi ua stands for the ceaseless
The form nibbii na (i e. verbal noun meaning
continuance (samdhii vati samsarati) from birth to 'blo.wing away' or 'blowing .off') its�lf gives us yet .
· death a_nd death again and again , Nibban·a Is . another vibrant active aspect of this process of release. ·
un�oubtedly the joyous termination . of this . painful Qualitatively this seems very closely related to the
process which i s referred to as nibbuti form of the termination of the 'process of rolling' on
(nir+vrti=nibbutb=no more rolling on. lt is derived from
which is referred to as vattati.
This hitter word is
..
+
the root V!'tlva!�am na va{!ati to roJ.I on, tum) In nibbanti (nir root .valvtiti = nibba ti blows off, blows
Nibbana, this Sainsa ric process of rolling on ceases  . away). See the very powerful expression at Suttanipa- 
yattha vauam na va!{ati (S I . I 5). This we believe is
ta verse 235 where _i t says that "These wise persons ·
the primary and fundamental scope of Nibbiina. Also get blown off (away from Samstiralinto the tranquility
note the statement with the parallel meaning in na of Nirva na) li�e the. lamp whose flame goes off
parm�z itthattayii ti pajiintiti which is ascribed to every
(nibbanti dhira yathii yanJ padiipo)" Here we would ·
atahant on his attainment of this final goal. The Buddha take the verb nibbanti as an intransitive verb which ···

NIBBANA, There is no doubt the Pali Buddhist term
Nibba na, as much as its Indian Sanskrit parallel
Nirvana, denotes in general the highest spiri tual
attainment in religious culture .. For example, the union
of the individual self or pratyag-atman with the· divine
paramatman in the Bhagavadgitti (Section II. verse
72) would be referred to as Brahma-nirvimam. All
these religious creeds hold this state to be an
unsurpassed blissful one, beyond which there is none
better." The Buddhists refe r to this as niba nan_z
paramanJ sukkan_z that Nirvana is the highest bliss. In
it one discovers the desired peace and tranquility.
Buddhists speak of it as (anuttaranJ santivarapadanJ
pariyesamano = searching for the .unsurpassed state
of peace). The Bodhisatta himself refers to it so in the
Ariyapariyesana S11tta (M. l. 1 63)

.

.
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means that the ' l amp goes off or gets blown off'.

apprehending (viiUUi ta) to be anything more than the

Likewise in the Therigatha , we meet Theri Patacara

very process itself, then one ceases to think i n tenns

(not the mis-identified Their Kisagotami. See Therigii

of here, there or anywhere. This ma!<es end of suffering.

thii verses 2 1 9 to 223 for this correction) who tells us,
without any ambiguity, that in the attainment of her

Conceptual alignments with Nibbaiw, detected and

enlightenment, her mind was l iberated (freed from

di scovered in Buddhist texts, possibly o v er the

samsara-binding defilements) l ike the going off of the

centuries, have led to the presentation of several more

flame of the lamp (padlpass 'eva nibbananJvimukkho

explanations and interpretations as to what n ibbana

116). A process that once

is. In a creed w�Jch emphasizes that Samsara is the

existed has now ceased to be. In till s concept of getting

very natural outcome of the activity of craving or tanhii

blown off too, we have a very clear pic".•re of what

(Anamatagga yam bhikkhave samsaro._avijja-nivaranii

ahu cetaso; Therigatha

v.

happens in the pro(;ess of moving out frem Samsiira

nan� sattana"! tanha -samyojaniinan! sandhavatan!

to Nirvana. It is the very cessation of a seen and known

samsaratanJ S. II. 1 78) it i s natural to look upon

process. resulting in a total removal of what once did

Nirvana as ' where taizha ends' i. e._tanhakkhaya,

exist. The negative result of tills is declared to be very

Urgi_ng the Aryan disciple to aim at termination of

real by the Buddha himself in the Alagaddtipama Sutta

tanhii as IUs spiritual goal, the Buddha admonishes

where he says, "No gods or Brahmas will ever track

Ay asmci U p � s i v a in the fol l ow ing · w o rd s :

the mind of a liberated disciple; saying, "here lies

TanhakkhayatrJ · nattamahabhipassa = Day and night

perched his consciousness "(Evam vimutta-cittanJkho

look up to the termination of craving as your ideal (Sn.

bhikklzave bhikkhun.z sa-lizdii deva sa-Brahmaka sa. Pajapatika anveSallJ nadhaigacchanii ida!1J nissitan.z

1 070)

tathagatassa vititiiinan ti (M. I. 1 40). The reason for .

this is that the nibbanic being has, in this very life
itself,,gone beyond time-space realities (TatrJ kissa hetu.

Di��hev iihan.z �hamme tathagatanJ ananuvejjo ti
vadami. foe. cit):" It is not possible for us not to make

mention here to the very cryptic injunction of the
Buddha to Bahiya Diiruciriya which is recorded at

.

.

Apparently sensing this affinity between tanha and

nibbana. the Buddhists also strive to work out an

etymologically acceptable explanation uf nibbii na in
relation to tanhii . They take a form l'ii.na to mean

craving or tanha and propose an explanation as ni (or

nir)

=

not. away from + vami ::;crav i ng. The

Commentary to the ltivuttaka reference quoted below

Udii na p. 8 . where the overriding of time-space

says : Viinam vuccati tanhiz Nikkhanta;n viinato natthi

concepts in Nirvana appears to be clearly indicated. It

va ettha vanam imasmim vii adhigate viinassa abha

is indeed an extremely subtle point of doctrine to

vo ; i nibbiwam. In other words, Nirvana is where one ·

grasp. But Barnya is seen grasping it with commendable

has moved away from craving or where craving does

wisdom. See what the Buddha himself says about Ba

not exist any more. Paramat:hadipani eleborates it

hiy a ' s achievement. PatJ qito Bhikkhave Rii hiyo

fnther as ( . . . . vd na -sankha tc:iya tanhc:iyii ti.

Daruciriyorpaccapadi dlzammassiilr.udhamman. Na
ca man_1 dhammadhikarananJ viheseti, Parinibbuto

Nikkhantatta nissattatta. Paramattliandipam).

bhikthave Bahiyo Daruciriyo ti. This is what it means:

As a wise person indeed did Bal1iya get at the essence

To us, this explanation is no m<_>re_correct or
incorrect than the attempted etymological explanation

of the dhamma. On account of dhamma deliberations,

he did not make me weary. Biihiya Daruciriya has died

of the word bhikkhu as samsare bhayam ikkhati ti
bhikklz u (=He who sees fear or danger is Samsaric

as a fully enlightened person. Explaining further the
.
religio-philosophical (or metaphysical, 'i f yo like)

existence is a bhikkhu). It certainly does mean a great
_
deal. We certainly know of the existence of the word

Bahiya that on "reacrung the Nibbanic state" (i. e. when

craving as in the uses Nikkiimo nibbiino niitho (Sn.

�

import of this situation, the Buddha himself tells

one does not push cognitive or perceptive processes
like seeing (diUhe) hearing (sute), feeling (muta) and
1 3-CM 2707

vana, together with vanatha, both meaning desire,
verse 1 1 3 1 ) Nibb(ma hotha blzikkavo

(Dhp.

v. 283)

and samasaggii vanath ojiito (lti. p. 70): We discover
the most impressive and most convincing, uses of the
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grasping at life, leading to continuance in Samsara ; we

word vanathu in the sense of craving or sensory at

maintain that it cannot be said of a nibbii nic individual,

tachment i n the followi ng verse i n the Vangisa Thera

because upadilna which must invariably lead to another

collection :

existence (upadii na paccayii bhavo) is already
eliminated at the level of becoming an arahant.

aralinJ ralinJ ca pahiiya sabbaso gehasitaii ca
vitakka11J

The use of this derivative word upadi from its

vanat/uin.l na kareyya kuhin ci nibbanathii avanatho

original upadana in the Pa(iccasamuppadii (as in Upa

sa hi bhikkku

dima-paccayii-bhavo) is vitally important here. We
insist that i n any context, upadiina must imply the .

( Thag. v. 1 2 1 4)

Nibbana-dhatu-

connection between two life phases in bhava. By no
stretch of imaginati on can we accept the ltivuttaka

In passing, it seems also necessary

Comrnentarial explanation that Upadi here means the

. to refer nere to the exi stence i n some Buddhist texts of

five aggregates or khandh(ipanaca!Wm of this life which

a concept of nibbii na-dhiitu. It is said that there are

two categories. or elements which are referred to as dlui

has been derived as a result through craving Tattha

could be divided, In a style,

tanhti dihi phalabhti vena upti diyati ti upti di.

lli into. which nibbiina

-

Khandhapancakam)

which in our opinion is not very characteristic of early
�uddhist thinking, the attempt at dividing, classifying

ii. The ltivuttak.a i ntroduces the second category of

and categorizing religious and phi losophic concepts
seems to reach here even upto nibbiina. the ltivuttaka .

anupiidisesa ttibbimadhillu as follows: ·

. (p. 38 f) spe�s of two distinct categories of nibbiina
as sa-upiidisesa and anupiidisesii (Dve mil bhikkhave

· When the arahant, qescribed exactly as above, does

nibbiinadhiitu anupiidisesii ca nibbiitiadhiitu) Here·

(sabba�vedayaitani anabhinanditiini) they are said to

nibba izadhii t�yo, Katqmii' dve. Sa up a disesii ca .. not delight in any sensory experience in this very life
one. notices two bases of division of

.
cool off or cease to exist (siti bhavissantt}. Such a

nibbiina. The

. . bhikkhu is said to be i n the state of anupiidisesti

section in prose dell.ls with � qu alitative difference in

· Jhe two·categories.

nibbii nadhiltu.

i. The nibbiinic individual, i e. Lhe walzant (ardham

Unmi stakably this classi fications assumes two

hoti khinasavo vusitavii katakaraniyo ohitabhiiro

stages, a first and second as it were (as against two

anuppattasadattho parikkh ina-bhavasa1iiiojano

different types), in the life of the same arahant, packed

sammadaniiii vimutto) is said to possess his fi ve sense

within one life time. The two are clearly progressive

the second i m.plying a higher and more serene state

. organs intact or undamaged (avighatatta) and therefore

to experience (paccanubhoti) all sensati ons, pleasant . . . than the fi rst. The se::ond one necessarily implies and

and unpleasant (maniipiimaniipam paci:anutbhoi

Sl!khadukkham patisamvedeti) and become aware of
pleasure and pain. His eliminati.on of raga dosa moha,

·

.

( i . e. on becoming an arahant), and for this reason .
apparently of experiencing sensati ons. is said to be at
the level of sa+upiidisesa-nibbiina-dhillu.

upgradi ng over the first, for he has to get beyond his
left over upadi+sesa.
If they imply two different types, they necessaril y
indicate two different grades of arahants, at two

different points of time, an earlier lower grade �md a
later higher one.

But w e fail to see here how the left-over-faculty of
sensory experience (pleasant and u npleasant}

in

the

arahailt could be labelled as sa+upadi+sesa. If the word

-upiidi here is derived from the word upii diina
(upa+a+root diildadiitl) which means - to grasp (i. e.

On the other hand, the accompanying metrical
portion of the ltivuttaka which is closely associated
with the prose gives· a completely different picture.
We are inclined to believe that the merical version is
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the earlier and more authentic; While the classification

prevents release from Samsiira. How then can there be

of the prose section had essentially a quali tative

any nibbanadhatu with upiidi

+

sesa ?

differentiation , the metrical note stresses only a
temporal one, one of time phase only ; of an earlier

We have one more reference related to this subject

stage in life (while living) and a later one, after the

from the Suttanipata on which we like to comment

death of the same arahant. This gives us a feeling that

here (Sn. pp. 59-62, vv. 343-358)

the Buddhists are apparently trying here, and we
believe for no valid reason, to offer a parallel to the

On the death of his teacher Nigrodhakappa,

Indian twin concept of release of Jivan mukta (in this

Venerable VaJ11g isa was in doubt whether his teacher,
at the time of his. death, had reached his Nirvana or not.

very life) and videha mukta (in the next life, of the self
same person, after separation from his physical body

The word used by h i m fo r this i s parinibbuto

at death, and on union with paramiitman).

(parinibbuto nu kho me upajjhayo udahu no parinibuto

ti. Sn. p. 59) We are certain that the word parinibbuto

This is what · the metrical portion of the text (PTS,
p. 38-9) says :

· S:;nip�disesa

:

is generally used to refer to the physical death of a

person who has attained full enlightenment or at1iia i.

e.Nirvana, At D. I I I , 5 5 the word parinibbuto is

Orie state bears fruit here and now

however used even with reference to the living Bud

.

(Ekii hi dhatu idha di((hadhammikii} with upadi left

dha (Parinibbuto so parinibbiinaya dhammam deseti

over but the lead to existence terminated (aupadisesa

- Udumbarikasihaniida Sutta).

bhavaiietlisan_1khciya)

Later on in the metrical portion·o r thl s suita, Yangisa

Anupadisesa: is of the life beyond (ampiidisesapana

· is seen putting this same question to the Buddha

Samparayka) wherein all �xistences totally ceased to

somewhat differently. He wishe� to know whether
_.
"pursuing his life of brahmacciriya, Ps teacher reached .
.
Nirvana or whether he is left with residual upadi"

be (vambi inirujjhdnti bhavani sdbbaso)

. But the Lraditjon of eariy Buddhist suttas like the

( Yadatthi)•am bramacariyam acari KappiiJano kllcci

Satipatthiina Sutta (M. I. 1 .63) and Kitagiri Sutta

ssa tam amogham. Nibbayi so udahu saupiidiseso,

(M. I. 48 1 ) of the Majjhima Nikaya forbids us from

Yatha vimutto ahu tam sunoma S. Y. 354)

accommodating this kind of what we believe to be
unwarranted divisions and classification within the
straightfo�ard teaching of early Buddhism, Both these

Here we are i mmediately reminded of the statement
·

srlltas, while speaking of gradarioins on the spiritual
ascent, tell us only of two possibilities, namely the

in this life or has to be born again."

(at111a) in this very life and escape from Samsara, or
one more birth to be gone through (anagamita) there
being left-over up�dise se ( . . . . dvinnam phaliinam

The Buddha' reply to Vangisa makes us feel that
the Buddha also understood it the same way. The

afiiiataram phalam pil!ikanthan.l ; ditthe va dhamme

are in the Maijjhima Nikaya, at the places referred to
above). These references also occur in many places in
the Anguttara Nikiiya.
In both these instances, we are convincingly told

that any residual kannic (orce, categorically referred to

as upadi (found within one =sati va . upadisese)

dhamme atlr1a sati va upiidisese anagamita. We feel
the real question here is whetehr "one is fully liberated

highes� and the very next. i .e. full enlightei1ment

aiir1a, sati va upadisese anagamaita. Both quotions

of the Majjhima Nikaya quoted earlier DiEhe va

Buddha's reply is : "Here and now he has completely
·

cut off his greed for this self, the stream of evil which
has been flowing for long. He has completely crossed
birth and death. (Acchecchi tanham idha namaarupe - .

iti Bhagava - Kanhassa sotam digharattanusayitam,
Atii.rijii.timaranam asesam Sn. v. 355). This answer of
the Buddha, we must confess, has for us a more specific
early Sutta tradition refering for upadisesa.
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Whatever or wherever be its origin, this theme of

to the reduction of Samsara-building activity or

Saupadisesa and Anupadisesa is latterly seen to be

kamma-kkhaya and that leads to the termination of

popularly dwelt upon and elaborated in several places

dukkha or dukkakkhaay.

in the Angunara Nikaya.

This thesis is worked out beautifully by the Buddha

1 . The Buddha is supposed to have_ passed away
through anupadisesiiya nibbiinadhatuyii ldha tathii

gato anupadisesiiya nibbiinadhiituyii parinibbuto
ti. A It

3240.

himself in great detail at Samyutta Nikaya V. 86-7,
where he says that it is through the Seven Factors of
Enlightenment : Katamo ca bhikkhave maggo katamii

. ca pa[lpada ianhakkhayiiya samvattati yadidam salta
bojjhangii.

Are we prepared to say there that the Buddha, at
the age of thirty-five attained only the saupadisesa

nibbima-dhiitu ?

He further elaborates it and says that each of these
items has to be developed through the phase of viveka
(disconnection) viriiga (detachment) and nirodha

2. · Divinitie:; -reporti:;g

to the Buddha that some

Bhikkuniyo rcat:hed their liberation as Etii · Bhante

bhikkuniyo an�1padisesii. suvimutta ti A. IV. 1 604.
_

· Ate we to take as a report of their physical death ?

- . Qualitative attributes ·of Nibbana :
.

.

. Tanbak.khaya. : Let us conclude with a brie( study �f
. the qualitative attributes. of tvibbiina . There is no
.

(complete cessation). The process must also fructify

· in · complete abandonment (vossaggaparinamim).
_

Ninipadhi : In marked contrast to taf!ha ( or craving)

· which as a very act_i ve agency keeps beings tied to the

process of Sarrtsaric continu.ance (tanha-samyojanii.

nam) we have upadhi which is viewed as a personal,

and already-colle.ctcd substratum iri· Samsara, an

�

underlyi ng deposit. . I t is formed with the prefix ·

upa+root dha/dadhilti=places, deposits, i. ·e. a product
-

of c�aving (tanha) or. �rasping at

·.

- (upiidanii) and

gainsaying the fact thattunlu� perhaps loo ms largest in · · . ac.� umulating, Thi s is v i ewed as the submerged
foundation for S amsari c build-up. Its presence ·
a study of Buddhism. It is. logically so: The B uddha's

primary message to lhe world was the presence of

dukkha in the world and its elimination. He repeatedly.
said this i n this manner. Pubbe cii.ham bbikkhave

etarahi ca dukkhan c eva pannapemi dukkhassa ca
� irodluun (M. I. 1 40) the promulgation of the Four

Noble Truths which primarily centers on this first .
ass�rtion of the Buddha about dukkhti and nirodha
brings ou� in its further analy�is tqnhii. as the cause or
·
· samudaya of dukkha, The.r e fore, w e b e l i e v e

tanhakkhaya has to come as the most fitting epithet of

Nibbana

the avai l ability of Nirva na, In N irvana one i s
completely freed of upadhi and Nirvana is therefore . ·
referred to as_nirupadhi:.

:which call upon the disciple to look upon ihe ·

padhi is and how one gets to that state.
'

In whomsoever

the defilements wh.ich foster

SamsariC continuance are exhausted such a one is

padhi). He is .presently . in his last physical form
(dhareti antimam deham) having crushed the entire
host o( Miira, the Evil One.

as h i s spiritual gcial

(tanhakkhayam nallamahilbipassa Sn. v. 1 07.0) The .

Bhaviisavo parikkhlno vippamutto nirtippdhi

Buddha's reply to Vangisa quoted above also offered

Dhiireti antimam dehamjetva maram saviihinim

termination of tanhii as. the highest Nirvanic attainment

(acchecchi tanham idha niimarope) The Buddha gives·
Pingiya the same advice at Sn.

1 123 -Jahassu tanham

apunabbhaviiya, Elimination ofianha therefore leads

;

Note the word of the ltivuttaka as to what niro

totally freed without any substratum left behind (nirt;

We have already quoted the Suttnipatii. reference
term,ination of tanha

guarantees . Samsaric continuance, Its complete

elimination or upadhi-sa�zkhaya alo�e assures us of

It. p. 50

Dhammavihari.

.
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NffiBIDA A word which ranh high in the religio
ethical system of Buddhist thinking, as invariably
leading a disciple to liberation in Nirvana. Literally it
means 'not obtaining delight in (sensory gratification)'.
It is best etymolgically derived from prefix nir = not +
root vidlvindati = obtains, finds (i. e. sensory delight,
satisfaction or gratification). Basically nibbindati must
mean 'not finding delight or satisfactio11 in' . Therefore
it seems also to have the extended meaning Of
'dissatisfied with, disgusted of (carrying within it the
further impregnated meaning of 'not finding it adequate
or meaningful' as i n the phrase tam dhammam
analankaritvii tasmii dhammii nibbijja pakkamim at
M. l . l 65. where the Buddha-aspirant expresses his
dissatisfaction with the teachings of his teachers AHra
Kaiama and Uddaka Rl'maputta because they did not
take him out-anissa(a-of Samsaric cyclical
continuance.).

NIBBIDA

Thus a wisP- man should reflect well on the causal
genesis alone, namely that dependent on one thing
another arises and upon the cessation of the fom1er,
the latter ceases to be. Namely that the life-generating
stuff (as process or product) called samkhdra is
brought about through avijjiii, i. e. lack or absence of
correct vision. Thus with this methodological approach
begins the correct analysis of the human life process
referred to as the Chain of Causal Genesis or
Pa(iccasamuppdda which extends infiuitely through

Samsdra.
·

This particular Samyutta Nikaya text we have
presented here sums up beautifully its teaching, saying
that this krnd of approach and the consequent vision
(evan! passan.z) leads a wise disciple to take a detached
view with regard to one's five-aggregate-body
-palicakkhandlza): This detachment or nibbidd leads
to a total under-valuing or non-clinging (virdga) and
that in tum to a complete liberation (vimutti) from
one's leaning on to a notion of oneself. Here is the text

Following our earlier observation about the word's
religio-ethical significance, let us reproduce here its
cognate use with two other supporting words virdga : Evam passam bhikkhave sutavd -ar: iyasdvako rii
(detachment) arid vimutti (release) which closely follow pasmim 'pi nibbindati vedanaya 'pi nibbindati safiiid
it. Note the following quote from the Samyutta Niklrya ya 'pi nibbindati sankhdresu 'pi nibbindati viiilld
(S. II. 94)" which speaks of an uninitiated ordinary · f!Gsmim 'pi nibbindati. Nibbindam virajjati. Virdga
worldling "who is untutored in the dhamma (assutavd vimuccati vimuttasmim vimuttamiti i'idnan_z hoti. Khl
puthujjano) who would go through these three
nd jdti vusitam brahmacariyan! kata1�1 kararJiyam nd .
psychologically valuable stages or gr_adations of mind- param irthatrnyii ti pajanati. Ibid. One notices in this
reaction towards his physical body which is made up context that nibbidd (nibbidati) or detachment from
of the- four great elements (Assutavd bhikkhave sensory gratification is invariably the gateway to final
release in Nirvana. That is why the constant injunction
puthujjano imasmim cdtummahabhutikasmin_z kd
yasmim nibbindeyya 'pi virajjeyya 'pi vimucceyya 'pi · by the Buddha to his diciples to earnestly develop this
loc.cit,). The reason for this is given as 'that a person
attitude of detachment (nibbida-bahulo bhava. Thag.
sees both the build up and the disintegration (dcaya vv. 1223-5 and Sn. 340).
and apacaya) of this four-element physical body as
· It is wcii worth taking a closer look at the above
well as its acceptance and its laying aside (dddna and
.
two contexts. Let us first glance at the verses of Thera
paUnikkhepana). This merely physical external
obserVation associated with the . body is considered Vangisa in the Theragdthd (Thag. vv. 1223-5). The·
· adequ ate for the above reactions of n ibbidd first verse No. 1 223 really introduces us to the situation
(dissatisfaction), virdga (detachment) and vimutti which necessitates the talk about nibbidd, i. e. restraint
(li beration) i n a person. But with penetrating in or moving away from k(ima. Thera Vanglsa refers to
philosophical subtlety this text further points out that kdma within himself as a consuming fire (kdmard
an untutored worldling would still look upon this four
gena qayhdmi cittam me pariqayhat!) and requests for
element body as his self (attato upagaccheyya). He
nibbdpanam bruhi). What a
would not look upon so about his mnd. The reason for its being put out (sadhu
· this being that the body would still be seen as continuing wonderful admonition follows this. In reply to this, it
is the perverse nature of your sense
. to exist even a hundred years or more. But what is is said : "It
called citta (thought) mano (mind) a� � vffl,nlu!a. reactions that makes you burn within" (sannaya
. (consciousness) Is something that comes, both by day vipariyesd cittanJ te pariqahati). It is further said :
and by night, into being as one thing and ceases to be as 'fAvoid taking things of the world as wholesome and
yet another thing (i. e. with no apparent persistent lustfully gratifying" (nimittam parivajjeti subham rd
gupasamhitan!). The final summing up is as follows :
continuity).
.

.

.

.

·

·
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"With a totally unified mind, Jearn to focus attention

Note here the identities in the two sets of verses

have an awareness of your own physical being. Be

Varigfsa : ( Th eragatha)

on the unwholesome reality · or the world. May you

:

nimitta1�1 parivajjehi subha1�z ragupasa1�1

thou constantly detached" (asubluiya cittam bhdvehi
ekagg� susamdhitarrJsati kdyagatd ty' atthu nibbidti
-bahulo bhava).

hitan;
asubluiya cittan,z bhtivelzi ekaggan;
susamtihita11,1

. We are· not u n aw are that the Theragd thti
. Commentary endeavours to place this apparent. .

· sari kdyagatd ty ' atthu nibbidd bahulo
· bhava

dialogue as being between Thera Vailgisa and his senior

v. 1 224

1 225

brother in the Sasana, Thera Ananda. But the depth of
wi sdoii} about the probl em shown here and the

animitta11 ca bhtivehi mdndnusm�1 11jjaha
tato mdnabhisamayd upasanto
1 226
arissasi.

penetrative analysis of it undertaken make us associate

the whole episode with the Buddha himself. A similar
admonition made by the Buddha to Venerable Rahula

�.hula : (Suttanipdta)
nimittan,z parivajjehi subhm�z
rdgftpasa1�1 hita1�1
asubhiiya citta1�1 bhtivehi ekagga1�1
susamdhita1�1

.in the Suttaniptita (Sn . vv. 335 -342) impresses us with
-

an unmistakable closeness.of analysis and instruction

given to Vangisa and Rahula therefore leads us to believe
that it is more appropriate in the hands of the Buddha.

·

Now Jet us go over to the Buddha, admonishing his
.
son Rahula (Sn. vv: 335-342). He gives his young son

sati kdyagata· ry ' atthu nibbidd bahulo ·
340
bhava
animittan ca bhavehi mdndnusam ujjaha
tato mdndbhisamaya upasanto
. 342 .
carissasi .

. � very comprehensive code for good living, leading up

to Nirvana. The · inspiration and guidance- is derived •
both from the Suttas and the Vinaya. Ptimari(y pabbaja
· and the . termination . of · s· amsar.i c
His ·

(dukkhassantakaro) are shown to be closely co�pleq.

·

The Buddha is seen telling him that since he has left

To whom shall we ascribe the authorship 9f th�se

the _ household l i fe and p l e asures there i n with ·

instructions, to the Buddha or to Ananda or to both ?

conviction, he shmild .endeavour to make an end of
suffering�

Padicakdmagu�e hitvd piyarupe manorame
saddhtiya gharti nikkhamma dukkhassantakaro
bhava, Sn. v. 337

v.34 1

One should not tail here to observe the nearness of
the term nibbidd to nekkhanuna-sankappa which is
the first ofthe three separate items of saii<.appa under

.

Sammd -sari kappa. And we insist that Sammd·

sankappa is the second successive item on the Noble

relating to monastic propriety like moderation in eating

. Eightfold Path to which one steps in after gaining an ··
insight or sammd -di[!hi into the Buddhist way of

clothiiig;· shdter and medicaments. Even the restraint

. fold Path too, nekkhamma-sanwppa is more and no

· Then the Buddha indicates to him all injunctions

(mattaiinu hohi bhojane), and limited desire for food,

with regard to the Patimokkha is specifically indicated
(samvutopatimokkhasmirn). In addition to these which
are, more or Jess, semilegal Vinaya considerations, we
get once again the more authentic and traditional

psychoethical injunctions about attitudinal <:hanges to ·

the world one lives in which are denved fromt he suttas.
There is considerabl� identity here between the verses

of Theras Varlgf sa and Rahula. To Rahula also, the

Buddha delivers his basic injunction nibbidabahulo
bhava = Be thou constantly detached from sensual · .
pleasures (Sn. v. 340).

. thinking (dgato imari:z saddharrpm). In the Noble Eightless than moving away from ktima-sankappa or
proneness to sensory. gratification.
Thus invariably, nibbidd in Buddhist religious .

culture is· no more and no Jess delay, reduc_tion · and ·
finally movirig away from gratification of sensory
d�lights of the world or klima with which humans are
constantly seduced and enticed.

Dhammavihari.
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NICHIREN was born in the year !222 in Awa, located

in modem Chiba Prefecture. At the age of �ixtcen, he
was ordained into the priestho�d of the Tendai sect at
a temple called the Kiyosumi dera, located near his
birthplace. At the age of thirty-two, after having
travelled and studied in the major Buddhist centers of
Kyoto and Nara, he established the Nichiren sect.
Nichiren realized that the essence of the teachings of
Gautama Buddha is to be found in the Lotus Surra. He
insisted that the mystic law of Nam -myohOrengekyo
(Devotion to the Mystic Law of Cause and Effect)
contained within the Lotus Surra is the one true Jaw . ·
for the Mappo period (Latter Day of tht Law), the
present age in which the Buddhism of Gautama has
lost its effect. Acting on the basis of this conviction,
he devoted himself entirely to the propagation of that
law. During pjs lifetime other Buddhist sects and the
governmental authorities closely associated with them .
persecuted Nichiren for his work. His home was burned
. . and he hirrnelf was ambu.shed, exiled once to the lzu
Peninsula and again to the distant instant Sado off the
Western coast of Japan, and ultimately sentenced to
execution. He was miraculously saved from death just ·

written in 1 272; and on the True Object of Worship in
the Age in the Age of Mappo (Kanjinnohonzof6ho);
written in 1 273.
After the sentence of exile was l i fted in 1274,
Nichiren was once again at liberty to pursue his religious
. tasks. From that timeonward, he devoted himself to
systematizing his teachings for the sake of posterity.
In 1 279 he inscri bed the Dai Gohonzon (Gre at
Mandala), as the Obj�t of veneration for all mankind
of the Mappo Period. A fter entrusting his teachings to
his disciple Nikko. Nichiren passed away in 1 282.
Nichiren's wri tten 'vv ork s number about 400
i tems including on the opcr:ing offh� Eyes to the True
Buddhism. on the True Object of worship in the age of
Mappo, The pacification of the Nation Through the
. EstablishJ1ent of True Buddhism (Rissho Ankokiiron).
on the Selection of the Time for Budd:iist Propagation
(Senjlsho), On the Buddha's Prophecy (Totaiglsho) .
and numerous letters to his disciples.
·

as the sentence was about to be carried out.

Seeing that his tribulations coincided with
prophecies made in the Lotus Sutra, Nichiren was firmly
convinced that the proof that he was the reincarnated
Bodhisattva Jogyo, the leader of the Bodhisattvas of
the Earth, who were prophesied to arise in the Mappo
Period (Latter D ay of the Law), the present age in
which the Buddhism of Gautama has lost its effect.
Acting on the basis of this conviction, he devoted
himself entirely to the progagation of that law. During
his lifetime other Buddist sects and the governmental
authorities closely assoCiated with them persecuted
Nichiren for his work. His home was burned and he
himself was an1bushed, exiled once to the lzu Peninsula .
and again to the distant i nstant Sado off the Western
coast of Japan, and ultimately sentenced to execution.
He was miraculously saved from death j ust as the
sentence was about to be carried out .
Seeing that his tribulations with prophecies made
in the Lotus Sutra, Nichiren was finnly conviced that
they were pro o f that h e w as the rein carnated
Bodhisattva Jogyo, the leader of the Bodhisattvas of
the Earth, who were. prophesied to arise in the Mappo
Period to save .m ankind. (Jogyo is described in the
fifteenth, or Yujuppon, chapter of the Lotus Sutra.)
For this reason, he persevered in his religious activities ,
in spite of all opposition. While in e"xlle.. on· the island
of Sado, he declared the fact that he was the savior of
the M app0 Period in two important works: On the
Opening ofthe Eyes to True Buddhism (Kaimokl1sho)

NICHIRENSHOSHU

Tomiya Akiyama

NICHEREN SHOSHU is the Buddhist sect that ,.
directly inherited the teachi ng of-Nichiren. Daisekiji. ·
the head temple of Nichiren Shoshu, founded in 1 290
by Nikko, the successor of Nichiren, is l�cated on the
lower slopes of Mount Fuji in the Ueno district of
Fujinomiya City, Shizuok.a Pu :fecture, Japan: The
present ( 1 973) high priest, Nittatsu, is the sixty-sixth
in the lineage descending from Nikko.
·

Owi ng l argely to the v igorous me mbersh i p .
campaings of the Soka Gakkai, the Jay organization
attached to Nichiren Shoshu, the sect has a Japanese
membership of over ten million people, making it the
largest organized B uddhist sect in Japan. In addition
to its Japanese members, Nichiren Shoshu has. followers
· in Europe, North America, Central America, South
America, the Middle East, S outheast Asia, and Africa.
Its international character makes it one of the most
unusual Buddhist sects in the world. .
The Dai-Gohonzon, the major object of veneration
inscribed by Nichiren in 1 279, is housed in the Sho
Hondo (Grand Main Temple) located at the Daiskij i
and completed in 1 972. The largest semi - rigid ·
suspension-structure building in the world, the Sho ·
Hondo is widely acclaimeJ for the way in which its
architecture blends traditional motifs with modem

technology.

Tomiya Akiyama.
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The antiquity of Niddesa : The Thei· avada
: Niddesa is the eleventh book of the
tradition trace back the origin of Niddesa to the very
Khuddaka Nikaya, the fifth division of the Sullapi!aka
lifetime of the Buddha. The traditional view is that it
of the Theraviula canon. Niddesa from th e verb
.
was preached by Yen. Siiriputta and has been rehearsed
Niddisa ti means "a descriptive exposi tion or
at all the three councils. But modem scholarship does
explanation" suggests that the work belongs to the
not agree to attach such remote antiquity to it. Anlzaka
commentarial secoor. lt is an ancient commentarial work
and Parrriza vciggas on which Niddesa is composed
on the AHhaku .Vagga, Parayana vagga and the
are among the earliest discourses of the Buddha. They
Kltagg,avisiina Sutta , presently included in the
have been quo�ed when the Buddha was living.! Though
Suttanip-=aa. Although Niddesa is a commentary it is
Auhak.a Parayana vaggas and the Klzaggavisana sutta
included in the Khuddakanikirya and given canonical
stat�s. Niddesa consi sts of two . main parts . are embodied at present in the Suttanipata all scholars
agree that Niddesa is anterior to Suttanipata. lt is thought
Mahimiddesa the exegesis of the A(!ahakavagga and
that those two vaggas and Khaggavisima s utta have
CullaniQdesa the exegesis of PaNiyana vagga and the
been in existence as independent anthologies prior to
Khaggavisima sutta. But /1/iddesa has been considered
them . being accommodated in the Suttanipiita. It is
as -0ne--work, according- ·to �he traditien. In- some
presu mend that Niddesa has been prepared for
traditional lists only Mahaniddesa is mentioned and in
A!!hakavagga and Parayiina vagga and Khaggavisa
some other it appears as Niddesa. Yet it should be
na sutta before they w ere incorporated in the
understood that l>oth refer to Niddesa� consisting of
Suttanipa(a. There is one more piece of evidence that
Mahanid4esa and Cullaniddesa. There are very rare
lead to the same conclusion. It is seen that Culaniddesa
l i sts. which contain both. Mah c m iddes a and
Cullaniddesa and the scholars consider them ·as oflater · does not contain the exegesis of the 46 vattlzugiithas
(introductory verses) found at the beginning of the Pa
origin:
rayanqvagga incorporated in the Suttanipata. It is clear
.
Niddesa and Navari ga · satthu sasana : The that Niddesa was _written before the Vattlzugathiis were
added to Parayanavagga. However, Rhys Davids
commentators (A�!hcikathiicariya) have examined as to
which l imb of the "nine-fold l i mbsP (divisions) . (Buddhist India p. 1 88) thinks that. SIItfanipiita is
Nayangq.s.anhu s�ana)ofthe Buddha�s teaching should . anterior to Niddesa.
·
Niddesa fali:. But It appears · that no· consensus has
been reached on the i s s u e . the commentator
Scholars have identified the bulk of evidence within
the Niddesa itself that conduce to the conclusion that
Buddhaghosa (DA . I p. 23 1 ) has considered that
it represents a later stratum of Buddhism.
Niddesa should be included in the suttanga of
Navangasatthu siJSana. Veil Sanputta ( 1 2th century
A. C. Pplonnaruwa period), the author of the sub
Niddesa gives the names of cities and territories
beyond the Indian frontier which were not known to
commentary Wkit) of Samantapiisiulikil has discussed
the issue as to which Anga of Navangasatthu sasana . the compilers of the early texts· of the canon, such as
should Niddesa be included. Yen. Sanputta says that
Takkola. Takkasila, Tarnbapanni, Tamalim, Barukacca,
Vanga, Surattha, Suvannabhumi , Allasanda and country
Buddhaghosa and Dhammapala both have considered
that Niddesa i s i ncluded under suttanga in the . of Yonas. (Some of the names in the list <.:annol be
identified). It was under the patronage of the emperor . .
Navangasatthu . siisana. He has further recorded that
Asoka that Buddhism was propagated in the.surounding
Yen. Upa5ena _the author of the commentary to Maha
niddesa holds the view that Niddesa should be put · countri-es of India in the third century B. C. This points
under "giithil and veyyakarana" of Nav�ngasatthu
to a period in or after the 3rd century B..,C. It is also
siisana. He argues that as there are, questions and
seen that the monastic life was well established, ·when
answers in certain places of Niddesa, there is certai11
Niddesa was written.
amount ofjustification in putting It under veyyakarQija
The monasterie s w ere ful ly e q u i pped. The .
(exposition) and he questions as to the justification to
put it under giiJha. 1 1t should be clear that the majority . academic institutions such as vyfayatana, sippayatana
agree to put it under suttanga. Ven. Upasena's view · and parivena were attached to the monaSteries. The .
appears to have been his personal view. It is also evident
monks were weU versed in sutta and vinaya. The ·
that-there have been some disputes over this text among
reference is made to "Dhammakathika Bhikkhus". The
·
elements of later development in Buddhology too are
the scholars of the past.
NIDDESA
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apparent. "Nimmita" Buddha or created Buddha is
found referred to. The first and second stanzas of
Culaviyuha sutta and the first stanza of the Magandiya
sutta have been preached by a "Nimmita Buddha"
according to Niddesa. Niddesa presupposes the
existence of the Dhammapada, the Jiitaka, the
ltivuttaka, the Theragil!ha and the Udana of the
Khuddaka Nikiiya. The scholars are of opinion that
the texts of the Khuddaka Nikiiya can easily be divided
into two strata, one being early and the other late. The
Suttanipiita, the ltivuttaka, the Dhammapada, the
Theragatha (including the Therigatha) and thejataka
belong to the earlier strata. The Khuddhaka pa[ha, the
Vimiina vatthu, the Petavatthu, the Niddesa the
Pa[isambhida, the Apadana, th Buddhavamsa and the
Cariyapi!aka belong to the later strattJm. Thus it is
clear that Niddesa belong to the later stratum of the
Khuddada Nikiiya. Taking all facts into consideratin
Abenayaka3 concludes that the Niddesa might have
been composed just before or after the Third Council.

Niddesa and Abhidham�a It has been observed
-

that interpretations definitions and explanations of the
clauses and technical tenns that Niddesa offers are of
an abhidhamrnic nature. They agree completely with
those of the early A bh idhamma books. Niddesa
explained the relation between the 'dtta' and "cetasika"
thus :

·

.

"Ayam mano imaya pitiya sahagato hoti sahajato
sansa!{ho sampayutto ekuppii do ekan irodho
ekavatthuko ekararrimano4• This is an Abhidharnmic

explanation. Such explanations are not found in the
early four r:ikiiyas but in the early abhidhamma texts.
The tenn "Abhidharnmico" is found only in the Niddesa
among the books in the canon." It is relevant to mention
that, according to Sumangalavilasini (D.A.I p. 1 5) the
reciters of the Dighanikiiya (Dhigabhanakii) maintain
that, at the First council , after rehearsing the
abhidhamnia pi[aka t.�e Theras rehearsed the Jiitaka,
the Mahizniddeso, the Culaniddesd the Pa[isambhida
maggo, the Suttanipato, the Dhammapadam, the
Udanam, the itivuttakam, the Vimanapetavatthu, Thera
Theri g ii th ii and attaached them to the
Abhidhammapitaka naming them Khauddakagantha
(small texts). It is presumed that the Dhighabhaf!akas
thought that the Niddesa was akin to the
Abhidhammapitaka
and attached the Niddesa to the
.

·
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Abhidhamma pifaka of course along with the rest of

the texts mentioned. It had been observed that the
Chinese translation of "Vimuktimagga" of Upatissa
often quotes from the Niddesa and the Pa[isambhida
magga. But when quoting it is identified as from
Abhidhainma. It is clear author of the Vimukti magga
thought that these texts Niddes a · and
Pa[isambhidamagga as Abhidhiimma texts.6
·

Taking the above facts into consideration it is
presumed that the Niddesa (along w i th the
Pa[isambhidamagga) represents a transitional period
between sutta and Abhidhamma. However Mizuno7
thinks early A bhidhamma books were already in
existence in some for or at least in the course of growth
by the .time the Niddesa was composed. Accordingly
Niddesa should belong to the latest part of the
Suttapi[aka.

Authorship : According to tradition the authorship
of the Niddesa is ascribed to Ven. Siuiputta the Chief
disciple of the Buddha. This attribution
is found in
. ��
·
Ven. Upasena's commentary to Mahizniddesa for the
first time.
. ,, ·

S{Iriputto mahapanfio satthukappo jinatrajo
Dhamma cakkam vibhizjetva mp�ifniddesa abravi
(N(ddesaUhakatha)
·

But modern scholars do not .agree with this
aHribution. Abenayaka 8 is of the view that since Ven. ·
Sariputta is associated with the last sutta of the
Atthaaka'',lagga, the authori�hip of the Niddesa would
have been attributed · to ven. Sariputta. But there
appears no sound foundatin for his view. But next he
offers a more plausible argument. He says in the Nika
yas analytical and descriptive discourses are attributed
to Ven. Sariputta. It might have been the reason behind
attributing the authorship of the Niddesa to Ven.
SaripuUa and it appears more acceptable. He further
says the attribution of the Niddesa authoriship to Ven.
Sariputta might have beeri done in Sri Lanka by the ·
Majjhima bhanakas, whose origin is traced back to the
pupils of Ven. Sariputta.9

The background for its emergence and the style

of composition : The antiquity of the A[!haka and the
Parayana vaggas is undisputed and it represents

3 Abenayaka Oliver "A Textual and Historicaf 'Arial'ysi!r'o{ihe Khuddaka
Nikaya" Colombo 1 984, p. 99
.
Mahaniddesa I (P. T. S.) p. 3
5 Sinhala characters edition of Sumangala viliuini has only Niddesa.
6 Encyclopaedia of Buddhism Vol. I . p. 67
7 Encyclopaedia of Buddhism Loc. Cit.
4
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earliest strata of the canon. lts language is archaic. The
contents are shbtie and deep. It differs from the other
sections of the canon in language and contents. As
time wen.t on the. necessity for a commentarial
assistance. was badly felt in order to understand the
A{!haka and Pariiyana vagga. It was the time when
dissident sects emerged within the siisana due to
rnisinterpretl'ion of the teachings of the Buddha. The
Theravada doctrine had to be explained and established
· to prevent misinterpretation. The formal commentaries were yet in the· embryo stage. It was to meet this
challenge tRat the Niddesa emerged and a Maha Thera
whose name is not known or some Maha theras
collectively would have composeJ it. Apparently there
would have been more than one reason to accommodate ·
it in the canon. The deep subtle authentic teachings it
deals with the great antiquity of the text it attempts to
elucidate, and the inability to accommodate it among
the formal commentaries may be some of them.

Rejecting so many ( texts) Pariviua exegesis
Abhidhammappakarana Patisambhida niddesa, they
made Another one. (Dipavamsa V. verse 37)
It should he clear that dissident sects did not accept
Niddesa and it survived in the Theravada School of
Buddhism.

The Samantapasadikil the Vinaya commentary ( Vin
A. Ill p. 695) contains significant information pertaining
to the Niddesa. It was during the great famine
"Beminitiyiisaya" circa I st century A. C. where many ·
monks perished due to lack of food. The Tripitaka
was still not committed to writing but maintai_ned hy
oral tradition. There was only one monk who knew
the Mahimiddesa surviving; Mahatipitaka Thera the
preceptor of Catunekayika Tissa thera requested one
M ilharakkhita thera to learn Mahaniddesa from him.
·
· He refused saying that he is a monk with low virtue . .
But said Sir. if you stay with me- white I learn from
him. Mahatipitaka thera agreed. Maharakkhita thera
Though the Niddesa is primarily a commentary it
learnt the Niddesa .day and night from the m·onk with
differs very. mueh from the formal commentaries that
·
were written in and after 5th century A. C.· It does not · · low virtues in the presence of Mahatipitaka Thera:. .
Thereafter many learnt the Mahaniddesa from him. It
. contain a word�tO-word explanation. Instead it gives a
long list of synonyipS· in order to explain the meaning· shows that the timely action taken by M <ihatipitaka
'
of a word and th¢ �arne-synonyms are repeated·eveiy
theta saved the N.iddesa from extincton.
time the word occurs. The Niddesa. attempts to give
·. Since the Niddesa was recognized as a canonical
the idea intended, instead of explaining each word in a
text i t has b-:::n thought that it too n:-eds a commentary,
plmtse. It does not contain aecdotes as in the formal
for all the canonical texts have commentaries. A
commentaries. No grammatical terminology is found
'
there. It quotes from the four Nikilyas as well as from .commentary to the Niddesa (both Maha and Ca/a)
the other Khuddaka texts. As already said i t offers
named Saddhammapajjotikil w� composed by Yeen.
o
ffik
abhidham
explanati ns. It is closer to a treatise
Upasena in the 26th regnal year of the king Sirinivasa
(paluiraf!il) than to a. commentary. The Niddesa is a Sirisanghabodhi who is identified as Aggabodhi I (564land mark in the long history of development of the . 598 A. C.). The biography (Moratotavata) of Yen.
commentatrial literature of the southern school of
Moratota Dhammakkh anda Mahanayaka thera during
Buddhism.
. lhereign of king Kirti Sri Rajasinghe ( 1 747-80 A. C.) it
is said that he edited the Mahimiddesa text which was.
R�jection of the Niddesa by Mahasanghikas :
found to be highly conupted.
Dipavansa a chronicle of Sri Lanka (4th century A.
C.) has referred. to the Niddesa in the. account of the
The mahimiddesa and the Culaniddesa has been
h
e
second ceuneil. Th aut or of the chronicle goes on to
edited:and published separately by lhe PTS.
desaibe how tQe expelled dissident monks formed into
a new sect calted the Mahasangikas and made their
K. · Arunasiri
y
own canon breaking the original·canon sa s :
NIGA:mHAS §ee JAINISM, MAHAVIRA,
"Pariviuam atthuddhiuam abhidhammappakarariam
N IGA� AN ATHA PUITA
,
·
Pa�isambhidanca niddesam ekadesancajillakam
Ettahzm vissajjetvima aiiiiimi akarinsu te"
NIGAti{HANATHAPUTTA see JAIN ISM ,
·

·

.

MAHAVIRA
8 Abeoayaka op. cit.
Abenayaka op. cit.
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NIGRODHA JATAKA (No.445) A king named
Magadha, once reigned in Rajagaha. His son married a
rich merchant's daughter, but she, because she was
barren lost favour. Thereupon she pretended to be with
child, and when her time drew near, she journeyed to
her home with an old nurse who was in the secrect. On
the way she found a child desered by its mother, and,
greatly rejocing, she claimed it as her own. The child
was the bodhisatta and was called Nigrodha. His father
fou!!d for him two companinos: Sakha, son of a mer
chant, and Pottika, son of a tailor. These three grew up
together and were educated in Takkasila. In the course
of their travels, while his companions lay sleeping,
Pottika heard a cock say that whoever ate its fat would
become king, the flesh of its body commander-in-chief.
and the flesh near its bones treasurer. Pottika killed the
cock, gave to Nigrodha.the fat,.t� Sakha the flesh of the .
the body, wh:ile he himself Cite the flesh near the bones.
Immediatly after, men, in search of a successor to the
throne. of Benares, Chose Nigrodha, while the others
accompained his as commander-in -chief and treasurer.
One day Nigrodha, wishing to have his parents near
him, sent Pottika to fetch them from Rajagaha. O;t tht.:
way back he called at Sakha's house, but Sakha, who
had a grievance against him for having given the cock's
fat to Nigrodha, insulted him. When Pottika reported
this to Nigrodha, he wished to have Sa-kha killed, but
Pottika intervened on his behalf.
The Story was related in reference to Devadatta's
Ingratitude. s�kha is · identified with Devadatta and
Pottika with Ananda (J.IV. 37ff; s.v.DPPN)

H.R. Perera.
NIGRODIIARAMA, name of two groves, mentioned
i n B uddhist l i terature. One o f them w as near
Kapilavatthu, where a residence was provided for the
Buddha when he visited the city in the first year after
his enlightement (MA . II.6 l ). lt belonged to a Sakyan
named Nigrodha, who gaye it to the Order. In order to
convince his proud kinsmen of his attainments, the
Buddha performed there the Yamahpatihariya, and ,
when, at the conclusion of the miracle, a shower of rain
fell, wetting only those who wished to be wetted, he
· related to them the Vessantara Jruaka (Vin.l.82; J.I.88f;
VI.479;Buv A. 22; Dhp.A.III. r63; also Mhvu� Ill. 1l0 I ,
1 07, 1 14 . 1 38, 1 4 1 ,179). I t was during this visit that
Maha-paj a-pathi- Gotami- first asked permission for
women to enter the Order. This was refused, and from
there t h e B uddha went on to Veasali
( Vin . I I,253 ;A .IV.274). The Buddha stayed at the
N i g rodharama on_ s�veral there (eg. Vin . I I I ,

NIGRODHJtRAMA

235,244;1V.55, I 0 1 , 1 67 . 1 8 1 .262,3 1 4). Various Sakyans
(S. V. 3 69 - 7 8 , 3 9 5 - 7 . 4 0 3 - 4 ; A I I . I 9 6 ; 1 1 1 . 28 4 ;
I V 220;V. 83, 328.332,334 came to see the Buddha at
the Nigrodharama, among them, being M ahanama,
Godha, Srakani, Nandiya, and Vappa. The Buddha him
self visited Kaligodhaduring his residence there. It was
during a discussion with Mahanama that the Ciil a
Dukkhakkhanda Sutta ( q. v.) was preached. During one
of the Buddha's visits to Nigrodharama, the Sakyans
invited him to consf'rcrate their new mote Hall. which
he did by preaching there far into the night and then
asking Moggalla-na to contiriue his discourse.(S.IV. I 82
ff; also M.l. 353; Sekha Sutta). On another occasion the
Buddha is mentioned as having spent a period of con
vtt!escence at Nigrodha-r�-ma (A.I.21 9f.). The Buddha
was Jiving there when the quarrel broke out between
the Sakyans an� the Kuiiyans regarding the waters of
the river Rohini (SnA. I.357; but see J.v. 4 1 3 , where he
is said to have been iu Savatthi), It seems to have been
the Buddha's custom, when staying at the Nigodhara
rna, sometimes to spend the noonday siesta in the Maha
vana near by (cg.S.III.91F.).
, "'" · .
· "":; '\-. .

Among others mentioned as having stayed at
Nigrodharana are A nuraddha (DhpA III.295) and ·
Loinasakangiya (M.III.200; a Deva called Candana there
taught him the Bhaddekaratta Sutta. Whether this
Lomasakangiya is the same as Lomavanglsa, who is
also mentioned (S. V.327) as having lived in the Nigrocl.ha
rama, is doubtful.
Near Nigrodharama was once the site of the
dwelling ofhemlit (isi) called Kanha. The Buddha, re
membering this, once smiled and, when asked the rea
�on for his smile related the Kanha Ja-taka (J.IV.6)
There is a tradition ( CP,1. 1 ,8, BuvA.S) that the
Cruiya Pitaka and the Buddhayamsa were preached by
the Buddha to Sa-riputta during his first stay in Nigrodha
rama. It was probably there that Anuruddha's sister
built, at his request, an assembly hall of two storys fnr
the S angha (DhpA . I I I . 295£.) Buddhaghosa says
(MA.IV. 1 55;M.III. l 09£) that KalaKhemaka, the Sakyan.
built a special vihara near Nigrodharama, on one side of
the grounds.
The other Ni grodharc1ma was a grove in Rajagaha
THe Buddha says that there he once gave Ananda the
chance of asking the Buddha to live for a whole aeon,
but Manda missed his opportunity (D.II. l l 6).

H.R. Perera

·
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The term basically refers to a view

characterized by the denial of moral, ethical and social

formulating the Buddhist response to the emotivist
'
claim fiist we have to admit that the questio n as

values. It denotes a sense of skepticism on the

discussed by modem philosophy is not known to the

possibility of meaningful acts in these spheres. At times
_
it Is understood as involving denial of an objective

Buddha. As a result one cannot expect a direct answer

reality, its knowability and the communi_cability as in

nevertheless, does hold a position on the truth-value

the case of Gorgias (in ancient Greece) who held that

of the ethical claims it makes. For exampk, lhe five

(i) nothing exists ; (ii) even if something did exist it

precepts (pafica sila) recommended for all householder

could not be known ; and (iii) even if it were known

Buddhists is understood as based on some facts

that knowledge could not be communicated.

concerning (human) life and the world. For example .

NIHILISM

from Buddhism to such a question. Buddhism,

in aecepting to abide by the precept to abstain from
According to Robert G. Olson (Encyclopaedia of

taking life one's act-is based on such beliefs as that all

Philosophy, ed. Paul Edwards, Macmillan Publishing

living beings Jove their life, that it is not right therefore .

Co., 1967), the term is believed to have first coined in

to take such life either out of hatred or out of any other

· · 1 8(l0s by the Russian novelist Ivan Turgenev in his

sort of malicious or selfish motivation. Regarding other
p�ecepts too there are similar .reasons given as (acts.

novel Fathers and Sons. The main ch�acter �f this

novel is revolutionary, full of disdain for tradition and · Monastic disciplinary rules are ve � often justi tied on

authority, great fai th in reason ·and ·committed to · a pragmatic basis having the .realization of Nirvana·as

materialism 'in philosophy. Mot of the early aiiar�histiC

·

and revolutipnary nuances Qf the term were gradually ·

the basic criterion:

·
· _ owing to this pragmatic basis one could argue that
.
America. The more contemporary usage of the teirn is . Buddhism subscribes to a t·orm of rel!ltivism in ethics,
lost when the . term became p<;>pular in Europe and ·

used to denote either that the doctrine that moral norms

a position akin to that of Logical Positivism. A closer

-. :or standards cannot be justified by rational agruments · analysis of the Buddhist position; however, would show
or that human existence is devoid of any meaning or a that this is not the case. When Buddhism holds that
value. The first view is what is known in philosophy

whatever is conducive to Nirvana is good we must not

as 'emotivism' and was popularized by Logical

forget that it understands Nirvana, characterized by the

positivists who held ethical statements to be niere
expressions of one's likes and dislikes conditioned by
one's social upbrining. The second was widely held
by philosophers belonging to existentialist persuasion.
Both these views were underst_ood to be atheistic .

and hence those who did not believe in the existence
of Ood as the foundation of morality were cafled
nihilists. The idea was that in the absence of God, who
is believed to provide the foundation and criterion for
morality, what emerges i s n.i hilism or rejection of
everything that is morally desirable. ·

absence of craving, hatred and delusion. the
fundamental sources of all evil, as the highest good or
the most desirable state to realize. It follows form this
that the pragmatic position on ethics held by Buddhism
is not really relative. One cannot, on the other hand,
describe this position as being absolutist, the traditional
opposition of relativisism, for Buddhism recognizes ·
other desirable states such as being born in heavenly
abodes for which some other forms of behaviour are
considered to be good..
A popular criticism of. the nihilist position is that

Central to the position of emotivism js the sharp . since it rejects the existence of God it cannot hold a
distinction believed to exist between fact and value. In

moral or ethical position. It is clear that this criticism

NIHILISM
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is based on the view that theism is the only fonn of
valid religion for, in the opinion of the theist, without
god there cannot be a foundation for ethics and
morality. Owing to the fact that Buddhism does not
accept the existence of God one could equally level
the charge ag�inst Buddhism. But Buddhism provides
a clear case that ethics and morality can be established
not on a supernatural ground but on natural grounds.
What is good or bad is decided not on a decree of God
but on pragmatic, psycholgoical and humanistic
.
.
groUiids. This sho � s that by merely rejecting God one
does not necessarily become a nihilist.

The existentialist stand that life is meaningless has
been identified as representing an attitu�e of nihilisrrt
The existentialist position is a rejection of the theistic
view that the universe created by God has a purpose
determined by him ard that it moves gradually toward
its fulfillment. ALthough Buddhism agrees with
existentialism in denying this teleological stand it does
not contribUte to the latter's sense of despair and loss
of hope. Buddhism holds that" the . existence of an .
ordinary human being is characterized qy suffering
(dukkha or a deep sense of unsatisfactorine ss). It,
however. does not stop at that. It says that this suffering
can be overcome and that there is a path leading to its
realization. The Buddhist position may be summarized
in the following manner : there is no meaning for humah
. life originating from any supernatural source
whatsoever ; meaning has to be created by individual
human . beings by living a life of compassion and
wisdom. Thus Buddhism cannot be described as nihilist
simply because it rejecls the teleological stand
professed in theism. As the preceding discussion shows
Buddhism does share certain premises with nihilism
although it does not necessarily draw the same
conclusions from those premises as nihilists would do.

•

Asanga Tilakaratne.
NIKAYA{l) See RAMANNA NIKAYA,
.
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collection in Pali Buddihist literature. Perhaps the
most authentic and the earliest reference to niktiya
as a division of the early Buddhist texts of the Sutta
collection or dhamma (as against the Vinaya) occurs
in the Cullavaga account of the activities of the First
Buddhist Council (p_a:hama -sangii) or Pancasati
sangiti (at Yin. U 284 ff.). This activity or the Council
took pl ace w ithin a few months after the
parinibbdna or passing away of the Buddha. It took
another one hundred years for what is called the
Second Buddhi_st Cotmcil. It is generally believed that
perhaps these reports of the activities of these two
Councils were compiled all together after the· Second
Council. Therefore we view this record about the First
Council as possibly being at least .,a hundred years
after the event. Nevertheless, it is ol � enough for our
.
purpose. It is recognised by the Commentator as being
canonical (tantim dnilhd ) . We view it with serious .
concern . when students of Buddhism. both of the
phi losophy and of the literature. ,speak of four

·

J

_

·

_
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nikdyas.

. The· Cullavagga reports , that the Elder Maha
Kassapa, .having questioned Venrable Upali at this
council with regard to the texts of the Vinaya,
rehearsed the Ubhato Vinaya or the two Vinayas (Eten
eva upayena u bhato vinaye pucchi). A different
tradition, recently adopted even by the Buddha Ja�anti
Tripitaka Series of Sri Lanka, gives this as Ubhato
Vibha_nga (BJTS. 5/2 . . Cullavagga 2. p.550). This _ _
change is apparently adopted to be in agreement with
the Myanmar Chauha Sangayana traqition . .(We
disagree and side with the Thai tradition which
upholds · the Ubhato Vimiya reading. As far. back as
· 1 9 1 0, Bentara Saddatissa edition of the Culavagga
published in Sri Lanka also adopted the Ubhato .
Vinaya reading.)
In like manner, the Elder Mahti Kassapa
questioned Venrable Ananda with regard to the major
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content of the Buddha's message of li berati on, known

NIKAYA (2)

How and why di d thi s happen? What we are

up to that ti me by the word dhamma. Elder Maha

concencd here is about the splintering into two groups

Kassapa's major concern at tha� assembly of the First

of the masters of the older nikiiya tradition. From the

Council was. to fix on the i dentity of the Buddha's

unassailable evedence before us, we have to infer that

teachings,. namely of the Dhamma an� the Vinaya

the five nikaya tradi ti on i s the older i n our literary

before they c0uld suffer seri ous change in. the hands

history of Buddhism. The first four of these niktiyas

of dissentients (Handa Mayam tivuso dhamma�1 ca

have a bold and clear-cut division. Digha(iong) and

vinayaii ca sangtiyeyytima).

Majjhima (medium) form one group on account of
the length of their suttas and the Samyutta (kindred)

At this state, Elder Mahii Kassapa is sai d to have

· started w_i th the fi rst sutta of the Digha Nikaya,

an d Ang uttara ( gradual ) on acco unt of the
arrangement style of their contents. In the process,

namely the Brahmajtila Suita and continued through

and histori cal ly i n a very natural one, the fi fth

all the then· k nown Bu ddha te achi ngs k nown as

collection · came to be ca.Jled the Khuddaka which can

. dliamm�. The p oceedings are totaled up as being

mean the miniature collecti on ei ther on account of

�

· . 'five different groupings' (ete eva uptiyena pafica nikti
ye pucchi. Vin. I J . p. 287).

the smaller size of the. .col,I ection or because of the
smallness of most books i n the �ollecti on. A further
influencing factor could be the questionable doctrinal

Thi s i nformation preserved to us in· the · oldest . worth of some. of the .books themselves.
·known records of C anonical standing (tantinr aru lha.

i.e. Culavagga Xl at Vin. II. 286 -f) leads us · to the

�

�ut this collection whi ch for the greater part .

infer nce that at time of reckoning of the ·earliest

consists of metrical compositions, h�s also books of ·

literary output of Buddhist teachings, the dhan.mia

considerable doctrinal .v alue l ike. the Suttaniptita,

teachings were containe� jn ti ve specific division.s.

Dhammapada and Theragatha and Therigatha which

This is the genesi s of the earlier concept of five nika

necessarily make them

part

and parcel of the early

yas (as against the oft misunderstood Four Nikiiyr:z .
· su�ta traditon. Here one cold· even look out for yet .
theory of mt.isch later origin) regarding the Sutta
divisic;m of BU<Jdhist teachings.

·

Inspi te of the e m e rge nce of ne w li terary .

clasifications like the Tipltaka or Three Baskets i n

another basis of descrimination like bei ng classical

or popular in content. Evi dence of thi s stigmatization
is seen in later times when this colle ction is even

the Subsequent centuries o f B uddhi st hi story, this

denied the righf of being called a niktiya and instead .

teaching o.f the Buddha as five niktiyas seems to have

of this theoretical exclusion of the Khuddaka from ·

e arl y classificati onof the totali ty of the dhamma

· survived almost up to the be ginn i ng of the Christian
e r,a. A vei y ri c h and ·m e ani ngful ve r se i n the

Mili11dapa1zha which belongs to about this period says
that when Elder Nagasena arrive on the scene, there
were mon.\ s who gathered around him who. i . were
. masters of the .Tipitaka, ii. were versatile i n the five
.
niktiyas as weU as those iii. who had mastered only .
tne four niktiyas. ,

has come to be called Khuddaka-gantho. B.ut inspi te

the five-fold di visi on of the Sutta collection (which
apparentl y had taken place before the time

of the

Milindapanha), some of its more important books like
the Suttanipata would have continued to serve as part
of the dhamma collection of the Sutta Pitaka.
In hi s Auhakathti tradi ti on, the C ommentator

Te c.a. tepi{akti bhikkhu paiicanekayakti pi ca
catunektiyikti .c eva Ntigasenam purakkarum.
Milindapaiiha·

Buddhaghosa firmly fixes this four nikaya theory for
the Sutta Pi taka when he. says Suttanta-pitake calusso

Sangitiyo (DA. I. 1 4) .This , we have to firmly assert
i s contrary to the report of the C ullavagga to whi ch
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we have referred earlier (eten eva upayena panca nika

Khuddka as the last. The first four are left intact. In

ye pucchi). The Cullavagga knows of no Abhidhamma

order to ingeniously find a place to accommodate (in

recital at the First Council. But Buddhaghosa is here

the activities of the First Council) the late arri val, i.e

compe l led to accommodate the latterly evolved

later than the First Council, of the Abhidamma Pitaka,

Abhidhamma Pitaka at the Dhamma-Vinaya recital of

they go so far as to say that all Buddhist lierature,

the First Council. ·

barring the first Four Nikdyas (of the Sutta Pitaka)
i.e the Vinaya and the Abhidhamma, are contained in

So he reports of the recital of the first four nikayas

the

Khuddaka

( Sakalam

Vinaya-pitakam

of the Sutta Pitaka· at the First Council and winds up

Abhidhamma-p itam

the recital with the Anguttara Niktiya. Thereafter, he

pubbenidassita-pancadasa-bhedd thapetvd cattaro

hims !! l f reports that the seven books of the

niktiye avasessam Buddha - vacanam. )

Khuddakapathci daya . ca ·

Abhidhamma were recited and jointly gone through·
by fi ve hundred araliants 'a nd . presented as the

'[hapetvd caturo p ete niktiye digha-ddike

Abhidhamma Pitaka. It is after this ingenious insertion

tadaiiliam Buddhavacanam n iktiyo Khuddako

of the Abhidhamma Pitaka in here (unknown to the

mato ' ti

DA. I 23

tradi tion of the Cullavagga ) that Buddhaghosa

VinA. I. 28

i ntroduces the ac�eptance of the (stigmati zed)
Kltudc!ka �ollection at the Recital. But he records here

Two things emerge from the stu'dy we have ·
.

a serious disagreement.
.

.

attempted so far. I. like the Atharvaveda of the Indian
Vedic tradition which, on account of its concem with.
:
the popular and Vulgar activities l ike sorcer; and

The Dighabluinakas are said to aecept only twelve

books in the Khilddaka collection and are said to · witchcraft etc. has got ptish�d out of the - jx!rstigious

maintain' that this collection was deposited in the

Abh idham;na Pitaka, ·The Majjhim.abhanakas are said
.

to accept three more b.ooks namely Cariyapitaka ,

·.

Ved i ac

collection

of · . the ori g i n al Four
Vedas(Caturveda), creating the new elite group of
only Three Vedas . We feel, eithciut any doubt, that

Apaddna and Buddltavainsa into collection, making . in the same way the Khukddaka Niktiya, on account
.. the total fifteeen, and maintain that it was contained
in the Suttanta Pitaka. They both concede only the

of its w i l l i ngness to accomodate ne � er and
unacceptable . heterogeneous patterns of thingking ,

name Khuddakagantha to this collection (DA . 1 . 1 5).

came to be stigmatized for that very reason. This we

· The reason · for this manipulation of the position
of the Khuddaka Nikaya in the Silttanta collection,
we feel cannot and does not to be camouflaged. A
new v i si tor to the scene i n the person of the
Abhidhamma Pita�a had to be accommodated. See

believe is how the Khuddhaka also came to Jose its
prestige as a nikdya.

2. Secondly this enlargement or the increasing in
size of the Kuddaka in the fi ve-fold division of the

the ingenuity of the Commentator Buddhaghosa (or

entire Buddhavacana (not the specific Sutta Pi�aka)

of the tradition he had inherited) in creating a new

enable s the inclusion of the A bidhamma Pifaka

division of the entire teaching of the Buddha (sabbam

within the original Buddhist teachings. Wthout much

'pi dam Buddhavacanam) into five niktiyas (nikdya
vasena paflcavidham DA. 1 22)

' .
·

:

,. .

. ,

sense and meaning, this division also pushes into this
niktiya the entire Vznaya Pifaka as well.

The division admits , in the first instance, all the
five Niktiyas by their original names including the

Dhammavihari
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NIKAYASArsGRAHAYA : 'Compendium ofNika

ya History' , also entitled the Siisamivataraya 'Descent
of the Sasana', by J ayabahu Dharmakirii of the Gadala
deniyil,, traces the history of the dispensation beg,ining
from the.pru;inirvma of the Buddha to the time of king
Bhuvanaikabahu V of Gampola ( 1 372- 1 408). He
authored two other works, the SaddharamiilanlciJraya
based ont he Rasavahini and the Jinabodhiibvll. The
auhtor draws his material from earlier sources such as
the Mahiivansa, the Dlpavansa, the Thtlpavamsa, the
Samantapiisiidika and many other sources. some of
which are now lost. The purpose of the author is mainly
to emphasize the part played by the Theravada sangha
in. the. history of Buddhism in Sri Lanka. He recounts
the heretical movements that sprang up in the course
of time and 'the attempts made to eradicate them with
the support of the royality, so as to uphold ihe Thcrlya
tradition. h is " the best known and the most important
of the histories of the Sasana" according to historians
· ( UCHC. Yol.l. l .57). The author claims that this work
is a Dharmavyakytma.

·

.

.

..

. Tile ten short chapters .arc centered around major
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and composed whimsical commentaries". The Third
Council of the Thenya sect was held under the auspices
of Emperor Asoka (3rd Century. B.C.) It !s mentioned
that si xty thousand t irthakas (heretics) who
surreptitiously had entered the Sasana were expelled.
They held views such as the Sassatavada (Eteranlism),
the EkaccaSassatavada (Partial-etemalism); the Anta
nantika (Extentionism), the Aman'ivikkhepavada
(Endless Equivocation), the Adhiccasamuppanna .
(Fortui tous Origin). the S aiiiiivada (Percipient
Immortali ty), the A s aiiiiivada (Non Percipient
Immort.al ity), the Nevasaiiiil Nasaiiiilvada (Nither ·
Percipient Nor Non-Percipient immorality), the
Ucchedavada (Annihilationism) and the
Ditthadhammanibbiinavtida (Nibbiina Here and Now�)
The fourth chapter shows how, 235 years after the
Buddha's demise, nine subnikayas had emerged from
the 17 sects mentioned above. These are the Hemavata, .
the Rajagiriya, the Siddharthaka; the Purvasaihi, the ·
Aparasaila, the Vajiriya, the Yaitulya, the Andhara and
the AnyaMahasanghika. Some of the heretical texts of
the Tantra, Guhya and Kalpa versions written hy these
groups aie also mentioned: The next three c:ht�:·cers are
devoted to relate how the Yailuiya ( 1st Cent. B.C.) the
· Vajiriya (2nd cent. A.C.) and the Ratnakuta etc., (9th
Cent. A.C.) were introduced here.

. ecdesiastica levents, each leading to
and ·
- . purification
. revival of the orthodox tradition. The first chapte
. r deals ·
.
with the events leading to the First Council soon after
th� Buddha's demise and the establishement of the
The Vaitulyavada was introd.u ced on tftree
Theri-ya Nikaya i n India. In the second, Ten
Indulgences (Dasavatthu) such as "Salt reserved in . occasions; First, the Abhayagirikas accepted the ·
· · Horns," and "Acceptance of Gold, Silver·� .etc, of the te�chings of Dharm3!Uci of India during the time of ·
Yajjiputtaka . Monks, which tr;msgressed the strict king Y6haratissa (209-�3 1 A.C.) . This was suppresed,
Vinaya reules and the resultant controvery leading to but again the Dharmarucikas •1.pheld them as the
the Second Council held during the time of Kalasoka,' "Words of the Buddha' during the time of king Gotha
about a. century after the Parinirviina of the Buddha . bhaya (249-262A.C.) The monks who did not accept
is the. major theme. rn the ensuing controversy, the the Yait�lya teachings left for the Dakunugiri Yehera
Yaijiputtitka monks are called the Alajji (shamel� ss) and established the Sagalika sect headed by thera Sa .. .
as against the · orthodox monks. who are called Lajji gala. The Yaitulya texts were bon-fired and the
. (bashful). THe. third chapter relates how the Vajji)'an adherents were sever!lly punished, sixty of them being .
monks held a Co!Jncil of their own in a provincial town branded and expelled to India. Sanghamita, a student
under a minor ruler and the em(,!rgence of .the Maha of one of these expelled monks, came to Sri Lanka
sanghika, sect. Since then, withi n a century after the and with the help <?f king Maha-sena (274-30 1A.C.) .
Buddha's demise. there appeared s�venteen niUyas, . tried �o convert the Theriya monks to the Vaitulyava
namely, the: Mahasanghika, the Gokulika, the Ekabboha · da. When this failed; he was able to temporaraily crush
rika, the'Pragnaptivada, the Bilmlika, the Yaitulya, the the authority of the Theriya sect of the Mahavihara, .
Mahimsasaka, the Yajjiputtaka, the Dharmattara, the destroy 364 of their monastic structures and make Maha ·. · ·
Bhadra, the �hannagarika, the Sammitika, ·.the Sarva vihara monks to. flee .Mahavihara, destroy 364 of their
rthavada, _the Dharmaguptika, the Kassapiya, the monastic structures and make Mahavihara monks to
Sankantika and the SOtravada. According to the Mahii flee Anuradhapura and take refuge in remote areas.
·
vamsa, the first six of these originated from the Maha Later; though the king made amends by rebuilding all
sanghika also provides the details .of the sub-sects. It the structures and reestablished the Theriya sect, he
is alleged that the Mahasanghikas "Mutilated the texts, build the Jetavana stupa and the vihara within the sl
added spurious material disregarding the contradictions rna of the Mahavihara disregarding the objections raised
·

·
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by the Mahavihara monks. Later, during the time of
Silakala (5 1 8-53 1 A.C.), the Jetawana sect accepted
the Vaitu1yavada. During· this time, a Thera named
Jotipala came from India and worsted the Vaitulayava
dins in a controversy. The Vajiriyavada was introduced
during the time ofMatvala Sen (Sena 1 , 833-852 A.C.)
by a heretic who lived om tje Virankura Viharaya. This
form of Vaitulya came to designed as Rahas bana
· (Esoteric Doctrine) by the author, probably Vajrayana
teachings (UCHC, 1 , 1 p. 384) . The Ratnak11ta teachings
consisting of Maha-ya-nst incantations too were
introduced during the same time. The Nilapatadarsana,
a sub sect of the Sammiti-ya, which enjoined the
substitution of women, wine and love instead of the
Tiratana, too, was introduced at this time. Though these
··· were ridiculed and suppressed, the author mentions that
· trrey got absorbed into the popular belief system. The
next important incident is the revival of the Sa-sana,
· and especially reintroduction of the Higher Ordination
by Vijayabahu I (1055- 1 1 10), who invited monks from
A�amana country for the · occasion as Sasana had
deteriorated during the period of the Chol a domination.
In the ninth chapter the social and religious
activites of Par.akramabahu I ( 1 1 53- 1 1 8 6) are
· sumniarised. He built 360 Pirivenas and in order to
''purify the Sasana of the heretical immoral monks who
.
.prevailed from the time of king Valagamba for a period
of 1 254 years with sectarian distinctions and to unify
the Sa-sana" he besought the support of the Forest
Dwelling sect of Udumbaragiri, headed by Ka�syapa
Thera It is said that monks loyal to the Dharrnaruci,
the Sa-galika and the Vaitulya seCts were expelled.
Another similar unification of the Sasana was effected
by Vafhimi Vijayabahu (Vijayabahu III, 1 232- 1236)
and a· Katikavata was instituted with the support of ·
Sangharaksita Thera and Dimbulagala Medhankara ·
Thera. His son, Pandita Parakramababy ( 1236- 1270),
with the help of Dimbulagala Medhanakara Thera, got ·
· both the Aranyavasi and the Gamavasi to unite and to
be engaged in fulfilling their Vidarsiina and G
ranthadhura practices. The last chapter is devoted to
the purification of the Sa sana by '· 'Nis's'afllfa
Alagakkonara ( 14th cent.), with the help of Sri
Dharrnakirti Thera of Pala-batgala descendants of the
Dimbula-gala fraternity.
14-CM 2707

NIMITTA

While tracing the vicissitudes that !he Theriya sect
underwent in Sri Lanka, the author also deals with the
literary traditions. This work became so important that
the Saddharamaratnakaraya includes its contentc; in one
of the chapters and the later Katikavatas too have drawn
their material from it. Even the historians of today
regard this as a major reliable historical source.

P.B. Meegaskumbura
NIMITTA is a ' sign ' , in the sense of being a
· characteristic mark of things. The Potaliya Sutta (M.
I, 360), for example, refers to the outer appearance of
someone as a householder as 'nimitta '. Similarly the
Ratthapalasutta (M. II, 62) describes a slave woman
recognizing the former son of the house, now a monk
and returning after a: long absence, by way of the
'niniitta '

.

.

In other passages in the discourses,' the word nimitta
suggests the idea of cause, such as for example in the
Sanimi(ta Vagga of the Aliguttara Niluiya (A. I, 82),
where it is synonymous with such.:�erms as nidana
(reason), hetu (cause) and paccaya (�ndition). In the
Vesarajja Sutta of the same Anguttara Nikaya (A. II,
9), the same nuance can be found, when the Buddha
pointed out that he did not see any ground (nimitta)
based on which others could accuse him of falsely
claiming to be fully awakened.

.

This causal nuance in the word nimitta also
underlies the earlier mentioned examples, where the
nimitta has to do with outer appearance. The point here
is that for the slave women to recognize someone
whose hairstyle and dress were by then totally 'different .
from the way she had been used to see him earlier, she
had to become aware of those aspects of his appearance
that had remained unchanged. Exactly these aspects
became her 'nimitta ' in this situation, 'causing' her to ·
be able to recognize him.
Thus the nimitta is a central factor in the operational
mechanics of memory and recognition, since it is with
the help of such a n imitta that · the aggregate of
perception or cognition, sannd, is able to match
information received in the present moment with
concepts, ideas and memories.
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The fact that perceptions and cognitions operate

only what is known" ( Ud. 8). Within minutes of this
instruction, Bahiya became an arahant. That this

based on recognizing such nimittas in the world around

us,

NIMITTA

however, is not unproblematic. In order to be able - instruction was indeed concerned with the affective

to recognize

someone

after a long absence, those of

input provided by giving attention to unsuitable types

his or her nimittas that are least susceptible to change
need

to

of nimitta becomes evident from the elaboration of the

be taken �to account. This need, however,·

leads to an emphasis on the most permanent aspects of
experience in

our

perceptual appraisal of the world.

That is, the very mechanism of perception, based as it

same instruction by the monk Miilunkyaputta (S. IV,
_

73), who explained that due to attending to the sign of
affection (piyanimitta) one's mind becomes infatuated
and affected by unwholesome reactions.

is on recognizing nimittaS, easily leads to a mistaken
notioq of permanence. Eve�y successful act of

In the early Buddhist scheme of mental training,

recognition, unless counteracted by systematic

the ·systematic development of satipa![luina serves as

-attention to the truth of impermanence, can in this way

a major tool to counter this tendency of the mind.

add to the unconscious presumption - that there is

Turning the full light of mindfulness on the initial stages

something in phenom�na that does not change.

of the perceptual process·tays bare the evalcative input
provided by the nimitta and thereby helps to rectify its ·

Not only that, but the nimitta can also le;W to other · repercussions.
mistaken notions. In the process of perception the

nimina can carry with it a:nrst evaluation of sense datci,
_ · since it is at thi_s early stage , of perceptual . appraisal :·

. The development of satipa![hiina, as described in

the Satipa![luina Sutta (M. I, 56), includes also direcitng

·that the semiconscious ..tJeCision takes pla<:;e whether . . - awareness to the impermanent natUre of all phenomena,
· .
.
the perceived . sense�object is sufficiently interesting
by co�tempiating the� as "arlsing"
(sa�udaya)
and
.
.
.
. .
to Jilerit further attentio�. R is due to this first evaluative
"passing away" (vaya). Insight into the impermanent

..

.
input that an object can appear to :be, for example, · �ature of all phenomean
has the poteittiat to culminate
''bea�tifu l "

(subhanim itta)

or

"irri tating '

(pafighanimitta) . For this very reason the Mahiivedalla
Sutta (M. I. 298) speaks of the three root defilements
lust, anger and delusion, as "makers of signs",

.in

ful l

awakening,

in

reali zing

animitta,

"�ignlessness".-1 With full awakening, all misleadiD:g _
notions and 'signs' of permanency are forever left

behind..

11imiltakarar!fl.
In order to counter the influence of these three_

The absence _of any signs is also characteristic of a
high level of meditative practice called animitta .

"makers of signs"; meditators practising the graudal · samiidhi. Such "signless concentration of the mind",·
·

path are to develop sense-restraint. According to the

insb'Uctions for such sense-restraint, the practitioner
should not dwell on the '\sign" (nimitta) or the

_ secoodary characteristics (anuvyaiijana) of sense
objects, in order to avoid the flowing in of detrimental
influences (e. g. at M. I, 273).

·

according to the explanation given by Moggalana, is

based on a high degree of concentration and requires
the ability to withdraw attention from all signs (S. IV,

269).
The relation of the nimitta to the development of .

concentration is also reflected in.the expressions "sign · ·
.
.
.
The
same
idea
of
restraint
at
the
sense-doors
of tranquility" (samathanimitta)2, "sign of - _ :
·
underlies the famous Biihiya instruction, where the · concentration" . (samadhinimitta)l and "sign of the
Buddha taught a non-Buddhist ascetic dUring their first

mind" (cittanimitta)4, which occur on several instances -

en�nter to practice in such a way that "in the seen . in the discourses. The development of beneficial types .
_
will be only what is seen, in the heard only what is . of nimitta is particuhirly relevant to the beginning

heard, in the sensed only what is sensed, in the known

stages of samatha meditation. According to the

NIMITTA
commentarial exegesis ( Vism.

125),
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NIRAYA See HEAVEN AND HELL
NIRMANA BUDDHA See DHARMATA BUDDHA
NIRMANA KAYA See TRIKAYA
NIRODHA.NlJPASSANA See ANUPASSANA
NIRODHASAMAPATTI See SANNA VEDAYITA

the progress of

concentration proceeds based on the first apperception
of the object to be sued for such meditation by way of
the parikanima-nimitta. once one is able to perceive

NIRODHA

this object without needing to actualiy see it, i. e. by

NIRUTI1PATISAMBHIDA. See PATISAMBHIDA.

way of mentally remembering it, one has gained the

NISSAGGIYA-PACITTIYA , a . Buddhist

uggaha-nimitta. When with further practice the mind

Ecclesiastical Offence (Apatti) involving forfeiture.

reaches the level of "access-concentration" (upacara

This comes under the very broad category of ofences

samiidhl), this .till somewhat unclear mental perception

called the Pacittiya. training (Sikkhii), culture and

transforms into an entirely clear and stable internal

gro�th (bhilvana) and discipline (vinaya) are key words

image, the patiblulga..:nimitta, which is regarded as a

in Buddhist rel>igious life, which oeprate in the two

prerequisite to attaining full'abwrption (jluina). In these

major areas of ( I ) the lay community (gihi) at large

contexts, too, the nimitta has preserved its causal

and (2) the selected community of those meri and

nuance, since it is the development of such nimittas

women (pabbajita) who have taken to a life of

· that 'causes' the practitioner to rea�h deeper stages of

renunciation (through self-choice). As a _term of very .

concentration.

wide coverage, the word sikkha is used. to contain the
entire gamut of development in Buddhism'3s a religion.

The concept of sikk.hii aS training is carefully ·graded. · .
.. � ·· �
.
enought to merit closer attention. Often the forces . into three ascending stages of i. sila, 2. samadhi and 3.
k
responsible for 'assigning� such 'significance' aie Just, panna which are collectively referred to as tio sik ha
To sum lip : dle ·�sign" 'signals' what is .' significant'

anger and delusion. If this is the case, the mind tends .
to react to what it presumes to be aspects of ·the outer
. .
·
.
.
· · obJects and thereby become entangled m unwholesome

·

This training begins, for every Buddhist, whether

monk or layman, with grounding in morality. It is
.
.
. · o f conduct or behav10ura
·
pnman 1y the regu1 at10n
1
lmintal associations and reactions. Th�-��e dynamics
pattern of life of all humans in society, inCluding men,
_
of attracting attention underlying the nimitta can women and children. This premliminary sta�e is
however be skilfully used in order to develop deep refered to as sila-sikkha It basiCialy concerns itself
with interpersonal relationships within the family,
concentration. In relation to the development of insight,
society or community, and finally with the stat� and
the problem posed by the nimitta is that it easily lends · the nation. Inter-state anti international relations and
itself to · the erroneous assumption of permanency · harmony is not lost sight of.
_

inherent in experienced phenomena. The absence of
any nimitta comes as one of the three qualities of the
realization of the signless (anim itta) desireless

(appaJ]ihita) and void (suiiiiata) - Nibbiina. see also
ANIMITTA

_

.

·

The baSis for this goodness on life for humans· is
self-example or attupaniiyika, i.e. behaving towars
others in a way that one would like others to behave
towards one. It has to grow out of an awareness of ·
human nature, human needs and human feelings. It

needs no external divine authority of command. This

is the basis of the entire Buddhist concept of mettii

Bhikkhu Analayo.

·.

(Skt, maitri) or universal loving kindness, which is . . .

I. A correlation of the characteristic of impermanence with thesig\lless emancipation can be found at Patis. II� 48 and Vism 657.
2. At D. III, 2 1 3; S. V, 66; S. V, 1 05.
3. At 1). 111, 226; D. Hi, 242; D. III, 279; M. I, 249; M. I, 301 ; M. III; 1 12; A. I, 1 15; A. I, 256; A. II, 1 7; A. III, 23; and A. III, 32 L
4� E.g. at S. V, 1 5 1 ; A. III, 423; and Thag. 85.

-· ---- - - _:__

_

_
_
_:__
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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delevered direct from person to person, with no

external intermediary agency.

With this primary concern, Buddhist morality

begins with. respect for life (stretching even as far as

animaf and plant), respect for the legitimately owned

and

pi:>ssessed. property of the other.

show

.a:

Buddhists also

very serious concern for the healthy and

NISSAGGIYA-PACITTIYA

These sikkahapada are arranged in descending
.
order of gravity, starting with I . the four Pariijika·
which are the most serious of all monastic offences,

requiring the miscreants to be forthwith expelled from

the Order. No remedial action whatsoever is possible
with them (piiriijiko hoti asamviiso) 2. Next come the
Sanghildisesil, thirteen in number. These contain very

specific individual offences against the spirit of.

propef relationship between the· sexes, both forsanity . monastic life. Some are also damaging to the prestige ·
and normalcy here in this life and also essentialy as

a basis for the upgrading of Buddhist spiritual life,

. with _unmistak..en transcendental _ aspirations.

of the community. Punishment for these include, on

the voluntary announcement of his or her Offence by

the offender to a member of the Sangha, public

with9fawal for a specific period of six days (charatta

We make these �ntroductory remar�s here :with a

f!l. miinatta!d of privileges normally enjoyed by . a

· emergence of the more seriouslY concerned J>ersons

imposed for the number of days the offence had been

view to stress the need for sustai!led application .in monk, such as being attended on by a junior.
the progi-essive dev�lopment �f religious gTOWth ; call : As-sociated with this penalty of. Manatta is another
. it moral, intellectual of spititual. Here one . sees the . derivative punishment: called Parivasa, which is.
taking to a full-time life ofrenun�httion or pabbajja · concealed. This precedes the regular Mirnatta penalty.
· . They leave behind their household life, along with : Miinatta follows ori the satisfactory and successfual

. its mult�ple ac_�vities. Literai� they-are �aU)l�hed,of f · completion of the �pedfi�d peJiod of Parivl!5a penalty�· - .
on a specific spiritual jouney: . This is. the. })�ginning · .

Offences beio� tllese two �ategorie� do -not, on .
. o f Buddhist monasticjsm. The rel�gious culture of ·
those who e�bark on this jOI,!Dey Wit$ Qrst acJlieved . the whole, carry specjfic punishments .recommended
through the instructions, Le. the dhamma of the Sutia · for them. They are no doubt_ o"ff�nces or transgressions .
. . .

.

. '

.

Pi!aka. Then owing to the institutional expansion

against" monastic propriety and the miscreantS m�st

·

.

.

.

;

. 'j

. . ·�

through time and space, there began to appear laxities. . admit their guilt and express their regret and remorse
. in discipline. This brought abOut the necessity for the abo�t them. Repetition of off�nces must be discreetly

legalized machinery called the Vinaya for the · avoided (ftyati samvara). There is a very large group,
maintenance of rr1onastic discipline which brought in

its wake both prosecution and punishment. , The
subject of nissaggiya-paeittiya, which we take- up now

which goes under the name of Pacttitiya. These are

offenses over . w�ich one -feels and expresses one's
remorse and regret and seriously undertake not to

properly, belongs to this area of legalized Buddhist . repeat them.

· monastic discipline.

The Vinaya introduces to us ( Yin.

.,_ .
,

This large category of Piicittiya is divided into two

1 . 103) five

groups. The first called the Nisaggiy·a · piicittiya

vilpattiklchandhiinafd which number at times also rises

number for both monks and nuns), which reckon with

different kinds of monastic offences (paiican�af!l

consists of 30 considerations (there being the same

to seven (satta_nna1(1 vii apaitikkhandhananj. They

unauthorized possession of monastic property like

timokkha. They are 220 in number for the monks and

improper manner from nuns or from lay persons, by

directly resuit from the breach of the monastic · robes, bowls, rugs, carpets, coverlets etc. These ·
regulations called sikkhapada lirid down _in the J>li include what have been obtained by monks in

304 for the nuns, leaving aside in each case-the seven

directly-specifying and ordering them. Or a monk may

community legal disputes.

be s_urrendered to the community (for the benefit of

· ·':
•i

adhilcara �-sanatha-dhammii which are common to - exceed the legally authoriied and allowable quantities ·
both groups and arc provided for the settling of of such items. The p�nishment is that they have to
)r
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others who are in need). This voluntary forfeiture robes were dyed robes. Therefore they are kiisayimi
which is legally required under monastic legislation, vattluini. Also referred to as being kasava. (Note : uses
of what one has got into one's hand. is NissaggiyanJ like kesamassum ohiiretva Kiisayiini vatthimi acchii
pacittiyanJ (idii "! me bhante civara nJ dasilhatikkanta detva (D. I. 63) and anikkasavo kiisavam yo vattham
� nissaggiyan,t lmilham ilyasmantiolanJ nissajjfuni. \lin.
paridahessati (Dhp. v. 9). It is a gross error to call a
III. 1 96 f.) The Sangha then accepts it iri his name Buddhist monk as being 'Yellow robed' . (c) Sheiter
and re-allocates it to another who is in ned of one shall normally be at the foot of trees (rukkha-mula
( .. /daf!! civaraf!! itthannfunasso bhikkhuno nissaggiya senasana). (d). cattle urine, with items of medicinal
m Ayasmantanaf!! nissaHhaf!! Yadi ayasamanttinaf!! value like· gall-nuts seasoned in it, was normally
pataka/la 1!1 ayasmantii ima 1!1 civara f!1 iuluinn2massa considered adequate. These were considered !10m1al
bhikkun dadeyyun ' ti Loc cit. ).
basics for the mendicant ( . . . nissiiya pabbajjii). In
special cases and under special circumstances, many
At a time when the Buddhist Sangha were entirely more luxury-looking items were pennitted under all
dependent (parapa�ibaddha) on the gifts of food and four heads. The basics were the minimum with which
. clothing given by the pious· lay community, it would
· .a monk should be satisfied to carry on his mendicant
have been necessary to eliminate or reduce to a life without any grumbling (tattha te yiivajivam ussii
minimum the gap between the haves and have- nots ho kara!Jiyo). On obtaining higher ordination or
in the Sarigha community. Food and clothing had to upas(lmpadii.,. a monk is to be. immediately and .
be equitably shared for the peaceful continuance arid invariably reminded by his. preceptors of these four
surviyal of the community.
items, which are referred to as cattiiro nissaya or Four
Basics (upasampiidentena cattiiro nissaye iicikkhitum.
Dhammavih:iri Vin. 1.58)
.
·

, ;: ·
.

NISSAYA (1) : In the study of Bu<;ldhist monasticism,

the word nissaya covers two important areas :

·

2. In monastic community life, nissaya also refers .

to the period of tutelage under which a junior monk
should live (nissiiya vatthabbmr_Y Jt.nder .his teach�r
l . Nissayii as in the four nissayas or cattiiro nissayii (iicariya) or his preceptor (upajjhiiya) for a specified
refer to the forn; basic items of sust�iiance in the life a period of time-something like a ' period of monastic
.Buddhist mendicant or pabbajita. They cover food, . apprenticeship. This is meant to be.period of growth
clothing, shelter and medicaments, referred to as in monastic life; under real paternal care of in loco·
bhojana, civara, seniisana and giliina-paccaya. In the paren tis (Pu ttacittam upa [{hapetvii.lpitucittam
case of a Buddhist mendicant, these items are to be of upaf!hapetva. \lin. I. 45, 60). This was originally fixed
· a special sort. Simplicity has to be th�ir hallmark. In at ten years but latterly reduced to five years (Ibid. 60,
their acquisition, they should cause minimum 62). But a proviso was placed that !111 incompetent monk
inconvenience to the lay community who provide them should live under this tutelage all his life Ubid. 80).
to the monks in a spirit of sheer charity. A mendicant Also under reasonable conditions, this tutelage could
has to be of very. light livelihood (sallahuka- VIIIIi). The be justitiably terminated as in the case' of death or
nissayii should · also encourage in the life of the departure of the teacher. It was not everybody's
mendicant a frugal, abstemious and unostentatious privilege in the monastic community to hold this ·
character. (a). Foo9 should be obtained through begging position of tutor. .Vinaya regulations requi'red them to
fro� door to door whatever is available to be offered be qualified to hold these positions:
as bits of food or pil!tfn (pi'J41piita or pit!¢yizlopa
Nissaya or monastic apprenticeship in Buddhist
bhojana). It is through this habit of begging for food
Vinaya is· not to be viewed as ajunior·monk being put
that a Buddhist mendicant comes to be called a bhikkhu unde� subordination
for its own sake. The Upajjhaya
(bhikkhati ' ti bhikkhu). (b). Clothing should consi�t
and A cariya under whom this is to be lived have to be
of robes made of fragments of cloth coq�cted_ at . competent teachers who are expected to educate the
random, literally from garbage dumps ' or.' cemeteiies novitiates in these two specific areas of (i). Monastic·
where dead bodies were thrown (Therefore also training with regard to social relationships (abhisamii
covered.with dust or pamsukula). When prepared for ciirikii sikkhii) and (ii). Monastic training in higher
wear they were obisously called kiisiiyiini vatthiini, religious culture (iidibrahmacariyikii sikkhii). Their
multi-coloured fargments stitched together and dyed academic life has also to be looked into (abhidhamme
(kiisiivii or kiisiiya) into a singhe colour. Mendicants'
.
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vineium abhivinaye vinerum). All these references
occur at Vtn. L p. 64.
In Buddhist monastic history, we also get under

n issaya an act o f ecclesiastical punishment or

danaluunma, which is referred to as nissaya kamma:

In monastic law there are two kinds of punishments :
1 . for breach of PiJJh imokkha discipline and 2. for

violation of non-PiJJimokklza monastic propriety which
lies outside the legalized discipline.

Nissaya kamma which means, more or less, Act of
Subordination (i. e. being put under the watchful care

of) comes iri the second category (See Vtn.

II. P. 7f.).

The Buddha himself is said to have recommended it to
be carried out on a monk by the name of Seyyasaka.
The offe

NISSAYA (2)
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�ive traits of character which call

for this

punishment are listed as being foolish (halo), not

educated/learned (avyatto), full of monastic offences

Although, according. to strict regulations, a monk
or nun is to depend on these requisites� yet some
allowances are made so that he or she could resort to

substitutes. The monk (or the nun) should try, as long

as he (or she) lives, to live only on what he (or she)
obtains by begging; he (or she) is also allowed to accept
a meal offered to the Order (sarigha-bhatta), a meal

specifically offered to an individual (uddesa-bhatta),

an invitation (nimantana), meal distributed by ticket

(salakabhatta), meal given on a particular day of the
wax i n g or w a n i n g moon (pakkhikam), on an
observance day (uposathikam), or on the day after an
observance day (patipadikam). Failing to find cast-off
rags,-he or she is permittea the use of robes made of
linen (khoma), cotton (kappasika), silk (koseyya), wool
(kambala), coarse hemp (sana) and canvas (bhariga).
Althoqgh the monk should make it a point to live at

the root of a tree, he

may also use a dwelling house

(vihilra) a semi�detached house (af#hayoya), a: mansion
(ilpanibahu/o), not blameless in character (anapada
(Jxisada), a storied house cave (guha). He of she is
no), and involv!!d with lay persons in unacceptable and .
arso allowed to u s e g hee (sappi), · fresh butter
undesirable relationships . .
(navanita), oil (tela), ho-ney (madlw) of molasses (phiz
n ita) as medicine (Yin. I, 58). These are termed
Dhammavihari .
'additional' or opt\ol)al .(atireka) . .
·

NISSAYA (2), requisites �r sustenance of a monk as

prescribed by the Buddha. There are four requisites ·
allowed fo(monks, and three four nuns.

The c
section

.

ortect use · of these requisi tes constitutes
o f d i s c i p l i n ary

rules

a

(sila ) , c a l l e d

paccay�sannissita-si/a, moral habits with regard'to the
I, 1 0.; Vtsm i8-29). The robe is to

Jour requisites (M.

The fourrequisits are ( I) food obtained by begging

..

be used only fo� the purpose of warding off the cold.

(piruPyiilopa-bhojana), (2) robe made of cast-off rags

the heat, the touch of gadfly, mosquito, wind, sun and

(panrsltkula-civara ), (3) the foot of a tree as a dwelling

creeping things sim.ply for the sake of covering

p l ace (rukkhamula-senasana) and

(4)

nakedness. Alms-food is meant not for sport, not for

decayed

indulgence, n o t for personal charm, not for

cattleUrine as medicine (Putimutta-bhesajja : Vin. 1 . 58).

as it was considered

beau t i fi c ation; b u t merely for the . support and
sustenance of the body, for allaying the pangs.::o f

as me':� of evil character might seduce them; hence there

hunger, for furthering the life of celibacy (brahma
cariya), so that one will get rid of former feelings of

The third is disallowed for nuns,

not safe for them to live alone under a tree in the forest
· are only three nlssayas for nuns (Vtn.

n: 274,278).

These are called nissaya because it is on account

of them that life subsists ·: food, clothing, lodgings an

·

hunger and not give rise to new feelings, and there
will be, for him or her, faultlessnesss and l i fe free of
discomfort.

One uses the lodging only for warding off

the ·cold, the heat, and the touch of gadfly, mosquito,

medicine constitute the bare necessities of life and

wind sun and creeping thing; only for dispelling the

called paccaya ( Vtn A.

dangers of the seasons, for the purpose of enjoying
.
seclusion. An d, Medicine is used for warding o ff

without Utero one cannot possibly live. They are also

V. 984).

injurious feelings that have arisen and for the maximum

The Buddha advise that these requisites should be

made known to these monks and nuns at the time of

their higher ordi nation s o that there will be no
misunderstanding about the mode o f life that the

ordained monk or nun will have to live ( Vtn .

274).

I, 58, II

. of well-being (M. I,

1 0; Vtsm. 14, 25-29).

Upali Karunarathna.
NISSAYAPACCAYA See PACCAYA
NISYANDA BUDDHA See DHARMATA BUDDHA

·
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Nitattha and

Tathagato ekapuggalo bh ikkhave ti adina

Neyyallha are to types of sui/as shown in a short sulla
in the Anguttara Nikdya. (A. I , p.

60).

NITATTHA & NEYYATTHA

vadeyya. yasmdpana rena vuttam tasmd

The division

paramatthato atthi puggalo ti ganhanto tam

has been indicated by the Buddha himself. The lines

neyyattham suttantam nitallho suttanto ti dipet. "

under reference found in the Anguttara nikaya read as
follows :

"Sui/as where (the Buddha has) referred to one
person, two persons, three persons, four persons,

"Dve 'me bhikkhave tatlulgatham abbhacikkhanti.

such suttas are called Neyyattha. Here though

Katame dve · ?

the B uddha has referred to one pe�son etc. in

Yo ca neyyattham suttani niiattho suttanto ti dipeti.

the ultimate sense a person does not exist. Its

Yo ca nitatthmn neyyattho suttanto ti dipeti. "

meaning should be drawn out so. This person
due to his foolishness thinks this as a sutta of

"Monks, these two misrepresent the Tathagata.

Nitaflha categroy (where the meaning has been

What two.

drawn out). If there is no person in the ultimate
sense the Tathagata would not say one person

He who proclaims as already explained, a discourse
which need explanation and he who proclaims

etc. As the Tathagata has said so, there is a

as needing explantaion, a discourse already
explained. These are the two."·(A. I. p.

person in ultimate sense, grasping the meaning

60)

thus he explains as a Neyyatthli category."

It is significant that the sutta does not specify what

The commentator, after explaining how one could

suttas are recognised as Neyyattha and what suttas are

confuse Neyyattha with Nitattha proceeds to explairi

coming under Nitattha. It only proclaims the existence

how Nitattha is confused with Neyyaitha, Accordingly

of two categories of suttas as Neyyattha and Nitattha.

when the B uddha says "anicca · (non-permanence

Another conspicuous feature of this division is that it

(dukkha (suffering) and anatta (non self), its meaning

.

is fixed or final. It is not necessary to draw its meaning

refers to the sutta concerned in its entirely and not to
an identi fied word or phrase · in the suttas. I t i s

according to the context . A person taking it as a

noteworthy that it is the only instance in the entire Pali

Neyyattha and attempts to explain its meaning might

canon wl1ete such a categorization of suttas is given.

conclude thatanicca, dukkha and iznatta are permanent

.

entities which amounts to misrepresent Buddhism and
substantialism.

Further elucidation of this riddle has been left to
the commentators ·by the compilers of the canon.
Buddhaghosa in his Manorathapu-rani the commentary

The sub commentary (Manorathapurani Tzkd)
offers the shortest possible explanation, yet much more
comprehensive. He does not attempt to explain both .

of the Anguttaranikaya offers the following explanation
of the term Neyyattha.

the tenns, but takes up the term Neyyattha which needs . .
.
explanation, the other (Nitattha) being selfexplanatory.

'' Ekap uggalo bhikkhave, dve 'me bhikkhave
puggald, tayo 'me bhikkhave puggala cattdro

Thus the author of the sub commentatory takes up the
commentators lines on Neyyattha (Puggalo nama

'me bhikkhave puggala ti evarupo suttanto
neyyattho nama. Etthdti kincdpi sammd
sambuddhena ekapuggalo bhikkhavo ti ddi
vuttam. Paramatthato pana p uggalo ;nama'

n 'atthi ti evatnassa altho netabbo va hoti.
Ayampana attano bdlatdya n itattho
ayamsuttanto, paramatthato ti puggalo asati na

· ·.

n 'atthi ti evam assa altho netabbo va hoti AA I. 1 1 8)
and offers his further explanation on the lines thus"
Netabbo ti aiiiiato ahavitva bodhetabbo iiapeiabbo1 (It .

has to be explained, made to understand having taken
(words) from e l sewhere). It is clear, as the sub
commentator has very clearly shown Neyyattha has to

. 1 . Manorathapiuani �ika (unpublished Manuscript of the National Museum Colombo) Manuscript No. 4, Folio 1 85v.
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· him. The sura concerned in the Ang uttara nikiiya testify

be explained having drawn (words examples etc.) from

that from

out side. He having left out the term Nitattha which

an

early period of the Buddhasasana, the

attention has been drawn to the poss ibility o f

need not be explained, ha5 explained the other term
Neyyattha which need explanation very clearly with

misrepresenting certai n su ttas o n a l ater date.

the minimum aumber of words, (where Buddhaghosa

Unfortunately other than the Anguttara nikaya no
canonical text provide further details of this vital

devoted a passage).

division of suttas as Nitattha and Neyyattha.
A post canonical tex Netthippakarana too says
However i t i s of vi tal im portance that the
�hen investigating a sutta it should be looked into _
_
Dipavamsa of the 4th century A. C . , a chronicle of Sri
whether a sutta is Nitattha or Neyyattha. ·
Lanka, has made a reference to Nilattha and Neyyattha,
Jfim -idanr · s utta11;1 ·

-tihaccavacanat�' - in the-course of the narra�ion of the story of the Second

an usandhivacana11;1 n itattham neyyattham

.

samkilesabh agiyam. . (What is this sutta, it is
"

dissident conupt Vajj iputtaka monks expelled, formed

one that consists of an original statement, one

into another group. They held an assembly of 1 0,000

whose .m�aning is already 'guided, one whose
.
. Nettippakarana
meaning b� yet to be guided

and convened a council of their own. The Dipavamsa

.

.

Buddhist Council. As recorded in the Dipavamsa the

.

.

.

.

goes on to describe how they disarranged the canon,

p. 2 1 ).

says :

The Buddha who. . realised the Dhamma," deep .
difficult to se.e; difficult . to understand peaceful,
excelle.nt; beyond dialectic, subtle intelligible- to the
learned," did. not ptoceed to coin new terminology to

. "Afiiiattha · sangahitam suttani aiitlatth a

.

akarimsu te

•

�ttham dhammaln bhindimsu ye nikdyesu

pancdsu

take his message to the. people. He made use of the

pariytiyadesitancii pic atho nippariyiiyadesitam

pre_valent t.erminology which were familiar to the

nitatthaii ca neyyattham ajanitvana bhikkhavo
aii.tl a.m sandhdya. bhanitam aii1iattham

masses, of course with new interpretation. It was one

·

of th� strategies the Buddha adopted to take his new

· thapayimsu te. " .

philosophy to the people. As time went on, in the

envi.ronmeilt of t:he day. teerriing w ith numerous

"They took the suttas arranged in one place to

philosophies,. it became necessary to define and attach
specific meanings specially to the terms borrowed from
contemporary usage. The i n t e rp retation- · was
detrimental and would make the main tenets· of th�
teachings collapse. It is seen that it was the wrong

interpretation that lead to dissension in the Buddhist

Order which .finally culminated in forming different .
sects. As recorded in the Anguttaranikdya the ·Buddha

himselfhas recqgnized the existence of two categories

of suttas meanings of which are finally settled and those

.

another pla�e. blasted the meaning
and the Dhamma
.
...
of the five nikdyas. Without knowing pariyaya desana

or nippariydya desand as well as Nitat't h� and

Neyyattha, they kept something preached _in connection
with a partic u l ar issue i n a different context.
(Dlpavams_a V, Verse 32f).

It is. clear from this · if orie does not understand
Nitattha and Neyyattha properly he may even confuse

the scriptures. It is a pr�requisite to understand the .
that need explanation. The Buddha has taken serious · scriptures properly. Karunadasa.
2 attempts to trace the
note i f one were tQ confuse Nitattha suttas with origin of the 'double truth' sammuti and
·paramattha
Neyanha and vice versa. As the Anguttaran ikdya says developed in the Abhidhamma.
to Nitattha and
the Buddha has described it as an act of misrepresenting Neyyattha when he says : ·
2. Karunaditsa Y. The Buddhist Theory ofDouble Truths, Kalyani Vol. Ill, 1984, p. 24
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"It seems very likely that this distinction
Gradual Sayings (Anguttara nikaya translation by
between Nitattha and Neyyathha has provided F. L Woodward) Vol: I, p. 54. PTS London 1 979
a basis for the emergence of the double truth.
· Maiw;athapu;ani (ikd (Anguttara nikdya sub .
At the same time he reiterates �'However on the
basis of these subsequent interpretations it commentary) unpublished Manuscript of the National
should not be concluded that in the original sutta Museum Colombo, Manuscript No. 4, Folio 1 85 v.
passage too, there is an allusion to two kinds of
Kalyani, published by the University of Kelaniya
truths. The distinction referred to is not between
- Budhist Theory of Double Truths by Y. Karunadasa
the two kinds of truth but that between two
Vol. III 1984.
methods of presenting the Buddhist teachings".
K.

Sumanapala Galmangoda3 considers Nitattha and
Neyyattha among the various teaching techniques the
Buddha adopted according to the different situations,
audiences, i. e. · ·

In the Madhyamika4
. system of Buddhism the
Nitattha
and. Neyy�ttha distinction .is shown and it is
.
observed that they have considered it as parallel to their
version of double truths samvrti and paramartha. In
the Mahayana Buddhist Literature3 Nitartha and
Neyya.rtha classification is found recognized. But quite
contrary to the Theravada, where nitattha and neyyattha
enjoys equal position, nit�rtha is recommended as a
guide in preference to one that is neyyartha.

·

Bibliography
Ed.

Richard Morris Vol. I PTS

Manorathapurani Ang uttaranikiiya commentary
Ed. Max Wallesser Vol. II, PTS London, l973, p. 1 1 8

. ' . ' .;,.... · ·� .

: literally ' a shroud' or ' a screen', ·
Derived from the root nis+vr to enshroud, the term ni
varana is employed in Buddhist texts as a technical
tenn with reference to passions (kilesa qr klesa) that
hinder the attainment of mental calmness and
· tranquility a:nd wisdom. They are pas�i�ns that defile .
the mind ( cetaso upakkilese) and weaken wisdom
(pannaya dubballkarane: D: I ll , 49-50; M.l, 276ff; .
A. 1 63f, 386; vbh. 244f.etc. ). They obstruct the arising
Of their opposites, which are good, and wholesome
(Ps. l, 1 63), pr� vent the· arising of wisdom in man and
destroy whatever · wisdom that has arisen in him
(vbh.256). t\sanga ).lses the term as a synonym of
passion (klesa : Abhsy. 44), and defines it as passions '
that prevent the realization of good and wholesome ·
mental states (kusala : ibid. 48). Sumangala says that
nlvarana is so called because it obstructs the origination
in man of wholesome thoughts (kusalacitta) as well as
the eye of wisdom (paiiiitif:akkhu: Abhidhammattha vibhiivinl, p. l 23, ed. by Pannananda, Colombo, 1898).
Thus ni-varan:a means a 'Screen' (a.varana), a
'covering' (onaha, pariyonaha: D.l. 24,63), a 'strainer' . .
(cangawira : M.l, 1 44), a hidden danger (paticchanna
parissava: Nd. I. 1 3) and a heap of evil mental states
(akusaltiriisi : S.V. 145ff). It represents that "function
of the passions which hinders the mind of sentient
beings from developing tranquility, thus making it
unable to grasp the true nature of things. Thus, being
the hindrance to the arising of mental calmness and of
wisdom, rilvarana may be �nderstood as mental
hindrance.

NIVARA�

Sappar.iyiiya desanii (Illustrative Discourse)
Nippariydya desanii (Abstractive Discourse)
Scirikhitta desanii (Abridged Discourse)
·. Vitthiiradesqnii, (Detailed Discourse)_ .
Anupubbikathii (Graduated Discourse)
Siimukka,;,sikadesami (Condensed Discourse)

Anguttara nikiiya,
London 1 961 p. 60.

Arunasiri.

·.� .

3. Sumanapala Galmangoda Adi Bauddha Darsanaya (Sinhala) "Primiti �e Buddhist Philosophy" Colombo 1 994, p. 1 84 ff.
4. Bodhicaryiivatara Panijilca Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta 1 904 - 1 9 1 4, p. 227.
5. Edgerton F, Buddhist Hybrid Dictionary, Oxford University Press, London, 1 953, p. 3 1 0.
·
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Historical development-lists of ni varaqa

Originally the term nlvarana seems to have been used
metaphorically with reference to the darkness of
ignorance which beclouds the mind of sentient beings
(a.vijja or avidyii . nlvarana: S . I I I , 1 49 ;
V,226,439;Mdhvr.2 1 8). The idea was that the vision
of sentient beings is enveloped by the darkness of
•
ignorance (avijjii nivuto loko: Sn.v. 1 033;Netti. P. 1 1 ) .

.

greed(giddhilobha), fault-finding and anger (ninda
rosa) vlrathful rage (kodhtipayasa) and arrogance
(atinuina: M.I. 341 ff) . Of the latter four, giddhilobha
may be identified with abhijjihn, the first hindrance,
whereas (kodhupayasa) and nindarosa may be. taken
a:s differe.nt manifestations of vyap�a These eight may
have been termed ni-varana on consideration that all
evil mental states and actions are nl varana. This
constitutes too much of a generalisation, for any evil
mental state and action, for that matter, will have to be
described as nlvarana although that is riot incorrect

When the teacbing (dhamma) was systematically
recorded, and the things of existence (dhammd)
classified and categorised, we find fi�e passions
Of these different lists of nlvaranas, the list of five .
enumerated and treated as hindrances in the texts. They
are aesire 'for sensepleasures (adhijjhti luimacchanda may be taken as the standard. It is this that is found in
or Kiimariiga), ill-will _(vyapiida or vytiplidapadosa) , all the texts, both Pal i and S anskrt; only .the
sloth-and-torpor .(thlnamiddha or stasaniimiddha), Dhammasangani and the Abhidhammattha-Sangaha
agitation -and-worry .(uddhaceakukkucca Qr auddhatyii give avijja as the sixth nlvarana (Dhs. p. 204£. 250f.
Abhs. p.32). Both Asanga and Vasubandhu agree on
kaukrtya) and doubt (vicikicchd or vicikitsa:. D I 7 I
234; 246, II, 300f, III, 49f; . 278; ·M.J.60, 144, 274f, the number as five (Abhsy,48;Abhk. l 52);
lll,2ff; S. V.,60, 84, 93f, 145f 3 27 ; A I . 3 ff, III, 63f, 230f, .
Although, according to the lis( the number of ni
386; IV; 457f; V, 1 6, 195; Nd. I, 13; Nd, II, 1 89; Ps .I I 63; . ·
Vbh. 199; 244( 252ff,378; Pug. 68; Vism. l 14, 1 1 8, · v aranas is five, there are, in fact, seven passions. The
third n i'varana consists of two: thlna · or styana and
155, 1 87;· 586ff; abhvt.96.; Abhk. V. 5 ? ; Abhsy. 48)�
· middha; so d<>es the fourth which consists of Uddhacca
.
.
.
.
.
hi
t
To this list of five h.iinlrnn<;:es is- added-a six h, w ch or auddha iya, and kukkui:ca or kaukrtya; in. other
,

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

·

originally was considered the llincfrance, and, that is . . categories �f passions these four are treated as sepaiate
·
ignorance (avijja :· Dhs. p.204J, 250; Abhs. p:32; items.
·
Abhidhammattlu1vibhavini, p. /23). ·
· A comparison of di fferent categories of p�sions
The Patisambhidamagga has one more, i.e., a\'ersion · may, therefore, be useful in assessing the· position of
to good, (arat1) and makes a general statement to the nlvarana in relation to other categories of passions. '
effect that all evil and unwholesome states of Iilind are
nlvarana (Ps. I. 1 63).
·

·

NiV!JWiA

The Samyutta Nikiiya gives a list of ten hindrances;
I. Abhijjlri
but in these ten we do not find anything other than the
five ·hindrances. Three of the five hindrances are
Kamacc'hand
consjdered there as six 0 the basis of thei r an sing being
dependant on internal and ext�rnal objects; the
Kilmaraga
· remairung two are split into four. Thus we have internal
sense pleasure (ajjhattllkiimacchanda)·, internal ill-will ·
(ajjhaltdvydpada) arid external ill-will (bahiddhdvya
pada), doubt about i ntern al things (ajjhattam ·
dhammesu vicikicchii). Sloth, agitation and worry are 2. vyapiida
considered as four separate hlndrances · (S.VJ 10).
p. thlna .
.

ANUSAYA

SAMAYOJANA

KamariiKa

Kamaraga

bhavaraga

rupariiga

patigha

vyapcida

Middha ·

�-

�- vicikiccha

lobha

lobha

dosq

do.m

thlna

thina·
middha

uddhacra
kukkucca

AKUSAIA'

ariiparaga

·

The Majjhima Nikaya has a list of eight under ni
varana and sainyojana. the first four of them are evil
actions (akusalakamma), namely, ·killing panatipata),
theft (adinnil ddna), fal s e hoo d(musdvdda) , and
slanderous speech (pisunii-vdcii). The other four are
evil metal states, n amely, covetousness and

KII.ESA

udhacca

.

uddhacra uddhacca
kukkucca

'

vicikiccha

vicikicchil

vicikiccha· vicikiccha

.

NIVARANA
.

It is evident that the first two nlvarana, abhijjha
and vytipada, are found in some form or another in all
the categories of passions. These two are otherwise
known as two of the three evil mental actions. The last
one, i.e., vicikiccha, is also common to all categories.
The remaining two are found as four in the akusala
cetasikacategory. The kilesa category has dropped
middha and kukkucca; and the samyojana category has
dropped thlna as well. The anusaya category has
dropped all of them. It is also evident from this that
the same passion is considered a hindance, an evil
mental state, a latent tendency. a fetter and difilment.
We may, therefore. draw the natural conclusion that
the passions act in different capacities· in different
enviroments (Ablzsy.p.44).

·
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by it becomes lethargic and heedless as it is the opposite
of striving for spiritual progress (PS. I, 163 ;Abhvt. 23.
2 1 4).

Uddhacca-kukkucca: This also consists of two
passions, agitation (uddhacca) and worry (kukkucca):
the former refers to the confused and agitated state of
mind, to the. ·Jack of mental calmness, whereas the l atter
refers to indecision over one's own actions; i.e.
indecision as to whether something one has done is
right or wrong, or good or bad (Dhs. p.204f., Vbh.252f;
Vism, l 1 8;Abhvt. I 9f.).
.

.

.

. Vicikicch3: The last hindrance in the list is doubt;
abou_t his teaching, i.e. dhamma, doubt about the
_ training (sikkha) that the teacher has formulated, and
so ·on (Dhs. 204f: Vbh.256f). This doubt makes the
mind of sentient beings incapable of attaining the .
discriminating knowledge of the things of existence
(dhammii; Ps. I . 1 63).

Kanacchanda : The -first hindrance in the list ·is
the desire for sense�pleasures, whi.c h is termed abh ijjha
, kiimaraga or kamacchanda. It is the desire for the
five groups of existence, which form the objects of
clinging (panca updan akkha n dha : Dhs. 204f; Vbh.
252f; DA. I,2 l l ). It is the attraction to objects, which
are pleasant and desireable. The mind is teu1pted and
confused by these objects · because of Ktimacchanda
(Vism. 1 1 8). Abhijjhii, another tenn for kamacchanda,
is described
also as one of the three evil mental actions
.
(akusala kamma: M. Ill , 4 9 ; A . V.265etc . ) I t i_s
synonymous with riiga or loblza, one ofthe three roots
of evil (akusaliinuila: DllS. 204f, Vbh252f). It is the
opposite of renunciation (nekkluitmiia:PsJ, 1 63).
-

The Nature of the hindrances: The:five mental
hindrances are frequently spoken of as defilements of
the
mind
(cetaso . upakkilese),
which
weaken w isdom (pafifiayd dubbali�kl!rao e :
D . I I:49;S. V.92f, 1 08, 1 1 5;A . I I , 1 7 : 111, 1 6i33 6 ; V, 195;
Vbh.256;DhpA. 1 62etc.).

·

.

.

.

.

The Angutt�ra Nik.aya gives a beautiful simile in
which the mind of sentient beings is compared to water ·
ands the five hindrances to foreign matter that makes
Vyapida : Next comes i l l-will which is the hatred the water dirty and turbid. . Thus, sensuous desire is
.towards objects which are unpleasant and disagreeable. compared with dyes of many colours which change
The mind is overcome by ill-will, and as a result, the the natural luster of pure water; ill-will is compared
fl ow of even m�tal states is intern.ipted ( \!ism. 1 1 8). · with heat of five which boils the water; sloth-torpor is
· The mind is distorted anq corrupted by it (DA.I, 2 1 1 ). compared with mosses that over the water; agitation
It is synonymous with dosa, one of the three roots of and worry with wind which . agitates the water; and
evi l. (Dhs. 204f; Vbh.252f.), and is the opposite of doubt with mud which makes the water turbid
amity (mettii: Ps. I, 1 63). It is also given as one of the (A.IJI,230ff). Just as in such water one cannot see one's
three evil mental actions(M.Ill, 49;A,. V, 265).
own reflection, so in the presence of these five
_
·

·

·

hindrances, one cannot clearly discern_ one's own
welfare, nor that ·of others, nor that of both (ibid) .

Thinamiddha: ·The third i s sloth� and torpor.

. Although considered collectively as one hindrance, in
. fact, there are two passions, namely, sloth (thlna) and
· Causes for the arising of hindrances: We find a
torpor (Middha). The former fs the rigidity (akalyatii)
of mind where as the later refers to the rigidity of body number of factors given in the texts as · causes for the
.
(Dhs.204f; Vbh.252f). Buddhaghosa interprets the arising of hindrances. One such-g iven in the Samyuttaformer as the sickness (gelanna) of mi nd(citta) and, . nik-aya seems to be the primary cause; and that is
the latter as the sickness of mental states (cefcistk£ ·(uiwise reflection (ayoniso manasikara : S.V.,93f.). The
DA. I, 2 1 1 ). The mind overwhelmed with th lna - unwise reflection is a result of ignorance (avijjii or
m iddh a becomes unwieldy and · i nactive moha), which makes sentient beings unable to grasp
(akammanna: \!ism. 1 1 8). The person who is overcome the true nature of thing� , such as impermanence.
'
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The Anguttara Nikiiya gives a cause for the ari sing
of every hindrance and takes unwise reflection as the
cause of doubt, the fifth hindrance (A. I ,3ff). The other

four causes are:. Auspicious sign (Subha-nimiita) for
sensuous desire: the sign of repugnance (patigaha
nimiua) for ilt-will; laziness of mind ( cetaso- 1-matta)
for sloth-and-torpor; and uncalmed state of mind

(cetaso avupasama) fot agitation-and-worry.

From this we understand that ·unwise reflection
gives rise to doubt. Both unwise reflection and doubt
are the results of tgnorance. Ignorance is the basic
passion in which the origin of all other passions may
be traced. This becomes clear when the process of the

. arising of sensuous desire and ill:will are analysed. It
·
is said that the latter two arise from the pleasan� sign
and the sign of repugnance, respectively. These ·are
.
the sigl)S, which are de�ived from objects of the senses.

.

torpor; calmness of mind

(cetaso vitpasama)

for the

disap pearnce of agit ati on and worry ; and w i se
reflection
·

(yoniso manasikllra) for the disappearance

of doubt (A . I,3ff).

.

.Numerous references to the overcoming of nl
varana are found in the texts and they supplement the
Anguttara-explanation: N u merous passages that
outline the Buddhist scheme of emancipation (vimutti)
refer to _the overcoming of nlverana as a necessary
step in attaining absorption of the mind (jhtuza) which
is a pre-requisite for attaining wisdom (panna) which
brings about final and prefect liberation (nibbiina, DJ, ·
7 1 ; 1 11, 4 9 f; M . l . 276ff; I l l , 2 ff; A . l l l , 6 3 f;
prig.68; Vbh.244f etc.) .
The attainment of mental absorption represents

concentration of the mind (Samddhi), which is the
second step in the three fold spiritual training (lisikkhd

When a man· experiences an external -object through
one of his sense, he is naturally inclined to develop a ). According to the Siimannaphala-sutta (D.l. 7 1 ff).
l i k i ng or · a dislike tow ard it, depe nding on the the monk starts his spiritual training with morality (sl .
attractiv�ness or repulsiveness of the object. The Ia), which is its first step. When the pref!!ction in s1Ia
beautiful objects are attractive and the ·Sign_ derived · · i� attained, he gets rid of the five mental -hindrances
from them is pleasant and the ugly objects are repulsive and attains mental absorption. The monk whose mind

and the - sign derived from them is repugnant. . The -

.

.

·

·

pleasant sign · is given a5 the cause ·for the · arisin·g ··of
sensuqus desire, because · mim ·desires to acquire .or

possess th ings; which �re beau_tifu l . The sign of
repugnance is the ca!ts.e for the arising of ill-will
because man hates objects which are ugly. Sensuous
desire and ill-will may be traced, for their arising,

that man reflects unwisely making himself incapable .

of realising the basic truth that all objects, both beautiful
and ugly, are impermanent, causes for suffering and

for their disappearance; the development of repugnant

sign (asubha-nimitta) for the disappearnace of sensuous
desire; attainment of the emancipation of heart through
development of amity

(metta-ceto-vimutti)

for the

disappearance o f i l l -w i l l , the element of energy

(arambha dhatu)

for the disappearance of sloth-and

:

This brings us

mental absorpti on·, and " the other, on the eve of
attainment to wisdom.

The overcoming qf

. hindrances are overcome. Thus we have five causes

sine-qua-non of emancipation.

to the fact that hindrances are overcome mainly on
two different levels; one, _on the eve of attainment to

i ll-will .

of the process or their origination. The Anguttara nikiiya outlines this process as the method by which the

are the

concentration and absorption. It does not result in the

Two levels of their overcoming

sign or the sign of repugnance and sensuous desire or

-- hindrances takes place when the causes that lead -W
their arising are negated. Thus It shol!ld be the Feverse

nlvarana

hindrances to mental calmness; and therefore their
removal results in the attrunment of mental calmness,
attainment of wisdom,

unsubstantial . The stages in this process may be
roughly given as ignorance, unwise reflection, pleasant

:

for the realization of the true mature of existence. This · ·
realization .constitutes the third step jn which wisdom .
is attained. This is . the wisdom, which eradic�tes all
the passions and brings about emancipation.
· According to this scheme, the

ultimately in ignorance; for, it is because of iganorance

How they are overcome

is mow concentrated is in a position to direct his mind .

. ,

.

. The attai nment of mental absorption i s not
necessarily Buddhistic. The other systems of Indian

religion, too, have advocated thi s attainment. The .

Buddhists adopted and used this as a means to attaining

wisdom. Thus, overcoming of nlva;ana mentioned as
a pre-requisite for the attainment of mental absorption

does not refer to their total destruction; it only refers
to their tempory suspension. This temporary suspension ..
is referred to in the Pali commentaries as vikkambhcma

. -pahiina as against samuccheda-pahtuza, which is their

-
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total destruction (SnA. 8-9;DhsA.35 1 . see also vism. pp.
1 1 8, 1 55, 589), which takes place when the monk
attains supreme wisdom ( \lls m.589).

Vikkhambhana - pahma : The words kama and
akusala-dluzmma that occur in the passages descriptive

of the attainments of mental absorption refer, according
to Buddhaghosa, to the five hindrances: kama refers
to kainacchanda, , the first hindrance: and akusa/a
dhamma to the remaining four hindrances ( Vzsm. l l4).

-
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supramundane path (pathama-magga-niina). I.e. the
knowledge of the sotapanna; sense-desire, ill-will and

worry are destroyed by the third knowledge of the path

(tatiyamaggriana) i.e., the knowledge of the anilgtimin;

and, finally, agitation and sloth-and -torpor are
destroyed by the fourth and final knowledge of the

path (catuttha-magga-niina) i.e., the knowledge of the

•

Arahant( Vism.589).

Sekha-Vihara and Tathagatha-vihara : The
Samyutta-nikaya refers to two diff�rent stages in which

These hindrances are suspended at the moment
when the monk reaches a dis�nct stage in the a£tainment the hindrences are overcome. One is called the trainee's
of mental absorprtion; this stagejs called 'the acquiring . or the learner's way of life (sekha-vihara) and, the
of the counter-image ·(patibhaga-nimitta: q.v. Vzsm. . other, the Tathagata's way of life (Tathiigata-vihiira
1 55). Kamacchanda is suspended owing to a monk's S.V.327f). In the fonner, the hindrances are abandoned
paying no attention externally t� sense-objects, Owing
(pahlna) whereas in the latter, they are not only
to his abandoning the approval of the object, ill-will is
abandond, but are cut down at root (ucchinna-miilii).
abandoned, too; likewise, sloth-and toi-por is abandoned
made like a palm-tree stump, (talavatthukat{i), miule
through exertion of energy; agitation-and worry is
something that has ceased to be (anabhiivakata) so as
abandoned through devotion to peaceful things that
.
. cause no remorse; �d doubt is abandond through the . not to grow again in the future (iiyatim Anuppadhammii ·
.' ibid).
. actual experience of the distiction attained (ibid).
\. .

.

E,esults : Since the five hindrances are the enemies
of the five factors of mental absorption (jhananga),
namely, applied thought (vitakka), sustained thought
(vicara), rapture (pati);. happiness (sukha) and onepointedness of mind {cittekaggata, i e . ,samiidh z} the
.

,

The former apparently refers to their to their

temporary suspensi?n whereas the latter, to their total •

destruction. But, unlike in the attainment of mental

absorption which is not necessarily Buddhistic, in this .
case, the temporary suspension as well as total

latter arise when the fonner are suspended. Thus, when destruction are purdy Buddhistic. By sekha we
.
· sensuous desire is suspended, one�pointedness of the understand those who have entered into one or all /.
of
mind arises; the absence of ill-will results in rapture;
the first three stages of the transcendental path. The ·
abandoning of sloth-and�torpor gives rise to reflection;
Tathagata in this context refers to "the trained" of "the
th� absence of agitation-and worry results in happiness,
learned" (asekha), i.e., the Arahant.
and the abandoning of doubt givens rise to examination
. (Vzsm. l i4;Abhvt. 96). The presence of the five factors ·
Means of overcoming the hindrances: As for the
of mental absorption constitutes the attainment of
means by which hindrances are overcome we find faith
mental absorption itself.
(saddhd: Miln . 3 4f) Eightfold Noble . Path
Although, at the moment of attaining the mental (ariyaatthangika-magga; SV60) and the four bases .
absorption, the other evil mental states (akusala - of mindfulness (cattaro satipaUiuina: A .IV, 457f).

dhammii), too. are suspended, yet, the five hindrances

are essentially suspended, because they are the
particular passions that hinder its attainment, In .their
presence, no mental absorption is attainable (Vzsm. i 88;

Abhvt.96).

Samuccheda-pahana:

The total destruction of

hindrances place when the monk attains sup��p1e
.
i
. .;d ·•"".;·H "'' ,,:
wisdom. The Vzsuddhimagga gives three successive
stages in which hindrances are destroyed gradually:
Doubt is destroyed by the first knowledge of the
. .
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The Milindapanha gives traquilising (sampasa
dana) aspect of faith as a factor, which purifies the ·

mind of hindrances (Mi/n.p.34f). But this purification
refers
to
their
temporary
su spension .
( Vikkhambhana:ibid. ), which is essential for the
attainment of metal ::tbsorption.
The other two, i.e., the Eightfold Noble Path and

the four bases of mindfulness, are the means by which
hindrances are totally destroyed.
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It may be pertinent, in this context to mention that
the five hindrenses form one of the categories of the
things of existence (dhamma) to be contemplated in
the fourth basis of mindfulness (dhammiinupassanii :
D.U,. 300f; M.I.Wf; Vbh. 199). the development of
mindfulness as.regardS the five hindrances consists of ·
·
the· awareness, on the part of the monk, of theitpresenc�
in, and absence fwm him, and of contemplation of the
ways in which they arise, di�appe� �d are destroyed,
never to ris� again (ibid). Smce this IS one of �e four
bases of mmdfulness, we may not count this. as a
.
separate means by which hindrances are eradicated.
See. Kilesa.
•
.

Upali Karunaratne

·

.

Considered in the light of these facts it is seen how
an.d ·why the physical build-up of one human being is

fundamentally the same in all h1,1mans. Species-wise

all men are equal as delineated in the Vdsettha sutta of
··

the Suttanipiila which clarifies (Sn. HOS. pp. 146 ff.)
how the'y all are identicallr subject to th.e ·same 1aws

well . Even in the plant kingdom the germination,
.

growth and death of plant life occur basically in the
same. pattem:·species of plants continue. .to maintain_ .

processes �perati�e in the organic and the inorganic
physicaJ phenomena as well as i n the · mental
phenomena.of t!te universe. ·

their identitY without variation from seed_ to seed _in
their continuity of existence. All ·these are part of the

�

b[janiydma . Process.

·Thi s is· a cornmentiuial concept occurring ·in the
· Atthasalini' . (PTS p. · 272), . the . comme�tary to .the
.
·

utunfycima, kammaniycima, dhammaniydma and
citttaniyama . These five encapsulate the entire

are subject to a certain set pattern and the regulated
repetition of this process in the continuity of a particular
species is the major aspect of bijaniyiir.a.
r The scientific
theories of genes and cells, the birth, growth, decay
and death of living beings, the phenomena of twins,
triplets etc. are all covered by this niytima-dhamma.

of origin, change ·and dissolution. These regularities
apply with the same validity to the animal kingdom as

NIYAMA DHAMMA; the five-fold. orders · or

Dhammasang�l where these. are g}ven.as bijaniylima;
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(il) .Utuniydmiz � This is the caloric order of the

.,

universe as exemplified by · the simultaneous
blossoming, fructifying, sprouting and such other

. .existential process of the mental and physical · · functions of- such and such trees in such and such
seasons. The recuring phenonieni wf seasons with their
phenomena of the uni�erse through this concept which ·
varying types of 'climate repeating themselves every
is an assembiage of five-fold laws along with their
year �thout fail in the sequence of autumn, winter,
natural operational processes. Hence, they can. be
spring and summer comprise a major aspect of �s
.
conveniently designa,ted as "cosmic orders' � well.
niydmadhamma. Rains, floods, droughts, tempests and
These can be explained as follows :
all such other natural occurrences affecting the climatic

( 1 ) B{janiydma

:

This i s the g e rminal order

. conditions are all part of this natural l�w. The revolution

of the earth round the 'sun as well as its rotation on its .
·
own �xis, which are th.e . main causes of these
plants. trees, creepers etc. generate issues of fruition ·
phenomena, also fall into this category. The rising and
slniil ar to tl1eir own species. Examples cited iri the
the setting of the sun and other stars and planets with
Atthasdlini are the sprouting of the gram seed issuing :
day following night and vice versa; the phenomena of
itself in the northern dir�ction , the creej)er called
d�ys, months, years and even aeons (kalpa) are all part
daJci€Jriltdvatia always growing around a tree from the· · .
. of this concept. As these regular occurrences continue
right side, the opening of the sun-flower always facing ·
. repeating themselves at fixed intervals ad infinitum in
the sun, the creeper called · maluva always growing �
chronological cycle, no first beginning of this world
towardS a tree and the presence of three eyes in the
can be located anyw�ere.
head of the .coconut.
prevalent in the universe according to which seeds of

·

The origin, growth, figuration, existence,
disapperance etc. ofhuman, animal and plant kingdoms

(iii)

Kammaniydma

:

This is the fixed law

pertaining to · the fruition of wholesome (kusala) and

unwholesome (akusala) votitional activities of the

·
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samsiiric individual. This is a law of action and reaction

Hence, everything in the universe exists and ceases

that governs the expending or the fruition of the kammic

to exist on this theory of cause and effect, which has

energy stored in an individual sans any external

been generalized here as a fixed law, a niyiimadhamma.

intervention as god or any such power as a law-giving
agency. It is through this operational power of one's ·

(v) Cittan iydma

:

This refers to the fixed

kamnia that a being cotinues his samsdric journey till

psychological laws relating to such men�al phenomena

such time as when this energy becomes a spent-force

as processes of consciousnes, (cittavithi), functions of

with the attainment of Nibbanic freedom.

consciousness (vifinanakicca), various special powers
of the mind such as telpathy, retro cognition, .

In the psychological ethics of Buddhism it is also

premonition, clarivoyance, clair-audience, thought

taught that the operation of this kammic law is based

reading, aU of which are inexplicable by modem

on th� imPQrtant tenet that one's actions are always

science.

motlvat�d by some volition (cetanii) which would
fructify in pleasant or unpleasant consequences
(vipiika) depending on the wholesome or u�wholesome

nature of the volition. Both good and bad in the .wodd
are results of such volitfonal activities of man, who

Out of the mental p�wers just enumerated the
supernonnal aspects developed through meditation are
specially signifiCant in the present context because they

·

are not extraordinary by-products of the mind through

thus remains the manipulator of his won kamma�iya

meditation but latent powers inherent within the mind

ma, the external law of moral causation.
(iv) Dhamnianiytima

:

itself which reveal themselves when the Iillnd reaches
the required heights for their suifacing. As such, they

This comprises the laws

are not gifts from a higher jx>wer like God but untapped

governing natural happenings like the l aws of
.
gravitation, of impennan�nce, · earthqm1kes, blowing

mental p{>wers awaiting proper deyelopment through .:
the correct kind of effort. . ·

of wind etc. Occasional extraordinary events that defy
·

clear explanation and hence popularly regarded as
'miracles_� are_also catego..riz.e_d _under_ this_ concept.

While rejecting the 'miracle' idea, Buddhis� explains ·.

them under dhammaniyama as a part of nature's ways
of re acting to· certain extra-ordinary situations that

occur now and then. For instance, the birth of a ·

Baodhisatta is herelded by miracles such
. as blossoming
..
of certain v arieties o f flowers out of season,

Bodhisatta's mother giving birth to him in a standing

position and also out of doors etc.
·

Generally speaking, nature can be defined as a

collection of causes and their consequences and it is
this standard situation that'goes underdhammaniyiima

-

..
, .;

However, in the Buddhist context, it is important ·
to highlight the fact that these powers of the mind are
of little . value in relation to the main mission of
Buddhism which is · the achieve�ent of complete

freedom from samsaric existence by Wcllising

Nibbdna. Yet, these powers emerge as a part of _the

higher development of the niind and therefore they

should be treated accordingly without attaching any
undue importance to them. Th�y are only a part of the

natural process of mental purification and development
as an aspect of cittaniyiima.
.
What really happens in the course of persevering

in the present context. Another relevant instance would
dilution of our
be the Buddhist theory of conditioned genesis or · nieditational exercises is a gradual
�
dependent arising (pa!icca-samuppiida) which is an kammic inheritance from the past (ka{attiikamma) in
eternal law opera:ting for all time in time and space our pilgrimage towards the �mmakkhaya (freedom
whether Buddhas occasionally discover iror not. The
from all kamma) state of Nibbana.
theory behind this law may _logically stated as :
"When this exists this come to be
When this does not exist this does not come to be".

.

Another important observation that needs mention
here is that these niyama dhammas cannot and do not

.

·

·
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function in watertight compartments but their fields of
operation inevitably encroach upon one another on,
for instance, bljaniyama cannot function without the
help of utuniyama as the two are closely interconnected,

at least remotely.

to ? It leads to the utter cessation of craving; to
pacification, to Nibbana (S.II.p. l 06).
'The Ideal of Nlbbana and the Path that leads to its
attainment were already there, but were obliterated by
the veils of ignorance, and the Buddha only re�

A. G. S. Kariyawasam.
See
NIYATIVADA
INDETERMINISM
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discovered them and tread on the Path and attained the
goal himself ; and to that extent he was the pioneer

(adimapurisa). the first person to tread the Path re
discovered by himself. Having re-wscovered the Path
and having tread it and havi�g reached the goal to which

: The Noble Eight.:

fold path is acclaimed by both traditions of Buddhism,
Theravada .and Mahayana, as the onlypath for the
purification of beings. The Buddha does not claim that
this all-important pa!]l to be an invention of his. He

calls it a re-discevery by him. In several places _ in the

Pali canon· the Buddha calls himself the first man to

that Path leads, the-Buddha laid bare all his experience
before the world so that anyone who is so inclined
may follow that Path and reach that identical goal
reached by the Buddha ·himself (Thag. p. Ill), and hence
the epithet Buddhiinu-buddhil arahanta (Arahants who
have become Englightened by following the example . .
(

of the Buddha).

-

- follow the P.ath.re-discovered by him after the lapse of
a period of.Hme. In a very apt .simile in the . Nidana

The Buddha's first declaration of this age-old Path

Samyutta (S. l[p. 1 05) the Buddh<.t says : 'Just as if,

comes in the first discourse preached by the. Buddha

mlffi� faring through the -fores�. through the
.
.
great wood, should see the ruins of an ancient path, ·an

to the five ascetics at · Isipatana, after attaining

brethren,

::l

Sambodhi . lt fmms the fourth of the four Noble Truths

i

Truth
the Noble
ancient road traversed by men of former days And he . he preached in that discourse, namely,
.
-

-

were to·go along it and going along it he should see an
ancienr tit.f" lri · ruins,-an ancient -prince's - domain,

wherein dwelt : men of former days, having gardens

-..

of suffering, the Noble Truth of the cause of suffering, ·

the Noble Truth of the cessation of suffering and the
Noble Truth of the path that leads to the cessation of .

groves pools foundations of walls, a goodly spot. And - suffe.ri ng.
that man, brethre�, should bring word to the prince or

to the prince's minister : "Pardon lord, know this. I

.
the above description reveals that suffering has a

have seen as I fared through the forest, through the

cause, namely, the three - fold thirst ; and when this

great wood, an ancient paUl, an ancient road traversed

b.y men of former days. I have bet;n along it and going

!·

;
. ·�

thirst, which is the cause of suffering, disappears .
suffering too ceases to be ; and craving is brought about

alor4g' it l haye seen an ancientt city, an ancient prince's

by ignorance of the true nature of things and this

or his minister should restore that city. That ciry should

wisdom could . be dev�loped when there is proper

thereafter become prosperous and flourishing,

control and concentration of the �ind and proper

.

··"domain. Lord, restore that city, and bret�en, the prince · ignorance can be repelled by de_v�loping wisdom and .

populous, teeming with propl�. grown and thriven.
Even so l have, brethren seen an ancient road traversed
by the rightly Enlightened ones of former times. And
what, brethren, is that ancient path, that ancient road

traversed by the rightly Enlightened ones of forme�
times ? It is just this Noble Eight-fold Path, to wit,
right vies, right thoughts, right speech, right action rlght
livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness and right
concentration of mind. And where does this Path lead

control and concentration could be developed only by
disciplining the mind by practise . of virtue. Thus
·actually the Path described above is aimed at bringing
about the cessation of suffering by destroying its cause,
namely craving.
Let us now examine the Path that leads to the utter

cessation of suffering. Two planes are recognized in

·l
\
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this Path, namely, the mundane, which is described as

productive of the substratum of rebirth, beacuse the

tinted with inflows, inclined to merit and producing

attitudes one develops in this level are done not through

the substratum of rebirth ; and the supramundane which

complete understanding of the true nature of things.

is exalted and free from inflows. In the first plane, one's
ability to differentiate between right views and wrong

The third stage is right speech. It should be noted

views constitute right views in this Path. In this Plane

here that the Path becomes a public one from being a
private and an individualist one only from this stage

'right' does not essentially mean 'true' and 'wrong'
· does not always mean 'untrue ' . 'Right' in this context
seems to have a pragmatic meaning such

�

·

onwards, that is, its effect is felt not only by the
individual who treads it, but actually the rightness of

'useful'

it is judged by the effect it has on others as well. So
right speech here means avoidance of all speech that

·beneficial' and ' conductive to well- being and
happiness' whereas its opposite 'wrong' seems to have
the idea of 'malevolent' , 'conducive to degeneration

would have an adverse effect on otllers as well as on
an ? defeat ' . This is very deary hinted at in the . .the speaker himself. Wrong speech is classed under .
Apimnaka Sutta (M. l. pp, 400 1 3) and in the four headings. They are : falsehood, harsfi speech,
Apannaka }{JJaka (J. I. p. 104) where it is said that slanderous speech and frivolous speech. Refraining
when there are two views, one opposed to the other,
from suchg speech and cultivating the habit.of always .
-

regarding which one actually cannot come to a

using their opposites constitutes right speech in this

conClusion

plane (M: III. p.

as

to which of them is true and which of

73).

them is false, one should tentatively accept the viee
The fourth stage in the Path is right·a ction. Killing

that would inspire action that would result in one's

or causing injury to life, taking. or apptopriating what ·

well - being and happiness. So to believe that there are
_such things as alms, sacrifice and oblations, there is

is not given voluntarily, and indiscriminate indulgence
in sense pleasures are the three wrong actions that are

fruit and result of actions good and bad, there is a this
a

world beyond, there are those who are

performed by bOdy. Basically, refrai'riirig froin such

called mothers, and fathers, and beings who are of

action is considered as right action. The Brahniajala
.
surra (JJ . 1 . p. 4) describes the behaviour Of a person

.· world and

spdntaneous birth arid there are recluses and braharnins
who Jive noble life and who are on the correct path

who follows right action thus : he gives up killing and

who realize the truth of this world.and the world beyond

causing bodily injury to living beings, and is quite aloof

and reveal that to others, are recognized a5 right views

from such actions and keeps aside all weapons used in
causing injury to life, is sympatheic and kind to all
living beings. He refrains from appropriating what is

· In this lover· Jevei of the Path, · because such beliefs
form a good basis for moral life- tO el_lCOurage people
t6 refrain · from doing things that are harmful to the

not voluntarily given to him and what is not his due ·
a.11d is ready to make sacrifices to help others. Having

doer as well as to others and to inspire people to do

given up all wrongful gratification of the senses, he
never attempts to indulge in unwarranted relationships

things that are beneficial to the doer as weil as to others.

with women who are in the protection of parents; ·
brothers and sisters, husbands and soforth' .

The second step .in the Path is right thoughts or
right mental attitudes. These are attitudes one develops
in one, basing on the right views one has already

The fifth stage in the Path is right livelihood, In the
fourth stage all bodily action that are consideres as
good are included, but the fifth stage is specific in that

cultivated. These are thoughts of self- abnegation,
which are the opposites of lustful thoughts, thoughts
of benevolence, which are the opposites of malevolent
.

thoughts and thoughts of love and sympatby, which

•

·

are the opposites of thoughts of jealousy and cruelty

(M.III. p. 73 ; D. II. p. 3 1 2). These are thoughts that

. should direct the individual and inspire him in all his
verbal and bodily actions. It should be noted here that
right thoughts and right mental attitudes in this plane
are not completely free from inflows and that they are

·

·

it does not discuss all action, but action verbal and
bodily, that one does to earn a living,a re included inthis
stage. Resorting to deceit, fraud, jugglery etc. to earn
a

living are described as wrong livelihood, and not
resorting to such things for one's livelihood is regarded
as right livelihood. But this description of livelihood
in
seems to refer to the livelihood of monks and not
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cultivating the preceding seven stages of the Path, is

general. But as a general rule, if one engages in any

the one - pointendness of mind,'

activity by way of living, that causes hardship to any
other being, it amounts to wrong Jiving. Thus in the

It has been mentioned above that are two planes in _

Anguttara Nikaya (A. III. p. 208)-five trades are named
as unsuitable for the Jay followers of the Buddha,

the Path, the mundane - and the supramundane .

·

namely, trade iii weapons� animals, flesh, intoxicants
and poison, Though trade in other things is not regarded

Whatever the plane is, one thing is clear, namely, that
the Path cannot be dissociated from society, the
community, for the stages in the Path are directly

as bad, even there one should not cheat with weight,

i

j
;

involved and connected with the lives of all beings. In

coins and measures.

· i'

the lower plane one develops the stages of the Path

.�

The sixth stage is right effort. A four-fold effort is

with an enlightened selfishness, a selfishness, which

menticmed in this connection, namely, effort to dispel

is neither harmful to the doer nor to others, but

evil tliing.s -in one: effort to obstruct the entry of evil

conducive to well - being and happiness of the doer or

things into one, effort to develop good things that are

others, both here and now and in the hereafter. In the

not found in one and effort to safeguard the goOd things

higher plane one treads the Path without even such

that are already in one. Right effort is involved in all

·selfishness, with no motives whatsoever, with altruistic

other _ stages the Path, for without thi� nQW of them .

feelings only, such �s friendliness to . all _l;>eings, .

could be developed. To develop right views, one should

compassion or loving kindness; sympathetic joy and

with effort differentiate between right views and Wrong

equanimity. So

views that are already found in one and sh<?uld abstruct

plane of the Path, too, lives in society and is quite

l

.

j

l

.

l

�

.

1

. :l
.,
.J

�

'�

.

a · person who has reached the higher·

. -�

;�

the entry of further wrong views into one, while at the -. active. But his activity is not motivated by attachment
and expectation of gain. His disposition is. one of

same time protecting and developing ri�ht view.s one
has already foimed and tben-ende�youring to develop

friendliness to _alL Due to such a disposition. he has in _ ·

_

.

more right views. This process applies to the remaining. · . him a tendency to work to help those who are in misery · .

.

stages of the Path too;

to �nsure happiness to them. So, to those who are_ in _

need of help, he does everything within his means to ·
-help them out of. that- $ituation -and secure for them

The seventh stage in the Path is right rillndfulness.
. This. is nothing but awareness, alertness and minute
vigilance of _ the mind _ so that one is - conscious of

others are relieved of misery or are enjoying so�e ·sort ·
of happiness, he too feels a sense ofjoy and happiness

so that one can choose in time to do or not to do

that is free from desire or craving ; and such a person

-something in accordance with its appropriateness or

always maintains balance of mind, is not disturbed

- in appropriableness. As such right mindfulness assists ·

when his efforts to help others fail. He maintains

one on the path to.select between right views and wrong
views, between righ� thoughts and wrong thoughts,
action �d wrong action; between right liveiihood and

equipoise.
·

. Though the Path is normally called the Nobel Eightfold Path, it is shown as consisting of ten stages in the

·

w_rong. livelihoOd and between right effort and wrong

higher plane; with the addition of right knowledge and· -

effort,

right liberation after right concentration of mind.

The eighth stage is right concentration of mind.

· Right concentration of mind comes ab�ut through
correct treading of the preceding 5even stages of the
Path. The more the stre�gh of practice of the preceding
seven stages of the Path in one, more strong and stable

·.

some sort of comfort and happiness. When he sees that

_

everything that comes to one's mind, as to its nature,

between right sj,eech arid wrong speech, between right

·

.•
•'

This Path, which is called the unique Path for the
liberation of beings., is divided again into three stages, ·
namely, virtue, concentration of lilind and-wisdom. The

�

basic idea in Buddhism is that, due to laek oflmowle ge
about the true nature of things, beings harbour notions

becomes one's concentration of mind. Thus says the

of 'I' and 'mine' and do things motivated by craving

Buddha in the Maha Cattarisa/cfl Sutta (M. III p.

71) :

and hatred, which produces a Karmic force that makes

'Right concentration o f mind achieved through

beings to wander in Samsara. So the only way to put

. -.
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an end tci Samsara is by developing wisdom, which

NOBLE EIGHT-FOLD PATH

teachings he did not preach to them only about the

would help a man to have insight into the true nature

subtleties of his dhamma. Only to the very few who

of things. The true nature of things is described as
'Impermanent' or transitory, and hence unsatisfactory

were keen and intelligent enough to understand such
doctrines did he preach about them. To the rest he

and full of suffering. devoid of a permanent substance

preached according to their capacity of understanding,

and having only a relative existence (D II. p. 90). An

so that they could develop gradually on the Path to

unblemished wisdom is essential to understand this

attain final release from samsara. To some he preached

nature of things and such wisdom could be developed

only about merits of generosity, practice of virtue such ·

as refraning from wicked and harmful deeds"to othe.rs

only in a mind, which has reached a high degree of
concentration power or one-pointedness of mind.

and treating others with kindness and frindship ; to

Meditation to attain this concentration power of the

some he spoke about heaven and hell to encourage

mind, on the other hand, could be undertaken only after

them to do good and refrain from evil ; to some who

overcoming the fickle nature of the mind to some extent

were more advanced intellectually and spiritually he

by practising virtue, and virtue is therefore the starting

spoke about evil consequences of sense pursuit and

point in the Buddhisht way to attain releasefrom Samsa

their defiling nature and how to overcomes such

desires. It i � only to those who were keen on the .

ra-, and hences the statement : 'The prudent mart, haViilg
established firmly in virtue, develops concentration of

subtleties of his doctrine and who had the developed

mind to attain wisdom,_ by which he disentangles the
· tangle of Samsara (Vism. p. I.)

·

n·jnd, _that he spoke abOut the four truths, that life is
full of suffering, that suffering has a cause, that this

suffering could be completely repelled and· that there

When we examine stories about previous lives of
the Buddha, from the time of his birth as Sumedha
·Panditha when he received the prediction ·of his

is a method to do it (D I. p. 1 10) .
.

;;r:;.

.

·

Though he spoke often about the dangers of sense

becoming a Buddha, till his last birth before becoming

pursuit he did not encourage his disciples or followers

a Buddha, we see how he practised virtue in order to

to run from society. He expected his followers to pursue

prepare · himself for Buddhahood. He practised to

sense gratification with understanding so that they did

perfection ten virtues, -namely, liberal ity, self

not become victims to the snares of sensual pleasures

discipline, renunciation, wisdom, energy, patience,
· truthfulness, resoluteness, frindliness and equanimity.

and destroy themsel�es. To the Majority of the people
his admonition_ was to do things that would result in

Even after becoming a Buddha, until his death at the

happiness in this world and well-being in the world to

age of eighty, he engages himself in a unique type of come. But that does not for a while mean that the ideal
social service, being driven to do so through his . of nibbana cannot be. atlainnedjust here and now. For
boundless compassion and friendliness to all in the

the intelligent and keen person who has the strength of

world. Buddha by his personal example and through

character to cut himself further away from sense .

Buddhahood he was busily engaged, along with his

who attained Arahantship in this very existnece. The
Therigatha and Theragatha are full of such episodes.
In several places we are reminded that the individual
bas to develop to full perfection only in relation to

his disciples proved to the world that the way to pleasures to undertake a training in mental culture, the _ ·
.
liberation he advocated actually had to be through . ideal is still within reach in this very existence itself. ·
social life and that it cannot be dissociated and divorced · When we tum through the pages of some canonical ·
from social activities. From the day of his attaining texts, we see many instances both of men and women
devoted band of disciples, in roaming the length and
breadth of the country on foot, preaching to the people
ways and means of ameliorating their Sl}ffering, how
, to manage their daily work intelligently �d with

courage. During a period of fourty five years he worked
. among all types of people ranging from down trodden
miserable people like Upali and Sunita to treasurers
and kings such as Anathapindika and Bimbisara,
preaching to them as the occasion demanded. In his

� ociety

and therefore, he need not cut himself
_
completly away from society, though he may withdraw
occasionally to a secluded place undisturbed by various

things so that he m ay meditate to attain one
pointedness of mind. The ideal individual lives in
society like a lotus in a pond. A lotus has its origin in

NORMAN, HARRY CA:MPBELL
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the mud beneath water, Being nourished by the manure
in the mud and water the lotus bud grows gradually
and coming up piercing through water, it comes above
the water and blossoms forth and is now untouched by
water, alothough it had its bitth in water and grew in
water. Even so should a man develop to full perfection
· in the worl� and continue to give courage and
inspiration to all around him, like the lotus that pleases
all who see it. . Such a person is decribed as a being
who is the world, but who is not of the world. Such is
the ideal individual according to Buddhist teachings.

NORMAN, HARRY CAMPBELL

knowledge in Sanskrit by following the lectures of
Professor Julius Eggeling.
He obtained his Masters Degree with honours in
classics at Edinburgh. In October 1 899, he moved on
a scholarship to Trinity College at Oxford, where he
came into contact with the renowned Orientalist A. A.
Macdonell, who became his guru who was greatly
responsible for modeling his future. This conjuntion
proved to be the turning-point of his career, for it was
Macdonell who inspired him to study Sanskrit. In
·March 1900; he won . the Boden Sanskrit scholarship
and in the following year the Vana Dunlop Sanskrit
scholarship, which was open to the members of the
, University of Edinburgh.. In the same year he also
· secured second class honours in classical moderations.
In 1 903 he obtajned third class honours· in the final
classiCal schooi of literaeHumaniores.

To be such an ideal individual in society, a man has
to develop his. personality from many angles. First of
all he should gradually free his mind of all prejudices
that obstruct �s clear vision and train his mind to think
in an unbiased way. Secondly he should evolve proper
cnteria to guide all activities in society. Thirdly he:
should have a clear understanding of the relationships
he should develop in society so that there is happin�ss,
harmony and · progres·s in all spheres of activity,
. · . .
.
.
To devote htmself
entHely to hts On ental
.
·
·
m
Fourthly he should deve. 1op
. hi s ch aracter
. such a·way ·
- . .
:
.
·
·
. scholarship Norman entered,in his fifth academic year
that he becomes a source of inspiration and courage
and a guide to all around him See also ARIYA at Oxford, for the H<?�ciurs SchooL�fOriental St�dies.
· offering Sanskrit for his principal and Pali and History
ATfHANGIKA MAGGA. . .
of Indian Religions as his subsidiary subjects. Here,
- he secured first class honours in June, 1 904.
W. G. Weeraratne
·

.

.

.

.

NON-VIOLENCE See AHIMSA

During his Oxford days he also showed a penchant .
for modem languages and won, in 1900,·the Taylorion
University scholarship in Spanish and in 1 90 also the
same in French.

NORMAN, HARRY CAMPBELL (1878 1913)
An English Orientalist. Norman ranks ru:nong the early ·
European scholars in Pa!i and his edition of ·the. ·
When Nonnan completed his studies in the Oriental
Dhammapada Atihakatha (commentary) for the Pali
school, he set out, on the instructions of his guru, to
Text Society, London (hereinafter abbreviated PTS) is
study "Pali as his main line rather than ��skrit, woing .
reckon�d as a .remarkable contribution to Buddhist .·
to the fewness of workers in the former subject and to
scholarship.
its g·reat and fundamental importance . in the field of
Born at Winkleigh, Devonshire, England on . Buddhist s�holarship" (JRAS. 1 9 13, p. 1 1 04). Under
December, 19, 1 878, as the son of a physician, Norman the . guidance of Estlin Carpenter he made remarkable ·
reCeived his early education at the Edinburgh Institution progress in Pali, which impressed Professor Rhys
and in 1896, entered the University, where he studied Davids so much that he entrusted Norman to edit for .
Greek under Professor S. H. Butcher and Latin under the PTS the commentary on the Dhammapada. He
Professor Hardie. There· also he acquired an elementary willingly undert<.>Ok t,hat l aborious task and was
•

·
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successful in obtaining liberal grants from the Moray

NYAYABINDU is a Sanskrit Treatise on Buddhist

research Fund of Edinburgh University and the Max

Logic and Epistemology by A carya Dharmak.irthi, circa

Mtiller Memorial Fund for the purpose of collecting

7th

the necessary Pali manuscripts at Paris and Berlin (The

the founder of Buddhist Logic. Unlike many other

Commentary on the Dhammapadn (PTS) Vol. I, pt. II.

P. xvii). While he was working at Berlin in early

the original Sanskrit but preserved only as Chinese and
Tibetan translations, Nyayabindu is extant in its original

Queen's College, Benares, which he accepted. Taking

Sanskrit. The Sanskirt origimi.l has been discovered

together all the materials he acquired for constituting
the commentary, he left, in Sept.

1905,

among the palm leaf manuscripts of the Jain Temple

for Benares,

Sdntandtha, Cambay. Dharmakiirti as well as

India, where he spent the rest of his life.
In

Dinmiga hail from South India. Dharmak.iirti is said to
have been born in a village named nrumalai in the

1906, only one year after his ani val in India, the

Cola cot.irJtry to a Brahmin family. Endowed with a

first ve.lume of his edition wa5 brought out by the PTS.

keen intellect from birth, he mastered the Vedas

It was indeed a remarkable feat bearing testimony. to

age . Later he w as conv erted to B uddhi sm · and

i

fact that he had to accomplish it during his eisure hours

proce eded to N alanda and became a pupi l of

and amidst his official duties. The second volume

- Dharmapala, the Chancellor of Na.Ianda at the time.

1909, the third in 1 9 1 2 and the fourth and

last, which was practicallydeath, posthumously in

))

.

Being interested in Buddhist Logic; e studied logic

fl�ished at the time of his

�

under Isvarasena, a direct pupil of Dinmiga He is s id

1 9 14.

�

to have surpassed even his teac er Isvarasena in
understanding the logic of Dinnaga. lsyarac;ena is

- Though he devoted most of his time of Pali

reported to have admitted that Dharmakirti understood

: s�holarship, he never neglected the study of Sanskrit.
_ H� made for Macdoneil a comprehensive coll ction
_
.
of grammati � data from �he Vabasaneyi San:tlita,

�

c

Dinnaga· better than him. Dharmakirti is the next

prominent Buddhist Logician after Dinm'iga and . he ·

�

appeared nearly 700 years after the latter I Stcherbatsky

· greater part of which the latter incorporated in his Vedic

calls Dharmakirti "Kant of India" . .

Grammar.

A brief survey of the contents o fNyayabindu would

Norman showed a keen interest in Buddhism and

suffice to explain the comer stones of Buddhist Logic

did not want his knowledge on the subject be confined
to books. He visited ma'1y parts of India and Ceylon
with a view to get himself acquainted with Buddhism,
as it had been practised by different peoples and also
its antiquities.

promulgated first by Dinnaga and further developed
·

by Dharmakirthi. Dharmakirti pays homage to the
"Omniscient One" the B uddha and commences his

.

Treatis Nytiyabindu ''Drop of Logic" with the statement

p

that "All fulfillment of human desires are receded by

Macdonell, his guru, described him as a scholar of
"varied qualifications, combined with innate modesty
and amiability" (JRAS,

�d

Vedangas, when he was sixteen or eighteen years of

his tireless assiduity as a scholar, when considered the

appeared in

century A. C., a follower of Dinnaga (Dignaga)

Buddhist Sanskrit works, which are not presenied in

1905,

he was offered the Chair of English Literature at

_
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Op. cit. p. 1 106).

He died, at Benares in

1 9 13,

at the age of thirty

five.

right or valid k nowl edge (Samyajndnapurvikd

Sarvapurusarthasiddhl). Here Dharmakirti defines the
scope and the aim of his work. Human aims are either

positive or negative, either something desirable or · ·
something undesirable. Purposive action consists in
attaining the desirable and avoiding the undesirab�e.

Right cognition is successful cognition that is to say, it
C.

S. Ranasinghe.

is cognition followed by a resolve orjudgement, which

-
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is, in its tum followed by a successful action. Cognition;

�YAYABINDU

cows. This perception is individual whereas inference
is general knowledge. According to the proximity or

which leads stray, which deceives the sentient beings

remoteness of ari object, perception of it varies. Thus

in their expectations and desires, . is error or wrong

cognition. Error and doubt are the opposite of right

and this ch�acteristic proves the object to be absolutely

complete doubt. which is no knowledge at all, because

real (Paramrathasat), as it shows that it possesses some

is the peculiar characteristic of an object of perception

knowledge. Doubt is again of a double kind. It is either
!t included n& resolve and no judgement. Such doubt
is

not

practical efficiency and this characteristic also shows
that perception is . a source of valid knowledge for it

fllowed by any purposive action. But when it

exactly corresponds to the object perceived.

contains an expectation of some success, or an
apprehension of some- failure, then it is foliowe� by a

Inference for one's own self (Svarth�nurrulna).

judgement an action just as the right knowledge.2

The second chapter deals with inference for one's own

D��rti has divided his treatis Nyti_bindu into three

self. It is defined as the knowledge of the invariable

main chapters (Paricchedas) :

derived through the reason or "middle term" with its

(i) Perception-(Pratyaksa)

three forms of characteristics. In the instance "this hill

(ii) Inference for one's own self (Svarlluinunuina) · has fire because it has smoke", the knowledge of the
(iii) Inference · for the· sake · of others hill as having fire is derived through smoke, which is .
the reason or "middle term".·

(Parartluinunuina)

·

,..

.

The "middle term". must . be connected with the

and proceeds to examin� the validity of each source· of '

knowledge S!!paiately. Valid knowledge is of two kinds · minor term e. g;
:

( I ) P-erception (SKK : Pratyaksa) and (2) Inference

(Anuntdnlz). Perception, which is knowledge, otained .

·

. through the senses etc.

is descri�"d as that which is

confusion (Abhrdn ta) Ilh1sory · experiences are the

experiences of false images, which appear real as if

they were capable of being addressed and touched-the ·

shad&w of a tree may appear as the tree iteself or a
ro� may appear as a snake. Confusion is engemiered
by such causes as darkness, qUick motio�; journey by

boat shaking etc., for a ·man jouring by boat; trees on

both tranks apepr to move.

Perception is of four kinds ( 1 ) perception by the

five- senses (2) .perception by the mind (3) selfconSeiousness and (4) knowledge of a contemplative

saint.. An object ofperception is like i�lf (Svalaksana),

( l ) (a) The hill has fire

(b) Because i t has. smoke (smoke always

free from illusory experience (Kalpana) and free from
.

.

·

. accompany fire)

.

·

(c) Like a kitchen (where there i s . fire and
smoke) unlike a lake (where smoke and fire
never exist).
(2) The middle terin must abide only in cases which
are homogeneous with the major term e. g. in the above
reasoning "smoke" abides in a kitchen which i s
homogeneous with the thing that contain fire.

(3) The. "middle term" ·must never abide in cases

whife an objeCt of inference is like any one of its class

which are heterogeneous from the major term e. g. in
the above reasoning "sm_oke" does· not abide in a lake
.
which is heterogeneous from things that contain fire.

whi� distinguish it from all cows, whereas a cow

relati�n which it bears· to th� major term.

(Samanaya-Laksana). e. g. a cow which I see is a
· The middle term is of three kinds according tothe ·
peculiar 0� possessing an infinite member of qualities
which

I

infer is a general one possessing certain

qualities in common with other cows. This is a general
one possessing certain qualities in common with otner

(a) Identity (Svabhava) - Thi� is a tree because it is
Simsapa

. ··

'
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(b) Effec (Karya) - Here there is fire because there
is smoke.

NYAYABINDU
9. Non perception of the cause (karananupalabdhl)
-

fire.

(c) Non perception (Anupalabdht} .
There are eleven kinds of non perception

(Anupalabdhl) :

perceived, because it is not perceived (smoke is
of a nature as to be perceived if existent)

2. Non perception of effeCt (Karytinupalabdhl) e.
g. Here there · are no

c auses

of smoke of

unobstrUcted capacity, because there is no sm_oke
here.

viruddhopalabdh) - e. g. Hair on his body does

I I.

Perception of effect contrary to its cause

(kiirana-viruddha-karyopaladhi)

-

e. g. This·

place does not contain any person on whose
body hair stands erect, because there is smoke
here.

Inference for the sake of others (Pararthtinunui
na) Dhiumakirti devotes the third chapter to discuss

the inference for the sake of the others. It is defined as
the declaration of the three formed middle term iri

.3. Non perception of pervader of container
· ( Vyapakdnupalabdhl) e. g .. Here there is no
.
"Simsapa", .because there is not tree . at all.

4. Perception contrary to identity (Svabhava -

Virudhopalabdhi) e. g. There is no cold
sensation here because there is fire.

· 5. Perception of the opposite effect

(Virudha-

karyopalabdhi) e. g . Here there is no cold
sensation because there is smoke.
Perception contrary connection ( Virudha

Vyaptopa/abdhl) Even the destruction of the past
.

Perception contrary to the cause (kiirana

not stand. erect, because he sits near fire.

e . g. Here is no smoke, because it is not

6.

I O.

·

I . Non perception of identity (Svabhavanupalabdhl)

.

e. g. There is no smoke, because there is no

entity. is not certain, because. it is dependent on
other causes.

words, that is, when the reasons set forth in words with ·
a view to producing a conviCtion in others, it is said to
.
be an inference for the sake of others. Inference is a
kind of knowledge; · and words are here called by
attributing effect. to cause for, though they . are · not
themselves knowledge, they produce it. The inference
for the sake of ot�ers 1s of two kinds,
(i). Direct or homogeneous (sadharmyavat)
(ii) Indirect or heterogeneous (vaidharmyavat).
Tbe reader is referred to Vidyabhusan S. C. llistory

ofthe mediaeval shcool ofIndian Logic Calcutta I 909
p. I 09-1 1 6 for a detailed exposition of contents of logic
contained in (Nyayabindu).
The Buddhist Logic system founded by Dinmiga

7. Perc eption contrary to effect (kdrya

viruddhopalabdhi) - e. g. Here there are no
causes of cold of unobstructed capacity, because
there is fire.

and further developed by Dharmakirti is a land mark
in the history of the devel opment of Buddhist . .
philosophy. Evidently Dharmakirti thought that the
study of Logic and Epistemology has to be replaced
by the ancient phil osophy of early Buddhi sm.

8. Perception contrary to the container (vyapaka

viruddhopalabhi) e. g. Here is no icy sensation,
-

because there is fire.

Dharmakirti's writings mark the highest summit
reached in epistemological speculation by l ater
Buddhism. In additon they also hava a place in the
general developments of Nyttya Sastra in India The
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scholars think � Logic appeared as a reaction against
a system of whole scale skepticism,. which condemned

The aim of this school was to disclose the deep .
philosophic contents of the system of Dinmiga and

Dharmakirti, regarding it as a critical system of Logic
.
.
�d Epistemology. The founder of this school was

all human knowledie in general as involved in hopeless
contradiction.

Dharmottara. its seat of activi ty Kashmir and the active
members were often Brahmins. Dharmottara did not

Dbarmakirti has composed seven treatises on

comment upon Pramcinavartika of Dhll!ffiakirti, but

works (Mula) for the study of Logic by the Buddhist

and Nyriyabindu, the first being called "Great

Buddhist Logic. which have become the fundamental .

·

NYAYABINDU

·-

wrote detailed commentaries on Pramdnavinis caya

in Tibet and have superseded the works of Digmiga,

comment'' and the second "small comment". He

although they originally were devised as a detail

vehemently attacks Vinitadeva. his predecessor in the .

commentary _on.. ..th.e Jatter. _QuL oL s.eYen_ works of

work of commenting . uwn Nyriy�bindu imd follower

·

Dharmakirti Pramiina - Vcirtikci is the ch.ief containing

of the first school ofliterai inteq>retation. Although he

the body of the system ; the remaining isx are

not was a pupil of Dharmakirti, he was the sm:t of pupil
subsi diary, its "six feet" . According to ··ano.ther . the "G reat· M aster·: �as w�nting for not. -��1�· to
interpretation the thre_e fu:st works (Pramcina-wirtikci, . accompany his co.mments by weighty onsiderations
�
Pramriliil-viniseezya and Nyriyabindu) are the body the of his own, bu.t also had i ndependent views and
remaining fo.ur the feet It is also observed that the · · successful new formulations on important topics .
second Pramlinil-vmistaya -is

ati· · Abridgment

of the
·
first Pramana�vaitih and the'l:{.yayabindti is ;a further

'

·

'

.
. The th.ird school of commentators is identified as

�

abridgment ofthe Sani� subje, ct: A��ther peculiarity ·, . the "Religious s�hool of C mmentators". Like the
in the work� ofDhimnakirti ·h�· bee� n�ted. .Namely · former.school too this school attempted to disclose t e ·
�
Pramrina - viniscaya �d the Nyiiyab!'ndu has.fo llowed p�of(>und meaning ofDharmakirti's works and to reveal
a natui'al sequence perception inference and syllogism· their conc�aled ultimate tendency. It also treate� the
·

i_n th� !l�Jang��ent Q( th� m�ter.@ls, while f'rqmcina:

vartikti has followed the inverted order beginning with

the inference validity of kDowlcdge, ·sense perception
and syUogism.

point of an enonnous amount of commenting literature,

are

Meaning" with great contempt. The founder of this
school was Prajnaakaragupta apparently a native. of .

Bengal.

Dharrnakirti's3 logical works became Lie starting

which

representatives of the first school, the school of "Direct

preserved as Tibetan translations: The

If is said that during the period of Dharmakirti,
Buddhism in India was on the waning path. The time

of Kumarila and Sankaracarya. the great champions
commentarial literature on Dhannakirti's works are · of Brahmanism was approaching and Dharmakirti
.
· divided into three groups, according to the leading
.
could only retard,
but not stop, the approaching decay.
principles by which· the works of interpretation wag
guided..Devemb:abuddhi initiated the school which can

Dharmakirti seem to have had the foreboding of the ill

fate of his religion in India arid he laments the absence .
be tenned the school of direct meaning. It aimed at of pupils who couid fully understand his system and
.
.
exactly rendering the direct meaning of �e commented · . to when the continuation of his work could be entrusted. · .
text. To ·this school belong to Sakyabuddhi and also · Just as Dinmiga had no capable pupil to continue. his

probably prabbabu<k:lhl, whose works are lost (but they
commente d ·

on

Pram a nava rtika

leav i ng

system till Dharmakirti appeared nearly two centuries
later, Dharmak.irti too had no proper successor till

Pramrinavin iscaya and Nyiiyabindu unnoticed) . The · Dharmottara who emerged a generation l ater.
second school of commentators is called "Cashrnerian"

school according to the country of its main activity..

Dhnnakirti 's personal character is reported to be that
of proud and self reliant, full of contempt for the

·�.

•.
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ordinary persons . His works did not receive the
appreciation of the Ie.amed of the day. In fact they were
of full con.tempt. According to Taranatha when he
finalized the works and persented to the Pandits of the
day, he met with no appreciation and no good will. He
bitterly complained of their slow wits and their envy.
It is said that his enemies tied up the leaves of his work
to a tail of a dog and let it run through the streets,
where the )�aves became scattered. But Dharmakirti
is said to have replied just as the dog runs through all
streets, so will my work be spread in all the world.

Nyayabindu has been edited by Prof. Peterson and

published in the Bibilotheca Indica series of Calcutta,

1 909. ( Accordi n g to A mars i n g , Peterson who
discovered Nyayabindu and edited and published it in

1 889 did not know that its author was Dharmakirti

NYAYAPRAVESA

NYAYAPRAVESA

is a treatise on Buddhist Logic

originally written in Sanskrit, attributed to Dinnaga,
the fou nder of B u ddhist Logic. A ccordin g to

Vidyabhushana1 its full name is Nyayapraveso ndma

pramtma prako.rana and its Sanskrit original is lots,

but a Tibetan translation is extant which extends over

folios 183 - 188 of Tangyur, section Mdo volume ce.

The translation was prepared by the great Kasrnirian

Pandit, Sarvjfia Sri Raksita and the Sakya·monk Grags
pa-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan i n the great S:Ikya
monastery of Western Tibet. The work in Tibetan is
called Tshad-ma-r{gs-parhjugpahi-sgo signifying the
"Door of Entrance to Logic".
But Winternitz2 identifies it as th eonly single one
of Dinnaga's work that has come down in its original
Sanskrit. He further says that the Tibetan text of
Nyayapravesa is edited by Vidhusekhara Bhattacharya
in GOS No xxxix and the Sanskrit text is to be edited

by A. B. Dharuva. Although it is generally accepted ·
(Amarsi ng - The Heart of Buddhist philosphy - Dinnti
.
that Nyayapravesa as a work of Dinnaga, there is
ga and Dharmakirti, Munshirarn Manohar, New Delhi, · difference of opinion as regards its author. According
1 984 Appendi sx V I note 3 . ) , Nyay abi ndu with · to the Chinese Tripitaka Sankaraswarni was the author
Dharmottaratika has been edited by T. Sterbatsky, St.
of a_ treatise called Nyayapravesa Tarkasastra which
Petersburg 1 9 1 8. Vinitadeva's Nyayabidnu Tika, the

Sanskrit Original reconstructed from the extant Tibetan
version and tran s l ated . i n to Eng l i s h by M .
Gangopadhaya was published under 'Indian studies
Past and Present', Calcutta 1 97 1 .
·
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was translated into Chinese by Hwen-Thang in 647 A.
C. Vidyabhushan does not agree that it is the same as

Nyayapravesa and identifies the correct title of th� latter

as Nyayapravesoniima Pramana prakarana. Nanjio(A catalogue of the Chinese translations of the Buddhist .
Tripitaka, oxfort 1 883) entry No. 1 224 gives the
Sanskrit title as Nyayadviira Tarkasii.stra and attributes
its authorship to Nagarij una. Vidyabhushan identifies
N anj io en tri e s No . . 1 223 and 1 224 both as

Nyiiyapravesa of Dinnaga. Bhattaccharya has stated
tha Nyayadviira Tarkasii.stra as a different work from
Nyiiyapravesa in GOS 39 p. xii in which volume the ·
Tibetan text of Nyiiyapravesa is ublished. Kariyawasarn
(Encyclopaedia ofBuddhism Vol. IV p. 6 1 7 - 23) thinks
that there · are three separate works Nyayamukha,
Nyiiyapravesa, Nyayadvdra Tarkasastra or ·
Nyiiyadvara.
The author ofNyayapravesa commences the
discussion stating : "Demonstration and refutation
together with their fallacies are usefult in aruguing with
others ; perception and inference together with their
fallacies are useful for self understanding ; seeing these

K. Arunasiri.

I compile this Sii.stra".

I . Vidyabhushan S. C., Mediaeval school of Indian Logic, Calcutta 1 909 p 89.
2. Wintemitz, History ofIndia Literature, Vol II. p. 350.
.
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Some of the subjects discussed in the Nyayapravesa

NYAYAPRAVESA
(viii) A thesis with both the terms unfamiliar such
as

are as follows :

such as ' the soul has fedings as pleasurable

According to the Nyayapravesa reasoning is carried

oil by means of a minor term, major term, middle term
and two exmnples: The m inor term is also called the

subject (Sanskrit palcsa or dharmin). The major term
is otherwise called the predicate (Sddhya or dharma) . .

etc. (Buddhist neither deal with the soult nor
with its feelings).
(ix) · A thesis universally accepted such as 'fire is
warm' (This thesis cannot be offered for
proof as it is accepted by all).

The middle term is also called the reason or mark

(Sanskrit hetu, linga or stidhana). The example

(drsttinta) is of two kinds ( 1 ) homogeneous
(sadharmaya) ( I I) heterogeneous (vaidharmya).
. Syllogism. the form of reasoning

Characteristics of the middle : The middle term
(hetu) must possess three characteristics such as

· be connected with the middle term e. g. .
Sound- is· non-eternal because it is a product
like a pot but unlike ether. In this reasoning

"Product" which is the middle term includes
the whole of "Sound" which is the minor

(iii) Alt' that has smoke is fiery like a kitchen and
what ever is not fiery has no smoke like a
lake. Here 'hi.Jl' is the. m inor term 'fiery the
kitchen a homogeneous example and lake a
heterogeneous example. ·

term.

(ii) All thi_ngs denoted by the �iddle te�m must
be homogeneous with the things denoted by
the major term.

.e. g. All things produced are non eternal as a

Thesis - A, minor term and. a major term linked

together constitute a propPsltion,
e;. g. Th� hill
.
. . (minor
.
term) is fiery, (niajor term).: A proj)QsitieJi w�jc� .is.,

offered for proof is a thesis� There are te[lairi types· of .

· thesis · whieh can�Qt stand the test of proof and are
therefore fallaciqus. The fqllowing theses are fallacious :

pot.
.- (iii) None of the things heterogeneous from the
·

(ii) A thesis incompatible with inference such

(iii) . A thesis incompatible with public opinion
such as : 'man's head is pure; because it is
the limb of an animate being.

(iv) A thesis incompatible with one's own. belief
or doctrine, e. g. A Vaisesika philosopher
·
saying 'sound is eternal' .
(v) A thesis ;incompatible with one's· own"""
statement su_ch � 'my mother is barren'.
(vi) A thesis with an unfamiliar minor term such
as The Buddhist speaking · to the Sanikhya

major term must be a thing denoted by the
middle temz.
e. g. No non eternal (that is no eternal) thing
·

refer to Vidyabhushan S. C. History of the
Mediaeval school of Indian Logic, Calcutta
1909 p. 82 - 99).

as 'soUJ}d is inaudible ' .

as 'a pot is eternal (really · 'a pot is non
eternal, because it is a product).

. .

is -a product, as other (for further- details of
the conents· of.Nyayapravesa the readers may

�· - (i) K tfiesis incompaHble with perception wuch
·
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(i) The whole of the minor term (paksa) must
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PLATE I

VOOibasimha Mohottiwatte Gunananda Thero, who played the leading role in the public religious debates between
the Buddhists and the Christians in Sri Lanka during th� latter part of the 19th century A. C.

Courtesy : Anura Perera
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The Bodhisattva in the Tusita Heaven�depicted on a slab of stone at N�arj unakm�d. a. .

Coumsy : The Way of the Buddha,

Published by the Publications Division, Mini stry of

Information and Broadcasting, Govt. 9f India. 1 956, p 30.
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Visit of Asita to see the riew-bom bodhisattva�depicted on ·a slab of stone at Nagarj unako*.

Courtesy : The Way of the Buddha,

Published by the Publications Division, Ministry of

Information and B roadcasting, Govt. of Iildia 1 956, p. 43
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The Great Renunciation of the Bodhi sattva .depicte

Courtesy : The. Way of the [Juddha,

� o n a slab of stone ·a� N agarjunakci�a.

Publi�hed by the Pulbications
Diyision, Ministry of
.

Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India, 1 956, p: 56
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The Stupa site I I I at Nl1landa . .

Courtesy : The Way of the Buddha,

Published by the Publications D i v i sion of the

Ministry of Information and B roadcasti ng, Govt. of India, 1 956,
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PLATE X

The Nruanda Copper plate inscription of Devapala - deva.
C�urtesy : The way of the Buddha, Published by the Publications Divison of the
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India, 1950, p. 1 73
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Monastic Seals of Nalanda
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ODANTAPURl (var. Uddaqqapuri), a monastery
complex known as Odantapuri vihara l ocated in the
ancient kingdom of Magadha (modem Bihar Shariff,
India). According to tradition, a lay devotee na.ined
Dharmapala is credited to have founded it around
770-8 10 A.C. (Bu-ston's History of Buddhism, trans,
by E. Obermillar, Vo1.2, Tokyo, 1962, p. 156). However
some attribute it to king Dharmapala of the Pala
dynasty (N. K. Dash, An Encyclopaedic Dictionary of
Indian Culture, Delhi, 1 992 p. 282) and yet others
maintain that it existed even before the Pala dynasty
(ed P. V Bapat, 2500 years of Buddhism, India 1 987,

OGHA, l i teral l y means fl ood (S. iv, 1 75
Abhidhammatthavibhavini of Sumangala , p. 122, ed,
by Pafifiananda, Colombo, 1 898; Abhsy. p. 47). The
term is used metaphorically with reference to passions
(kilesa, klesa: Vism. 586, Netti, 1 14 ff ; Abhsy. 44) that
have to be overcome if one were to attain emancipation.
Buddhaghosa says that the passions are called a flood
because people drown in this flood (DA. IV. 1023),
because it is extremely difficult to cross it, to overcome
it (Vism. 58), and it carries people adrift with it ( SnA.
567). Sumangala says that the flood is so called because
it kills the creatures who have fallen into it by drowning
them (Abhidhammatthavibhavini, p. 122).

p. 1 69). According to a Tibetan legend, the monastery

In the early texts of the Pali Canon, the term is used
in the singular number without reference to any items
I
.
up (ed. Nagendra Kr. S ingh, International which later become identified with it (samdhito so
udatari oghanJ with mind concentrated he crossed
Encyclopaedia ofBuddhism, New Delhi 1 997 p. 3489).
· the flood' : Sn. v. 47 1 ; Vitareyya ogham amama caranti
'free from ego they fare having crossed the flood' : ibid.
This monastery, which enjoyed royal patronage of · 495; see also Sn. vv. 1 059, 1064, 1 070; S.I, 214 etc.)..
the Pal a kings, was on par with .other contemporary It has sometimes been identified with greed (gedha) . ·
Buddhist educational institutions such as Nalanda,
which is called the great flood (mahogha: Sn. v. 945) . . ·
was built on a lake that had been miraculously dried

'

Vikramasila, Jagaddala and Somapura. It is recorded
that there were 1 000 monks residing in it. During its
latter part it came to be known as a centre of Tantric..
Buddhism (Bustons History of Buddhism, op.cit. p.
157). The architectural magnificence of this Vihara is
evinced from the fact that the first monastery in Tibet
named b sam yas was built in 749 A.C. on its model
(Lalmani Joshi, Studies in ihe Buddhist Culture of
India, Delhi, 1 987, p. 139).
Odantapuri was a renowned centre of Buddhist .

teachings till the Muslim invasions in the late 1 1 :h

.

Yne Samyutta Niktiya refers to a group of five floods · ·

(pafi.coghO.) and says that one who has crossed them : ·
would also cross the sixth flood (S. I, 126). What these _, .
six floods are, it is not stated there. Buddhaghosa, in �. ·
commenting on this Sutta, gives two interpretations: . ·
In the first he identifies the sixfold flood with the
passions that arise through the six senses, and, in the
second, the five floods are identified with the five lower
fetters (pafi.ca orambhagiya sanyojana) and the sixth
with the five higher fetters (pafi.ca uddambhagiya
sanJYojana, SA I, 1 87- S S).
·

century A.C. It was finally destroyed by a garrison

A verse that occurs in both .the Samyutta- Niluiya
(S. I, 3) and the Dhammapada (v. 370) explains the

sent by Iktiya Khiliji in 1 1 98 A.C. The excavations

term oghatilJlja, literally, one who has crossed the flood,

done on the site by the British in 1 874 unearthed the
ruins of a monastery which consisted "a large temple,
four large colleges and several other buildings enclosed

by a: lofty circular wall about a mile and a half in

circumference . . . " (ed. Nagendra Kr. Singh, op cit. p.

. 3489).

C. S. Ranasinghe.

as one who has cut away five things (panca chinde)
has abandoned five thi ngs (pafi.ca jahe) and has
transcended five bonds (pafi.ca-sangha-atiga). It refers
to fifteen things which, according to the commentary, .
are the five lower fetters, the five higher fetters and a
group of five passions, namely, lust (raga), hatred
(dosa), delu s i o n (11o1oha) , conceit (mana) and
speculative views (di{!hi: SA. I, 24). The commentary
further says that one who has put an end to th�se fifteen
passions crosses the fourfold flood (ibid).

·
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The reference to the four fold flood which is
mentioned very frequently in the commentaries, is first
found in sutta passages which may belong to a l ater
period when the things of existence (dhamma, q.v.)
underwent analysis and classification. The fourfold
flood mentioned in 'them are desire for sense-pleasures

(laima-ogha), desire for continued existence (bhava 
ogha) , specullative views (dif!hi-ogha) and ignorance
(avijjtr-ogha: D. III, 230, 276; S. IV. 175, 257, V.59,
1 36, 292, 309; Nd1·p. 57, 1 59; MtP , p. ' 1 1 7 ; Netti. 1 14
ff; Wsm . 586, 587, 588; Abhsy. 47; Abhs. 32).
An examination of the fifteen items--given in the

·

commentary to the Sa"!Yutta Nikaya

(SA.

I, 24) which .

OLCOTT, COL. HENRY STEEL

sotdpattimagga ' the flood of sense-pleasures (kama 
ogha) is crossed by insight into the third stage of the
tran sce n dental path (andgdmi-magga) and the
remaining two floods, i .e . , desire for continued
existence and ignorance, are crossed by insight into
the fourth stage of the path (arahatta-magg a -iid 7Ja:

Vism. 588).
Those who have crossed these floods are Arahants,

and they are, therefore, called . oghatif!�!LZ

(S. I, 3; Dhp.

v. 370, Sn. .vv. 174, 178, 823, 1 082, 1 10 1 , 1 145 etc.,
and Oghdtiga (Sn :v. 1096) 'gone beyond the floods' .

See KILESA and AsAVA. .

include· the ten items of the same work (SA. I, 1 87-88)

Upali Karun�ratne.

and also of this four fold- flood would reveal that all of
them ar� the same passions, treated . from different .
angles; the latter may be considered as a summary of
the former.
We also �d the same four kindS .of floods appear

OLCOTT, COLONEL HENRY STEEL:

Colonel

Henry Steel Olcott was born on 2"d August 1 832 and
died on 17 February 1 907.

He was the founder

President of the Theosophical Society. In Sri Lanka

(dsa va . q .. v.) and
. he . is remembered by Buddhists for the enthusiastic
yokes.(yoga, q.v.). Bucldhaghosa says that ogha a5 well
assistance he gave :the Buddhist Revival Movement,
as yoga are different names for dsava (Vism.-581) .
.
under different narlres, as cankers

..

..

.

The ·Nettippakara'f/ll traces· the otigin: of Oglui.. in ·
what is called perversions (vipallasa , q.v.) namely,
the perverted views that take foul things (asubha) as
be<mtuful (subha), S!ltiertng (4i1kkha) a� happiness
(sukha), impermaent things '(anicca) as permanent
(nicca) and things unsubstantial (anatta) as substantial
_ ('atta: Netti: 1 14).
I

parti�ularly B�ddhist Education.

Early Biography:_. Born in

Orange, New Jersey,

. U.S .A., he was a son of Henry Wyckoff and Emily

·.

(Steel)_ O!cott. He obtained his early education in

several schools in . New York City and attended the
University of the city of New York from 1 848-1S53.
Thereafter he was engaged in farming in Northern Ohio

with his characteristic zeal and energy. . Returning to
'
. For passions to take the form of floods they have to . New York, he took a course ii:t agricultural chemistry
pass through a series of five stages. �fl1e process is as
and at the age of twenty three gained international
follows: perversi()ns give rise to clinging (upddana),
recognition for his work on the Model Farm of
clinging to yokes (yoga); yokes to ties (gantha); ties to Scientific Agriculture at Newark. He also co-founded

cankers (asava) and carikers to floods (ogha : ibid). The · the Westchester Farm School at Mt. Vernon, New York.
cankers are streams and the overflow of the streams is This is said to have been the first American scientific
called flood (Netti. 1 16).

The means of crossing the flood are faith (saddhd:

S. I, 214; Sn.v. 1 84), the fourfold establishment of
mindfulness (satipaghana S.V. 1 68 , 1 86, Netti . 3 1 ) ·
and the eight fold noble path (ariya ag hangilea maaga:
S. Iv. 257; V. 59). .

school of agriculture. His first book,

Sorghum and

Imphee, became a school text book and brought him
many offers of jobs at the age of twenty five such as

the Directors h ip of the A griculture Bureau at
· WaShington. He declined alJ :the offers he received
and instead toured Europe ·to study the state of
agriculture and agticultural methods there. He became
the American correspondent of Mark Lane Express

The flood of speculative views (di{!hi-ogha) is . (London) and Associate Agricultural Editor of New
cro ssed by insight into the first s tage of the . York Tribune from 1 858-60. Two more books on
transcendental path (pathama magga iiaf1a), ie,
agriculture were published duiing these years. On 261h

·

·
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April 1 8 60, he married Mary E. Morgan of New
Rochelle, New York, but was later di vorced from her.
In 1 86 1 during the American Civil war, he served
in the Federai Army as Signal Officer in North Carolina

but was invalided home to New York from 1 862-5.

He was given the title of Colonel and appointed by the
government as special

his chief interest centred round · spiritualism and the
study of rel igions. It was an age which saw many

i ntellectuals turn i ng to the study o f oriental religions.
In 1 875, Colonel Olcott and Madame Blavatsky

together founded the Theosophical · Society in New
York. In 1 875, they moved the headquarters to Bombay

and l ater to Adyar (Madras). Before departure, he

Commissioner to investigate

received on the authority of the President of the United

· certain malpractices taking place in the army arsenals
and navy yards . . This work required exceptional

S tates a special diplomatic passport from the

Department of State. with a letter of recommendation
·

integrity and courage. After the investigations, he was

to all ministers and consuls of the United States.

government. Apparently he was also responsible for

on the practicability of extending the commercial

rewarded with a high c ommendation from . the
the investigation into President Abrah
assassination (Stephen Prothero, 1 996).

ame-incoln's
·

After the conclusion of the war, Colonel Olcott
threw himself' into the study of law and was called to

the Bar in New York in 1 868. He became a prominent

lawyer, specializing in customs revenue and insurance
cases. He published a valuable report on insurance

while being Secretary and Managing Director of the
National Insurance Convention, a conference of state
officials to codify and simplify insurance laws. He

a.Iso authored a statute which was passed in ten state

also received a commission to report to. government

interests of the United States in Asia. From .this point

onwards his administrative g�nius was channeled into

the organization of the Theosophical Society and its
spread over several countries. '.!i'hrough its work, he
stimulated the revival of H indui sm, &uddhism,

Zoroastrianism, Islam and other faiths. He also
founded several free schools for the children of
scheduled castes in India.

The objectives of the Theosophical society, as spelt

out by its co-founder, may be seen in a letter he wrote
to Ven. Piyaratanatissa Thera of Dodanduva, Sri Lanka,
in 1 87 8 :

legislatures.

He

"

. . . . . . Our society i s on .the basis of a

Brotherhood of Humanity . . . . . we· see in every human

Olcott's lucrative law practice included a very . faith an investigation of the Truth and that it is the
spirit from which the light must spread to all . . . . . . It is

respectable clientele such <IS New York City; New York
Stock Exchange, Mutual Equitable and Continental
Life Insurance companies, Gold Exchange B ank,

Panama Raiiways, the Untied Steel Manufactures of

Sheffield, England, etc.

Olcott's Interest in Religion and Spiritualism:
. . In 1 874, Olcott reported on the psychic phenomena at

Eddy Farm for the New York Graphic. Spiritualism

was a subject that had interested him from an early
age. This interest which developed into the study of
religions. particuiarly Buddhism, was to absorb his total
attention and interest in the coming years. His report
on the psychic phenomena at Eddy Farm was later

a book titled People From The
Otherworld. It was one of the earliest books on.
psychical research and took many people qy su_rpri,se
·' .
.
for they expected his scientifically trained ffiind fo take
a more rational view of such phenomena. At Eddy

publ i shed as

,
! , .,

,.

Farm, he met Madame Helena Petrona Blavatsky, a
savant of occultism and spiritualism. This meeting

became a turning point in Olcott's life. Hence forth,

a common platform on which men of all creeds can
meet . . . . . . . " In other words, the aims and objects of

the Theosophical society were to establish a common ·
basis fot the brotherhood of all mankind, irrespective

of differences in race, religion, caste, sex, coloUr of
skin, etc., the dissemination of the Teachings of all

world religions for the comparative study of religions . .
and also to investigate the unexplained laws of nature

and the powers latent in man. As long as the inter
faith dialogue agenda of the Theosophical Society
upheld the i n tegrity of all religions without
misrepresentation and misinterpretation, the society
should not have met with opposition and would have

drawn into its membership those who were genuinely
interested in knowing about "oriental" religions;
From Adyar, where .the headquarters of the society
· was establisqed finally, the enormous growth of the
Theosophic al Society has been ascribed to Olcott's
exceptional organizational ability. At the time of his
death in 1 907, there were six hundred odd branches in

20 6
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forty two countries. To achieve this growth in numbers,

skill did much for the success of the revival movement.

Olcott undertook a ceaseless activity of lecture tours.

Some background information is necessary to make a

He al so edited the o fficial organ of the society

-

proper assessment of Olcott's i mpact on the revival of

Theosophist and wrote two books, Theosophy,
Religion and Occult Languages ( 1 885), and OldDiary
Leaves. The. latter was an intimate history of the

Buddhism and Buddhist education in Sri Lanka.

mo,vement which ran

into s e veral voluines

water mark during the time of the Anuradhapura kings

The influence of the Theosophical

Society may be gauged by the fact that his successor;

from the 3n1 century B.C. for thousand five hundred
· years and thereafter for a few more centuries during

the Britisher ,Annie Besant, became. alSo the first

the kings of Polonnaruwa. Some time afterwards, this

President of the Congress Party of India, which was

civilization began to decline due to invasions from

spearheading the Indian struggle for independence.

South India, internecine warfare and five hundred years

-

(1895, 1900,.1904).

Sri Lanka's Buddhist civilization reached a high

of colonial rule by three· Western powers. The field of

Oh:ott's Connection with Sri Lanka Begins:
Olcott ' s le tter of 29 A ug u s t

1 87 8 to Ven .

Piyaratanatissa Thera of Dodanduva, Sri Lanka, states:

education became dominated by the Christian church
and Buddhists suffered many disabilities if they did
not convert to Christianity.

". . . . . . . . . J am an American by birth and now 46 years .

. old. My family have been here since 1 633; have twice

can be traced to a single man, who in the latter half of

Until I assisted in laying th.e foundation of this society

the 1 8lh had taken upon himself the vows of a samarwa

(i.e. the Theosophical Society) of ours as · a true

or Buddhist novice mQnk This · was because the

Brotherhood of humanity, . I was an intense patriot but
.

The beginning of the Buddhist Revival Movement ·

fought against the British in the wars of 1778 and 1 812.

now I am striving earnestly to make .myself feel that

devastation caused by colonial rule on the morale of
. the people was such that the Buddhist order of monks

all nations are but one farriily and .people and all men · ·· had died out. The young sama'!era, having collected
.·
· but one kindred . . . "· (quoted from Gu.ruge 1984). · And · as many old Buddhist texts as he could, began to study ·
in his letter of 3'd February 1 880, he wrote to· the same . them deeply. He was none other than the famous .
.

Buddhist prelate that he was " . . . . . . . . . . . . . a very ignorant

Velivita Saranankara.

During the reign of king Sri

student of the occult sciences j n which I include

. Vijayarajasinghe, the sama11era_had made known his

m�s�e�sm or animal m�gneti�m . . . . . . . . . . " Very soon,

wish to the king for a royal mission to be sent to Siam

however his interest in Buddhism and Theosophy

for the purpose of re-introducing the Higher Ordination

seems to have·overshadowed his other interests.

to · Sri Lanka. This was done successfully after two

The BmJdhist Revival Movement in Sri Lanka:
Olcott's impact on the Buddhist Revival Movement in
Sri Lanka was considerable. When he arrived on the
shores of the island, it was still a crown colony of Great

missions had failed to reach their destination. In 1746;
. the Siamese Sangha contingent arrived in the island
headed by Bhikkhu Upali, and

siima'!era

Velivita

· Saranankara received his Higher Ordination.

He

became the first Mahanayaka of the newly established

Britain. The ship that brought Olcott and Madame

Syamopali Mahanikaya and was given the title o(

Blavatsky to Sri Lanka berthed in Galle on the 19lh of

Sangharaja.

May

1880.

There was a tumultuous welcome for them

as their wor� in the Theosophical Soeiety and interest

After his Higher Ordination, Velivita S aranankara

in Buddhism had preceded them. In Galle, on the

Thera busied himself training suitable novice monks

·following day, they formally adopted Buddhism as their

from all over. the island so that they could become

faith. The Theosophical society formed its first branch

·. erudite Buddhist scholars cllpable of resuscitating the

in Galle in May 1 880 and the Buddhist Theosophical
Society in June '1880 in Colombo.

abandoned

Pirivena

.

education of Buddhist novice

monks. By the time Colonel Olcott arrived in the
island, a number of Pirivenas had started to function
From then on

·
. such as the Paramadh ammac e t i y a Pirivena at
Ratmalana under the eminent bhikkhu scholar, Ven.

Olcott's timely assistance, his unflagging enthusiasm

Wahine Sri Siddhartha Maha Thera, Vidyodaya

for the Buddhist cause and exceptional organizational

Pirivena under Ven . Hikkaduwe Sri Sumangala Maha

Olcott's arrival coincided with the Buddhist revival
which was gathering momentum.
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Thera and Yidyalankara Pirivena in Kelaniya under
the stewardship of Yen. Ratmalane Sri Dhammaloka
Maha Thera. There were a number of other scholar
monks in the island as well, at the time, such as Yen.
Waskaduwe Sri Subhuti whose temple had become a
centre of Budddhist l earning for those in and outside
Sri Lanka and Yen·. Dodanduve Piyaratanatissa Nayaka
Thera who was also a renowned schol ar and
educationist.
It must be mentioned here that Yen.Dodanduve
Piyaratana Tissa Thero was the pioneer of the Buddhist
School Movement in Sri Lanka. In 1 869, he started
the first Buddhist school in Dodanduva. The school
was named Jinalabdhi Posala. Several other schools
were also started by h i m such as Dodanduwe .
Piyaratana Tissa Posala, Yasodharo Bolika Posala, the
Buddhist school in Weligama and the Upadhyoya
school in Panadura. As there were no text books on .
Buddhism to be used in these schools, Yen. Piyaratana
Tissa Noyaka Thero compiled two text books on
Buddhism.
Under the leadership of the brilliant orator-monk,
Ven. Migenuwatte Gunananda of the Dipaduttamara
maya, Kotahena, the aforementioned erudite monks
challenged the Christian church missionaries to a public
debate. The result was a series of public debates which
drew an immense crowd of people. The first was at
Baddegama in 1 863, then at Warogoda in 1 865, at
Liyanagemulla in 1 866, Gampola in 1 871 and the last
at Ponadura in 1 873. It became clear to everyone that
Mohotttwatte Gunanada had won the day for the
Buddhists. The entire debate was published and
circulated. An English translation was published by
John Copper of the Ceylon Times (later Times of
Ceylon) and lM.Peebles published the debate in a book
form. This paniphlet had an unprecedented circulation
and popularity abroad. A copy fell into the hands of
. Colonel Olcott whose interest was immediately roused
by the events taking place in Sri Lanka.
In the letter written by Olcott to Yen. Piyaratana
Tissa Thero on 15 June 1 878 quoted earlier, Olcott
says: " You should be pleased to have the pamphlet
by Dr. J.M. Peebles under the title "Buddhism and
Christianity Face to Face " the same bein'g the report
of the debate between Rev. Mohottiwatte and de Silva.
Its second edition has been getting handsome
compliments by the press."
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This same letter which was a reply to a letter from
Piyaratana Tis sa Thera continues: " . . . . . . . . . . . . . May we
hope that you will interest yoursel f to bring into our
body, the present Theosophical Society, I mean, as
many excellent Buddhist priests and laymen as
possible. We will organize a special Buddhist section
or be glad to take you on and have you work with us
as fellow like ourselves."
Funher on in the letter, Olcott touches on an
important subject.
"One of the most i m p o rtant works to be
accomplished as speedily as possible, is the translation
by competent Buddhist scholars of the most important
Buddhist literature and the simultaneous publication
of the work in London and Ceylon or India. We need
clear and un-mutilated rendering in English of the .
true doctrine preached by Gautama Buddha and
subsequent teachers . . . . . . . . . I want to make our
Theosophical society a real medium for bringing the ·
. . . . . . . . (many) . . . . . . . . . works i n ori�ntal rel igious
philosophy within the reach oftl'le We.�tern people. We
must h ave a proper publication fund and
this . . . . . . (is) . . . . . . . among the things I will accordingly
discuss with you when we meet." . .
·

,

Such a project had, of course already begun with
Western scholars of the caliber of Professor Rhys
Davids, M r s . C . F. Rhys Davids, Ma!{ Mu�ler,
Oldenberg, Fausboll, Chil ders, Geiger, Ross,
Minayeff, Hardy, Warren, Lanman, Sir Edwin Arnold,
etc. Prof. and Mrs. Rhys Davids founded the Pali Texts
Society in London in 1 88 1 and published the Buddhist
Pali Texts in Roman characters and their translations
into English. They had been very much in close contact
with a body of erudite Buddhist monks in Ceylon who
were hel J?fUl to these Western scholars in their study

of Pali and interpretation of Buddhist texts. It was

Max Muller, when writing to one, Yen. Waskadu.we •
Sri Subhuti Thera, who called these learned Buddhist
monks "The l iving fountains of Buddhism." Such
letters from Western scholars to Buddhist scholar
monks acknowledging their great assistance, have been
collected from various temples in the island and placed.
in the archives by a former archivist and they have
been quoted by Ananda W.P. Guruge in his book The
living Fountains of Buddhism: Sri Lankan Support to
Pioneering Western Orientalists. Colombo, 1984.
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Defense Committee to protect their own interest and

When Olcott arrived in Sri Lanka with Madame
Blavatsky, this was the scenario he encountered.

to secure redress from the glaring injustices under .
which they laboured. One of these grievances

was

that Buddhists had to solemnize and register their ·
marriages in church. There were spokesmen among

The Theosophical Society and Buddhist
Education in (Ceylon) Sri Lanka: Olcott's letter of

10 February 1 880 to Ven. Weligama Sri Sumangala Buddhist leaders who had written unceasingly to the
Thero conveys a good idea of . his attitude towards .
papers and various journals regarding these grievances,
helping Buddhists in Sri Lanka: " . . . . . . . . .Joyful will
creating a climate of opinion which made the colonial
be the day when the Asian people shall properly
government increasingly uncomfortable.
reverence their own ancient religions. All we Western
people can do is to start the idea, encourage them to

Olcott was given the signal honour by Buddhist

effort, defend them from Western influence and leave

leaders to go to London and ma.'<e repre,sentations on

them to work out the problems themsel ves. The

their behalf to the Secretary · of State for Colonies.

regeneration of Asia must be effected by Asiatic
men . . . . . . . . .

This he did successfully and the outcome was that civil

"

registrars of marriages were appointed and Buddhist

Olcott helped the Buddhist cause in many ways.

did not have to solemnize their marriages in chtirch.

about forty Buddhist leaders in June 1 880 in Colombo.

This was the freedom for Buddhists to celebrate their

Olcott had also argued in London for another demand.

The Buddhist Theosophical Society was founded with

religious holidays such as Vesak. This request also
h)' strengthening . was granted and as a result the Hindus and Muslims

· Its object was the promotion of Buddhism by guarding
it from attack from other religions,

. Buddhists in their faith, by· encouraging tlie correct

were benefited as w�ll in that they were permitted to

practice of the Vinaya rules by Buddhist ·monks and

observe and celebrate their religious holidays without

by the dissemination and study. of the Buddhist
·

·

being penalized for hem-attendance in schools or work

scriptures. Olcott with his sharp practical legalistic

places.

brain and administrative genl.us, as well aS_his genuine .

· interest in Buddhism, became an useful ally for the

·

Buddhist revival campaign.

of the Colombo Committee which organized the Vesak
cdebrations in 1 885. The purpose of designing a .

young man, Don D �v i d Hewavitarane, who later

·

B uddhist fl ag was to symbolize the unity o f all

became a national hero, Anagarika Dharmapala. Their

Buddhists. It was meant to be a universal symbol of

influence on him from his early teens was so great

Buddhism.

that at the age of twenty he gave up his job as a cler,k
in a government department and joined the pair in

Although the flag was featured in the

their work with the Theosophical Soci ety and

Sandaresa

'particularly the Buddhist Revival Movement.

Sarasavi · .

of the 1 71h August 1 885, no mention was

made of the designer. In 1 980, however, ·the centenary .
volume of the Buddhist Theosophical Society attributed ·

As mentioned earlier, Buddhists suffered many

disabilities under colonial rule. The traditional use of
tom-toms and custo�ary music in their religious
festivals was b<umed. In connection with this ban, a
riot broke out in 1 893 and many B uddhists were

the design of the fiag to Carolis Pujita Gunawardena.
According to Olcott's remarks · in
·

.

Old Diary leaves� ·

the Colombo Committee's original sketch was of an ·
inconvenient size and shape, it being long and ·narrow

colonial government chose to ignore the incidents

like a ship's pen�ant and he had made the suggestion
,
that it should be of the normal shape, and size of a

The incident· made the Buddhists painfully aware of

national flag. Therefore, the existing flag has been
.
designed according to the alteration and re-arrangement

manhandled and one person was murdered.

·

entirely correct. The flag was an outcome of the work

and Colonel Olcott had a profound influence on a·

The

instead of appointing an investigation into the crime.

their helpless situation and they formed a Buddhist

.

Buddhist Flag: The designing of the B uddhist flag

lias been ascribed to Colonel Olcott but .this is not

It must be mentioned here that Madame Blavatsky

.

.

of the original design suggested by Colonel Olcott.

:

·
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The flag was introduced to Japan in 1 889 by Olcott
Subsquently, i t was

Yij aya College i n Mataie and Dharmapal a Col lege in
Pannipi iiya. Within about 3 decades of setting up the

introduced to Burma (now Myanmar). It was Professor

BTS. with a very efficient B oard of M anagement, more

and Anagarika Dharmapal a.

G.P. Malalasekera who requested that the fl ag be

than

officially adopted by the World Fellowship of

forty Buddhist schools were started.

Buddhists when they met in Colombo in 1 950. (vide

Soon, Olcott's name became a household word in

K.D.G. Wimalaratna's article on the Buddhist Flag in

Sri Lanka. F.L. Woodward, one of the early Principals

the Encyclopaedia of Buddhism, Vol. V. fascicle 2)

of M ahinda College, Galle, writing in a college
magazine, recalled that "it was due to him that so many

The

helpers were sent from . time to time to give a much

establishment of Buddhist schools throughout the

needed push to the wheel of progress. " The helpers

island was an essential item in the agenda of the

included many Principals of newly founded Buddhist

Buddhist Educational Revival. Colonel Olcott lent his

schools such as C.W. Leadbeater of Ananda College,

The Establishment of Buddhist Schools:

full support to this endeavour. A Buddhist Sunday

Colombo, J.W. Bowles- Daly of Mahinda College,

School was established on the society's premises · in
Maliban street in Colombo with C.W. Leadbeater in

Marie Museus Higgins of Museus College, Colombo,

charge. 'ln 1 886, the same school was converted into

College.

and F.L. Woodward; himself a legend at Mahinda

the Pettah Buddhist English School and it later became
Ananda College.

Olcott had been given an unique document in 1 883

C .W. Leadbeater was its first

. signed by Yen. Hikkaduwe Sri Sumangala and Yen.

principal.

Waskaduwe Sri Subhuti. It permitted him to administer
Olcott set up several othe� schools through the BTS.

Pancaseela and Tzsarana to those who wished to

In order to raise the funds for the school project, he

become Buddhists. The document has been deposited

went round the country addressing audiences and ·

young Don David Hewavitharana (later known as

in the archives. of the Theosophical Society at Adyar,
Madras (Agarwal , 200 1 , p. 7 1).

Anagarika Dharmapala) joined him in this work.
In 1 884, Madame Blavatsky founded a society
called Nlirisiksoolina Sarnitiya with Colonel Olcott's

·

In a letter dated 2 December 1 896, Yen. Hikkaduwe

Sri Sumangala Mahanayaka Thero expressed his
gratitude to Colonel Olcott for: " inaugurating and ·

guidance for the purpose of starting several schools

encouraging the spread of education, secula� and

for Buddhist girls. Madame Blavatsky inspired an

religious among the Buddhist boys and girls in Ceylon

educated Australian lady, Ms. K. F. Pichette, who

and for securing for the Buddhists that toleration and

agreed to be the Principal of a newly founded school

freedom from persecution which they did not enjoy

in Maradana for girls called the Sangamitta Balika
Vidyalaya. Unfortunately soon after assuming duties,
Ms. Pichette mer with a fatal accident and her place
was taken by Marie. Museus Higgins, a German
educationalist, who came down to the island to head

'the schooi .

Later, having put S angamitta B alika

Vidyalaya on a vibrant course, she started another girls
school in Colombo under the direction of the

Narisiksadana Samitiya. This school is known as
Museus College today.
The BTS. was instrumental in starting many other
schools in Sri Lanka. They include Mahinda College
and Vidyaloka Vidyalaya in G alle, Dharmasoka
College and Devananda College . in Ambalangoda,
Sri Sumangala Boys' School and Sri Sumangala Girls'
School in Panadura, Dharmaraja· College in Kandy,

before your first arrival in 1 880."
The work of establishing new Buddhist schools took
off the ground so fast that ·by 1 899 there were 1 94
Buddhist schools with over 1 5,000 Buddhist children
attending them. Olcott also inaugmated a Buddhist
National Fund for the "general promotion of religious .
and secular education of Buddhist children and the .
dissemination of Buddhist Literature."
Another aspect which Olcott stressed on was the
importance of propaganda for the campaign. The idea
of establishing a Newspaper was promoted and the
outcome was "Sarasavi Sanda rasa ". Later The
Buddhist was started as an English supplement. It was
taken over by the YMBA. in 1 9 1 8 . Olcott was also
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re s po n s i b l e

"The populari ty of this l i ttle work s e e m s
undiminished, edition after edition being called for,
While the present one was in the press, a second
German edition re-translated by the learned Dr. Erich
Bischoff was published at Leipsig by the Griebens Co.,
and a third translation into French by my old friend
and colleague, Commandant D.A. Counnes was being
got ready at Paris. A fresh version in Sinhalese is also
preparing at Colombo. It is very gratifying to a declared
Buddhist like myself to read what so ripe a scholar as .
Mr.G.R. S. Mead, author of Fragments of a faith
forgoiten, Pistis Sophia and many other works on
Chri stian origins, thinks of the value of the
compilation". He writes in the Theosophical Review:
"It has been translated into no less than twenty different
languages, and may be said without the faintest risk of
contradiction, to have been the busiest instrument of
Buddhist propaganda for many a day in the annals of
that long somnolent dharma . . . . " (vide Henry S.
Olcott, The Buddhist Catechism, Ministry of Cultural
·Affairs, Colombo.)

for publishing a Buddhist Catechism which
became very popular. It had been p r e pa r e d i n
consultation with Yen. Hikkaduwe Sri Sumangala
Thero, but not without a debate over a certain doctrinal,
point. However. Ofcott managed to negotiate with Yen.
Sri Sumangala for a new edition of the Catechism free
of inaccurate inteFplretations:

In Old Diary Leaves, Oicott reveals for us

a

glimpse of the whole i mpasse: "The impasse was
created by the definition of Nirvana or rather, of the
survival of some sort of "subjective entity" in that state
of existence. Knowing perfectly well the strong views
entertained by the school of Southern Buddhists of
which Sumangala is the type, I had drafted the repJy to
the question: "What is Nirvana?" in such a way as to
just note that there was a difference of opinion among
Buddhist metaphysicians as to the survival of an
abstract human entity, without leaning either towards
the views of the Northern or Southern school. But the
two erudite critics caught me up at the first glance at
the paragraph and · the High Priest denied that there
was any such difference of opinion among Buddhi�t .
metaphysicians. " . . . . . . .. This closed our discussion by
saying that if I did not alter the text, he should cancel
his promise to give me a certificate that the Catechism
was suited to the teaching of children in Buddhist
schools �nd should publish his reasons thereafter. As
this could virtually destroy the usefulness of my
educational monograph and cause such a breach
between him and myself as to make it tenfold more

.

.

.

.

With regard to the major difference of opinion .
which clouded the relationship ·between Olcott and
· Anagarika Dharmapala in these later years, it could be
said that it reflected the ideological tension between
Buddhism and Theosophy. ( Vide Prothero, 1 996, p.
quoted by Sus�mtha Goonatil ak e i n ·
1 58,
Anthropologizing Sri Lanka. Indiana University Press,
200 1 , p. 72.)
·

This seems very true, nevertheless one cannot
force majeure, and made the paragraph read as it has say that Olcott's Theosophical Movement in India
ever since stood in the many editions through which . hindered Dharmapala's single minded drive to develop
the places of Buddhist worship in the land of the •
the catechism has since passed . . . . .
Buddha. When, for instance, the Panchamas (the
scheduled castes) applied to the Theosophical Society
Moreover, in the fortieth edition of the Catechism, .
for assistance, Olcott started several free schools for
Olcott again, in 1 90 1 , i ntroduced h i s new
them in South India. This was before Ambedkar was
interpretations in the answers given to seventeen
born. When they wished to become Buddhists, Olcott
questions. This; unilateral revision of the C�techism
took a delegation of them to Colombo in July 1898
angered Yen. Hikkaduwe Sri Sumangala who resigned
and presented them to the High Priest Yen . Sri · ·
from the Theosophical Society and Olcott retracted.
Sumangala and Pancaseela was administered to them.
Dharmapala had warned Olcott to recant the pan (Agarwal, 200 1 , p. 7 1).
religious stand of Theosophy and as he was unwilling
to do so, Dharmapala also left the Theosophical Society.
Apart from the afore mentioned disagree.ment on

,,

·Ji
·

difficult to push on the schools project, I yielded to

"

.�.

.

(Guruge, 2001)

points of the Buddhist doctrine, the record of the moral
and material support Olcott lent the cause of the
In the preface to the fourteenth edition in 1 903, . Buddhist Revival Movement in Sri Lanka leaves no
Oicott states the following:
doubt in anyone's mind as to his sincerity. He seeins

. .

·.

..

. �t

··.;
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to have done everything within his power to protect
Buddhism, having seen that in Sri Lanka Buddhism
was being threatened with destruction by the British
Colonial regime and the Christian missionary activity
it supported.
A talk given by Olcott at the Buddhist conference
in Japan reveals his concern for the preservation of
Buddhism and the remedial action that should be taken
to re-established Buddhism in its former position of
strengL1. Included in his action plan was the eradication
of wrong concepts that had crept into the Buddhist
belief system, and also to undertake in earnest the
Teaching of Buddhism to youngsters and adults through
suitable books, exposing m i s representation of
Buddhism by other religionists and protecting Buddhist
children from being converted and alienated from their
traditional cultural heritage, while at the same time
making very clear the facts regarding other religions.
In Old Diary Leaves� (p. 1 43) he states that the
"Children of Buddhists should be taught their religion
regularly on special days at a special hour at every
temple in the island . . . . . . . " This statement anticipates,
by several decades, concepts of Fundamental Human
Rights which are articulated so much in the present
post modem era.

Olcott's Vision of Unity Among Buddhists In The
world: The Buddhist Educational Movement was not

the only programme which received Olcott's support.
His lecturing tours extended to include Japan also, and
he began a series of steps in the direction of bringing
the Mahayana and Theravooa Buddhist sects to a better
understanding of each others views . He visited Japan
with Anagarika Dharmapala in 1 889.
Addressing the chief priests of the 12 sects in Japan,
Olcott said: · "We have these two things to do. In
Buddhist countries to revive our religion purify it of
its corruptions; prepare elementary and advanced books
for the education of the young and the information of
adults, and expose the falsehood circulated against it
by its opponents . . . . . . . . . " (Agarwal,2001 .)
;-::: i'
'· .·.

Subsequently i n 1 89 1 he formulated fourteen
fundamental Buddhist beliefs which were acceptable
to both the Northern and Southern schools of Buddhism
(please see appendix). The document he drew up was
signed on behalf of Sri Lankan Buddhists by Yen.

Hikkaduwe Sri S umangala, Yen . Waskaduwe Sri
S ubhuti , Yen. Suriyagoda Sonuttara and several
representatives of other Buddhist countries, both
Theravada and Mahayana. It was a beginning in the
direction of founding a world fellowship of Buddhists
which became a reality in the twentieth century.

Conclusion: Olcott was stimulated by a diversity .
of interests. The dedication with which he pursued
them reveals a dynamic personality. He was variously
an agricultural scientist, journalist, civil war veteran,
employee of the Federal Government as an investigator
into malpractices in the navy yards and army arsenals,
i nvestigator into the assassination of president .·
Abraham Lincoln, Lawyer, mesmeric healer
spiritualist, Theosophist and Buddhist activist for the
revival of Buddhist education in Sri Lanka.
Some writers and scholars seem · to think that
Olcott's American Protestant roots made him rebel
against the authority of Chrlstian dogma and that his
deference to the authority of science was characteristic
of the post war era. But the fact that he dechired himself
a "mesmeric healer" and a spiritualist, which fields
may not be wholly acceptable to scientific inquiry, ·
makes him a man of curious contradictionS. Certain
other scholars view him as a "culture broker" and make
him responsible for the "creolization " of Buddhism.
But in actual fact, there has been no "creolization" of
Theravada Buddhism. Nor has the attitude o f
Buddhists i n their approach to Buddhist philosop�y
become more rational due to Olcott's "Protestant"
influence, for, rationality, experiential knowledge and
empirical verification have always been at the core
of Theravada Buddhist thought. It is very correct to
sa_y, however, that Olcott propagated religious tolerance
and religious pluralism through the Theosophical

·

·

Society's agenda, which religious tolerance is also at
the heart of Buddhist philosophy. It could also be said
that Olcott presaged the post modern "New Age
Religionists" of the West. His contribution towards ·
the revival of :euddhism and particularly Buddhist .
education in Sri Lanka is very considerable. · · ·
·

.

In recognition of his invaluable contribution ·
towards the Buddhist cause, educatio n and the
Theosophical Society in Sri Lanka, on the 60'h
anniversary ofhis passing away ( 1967) the Sri Lankan
parliament decided to confer on him a signal honour.
It listed him among its national heroes. A life size
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Stephen Prothero, The White Buddhist: The Asian

statue was erected in Colombo on Norris Canal R oad,

odyssey of Henry Steel Olcott� B loomington : I ndiana

now re-named Olcott Mawatha. A lso in Gal le, a statue

University Press, 1 966.

was erected by the Cultural Department.
Olcott was certainly a man of vision who had the

1 750-1900. A study of Religious Revival and change,

to make his vision a reality. If he did not quite achieve

Berkley and Los Angeles: University of California

Kitsiri Malalgoda, Buddhism in Sinhalese Society

determination, commitment and organizational ability
the goal of making the world

a more tolerant place,

Press, 1 976.

with regard to religion, at least, he did create waves

C.V. Agarwal, The Buddhist and Theosophical
Movements, Samath, Varanasi, ( 1 998) 200 1 .

which spread far and wide and into the future. He has
earned a secure place in the hearts of all Buddhists in
Sri Lanka in coming to their aid at one of the bleakest
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B.P. Kirthisinghe, Colonel Henry Steel Olcott, the
The fol lowing fourteen Buddhist. beliefs were

Great American Buddhist, The Wheel Publication, B
PS, Kandy, 198 1:

drafted as a common platform on which all Buddhists .
could agree in 1 89 1 . It was published in 1 892 and

M.P. Amarasinghe, Colonel Olcott andthe Buddhist

translated into Burmese, Sinhalese and Japanese:

Revival in Sri Lanka. The Wheel Publication, No. 281 ;
BPS, Kandy, 198 1 .

(i) Buddhists are taught to show the same tolerance, ·
forbearance and brotherly love to all men,

Henry Steel Olcott, 1 832-1907, Dictionary of
Americari Biography, American Council of Learned

.

Societies, 1928-1 936.

without distinction and an unswerving kindness ·
towards the members of the animal l\ingdom. · .

(ii) The universe was evolved, not created; and i t

Henry Steel Olcoit, The Theosophical Society,

functions according to law, not according to the

International Headquarters, Adyar, India. By courtesy

caprice of any God.

of the American Information Resource Centre (AIRC),
Colombo.

·

(iii) The truths upon which Buddhism is founded are
natural. They have, we believe, been taught in

W.G. Weeraratne, Buddhist Renaissance in Sri
Lanka in the 19h century, Daham Ama- Annual Sinhala

i lluminated beings called Buddhas, the name

Magazine published by the Department of Buddhist

Buddha meaning "Enlightened."

successive kalpas, or world-periods, by certain

Affairs, Ministry of Buddhasasana, 2002 . .

(iv) The fourth teacher in the present kalpa was

Aiianda W.P. Guruge Free, at last in Paradise, 2001

sakyamuni, or Gautama Buddha, who was born.
in a royal family in India about 2,500 years ago. .

Ananda W.P. Guruge, From the living Fountains
ofBuddhism: Sri Lankan support to pioneering western .

He is an historical personage and his name was
Siddhartha Gautama.

orientalists, Colombo, 1 994.

Yen. Nakiyadeniye Nanuttara Ther�.

(v) Sakya Muni taught that ignorance produces

"Bt,5®

desire; unsatisfied desire is the cause of rebirth,

<tzac!K5zrl ®dz:ilol1)&l 1s.l1j�t3�" (let us recognize

and rebirth, the cause of sorrow. To get rid of

Olcott through events ") in the following publication,

sorrow therefore, it i s necessary to escape

"�C01:i1Xlzt�®J Oi's.l �� �d" (Olcott and the Dhamma

rebirth ; to escape reb:rth, it i s necessary to.

school , Department of Buddhist Affairs, Minsitry of

Buddhasasana, Colombo, August 2002.
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extinguish desire; and to extinguish desire, it is

necessary to destroy ignorance.

OLCOTT, COL. HENRY STEEL 2 1 3 OLCOTT, COL. HENRY STEEL
(vi) Ignorance fosters the belief that rebirth is a
necessary thing. When ignorance is destroyed
the worthlessness of every such rebirth,
considered as an end in itself is perceived, as
well as the paramount need of adopting a course
of life by which the necessity for such repeated
rebirths can be abolished. Ignorance also, begets
the illusive and illogical idea that there is only
one existence for man, and the other illusion
that this one life is followed by states of
unchangeable pleasure and tonnent.
(vii) The dispersion of all this ignorance can be
attained by the persevering practice of an all
embracing altruism in conduct, development of
intelligence, wisdom in thought, and destruction
of desire for the lower personal pleasures.
"
(viii) The desire to live being the cause of rebirth,
when that is extinguished rebirths cease and the
perfected individual attains by meditation the
highest state of peace called Nirvana.
(ix) Sakya Muni taught that ignorance can be
dispelled and sorrow removed by the knowledge
of the four Noble Truths, viz. :
1 . The miseries of existence
2. The cause productive of misery, which is the
desire ever renewed of satisfying oneself
without being able ever to secure that end.
3. The destru c tion of that desire, or the
estranging of oneself from it;
4. The means of obtaining this destruction of
desire. The means which he pointed out is
called the Noble Eightfold Path, viz.: Right
Belief, Right Thought, Right Speech, Right
Action, Right means of Livelihood' Right
Exertion ,
Right
Rememberance
(mindfulness), Right Meditation.
(x) Right Meditation l eads to spiritual
enlightenment or the development of that
Buddha-like faculty which is latent in every
man.
(xi) The essence of Buddhism, as summed up by
the Tathagata (Buddha) himself :
·

To cease from all sin
To ger virtue
To purify the heart
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(xii) The universe is subject to a natural causation
known as karma. The merits and demerits of a
being in past existences detennine his condition
in the present one. Each man, therefore, has
prepared the causes of the effects which he now
experiences.
(xiii) The obstacles to the attainment of good karma
may be removed by the observance of the
foliowing precepts, which are embraced in the
moral code of Buddhism, viz: (1) kill not; (2)
steal not; (3) indulge in no forbidden sexual
pleasure; (4) Lie not: (5) Take no intoxication
or stupefying drug or liquor. Five other precepts
which need not be here enumerated should be
observed by those who would attain, more
quickly than the average layman the release from
misery and rebirth.
(xiv) Buddhism discourages superstitious credulity.
Gautama Buddha taught it to _be the duty of a
parent to have his child educated in science and

. .

literature. He also taught that no one should .
believe what is spoken by_ �y sage, written in

any book, or affirmed by.. tradition, unless it
accord with reason.
These fourteen fundamental beliefs were
respectfully submitted for the approval of the
High Priests of the nations which were severaily
represented at the Buddhist conference at Adyar,
Madras, on the 8lh, 9lh, IOlh, Ulh, 1 2th, ofJanuary
189 1 . (2434). Japan 1 89 1 Kozen Gunaratana
Chiezo Tokuzawa Burmah 1 89 1
Tha Aung Ceylon

1 89 1

U. Hmoay

Dhammapal a ·

Hevavitarana The Maghs of Chitagang . Krshna
.

Chandra Chowdry by his appointed Proxy,
Maung Thwe Dwe
Burma: Approved on behalf of the Buddhists
of Burma, this 3n1 day of February, 1 89 1
(A.B. 2434):
Tha-tha-na-baing ' saydawj i ; Aung Myi
·

Shwebon Sayadaw;
Ma-ga- w addy

S ay adaw ;

H mat-khay a

Sayadaw;
Hti-Lin Say adaw; Myadaung S ayadaw; H1a
Hvwe Sayadaw; and sixteen others.

-
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Ceylon: Approved on behalf of the Buddhists of

Ceylon ihis 25111 day of February, 189 1 (A. B . 2434,
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During the Buddha's time there

were many philosophers propounding various theories.

Mahanuwara Upawasatha Pusparama Viharadhipati

Sixty two are described in the Brahmajii.la sutta (D.l.).

Hippola Dhamma .Rakkhita Sobhitabhidhana Maha

These theories would have confused many people who

Nayaka Sthavirayan Wahanse Wamha. (Hippola

would have wondered what their epistemological basis

Dhamma Rakkhita Sobhitabhidhana, High Priest of the

Malwatte Vmara Kandy.)
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was. The Buddha criticized all those theories on well
argued out grounds. However, it cannot be said, nor

(sd.) Hippola

was it claimed, that when the Buddha criticized the
sixty two theories, or for that matter, whenever he

Mahanuwara Asgiri Viharadhipati Yatawatte
Chandajotyabhidhana Maha N ityaka Sthavirayan

enunciated his aiiiiii. (knowledge) he did so on the

Wahanse Warnha. (Yatawatte ChandajottyabhidMna

grounds of omniscience (sabbaiiiiu).

High Priest-of Asgiri ViMra at Kandy.) (sd.)Yatawatte

In any case, it appears that omniscience (sabbaiiiiu)
in early Buddhism, refers to the kind of knowledge

Hikkaduwe Sri Sumangala SripadastMne saba

claimed by two of the herftical teachers, Niganta

kolomba pal llte pradhclna Nllyaka S thavirayo

N§thaputta, the Jain leader, and Parana Kassapa. By
(Hikkaduwe Sri Sumangala, High Priest of Adam's sabbaiiiiu what was meant then was all-knowing
Peak and the District of Colombo). knowledge that is possessed at all times in an
(sd.) H. Sumangala
_

omniscient person. The Buddha ridiculed this claim,
M ol i gawe Prochina Pustakol ayodhyakshak a
Suriy agoda Sonuttara S thaviray o (S"!lr iyagoda

_

Sonuttara, -Librarian of the Oriental Library at the Temple of the Tooth Relic at Kandy.)

_ (sd.) S. Sonuttara

stating that "there is no recluse or Brahmin who would
know or see everything all at once . . . . . .for such a thing
is impossible." (M.II. 127). That is, no teacher can claim
- to have infinite knowledge all the time: continually,
whether awake, asleep, standing or sitting. The Buddha
denied this kind of knowledge of himself or anyone
else.

Pawara neruttikachariya Maha VibMvi Subhuti
(sd.) W. Subhuti

Japan:

Accepted as included within the body of

Northern Buddhism.

In the Tevijja-Vacchagotta sutta (M.

I. 495) the

Buddha is asked by the wanderer, Vacchagotta, whether
he possesses omniscience (sabbaiiiiu) in the sense
accepted at the time, to which the Buddha replied in
the negative:
"Vaccha, these who speak thus "the recluse Gotama

Shaku Genyu

(Shingon Shu)

Fukuda Nichiyo

(Nichiren Shu)

Sanada Seyko -

(Zen Shu)

knowledge and vision, saying: "whether I am walking
or standing still or asleep or awake, knowledge and

Ho Quan Shyu

(Zen Shu)

Takehana Hakuyo

(Jodo Shu)

Kono Rioshin

(Ji-Shu Shu)

Kiro ki-ko

Harutani Shinsho
Manabe Shun-myo

Cbitagong:

(Jodo Seizan Shu)
(fendhi Shu)
(Shingon Shu)

Accepted for the B uddhists of

is all-knowing, all-seeing, he claims all-embracing

vision is permanently and continually before me"

-:

these are not speaking of me in accordance with what
has been said but they are misrepresenting me with
what is untrue."
When asked what kind of knowledge the Buddha

Chitagong, Nagawa Parvata ViMradhipati Guna Megu

did possess, he replied that he was a " Threefold

Wini-Iankara, Harbing, Chitagong, Bengal.

knowledge man" and explaining the term, he said: "For

Suvimalee Karunaratne.

I, Vaccha , Whenever I please, recollect a variety of
former habitations, that is to say, one birth, two births . . .

·
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thus do I recollect divers former habitations in all their
modes and details. And I, Vaccha, whenever I please,
with the purified deva-vision surpassing that of men

(dibbena cakkhuna visuddhena atikantama
nusakena . . . ) see beings as they pass hence and come
to be; I comprehend that beings are mean, excellent,
comely, ugly, well-going, ill-going according to the
consequences of deeds. A n d I, Vaccha, by the
destruction of the cankers, having realized here and
now by own super-knowledge the freedom of mind
and the freedom through wisdom that are cankerless,
entering thereon, abide there in . . . "

"Aha"Jhi Vaccha asavana irJ khaya anasava11J
cetovimuttir�;� paiiiiavimuttin;z dif{he va dhamme sayan;z
abhiiiiia sacchikatva upasampajja viharami. ,.
These statements do seem to refer to a super-normal
kriowledge (abhiiiiia) arrived at by the destruction of
the cankers which bring about freedom of mind and
freedom through wisdom, But it cannot be assumed
that the super-normal knowledge (abhiiina) referred
to is synonymous with omniscience for abhiii1ia has a
very specific meaning.
The Samyutta Nikaya (V. p. 179) referring to the
Four foundations of Mindfulness, Satipatthana, states:
"These four foundations of mindfulness, monks, if
cultivated and developed, conduce to utter
disenchantment (with worldly life) to dispassion, to
cessation, to calm , to super-normal powers of
apperception, to full enlightenment, to Nibbana."

"Cattfiro me bhikkhave Satipaf!htlnfi bhavitfi
bahulikata ekantanibbidaya viragaya nirodhaya
upasamaya abhiiiiid.ya Sambodhaya nibbtinaya
Sa11JVattanti. . . "
This same phrase is found in

S. H. 223. Abhiiiiia is

always placed at the end of the formul a before
sambodhtlya (enlightenment, the fully awakened state
of understanding the four Noble Truths) and Nibbana
(liberation from sanzsara or freedom from desire or
the extinction of the life affirming will manifested as
greed, hate, delusion.) Thus it is seen that abhiiina
which is reached through the practice of the Four
satipa!(hana has a very specific purpose� ·J"· ' " . :
·

·

· '

· Abhiiina, it is said (vide article in the Encylopaedia
of Buddhism vol. I by H.G.A. Van Zeyst) "is a kind of
direct knowledge which has left behind the physical

OMNISCIENCE

world of space and time, of perception, of ideation, of
logical reasoning and is therefore psychic in the full
sense of the word. It is not knowledge of composites
but their nature. This kind of complete knowledge
can bring about a total transformation in the relationship
between the subject and object of the knowledge. It
consists of ultimately seeing things as they have come
to be - yathO.bhtitaiia!JQ and that is abhisamaya,
realization."
From this exposition of what abhiiiiia implies it is
clear that its pre-occupation is with understanding ·
phenomena, the phenomenal nature of the world and
the way to this understanding is based on a system of
training which purifies the mind of defilements that · ·.
distort clear vision.
At various points in the Buddhist canon, special
cognitive powers have been attributed to the Buddha.
Sometimes three (Tevijja), at other times six
(Calabhiiiiia) a.1d at times even ten (Dasa Balani).
But sabbaiinu has not been included in these categories
in the early stratum of the Buddhist canon. ·

·

Tevijja consist of PubbenivasiinussatiiialJQ, ·
(knowledge of previous lives), CutupapatanaTJfl, (the
coming into being and passing away of beings
according to their deeds) and asavakkhayaiitlTJll, (The
knowledge of the elimination of one's cankers).
Calabhiiina (A lii pp. 1 7- 1 8 and D. I. 77ff) attribute
three more cognitive powers to the Buddha, viz. lddhi
vidha or psycho kinesis. It consists of various
manifestations of the power of will -adhitthdna iddhi
in lhanas (Visuddhimagga, 405), CetopariyaiitlfJG, the
abi l i ty to read others ' m inds and dibba sota
(clairaudience).
The above six cognitive powers differ from those

·

mentioned at A.III p. 147; Here, the three additional
items to the Tevijja are: .1 . " . . . . . . the Tathagatha knows ·
as fact base from base, non-base from non-base . . . . . . "

2. "The Tathagata knows as fact the result with its

base, and cause of action's moulding in respect of the

past, present and future . . . . . . " 3. "He knows the stain

purity and emergence in musing, deliverance and
concentration attainments . . . . . "
The additions are not, however, a radical departure
from the Tevijja but an elaboration of their scope in
general terms.

·
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The passage goes on to e l aborate that th i s

Anguttara Nikaya (A.V.33) states the ten powers of

omniscience of the B uddha encompasses the past,

the Wayfarer (Tathagata).

future and the present in their entirety.

1 . ''Herein. monks, the wayfarer knows, as it really

is, causal occasion (of a thing) as such, and what

Furthermore, the passage states that the Buddha

is not causal occasion as such . . . . . .

knows everything that can. b� known through the six
senses and his omniscience comprehends all

2. Then again, monks, the wayfarer knows, as it

phenomena that are impermanent, unsatisfactory and .

really is, the fruit of actions past, future· and

which are without an abiding essence.

· present, both in their causal occasion and in their
conditions.

If however,

3. Then again monks, the wayfarer knows every
_

.h.oJlll:l gomg .f!!P.ng:o!l.. ��- iJ r�al1y is . . . . .

that is to say their underlying nature or reality, then

sabbafiiiu could be attributed to the Buddha without
departing from the early Buddhi$t sense but to say that

world as it really is, in its diverse shapes and
forms . . . . .

future without qualification is too sweeping a statement

as knowing everything in the future would admit of a

are, the diverse characters of beings . . . ..

6. Again, the wayfarer knows,

7.

the Buddha knows everything in the past, present and

.

Again monks, the wayfarer knows, as they really

5

·

as

is interpreted to mean

everything that can be cognized through the six senses,

.

Then again, monks, the wayfarer knows the

4.

sabbafifiu

doctrine _that is pre-determinist in nature.

they really are,

the state of the faculties ofother beings, of other ·

persons. · · · · · · · ·

Having listed many more attributes of the Buddha's

. . . sabbafifiu, the account in the Pa{isambhidamagga ends

Again the wayfarer knows, as they really are . · ·with the words "He knows everything that has been .

the fault, the purification, and the. emergence ,

seen, heard, sensed , thought, attained, sought and

· of attainments in musing, l iberation and

Th�n follow� the

Tevijja

Teyijja
and

amount to omniscience.
certain

l ater

Calabhiiifia.

s

·

They do not

The position is altered in

canonical

texts . such

as

the

Pa{isambhidamagga belonging to the later stratum of
the Khuddaka Nikaya and the Kathavatthu which is
· the fifth of the seven texts of the Abhidhamma Pi{aka.
This evidence clearly indicates that omniscience is a

. later development in Buddhist thought. ·
In the c h apter c a l l ed

Pa�i·sambhidamagga

Yavata sadevakassa lokassa .
sama;akassa sabrahmakassa Sassamanabrahmaniyfl
pajaya sadevamanussaya anuvicarita� manasa ·
sabba"Jjanatiti. . . . . .
of gods and men."

This l�t also does not depart from the compas of
the original

�

searched by minds of those who inhabit the ent e world

concentration . . . . . . . . . . "

fia'!akatha

Though this statement sounds very much like total
omniscience yet in the

paramattha

sense we could

attribute this kind of knowledge to the Buddha but the
fact of the matter is that he has denied categorically
that he is sabbafiiiu though he does not deny that it is
not impossible for someone to be

sabbafl.fiu.

In the

Majjima Nikaya (M. II. 127) he states:
in

the

(pp. 1 3 1 -.1 3 3 ) there is a.

·comprehensive account of the Buddha's omniscience
which is not found in the earlier texts. For example,
the account begins by explaining the extent of the
Buddha's omniscience:
''The Tathagata's omniscience consists of knowing
everything conditioned and unconditioned without .

" . . . . . . . . . .those who assert that the Recluse Gotama
. denies that there is any recluse or Brahmin who was

· omniscient or all-seeing,

are not stating the Lruth and

are falsely accusing me of saying what is not tru�."
The: Kathavatthu (pp. 228-9) gives a list of epithets

of the Buddha as follows:

"Tathagata (Thus-gone-one), Jina (Conqueror),
SabbaTT)smikhataTT)
· Sattha (Teacher) , Sammasambuddha (Fu l l y
asarikhata"} anavasesa"} janati sabbafi�utafiaf!OrrJ,
Enli ghtened One), Sabbafifiu ( A l l knowing),
tattha a varana"} n 'atthiti anavaranafi�"J
remainder, without obstruction."

.,
I
1

•
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Sabbadassiivi (All-seeing), Dhammasiimi (Lord of the
Doctrine) Dhammapa[isarQJ)Cl (Refuge with regard to
Dhamma guidance)."
These epithets should be understood in relation to
the goal which is expressed in the statements that follow
soon after, but not immediately after them:

the goal of nibbiina by means of a system of mind
culture that has as its main objective the understanding
of reality. It is not concerned with omniscience for its
own sake. The path to this knowledge is based on
ethics, for a purified state of mind bereft of defilements
is stressed;as an essential condition for the attainment
of insight and the penetration of reality. This is implied
in the Noble Eightfold Path or more correctly the Path
of Sfla, Samadhi, Paiifi.ii.

"The Tathagata brings into being the way where no
Way was, produces a Way that had not been called
into being, proclaims a Way unproclaimed, is knower
and seer and adept of the Way." . "Tathiigato

A look at the implications of Abhifi.iill in Anguttara
II pp 246-7 makes this point clear: .

anuppannassa maggassa uppiidetii asafi.jatassa
maggassa sanjiinetii anakkhiitassa maggassa akkhiitii
maggafi.fi.u maggavidu maggakovido ti. ")

"Monks, there are these four states (cattaro
dhamma). What four?

The connection between the epithets and the Way
makes clear the concern of the Buddha's knowledge.
It has an immediate bearing on the Path which he
discovered and made known to the world. That is, the
knowledge which comprehended the Four Noble
Truths, i.e. Reality. This appears to be what the Buddha
meant when he told Vaccha-gotta that he w as a
"Threefold knowledge Man". Therefore, if sabbafi.fi.u
and sabbadassiivi are to be taken as epithets of the
Buddha, then those epithets cannot be taken in a loose
sense devoid of the Paramattha and Yathabhata
meaning of the underlying reality in all phenomena.
The simile of the Sinsapa forest which the Buddha
likened to the knowledge he possessed and the Simsapa
leaves he had in his fist likened to what he had imparted,
may be a pointer to the fact that conjectures as to the
extent of his knowledge was useless exercise. What
was sufficient for liberation was what he had taught.
The focus is very clear.
The simile which occurs in the Jacchandhavagga
of the Uda.na makes a statement regarding the totality

" There are states to be comprehended by higher
knowledge (abifi.fi.liparifi.fi.eyya) states to be abandoned
by higher knowledge (abhiiifi.li pahatabbii) states to
be made more of by higher knowledge (abhifi.fi.li
.
bhiivetabba) and stares to be rea�ized by higher
knowledge (abhiiifi.ii sacchiklitabbii).'
States to be comprehended by higher knowledge .
are the Four Factors of grasping (pafi.cupiidana

kkhanda).
States to be abandoned by higher knowledge are
Ignorance and Craving (Avijja and Bhavata11hii.·
States to be made more of by higher knowledge
are Calm and Insight (Samatha and Vipassana).
States to be realized by higher knowledge are .
Wisdom and Release (vijjii and vimutti).
The ethical implications in this passage are very
clear.

of knowledge. But here again this statement has to be
understood in relation to the doctrine. The other
heretical samaiJll teachers who were likened to blind
people who could cognize the elephant · only in parts
by touching certain areas are contrasted to the Buddha
who could cognize the whole elephant, i.e. Reality.

The seven Bojjharigas which are sometimes taken .
as the quintessence of the thirty seven factors that make
up the Bodhipakkhiya dhamma (factors or qualities
contributing to bodhi) point to the ethical aspect implied
in liberative knowledge. There is no mention made in
such passage (see S. V. 227) to sabbafi.fi.u even as a by

product of Bodhi. Calabhiiifi.li also do not include
The v arious know ledges that l ead. up to the .
sabbafi.fi.u, not even in the category of Iddhi vidha
Buddha's Bodhi (en l i g h tenment) ancf' Nibb�n� .
(psychokinesis which consists of the various
(liberation from samsara) such as abhifi.iill (insight),
parifi.fi.ii (realization) yatiibhatafi.al]tl (knowledge of manifestations of the power of will - adhi!{hana iddhi
in jhanas. See Visuddhimagga 405). lddhi vidha
those things that have come to be ) all seem to arrive at
-

.
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speak of miraculous supernormal attributes which are
not essential for the attainment of Bodhi and Nibbana
( See Samaiiiiaphala sutta D. l. and Kevacf4ha sutta
D. I.)

lddhi VuJJul consist of eight mystic powers:

(a) The power to project mind made images of

oneself
to become invisible
to pass through solid things
to penetrate solid ground
to fly through the air
(f) t9 toucir the sun and moon
(g) to ascend into the highest heavens
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

In the Kevtu/4hasutta, the Buddha s.a id he saw
danger in the practice of these miracles and he
commended only the "miracle" of instruction
(anusasani-pafihtlriyan;t) which brings about a
transformation in perception�
The practice of mystic wonders, having reached
the jhanas, had to do. with worldly (,lirns which are
bracketed with the intoxicants; .

l'
�

"Vig atamoha (delusion gone), antghassa ( devoid
of rage) , Susamacittassa (even mindedness),
Vuddhastlassa (matured in morality), Sadhupafiflassa
( of good wisdom), Vimalassa (of defilements freed),
Vantalokiimisassa (expunged of mundane matters),
Muditassa (of sympathetic j oy), Virajassa
(dustlessness), Manacchidassa (of pride cut off),
Samvutassa (self control led), Sangatigassa
(unattached), muttassa (emancipated) , Khi
'!flSamyojanassa (freed from the fetters), Vltaragassa
(passion abandoned), dantassa (tamed), nippapaflca
(perceiving without obstructio.n s) Passaddhassa
. (tranquil), bhdvitassa (developed, i.e. in ethical
qualities), Satlmato (mindful), Vipassisa (having
insight), Anabhiratassa (not delighting in sense
pleasures); Pavivi!assa (aloof, i.e., Iiving in seclusion
· the life of a recluse), Santassa (calmed), Vftalobhassa
. (without greed), Tanhacchidassa (craving destroyed) . .
Vitadhumassa (obscurity gone), Anupalitassa
(unsullied), Tarayantassa (helping others to cross over
i.e. to the other shore of nibbiina), BhUripafiflassa(of
. extensive knowledge), Mahapafiflassa (of great
· wisdom).

· On the other hand, theAriyan Iddhi is the attainment
This list does not contain sabbafiiiu or sabbadassavi
of perfect upekkM whether conditions are pleasant or
unpleasant. In fact, the individual who is ariyan does . or even sabbavidu. The terms that come closest to
not differentiate between what is pleasant to his senses them are BhUripafifia and Mahapafiiia. There is no
and what is unpleasant to his senses.
connotation of omniscience in them.
The remaining epithets are also significant. The

"pafikulaii ca appafikulanca tad ubhayani
abhinivajjetva upekkho vihareyyan;tsato sampajano ti:"

following epithets underscore the humaneness of the

(D.m 1 12)

Buddha and the humanistic nature of the philosophy:

And the passage continues: "These things the
Exalted One . understands from beginning to end, and

last human fr�e) Narassa (man), Uttama puggalassa

beyond what he understands, nothing is there left to

(best of persons).

underStand, nor is there any other, whether, he be
recluses or Brahmin, who is greater or wiser than the

Manujassa antimasarirassa (human being in his

Certain other epithets in the · list describe the

Exalted One, that is to say, as to modes of supernormal

Buddha's greatness but do not ascribe divinity to him

power."

or omnipotence or omniscience:

One hundred epithets of the Buddha are given in
Yakkhassa (Noble spirit); Buddhassa (Awakened), ·
.
ten verses in Majjhima Nikdya (M.I. 386.). Over · Tathdgatassa (Thus-gone One), Visaradassa
seventy of these contain ethical connotations which (confident), Sugatassa (Well-gone . One),
focus on the Path, with no mention of sabbafiiiu. A Sammaggatassa (gone to the summit of the path),
few examples .w ill give the meaning of the Anejassa (impassible) Vasippattassa (attained to
philosophical content in the epithets:
mastery), Appameyyassa (immeasurable) Gambhtrassa

OMNISCIENCE
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Anuttarassa (matchless),
Anopamassa (peerless), Brahmapattassa (brahma
attained) and Purindadassa (breaker of c i t ad el s ) ,
Sakkassa (Sakka). The last three must be interpreted
(deep kn owledge),

in the light of all the afore mentioned epithets as mere
honorific titles.

Brahma attained is attained to the

highest in the Buddhist sense.

Purindadassa

breaker

of citadels which is a reference to Sakka and must be
interpreted again as an honorific epithet.
The list shows very clearly that the concept of
omniscience

(sabbaiiflu) was assigned to the Buddha

at a later date. However, if omniscience is interpreted

as all that may be known through the 6 sense organs in

! paramattha

the r

meaning of underlying reality,

12 dhatu

(elements) or even the

81

All the inhabitants of the Catummaharajika and the ·

worlds above it, of the various hells and the Nijjhama

tru;hika Peta are invariably.born in this manner

(M. I,

Among others, including

·

the earth dwelling, gods, human beings and animals,

all the four modes of birth do occur (ibid). According

born in this manner. However, the Pali sources do not

For what the Buddha

15

contribute to this view. The inhabitants of various
Buddha-k�etras (Buddha-spheres,). are also often

described as coming into existence in this manner

PTS):

(Sdmp. 178, 228). Sometimes the beings of the Buddha

k�tras are said to be born from swntaneously born

"Brethren, I will teach you the all. Do you listen to

lotuses. But the

it. And what, brethren, is the all? It is eye and object,
· and things tangible, mind and mind-states .

PapaiicasUdanl (M{ II, 36) cites the

brahman Pokkarasadi and Padumavatidevi, who are ·

ear and sound, nose and scent, tongue and savour, body

said to have been born from lotuses, as examples of

That

moisture-born persons among humans. A person dying

brethren is called "the all."

anagfimi) is assured
(D. I, 1 56; Divy. 533).

as a Non-Returner (s.v.

spontaneous birth

"Whoso, brethren, should say: "Rejecting this all,

I will proclaim another all,

(a1J4aja),
viviparous (jalabuja) and moisture-born (sa17JSedaja).
other modes of birth, viz. Oviparous

(I, 145) all the bodhisattvas in their
last birth, and the universal monarchs (ibid. l53f.) are

analyzed them, then we are on firm ground to ascribe

perceived as "all" is stated in the Sabba sutta (S.IV.

without the aid of any of the visible causes that support

to the Maluivastu

phenomena into which the Abhidhamma texts have
omniscience to the Buddha.

aupapfiduka and sometimes
apupaduka: BHS.), from upapatati (BD.) or upapatti
from pad (PED.) apparitional or spontaneous birth; one
of the four modes of birth (D. III, 230), and also the
best among them (S. III, 24 1) shown in Buddhist
literature. According to the Papaflcasudanl (MA. II,
38) a being spontaneously born springs up as it were
OPAPA TIKA, (Skt.

73; MA.II, 36; Yzsm. 47 1).

whether they be known through the 6 sense organs or
analyzed into

OPAPATIKA

it would be mere talk on

of a

The birth of a god is sometimes compared in Pali

his part, and when questioned he could not make good

sources to the waking of a sleeping man. Regarding

so? Because, brethren, it would be beyond his scope

da!fhakatha says

his boast, and further would come to an ill pass. Why

the birth of the god Manakuwali the

Dhammapa

"Dying here with a believing heart,

and as if waking from sleep, he w�s reborn in the

to do so."

world of gods"

(DhpA). The indication is that he was

born as a fully grown person and independent of

" . . . . . . . . . ..It is in this fathom-long·carcase, friend,
with its impressions and its ideas that,

·

·
.

.

parents. An old S i nhal e s e transl ation of the

I declare, lies

Visuddhimagga

the world, and the cause of the world, and the course

too confirms this. Showing the

difference between the spontaneously born and the

of action that leads to the cessation of the world"

moisture-born it says that the former are born as fully
grown beings and do not depend upon anything

api khvfihan,J fivuso imasmiiiiieva vyfimamatte
(Visuddhimagga Sannaya,pt.6,p.294 b. Ed. Galle Sri · . .
kalevare saiiiiimhi samfinake lokarl] ca paiiflfipemi Sumanasfu'a, 1926). Being constantly oppressed by ·
lokasmudaya"] ca lokanirodharl] ca lo/glftirodhag{i , suffering the Nijjhamat�ka Peta cannot indulge in
mini17J ca patipadan-ti (S I. 62)
sexual intercourse. Hence oviparous births cannot occur
·

Suvimalee Karunaratna

·

among them. As at birth they are enveloped in flames,

birth in wet places or in flowers is also impossible for
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them. Thus only spontaneous birth is possible in their
case (ibid.).

· Certain Chinese works give rather a different
version about the birth of gods. Accordingly, although
parents do not- take any active part in their birth, the
birth of gods

at

least in the sense sphere is not

completely independent of parents. At the time of birth
a

god of the seDse sphere very often appears on the

knees of his mother in the form of a child of five years.

ORIGINATION AND CESSATION
·
This does not mean that the

san�yojana

uddhambhagiya

do not obtain in the lower spheres of the

univers e ; i t · only means that the

san:Jo)ana

orambhdgiya

do not exist in the higher spheres of the

universe, because it is on the successful elimination of

the orambhiigiya sal1JYojana that a person reaches the

higher fonns of existence. Thus, all ten slll1JYojana exist
in the ktimadhdtu while only five of them obtain in the

rupa and arupadhtitu.

After partaking of the divine food, which too appears

See SAMYOJANA

Upali Karunaratne

spontaneously, it grows to the size of other gods. Seven
days before the birth a flower appears in the mother's
h<md fr_9!11 which .sign. she knows that a child will be
born to her. The new born gets his clothes from a

kalpa-vrfc� (q.v. wish-fulfilling tree). The inhabitants
of the rUftJ (material) and arupa (immaterial) worlds,

however, are born fully grown without the aid of any
sort of parents and, in the former they . are born fu1ly
clothed (McGovern:

Manual of Buddhist Philosophy,

p. 79) . ·

O�UAGIYA SAM\'OJANA, or avarabhdgiyo,
the fetters that yoke sentient beings to the lower spheres

· (oram or avarabhiiga) of existence.

_ .The three sphere� �f e�iste_!l�e ar�, for this p�ose,
divided into two sections, namely, (1) the lower section ·

cousisting of klima dhiitu

(ktima-bhava ·or ktimaloka)
and (2) the higher section (uddha11) or urdhvabJuiga)
which consists of rllpa-dhtitu and arupa-dhdtu (DA. I,
3 13; MA. I, 163; III, 143, 144; ThigA. 1 55f; AbhK.
145, 147; Abhidharma-dipa, p. 302; AbhKVy. 49 1).
The Sam,yojanas that obtain in the lower sphere i.e.,

those that bind sentient beings to the lower fonns of

·

.

principal Buddhist tenns used to express the concept
of origination are utptuia (upptuia). andjtiti. It is skye
in Tibetan. Besides the . above, there is

samudaya

(Tibetan kun-}Jbywi-ba) which connotes either a cause . ·

rab-tu-skye-ba)

prabhava

(Tibetan . ·
.
which also conveys the meaning of

or arising. Further more, there is
origination . .

As regards the concept of Cessation, the principal

nirodha (Tibetan hgog-pa,) and
vyaya or vaya (Tibetan zad-pa, zod-pa, hjig-pa, etc.)
There are also anityatii or anicca, (Tibetan mi-rtag
pa) and bha�Jga (Tibetan hjig-pa,). Furthennore, there
is marana (death) that must be given equal
Buddhist tenns are

.

·

consideration. ·

The Concepts and their relationship to other
Buddhist doctrines: The concepts have become
central themes of discussion since early Buddhism,
because both birth

(jtiti) and death (mara�a) are very

orambhiigiya or avarabhagiya important questions to the individual. He cannot escape ·
stmgOjana. And· there are five of them mentioned in · their occurrence. Parents are responsible for the
conception of a child, but the child to be born has no
the- texts, namely, sakkaya-difthi or satkdya-dr�fi
·
selective choices of its own for it is bound to be born ·
(heresy of individuality), vicikicchti or vicikitsd (ooubt)
·
silabbata-pardmlisa or silavrata-pariimarsa (perverse by external forces. Yet when it is born , it must ·.

· · existence, are tenned

•

ORIGINATION AND CESSATION: Meaning of ·.
the concepts of Origination and Cessation: The
ba

C. Witanacbchi .
:

ORDINATION See PABBAJJA

,

adh.erence to holy vows and ascetic· practices),

kamacchanda, or kamardga (yearning for sense
. pleasures) and rydpada (malevolence) (S.V, 61, 241 ,
25f; A. V, 1 7 ; Thig. v. 1 65; Vbh.317; Vism. 586; DA. l,
.
3B; MA. I, 163; III, 143; ThigA 1 55f; Abhvt. 129;
AbhK 145; Abhidharmadipa 301-304).

inevitably face death some day. Thus man cannot ·

escape the two phenomena and at the same time, he ·
has strong desires or attachment for life together with
a deep fear for death. A contradiction clearly exists
between man ' s quest for immortal ity and the

inevitability of life and death. In resolving it, there is a ·

need for a close examination of the characteristic of

i

. l
.,

I

__j
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the concepts of origination and cessation, and to see
how they bear upon the life of individuals. As it is said
that the Buddha l e ft his home to overcome the
sufferings of birth, old age, sickness and death,
B uddhism has always related the concepts with
personal birth and death and never with natural
phenomena. In other words, the questions are centered
around the powers which give rise to the individual's
birth, old age and death. As for origination and
cessation in the natural world, they are endless
processes which go on whether man is cognizant of
them or not. In contrast, the concepts relative to his
desires and fear, i.e. birth and death, have psychological
content and thus he feels that he is able to overcome or
to escape them. For example, the Mahtiparinibbana 
suttanta (D. I I , 1 5 7) say s : A l l existences are
impermanent and they are characterized by origination
and cessation. They arise and they cease to exist. Their
cessation is bliss (aniccii vata sanlduira upptida vaya
dhammino- uppajjitva nirujjhanti , tesanJ vapa samo ·
sukho). The passage clearly indicates that the
phenomena (saizkhara) arise (upptida) and pass away
(vaya), that they interminably repeat the process.
However, the cessation (vupasama) ofthe process leads
to eternal bliss. This means that man is enabled to
overcome such a process and attain the state of an ideal
state which is Nirvana. Thus it is manifestly clear that
the Buddhist is not so much concerned with the
concepts of origination and cessation per se as they
are in intimate relationship with his own iife.

(vaya), found in the Ag amas . Thi s was l ater
systematized by the Abhidharma into the theory of the
Four-fold characteristics i.e. birth (jati), persisting state
(sthiti), change or difference in state (anyathatva), and
cessation (anityatti). The Prasannapadti, however; uses
the terms utpiida, sthiti and bhanga.1 The Four-fold
characteristics are discussed either in terms of moments
(k:;a!Jika) or in terms of the whole life span of an
individual. All the theories stress the fact that by
discerning the true nature of origination and cessation,
man may overcome and dissociate himself from them
and thus enter the world of non-origination and non
cessation. This fact is described from the respective
standpoint of each theory. On the other hand, however,
there are theories which directly deny the notions of
origination and cessation. Such are the cases in the
theory of non-origination and non-cessation (anutpa
da and anirodha) discussed in the Prajfiiiparamita-su
tra and the Madhyamika siisira and in the theory of
simultaneous origination-extinction and non
origination-extinction discussed i n_ the Mahdya
nas'raddhotpada- s'astra. The above , theories and
doctrines have been briefly introduced and it remains
to go into the development of the concepts in question.

Development of the concepts of origination and .
cessation:

The doctrine of Dependent Origination: The fact
that the doctrine of Dependent Origination (pratltya ·
samutpada) treats origination and cessation as i ts
The following doctrines have direct bearing on and central theme can be readily seen from the term, sam
aid in the understanding of the concepts. First of all, utpada, which includes the meaning of arising or
there is the theory of Dependent Origination (prat[tya- origination but this comes to light even more so in the
samutptida, paticca samuppada) which in its twelve simple and neatly organized formula expressing the
causal division (dvadas'tuiga-pratl tyasamutptida) doctrine. The formula is as follows: This being present
specifically takes up the two divisions (anga) of birth
that becomes; from the arising of this, that arises; this
(jati) and old age-death (jarii-maraTJ!l). The theory of
not being present that does not become; from the
five Skandhas (paiicakkhandha) examines the concepts
ceasing of this that ceases ( imasminJ sari idan;z hoti,
of origination and cessation in their relation to suffering
imass 'uppada idanJ uppajjati; imasminJ asati idanJ na
(duhkha) in which they are spoken as impermanent
hoti, imassa nirodha idanJnirujjhati)2• The doctrine is
(anicca, anitya). Next there are the Four Noble Truths
here expressed in terms of the relationship of being
(cattari-ariya sacciini) which consider the concepts in
and not being (sat and asat), with arising and ceasing .
the realm of suffering and explain their arising
(utpada and nirodha). The former, being and not being
(samudaya) and cessation (nirodha). Besides the above
indicates that the existent (bhava, dharma) i s
teachings which treat the concepts i n conne�tiqi1 with
.
relationship. Namely,
· a 1 aw whi ch< .�b. strac�1 y . constituted by a state of mutual
personal b1rth and death , there IS
,
time A exists
at
considers them as mere powers or forces within birth · B exists because of A and the same
the given ·
within
and death. This is the concept of the Three-fold because of B. This means that
characteristics (trila�a!JG) i.e. rise (uppada), change conditions (in which neither A nor B exists as yet), A
of what exists ( pzitassa afifiatthatta) and destruction and B mutually aid in each other's being and that each
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death have the same constitution as the above. man
docs not have a self-identity at the time of birth. He
acquires that identity after the act of birth has been
completed and thus he cannot know the origin
(inception) of his self. When he recalls his past self,
he is deluded into thinking of that existence in an eternal ·

is so because of the other's existence. Thus the
existence is not a fixed entity existing all by itself. A
fixed entity is a self-existing entity_ (svablzdva) which
persists because it does not exist with the aid of other
entities. In this manner, worldly existences are all
characterized by i mpermanence and necessarily
extinguish themselves and in consequence, they are

past for he errs in conceiving the nature of self as a
substantial thing. In terms of the aforementioned
formula, B arises because of the arising of A, and B
ceases itself because of the ceasing of A. This means
that there is a give and take of forces in the arising and
ceasing processes. In other words, existence comes to ·

not enduring entities. According to the doctrine of
Dependent Origination, entities extinguish themselves
because they exist by virtue of other entities. Expressed
in other terms, all existences by virtue of dependent
origination are impermanent. Nagarjuna from the
Madhyamika standpoint, says: "I declare that that
which exists by dependent origination is Sunyatd
(devoid of substantiality" (Yah pratityasamutpada� Su .
nyatiinJ. tiinJ.praca�mahe).l Thus i n a sense, it can be
seen that both siinyatd and impermanence convey the
same meaning. Since the existent being's real nature
is sUf!yatii, it is possible for it to arise or origin�te. To
arise means that something new is acquired. The
Abhidh41771(lk0�a-s'iistra states: "origination means that
what has not existed before now exists" (abhaMi bhti
va utpada�):1 Origination ( utpdda) · i s not
transformation (pariiJtima) in any sense. If A is
changed to B such that the characteristics of A are
passed on.t� B, then B cannot be s�d to.have arisen or
originated from A. That would only be a change in A
itself. Buddhism i nterprets existence · i n terms of
origination and not by transformation. Human births
do not mean that a substantial spirit or tltman passes
. from one body to another but that each birth is a
separate existence and that birth means a newly
acquired existence in which the past existence has been
extinguished in the past. In this manner, past and
present existences are separated by the act of ·
origination. The originated self is not self-originated
but owes its existence to the combined forces of its
surroundings. Thus there is an i ntimate union and
continuity between i t and i t s accompan ying, ·
surrounding forces and, accordingly, origination can
.
be related to the previous existences 'or a self.
The doctrine of Dependent Origination treats the
relationship of continuity and discontinuity by
analyzing _the meaning of the Sanskrit term into prati
iti-sam-ut-pad.5 An originated thing means what had
not existed before has come to be, while cessation
means: what returns to naught. The Abhidharma says·
that extinction is the return to the nature of non-being
at the exhaustion of being. Since personal birth and

be (uppajjati) by virtue of the aid received from other
forces and when such aid ceases, i t ceases to be
(nirujjhati). Although the formula expresses a dual
relationship, in actuality, there is interplay of many
forces for the rise of a thing. In consequence the loss
of a single fo;·ce does not constitute the cessation of
the thing but it may change the makeup somewhat.
The formula then has described the multiple play of
forces i nto a dual relationship with the mutual .
relationship of an existent (bhiiva) as the basic pattern
of dependent origination.

The theory of twelve - fold Dependent Origination:
The theory of Twelve-fold Dependent Origination (dvd · · .
dasiiriga pratitya-samutpada) has applied the formula ·

.

-

of dependent origination to the actual suffering of man, .
i.e. it has inquired into the basis for the rise of birth
and death, the attendant suffering, and the escape of ·
SJlbjection of the cycle of birth and death. Man's
greatest suffering, according to Buddhism, consists of
old age and death. Out of the countless conditions for
the occurrence of old a�e and death, the most basic is
the fact that one is born. i.e. without birth, there can be
no old �ge and death. Thus it is said that they occur by
virtue of birth. It has already been stated that man
cannot be born into this world without external forces
and so he who has come to this world out of a cert_ain . ·
lineage, parentage, hereditary traits, etc., cannot be said
to be without causes. His life is one he cannot exchange

for another. Buddhism says that the principal cause of _
birth is karman (past actions). A new birth occurs by . - ., . .
virtue of the accumulation of karmic powers at the time _
-

of the extinction of a past existence. The twelve-fold
causal genesis or dependent origination treats being

(bhiiva) as the most fundamental condition for the
occurrence of birth. This is further analyzed and it is
finally arrived at as the end condition which is
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perceptual ignorance (avidyii). However, since Avidyii

dispositions of later life processes (satikhiira), and

itself is an illusion, i t can be extinguished. This fact is

consciousness (viliiiiina). Rtipa consists of what is seen,

carried over as a condition for the extinction of
existence and thus, in tum, being, birth, old age and
death are subsequently extinguished. The old age and
death spoken here are not to be treated as biological
entities which can be extinguished but as objects of
one's psychological attachments brought to their most
fundamental states, i .e. suffering. Such suffering can

be extinguished and thus the twelve-fold Dependent
Origination i mplies two types of origination and
extinction i .e. the first is origination and extinction

(birth and death) within the i llusory existence itself
(illuston -ancl-the· enligntefinient that such an illusion

can be extinguished). This relationship is brought out
clearly in the Four Noble Truths (cattiiri-ariya- saccii

m) of Suffering (dukkha), cause (samudaya), cessation
(nirodha) and the way (magga). The Truths of suffering
and cause express the illusory existence and their
causes. Suffering also extends to the very fact of
originating and extinguishing in the i llusory existences.
In another sense, this means that suffering can be
avoided if one escapes the illusory life. The Truth of

· Cause indicates that it i s one's desires or attachment

. (ta']ha, tr�nii), · which

is the rea5on for the continued

process of origination and cessation within the illusory

life. The first two truths express the view in the natural
order (anuloma) of dependent origination. The truth
of cessation expresses The cessation of the illusory life,
namely, the attainment of the ideal world (nirvana).

�

Th truth of the Path expresses the method of realizing
such an ideal state i.e. the Noble Eight -fold path ariya

i.e. the external world including one's physical self.
The state of unification (self and its world) is called
.
the nlpakkhandha. Th e theory o f five skandhas
expounds· that each skandha is characterized by

impermanence, suffering and non-self (anatta).6 This

expresses the truth that one's life is also characterized
by im permanence, suffering and non-sel f. T h e

Mahapraj1iiipiiramita sastra1 says: "There are two
types of impermanence. One is due to momentary
extinction (k!fOf!O -bhaTiga). All elements of the created
world exist only for a moment (lcya11a). The other i s
that no element continues o n to the next moment. It i s
like the human life which expires, the flame which
bums grass and wood, and the water which evaporates."
constantly originates and ceases itself in order to
continue on to the next moment.
' The theory of fi ve skandhas then ties up
impermanence with suffe ri n g . Th i s means that
impermanence is not a mere origination and cessation
process but points to such a process involved in the
objects of human attachment. The death of an unrelated .
person is not considered to be suffering :but that of a
loved one is. All this indicates that the individual
attempts to still or �top the prgcess of impermanenc�
or change and desire something eternal or unchanging.
The theory finally states that what undergoes suffering

· is non-self. The concept of an iitman refers to an entity

which is eternal and unchanging and therefore, it cannot

a.f!hangika- magga. The last two truths express the
view in reverse order (pa{iloma), o f dependent

be a recipient of any suffering or be subject to illness.

origination. In sum, Buddhism treats the process of

tman� In this meaning, the self which suffers is not an
atman but an aniitman or non-self which changes its

origination and cessation in terms of the rise of
suffering in human life and in tum, the basis for the

Conversely, the suffering, sick entity cannot be the a . ·

states in the interaction with the surrounding world.

suffering in terms of human desires and delusions.

And in any sense, the suffering self cannot be said to
be a persisting individual self or individual iitman. All

The concepts analysed on the basis of the five
Skandhas;.

things of the world are in the state of non-entity or

The theory of five skandhas (panca skandha) treats
the concepts of origination and cessation in the realm
of impermanence (anicca) and the i mpermanent
existence as having a temporary nature

non-self and therefore, the I (ahanJ) and the you (tvaro)
are not real selves but only temporary, conventional

(prajfiaptl) selves. In consequence, the conventional ·
being ( prajnapti sat) in Buddhism indicates the

conditional existence of the existent being in the world

, (?,r�/.1:���!� ,,.. ,,..0r origination and cessation.

sat). It analyzes the elements which constitute'man·'and
his objective world. The skandhas are form (rupa),
physical fee l i n g (vedand) perception (safind),

•

This passage implies that the existent (bha.va, dharma)

Karman as the cause of Origination and Cessation:
The force of impermanence is so great that no one is

_
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able to overcome it. I t is what gives substance to time

(kala)

principle of consequent maturity

which absorbs everything. H owever, in

B uddhism, the concept of absol ute time is not

examination was made with respect to such doctrines

time is based on the changes in phenomena, it must

as the drawing karman (iik�ipti-karman)

rely on the force of such changes for its being. This is

maturing

the force of impermanence which is the basis of all

changes including the process of origination and

sa11]Sk[ta)
dharma).

·
.

but it is the force of impermanence which

(bhava,

partake in the process oforigination and cessation. Life

salr]kluira

created characteristics. One's life also consists of these

latter view was held by the Sarviistiviidin, Sammitiy�,

· and.Vatsiputriya schools etc. and Sarvastivadins, in ·
particular, maintaining that the four-fold characteristics

· Uilti,· sthiti, anyathiitva, anityatii)

Vasubaiidhu, taking the standpoint of the Sautrantika, .

criticized the. above view saying, "The function of

(past act or deed). In terms of doing ,a

originating in a thing can only be thought of in the

good or bad deed, he is a creathig agept (kartu) and in

concurrent" cause

obtaining individuality b>' virtue �f that deed, he is a

elements

created agent (kf:ta). The power
of karman is so great
.

Karman

such existences� It must be borne iri mind that the theory.

forces. As the wheel turns by being soldered to the ·

is a new idea in the Abhidharma period and it has been ·

axis, just so the sentient beings live on by being bound

. subjected to various interpretations. Ther� is another
theory similar to the above found in the Agamas, i.e.

by karmic forces". Again, the Majjhima Nikiiya (III,
differentiates sentient beings,

the theory of Three-fold characteristics. There are three

and prescribes to them comparative qualities".

effect were minutely prescnbed. In other words,

karman

consists of the principle of necessary

consequence (ni.ryanda), i.e. good cause results in good

effect and bad cause results in bad effect, and the

four-fold

characteristics which minut�ly analyzes the prOcess of .

karman and man, too, continues to live by the same

that the principles involved in th� karmic cause and

•

is what gi ves movement to the fleeting

existences but it i s the theory of the

says: "Worldly life exists by the workings of

sarikhata is formed by the acting force of karman but
it was not until the time of the Abhidharma, however,

(dharma) arise in the presence of this cause

Tije concept of the Four fold characteristics:

freed from an evil deed." One's fate invariably evolves
out of one's karmic forces and thus the Suttanipiita (v.

Buddhism as a whole acknowl�dges the fact that

·

origination."a

not if we enter into the clefts of the mountains, is there
known a spot ·in the whole world where man m.lght be

203) says "Karman

.

The various .

need for th�_ consi deration of a character of

127) says: "Not in the sky, not in the midst of the sea,

p.

(hetu-pratyaya).

and if absent, they do not arise. Why then is there a

that he cannot escape it and thus the Dhammapada (v.

654)

are the direct causes

· of the process i nv o l v e d . O n the other hand,

dual characteristics because of the mediating function

katman

cessation. During the Abhidharma period, there were

that .other supplementary causes are necessary. The

existence by virtue of such a process. As such, a
phenomenon is constituted by the. dual creating and

but there are diverse theories witl-t regard to it as the

sole cause or. agent in the process of origination and

process of origination and cessation, while another held

and

samkhata. In the Doctrine of Dependent Origination,
sa.ra refers to the process involved in dependent .
ori�ination and sa"Jkhata to what has been come into

of his

its importance in giving rise to origination and cessation

two outstanding opposing views, i.e. one theory held ·
.
that karman alone i s sufficient for explaining the

These elements are not enduring and they

or existence is then said to be both

karmic forces take. Karman, so far, ha5 been treated in . .

(sarikhata, ·
·

gives rise to the individuality of elements

which

born, and with respect to the order or sequence which

(anicca vata safrJkharii). That life

that they are within the composite realm

karman (paripuraka-karman)

and the .

prescribe the station into which the individual will be

cessation. Buddhism says that all life processes are
indeed impermanent

i.e. good

m ateri alizes into su ffering. In addition, c areful

recognized, i.e. time, in itself, does not- exist. Since

processes (sarr}khiirii) are impermanent (aniccii) means

(vipiika),

cause materializes into happiness or bliss and bad cause

marks or characteristics (trilak.rana) in sarikhata. These

are known as origination (utpiida), destruction (vyaya)

.

and change of states

(sthita-anyatatva). 9

This theory ·

expounds that whatever conforms to the process of the ·
three characteristics is within the realm of created ·

elements

(saT115krta-dharma) and that which does not

elements

(asa�ktta-dharma). However, the theory is

conform to the process is within the realm ofuncreated
not explicit whether the three characteristics express

the state of the created elements or whether the three

.I

l

j
l
·�
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characteristics as realities fashion the created elements

into their l ikeness. This has been a source of conflict

in the interpretation of the Anguttara-nikaya during
the Abhidharma period.

characteristics goes further than the

Agamas.

"The

characteristics are birth, persisting state, change or ·
difference in state, and extinction

(lalqawini punarja

an ityata). They . represent the

characteristics of the t:reated realm. If the element

(dharma)

to the elements but such a rise is highly selective. In
other words, it is

The S arvastivadin theory of the Four - fold

tir jard sthitir

powers of transformi n g phenomena reside i n the
moments of existence, namely, that karman gives rise

be created, it truly belongs to the created

realms; if it is ptherwise, th-e·n it belongs to the uncreated
realm."10 The Sarvastivadin does not interpret the four

fold characteristics as states of the created elements

karman

which decides whether

happiness or suffering is to result but once an element

has arisen, it would have to take on the four-fold
characteristics. As a consequence, it was thought that
a different or separate cause was necessary for an
element's existence in which the characteristics are

viewed as realities with motive forces. Vasubandhu

naturally criticized this point of view as he maintains ·
that an element inherently has the character of its own

destruction. Since other forces than its own work to
give rise to an element there is no need for a cause

called the birth-characteris ti c and moreover, the ·

. but only as essential natures which give rise to . element extinguishes itself by its inherent nature. Thus
origination and cessation of the elements. In other
it is said that the destruction of an element does not
words, the four-fold characteristics are taken as

necessitate a cause

(akasmiko hi bhavanam vinaso) . 13

substantial entities (dravya) and thus: "With respect to · In this respect, it can be asserted that since there is no
the elements in the world,

.· origination,

Jati is what enables
sthiti is What enables rest, anyathatva is

what enables change, and anityata is what enables

destruction.11 Since origination and extinction occur

within a single moment (k�alJ(l), the four-fold
characteristics can be considered as manifesting within

· that moment. But since the characteristics are also
. within the created realm, they, too, are subject to the

process of origination and extinction. Although the .

reality of a character of destruction or of birth, likewise,
there are no characteristics of persistenc� and change.

Although the Sautnintika maintains· the view of

momentary cessation (k¥II;ll-bhanga), i t denies the

process of the four-fold characteristics; . manifesting

within the moments. Rather, it maintains ,that the fotrr- .

fold characteristic hold true for the individual's life ·

span, i.e. jati refers to . the original birth,
whole span of life,

anyatatva

sthiti to the

to the change or aging

created elements come to be by virtue of the

phenomenon and anityata to .the death of the individual.

characteristic of birth (jati), birth itself requires another

This standpoint vit:ws the four-fold characteristics as

charateristic for its rise and so a still further

mere states of the elements (dharma or bhava).

characteristic of birth

(jati-jatl) is postulated. In like
analysis, the S arvastivadin postulates sthiti- sthiti,
anyathiitva-anyathatva, and anityata-anityata which
together with jati-jati are known as the four-fold
accompanying subordinate characteristics (anula/qaiJl)

Now there is a mutual affinity among these two sets of
characteristics, for example, the jati-jati comes to be
by virtue of the original jati and thus there is no need

The

Mahavibhasa s'astra

reveals the different

theorie s prevalent concerning

the four-fo l d

characteristics. In it, the Dar�antika is said to accept

the characteristics as created elements within the single

moment but they are all conventional (prajiiapll) and
not real substances

(dravya).

The Vaibhajyavadin .

maintains that the four-fold characteristics though in

for a still further third character of jati. In sum, then

the created realm, mbst be. in themselves uncreated

i.e. the basic dharma, the four-fold characteristics

characteri stics of extinction i s uncreated. The

there are nine elements involved in a single moinent,

and the four-fold accompanying subordinate

characteristics.

(asanjskrta). The Dharmaguptaka claims that only the

S amsamtati -sramana claims that the four-fold · ·

characteristics of the physical world are material

pa)
In contrast, the S ammitiy a speaks of fi'ft'Keli'

elements involved in the process including the four
fold characteristics, such as completion

gama),

emancipation

(vimukti),

(samanva

and release (nairya

nikata). 12These theories all take the standpoint that the

(ru

and the characteristic of the conscious or mental

w·orld are consciousness (vijfiana) or immaterial. 14 On
the other hand, the Vijfianavadin recognizes the view

that the four-fold characteristics exists within a single ·
moment but that they are merely conventional
existences

(prajnapti-sat).

The individual's life span
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is also considered i n this l ight and as a consequence,
th� Vijiianaviidin m ai ntai n s both the Darstantika and

the world o f non-process, the reality o f the l atter
changes with the differing interpretation of the former,
For example, the

SautFiintika viewpoints. 15

the Twelve-fold Dependent Origination, i.e. with the

Thnoncepts and the Three Temporal Moments

(try-adfmm);

Agamas say that the world of non

process evolves out of the reverse or pa{iloma view of
extinction of ignorance

Since Buddhism does not treat time as

real; it iS: conventionally set up

(prajiiapti)

(avidyii ) ,

the world of non

birth and non-old age and death is realized. Moreover, ·

as a

according to the Four Noble Truths, the Truth of

consequence of the phenomenal changes man normally ·

Cessation expresses the world of non-process and the
. Truth of the Way expresses the means of realizing that

experiences. Thus the concept of time differs with

respect to whether or not the process of migination

Agamas,

however, do not explain lucidly

and cessation is taken as real. In the case of the Sami

state. The

qf �t (atita-adhvatt), present (pratyutpanna�adhvan), .

be attained For this reason, there later appeared various

stivadin who views the process as real, the divisions · what the Truth of cessation constitutes nor how it can
and future (aniigata-adhvan) are also real viz.- the future

theories regarding the interpretation of this· point. The
Sarvastivadin interprets the Truth of cessation as

consists of the period before the rise ·of the element

(dharma, bhiiva), the present consists in its single

extinction through intellectual power

moment knd the past consists of the period after its

nirodha).

cessation. The act of originating seems that the element

defilements

(jiitl). In a similar fashion,

respect to the Four Noble Truths. Since it maintains .

the act of cessation means that the characteristic of
. destruction

This is the s tate of exti nguishing all

(kleia) by attaining a superior intellect (ii
ryajfiana) in meditating on the sixteen acts (tikara) with

of the future is made to be realized in the present by
the characteristic of birth

(pratisamkhyii

(anityatii) moves the element on to a past · .

. and not that the element returns, as it we u�. to a

. that the process of origination and cessation derives

karman, in tum, out of kles'a, the
world of non-process is attainable by the subjection of .

out of karman and

voidness. Since an element is viewed as real within · the latter. It further analyz�s the realm of the uncreated
. the three temporal moments, it is only ·natural to
elements (asa11JSkl:ta-dharma), distinguished from the
conceive it as changing states in the process. Yet, since
created (sarrJSkl:ta-dharma), as consisting of space
it is spoken of ac; appearing and disapPearing, the strict

(akds'a), exti nction throug h i ntel lectual power ·
- (pr._q_@q!!]lchyii nirodha). _and e2(.tinction through non·
intellectual power (apratisa"]khyii nirodha). 11 The

. ing· of origination and cessat1'on 1' s den1'ed. In
mean

contrast with this viewpoint, the Sautrantilfa and-Vijfia
navadin take the view that an element originates from

· distinction between the created and uncreated realms ·

the void and returns to it upon cessation, thus the past

means basically the distinction between the world of

and future are treated in the realm of void or sunya. In

process and non-process. It must be considered that

this respect, only the present is real but it can be

regarded as a point · of departure in which the three

the attainment of a non-process world ultimately means

Past and future are on1y shadows of th e. present .

cannot live apart from the world of process. The Sarva

the denial of an individual's existence because he

temporal moments may be treated and whereby the

stivadin conceives of substance

There are. other schools of thought which even deny

·

process is.viewed as being and the world of non-process.

the reality of the present. For example, there is the

as non-being (void). In this analysis, the non-being

Ekavyavaharika who says · that there may be

exists but has no relation to the real self, such as in the

expressions of past, present and future but there is no

question of the emancipation of self. In other words, i f ·

existence which can be described by such expressions.

the reality of the non-process world is at the same time . .

The Lokottaravadin takes the view that only the
transcendent world

(lokottara)

the emancipation of the self, then th� two realms of · .

is real. The Maba

process and non-process must not be alienated.

sarighika,. Gokulika, Mahisllsaka, etc. all cla!m that the
past and future are of the void. 16

An examination of Origination and cessation:
Although the Buddhist ideal is to rid oneself of the
process of origination and cessation and thereby enter

(dravya) as the basic

construct (dhanna) of the world and thus the world of

In contrast to the Sarvastivadin's view, Nagarjuna

·

of the Madhyamika expounds that the realm of non
process is within the realm of process. He states that
in no way is there a distinction of sa11JSdra from nirvti

na,

and conversely, in no way is there a distinction of
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nirvana from sa11JSO.ra (na san.JSarasya nirvanat kim

relationship between the world of process and the world
cid asti vis'e�anan.� 1za nirva11asya san.JSarat kim cid of thusness. The Mahdyc/nasraddhotpada stttra is
asti vis'esana1J]). 1 8 He goes on to explain non- clearer on this point. It states that the world of proces·s
origination and non-extinction basing on the celebrated is illusory and the world of non-process is thusness.
Eight Noes. The common being (pfthagjana) i s The term Alayavijiiana denotes the state i n which the
conceived as one who understands things in terms of realm of non-origination and non-cessation merges ·
origination and extinction, past and future, unity and with the realm of origination and cessation but that
diversity, permanence and impermanence, etc., but state is neither unity nor divergence.21 In this manner,
these conceptions are due to the mi�d's differentiating both process and non-process are neither the same nor
process (vikalpa) or mere play of words (prapaiica). distinct and though they are different conceptions they
The riddance of these conceptualizing process leads reside together within the alaya-vijnana. In a sense
to the real nature of things (dharmatii, tattvasyala they can be said to be of similar existence and function
k�af!G"J). "When objectification of the mind ceases,
within the same boundaries. Fa- tsang (643-7 12) of
there is no need for linguistic expressions. Truly, the China has inquired even further into the above analysis
real nature of things is like nirvana, without origination by asserting that the world of non-process is the soand without extinction.19 Thus the world of non-process called primordial state of the world from which evolves
is the world of quic.tude realized when one rids oneself _ the world of process. The . evolution is labelled the
of defilements and attachments. The essence of this emergence of characteristics. In dependent origination,
world is· siuzya (empty or devoid of defilements) and the method is to arrive at the world of non-process
in another sense, sitnya is the very manifestation of from the world of process, but in Fa-ts<!pg's doctrine,
the world of process. And as all existences (sarva- the reverse is expounded, i.e. movement from the world
bhava) are manifestations ofsiuzya, illusions may arise of non-process to the world of process'.;iAccordingly, .
and extinguish themselves. If, on the other hand, process evolves out of non-process and·is at once the
existence is taken to be permanent or lasting, there truth of being. As such, the affirmation ra.ther than the
could not possibly be cessation and if i t belongs to the denial of process itself is the true assertion of non- .
void, there hardly could be an origination. But as the process. His doctrine can be viewed as the final ultimate ·
real nature of a thing consists of siuzya, it may take on stand in the examination of the process involved in
the fQrii1S of origination and cessation or it may change - origination and l:essation. Buddhism of China and
to non-origination and non-cessation. Thus the siinya Japan has subsequently developed doctrines revolving
spoken of by the Madhyamika expresses a nature which around this standpoint.
is neither being nor non-being.

Akira Hirakawa
(Tr. By K.K. Inada)

The term charactenstic (lak�af1a), expresses the
state of a thing and not its existence as such. The Yoga
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flourished with fluctuating fortune until the 1 6th century·

opposed Mahayiinism (Lalmani Joshi, Studies in the

A.C. A major part of Orissa came under the country

Buddhist Cultures in India, Delhi , 1 98 7 , p . 1 7 1 ).

known as Kalinga in early Buddhist l iterature. In

Nevertheles_s, Mahayana, alongside Hinayana had

Tibetan and Chinese sources, this region is mentioned

apparently become tolerated in Orissa at a l ater stage

as U-ti-vi-Ha and Wu-t 'zi (or Wu-cha) respectivety.

and when the Rathnagiri monastery was built during .

Orissa "played a significant part in the development

the reign of Buddhapaksa, 3 copies of each of the

of Buddhism and nourished the faith long after the
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Muslim conquest of India" (Debla Mudra, Buddhist
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to have superseded iiinayana and several centers .
propagating Mahayanism had come up. It is evinced

Buddha is said to have visited Orissa (then Kalinga)

from several instances of �ranting of Ian� for the

and converted Ttapu s a and B h al l ika, the two

maintenance of the Mahayana monasteries. For

merchants, who l ater became Buddha's first-lay

instance, a copper plate charter discovered near . . .

disciples. Tradition says that the Buddha offered them

Jayarampur (in the district of Balosore) records that

a lock of his hair, which they had subsequently ·
enshrined in a Srupa built in their medium town in

during Gopalachandra's time, (circa first half of the

Orissa (B.N. Chaudhury, Buddhist Centers in Ancient

sustenance of a monastery at Bodhipaddrake dedicated

India, Culcutta, 1 969, p.245). However, at the outset
· Buddhism could not make much headway in that
region, as Jainism was the predominant faith which

·

6ih Century A. C.), a village had been bestowed for the
to god Arya- Aavalokikesvara. Besides Mahayanism,
Vajrayane too infiltrated into Orissa, and it had exerted
a great influence over its people at a later date,
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In his souj ourn, H i uen- Tsang metions that
Buddhism in Wu-t'u (Orissa) was in a fl ourishing state

with more than 100 monasteries, where mul tidude of
monks resided (T. Watteve, on Yuan Chwang 's Travels

in India,

II, London, 1 905, P. 1 9 3 ). He goes on to

descri b e that Nagarjuna visited Orissa and was
instrumental in constructing s o me s tiipas and

monasteries. Another exponent of Buddhism, Digna

At the turn of the lOlh century A.C. Bhaumakas were
succeeded by the Somavasis as the ru l ing dynasty.
Though they were not Buddhists, they tol erated
Buddhism. However, at the hands of the Lunar
lh
(Chandra) dynasty, who ruled Orissa during the 1 Q
and l l lh century, Buddhism suffered a setback as its
kings were ardent followers of Brahmanism. .

ga had spent a good part of his life time in an excavated

Thence onwards Buddhism in Orissa marked a

cave in Orissa. While residing there, he had written

Pram[rf!asamucchaya and had inspired the king's

decadence. Lack of royal patronage coupled with
subsequent Muslim invations jeopardized the existence

treasurer, Bhadrapahitha to construct 16 monasteries

of Buddhism. Nevertheless, when Turks made Inroads

the

(A.k. Warder,

Indian Buddhism, Delhi, 1 970,p.5 1 5).

The golden era of Buddhism in Orissa however,
dawned with the advent of the
·
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Bhaumaka dynasty,

who ruled the region from 7lh century up to the l Qlh
century A.C. having Vinij a (modern Jaipur ) as their

. capital . An epigraphical evidence reveals that in 795
A. C., A Buddhist king of Wu-che (Orissa) presented
an autographed .manuscript of

Gandavyuha to the
Chinas emperor Te-tsang (Epigraphia Indica, XV,

( 1 919-20), pp. 363 -64). B haumaka rulers extended
· ·
- - their· support to Buddhism by constructing a large
number·of monasteries and granting villages . for their
upkeep. Two charters of Siv�aradeva III discov�red
at Talcher record granting of two villages to meet the
requisites of the · J ayasrame vihara (Binayak Misra,

Orissa under the Bhauma kings, Calcutta, 1 93 4, p.
40 ff).
Discovery of a great number. of Buddhist images
and monuments from Viraj a itseif, affirms the intense
patronage the B haumaka kings extended to Buddhism.
During their reign, Orissa was frequented by many
Buddhist scholars belonging to diverse Mahayana and

Tantric sects. Taranatha mentions Orissa (Odirisa) as
the earliest centre of Mahayana and states that a
Brahmin named Saraha, who is said to be the preceptor
of Nagarjuna, hailed from that region. Further he
records that Mafijus ri visited the king of Orissa called

Chandragupta to preach a Mahayana S u tra. It was also

into northern and eastern parts of India, Orissa
remained independent till the 1 6lh century, and provided
a haven �or the fleeing monks. Mukundadeva ( 1 55968 A. C.) was the last king of Orissa to provide royal

patronage to Buddhism. He attempted to resuscitate
Buddhism by constructing a few monasteries. When
he was vanquished b y A kb ar; Buddhism fel l into
ob livion in Ori ssa (A.K. warder, ·op cit. p . S l �).
However, it still survives there in a somewhat changed
form (W.N. Bhattacharya, op cit,p. 176).

Archaeological remains

. ., ,.,.

It was mainly Deb l a Mitra's excavations at
Rathnagiri and discovery of other Buddhist sites in
Orissa that kindled a new interest in the study of
Buddhism prevalent in that country. Mitra points out
that " the entire land i s dotted with the images of ·
Buddha and divinities of the Buddhist . pantheon"
(Debla mitra, op.cit.p.224). Amongst most note worthy
sites are Ratnagiri, Lalitagiri, Udayagiri, Vajragiri,
·
Kandeswar and Bbandeshwarnam-all located in the
Jaipur hills in the Cuttack district.
Excavations at the Ratnagiri Mahavihara brought
to light a hoard of archeological remains that testify
the eXistence of a trasure of glorious Buddhist art and ·
architecture till the I 2lh century A.C. A number of
sealings excavated at the site were .inscribed with the
legend "

sri-ratnagiri-mahaviharfya- aryabhik�u

sangasya . . . . (to the noble monks of the Ratnagiri Maha

vihara . . . ). Establishment of this vihara i s attributed to
in this land that the earliest Prajfiaparamitii, the A�!�
hasrika was composed giving rise to a full-fledged Buddhapaksa, who is identified with the Gupta emperor
' {
system of Mahayana Buddhism. In the cotftg� (( the :.· Narasirigha gupta Baleditya. It was the centre of Maha
Christian centuries, a l arge numb er of Mahayana yanism in Orissa, frequented by scholar monks, till i t
monasteries developed in various parts of Orissa
(N.K.Sahu,op.cit, p. l 7).

4 - CM 3576

was destroyed by the Muslim invaders torwards the

end of the 1 3 lh century. Tibetan sources ipdiCate that

·,
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this monastery was renowned for the spiritual
inspiration and li·vely pursuit of the Kalachakra-tantra
in the latter part of the 10°' century. The excavations at
the_ site unearthed include, among other things. the
re;�nains of an imposing stiipa, two magnificent
quadrangular monasteries, a single winged monastery
and a l arge num�er o f sculptures. See further
RATNAGIRl VIHARA.

PABBAJANiYA KAMMA

(Lalmani Joshi, op.cit, p. 7 1 ), most probably an
establishment belonging to Vajrayfula. From 71" and 81h
century onwards, Vajrayana with its offshoot J(a
lachakra yana seems to be the predominant form of
Buddhism that had gained grounds in Orissa. Also see
KALINGA.

C.S. Ranasinghe.

Located on the same Jaipur mountain range were
two other famous monasteries flourishing at that time, OTTAPPA See HIRIOTTAPPA
namely the Lalitagiri and the Udayagiri, where a hoard .
of sculpt�es and. images belonging to ·the Gupta era
was discovered. It is presumed that the Pushpagiri
monastery (Pu-sie-po-ki-li) mentioned by Hiuen-Tsang
may be identified with one of there monasteries
(Epigraphia India, op Cit, pp. 1 -6), ·which was known
to be a stronghold of Vajrayana (Debla Mitra, loc.cit).
Hiuen-Tsang had observed more than ten Asokan Stu
pas i� the vicinity of Cuttack.

PABBAJANiYA-KAMMA. In Buddhist ecclesiastical
law, Pa.bbtijanlya-kamma is an Act of Punishment,

which removes the offending monk (or monks) from .
the area of his residence (Vin. Il.pp.9- 1 5). In the
Cullavagga PCili referred to here, we are told of the
story of the Assaji-punabbasuka monks who were
living in Kl.�agiri who, by. their .over-familiarity and
over.-intimacy with the females of the corrununity were . .
bringin�·them into disrepute. However, it is clear that
the people too were conniving with the miscreant · ·
monks. They spoke very highly of the over-friendly .
,
behaviour of their monks (AmhO.ka11J. pana ayya .

· The · ruins of the ancient Solanpur mahavihara
mentioned in the Ratnagiri copper plate of king Kari}a
is believed to be buried in the mounds of Solanpur
located in the north of Jaipur. Several Tantric Buddhist
th
images belonging to the 8 and 9th c;entury.have been Assa}ipunabbasuka sa!Jha sakhila sukha-sambhdsa · ·
discovered there. At Achutrajapur in the district of . mihitapubba!f€ama... tesan;kho nama pi� qatabbo 'ii. .
Pur t..oo,. a hoard of bronze images including those of Ibid. p. 1 1 = Our venerable monks or" the ·
the B uddha and the two armed Tani have been Assajipunabbasu group are gentle and friendly in .
unearthed (Lalmani Joshi, op.cit. p. 7 1 ). However, the speech, and . take the lead in greeting us. They are
most significant discovery at the site was the three pleasant in countenance. They should indeed be given
earthen-ware pots; containing the figurines of deities offerings of food.) A monk who arrived there on his
like Vajrasattva and Heruka, which testifies to the way to see the Buddha found himself out of h!U11lony
prevalence of Vajrayana Buddhism in that monastery. with the residents of the area, almost to a point of not
Th.e sites at Sillihu'!'fam and Sankaram dating back to receiving any food from them.
the 6111 century A.C. too have yielded several images
of Mahayana and Tantric deities. Some finest
A traditionalist conservative resident of the region .
specimens of icons have been discovered from the who encountered the monk, took pity on him and took .
temple. dedicated to ·Tara at Bankad Baud and those him home. He provided him with food and pleaded
are reckoned to be gems of art in Orissa (Journal of
with him to report to the Buddha the state of affairs in
the Bihar and Orissa Research society, 1929, pp. 65- that region. It is on hearing of this that the Buddha
69). several Tantric images belonging to the gu. and 9111
ordered Sariputta and Moggallana to go to Ki�agiri and
century have been unearthed from Solanpur located to
have those miscreant monks removed from that area,
the,porth of Jalpur. Chanduar located in Cuttack district
i.e. carry out the Act of Pabbajanlya-kamma on them..
too has yielded some masterpieces of Buddhist
Sariputta thereupon observed that those monks were.
sculpture which are presently exhibited in the museum
known to be violent and rebellious (car,r!Q te bhikk.hu
of Culcutta, Patna and Bhubaneswar.
pharusa' ti. Ibid. 12).
A copper plate inscription indicating a grant of hmd
to Jayl!srama-Vihara located at Tosah reveals that both
monks and nuns were residing in the same monastery

The Buddha is supposed to have then promptly
suggested that they, in that case, go with a large number

.,
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of monks to meet force with force, if necessary (Tena
hi tumhe Saripulla

toe.

bahukehi bhikkMihi saddhin.1

If search for sensual pleasures be the general nature
of the common run by men and women, the world

If and when the monks have

renouncing ascetic follows a different course because

behaved themselves properly under that punishment

he has intellectually understood that genuine freedom

gacchathti ' ti.

cit) .

PABBAJJA

the Sai}gha is authorized to withdraw it. This Act of

from

Punishment is one among many which endeavour to

objective. With this voluntarily assured self-confidence

samsaric existence

is available as an attainable

safeguard the interests of the lay community against

the worldly man converts himself into a spiritual man

the inroads of the monks into their midst.

resulting in pabbajja which becomes a highly welcome
alternative to him.

Dhammavihari
In the intellectual development of India from the
times of Vedic thought fol lowed by Upanisadic

PABBAJJA (Sk.Pravrajya:

from

forth from household life).
Buddhism

··

pra+ ryraj:

to go

reflections, one can clearly see that the prevalent

This 'going forth' in

unsatisfactories with worldly life and the resultant

implies the renouncing of the household

search for an acceptable alternative was there as a live

life and taking upon a life ofhomelessness of a bhikkhu.

undercurrent gathering momentum with the passage

It is the adoption of the ascetic life as a Buddhist monk

of time. Accordingly

after gping from home to homelessness

theme in the intellectual milieu of contemporary India

anagariyan:r) wherein one

(agarasmfi

severs all family and social ·

pabbajja had become

a major

and many were the ascetics who took to lives of

�

ties in order to lead the life of chastity and related other

�enunciation in their attempts at uncovering the secrets

restraints, the brahma-cariya, \Vith the aim of realizing

surrounding the achievement ofultini_ate freedom from

final deliverance from conditioned mundane existence · the trammels of existential life.
in the state of Nirvanic freedom.
·

These spiritual efforts had gradualJy led to the build

Accordingly, this term has come to represent both

the act of "leaving the household life" in the negative
sense, as well as the resulting "admission into bhikkhus
order as a novice"

(sfimal]l!ra)

in the positive sense.

This latter sense has become established as an extended
nuance of the former original implication.
This "going forth" in Buddhism involves _a deep
philosophy. In the first place it is not a way of "running
away" from the problems of life as a kind of escapism,
but rather the opposite of it, as it involves tackiing the
problem 'of life as needing a final comprehensive
solution, a sort of "taking the bull by the horns." It is
renouncing the mundane iife of sensual pleasures and
work i n g one's. w ay towards a supra-mundane
condition of permanent peace and freedom from
impermanent conditioned existence as the ultimate
solution to the problem of human suffering. This state
of final freedom envisaged is the

sumum bonum

of

Buddhist religious practice and is accordiqg fr�e from

the problems of birth, decay, death etc. as a state beyond
time and space, for the sake of which even "young
people, in prime of their youth" go forth. It is the
transcendental state of Nirvanic freedom.

up of a community of such sages in th�torms of worldly
men metamorphosed into spiritual men, who had
discovered different stages of this path to freedom and
were very often under the impression that their ·
attainments like the spheres of boundless space

(akasanaiicd.yatana), boundless consciousness (viiiiid.
naiicd.yatana etc.) marked their much sought-after final
attainments. The stories of Alarakalama, Bhaggava,

Uddakaramaputta are the better known instances of
this phenomenon.
Even the long standing traditional Brahmanic
practice of dividing a person's life into four periods .
under asrama dharma system had by this time ceased
to exert its influence on life in general, when even
young men began to seek self-imposed pabbajja for
the sake of this great search. Thus it is seen how Indian
youth "in the prime of their life with coal-black hair" ·

(pa{hama-vaya:susukala-kesa)

renouncing home life .

for the sake of this ideal. When the urge for ascetic

· life asserts itself owing to the impelling drive as a sign
of the times, all mundane bonds begin to snap asunder
as they gradually lose their grips on family and society.
Thus this pabbajja movement was a sign in the times
in post-upanisadhic India.
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Search for sensual pleasures in the general nature

PABHASSARA-CITTA

love. Buddhahood, as the ultimate aim of pabajja, is

of the world, yet the idea of pabbajja came to some of

the greatest achievement possible for man in the face

those men who came to be really stirred by the

of which all other w e l far� measures pale into .

vicissitudes of life which, in reality, should make any

insignificance.

intelligent man stir from the generall y slumbering
attitude to life. · It was those rare people who resorted

A phycho-ethical justification for pabbajja may be

to this arduous path by giving up the hollow pleasures

highlighted here when isolation or separation from the

of mundane living, as they propefly sensed the true

"maddening crowd" becomes a

misery involved in the laws of nature. If attachment

following the path to enlightenment. A person's inner

. to worldly life is the root cause of suffering as they

potentialities cannot develop unless they are isolated

from the crowd's impact as an initial step. Many people .
live below their potentialities because they have

came to realize, then its opposite of non-attachment to
s ame should l ead to the freedom from world's

wretchedness, and

pabajja

sine quo no n - for

surrendered their capabilities to others and thereby

would be the natural

· outcome.

become spilt-personalities. Thus, in ordinary social
living, self realization becomes impossible when

.

It is such withdrawal from attachment and changing

human energy is wasted on unprofitable thoughts and

that leads to true renunciation and to genuine turning
.
.
.
.
.
away that could vanquish human woes for all time,

actions most of the time. This truth also makes the

solitude of pabbajja the initial step in the holy goal of
enlightenment and freedom as opposed to the uimoly .

along with their causes and conditions. · Unless arid

until this type of pabbajja propels man to leave home

goal· of temporary worldly success, when people being ·
.
thernselves.subjcct to suffering also seek what is subject •
and society, he continues· to hasten from birth to death

vice versa in this ocean of existence · called
.
samsar{i, be.giningless and remaining endless as. well,
unless this pabbajja comes to his reseue fronr the subtle

to sufferi�K .

and

lures of Mfu'a that keeps on intoxicating . and trying

him to life. Thus , his highest duty would. be to seek_

pabbajja

with understanding, which is the truly

·

What has been said so far would explain the true
meaning ofpabbajja and its necessity forthe realization
of the goal of Buddhist practice. In conclusion, let the
opening stanza of the

Vis!-tddhimagga be quoted here

meaningful step he has to take. Amidst household

as summarizing this meaning as the duty of a genuine .

duties this ideal .cari never be realized. The jump of

Buddhist, whether monk or layman. .

hurdle3 life cail lead to the highest happiness (parama

sukha) a Nirvanic freedom.

This sprit of pabbajja is very well expressed in the
beautiful poem in the

sutta,

sutta-nipdta,

"When a wise man, established well in virtue,

Develops consciousness · and understanding,
the

khaggavisana

Then as a

bhikkhu, ardent and sagacious,

. He succeeds. in disentangling this tangle."

wherein one is advised to "lead the life lone

A. G. S. Kariyawasam

l ik e the rhino-horn" on this world i s fu l l o f
.
.
.
.
.
entanglements leading· to a vicious circle of problems
within problems.
It is also seen that when the pabbajja mentality sets
in a person he begins to develop a wider love than
before because to them the usu;tl dear ones like wife
and mother become sisters, father and son become
brothers, all fellow beings become fellow sufferers and
accordingly he develops a super-individual universal
l ove covering all l iving beings. Thus the act of

pabbajja, which to narrow thinking might appear as a

selfish move. as i t invol ves only the particular
individuals' welfare, in the ultimate sense is the most

unselfish step motivated by an all-embracing universal

PABHASSARA-CITTA

(an assumed original pure

pabhassara

in Pali means radiant and

· state of the human mind traced into Pali literature)
The word

luminous. Coupled with the word citra which means
the mind, the compound . word

pabhassara-f:itta

is

believed to imply that the original human mind (or the
· mind at some stage, i.e. anterior to a specific point of

time) is radiant We believe the genesis of this idea of

a pabhassara-citta is traceable to a few references in
the Ahguttara

Niktiya (A.

I.

10 - four references).

A

few more slightly different references are found at Ibid

254 & 257.

These latter, we shall examine at the �nd.

·
.
. .
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The references $ 9 and $10 at A. I. I 0 do not carry
a compound as pabhassaracitta which means a radiant
mind. The Pali used there predicati vely reads as
pabhassarah idah bhikkhave cittah which means 'this
mind, 0 Bhikkhus, is radiant.' The stress perhaps is
on the idea of it being so 'at a particular point of time.'
This statement is further qualified at $ 9 with the words
'tan ca kho iigantukehi upakkilesehi upakkilit{hanJ' ti. '
This appended qualifying second stateme�t means
'and this mind is defiled or contaminated by incoming
defilements.' We shall examine these statements in
due course.
Do not fail to note that $10 here presents to us a
completely different idea in its second appended
statement when it says, blowing as it were hot and cold
in. the same breath, that the said mind is liberated. This
is what $10 says now of the same citta (about which it
said earlier, in complete identity with the same at $ 9
in the first half: pabhassaran idan bhikkhave cittan).
In the second appended statement it says that 'this mind
is liberated from or is freed of the incoming defilements
(tafi ca kho agantukehi upakkilesehi vippamuitan ' ti).
The word upakkilit{hanof $ 9, which means 'defiled' ;
is replaced in $10 with the word vippamuttam which
means liberated or released. No indication at all is
given in the text as to how and when this all-important
change takes place.

PABHASSARA-CITTA

In these what appear to be categorical philosophical
statements, it is important to ask about whose citra or
mind are we speaking at the moment. Are we speaking
of l . the samsiiric being or 2 the one who has gone
beyond it or got out of it? If it is the samsiiric being,
we are not to forget his identity as to why and how he
is rolling on in samsara. We are quite sure a samsiiric
being is not just a spark of a primary divine source
like Brahman or Parilmatman whose divinity and
divine grandeur the humans would invariably have to
carry within themselves. Are we here attempting to
look for parallels with Indian religious concepts within
our own stock in trade?
On the other hand, no matter where the samsiiric
course of each one began (pubbii ko{i na pafifiayati),
each one of us now roll .on in it because of our own
samstiric contamination. Note what is said of each
one of us that we are victims of nfvara'fl and samyojana
in our samsiiric journeying (avijjii-nfvaraTJllna"! sattti
na"! tanhii-sanJyojantina"! sandhiivatah SGrlJSaratail.
S. III. 149, 15 1). It is in our nature that we carry these
defilements with us through samsara or more precisely,
that the defilements drag us along through samsiira. It . ·
would therefore be a gross error of judgment if one .
said, while talking of samstiric beings, that the mind ·
of an unborn child il) the mother's womb is radiant
and untarnished.

Let us now take a look at what the Mahiimtilunkya
Sutta says on this subject. "A little baby lying on his
back has no notions of slla. How then can he have
incorrect attitudes like sflabbata-paramasa towards
slla? But he has deeply embedded in him underlying
On the one hand in $ 9 it is said that citta is traces of sflabbata-paramasa" ( anuseti tv 'ev ' assa
radiant (pabhassara) but stands contaminated sflabbata-pariimasiinusayo M. I. 433). The word
by or on account of incoming defilements anuseti or anusaya here stand for what we call trans
(iigantukehi upakkilesehi upakf...ili[!han ' ti).
samsaric karmic residues which are transmitted from
one phase of life of an.individual to his next life. Eacn ·
On the other, it is said in $10 that this same
one Of us has a quota of these within us at birth, brought ·
pabhassara citra is totally free of or liberated
in by each one at conception. The sutta says this of a
(vippamutta) of incoming defilements. (How
range of anusaya covering kamaraga and vyiipiida (M.
and when, we are not told.). These statements
thinkers, medical men and
must certainly refer to two different stages in I. 433). Some modern
time. There can be no simultaneity or co- . psychologists are very close �o us in thinking when ·
existence. Nor can we concede a recurrence they dare to say that they have every reason to believe .
{or an on and off occurrence). in :this process that the mind of the unborn child in mother's womb is
of contamination and purification. It has to . pre-monitored. This concept of pr.e -monitoring
be a complete and final change from one to precludes us from entertaining an idea of a pure mind
in the mother's womb.
the other.- from upakkli[!ha to vippamutta.

We cannot fail to observe here tha� upakkilit{han
and vippa muttan used in these two contex'ts are
polarized concepts . . Of the same item of this citra or
idanJ cittanJ, it is said:
1.

2.

. .
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From whence the streams stop flowing,

In our opinion, speaking of a radiant mind for the

where the wheel (of life) turns no more,
where name and form, completely cease to be.

humans which is free from defilements, is a possibility
only" at the final stage of tisavakkhaya or termination
of all defih�ments in the Nirvanic state (of course while
still living a life as a human, here and now). The very

The first line alone of the above verse from the

concept, we bel ieve, i s visualization from many

SanJ.yutta appears to concern itself with phenomena of

possible angles, of what it is like on reaching the state

the physical world- Where do flowjng rivers cease to

of Nirvana.

flow? The remaining three lines refer to religio
philosophical issue of

Here is a bit ·of indispensable related evidence on
the subject.

When the question is asked in the

the termination of the individual process of.

1.

Kevatf4ha Sutta (D. I. 223) as to where the four great

sml! sdric

elements of which the universe is believed to be

individualized

· constituted come to a complete state of non-existence

(aparisesii nirujjhanti),

2.

the Buddha is said to have

by

vifiiiaf]a and

the cessation of the inter-play of the psycho

"Where will the four great elements have no hold (apo

nlpa) of the humans.

"They extend the

question furtlier to read �" Where will dimensional

notions oflong and short, large and. small, and notions

Admittedly the Kevacf4ha Sutta questioning appears
_

. of wholesome and unwholesome hold no say? Where
will the psychic and material bases of human existence

( niimafl ca repan ca) completely cease to be?"

originally an .extemai cosmic.- one to a · personal
individualized one. This shift of accent must be clearly .
·

noted.
· It is tremendously i mportant to note here the
complete change of emphasis and change of direction
in the answer provided in the sutta (tatra

veyyakararJanJ.

The purpos e o f the question i s fi rst

apprehended. Such a speculated state (as in Nirvana)
is possible only where the samsiiric process of human

more searching and mor� comprehensive than that of
the SanJ.yuita.
In the Kevacf4ha Sutta which appears more mature

The

question is . diverted .by the Buddha from what was .

bhavati)

prope l le d

physical dualities of mind and matter (niima &

pleaded for a re-phrasing of the question to read as

ca p�fhavt ca tejo viiyo na giidkati).

continuance

to us, the answer begins, we believe, with what happens

sanJ.Stira, namely vififid
f!G· Let us begin with the original Pali in the Kevacf4ha.
Sutta (Zoe, cit). ·
to the carrier of human life in

Vififiiinan�. anidassanam. qnantam. sa{Jbato pabham.

Salr]siiric Carrier Consciousness or vififiiir]a at the
stage of the arahant, i.e. the one who has attained Nirvii
na is, undemonstrable

(anidassana"!).

Do not fail to

be impressed by the profundity and depth of wisdom
reflected in this single line. We shall now immediately

We have to admit here of the existence of two equally

get to the Alagaddupama Sutta of the Majjhima Nikii
ya where the Buddha himself is seen handling this same

valuable and equally compatible traditions on this issue;

theme with great clarity.

life is believed to be capable ofbeing completely ended:

of looking at Nirvana, as to what happens when one
gets there. In addition to our Keva44ha Sutta, we also
have a very cryptic but very meaningfur reference in
the Sa11JYutta Nikaya. The

Sai1Jyutta Nikaya seems to

earnestly endeavour to combine the realities of the .
physical world with the religious truths of Buddhism.
They are beautifully combined in just fotir liries.

Kuto sara nivattanti (kattha vattam na vattati.
Kattha niimafl ca nlpaflca) asesahuparujjhati (S.
I. p. 15)

In Buddhism, the person released in Nirvana (with
no time space relationships) is referred to as

ciita.

vimutta

It is said of him that even in the gods in heaven

with Indra or_Brahma or Prajapati as their chiefs search
for his

vinniina,

trying to find its specific location as

to where it is centered on

(ida"! nissita"!athiigatassa.

vinntinan' ti M. I. 140), they shall never succeed.

For

. the location of the psyche of such a liberated person
cannot be found even in this very existence (ditthe

'va
ham bhikkhave dhamme tathiigata"!ananuvejjo' vada
mi.·Jbid).

·
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This statement in the Alagaddiipama Sutta is in

We also like to refer to, before we conclude to the

complete consonance w i th the Kevad: 4ha Sutta

interest shown in our text to positively assert the non

reference to vil1ii[JJ!an.z anidassanan.L Here we are quite

worldliness of the Nirvanic state.

sure we are speaking of the liberated person (vimutta

cittan:bhikkhun:). i.e. the one who has reached his Nirva

1 . The Alagaddiipama Sutta categorically asserts
that the mind of the liberated one (vimutta-citta),

nic state. One cannot point at the exact location of the

way involved with things of the world {ida11J

nissitanJ tathiigatassa viiiiili'!flf1! ' ti. M. I. 140).

This pertains to his psychic relations with the

It is in the same context that the Kevacf4ha Sutta

world in which he still continues to live.

refers to the vifiiitirJa of the arahant as being 'totally

2.

luminous or radiant' (anantal'l} sabbato pabhan:). To

Both the Kevacf4ha Sutta

(D.

I.

223)

and the

us, this also is no less and no more than the quality of

SaJT,lyutta (S. I. 15) refer to the complete cessation

Nirviinic viiiiiiiJ!a . . Through the riddance of all
defilements or iisavakkhaya what else could the Nirva
nic viiiiia'!a be, except totally radiant and luminous?

ofnama and riipa ( which means no more rebirth)
on the attainment of Nirvana ( Ettha niimaii ca rii

pan ca asesam uparujjhati).

The Commentary to the Sutta too completely miss this
point (DA. II.

393).

3. Kevacfr!ha Sutta alone goes still further, with an

Perhaps a growing up divergent

tradition regarding the nature of Nirvana seems to be

obvious true grasp of the basic Buddl>jst teachings,

to say that on the cessation or·non-productivity . ·
of viiifiiil]a , everything ceases to function towards

pulling in an entirely different direction and confusing

the whole issue. We do no� feel it is even worth taking

regeperation (viiiiitinassa nirodhena etth ' etam_

it up for comment.

uparujjhatl). This specially mentioned role of
viiiiitif!a is no part of the original question, which ·

Viiiiitif!a at this stage is non-regenerative. Therefore
with its cessation, everything else. of a san:saric being

ceases to be (viiiiiiinassa nirodhena etth
uparujjhati. D. l. 223).

only speaks of the final perishing, or cessation of .
of viiifiiirJa as true life gives to niima-rupa comes . .

pabhassara-citta in Buddhist literature, we have laid .
hands on a few bits wonderfully revealing evidence

here.

true reality of the Nirvanic ending of a samsaric being.

4. In a world based on no more than time space
realities, even the attempt to understand Nirvana
did not go beyond these. So in the Kevaqqha,

realities of the phenomenal world as well as to the

clements pathavf tipo tejo viiyo would completely

with regard to what early Buddhism believes to be the
It is being examined wit� regard · to the believed in

they searched for a place where the four great ·.

We choose to hold the view, from the evidence

rivers stop flowing (Kuto sara nivattanii S.

I. 15). ·

The Udana refers further to the presence of the .

examined so far, that the so-called radiance of the

sun and the moon as well as light and darkness.

human mind (sabbato pabhanJ ot pabhassaranJ) is a
state which is predictable only of the liberated mind

(vimutta-citta) of the arahailt or Nirvanic being. It is

only such a mind which is accurately predictable as

. �.., .

,

.

.

.

his tisavakkhaya in Nirvana. We fail to ignore his
sa�iiric inheritance by way of iisaya and anusaya
which pursue the san:saric being from birth to birth.

.

cease to be. The Sa11fYUtla would be even more
down to earth and add to the list places from where. ·

religio-philosophical analysis of the so-called being.

I 0. We also cannot subscribe to the view of a radiant

·

out in this special mention of the role of viiifitiJ!tl

Whi le probing i nto the dubious concept of

mind of- a sa n:saric being at any time anywhere before

·

only nama and rupa. This sensitivity to the role ·

' etam

being iigantuketi upakilesehi vippamuttanJ as at A. I.

·

while living his human life here and now, is in no .

viiiiiti'J(l of such a person, even here and now, in this
very existence, as lying perched on or tethered to (idan:
nissitan: tathtigatassa viiiiiii'J(lri ' ti).

·

Yattha iipo ca pathavf ca tejo viiyo na gadhati
na tattha sukkti jotanti tidicco nappakiisati
na tattha candimti bhtiti tamo tattho na vijjatL
(Udiina p.9)
In Buddhism, Nirvana is obviously beyond and

outside time space considerations. It is unmistakably

personal and individual. All that we need to talk about

·
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and Jearn with regard to Nirvana i s only in terms of

PA CCAVEKKHAl'fA - (Pari +

the other.

co nsideration,

Vinniil]a on the one. hand as well as niima and nlpa on

Avekkhal]a , .

Sk.pratyavek�ana ) gives the meanings of Jooking· at,
regard,

att e n t i o n ,

refl ection,

contemplation and reviewing etc., This term is often ·

Before we conclude, let us examine the second set

used

in

the

Ambalaf!hikarahulovadasutta

of references from Anguttara Nikiiya (A. I. 254 ft) . (M. l. p.414.ff) ; Here the Buddha asks Venerable ,Rahula ·
mentioned earlier in this essay. Here too, the word

as to what the purpose of a mirror is, to which the

pabhassara is used with reference to the mind or citra. · l atter repl i e s that its purpos e is to . r e flect
(paccavekkhaf!Ci). The Buddha instructs Venerable
But it is in a slightly different context. · Pabhassara

obviously carries with it its original meaning of · Rahula ; that a deed with �he body, with speech or/
and with the mind is to be dime after reflection
radiance, brilliance or brightr1ess. But we believe it
is more to imply the idea of robustness or being in a

good healthy state. Another 2L<ij ective p.abharigu which
means perishable or liable to. break is closely assoCiated
with it in contrast.

(paccavekkhirva, paccavekkhitva kflyena kamman;z
katabbaTI), . ·vacaya kamman;z katab/:JanJ. . . . . . . . . . . . :. ·
manasa kamma11Jkiitabban;z-ibid.p.41 5). In analyzing
the above three deeds the Buddha further advises
·
Venerable Rahula that· he should reflect on the deed

that he i's desirous of doing with the body thus: This
When a bhikkhu, W'ithout · excessive application
deed which I am desirous of doing with the body is a
(kiilena kala'lf}) dire,.:: t s his mind . moderately to . deed· of my body conduce to the harm of self and to .
diversified patterns of Jeflection, he acquires this
the harm o(others and that might conduce to· the
healthy state of min.d called pabluissara (Yato ca kho harm of both.
s deed of body is unskilled, its yield

1?ll

bhi/skhave adhicittamanuyutto bhikkhu kalena kalaf!i is anguish, its result is · anguish. On reflection when ·
· samiidhinimitta;r. manasi karoti...paggahanimittarrz. you realise thus you Rahula should avoid such a deed
upekkhiinimittaltzmanasi karoti tan;z hoti cittarrz�uduii of body. But Rahula on reflecting thus should find 'This
ca kammaniyaii ca pabhassaran;z ca·na ca pabhanga deed that I am doing with the body is a deed of my
sammil samcuihiyati iisaviinarrzkhayaya A. l. 257). The body that is not conducive to the harm of self, harm of .
context in which the word pabhassara is used here . others or/ and haim of both; this deed of body is skilled; .
its yield is happy, its result is happy'- you Rahula ·
. definitely fixes it that pabhassara fs a state of the mind
·

·

which- one brings about through diligent and patient

cultivation. It is steady and not liable to get disrupted

(na ca pi:Jbhangu ) and is ready to get seWed (sammii
samadhiyati} to b e harnessed for higher spiriti.Iill
attainments (iisaviinaf!1khaytiya ).
The r e ference fro m the Ang uttara Nikiiya

immediately brings to our rrJnd the Siimaiiiiaphala

Sutta reference in the Dlgha Niktiya which speaks of a
very similar achievement of the mind through

a well

could do such · a deed of body. Again the Buddha ·
.
instructs Venerable Rahula that he should reflect .
likewise on the same deed of body while he is doing it

(karonropi) and after he has done (katvapi). Buddha

instructs Ven erable Rahula to follow the s am e

instructions by reflecting thus as far as speech and mind ·
too are concerned (Ibid).

Iri the Dasuttara Suttanta (D.lll.272ff.)

Venerable

Smiputta instructs bhikkhUs. to develop five factors of
citte perfect concentration in which retros�ctive thought
·
· parisuddhe pariyodiite anangane vigarupakkilese (paccavekkhal]a) is give'n as the · fifth factor
mudubhure kamn:umiye thite anejjappatte iiiinadissanii
(D.lll. p.277-278). In the Dasadharrimasutta (A. V.p. 87
ya cit!aJ!I abhinlharati D. l. 76). It is to be remembered
88), the Buddha s tates ten factors which inust
that tltis type of relatedness in Buddhist teachings,
again and again be cont emplated (abhirtJhanJ
though found scattered here and there, is not merely
paccavekkhitabbii) .by one ·who has gone forth (from
accidental. It reflects a closely related well-strung
home). There the Buddha states that the bhikkhu must ·
·
pattern of religious culture in Bud�sm
· again and again contemplate .thus: I have attained the
state of having no caste (Vevanniytzmhi). My livelihood
Dhamma'vihari
depends on others (parapatibaddhii me jivitan;z) and I
must now behave myself differently (anna me iikappo .
karanlyo) does my conscience blame me on account
PACCAJATA PACCAYA See PACCAYA
. defined

process of cUlture (So evam samtihite

-

.

. 'j
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of my behaviour. . . . Perhaps learned fellow celibates
,testing me do not blame me on account of my
behaviour (sflato na upavadatf ti) . . . . . (there would be
) differentiation and separation from all who are dear
and beloved to me . . . l am one whose kamma (action)
is my own wealth (kammassakomhi), I am the inheritor
of my kamma (kanimadaytido), I am having kamma
as the matrix (as the course of rebirth, kammayoni), I
am having kamma as my relative {kammabandhu), My

kamma is my refuge (kammapaf isaraf1)); whatever
kamma I shall do, good or bad, I shall be the inheritor
to it (tassa daytido bhavissamf ) . . . . To what sort of
self do night and day pass (rattindiva vftipatantf ti)?
. . . Perhaps I should take delight in a quiet abode
(suiiiiagare abhiramamf ti) . . . . . . . . Are there qualities
in me beyond the power of men, (and) has the noble
si ght of knowledge attained by me (ariyaiiar;ada
.
ssanaviseso adhigato)? Shall I , during my last days
(i.e. at death), when qu.estioned by fellow celibates,
not be confused(na martjchu bhavissamf'ti)? (Dasaime

bhikkhave dhamma pabbajitena abhinnarrJ
paccavekkhitabba.Katam£! dasa? . . . . . . . . . . . .. , pilcchime
kale sabrahmacarfhi pu!fho na marikhu bhavissiimf'ti
pabbajitena abhirjhaTTJ paccavekkhitabbarrz -Ibid).
The

Visuddhimagga gives a twofold
paccavekkharp.s for the bhikkhU as far as the requisites
are concerned (Vism. p.43) i.e. at the time of receiving
requisites (paccayanam patilabhakale) and at the time
of using them (paribhogakale). If a bhikkhu reviews
them either as (mere) elements or as repulsive and puts
them aside for later use, and if he reviews them thus at
th� time of using them it is shown as blameless use

(patilabhakale pi hi dhatuvasena va patikalavasena
va paccav�kkhitva fhapitani cfvaradini tato uttari
paribhuiijantassa anavajjo va paribhogo,tath6.
paribhogakalepi . . . . . . . ibid).
If . a bhikkhu who is virtuous uses the requisites
without reviewing (apaccavekkhana paribhogo) it is
called the 'use a:s a debt' (irp.paribhogo). Hence, the
robe should be reviewed every time it is used ( tasr�a

cfvararrJ paribhoge, paribhoge paccavekkhitabbarrJ)
and the alms food (pi'Jl!lpata) should be reviewed lump
by lump (O.Zope O.Zope) - Ibid. If dawn br�·�s on him ·
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resting place (senasana) should be reviewed each time
it i s used (Senasan a n.1 p i p a ribhog e p a ribhoge
paccavekkhitabba!�l - Ibid).

The Majjhima Nikaya

(M. l . p. l 0) gi ves

·a

desciiption as to how a monk should consider with
regard to the four requisites namely clothin'g (civara),
food (pirJ4apata), shelter (senaasana) and medicaments
due consideration to their uses and not for enjoyment.

Each requisite has some particular functions to fulfil
in the life of a monk. There the bhikkhU considers thus:
Carefully, with proper care (intention) I use my robes,

·

only for the purpose of warding off cold (sftassa

paf ighataya), warding off heat (uflhassapa[ ighataya),
warding off the contact with gadflies and mosquitoes,
wind and sunshine and reptiles (damsamakasava

tatapasirinsapasamphassana111 paf ighfitaya), and also
for the purpose o(covering the private parts (yavad
eva hirikopfnapa{ icchddanatthanjf: Carefully, with
. '

.

proper care (intention) I use my fcipd! not for sport

(n 'eva davaya), not for manly vigour(na mada�a), not
for ornamentation (na ma'!4anaya), not for adornment
(na vibhusanaya), but only for the p:urpose of living ··

·

.

and sustenance of this body, to tak� non-delight in
hurting, to help me to live the holy life (celibacy). Thus .
I destroy the past (un�omfortable) sensations due to
overfilling, and the continuation of my life will carry
on. Similarly my living without fault and comfortable
living will continue. Carefully with proper care
(intention) I use my living place only for the purpose
of warding off cold, . . . heat, . . . . the contact with gadflies
and mosquitoes, wind and sunshine and reptiles, in

order to avoid the rigours of seasons and other dangers
and in order to take joy in retirement. Carefully with

proper care (intention) I use requisites for the sick and
offerings o( medicaments only for the purpose of
warding off the sufferings which arise when the body
is ill and because freedom from disease is highest
happiness (Pa! isankha yoniso cfvara�JJ pa{ isevami, ·

yavad-ev. . . . . . .. , . . . g ilfinapaccayabhesajjaparikkh4 rGT7J
patisevami, yavad-eva uppannanan.zveyyabadhikanaTTJ
vedananaTTJ pa{ighataya abyapajjhaparamatayati Ibid).

without his having reviewed thus, he finds himself in

the position of one who has used it as a debt. Also the

.

(gilanapaccaya). They should be used b� a monk with

D.Saddhasena

,

·
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(Predominance
condition)
(Proximity condition)
4 . . Allalltara paccaya
5. Samanantara paccaya (Contiguity condition)
Co-nascence condition)
6. Sahajata paccaya

PACCAVEKKHANA
. NAN\
. - Reviewing knowledge.
In describing vi rtue(sf /a), the Visuddhimagga gives a

3. Adhipati paccaya

twofold sila a:; sasaval!l sila!rz (virtue subject to cankers

or lokiya (mundane virtue) and am1savanpila11J (virtue
not subject to· cankers) or

PACCAYA

lokuttara (supermundane

(Mutuality condition)

7. Aii11ama�111a paccaya
8. Nissaya paccaya

virtue) -· Vism. p. l3. Further it says that supennundane
virtue (lokunara sf la)brings about the escape from

(Support -or
Dependence -

becoming (bhavanissara!]fivaham) and is the plane of

condition) .

(paccavekkha'!afza11;assa ca -

Reviewing knowledge

condition)

1 0. Pu�ejata paccaya
1 1. Pacchajata paccaya

D.Saddhasena
PACCAVEKKHA�A SUDDHI-

(Decisive support

9 Upanissaya paccaya

bhUml) - ibid. S�e PACCAVEKKHA�A.

Purificiltiori by

(Pre-nascence condition)
(Post-nascence.
condition)
(Repetition condition)

1 2. Asevana paccaya

reviewing. The Virtue dependent on requisites

(Kamma condition)

13. Kamma paccaya
14. . Vipaka paccaya

(paccaya fparibhoga] Saimissita SfIa) is called the
paccavekhaf!a suddhi (Vism.p.44). According to the
Visuddhimagga, a bhikkhu must review the requisi�es
at the time of receiving them (pa{ilabhaktzle) and at
the time of ush\g-them (paribhogakii.le). If a bhikkhu .

(Kamma-result
condition)

1 5.
1 6.
17.
1 8.
19.

reviews them either as (mere) elements or as repulsive
and puts them aside for later u�e; and he reviews them
thus at the time of using them, it is shown as blameless

(Nutriment condition)
Ahara paccaya
(Faculty condition)
Jndriya paccaya
(Jhana condition)
Jhdna paccaya
(Path condition)
Magga pccaya
Sampayutta paccaya (Associatiori1 condition) ·
(Dissociation condition)' .
Vippayutta paccaya
.
(Presence condition)
Atthi paccaya
(Absence condition) ·
Natthi paccaya
(Disappearance
Vigata paccaya

(Visni.p.43). This is called the ·Paccavekkha11;a ·· 20.
suddh_i or the ' Purification by reviewing '. But there " 2 1 .
22.
is no offence for a Buddhist monk- who is mindful in
using after accepting w i thout mind fulness
23.
(pa{iggahane pana satif1] akatva paribhoge karontassa
anapatti.. .... .... )- Vism. p.44. See PACCAVEKKHA�A 24. Avigata paccaya
use

_

_

condition)

. (Non-disappearance
condition)
I

(Dukapa!{h6.na-pp.3,8)

D.Saddhasena

I . Hetupaccaya (Root-condition)- All

kammically

wholesome and unwholesome mental states are

PACCAYA

entirely dependent on the simul taneity and

- This term gives several meanings as

presence of their respective roots

resting on, fal l i ng back on, foundation, cause,
.

condition, motive etc.,

Paccaya is the condition on

which someUllng else is dependent and without which

· the latter cannot be. There are so many ways in which

one thing, or one occurrence, may b_e the condition for
some- other

thing or occurrence. There are 24 modes

Pa{!hana, the last
book of the Abhidhamma Pi{aka. There these 24 modes
of conditionality according to the

are enumerated and explained and then applied to aU .·

·

(hetu). There

are six roots i.e. three Kamrnically wholesome
roots (root of greedlessness or alobhamUla, root ·
of hatelessness or
undeludedness o'r

adosamula and root ·o f
amohaniula) and three

kamrnically unwholesome roots {root of greed or

lobhamUla, root of hate or dosamula and the root ·
of delusion or mohamula). Just as a tree rests on
its root and remains alive only as long as its root

mental and physical phenomena and occurrences

is not destroyed, these mental states depend on ·

(Dukopa!{hana. Voi.I.PTS. 1 906).

these roots

Accordingly the 24 modes of conditionality are:

1. Hetu paccaya

2. Aramma'Yl paccaya

(Root condition)

(Object co11dition)

(Ibid p.58).

2. Arammaf'!G paccaya (Object condition)- is calle9
something, which as object, forms the condition
for consciousness and mental phenomena. Thus

.l
.1

I

1

l

23 9
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the physical object of sight consisting in colour
and light is the necessary condition and the sine
qua /lOll for the arising of Cakkhu viiiizaiJa (eye
consciousness) etc., Likewise sound is the
necessary condition and the sine qua non for the
arising of Sora viniit11!a (ear consciousness)
Ordour is the . . . . . . . . . .for Ghana vi1111a!Jtl (nose
consciousness), taste is the . . . . . . for Jivha viliiiaiJa
(tongue consciousness). Thus the tangible is the
. . . . . . for Kaya viiiiicl!Jtl (body consciousness). Any
object arising in the mind is the necessary
condition and the sine qua n on for the arising of
Mana viiiiia!Jtl (mind consciousness).

3. Adhipati paccaya (Predominant condition) is the
term for four iddhipadas on the predominance and
predominance of which are dependent the mental ·
phenomena associated with them. These are
conce�trated intention (chanda), energy (viriya),
consciousness (citta) and investigation (vimanJSa).
Thus the predominant intention (desire) is related
to the states associated with desire, and the matter
produced thereby by predominance condition.
Likewise predominant effort (energy)
predominant consciousness and the predominant
investigating wisdom are related to the s.tates
associated with effort etc . ' and the matter
produced there by predominance conditions
respectively.

PACCAYA
to one another by co-nascence condition. A t the
moment of conception, mentality and materiality
are mutually related to one another by co-nascence
condition (Conditional Relations.p.5).

7. A11namaii1ia paccaya (Mutuality condition) - The
four immaterial (mental) aggregates as well as
the four physical elements (four great primaries)
are related to one another by mutuality condition. ·
At the moment of Conception, mentality and
materiality are related to one another by mutuality
condition (/bid.pp.S-6).
8. Nissaya pa ccaya (Support or Dependent
condition) - The four mental aggregates are
mutually related to one another by dependence
condition·. The four physical elements (pa(havi,
apo, tejo and vayo) are mutually related to one
another by . dependence condition. Five sense
.
organs and the physical base of mind are mutually ·
related to th e corresponding six kinds · of
consciousness elements and their associated states
by dependence condition (ibid.p . 6): .

9. Upanissaya paccaya (Decisive support condition

or the Strong-Dependence condition) - This is
threefold- namely (a) by w ay of obj ec t · .
· .
(aramma!Jupanissaya paccaya), (b) by way of ·
proximity (anantarupanissaya paccaya) and (c)
n atural decisive support (pakatupanissaya
paccaya). Accordingly preceding faultless states
may be related to subsequent faultless states,
subsequent faulty states or subsequent . neutral
states by decisive support condition. Preceding ·
faulty states may be related to subsequent faulty
states, subsequent faultless states or subsequent
neutral states. Preceding neutral (indeterminate)
states may be related to subsequent faultless,
subsequent faulty or subsequent neutral states by .
decisive support condition. Climate, etc., are ·

_

4 & 5 Anantara and Samanantara paccaya ( Proximity
and Contiguity conditions) -These refer to any
state of consciousness and mental phenomena
associated with them which are the conditions for
the immediately following stage in the process of
consciousness. For example, Eye consciousness
element and its associated states are related to
mind element and its associated states by
proxi mi ty condition. Mind element and its
assoCiated states are related to mind consciousness
element and its associated states by proximity
condition and contiguity condition.

·

related by decisive support condition (ibid.
pp. 6-7).

6. Sahjata paccaya (Co-nascence condition)- The
(vedana), .
four mental aggregates i.e. feeling -�;'i�
· ra)
perception (saiina), mental formations (sarikhii
and consciousness (viiiiiaiJa) are mutually related
to one another by co-nascence condition. The four
Physical Elements-solid (pa{havz) liquid (apo),
heat (tejo) and motion (vayo)-are mutually rel ated
.. · r- � ·
·

.

· ', .·

1 0.

.
Purejata paccaya (Pre-nascence condition) - Here ·
something previously arisen is forming a base for
something arising later on. For example, five
physical sense organs and the physical base of

mind is related to respective consci�usness
element and its associated states by pre-nascence
condition (ibid.p.7).
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(Post-nascence condition)
Th� states post-nascent consciousness and mental
factors are related to this pre-nascent body by the
post-nascence condition (Ibid. p.8).

PACCAYA
_ the matter produced thereby by Path condition

1 1 . Pacchajata paccaya

Asevana paccaya (Repetition condition) - Here
the preeeding faultless states are related to
subsequent faultless states by repetition condition: .
Preceding faulty states are related to subsequent
faulty states by repetition condition. Likewise
. preceding functional indeterminate states are
related to subsequent functional indetenninate
states by this condition (Ibid.)

(Ibid. ).

19. Sampayutta paccaya (Association condition) -

Association condition mutually relates the four
mental groups (khanda) to one another (Ibid.).

12.

(Karnma �ondition) - Faultless
and faulty kamma is related to resultant aggn�gates
and '"¥nnza produced matter by this condition.
Ilere cetana (volition) is related to its associated .
. . and the matter produced thereby by kammma
. condition (Ibid)

· 13. Kamma paccaya

· 14.

·

Vlpdktl paccaya (Kamia-r�sult� condition) - The

Four mental resultant aggregates are mutually
related to on� another by resultant · co�dition
(/hid.).

(Dissociation condition) The material states are related to mental states by
Dissociation condition. Likewise mental states are.
related to material (physical) states by this
condition (Ibid.).

20. Vippayutta paccaya

21. Atthi paccaya (Presence condition) - Refers to a
·

phenomenon - being present or co-nascent . which through its presence is a condition for other
. phenomena. This . condition applies to the
condi.tion numbers 6,7,8, 1 0 and ll ' above.

22. Natihi paccaya (Absence condition) - Refers to

consciousness and mentai factors whi'ch has just
passed; are related to the present states, ·
consciousness and mental factors by Absence
condition (Ibid. P� 1 0)

:23. Vigata p�cc�ya (Disappearance condition)- . . ·
Ahara. paccaya (Nutriment con.dition). .- The · . '. Refers to consciousness and mental factors which .·
edible food (kabalinkfirdhii.ra) is related to. the
. has just passed, are rel�ted to the present states,
_body by_n�Jrif!!el!t _£o_ndition,_ The i!mnate_rial
c.onsciousness and mental . factors .. by
nutriments (viiinandhara,
manosafi.cetanahdra)
Disappearance condition (This is identical with
.
.
are related to their associated states and the matter
number 22 above).
produced thereby by tllis condition (Ibid.):
24. Avigata paccaya (Non-disappearance condition)
16. Indriya paccaya (Faculty condition) -· Eye faculty,
Refers to a phenomenon - being present or co
.Ear faculty, Nose faculty, Tongue faculty and
nascent- which through its presence is a condition
Body faculty are related to their corresponding
for other phenomena. This condition too applies
consciousness elements and their associated states
. to the conditions numbers 6,7,8, 1 0 and 1 1 above.
respectively by faculty conclition. Thus the
(lbid pp. l l , 1 2)
physical life faculty is related to kamma produced matter and the mental faculties are
D�pendent origination (pa(icca Samuppdda ) gives .
related to their ru�sociated states and · the matter 1 2 factors namely : Ignorance (avijjd), Karma
produced thereby by this condition (lbid.p.9)
formations (sankhdrd), Consciousness (vifi.fi.d'!a),
Corporeality and mentality (nama-rupa), Six bases
17. Jhana paccaya (Jhana coQdition) - The Jhdna (saldyatana), Impression (phassa),Feeling (ved�na), ·· ·
factors·.are related to their associated states and Craving (ta�hd), Clinging (updddna) Process of
the matter produced thereby by this c�ndition becoming (bhava), Rebirth Udll) and Old age and death · · ·
(jard-maraf!ll). Here the formations exist only when
(Ibid. ).
ignorance exists .The Buddha said "Not knowing
1 8. Magga paccaya (Path condition) - The Path . monks, in ignorance, he forms the formation of merit,
factors are related to their associat�d states and forms. . . of demerit, forms . . . of the imperturbable. As
15.

·

·�
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soon as a bhikkhu s ignorance is abandoned and clear

u n wholesome karma- form ations are the causes of

ignorance and the arising of clear vision he does not

karma�formations of a previous life, condition the

form even formations of merit". � S.II. p.82.

budding in the womb of a new mother of a fresh

vision ari sen, bhikkhus, w i th the fading away of

future rebirth in an appropriate sphere (gati). The

·

psycho-physical aggregation of the 5 khandhas (five

. From the above statement it is clear that ignorance

groups of existence) which here are represented by

is a condition for formations. The Buddha has stated
the 24 conditions mentioned earlier ( Vsm. p.532). For

vififiii.'Jll (consciousness). All such Karma- resultant
(vipaka) Consciousn e s s , however as e . g . eye

the formation of merit, ignorance is a condition in two

consciousness (cakkhuvifififl1Jll11}) etc., as well as the

ways; as object condition (arammalJll paccaya) and as ·

mental phenomena assoCiated there,with (feeling etc.,)

support condition (upanissaya paccaya). Ignorance is

are k armical l y neutral . T h i s k arma-re sul tant

a condition, as object condition, for formation of merit

consciousness is functioning of the embryonic being

of the sense sphere at the time of comprehending (by

from the very moment of conception in the mother's

insight) ignorance as liable to destruction and fall ; and

womb (ibid.545Jf) .

it is likewise for those of the fine material sphere

(rupiivacaranan:r) at the time of knowing a confused

Next proposition of the Dependant Origination .

mind by means of direct-knowl�dge consciousness

"Through Consciousness, corporeality and Materiality

(though penetrating the minds of others etc.,). But it is

. are c.onditioned" (vififia'!a paccayii namarupan:r)

a condition as decisive support condition (upanissaya
paccaya), in two cases, in one who, for the purpose of
surmounting ignorance, fulfils the various ·instances
of sense sphere merit-making consisting in giving etc.,

implies that without consciousness there can be no
mental or physical process of existence: 1By mentali ty

. . ...·,..

· (nama) karma-resultant (vipii.ka) men�a,l. phenomena

..

such as feeling, perception and volition etc., are meant.

and in one who arouses the fine-mati!rial jhlinas.

Consciousness (vififiiilJll) is a condition by way of Co

Likewise in one who effects that merit while aspiring ·

nascence

(sahajata}
for mentali_ty ( nama ) .
·
Consciousness i s a condition for Corpo(�ality (rupa)

to lhe delight of sense-sphere becoming and fine
material becoming because he is confused in ignorance.

by w ay of Co-nascence only at the moment of

(Vsm. p.541 )

conception. I t appears t o _ b e a Post-nascence

(paccMjata-paccaya) and Nutriment (ahara) thereafter .
( lbid.558Jf).

Karma-formations associated with greed, hate or
delusion are al ways. and i n a l l c i rcumstances,
conditioned through the simultaneous ignorance; as

Through Mentality and Corporeality the six bases

object-predominance and obj ect decisive support

are conditioned (niima-rupa paccaya saliiyatana11)).

respectively at the times of giving importance (to

Mentality (nama) is a condition by w ay of Post

ignorance) and enjoining it; as decisive-support in one

nascence for the five sense organs (ayatana), while

who, being confused by ignorance and unaware of

·

feeling etc . , are a condi tion for the s ixth base

danger, kills living beings etc., as proximity (anantara

(Consciousness) by way of Co-nascence (sahajata

paccaya) , contiguity (samananta ra paccaya) ,

paccaya). Corporeality (rnpa) or the four elements are

proximity-decisive-support (upanissaya paccaya),

a:

condition by way of support (nissaya) for the five

repetition (iisevana pacc.aya), absence (natthi paccaya)

sense organs (ayatana), while corporeality (rnpa) five

and disappearance (vigata paccaya), for the second

physical sense organs are a condition for the sixth Base

impulsion and those that follow; as root-cause, co

{consciousness) by way of support (nissaya) and pre

nascence (sahajiita), mutuality (afifiamafiria), support

nascence (purejata -paccaya)- lbid.pp.562-565.

(nissaya), association (sampayutta), presence (atthi
paccaya) and non-disappearance (avigata pactdya)' ,

(Sensorial and mental) impression is conditioned

in one doing anything unprofitable. It is thus a condition

through the six bases (salayatana-paccaya phasso)

in many ways. ( Vsm.p.54I )

This proposition is mentioned as there can be no sense

·

impression without 5 physical B ases or sense-organs
The proposition "Through the Karma -formations
is conditioned Consciousness"(sankhiira paccaya
vinfiaf!an:r) means that the wholesome a_n d

and without the 6lh Base or consciousness there can be .
no Mental Impression.

Thus the 5 physical Bases

(eye etc.,) are for the corresponding sense impressions
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(visual impression etc.,) a condition by way of Support several k in d s kusala kammas and a k u s a l a
(nissaya) and Pre-nascence (purejata), whereas the 6'11, kammas ( w h o l e s o m e and unwholesome karma).
the Mind-Base (consciousness), is a condition for the Clinging to sensuous objects (kamiipddcma) may be a
Mental Impression by way of Co-nascence (sahajdta · direct motivation for bodily misconduct, evil words
paccaya), A s s oci atio n (sampayutta paecaya), . and thoughts. C l i nging to rules and ritual . ·
Mutuality (aiifiamaiifia paccaya) etc., (Jbid.pp.565- (sflabbatupadana) may lead to self-complacency,
566)
fanaticism, cruelty etc., Clinging is a condition by way
of Co-nascence (sahajdta paccaya) and Association ·
"Feeling i s conditioned through Impression" · (sampayutta paccaya) etc . , for the evil karma
(phassa-paccaya vedand) i.e. the sensorial and mental associated therewith (Vsm.pp.57 1 -575).
impression are a condition by way of Co-nascence
(sahajata paccaya) , A ssociation (sampayutta
paccaya), Mutuality (aiiiiamafiiia paccaya) etc., for
the Feeling associated there·with (/bid.pp.566�567}.
Craving is conditioned through Feeling (vedana
paccaya ta�ha). A ny (Karma-resultant) Feeling,
whether agreeable, disagreeable or neutral, bodily or
mental, past or expected, may become for craving a
condition. of Decisive Support (upanissaya paccaya)
by· way of Object (arammanupani:ssaya). Even·
· physically and mentally painful feeling may, through
the desire to be released therefrom, become a condition
of Decisive. Support for craving by . way of Object
(arammanupanissayaHbid. p.567.
" Clinging is conditioned through Craving" (taf!hdpa�caya 'upadana). Clinging. is explained as an
intensified form of Craving. It is of 4 kinds: ( 1 )
Clinging to Sensuality (ktlmupadana), {2) to erroneous
Views (di![hupadana), (3) to Rules and R i tu�i
(silabbatupadana) and (4) to Personality-Belief
· (attavadupadiina). Sensuous Craving is a condition of
N atural Decisive S upport (pakatupanissaya) to
clinging to sensuality. For the other 3 kinds of clinging; ·
craving is a condition by way of Co-nascence (sahajdta
paccaya), mutuality (afiiiamaiifia paccaya); Support ·
(nissaya paccaya), Association (sampayutta paccaya),
Presence (atthi paccaya), Non-disappearance '(avigata
paccaya) and Root (hetu paccaya). Thes·e seven
conditions become eight when taken with condition of
Natural Decisive Support (upanissaya paccaya) Vsm.pp.568-57 1 .

.

"The process o f becoming i s conditioned through
clinging"(upddana paccaya bhavo). Here the bhava
or the process of becoming is twofold, i.e. karnma
process becoming (kammabhava) and rebirth process
becoming (uppatti bhavo)- Vbh. 1 37. Clinging becomes
an inducement of Decisive Support (upanissaya) to

"Rebirth is conditioned through the process of .
becoming"
(bhava-paccaya jdti) . Here the bhava
·
means the kammabhava and not the uppattibhava

(bhavoto pan· 'ettha kammabhavo va adhippeto
. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. lbid. 575). Through the wholesome and
unwholesome karma-process· (kammabhava) rebirth
process is conditioned. Because kamma is the cause
of the difference of inferiority and superiority aniong
beings the Buddha said, " It is kamma that separates
beipgs ac·c or�ing to inferiority and. superiority"

(kamman;t satte vibhajati yad-i4an;t hfna�paf!ltataya ti

M. IU.203). Fro� that, it can be known that becoming_

is a condition for birth (Vsm.p.576).
"Old age and death are conditioned through
rebirth ;(iati paccaya jara-maraf!Gf!). Where there is ·
'

no birth neither ageing and death nor the states
beginning with sorrow come about. But when there is
birth these appears in a person. Hence this birth is a
condition for ageing and death and also for sorrow and
so on. It is a condition as Decisive Support (upanissaya

paccaya) - Ibid.
·

D. Saddhasena ·

PACCAYANISSITA SILA See
CATUPARISUDDHI S iLA

PACCEKABUDDHA : Of the three modes of

deliverance -as arahant, paccekabuddha and sarnma
sambuddha -which find frequent mention in Pali texts
both within and outside the Tipi{aka, there is none
apparently less known, though not less significant, than
enlightenment as a paccekabubddha.
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A paccekabuddha, as the word i ts e l f i mplies, is 'a

separately e n l ightened one ' . 1 Th i s means that his

enlightenment is self-earned and, as the Apadiina of
the

Khuddhaka Niktiya describes "it is realised apart

PACCEKABUDDHA

anyth i n g to i t . T h a t o b s e r v a n c e ( va t t a ) i s ,
accord i n g l y , termed g a tapa c c dg a ta - vatta and
haraf!ilpacciiharaf!il-V o.

from enlightened ones, by reflection on a subject, no

The Apadiina commentary speaks at length of the

matter how insignifi cant".2 "Paccekabuddhas are

manner in which such an aspirant, if he be a recluse,

individually and separately enlightened" says the

shall conduct himself both within and outside the

Visuddhajanavilasini,3 commentary to the Apadana.

monastery. Thus, for example, whenever he goes a
begging, he fi rst recalls to memory his topic o f

In the Puggalapafi.fiatti, a paccekabuddha is defined

meditation . "He does not hurry i n haste but proceeds

as a "person who realises alone the Truths in respect

quietly, like a wagon full of water that has entered on

of matters unheard of before, of which, however, he

uneven ground" and " begging from house to house,

neither attains omniscience, nor gains mastery of the

he tarries at each just so long as would enable him to

fruits of enlightenment" (Idh ' ekacco puggalo pubbe
ananussutesu dhammesu sdmanJ. saccanl
abhisambujjhati na ca tattha sabbafifiuta"J. piipu,yiti
_
na ca phalesu vasibhaval1J:. Aya11J vuccati puggalo
paccekasambuddho4 ).

decide whether or not he would receive any food".
When he has collected his meal, he shall sit down at
an agreeable spot and "before he partakes of it, shall

reflect on his topic of meditation and induce a sense of
revulsion for food by mentally comparing it to the

lubrication of an axle, the anointment of a wound, or

Les·s e l aborated i s t.he . expl anation of the

to rotten flesh. Then for a short while· afterwards, he

defined as one who, on account of particular reasons;

preliminary, intermediate and final watches, he recalls

has realised the Four Truths alone; without a teacher.5

to memory his topic of meditation. "8 The topic of

Saddhammappakasini (commentary of .the · rests till he gets over the fatigue of eating. Then, as
Pa{isambhidamagga) where a, paccekabuddha is . much before his meal as after it, as well as during the

meditation should be his sole preoccupation and he
From the data furnished ahove one may conclude
that

a paccekabuddha's enlightenment is gained by

a

should spare no pains on its reflection. It is a conduct ·

that must be fully perfected for, "there is no one" says

realis�tion of the Four Noble Truths, but without any

the commentary, "that attains paccekabodhi without

aid from outside.

its accomplishment9 ". It appears from the

Apadiina

and its commentary that in the practice of this conduct
This enlightenment, however, cannot be realised

the aspirant would have been inevitably br�mght into

without an initial aspiration. An aspiration (patthanti)

direct association with all the enlightened ones of the

to become � pa�cekabuddha i s an indispensable pre

past (sabbabuddhesu katiidhikaro). Such association 1 0

requisite, for it metaphorically marks the moment of a

or contact is, indeed, one of the benefits desired by the

person's initial plunge into the spiritual career of a

aspirant in pursuance of his initial aspiration, the others

paccekabodhisatta or "one · aspiring to be separately

being birth as a human male, the sight of dispassionate

a period of at least two Incalculables (asarikheyya) and

sacrifice and an earnestness to realize the goal. These

enlightened. "This aspiration should be continuous for

ones, an indefatigable resolve based on a sense of

one hundred thousand aeons (kappasata-sahassafi.ca6 ),

benefits l 1collectively assure him of the uninterrupted .

during which he should practise the perfections

continuance of his mode of conduct.

(piiramiyo) necessary for his goal. The perfections to
be accomplished throughout this vast period of time
include the cultiv ation of the h abit of constant
recollection of a topic of meditation, and a life of
solitude to facilitate such reflection. 7
The aspirant must constantly recall his topic of
meditation, whether in leaving

(gata) his residence or
returning (paccagata} to it, or in removing (haraf!ll)
anything from , or bringing back (pacctihdraf!a)

It was noted earlier that the training of a pacceka

bodhisatta necessitated not only

a particular mode of .

conduct but a life of solitude as well. Such a life, besides
facilitating the constant recollection of one's topic of ·
meditation, certainly conduces much more than an, act
of charity! 2 does to enlightenment as a paccekabuddha.

It is, indeed, quite essential that all aspirants for

paccekabodhi should le ad such a l i fe because,
according to the commentary, delighting in solitude is

PACCEKABUDDHA

p accek ab uddha must have a cause that is particular to
him and thus there could be as many such causes as

the very basis of this training; so alone must one sit,
walk, stand and sleep"1 3

there are paccekahuddhas. And every paccekabuddha

Living in this. way, it is not unlikely that the aspirant

practises the

same: meditation
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should have a separate stanza embodying his udana,
but this is not always so.2 °

as he had cultivated in ·

former lives, because of personal predilection due to
The Apadiina refers to these utterances as 'well said'

his previous association with it (pubbabhavantinubha

(subhasitani) or as 'transformations' ( vikubbittini).

vena1 4). Of such meditations only a few, however, are

They are well said,' declares the commentary because

mentioned by name,. as, for instance, the first of the
mental absorptions (pa{hamajjhtina), or that concerning
lqyj!"_}g -�indn�� (metttijhana)-which is reckoned

·

besides as one of the 'sub-lime- abodes� --=or-the

their purpose is to save people from the four hells, and
also because they have been uttered by way of advice
an-d admonition2 1-: And· they are 'transformations ' ,
because they have been specially declared in the pursuit .
of mental absorptions 2 2• Nor do all udiina-declarations ·

reflection on dependent origination (pa{iccasamuppa

da), in direct or reverse order. Often, the description is

immediately follow upon enlightenment. .The· Jataka
. towards his goal is sometimes described as · 'well · commentary has recorded an udana-gatha· which a ·
paccekabuddha had uttered only just before his death.
discerning' (vipassanto), 'reflecting from the source'
(yoniso mansika ronto) or, rather v aguely, as ' This stanza, and many others besides, 2 3 have not been
far too general; the aspirant resolutely progressing

included among the Udiiru;z-gqthti of paccekabuddhas

c�nducting himself properly' ·(sammti pa{ipajjamtino) .
However, it would appear that, inespective· of the topics

that are contained in th� Ap4diina . These latter are

of meditation, all aspirants, as a rule (vidhi), attain

confmed to the stanzas compri�ing the Khaggavistina

Sutta.

enlightenment only after a proper comprehension of
·the sequ�nce of c;auses relating to each. of the Four

.

'- .

It is · s aid2 4 that · after enlightenmept; · a
paccekabuddha undergoes a marked change in his

Noble Trilths1 5

personal appearance. His lay attire, if he were dressed ·

. There is no information. in the texts as to whether
the aspirant in his quest for enlightenment has to ·

as a layman, dis�ppears completely when he strokes · .

observe a particular posture of meditation. It is,

his head with his right hand. Instantaneously, he would

however, .unlikely that imy such posture had ever been

resemble an elder a hundred years old 2 5 with the eight

recommended in view of two instances mentioned of

requirements of

paccekabuddhas who atrained enlightenment in a

According to the Jataka commentary, he would be

· reclining position.1

6

a.

recluse cleaving .to his body.

clo.thed in yellow robes .and have his hair and beard

·

shaven2 6• According to other sources, however, his hair
· The same (Apadtuia) conimentary also records a

and beard would remain j u s t two inches l ong

(dvangulakesamassu. 2 7). ·

few instances oflaymen becoming paccekabuddhas..1 7
· That however, is not contrary to tradition for; it is
nowhere stated that forf\lal renunciation by entry into

When a paccekabuddha has uttered his udiinagti

an order of recluses is necessary for paccekabodhi,

thii, he proceeds to the Gandhamadana mountain,

though it is a neceessity in the case of aspirants for full

2 8which -lies beyond seven mountains in the
Himalayas .. Paccekabuddhas often live in caves on one

enlighteninent1 8• There is ·no evidence whatsoever of
. any women having become paccekabuddQas. The story

of its flanks (pabbhtira) called Nandamulaka, and here
of Mahapaduma, 1 9 as recorded in the commentary, . they formally admit into their fold the new
shows that women may nevertheless aspire for paccekabuddhas·. The ceremony of admission is brief
paccekaabodhi though they must subsequently undergo .and simple and is characterized by the paucity of words · . ·
a change of sex if their aspirations are to be realised. . employed during the proceedings. As soon as the new
paccekabuddha has sat down on a seat there, . all the
·

Following his enlightenment, every paccekabuddha
experiences a deep sense ofjoy, which he expresses in
words: These words (udiina), indicate in brief the prime

·

·

paccekabuddhas then living would immediately
assemble. After they have all sat down, the whole
assembly would remain for a while in deep meditation,

cause that led to his enl ightenment. Each · in one or other of the states of mental absorption. When

.·,

. ..�
'

·
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they have arisen from their meditations, the president
of the assembly (smighatthera) would, for the pleasure
of all, question the new paccekabuddha as to the cause
that Jed to his own enlightenment which would mean
no other than the object that caused him to reflect. The
question is limited to the words 'katham adhigatam '
and, in answer, the new comer would declare his former
udiinagathti which, in this instance, would be termed
a vyakarm.1lgl iithii or stanza of exposition. So it happens
that the udiinagathii features as a vyiikarar;agathii as
well, differing only. in the time and the occasion of its
recital.2 9
The assemblies of paccekabuddhas are not restricted
to the admission of newly enlightened ones only .
Assemblies are held on uposatha-days also, on the
compound at �he foot of the . Mafijiisaka tree on
Gandhamadana. But, in their performance of the
uposatha, the paccekabuddhas limit themselves to the
recital of the words "ajja uposatho . 3 0
"

.

· .

The Nandamiilaka-pabbhara, of the Gandhamadana
Mountain, is undoubtedly the most popular abode of
paccekab11ddhas. Due perhaps to its popularity, it is
sometimes alluded to by the general appellation, 'place
of paccekabuddhas' 3 1 • The Apadiina commentary
states that for eight months paccekabuddhas live in
the Himalayas and during the four rainy months they
spend their time in the country:3 2 And sometimes, on
such occasions, they solicit the service of people to
make dwellings for themselves.33 Isipatana is also
specially associated with them as a temporary halting
place where they assemble during their journeys to and
from Gandhamii.dana P 4• Other abOdes mentioned are
the Isigili mountain3 5 where five hundred
paccekabuddhas are once said to have enj oyed
continuous residence, the Cittakiita mountrun,3 6 and a
bank of the �1andiikini pond in the Chadda.'lta forest. 3 7
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whether their prospective donors have enough faith
and a capacity to serve them4 0. " This they decide after
their meditations in the morning when they survey the
world daily in search of such persons.4 1 When such a
one has been found, a paecekabuddha may present
himself before him by a flight through the air, induced
by a state of mental absorption capable of producing
miracles 4 2and, if alms are offered to him, he would
speak a few words expressing the hope that the
devotee's wish, whatever it may be, "would soon reach
fulfillment, even as the moon on the fifteenth day of
the month"4 3• Sometimes, to cause greater elation in a ·
devotee's heart, a paccekabuddha might even perform
a miracle, such as would enable the other to see him
journey through the air right up to the moment he
alights on Gandhamiidana and distributes his food to
an assembly of many hundreds of paecekabuddhas. 4 4
One must not wonder how a scanty meal could suffice
for, · so many", for such · is the "scope of a ·
paceekabuddha" (paccekabuddhavisaya),· which is also
reckoned as one of the four Iriconceivables.4 5
.. .i

. If such is the capacity of a paccekabuddha, then an .
offering of alms or respectful treatment accorded to
.him must be of no mean consequence. Many stories
indicate that this is so. It is said, for instance, that Mahii . ·
pajiipati Gotami 's birth amidst royalty was due largely
to her seemly treatment, of paccekabuddhas in her
earlier life.4 6 For a similar reason, the thera Afifia
Kondafifia w::�s ministered to by herds of elephants,
numbering several thousands, during his twelve years'
stay in the Chaddanta forest4 7• The thera Sona Kolivisa ·
is said to have acquired a golden complexion in
consequence of a gift made to a paccekabuddha of a
red blanket worth a hundred thousand coins 4 8• A father
and a son who had together entertained seven ·
paccekabuddhas for three months each were, for that
very reason, were born in the Tiivatimsa heaven and
thereafter, sojourned in all the sfx sensual heavens,
enjoying great majesty among the gods.4 9 A gift of a
Paccekabuddhas are o ften mentl.oned as
. leavi' ng pair of shoes to a paccekabuddha enabled a
their abodes to obtain alniS outsides. Someti111es they
ship-wrecked person to find refuge in the sea,50 and a
go in search of provisions such as honey to prepare
lump of clay that a woman offered to one similarly
m e. di. ci' nes for ai. li" n g paccek ab.u ddhas3 8• Not
enlightened, that he may daub the interior of a mountain
infrequently they go a-begging when they \��\ll" 'Yith .
. · cave, assured her of a skin that was soft to the touch
their 'divine-ear' an invitation for alms proclaimed by
.5 1 Still more fascinating is the tradition recorded in ·
devotees, wherever the latter be. Such invitations are the Mahiivamsa, of the great emporor Asoka and his
very respectful l y proc l ai m e d preceded by an queen Asandhimittii, that both owed their undivided
enumeration of the virtues of paccekabuddhas and by sovereignty to their respective aspirations, which they
offering in their name many handfuls of flowerS39• But made in their former Iife5 2 after offering hospitality
the paccekabuddhas first make it a point to find out separately, to a paccekabuddha.
·
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Receiving alms from persons, that they may thereby

readily harnessed by a recapitulation of the names of

derive some merit, is j ust one of the ways in which

paccekabuddhas. An example of this is to be found in

paccekabuddhas show compassion to people. At times,
they advise persons whom they had known intimately

the recital during parittti ceremonies of the lsigili
Sutta '6 2 which contains-such names.

fully whether. or not they have the capacity to benefit

Paccekabuddhas have, however been criticized as

in the. present or an earlier life, after having ascertained

by such advice. s 3 The same criterion _would enable

being

miracle, to make a person understand better5 4or to cause

perhaps because oftheir reluctance to preach the Truths ·

self-centred and- of "li ttle i mportance to

mankind"6 3. They are regarded as being "self-centred"

them to decide whether or not they should perform a

to people, while they are said t.o be of "little importance

him to renounce a heresy.5 s

- to mankind" perhaps because of their solitary ways.

- Yet, when they draw another's attention, they do

Such a criticism might have sorriejustification in Maha

- so unobtrusively. A paccekabuddha, for instance, may

yana, where all spiritual careers are subordinated to

sit. in a state of mental absorption at a convenient spot

that of the bodhtisattva, but not so in Theravada, where

-

such as a bamboo grove near the entrance to a park, so

the

paccekabuddhas essentially constitute a cult and

that when the intended person passes by, respectful

·are, besides, believed to exert a strong protective

admi-ration will b e evoked5 6. I n this way, the

influence .. The

paccekabuddha would modestly draw the other towards

already discernible, states that "the compassion - of

him to speak a few words, which would cause him to
_ reflect and think. Paccekabuddhas are generally known

_

peech. Often alt they would say.

for their frugality of s

Apaddna,64 in which these trends are

paccekcabuddhas reaches out to the peoples of. the
border lands", that they are "beacons illuminating this
world and the next, and �ontinuously well-disposed".

·

- - would be 'May you· be happy' , or _ 'May you be freed - This belief is further developed in the· comm�ntaries,
from the rounq of births' .5 7 They are hardly .e_ver seen ·

where a paccehbuddha is defined as an "enlightened

as preach�rs prOclaiming the Sublime -Truths in order · - one who has become - a master and lord in providing

- - - to lead people to enlightenment, though, very rarely, _ happiness and protection, and enabling the attainment
theymay adrnit pe�ons into recluse-ship and train them

.

of heaven and deliverance (to beings) in innumerable

states of existence".6 5

in the ways of-proper conduct. 5 8 Their consideration

Va11J11satthappakiisinl ..!, is notthe traJ}scendental, (lokuttara) but material (lokiya)

-�f.or- the wor-ld, says-the
_

-

_ well-being of persons. This they may sometimes do .
by foretelling a person's future, or by providing charms
for his protections 9•

-

If, on the one hand, respectful treatment o f a 

paccekabuddha ensures a person protection and other
_

benefits, any disrespect for them, on the other hand,
would produce unpleasant results. A farmer who burnt
down the bower of a paccelq�-b-"�dha w as , i n

A special virtue o f paccekabuddhas seems to be
their power of protecting people. It is not only the

consequence, bqrn as an

ahipeta, 6 6and a king who

- insulted a paccekabuddha by calling him a leper was

person of a paecckabuddha, but even his very attire,

- himself born a leper to suffer for a whole lifetime.6 7 ·

_ that is considered to possess a strong protective

The tragic end of thera Bahiya Darucfriya, who was _

infl'uence. That, -perhaps, is the reason why a robber is

said, to have once shot a paccekabuddha with � bow
and mow, iii· order to get his bowl and robes

(pattaci'

gored, to death by a young cow, was explained by some ·

(keci) as the inevitable result of his having killed a
paccekabuddha in one of his former existences. 6 8 King

Kusa, a celebrated character in the Jatakas, had an ugly
· varalobhena6°). The belief may have been based on
sympathetic magic. Protection from wild beasts seems . face because, in a previous life, he had snatched back
to have been similarly sought

· o f a paccekabuddha

by assuming the guise

(paccekabuddhave sa) . An
.

from the bowl of a paccekabuddha a cake that his wife
had given as alms.6 9 A woman, who had attained sotd

interesting case is related of an elephant-hunter who,
patti and had even served as preacher to the ladies of a
perhaps being a greater respecter of persons than the · - royal harem, became hunched because of her mimicry
robber above-mentioned, cultivated the habit of lying

in

in ambush in the guise of a paccekabuddha along the

paccekabuddha. 7 0 Among those who had insulted

pathways of elephants in a forest. 6 1 The popular belief

paccekabuddhas in previous lives, the Buddha himself

seems to have been that protective power could be

is included. According to the

an earlier life of the walk of a hunch backed

Apadiina, the Buddha
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confesses that Devadatta's incitement of brigands
against him was merely the result of a sinful act in an
earlier life when as a child he playfully threw potsherds
on to the road in front of a paccekabudqha7 1• " So also
were the insults he had to endure on account of the
nun Sundari, 7 2 and likewise, the charge of the elephant
Nalagiri' 3 which were, the consequences of having
slandered and insul ted respectively, two
paccekabuddhas in former lives.
In between their own meetings or the visits they
pay to desirable persons, paccekabuddhas spend their
time in meditation or in attending to their bodily needs.
In their meditations they experience the bliss of nibba
na, often for a whole week at a time. When they arise
from their meditations, they wash their faces at the
Anotatta lake7 � and use stems of the nagalatti creeper
as tooth-picks. At the Anotatta lake they may even
bathe at special fords set apart for them. 7 5 Their
meditations include an entry into a state of complete
cessation of all thought activity (nirodhasamapatti),
or of enjoyment of any of the fruits of enlightenment
(phalasamapatti). They are generally capable of
"attaining to" or summoning "any of the psychic
powers, the states of mental absorption or of analytical
knowledge."' 6 In the course of their meditations when
they remain fully absorbed (anto samappattiyaf11) no
danger ever befalls them; and even if one "consumes a
thousand cart-loads of firewood in an attempt to bum
their bodies; they would still not experience the
slightest heat. They would get up on the seventh day
and proceed wherever they wish".7 7

PACCEKABUDDHA

inclined, he makes an ecstatic utterance and thereafter
renounces his life7 9. Such is the account given of the
passing away of the "last of the paccekabuddhas"
named Matariga; But the Jataka commentary 8 0and the
Apadtina8 1 mentions other places where
paccekabuddhas had passed away, as, for instance some
royal parks at B anaras and a forest infested with
non-human beings. In the former instances their bodies
were cremated by kings and in the latter, by a thera
named Citakapujaka.
But, irrespective of the place where they pass.away
their consciousness at death would always constitute .
one of the bhavaizgacittas that would arise as a result
of kamma which evidently is the way in which all
sentient beings die82•

·

After death, a paccekabuddha's relics may be
enshrined in a thapa. Both the Dlgha an_d the Ariguttara
Nikiiyas mention paccekabuddhas as .�constituting a . ·.
class of persons worthy of a thapa� 8 � The reason
(atthavasaf11) for this, according to the Mahaparinibba ·
na Sutta is that a thapa would " gladden the hearts of .
people when they find it to be of such and such a
paccekabuddha and in consequence', ��_uch persons
would be born in heaven on the dissoiuiion of .their ·
bodies at death".8 4

The foregoing is only a brief survey of the life and
conduct of a " separately enlightened one". It would
not be out of place here to assess briefly the nature of
the sources relating to this subject. The releVant
material is scattered in various sections comprising the
But this immunitY from pain or danger they do not Iipi!aka and the commentaries. In the former such
enjoy when out of their meditations. The Jtitaka sections includes the Khaggavistina Sulta of the Suua
commentary' a speaks of a paccekabuddha who was Niptita, the lsigili Sutta of the Majjhima Nikaya,
shot with an arrow as a result of being mistaken for a portions of the Niddesa and Apadiina, and. passages
deer. He is said to have felt great pain (mahati vedaruj . from the Mahiiparinibbana Sutta, the Puggalapaiinatti
and met with his death shortly after. Apparently, he and the Ariguttara Nikiiya.
was not absorbed in meditation at the moment he was
But not all of these sections are early, as for instance .
fatally injured.
the Apadiina85 which has come to be regarded as late.
The usual spot where paccekabuddhas are said to On the other hand, the Khaggavistina sutta86 is .
die and pass away into full nibbtina is a mountain called generally ascribed to an early per�od because it has
Mahapapata (Great Precipice) situated in the Hima been found to be commentated upon in the Niddesa.
layas. The commentary alludes to this as "the·plac�·"Of · This sutta is said to comprise a collection of udana gti
· the passing away of paccekabuddhas". When a thtis of paccekabuddhas. The reason for the inclusion
paccekabuddha goes there to die, he first collects the of these gathtis in a single sutta seems to have been
bones left of the one that had pre-deceased him and due solely to the refrain which is common to all the
throws them down the precipice. Next, if he feels so stanzas: eko care khaggavisiinakappo.8 7 And since
..

'
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(amtttaran.z puiiilakkhettan.z lokassa). 1 02 Though they
may be viewed diversely from many angles, yet as a

they were so collected in one sutta, the term khaggavisii
nakappa which means li ke a rhinoceros8 8" came to
"

class (panti), they are one . 1 03

stay as the distinguishing epithet of a paceekabuddha.8 9
This figure of speech, with its associations of the sin'gle

The names of paccekabuddhas are contained in

horn 90or the lonel¥ ways of a rhinoceros,9 1 accorded
well with the life of solitude of a paccekabuddha from

three sources, namely, the lsigili Sutta, its commentary

the moment ofhis initial aspiration . .

and the Apadana commentary. The list in the apadana

commentary is not as complete as that contained in ·
·
Apart from the above sections of the Ttpifaka which the lsigili Su tta . Though -i t shows considerable
may be said to pertain directly to this subject, there are agreement with the latter, there i s certainly no
others like the Muni9 2 and Moneyya Suttas9 3 which conformity. And the commentary to the lsigili Sutta,
not only extol and emphasise the ideal of solitary except in a few instances, is also not very helpful in
reoluseship�-1 .. " b�;�t -at- times even. te-xtually msemble elucidating whether certain words of the text, which is
the Khaggavisiina Sutta. Yet, these are not recognised . in verse, should be read as qualificatives or as proper
by tradition as relating to paccekabuddhas. An attempt . names. In the circumstances, one is obliged, first, to
perhaps to reconcile these divergences is noticed in make a list of names where absolute unanimity exists .
the Niddesa95 which states that the sentiments voiced · and, secondly, other lists giving differences and
i n the Moneyya Sutta may as well �ppl y to .omissions. Thus we have the following tables:
paccekabudddhas. :
.
Absolute co n formity.-A r i n ha, UpariH ha, ··
B ut the · greater bulk of material concerning : . TagarasildtL Yasassl, Sudassana, Piyadassl, (Gandha
paccek.abuddhas is �ontained in · the· commentaries . . ra, Pil}dola, Up3:Sabha, Nltha, Tatha, Sutava., Bhavitatta, ·
which undoubte�lly belong: to a period . of. literary · · Sumbii�. Subha; A��ania, Anlgha, two Jal[�, A��aka, .
·activity -that is later by inany ·centuries .tlian the l�test : Kosai�. Subahu, Santacitta, Vijlta; Jita, A�a. Pa�a,
.
additions . i(; the Tipifaka. : The �offimentarie& �ave· · . G_u ttij] ita,' ·. Pas sf, A p anij i ta , . S arabh arig a, .
elaborated-and supplemented in greater detail all .that Lomahall).Sa, Uccaiigamaya, A s i t a , A n a s av a ,
has been barely mentioned earlier. The elaboration . Manomaya, Bandhuma, Matanga, Ariya, Accuta and
reveals. a great preponderance of legends and miraCles · . ., Sumarigala.
which make the accounts seemingly unbelievable. But,
as would have been noticed earlier, the commentaries
Additional names contained in the Isigili Sutta but
have in all possible instances developed the thought omitted in the Apadana commentary. Supatighita,
·
contained in the texts that preceded them.
· As ayha, Khemabhirata, s oratel, Durannaya,
Sat'gha,Vijaya, Sayha, four Anandas, four Nandas, four
In the course of this elaboration which seems . to Upanandas, two Bharadvajas, Bodhi, Mahanama, Tissa,
have been their main consideration, the commentaries Upatissa, Upasldan . Sildarl, Mangala, Usabha, Upanf
re.f1ect. not a little scholasticism. This is especially so ta, Jeta, Jayanta, Paduma, Uppala, Padumuttara, .
. with regard to the categorisation of a paccekabuddha. Rakkhita, Pabbata, Manatthadda; Vitaraga, K�a:
Thus, he may be c l as se d among ' nobl e ones'
(ariyaf 6along with Buddhas and their disciples, or in
Differences b etween (1)' Isigili Sutta and (2)
the category of goodmen (sappurisa).9 7 In another Apadana Commentary (arranged i n rows, ·
instance, he is reckoned as one of the three types of respectively).·
persons who have cultivated their faculties (bhti
vitind'riya '). 98 He may also be reckoned among the six ·
(lsigili Sutta)
. (Apadiina Commentary) .
.
classes of persons who could recall their previous lives,
Methula
Mekula
(pubbeniviisaf 9 " then again as one of the four types
Sumedha
of enlightened ones (buddha)I 00 or as one of the nine
Athassumegha
human types that have gained deliverance, according ·
Sudatha
Sudatta
to the Asekhabhagiya Sutta1 01, or more especially as
Hiigu
Bhiligu
one of the te.n persons worthy of respect and adoration
Hiiga
Bhinga
and constituting the world's incomparable field of merit
Upanemi
Upanemisa

.

·

·

'
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Nemisa

Sacca
Tatha
Vi raj a
Paqqita
Kalupakala

Kala
Upakala

Tadadhimutta

accommodate the pre-Buddhist ideal o f solitary
recluseship within the religious system of Buddhism. 1 21

But, the importai1ce it occupied, and the significance ·

attached to it differed according to the respective

Dukkhamula� 06

be born among the gods.• 22 Other differences, such as

Manacchida1 09

tradition to, which this article is confined, there are
terms like buddhakhetta, 1 23 and dhammakiiyii, 1 24 used

a belief of the Sammitiyas that paccekabuddhas could

those obtaining in Mahayana works fall outside the
scope of this article. But, even in the Theravada

· . Tadadhiputta
Ketuma

Ketumbaraga
Kotumbarakkha
Accutagamabyamaka 1 1 0 Accutagami

·

ori ginated, as Pous sin has stated, in a desire t<f

philosophies of the schools. The Kathavatthu records

Vimala

Dabbila

The concept of paccekabuddha was common to almost
a l l the early school s o f B u ddh i s m . It m ay h ave

Jahi l 04

Upadhirrl 05

Sattha1 07
Pavatta1 08
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Dibbila ·

Names noticed elsewhere in literature:

in the Apadana in sections relating to paccekabuddhas,
. while others like paccekabodhisattabhumi1 25 and
·

buddhabhumil 26 have been employed in its

commeutary. The use of these terms might have been

influenced by the employment of identical terms in ·
Mahayana, th,ough i t i s doubtful whether they
possessed the same religious conn_otations. However,
the Jataka commentary 1 27 suggests such a tendency

Darimukha, 1 11Gailgamala1 1 2, Kosiya, 1 13 Karai)du, 1 14 . in the account it provides of a pa9��kabuddha where
Surabhi 1 15, Mahapaduma, 1 1 6 Adiccab andbu, 1 1 7
he is actually subordinated to a bodhisatta who, in this
Anitthigandha, 1 1 8 and several · Brahmadattas, I 1 9 who · particular instance, happens to be a peacock. Even the
seem to have been nained according to a peculiarity

that was characteristic of each such as, Vibhusaka B.,

enlightenment of the paccekabuddba-who, until the- ·
moment of his spiritual transformation, had been a · ·

Cakkulola B., Padalola· B., Anivatta, B., Sitaluka B . ,

hunter-was gained in the presen-ce of, and after . .
listening to the words of this bodhisatta. True·, i t is said ·

This list is in no way complete for, as is recognized
by the sources themselves, there may be other names

knowledge was on the point of ripening, like a mature

as well {aiiiie ca). Some at least of these names, may
even be inventions of commentators. There may also
be instances where the same name was doubled by the
addition of prefixes as: Nemi, Upanemi, Nanda,

paccekabuddha shows his gratitude to the bird by

Catumasika B., Ekaputtika B., Ekavajjika B., etc., etc:

Upananda, &c. It is not impossible that a few names
as least · are historical. Such names may perhaps be

contained in the list where absolute confonnity exists.
But even here one cannot exactly say which of these
names. are historical and which legendary. It is likely,
as Malalasekera suggests, that the original pucpose of
the list was to include the names of pre-Buddhist sages
whom the people held in high esteem, especially in
the localities where the cult of paccekabuddha had its
origins.
Apart from the paccekabuddhas of the past mention

is made of a future paccekabuddha, namely, Devadatta.

It is said in the Milindapaiiha that when this aeon
which i s divided into six parts comes to an end,
Devadatta will have outlived his term in hell and
become a paccekabuddha by the name of A�hissara. 1 20

that he had, accomplished his perfe-ctions and that his ·
lotus-bud awaiting the touch of the sun' rays." The ·

.

walking thrice round him in respectful adoration. This
same account emphatically states that a bodhisatta's
skill in ways and means (upayapariggahaiitil]ll) is
greater than that of a paccekabuddha. 1 28
In relation to a savaka or arahant, however, a
paccekabuddha is s uperi or. A sdvaka attains .
enlightenment in consequence of what he hears, ·

where as a pac c e k abuddha's e n l i ghtenment is .
self-earned (sayambhu). In fact, a paccekabuddha is

considered superior even to an aggasiivaka or chief

disciple. A paccekabuddha, it is said, could recall his

past for a period as far back as two Incalculables and
one hundred thousand aeons, which is exactly the
extent of time that he has to spend in order to be

enlightened. 1 29 But, an aggasavaka's ability to recall
his past lives does not exceed one incalculable and a
hundred thousand aeons which is, again, the duration
o f time required for h i s enl i g htenment. 1 30 A

·

·
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paccekabuddha, however, is far inferior to a samma sambuddhas".1 43 Finally, to quote the commentary1 44
sambuddha, though there are many things that they again, it may be said that paccekabuddhas are '
share in common. These include the assurances they separately enlightened ones' who are unlike others and
.
both receive as aspirants, that they shall attain have noth ing in common except with the ' Fully
enlightenment in their respective ways,1 31 their manner Enlightened One' .
of enlightenment;; which is always unaided, the territory
H. S. COORAY.
of their birth' 32, which is . necessarily the
Majjhima-desa, the c)an1 33 in which they are born ..
. . which is either Khattiya or Brahmana' and the period
when that takes place which must be one. of evolution . References
(viva{!amiina) and not involution (samvauamiina)l 35•
I . That the word pacceka means 'individual' or :
However, they never appear contemporaneously. The
'separate' is sseen from many instances where
most important of their differences is that concerning
it is prefixed to words as: paccekagiithd (S.I, p.
knowledge and wi-sdom� The knowledge· and wisdom
26), paccekadussayugam (M. I, p, 353),pacceka- ·
about the world, with its men and gods, possessed
itthi (D.I, p. 49) Paccekaniraya (SnA. II, 2p.
respectively by a Tatbagata, i.e., a fully enlightened
. 476), paccekasacca (A. Jl. p. 41 ), paccekabrahmil
one, and · a paccekabuddha, are · far apart, says the
(S.I, p. 1 46) pacceka- vas(lvatti (D.II; p.261), etc.
Saddhammappakiisini. 1 36• This difference obtains froni
These terms possess no speCial religious or ·
the time of their respective realizations of the Truths.
A samma-sambuddha is omniscient. But not so a ·
technical connotations apart from the idea of
·
·
paecekabuddha. And by reason of the unique kinds. of
· separation that is common to all which alone
knowledge that a sariunasambuddha ·has mastered he
requires them to .be translated as "a separate·
could, ·in a single discourse, cause · enlightenment' to
stan�a", "a separate pair of robes�·. "a separate
beings in ·countless realms of existence1 37• :That is· a ·
woman", ''a separate hell" etc. And for the same .
·
· qualitY which definitely distinguishes him from the rest;
. reason it would be incorrect to translate the word
Another distinguis_hing ·feature is that a sammd
paccekabuddha as "Silent Buddha" or "Private
sambuddha is conscious
from
the
moment
of
his
Buddha".
.
.
. .
conception right up to the moment of his birth. And,
2. Ap. l ,' p.7. stanza 3.
when he-issues from the-womb, he ·descends in a.
3 . A.pA. p. 100.
staliding position, consCiously.' 38 ·Paccekabuddhas, on
4. Pug. p. 1 4, § 29.
· the other hand, are never conscious either in entering
5. PsA: I,op. 207.
the womb or in coming out of it and i n the .
6. SA. /, p. 2 5 ; ApA. p. 142.
circumstances endure much suffering. 1 39 Again, with
7. ApA.pp. 143, 172.
regard to the ability of sammasambuddhas to recall . 8. op.cit. p. 147.
9. op. cit p. 143. ·
· their past lives, there is no limit (pariccheda), as in the
case of savakas or paccekabuddhao;. Hence; they could 10. op, cit. pp. 147, 160, 1 67,1 7 1 .
recall as far back as they lik�. Sammasambuddhas · 1 L Manussatta"}liligasampatti vigattisavadassanam
are also free from dispositions (vdsand), whereas
- adhikiiro chandatii eie a!)hinlhdra kiirana"
.
paccekabuddhas and savakas possess them even after
(op.cit. p.142). .
they have attained deliverance. 1 41 In summing up the · · 12. Ud.A. p. 28 1 -82.
.
differences between paccekabuddhas · �nd sammd 13. ApA . Pp. 1 34, 172; cf. p. 1 52 ibid.
-sambuddhas, the Apaddna commentary observes 42 14. op.cit. p. 156.
that the former "comprehend only the letter 1 5. PsA. III p.599. of also Dutt: Aspects ofMahayana
(attharasa1tJ2va) and not the spirit (na dhammarasaJT})
Buddhism p. 8 1 .
and that they are Incapable of preaching ·the
16. ApA . Pp. 171, 175.
transcendental Law in ordinary language. Their 17. op: Cit. pp. 147, 165, 167, ·171, 175, 180.
realisation of this Law is like the dream of a dumb 1 8.. op.cit. p. 140.
man, or like the taste of (rich) food enjoyed in a city
19. op. cit. p. 1 62 ff.
by a woodsman". " They are superior to savakas in 20. e.g.,ApA p. 1 82, where the same stanza is
the excellence of their virtues but, inferior to samma
attributed to two paccekabuddhas.
1
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dha,

remained unflagging and mindfulness was ever present,

padahali) means striving, perseverance, exertion.

the body was tense and not rel axed as it was smitlen

Padahati is often used with other verbs expressing the

with painful striving (dukkhappadhtinena padhanii

idea of striving in the phrase: chandan.� janeti vayamati

bhitunnassa sato). It is only when the body is relaxed

viriyan_1 arabhati citta11.1 paggm�htui padaha:i (M. II,

II). chandan_1 janeti means to generate the desire/ the

with the experience of a sense of ease that the mind
gets concentrated passaddhakayo sukhanJ vedeti,

interest/ the will to do something. Vayamati means to

sukhino cittat�l samiidhiyati (D: I, 73). Therefore

try. ViriyatJ! arabhati means to put forth energy. cittanr
paggaf!ha.ti means to make up one's mind, to resolve.

painful striving is not conducive to mental composure

padluina (jrom pra

which is essential for realization.

Padahati means to strive, to persevere. In J.VI, 508
A. V, 1 92 explains what striving should be

there is a phrase: us! ra/1} � unjapabbajarr; urasii
padahessami which means: Bravely I shall try (to go

undertaken and what should not be. If a particular form

forward) through the (tall) m unja grass. The

of striving causes the proliferation of unwholesome

commentary explains it as: dvedha katva purato

mental traits and the waning of wholesome traits such

gamissami meaning: I shall move the grass to either

striving should not be undertaken. Only striving which

side and go forward. This grass grows tall and has sharp

helps the waning of unwholes ome trai ts and

blades which can cut badly if rubbed upwards.
Therefore moving through thickly grown muiija grass

proliferation of wholesome traits should be undertaken. ·
In Buddhism it appears that padhtina is mostly used in

calls for great caution and brave striving. Padahati used

the sense of meditative striving.

in this context gives an idea of what the word stand
for.

.

.

.

The Padhanasutta (Sn. p.74) describes the zeal of
determination of the Bodhisatta to attain the goal of

·

Though padhiina i s closely akin to viriya and

viiyama in meaning it has a religious spiritual dimension

in addition. Padhiina generally means to strive for
spiritual gain.
·.

.

.

.

.

.

Padhana is used to describe some of the austere
.

.

nibbtina. He derived strength from self-confidence
atthi saddhii tato viriya�z and thus he engaged himself .
-

in ardent meditative striving (pahitattarr; ) . He was
determined to strive on even i f the blood in his body
were to dry up, the bile and the phlegm were to get

Devadahasutta (M.II, 2 1 8) the Buddha questions some

dehydrated, and . the flesh were to shrink and be
shrivelled. It is said that with tbs determined meditative
striving his mind became more and more lucid;

J aina monks whether the pain· they experience is great

mindfulness, concentrati on and w i sdom were

religious practices o f the Jains as well. In the

when the striving is keen and whether the pain is less

establ ished with greater cl ari ty. Such was the

. when the striving is not keen. They answer that the

unswerving and faithful nature of the Bodhisatta's

pain is more when the striving is keen. Using various
_
practical and logical arguments the Buddha exposes

striving for the highest spiritual goal.

' the futility of Jaina religious striving and declares that

S.V, 246 maintains that slla is the basis for padha

these whole exercise i s a spiritual failure, aphalo

na. According to the ltivuttaka (p . 30) one who is

upakkamo aphalatJ! padhanan_1 : The Sandakasutta (M.

agitated with the awareness of the precarious situation
of human life realises the urgency for constructive
action. This realization urges him on to meditative

I, 515) and the Dhammapada (141) also refer to a form

of religious striving performed while being in a
squatting position called ukku(ikappadhiinan:z which
is of no spiritual value. In the Mahasaccakasutta (M.
I, 242-243) the Buddha reminisces some of the austere
yogic practices he carried out prior to ' attai'n ing
Enlightenment. Clenching the teeth, pressing the

striving. The Bcdhirajakumarasutta (M. II, 95, and also
M. II, 128, D. III, 237, A . III, 65) records factors

conducive to striving - padhaniyarigani. They are faith
in the Buddha, good health, being open-minded and
unhypocritical, energetic and wise. There are certain

tongue against the palate when he tried hard to suppress

fallow conditions of the mind, cetokhila, which prevent

and overpower the mind, though his energy (viriya)

meditative striving. When there is doubt with regards

.
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to the Buddha, Dhamma, Sangha and the course of
training (sikk.hii), and when one is irritable and unable

how suffering gradually wanes. In this way meditative
striving becomes successful and fruitful.

to get along with fellow monks one cannot bend one's
mind for meditative striving (D. III, 238, M. I, 101,
A. IV, 249).

A.l, 49 mentions two types of padhiina which are

difficult to attain in this world. The layman has to strive
hard to give to the monks robes, ahnsfood, dwelling

The Canklsutta (M. II, 173) elucidates the place of

padhiina in the path to realization. When a pers"on learns .
and appreciates the dhamma he gets interested (chanda)

As for the monks it is difficult striving to abandon all

possessions

effort (ussiiha) weighing the dhamma from various

na11J.

angles. This weighing (tulanii) leads him to. meditative
striving (patlhdiul) which gives him the opportunity

- sabbupadhipafinissaggatthiiya. pa.dhii

Suttas (M.II, l l=A.II,l 5) mention four aspects of

to realize the ·ultimate truth experiencing it through

the right striving, sammappadhiiiza, as follows:-

his body - kiiyena c 'eva paramasaccanJ sacchikaroti.

S. II, 268 records that there are monks who use a

1. To ·strive not to let unwholesome evil traits

wooden block as a pillow so that their diligence and
.
..
..
zeal do not. get dissipated
in the love of comforts. It is

·

which have not yet arisen to rise a new

2. To strive to eliminate unwholesome evil traits

s �d that when they are thus engaged in meditative

which have already arisen

striving Mara does not find an opportunity (to misiead

3. To strive to generate unarisen wholesome traits

them).

4. To strive to promote and proliferate wholesome
· traits which have already arisen.

Aceording to the Sampasiidaniyasutta (D. III, 1045) a monk engaged in meditative striving, practising

•

diligently with wise attention attains composure of .
- mind· (cetosanuidhi) which-enables · him to see (a) the

contents of the body, (b) the skeleton, (c) the stream of

consciousness not disconnected at both ends
established in this world and in the next, and (d) the
stream of consciousness not disconnected at both ends
without a basis in this world and the next. These four
attainments

places, medicine and other requisites for sick monks.

possessions, and the deep-seated love for these

in putting it to practice. Being interested he makes an

.
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are

called dassanasamiipatti and .the last

named is mentioned as the highest of them.
The Devadahasutta (M. II, 223) explains how
meditative striving becomes fruitful. Here a monk does
not defile the body that is comfortable, by inflicting
pain on it- na h 'eva anaddhabhat(o/.tattfmanJdukkhena
addhabhiiveti. He does not reject righteous comfort,

but is careful not to be overwhelmed by that comfort. ·
When he strives (to eliminate) the cause of suffering

Thi"s explanation is identical with those of sammii

Viiyiima (S. V, 9) and viriy 'indriya (S. V, 1 98) . .A. II,

.74 calls the above four categories sa,.,arappadlulna
(striving to restrain), paluln�ppadhana (striving to.
eliminate), bhavanappadhiina (striving to develop) and
anurakkhanappadhdna (striving to maintain)

respectively.
The sarigltisutta (D. III, 225) explains the latter
set of four padhanas in greater detail froin a practical
poi�t of view as follows:
1: Sa,j;arappadlulna means guarding the sense
doors.
2. Pahdnappadhana means the elimination of .
thought connected with sense pleasures, malice,
cruelty and all sinful unwholesome traits which
have already arisen.

dispassion I detachment enters (virago hotl). When he

3. Bhiivanappadhiina means the development of

. equanimity, dispassion I detachment sets in. This is

as mindful ness, investigation of merital

observes the cause of suffering arid develops ·

the factors of enlightemrient (bojjhatiga) such

.
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phenomena, perseverance, joy, relaxation,

the future and the past (pacchtipuresaiiiii\ reckoning

concentration, and equanimity.

experiences of the future in terms of the past (yatha

pure tatha pacchti ) and vice versa. One strives seeing

4. Anurakkhanappadhiina means protecting, the

the bodily impurities from top to bottom and from

good sign of concentration which has arisen

bottom to top. One strives day and night alike. Thus .

(uppannanJ bhaddakanJ samddhinimitlanJ

one strives urged on by perseverance (viriya), motive

anurakkhati). S. V,244 maintains that the

force (citta) as intellectual curiosity (v[man:zrii )

development of the four strivings inclines one
towards nibbiinaninno hoti nibbanapono nibbii

.

S.V, 268 explains padhlina in iddhiplida further as
follows: When a monk gains concentration (samiidhl)

napabbhdro ti.

and one-pointedness of mind (cittassa ekaggatii )

depending on keenness I interest (chanda), it is. called

padhdna is also closely connected with the four
iddhiplidas (S.V,263) which run as follows :

chandasamlidhi. He strives hard not to let unarisen evil

traits arise, to eliminate evil traits that have already
arisen, to encourage wholesome traits that have not

1. Chanda-samlidhi-padhtina-saf!khtira-samannli
gatan;J iddhiplidan;J bhiiveti

. yet arisen, to proliferate wholesome traits that have
already· arisen. This is called padhiinasarikiira.Thus _

2. Viriya-samiidhi-padhdna-sankhifra-samannii
gatan.z iddhiptidan;J �htiveti.

3.. Citta-samadhi-padhtina-sarikhdra-samannii
·

gatan;J iddhiplidan_i bhiiveti.

. 4. Vi ma11JSd - samiidhi -padhiina - sankhara
samanniiga(an; iddhiplidan;J bhaveti.

chanda-samtufhi:padhiina - smikharqsamanniigalanJ
·

iddhiplidan;J means a successful basis endowed with .
the activity of striving for concentratimi'"dependent on
keenness / · interest. Similar is the explanation for

iddhiplida dependent on vfriya, citta and v[�n:zrii..

·

Suttas also describe quiet pleaSant comfortable
places away from disturbing human activity as being .
suitable for striving (M. 1, 1 67, A. IV, 355, Ud. p. 34).

This can be translated as "One develops successful

There are also suitable and unsuitable times for striving.

basis (iddhiplida) consisting of the activity sarikhara

The unsuitable periods are during old age, illness,

of striving padhiina for concentration (samlidhi) urged

farnines, war/civil Unrest and schism in the order.

:· on by keenness/interest (chanda), perseverance

Suitable periods are when one is young, healthy, when

(viriya), motive force (citta) as intelle-ctual curiosity

food IS available without difficulty, there is peace in

(v[man;Jsii)." The sutta explains the practice further as

the country, and when the community of monks i s

follows:

united (A.III, 65-66).

One strives so that the keeimess I interest (chanda)

does not become lax (atil[no) so as to fall on to the

It is said that king Suddhodana is a person who
attained arahantship without s triving (J.I,

90).

side of laziness (kosajja) (S.V, 277), nor excessive

According to S.l, 47-48 he who has done his duty .

tenseness (atipaggaMto), so as to fall on to. the side of

(katakicco) has no necessity to s trive. It is only one

restlessness (uddhacca). One strives so that this

who is in the stream who has to strive with hands and

keenness /interest is not internally contracted (na

ajjhattan;J sarikhitto hoti) with sloth and torpor (th{
namiddhasahagato) , nor dissipated externally (na
bahiddhd vikkhitto hoti) among sense pleasures
(paiicakiimaguf]e). One strives with the perception of

· feet, but he who has gone to the further shore and is
established on dry land has no necessity to strive

niiyiihati piiragato hi �o.

-

Lily De Sih·a
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pal i term padlz/inaghara

and its. Sim:lialese equi valent piyangal have been used
in ailCient records to m e an ' a hall espec i a l l y made for
medi ta�ion. The Pal i term i s met w i th i n the

Papaficast'idwn[. the commentary to the Majjhim a
Nikaya1 with reference to the m editation hall at
Andha¥lma,. one gavuta away to the south of the city
of Saval!thf. It appears to have been a well guarded
place where monks and nuns en gaged themselves i n
meditation. The lvfahavan)Sa makes sevenil references
to these hal'ls of sol itude. Buddhaghosa, the celebrated

commentator of the 5'" Century A.C., arrived at the ·

Among the

manuscripts recovered from Gi lgit. the

Posadh a Pasflt of t h e :'vftl lasa tvfisril'ftda Vinaya

Pi{ aka 1 " . conta i n s ru l e s for the c o n s t ruction o r a

prahal.rtsalii (ch am be r for nisadya i.e. s i tti ng in a lone l y
place

.

for meditation, particularly on th e parts of the . ·

body such as hai r, nai ls, teeth, liver, heart, intestines
etc.). This chamber could be large, small or two-stOJied

and has to be ti tted with doors and windows in such a

way as t o arrest

any creaki ng sound. Special attention

should be pai d in i ts construction to ensure that the

c o nt e mp l a t o r wi thin be n ot disturbed by external
sources such as thieves, wild animals and birds. Further

more, there are min ute directions pertai ning t o
doorfranies, seats. seats-covers. and cushions. Sk.
praha1_1
asala i s synonymous with P. padhanaglzara or
Dfi!hopati ss a II (664-673) i s reported to have donated
.
the v i l.lage o f Mahagall a for i t s maintenance) . · padhllnasalti Sk. praha1.1i1 in this context means the
destruction of a s ra vas (asavas) or klesas throu gh ·
Aggabodhi 11 (598-608) caused to be buil t4 in the
·. concentration of m ind. I n the Divyi'i.vadtma and in the
Mattapabbata - vihara, a padhiina - ({lullUl for a Kal i�ga
Mahfr£�ha���ara� jn ft..nuradha_p!!fa and leamt from
_
Sarl}ghapala, t h e commentaries in Sinhala language.

· prince who had renounced the world. Aggabodhi III

· (624-640), in association with Uparaja Mana,. erected5

a pddhanaghara named Mahallaraja and granted, for

MahG.vastu i ts vari ant fom1s15 samyak-prahiina and
·
·
samyak-pradhana are met with� Both mean
'right
exenion directed towards the destruction of the bai1es':

its ma intenance two villages; the reve nues accruing .
In Classical Sinhalese works, the term piyangal is
from · a third village and the whole o [Jhe necessary met with; which as shown earlier, had evolved from ·
. staff: Aggabodhi IV (673-689) . had a. padha1mghara , : its older form ·padanagala. The Dhampiya Atuva
. built"and named after him6 and donated it to the Thera
. Giitapadaya ( 1 0'" C.), a Sinhalese commentarY to the .
Dathasiva, who dwelt i n Nagasala. It was accepted by . Dhamnipapadaf.thakathfi .o f Buddhaghosa, 16 e xplain s ·
. the thera and then made over to the community.
' A n dhav ana' as an d a v an a piyanga l ' . The maha
- -· -- - -- - - Bodhivamsa-Gii{apadaya17 ( 1 P" C. has also preserved
The Sinhalese term piyangal occurs i n several · this word in its identical fonn. By way of explaining
··

- - -

·

epigraphical records of Sri Lanka. Patanagala, its older
form, is met w i th . i n the Peri miyankulam rock
inscription7 of Vasabha (66- 1 l 0), with reference to a

grant of revenues to a meditation hall named Sudasana.

The Mannar Kacceri Pillar i nscrip tion8 of Sena II (866-

90 I ), the Anuradhapura slab inscription9 of Kassapa

·V

the Pa.Ji words Morapasade padlulnagharam, th is

commentary renders them i nto Sinhalese as mora -va
piyangalata. Ruins of the Mayura-parivel)a (Mayfirapasada) are still in exis te nce to the north-cast of the

·

Sacred Bo Tre e at Anuradhapura. From the reference

to a meditation hall at this site, it is understood that
some at least of the inmates of thi s establ ishment,

(929-939) and the Mlidirigi1iya pillar inscription 10
practised meditation exercises. The Pujilvaliya ( 1 3'"
of ti:Je same monarch, record grants of i mmunities to ··
C.) refers to a piyangal-pirivena established by King ·
piyangal, the hal l s of contemplation. The Mihi:ntale Si risangabo18 (who may be ibenti fied with Aggabodhi
tablets1: of Mahinda TV (975-99 1 record payments to JV). It was earlier shown that the Mahavamsa has also.
be made to an official serving in a piyangal situated credited this monarch with the construction of such an
wiL1in the monastery ofMi hintale. Oth(!r epi graph ical edifice.
·
records which make mention ofthis institution are from
Sangili · Kanadarav a and Kurundanku l am. A slab · ·
The subject matter of the Pal i Rasavahini (1 3tl• C.),
inscripti0n from Tissamaharfuna has preserved12 a which contai ns some Stories pertaining to forest
· variant fonn i.e. padanagala. In Indian epigraphs, the dwelling monks of ancient Sri Lanka bas been made
term i s spelt as13 padhanamaqava (P. padhtma use of by the author of Saddhamnu'ila!TJklira ( 1 4"' C.).
m a l�cfapa ) , a term whic h is synonymous w i tb The Araiiiiaka-vagga of the last n amed work19 is
padhanaghara.
devoted to such tal e s . From these references it is to be
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Padh/inaglwras. the architectural remains of which

understood that C i ttal apabbata-vihara i n south Sri
Lanka w as an extens i ve m o n a s tery, w h i c h had a
m e di tati on hal l within its premises or affi liated to it.
Several tales of monks who attained enlightenment at
that spot are also narrated in th e Saddharmaratnakara
. ( 1 51h C.) The latter work�0 uses the term patan-bhumi
(P. padlu1na-bhUmi) to denote a spot i n Anuradhapura
which was hallowed by the visit of the Buddha and
over which was later bui lt the Ruvan-paya (Ratana
pasada) .Among the architectural monuments at
Anuradhapura, there is an editice which has now been
called Ratana-pasada and not far from it lie the ruins
of several padhanagharas, otherwise named as Western
Monasteiies.

•

PADHANAGHARA

s t i l l e x i s t . c o n fo r m lo

c o n s truc tio n .

one

p a rt i c u l a r p l a n o f

They occupy rocky sites, flattish outdops
of gra ni te, comparatively level. The groups ofbui !dings
off the Outer Circular Road at Anuradhapura, on either
side of the road, have been n umbered A, H, C, etc., for
convenience. Each group consists of a double plat
formed structure, one in front and one at the back. The
latter is built on a rock, having a moat surrounding it.
On it was bui l t a chamber. which was walled and
roofed. Stone pillars supporting the roof, which wa�
of wooden construction, are in situ. The moat was made
up of dressed slabs of stone. The platfonn in front had
no roof over it as evidenced by the absence of pi llars.
The two platfonns were connected to each other by
During th e period when Buddhism was first means of a huge slab of monolithic stone, which also
introduced to Sri Lanka, monks prcfen�ed to live in served as a bridge across the moat. A brick wall ·
caves,· i n perfect sol itude. Thi s i s proved by the enclosed each group of bui ldings. Access to these
presence of thousands of Brahmi inscriptions engraved meditation halls was by means of a pillared porch on
on the drip-ledges of caves, scattered throughout the the eastem side but there were side posterns in the north
country. In the course ot time this practice appears to and south walls respectively. Each porch contains eight
have gone out of vogue and monasteries began to be pillars, which supported a roof of storie'slabs. There
built to house them. Those who preferred to live in were raised lounges behind the doorway of each porch,
seclusion and engage thcmsel ve� in meditation resorted with a stone Sedilia to lean against. A raise<! ambulat.o� .
to the forests and were called araiifiakas. It is most for meditative pacing, about 6 lo 8 feet in width, was
probable that at first they llved in simple huts built by constructed round the inner face of the::.wall. These
were the cmikramanas, each termination of which was ·
themselves o.r by l ay devotees. For the construction of
marked by nights-of steps. Several outhouses appear
such simple dwellings no architects were needed and
to have been in existence, but the number and character
as may be expected, there are. no traces of the abodes
of these varied with each group. One such outhouse
of those early Buddhist recluses. It has been shown
was meant as a l avatory. The presence of urinal stones
earlier that by about the 2"d Century A. C. buildings of attests to its character. The only decorati ve treatment
·
a particular character for the use of forest dwelling
appli ed by the architects to stone work in these
monks had come into vogue. Among the architectural buildings was with regard to the urinal stones. On some
remains at Anuradhapura, Mul legala, Ritigala, of them are shown bas relief representations of facades ·
M anakanda, Veherabandigala, S i v a l u k u l ama, of bui ldings.
Galbandi-vihfira, M �ikdena, Nuvaragalakanda and
All the buildi ngs belongi ng to this type are not weII
other sites,21 there arc ruins of groups of buildings,
·

which conform to one particular plan in generaL The

best preserved of these is the Tapovana group lying

preserved. The measurements of one of the. best

preserved may be given for an understanding of its

size and extent. The p i ll ared chamber measures
externally
4 1 ft x33 ft. It contained 24 pil lars. Th e ·
Anuradhapum. As tradition hel d that they were
platform to the front is 44 Y2ft.x 37 'A ft. the monolithic
"palaces of kings", antiquarians at first mistook them
biidge which served as a connection between the two ·
for secular buildings. The non-committal name "
p latfonns is i 4 ft. 8 i n x 1 3ft.6in. It i s 2ft.3 in. in ·
Western Monasteries" has since been general ly applied
, thickn�ss. The base mouldings of the platforms are of
to avoid confusion. As b hi kkhus who engiMci "
the usual Anuradhapura type. The balustrades flanking
themselves in meditation were considered to be pious
the fl ights of steps and the termi nal guards are quite
and holy abodes for their use were put up with lavish
plain. All the padhfmagharas .in Sri Lanka, though
expenditure and labour.
possessing the double platformcd plan, do not contain

near the western half of the Outer Circular Road at

all the features which are available at Anuradhapura.

9. E.Z. I, 44.
.10. ibid, II 29.

most striki ng. AU these structures belong to the last

1 1 . ibid, I, 88.

phase of the Anur-Jdhapura peliod and may be safely

12. ibid, III. 106.

The remarkable absence of the entrance porch is the
assigned to tbe period 7u•

l O'h

centuries A.C. No

buildings of this class were erected after Anuradhapura
ceased to be the capital of Sri Lanka.

bennitages in ex:istence during the Polonnaruva period
and thereafter. The architectural compositions of these
establishments were of such a character that they have
left very few traces for any serious stuoy. However,

ilraiiiiakas occurring in
classical Sinhalese works of the 13'b century and
thereafter are such that some mention ought to be made

the numerous references to

of this sect of the B uddhist cle!gy. The foremost centre
of forest dwelling monks of the Polonnaruva period
· was situated at Dimdulagala (P. Udu mbaragiri or
not ·. far fro m
Kacchakatitjha, on the right bank of the Mahaval uka

Dhfimarakkha),

·

a

13. J. Burgess, The Buddhist Stupas ofAmaravati

&Jaggayapeta, Lond, 1 887, P. 1 05.

14. Gilgit Manuscripis, VoL IV, Pt. IV, p. 74.

There appears to have been other types of forest

·
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mountain

1 5 . Divyfivadana,
1886, p. 208.

.

ed. Cowell & Nell, Camridge,

16. ed. Sir D.B. Jayatilaka , p. 142.
17. ed. R. Sri Dharmarama, p. 1 42.
18. ed. B . Sraddhatisya Thera , 1 953, p. 73 1 .
19. ch. 1 3 . See also Saddharmmaratnfikaraya,
Colombo, 1 948, p. 333, 356, 360, 363 etc.
>

20. pp. 3 12-3.

2 1 . A.S. C.A.R. , 1895, p. 5 andA.S. C: Memoirs, Vol.
), pp. 1-47.

22. History of Ceylon, Ceylon University Press
Board, Vol. I; pt. II, pp. 566-7, 745.

23 . ibid, p. 615, 746, 75 1 , etc. .
nadi22 ., Several. scholars of great repute and erudition . · . 24. p. 740-1 .
are reported to have lived there, the ·most celebrated

being Maha Kassapa and Medharikara.

·

Another forest hermitage of repute was located at
,
.
23
Palabatgala (P.Put abhattasela), at the. foot of Adam s

PADMAPAt;l(: Padmapfu)i· has been classified as one
of the six Divine Bodhisattvas, i .e. ( 1 ) Samantabhadra

.
, ('4) p
.
(5)
a d mapaqt
V� r pa11!- - (3) R. t a a� I ·
. {2)
.
.
:_ Peak and-was -fou�ded-by Parakramabahu U- ( 1134
_
;.
V1svapam (6) Ghant§pam.
. . . · DlYine Boddhisattvas do the
1 269),, . O f D am b a d. eq1 y a . Th e c o n t e mp o rary
.
.
.
duties of a mortal Buddha dunng the penod between
Pajavaliya�4 records the establishment of this abode,
�

.

•

·

��

. �

_

�� �
.

A

A

•

·

t

which produced a line of scholars of repu e by name
Dhammakitti. lt i s doubtful whether these l ater abodes
of the fores t d w e l l i n g- fratern i ty were c al l ed

padhfinaghara. The available evidence points to a
usage of the araiiiia,-senasana i n preference to the

. former which appears to have gone out of vogue after
the collapse of Anuradhapura as the capital of Sri
Lanka.

. ·. '�

the disappearance of one Buddha and the coming of
the next. During the interval in between the passing
away of Buddha Gautama and the appearance of

B uddha M ai treya, i t is the duty of Padmap§qi
Bodhisattva (or Avalokitesvara) to do the duties of a
mortal Buddha. These Dhyani B odhisattvas affiliate
themselves to one or the other of the Dhyani Buddhas
and their respective

--.;�
.-

. ,.

Buddhasaktis._ Padmapani and

Pa¢rra are affiliated to Dhyani Buddha Amitabha as

Nandasena. Mudiyanse
References
1 . Aluvihara Series, Vol . I, 338.
2. Cv., xxxvii, 232.
3. ibid; xlv, 27.
4. ibid, xlii, 1 1 .
5 . ibid, xliv, 1 1 9.
6. ibid, xlvi, 1 1 .
7 . JCBRAS, N . S., Vol V, pt. II, p. 1 30.
8. E.Z III, 1 06.

his Dhyani Boddhisattva �d Buddhasakti respectively.
They are sometimes represented as standing and
someti mes i n d i fferent s i tting a t t i tudes. The

Sadhanamfilfi gives altogether thirty�one sfidhanas,
which describe Avalokitesvara or Lokesvara in

a

variety of forms. It has been found that the different
forms of Avalokitesvara are no less than one hundred ·

and eight. The Macehandar Vahal, one of the numerous

vihfiras in Kathmandu has paintings in many colours
of this Bodhisattva on wooden panels surrounding the
temple on three sides.

.·. '!
.,:
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Some of the best examples (sculptures) (of about
the 9'" Cent. A. C.) are now i n the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston. Standing Padmapfu}i (or Avalokitesvara
copper gilt (from Nepal) is perhaps the best of all
known bronzes. This is a sculpture, which can be
definitely classed as Nepalese. A lthough it is a
Nepalese work, in style it is ,very close to Indian types.

PADMASAMBHAVA

PADMASAMBHAVA: Padmasambhava was a great
acarya in Tibet when Tantric B uddhism was first
propagated there, and he was highly esteemed by the
Buddhists in Tibet, who designated him as "Saf!S-rgyas
giiis-pa" (the Second Buddha). From him evolved the
R1iin-ma-pa sect in Tibet. The establishment and
flourishing of Buddhism during the earlier period of
propagation in Tibet were chiefly due to his activities. ·
His influence upon the later development of Tibetan .
Buddhism was immense.

A fresco of Padmap� from Pagan, Burma, datable
to about the l3lh century, has been illustrated by
·
Coomaraswamy. It is from Payathonzu temple at
Minnanthu near Pagan. It displays the influence of
According to the Life of Padmasambhava writt�n
Tantric Buddhism of the Burmese An sects (which is by Taranatha (1 575- 1 633) in 1 610, Padmac;ambhava
a mixture of Buddhism, Hinduism and local elements). was born in the royal family pr Srado (or Srigadhara).
In Oqq.iyna at the time of Devapala of East India.
Padmapaqi, (seated in maharajalllii on a lion (According to the chronological order in Taranatha's
throne) from Java, is now on display at the British History of Indian Buddhism, Devapal a was a
Museum, London. It is of copper and is datable to lOih contemporary of Jfianacandra, master mentioned by I
century
A.C. Central Java has produced several tsing and therefore the actual date should be the latter
.
Buddhist metal images, sorrie of gold and others of · half of the 71h century A. C.). He was then named Padma
copper.
vabhasi, and at that time the king o(Q#yana was
Hayallla. When he was learning the Vidy3s, he took ·
· A number of Buddhist sculptqres were found at the name Kamala-kulis a. Afterwards he went to a viha ' ·
Mahoba (North India) and are _on display at the ra in the city of �an:v-ak�a. where he embraced
Lucknow Museum. These figures may be dated to Buddhism and learned the five sciences·as well as the
about the latter half of the l llh century (the reign of sutras and abhidharmas. He further sfudied under the
perhaps of Kfrtivarman, the great Candela king). instruction of Acarya S antinipa the three basic Tantras
CQOillaras_wanl)'. has illustrated one of these as Fig. 223 of Activities (kriya), - Application (Ca ryii.) and
and calls it Padmapfu}i (Lo�anatha or Avalokitesvara). Perfection (Yoga), a's well as the corresponding
These sculptures are in the local buff sandstone and Baptisms (Abhisekas) of Tantric Buddhism. Then he
some have been inscribed with dedicative inscriptions. received the Tantric name ofPadmasambhava. He also
learned the Ta.n tra of �he Supreme yoga from yogin
Sukhiideva and Yogini Sukhadhari. He practised it
dilige�tly and obtained �iddhi. After the death of King
Bibliography :
Hayalila, his son Ak�ila succeeded to the throne, in
1. B. Bhattacarya, Indian Buddhist Iconography, whose presence a minister cast aspersion on
Padmasambhava, and had him exiled on the suspicion
p. 8 etc.
of committing high treason. Since then he wandered
2. A.K. · Coomaraswamy, History of India and in the cemeteries at various places in India, diligently
practising and reciting the Dharanis and thereby
Indonesian Art, Figs. 276, 3 1 1 , 223
obtaining Siddhi. In the eight famous cemeteries of
3. D. C. B hattacharya, Tan tric Buddhist Jambudvipa he met the eight accomplished saints of .
Iconographic Sources,_ New Delhi, 1974. p. 29. the past, namely, (1) Dhanuskrita, (2) Sahibu, (3) Ni" It is generally believed that the caitya on the mahibu, (4) Ampta-prabha, (5) S ivarlkara, (6) Vararuci, .
crown is an iconographic feature of Maitreya (7) Gcer-bu, and (8) Nan-spoil, from whom he studied
Bodhisattva. It is also an iconographic �l�rnent,. , , the Dharma, achieved the eight great common Siddhis,
··
of Padmapaqi Avalokitesvara, at least in his and obtained Vidhyiulhara. After that with a view to
the realization of the Mahiimudra-siddhi, he went to
· . Sukhavatf and UqiSavijaya forms".
Nandasena Mudiyanse

the Dharmankura Monastery in Magadha, and under .
the guidance of Buddhajfianapada he became a monk
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of the Mahiisanghika S chool and received his full
ordination. Under the instruction of Buddhajiiiinapiida,
he studied the whole text of the Mahapraj1la-paramita

PADMASAMBHAVA

month of Pau� a in 750 A.C., he started his journey to

Tibet. On his way he passed Nepal, where he stayed
for three months. On 1 '1 day of the month of Je��hal] in

-siilra and obtained the baptism of all tantric dharmas

the following year (75 1 A.C.) he left Nepal and arrived

in a perfect manner. He also received the baptism and

at Gun-than of Man-yul in Tibet , where he also spent

Upades a of Yoga-tantra from Buddhaj fianapiida's

three months. Then he proceeded to Kha-la brag-ri to

disciple Buddhaguhya. From Buddhaj fiiinapii.da he

pass the winter, conquering Mii.ras all along

learned Guhyasamii.j a, Mayii.j rua, Candraguhyatilaka ,

In the next year (752A.C.) he reached dyal] ri goil,

Buddhasamayoga, K armamal a and the fi ve inner

where he stayed for a spring, and in the summer he ·

tantras, and obtained the understanding of the theory

reached Lohita-�gram-tshal, in Zuil-mkhar, where he

of Oneness. Then he went to the Pars i forest to the

met the Tibetan king. On the 1 '1 day of the month of

north of the city of Pai)qu in Bharigala to practise the .

the way. .

Bhadrapada,' the Tibetan king invited him to the Chag

.hi heruka siidhana, and in a period of six months he pheb Palace at Bsam-yas to hold con ference with
d i l i gentl-y pucti s e d the fftpanna-nispanna · S ii.ntarhl<�ita about the construction of a monastery�
yugalanaddha, finally realizing Mahiimudriisiddhi and _ Padmasa:mbhava personally surveyed the site for the
achieving Vajrakiiya. Then he went to such northern
construction and made a plan by incorporating Chinese
-:

countries as Tirahuti, Tharu, Kii.rnaru, Neprua, Campa

(also said to be Khotanese), Indian and Nepalese styles

a n d K asya , w h e re h e pe.rformed alchemy,. the

of architecture. On the 8th day of the month of Asvini

prolongation of life, the increment of happiness, the

the construction work was recommenced, and in the

dissol�tion of such calamJties as drought or flood, and

winter of a "horse" year (the wood horse year, i .e. 754

othe.r deeds that w e re benefi c i al to the people.

A .C.) the construction of the Bsamyas Monru;tery was ·
completed. In the month of Pailsa of the same year ·

. Padmas.ambbava stayed for sometime at ·Trimal;t near
Trilinga· iri- �outh India; where ·he- �ade a'sandalwood
.image of ;\valokitesvara, and:then he went to the

Viktama.Sila Monastery where he constructed a Tara
_ Hall. After that he returned to Oqqiyiina, accepted

. disciples who had the opportunity to · meet him,

· Padmasambhava and S anta_rak�ita went together to th�

·

.

new monas tery · to conduct the. ceremony o f ·

· consecration. A lunar eclipse occmTed on the 15th day · ·
of the month of Margasira in the following year (755 -

A .C.) , and on that occasion Padmasambhava practised

c o n s tructed B ud d h i s t shri n e s a n d propagated . the Dharma Of Vajradhatu for seven days i n the
_ _ _

Buddhism. The-king-of-the- neighboring-ceuntry of�-monastery. ·At that rim-e Mfu,-'Padma5ailibh-av·a and Sa -._
Kaccha became an upiisaka under his guidance. Once
ntarak�ita wished to return home. The Tibetan king·

Kaccha _was invaded by the king of Stag .;...gzi gzig of

requested them to stay longer, but they did not agree, .

the· city -of Pii.gada in the territory of Moltii.na.

and so the king appointed an envoy to escort them back
to India. (This is according to the general tradition of .

Legend has i t ti-�at . Padmasambhava routed the . the historians of the later period of propagation of
enemy troops by some Tantric performance.

Buddhism in Tibet. · But according to the Larger

·

Biography of Padmasambhava, he i� said to have

At that time Khri-sron lde-btsan was on the throne
remained in Tibet at the request of the Tibetan king,
S
of Tibet. He had previously invited ii.ntarak�ita to Tibet . and in collaboration with S antarak� i ta he trained
to construct ·a monastery at B s an-yas, but without · translators and invited one hundred arid eight famous
success. (This event took place in an "ox" year, and

Indian Buddhist masters to Tibet He personally took

according to the researches of Sans.-rgyas rgya-mtsho,

charge of the translation task arid basically completed

it must be the "Earth-ox" year, i . e . , 749 A .C. ) .

the translations of the esoteric and exoteric works in

S an taraksita suggested t o the Tibetan king that
Padmasambhava be i nvited · to Tibet. At .that time

king was injured in a horse-race, Padmasambh�lVa acted

the Tripi �aka. Afterwards, in 785 A .C., as the Tibetan

Sin�laraja, who had been sent to India by the Tibetan . as his regent for . fourteen years. till Mu-tig btsan-po
.
king, returned to Tibet and highly praised the merits
ascended the thr9ne. He left Ti bet for Camara in an

of Padrnasambhava. Thus the Tibetan king dispatched
four envoys to invite Padmasambhava at Vajrasana in

.

"ape" year, i.e., the "wood-ape" year, (804 A.C. ).

India. (He was then the abbot of Vajrasana at the request

After leaving Tibet Padmasambhava first went to

of King Suryasin:tJa of India). On the l51h day of the

Dramiqii-dvlpa (or Dii.miqo - dvlpa) , w here he

·

·

..

PADMASAMBHAVA
conquered

f.?iik in l

26 1

on three occasions and fi n a l l y

converted the king t o Buddhi sm. He i nvited several

Tripi�aka Upiidhyayas from Magadha and constructed
the three Vihiiras of Vidhii, Ardhii and Sudhii. In this
island Padmasambhava propagated Buddhism for
twelve years, and it is said that the Candraguyhatilaka,
Vaj ramaryqa-ala!l)kara, Vaj ragaryqari , Yiimiintaka,
Hayagriva, Mahiikiila, Miitp, Hevajra, S ri-pararniidya,
Guhyasamaja and other Tantras, which were prevalent
at later times in that island, were all handed down from
Padmasambhava. There are still several ruined sites in
that isl an d i n connection with Padmasambhava's

subj ugation of f.?iik i nl. A fter he had completed his
edification work in this island, he proceeded to Camara.
According to Indian tradition he is also said to have
been to Hurmuju, Sikodhara Dhanakosa, Rugama and
other places to perform beneficial deeds extensively
for the good of sentient beings.
Of Padmasambhava's works that are collected into
the Tibetan Tripi�aka, there are Arya-nllamba-radhara
vajrapiuJi-siidhana-tlkii, Vajravidarao/J.-nama-dharanl.
-vyakhyima-vajraloka, Sri-khasarpaf!a-lokaniiJha-sa
. dhana, Them -yig gsan-ba, Samaya-panca,
Alimanmatha-siidhana, Muktakena a-ra-pa-ca-na-sii

dhana, Gshal-yqs-khari gsal-bar-bved-pahi mnon
rtogs mun-sel sgron-ma, etc. Besides, some of the
works attributed to ail author ·named Padma-vajra, are
probably also his writings. Together with Vairocana
he translated the Vajramanthabh[ru-sandhimlilatantra,
which is also collected into the B kal}-hgyur of the
Tibetan Tripi�aka.
As regards Padmasambhava's thought and theory,
he did not give us a systematic explanation in his
writings. But we know that among those who were
closely connected with him. Siintarak�ta and Kamalas i
Ia belonged to the Miidhyamika svatantra School, while
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dbya1is, Dpal-ryi ye-ses, D pa l gy i se1i-ge, Va i rocan a
-

,

Gyu-skra s-iri-po Jfiana-kumara, Rdo-rge bdud-l)joms,

Ye-s'es dbyaris. Sog-po Lha dpal , Sna-nam ye-s'es,
Dpal-gyi dbail-phyug, Ldan-ma rtsa -mali, Ka-ba dpal
brtsegs, eun-bu Opal seri, Rgyal-ba� i blo-gros,
Khey�u-chun Yomi, Dran-pa nam-mkha�. l>o-bran
dbail-phyug, Rma-thog rin-chen, Dpal-gyi rdo-rje, Lrul
�gro dkon-mchog, and Rgyal-bahi byan-chub. A mong
them Nam-mkhahi sfiin-po, Jfiiina kumara and Ka
badpal-brtsegs were famous translators at a later time.
Al though Padmasambhava had won the faith and
devotion of the Tibetan king shortly after he arrived in
Tibet, he had to encounter difficulties in his works for
the permanent establishment of B uddhism in this land.
Notwiths�anding the fact that Princess Wen-cheng of ·
T' ang and Bal-bzaq khri-btsun of Nepal had brought
Buddhist images to Tibet at the early period of the . · .
T'ang dynasty and had constructed the fWhrul-snan
.
and the Ra-mo-che monasteries, ]�dcthism which
was embraced only by a few me:r:n��rs of the royal
family had not yet formed a . prevalent religion i n
society.
··· -

. As late as the time of Khri-sr�n lde-btsan, the
indig�nous B on reHgion w as st ill a dominating ·
influence over the pQpulace. A fter the arriv al o f Padmasambhava those ministers who were hostile to
Buddhism tried once and again to slander hhn in the
presence of the king, attempting to destroy his good
relationship with the ruler. It is said that even those
translators educated by Padmas ambhava such as
Vairocana and Nam-mkhahi sfiin-po, were also accused
by those anti-Buddhist ministers . and subsequently
suffered banishment. Padmasambhava himself also
narrowly escaped being killed by assassins sent by his
opponents. All these showed that he in his works for ·
the propagation of B uddh i s m was not without
resistance. But through his energetic efforts, he exerted
a permanent influence upon the later development of
Buddhism in Tibet.

Vimalamitra was a great master who propagated the
teachings of Prajna-piiramita and wrote the Arya
saptasailka-prajnii-paramita-tlka and the Arya-p rajiia
pO:ramitiih[idaya -'lJka, etc. Padmasambhava's thought
might be quite close to theirs.
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1 01JO),N an pay;.;, Sci nnyct,

the two Pctl c i k

-------

12'" cmtury: Sapada, Thatbinnyu and Shwegugyi

(Life of Padmasambhava), Sdc-dge

pagodas;

I 31' century: Mahabodhi, Kondawgyi, Mingalazedi

Ko Yung-hsing

·

( 1 274) and Ti lominlo pagodas.

PAGAN: By about 5th Century B .C., the dominant
races of Burma were the Pyus (of Central Asian origin)
in the north and Tal aings in the South. Contact with
India by land and .:wa had already been established by

. With the exception of Kyanzittha and Nanpaya,
these are all brick structures and were decorated with
carved stucco. The Nanpaya i s of stone. The Nat
Hlaung Gyaung and Ananda pagodas are remarkable ·
for their centemporary sculptures, the Kyanzi ttha,

about �he Maurya period. From the 5 t h century
· onwards, Prome and Thaton were i mportant centres
of Buddhist and H indu culture. Hindu sculptures and
Buddhist stupas which were mostly in Gupta tradition
have been found at Tagaung, Prome and Thaton. The
Buddhism of Prome was of the Mahayana type � d
that of Thaton, Hinayana. The Saka era was i n use.
B uddhaghosa is s.aid to have visited Thaton about 450
A.C, bringing with him the books of the Pali canon.
From this time onwards, B ur m a h as b een more ·
exclusively . a Buddhist country.

Kondawgyi and others for their mural paintings, the
Shwezigon, Ananda, Petleik and some others for their
glazed terracotta bricks i llustrating the Jiitakas.

·
The architectural forms are varied. The bulbous and
cyl indrical forms are similar to Sarnath and the votive
stup as· of the Pal a period, The Pebin Gyeting and
Sapada are of the old Sinhala hemispheil cal type . .
Several others are crowned by a kind of Aryaviuta
s'ikharri shri ne, the M ingalazedi and Shwesandaw have
.
.
.
Northern B urmese· B uddhism, at an eariy date . truncated _pyramidal terraced bases with angle towers
'
acquired a Tantric character and had close connections and a central stairway on each side. The Mahabodhi
with Nepal. In the 8111 century, the Talaings of Pegu with i ts high straight edged sikhara is modelled on ·
.

conqu.ered Prome_ and_ a new northern capi tal was

the older shrine at Bodh-Gaya.

est�blished at old P agan. The walled ci ty, of wh i ch the
southern gateway sti l l exists, dates from 847 A.C.
Only a few of the Pagan temples and stupas date
from the J OI" century. The Ngakywe Nadaung i s a
cylindrical stupa, recal l ing the Dhamek at Sarnath . The
Pawdawmu has Indi an affinities. The Pebin Gyaung

·

-

The modem B urmese pagodas vf the Shwedagon
type, slope almost smoothly upwards from the broad
base, thus without a marked disti nction o f the separate
element and presenting a different appearance from
the old Indian and Sinhai a bel l _ and domed types, as
well as from the medieval cylindrical forms of Sarnath,

. is of the Sinhala type.

Pagan and Hma� ze.

The uniticati'on o.f B urma was tirst accomplished
by Anawrata (Aniruddha) of Pagan ( 1 040 - 1 077).
Anawrata i nvuded �nd conquered Thaton. He brought
_ back with him the Talaing king (Manuha), Hi nayana
books and priests to Pagan. He established connections
with foreign countries, obtained rel ics and i ni tiated a
great era of building activi ty. Remains of more than
5000 'pagodas' can still be traced i n and near Pagan.
The follo-wing are the names and dates of some of the
most i mportant:

Classical B urmese sculpture is best represented by
the 8 1 reliefs of the Ananda pagoda (Pagan), which
represent scenes from the life of the Buddha, according
to Avidt.ire-Nidiina, with one panel perhaps referable
to Lalitavistara.

I/''' century: Kyanzi ttha cave temple (1 057 - 1 059);

(sh·.vezigon) ( 1 05�1), ( e n l arg ed 1 084 ..

1 1 1 2); Ananda

Several of the Pagan pagodas contain contemporary
frescoes. The kitaka paintings of the Kubezatpaya ( l llh .
- 1 2 111 century) and Kubyaukkyi consist of small square
panels, closely grouped and collectively covering a
l arge a r e a . Separate fi g u r e s o f B uddhas and
Bodhi sattvas are on a l arger scale. Those of the
Payarhonzu t ri pl e temple at Mi nnanthu near Pagan

·

·
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PAKUDHA KACCAYANA
According to Pakudha Kacchayana's teachings the

illustrate the Tantric Buddhism of the Burmese Ari
sects. A pair of carved wooden door panels of the Pagan
period is preserved in a temple near Shwezigon. The
great expenditure of resources during the Pagan period
paved the way for foreign invasions. In 1 287 Kublai
Khan (of China) sacked Pagan. After this followed
Shan-Thai incursions.

seven things mentioned above are eternally existent
and unchangeable in their very nature ; there is no
volitional activity of consciousness in them. Therefore
his doctrine is one o f akiriyavada non-action).
Dfghanikaya{(hakathd(Sumangalavitasint- Vol.!) adds
that Pakudha Kacchayana avoided the use o f cold

Nandasena Mudiyanse

water(sft-udakapa{ikkitto . . . ) using always hot ; when . ·
this was not available , he did not wash (udaka-kiccam

Reference: A.K. Coomaraswamy, Histry oflndian

na karotl}. If he crossed a stream he would consider
this as a sin, and would make expiation by constructing

and Indonesian Art, Dover publication, U.S.A., 1 965.

a mound of earth (Ibid. p. 1 44). It further describes
Pakudha Kacchayana's teaching as nissarika laddhi.

PAHANAPARINNA See PARINNA

Pakudha Kacchayana's name is spelt as Pakudha
_
Katiyana, Kakudha Kacchayana and Kakuda Katiyana

PAJAPATIGOTAM1 S e e M A H A PAJ A PATI

also. Buddhaghosa says that Pakudha is his personal .

GOTAMI

PAKUDHA KA.CC AYANA

name and the Kacchayana is the nam� of his gotta ...,

We come across

Pakudha K acchay ana and his teachings in the
Sfimaf11iaphala-sutta of the Dtgha Nikfiya (D./.56ff).
As Ajatasattu the king of Magadha wanted to find
·peace in his heart he paid a visit to the Buddha
.
accompanied by Jtvaka and questioned the Buddha
on the Fruits of recluseship, wherefore men join the
Buddha's Order. Herein Ajatasattu told the Buddha
that he had already put the question to the founders of
six other Orders ( six heretical teachers), There the
king explained the exposition of Pakudha's teachings.
According to the story Pakudha had said thus: "The

following seven things 0 king, are neither made nor
commanded to be made (aka{fi aka{fi-vidhti), neither
created nor caused to be created (animmitfi animmata),
they are barren . (so that nothing is produced out of
them), steadfast as a mountain peak; as a pillar firmly .
fixed. They do not move, neither do they vary, they
trench not one upon an other , no avail aught as to ease
or pain or both. What are the seven? The Four Elements
- earth ( pa{havi),water (apo),fire (tejo)and air (vayo)
- and ease (sukhe) and pain (dukkhe) and the soul (jiva)
as the seven�h. So there is neither slayer nor causer of
slaying (hantfi vfi ghdtetfi), hearer or speaker, knower .
:
.
or explainer (vifiiifitfi vfi vififiapetfi va). When drie witb
a sharp sword cleaves a head in twain, no one is thereby
deprived of life, a sword has merely penetrated into
the i nterval between seven elementary
substances"(lbid.p.56).

.

family name - (PakLidho ti tassa nfima11J Kacchtiyano .
ti gottaf1J� Ibid). Pakudha's . folloy.rers did not hold him .
in high esteem in contrast to the devotion felt for the
Buddha by his followers. This is evident from what
Saccaka, the son of a Jain utters afte� iistening to the
Buddha'.s discourse (Mahfi Saccaka sutta -M./.291Jf).
It shows that Pakudha did not welcome questions, and
displayed annoyance and resentment when he was
cross-examined. Any way Pakudha Kacchayana is
spoken of as having been highly honoured by the
people, a teacher of large and well-reputed school,
with a large number of followers. In the Cula
Saropamasutta (M./.245./f.) we come across an incident
where Pingalakoccha the Brahman commends Pakudha
Kacchayana as one o f the l e aders in rel igious
life(sama�-abrfihma�) heads of companies (sanghino)
heads of groups (gr.!ftcariyfi) well kno\vn (fiatfi)famous ·
(yasassino) . . . . . . m uc h honoured by the . m any

folk(sfidhusammatfi bahujanassa-lbid).
In the Mahdbodhi jfiraka (.!. V. 246) Pakudha

Kacchayana (in a past life) is mentioned as one of the
five persons who were adhering to false doctrines.

According to Milinda Paiiha, Pakudha Kacchayana ·
has been visited by King Milinda (Milinda Paiiha.p.8).

D.Saddhasena

.
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an e ru d i te and

distinguished bhikkhu of Sri lan ka. Muhandiram Don

Andiris Tudiiwa Panditha Gunawardena, a great

S i nhal a poet and grammarian and Dona Gimara
Serasinghe of' Palane were· blessed with a son on 25 1h

NovembeF 1 878. He was the fifth child in a family of
eight children. He was named Don Aron Panditha
Gunawardena by the parents. This was

a

time a_

Budd.hist revival was gathering momentum with the

PALANE SRI VAJIRANANA
.

in the present Vajirarama temple which was then called
the "Dharmasaliiwa". Within a brief space of ti me,
Pal ane Vaj i ragii<ina Thera was abl e to w i n the
veneration of not only the people of Bambalapitiya,
but also those who came from afar. His reputation for
the knowledge of the Dhamma and his self- discipline
attracted many pupils and supporters from many parts
of the country. The Daham Piisala or the Sunday school
started on 08.08 . 1 9 1 8 by the Thera at Vaj i riinima.

victory gained by Ven. Mohottiwatte Gunananda Thera.

imparted knowledge of the Dhamma and discipline

on 271h August 1873. As a young boy Aron Panditha

distinguished personalities who trod their way to study

defeating the Christians at the historic Panadura debate

Gunawardena witnessed the Buddhist reacrion to the
foreign missionary activities in the country during the
second half of the nineteenth century.

according to the Buddhist way of life. Some of the
at the feet of the Mahanayaka Thera were, former

president J.R. Jayawardene and R. Premadasa, Corbet
Jayawardene (Later Sedawatte Dharmaruchi Thera),

He received his early education at the Sinhala

School in Patane and l ater under John Blook, principal .
of the Bi:lingual school in Mirissa. The untimely death

of his father, Don Andiris Tudawe PandHh ii _

R.G. Senanayake, Dudley Senanayake, Bernard Soysa,

Dr. _P.R. Anthonis, Lalith Athulathmudali and Anura

. j

j

. Bandaranayike.

Gunewardena on 171h June 1 890, led the young boy to ·
. exempl<l!Y life' as a Buddllist nlOnk; naturally attracte� . .
. indine towards religiops activities <L"ld l i.ve a religjous
life. With his mother's consent, who was also a pious : . to the Vaji ninima temple edu�ated and intelligent
•

.

lady, the child was ordained as a monk on 201h July, ' . . young men who were ordained by him as pupils after . .
1 893, under the tutelage of Veri. Siri S addharma a course of strict training -in the bhikkhu order. The

_

Jotipala Kavidhaja Weragampitiya Sri Revata Thera,
the

incumbent

of the

Devagiri

Vi hara

in

distinguished and learned pupils of the Mahaniiyaka

Thera, Viz; Kotahene Narada, Kumburugamuwe Maha

KambU11lgamuwa. The-young monk was-named-Palane-- niima, Denipitiya Sumanasiri� Madihe-Pafifiiisiha,

Vajiragfiaana

As Patane Sri Vajiragfiana Thera displayed great

ability in the study of Buddha- Dhamma, it was decided
to admit him in 1 897 to the Vidyodaya Pirivena,

M ali gakanda as a pupil .of Ven . H i kkaduwe Sri

Sumangala Mahiimiyaka Thera, who was the founder
principal of that historic Pirivena, one -of the centers

where the nineteenth century Buddhist revival was

activated. Patane Vajiragi'i<ina Thera displ ayed . a

remarkable ability in learning the Dhamlna and the

Vinaya,. was placed first in the class every year. The
Thera completed the Pirivena education in 1 900,

Kotahene Piyadassi, Panwila Vipassi, Bambalapitiye

Kassapa, Ampitiye Rahula, Walgama Sugathananda,

Naottunne Gunasiri, Bope Vinitha and Pamburana

Metteyya were well trained to carry the light of the

Dhamma to all parts of the world. The· venerated pupils

of P al ane Vaj i ragfiana, l i ghted the candle o f

_ understanding of the Dhamma in countries viz,
England, Gennany, France, Australia, China, Japan;
.

.

Java, Sumatra, Singapore, Hong Kong, Viet-nam and

Nepal. The Mahiinayake Thera had three distinguished

personalities, who came for discussipn and advice on

academic and literary matters. They were Sir D.B.

winning the much coveted prize awarded by the King

Jayati lake Scho l ar and Nati onal i s t , Wel l awatte

of that Pirivena. On 20ih April 1 900, Patane S ri

and Lionel W. de Silva of Kattinayake, the Sinhala poet.

the Vidyodaya Pirivena. After the completion of his

151h July 1924. Vajiriirama became the nerve center of

of Siam for the most distinguished a.Tld brilliant student · Arachige Abraham Silva, the famous Sinhala novelist

Vajiragfiiina Thera received his higher ordination a few · Many scholars came to Vaj irariima to use the library
months before he completed the Pirivena education at
which was established by the Mahanayaka Thera on

Pirivena education in the year 190 1 , some devoted
Buddhists in Bambalapitiya invited the Thera to reside

l

His profound knowledge of the Dharilma and his

Buddhist activities in the country during the first half

of the twentieth century.

·

�
.
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In the year 1 905 , on the proposal of Ye n. Sasuna" was unparalleled and indescribable. The Na
Hikkaduwe Sri Sumanga!a Nayaka Thera and seconded yaka Thera also wrote poems to the newspapers under
by Yen. Waskaduwe Sri Subhuti Mahcinayaka Thera, the anonym "Yathalaba Kiviyara".
Yen. Yajiragfiana was elected to the oriental Languages
Society. On 1 3"' of July 1 9 1 7, he was made the Anunii ·
This erudite scholar who was rich in exposition, in
yaka of the Amarapura Dhammarakkhita Nikiiyand on human Kindness, in simplicity and a true son of the
14'h July 1920, was appointed the Mahiiniiyaka of the Buddha Sasana, peacefully passed away on the 2 1 51
s�e Nikiiya.
September 1 955, leaving a void hard to fill i n the
exposition of Buddha Dhamma and service to the
The venerable monk was a great exponent of the nation.
Dhamma. The Buddhists of this age will remember
· him as one of the greatest who could explain the most
difficult passage� in the Abidhamma in the most
K.D.G. Wimalaratne.
simplest manner. The reason for this is that the Thera
had a mastery ofPali, Sanskrit and Sinhala. Fifty years
and more ago, there was no Buddhist monk who was PALl :
more sought after for his lucid sermons than the late 1 . The Pali Language- Pali is the name by which the
Mahamiyaka Thera. Great orations he delivered on language of the Theravada Canon is now known.1
many an occasion were thought provoking and
It was earlier designated as Magadhi (though there
outstanding. His voice was . matchlessly attractive.
, When broadcasting was inaugurated in this country existed a Middle Indian language by that na.J?e which
. on 27th June 1 924, he became the most popular speaker was quite distinct from Pali. There iS';no evidence to
in the ?riental service. Mahanii.yaka Thera's sermons show that either during the l ifetime of the Buddha or
.
. were so impressive, that late Sir John Kotelawela as . for many centuries to follow that the term Pali was .
.. ..the then Minister of Broadcasting, ordered his officials used to refer to a language, nor for that matter even to
to provide facilities for the Nayaka Thera to broadcast refer to the teachings of the Buddha. Ho\;Vever, in course
ni
the Dhamma sermons from his room at Yajiniramaya. of time, the term acquired the mea ng "Buddha's
Patane Yajiragfiana Thera is the fir�t monk to broaf}c�t teaching" as was handed down in the Pali Canon.2
"
A lmost a m i l l ennium after the Buddha, the
- . a Dhainma sermon over the radio in this country. His
commentator Buddhaghosa (Vism. pp. 1 07,450 etc.)
Dhamma sermons not only 'reached the length and
uses the term pali to refer to the texts of the Pali Canon
breadth of this country, but also spread over to India
distinguishing it from commentarial literature. Terms
as far as Bangalore, when a former Indian Magistrate
as designations of the word of the Buddha in earlier
named "Chari" and his family embraced Buddhism
use are : Dhamma-vinaya, ' Doctrine and Discipline' ;
after listening to a Dhamma sermon of the Mahana
navarigasatthu-siisana, 'the nine fold Dispensation of
ya.�a Thera.
the Te acher ' , Buddha-vacana, 'the word of the
Buddha' ; pavacana, 'the Sacred Word' ; tanti, 'Holy
Both as a writer and as a preacher he followed a
Writ' ; pi{akattaya-pii[i, 'the Texts in three Baskets' etc. ·
style which was inherently his own. He was a prolific
writer and contributed regularly to the periodicals of
The term piili (spelled with a dehtal l) has several
his day and wrote many booklets on Buddhism. general meanings: row, line, canal, ridge (of a rice field)
"Shabddhii rtha Chintii" (reflections on words and their etc. (vide. PED s. v. pali ). These are clearly attested in
meanings) in prose and "Buddhasthotra Satakaya" (a literature. However, in the Canon itself thjs term is not
hundred verses in praise of the Buddha) in verse, are employed to designate a l anguage, and when the
considered his outstanding contributions to Sinhalese necessity did arise to name the language in which the
· Literature. The versus he composed for children in teachings of the Buddha were h anded down the terms
simple style, made him the most venerated teacher of Mqgadhi, Miigadhikii-nirutti and Suddha-miigadhi
the children during his day. The Nayaka''Theta's · were employed. Yet the term pz{akattaya-pali,
contribution towards the propagation of Buddhism and copiously attested in aH hakatha l iterature, the
disciplining the society through the Buddhist periodical Visuddhimagga and the Pali chronicles, clearly refers
"Bauddha Lamaya" and Buddhist pamphlet "Lak Budu to the Canon that has come down to us. The wordpi!Gka

.·
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in Magadhan cities.5 It is to be expected Lhat the recitals
of th e teachings held i n Magadha were conducted in
the Magadhan l anguage. Furthermore, the Mahasa
righika.schoo\ that broke away from the parent body
after the Second Council and the Sarvastivadins who
established themselves in Kasmi ra-Gandhara and the
Himavat regions in Asoka's reign and immediately
afterwards, at first used the various regional Priikritic
The above data are inadequate to explain the term dialects and later adopted a form of hybrid Sanskrit
piili now in vogue as referring to a language. None of closely resembling Pa!i in idiom and style. The Therava
the primary meanings of the term would apply to the · dins themselves, in order to distinguish their texts from
name Piili. it is equally futile to derive the word palif those of other schools, adopted the term (Miigadhi
pii{i from pii[ha as representing Srimukha-pii[ha 'the (Suddhal 'pure') miigadhi to designate the language
sacred oral teachings'4 but it is quite clear that when of their texts. The so called Suddha-magadhf or Mii
the term is employed to refer to the Buddha's teachings, gadhika nirutti differs from the Middle Indo-Arjan
the underlying purpose i s to contrast it with the language known as Magadhl. The language that had
commentaries. The commentators themselves have gained currency in Magadha and neighboring territories
used it in that sense. Thus it is evident that during the that came unqer imperial Magadhan rule during the
early centuries of Buddhism no particular designation Middle Indo Aryan period commencing in the 6th .
was given to the language medium in which the century B .C . , was M agadhl . There i s no extant
teachings were preserved and this medium, based on literature in that language belonging to that period apart
the Magadhan-Kosalan speech of the Buddha's day, from the 3rd century B.C. lithic records of Asoka in
could nothave differed basically from the Pa!i language the Gangetic Plain, Orissa and the southern regions of
as we know. it today despite the numerous non-eastern · his empire. There also remains in the Sanskrit dramatic ·
Prakrit characteristics preserved in it. After the lapse· literature of later date a much younger version of Ma .
of several centuries attention was focussed on the gadhl which has preserved its essential characters. In
language in which tlie texts w ere handed down at . · drama the Prakrit dialect ofMiigadhl is �poken by some
successive C<?uncils (satiglti, 'recitals') and transmitted . of the characters.' The speech forms used is Sal')skrit
orally until they were written down in the 1 st century · drama vary according to the social standing of the
B.C it came to be .Known·by various nafnes a5-a1tested-'-characters; and Magadhl is spoken by characters of a
in commentarial and other post-canonical literature. lower social order such as robbers, prisoners, gardeners
Whilst commenting on the ierm sakiinirutti (Vin.II, etc. Even though Piili bears kinship with this language
p. 1 39) Buddhaghosa calls it sammasambuddhena due to various historical and linguistic reasons, the
vuttappakiuo Miigadhikavohiiro, 'the Magadhan idiom identification of the two is not possible. Besides these
as spoken by the perfectly Enlightened One'-VinA. p. varieties of Miigadhi', there yet remains the language
1 2 14', meaning the Buddha's native language. It is also of the Jaina Siddhantas which is designated as Ardha
suggested ( W.Geiger. Pali Literature and language, · Magadhl or ar�a. In just the same way the Jainas
p. 7) that in order to preserve the teaching accurately employed this tefl!l to distinguish their language from ·.
as referring to a collection of Buddha's sayings3 is
however of early usc as may be seen in such references
as tipe(aki, 'versed in the Three Baskets' ( Vin . V,p.3 ;
M:iln .p. l8 etc.). The collection of teachings of any
religious tradition was also designated by this term,
cf. pi[akasampadiinena, 'by inclusion in the Basket
(of teachings)' A.I., p. l 89 etc.

·

.

�

-

bqth in form and content the language medium in which
'
the Buddha taught should be used, -thus justifying
Buddhaghosa's explanation. ijowever, in the context
of prohibiting the ·use of Vedic metre (chandas )
Buddha's. injunction could very well have referred to
the l an guage i n which the Buddh avacana was
ori ginaHy taught thus vindicating Buddhaghosa's
explanation. Hence the correct translation of the phrase
should Fead: 'I enjoin you, monks, to learn the word of
the Buddha in its own idiom and not as: 'each in his
own idiom'. A historical reason for this designation
Piili to gain currency was the conducting of all three
Great Councils (as acknowledged by the Theravada)

standard Mtigadhi , the Buddhists too used th� term
Suddha Magadhf to desi�nate their miigadhikii-nirutti
as distinct from Magadhi .

·

In the context of these Magadhan connections, it is
worth while examining whether the language medium
of the. Buddha's· teachings is in fact a variety of Ma
gadh i: The three basic characteristics of Miigadhl
which distinguish it from other Middle Indo-Aryan .
languages are: ( 1 ) the nominative singular of- a nouns
has tlexion -e (eg. se :pulise, se phale (Pali: so: puriso,
tam phala17J)(2) all sibilants become palatal: s unlike
in most other Middle Indian languages where they

'/.', 0._; r.:

PALI
-·-------·---

become dental s (3)all r sounds become l as c haracteris ti c
of Eas tern Pr:Jkri t d i al e c t s . O f these, I :md 3 ::r.:: • :; t l : ·-' '
i n fr�qucntly at tested i 11 Pal i . The n•: :T1 ! i1 <l1 i ,r; � ; l i g u : �H

in -e is seen in quotations from other teachers or i n
dialect variations e.g. bale ca pm!cfite ca, k. e chaw k e ca

,

sigale vanappag umbe yathci phussitagg e . Like w i se

both r: and l arc attested i n parallel forms of the same
word in Pali e.g. rohitajlohita; rudda/ludda; tarwwl
taluna. While Magadhi is definitely a l dial ect, Pal i
cannot be classified either as a r-dialect o r a l d i al e c t
though it has preserved i n some iristances forms with r
even where, l i s expected e� g. ruppati. None of these
special features of Magadhi are characteristic of Pali.
As Pali has preserved dialect variations representing
an e x t e n s i v e area o f North I n d i a o n e c an n ot
stake exclusive claims to an eastern origin of Pal i
despite h is toric al reasons and the occurrence o f
numerons e astern phonologica 1 features s u c h as
-lq- > -kkh-, -rt-> - tt- (besides the equally well attested
western forms - ks - > - cch -, - rt - > - t t - ) . W h i l e
cerebrali zation (e.g. pW!)'a, pUf!f!a)is a feature o f
Eastern Prakrits seen i n Pali , the equally. frequent
pal atal i zati o n ( e . g . p UJu a > p u iit1 a w h i c h i s a
charactetistic of Western Prakrits s uch as Maharii�!Ti
(e. g . a kkh i > a c c h i; iks u > u cclw ) i s o f frequent
occurrence.

'

-

Despite the fact that S auraseni Prakrit of the
Madhyade s a preserved in Sanskrit dramatic l iterature
which is regarded as a western dialect, i s directly" related
to classical Sanskrit, i t bears a remarkable resemblance
to Pali . Just as the dialect variations of the western
reg i o n s o f I n d i a are preserved i n P a l i s o m e
characteristics o f Pai s iici Prakrit current in the Vindhyii
region, and Kasm ira-Gandhiira are equally to be met
with in Pali. Hardening of soft consonants is one such
feature e.g. tippa, piipuraf!a, palapa, chakala, lapu.
The opposite process of softening of hard consonants
-generally intervocali c stops-is a characteristic of all
other Middle Indian l anguages while i n Prakrits, such
as Mahara��ri, they disappear altogether. Another
feature of the Prakrits the reduction of aspirated soft
consonants in intervocali c position to -h- is also attested
in Pali e.g. sahu, liihu etc. Colloquial or dialect forms
are to be seen in conversation e.g. - he je, haiici,
abbhumnw, bhikkhave. Provincial isms have already
been noted as janapadanirutti i n the Canon (M. III. p.
234f.). Vedic forms are represented i n the old gcaha
.
dialect of Pal i . On account of these con fl i c'ti ng·' ddta
there is no consensus as regards the home of Pali.6
However, on a genera I comparison with all the attested
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l i terary Prakrits. Pal i hears t h e clo�est re l ationship to

-� ��u r�t�:C!lf Thi: � �1 1. l_'.: ; l::': _�:· !1
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w!·: i d l c!o���i; rc::c ol!i�dcs Pa< ; , �·�u ! be: l nnked upon a� an

old form or s aurascni. A p a rt from the uramalic Prakrit,
s aurasen i the Jains too have employed J version of
this Prrrkri t, which for convenience is named ' J a i n a ·
s aurascn i ' and i t closely rese mbles t he former i n
phonology and morphology, semantics and syntax.
Likewise it is to s aurase nf. a m o n g al l the Prakrits, that .
Pali bears the closest resemblance on linguistic grounds
in spit� of the tradi tion among subs�quent users of Pali
that i t i s a litermy (suddha) M <lgadhi . From a historical
point of view the region occ u p i e d by Macch a- S urfl sena
was s i t u at cu in the extreme North-west corner of th e .
Madhycde:� a of pali texts, lying immediatly to the south
of Kuru-paiicala. The capital o f this mahajrmapada
was nt Mathura; and accord i ng to the modem prov inci a!
d i v is i ons, i t now belongs to Rajasthan. The M iigadhi
language, on the other hand, was in vogue in th e
territories of AJiga M agadha, Ka� i-Kosala and the
Vajji an confederacy in the eastern regions of the ancient
M adhyade s a. They now const! � te B ihar, Orissa,
. .
South-eastern part of U ttar Pradesh and West Bengal.
Although it is traditionally believed that Palt had its
origin in Bihar, the M iddle Indian l anguage that. is seen
t a
to bear
. the closest resemblance to i ; 'w· s spoken in the ·
Raj as than region. It i s for this reasoh that one cannot
be certain that the language in which.the B �ddha taught
was Pal i though i t i s bey.ond any do ubt that he
employed the then current Kosalan-Maghadhan idiom
to address h i s disci ples. Thi s was the l anguage
generally understood in the regions of his sojourns.
As i n the present d ay, i n ancient ti mes too, the
languages used by the various l inguistic groups of
North India were understood by one another. If the
B uddha taught in the Kosalan dialect, current in the
Sakyan territ01y, he could have been understood by
his listeners from the neighboring districts. This would .
have been particu i arly so i f provincialisms and dialect . . . ·
variations were avoided as one would expect in the ·
formal exposition of the teaching. Formal speech lends
i tsel f to further systematization at the hands of monastic
editors. T h i s i s prec i s e l y wh at happened at the
successive Councils when the teachings were edited,
classified and systematically arranged. Pali that has
come down to tis is thus a literary language in every .
sense of the word. Whatever i ts origin, it soon became
a lingua franca the B uddhists" dispersed over a wide
' "at�
ea and was widely understood. It is not possible to
local ize it to a particular region or district. As in the
case of C l assical Sanskrit being standardized by the

�
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l anguage became fixed by the finalization of the Pali

Canon at the Councils. From then on it gai ned the stalus

of a �ite rary language. I n this process i t gained many

accretions, and admitted into the language features of

many languages and di alects during its extensive use

by different lingt111i stic groups. Such variations have

been, already noted as provincialisms (janapadanirutti.

M. m. p.234 f).

veri fied by making a comparison of the language in the

ancient i nscriptions of S ri Lanka dat i n g prior to the

c h r i s t i an e r a. w i th Pali and o t h e r old Prak r i t s . A

comparison reveals that this dlpabhiisii bears a very

close resemblance to the Middle Indian languages of

the period. Hence the language employed by Mahinda

could have been understood by the i nhabitants of Sri

Lanka. In course of time this exegetical tradition
recorded in a fixed form would have gained sanctity

Mahinda was the version finalized at the Third Council.

and remained static while the language in vogue in the
country developed. It is this exegetical tradition that ·

rejected by Oldenberg (cf. Vin. I, p. xlix- ff.) refuting

tradi tion in the commentaries. However, by the time

The Tipi�ka introduced to Sri Lanka by the Arahant

It was not a provincial version of Ujjeni a5 �rnphatically

came to be designated as the

porima (the ancient)

ru:gume!!tS put forw'!!'d on th� ground that Mahinda .

of the commentarial epoch (5th and 6th centuries A.C.)

Avanti region, prior to visiting Sri Lanka. Whilst the

halat t hakatlui and the reason g i ven i s th e i r

was a native of Vidisa and because he last lived in the

authemtic Tipi�aka embodying the word of the Buddha
and accepted finally at the Council held in his capital

P�iiputta was available to Asoka, it is inconceivable

how. be could send through hiS apostle son a provincial

version of it as "a gift of the dhamma".7 1t is equally
untenable that i t is a version confined to the imperial

capital and the neighbouting provinces of the Mauryan
Empire for it is not a version in the Magadhan language
·
as we know it froin his lithic record�. It \vas the Canon

accepted by all the Theravada gtoups throughout the

empire. Ir is recarded i n the chronicles that at the time

o f the introduction o f Buddhism t o Sri Lanka the Thera

there arose the necessity of recording in Pali the Sl.
incomprehensibility to foreign monks though i n fact

their language being so archaic they were not so clearly

understood even by sri Lallkan monks uniike the works
in Pali.

2.Pali Literature. The Word of the Buddha.

has

an

Pali

extensive literature that has essentially grown

round the Tipi{aka, 'the Three Baskets' embodying the

word of the Buddha.· The Tipi{akci does not claim to be · ·
a verbatim record of the Buddha's sayings but rather .

his teachings as they were remembered by h i s

Mahinda preached a large number of suttas to king

immediate disciples at the First Council: Upali the ·
Vinaya, Ananda the Dhamma (identified as the sutta)

39:etc.). It i s to be inferred that he taught the Pali suttas

no doubt that it took several centuries for the final

� Dev.an-amm p iyati ss-a and h i s- subj ects (Mhv. x i v,

in tOO original language in which they were preserved
and9ffered his explanations in his own language, which

and- Mahakassapa- the Abhidhamma-matika. There is

redaction of the Canon until it was recorded in writing

in the 1 st century B.C. but the complete Canon more ·

was either the local dialect of Avanti or the language

or less as we have it now took shape by the time of the

docillnents, he is credited with bringing to Sri Lanka

definite evidence of the rehearsal of all three Pifakas,

of the Mauryan eourt. As recorded in the historical

the teachi ngs embodied i n the Tipitak a and the

conimentaries to these texts as accepted ·at the three

Councils. The explanations and exegeses offered by

him to facilitate the understanding of these texts could

have been those handed down traditionally by his
iicariyaparampara,'succession of teachers' in India.
In dl!le course, the missionaries from India and the Sri
Lankan custodians of the

Vin qya, Sutia and A bhidhamma . The next most

i m port ant landm ark i s the c o mp i l ation o f the

commentari es i n the 5 th and 6th centuries A . C . .

However, during the intervening period were written .
trad i t i on and

Pe�akopadesa by a monk named Jambuvanavasl Maha

Milindapafiha were assigned canonical status and
included in the Khuddaka-nikiiya in Myanmar. This is

is the beginning of the Slha[a-a!{hakathiz. It is stated
· that Mahinda employed the D1pabhiisii, '.the I anguage . a clear illustration of the "growth" of the Canon but

sii could not have differed considerably from his own
language and the accuracy of this statement can be

..

the post-canonical works, NettippakarClf!a erroneously

ascribed to Mahak acc a n a by

Ari.Hha8 adopted the S i nhal a Prakrit . to provide . study of the Tipi�aka. These two works along with

of the Island' when he taught the dhamma. The dlpabhii

'·

Third Council held in Asoka's reign where we have

dhamma led by · the Thera · kaccayana, both works serving as guidelines for the

explanationS to the original texts in Pali. 'This precisely

., .

this process has been active from very early times, as .

early as the time of the First Council. Whilst the sayings
of the Buddha as remembered by the 500 participants

..
i
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at the Council were rehearsed there was adequate
provision in the Mahiipadesa (q . v.) t he four great
r e fe re n c e s ' m e n t i o n e d i r. the Malz cipa rin ibbcl
l!a-sutta : (D. ii, pp. 123 ff.) to incorporate at any stage
those teachings of the Buddha that had escaped the
attention of the participants at the Counci I . While the
Patimokkha, the nucleus of the Sutta VibhaJiga is
essentially old and as early as the time of the Buddha,
the finalization of the two major works of the Vinaya
the Suttavibhanga and the Khandhaka as digests of
ecclesi astical l aw incorporating a canonical
commentary can be assigned to an intervening period
between the Second and Third Councils. The abstruse
Parivara the last text of the Vinaya is of subsequent
date.9 Likewise the four major Nikiiyas of the Sutta
Pi{aka could have basically assumed some shape at
the earliest stage as evidenced by Khandhaka xi of the
Cullavagga (Vin. ii pp. 284 ff.). The works of the fifth
Nikaya, the Khuddaka, comprising books · o f
heterogeneous character grew over the centuries and
its final phase .is marked by the three quasi-canonical
works mentioned above. The Cullavagga account of
the First Council, however, states that all five Nikiiyas
were rehearsed at its r�cital (ib. p. 287). There was no
consensus among the various bhanaka (q.v.) traditions
within the Theraviida as regards the constituent works ·
of the Khuddaka-nikiiya. Unlike the first four Nikayas
that are more or less uniform in character the Khuddaka
contains works of various categories viz. anthologies
·
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of suttas·,� aphoristic sayings, poeticar compositions,·
exegetical works, old narratives and philosophical
treatises. The Niddesa belongs to the same class of
· literature as the Nettippakara!Jtl and Pe{akopadesa
while the Pa{isambhidiimagga could have been more
appropriately incorporated in the'Abbidhamma Pi{aka.
While the four maj or Nik ayas with the notable
exception of parts such as the Sagiitliavagga of the

Saf1'!yutta are predominantly in prose the greater part
of the Pali Canonical metrical literature is found in
the Khuddaka-nikiiya.
There is no reference to an Abhidhamma Pi{aka in
the early accounts of the first two councils while the
account. of the Third Council deals specifically, with
the finalization of theKathavatthu which is considered
as the last book of the Abhidhamma. Abhidhamma
(q.v.), 'the higher dhamma' is a more systemfltic .qnd
·
scholarly treatment of the topics discussed i� 'th� "' ·
dhamma dealing with the dhamma Which cover a
variety of fi elds such as ethics psycho 1 ogy,

epistemology etc. Classification' analysis and synthesis
both psychological and
physi cal arc the forte of the A bh idlz an una . The germs
of th e Abhidhwnma are seen in the sultas, particularly
the Sa�igiti and Dasuttara Suttas of the D [ghanikaya
(D . iii, pp. 207 ff.) and the numerical classification given
in ascending order in the Anguttarallikiiya. While there
are no corresponding parallel Abhidhamma texts in ·
other (non- Theravada) schools of Buddhism, the bulk
of the Vinaya and the greater part of the four Nikayas
and a few works (or parts of them) of the Khuddaka
are common to severa 1 schools . This i s. an index to the
antiquity of a given text of the Pali Canon. The works
comprising the three Pi{akas are:
o f c l asses o f phe n o me n a

l .Vinaya l1itaka
l . Suttavibhmiga (incorporating the Patimokkha):
·

(a) Parajikapafi (Vin IV)
(b) Piicittiyapafi ( Vin IV)

2. Khandhaka:

(a) Mahavaggapafi ( Vin. I)

(b) Cullavaggapafi ( Vin . II)

-<.
. :..· ·"·· ·

3. Pariviira (Vin V)' 0

II.

Sutta Pifaka

'l . D lghanikiiya

(D)
2. Majjhimanikii.ya (M)
·

3. Sanryuttanikaya (S)
_
4. Anguttaranikaya (A)
5. Khuddakanikaya (Kh)

i.Khuddakapa{ha (Khp)
ii. Dhammapada (Dh)
iii. Udiina ( Ud)
iv. Itivultaka (It)
v. Suttanipiita (Sn)
vi. Vimiinavatthu ( Vv)
vii. Petavatthu (Pv)
viii. Theragiithii (Th 1)
ix. Therigiithii (1h 2)
x. Jatakapiili (J)
xi. Niddesa (Nd), attributed to Siiriputta
xii. Pa{isambbidamagga (Pa!)
xiii. Apadiina (Ap)
xiv. Buddhavaf1'!Sa (Bv)
xv. Cariyiipi{aka (Cp).
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by E.W. A d ik ara m (ibid.) . The best known among the

works

ancient 'Sinhala' commentaries was. lhe Ma11CI (or M:.l
la)a!( hakathc/ . T h i s formed the m a i n source o f

xv1. Nettippakarm!a(Nett) attributed to Maha

Buddhaghosa's commentaries though he acknowledges

kaccana)

othercommentaries such as Kurundl and Mahapa ccar[ ·

xvii. Pe{akopadesa (Pet.),Jambuvanavasl Maha

often al l uding to interpretations given in other

kaccayana
xviii. Milindapafzha (Miln).
III.

PALl

commentaries such as the Andhaka which he invariably
refutes. A later source Saddhammasarigaha of the 1 4th·
century states that the Mahiia{!hakathii was the

Abhidllamrna Pitaka

commentary on the Sutta Pi!ak.a, the Mahapaccar[ on ·
the Abbidhamma and the Kurund[ on. the Vinaya. It is

1 . Dhammasaizga!]i (Dhs.)

doubtful whether the S[hala-arrhakatha smvived to the

2. Vibhaizga (Vbh)

3. Dhatukathii (Dhiit)
4. Puggalapaiifzatti (Pug)
5. Kathiivatthu (Kvu)
6. Yamaka ( Yam)
7. Pa[!hana (Paf!h)1 '

·

1 4th century though from quotations made from them .

in the Dhampiyii-a[uva-gii!apadaya of Kassapa V one .
· could addtice evidence for their existence in the 1 Oth
century. The commentators played the role of editors
and translators woen they wrote their a[!hakatha works.
They frequently acknowledge theirindebt�dness to the
The Commentaries
porii!]il, the interpretations given and views held by ii
cariya and the rulings given by eminent Elders on
The growth of Pali literature connected with the controversial points.
. Canon did not stop with the finalization- of the Canon
as seen from the quasi-canonical works cited above.
The ,S[flala{!hakathii invariably had· historical
. However, whatever literary l\Ctivi�ies .there:were frqm · introductions attached to them in much the same way
the. time of the completion of the . Pali Milindapafzha
as the Mahiikhandhaka of the Khandhakavinaya (Wn ·
. up to the conimentarial epoch (5th-6th century A. C.),
I) was prefixed with a Buddha biography and an early_ . .
the surviving texts are -of a fragmentary nature with . history of the sasana. Historical introductions in such
the exception of Dlpavaey;a which preceded the
works formed the basi s of the Pal i chron icles ·
· commentaries at least by a century. The numerous commencing w i th the Dlpavafl'!sa . U n l i k e the .
_quotations (as cited by -E.W.-Adikaram! 2 from the pora

Ia and others have preserved this tradition in their works

commentaries or the subsequent Great Chronicle (the
Mahavafr!Sa) it was a composite work of imperfect
editing where several independent traditions were
indiscriminately put together presenting the appearance
of a haphazard literary composition even though in
parts it is of considerable poetic merit.

which far surpass the works that formed the sources of
their commentaries. The Pali chronicles state that the
commentarial tradition current in India was brought
across to Sri Lanka by the apostle Mahinda along with

Unlike the · great majority of canonical works the
commentaries are ascribed to individual authors though
there is difference of opinion with regard to some

the texts of the Pali Canon. lt was the exegetical

works. · The most prolific writer among them was

1]iz (q.v.) in the commentaries bespeak the extensive

nature of the early exegetical tradition which like the
Siha[aHhakathti h as no t survived. The great
commentators Buddhaghosa, Buddhadatta, Dharnmapa

tradition that was continued by the succession of
teache.:s in Sri Lanka. They are the celebrated poriif!ii
'the -ancients' who are looked upon both in the
chronicles-and the commentaries as authorities whose
vinicchaya, 'rulings' formed the deciding factor in
the inte rpretation o f the Dhamma vinaya. The
crystallization of the commentarial tradition took place
at their hands and it is not unlikely that they were
responsible for the compilation of the long lost S[
ha[a· hakatha that formed the basis of the great Pali
Commentaries All these sources are discussed at length

·

.

·

.

.

;

. ij
l

1

·
·

Buddhghosa (Bdhgh). Apart from his magnum opus . ·
Visuddhimagga which set the pattern for the subsequent
pakaral]a literature, as many as 1 5 commentaries
are ascribed to hi m w i th certainty l e aving
the Dhammapada{!hakathti; the volum inous .
Jatakauhakathii and Visuddhajanaviliisin[ the
commentary on Apadiina. There is, however, the ·
possibility of other theras by the name Buddhaghosa
who wrote commentaries being identified with the great
commentator by that name. There is every possibility
that the authorship of Dhammapada!{hakarha and
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Jataka![hakatha was ascribed to him in this manner.

Buddhaghosa's contemporary B uddhadatla (Bdhd)
wrote the Vinayavinicchaya and Uttaravinicchaya in
metrical Pali as Vir:aya treatises of a commentarial
nature, the Abhidhammavatara and Ruparapavibhaga
as Abhidhamma manuals in verse and Madhura{!havila
sini the commentary on Buddhavafr!Sa. Both Bdhgh
and Bdhd lived from time to time in several monasteries
in South India prior to visiting Sri Lanka for compiling
their commentaries. They were followed by another
illustrious South Indian monk iicariya Dhammapala
(Dhp) of Badaratittha who wrote commentaries on
seven works of the Khuddhaka-nikaya that had not been
commented on by Buddhaghosa viz. The commentaries
on Udana, ltivuttaka, Vimanavatthu, Petavatthu,
Theragatha, Therigatha and Cariyapi!aka. Other
commentaries attributed to him are Paramatthama-ja
sa the Visuddhimaggamahiidka a commentary and a
t[kii on the Nettippakaraoa (atthasa11JVGf!'!ana and I[
natthaVGf!f!Gila)' {fkas On the four agama texts
designated as L'natthappakiisana and a Linatthappaka
sana-dka on Jataka!{hakatha. He was followed
by inanda the author of Abhidhammamulat[ka. In
addition to the above, Upasena (Up) wrote the
Saddhammapajjotika, a commentary on the Niddesa
and -Mahanama (Mn) the Saddhammapppakiisin[ the
commentary to Pa{isambMdaniagga. Commentarial
activity in the 5th 6lh centuries A.C. cannot be
surveyed in isolation from the {lka literature. Though
several important [lkas were written towards the latter
part of the commentarial period there appears to have
been a gap in their continuity until the so-called
Augustan Age1 3 in Pali literary activity in Sri Lanka,
the Polonnaru period ( 1 2th century A. C.), with a few
notable exceptions like the Vajirabuddhi{[ka (lOth
century) on the SamantapasadikQ Cojiya Kassapa's
Mohaviccedan(, Khema's Namaru-pasamasa or
Khemappakara11:a and Anuruddha's Abhidhamma
tthasarigaha, Paramatthavinicchaya and Namaru
papariccheda. The latter two authors were perhaps
posterior to Vajirabuddhi. To this intermediate period
perhaps belong both Dhammasiri's Khuddasikkhii and
Ml!hasami's Mulasikkha, two short metrical works on
Vinaya though traditionally held to have been written
before Buddhaghosa's time. 1 � The apparent hiatus
between the commentarial epoch and the Polonnaru
period was more or less filled by a separate · cla5s 'of
literature called Gaf!{hipada (q.v.) and other ancillary
literature. A brief summary of the extensive literature
that has grown on the Tzpi[aka is given below based
more or less on the comprehensive list given in the
-
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Epilogomena to Vol . I of the Critical Pali Dictionary,
Copenhagen, 1 948.
I.

Vinaya Pitaka

1 . Kmikhavitara'!l (Kkhv) on Piitimokkha by Bdhgh

2. Samantapasadikii (Smp) on Vin. I - V by Bdhgh
II. Sutta Pitaka ·

I. Sumarigalavilasin[ (Sv) on D by Bdhgh
2. Paparicasudanl (Ps) on M by Bdhgh
3. Saratthappaktisin[ (Sp) on S by Bdhgh
4. Manorathapura'![ (Mp) on A by Bdhgh
5. i. Paramatthajotikii (Pj I) on Khp by Bdhgh
ii. Dhammapada!fhakatha (DhA) on Dh
attributed to Bdhgh
iii. Paramatthad[panl (Pd I) on UJ by Dhp
·iv. Paramatthadlpanl (Pd II) on It by Dhp
v. Parama.tthajotika (Pj II) on Sn by Bdhgh
vi. Paramatthadlpanl (Pd III) on Vv by Dhp
vii. Paramatthadlpanl (Pd iV) on Pv by Dhp
viii. Paramatthad[panl (Pd:V) on Th 1 by Dhp
ix. Parcimatthadlpanl(Pd 'VI)on Th 2 by Dbp
x . Jatakauhakatha (JA) o n J attributed to
Bdhgh
xi. Saddhammapajjotikii (Sdhpj) on Nd by Up
xii. Saddhammappakasin[(Sdhpk) on Pa{ by
Mn
xiii. Visuddhajanaviliisini (Vsj) onAp attributed ·
. to Bdhgh
xiv. Madhuratthavilasinl (Mvl) on Bv by Bdhd
xv. Paramatthadlpanl(Pd VII) on Cp by Dhp
·

. ·

On quasi-Canonical Works

xvi. Nettia{{hakatha(NettA) on Nett by Dhp .
xvii. (No infonnation on PettA)
xviii. Suttasa�igaha{!hakatha (SsA) on Ss by
Ariyav�a
xix. (No information on MilA)

Other works belonging to the suttanta tradition are:

(1) Paritta, an anthology ofsuttas taken from canonical

works and used as word-runes and designated as
Catubha'!avarapali which may probably antedate the
Milindapanha. Its commentary Saratthasamuccaya is
of unknown authorship.
(2) Visuddhimagga of Buddhaghosa which set the
pattern to a class of literature called pakaraf!ll waS
commented on by Dhammapala in his work entitled

·
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Visuddhimaggamaha[ika while a s u bs eq ue n t sannaya
(i n te r ve rb al paraphrase i n S i nhalese) was wri tten by
Panikr<�,mabahu 1 1 of Dambade� i y a ( 1 236- 1 270 A .C.).
-

Ill Abbidhamma Pitaka
1 . Atthasiilin[ (As) on Dhs by Bdhgh
2. Sammohavinodan[ (Smv) on Vbh by Bdhgh
3 . Pancappakarana((hakatha I (Ppk)on Dhiir. by
Bdhgh
4. Pancappakarana{{hakathii II (Ppk) on Pug. by
Bdhgh
5. Paficappakarana{[hakathii lil (Ppk) on Kv. by
B_dhgh
6. Pancappakarana![hakathii IV (Ppk) on Yam by
Bdhgh
7. Pancappakarana{!hakathii V (Ppk) on Pa!{h. by
Bdhgh
Other i m portan t Abhidhamma works are :
l .Abhidhammiivatara and 2.Riipiiriipavibhaga of

Buddhadatta to be followed. by works of later date
towards the end of the Anunidhapura period or early
Polomiaru period 3 . Amiruddha's A bhidhamma
tthasmigaha and the numerous exegetical works on it
and his 4. Namariipapariccheda and 5 . Paramattha
vinicchaya 6. Cull a Dhammapala' s Saccasankhepa 7.
Coliya Kassapa's Mohavicchedani and 8. Khema
cariya's Namariipasamiisa.
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d i sq u i s i t i ons and exegeti c al works on th e V i n a ya
belonging to this period1 5. The· Suttapi[aka re ce i ved
equal allention. 1 6 l t was the Abbidhamm a that received
the highest attention as noted above and numerous
tracts and exegetical works were written in due course.17
The ga1_1!hipada took over where the pioneer tfkiis
stopped; and probably the earliest of them was the
gCll.�hipada on the Vinaya mentioned in the Saratthad[
pan[, probably the work attributed to Vajirabuddhi i n
the Gandhavan.tSa. The other three Vinaya gafJ.{hipada
referred to i n Siiratthad[pan[, Mahii, Majjhima and
Ctila were written in Sinhalese. Just as in the 5th and ·
6th centuries the a{[hakathii literature had a rapid
growth, it was in the 12th and 1 3th centuries that the !f
kiis flourished. Unlike the a[!hakathas, {tkiis continued
to be produced until recent times so that additional {t
kas came to be known as nava{fkQ if an older (pura!J11)
f{ka did exd earli er. The i mportant f{kiis o n
commentaries to Canonical works are:

I. Vinaya Pitaka
I . Vinaya!thamanjusa (Kkh!) .
2. · Vajirabuddhiflka (Smp 1 ) by Vajirabuddhi ( lOth . ·
c. A.C.) Saratthadf'pan[ (Smp. 2) by Sariputta .
of Polonnaruva Vimativinodan[ (Smp 3) by
. Mahiikassapa of Polonnaruva Samantapiisii
· dikQ atthayojana (Smp 4) by Nimakitti ( 1 5th

c. A.C.)
3. Several_other f{kas on Vinaya works1 8

The Sub-commentaries
The next phase of development of exegetical works
on Canonical Pali literature is represented by {tkiis
which actually dovetailed into the commentarial period
and flourished in the Polonnaru period and continued
almost to the last century. The earliest tlkiis are those
of Dhammapiila already mentioned. They served as
supplementary works to Buddhaghosa's commentaries.
The writing of tfkiis has apparently stopped after
Dhammapata and their place was taken by gaf!!hipada.
I t is however significant that no gafJ!hipada. works on
the four iigama collections for which Dhammapala
wrote his {tkiis have been traced so far even in making
references to them in subsequent works. We next hear
of Vajirabuddhi{tkii on the Samantapiisiidika written
during the .final phase of the Anuradhapura period. This
was followed by two other tfkiis on the same text - the
Siiratthad[pan[ of Sariputta and V imativinodan[ by
his pupil Mahiikassapa both.belonging to the Polonnaru
period. Besides these there were n umerous

II. Sutta Pitaka
I. (a) L[natthappakasana I (Svp ) by Dhammapa
Ia
(b) Saratthamanjusii(Sv!) by S ii r iputta of
Polonnaruva.
(c) Sadhujanavilasini (Svn{) by ,,iiniibhiva11JSa
of Myanmar ( 19th c. A.C.)
2. (a) Llnatthappakasana II (Psp!) by Dhammapa
la
(b) Saratthamanjusa II (Ps!) by Siiriputta of
Polonnaruva
3. (a) Llnatthappakasana III (Sppf) by Dhammapii
Ia
(b) Siiratthamanjasa III (Sp!) by Sariputta of
Polonnaruva
4. (a) L[ natthappakasanii IV (Mpp{) b y
Dhammapala
(b) Saratthamanjasa IV (Mpt) by Sariputta of
Polonnaruva
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1"fkcis on c o m m e n taries to works i n t he

Klwddakanikaya
(i) ParamatthasLldan [ (Pjl!) (probably lost)
(ii) (a) DhA t{kiis are known by name only.
(b) Dhampiya -aptva -gii{apadaya (in
Sinhalese) by King Kassapa V ( 1 0 th c.
A.C.)
(c) Saddharmarataniivaliya (in Sinhalese)
by Dhammasena 1 3th c. A.C,)

(iii)-(ix) Ttkas on (iii) Pd I (UdA), (iv) Pd II(ltA),
(v) Pj II (SnA), (vi) Pd III (VvA), (vii) Pd IV
(PvA), (viii) Pd V (ThlA), Pd VI (Th2A)
are known by name only
(a) with the exception of vi
(in
(b) Vimanavastu-p raka rill)tlya
Sinhalese) by Gammulle Ratanapiila
( 1 770 A�C.).

PALl

I l l - Abhidhamma
1.

.

2.

(b) Abhidhamma- anu{lkii. II (SmvanuO by
Dhammapala
(c) Sammohavinodanl-atthayojanii. (Smvay)
by Niinakitti
3.

(NettA )

It is relevant here to note that there has been some
confusion with regard to the authorship of several
works. The names Buddhaghosa, Dhammapiila and
Kassapa belong to more thim one author of the same
name and unless the prefix Culla (or Mahii) is ·used
with the name the identification becomes rather
difficult. Several attempts though not with spectacular
success have been made to identify these authors. 1 9

•\.1' .

(c) Dhiitukathii -atthayojanri (PpkAayI)
. (d) Dhatukathd -! {kdva!Jf!Clnri
and

anufikava�J!Inii by Tilokaguru ( 17th C).
4.

(a) . Puggalapafifiatti- mula{[kti (PpkAm{ II)
by Ananda
. (b) Abhidhamma- anuf[kii IV (PpkAcanu{ II)
by Dhammapiila

5.

(a) Kathiivatthu- mrllaf[kii (PpkAm{ III) by
Ananda
(b) Abhidhamma- anur[kti IV (PpkA-anuflii)
by Dhammapala

6.

(a) Yamaka- mtila{[ka (PpkAmt IV) b y
Ananda
· (b) Abhidhamma- anuf[kti VI (PpkA-anu{ IV)
by Dhammapiila
(c) Yamakaf[ktivalJPnii by Tilokaguru .

(c) Pe!akrilaizkrira on Nettimahti!{ka
(NettAn ) by fliiniibhiva11)Sa ( 1 9th C.)
(xvii) Milindaf{kii (Mil[.) by Ctilabhaya ( 1 5 th C.)

!

Dhammapala

by

Saddhammapala ( l Oth C.)

(a) Dhritukathri- mula![kii. (PpkAm!) b y
Ananda
(b) Abbidhamma-anuf[kii. III (fpkAanu{) by

-

(xi-xv) TI kiis on Sdhpj (NdA), Sdhpk (PatA),
Vsj(ApA), Mvl (BvA), Pd VII (CpA), are
known by name only.
(xvi) '(ikas on commentaries to quasi Canonical
Works

(b) Nettivibhavin[

(a) Sammohavinodan[- mrlla{lkii .(Smvm{) by
Ananda

by Raj amuriiri ( 1 3 th C.}.

(a) Nettica{{hakathii.ya I1natthava�J!lnti
(NettApt) by Dhammapala

(a) Atthasiilini-m!Ila![kii. (Asmf) by Ananda
( 1 0 th C.)
(b) A bhidhamma-anut F ka I (AsanuO by
Dhammapiila
(c) Ma�id{pa (Asn I) by Ariyavall)Sa ( 1 5th
C.)
(d) Madhu ratrhad[pail{ (Asn{ 2) by Mahiina
ma
(e) Atthasiilin{ -atthayojana 1 (Asay 1 ) by
Sirimarigala
(f) A llhasalin [ - atthayojana (Asay 2) by fla
I}akitti ( 1 5'h C.)

(�) (a) Jiit(Ika-giithii-sannay.a (in Sinhalese)
(b) Jii.takatthakathiiya
I1natthappakiisariii
. ..
(lAp{) by Dhammapal:t
(c) Jiitaka!{hakathiiya ga!JhipadavalJPnii
(JAgp) ( 1 1 th C.)

Pitaka

·

7.

(a) Pa!fhrina- mula![ka (PpkAmt V) by
Ananda
(b) Abhidhamma- anuf{kii VII (PpkA-anuf
V) by Dhammapiila

·
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(c) Pauhana(fkavat!l.zami by Tilokaguru
(d) Pauhanasarad[pan f by SaddhammaJarik<i
ra ( 1 6th C.)

III Abhidhamma
-

l.

The Pakaraqa Literature
2.
3.

Buddhaghosa's Visuddhimagga set the pattern for
a class of literature calledpakaraJ!G, 'treatises'20 which
. came into existence subsequently. There are works
associated with all three pi(akas belonging to this
category. To cite a representative selection at random
including some works already mentioned:
I-

4.

5.
6.

Vinaya

I . K_huddasikkha by Dharmasiri
. 2. Mulasikkha by Mahasiirni .
3. Palimuttakavinaya-vinicchayasaliguha by Sa

riputta ( 12th.C.)
4. Patiinokkhavlsodhan[ by Saddhamajotipa]a
5. Vinayasamu{!hanad{pan{ by Saddhamma
jotipiila
�� Vil}ayagalhatthad[pan[ by Saddhammajotipa
Ia
7. Sikkh 4padavalaiijan { by the Paficamti
laparivemidhipati
8. Simalankara by Vacissara
. 9. Simtisangaha by Vticissara
..
. 1- 0. S{masankarachedan[ by To�agamuve Sri
Rahula and sev�ral other srma tracts of more
·

7.
8.

Abhidhammatthasangaha by Anuruddha and its
many commen tarie s by Vimalabuddhi ,
Sumarigala, Ariyavail}Sa Saddhammajotipala
and others
Paramatthavinicchaya by Anuruddha
Namariipapariccheda by Anuruddha and its {l
kas
Abhidhammavatara by Buddhadatta and its tf
kas
Rl'iparripavibhaga by Buddhadatta
Saccasalikhepa by Dhammapala and exegetical
works on it
Mohavicchedan[ by Mahiikassapa ( 1 3th C.) and
its ![kfis
Namarapasamasp. by Kheniacariya and its f[
k(i2 I

Undei: the category of pakaraf](l may be included
any literary composition apart from texts in the Vinaya
and Sutta Pi{akas. The important fields thus included
consist of ( 1 ) the Pali chro.nicles (2) grammatical
literature including works on poetics and prosody (3)
kavya literature and (4) secular literature.
The

Pali Chronicles

Leaving aside the Canonical Buddhava17JSa, the
earliest known Pali Chronicle i s the D [pavaf1]sa
(already mentioned). The general view is that itis not
II - Sutta
the work of a single author. It is also suggested, from
the importance given to nuns in it, that it is the work of
bhikkhunis. The D[pava17JSa was followed by the more
1 . Visuddhiinagga by Buddhaghosa
elaborate Mahiiva11]Sa (5th C.) covering almost �he
2. Exegetical works on the Visuddhimagga
same period in practically the same sequence justifying
3. Vimuttimagga by Upatissa
de.scription as a d[p [ ka, 'illustrator' of the D[
its
4. Suttasaligaha anthology and its commentary by
. pavai7JSa . This claim gives credence to the fact the
Ariyavan;sa
Mahava17JSa stands in the same relation of an a{!hakatha
5. Sarasangaha by Siddhattha
to the D [pava.I7JSa. This is further supported by the
6. Upiisakajantilankiira by Ananda
title of the exegesis on the Mahavai7JSa as a rtka and .
7. Manga/atthad[pan[ by Sirimarigala ( 1 6th C.)
not as an auhakatha. 2 2 The sources of both these
8. Paiicagatid[pan{
chronicles and many other works of the so-called va17JSa
9. Chagatid[pan [ by Saddhamarigala
literature are the traditional records of the poral]ii ' 'the
1 0. Lokapaiiiiatti by Saddhammaghosa
Ancients' obviously designated as the. authors of the
[
1 1 . Lokappad pasiira by· Medharikara
primitive Arthakathas. The Atfhakathii was essentially .
12. Saddhammasaligaha by Dhammakitti (14th C.) a part of the S[halatthakathii and contained historical
information narrated in prose. In contrast to i t the
1 3. Gandhavai7JSa by Nandapafifia
Mahava17JSa is the Great (uru) chronicle (va11]Sa)in
14. Siisanavai7JSa by Pafifiasiirni ( 1 8th C.)
verse (padya) cf. the title padyapadoruvai7JSa. Though
15. Siisanava!IJSad[pa by Vimalasiira ( 19th C.)
it is claimed to be the translation of a Sinhalese original
recent date.
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is obse rved that originally the S i nhalese chron i c l e

to I 935 by Yagirala Paiiiiananda and the final part so

formed a sort of introduction t o the commentary on

was completed recently.

it is an independent work based on several sources. It

far to I 947 when Sri Lanka regained i ndependence

the canon and dealt only with the topics mentioned in
the poem of the D[pavanJSa and later incorporated
much extraneous matter growing into an independent
compilation2 3 of epic proportions.
The Mahavan.tSa is essentially an historical narrative

aimed at infusing serene joy and religious fervour in

the virtuous (sujanappasiidasm7Jvega). Fol lowing the
pattern of its ancient source the Af!hakathci MahcivcillJSa
there came into existence other chronicles based on
equally ancient sources on such topics as the Great
Bodhi, the Cetiyas and Relics. The MahabodhivCllrJsa

of Upatissa is an ornate prose kavya on the history of

the Bodhi tree, the ThupavanJSa of Vacissara narrates

the story of the Mahathupa in Anuradl}apura and other

The extended MahiivanJSa incorporates additional

material which is repeated in the MahiiVanJSa r[ kii the
,

Vaf!!Satthappaktisinf. Other works of this category are
( 1 ) the bri e f Chakesadhatuva"!sa o f unknown
authorship (2) HatthavanagallavihiiravanJSa whose
author calls himself a pupil of Anomadassi Mahiisiimi

(3) Samcmtaku{ava111]ana by Vedeha ( 1 4th C.) the .
author of RasaviihinF. To the same class as Rasava

hin[ belong S[halavatthu and Sahassavatthu, all these
works c o n t a i n i n g n arratives w i t h a r e l i g i o u s
background. Jinakiilamali ( 1 5 1 6 A .C.) of Ratanapafifia
deal s with the history of B uddh i s m in Northern

Thail and. CamadevivallJSa and Sihiri.gabuddharu ·

panidana too were written in Thailand about the same
stupas. The DathiivallJSa of Dhamrnakitti l gives the . period. Buddhaghosuppatti gives·a legen�� account
story of the Tooth Relic and the Lala(adhatuvaf!!Sa , . of the commentator B uddhaghosa. Sandesakatha
the story of the frontal bone relic. The key figure in ·

· MahcivallJSa and ThapavanJSa is Dunhagamani while
in the Lala{adlicituvQilJSa i t is his father KcikavaJpJatissa.

. All these works probably belonged to the Mahavihara
tradition w h i l e the U ttaravi h ara or Abhayag i ri
maintained i ts independent chronicle known as

Uttaravihii.ra{!hakathci to which there are references
· i n the Pal i c o m m en taries . The C an o n i c a l text
Buddhavafi!Sa gives the l ineage of the B uddhas and
this has probably served as the model for another
chronicle the Anii.gatavallJSa of (Coliya) Kassapa on
the future B uddha, Metteyya. Its commentary ({[ka)
was. written by Upatissa.

dealing with King Kf rti Srf Rajasinha'"�·;eipbassy to

the Thai court for the reestablishment of the higher
ordination belongs to the 1 8th· century. ·
.

-P�li Grammar

.

·

1· . ·

•

The oldest Pali grammar available is the Kacca

yana-vyakaral]a ascribed by tradition to Mahiikaccci
na as in the case of the authorship of NettippakaraiJO..
It i s i mp o s � i b l e t h at Kaccayana m e ntioned b y

Buddhaghosa in the Angu{!ara{fhakathii a s the chief

of the neruttikas refers tci o u r author as b o t h
Buddhaghosa and Dhammapala follow

a grammatical

system more primitive than Kaccayana's as may be

As a literary product the D[pavallJSa is Classed as
rather elementary but the Mahava11'!5a, as claimed by
its author, is of a considerably high standard yet in the
light of the highest literary development in Pali at a
subsequent date Mahanama's achievement is best
described as mediocre.2 4 Mahanama's work like the

D[pavanJSa stops with the reign of Mahasena in the
early 4th century A.C. and it was continued to the reign

seen from the gra�matical terminology used by them.

M al al asekera and Geiger assign the Kaccayana
grammar in its present form to a post Buddhaghosa

period but prior to the 1 1 th century. 2 5 A feature of the .
work is that it offers its grammatical explanations i n
conformity with the independent status of the Pali
l anguage. This was followed by other subsequent

classical grammarians. Geiger assigns the higher limit
of the 7th century to this work on account of its having

utilized the Katantra system of Sanskrit grammar and

of Panikramabahu I I ( 1 2 3 6- 1 27 Q A . C . ) · b y ' ' tlie· commentaries to Pal}ini.2 6 Two other grammatical
Dhammakitti. The next part was written up to the reign
works Cullanirutti and Mahii�irutti are ascribed to
of Paf}cpta Parakramabiihu of Kurunegala followed by
Kacciiyana though Saddanlti assigns the l atter to ·
Tibbotuviive Sumarigala's continuation to 1 758 A.C.
The next part to 1 8 1 5 A,C. the year of the Britis

�

annexation of K andy was written by Hikkaduve Sri

Sumarigala and Batuvantudave. This was brought Up

Yamakamahathera. The Kaccayanabheda ofMahayasa

ofThaton ( l 3th C.) statcs that the aphorisms were made
by Kaccayana, the vutti by S ari gh an andi, the
i l l ustrations by B rahmadatta and the nytisa b y

-----�-----���· � - ·· ..
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Vimalabuddhi. Tradition however, assigns all eight
divisions of the work each of which included s/llta,
'rules' , vutti, 'supplementary comments ' , payoga,
'grammatical analyses' , nyasa, 'explanatory notes' to
Mahakaccana. 27 Some of the works belonging to the
Kaccayana tradition are:
1 . Kacciiyanapakara'!a attributed to Mahakacca

2 . Sci ralllwviftisin F.

3.
4.
5.
6.

pw1cikci - ( Fkci. by
Saftharakkhita
Maudgalyciyana-paJ!cikii-prad[paya by
To�agamuve Srr Rahula (15Lh C.)
Moggallana-sannaya (virita-sannaya)
Padasadhana by Piyadassi (12th C.)
Buddhipasadanf- tlka by Totagamuve Srf
Riihula
Padasadhana-sannaya by Ananda (12th C.)
Padiivatiira by Siiriputta (12th C.)
Susaddasiddhi by Sangharakkhita ( 12th C.)
Payogasiddhi by Vanaratana Medharikara
(13th C.)

7.
yana
8.
2. Mukhamattad[panf (nyiisa) attributed to
9.
Vimalabuddhi and several exegetical works on
10.
it.
l Kaccayanasuttaniddesa by Saddhammajotipa
Ia
Helmer Smith lists 14 minor grammatical workS.2 8
4. Kaccayanava'!'!ana by Mah:ivijitiivl (17th C.) "
5. Kaccayanasara by Mahiiyasa (13th C.) and Among them the better known are:
its many exegetical works
I . Kacciiyanasiira (listed earlier) ofMahiiyasa
6. Mahiinipasid4hi by Buddhappiya
together with the ![kii by the same aut"tor
7. Mahiiriipasiddhif[kii assigned to Buddhappiya
and several other exegetical works.
8. Kacciiyanarllpad_[panf by Nii11akitti (IS'h C) .
2. Sa_ddavutti by Saddhamrhagu� and several
9. Mahiinlpasiddhisannaya (anon.) . ·
.
exegetkal works ori it.
_ 1 0. s"alavatiira by Dhammakitti ( 1 4th C.) and its .
3 . . Saddabindu and exegetical works on it
many exegetical works
4. Saddasaratthajiilin[ by Niigita a.'ld its �[kq.
1 1 . Biiliivatiira{[kii by Hikkaquve Srf SumUI1gala ·
· 12. · Gaqaladen;isannaya
5. Samba;zdhacintii by Sarigharakkhita ( 12th
·
C.) · and 3 exegetical works on it.
13. Okandapolasannaya by Dhammajoti (18th C.)
6. Vibhattyattha by Saddhainmafiii11a and i
exegetical work.§ on it.
The next gr�_mari� 9[gistin_c�ion <!_fter Kaccayl!!_} a ·
7. Vaccaviicaka by Dhammadass C and 3
was Aggavall)Sa . of Myanmar who completed · his
exegetical works on it. ·
Saddanfti in i i54 A. C. This was by far a work of great
excellence dealing ·m ainly with the language of the
8. Ganthabhara'!a by Ariyavari)sa (15th C.)
Tipi{aka. A rlka and a nissaya on the Saddanlti are
and 4 exegetical works on it.
also mentioned. Apart from the Saddan[ti which s�ands
9 . . Kaccayanabheda by Mahayasa ( 1 3th C.)
in a class by itself the other system of Pali grammar
ai1d 3 exegetical works on it.
.
I 0. Kiirikii and j[ka by Dhammaseniip.a ti.
besides Kaccayana is the Moggallana vyakaraf!a. In
response to the growth of the ornate Kirvya and the
popularization
of Sanskritized Pali in the Polonnaru
Two works that stand in a class by themselves are
.
period the need to bring the study of Pali grammar up the Dhatupii{ha and the Dhiitumanjtlsii listing the roots
to date was answered by the Moggallanavyakai'al)'l · in the Pali language. The latter was compiled by Sf
which signals a rival school of Pali grammar to the lavall)Sa. · Other works of lexicographical interest are ·
Kaccayana system. Moggalliina was a pupil of Maha the Abhidhanappad[pika by Moggclll ana ( 12th C.)
kassapa of Udumbaragiri and wrote his work in the listing synonyms following the method adopted in the
reign ofParcikramabcihu the Great. With Moggallana's Sanskrit Amarakosa. There exist several exegetical
work commenced a new school of Pali grammar to . works on it including a rlka and a san:zva'!'!anti, a
which belonged Sarlgharakkhita, Piyadassi, the author sannaya and a sllci of more recent times.
of Padasiidh.ana, Ananda' Vanaratana Medharikara and
Sri Rcihula. The chief works belonging to the Moggalla
Another field that should be listed here is poetics
na system are:
and prosody. Sarlgharakkhita's (1 3th C.) Vuttodaya
deals with Pali meter. The author of its purii'!a[lka is ·
I Moggallcina- vycikara'!a with vutti and
listed as Navavimalabuddhi, its pa�!cikii. Chandosci
pancikci
ratthavikcisin[ is attributed to Saddhammaiiiif!a, its
· .

.

.
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second tlkci also I is ted as belonging to the same author,
i ts navaJ {ka Vacanallhajotika and a secondary r{ka
on the !i kii belong to Vepulla. There were other works
such as Kavisiira and its f[kii Sududdasavikiisin[,
Chappaccayad[paka, vivaral]a, sannaya and a nissaya
on the Vuttodaya. The only known work on Pali poetics
is Sangharakkhita's Subodhala1ikara whose tTka was
written by his contemporary Vacissara. The;e is also
reference to a nava![kii and a sannaya.

grammar. Aggavafl)sa's Saddan{ti was i ntroduced from
Myanmar to Sri La n ka and Chapa�a also known as
S addhammajotipala from the same country who
mastered the Mahavihara tradi tion, wrote a large
number of works on the Vinaya and Abhidhamma. In
addition to the usual fields of study that theras were
accustomed to write on a new departure is seen in the
writing of independent compositions on various topics
associated with the Buddha. Such were the works like
the DiithavatY!sa of Dhammakitti, another pupil of Sa
Nli Kavya and Miscellaneous Literature
riputta, based on the story of the tooth relic and several
.
poems on the life of Buddha and works on his bodhi ,
The term kavya is generally applied to metrical stupas and the sacred footprint. Vacissara, Sariputta's
compositions commencing with the medieval works pupil, appointed by King Parakramabahu II to be in
around the Polonnaru period right down to the present charge of his religious library wrote several works
day. Kiivya also includes works in ornate prose and including the ThUpava11JSa. Buddharakkhita wrote the
prose and verse mixed compositions. called campu. ornate poem Jinalankara (in 1 1 56 A.C.) based on the
life story of the Buddha. The Buddha biography formed
. Canonical metrical works are not referred to by this
the
subject of two other poetical works: Medharikara's
name while the Pali chronicles both in metrical form .
and those written in prose are opttona!ly called kavya. Jinacarita 3 0and Buddhappiya's Pajjamadhu (1 3th C.)
Perhaps the earliest kavya of this tradition is the The Va11JSatthappakasin[ (Mhvt) antedates the Tha
Telaka{iihagiitha described as running to 1 00 verses paVQf'}SQ Which profusely quotes from if: Likewise the
. in the Rasaviihin[ but ac tually consisting of 98 verses, Mahabodhivaf1)Sa ofUpatissa belongs to about the lOth
of unknown authorship. It is referred to as a fine century.3 1 The Elder Vedeha ( 13th C.) ·pupil of Ananda
specimen of the literature of what might be called the wrote the SamantakutavCl!Jl!Gna, re-wrote the Rasava
Pa:li Renaissance period, before the language became hin[ which is said to be a translation from Sinhalese
contaminated by Sanskrit influences. and lost its pristine made by R an h apa l a thera earl ier b ased on
e
purity of diction and simplicity. 2 9 As a result of the Sahassavatthuppakara!Jll , probably the sourc of the
impact of Sanskrit learning immediately after the Cola extant Sihala vatth u and Sahassavatthu. 3 2
occupation of the Anuradhapura kingdom and right Buddhappiya, the author of Pajjamadhu was a
through the Polonnaru period and continued for several contemporary of Vedeha as the colophon of the poem
centuries, a large number of works in new fields outside states that he was Ananda's pupil. !Jatthavanagallavihti
those connected with the exegesis of the Buddhavacana rava�a, a campu attributed to a pupil of Anomadassi
in the form of (lkas and other ancillary works came S angharaj a3 3 belongs to the s ame period.
into existence. Pali scholarship reached a very high Buddhappiya's pupil S iddhattha wrote the Sa
level under the patronage of P arakramabahu I rasaizgaha, a pakaraf1a in the tradi tion of the
( 1 1 53 - 1 .1 86 A. C.). Mahakassapa of Udumbaragiri, his Visuddhimagga. The work is referred to in the
pupil Sariputta and the six luminaries of the Jetavana Moggallanapancikapad[pa ( 1 45 7 A .C . ) . 3 4 The
monastery who were his pupils and other learned theras Saddhqmfr}asangaha a briefhistory of the sii.sana from
wrote a large number of Pali works. Moggallana the the time of the Councils to the 1 3th century was written
grammarian belonged to this period. He was followed · by Dhammakitti Mahasami, a monk from the Lankiira
by the Cola monk B uddhappiya (al so called D( rna in the city of Yodaya (Ayuthia in Thailand) towards
identified
parikara) who wrote the grammatical work Rupasiddhi the end of the 1 4th century.3 5 Medhaiikara,
Lokappad[
among other works. Sangharakkhita one of the alumni as the Sangharaja by that name 3 6wrote the
Allied with it ·
cosmology.
Buddhist
on
work
a
pasiira
of the Jetavana Institute wrote the Subodhiilarikiira on
work dealing
poetics and Vuttodaya on prosody. The lexicon Abhidhii in content is Pancagatid[pan[, a metrical
3 7 Buddhaghosuppatti
existence.
of
states
five
with
the
nappad[pika was written by an Elder named Moggalla
is assigned
na during this period. Sariputta the greatest hiinina[y written by an author called Mahamarigala
works of the same
other
8·
Two
century.3
4th
1
the
to
of the period not only wrote a l arge number of tlkas
and Aniipatti-d[pani.
commencing with Saratthad[pani but was als� the period3 9 are Siidhucaritodaya
thera called Sumedha
author of several works on the Vinaya and Qfl Sanskrit The former is a metrical work by
.
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exalting the acts of piety of pious Buddhists based on
earlier works such as Rasawihin[. The latter-is a short
Vinaya tract by 'a pupil of Buvanekabahu thera' dealing
with conditions of non-guilt in the unintentional
infringement of the Piitimokkha rules. Buvanekabcihu
thera is mentioned in the Vuttamiilii of the 15th century
a poem in 1 02 stanzas by Upatapassi of Gatara
Parivena• 0 composed during the reign of Pacikramaba
hu VI of Kotte (1412-67 A .C) to illustrate the various
meters (vutta) employed in Pali verse. This was
. a period ..
of Buddhist revival and great literary activity mainly
in Sinhalese. The greatest Sinhalese author of the day
Srf Rahula wrote tWo treatises on Prui grammar, the
Moggalliinapanjika-pradlpa and Pada�siidhana- !lkii
. After a lapse of over two centuries the next works of
some importance are Sarlghanija Sar�Iikara's ( 1178):
Rapamiilii on the declension of Plili nouns and his .
Abhisambodhialankiira, a poem in 1 0(>"stanzas on the ·
Buddha's story from his receiving the · assuran·ce from
Dlpankara · up to his birth as Slddhattha when he
attained Enlightenment. His other- woFks . including a
. paraphrase of the Bhesajjamanjusii of P.aiic�parivel}:i
dhipati� 1 in the reign of- P<lnikramabij}u II, are.- in
Sinhalese. Attaragama B��a pupil of Sarai1af1kara ·
wrote three works o n · Pali grammar, Sudh( ·
ramukhamal!cfana on: Pali · ·samasas, t�e Ka
raka-pupphama.fijarf on syntax and Saddamala, · a
comprehensive Pali grammar based on the Kaccayana
and closely following the Rupasiddhi.
From the 15th century the centre of Pali literary
activity shifted tq Myanmar. The special field of study
is the Abbidhamma. Ariyav�a of Ava who lived
during the reign of Narapati (1442-68 A.C.) wrote (1)
Manisaramanjusa an anusaf1]VQf!'! ana on the
Abhidhammatthavibhiivin[ of Sum�ala (12th C. A.C.)
(2) Maf!idlpa a nava{fkii on Atthasiilinl; and (3) Ja
takavisodhana. Saddhammapala wrote the Hetuvibhii
vin[ and Mahiisllavru�a the Buddhalaiicara a metrical
work dealing with the story of Sumedha in the Ja
takanidana. To another Sflav�a of the same period
is assigned the RiijavQf1]Sa. Rat:!hasiira rendered in verse
several jatakas. Kiiyaviratigathii is a poem which
examil)es the ills of rebirth Uiitidukkhavibhiiga). lt has
a tflcii and a sanna and is of anonymous authorship.
Saddhamrnalarikara of the 16th century wrote the
Pa![htinasiirad[pani as a study o f the Pa!(ha
nappakara'!a and Mahanama is the author of
Madhurasiiratthad[pan[; (a sub-commentary on
Ananda's Mala[lkii.) In the same century a monk
named Buddhaghosa rewrote in Pali a Talaing work

Wagaru Dhammasattha which formed the basis of

subsequent Dharmas 'astra l i terature in Myanmar. In

the 17th century the thera Tipi�iilarikiira wrote I. V[

sativmJI!!ln ii an exegesis on the 20 introductory verses
of the Atthasiilin [ 2 Yasava#fanavatthu and 3. Vinayii
lahkiira{llcii on Piilimuttakavinayaviniccayasahgaha of
Siiriputta (12th C.). Tilokaguru wrote the Dhiitukathii
! r ka VQf!�]and,
Dha tukathaanu[ [ ka Vaf!'!ana,
Yamakava1Jl!lllzii{fkii and Pa{!hiinavaiJI?llnii{lkii while
Siiradassi wrote the Dhiitukatha(a'ftha)yojana. In the
1 8th century Nanabhiva�a Sarighanija wrote Sa
dhujanaviliisinl (Svn!) and Pe{al«ilarikiira (NettAn{)
and several other works such as Catusiima�]eravatthu,
Riijaviidavatthu and Riijiidhiriijavilasinf. Two works
on the tum of the 1 8th century dealing with religious

intercourse between Myanmar and Sri Lanka are ·
Sandesakatha ( 1 800 A.C. and S[maviniccayaka(hii
( 1 801 A.C.). Gandhava"!sa of Nandapaiiiia is of
bibliographical importance and Paiiiiasami's Sa
sanavanJSa (1861 A.C.) is of importance regarding the . .
history of the Siisana while the Sdsana�aft]Sad[pa
(1880 A.C.) of Vimalasiira Thera of Sri Lanka is of
equal importance as regards the·history of the Sasana.

N.A. Jaya�ckrBDDa
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PALIBODHA : 'Obstacle' or 'hindrance' . This term

shampooed, garl anded, scented, etc. All these are
impediments and a man cuts off his hair when taking
to a religious life (Miln. 1 1 )

is used more as a technical term when discussing
meditation, in Buddhism. Visuddhimagga enumerates
and discusses ten obstacels (palibodha) that should be
Visuddhimagga again speaks of sorrie minor
overcome by a person before he embarks on a course
impediments
to meditation, namely long hair, finger
of meditation. They are : ( 1 ) Aviisa or residence ; (2)
Kula or family ; (3) liibha or gain ; (4) GafYl or the nails etc. So it advocates a monk to cut them short,
group ; (5) kamrrwm or undertakings ; (6) Addhiina or repair old robes, wash the soiled ones, clean the alms
the way ; (7) Nati or relatives ; (8) Abiidha or ailments bowl and clean the bed spreads etc. before taking to
; (9) Gantha _or books ; ( 1 0) Iddhi or magical powers. meditation. (HOS. Vol. 4 1 . p. 99)
The residence becomes an obstacle if the monk 'is too
W. G. Weeraratne
musch attached . to it or if he has collected too many
personai things for which he has a strong ·liking. The
Kula or family is his own relatives or his supporters. If
a monk is too much attached to them, then it-becomes PAMADA (Skt. pramada) carelessness, negligence,
an obstacle again. Liibha or gain is a gift of the four . indolence, remissness, heedlessness. Negligepce
.requisites. There are some monks · whose association caused due to any . relaxation of mind, any .repeated ·
is sought l>y rriany people and when they liv·e in their · relaXation of niind (cittassd vossaggo v;ssaggdriu
.
monasteries people corrie tb honour them and to engage ppadanal1]) in any misconduct by the body . . . . in
in colwersation with therri. .Such -monk� ·should go to a
words . . .. im hind or the· Five Strands of Sense Pleasures
·
secluded place for meditation ; Gana or the group is ( �
..
.
.
pancasu va kamaguf!esu ) , any care 1 essness
·
· .
.
·
.
'·
or . .oemg a member of the .group ·
. assoctatwn,
,
. (asakkaccakmyara) towards the development of .
.
.
. ·
· · h. a. mo�
.
specta1"tzmg.m
•
. .surra or a bhz"dharma. suc
k.has.
.
·
. .
.
· · .
.
· ··
· . wholesome quahttes of.character, lack of persevenng
· 1 earnmg
· ·m
. i1.1Ways
.- 1 ·
t11ese fi1e ld s and hence·
to. h e1p others
performance (asataccakmyata), adhenng to remtssness .
his time · is taken by" it. Kain"n:J(l means repairing of
.
buildings etc. A monk who has to supervise these ,. > (olfnavuttita), not having a desire towards the
q � ali ties
of
wholeso me
activities has to busy himself in order to get the developm en t
•

·

.

·

·

·

·

.

A

•

.

.

•

A

•

A

•

.

A

•

•

•

•

•

necessary woi"kmerf ancn nateriat in time · and h·errce i r -� nikkhi·tta e- handata ), not - having � any effort
becomes . an obstacle. Addhiina or the way becomes an . . . . . . .. (nikkhittadhurata), not having practice towards
obstacle for a monk who has gone to some place for the development. . : . . . . (anasevana), not developing the
meditation and who expects his relations or friends to wholesome qual i ties (abhtlvana) , not having
bring his needs. Such a person always keeps on lookipg continuous practice (abahulfkamma11]), not haying self
at the path . expecting some one to come. Nati _<?r determination (anadhi� {ha1Ia11]) and not having
relations too become an obstacle if a monk goes to application (ananuyogo) towards the development of
meditation knowing weil that a close relation or a wholesom·e qualities of character is described as
supporter is ill. So he should think of meditation only
pamtlda (Vbh. p.350) . .·
when there are no dise�sed persons in whoin he has an
interest. Ahiidha or illness too is an impediment to
Pamfida is defined as absence of mindfulness (sari ·
meditation. So one should first free one's self from
vossagga). Pamada conduces to great loss. The Buddha
illness before taking to meditation. Gantha or books
too are an impediment and hence one has to keep books says " Monks, I know not of any other single factor so
aside- when taking to meditation. Iddhi or magical conducive to great loss (mahatiJ anatthtlya) as
powers becomes an impediment only to one who has negligence (pamado - A. 1. p. l 6). The Buddha has ·
taken to Vipassana bhavana. So one who has taken to declared that there is no any other single factor of such · ·
Vipas-sanii bhiivanii should not think of developing power to cause tile arising of evil states which are not
magical powers. (HOS. Vol. 41, pp, 72 - 79).
arisen (anuppanna va akusala dhamma uppajjanri) or
to cause the waning of good states, which are already
Milindapaiiha enumerates sixteen obstacles to a arisen (uppanna va kusala dhamma parihtlyanti) as
religious life by having hair on head. The hair has to negligence (pamtlda). The Buddha further says that in
be decorated, ornamented, smeared with oil, the person who is activated in negligence , evil states

'

· '·
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arise and the good states wane (A. /.p.l l ). The monk

PAIY!SUKULA (1)

will ascend the palace of wisdom and will be free from

who i s aware of the danger of negligence and who

sorrow - Ibid. v. 28.The wise man who is heedful among

overcomes i t , achieves the Goal (nibbana -A. Il.p.40).

the heedless , awake among the sleepy, leaves behind
the heedless even as a swift horse runs past a weak

The Buddha has declared that one cannot realize
Arahantship without abandoning negligence (abhabbo
arahattalr}saccikatunJ- A. III. p.42 l . ) and by abandoning

horse - Ibid. v.29. Heedlessness is ever despised - ·
Ibid. v.30. The bhikkhU who delights in heedfulness and
sees danger in heedlessness proceeds forward like the

negligence (pamada) along with sloth (thfna1�1), torpor
(middha1r)), flurry (uddhaccan,z), worry (kukkuccan.l)
and disbelief (assaddhiyan;), he is capable of realizing
the Arahantship (Ibid. p.422). Further the Buddha has
advised the bhikkhus to get rid of pamada and to

fire burning all fetters small and big - Ibid. v. 3 I . Such
a bhikkhu will not degenerate for he is in the vicinity

of NibbO.na . .

cultivate appamada (earnestness) - lbid.p.449. For

D.Saddhasena

the person who wishes for the perfect understanding
(pariiiiieyya) o f pamada, u tter destruction
(parikkhayaya) of pamada, abandoning (paho.niiya) of

PAJ\1SUKULA

away of lust(pa{inissaggayd) of pamada and other

(pan;sukula-cl vara/ palr}Sukiilad varan.1 nissaya ·
pabbajja) worn by the Buddhist me��icants, i.e:those

. . ... , Wearing out (khayaya) . . . . . . . and for the casting

li terature to refer to the coarse robe material

impurities(kilesa), it is essential to cultivate the ten
qualities i.e. Right view (samma di!{hi); Right thought

(samma sankappa), Right speech( samma vaca), Right

action (samm� ·kammanta), Right livelihood (samma

ajfva), R ight e ffort (samma vayama)

•

Right

mindfulness (samma sati), Right concentration (sammii
samadhi), Right knowledge (sammaiiil1J11ti'J) and Right

deliverance (samma yimutti) - A. V. p.3 1 0.

· The Buddha's advice is to strive zealously without

being indolent; the Buddha's last exhortation is "
Transient are all formati ons. S trive zealously"
( . . . . . . . . . appamadena sampiidetha:D.Il. l56) . In the
Appamada vagga (chapter on Zeal) of the
Dhammapada,

heedfulness

(appamada)

is

recommended i n various ways while heedlessness is
condemned. Heedfulness leads to immortality or
nibbiina while heedlessness leads to death (i.e. rebirth

. and suffering in salr}Sara - Dhp. v.21 ). Foolish ignorant
individuals spend their time unprofitably , heedless of
perfection. But the wis� man guards heedfulness
(appamada) as his gre·atest treasure - lbicf,y. 26. The
B uddha advises his followers not to indulge in
heedlessness and says that the person who is meditative
and heedful obtains great happiness - Ibid. v.27. When
the wiseman avoids heedlessness by being heedful, he

(1), A word used in Pali Buddhist

·

who have taken to a monastic life. There are four main
items of basic sustenance for them referred to as
-nissaya. They are I .food obtained through beggirig or ·
. ' AI
- 2 . dust -heap robes· · or .
plfJd_ zya opa bh OJana,
·
pamsukUla-clvara, 3. shelter under the foot of trees or
rukkhamula -senasana and 4 . c attle urine as
medicaments or p u t im utta-bhesajja. See also •
NISSAYA.
_

.

These are indicated as minimum basic needs, which . .
a mendicant may receive from the faithful lay devotees.
He should strive to be satisfied with these and
endeavour to live his religious life on these alone, even
if he receives no more. But this is not made compulsory.
A dissident disciple, Devadatta, wanted them to he
made so. But the Buddha turned down this request.
Under the name nissaya, these four are invariably made . ·
known to all Buddhist monks at the stage of their
reaching senior status (upasampada). On the olher
hand, everyone of these items has more or less semi
luxury items appended to them which a monk may
receive as supplementary gifts (atireka - lG.bho) from ·
, generous lay devotees.
These bits of discarded material to be used for
stitching together for making robes are to be generally
picked up from cemeteries and garbage dumps. They
would invariably be of diverse colours and varying
quality and the resulting patched-robe was bound to

PAMSUKULA (2)
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be aesthetically not very acceptable in the eyes of the

PANCAPPA KARA�llHAKATH A

public. To avoid this harshness, it was decided to dye

Paiicappakarm!a{!hakatha (the commentary of five

the robe in a single coiour. After considerable trial and
error, earth pigments and natural dyes obtained through
boiling in water wood and bark were decided upon. It

The

treati ses) is the c o l l e c t i ve name given to the
commentaries of the last five treatises of the Therava
daAbhidhamma Pi[aka . The commentaries of the first

for the robe of the Buddhist monk. The word kfisava is

Abhidhamma pi{aka
Dhammasarigani and Vibhariga are named
Atthasalini and Sammohavinodani respectively. The

kfistzyflni vatthtlni acchfldetva (donning dyed robes)
or anikkasavo kasavai'IJ yo vattha11J paridahessati

Abhidhammapi[aka, Dluithukatlui, Puggalapaniiatti,
Katluiva!{hu, Yamaka and Pa![hana have been collected

(whosoever dons a dyed robe, himself not being free

as one volume for convenience and has been designated

from spiritual blemishes). The robe of the Buddhist

the Pancappakarana!{hakathd. Thus the commentary

is this· process of dyeing which fixed the name kfisaya
also freely used for the same. Note Pali references like

monic is never referred to as being yellow in colour.

two treatises of the Theravada

namely

exegesis of the remai n i n g fi ve treatises of the

of the- Abhidhammapi{aka comprises of three main

Atthasti lini, Sammohavinodani and
PaflcappakaraT]Q!{hakatlui. It is also observed that the
volumes

is also used
PAMSUKULA (2) The word Pamsukiila
.
.

today by the Buddhists (specially of Sri Lanka) to refer

to the religious ceremony associated with the disposal

of their dead, through burial or cremation: Before a ·

dead body is disposed of, a solemn religious ritual is
held either i n the home or at the cemetery where

above three volumes are almost equal in size. In the
and Vibhari ga
Atth.asalini and
Sammohavinodani Paflcappakaran,a{{hakatha ha·s been
named Parqmatthad[pani. But the name Paramatthad[ ·
parii is hardly used, perhaps because it can be easily .
same

way

Dhammasarigani

commentaries

are

n amed

Buddhist rhonks are offered a length of undyed white . confused with Dhammapala s commentaries bearing.
colton cloth (symbolic of the pa�ukala) to be used
the same name Paramatthadipani. It is observed that
.
for makiing'their robes. This is referred to, as mataka- · the comment�es of the five treatises under reference

vattha or gan:nent material offered in

a

memory of the

�

�

are comparatively short being significantly shorter than . .

dead. The merit cquired through this is trans'mitt d to

the works they comment oil which might be the reason ·

the credit of the dead, assuming that they aie, even

. behind arranging them as one volume. But for all ·

acCidentally, in a state of want. Through association · practical purposes they
with the symbolic

Paf!1sukula (robe material) that is

offered, the entire funeral ritual has now come to be
called. Pai!Jsukala.

Dharnmavihfui

are

independent works each

standing on its own mer:it. The tradition ascribes the
authorship. of Abhidhamma commentaries i.e. Atthasa

lini, Sammohavinodani as well as Paflcappaka .
raflaHhakathci to the celebrated commen tator
Buddhaghosa, the author of Visuddhimagga, four
Agama commentaries and Samantapasadika, the
vinaya commentary. But present day scholars are
sceptic about the tradition that attribute the authorship

PA�lJKliL�GA

of Abhidhamma commentaries to Buddhaghosa. It is
See DHUTAi'lGA

also seen that the author of the Abhidhamma
commentaries has a great respect for

Visuddhimagga

and had often quoted from it. In spite of this respect,

PANCANANTARIKA KAMM:A See
ANANTARIKA KAMMA

PANCANivARArjA See NiVA�A

the author of Atthasalini the commentary to the
Dhammasanginippakaraf](l of Abhidhammapi{aka, in ·
several i nstances disagrees with Visuddhimagga.
Bapath1 has identified 250 instances .where Atthasa
lin[ disagrees with Visuddhimagga. It is questioned if
Visuddhimagga was his (Atthasalini author's) own
work he would have been expected to state that he was
now revising his former view. As regards his quotin
from

g

Visuddhimagga in Atthasalin{ Bapath poses the
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.

.

.

question as to why a great master like Buddhaghosa
shoul d c i te his own i n terpretation given i n
Visuddhimagga as a mere alternative i n Atthascilin[ i f
he had in fact been the author o f the latter. I t i s also
observed that in his references to Visuddhimagga and
the four Agama commentaries he does not state that
they are his own works, whereas in all the .Agama
commentaries, the authorship of Visuddhimagga is
c'aimed by Buddhaghosa when he refers to that work.
Therefore the scholars do not agree with the traditional
clai m that attribute the . authorship of Atthascilin[
(DhsA) Sammohavinodani ( VibhA) arid Pancappa
rana{thakathci to the celebrated commentator
Buddhaghosa.

.

.

B uddhaghosa the author of the Abhidhamma
commentaries seem to have had a profound respect
for him for his virtue, intellect and scholarship. He
questions, "Who else if not the great commentator
himself would command such a respect from a fellow
worker in the field". Thus Jayawickrama agrees with
Mrs. Rhys David's 6 conclusion that the reference is
to the great commentator Buddhaghosa and it was on
the request of him that the Abhidhamma commentaries
have been composed.

The Paficappakarana!fhakathci is edited and
published by PTS. in the Roman script but not as a
separate volume. The commentaries of the constituent
treatises of the Paficappakaraf/{ls are either appended
· The scholars are of the opinion that the stereotyped to the text at the end or published in the PTS. Journal.
paragraph2 indicating Buddhaghosa as the author The commentaries of Puggalapafifiatti (Dhatukatha)
which is found at the end of all the works undisputedly . and Pa.tfhana are appended to the texts at the end. The
accepted as written by him has been added to the three commentaries of Katha vatthu and Yamaka are
Abhidhamma cominentaries also at the end by a scribe published in a Journal of the PTS. Subsequently the · .
. commentary to Kathcivatthu is publjshed as a separate
of later date.
volume edited by Prof. N.A. Jayawickrama. In the
Nevertheless observing the uniformity of style and Simon Hewavi�ana Bequ��t edition (in Sinhala script)
the pattern of exegesis i n the 'three Abhldhamma it is . published as a separate volume in two parts.
commentaries Atthascilin{, Sammohavinodani imd
Paficappakaranarr.hakatlui scholars have come to the
.
K. Arunasiri.
conclusion that they are of the same author. Bapath
concludes that the author o f the Abhidhamma
commentaries was a S ri Lankan monk, a junior References
contemporary of Buddhaghosa nurtured in the same
1 . B handarka Oriental Series No. · 3
tradition. Jayawickrama3 points out that since all the
(Dhammasangini edited in Nagari Script by Pro.
great commentators like Buddhaghosa, Dhammapala
P.V. Bapath) 1 943 Poona India.
and Upasena hailed from South India and all of them
belonged to the first half of the 51h century, the author .
2 .'" Paramavisuddhasaddhiibuddh iviriyap ·
. · of the Abhidharnma commentaries too would have been
a t i m a n d i t e n a s i l ei c a r ajj a v a m addava
· of South Indian origin.
Incidentally, accorqin g to A tthasalin{ the
.Abhidhamma commentary has been composed on the
formal request m ade b y a bhikkhu n amed
Buddhaghosa. Bapath4 is reluctant to identify him as
the celebrated commentator Buddhaghosa, since the
author of Atthasalin{ has refened to him as monk
Buddhaghosa (Bhikkhun.a Buddhagosef.!.a). B ut
Jayawickrama5 opines that B uddhaghosa eri'tbted the ·
order at a mature age and a younger monk who had
kept a greater number of Vas.sa "rain residences" and
has a greater seniority in the scisana may refer to an
older monk as a "bhikkhu". Hence he does not agree
with Bapath. Judging from his sentiments about

digunasamudi:Iya samaditena sakasamaya
samayantara
gahanajjhagahana
samatthena . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mahaviharavasanam
vamsalankarabhutena
vipulabuddhina
buddhaghosoti garuhi gahithanama
dheyyena . . . . . . . . . kata ayam . . .

3 Introduction to Kathavatthu commentary edited
by Prof.N.A.Jayawiickrama P.T.S. 1 978 . p.xii. ·
4. Bapath op. cit.
5. Jayawickrama op. cit.
6. Manual of Buddhism London 1 922 p. 30.

·
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PANCASIKHA - A heavenly musician (gandhabba)

that his first encounter with her was at the time of the

who resided in the Catummaharajika realm (DA . I I .

Buddha's stay under the Ajapala -Nigrodha and that

p.649). There is a suita too assigned in his name in the

she was then going with her father to dance before

Saflyutta Nikaya (S. IV. 1 03f). Herein it is shown that

Sakka. Though Paficasikha fell in love with her, she

Paficasikha visited the Buddha and questioned him

favoured the suit of Sikha�i. son of Matali. Then

about the condition, and due cause whereby in this

Paficasikha

world some beings are fully set free (parinibba.yanti)

was greatly pleased and consented to m arry ·

in this very life while some beings are not so. The

Paficasikha. As Paficasikha interceded with the Buddha

Buddha enlightened him (Ibid). Paficasikha the son of

on Sakka's behalf Sakka blessed this marriage.

Gandhabba is mentioned as

an

composed a song and sang to her, she

attendant (upat[hako)

and a favourite of the Buddha, and is mentioned as a

Sometimes Brahma Sanankumara used to assume

person who was _in the _habbit of going to see the the form of Paficasikha when he wanted to appear
_
�D i
Buddha
. . . whenever he wanted t() question the
. Buddha before the assembly of goqs ofTav atill)S ( .i . p. 2 i 1 ).'
and listen to the Dhamma (DA.UI.p.699). Hence when _ Explaining this, the commentator Buddhaghosa says
Sakka wanted to question the Buddha on certain matters

that, this was due to the love all the devas· had for

he· used to send Paiicasikha in advance · to obtain - Paficasikha. They all w i shed to · .resemble
permission for the interview from th e Buddha · him�DA.l/. p.640). _ P.aficasikha once conveyed a full _
(D.ill.263ff. Sakkapafiha suna}. Paiicasikha's favourfte · report to the Buddha , of the happenings i n the
instrument w�s , the Beluvaparyfu vl!]a (a yellow _

-

Assembly of devas where Sakka spoke in praise of the. · ·

coloured lute) which. originally belonged to Mara, - Buddha- (MaM Govinda sutta�D.IU20ff).
Wheri Mara, after -wasting seven years (six years before
the Enlightenment _and one year after it)trying to ·
discover some weakness in the Buddha, left the
Buddha in disgust and weariness as his effort. was in
The lute which he carried slung on his shoulder
- - --vain.'
- - - - ------- --

-

·-

-

-

slipped and fell when he left. Sakka picked it up and

According

to

· detail s

given

- - Dfghanikaya{!hakatha, once ·Paficasikha was

in

the·

born as .

a humaJ1 being. As a boy wearing his hair ih five knots.
_
(pafzca-culaka- daraka-ktlle) he became chief of the · _ ·

boys who tended the calves. He took the other boys

gave it to Paiicasikha(SnA. 393-394). According to the · outside the village, made rest houses at the cross roads,
B uddhavall)Sa Commentary (BuA.p.239), it was 3

lotus ponds, bridges and repaired the roads and dug

gavutas in length. It ha

wells for the use of the public !;,.:wjth the help of the
other boys. A fter his death h��r·�'Born in the

dj��·i,�.J.p.72). It was

a powerful instrument and when it was plucked with
the fingers, the music produced echoed for four months
(SnA.II.393j). According to the Sakkapafzha sutta,
Sakka who wanted to visit the Buddha sent Paficasikha

Cltummaharaj ika world with a life span of · 90,000
years; his body was 3 gavutas in height. He wore 1 00
cartloads of ornaments on his person._ H� wore red robes

in advance to the Buddha. Paficasikha who carried his . and on his head a chaplet of ted gold, round that his
lute with him stood neither too far, nor too near to the

hair was arranged in 5 locks whi.c h fell back as in the

B uddha, played his lute and recited the verses

case of a young boy (pafzca -culaka-da raka ·

concerning the Buddha, Dhamma, satigha and love

pariharen 'eva - DA./1. p.647).

(the verses started with Vande te pitarm1J bhaddeTimbaru suriya-vaecase . . . . .. . . . . . -D. II.265fj). The

It is said that the reports of good deeds done by ·

verses were addressed to h i s - beloved Bhadda

human beings submitted by the ministers of the 4 deva

Suriyavaccasa who was the daughter of a Gandhabba

kings (catunnam maharajanan amacca) are handed

named Timbaru. The Buddha who praised his music

over first to Paficasikha who would pass them to

questioned him about the poem. He told the Buddha

M atall

to be g i ve n to Sakka (DA . II. p . 650).

.
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Dhammapada{!hakatha says that Paficasi kha was
present to render honour to the B u ddha, on the
B uddha's return from Tavatin:sa after del ivering

Abhidhamma to de vas (DhA. I I I . p . 2 2 5 ) . The
Commentary further says that Paficasikha was playing
his lute (beluwapaf!C!avi1Ja) on the right of the Buddha
while desending where Matalt w as on the left

(Ibid). Visuddhimagga too confirms that Paficasikha
with his lute was descending with the Buddha on his

return from Tavati�a(Vism. p.392).

PANCASiLA

validity of five i tems being in this listing, because the
fi fth i te m of Suramerayapfma is not discovered in the

l i sting of slla i n sltttas like the Samw111aphala of the
D[gha Nikaya (D. I. 63f.). Inspite of this absence, it is
all too well known how B uddhism is very
conscientiously critical of this social malaise of
alcohol ism and drug add i c t i o n . Evi l s of this

(surameraya-majja-pamada{!Mnanuyoge Qd[nava) are
specially listed and studied in the Sigala Sutta (D. III.
1 82f.). With regard to suramerayapana in Buddhist
monastic di scipline, see Vinaya IV. 1 08 £. where it
relates the story of Sagata thera and the circumstances

Bildrakosiya Jataka shows that Paficasikha is not . leading to the promulgation of the Pacittiya rule No.
only the niune of a person but also is a designation

5 1 on the subject (surameraya-pane pdcittiya�). More .

like Sakka. Ananda has been born as Paficasikha and

details below.

•.

helped S akka and others to make of Bilarakosiya a
'

.

generous man (J. IV. p.69). Likewise Anuruddha is

identified with Paficasikha in the Sudhtzbhofana Jtuaka. ·
(J. IV.p.412).

D.Saddhasena
PANCASiLA : Five-fold Buddhist Lay Precepts : One
would do well to beg i n a s tudy of paflcas[la in
B uddh i s m by referring to verses 246-7 of the

Dhammapada. They run as follqws:
Yo parJG� atipateti musavadaii ca bhasati
lake adinna� adiyati paradarafl ca gacchati
suramerayapanafl ca yo naro anuyufljati
idh 'ev ' eso lokasmi� mUla� kha'J(lti attano.
"Whosoever in this world destroys life of living
things, utters what is untme, takes possession of what
is not given, resorts to the company of others' spouses, .
and is addicted to drugs and intoxicating drinks, such
a person digs up his own root in this world itself."
From the literary point of view, we would venture
to say, this listing of paflcaslla is both precise and
comprehensive. This is how Buddhism seems to
preserve it from very ancient times. We wish to make
two preliminary observations at the very o�tset.

1.

Many students of Buddhism, sometimes both

of the higher and the less higher grades, question the

2. These verses from the Dhammapada also assure

· us, without any hesitation, the real significance of the
third precept ofkames.u micchficara veramarft. We see
absolutely no reason for write·rs on B�ddhist Ethics to
see this precept an allusion to vague <�.Qd unspecified
gnitification of sense . pleasures. To do ·� � is no more

than wishful thinking to be acceptable to a non� ·
· · Buddhi st oriented publ ic. Such errors need serious and

·

·
·

· prompt correction if Buddhism's ethical tenor is to be

safeguarded. This Dhammapada rendering of i t as ·
paradarafl ca gacchati makes its meaning crystal clear. .
It is in perfect agreement with other sutta references
like in the Saleyyaka Sutta at M. I. 286 where in a very
dear analysis of what is acceptably good moral
behaviour (dhamma-cariya sama-cariya), The Buddha
explains to the inquiring residents of Sala (Saleyyaka
Brahmins) what is kamesu niicchacara or improper
sexual behaviour is. The Commentaries are equally
emphatic all the time when they expl ain it as
methuna-samiicara or sexual behaviour.

It is often said in Buddhist teachings that the doing
of what is said in the dhamma is much more important
than the mere learning of it (Bahum 'pi ce sahita�
bhasamano na takkaro hoti naro pamatto Dhp. v. 1 9).
It is with this orientation that the Dhammapada presents
these two verses. Whosoever fails to keep the five-fold ·
precepts inculcated therein are said to dig their own
. graves in this very life. That is what idh 'ev ' eso
lokasmi�mal�kharp.ti attano means. The observance
of the five-fold paflca-slla precepts is an absolute
.

guarantee for success in this very life. It arrests social
decay and degeneration.

..:·
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Viewing it from . this down-to-earth angle, parkas[
Ia is also religiously evaluated from a socio-ethical
angle in the Aiiguttara Nikaya from two different points
of view, namely from that of the individual and that of
society. Or putting it differently, from that of one's
self and that of the other. Any breach of the said five
precepts by an individual in society is viewed as
bringing dread and fear upon the rest of the community
who are reacti-ng to it. Therefore they are called
paiica-bhaydni or five-fold dreads and are presented
as the corrosive outcome or bye-products of the
non-observance of paiicaslla (See Ariguttara Nikdya
III. 204 f.). This is its social dimension, with the impact
of the misdeeds in their breach on society.
The same text views it from the angle of the doer
who, in the very process of not respecting and not
paying heed to the socially indispensable injunctions
of the paiicaslla becomes inimical to or an enemy of
the society. Therefore such behaviour patterns are
called paiica-verani or five-fold enmities. l)iis we
. would consider to be the individual dimension in the
breach of the injunctions of the paiicaslia: Buddhism
. is sensitively aware of this and in their breach· such � . .
· · . miscreant is called a villain in society (appqhaya
paiicaveral]i iuss[/o iti vuccati. A . III. 205).
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universe has been subsequently created by the same
source · of power who created them.
Therefore the Buddhists have to look upon the entire
ecosystem as one assemblage oflife, where the respect
of one for the other is a vital ingredient for the survival
of the whole. This is why the entire Buddhist grounding
in morality or sila begins with respect for life. We
would think it illogical, as a product of the creation,
for anyone to assume far greater power over other co
equal products ·or creation ; even if one accepts a theory
of creation. It is this respect for and the spirit of
friendship with the entire bio-diversity of the universe
that requires the paiicasila to. begin with i ts . first .
fnjuction on respect for all forms of life pdl]dtipdtd
veramal]i. This includes all grades of life (sabb"a-pd
l!G-bhllta-11itdnukampi), both human and animal.
This co"ncept has . a very wide coverage, including:
terrestrial and even extra-terrestrial, those seen and.:
unseen. (diffhd vd ye ca additfd), near and far (ye ca
dure .vasanti a.v1dure), as well as· those that have aJready .
come into existence and those yet seeking existence
(bhutd vd sambhaveslva). One hru! to live in such a .
way and not .merely pray for, that all beings may be
well and happy (sabbe sattd bhavantu sukhitattd) alt.. · :
the�e quotes are from Suttanipdta verse 147 in the . .
Metta Sutta).

·

·

He is- definitely described as being qualified to be
born in a lower state of-existence, lower than human,
in his life after death (kiiyassa bhedit duppaiiiio tiirayat1J
.
.
.
-- - 1·
- )- Tt; � · -r: - -1- -art
Thts respect for- h fe of pa ndtlpdta ve.ramam does .
- - - -:r: - -· 1 - .. .
·.
· .
so upapaJJalt oc. ctt. . 1 ulS IS c1ear y p anu parce
.
.
·
not merely reqmre that one does not htmself
kdl any.
of the Buddhist pattern of thinking with regard to what
we woultl legitimately call Buddhist social. ethics. They !iving being. The Dhammika Sutta of the Suttanipdta
are very much down,to-earth ethics, with their roots beautifully elaborates on these. Dwelling on pdl]dtipd .
_

- --- - - · ·

_

.

·

in human needs and their fulfillment, for which every . td verama�i, it points out three unmistakable areas : 1 .
human individual i s answerable, with no more need to One shall not oneself indulge in destruction oflife (pd
placate any pther elsewhere, in fear of whom the f!Gm na hane): 2. Nor shall . he get another to do the
humans are made to kneel in prayer.
killing (na gluJJayeyya). It is equally important that 3.
Now to take up these injunctio·ns one by one in
their order of presentation, these items of sUa or
siklch!lpada begin with the respect of the humans for
aU forms of life, both human and animal. For in the
very definition of humans, the Buddhists, quoting
traditional authority, speak of them as possessing,
above all others, powers of reasoning and judgement
(Portup pana bharpnti manassa ussaniuztaya manussci.
VvA. 1 8 & KhpA. 123). With a non-creationist theory
in their religious thinking with regard to the world and
everything therein, the Buddhists have no room to·
imagine that humans are higher grade products of
creation for whose benefit everything else in the

· One shall not .endorse or encourage such acts of
·

destruction oflife committed by others (na c' dnujaiiiiii ..
hanatam paresam - all at Sn. v. 394).
The tradition of the Suttas handles this concept with
ease everywhere, laying their own stress ori different
areas of ethical .consideration. That is how one has to · ·
come to observe this injunction with sincerity and
seriousness. The Kosala Samyukta brings to the fore
the self-example principle of attupandyika when it
says, "In this manner, the self is dear to everyone.
Therefore he who loves himself shall cause no injury
to another (Evam piyo puthu attd paresam tasmd na
hinJSe paranJ attakdmo S. I. 75 1).

·
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The Veludvdreyyaka Sutta (S. v. 353 f.) in like
manner makes a delightful presentation of this idea

where it says that those who love their own lives and
do not wish their lives to be destroyed should not only
abstain from such crimes themselves but also prevent
others from indulging in such acts. Note here the very

desirable collectivist participatory attitude to social
ethics, which Buddhism endeavours to sponsor all the
lime (parafi ca pal]dtipata veramaniya samadapeti
palfatipata veramaniya valpfam bhdsati) . The
Dhammapada calls such non-violence and ethic of the
Ariyan (noble) . creed whereby they do not stoop so
low as to destory life Na tena ariyo hoti yena pd1Jdni

hil1JSa!i Ahi11JSd sabba-pd!]anan.t ariyo 'ti pavuccati.
Dhp.· v: 270).

The second injunction of the pal]casila, i. e. adinna
dana' veramaf!i,· forbids the dispossession from the .
owners of their legitimately owned possessions. One
. shall not appropriate for oneself (adiyatl) such property
which are not voluntarily given (adinnan]). Even
l e g al l y, t h i s shall consti tute an act of theft
(theyyasaf!}<han]). There is no restriction whatsoever
in Buddhism for legitimately owned private possession.
Under Buddhist ethical considerations, this legitimacy
is coveted both by the state l aw and the approval by
the conscientious wise · people of the l and. This
· ·injunction safeguarding the ownership of property is
based on the understanding that one's property and
_IJosses�jons-�� the JJrll!!<!_ry _sour�e_s _of _one'� pleasure in life (Paravittupakaral?£ln 'ti tass. 'eva parassa vitta

pakaral?£l11Jluffhijananarl) padkkhara-bhal]qal�t . MA.
II. 1 29). More than twen ty-fi v e centuries ago,
Buddhism had provided for these basic human rights
of security of life and security of possessions.

The third injunction of Kamaesu micchacara
veramal]i concerns itself with propriety of relationships
between the sexes. As pointed out already, there is no
possi b i l i ty whatsoever about mistaking on the
interpretation of this injunction. Perhaps ancient Indian
institutional thinking brought . sex rel ati onships
legitimately within the domain of marriage. Therefore
both pre-marital sex and sex outside marriage came to
be frowned upon as unacceptable. Knowing adequately
all evils and social disasters associated with both,
Buddhism appears to have fallen in line with this

thinking . B esides, B uddhism's atti tude to sexual
eradication
in the light of its transcendental a5pi.tations
.
rt.t.
would have necessitated a dignified and restrained
attitude to sex within its fold. It goes without saying
. that Buddhist monastic life begins by eschewing sex
at the very outset.
I

. �. ,

.
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We have it on record that large numbers of teenage

girls of diverse national ities in North America, during
the last decade of the twentieth century, came forward
under the counselling of different denominations of
the Christian church to declare in public that they were .
teenage girls, that they did not want sex and that sex
was not worth waiting for. Their numbers indeed
reached thousan d s . We appl aud the move as
wholesome thinking for the human community. It is
so much in harmony with what the Buddha propounded
more than twenty-five centuries ago. And what a
delightful blending of new thinking with the old.
Any one who is not insensitive to the evils of wildly
free sex gratification of today, unmindful of the
·.· proprieties of age or persons involved, personal
relationships, of time and place cannot afford to place
the telescope on the blind eye . S uch di sastrous · ·
consequences like unwanted pregnancies, . unmarried
mothers and fatherless homes, coupled with inevitable
acts of besti al c r i m i n al i ty l i ke abortion, have
undoubtedly been envisaged and reckof!ed with by the
sober thinkers of the good old days.
,.
. .

Besides pre-marital sex, sex outside marriage was
also deemed by Buddhists as something exceeding
bounds of propriety (both social and, .ieligious).
Conjugal fidelity, deriving out of a decent sense of .
hones ty, w as h e l d by the B uddhists at a h i g h .
pr_elnimum. Its breaclL .was considered an act of gravC--'
social villainy. Harmony within the family, based on ·
mutual trust between both prutners in the home, both
for its own sake and for the sake of healthy growth of
children, was much sought after. So the third injunction
of kamesu micchacdra of paiicas[la, besides its
attitude to gratification of sex desires, was a highly
desirable social corrective, regulating harmony withn .
the family and maintaining social coherence among .
families in the community through trust and mutual
respect. We need today to understand its meaning anq
appreciate its worth more than ever before for the
emergence of a loving and mutually respectful society
of the two sexes.

The fourth in the paficas[La pentad concerns itself ·
our behaviour through our words. When we say, what
do we say and how do we say ? Our speech can and · ·
has always to be tested and judged in terms of four
criteria. Honesty is the first priority; whether we speak
what is really true or not (musavada). Thoush not
directly included under this injunction in the pancasl
La, there are other sub-divisions of fault}' speech against
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which the Buddhists must guard themselves. The
second of such speech is slander or tale-telling (pisuncl
vdcd), i. e. speech which brings about discord and break
up among friendly groups. The third is unfriendly and
unkind harsh words (pharuscl vclccl). Finally comes
empty, wor1hless frivolous speech (samphappalclpci).

PANCASiLA

nakedness (kopina-niddatlJSani). All these are socially
corrosive in this very life. Let each society with its
different cultural millieu, test the i r veracity and
applicability, any time anywhere. Two more ver;
revealing items, which are medically invaluable,
complete the list. They are numbers 3. being a source
of many diseases and ailments (rogcinanJ dyatananJ)
and 5. weakening one's wisdom or reducing the
functioning of the brain (pannaya dubbalikarQf}l).

.

Winding up the list ofpaflcas[/a sikkhapada comes ·
the one relating to surcimeraya-majja-pamada!{luina
verama!Ji. This endeavours to prevent people from .
The universai encycl.opaedic value of these
falling into lapses of judgement as a result of being
under the effect of drugs or alcohol . The best observations in the above Sutta, we believe, cannot be
explanation about being in such a situation is witnessed . overrated. We wish to draw special attention to item
in the Buddha's words to the monks at the scene where No. 5 (kopinaniddamsana) of the above list which we
the monk Sagata was found by the Buddha to be in a have already translated as tearing away one's ·sense of ·
state of complete drunkenness. He asks the monks modestY through display of one's nakedness. What this
.
whether one should partake of any drink having taken means ln orie's day to day life is only to be guessed in
which one loses .one's faculty of judgement (Api nu the Sutta, as to how and what happens. Probably many
kho bbikkh.a ve fanJpcitabbam yam pivitvci visanfii assci guesses can tum out to ·be correct. All other five items . ·
ti. Vin. IV. 1 09f.) Based on this argument, pcicittiya have unquestionable clarity.
No. 1 5 (a relatively lesser offence) comes to be laid
On th� other hand, the Commentary to this Sutta in
down in Buddhist monastic discipline.
the Sumangalavilasini, .recorded for us in Pali by
. 1bis appears to us, both . socially and religiously, . Venerable Buddhagh<;>sa about the fifth century A. C.
the best criterion . to decide on(f's attitude to the offe�s us a remarkably complete graphic picture of the
consumption of alCoholic drinks or use of drugs. In situation contemplated. It tells that when people are . · .

. society, all crimes are presumably traceable to diverse drunk, L e. are under the influence of alcohol, they .do .
sorts of errors of judgement. It would not be. incorrect . not know that parts of their bodies.which are normally
to say that a vast majority of these are alcohol related. kept covered are laid bare. This means that they go·
Quite often it could be unmeditated, but one gets to about naked. Here is the text of the Commentary in..
know quite often ar courr proceedings thar p�e--planned Pal i (Kop [ na-n idanJsani 'ti g uyha -!hiinafr! hi
drurikemiess is not unconimon, because it provides the . vivariyamcinanJ hirinJ kopeti vinciseti tasmci kopl nan
'ti vuccati ' Sura -mada-mattci ca tanJ (anJ anga77J
much-wanted Dutch courage for .acts of violence. It
robs the quality of mercy out of one's heart. It also vivaritvci vicaranti. Tena tesanJ sci sura koplnassa
robs the human mind of its restraints, which are nidanJSanato koplna-nidamsan l ti vuccati. DA III. 945).
implanted therein thro.ugh such socially stabilizing .
factors like modesty and concerns of propriety and
Not very long ago, we were fortunate enough to
·
decency.
identify in the Musee Guimet in Paris a very small
piece of Gandharan sculpture, which totally depi'?ts .
At this stage it is amazingly interesting to go back ·
this scene referred to in Buddhaghosa's Commentary:
two thousand five hundred years in human history and
The earliest written down version of the Commentary ·· ·
· take a peep into what the Buddha, as the wise human ·
known to us and is in Pali, goes back only to the 5th .
sage of ancieilt India, has said about the evils of
century. But this piece of sculpture which hails from
drinking in the Singcilovcida Sutta (surcimeraya
Hadda in South Afghanistan dates back to a period
majjapamcida!{hcincinuyoge cidinava at D. III. 1 82t).
several centuries earlier to Buddhaghosa. Did the
He has indicated six different items, which we can
Hellenistic artists who were undoubtely commissioned
classify as follows : 1 . ruining away one's financial
by the pious Buddhists of Afghanistan in · these early · · ·
resources here and now (sandirthikci dhananjani), 2.
centuries of the Christian era get all these details for .
·
increasing quarrels and strifes (kalahappavacfr!ham),
their amazingly delightful sculpture from a written
3. generating a bad reputation (akitti-safljanani) and
version of the Commentary much earlier to
4. tearing away one's sense of modesty and shame
Buddhaghosa or from an equally old oral tradition in
through voluntary or involuntary display of one's
any other language, shared by many schools ?
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Whatever it be, the existence in the early centuries specifically appl ies to the samsaric continuance of
of the Christian era of this true-to the-letter depiction humans and their accompanying mass of dukkha.
of the Commentari al theme of the Sigd la Sutta,
beautifully carved out in stone, impresses us very much
Being endowed with these various items of loyalty
in two ways. 1 . At this very early stage in Buddhist or dedication, perfe ctions and comprehend e d
history and in these lesser known areas of early knowledge, one i s assured that one i s undoubtedly
Buddhist homel ands, the vibrant ethics of early going to make an end of SanJSara by getting at total
Buddhism with their down-to-earth realism had been knowledge of the entire proces s . What we h ave
enthusiastically received. They did want to warn their e!ldeavoured in this article is to point out the very role
people against evils of drinking. This particular piece sila-culture plays in th�s development process (note
of sculpture was used to adorn a flight of steps leading the role of ariyakanta-sila, under the name of paiica
to a stllpa, whiCh is a public place of worship. 2. A bhaydni and paiica verdf!i play their basic role of being
vibrant living tradition of Buddhist teachings, together social and religious correctives.
with an indispensably accompanying system of
Dhammavih:rri ·
explanations, by whatever name they came to be called,
seems to have walked over to many . lands where
. PANCAVAGGIYA Paiicavaggiya or Paiicavaggika
Buddhism went. Remains of Buddhist sculptures,
bhikkhus are a group of five bhikkhas who were coming
discovered today even as ruins in many places, testify
from Brahrjlin families. The Buddha preached his first
to this.
sermon Dhammacakkapavattana sutta to them . at
Migad_aya in Isipatana on the Full moon· day of Asa!ha ·
In Buddhism, one of the surest guarantees of �eing
(Vin.I. JOf). The riarries of these 5 bhikkhUs are
assuredly on the path to liberation in Niiyana is what
Ko�qanfia, Vappa, Bhaddiya, Mahanama and Assaji.
is called sotdpatti or 'entry into the stream,' _i. e. the They were the Buddha's first disciples anc i"were among
stream leading to Nirvana. To qualifty for this, the . the first 60 bhikkhas who were sent on wandering for
following· pie-requisites are specified (A. V. 1 82 ff.). the welfare of devas and men. · Kondafiiia was the
They fall irito two groups. l. First and foremost, oneself _youngest of the 8 Brahmins who re�d- the signs on
-of the five dreads (pafica bhaydni) and five enmities Prince Siddhattha's body on the day ofth�,g�e-giving ·.
(pafica verani) which we have already discussed above. Festival. Kowanfia was his family name'.-Though he They provide for a basic correction of societal �a� }'et _9l1i�<!. 1!. _I!ovic�. _ h!< de.el.ared. definitely that.
relationships: -2. Next come what are· c allecr the four  Siddhattha would be a Buddha. l;he four others -Vappa,
pre-requisites or basic ingredients of Sotdpatti itself, Bhaddiya, Mahanama and Assaji - were the children
i. e. sotdpatti-anga. They are firm faith (avecca-pasd of other Brahmins who came to prognosticate on the
da) in the Buddha, Dhamma and the Sangha and name-giving Festival . Their fathers advised these
ariyakanta-szla, w}lich constitute the totally perfect children to watch Siddhattha's career and to join him
higher-grade morality (akhafJ4ehi acchiddehi asabalehi . should he renounce the world. After the Bodhisatta's
akammdsehi) which the Commentary describes as renunciation Kol)4afifia left home with four others
mentioned above (J. I. 57). They all j oined in the
magga-phala-slla (AA. III. 304)."
austerities of Siddhattha Gotama at Uruvela. When the
The grand finale in the process of developing the Bodhisatta abandoned his austerities and started to . ·
path to liberation in Nirvana is presented as a thorough follow the Middle Way, Paiicavaggiya Bhikkhfis left
intellectual mastery and comprehension (pafifidya him in disappointment and proceeded to Isipatana
sudi!!fw hoti suppafividdho) of the correct knowledge (/bid.p.68). After the Enlightenment, the Buddha
or ariyo iidyo. What does this refer to ? The same visited them at Isipatana to preach his first sermon to .
Anguttara Nikdya text quoted above (A. IV. 1 84) them as they were of great assistance to him during
explains this ariyo fidyo in no uncertain terms as what the period of austerity(/bid. p.S l ) . At first they refused
we call the basic and fundamental doctrine of the to pay attention to him and were reluctant to accept ·
Pa{iccasamuppdda or Doctrine of Causal G¥ne sis the Buddha's claim to Enlightenment. But gradually
winning their hearts by his powers of persuasion, the
which explains no less and no more than tHe total
Buddha
got their consent to listen to him. When he
· phenomenon of Samsara and the release or way out of
preached the sermon, Kol)¢lfifia became a stream
it (paccayd paccayd and nirodhd nirodhd) for the
winner(/bid. p.82). He was the first human-being to
beings who are caught in it. Please note that in our
realize the Buddha's discourse; hence the Buddha
texts it is not general theory of causation but one that
praised him saying " aiii'iasi vata bho Korpaiiiio" twice.
-

.

----- --�--- ·-

---

.. ·- .
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Vappa was the son of Vasegha , a Brahmin of
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a variety of contexts. The substantive usage could be

Kapilavatthu. Assaji was responsible for the conversion

analyzed in terms of the verbal usage implying that ·.

of S ariputta and M oggal l ana who became Chief

paiilia signifies no static entity but a congnitive activity

Disciples of the B uddha. S ariputta h ad a great

of a certain sort. A person may be called one possessed

veneration. for Assaji so that from the day of his first
meeting with Assaji , in whatever quarter he heard that
Assaji was staying , he would extend his clasped hands
in an attitude of reverent supplication in that direction
and tum his head in that direction when he lay down to
sleep (Dh;\.IV. 150 1 )
-

.

These five bhikkhus attained Arahantship on hearing
the Anattalakkha1](l

sutta, which was preached by the

of paiilia in the sense that he engages in the activity of ·
cognizing in the particular mode of cognition called

pm111ii.

The commentator Buddhaghosa explains the

.

term by saying that this mode of cognition is called

pminii in the sense that it is the activity of cognizing in
the paiiiia way. '

Pmiiia is recogni zed as one of the faculties
(paiiiiindriya) and one ·of the powers (paiiiiabala)2 to

be cultivated for the attainment of the Buddhist goal
B uddha fi ve d a y s after the preaching o f the · ofliberation. It is also the third and the highest requisite

Dhammacakkapavattana sutta

( Vin. l.p. 1 3- 1 4;

J .l.p.82).

in the threefold path of training leading to the goal of
liberation.3 One has" to be a person possessed of paiifili

(sapafiiio or paiiiiavii.) in order to liberate oneself from

the miseries of existence.4 The teaching of the Buddha ·

D. Saddhasena

in it. 5

PANCINJ.>RIY� See INDRI)'A
.

· is supposed to be for the benefit of those who are
possessed ofpafifili, but not for those who are deficie.nt

Paiiiia is ·considen;d as a virtue that must be

b

perfected by all . beings who aspire to ecome fully :
enlightened Buddhas and is recognized by all Buddhist · · :
.

PANNA : The concept of paiifili (Sk. prajna), which .

traditions as one of the perfections

(paramita) for the

attainment of Buddilllhood. A large body of literature : ·

signifies a distinguishable form the cognitive activity
called prajiiaparamitiisutra was composed in Buddhist .
·
and betongs n nhe-sa:me conceptual family as other
Sanskrit at a later time the-purp<)se of which was to
.
.
.
.
concepts "expressed by teims derived from the common
characterize the :Buddhist cognition of
nature of
verbal rootjfiii. (to know) occupies an important place

in Buddhist sotereological theory. It is rendered into
English � 'wisdom', 'gnosis' , 'insight', understanding'
or 'intuitive knowledge' . In pali the specific mode of
cognition involved is differentiated by the use of the
prefix

pa ( Sk. pra) expressing a cognitive meaning
-

the

reality in terms of prajna. The Buddha claimed that
his teaching was not based on the holy and authoritative
tradition of Vedic revelation

(anussava), but that it

contained what he had himself known and seen. The

specific mode "of knowing and seeing involved here is · .

described as paiiiia. His disciples were also expected ·

which is distinguishable from that expressed by other

not to accept the teaching on mere faith but see it with

vinfilir]a, safifiii, parififia and abhiiina where
the respective prefixes are vi-sa�-pari- and abhi. In

right ·

terms like

early Buddhism the use of both the substantive form

(pafifiii) and the verbal form (pii.jliniiti) are frequent in

paiifid (yathti�hatam sammappafii_idya

daf{habban,t ). Paiifiti. is therefore considered as ·

essential for the realization of the. liberating truths of ·

Buddhism.

Pajiiniiti pajiiniiliti klw avuso tasnui patiiiavati vuccati. -·Majjhimanikaya Vol. I, p. 292. ; Visuddhimagga Chapter XIV, · ·
Paiiiiiibhluniniddesa. ·
2 The other faculties mentioned with paiiiia are saddlui (faith or confidence), viriya (effort), sati, (mindfulness) and samlidhi
I

(mental composure). The same list is given in connection with powers.

3 Slla (wholesome practices) and samadhi (composure) are given as the two kinds of training that should be fulfilled by way
· of preparation for the cultivation of paiiiia.

4. Slle pati!{haya naro sapaiiiio cittanJ paiitianca bhavayam iitapinipako bhikklw so iman.1 vija{aye jafanJ. Samyuttaniktiya
Vol. I, p. 1 3.
5 Paiiiai vantassa ayw�1 dhammo nayat�l dhammo duppaiiiiassa. Diglianiktiya Vol. lll, p. 287.
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A number of logical and epistemolgical issues can
be raised about the Buddhist concept of paiilla. Does
paiiiiii represent a kind of rational and intuitive

as an example of the cognitive activity involved in the
process of sai"u1a.1 The cognition of pleasure, pain or
neutral sensation has been given as an example of the
experience of viJ1Jiarya . �

knowledge, or is it a kind of empirical knowledge ?
What is the relationship of the mode of cognition
represented by paiiiiii to sense experience ? Does it
signify some form of supra-sensory and metaphysical
mode of perception in terms of which sense experience
is to be considered all illusory ? What are the objects
of this mode of knowing ? Are they some eternal and
mysterious entities representing ultimate metaphysical
reality similar to Platonic Ideas or Forms ? In order to
answer these questions appropriately one has to
carefully examine the contexts in which tenns such as
paiiiiii and pajiimiti occur in the discourses of .the
·
.
.
Buddha.

·

The term pajanciti is used in contexts where the
cognitive activity is more reflective and penetrative. It
involves not only a bare perception of the object but
also a synthetic apprehension of its nature and
composition inclusive of its various relational aspects.
This implies that the cognitive activity involved in
paiiiia is connected with the appl ication of the
intellectual capacity of the mind to analyze, synthesize
and apprehend the underlying principles connected
with whatever mental or material phenomenon to which
the attention of the mind is directed. As im intellectual
capacity it may be employed in quite ordinary situations
as well. The Sanghi Suttanta for instance recognizes
It is clear that the use of differenct prefixes with . three kinds ofpanna as that of the trainee (sekha paiiiil)
· the verbal rootjiia that signifies an activity of knowing as that of the person who needs rio further training
in general, modifies the cognitive meaning of the term (asekha paiiiia) and as that of neither the tr�inee nor · ·
and indicates in each respective case a different mode the person who needs no fUrther training (nevasekliil ·
of knowin�. The ways of knowing represented by vijll nllsekhiipaiiiil)l . The third obviously refers to the paiiiia ·
nllti and saiijiillllti are not considered as sufficient for of the ordinary person.9 The Suttas sometimes use the ·
the .purpose of achieving the Buddhist goal of Nibbll tenn with reference to understan�ing that is produced
by : i ndependent reflection (cin tamgya pafiiiq
na. Paiiiiii (or the way of knowing expressed by pajll
natl) like. two other terms pariiiiia an4 abhiiiiiil is given understanding that is produced by hearing (sutaniayll
a higher soteriological value over viiiiia'!ii and saiiiici . paiiiia) and understanding that is consequent upon the
The term viiiiial]t! h� �I! !!�.d to refer lo the cognitiYe cultivation of the mind (bhtivaniimayli paiiiia).10 It is
experience produced by the contact of each sense in this last sense that Buddhism considered panna to
faculty with its corresponding stimulus.6 Saiiiill (or the be of the highest value. Panna is used for the purpose
cognitive activity expressed by saiijQ.nlltt) has been used · of intensely examining, inquring into and scrutinizing
to refer to the process of mental construction of the something. 1 1 In the analysis of terms in the
experience in terms of concepts and · categories of Dhammasangaf!i of the Abhidhammapi{aka an attempt
thought inclusive of the emotional·elements built into is made to give as exhaustively as possible the whole
such constructions. The latter process may have its range of the meaning of patina. Here several related
. practical use in the ordinary life of the individual as terms are listed and the term paliiili is combined with
well as in social interaction, but is likely to create other nouns in a figurative manner in order to make
bondage of one who grasps those constructs as if they clear the different shades of its implicit meanings.. 12
were ultimate realities. T�e cognition of blue, yellow Rhys Davids has translated the passage into English
red etc. that we have in sense perception has been given as follows :
.

·

.

..

·

6 This is exemplified by the usage cakkhuiica pa{icca rupe ca uppajjati cakklzuvifititif!OIII. . . . . . Majjhimanikiiya Vol. I, p. I l l .
7 Saiijantiti saiijiiniititi kho avuso tasnui saiifliiti vuccatL Kitica satijiinati ? l'{ilakampi saiijanati pita/campi saiijanaii . . . . . .
Ibid. p. 293.
8 Sukhanti pi vijcinati dukklzanti pi vijaniiti adukklzamasuklzanti pi vijiiniiti. Ibid. P. 292.
9 Diglzanilaiya Vol. III, p. 2 1 9.
.

·

IO. Ibid.
I I Paifiiiiya t� dl� pavicinati paricarati pariviman'!Sanuipajjati. San!Juttanikiiya Vol. V. , p. 68.
12 Katamana tasmim samaye paifiiidriyam hoti ? Yatasmim Samnye paiitiiipajiiruuui vicayo pavicayo dlzammavicayo sallakklzanii
. upalakkhanci paccupalakklzand pat¥ficcam kosallam nepwiiiam veblzavya cintti upaparikkhii blwrimedlzti pariniiyikii
vipassanci sampajaiiiiam patodo paiiflii paiiiiindriyan! paiititibal011J p01iiiiisatthan! paiiiiiipiistido patititi-iiloko paiiiia-obhii
so paiifliipajjoto paifiiaratanam amolzo dlzamma vicayo sanuiuidittlzi. Dlz01nmasmigani p. II.
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What on that occasion is the faculty of wisdom
(paiifiindriyan,z) ? The wisdom which there is on that
occas1on is understanding, search, research, .searching
the truth, discernment, discrimination, differetiation,
erudition, proficiency, subtlety, criticism, reflection,
analysis, breadth, s agacity, leading, i n sight,
intelligence, incitement, wisdom as faculty, wisdom
as power, wisdom as a sword, wisdom as a height,
wisdom as light, wisdom as glory, wisdom as a
splendour, wisdom as a precious stone, the absence of
dullness, searching the truth, right views. 13
The Pali commentaries . attempt to highlight the
special cognitive meaning of pafiiici., in contrast to the
meaning of other cognitive terms in Buddhism by
drawing attention to the modification of meaning .._
implied by the use of the prefix pra (pajci.nanatthena.
panna). In the Vibhanga{!hakatlui the meaning of the
term pafiiiti is explained by including within its
connotation iidf!Otr} (knowledge), dassanam (insight),
abhisamayo (higher realization), pa{ivedho (pei1etrative · ·
understanding). sangahana (thorough understanding), ·
pariyogtihana . (scrutiny) samapekkhaf!d (thorough
discernment) , . paccavekkhan, d .
(reflective
consideration).and sanpajafiiiarrJ (understanding with ·
(ull awareness): Vifiiidf!a just provides the raw material
. through the respective senses and the mind orders. and
recogni·zenhis-material- by means of the conceptual .
activity referred to as safifiti. Safifici. could, however,
distort reality through the intrusion into experience of
certa,in unwholesome emotive elements. Panna as
distinguished from safifid gives the ability �o deal
.cognitively with the content of human experience
without distortions or as it is often expressed "with
proper panna in the way things have really come to
be" (ya:luibhlitatr} sammappafiiidya). It is a capacity

·
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of the human mind that can be systematically trained
in order to understand the nature and characteristic of
everything that comes within our experience in such a
way that the mind gets liberated from unwholesome
emotions produced by delusion. The Buddha qualified
the kind of penetrative knowledge implied by his use
of the term by calling it noble pafifiti (ariyd pafifiti)14
or cultivated and developed pafifiti15 that is directed to
the goal ofliberation. TI1e noble pafifid to be cultivated
is distinguished in · Buddhism with reference to the
radical ethical transformation of the person that is _
effected by it. It eradicates the inner moral impurities, ·

cuts off the bonds of the unending miserable process
of becoming (bhava) and liberates the person fr_om all
suffering. 16 Such an application of pafiiiti is in need of .
the fulfillment of certain preconditions such as the
development of slla (wholesome conduct) and samii
dhi (mental composure). The proper exercise of paiiiia .
is-possible only when the inind is adequately freed froni
the hindrances17 and the emotional biases that weaken
its effective application. The mind. has to be properly_
calmed (samtihita) and perfect alertness or rnindfuiness ·
and equanimity· (upekkhtisatiptirisr.iddhiirJ) have to be_
·established in order to exercise what the Buddha
referred to as noble panna. · The noble pafiiia referred
to in Buddhism is considered to dawn in typically
contemplative situations, where · the min<:!. has been ·
perfectly calmed and stilled. Such cognition cannot
occur when the mind is under the influence of the
hindran.ces . that clou<! its inherent capability of clear
cognition. Insight into truths higherto un�ealized
regarding the problem of dukkha, resulting in the
remo':'al of all doubt is said to have occurred when the
Buddha had known the dependent arising of things in
the pafifid mode of cognition . 18 This knowledge is
evidently a consequence of mental .culture and

. . . :!
")
�

. , '1
·�,

·. · "

13 A Buddhist Mannual ofpsychological Ethics, DhammasangaJ!i, Translated by C. A. F. Rhys Davids (Royal Asiatic Society,

London 1900) p. 17- 1 8.
14 Esiihi bhikkhave paranui ariyii paiinii yadidam sabbadukkhakkhaye tiiinam. Jbid. Vol. III, p. 245.
1 5 Paiiiia is to be developed or cultivated and Buddhism conceives ofpatithl �s a product of systematic training. The process
· oftrnining is cailed adhipanfiii sikklzii (trnining in the higher paiinii) and is to be linked with adhisl.lasikklui and adhicittasikklui
. (training in higher morality and higher consciousness). The distinction between viniiiit.Ul and paizfiii is drawn by pointing
out that viiiiidf!ll must be comprehensively understood (perhaps because it in itself does not give us comprehensive
understanding) and panna should be cultivated (patiiiii blziivetabbii vitiriiit!f1"! pariniieyyan!. Ibid. Vol. I, p. 293 . .
1 6 yiiya"! ariyii panna kilesan! antarii samyojanll"! antarii bandhanan! sartkantati antarti sampakantati samparikantati. Ibid.
.
Vol. III, p. 275.
1 7 The hindrances identified in Buddhism as sensuous desire, maliciousness, flurry and worry, sloth and torpor and perplexity
are viewed as mental states that weaken the capacity of panna (parititiya dubbalikarane).
1 8 Yadii have piitubhavanti dhamnui tittipino jhtiyato briihmanassa aihassa kaf!kh a vupayanti sabbii yato pajiintiti
·
sahetudlwmman� Vinaya Vol. I, p. 2
·

.

·

..
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contemplative development of the mind. As mentioned
in sthe Samwlilaphc�la Sutta of' the Dighanikaya that
describes the fru its o f the th re e fol d training in
recluseship, the higher paiiiia occurs when the mind
has been thoroughly cleansed, made steady and
pliable. 19 Some of the extraordinary cognitive abilities
that e merge after the m i n d is made pure and
immaculate are given as iddhividha (psychokinetic and
other powers can be called instances of 'mind over
matter'), dibbacakkhu (clairvoyance which includes
the ability to verify the rebirth of other living beings),
dibbasota (clairaudience), pubbenivdsdnussati
. ·(recollection of expe�iences of one's previous lives)
and cetopariyaiidf!a (ability to know the states of mind
of other persons). These are considered in early
Buddhism as comprising the cultivated higher paiifi.d
•20
The sixth and the most important of higher paiifi.d
the knowledge involving the eradication. of all
is
.
cankers (dsavakkhayaiid.l]a). The ultimate objective
of this systematically cultivated noble paJiiid in
Buddhism is the effective freeing of the mind from all
the
. unwholesome psychological tendencies that create
suffering and misery.z1
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its cessation and the path to its cessation is
invariably re ferred to by the use o f the term pajdnati.
The Buddha's understanding on various matters relating
to the human predicament are referred to as a product
of pafi.iiii. The Buddha, for instance, understood by
means of panna all the different philosophical theories
about existence presented by samanas and brdhmanas
who lived during his time. He also u�derstood the ex�ct
consequences of those theories on the destiny of people
who held themY The term pajandti occurs also in
connection with the cognition of the moral quality or
moral nature of things. What things are morally
unwholesome, what things ought to be avoided or not
avoided, what practices one should cultivate or not
cultivate, what things are morally superior or inferior
etc. are to. be known by means of panna. 24 All the
elements of empirical reality consisting of mind and
ina:tter such as the five aggregates (paiicakkhandhti)
the twelve spheres of sense .(dvtidasdyatantini) and the
eighteen elements are to be knqwn by means ofpafi.fi.ti
. The three characteristics of all compounded things,
namely, their tran s i e n t n ature ( � n icca),
unsatisfactoriness (dukkha) and soulles sness (anatta)
have to be known by means of pafifiti. All factors of
Thus according to Buddhism, pafifid which is a the twelve-fold formula of dependent arising the factors .
"
cognitive capacity of mind which may be used to fuifiil . . ofthe noble eight-fold path and the seven factors of
enlightenment are other examples of what is to be
ordinary mundane objectives can be harnessed f�r the
.
m
fulfillment of the noble objective of a�taining perfect known in the sa e way.
peace and freeoom from cailkers. The Buddha-observes
An attempt to explain the distinctive meaning of
that there is a mutual relationship between pafi.fi.d and
in comparison with two other terms used with
panna
the moral quality that is cultivated in a person. Where
there is pannd there is slla and whe�e there is slia cognitive import in Buddhism, sannd and vinndl]a
there is panna. According to the Buddha, slla (good occurs in the Visuddhimagga of Buddhaghosa.
conduct) is purified·by panna and pan1iti is purified According to this explanation panna i s to be
distinguished from the modes of knowing involve·d in
by good conduct.22
saiijdnana and �·ijdnana (sanjdnanavijdnandkd
It was noted above that examples for the cognitive ravisi!{ham). It is also explained as knowing in many
activity of panna are provided by the cognition, of ways (ndnappakd rata ndf!arrJ). This explanation
blue etc., mid exan1ples for the cognitive activity of suggests that the cognition involved in panna goes
vifi.fi.d'!fl are provided by the cognition, of pain etc. beyond the limitations imposed upon ordinary cognitive
The kind of cognition involved in knowing the four activity by the immaturity 'o f the understanding and
noble truths, dukkha (unsatisfactorines), the origin of the constraints imposed by pure mudane concerns of
dukkha,

·

.

.

·

·

.

1 9 Eva1�z samiilzite citte parisuddlze pariyodiite anangane vigatupakkilese mudublzute kammaniyefhite. . . Diglzanikiiya Vol. I,
.
p. 7.6.
20 Ibid. p. 1 24.
2 1 P!lnniiparibhiivitaJT) cittan,z sanunadeva iisav:l;i vimuccati. Dfghanikiiya Vol. II, p. 8 1 .
22 Silaparidlzotii panna pafi1iii paridhotam sflm11 yattlza sflw1! tattha pafiliii yattha pwiiiii tattha silan!. Ibid. Vol. I , . 1 23.
23 Tayidam bhikkhave pajiiniiti ime diffhiffluinii evan.z gahitii evan! pariima{!lui evm1! gatikii bhavissanti evan! ablzisampariiyii
ti. Ibi d . Vol. J, p. 24.
24 Ibid. Vol. II, p. 2 1 5.
.

.
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means of viiiiia1!a and what is known by means of
pwi1id. ViJiJiciJ!a and pwilid involve two different ways
of cognizing rather than the cognition of two different
�
realms of being or reality. - In terms of the objects known, no difference is recognized. The difference
pertains to the way the objective existence is cognized.
This has been recognized in the canonical as well as
coin. Saiiiia , according to this explanation is like the the commentarial period of Theravada Buddhism. In a
- understanding of an immature child whose intellect is canonical discussion of the relationship between vifiiiii
still not developed (ajatabuddhidarakassa). He will 11a and pa/iiia; it is maintained that these two taken as
grasp the mere mode of its appearance as blue etc. Vili1ia states of mind are intertwined and that it is not possible
to show a distinction between them by analyzing the _
1Jll is .like· the understanding of a village adult {gd
mikapurisassa)- who wilL be capable _of grasping its _ content of the cognitive experience. What is cognized
appearance as blue etc. and also understand some of - in the way of pa/itiii is the same as what is cognized in
i t s other characteri stics. The moneychanger's the way of vbiiitil!a.28 Buddhaghosa
notes that pafiiid
(heraiinikassa) _un derstanding is however more is not always to be found where saiiiia and viiiiitil!fl
complete than that of the other two, and such are. As explained by Buddhaghosa :
understanding l e ads to the most productive . _
achievements.26 This mode of cognition is also
_H owever it is not always to be found where
- quali"fled as insigh-tful " comprehension (vipassanii perception (saiiiia ) and consciousness (viliiitif!a) are.
- paiiiia) productive of the special consequence of__ But when it is, it is not discormected from these states.
liberating the indi:vidu'al from suffering. Agopting the And because it cannot be taken as disconnected thus
'This is perception, this is consciousness, this is
typical commennii:iai · m_eth od of exege s i s ,
B uddhaghosa s ay s that paiiiia h as penetrative understanding' (paiiiia), its difference is consequently
understanding of the.. inherent nature of phenomena subtle and hard to see. Hence the Venerable Nagaseria·
(dhammqsabhavapa!ivedhalakkhaf! d) as i t s .said _"A difficult thing o r King, has been done b y the ·
- characteristic, dispelling the darkness of ignorance that Blessed One." "What, venerable Nagasena, · is the ·
conceals the inherent nature of phenomena· as its difficult thing that has been done by the Blessed One
- �.-:. _- -function, -(dlfanirnanaiif saiJhavlipapcchtiacika!rfoha - ?" : "file difficult tfitilg, 0-king� Clone oy the' Blessed- .
·
ndhakaraviddhamsanarasd), non-delusion as its
. · One was the defining of the immaterial states of
manifestation (a ;ammohapaccupa!fhdna) and a consciousness and its concomitants which occur with
composed m i n d (samadhipada[{hdna111 ) as i t s a single object and which h e declared thus : 'This is
contact, this is feeling, this is perception, this is volition,
proximate causeY
.. .' ,_- ' ""'' .. ,
· this is consciousness".29
the individual. Going beyond these limitations palil1ci
makes a person capable of producing the progressive
· attainments of the path of l iberation through
endeavour.2s In this context Buddhaghosa uses the
simile of the difference in understanding that three
persons of d i fferent leve l s i n m aturi ty and
understanding will have in respect of the same gold

·

The content of the knowledge expressed by the
cognitive mode called paiiiiti was not understood in
the early teachings as any supra-sensory being or
object. Epistemologically, the Buddhist concept of ·
pafiiid does not imply a special supra-sensory world
of objects to be apprehended by rational - or mystical
intuition. A difference in objects is not recognized when
the early Buddhist teachings refer to what is known by

The Buddha is represented in the Pali Nikayas as
rejecting all dogmatic opinions about the ultimate
nature of existence. The A !fhakavagga ofthe Suttanipa
ta consists of a critique of persons who attempted to ·
.
establish an absolute truth. The mode of understanding
that paiiiia provides. is explained in early Buddhism as
having the important practical consequence of releasing

25 Ussakkitvii_. maggapijtublttivan!piipeti. Visuddhimagga, Paiiiiabhuminiddesa (Chapter XIV)
26 Ibid.
27 Ibid.
28 Yactivuso pafiiiii yanca viiillllJ!all! ime dhanvnii san!Ja{{hii no visml'!-l'a{{lui. Na ca labblza imesan! dlzammiinm1! liinibbhujitvti

vinibbhujitva ntinakaranan! pa1i1iapetun� Yan! hi iivuso pajiiruiti tani vijtindti, yan! vijanati taJ1! pajtintiti. (Majjhimanikii
•

ya Vol. I, p. 292).
29 Visuddhimagga Ch. XIV, Pmiiitibhiiminiddesa, translated by Bhikkhu Na'!amoli, (R. Semage, Colombo 1 956), p. 480-·

_ 48 1 . Also note that Bhikkhu N anaponika translates sa1ifiii as perception, viiiiitina as consciousness and pafifiii as
understanding.
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people from suffering. The B uddha expl ai n s the
. diversity of truths resulting fromclinging to subjective

or sarvadhanws'Linyatd) . In the Prajndpdramitd Szitra

ideological conflicts as a product of such clinging and
maintains that there is one truth that puts an end to all

discrimination. They explicitly proclaim the identity
.
of contradictory opposites resulting in paradoxical

conceptual constructions of real ity.30 He considers

ideological conflict when understood by the paiiiid
mode of cognition. 31 This i s the truth about the
.
destruction of all cankers or the realization of the peace
of nibbdna. Nibbdna is not understood in early
Buddhism as a transcendental e n t i ty which is
apprehended by means of rational intuition. What

paiiiid helps in cognizing is merely the conditioned
nature of phenomena, This cognition produces the
elimination of all dsava (cankers)32, ensuring the
attainment of peace of mind and liberation from all
· ills of existence. These statements imply that paiit1d .
consists not in the cognition of a supra-sensory realm
of �eing, but in seeing the very phenomena that come
within our sense perception in such a way that it ·
releases the mind from all unwholesome emotive
responses to the world. An accurate interpretation of
·
·· the role of pa iiiid needs to guard against the
misconception that it involves· the cognition of some
metap�ysica.J. entity or a noumenal substance like N!bbti
.
. na or Suiiiiatd.

such as Vajracchedikil the perfection ofprajl1d involves

freeing the mind from all notions of duality and

assertions. Perfection of praji'ia consists in seeing what
is essential nature as no essential nature, what is practice
as no practice, a mass of merit as no mass of merit and
so on.33 Nagarjuna in his Madhyamika Karika also
attempts to reaffi rm the early B uddhist n o n 
substantialist position, b y rejecting all the ultimate
categories of the A bhidhanna as conceptual
constructions that cannot be ultimately valid.
In some Mahayana texts Praj1ld came to be
identified with the content of meditative absorption. It
is awareness of the ultimate truth, of the way things ·
really are. The MahdyanasanJgraha refers to the
perfection of wisdom as 'non-conceptual awareness' ·
(nirvikalpajiidna). According to the · Vij iianavada

prajiid stands beyond all mental

dKt� gories

and

· constructions. Early Buddhism does noi seem to have

ulli mately real, the paramd rthadharma. In the

associated prajiia with any particular experience of
.
meditative absorption. Insightful understanding o(th�
three characteristics; impermanence, t.msatisfactoriness
and soullessness of everything that i�. experienced
beginning from the grossest to the subtlest, amounts
to p_aiiiid in the �atly Buqclhist teachings. Perhaps it is
the same notion .that l ater Buddhist philosophers

to be considered as a state of consciousness which
understands the emptiness of all dhamzas. Thus prajiia

The Mahayana tradition developed the concept of

.

· Some later schools of Buddhism seem to have held
the view that prajiid cognizes. the entities that are

·

·
·

Abhidhannakosabhd�ya prajiid is considered as the · attempted to express in terms of the notion of s'anyatd
discernment of dharmas, the ultimates of Abhidharma , tathatd, bhatatathata or nirvikalpajniiFJG. However,
analysis (dhannapravicayah). It is mainly as a resp(>nse some Later B uddhist e xpres s ions of this have
in terms of the philosophical stance of the teachings of •themselves Jed to absolutistic and essential i s t
early Buddhism that the early Mahayana introduced interpretations o f the content o f paiiiia, resulting i n
the concept of sanyatd (emptiness). At this stage of ontological positions that early Buddhism consistently
. the development of Buddhist philosophy prajiiii came tried to avoid.

became the principal concern of the prajiiapdramita

prajiia introducing diverse forms ofreligious imagery.

(perfection of wisdom) srilras. The prajiid of the Perfection of prajiid came to be proclaimed as the
Abhidharma schools was considered as imperfect in · mother of all the Buddhas and personified as the
that they recognized only the absence of dtman in goddess prajiidpdramitd. A much broader and
individuals (pudgalanairdtmya), but did not go as far imaginatively deeper interpretation is given of the

as

·

notion of prajiid in the newly construed concepts of .
universal
Buddhahood, the doctrine of the three bodies .
ultimates of Abhidhanna analysis (dharmanairdtmya
of the Buddha and the philosophical exposition of the
''
.
�.� : · /: . .
·
30 Na heva sacciini bahuni IUinii aiiiiatra saiiiiiiya nicciini loke. Suttanipiita, Verse 88 6 .
3 1 Ekam hi saccam na dutiyamatthi yasmim pajano vivade pajanam. Ibid. Verse 884.
3 2 Paiiiiiiya cassa disvii iis�vii parikkhf1!fih01;ti. Majjimanikiiya Vol. I, p. 1 60.
33 See Edward Conze, Buddhist Thought in India (George Allen and Unwin Ltd., London 1 9 62) part III, Chapter 4; Paul
Williams, Malztiyana Buddhism (Routledge, London 1 989) p. 42f.
recognizing the absence of any essence even in the

.

..
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bringing up her ch ild re n according to the Buddhist way

doctrine of emptiness

in the lat:r Mahay ana sources.
Bodhisattvas such as M aiijusri and Avalokitesvara

of l i fe.

have been considered as manifestations of prajnii.

The happy parents produced 2 sons and 3 daughters

The Buddhist term paniia is evidently one adopted

arid according to the father's wishes named them

from the common language of the time. However its

Charlotte Stella, Charles Lindon, Thames Sansi, Aarlot

congitive. meaning has been modified and expanded

Kinsor and the Youngest, Benson Wilmot who was

in Buddhism to suit Its soteriological aims. In the early

born on June 2 1 , 1 9 1 3 .

Buddhis t scriptures it w as used in the sense of

comprehensive understanding of the nature of all

Benson Wilmot started his education i n the English

phenomena leading to a lasting ethical transformation

of the individ,ual .. It was not �::onsidered as a rational

medium at St. Thomas, Girls' High School, Matara

as the ultimate truth··and source Of all existence. Some

Thomas' Boys High School, Matara. Arrangements

till 1 0 y_ears of age · and received adn:Iission . to St.

intui�Oil in_tQ �.9Il!e_ ffiOI)i§tic, I}Qn-dual [eE}ity �9pceived

later attempts in the Buddhist tradition moved in the

were made to send him to Mahinda College, Galle,

direction of identifying some ultimate essence or

where his elder brother was attending, but o'wing to a ·
sudden sickness he could not enter Mahinda College
and remained at St. Thomas' Matara. .

essences as. the object ofpanna. The teachings of early
Buddhism however, dearly imply that panna is merely
a way of knowing' things rather than a kind of rational

intuition involved in seeing or experiencing something

unique, metaphysical and transcendental.

·

At the age of 1 3 years he showed an interest to
. enter the Buddhist order of bhikkhus. When the news

spread several· leading Buddhist priests evinced interest

P. D. Premasiri

to orqain him under them. It became a problem to the

. PANNAsiHA, MADIHE:

an e�dit� Maha thera � f.

. mother, who was anxious to give him over and rushed ·.
to Devagiri Vihara, Kamburugamuwa and explained

·

the Amatipura &i Dhaimarakshita Nikaya, who passed . her problem to Ven'ble Weragampita Revata Maha · ·

_ a� ar.��

�� Sept���� ��] ���i_!l� �!fo���� a yery
-

_

distinguished service to the Sasana '-,Vhich spanned for

over six decades.
He was born in the village of Madihe within the

four gravets o f the Matara District in the ancient

_

'f!l·�r�,-�e_G�� D�v� of y�n �ble !�lane Siri �alirag-_ ·
ana Nayake thera, who stated that. Devagiri Vihara was .

foun ded

by

Ven ' b l e

M adihe · S i ri

Sumitta

Dhammakkhanda Maha Thera, descendant of the Pu

jita Gunawardhana family and as such the only place
to which the boy should be entrusted was the Devagiri

Ruhuna His father was a Sinhala school teacher named . Vihara and not any other place. The mother agreed

James Carolis Piijita Gunay.rardhana, better known as

Madihe Mahd Iskole Mahatmaya descending from

remembering the fo�ecast of the astrologer, who cast .

· the boys horoscope that one day this boy would be a

· the Piijita Gunawardhana family which had produced · renowned leader, either as a B uddhist priest or a lay
.
several distinguished scholars of repute.
man . . .
James Carolis Ptijita Gunawardhana married Bella

Angelina Dhlrasekara, a daughter of Disneris:"Dias
Dhirasekara who was the store-.keeper of the salterns
at Hambantota, Kirinda and Bundala.

Although. Ptijita Gunawardhana and Dhinisekara
families, were devoted Bu}ldhists, James Carol is Plijita
Gunawardhana, Head teacher of the Methodist Mission
School, Paramulla, Matara, happened to be a Christian.
The Methodist father spent his full time for his teaching
profession while the Buddhist mother was engaged in

There was another problem for the mother, to obtain

the consent of the father, which was given promptly
without any hesitation.

Ordination: The ordination of Benson Wilmot was

held at Devagiri Vihara, Kambumgamuwa on June 24,

1 926 in the presence of a gathering of relations and

well wishers. The noted absentees were the father and

the elder brother,. Charles Linden who was sick at the
time. He was named M adihe Pafifiasi ha at the

ordination.

..

,�·
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'
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A t Vajiranrma : A few months after his ordination,

a M.M.C. Colombo at that time, had called on the Maha

had visited his Guru to pay his periodical respects and

good wishes had made a request, which has come to

Ven'ble Palane Siri Vaji ragiiana M aha N ayaka t he ra

finding a sdma1!era and questioning him, decided to

remove the sdma�era to Vajinirama, Bambalapitiya,
where he received his

Nayaka Thera i n d i v i d u a ll y

and after conferring their

effect and that was to unite all sects of the Amarapura
N i kaya. The fi rst Vinaya Karma w as h e l d at

Buddhist education, appropriate

Maharagama on 1 3'h July 1 969. Pafifiasi ha thero was

to lead a life o f a true disciple of the B uddha. He had

elected as the head of the unified A marapura nikaya.

the good fortune to listen to the discussions Yen. Na
rada Thera, had with local and foreign scholars and
also the deliqerations of Palane Siri Vajiragfiana Maha

Buddhist C ommitt ee

of In qui ry

.

Nayake Thera had with dignitaries such as W.A. Silva,

In April 1 954 a committee was appointed by the

the novelist, Prof. Gunapala Malalasekara, the Oriental

All Ceylon Buddhist Congress consisting of members

Schol ar, Prof. Senarath ·P"cuanavithana, S i r B aron

from the Buddhist clergy and the laity in order to

)ayatilaka, and D.S. Senanayaka. · He received the

ascertain salient facts about the condition and way of

rugher ordination at Polwatugruiga Seem a Mal aka near
Gangaramaya, Palane, on June 09lh 1 933, under the
tutelage of Palane Vajiragfiana N ayake thera.

Vidya Visarada Title:

The Colombo University

Buddhist life. Ven ' ble Madihe Pafifiasiha thera was
one of the memoers of that committee which issued its

· report on 4'h February 1 95 6.

Buddha Sasana C ommittee.

College opened a course of training for the degree of
Vidya Visarada. All those who had followe� the course

Sir O l i ver Goonetilake, G overnor ·_ General ·

were holders of the title "Rajakeeya Panditha" and

appointed a B uddha Sasana Commission on March 04,

Ven'ble Madihe Pafifiasi ha thera happened to be an

1 957 under the Chairmansrup of Ven'ble Kalukondaya

exception. However, at the final examination he fared

we Pangnasekera Maha Nayaka Thera and Ven'ble

better than some of his colleagues in the class.

·

M adihe Pafifi a si h a w as also a member o f that
Commission, which issued its report after visiting

Elected Maha Nayaka: An election by secret ballot
was held on November 27, 1 95 5 at Vaj i rarama,
Bambalapitiya, to elect a Thera to succeed Ven'ble
Palane Vaj iragnan a N ayake thera. At the election
Ven'ble Madihe Pafifiasi h a received 1 09 votes, and
the other contender 32 votes. Accordingly, Ven'ble
Madihe Pafifi asiha Thera was elected the Maha Na
yaka of the Amarapura Sri Dharmarakshita Nikaya by
a clear majority vote.

Buddhist Countries abroad.
After this report was issued it was Ven ' ble Madihe
Pafifiasi ha Maha Nay aka Thera, who took up the issues
such as t ak i n g over a l l assisted schools to the
government and declaring all poya days as Public
Holidays instead of Sundays. Both these issues were .
given effect to on December 1 't, 1 960 & January 1 "

1 96 1 respectively.
On

The act of appointment o f M ah a Nayak a was
handed over oy the most elderly Maha Thera of the
said Nikaya at Vajiraramaya B ambalapitiya, in the
presence of a very large gathering of Nayaka Theras
of3 Nikayas; Viz: Siam; Amatapura and Ramailii a and

· leaders of the Buddhist laity, presided over by Y�n '.ble
Kiriwattuduwe Pragfiasara Maha Nayaka thera.
A few days after the appointment, Sir Cyril de Soysa
and Mr. R. Premadasa the late President of Sri Lanka,

National Issues : Regional Council or Rata ·

Sabha.
After the agreement arrived at between Mr. Dudley
Senan ay ake the Prime M i n i s te r and Mr. S.J.V.
Chelvanayagam, an act to enforce the terms of the
agreement being scrutinized, Ven'ble Maha Nayaka
Thera published an open letter on the proposed act in
the press and Mr. Dudley Senanayake, after reading
the letter of the Maha Nayaka Thera decided to abolish
it after a discussion with Madihe Mahanayaka Thera.

·

·
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Thuruqu Saviya

Propagation of Buddhism
The Thera visited China in 1 946 for the propagation

After returning from U.S.A. the Maha Nayake

of Theravada Buddhism. He had to return after a stay

Thera organized the "Thuruf!U Saviya" at Maharagama ·

of 9 months owing to internal disturbances in China.

to organize and train the youth of this country. The
Maha Nayaka Thera considered that the younger
generation in Sri Lanka should be directed

He aJso visited Kathmandu in Nepal for higher

correct lines. This movement attracted many youths

ordination of Bhikkhus in 1 95 1 and in 1 954 to establish

and this resulted in a society called "Samma ajeeva

a Seema Malaka in Lalith Pura, Nepal and renan1ed

Sangamaya" in 1974, this be9ame necessary to counter

the Buddhist Vihara there from "Young Sumangala

the increasing rate of drug addiction and alcoholism

Vihara" to "Sri Sumangala Vihara". Yen. Thera visited
Bunna-on 41!1. January, 1 9$4 and attended the Dharma ·
Sangdyandwa and in 1 956 during the 2500 Buddha

Malaka there. The M aha N ayaka Thera left for
America ·on 27th March, 1 964 on an invitation from

The Dharma Vijaya Foundation established in 1979

training prevailing there and ways and means of rural

under the patronage of the Maha Nayaka Thera has

development, and also forthe propagation of Therava

noble objectives. To make Sri Lanka a Dharma Deepa
or a country where righteous people live, to develop

da Buddhism in America. He spent 5 _months there and
signed a_n agreement to e stab l i s h a Vihara in

the economy and the cu!ture of the · country

Washington in 1 964. Other places he visited were
Engla.nd, West Indies�· Scotland, D � nmark, · France,

simultaneously and also to serve the poor in their sociaJ.
needs and education.

Italy, Germany, Japan, Vietnam, Hong Kong and
Singapore.

the first of its kind, in order to furnish information to
any one interested in U,»,P.EJ;.l&,W�JJ1e world Buddhist

Directory is published by this Information Centre.

. Sasana Sevaka Samitiya.
This society was established by the Maha Nayaka
Thera on 2 111 July, 1957 at Barnes Place, Colombo 07,
with the able assistance ofVen'ble Ampitiye Sri Rahula
Mahct. ther.a in order to;
I. Train Buddhist Monks.

2. Propagate Buddha Dhamma all over the world.
3. Get .the I;rity to accustom with the Buddhist
way of life.

4. Endeavour to make Sri Lanka a dharma Deepa
once again. The work carried out by the society
· is incomparable.

Nayakathera played an i m portant role i n the

Dharma Vijaya Foundation.

the Asia Foundation to give an idea of the educational

Buddhist Information Centre at Greenpath, Colombo,

among the youths of thi_s country. The Ven'ble Maha
rehabilitation of youths after the insurrection of 1 97 1 .

Jayai)ti took part in . the establishment of Seema

On his return to the homeland, he established the

in the

·

Temperance Movement.
·

He succeeded the Ven ' b l e Kalukondayawe
Pragnasekera Maha Nayaka Thera as the president of
the Sri Lanka Temperance Movement, to carry out. the

I

good work commenced durin�J �; ,��ly part of the
20th century.
·
.
.

.

·

Honorary degree and titles received.
"Sri Vajiragndna Dharmakirthi Sri"

·-

1955 (by ·

Amarapura Dhamma Rakshita Nikaya)
"Pravachana Vishdrdda" (by Buddha Shravaka

Dharma Pee�aya - 1 983)
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph. D.)
"Mahopddydya" - 1 987 (by Sri Lanka Amarapura

Maha Sangha Sabha)
"Pa�tha" - 1 987 (by Sri Lanka Oriental Society)

j

-�·�

l
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J

.. .
'
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.,

"Sahitya Chakravartti" - 1 99 1 (Buddhist and Pali _

University of Sri Lanka)
- 1 996 (by Miyanmar)
"Agga Mahd Pamitha"
..
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The Maha Nayaka Thera was a popular preacher

and also a proli fic writer who

hearts. He has

has enlightened many

many publications and articles which

are thought provo k i n g and contain a m i n e

of

information. H i s fearlessness in expressing views on

national matters and his devotion to a cause has made

him a respected personality by many in Sri Lanka and
abroad.

PAPANCA

hindrance, i l lusion, hindrance to spiritual progress, and
obsession. 1 The term is conspi cuou sly absent in the

Abhiclhamma l i terature. The numerous uses of the term

pap a Fica i n the Swtas show that i t has profound
psychological import a.'1d that understanding the nature
of papa1ica and e l i m i n a t i n g i t i s a nece ssary

requirement for the attainment of the final goal of

liberation in Buddhism.

The psychological significance of the term becomes

Publications.

most evident in the Madhupil1cfika Sutta of the

Bauddha Gcdera, SUa Bhdvand and Vandand,
Andpdnasathiya, Sinhala Samagiya Jdtika Samagiye
Padanatnai, Sansun Manasa, Eelam ra-jjaya,

Majjhimanikiiya where reference is made to the

Buddha's response to a person named DaJ}qapani who

questioned the Buddha about his world-view.2 The
Buddha's answer in this i nstance was that what he

Sanwardanaya Pilimbada Bauddha A kalpaya, Niwan · propounded and what he declared is such that it enables

Maga - Karmaya and Punaruthpattiya, editor, 0-

a person to be free from coming into conflict with ·

na Sahityaya, Samnui dj[ va Samdjaya, Turwp,t Saviya,

living beings. It also enables a person living without

Tripifaka Dictionary, Pali Dictionary, Sri Vajiragiid

a Hand book, Turu'!u Udava, Dharma· Vijaya,
(Magazine); Confused Society, Buddhism in Pictures,
Eelam the Truth.

anyone in the world inhabited by numerous classes of -

being tied to sensuous desires (kiim ehi visaf1Jyuttaf1J), ·

who has abandoned the craving for numerous forms

of "becoming" (bhaviibhave v!tatanhqni)
.
. and is free .
.�.��

.

from perplexity (akathafr!kathif'!), has cut off worry

While preparations were bein·g made to organize a

discus.sion to find out ways and means of controlling

conversions of Buddhists to other religious sects, the

(chinnakukkuccaltJ), to remain unaffected by the latent
tendencies produced by concepts (saFiFia na i:musenti).l

Although the questioner did not show any interest in . .
the Buddha's response, a disciple of the B uddha who

Nayaka Thera had a fall and was injured. The thera

listened to this conversation requests the Buddha to

regained consciousness.

instance the Buddha explains his position as follows:

survived a major brain operation. However, never

Madihe Pafifiasi ha Maha N ayaka Thera passed

away on

8'h September 2003. aged 90 years.

K.D.G. Wimalaratne

give further clarification regarding his response. In this

As a consequence of which a person becomes

overwhelmed by thoughts of papa�ica, if there i s

nothing there to take excessive delight i n , to excessively
welcome, to excessively cleave to, that indeed is the

··

end of all latent tendencies to lust, . . . hatred, ... dogmatic ·

views, . . . doubt, . . . conceit, . . . attachment to becoming,

PAPANCA : The term papaiica occurs in a number of

i nstances in the Suttas, mainly in the context of
psychological analysis. It occurs as a noun (papancaf!J),

a verb or a verbal derivative (papaflceti, papaiicayantii

, papaiicita), and as

a

compound (papaiicasafliiii,

papaiicasaiiiidsan, khd) . The Pd l i Text Soci ety

h,sU�.e Pii.li

Dictionary says that it is uncertain whet

. . . delusion; that indeed is the end of arming oneself

with rods, arming oneself with weapons, and the end ·

of quarrels, disputes, dissentions, abusive, slanderous

and deceptive talk.4

T h e above e x p l a n a t i o n m e n t i o n s only the

consequences of papaiica but not whatpapanca itself ·

is. In the same Sutta a disciple of the B uddha named

meaning of the term is identical with the meaning of

·
Mahakaccana who was reputed for analyzing in detail _

"expansion, diffuseness, manifoldness"). Among the

of the sequence of the process of sense perception that

S anskrit prapciiica (pra+paiic to spread out, meaning
contextual meanings proposed in the dictionary are,
obstacle, i mpediment, burden which causes delay,

what the Buddha taught briefly gives a detailed analysis

produces papaiica. It is possible on the basis of this
_
analysis which, according to the Sutta, won immediate
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approval o f the Bu ddha, to understand the
psychological significance of the concept of papailea
in the Buddha's teaching. Mahakaccana's analysis is
as follows:
Visual consciousness, brethren, arises because of

eye amd material shapes; the meeting of the three is
sensory impingement; because of sensory impingement
arises feeling; what one feels one perceives; what one
perceives, one reasons about; what one reasons about,
one turns into 'papanca ' (papaii.ceti); what one turns
into 'papaii.ca due to that 'papaii.casafiiiiisankhii '
assail him in regard to material shapes cognizable by
the eye belonging to the past, the future and the present.
And, Brethren, auditory consciousness arises because
of ear and sounds ... olfactory consciousness arises
beca�se of nose and smell ... gustatory consciousness
arises because o f tongue and tastes . . . bodily
consciousness aris e s because o f body and
touches ... mental consciousness arises because of mind
and mental objects. . .belonging to the past, the future
and present. 5 .
',

The Buddha describes in the Sakkapaiiha Surra a
sequence of events simi lar to that mentioned i n the
Madhupil1qika Stllta except that the rel ationshi p
between vitakka and papaiica is in thi s instance
reversed6• What is common to both Suttas is that
conflicts among various classes of beings are traced to
PapaJicasaiiiicisarikhii. Explaining the discrepancy in
the two Suttas Bhikkhu N�ananda says that the two
Suttas taken together should not be seen as involving
a contradiction but as showing the reciprocity between
the two activities vitakka (ratiocination) and papaiica .
.(conceptual proliferation).7 Both vitakka and papaiica
. are products of the sensory process. What is suggested
is that a vicious circle of vitakka and Papaficasaiifia
sarikha -is generated when a person is incapable of
gaining mastery over the mechanical sensory process.
In the Sakkapaiiha Sutta the Buddha indicates an
effective way of bringing about the . cessation of ·
thoughts associated witli the proiiferation concepts ·
·(PapaJicasafiJiiisarikhiinirodhasiiruppagiiminlpa{ipada).
This involves dealing wisely with the emotive reactions .

. of happiness (sonianassa), unhappiness (dorrzanassa)
·
The above ·: explan.a tion: shows · that the and neurrality (upekkha)
that may be me�hanical
unsatisfactoriness that people experience is a outcom� of the sens�ry process. According to the
dependently arisen product of a mechanical sensory Buddha's instruction papdfica is likely to grow in
process. Papancasafinasiinkha are a very crucial stage intensity if one does not take precaution to recognize
.
in.- it.
- -- - The
· --whole
-:- . _Rsychological training in Buddhism is
the d'ts t'mc t'ton be t ween_ the emo t'tve re ac t'tons o f
atmed at gatnmg mastery over the process. Buddhtsm
·
.
.
.
happmess, �nhappmess a�d neutrahty that produce
maintains that people become victims to the afflictions
unwholesome sMes of �md and th�se that produce
ofpapaiica due to their inability to deal with the sensory
.
wholeso �e stat� s o f mmd. ne should �ssoctate
process in an insightful manner. It is a fact that people
onesel� wtth (s� vltabbanJ) happmess, unhappmess and
are born with faculties of sense through which they
neutrality of mmd that produce wholesome states, and
interact with the stimuli of the world. This interaction .
.o neself from (na sevitabban.t) those that ·
dissociate
arouses the consciousness or the sensitivity of the sense
faculties. Thus when a given sense faculty, a· given produce unwholesome states. What is wholesome or
sense object and the sensitivity of the sense faculty unwholesome is also to be determined by reflective
·
· · come together there arises feeling (vedana). Feeling awareness of one's o�n experience. The Buddha refers
·
becomes the basis for the construction of one's sense here to a mode of training that progressively reduces
experience in terms of ideas or concepts. When the vitakka and viciira. The sequence of psychological .
mind is equipped with ideas or concepts it is able to events that proceed from PapaJicasanfiiisarikha as
engage in th.e activity of ratiocination (vitakka). It is at expounded in the Sakkapaiiha Sutta, is vitakka .
this point that one becomes a victim to the prolific flood (ratiocination), chanda (desire), piyappiya (like and
of unwholesome thoughts in relation · to the sensory dislike), and issiimacchariya (envy and miserliness).
objects of the paSt present and the future (atftana . Envy and miserliness are given as the proximate
gatapaccuppannesu) unless one has developed the psychological causes of all conflict.
capacity to check the mechanical flow of such thoughts.
It is the state of mind which dependently arises in this
Another discourse of the Buddha that affirms the
manner that produces quarre l s disputes etc. as same sequence of events is the Kalahavivada Sutta of
mentioned in the Madhupi1J4ika Sutta.
the Suttanipata. In this Sutta the Buddha traces quarrels
---

-

-

-

- -

-

- - -- . -

--

'

?

.
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and disputes (ka/ahii viviidiz), l amentations and sorrows

(paride va sake/) mi se rli n e s s (macchara), p r i de and

conceit (miinatimiinii), and sl andering

0Jesw!cl) to the

likes or attachments that one develops (piyii palulla}
Likes are explained as a product of desire (chanda).

Desire is grounded on what is sensed as pleasant and

unpleasant (satan_z asatan_z) . The sensations o f

PAPANCA

Buddhist path. Persons who delight in excessive work

(kcu!llltrl rei mel ) ,

in e xc e s s i v e t a l k

(bhassci rtinui) ,

excess i ve sl eep (niddiiriinui), e xcessive company

(sangw.zikciramii), excessive intercourse ( sanJSaggarii

mii)

and excessive papw1ca (papafi.cariima) are

supposed to move away from the Buddhist goal. 10

Papanca is altogether put to an end by the liberated

pleasantness and unpleasantness are produced by

person . • •

The foolish person who is tied to papafzca

the i n teraction of mind and matter that produces

missed the opportunity �0 attain the peace of nibbana,

sensory impingement or sense contact (phassa). It is

and is excessively attached to papafi.ca is one who has

sensory impingement or sense contact. The dependent

whereas one who abandons papwica and delights in

arising rel ationship that is referred to here draws
attention to the interaction of the psychophysical

organism with the world of external objects thereby

the path free from papmica is capable of attaining it. 12

A dialogue between Mahakonhita and S anputta in ·

producing sense contact, sensation and conceptual

.the A1iguttaranikaya shows that the range of papafi.ca

of thoughts of papafi.ca. The Kalahaviviida Sutta, like

(yavatii iivuso channan.z phassayataniinanJ gati tiivata

activity which proliferates into an obsessive process

is co-extensive with the six spheres of sense contact

the Madhupi1J4ika Sutta emphasizes the relationship

pap� 11cassa gati. Yavata papafi.cassa gati tavata

(thoughts of conceptual proliferation). 8

shows is that there is a tendency to engage .in conceptual

between safi.fi.a (concepts) and Papaiicasaizkh ii

The Sutta teachings show that the nibbima state of

mind is the psychological antithesis of the papafi.ca

channanJphassiiyataniinanJ�atl). What this discussion
thought even beyond the range of th� six spheres of

sense contact. Such proliferation of thought is found

in speculative metaphysics that engages in constructing

state of mind. The goal and purpose for which the

. theories abounhings _that go beyond the range of sense

person of few Wants but not of excessive wants

illegitimate exercise. Accordingly, when the question

Buddha's teaching is followed can be fulfilled by a

(appicchassiiyafl} dhammo na mahicchassa), by a

person w h o i s c o n t e n t e d b u t not di scontented

(santu{!hassa ... na asantu{!hassa), by a person who is

s e c l u de d , b u t not w h o d e l i ghts in company

·.
.

experience. The- Buddha considered-this as a totally ·
is raised whether after the complete cessation of the
six spheres of sense contact through detachment there
is something left, or there is not something left, or there

is and is not something left or there neither is nor i s .

not something left, Sariputta responds that in raising

(pavivittassa. .. na saizganikiirimzassa), by a person who
these questions one is · i l legiti mately i ndulging in
p u t forth e ffort, b u t n o t l e th argi c (a
· papai'ica (appapm1can! papw1ceti). When there i s
raddhaviriyassa .. na kusltassa), by a person whose

has

mindfulness is established, but not whose mindfulness

complete cessation of the five spheres of sense contact

who is composed, but not l acking in composure (samii

papafi.ca ( ChannanJ avuso phassiiyatanananJ asesavirii

is lost (upa(!hitasatissa... na mu{!hasatissa), by a person

hitassa. . na asamiihitassa) by a person who is wise,
but not unwise (pafzfzavato na duppwifzassa), by a
person who takes delight in non-papafzca, but not in
papafi.ca (nippapafi.caramassa no papm1cariimassa).
Here not delighting in papafzca is placed last suggesting

with detachment, there is the cessation and calming of .

ganirodha papaiicanirodho papafzcaviipasamo).13

mind common to those who are attached to the

The Niddsa explains thoughts of papafica a s
papafzca itself (papafi.ca yeva papafi.casarikhii) and
enumerates three types of it as tar]ha (craving), di[!hi
(dogmatic views) and mana (conceit). l4 A similar
explanation of papal1ca is given by Buddhaghosa also.
He says that papaJicasari kha refer to the three ·
papalicas, laf!hcipapafi.ca, manap apafi.ca and
dif!hipapwica. 15 These commentarial remarks· do not .

which the seeker of the final goal of Buddhist liberation

only provide us with i ts instances. What may be

as a characteristic of those who deviate from the

in early Buddhism prolific conceptual activity which

that it is a requirement to be fulfilled in the higher stages

of training in the Buddha's path of liberation. The

papafi.ca state of mind is associated with the mentality

of the ordinary untrained persoris. It is a1qhaiity . of
pleasures of the household (manomtlya�z gehasita�y

provide us with the meaning of the term papafi.ca, but

should abandon. 9 Delighting in papal1ca is considered

inferred from all these instances is thatpapafi.ca denotes

PAPANCA

a series of such thoughts of ego assertion are mentioned.
They are thoughts such as 1 am' (asmi), 'This am I'

is charged with unwholesome emotions characterized

by craving, conc e i t and dogmati s m . Papwica

'

(ayan; aham asmi), ' I shall be' (bhavissan.l), ' I shall
not be' (na bhavissan.l). 'embodied shall I be' (rapi

ordinarily means expansion or diffusion of thought and
i ts overt expression i nvolves verbosity or

hhavisSaJ?J), 'formless shall I be' (anip[ bhavissa11J) ,

circumlocution. Conceptual acti vity presupposes

'I shall be conscious (saniiibhavissa11J) 'unconscious

sensation and mental constructs based on sensation

shall I be' (asaiiiii bhavissanJ), 'neither conscious nor

(yai1J vedeti 1011J sanjiiniiJi yai1J sanyiiniiti tanJ vitakketz).

unconscious shall I be' (nevasaiiii[nasaiiiii bhavissa11J).
Such thoughts are considered as maiiliita (imagined),
iiijita (attached), phaJ]ita·(associated with palpitation)
papaiicita (associ ated with the prol iferation of
unwholesome thoughts) and miinagata (associated with
o
measurement in terms of conceit). The Buddha speaks
in similar terms with reference to speculations regarding
the four undetermined questions connected with the
destiny of the perfected person. He says that such
thoughts are but ways of craving (laf!hiigala11J), ways

The stage of papanca can be understood as an
obsessive process of being inundated with thoughts
characterized by unwholesome emotions. Explaining
the complex term papancasanniisa�ikha B hikkhu
Nai)aflanda 9bserves that "papancasann.iisarikhii can
mean concepts, reckonings, designati�ns or linguistic
conventions

characterised

by

the

prol i fi c

conceptualising tendency o f the mind."16 To this
explanation should be added the emotional tone of this
tendency

as

of conceptual izing (saiiiiiigataf11 ) , i maginings ·
(maniiita11J)· conceptual proliferations (papaiicila11J)

well, and it is probably in view of this

that the Niddesa and the commentaries of Buddh$lghosa

ways of clinging (I.lpadanagatan.z) and a source of
remorse (vippa{isiiro)}8

explained papancasarikhii i n tenus of craving,
dogmatic views and conceit.
.

A verse in the Sabhiya Sutta of the Suttanipiita also ·
throws much light on the sign�ficance of the term
paanca. Here a connection is drawn between namara
pa (the psychophysical personality) and papanca.
Papafica is also referred to here as the root cause· of
the iritemal and external sickness (ajjhattanJ bahiddhil
ca rogamllla11J). A person who comprehends pap�nc_g
is released-from the-bondage of all the root causes of
sickness (sabbarogamulabandhanii pamullo ) . 17 The
internal sickness referred to in the verse is interpreted
by Sarathchandra to mean the belief that the normal
thinking consciousness constitutes the real individual.
The external sickness is interpreted by him as the idea
of the external world. According to Sarathchandra
papafica is the general term for the dua! relationship
of consciousness as the perceiving individual, which
. is the subjective aspect and the world of perception,
which is the objective aspect. Bhikkhu Nanananda is
right in rejecting this explanation and pointing out that ·
the internal sickness referred to here is that which
manifests in the individual in the form of unsettling
and disturbing unwholesome emotions, and the
external sickness is that which manifests itself in
society in the form of social conflicts.
.

.
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Unwholesome thoughts associ ated with ego
identification or the i m agination of an ego are
described as thoughts involving the activity of
paponca. In the Vepacilli Sutta of the Sa11JYullanikiiya

Taking into account all the instances in which the
term papaiica is used in the Sutta sources, it may be .
interpreted as a psychological term that signifies the
internal sub-vocal chatterthat goes on in the tnind using .
the prolific conceptual constructions based on sense
perception. This internal chatter feeds and is fed by
J!!l!Vh.Ql��OI!le �!TIQtions such as_ craving, conceit and_ .
dogmatism and produces the tensions, anxieties and
sorrows of the individual. The overt expression of this
psychological condition is witnessed in the conflicts
and disputes that manifest in society. Papaiica may be
understood as the psychological turmoil to which a
person becomes a victim due to the lack of awareness
and insight into the realities of the sensory process to
which ail beings constituted of a psychophysical
organism are exposed.

P.D. Premasiri
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PAPANCASUnANI: Papafi.casadani

(Expeller of

H i ndrances to s p i r i tual progress) i s the P a l i
commentary t o the Majjhima Nikaya written b y the
Great Commentator B uddhaghosa. Buddhaghosa, in
the colophon, says that he composed i t on an invitation
made by Yen. Buddhamitta Thera with whom he was
staying at the MayurapaJ!ana. In the Samantapiisii.dika
Buddhaghosa s ay s that he studied S[hala
Commentaries with Yen. Buddhamitta.

Jp� n()t clear

whether the Papafi.casudani and the Samantapiisii.dikii
refer to the same Thera. However, Buddhaghosa, in
the Papafi.casadani says that Buddhamitta referred to
therein stayed with him at the Mayurapagana, he might

Buddhaghosa has an immense trust and respect
for the dwellers of the Mahvihara and at the very
beginning of the Papafi.casadani he assures that he
would not go against the vie}Vs of the celebrated Maha
theras of Mahavihara who illuminate the lineage of
the Tneras.
. · ., ,

Samaya11,1 avilomento thercinall} theravall}Sad[pa
..
nam
Sunipuna vinicchayiinan,1 mahii vihiira viisinall}
(MA . l . p. l )
.

.

:. ·

Buddhaghosa says that he composed it having taken
the essence of the Mahaa{{hakathii the chief among
the Sinhala commentaries (Mahiia[[hakathii. siiramiidii
ya). Thus it is clear that Papafi.casadani is not a
transliteration of the Mahaa{[hakathii. He took the
essence of the Mahiia!fhakatha and prepared the

Papaiicasudani.

Buddhaghosa makes a significant statement in his
preface of the Papaiicastidani as well as in his other
nikaya commentaries which runs as follows:

hi

majjhe visuddhi maggo esa catunnampi agamimam

'[hatvii. pakiisayissati tattha yathiibhii.sitan,t atthall}
(MA I. p. 2)
(Visuddhimagga stands in the middle of the Four
agamas and explains the meaning contained in them.)

' Thus it is clear that it is necessary to combine the

Visuddhimagga with the relevant Nikiiya!iigama
commentary to understand the meaning of all the four

nikiiyas/agamas. Also Buddhaghosa says that what he

has fully explained in the Visuddhimagga he does not
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wish to expl ain again. One .should combine the
commentary
(Papaficastlda n i)
w i th
the

The four major offences in Buddhist

monastic discipl ine involving Defeat. In B uddhist

monastic discipline, the Pruajika rank among the most

Visuddhimagga to understand the meanings of the
Majjhimanikaya. Thi s statement i s m ade in the
commentaries to the rest of the iigamas also. It should
be clear that the Visuddhimagga is considered as a
common commentary to all the four nikilyas. That has

serious offences for the senior-status monks, bringing

in their wake immediate expulsion from the Order. The
word pfuajika means defeat. · That means the
catastrophic termination of one's monastic career, when

been done to avoid repetition and save time and energy

the rest of the community of monks would have nothing

for Buddhaghosa has undertaken the mammoth task

to do with the. miscreant thereafter (pfirajiko hoti

of compiling commentaries to all the major four nikii

asamvaso. Vin. III. p. 23). For he ceases thereby to be

yas/agamas.

a

It is said that the Papaficasudani has one hundred

:

�

m mber of the monastic order of Sakyamuni

. (AsamaiJO hoti asakyaputtiyo. Tena vuccati parfijiko
hot{ 'ti. Ibid. p. 28).

and seven. biinaviiras. Together with fifty nine biinavii·.
ras of the Visuddhimagga, it is further said that the ·
These are four in number. 1 . methuna-dhamma or .
MajjhimanikilyaA![hakathii has one hundred and sixty
sexual relations with a female, even of the animal order
six biinaviiras. At the beginning of the Papaiicasiidani,
(tiracchanagataya ' pi). 2. adinnadana or stealthily
Buddhaghosa has used the same obeisance gathas he
used at the· beginning of the Suf11aligalav�lasini, the
commentary to · the Dighanikaya. Unlike· i n the

Sumarigalaviliisini where Buddhaghosa has described

the proceedings of the First Council held at Rajagaha
and the -classification of the Buddha's. teachings such

taking over of what is hot given, the value of the stolen

·

article being·fixed in conformicy with the stale law
under which a person may he punished for theft. 3.
manussa-viggaha or manslaugh ter, together w ith�
diverse forms of aiding and abetting suicide, arid 4.
uttarf -manussa-dhamma or false · claims to super

as NavaJigasatthusdsana; Papaficasudani commences · ·
. human spiritual attainments and accomplishments.
.
the exegetical process i mmediately after the obeis�ce ·

giithiis.

.

.

Even a cursory g l an c e at these- reveals an

The one hundred and fifty two suttas that. the

Majjhimanikilya comprise of, represent the core of the

unmistakable inter-relatedness between the first three
of the Parajika and what are knowri to the Buddhists

as items of good moral behavjo_ur, namely s[/a,. even
Buddha's-- teaehings. The· most- i mportant suttas· that of the layman and laywoman i n the household. Let us
could be considered as the cream of the Buddha's
·
first remind ourselves of these in order. They start with
teachings are found embodied there. Therefore the
No. I which deals with respect for all forms of life, ·
in the
Majjhimanikaya occupies a .
including that �awards animals; (paf!lltip � f�rama,P�.
.
Theravada ·Buddhist lit«!rat11Ir��\ttllJ
Next comes 2. respect for the right oi
-4,
.
i,
.i.s,bjp ,Of
suttas is possessions of others (adinnadana veram�;j). We have
iani which comments on deep and

��

!qually i mportant to the student o f B uddhist

Philosophy. Apart from its doctrinal value, i t is of
mmense value to historians too. Buddhaghosa has cited .
miny stories that are supposed to have taken place in .
mcient Sri Lanka in the course of explaining a doctrinal
)Oint, which contain valuable data on social economic
md religious conditions of the Anuradhapura period.

PapaficclSlldani is edited by I. B . Horner in the
�oman Script and published by the PTS: in fiv� parts.
•tl

· ·.

as No.3 proprier; of sex relationships between the ·
genders.
These deal with primary areas of human interests
and relations, namely security of one's own life, one's
possessions and the process of healthy and Wholesome
procreation. No disruption of or imbalance· in any of
these can be entertained, in the life of the householder,
without disaster to the totality of the human community.
On the other hand, it should be clear to any sensible .

Jnder the Simon Hewavitarana Bequest �eries it is

student of Buddhism, whether he knows' it via its

:dited and published in the Sinhal a Script i n four parts

original sources in the Pali language or otherwise, that

n Sri Lanka.

the monastic life (not priesthood) in Buddhism is a
total and uncompromising departure from and a

K. Arunasiri.

renunciation of the life in the household. Does it then

·
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need much tutoring to educate both Buddhist as wel l

as non-Buddhist students of Buddhism about the vital

and integral relationship between these i tems of

down-to-earth moral rectitude of the l ayman and their

legally fortified injunctions in the form of Parajika in

the life of the monk of senior status in the monastic

community?

Renunciation or the acceptance of a life of pabbajja

PARAJIKA
It is wi th considerable dis may that we bri ng to light

a few distorted attem pts at assessing or re-assessing

the role and relative position of Parajikas in B uddhist
monastic life, which we have discovered.

This is what Dr Nagai has to say regarding the first

Parajika: 'With regard to the problem of inhibitions

for priests, one that wi l l remain perplexing for a long

time to come is the inh ibition concerning sexual

implies a total polarized change in life, from one type

rel ati ons. To me it appe ars that the prob lem of

which are customary with the life of the Jay community

(except those belonging to the Shinshu Sect) depends

to another. Likes and disli k�s attitudes and aspirations

are set aside in pursuit of those of a higher order.

Polarization is most pronounced in the area of the

convert's (i.e. of the seeker after the Nirvanic goal),

attitude to the gratification of the senses. In fact, the

basic change in the life of a Buddhist, as against a

non-Buddhist, necessarily begins here. That is why,

inhibitions for the Buddhist priests of the present day

upon the manner of interpretation of this particular

inhibition. If it is interpreted as one requiring all

Buddhist priests to observe celibacy, I fear that very

few priests will be found living in Japan who are really

worthy of the name bhikkhu (Buddhistic Studies, ed.

B.C. Law, p. 381 Dr. M. Nagai on Buddhist Vinaya

we believe, the second successive stage in the Buddhist

Discipline).

first, under its three-fold re-structured thought patterns

Let us carefully e x am i n e Dr. . N agai ' s above
statement i f i t is i nterpreted as one requiring all

Ariyan Path of the Ariya A[!ha1ig ika Magga introduces

or (sainmd sarikappa) a group called nekkhamma -

sari kappa. This i� made to stand in marked contrast to
kama - sarikappa or proneness to gratification of sense
desires. Nekkhamma h e r e m e.an s reduction o r

elimination of the desire for the gratification of sensory

,.

,

.

Buddhist priests to observe celibacy ... Does a lapse of
time and change of place justify Japanese )3uddhist .
scholarship of today to interpret Buddhist ecclesiastical

law of more than twenty-five centuries �g<Ho suit local

delights. This marks the real beginning of Buddhist

conditions of today ? Prol i feration of Buddh i s t

that we become conscious of renunciation in its true

But surely not all the fanciful slack habits and the

religious life. Ir i s in tne higher reaches of its spiralling
spirit.

It needs no superhuman elucidation to show why

in the change over from l ay life io a monastic way,

eschewal of the desire for sex gratification gains

precedence even over the general respect for life. Even
in the destruction of l i fe , as far as the monastic

community of upasmpannas go, monks and nuns, legal

requirements seck a division between human and
animal life. But the proneness to sexual gratification

(or indulgence in sexuality = methuna) is specifically

regarded as challenging or being contradictory to the

sub-.sects, both i n and outside India i s readily admitted.

rebellious new patterns of thinking of the dissenting

groups need to be fathered on the founder of the original

creed. If this is the line of argument, we would only

say the old creed is dead. May" the newborn ones live
long.

In the evaluation of Parajika, the fourth seems to

have confronted Miss. LB. Homer with some serious

difficulty. For she says: "The curious fourth ?tmJ.jika,

concerned with the offence of 'claiming a state or

quality of further-men' (uttarimanussadhamma) seems

to have been fashioned in some different mould and to

(I.

very spirit o f renunciation i nvolved in pabbajja. It

belong to some contrasting realm of values."

Tissametteyya Sutta at verse No. 8 1 5, -'::-_M.�thunanJ
.
.,: H · · ;
anuyuttassa Metteyyfi 'ti Bhagavfi. Mussat ' evapi
sasanam. Micchfi ca pa{ipajjati. EtanJ tasminJ
anariyanJ. This is the spirit of the Dhamma with regard
to the pursuit of Nirvana. On the other hand, the Vinaya

attitude towards the fourth Parajika has made her .

defeats its very purpose. So says the Suttanipata in

has to play many other tunes and we must know to

place each in its correct slot.

Homer, Book of the Discipline. Vol .

���Juate the four Parajikas from

B.

I . p . XXIV). This

a new angle. She

remarks : "For I think it possible that

the Plirlijiklis
are arranged in an ascending scale of gravity, in
which the offence held to be the worst morally,
though not legally, is placed last" (Ibid. p. xxv.

Emphasis mine).

.
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Sinhala translation given for attfman.rpcltetabban.z and

We totally disagree with Miss Horner on this. In an

. attempt to regard the fourth Parajika as supremely

Yo

pateyya is killing of oneself, i .e . suicide atma

important in her opinion, it is hardly possible to

gluitanaya in Sinhala). Further international researches

consider the first Pfirajika as being the least offensive

carried out at personal level have revealed that both

moraUy. We would regard the first Parajika to be

Myanmar and Cambodia uphold this same Sri Lankan

·

undoubtedly the worst, for it runs contrary to the basic

tradition. We have not been able so far to ascertain the
direction of the flow, from which country to which

teachings of Buddhism whose main theme is viriiga
(detachment), visa"J)Ioga (disengagement) etc.

country. On the other haild it has been our great delight
to discover Thailand alone preserving what we firmly
believe to be the correct translation of the Pali as we

The fourth Piirajika incidentally happens to be, as

have given above. It reads 

we see it, more cautious about a monk's gaining cheap
popularity,-and- thereby-winning-favours- through claims .
to higher spiritual attainments. To us this sort of

"0 monks, you should not jump off from (or more
literally ' let yourselves fal l off from') heights.
Whoever does so is guilty of a minor offen�e of wrong
doing (dukka ta). ·

behaviour is more·peripheral to the spirit of Buddhism
than a monk's reckless challenge of his own avowed

"

eschewal of sexual grat�ficatio�. That is what the ·
Suttanipata quoted above · referred to as fails in his
mission or Mus�at evapi siisaam. (For further details

The vital point at issue here is whether the .
sub-Clause of Piirajikii 3 when it says Na ca bhikkhave
. S e e Buddhist Monastic discipline by Jotiya attiinanJ patetabbanJ brings up at all the question of
Dheerasekera, '1982,-pp. 84ff. Ph D. Thesis written in . killing oneself (iitma�ghiitanaya in Sinhala, i.e.
1 964 by the' Present author while he was � laym�f1) .
silicide) ; We definitely say NO. We a:gree with the Thai
.
·. tradition, which translates patetabbanJ aS meaning only
·. Finally, we have on� la.St observation to make about causes to fall (=jump off from). it is no more than the
the interpretation of one of the Pariijikd which, we · Causative form of the verb patati, which means falls.
.
believe, is going to be epoch 'making. It peitains to ·
One cannot afford to forget that the meaning of kill or
Piiriijika No. 3 which .deals with manussaviggaha or .
��l_!'o Li� �erive� f!�m-��� root_ p� > patqt� only w�
�manslatighter.- Among.the many sub�sections discussed
the addition of the prefix ati - to the Causative base
under this heading, the Suttavibhariga under its
pate - producing the verbal form pateti, yielding
Parajika section (Vzn, IU. p. 82) refers to the story of a
atipateti which means kills as in yo pdf!ll nJ atipiiteti
monk who, dissatisfied with his monk life, climbed
(Dhp. v. 246). In the above Piiriijikii context, we
the Gijjhaku�a mountain and leapt down there from
maintain lhat the Vinaya injunction only endeavours
(papittalr} papatanto); undoubtedly with the intention
to prevent such frivolous and reckless behaviour like
of killing himself. He fell upon a man who was making
. unguarded jumping· off from heights.
baskets on the ground below (afifiatararrJ vi![vakaratrJ
ottharitva maresi. ).
· But what of this error in translation? It makes what
unmistakably is an act of suicide to be only a minor
During a recent research we undertook on suicide,
.offence. In terms of both the Dhamma and the Vinaya ·
we discovered to our utter dismaY a gross howler in
this is unacceptable. But it has crept into llie Vinaya
the translation of a sob-section of this Parajika No. 3.
traditions of Sri Lanka, Myanmar and Cambodia. And
Its Pfd.i read� as follows. Na ca bhikkhave attananJ
this error has gone far too long unsuspected.
patetabba11J. Yo piiteyya apatti dukkatassa (lot. cit).
We would translate: . the Pali here as "0 monks,. you
l t is also reasonably cleai to . us · that the
should not jump off from (or more literally 'let
Commentarial tradition of Buddhaghosa does not lend
yourselves fall off from') heights. Whoever does so is
any support to the suicide interpretation of attiinam
guilty of a minor offence of wrong-doing or dukkata .
piitetabbal1}. which Sri Lanka, Myanmar and Cambodia
(= duku(a iiviit in Sinhala).
have chosen to adopt. The first explicit acceptance of
this interpretation ·in Sri Lanka is witnessed in a Sri
The howler in the translation of this Pali text was
Lankan Vinaya manual in Sinhala by the name of
first discovered by us in the Sri Lanka Buddha Jayanti
Sikhavalanda/ Sikhavalandavinisa of about the late
Tripi�aka Series, Vol. I. ( 1 959) p. 1 8 1 . The Sri Lankan
.
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Anuradhapura period (i.e . circa ninth to the eleventh
centuries).
In a chapter named Miscellaneous or Pakinnaka
.
.

'

this text includes two items under suicide, of killing
oneself or getting oneself killed, and grade them under
the minor offence of dukka{a or dukula in Sinhala
(Sikhavalandavinisa Prad[paya by Medauyangoda
Vimalakitti Thera 1 950, p.8 item 48: tama mara narrJ
maravanarrJ and again at p. 79 item 48: miyafi silin

lama . mara narrJ dukula ve. anun lava lama . marava
narrJ dukula ve.).
But it is clear that Buddhist Ecclesiastical Law in
early Vinaya iiterature · does not take into reckonning
incidence of suicide. We presume the reason for this is
that in case of suicide, the offender being no more
existent in the world of the living there is no possibility
of posth�mous p,rosecution or punishment being carried
out. Nor is there any real need to contemplate on the
·
same.

PARAMATTHADiPANi
Paramarrhadlpan l 11anw Udana a((lwkatha
Paramatthadlpanl nama Vimcmavallhu a{!hakarha

Paramatthadlpanl n ama Pe1ava1thu a(!hakatha
Paramatthadlpanl nama Itiviuttaka atfhakatlul
Paramatthadlpanl nama Cariyapi{aka a{{hakatha
I t is noteworthy that the Burmese work the

GandhavanJSa (History of Books) apparently was not
aware of the name Paramatthadlpanl given to the
above commentaries. But the Gandhavan.ISa has used
the name "Vimalavilasiiu� · for the commentaries of
Vimanavatthu and Pelavatthu (JPTS. 1886 p. 60). It is
also seen that the Paiicappakaranatthakathii the
commentary written for the last five treatises of the
Theravada Abhidhamma pi�aka is al so named

Panimatthadlpanl. But this nam:e is hardly being used
for the Paiicappakarana{{hakathii, perhaps due to the

poss i b i l i ty to get confused with the above
commentaries of the KhuddakanikiiyaY : ··

Author: There is no dispute over the authorship of the
We are inclined to believe that this attempt at ·
·
reducing the gravity of suicide.in Buddhist Ecclesiastic seven commentaries named Paramatthad[panl, as the ·
· Jaw is a post-Commentarial intrusion. Whether this books themselves have preserved thi mime Of the
happened through an involuntary misunderstanding of author. At the �nd of all the comme�taties unde'r
·the original Pali text of Na ca bhikkave attanarrJ

reference, it is said that they were composed by Aca

evident from the Sikhavalanda I Sikhavalandavinisa

written in 1 861) says that the Badaratittha is in the

Tamil Kingdom near Sri Lanka. It has been identified

to the eleventh centuries), which we have quoted above.

that Badaratittha is on the south east coast of India,

paletabbarrJ- Or otherwise we are not in a position to . rya Dhammapala resident at the "Badaratittha Vihara"
comment at the moment. But it has come to stay well (Badaratitthaviharavasinii Acariya Dhammapalena
established in the Sri Lanka· Monastic tradition as is katii . . . ).The Sascmavan_JSa (a Burmese chronicle
-

of about the late Anuradhapura period (i.e. circa. ninth

Dhammavihari.

south of Madras (Chennai). According to his works he
was a native of Kaiicipura (Conjivaram). Hiuen Tsang
who visited Kaiicipura the capital of the Tamil country
in 640 A . C . l earnt fro m the monks there, that

PARAMATTHADiPANi

Paramatthad[pani

(Elucidator of the Highest Meaning) is the common
name given to the commentaries written to the seven
treatises, Thera-Theri Gatha, Udana, Vimanavatthu

Petavatthu, llivuttaka and Cariyapi{aka included in
the Khuddakanikaya the fifth division of the Sutta
Pi{aka of the Theravada school of Buddhism.
Accordingly the seven commentaries are n;iimed as

follows:

Paramatthadlpanl namaTheragatha a(!hakalha
Paramatthadlpanl nama Therigalha a(!hakalhii

Dhammapala was born at Kaficipura. But this
Dhammapal a is supposed to have becoine the
Chancellor of the Mahayana seat of learning Nalanda,
later and the reference may not be to the commentator
.
Dhammapala who was a Theravadin. The exact peri od
Dhammapala flourished is not known. As he has written
a sub commentary ( ti ka) · to B uddhaghosa's

Visuddhimagga, he should be posterior to

Buddhaghosa.

Dhammap:Ua and the Mahavihllra: It is clear from
the commentaries of Dhammapala that he followed the
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Mahavihara tradition. Possibly h e had the opportunity

"They have very similar views, they appeal to the

to study the commentaries maintained at Mahavihara.

same authorities, they h ave the sarne method o f
exegesi s , they have reached the ·s a m e stage i n
philological and etymological science (a stage far
beyond that reached at that time in Europe."

He has an immense respect and trust for the Maha
vihara. In the prologue to the all seven commentaries
under reference he has assured that he would not stray
away from the Mahavihara interpretations thus:

Malalasekera G.P. whiie assessing the merits of the
two great commentators observes "Dhammapala shows .
"suvisuddha17Jasari ki1]1Jll17Jnipunatthavinicchayan,z much individuality in the treatment of his subject. He
. confines himself rigidly either to questions or meaning
Mahaviharavasina17J samayanJ avilomaya17}"
of words or discussion of ethical imports in his texts,
"Without disputing pure uncomplicated expert he i-s however, not so ethically. ins i stent as
Buddhaghosa; his style is simple, less garrulous, less
decisions and the vision of the dwellers of the Maha
diffuse and shows more of the grammarian and the
vihara" (I will compose . . . . ). He has repeated the same
academician than of the exegetical compiler and
assurance at the beginning of the commentaries of the fanciful etymologist. His explanation ·o f terms is quite
Peravatthu, Vimiinavarthu, Theragatha, Udana and clear and shows an advance over Buddhaghosa, though
Itivutraka . . In the commentary tci the Cariyapi{aka he was evidently well�read ·and quite informed,
Dhammapala has put the same idea in slightly different Buddhaghosa's knowledge was more widely diffused
and . more encyclopaedic . . . . "
words thus:
"nissitam vacanamagga17} suvisuddha17J anakulCl17J
Mahavihtiravasinm7J nipunattha vinicchayan(

(I will keep to 'the extJ:emely pure uncomplicated
explanations of the Mahavihara dwellers . . . . )
There-fore !t is clear- that thoiigh apparently he ·

compOsed his commentari �s in South India, he was a ·
follower of the Mahavihara tradition and was always
faithful to it.

Dhammapala and Buddhaghosa: Dhammapiila is
considered as a fol lower an� successor of
Buddhaghosa. Dhammapala started from the point
B uddhaghosa stopped. He accomplished

what

Buddhaghosa could not finish, probably due to his
failing health. Namely the completing t.lJe writing of
commentaries to the entire sutta pi{aka. Dhammapa
Ia's works show great learning, much exegetical skill
and a good deal of sound judgment. There are many
resemblances between Dhammapala and Buddhaghosa.
Rhys Davids, in reference to the relation ofDhammapa
I a to B uddhaghosa remarks "Dhammapal a was
educated in the same university as Buddhaghosa." As
regards the similarity of the two commentators Rhys
Davids further adds:

Buddhaghosa has included in his co�mentaries
many stories, which were supposed to have taken place
in ancient Sri Lanka as examples when explaining a ·
doctrinal point. These stories contain historically useful
information pertaining to the social religious and
economic conditions of 1ncient Sri Lanka. It is
presumed that those episodes were cqntained in the sr
· Jiala A{{hakathas from- where Buddhaghosa obtained. ·.
But unfortunately Dhammapala's commentaries are
very poor in this respect. Especially Vimanavatthu,
Petavatthu and Cariyapi{aka commentaries contain no
incident supposed to have happened in Sri Lanka.
In the preface Buddhaghosa always mentions on
whose invitation the particular commentary was written .
and where he was residing, when he was writing and .
the name of the person who built the particular vihtira
or pirivena. But Dhammapala has not followed it. In ·
the seven Paramatthad[pan[ commentaries he has not
mentioned who invited him to write them, neither the . ·
place where he was residing at the time. 1 But at the
end of all the seven commentaries Dhammapala
describes himself as a resident at Badaratittha Vihara
from which it may be surmised that he was residing
there, when he wrote those seven commentaries. It is
also seen that Dhammapala has repeated the same ·
preface, obeisance giithas 'to the Triple Gem and his
allegiance to the Mahavihara in all the s even
commentaries under reference. The colophon too, it is
the same he has repeated in all the seven commentaries.

;

,.
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A special word is needed for the commentary of
the Theragtithii "Paramatthad[pan [ nama Theragatlui

A!{hakatha". At present
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Thefi Gathas are

name implies is a small work intended as a hand book

considered as two separate books. But the commentator

for the novices to be used by them during the period of

Dhammapaia has apparently considered them as one

induction to the monk hood.

Thera

Khuddakapdfha is not a

work. He has not written a separate preface for the

homogeneous work, its contents, almost all, are taken

Therigatha section. Also at the end of the Theragatha

from the other books of the canon. Although the

he has not included a colophon. The colophon i s

tradition attributes its authorship to Buddhaghosa,

coming at the end o f the

already said, there are conspicuous differences between

Therigatha exegesis. It i s
observed that the Theragathti commentary does not
have a 1 5lh Niptita and at the end of the 1 4u1 Nipata the
16lh begins. When checked with the text the The rag a
tha too, the 1 5lh Niptita is missing. In preface (English

preface of Hewawitarana Bequest Edition) it is said
that Niptitas from the 1 6th N iptita up to the end of the ·
Theragtithti commentary was not found in the Theraga
tha commentary mal}uscripis available in Sri Lanka
and they had- to get those Nipatas from Burma.

Paramatthad[pan[ the Theragaihaa#hakathti alone
(even without the commentary of the Ther,igtithti) is
the biggest among the seven Ptlramatthadlpanl

commentaries under reference. It is double the size of
each of the remaining c om mentaries. This had
happened due to the commentat6r incorporating the
relevant Thertipadtina from Apadiina under each Thera.
The commentator has done the same in respect of
Therigatha exegesis also. Pali TexJ Sg9i��Y. has edited
and ·published the fheragatha commentary in three
volumes i n the Roman script and the Therigtithti
commentary separately. · S i mon Hewawitharana
Bequest has published the Theragathti commentary in
two volumes and the Therigtithti commentary in
separate volumes in the Sinhala script.

K. Arunasiri
Reference
1 But in the Nettippakarana{!hakatha, Dhammapala

has mentioned that he composed i t on the invitation of
Yen. Dhammarakkhita and he composed it while he
was residing at Dhammasoka Vih araya i n the
Nagapanana.

PARAMATTHAJOTIKA
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Paramatthajotikti

. (Illuminator of the Highest Meaning) is the common
name given to two commentaries of the f\h �ff.cff.kapa
tha and the Suttanipata, two of the fifteen texts of the
Khuddakanikdya, the fifth division of the Suttapi(aka
of the Theravada school of Buddhism. The tradition
attributes the authorship of both the commentaries to
the great commentator Buddhaghosa.
9 - CM 3576

the

as

Khuddakapa {ha co mmen tary and the

· Buddhaghosa's

other commentaries such as those of

the first four niktiyas. The perusal of the commentaries
of the first four niktiyas, reveal that Buddhaghosa has
written them on an invitation by another monk whose
name he has always mentioned. But in tl1e commentary
·

to Khuddakapti{ha no sue� invitation is found recorded.

In the prologue to his commentaries, Buddha�hosa
would never forget to express his respects to the great

Theras of the Mahavihara and his reliance on the Sihala
A !{hakathas. B u t this promin�m l andmark of
B uddhaghosa's commentaries is not s�en i n the

Khuddakaptitha commentary. Moreover following ·
.declaration found in the prologue of the Khuddakapa ·.
{ha co�entary poses a serious problem to the scholars .
which attributes the authorship of the Khuddakapti(ha ·
commentary to B uddhaghosa. Dictionary of Pali 
Proper Names (Vol. II. p. 1 54) i ncludes Jataka
commentary and Dhammapada commentary also
'

'

among the commen tarie s t h at bear the name

Paramatthajotihi. But the source is not given where
Jataka and Dhammapada commentaries are named
Paramatthajotikd. It is not possible to locate a place

where the two commentaries are given the name
Paramatthajotikd. Apparently it is an oversight on the
part of the compilers of the Dictionary.

Khuddakdnam gambhirattha kincapi atidukkhara
Val]']flTIQ madisenesa abhodantena sasananJ
Here the author of the Khuddakapa{ha commentary
says that the Khuddakapdfha is so deep and he
confesses that how difficult it is for a person such as
himself who cannot understand the teachings (of the
Buddha), to comment upon. Similar confession is never .
·heard on the p art of the great commentator
Buddhaghosa. It is incredible and ridiculous that
Buddhaghosa who w as c apab l e of c o mposing
encyclopedic Vtsuddhimagga and the commentaries to
four niktiyas would make such a timid declaration. On
the other hand Khuddakapa[ha does not contain subtle
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the fifth book of the Khuddakanikaya (as per the .

deep doctrine difficult to comprehend. It contains basic

Buddhaghosa's l ist) consists of five vaggas as Uraga,

things novices should learn at the very beginning.
Further Buddhaghosa is described at the end of all his
commentaries as an elder "in whom are grouped

Ctila, Maha, A{!haka, and Piirayana. Out of which
A{!haka and Piiriiyana vagga and Khaggavisana sutta
appear to have existed as isolated poems prior to their
being incorporated into the Suttanipata. Niddesa is an
ancient commentary written for the A!{hakavagga, Pa
rayana vagga and the Khaggavisana sutta, which is
given the canonical status. It is clear that when the
Niddesa was written Ayhaka and Parayana vaggas and
the Khaggavisana sutta existed as isolated poems. ·
However, Paramatthajotikci the Suttanipdta
commentary contains a fresh exegesis of A({haka and
Parayana vaggas and the Khaggaviscina sutta.

together the immaculate and gentle virtues of precepts
and conduct, adored by pure and exalted faith,.. who
is capable of diving into the depth of his own and ·other

doctrines, endowed with keen intellect, replete with

the ability of unhindered knowledge in the Buddha's
doctrine . . . . . . " The expression of his weakness
supposed to have been made by Buddhaghosa above
referred to nullities the statement coming at the end of
his commentaries. Therefore scholars entertain" serious
doubts about the attributed authorship of Khuddakapa
(ha commentary" .t o Buddhaghosa.

Although the Authorship of the Suttanipcita

Oliver Abenayake holds the view that it was
B_uddhaghosa who included Khuddakapa{ha in · the
Khuddakanikaya for the first time. He wrote its
commentary under the same name as that of the
Suttanipata to elevate its position i.e. to show that the
Khuddakapa(ha is of the same position as Suttanipa .
ta. Similarly the statement about the deepness of the
contents of Khuddakapa{ha and inability to comment .
upon by a person such as him etc. ·are the deliberate
attempt on the part. of B uddhaghosa to upgrade ·
Khuddakapa(ha. (Abenayake Oliver A Textual and
liist.Jld<:.ql A_TUJlyJis gfKhY4f!alqmi�ya, Colomb_o 1984
Pi>· 44-45)
·

commentary is attributed to Buddhaghosa there are
explicit .differences. between the commentaries where
.

Buddhaghosa's authorship is· undisputed and the
Suttanipcita commentary Param{mhajotikci. Suttanipci

ta-cornmentary does not say on wh�se invitations it

was composed which Buddhaghosa ne"ver faileq to
menrion in his commentaries. In the prologue of the . ·
$.uttait ipata. commentary it is not mentioned · that the ·:.
exegesis is based on the Sihala({hakatha or has ·
fol l owed the Mahavihara tradition and this'· is a . ·.
deviation from the usual practice ofBuddhaghosa who
declared. his adherence to. Mahavihara and the Sfhala
Ayhakathiis in his prologues. Nevertheless in the body
·
of the Suttanipata commentary there ·i s· evidence that
the author has consulted Sfhala ayhakathtis such as
Maha ayhakatha.
.

·

·

.

Paramavisuddha saddhti viriya gunapatiinanditena
[
s wcarajjavamaddavadi gunasamudayasamuditena
sakasamaya
samayantara
g ahanajjh o
. galu)nasamatthena pafifiaveyyattiya samannagatena .
A quick look at the two Paramatthajotikcis (KhuA.
lipi(aka pariyattipabhede . satthakathe sathusasane
and SnA) attributed to the same author by a tradition ·
appatihatafiatp prabhavena
reveal that both the commentaries contain the exegesis ·
· The above traditional statement that attributes the of Mmigala, Ratana and Merta suttas. If it was the
authorship to Buddhaghosa (which is repeated at the work of the same author, this repetition would not have
end of all the commentaries of Buddhaghosa) is thought been �here. The author of the Khuddkapa {ha ·
to be a later interpolation in the case of the Khuddakapd commentary says that some teachers say that whole of
{ha commentary. The motive behind the attri.bution .of Ratana sutta was preached by the Buddha, while the
the authorship of Khuddakapa(ha commentary to others maintain that the Buddha preached only the first
Buddhaghosa would have been probably to enhance· five gathas. But the Suttanipata commentary is silent
the position of the Khuddakapa(ha. the latest additio� on this controversy. The Suttanipata commentary has
to the canon which might have effected in Sri Lanka. highlighted several important information pertaining ·
to the text (Suttanipata) in particular and also Pali
}»aramatthajotika, the Suttanipata commentary: literature in general.
·

The commentary of the Suttanipata is also named
Paramatthajotikci, the authorship of which is
traditionally attributed to Buddhaghosa. Suttanipata

According to Suttanipcita A {!hakathci, Maha
aghakathci (which contained expositions of all the three

.
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pi(akas) did not contain the comments on the last two

originatned in the S[ halad[pa or Tambapaf!1Ji dlpa (Sri

verses of the Kokcilika Slllla. Though the commentator

Lanka). A mong such stories of Sri Lanka o ri g i n is the

does not say anything further, it is clear that they are

story of a young novice and a female novice. As the

subsequent additions. Adikaram. E.W. in this respect
observes:

story goes during the consecration of the Maricava1�i
Thiipa the king Dughagamini provided alms to very
large number of monks and nuns who attended the

"The fact .recorded here is significant because it
points with more or less certainty to a specific instance
of an addition, however small, made to Pali canon, a
considerable time after it was brought to Ceylon and
probably aJter it was committed to writing at the Ma

ceremony. A siimanera (novice) of seven years of age
was carrying a hot bowl of gruel and it was too hot for
him to handle. He had to keep it on the floor off and
on. Another novice (female novice) of the same age
witnessed his plight and gave him a receptacle to keep
the hot bowl and take it. During the Biiminitiya famine

tula Janapada" (Adikaram E.W. Early History of

the monks as well as rnins fled to other countries (India)

The short poems i n the Pii.riiyana vagga are named

due to shortage of food. The novice and the female
novice too were among those who were abroad. There,
they recognized each other and recalled the incident at

Buddhism in Ceylon 1 946 Colombo pp. 1 1 - 12).

in the Suttanipii.ta commentary as "suttas". But in the

Suttanipiita text they are called pucchii (questions). In
the meantime in Ariguttaranikii.ya (A .I. p. 1 33, II p.
45, 46) they are named Paiiha. Paramatthajotikii, the
Suttanipiita commentary attributes the thirteenth stanza
. of the Dhaniya Sutta the last two lines of the twenty
sixth stanza of Dhaminika sutta the last two lines of
the Amagandha sutta, the last two lines of the fifth
stanza of the Padhiina sutta ; introductory stanzas of
the Nii.lakasutta; Vatthugiithii.s of the Piirayiina vagga
and the - concluding prose passage and the stanzas of

the same vagga toSarigltikiirakas. The author of the
Paramatthajotikii further says that in his explanation
· of the Vangisa sutta the phrases : iti bhagavii, iti
brahmano are inserted by sangltikiirakas (reciters) .
The commentator also adds in the case of that the last
·

stanza of the Padhii.na sutta some teachers hold the
view that it was uttered by sangltikiirakas.

The commentator (Paramatthajotikii. 's author)
reveals another peculiarity as regards the titles of the

suttas. Namely some suttas were having more than one
title. Aggikabhiiradvaja Suttta is also called Vasala
sutta , Hemavata sutta is also called Siitiigira sutta.
Vinaya sutta is also called Kii.yavicchandika sutta.
. Vangl sa i s al s o c al l e d Nig rodhakappa sutta.
Sundarikabhiiradvaja sutta i s called Puraliisa sutta.
Thus it "is clear that the author of the Paramatthajotikii
, the commentary to the Sutta nipiita has been a keen
observer who noted the minute details of the text while
he wrote the commentary.

:.1·.�

.: ·. :

Unlike some of the other commentaries of the

Khuddaka nikiiya Paramatthajotikii the Sutta nipiita
�ommentary contains episodes supposed to have

the Maricavani festival. It i s said even after sixty years
of age they developed an affection and they disrobed
and lived together.
·,

•

·.

K. Arunasiri

PARAMATTHAMANJUSA :

Paramcmhamaiijusa
(Casket of Philosophy) i s the sub commentary ((ilai)
on B ud dhaghosa' s Vi s u d d h im a g g a, by Ven.
Dhammapala resi dent at the B �daratitthavih ara

(Badaratitthavihiira vdsind acariya Dhammapdlena

kaia... ). it is also called Mahd(ika. As it is an exegesis ·
on the Visuddhimagga, it is clear that it should be ·
posterior to Visuddhimagga. In the colophon it is said
that it was written on a formal invitation made by Ven.
Da�hanaga Thera of S i tthagama Pirivena. It is
nece�sary to identi fy Yen . Da�hanaga in order to
ascertain the period of composition of this [ilai. The

Mahdvaft!Sa provides a vital ciue in this context. Mahii.
vaft!Sa (Mhv. Ch. Iiv. verse No. 6) says that king Semi .
IV (973-976 A.C.) built a pirivena at S itthagam_a,
where he formerly lived (as a monk). In the same

chapter verse No. 36 the Mahavan]Sa says that the king ·
Sena's successor Mahinda IV (976-92 A.�.) got Da

�hi n a ga Thera, the Fore s t D w e l l e r to preach

Abbidhamma. Buddhadatta1 says that a monk formerly
resident at a pirivena could later become

a

Forest .

Dweller. Therefore he tries to identify Da�amiga who .
invited Dhammapala to write Paramatthamaiijusa as
Da�hanaga mentioned in the above context. Therefore
i t i s possible to

assume roughly that the

Paramatthamaiijusa was written in the latter half of
the l O'h century A.C.
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The Paramatthama/1jusa · is a voluminous work, · They g i ve alms (dana) to · a l l b e i n g s w i thout
double the size of the Visuddhimagga on which it

discriminating their worthiness so that they may be

comments. It is stated in the book that it contains 88

happy (2) In order to avoid doing harm to all beings

Bhanavaras (sections). The scholars consider it as a
work of very high standard. It is hardly in Sri Lanka.

,

(tesanJ upaghtita11J parivajjayanta) they observe

morali ty (sfla) , (3) They practise renunciatio n

But in Burma i t is extensively used. It is not yet

(nekkhamma) t o bring moral i ty t o perfection

published · under the PTS. Hence the modern scholars
have no access to it. In Sri Lanka a part of it (up to

(sflaparipura!Jaltha11J), (4) They purify their wisdom

chapter VII) is published in Sinhala characters in 1 928

clearly what is beneficial and injurious to living-beings,

(paiiiia11Jpariyodapenti ) for the purpose to understand

edited by Ven. Morontuduve Dhammananda. The (5) They constantly arouse their energy (viriyallJ
temple libraries in Sri Lanka have over 50 manuscripts · arabhati) for "the welfare and happiness of living
· of Paramatthamanjusd. In Burma and Siam (present beings(sa/tallallJ hitasukhatthaya), (6) Though they
Myanmar and Thailand) it is already published in the have become heroes through supreme energy, they are
Burmese and Thai characters.

K. Arunasiri
Reference
I :Suddhadatta A.P.

Pali Literature (Sinhala script)

1966. Colombo p. 2 17-21 8)
PARAMITA - completeness, perfection, highest state·.

In lat�r literature there is mentioned a group of 1 0 .

.

Perfections _as the perfect exercise of the 10 virtues of
a iJodhisatta. Accordingly Perfect Enlightenment or

the discovery o f Four Noble Truths (Samma
sambuddhahood) is not a unique and unrepeatable
_- . eventm the �oild.-lt is an achievement open to anyone
who earnestly strives for perfect purity and wisdom,
and with inexorable will cultivates the paramitas the Perfections which are the requisites of
Buddhahood. These paramitas are: (1) generosity
(dana), (2) morality (stla) , (3) renunciation
(nekkhamma) (4). Wisdom (paiina), (5) energy (viriya),
(6) patience (khanti), (7) truthfulness (sacca), (8)
resolution or determination (adhiUhdna), loving
kindness (metta) and ( 1 0) equanimity (upekkhd). These
qualities were developed and matured by the
Bodhisatta in previous existences and how they were
practiced are described in many of the Jataka-stories.
The Visuddhitr�agga describes that through
developing 4 Sublime states(four Brhma-vihdras) loving kindness (metta), compassion (karu�a),
altruisticjoy (mudita) and equanimity (upekkha) - one
may reach these 1 0 peaections. It says th at the
Mahfisattas (Bodhisattas) who are concerned about the

full of forbearance (khanti) towards many kinds of
faults of living-beings (nanappakkdrartJ apardd!Ull1J

khamanti); (7) Once they promise to give or do.
something · they do not deceive(sacca) , (8) · For the ·
welfare and happiness of others they work with
unshakeable resolution (aviccaladhitlhana), (9)
Through unshakeable loving-kindness (metta) they.
heip all living-beings ·and ( 1 0) Through · equanimity ·
(upekkhd) they do not expect ariy thing in return
(jJaccupakd;anJ nasi11JSantz) - Vsm. p.325.
Commentary to the Cariyapitaka gives a long and
methodical exposition of the paramitas. Accordingly
paramitas are those virtues which are cultivated with
compassion as a means to acquire proficiency
(cariyapitakal/hakatha. .p.266-267). As these qualities
are completed and controlled by the Bodhisatta, he is
known as superior (parama)- lbid.p.271. Hence the
paramitas may be described as those virtues which
are cultivated with compassion towards all living
beings guided by reason, uninfluenced by selfish
motives and unsullied by misbelief and all feelings of
craving {taf1ha), self-conceit (mana) and wrong ·
opinions(di.u/u)etc., The Bodhisatta who practises these
paramitas throughout the series of his countless lives
strives to diminish suffering, to elevate to greater
honour the poor and the lowly, and to help the needy
in every possible way; his heart is full of compassion
and he is not actuated by a desire for power or worldly
possessions. He knows that fame comes to him
. unsought as he is worthy of it.

wishing long duration for the various success achieved

Out of these Perfections first paramita (Perfection) ·
is the Dana or generosity.It confers upon the giver two
blessings i.e. inhibiting immoral thoughts of selfishness
and developing pure thoughts of selflessness. A

by the beings, and being impartial to all beings. ( 1 )

Bodhisatta who perfects paramita must give more

welfare of beings not tolerating the suffering of beings,

PARA MITA

difficult gifts than material goods to ful fi l the highest

· The third pa�amita is nekkhamma (renunciation).

form of perfection of generosi ty. A Bodhisatta must

Herein the renunciation is twofold i.e. renunciation of

freely give, his children, his wife and even the parts of

worldly pleasures by adopting the ascetic life and the

his body. Gotama Bodhisatta , when he was born as

temporary inhibition of hindrances (nfvaraf1a) by

jhanas(ecatasies). Realising the vanity of impermanent

Prince Vessantara gave the auspicious, powerful royal

elephant to the people of another kingdom merely

material pleasures Bodhisatta voluntarily leaves his

because they had requested. Consequently he and his

earthly possessions and goes to homelessness to lead

wife and two children were banished to a remote area.
While living in

a

the holy life.

forest Vessantara gave his children

away to JUja.� a a man who came to him asking his

Then comes the fourth perfection of a Bodhisatta ;

children to be given to him as servants. Later he gave .

it is paiiiia (wisdom ). Herein the right understanding

his wife too to Sakka who was disguised as a brahmin

of the nature of the world as transiency, (anicca),

(Vessantara Jfitaka. Jataka No. 547).

sorrowfulness(dukkha) and soullessness are considered
and meditated upon.

Cariyapifaka commentary gives ·an · interesting
account dealing
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with the Bodhisatta ' s mode of

Viriya or the energy is the next paramita. Here. the

practising Dana: In giving foo� he intends to endow

mental vigour or strength of character is meant instead

the recipient with long. life(ayu), beauty(va��a)_, .

of physical strength . It is defined

happiness(sukha),strength(bala) and wisdom(paiina)

as

the continuous

effort to work for the welfare of others, both in thought ·

thereby. He gives thirsty people to drink (pana) for . and deed.. He views failures as steps to success, dangers

him to quench the thirst ofpassion.; garments to obtain . increase rus courage. . A B_�dhisatta \J;ho is pet:fecting
Viriya cuts his way through difficulties and looks
· moral dread; conveyances to cultivate psychic powers;
ri
. odours for the scent of morality (sfia); garlands a d
straight towards the goal and never stops until it is
cosmetics etc., . to gain the .glory

Pertilinirig to the

. reached. .

Buddha's virtues; seat to win tqe seat of Enlightenment; ·

lodging with the expectation of serving as a refuge to

the world; lights to obtain the five kinds of eyes

(physical eye or the malrJSa cakkhu, the eye of wisdom

or the na11a cakkhu, the divine eye or the dibba cakkhu,

·

the Buddha eye or the Buddha cakkhu and the eye of ·

omniscience or the samanta cakkhu); forms to posess

the Buddha aura ; sounds to cultivate a sweet voice

like that of B rahrna ' s ; tastes to be pleasing to

all . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . medi cine

for

the

sake

of

deathlessness (nibbana). The Bodhisatta emancipates
slaves for the purjJose of delivering men from the

thraldom of passions; renounces children to develop

the paternal feeling towards all; renounces wives to

become the master of the world; renounces kingdoms

to gain the kingdom of righteousness ( CariyapiJaka

uakatha -Pakif1f!akakatha p.306).

Combined with the supernormal generosity an

_

Khanti �patie_n��) i� tl�e endurance_ of suffering
inflicted upon oneself by others and the forbearance

·of faults of the others. A Bodhisatta practises patience

to such an extent that he is not provoked even when
his limbs are cut off. Khantivadi Jataka illustrates
Bodhisatta's endurance regarding the tortures inflicted
by a drunkard king, who mercilessly ordered to cut off
Bodhisatta's limbs. Lying on the ground in a deep
pool of his own blood, with mutilated limbs he said "
Long live the king, whose cruel hand my body thus ·
has marred".
Sacca (Truthfulness) i s the seventh Perfection.

Fulfilment of one's promise is meant here. This is one

of the very important characteristics of a Bodhisatta

· who is no breaker of his word. He acts as he speaks, he

speaks as he acts. Though a Bodhisatta may violate
aspirant to Buddhahood (Bodhisatva) should have a · the other four precepts he never utters an untruth during
virtuous conduct (sf/a). He refrains from evg �nd does
the course of his life's wanderings (Harita Jataka 
good to the best of his ability. The great impOrtance of Jataka number 431). He advises to keep the promises
this perfection is described in the SflavimalrJSa Jataka
and not to promise if they are unable to fulfil (Hiri
(Jataka No.363) where the Bodhisatta says "Apart
Jataka . ]atka No. 363). There is no difference between
from virtue wisdom is worthless".
a Bodhisatta 's inner self and outward utterence.
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from service to the king and became an ascetic along

Adhinhana (Resolute Determination) is the eighth

and was living in the king's Park.

Perfection. Without a firm determination the other

with his

perfections cannot be fulfilled. The Bodhisatta who is

Afterwards desirous of solitude they mi grated
southwards. The king made necessary arrangements

endowed with Adhil!hana never forgets his goal in the
.

1 6 pupils

.

to provide them with a hermitage, whereever they

face of obstructions like sickness; grief or disaster.

wished to stay. A hermitage was put up for them on

the banks of the river Godhavari in a spot in between

Metta (Loving-kindness) is the ninth Perfection. A

the kingdoms of the two kings Assaka and Alaka.The

Bodhisatta is prompted by this quality to renounce

ascetic Bavari and his sixteen pupils named Ajita,

personal deliverance for the sake of others. He is

Tissametteyya, Pul)l)aka, Mettagu, Dhotaka, Upasiva,

permeated with boundless metra towards all beings

Nanda, Hemaka, Todeyya kappa, Chatukai)I)i, Bhadni

irrespective of caste, creed, colour or sex. Metta is not

. uda, Udaya, Posala, Mogharaja, and Pirigiya who had

the personal affec�io� or C?rd!nary carnal love. From

thousand pupils each were staying in �he hermitage on

affection arise fear and grief; but not from metta. To a

the banks of the river Godhavari.

Bodhisatta there is no far and near, no enemy or

.

foreigner, no renegade or untouchable as universal love,

· There Bcivari heard about the Buddha from a

realised through understanding, has established the

devotee and he was highly taken Up by what the devotee

brothl!rhood of aU beings.

said about the Buddha. He dispatched his 16 pupils

northwards to meet the Buddha and the kingdoms they

The last Perfection is upekkha (equanimity). The

passed through their march northwards to meet the

etyrnological·meaning of upekkha is· discerning rightly,

Buddha are given in detail in the Vatthugathas. They

viewing j ustly, or looking impartially, i.e. without

. attachment or ;iVersion, .without favour or disfavour. ·
· Amidst all vicissitudes such. as praise and blame, loss
and gain, pai11 and happiness.a Bodhisatta tries to st�d

·

met the Buddha at the Pdsanacetiya in Magadha.

· . Each of the.sixteen Brahmins had subtle questions
to put to the Buddha. The Buddha answered a.ll and

unmoved like a firm rock, exerc i s i n g perfect .. the B rah mins were h i g h l y satisfied w i th the
equanimity. Like a lotus that is unsoiled by the mud explanations given by the Buddha and entered the
from which it springs. the Bodhisatta lives unaffected .
Order and attained Arahanthood. Pirigiya wh�. was a
by worldly temptations. He-practiCes upekkha aiid ·
nephew ·of Biivari became-an Amigamin, returned to
metes out justice to all without being i nfluenced by
B ci vari, and reported about the mission they
desire (chanda), hatred (dosa) fear ( bhaya) and
accomplished. After hearing from .Pirigiya, Biivari
ignorance (moha).
became an ancigamin and Pirigiya subsequently
attained Arahanthood.

D.Saddhasena
The questions presented to the Buddha by the

PARAYANAVAGGA:

The Parayanavagga ' is the

fifth section (vagga) of the Suttanipata, the fifth book

of the Khuddakanikciya, the fifth Nikdya (division) of
the SuttapiJaka, of the Theravada School of Buddhism.

Piiniyanavagga consists of fifteen short suttas all in

the metrical form. Due to the high philosophical nature

of its contents and also.its archaic language Pariiyana

vagga (also the A/lhakavagga the 4lh vagga) occupies
a very important place in the Theravacia canon.

.

According to the Vatthugiithiis (prologue) and the

commentary the learned Brahmin Bavari was the chief
chaplain (Purohita) of the father of king Pasenadl

Kosala After the death of the father he became the

Purohita to the King Pasenadl also. Later he retired

sixteen Brahmins and the answers given by the Buddha
all in metrical form constitute the contents of the Para
yanavagga. All the sixteen discourses are short and
are named after the name of the Brahmin youth· who

presented the problem to the Buddha. Piiriiyanavagga
is among the earliest discourses of the Buddha and
contains most deep and subtle stratum of the Buddha's

teachings in the original form of the Pali language akin

to Prakrit. Hence scholars reckon Parayanavagga as
.
a unique part of Theravada Buddhism with reference ·

to Buddhist philosophy as well as the Pali language.

It is of vital importance that the Piiriiyana vagga is
mentioned in the Samyutta Niktiya and the Anguttara

Niktiya and it shows its antiquity. In theAnguttara Nikii

PARAYANAVAGGA
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ya Trkanipiita Devaduta vagga, the Buddha is reported

vibluisii and Vi nay a Mattf<ii.. Fragments of the Sanskrit

to have referred to his own te aching s in the Piirriyana

version of A!(haka and Pii.rii.yanavaggas have been .

vagga.

found in Eastern Turkestan. All these evidence confirm
that the origin of the A{{haka and Piiriiyana vaggas
could be safely traced to the period before the division

ldaiica pana me fanJ Ananda sandluiya

of the Mahasangha into various sects after the second

Bhii.sitam piiriiyane pu1�f!akapmihe :-

B uddhist Council.

Sankhii.ya lokasmim parovarii.ni
It is interesting to note that the names of the 16

Yass'iiijtam n 'atthi kuhiiici lake
Santo vidhiimo anigho niriiso

metrical discourses contained in the Piirayana Vagga

Atiiri so jati jaranti brumi _

have undergone change during the various periods of . ·

(A. I p. 1 33)

the Pali literature. During the canonical period they

· Again in the Anguttara Nikaya Catukkanipiita

ya refer to them as PurpJClkapaiiha Ajitapaiiha etc:�

were known as paiiha (questions) i.e. Anguttaranikii

Rohitassa vagga a refe rence is made to the same verse
of the Piiriiyanavagga. Mahiiyiiiiiiavagga Af!haka
Nipata, Anguttara Nikiiya (A. IV p. 63) reports when
the Buddha was living how an upasika named

During the period Suttanipiita emerged they came to

be known as "Pucchii. " (inquiries) i.e . Ajitamii

navakapucchii., Tissametteyya Mii.nava puccha

D uring the period Paramatthajotikii, the Suttanipqta

Vel ukantaki Nandamata, got up early in the morning
was reciting Parayana2

.

commentary was written they were'. termed sutta i.e.

musically which was

Puf!!Y1kasutta, Dhotak(l Sutta etc.

appreciated by Vessavana. In the Nidii.nasa"J)IIItta of

the Sa"!Yulta Nikii.ya (S. II p. 49) a reference is made.

Paramatthajotikii, the Suttan"ipiit� .commentary

to Ajitapaiiha of the Pariiyanavagga.

says that Ven. Ananda recited the Vat!l�ugiithii.s as an

Although at present Parayana Vagga - and the . introduction at the First B uddhist Council. However, .
� ... .
A![hakavagga are found incorporated in the Suttanipii in the second stanza of the Vatthugiithii.s, a mention
ta, it is seen that prior to their incl usion in the Suttanipii has been made t(} th.e River Godhavari inSouth India. _
ta they �xisted as independent poems. Niddesa, an where B uddhism reached later. Buddhism was confined
ancient commentary on the A!fhaka and the Piiriiyana
to the Madhyadesa during the Buddha's life time and
vaggas which is given canonical status, testifies that no mention of Godhavari in South India is found in
.

they were e xisting as independent poems at the

to Godhavari in the Vatthugiithiis is an indication that

Suttanipiita contains 55 introductory verses ( Vatthugii

it does not belong to the older stratum of the canon. It

thiis). B ut Niddesa (CU/a Niddesa) which contains

is thought that the Vatthugiithiis were added to the Pa

the exegesis of the Pii.rii.yanavagga is not aware of

rayanavagga when the Parayanavagga was
incorporated in the Suttanipata.

the Vatthugathii.s. It is a clear evidence that when the
Niddesa .was written Pariiyanavagga has had no
Vatthugiithas and Parayana vagga has not gone into
the Suttanipata.

In the Mahavamsa (Mhv. XXX Verse 84) it is said

that Parayanasamiti, probably the. meeting of 1 6

Brahmin youths, were represented in the relic chamber
of the Mahathupa.

The antiquity of the Parayanavagga is further

confirmed as it is mentioned in the literature of the

Parayanavagga is included in the Suttanipii.ta

northern school of B uddhism. In one passage Maha

A!{haka and Pariiyanavaggas occur in the Chinese

TripitaJ<a while the Suttanipii.ta as a whole has not been
translated into Chinese. So do the Abhidharmamahii.

.

the early stratum of the Buddhist canon. The reference

beginning. The present Piiriiyanavagga found in the

sanghika vinaya speaks of the A{{haka and the Para
yana vag gas. Sarvastivada vinaya also speaks' of the
Parayanavagga . Dharmaguptika V inaya incl udes
A({haka aild the Parayana vaggas in their lists. The

.

edited (by Dines Anderson and Hellmer Smith) and
.

published by PTS. The exegesis on the Piiriiyanavagga
is found in the Cullaniddesa an ancient commentary

elevated to canonical status. Again Buddhaghosa' s

Paramatthajotikii. the commentary o f Suttanipiita also

contains comments on the Piiriiyanavagga.

K. Arunasiri
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mother and father are worshipped in the home are ranked

Reference

with teachers of old. These families where mother and

1 Buddhaghosa has explained the Parii.yana as

father are worshipped in the home are ranked with the

"Dhamma that leads to· Nibbana, the thither shore".

devas of old worthy of offerings, "Brahma", monk, is

(Nibba na. sarikha ta11J pa ram ayanto para y.anti
laddhavofrtiron:dhamma11J (AA IV p. 35)

a term for mother and father. "Teachers of old" (pubba
cariya) monks, is a term for mother and father. "Devas

of old" (pubbadevata) monks, is a term for mother and
father. "Worthy of offerings (ahuneyya), monks, is a

2 The eJ�:planation of the commentary in this
context is puzzling. According to which she was
reciting Pa rei yana Sutta with 250 gat has

term for mother and father. Why so? Because mother

(a44hateyyagiithasataparimdnam Pp rayanasuttam
AA. I p 35) The Parayanizsutta found in the Samyutta ·
nilaiya (S. IV. 373) is a short sutta in prose whereas
the Parayanavaggcfilr tne SUttd Nipata conrahts 173
stanzas including 55 Vatthugathas . It -is conjectured
whether the· Piirayanavagga originally had 2SO gathiis. .
.

· · PARENTS: It is a very distinguished characteri stic in

nourish and introduce them to the world (A .I, p. 70; cf.
A .I, p. 1 32; /t.p. l 09, Taittiriya Upanisad 1 , 1 1 , 1 ; cf,
also J.No.523). The Buddha says that the children can
never repay those affectionate services rendered by
their parents. Even if one should carry about his mother
on one shOulder and his father on the other, and so
doing should· live a hundred years, attain a hundred
.

.

oriental culture that parents, referred to in Pali as Ma
tapita · and in Sanskrit as Matr-pitr (lfe held in .very
high esteem arid veneration by the children. I>uties,of
children towards their parents were specificall� stated :
· ·;v, and stressed from very old tiines, m!lch before the time .
of the Buddha and the Buqdhcl, too, further' emphaSized ·
·

·

. the importance of this; ,· The relationship between the .

· parentS and children comprised oflove and· affection

and father do much for children, they bring them up,

years; and if he should support them anointing them
with i.inguent, kneading, bathing and rubbing their limbs,
�d they me�whiie shouid even void their excrements
upon him-even so could he not repay his p(lrents.
Mo�eover, monks, if he should establish his parents in
supreme authority, in the absolute rule over this mighty. ·

earth abounding in seven treasures, not even this could . .

be �epaying his parents. But the Buddha adds :
whosoever i �cites his unbelieving parents, settles and

· · on. the part of former towards the latter; �nd l �ve,
·
. ··
establishes them in faith, incites his stingy parents and
.
. ·
·
7-- - and utmosLveneratiOn on the_part ofthe latter-'- _
- - - affection
.
.
.
.
establishes them m hberahty, mc1tes his foohsh parents
towards the r
tormer.
·
·
by
and establ'IShes them m
· dom, sueh an one, JUSt
· w1s
__

_ __ . - -

-

_ -·

-_

,

·,

_ _ _

-

_

.

so doing, does more than repay what he owes to his
The Buddha giving a new interpretation .to the · parents (A.I.p. 62).
ancient brahmanic tradLtiQ�!J
�hipping the six
�'lJ��N'"'·'-'•··· :·
'
quarters of the universe ide�tify th� eastern quarter
The Buddha enumerates five ways in which a child

�

. with the parents. This symbolism is deliberately born, . should minister his parents . A child should resolve
· for as ihe day begins with the rise of the sun in the . and act thus: once supported by them I will now be
eastern. quarter so begins the life of children from their support; I will perform duties incumbent on them;
.

parents (D.III, p . . 188). The duty of supporting the

I will keep up the live tradition of my family; I will .

Again, the Buddha declares: monks, those families
where mother and father are worshipped in the home
are reckoned like unto Brahma. These families where

ra (PTS., p. 270; A.l. p. 61 f). Maintenance of one's

parents: is included among the three noble things · make myself worthy of my · heritage and I will also
perform the rites connected with the departed beings.
enjoined by the good and the wise. The Buddha says:
When thus ministered the parents show their love by
Monks,, these three things have been enjoined by the
restraining the child from vice, by exhorting him to
wise and good. What three? Charity; going- forth [rom
virtue, bytniihing him to a profession; by contracting
the home to the homeless life, support of mother and ·
a suitable marriage and by handing over in �ue time his
father (A. I, p. 151).
inheritance (D. III, p. 1 89; cf. also Updsakajandlankti
parents is one of the seven rules of conduct that help
one to attain even celestial sovereignty. (S.I. p. 228).
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In Buddhist literature there are numerous episodes
that illustrate the children's love and respect to their
parents. The potter of Natikara was one who maintains
his parents (M. II, p. 52). Then there was another poor
brahman who supported his mother and consequently
earned the nickname, 'supporter of the mother' (mci
tuposaka). The Buddha praised his conduct (S.I. p.
1 8 1). The renowned physician 'Jivaka' presents a
substantial portion of his earnings to his foster-father
in gratitude for having nourished him (Vin. I, p. 272).
There are also instances referred to in Buddhist
literature, which shows that child!en did not always
conform to the accepted rules of conduct and ethics.
The Brahman Manatthadda did not show any respect
to his parents (S.I, p. 1 77 f.)� The Samyutta Nikaya
·

narrates another-episode of a Mahasala brahman who
was driven out of the house by h\s sons. But later acting
on the advice of the Buddha this brahman managed to
convince his sons of their misconduct (S. I, p. 175 f.).

Then. there is the glaring instance of Ajatasattu killing
. his father in order to acquire the kingdom (D. I, p. 85).

PARIBBAJAKA

PARIBBAJAKA (pari+ / vraj) gives the meaning of
a wanderi ng mendicant, one who has renounced

household life, is celibate and is pursuing his r�ligious
goal assiduously.
It is well known that during the time of the Buddha,
the middle Gangetic valley presented a lively scenario
agog with thinkers and philosophers propounding their
own views amidst debate and discussion. There were · ·
also among them SamwJas (ascetics) and nzunis (silent
ascetics or sages.) The paribbajaka community

consisted mainly of dissidents from the mainstream .
Brahmal}a religion. They ranged from those adhering .
to some Sassatavada (eternalist) doctrines to those who
held downright Ucchedavada (annihilationist) views.
Though there were exceptions, most of them rejected
Vedic rites and rituals such as fire worship and sacrifice.
Among the paribbajaka(s) were Carvakas whose
perception was that events were pre-determined and
therefore preached a fatalistic doctrine and Amara
vikkhepikas who were skeptics arid many. other non

conformists. Buddhism was also a dissentient doctrine. .
· The Buddhist texts refer �o afifia titthiya(s), i.e. other
· It appears that the ancient Indians who were heretical teachers (other than the Buddha):! There were
. nurtured in the brahmanic tradition preferred a son to six of them, seven with the Buddha. The Brahmajala
a daughter. A daughter was regarded as a burden sutta (D.I.) discusses sixty-two philosophic views that
whereas a son was considered to be an addition to the were prevalent during the time of the Buddha
family possession. It is the son who could pe1form the
fami l y duties perform the fi ve-fold sacrifices,

The paribbajaka tradition, it seems, had its roots

perpetuate the lineage and protect the inheritance. The

in the Indus valley civilization evidenced in the figure

succession was from father to son: The Buddha,

of a proto-siva in his representation ofMahayogi drawn

however, attemptedto raise the position of the daughter

on a miniature seal. The ascetic tradition is thought to

in the eyes of her parents. Thus, addressing king be non-Aryan in origin as confirmed in the Kesi sukta
Pasenadi the Buddha says that a daughter may prove of the J?gveda which expresses awe at the alien sight
an even better offspring than a son for she may grow of a muni. Apparently, this indigenous ascetic tradition
wise and virtuous, and she will honour her in law·s and · was assimilated into the invading culture in its gradual
be faithful to her husband. The boy that she may bear process of ariyanisation which went on a-pace iri the ·.
may do great deeds (S.l. p. 86).
Gangetic valley during the time of the Brahmiu}as.
King Asoka, too, tried to perpetuate this · rule of
conduct by stressing its importance. In Rock edict,
Gimar III, it is stated that ' Meritorious is obedience to
mother and father' . Again it is said that "Right conduct
to mother and father is obedience.' (Rock Edict, Gimar,
XI,). The Pillar Edict, Delhi Topra, VII , says;, �.Listen
�"
to mother and father'.
.,.

'·

·

'

S.K. Nanayakkara

D.J.Kalupahana (see Buddhist Philosophy, A
Historical Analysis, pp. 3-4) suggests that the mundane .

Aryan culture was unable to suppress the indigenous
which surfaced during the time of the Buddha.

The institution of wandering mendicants was held
in great respect in India. Rhys Davids says (see
Buddhist India, pp. 1 40- l ; 246-7) "They were teachers

.

·

-
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and sophis� who spend eight or nine months of every

an approximate chronology were needed) to a class of

year wandering about precisely with the object of

men answering to the Brahmal)<lS in Aryan society who

engaging in conversational discussion on matters of

went about in a missionary spirit, dealing in philosophic

ethics, philosophy, nature-lore and mysticism."

· speculations, teaching the uninstructed and gaining
honour and reputation wherever they went. . . . . . . . .

'Paribbajoka ' was probably a blanket term applied
to all types of religieux going about the country alone
or in groups under the guidance of a religious teacher
or a teacher of a particular philosophy. · However, the

"

This comment, however, does not invalidate the
theory that the paribbiijaka community existed from
even remoter times.

tenn did not include Buddhist monks, the word applied
to them being bhikkhu, which also had a wide range.
A descriptive passage concerning paribbiijaka is
found in the Jacchanda Vagga in the Udiina:

There is an interesting passage in the Pali texts (S.l.
78) which recounts how a number of paribbiijaka (s}
·
passed by not far from where the Buddha and king
Pasenadi Kosala were in coiwersation together. They
were seated in the Eastern Park at the terraced house

"Sambahula nanatitthiya samaJ!abrahmana
paribbajakti. . . . . . .. nanadi(!ika niintikhantika nana
rucikii ntinadiffhinissayq.nissitii, "- .

of Visiikhii , the lay benefactress. Apparently, they
were seated in a.loggia outside the Eastern door.
"Now just then passed by not far from the Exalted
One, seven ascetics of those who wore the hair matted,

"Numerous · mendicants, both S amal}a(s) and
�rahm�(s) of various denominations - of various . seven of the Nigal}�has, seven naked ascetics, seven of
the single vested Class and seven wanderers, all with
views; opinions� inclinations, doctrines and doxi�s."
hairy bodies and long nails, carrying friars' kit."
· . An interesting thesis put forward by Sukumar Dutt
(see Early Buddhist Monachism, (London, 1 924) New
Delhi, 1 984 pp. 5��6) ·i s that whereas the Aryan
. - invaders had systematized their religion by means of
their Brahmaqa priests, through their clannish
academies, residential teaching by iiciirya(s) and a few
universities like the famous one at Taks ila, the
indigenous inhabitants had no repositories of learning
whereby they could acquaint themselves of the new
Aryan teaching. It is suggested that the paribbiijaka

..
"Tena. kho pana samayena, satta ,ca ja[ilii satta ca
.

niga'![hii, satta ca ace/a, satta ca eka.Sa[ikii, satta ca
paribbO.jakii paru/ha-kaccha-nakha-loma khiirividham
iidaya Bhagavato avidare atikkamanti."
King Pasenadhi Kosa!a, having paid respects
to the passing paribbiijaka(s), asked the Buddha
whether there could be arahants among them. The
Buddha replied that it is difficult for a householder

communities with its miscellaneous gaJ!Q(S) and

like the king to distinguish arahants from ordinary

respective doctrines were the repositories of learning,

people and that it is by living . in the company of a

the medium through which the new knowledge was

person for a long time that one is able to form an ·

transmitted amorig the non-Aryan or imperfectly

opinion about that person's moral character, if one is .

aryanized population.

intelligent and pays careful attention; likewise, it is in
conversation with a person that one gathers whether

"They had probably no conservative or corporate

that person has wisdom or not and there again one.

centers ofleaming, no academies or universities, where
speculative ideas are moulded into philosophic

should pay careful attention to what the person says.
As to his fortitude, one has to observe a person under.

systems. The impact of Aryan thoughts, ideas and
speculations of philosophy on the imperfectly aryanised

various situations to .come to a correct conclusion in
that respect.

communities, without the characteri stic Aryan
institutions seems therefore to have given birth, some
three centuries before the birth of Buddhism itself (if

King Pasenadi Kosala, while admiring the Buddha's
sagacious reply, divulged that he had placed spies and

.

·
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informants among the paribbiijaka(s) and that when

they returned after investigating a di s t ric t they would

present their reports from which the king formed his

PARIBBAJAKA
Many paribbiijaka(s) are mentioned in the Buddhist

t e x t s s u ch as B h ag g av a g o t t a , N i rodha, C u n da,

Yacchagotta, Timbaruka. Suslma, Moliya-S i vaka,

own conclusions. He further added that " . . . . . . . . . . . .

Jambukhadaka, Subhadda, etc. Some of them visited

are well bathed and anointed, trimmed as to hair and

matters and to have their questions clarified. Some ·

when they have cleaned themselves of dust and dirt,

head, and arrayed in white garments, will be waited

upon and provided and surrounded with every kind of
enjoyment."

From these remarks we may gather that paribba

jaka(s) were wandering religious men among whom

there may have been some who were pretending to be

what they were not and de.pending on the gullibility of
the laity for their alms.

The above passage (S. I . 78) mentions specific
religious communities such as Ja�ila, Ni�al}�ha, Acela
and Ekasapka, followed by the word paribbajaka. We

the Buddha to engage in discussion on philosophic

are visited by the Buddha in their "paribbiljakanam

a raman( or park s . The · B u ddha's v i s i t to
Bhaggavagotta is related at D III. 1 .

"Atha kho Bhagavii yena Bhaggava-gottassa
paribbajakassa a ramo yena Bhaggava-gotto paribba
jako ten 'upasan.zkami."
Such parks were given to paribbiijaka(s) to reside

in or where they could gather together and meet to

engage in discussion. The fact that the Buddha went

out of his way to meet and speak to paribbiijaka(s) in .
their own parks without standing on ceremony shows

know that the texts refer to Sanjaya Belat\hiputta as a

that Samaqas also could as paribbiijaka(s) make use

(a teacher of a specific sect, the skeptics known as

shows that they who assembled at those paribbiijaka ·

paribbiijaka ( Vin. I. 39) though he was an mi1ia titthiya
Amariivikkhep ika), so

we may surmise that paribbii
jaka was a generic term for all sorts of ascetics.
The paribbiijaka(s) had among them followers of

various doctrines; The Ja�ilas, for instance, were fire
worshippers and performed brahmanical sacrificial

rites. When- the Jatila, Acela Ka5sapa, with his five
hundred followers, Nadi Kassapa, with his three
hundred f�llowers and Gayii Kassapa with his two
hundred followers came over to the Buddha's Sangha,
they cut off their matted hair, braids, beards, and threw

· them into the river with their bundles on carrying poles
and implements of fire worship.

"Atha kho teja�ilii kesamissa�rJjatiimissanJ khiirikii
jamissafrJ aggihuttamissa"! udake paviihetvii yena
bhagavii rena upasanJkamin]JU . . . . . . . . . . " (Vin. I. 33).
We learn also that Sariputta and Moggallana, when
they were under the tutelage of Sanj aya Belanhiputta,
who was a renowned teacher of skepticism, they were
referred to as paribbiijakii. However, in the same

passage (Vin. I. 41 ), Assaji who had become a disciple

of the Buddha was referred to as Assaji bhikkh\1:· When·

Sariputta and Moggallanajoined the Buddha's Sangha
they were no longer referred as paribbiijaka but

bhikkhu.

of those parks in order to interact with �ach other. It

parks all belpnged to. one and the same� institution of
wandering ascetics. The Buddha, it appears, was a

very special paribbiijaka for he was refered to as
'Samaqa Gotamo' and 'Sakyamuni ' , which epithets

set him apart from the common-or-garden paribbii ·
jaka(s). SamaJ]a and Muni, therefore, would have been
specific ascetic categories within the larger community

of paribbiijaka(s).

The Ctilasihanddasutta (M.

I. 63-4)

gives an

explanation with regard to the difference between the

words Samaqa and paribbiijaka who were parappavii

di (holders of views contrary to those of Buddhists).

"Monks, thinking ')ust here is ·a recluse, here a

second recluse, here

a

third recluse, here

a

fourth .

recluse; void of recluses are other (systems of teaching)

alien views." It is thus, monks, that you may rightly

roar a lion's roar. "

"ldha 'eva bhikkhave sama1�o, idha dutiyo samaf10,
idha tatiyo samano, idha catuttho samaf!O suiiiiii
parappaviidii samaf!ehi aii1iii ti, evam bhikkhave
samma s[haniidam nadatha. "
An explanation of this passage is found at A II p.
. 238. It states that the first sama1�a is a stream winner

(Sotiipatti), the second, a once-returner (Sakadiigam1)
the third, a non-returner (Aniigami) referred to in the
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Culasihaniidasutta as " . . . aniivattidhammo tasmii lokii
," and the fourth is an arahant.
The Buddhists evidently, considered themselves

true reduse,s or ascetics (Samm]a). This was because

they foll'owed a system of rigorous training which took

them towards a specific goal . (ni{!ha), the goal of

emancipation.

A paribbiijaka community which did not have a

teaching with such a goal in view, according to the
Buddha, was void of Samana(s).

PARIKKHARA

PARIKKHAR.A : (S k.pari�ka ra) gives the meanings

requisite, :lccessory equipment, utensil, and apparatus .

etc., In a special sense and in very early use it refers to
the set of necessities of a Buddhist monk and comprises
the 4 i ndi spensable instruments of a bhikkhu
enumerated in a stock phrase "clvara-pinqapat a

senasana-gitanapaccaya-bhesajja parikkhara (robe,
alms-bowl , seat and bed, medicine as help in illness)
Vin.III. 1 32. !n the Vanapattha sutta of the Majjhima

Nika.ya we find the principles which should guide a
monk's life wherever he lives - in the forest, village,

. The distinction between a Buddhist Sama11a and a

paribbajaka is a highly technicai one which entails

going into the details of the B uddhist theory of

emancipation and the way to it ( see Culasihaniidasutta,
M. I. 64). The discussion shows that the distinction

was drawn sharply between the Buddha's bhikkhu

Saqgha and the p(uibbiijaka community only in so far
as doctrinal matters were concerned buf that the

town, or with another person. Herein the monk is. .
advised to quit his dwelling-place only if he fails to

develop mindfulness, steadfastness of heart etc., and .
not because he finds it difficult to procure the jtvita

parikkhara(necessities of life) i .e. the requisites such
as robe-material (cfvara) , almsfood (pinqapata),

l od g i n g s (senasana) medi c i 11es . for the s i ck ·

external aspects of their conduct and way of life �ere

. {g ilanapaccayabhesajjaparikkhara) - M.l.p. l 04. At a

acknowledge their outward forms of conducr for the

known as A{!ha parikkhara - the 8 requirements. They

the same.

Society h a d come to . recognize and

purpose of giving support to those who practised the

recluse's life . .

It is difficult at this point in time, far removed from

the religious milieu of the Buddha's day, to isolate the

e�a.ct difference in terminology, the exact dis.tinction

between paribbajaka, sama!]a, bhikkhu, muni, yati,

yogi, etc. They were all renouncers of the household
life (agarasmii anagiiriya17J. pabbajito) who practised

celibacy (brahmacariya) Jived on alms (bhikklza)
observed the customary practises pertaining to the full

moon day (uposatha) and the Rains Retreat (vassiivii

later stage we find anoth.er set of. monks' requisites

are tictvara11J (3 robes), patto (the bowl), vasi ( a razor), ·

suet (a needle), kaya-bandhananJ (the girdle) .and .
. '
parissdvana (a water-str�iner) - DA. I.206. ·
·
The Dtgha Nikaya- Commentary- gives additional
four i tems to make these

8 to 1 2. Therein ( 1 )·.

par:cattharananJ or kuntika. (a cushion or carpet to sit .
on or bedding of a couch), (2) nistdana-camma

kluil$n.z (an animal 's skin used to spread when sitting),

(3) kattara ya!{hi11J or tela nalika. (a walking stick or a

reed used for keeping oil) and (4) upahana (sandals)

sa). The word Samaqa meant ascetic and was also
used as a blanket term to include all kinds of ascetics.

are added - DA. II.p.207. In the Samafifiaphala sutta

mentioned earlier.

bhikkhli is satisfied with sufficient robes to cover his

It was often used as an epithet for the Buddha as

The B uddha often addressed

members of his Sailgha in the Magadhan expression
of the vocative, n amely, "bhikkhave."

Sam� a

Btahmaqa was yet another blanket term which included

every type of religieux, heratical as well as the orthodox
Brahmaqa mainstream.

It is possible that the word

Sama11a bore a more respectful connotation than

paribhiljaka. In short, the distinction between genus
and species could be applied to paribiijaka as against
its many constituent sects.

Suvimalee Karunaratna

.

we find a proclamation made by the Buddha that the
body, with sufficient food to quench his hunger. · ·
Wherever he goes: he takes these with him just like a
bird with his wings wherever he may fly, carries his
wings with him. Thus the bhikkhU becomes content 
D.I.p.7 1 . It further says that each of the S · req).lisites
are for the tending or the cherish of the body and the
belly- /bid. p.206.

D.Saddhasena

·
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PARINNA -

accu rate or e x act knowledg e ,
comprehen s i on, fu ll understanding or ful l
comprehension. According to the Visuddhimagga
(Vsm. p.606) there are three kinds of mundane full
understandin g (lokiyapariiifi a) i . e . (I) ful l
understanding as the known (iiatapariiiiia), (II) full
understanding as investigating (tfral!£lparifiiia) and (III)
full understanding as abandoning (pahdnaparbiiia).
Herein the knowledge consisting in the discernment
of the specific characteris tics of such and such
phenomena, as : Corporeality has the characteristic of
being oppressed; feeling has the characteristic of being
felt (veday[talakkhf!O. vedana ti ) etc., are named as
fiataparififia (full understanding as the known). The
insight wisdom (vipassana-pafina) which has the three
general characteristics - impermanence (anicca),
suffering (dukkha) and not-self (anatta) - as its object
that occurs in attributing a general characteristic to
physi.cal and mental phenomena, in the way. beginning
'materiality is impermanent (rupa11Janiccan,z), feeling
. is impermaT)ent (vedana anicca11J· )etc,, is called
tfraf!Gparifina(full understanding as investigating)._The
understanding consisti n g · i n i nsi ght with the .
characteristics as i ts object · that occurs as the ·

PARITTA

contemplation of i mpermanence he abandons th e
percept ion of permanence (an icc{wupassanaya
n iccasw1iian.t pajahati) -Ibid.
The Commentaries very often describe the term
pari!liiaya as parijanaya. The term Parijanati gives
the meanings such as ' to know accurately or for
certain' , ' to comprehend' , 'to recognize' and 'find
out ' etc., (see AA. 11. 1 66 ) . The wanderers belonging
to other Sects (paribbajaka) had admitted that the
Buddha has laid down the full understanding of sense� ·
pleasures (samafJO avuso Gotamo kfzmanan.tparifiiiam
pm1iiapeti - M.l.84)

D. Se:tddhasena

PARITTA:

Composed of the suffix pari, meaning
complete, all round + t/rra to protect, the word in pali
means complete, all round protection. It has been used
in Buddhism to describe, (a) the religious ritual
performed to provide protection from all evil and fo�
blessing and, (b) the set of texts used for this religious
.
abandoning of the perception of' · permanence ritual. Although the' corresponding Sanskrit word is
(niccasafifiadi
pajahanavasena
pavatta paritrafJG, meaning, deliverance from, protection, · it
lakkhaf!O.rammanika vipassana) etc., in those physical does not refer to the Hindu religious ritual which was
and mental -phen-omena iS called pahlinaparififia (full performed for protection, which probably was the .
Ralqa -mantra. Ralqa -mantra is explained by Monier ·
understanding as abandoning or overcoming) - Ibid.
William as, the name of a collection of Vedic hymns
In the Visuddhimagga, full understanding as the chanted at weddings in order to protect the bridal pair
known is summarized thus : " Understanding that is from evil influences (s.v. Monier Williams, Sanskrit 
direct knowledge is knowledge in the sense of the . English Dictionary). Commentarial references to type
known ". It is given in detail such as " Bhikkhus, all is of ri tual known to them as yakkhaparitta, nii
to be directly known, and what is all (ki11J ca bhikkhave gamaf!4alaparitta, etc. , seems to suggest that such ·
sabbai1J abhi iifi eyya 11J) , Eye i s to be directly parittas were known to the commentators at the time
known . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( Vsm . p . 6 9 3 ) . l ikewise Full - of the commentaries. As the word has no Vedic
·

. understanding a s i nvestigating - o r j udging
(tfral]llpafifid) is summarized thus : "Understanding
that is full .understanding is know ledge in the sense of
investigatingUudging)". It is briefly stated thus :
"Whatever states are fully understood are investigated".
It is given in detail in the way beginning " BhikkhUs,
all is to be fully understood (sabba11J bhikkhave
pariiifieyya11J), and what is all that is to b:� fully .
understood . . . . . . The eye is to be fully understood
. . (Ibid) . Full understanding as abandoning
(pahdnaparififia) is explained thus: "Understanding
that is abandoning is knowledge in the sense of giving
up . . . . " It occurs in the way beginning: " Through the

ancestry, the comm�nt�rial references may perhaps be
taken as indicating its source into Buddhist usage.
While the majority of the important suttas selected
for the paritta ritual are canonical, the ritual itself does
·

not have as long a history as these ancient texts. "The
�arliest occurrence of the word paritta is to be met
with in the Vinaya Cullavagga and the Anguttaranika
ya. A monk is said to have died of snake bite, and
when the matter was reported, Buddha says that such
an unfortunate incident would not have happened if
the monk had practised metta towards all snakes. He
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then enjoins that monks should practise metta towards

qual ities of the B uddha Dhamma and the Satigha, the

all clans of snakes and suffuse themselves with
benevolent thoughts for the ·sake of self-protection

asseveration of which by itsel f brings the blessing

(atta-parittaya)" (Lily de Silva, Paritta, 198 1 , II).

,

required. The Mah(mzatigala

Sutta (Sn.46) which too

is included among the three stlltas comprising the Mar.a

paritta gives an account of the conditions of worldly
The Buddha's admonition to the monks in the above
quoted textual contexts was for the active cultivation
of metra which was capable of making even the most
ferocious opponent ineffective and impotent, against
the person cultivating metta. It certainly is not subduing

as suggested by Lily de Silva (op.cit), it makes those
powers, if they are there, ineffective and powerless.

This is-different. According to the text, it is quiet clear
that it is the cultivation of metta, which by its cultivation
itself provides the protection required. The two words
used in the text to describe the result of the cultivation

of metta are rakkha and paritta, both words used as
synonyms in their past participle forms . as .kata me
rakkha, kata me paritta. According to thi s, th e
cul tfvatio n o f metta i n i t s e l f i s the . actual
accomplishment of the rakkha and paritta.

welfare. In the Dhajagga Suua (S.I.21 8) it is said that
during the mythical war between the suras (gods) and
the asuras (non gods) Sakka, .the king of the gods
advises the gods to look at his own banner or at the
banners of their leaders in case of fear or consternation
arising in the battle-field, whereupon such fear or
<;onstemation would vanish. Similarly, the disciple of
the Buddha is advised that in case fear or consternation
arises when he is meditating alone iri a forest glade or
under the foot or a tree, to reflect on the spiritual
qualities of the Buddha, Dhanmza and the Smigha. Such .
reflection is far more effective than the action of the
gods when fear of consternation arose in them in the
battle-field, as the Buddha, unlike Sakka and.the leaders
.

.

.

. of the gods, has got rid of all defilements and has
attained purity and freedom from all caus_e s of fear or
consternation.

This emphasis in the text, i.e. on the cultivation of
the spiritual qual i ty of metta which by i ts very
cultivation itself accomplishes the requisite protection,
poses an important problem to a meaningful discussion

on the ritual of paritta. It ·points to a concept�al gap

betWeen the ritual and the contentS of the imf}ortant
texts of the patitta collection. This is because these

.

suttas ·do not contain the slightest reference to the use
of ritual to ward off danger or disaster. That the same
suttas have been included in col l ection for the
perfonnance of the paritta ritual at a later date perhaps,
i s not an e.l(cuse for confusion and overlook the
conceptual gap which exists between the contents of
these suttas and the acceptance of the ritual paritta.

· Similar examples can be multiplied from the Suttas

selected to fonn the Paritta collection. As Lily de Silva
correctly points out, "While metta fonns half the core
theme of paritta, sacca (truth} forms the other and
complementary moiety. Paritta assumes that Truth,
when solemnly declared with sincerity and purity, has
the inherent power of bringing about desired benefits.

This is not a new conception which originated in ·
Buddhism, for long before the rise of Buddhism, Indian
thought was well acquainted with the idea that Truth_
is the source and instrument of great power" (Lily de .
Silva, op.cit 198 1 , 1 3).

This conceptual gap is further widened when we come
to the Atimiifiya Sutta as we shall see later on.

It becomes clear from the above discussion that the
main emphasis of the important Suttas of the P.�ritta

While as we have already seen the Khandaparitta
as the Anguttara sutta is. titled in the paritta text,
emphasizes the cultivation of metta (unbounded

.

collection is on metta, truth and the spiritual qualities
of the Buddha, Dhamma and the Sangha which by
their sincere asseveration immobilizes all dangers and

friendliness) the Kara11tyametta Sutta emphasizes the

averts all disaster. All this, it must be emphasized, goes

cultivation of "boundless benevolence towards all
beings . . . . human, celestial and animal, known and

measure to ward off danger or disaster. This conceptual

unknown, near and far, friendly and hostile, past,

gap is widened beyond reasonable appreci ation when

present and future without any restriction" (Lily de

we go from here to the Aranatiya Sutta as we shall

Silva, Paritta, 198 1 , 1 2). The Ratana Sutta lists the

.

against the acceptance of any ritual compliance as a

now see.

.·,
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According to this sutta (originally from the Dlgha
Nikaya, D. III . 1 94f.) Vessava.r)a, the king of the yakkhas
informs the Buddha that there are yakkhas who beiong

PARITTA

disagreement with the general ethos of the suttas of
the pariua collection.

to the higher, middle and the iower ranks who are
Although B uddhism accepts that there are non
pleased with the Buddha, there are other yakkhas
human beings, it is emphatic that such beings are
belonging to all these ranks who are not pleased with
incapable of inflicting harm, injury or otherwise
the Buddha. Yakkhas, as a rule, are not generally
influence human beings. Buddhism also teaches that
pleased with the Buddha as he admonishes abstinence
man by reason of his spiritual attainments is above all
from the destruction of life, stealing, etc., as they are
non-human beings and comes to be adored and
given to all such vices. Therefore, Vessavaf!a requests
respected by them. The evidence in the Prui canon quite
the Buddha to instruct the disciples to learn and master
clearly shows that it is the spiritual attainments of the .
the Atanatiya Rakkha which will protect them. Not only
Buddha and the disciples which brought even the most
this, in the words of Vessaval)a, there are non-human
powerful of the gods to them. It was being consistent
beings who do not respect either their king or his
with this doctrinal position that suttas like the Karaf![
officers and are therefore called rebels against the king,
yametta and Ratana advocated the active cultivation
as much as there are robbers in the Magadhan kingdom
ofqualities like metta towards all ill-intending forces,
who do not respect either their king or his officers and
if it was believed that they were there. As we have
are th�refore called rebels against him. If a disciple of
seen above, this cultivation by itself resulted in the
the Buddha comes to be harassed by one of these, he
immunity and protection required. Therefore, the
· or she should shout and scream to the following leaders
statement put into the mouth of Vessavaf! a goes ·
all� commanders of the Yakkhas saying, "this yakkha · completely against the doctrinal position of these text�.
is harassing me, this yakkha is harming me and this
Lily de Silva:s comments on the iitanii{iya Sutta may
yakkha is not releasing me". This is followed by an
be of interest here. "When the yuga pirita comes to
enumeration of .the names of the leaders and the
close, the drumming starts . again. Fow. moriks enter
commanders of the yakkhas whose names should thus
the ma'!qapa and the two who were the.re leave. No .
' be cried out.
sooner does the drumming cease than the monks start
.
chanting the a{ana{iyasutta. This is a sutta particularly .,
Now, two important points emerge out of this sutta recommended by yakkha leaders for recitation by
which invite our attention. The first, is the acceptance Buddhist monks to bring stubborn and vicious demons
for the first time in the suttas of the Paritta collection, (yakkhas) under contro l . A s stated earli er, the
that we s e e here, that comp l i ance w i th ritual commentary on this sutta requires that monks recit!ng
performance will bring in safety and comfort to the it should abstain from eating pastries and meats
disciples instead of the earlier emphasized active . (pi{!han.z vii manJSanJ vii ) , and should avoid visiting
cultivation of qualities like metta. The sutta is quite cemeteries because demons (amanussii, lit. non
clear that the learning of the a(imafiyanJ rakkhanJ will humans) would find opportunities to harm them (otii
be for the protection and comfortable living of the ra"! labhanti). Though n o t all the tradi ti onal
disciples (AyanJ kho sa Marisa a(ana(iya rakkha observances recommended in the commentary are
bhikkhunanJ bhikkhuf![nanJ upasakanan.z upiisikanan.z adhered to at present, recitation of the afanCz!iya is still
guttiya
rakkhaya avihi17'!siiya phiisu-viharayiiti, treated with special care and attention. Parents would
.
D.III.303). Thus, the learning of the specified RakkhanJ, take care to see that children do not go out of the house
is deemed sufficiently potent for the purpose of during its recitation. In some areas much noise is made
bringing in the protection desired, in place of the active by striking metal betel trays with arecanut cutters or
cultivation of the spiritual qualities like mettii, insisted by gingling bunches of keys. The monks too recite the
ii{ana(iya much louder than the suttas. The sutta itself
upon in suttas like the Karaf![yametta, Ratana, etc.
lays down that it should be recited very loud. In short,
, the tone of the ceremony during this phase, i s
The second, the statement that there are powerful suggestive of its purpose, namely exorcism" (Lily de
and rebellious non- human beings who do not respect Silva, op.cit. l 98 1 , 41 ) . But, how such exorcist thinking
the Buddha and are therefore beyond the Buddha, compares with the teaching of the Buddha is our
Dhamma sangha and also of metta and Truth is in total concern here.
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The above discussions point to two distinct phases

in the evolution of the parilla ritual in Buddhism. The
first phase seems to have consisted of the simple
replacement of the non-Buddhist rituals for protection
and blessing with the cultivation- of spiritual qualities
like mettii. Such cultivation, undertaken with sincerity
and intensity, disarms whatever evil intending forces
. there be and makes them ineffective. It was this
. teaching of the Buddha which made a significant
contribution to Indian religious thought. .
The second phase which points to the acloption of a
system of pro-t ective ritual in place of the earlier
insistence on the cultivation of spiritual qualities, seems
to have gone contrary to the expectation of the first
phase, althou gh it i s true that it i s texts l ike the
Anguttar.a Sutta, found verbatim also in �e Vinaya
· Cullavagga, { Vzn.II.l 09f.) cited above, which may have
served as tbe ·spring-board for the devel0pinents iinhe
second phase.

PARITTA

evil came to be replaced with the performance of a
ritual where chanting a number of specified suttas was
deemed capable of delivering the goods. Once the ritual ·
came to be fully defined in its usage, the number of
the sr.atas which were to be recited at each recital
depended entirely on the· nature. of the occasion which
.
required the performance of the ritual.
The Paritta text, in its present form consists of
selections from rhe various texts of the Pali canon and
these have been arranged in the order in which they
are recited at an all-night chanting. "The Paritta text, ·
called Pirit-pota in Sinhala, is � anthology of 29 .suttas
collected together from various parts o� the �ali Canon.
Its older name is Catubhanavarapal i which means the ·
text comprising four. chapters. Catubhanavarapiil i
proper comes to a close with the 22nd, i.e l\{iinii
{iyasu.tta. The last seven suttas have been appended to
· it at a later date "(Lily de Silva, op.cit. 1 981 ,5). 1t may
• be noted here that there are different editions of the
Paritta text. The 'last seven suttas' in the edition
referred to above, are found accommodated, with slight
·variations sometimes, within the text, in other editions,
with the A[ana[iya coming as the last sutta. It is the .
.
Jf!ima{iyasutta which is re�ited last in all -night Paritta ·
rituals.

It is not possible to say with any certajnty_ when
paritta was first commissioned as a ritual for the
Buddhists. Such commissioning had to be preceded
by the acceptance of the efficacy of chanting or
recitation, as it was the principal agent or conveyor of .
tl}� RIPLeJ:;tion or blessing sought from the ritual. That
· Paritta rituals have found adjustment to individual,
such acceptance is post-canonical i:; beyor1d doubt a�
canonical evidence do not show that B uddhism family and community needs, the content of the textual
accepted recitation as possessing the potency to give material for each, depending on the nature of the need
the -relief sought from the ritual. ReCitation of the for the ritual. While the Paritta rituals performed for
Dhamma for purposes of study and preservation of the individual -needs have fewer formalities to be complied
doctrine has been commended by the Buddha. with, those for family and community needs have more
Dhamma and Vinaya were recited by the bhikkhus at compl �x ritual formalities to be complied with. It would
· the first Council which was held at Rajagaha after the be seen that these ritual formalities have been copied
parinibbiina of the Buddha. The tradition Of bhcmakas from both Hindu and other folk ritual practices, ·.
or reciters of the dhamma seems to have originated ·. compliance with which, in the · l ater stages of the ·
.
from thi s Council . According . to commentarial development of the paritta ritual, seems to have been
traditions, periodical choral recitations of the dhamma believed to be capable of guaranteeing the results
were held in Sri Lanka (Lily de Silva, op.cit. 1 98 1 , expected of its performance.
122). But all these point to evidence o f recitation of
dhamma for mnemonic ' reasons and not
. . of belief in
the ritual potency of recitation.
Accordingly, though the number of Paritta ritual
types can be as many as the number of occasions which ·
The acceptance of the potency of recitatio,n as the
agent of the ritual, involved also the selection of certain
texts which were approved for such recitation. Thus,
an earlier admonition to cultivate spiritual qualities
which equip the individual with immunity against all .

demanded its performance, three broad variants can
be identified as representing a fair cross section from
the simplest to the most elaborate (Lily de Silva, op.cit.
1 981, 31). These types are, (i) the sessional Paritta, (ii)
all-night Paritta and (iii) the seven day Paritta. The

. '

;.
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first of these is generally performed in three, five or
seven sessions, each lasting approximately one hour,
there being two sessions each day, morning and
evening. The ritual can start either with a morning or
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The second, which is the paritta thread, is a three-strand

thread, wrapped round the panicle of an arecanut flower
and is connected to the paritta cord at some point near
the canopy. It is taken out of the pavilion and is passed
round and held by all who participate in the chanting
ritual, taking care not to allow the thread to touch the
floor (Lily de Silva, op.cit. 198 1 ,39). The paritta thread
establishes the ritual connection between the devotees
and the Buddha, represented by the casket of relics.

an evening session (Lily de Silva, op.cit. 1981 ,31),
while the number of officiating bhikkhus can vary from
two to four, latter number usually being adhered to as
it makes continuous chanting easier. Although ritual
formalities are kept to a minimum in the performance
of this Paritta ritual, items such as the pot of water
and the paritta thread usually form part of the ritual
appurtenances.

The ritual chanting of the Paritta, which starts in
the early hours of the night continues, according to an
accepted pattern, through the night and concludes with
the chanting of the A!anafiyasutta. After this, other
In the performance of the second all-night Paritta ,
formalities follow and the ritual comes to a close. The
there are many formalities to be complied with. While
water from the pot and paritta thread are given to those
the premises where the paritta chanti:1g is to take place
who want these items. While paritta water is poured
has, as preliminary acti�n. to be cleaned and tidied up,
on to out-stretched hands for drinking, pritta thread is
actual chanting takes place inside a specially
broken into required lengths, al�o by hand. After the
constructed temporary pavilion (maf14apa). The size
· conclusion of the ritual, paritta water is usually
of the pavilion varies with the number of the officiating
sprinkled in the premises.
bhikkhus and could vary from a minimum of eight to a
maximum of twenty, but the number always kept even.
While the shape of the pavilion could be square or
The third, seven-day Paritta is a joint effort of the
.
octagonal, it is usually decorated and beautifully lit clergy and the laity and is usually held 'ii1 monasteries.
up. The pavilion usually has one opening and even Traditions regarding its performance and the respective
when it has four such openings, when space permits, duties of the clergy and the laity have been incorporated
only one serves as the entrance. It has a canopy made into the BanapiritkatikiJ.vata. An important requirement
of white cloth, supported by a network of twine
of the seven-day Paritta is that there should be
intersecting to form squares of eight inches in size. On
contir.uous chanting throughout the seven days,
this network, at regular intervals are hung certain
according to an order which has been clearly laid down.
varieties of tender leaves and panicles of arecanut
The seventh day which is attended by a variety of
flower.
complex formalities, sees the close of the performance
as usual with the . chanting of the A fanii!iyasutta,
The performance of this Paritta ritual requires followed by stipulated formalities.
compliance with many other ritual formalities. Inside
the pavilion, appropriate places have to be found for
Thus, of the three types of the Paritta ritual
the casket of relics, the Paritta text, the lndrakHa,
·.

·

·

punkalas or 'vases of plenty' and the pot of water. There discussed above, the first type has the minimum of ·
are two other ritual items, one which is the paritta cord ritual formalities to be complied with. The second type
and the other, the paritta thread. The first of these is a has more formalities to be complied with and the use
thick white cord, several meters in length, wound on a · tl;erefore of a larger number of ritual appurtenances,
large (usually) sandalwood bobbin. It is tied connecting
with preparatory and purificatory observances to be
the casket of relics, the Paritta text, the pot of water
adhered to. Some of the more important of these
and the buirak[la. It is, then taken up to the canopy appurtenances are, the Casket
of Relics, the lndrakl
and, passed through the rings of tender king-coconut La, the pot of water, the paritta cord and thread, the
leaves fixed on the periphery of the canopy in a clock vases of plenty (jJunkalas) and the five kinds of flowers
wise direction. When it has fully encircled the canopy, (ladapasmal). The third type has more complex
it is brought down and passed through the hands of all formalities to be complied with and requires, the use
the monks before it is finally kept back on the table. therefore, of a larger number of ritual appurtenances.
1 0 - CM 3576
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Buddhism too had to make similar accommodations

As Buddhism did not accept that any type of object,

whether i.t be rel igious or otherwi se, animate or

fcir survival against such a background. And it was the ·

blessing upon, or harm, man, the question of accepting

found canonical texts which could be interpreted to

Buddhist commentators who answered the call. They

inanimate, was possessed with power to bestow

the validity, either of ritual, ritual appurtenances or of

accommodate the new beliefs and practices which had

socio-religious environment of the Buddha's day did

the commentaries for the purpose. An example of such

Buddhism.

bodhi-worship and flower-worship in one story

to be accepted. Or else, new stories were written into

ritual formalities did not arise. It is quite true that the

a story is the Anandabodhi-jiztaka which accepted both

not present serious problems over this stand of

(DPPN.I.215). Although the Buddha's position was not

affected by the intrusion of the new cults and associated

But a few centuries later, there were significant

ritual practices, he became the center of all such cults

. changes in the. socio-religio_us environment which

and ritual practices, with the original owners of the
cults being made to subsist on the puf!.ya (me·rit) .

demanded an entirely different tyge of response not
only from Buddhism, but also from Hinduism as well.

As a result ofthe achievement and guarantee of political

stability by the Emperor Asoka, the task of winning

accruing from the performance of the respective cults

·

· over the peripheral tribal peoples fel l into the hands of
the Brahmin priesthood. "The Brahmins gradually

penetrated whatever tribes arid guild castes remained;

� process that continues to · this day. This meant the
· worship of new gods, including the Krishna who had
·

out of the ·Panjiib plains before
driven lndra· worship
.
·

·

·

· Alexander's invasion. But the exclusive nature of tribal.

ritual, and tribal cults was modified, the' tribal deities '
being equated- to standard brahmin . gods, or new
brahmin s�riptUres written for making unassiinilable

gods respectable. With these new d�ities or fresh

�-

- -identirfcati��-came �e� -rit�ill_as_weiC��clsj;�iai
· dates of the lunar calendar for particular observ�ces.

New places of pilgrimage were also introduced with

suitable myths to make them respectable, though they

and rituals, now performed in the naine of the Buddha

· with suitable modification of course.

This is how a wide range of rei igious practices ·

which were not in use before, came to· be ·accepted

into · Buddhist use. Paritta too, seems to fall into its
place

aS an

ac.�eptance which was part of this same

_ nee adopted, it became one o_f_the most u_seful_ ..
P.rocess. 0
.
. of such adoptions, · as it was used to replace not only
.
·
the n.on� Buddhist. rites for protection and .blessi �g but
.
. ·. .
.
.
als the dt:ers tnbal and ?ther_healmg nt�s.
e ran�e
�
�
Its pphcatJOns· came to �e almo t u hmlted. This
� �
�
-w�d�nrn -or- t e ral1ge -of us a phcauons has also
�
�
.
resulte m add1 ng on to .Itself a w1de net-work of tual
�
.
.
seem to be remnants of the ntual
formal1t1es wh1ch

!h

0�

�

.

?

formalities of the cults and rites it replaced.

. .�

could only have been savage, pre-brahmin cult spots.

The Mahiibharata; Riimilyana, and especially the Pura

nas

M. M. J, Marasinghe .

are full of such material. The mechanism of the

assimi l ation is particularly interesting. Not only
Krishna, but the Bu�dha himself and some totemic
deities including the primeval Fish, Tortoise and Boar
were made into incarnations of Vishnu-Niu'iyana.

.

·. " ,

(D.D. Kosambi, Culture and Civilization ofAncient
India, 1 965, 1 68f.). An idea of the extent of the
influence such tribal bel i e fs and cults had on

brahmanism can be· gathered when it is realized that

the Brahmins· had not only to accept tribal gods· and

their cults, but also had to authenticate such acceptance

. by writing new scripture, as in the case of the N[/amara

PARIVASA (1).

In Buddhist monastic discipline;

Pdrivttsa is a form of derivative punishment associated
with the Sanghadisesa offences (a group of thirteen =
therasa. sanghttdisesa). On the commission of a·
Sanghttdisesa offence, the miscreant is thereby liable
to be immediately put under the six-day penalty of

Mttnatta (chdraltarrJ mamattan;t deti), entailing the .
curtailment of privileges and prestige enjoyed. Such .
an offence is required to be confessed forthwith. For
every day of concealment of a Salighttdisesa offence,

purizna which was written to accept the worship of the the offender is first put under this penalty of Parivtt.sa
Naga N[/amata of Kashmir (D.O. Kosambi, op.cit. the duration of which may theoretically extend even
1965, 179).
. up to sixty years or more.

. \
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According to the Cullavagga a monk who is guilty

of concealing a Swighadisesa offence, which he has
committed, must go before the Sarigha and confess to
them his error. He must then request the Sarigha to
impose on him first the Pariwisa penalty for the number

of days the offence had .been concealed. It is only after
the offender has behaved himself perfectly well under
the �nalty of Pariw1sa for concealing his offence, that

Manatta, the s i x - day penal ty for the actual
Sarighddisesa offence, would be imposed (Vin. II. 40).
Because of the issue of the concealment of the offence,
this penalcy of Parivasa came to be called Pa{icchanna
Parivdsa.
The Pdtimokkha as . a manual of disciplinary

procedure appears to have maintained an authoritative

PARIVASA (2)
The B uddha also m akes it clear that in the case of

spe c i al appl icants abou t whose temperaments and
aptitudes are adequately and personally known, these
conditions cou l d be waived (Api ca m ' ettha

puggalavemattata viditd ti. M.
·

I. 494). So we see i n

the Mahavacchagotta Sutta referred t o her e ,

Vacchagotta promptly receives both his pabbajja and

upasampada from the Buddha himself. On the other
hand, these earnest and sincere applicants declare to
the Buddha that they would not mind being under
probation even for four years for the benefit of entry
into the Sdsana (Sace bhante afifiatitthiyapubbfi. . .

ahanJ. cattari vassdni parivasissami, lac. cit.). In the
Magandiya Sutta (M.

I. 5 1 2) Magandiya Paribbajaka

enforcement of penalties and punishments, even though

gets admitted into the Sasana in the very same manner.

clearly recognizes this when it says that punishment is

We must not fail to mention here about a marked

on an impersonaJ note. The Gopa,kamoggalldna Sutta

meted out not on the authority of persons but solely on

the authority of the Dhamma and instructions laid down

(Tasmili ce bhatifiamJne hoti bhikkhussa apatti hoti vl
tikkamo tam mayanJ. yathadhammanJ. yathdsatthanJ.
kdrema 'ti. Na kira bhavanto karenti dhammo no karetl
'ti. M. III 10). The · inj unctions of the Pdtimokkha
introduce this penalty of Parivflsa with a note of

compulsion (lena bhikkhuna akamfl parivatthabbanJ.

Vin.

IIi 1 86).

between the earlier Sutta tradition and what we believe
to be a subsequent Vinaya practice with regard to the
imp<)sition ofAfifiatitthiya Parivasa on applicants from
other religious creeds to join the Buddhist Monastic
Order. Suttas like the Mahavacchagotta and Magandiya .
we have referred to above give us the unmistakable
impression that the applicants are put under probation

·

while still remaining in their Jay status. It is only if

Dhammavihari
PARIVASA (2). In

divergence that has developed- in course of time

Buddhist monastic discipline,

they have satisfied the supervising monks after the four
months' period of probation (araddha citta bhikkhu)
that they would ordain the probationer as a monk

Parivasa requires that a follower of any other religious (Catunnai1J masdnai1Jaccayena araddha-cittd bhikkha
·order (afifia-titthiya-pubba) who wishes to join the pabbdjenti upasampddenti bhikkhu-bhdvdya, M.l.39 1).
order of the Buddhist Saiigha-as a Pabbajita has to be
put under probation (parivliso dfltabbo) .for a period
But the Vinaya practice of the Khandhakas with
of four months. In the Kukkuravatika Sutta the Buddha regard to this practice seems to be completely deflected
himself tells Seniya who was a naked ascetic practising · when compared with the Sutta tradition we have
the 'canine way' (or kukkura-vata) of the general
already referred to . The Khandhakas ordain the
Buddhist practice of Titthiyaparivflsa when he sought
appli cant straight- away and then put him under
admission to the Buddhist monastic life (Yo kho Seniya
probation . Then on application by him after four
afitiatitthiyapubbo imasmi11,1 dhammavinaye dkankhati
pabbajja11,1 akankhati upasampada11,1 so cattliro mlise months confer on him upasampada. This is in marked
parivasati (M. I 3 9 1 ) . During this period, the contrast to the earlier but now fossilized version of the
probationer must conduct himself honburably ' to · the ' Sutta tradition.
satisfaction of the Bhikkhus in authority. Thereafter
they admit him as a B hikkhu conferring on him
pabbajja and upasampada. However Aggika Ja�ilas
Dhammavihari
and Sakiyas are exempted from this ruling.

•
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" Herein a monk is virtuous, perfect in the
means adequacy, accomplishment, s u ffi ciency, obl igations, restrained with the restraint of the
capability and competency. It is with its second obligations, perfect in the practice of right behaviour,
meaning that we are concerned here, i . e . seeing danger in the slightest faults. He undertakes and
accomplishment in the Scriptures, study (learning by . trains himself in the training of the precepts he has
. heart) of the holy texts. Also, the Scriptures handed heard, is replete with learning, is a hoard of learning.
down through oral tradition. The latter meaning is · Those doctrines which, lovely at the beginning, lovely
found only in later literature: "tlsu pi[akesu tividho in the middle, lovely at the end (of life) both in the
pariyatti-bhedo" (DA. 1 .21). The usages with regard meaning and the letter of them which preach the utterly

PARIYATTI. (From pari+./ ap i.e. pariyiipw?izti.) It

to its 'meaning in this sense of the learning are the
fol lowing. Pariyatti uggan, hati, to undertake
the learni ng of the scriptures : (Dh .A. 1 1 . 30);

- PafiyaTiifhtipeiva,-Ieavihg the learning aside: (Miln
1 15,215,305,41 1 .) pariyatto, through learning by heart:
(Sn. A 195). The opposite is atthato, according to the
meaning; Pariyatti-dhamma is that which belongs to
the holy .study, part or contents of the scriptures, the
Ttpi[aka comprising the nine division: (see Navanga
Buddha-Sdsq.na; KhA. 1 9 1 , 1 93 SnA 328, PvA 2;)
Pqriyatti-dharo, l):nowing t..l-te scriptures by heart. (Miln.
21) Pariyatti·dhura (ganthadhura) i.e .. specializing in
the �exts. Priydtti-pa{·ibh'dnavant, .possessed·· of ·
intel!igenc·e ru,· regards le�rning the scriptures, (Sn. -A
.
III;) pariyatti�parimiina, exterit of study (Sn: A. I 608 ;)
Pariyatti-bahula;· clever in the study of the Dhamma.
· (A : III 8·6;) Pariyatti- bahussuta, vers.ed in the
scriptures, (Sn. A. 1 1 0) Pariyatti-siisana, object,
- instruction of the scriptures;. code· of the holy texts .
. . (Nd. 143, Dh. A. IV 39.)

Pariyatti in the meaning of learning by heart the
Dhamma a.n d Vinaya is considered a factor that
conduces to the support, to the non-confusion, to the
not vanishing away of Saddhamma:·

fulfilled, the perfectly purified way of the good life
such doctrines are much heard by him, borne in mind,

repeated aloud, pondered over and well penetrated his
vision. The four stages of musings which are of the
clear consciousness which are conceived with . the

happy life in this very world-these he wins easily
without effort. By the destruction of the cisav�s, in �is
very life, thoroughly understating the heart's release,
the release by wisdom, he realizes it, attains it, and
dwells therein". (A. II. 22)
.. , Three passages in: the Visuddhimagga (chapter III

p .95 t) give very interesting accounts to illustrate the
· impof1ance of pa{ipatti over and above that of mere
learning the texts by heart, though the latter no doubt
was important to preserve the scripture: "Gantho ti

pariyatti-pariharaf14�" .
The three accounts are the following:
"The E.lder Revata, it seems, the Majjhima reciter,
went to the Elder Revata, the dweller in Malaya (the
hill country) and asked him· for a meditation subject.

The Elder asked him " how are you in the scriptures,

friend?"- "I am studying the Majjhima (Nikciya).
''Those monks who are of wide knowledge, versed .
·
in the doctrines, who know Dhamina by heart, who Venerable Sir."- "The Majjhima is a hard responsibility,
know Vinaya by heart, who know the· summaries by friend. When a man is still learning the first fifty by
heart, these dutifully hand on a text to. another,. thus heart, he is faced with the middle fifty; and when he is
when they pass away, the text is not cut down at the still learning that by heart, he is faced with the last
fifty. How can ·you take up a meditation subject?" "
root, it has something to stand on.
Venerable Sir, when I have taken a meditation subject
" . . . ye te bhikkhu bahussu tci cigatcigamci from you I shall not look at the scriptures again.'' He
dhammadhara v inayadharci mcitikadharci. te took the meditation subject and doing no recitation for
sakkaccam suttantam param viicemi, tesafT} accayena nineteen years, he reached Arahantship in the twentieth
na ca chinnamUlako suttanto hoti[appa[isaraf!o" (A II year. He told bhikkhus who came for recitation "I have
not looked at the scriptures for twenty years, friend,
147-8.)
yet I am familiar with them. You may begin." And
Learning taken in a much broader sense is the from beginning to end he had no hesitation even over
following:

a single

syllable.''
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Another account relates an anecdote concerning the

scriptures such as sultan.� geyyan.� veyyiikaranan.� ga

Elder Maha-Naga who lived at Karuliyagiri who put

thcl, udanw�� it ivuttakan.� jiitakan.� abbhutadhammm��

aside the scriptures for eighteen years and then he

recited the Dhatukatha to the bhikkhus without any

vedella, nor the person who spends the whole day in
that mastery of the dhamma (dhamma pariyattiya) who

error.

neglects to meditate, nor the person who spends the
whole day teaching the dhamma he has mastered (yathii

. The third anecdote in the Yisuddhimagga (chapter

pariyattam dhammam . . . paresam deseti) without

III p.96) is in connection with the Elder Tipi�aka- Cfila

spending some time meditating, nor the bhikkhu who

Abhaya who was directed by the Mahavihara monks

repeats the dhamma he has mastered (yathii pariyattam

of Anuradhapura to go to the Elder named Maha

dhammam . . . sajjhiiyam karoti) and who does not spend

Dhammarakkhita of Tuhidharapahbata monastery in

time meditating, nor that bhikkhu who ponders and

the Rohana country and this Elder being taught the

thinks on the dhamma and reflects on the dhamma he

dhamma by the Elder Maha-Dhammarakkhita, then

has mastered (yathiisutam yathapariyattam dhamma

later asked Cula-abhaya a medit&tion subject which

.

cetasii anuvitakketi anuviciiretimanasiinupekkhati) but .

surprised the ptipil (the Elder Abhaya). Nevertheless

neglects to spend some time meditating but the monk

he gave a meditation S\lbject to his teacher and returned
toAnuradhapura. Later, while expounding the dhamma

· who masters the dhamma and does not neglect to go

. .in the Brazen ·Palace he heard that his teacher had
attained nibbiina. So the Elder Abhaya sat down before
his own pupil and requested a mediation subject.

apart and meditate, it is he who lives by the dhamma .
A passage very similar to the above (A I.I I 86. IV

74) relates a story about a monk who masters the

dhamma, but knows not through insight the great
·
All these anecdotes go · to show that learning the . beyond (uttariii c' assa pafi.fiayattham napipajiinati") . .
scripture (pariyatti)is not as importantas the practice- It is said he is not one who lives by dhamma. but the.
the realization or penetration of the dhamma at first one who masters the dhamma and who knows through
hand, which is possible through meditation, the way

insight the goal beyond, it is he who lives by the

of purification. I t i s only by the eradication of

dhamma. ·

defilements through the method of meditation (as is
set down in the Satipa{{hanasutta, for instance) that

It is clear from all what has been said that pariyatti

reality yathabhutafi.ana- things as they have came to

means mastering of the dhamma (consisting of the nine

be or sammii- fi.ana- dassana visuddh i-can be

classified divisions) the ability to teach it, to repeat it

comprehended at first hand and sammcivimutti (right

by heart, to think, ponder and reflect on it.

-

emancipation) attained.
In the Pali c<mon itself we find another interesting

Suvimalee Karunaratna ·

anecdote (A III 86: III (73).
A certain monk visited the Buddha and asked him
what is meant when one says "live by the dhamlna"

(Dhammavihiiri) and how does one l i ve by the
dhamma.
The Buddha replied that it is not the person who
masters the dhamma (Dhamma11J. pariyapu!Jali) such
as learning by heart the various divisions of the

PARIYU11JIANA, literally means 'rising up' or
outburst' ; derived from pari+ut+stha to stand up, the
term is originally used in the sense of something bad
that rises up or outbursts in the mind; these outbursts
· ' naturally overwhelm the mind and the mind becomes
obsessed by them. Thus the sentence "samanii vii bra

hmanii vii thlna-middha-Pariyu.f!hita arafi.fi.e viharanti "

(M. I, 1 8) means . . . .. recluses or brahmans, obsessed

...�
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or beset h i m, but, at other ti mes, he is dissociated from

y sloth - and - torpor, frequent lodgings in forest" (cf.
i.l, 66; M, 198).

passions

(MA . l l l , 1 44); A pparently the heretics

believed that an infant is free from paSsions.

Later the term has been used in its technical sense

vith reference to the outbursts of dormant passions

The B uddh i s ts do n o t accept t h i s posi tion .

musaya, the texts give a list of seven 'outbursts' which

According to them even an infant is in possession of

:orrespond to the seven dormant passions and bear the

passions, because the latter are present in him in their

1 . lust for sense-pleasures (kQ. dormant state (anusaya), and become active (pariyu({hii
nariiga) 2. hatred (pa{igha), speculative views (diUhi), na) when there arise conditions sui table for their ·
t doubt (vicikicchii.), 5. complexes (mana), 6. lust for operation.
;ontinued existence (bhavarii.ga) and 7. ignorance
0
Thi s i mplies that when the passions are not
:avijja Vbh. 383.; Mohavicche.dqni, 2 1 9). This is the ·
operating · they always remain in a dormant state.
fheravcidii list found in the Pali literature. ·
Vaibhasikas denied th� existence �f anu_sayas apart
In other schools of Buddhism different p�sio�s ar.e
from pariyul{hanas. The Vatsiputri yas maintained a
enumerated under paryavastha n a, the s anski't
difference between parya.vasthanas and anusayas. In .
equivalent of Piili pariyuH haha . . The Abhidharma
their opinion the. anusayas are citia-vipra)lukta-sanska
Samuccaya which uses the term as a synonym of kles'a . ra and Paryavasth�nas are· citta-samprayukta-sanskQ
.
(Abhsy. p .44) gives a list of eight paryavasthanas; ra. · They -i nclude the anus'ayas in p r.apti, .a
Viprayukta�sanskdra of the VaibhQsikalist. The Sautra
namely, l .sloth (styana), l torpor (middha), 3. agitation
of the mind .(auddhatya), .4� remorse (kauk{tya), 5. . ntikas main�ained that the anusayas, like seeds, .
jealousy (lrsya) 6. envy (mijtsarya), 7. l ack of moral . dormant in the mind and that . theit operation on
.
.
shame (ahrikya)· and 8. lack of mor�F fear (anapatra · obtaining suitab le conditions is c_alled paryavasthanas
.
pya: Abhsy." .p.47); · ·rhe Abhidharmako�a and the (Sphu{arthii.-abbidharmakosa-vyii.khyii., p.442).
Abhidharmad[pa acid. two mor� passions, i11-feellng
(mralqa) and anger (krodlui), to the above-list of eight
Ali these views are well represented in a contr:oversy
.
af!Q_ �'!!< e the n umber of paryavasthanas ten
oh the meaning of a surra-passage . preserved in the
(Abhk. I47; Abhd: icJ,;fa: 373).
. Adhiarmako�a. the Vibhii.saprabhav(tti and also in the;
;arne names. They are

,

.

·-

·

· But this seems to be an Abhidharma-tradition. The

Sautrii.ntikas do not treat these ten as paryavasthanas.

They agree with the Theravadin-tradition in treating

the: Paryavastluinas as outbursts of the Anus'ayas
(Sphutiirthii.- Abhidharmako�a vyakhyii; p.442).
The relation between anusava and pariyu{!hana is

inade clear in a discussion of the

samyojanas such as
lust for sense-pleasures (kii.macchanda or kamarii.ga),
hatr:ed

(v)itipii.da or pa[igha) which chain all sentient

beings to lower life (M.I; 433). It is said there that

heretic a scetic s used t o ridicule the theory of

ramyojanas by saying: 'An infant is not conscious of ·

!lists of the flesh· (kii.ma), much less can passion (raga)
uise within it, its s�nsual pmpensities

)eing_latent only

(kQmarii.ga)

(anuseti: ibid).

The implication of this sutta is not clear. According
o the commentary these ascetics believed that a person
s associated with the passions only when they operate

Pali commentaries. A question is raised as to wheth�r
a term like riiganusaya should be taken as a karmadhii.

. raya or as a genitive tatpuru.ra compound. The former
that raga is anusaya (raga eva aiwsayah:_karmadhii.
raya) goes against a surra-passage which says: ' Here
a person has ·a mind beset and obsessed (pariyu!{hii
na) by no sensuality (kamarii.ga); he knows the real
escape there from; the, obsession of sensuality (kiimara
ga-pariyu!(hana)' if vigorously comb�ed, is destroyed
together with its, propensities there to (sanusayam
prahlyate: Vibhasaprabha-vrtti on karikd 26 1 of the
Abhidharmadipa,· cf. M, I, 434; A III, 233).
By using the term siinusayam, meaning 'together

with anusaya,' the sutta makes it clear that pariyu{!hii
na and anusaya are not identical. The Vatsiputrlya here
suggests that the term sanuiaya means together with
sanusaya, ie., a viprayukta-sanska.ra called Prapti. But
this contention goes against Abhidharma where it i s
said that ragiinusaya is associated with three kinds of
feelings (vedami). Prii.pti, being a viprayukta-sanska

ra cannot associate with a caitasika, feeling (vedana)
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in this case. Therefore sanusaya cannot be a viprayukta
sanskcira (vibhcisciprabhcivrlli on kcirikci 261 of the
Abhidharmad[pa) .
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Pariyuf(hana not because they are different from
anusayas which are strong passions (thcimagata-kilesa)
but because they are the outbursts o f anusayas
(Yamaka{(hakatha, S. H.B.,p.239).

Faced with this dilemma the Vaibhasika, regardless
of the stitra, states that the term raganusaya should be
It is clear from these discussions that the Therava
a karmadharaya compound (ibid). He resolves the din and Vaibhasika identification ofpariyu{{hana with
contradiction of the siltra by interpreting the term anusaya is contrary to the sutta quoted above. They
sanusaya as sanubandha, ie, together with its power show a determined effort to uphold the abhidharma in
of producing a new passion. He also gives an alternative preference to sutra. The Sautrantika takes strong
suggestion that the slitra identifies anusaya with prii exception to the Abhidharma theories and says that
pti only figuratively. The Abhidharma is. definitive · when a klesa like raga lies dormant, i t is called
when it says that raga (a pariyu!{hana) is (identical anusaya; when it is awakened it is called Paryavastlui .
with) latent passions (anusaya: ibid).
na (supto hi klda anusaya ityucyate; prabuddhah
paryavasthanam: Vibhiisiiprabha-vrtti on karilai 26 1
The Theravadins also identify pariyu!{hana with of the (abhidharmad[pa). This statement supports the
anusaya. Commenting on the sutra words Theravada tradition where the same passions are
Buddhaghosa observes If some people, on the basis of enumerated under anusaya and pariyu{{hana
this expression, scinusayo pahlyati, maintain that the (Vbh.383). See ANUSAYA and KILESA.
samyojanas are different from, anusayas: They should
.. � ·. .
be refuted, he says, by the simile of a person sleeping
.. .
with his head covered. The person is not different from
Upali Karunaratne
his heat (MA. III , 1 44). Buddhaghosa takes note of an
objection that ifsamyojanas and anusayas are identical
then the Buddha's criticism of the heretic ascetics for PASADAR(jpA means sensitive ( pasada) matter (ru .
holding the view that an infant has no passions, is. pa), and it is the name given in the Pall. Abhidhdmma
meaningless (ibid) . He ·does not give any convincing . and other later works to the five sense-organs ( indriya .
answers to this critici�m but asserts his position-is called or ayatana ) or matter, namely, the organ of sight
samyojana because it · finds, and is called anusaya (cakkhu) , of hearing (sota), of smell ( ghana), of taste
because it is not renounced and it is again called (jivha) and of' touch ( kaya) . In this sense the word
pariyut{hana because it bursts out (ibid.) VbhA. 509; had not been used in the earlier Pali texts.
Mohavicchaedani. 2 1 9). The Nettipakarana says that
. the anusaya is the cause whereas the Pariyu{{hana is
These five constitute one of the several categories
the result. The preceding moment of the same passion which are collectively termed the derived matter ( upti
is called anusaya whereas its succeeding moment is da-nipa.).
called pariyut{hana (Netti. 79). ·
Literally, pasada means clearness, brightness, ·
The Kathavatthu records several controversies on sereni ty, or fai th. " Taken c au s atively, it may
pariyuf!hana. The Andhakas held that the Pariyu{!lui conceivably have meant either that which makes clear
na is different from anusaya (Kvu. XIV.5, KvuA, - receiver as it were - or that which gratifies or
XIV,5). The Mahasanghikas and the Sammitiyas satisfies ("Mrs. Rhys Davids, Buddhist Manual of
maintained that anusayas are indeterminate (avyiikata), Psychological Ethics, Oriental Translation Fund, New;
without good or evil roots (ahetuka) and, therefore, Series, XU, London, 1 923, p. 1 59, n.2). It is, in fact,
suggestive of both meanings, for the first indicated the .
citta-vippayutta (ibid;. Xl.l, XIV. 6).
� ·� >'" . ; 1
.
receptive and reactive nature of the sense- organs, and
Buddhaghosa's reply to these views is the same that the second brings into relief the part they play in the
the anusayas are identical with pariyut{htinas (ibid). gratification of sensual pleasures.
.. �

He once more returns to this topic in his commentary
on the Yamaka. There also he repeats the same
arguments and adds that these passions are called

Considering the context in which the term occurs
it could be said that in using this term- the Buddhists
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fanning him. It is not bigger i n size than the head of a
louse. The organ of hearing (sotappasada} is situated

were intent on showing that the sense-organs are of
very subtle and del icate matter. This i s born out by the

in the interior of the compound organ of ear (sasambha
ra- sota ) at a spot shaped like a finger ring and fringed
by tender tawny hairs and is tended by the four primary
or great elements. The organ of smell is in the interior

fact that according to the DhanuiJasaJigani, they cannot

be known by any of the senses other than the mind

(mana : Dhs. p. 178 ).The Vaibhasikas, too, conceive,
them in a similar manner. They are supra-sensible (art
ndriya: L'Abhidharmako 'sa de Vasubandbu, ch. i, p.
1 5 ; AbhKvy; · i , 24) and translucent (accha :
L'abhidhar. . . . . . i; 67). Because of this translucence,

of the compound organ ( nose ) at a spot shaped like a
goats hoof. The organ of taste above the middle of the
compound organ at a spot shaped Like the upper part

of a tom l otus leaf. The organ of touch is to be found
everywhere in the physical body like a liquid that soaks
a layer of cotton (Vism. 377 f ; DhsA. 307 ff ).

like the luminosity of a gem, they cannot be burnt or
weighed (ibid.

·

lac. cit). Nor can they be cut into two.

When a part of the body, (or example, is chopped
off, thereby the body sensibility (kaya-prastlda) does
not multiply itself. For, the part that is cut off is devoid
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A l though the organ of touch i s said to be
co-extensive with the whole body, yet the possibility
of confusion between the sense-organs as to their
functions is repeatedly ruled out. The characteristic

of body-sensibility; this. is informed from the fact that,
on the basis of the part that is separated, there does not

"(lakkha11a) function (rasa) and manifestation ·
(paccupa!(hana) of one sense organ are different from

arise tactile sensation ( AbhKvy. i, 68 ).

Since the sense organs arc conceived as specie of those of another. ·The organ of sight, for example, has
extremely subtle matter, it is explicitly stated that they - the characteristic of being sensitive only to the sphere
should not be understood according to their popular of visibilitY, but not to sounds, tastes etc; its function
is to draw.attention to its respective objective field only,

conception.· The Abhidhiihnakosa says that what in

' and it manifests itself as the physical basis of visual

coriui10n parlance 'are known as eye, ear 'etc. are the

consciousness; but not as the basis of auditory or any

support (adhi�{hana)of the real sense-organs

(L'Abhidhar i, pp. 56, 65; AbhKvy. i, 24): The same · other kind of consciousness (Vism. 375 f; DhsA. 3 1 2 ).
.
distinction is upheld in the Theravada, too. The Atthasa

Prof Stcherbatsky observes that the B uddhist ·

lini r_emarks �at _!h�_ v:ry purpose of using the teim
pasada is to dismiss · their · pOpular ·conception: Each

conception of the sense-organs a5 composed of matter

sense-organ consists of two parts: the compound or

subtler than the things that become corresponding _

peripheral organ ( sasambhtira_) and the sentient organ

objects is reminiscent of the Sankhya view; that matter

(pasada ) . The first is what we ordinarily mean by

developed along two different l ines: the one with

eye, ear etc.; the second is the real sense-organ and

predominance of translucent intelligence-stuff (sattva)

has the first as its basis ( Vatthu.

DhsA. 306-7).

In pursuance of this distinction, B uddhaghosa gives

a long disquisition on the nature and constitution of'

�e sense-organs: The sasambhdra cakkhu is white
from the abundance of phlegm, black from that of bile,
' red from that of blood, rigid from that from the element
of extension, (pa{havi-dhatu) fluid from that Of
cohesion ( apo-dhatu), hot from that of heat (tejo-dha

· apd the other with predominance of dead matter (lamas)
resulting in sense:objects in their subtle (tanmdtra) _and
gross (mahiibhuta) forms. B ut the fundamental
difference, to which Prof. Stcherbatsky himself draws
. attention is that in Buddhism, unlike in the Sankhya ,
the two groups are not conceived as modifications or
appertenance of an eternal substance (Stcherbatsky,
. the Central Conception ofBuddhism, prize publications
fund, Vol. VII, London, 1 923 , p. 1 2 ).

tu) and oscillating from that of mobility (vayo-dhatu .
The pasadacakkhu is situated in the centre of the

·sasambha ra - cakkhu. I t permeates the ocular
membranes � sprinkled oil permeates seven �otton
wicks. It is served by the four great elements doing the

functions of sustaining, bending, maturing and
vibrating, just as a princely boy is tended by four nurses
doing the functions ·o f holding; bathing, dressing and

.

In most of the systems of Indian thought the
sense-organs are conceived in a more or less similar
manner. The Jainas speak of two kinds of sense-organs:

the physical sense -organ (dravyendriya) and its
physical correlate (bhavendriya_). The former consists
of two parts the organ itself ( nivrtti ) and the supporting
environment ( upakara1Jll_). According to Caraka, the

·
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sense-organs are distinct from their peripheral seats.
The Ml mamsakas maintain that the sense-organs
consist in the faculty or potency ( sakti ) abiding in the
sockets. The Sankarite vedantin is of the view that the
organs of sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch are
composed of the sattvic-parts of light, ether, earth,
water and air respectively ( T. N. S i nha, Indian
psychology: Perception, London, · 1 934, ch. i ).
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excess ; likewise, in the case of the organs of hearing
smell and taste, air earth and water are in excess. And,
as for the organ of touch, there is no di fference between
the supporting primary elements. According to the
second, the five sense-organs have respectively heat,
ether, air, water and earth in excess ( Vism. 376 ; DhsA.
3 12- 1 3 ).

The two views are cited only to be refuted. That
It is also significant to notice that a similar view they were advocated by certain Buddhists is clear from
seems to have been held by Ajita Kesakambali who Buddhaghosa's contention that those who put forward
was contemporaneous w i th Buddha. In the Sa them should be pressed to quote a sutta in favour of
mafznaphala sutta, he is recorded as having told King · their arguments an attempt, says Buddhaghosa , in
Ajatasattu that man is composed of four great elements, which they would be disappointed. In the J[kQ to the
Viz, pafhavi, apo, tejo and vayo, and that, after his Visud�himagga the first is attributed to certain
death, while the four great elements join with their Mahasanghikas and is said to have been advocated by
respective groups in the external world, his indriyas one Vasudhamma ( Paramatthamafzjlisa, ed. M. .
join ether ( akasa: D.l, 55 ). Ifindriya is understood as Dhammananda , Colombo, 1 92.8 , p. 43 1 ). And in the ·
refe�ng to 'sense organs on the baiis of its gener� . Sinha( a sanne to the same work, the Second is attributed
usage, then the fact that they join the akcisa suggests to the Abhayagirivasins, the rival sect of the Maha
. that they arc yery delicate variety of matter.
vihara ( Visuddhimargasannya, ed. M:.�Dharmaratna,
Colombo, · v, p. 57).
The association of such characteristics as subtlety,
transparence, and translucence with the sense-organs
helped explain the pro.blem as to why the sense organs
are sensitive to external phenomena. And, once the
sens e -Organs are distingui shed from the other
secondary matter by their being described as pasada
rlipa, the next' problem that required an explanation
was why they were different, one from another.

According to the Nyaya -Vaisesikas, the difference
is due to the fact that the organs of sight, hearing, smell;
taste and touch are composed of light, ether, earth,
water, and air respectively. Each-organ is sensitive to
that phenomenon which is the particular quality of the
substance that enters into its composition. Colour,
sound, smell taste, and touch are the respective qualities
of sight, ether, earth, water, and air. As such, they
become the objects corresponding to the organs of
sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch respectively in
the sense- organ and the corresponding objective field
(S. Bhaduri, Studies in Nyaya-Vais'esika. Metaphysics,
Poona, 1 947, pp. 1 522 ff.).
··-t

... .

· • ·

That this Nyaya-Vaisesika theory, in a modified
form, was accepted by certain Buddhists is shown by
some comments made by B uddhaghosa on two similar
theories : according, to the first, among the primary
elements that support the organ of sight, heat is in

Buddhaghosa's argument is as follows: " But, some ·
.
give as their reason that it is because these sense-organs .
arc aided by visible data etc. as qualities of fire an� so .
on. They should be asked: " But who has said that
Visible, data etc� are qualities of fire and so on? For it
is; not possible to say of primary elements, which ·
remain always inseparable that "This is a quality of
this one, that is a quality of that one' . Then they may
say, " Just as you assume, from excess in such and
such material things, the respective functions of
upholding etc. for earth etc., so from finding visibility
etc. respectively in a state of excess in material things
that have fire in excess, one may assume that visible
date etc. are qualities of those. "They should be told,
we might assume it if there were more odour in cotton
which has earth in excess than in fermented liquor ·
which has water in excess, and if the colour of cold
water were weaker than the colour of hot water which
has heat in excess. But since neither of these is a fact
you should therefore give up conj ec turing the
difference to be in the supporting primary elements
. · V
( ism. 376; DhsA. 3 12- 1 3).
The underlying assumption in these theories, as
represented by Buddhaghosa , is that colour. smell etc.
are the qualities of the primary elements - a view to
which Buddhism in general took strong exception.
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Hence Buddhaghosa's refutation of the two theories.
His own explanation repeated by his successors, too 
as to the difference between the sense organs is based
on an earlier tradition, namely, that they come into
being through the action ofkamma (1ikap. P.S.; Dukap.
1 6, 1 7) . Buddhaghosa says that it is due to the
difference in the kammas (kamma visesa ) of which
they are the results ( Vism. 376 f; DhsA . 3 1 3 ,
Visuddhimagga '[ika, p . 444).

Upali Kaurnaratne
PASSADDHI - Tranquility;
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sukhatthaya) and the bliss i s for the purpose of
C o n c e n t rati on (samadhallhaya) . Accord i n g l y
concentration is . . . correct knowledge and vision
(yathablu1twia1Jadassanal/haya). Correct knowledge
and vision · i s for the purpose of dispassion
(nibbidatlhaya) and dispassion . . . . . . . . . . . . . purpose of
fading away of greed(viragatthaya). It i s for the'
purpose of deliverance (vimuttcllthaya), and deliverance
i s for the purpose of knowledge of vision and
deliverance (vimuttiiiilf!adassanatthaya). Finally this
leads to Complete extinction (of craving etc.,) through
not clinging (anupada parinibbanatthaya) - Ibid.
The Bud�ha has declared that when the mind is
slack, it is not suitable to develop the Tranquility
Enlightenment Factor (passaddhi sambojjhanga) etc.,
as a slack mind cannot well be roused by those states
/bid. p. 1 30. When the Fivefold happiness (Minor
happiness or khuddaka pfti, Momentary happiness or ·
khal]ika ptti, Showering happiness or okkimtika pfti,
Uplifting happiness or ubbega pfti and Pervading
happiness or phaf'a!Ja p[ti) is conceived and matured,
perfection of twofold tranquility (bodily and mentally) .
is gained- Vism. p. 1 44.

Dhammasangant as it
describes the kusalas, says that passaddhi is a
wholesome consciousness . . It can be grown to full
stature in the Factor of Enlightenment. 'Tranquility'
(passaddhi san,hojjhmiga) which when perfected,
belongs to supermundarie consciousness (lokuttara citta). Passaddhi Sambojjhaliga (Tranquility Factor
of Enlighttmment) is the 5'11 Factor of Enlightenment.
As it is a Factor leading to Enlightenment it is called
Passaddhi Sainbojjhmiga. There are seven factors to
Enlightenment. P_.assaddhi is twofold- i.e. ( 1 ) Kaya .
Kiiya passaddhi means the 3 mental aggregates
· ·
Passaddhi and (2) Citra Pas-saddhi. Herein the kaya
means all the mental phenomena other than the physical feeling (vedana), perception (saiina), and formations
b?�L i��· C a�l!l �f the _aggr_e��t:e� �f fee l i n g (sankhara): Kaya passaddhi 1md Citta passaddhi have
_
(vedaniikkhandha), Perception (Saiiiiakkhandha) ·and together the characteristic of quieting disturbance of
the Vol itional activities (sankharakkhandha) · that body and consciousness (kayac.ittadaratha
Vism. p.465. Citra Passaddhi is the calm of the mind or vl!pasama lakkhaf!a). Their function is to crush
the calm i n the aggregates of Consci ousness disturbance of the mental body and of consciousness
( Viiinaqakkhandha) -ibid. ln other words Tranquility (kayacittadarathanimmadanarasa). They are
may be introduced as the quiet, equable and composed manifested as inactivity and coolness of the mental
condition in consciousness (citra passaddhi) and its body and of consci ousness (kayacittana"!
single concomitant factor (kaya passaddhi). It therefore aparipphandanasttibhfiva paccupa� � Mna). Their
refers ( 1 ) to the tranquil "key note" of the mind and proximate cause is the mental body and consciousness
·
(2) to 'the quiet, smooth and even way of functioning (kayacittapada!{hilna). They should be regarded as
of the mental factors, undisturbed by agitation and opposed to the defilements of agitation etc., which
restlessness.
cause unpeacefulness in the mental body and in
consciousness ( kayacittana"! a vupasamakara
Regarding the arising of Passaddhi (Tranquility), uddhaccadikilesa paUpakkhabhi'itati)- Vsm .46 5 .
Visuddhimagga describes thus: Discipline (vinaya) is According to Atthasalinf(p. 1 3 0) , Passaddhi is opposed
for the purpose of restraint (sa11JVaratthtiya); restraint to anxiety (daratha) and to the Hindrance of Agitation
is for the purpose of non- remorse (avippa{ isartllthaya), (uddhacca). It may be added that in its aspect of a 'good
non-remorse . . . . . . of gladdening (pamojjatthfiya), conscience' , it is also opposed to the Hindrance of
gladdening i s for . . . . . . of happiness (pltatthaya), Worry(kukkucca) due to bad conscience or scruples.
happiness i s for the purpose .of tranqu i l i ty Tranquility Enl i ghtenment Factor (passaddhi
(passaddhatthaya) - lbid.p. 1 3 . The Visuddhimagga sambojjhanga) along with Enlightenment Factors of
further says that tranquility is for the purpose of bliss ( Happiness (pfti sam bojjhanga), Concentration
-
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(samadhi sambojjhanga) and Equanimity (upekkha

sambojjhanga) arc i ncluded i n Right Con ce nt ra ti o n
(sammcl samcldhi)- Vsm. 5 1 1 -5 1 2. W h en a person brings

Form ations to mind as painful and having great
tranquility, acquires the Faculty of Concentration
/bid.659.
Describing the Tranquility due to Insight (vipassana
passaddhi), the Visuddhimagga mentions that for the
person who has attained Insight sits in his night or day
quarters perhaps there is no fatigue or heaviness or
rigidity or unwieldiness or sickness or crookedness in
his body and his mind (neva daratho na garavanJ na
kakkhalata na akammaiiiiata na gelaiinaiiJ na vankata
hoti), but rather his body and mind are tranquillised
(kayacittani passaddhani), light (lahum), malleable
(mudtlni), wieldy (kammw1iiani), q u i te sharp
(suvisadlini) and straight (ujukani). When his mind
and body aided by this tranquillity, he experiences the
Superhuman delight at that time -Vsm.pp.635-636.
Venerable S ariputta explaining the exertion in
developing (bhtzva_na padhanan�) proclaimed that a
bhikkhu should cultivate each of the seven Factors· of
Enlightenment (including the Tranquillity Factor of
Enlightenment) · which- are based upon detachment;
upon passionless (-viraganissita�). upon · cessation
(nirodha nissitanJ) and wherein is maturity of self
surrender (vossagga pario/imin) - D.Ill. p.226. In the
- Dastittara suttanta of the Dfgha Nikaya (D.III:2S2)
we find another proclamation by Venerable Sariputta
about the seven Factors of Enlightenment. Herein he
menti ons passaddhi sambojjhanga and other
bojjhangas (Factors of Enlightenment) are to be
developed, as they have been perfectly set forth by the
Buddha for long duration of the holy life and for the
welfare and happiness of many folk, for compassion
on the world, for the good, the welfare, the happiness
of dev.as and men.
Wi thi n the kfi.mavaca ra (sensuous) sphere
passaddhi is the inner peace produced by any moral
act or thought .It is also the equability of the mental
functions necessary for the effective work in the field
of Insight (vipassana), for making a judgements etc.,
_ which is unwavering and c o o l , rel iabl�r. �nd '
dispassionate. This is confirmed in Atthasfi.linf where
- it says that the manifestation of Tranquillity is the
unwavering and cool state (aparipphandanasitibhava)
of consciousness and its concomitants - Atthasfi.lini.

.

p 1 30 Tran quil ity prepares the entry into the jhanic
consciousness of nlpft vacara (Form) sphe re bei ng a
pri or condition for the Factors of Absorption "Joy"
(sukha) and 'concentration' (cittekaggatfi.).
.

.

The Buddha, while describing the consequence o f
fi.naptma sati declared that if a monk cultivate the limb
of wisdom that is tranquility along with other Factors
of Enlightenment, it tends to seclusion (vivekiiya), to
dispassion (virclgaya), to cessation (nirodhii.ya) and to
end the self-surrender (vossaggaparinamin!)
S. V. p 3 1 2.
.

-

-

D.Saddhasena
PA'fACARA. In Buddhist ?ali literature, the story of
Pa�acara is one of the most detlected and distorted in
its passage from the early tanonical texts to the
subsequent commentarial utterances. Divergent literary
traditions- like those of the Apadfi.na, withi'l1 'this self
same literary corpus, have unalterably changed the
character, and along with it the religiou� aspirations
and personal ity of this Bhikkhun[ who has had a
tremendous impact on the female community of the
'
:
Buddha's ·day. This change has been least suspected.
On the other hand, we are surprised that ifhas been
reverentialiy accepted, then and now, in the literary . .
histories of Sri Lanka and the neighboring Buddhist .
counties. The change is admittedly dramatic and
theatrical.
Patacara in the original canonical version, we
believe, reflects clearness of vision, firmness of resolve,
determination and admirable qualities of leadership. ·
She becomes unhesitatingly an object of admiration
and veneration. The Therlgfi.tM text says that hundreds
came searching her for her comforting message. The ·.
Apadana tradition shows an unwarranted deflection .
in the al ternation of her character with that of
Kisagotaml who, in the canonical version, is a pitiable
character with multiple tragic deaths of dear ones on ·
her way. The new Pa�acara, in Kisagotami's tattered
old garb, becomes a highly magnetic centre for
sympathy and pity. We are inclined to maintain with .·
the blgha-bhii1!akas that the Apadana traditions on
the whole are unacceptably deviant.
In this article, we think it worthwhile probing into
this. We consider it more meaningful to take the records
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of the canonical texts as more authentic and trustworthy
and as being nearer to the historical situations in the
Sasana than the words of compilers of legends of later
centuries which in fact have come to be challenged
and rejerted as done by the D[gha-bhdf!kas (DA. I.
15).
We shall begin with the canonical version of the
story of our renowned Therf Pa�acara. Here are the
three specific references to her in the Ther[g(ithtl, each
one recording a different situation in her life, which
seems to have left a profound impact on the community
in which she lived (Thig. vv . 1 1 2-1 1 6,· 1 17- 1 2 1 and
127-132).

samfldhemi assanJbhadral�l 'vajiiniyan,t ). Her salvation

evidently was not a long way off. As she reached her
cell and tried to lie down on her bed to sleep, she dipped
the wick of her lamp in the oil, and with the blowing
off of the lamp, she gained emancipation of her mind
(pad[pass ' eva nibbiina11J vimokkho ahu cetaso.).

Theri Patacara's pre-enlightenment life story is lost
to us here in the Ther[gatM. It was perhaps contained
in the prose narratives (now lost), which usually
accompanied these. dramatic statements in verse. At
any rate, the two sets of verses of Patacara, which
follow in the Ther[gatha (vv. 1 17- 1 2 1 & 127- 132) are
coherent and cogent enough for us to build a convincing
picture of this Bhikkhun[ and make no mistake about
her identity.
·

. .

In the· first Ther[gatha episode at vv. 1 12- 1 1 6, we
meet this· apparently newly ordained Bhikkhzm[. She
Verses 127- 1 3 2 which go under the title Pancasata
is fully canscious of the mission she haS undertaken;
Pa(acara, include the major theme of her admonition
.
In her own words, she IS living a life of higher grade
to five hundred grieving women who are said to have
morality (slla-samptmna)� having pledg�d to live the
come to her in search of a comforting message in the
religious l i fe as enunciated by the Master death of their own children. Patftcara is undoubtedly
(satthu�sasanakai:ika). With .her diligent and at th� . the pre-eminent authority who could speak on this
· · same time unconceited attitude to life (akus[ta subject with such personal experience and conviction. ·
a�uddhQta);_ she is determined to reach her goal in It is our firm belief that this down-to-earth analysis of
Nirval)a (nibbananj adhigac.clulmz); These lines are in the mothers' problem of loss of children handled here
themselves self-eviqent and self-explanatory. They by Patacara does rightly belong to Patacara and to no
need no commentary. .
other. See her strajghtforward reasoning. .
- -In-her- own-enlightened words,-it is·what she saw
· around her that prompted her to her zealous approach
in religious life. She saw the young farmers around,
energetically ploughing the fields and sowing seeds
therein to raise crops and earn money thereby to feed
their wives and children,
Narigalehi kasa11J khettan,1 b[jani pavapa11J chama
putta-darani posenta dhana11J vindanti manava.

(Thig. v. 1 1 2)

"Ploughing the fields with their ploughs
and sowing the seeds on the ground,
these men earn the money
to feed their wives and children."
Possessed of this same sense of devotion and
dedication. Pa!acara washed her feet one evening, and
seeing the water at that point flowing down from the
higher ground to the lower (thalato ninna11J iigatQI1}),
she endeavored to harness her own mind like bringing
. a thorough-bred horse under control (tato citta1rJ

.

Yassa magga11J na jandSi agatassa gatassa va
lanJ kuto agalanJ putla11J mama putto ' ti rodasi.
(Thig. v. 127.).

"Whose roadway one knows not, whence he came
or whither he went.
Knowing not whence he carne, you do appropriate
him and now cry over his lo�s." .
What need is there to make this Patacara emerge as ·
a heroine from a multiple tragedy of six deaths which · ·
is admitted by Kisagotam' as her own, in her own
words, in the canonical text of the Therlgatlul?
Dve me putta kalakata pati ca panthe malo
kapanikfiya
mata pita ca bhata ca dayhanti ekacitakayam.
Kisagotam[- ther[ suvimuttacitta imam bham 'ti.
See Thig. vv. 2 1 8-223.
·

·

Sri Lanka Buddha Jayanti Tripitaka Series Ther[
gatlul text adds to this further -
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/tthan.t sudai1J Kisago tam [ ther[ gathG.yo abhasi,

(Therigath6. . v 223f)

PATACARA
.

(the canonical text) it is Kisagotam l and not Pa�acara
who is the victim of this intense multiple tragedy of
losing her two infant children, her husband, her mother
and father and her brother, all on one single occasion.
Kisagotaml in the Therlgatha speaks of it as the tragedy
of her own life. See Therlgatha (vv.219 -223) where
she speaks of the death of her two sons and her husband
etc .

The Dhammapada!Jhakatha (DhpA. I. 260- 275 and
DhpA. III. 432 f.), perhaps due to a deviant tradition
derived from the Apadana, which has also at the same
time influenced the Commentarial tradition of the
- Therigdtha A!fhakatha, interchanges these two stories
. of Pa�cara and Kisagotamf and transfers this story of
the dead son to Kisagotamf, with the very dramatic
Dve me putta kalakata patl ca panthe mato
story of the Buddha asking her to get some mustard kapa1!ikaya
seeds from a home where no death had ever occurred.
. nJata pita ca bhata ca 4ayhanti ekacitakayan;.
What Kisagotamr apparently sought from the Buddha v. 219
was some medication (bhesajjd11J) for the restoration
to life of her dead child. But the Buddha, instead of
Aha11J amhi kantasalla ohitabhara katan,t me karatJI
making a blunt refusal to do so and turning away this yaf?l
grieving mother, wisely used this strategy. It was more
Kisagotaml therl suvimuttacitta ima11J bha'!l 'ti.
profoun4 a lesson to teach and to _l earn that there never . v. 223
was and never shall be a home in which no death has
ever occurred than to perform a miraCle through divine
It i� also intportant to note that the above verse 219 .
power whereby a single mortal son is raised from the Qf the Therlgatha appears in a slightly different form
in the Dhammapadaf!hakatha as: '
dead.
·

The Therlg(lthG. makes ·no mention of any mustard .
Ub�o puttii kQlakata pante mayha11J pall- inato
seed story, neither with regard to Kisagotamf nor
milta pita ca bhG.ta ca ekacitakasmi11J 4ayhare.
Pa�acara. B u t the Ther[gathii Comme�tary t_o DhpA. I. 266
verses, quoting the Apadana (ThigA. p.
Kisagotarni
.
1 81), reveals the origin of this story.
This is tne version-preser-Ved in the Apadana (Ap. ·
p. 1 15) to which our Therlgathtl Commentary seems
to be very much indebted.
Tada ekena sandi!JhG. upetvabhi Sakk.uttamanJ

avocanJ dehi bhesajjanJ puttasafi.jivakan 'ti bho.
"Na vijjante mara yasminJ gehe siddhattaka11J tato
ahara ti jino aha vinayopaya-kovido.
Tadil gainitvil Sa �atthinJna labhin]-tadisaiiJgharatq
kuto siddhatthakanJ tasma tato laddhil sati11J ahanJ
Kuf1apa11J chacf4ayitvana upesi11J lokanayakati'J
(vv.23-26).

With or without this confusion in the identification
of Pa�acara (Thig. vv. 1 12-1 2 1 and 1 27-1 32) and
Kisagotaml (Thig. vv. 2 1 3 -223), these two hapless
women, together with Vaseghl (Thig. vv. 1 33-1 38)
show the world the very blessings of the Buddha's
appearance in their midst, although he evidently never
did lift a finger to raise their children from death. To .
them, as well as to all mankind, · it was an all-time
Two important items of information emerge from
triumph over death. That is why we have in the wake
this. l .This story of the mustard seeds goes back to the
of Pa�cara's spiritual gain, as mentioned in the Therl
Apadana as its primary source. 2. This Apadilna gathtl, a first batch of thirty grieving mothers and after
tradition also introduces the more or less Mahayana that yet anqther five hundred, more or less, reach the
idea of upaya-kausalya or magnanimous strategy same heights that Pa�acara herself reached. Thus · ·
ascribed to the Buddha, referred to here as vinayopa · embedded in the theme of Pa�cara are the lessons on .
ya-kovido.
·"' , . ;., . . . the down-to-earth reality of death with a universal
message of which the world has all the time a need to
This self-same Dhammapada!{hakathtl makes learn.
Pa�cara play Kisagotamf's role of being the victim of
the six-fold tragedy. But according to the Ther[gathti,
Dhammavihari
II
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Pataliputta1 was the capital of the

Ma adha kingdom-of ancient India and l ater the capital
of the mighty M ayu ra Empire. It is also call ed
Kusumapura and Pushpapura. It was among the six
great E:ities of ancient India. Pali literature of. the
Theravada school of Buddhism and Sanskrit sources
of the Northern school of Buddhism, Jain Literature,
Greek and Chinese records are extant for the study of
this great Indian city. In addition there are the results
of the archaeological excavations conducted by the
Archaeological Survey of India, during the last century.
The city of Piitaliputta had a humble beginning as a
remote village called Piitaligama, when the capital of ·
Magadha was Rajagaha (Raj agfha) or Giribbaja.

Its connection with Buddhism goes back to the very
lifetime of the Master (Buddha). According to the Mahii
pa ;inibbiina Suita (D.ll.p. 84) the Buddha visited it
on his last journey. But at the time it was yet a small

hamlet known as Pataligiima. Th� Buddha on his last
journey proceeded from Nalanda to the Pataligama with
a large retinue of monks. The Buddha's visit to Piitaliga

· rna coincided with the completion of the "Guest House"

(avasathagara) by the residents to accommodate state
.
officials. As the Udiina commentary states (UdA. p.
408) the officials of the Vajji Kings and. those of king
Ajiitasattu came there and chased away the inhabitants
and occupie_o_ th�ir hou.se.s for sev.eral months. The
__

inhabitants of the village were inconvenienced as a
result of this repeated expulsion. In order to remedy

.

city of Jambud i pa, and there would be a danger from
lire, water and dissension to the city.

It is clear from the statement that even up to the

last phase of the life of the Buddha it was yet a vil lage.

Its im mergence as a town commenced towards the end

of the Buddha's carrier under king Ajatasattu of
Magadha. It is also said that the above mentioned two
ministers Sunidha and Vassakara who were building ·
the town met the Buddha and invited him and offered
alms. The ministers also took action to name the gate .
(of the new town) from which the Buddha went out as
the 'Gotamadyara' and the ford of the river where the

Buddha crossed the river as 'Gotamatittha' in honor ·
of the Buddha.
From the references in the Dlgha Nikiiya above
mentioned it is seen that the B�ddha was no_ stranger
to the inhabitants of the Pii�aligiima. They welcomed
the Buddha;s visit. Though it was. not r�cor<led in the

scriptures, it is possible to infer that it was not the

Bu�dha's first visit to Pataligama. It is seen that as

there were followers· the Buddha might have visited

was among the settlements where Buddhism flourished
since early days of t�e siisana.
Even after the parinibbana of the Buddha eminent · .

fDOnks appear to hay� �sQciated Pataliputta and there

references to it i n the Nikayas. According to the

Samyuttanikaya (S. V. 1 7 1 ) once when the Elder

a state guesthouse for state officials, as well as for the

with the Elder Bhadda, the latter questioned the Elder

other travellers. The devotees (�Jpasaka) were highly

Ananda as regards the purpose of 'Kusala ' and 'sila '

to

stay the night at

the new iivasathiigiira or the 'Guest House' and the
Buddha accepted the . offer. It was the Buddha who
occupied the Guest House first, with monks.

At ihe same time the Mahiiparinibbiina Sutta (ibid
p: 84) records another important event that was taking

the Buddha has preached. The Arig uttara Nikiiya (A
III 57) describes how the Elder Narada while residing ·
at the · Kukku� iin'imaya in Pa�aliputta advised and
consoled king Mu�a who was grieving over the death
of his beloved queen, keeping her body preserved. ·
According to Vinaya Mahavagga (Vin. I .300) once

place at the Pii�aligama during the same period. Th:

many Elders such as Ni taviisi, Siinavasi Gopaka, •

two ministers of Magadha (Magadhamahamatta ) Suni

rama at Pii�aliputta and the monks went to Kukku�iirii

dha and. Vassakiira (of king Ajatasattu , the king of
Magadha) were building a town at PataJigiima in order
to prevent the onslaught of Vajj i ans. The Maha

parinibbiina Sutta further adds that the Buddha having
come to know that a town was �eing built at Pataliga
rna prophesied that in the future it would be a center of
. the Aryans and a center of trade as well as the chief

·

Therefore it is reasonable to assume that Piitaligama

Ananda was living at the Kukku�iirama of Pa�aliputta

same day and invited the Buddha

.

the vill�ge in the course of his missionary tours.

this, these inhabitants of Pataligama decided to put up

delighted as the B uddha happened to visit them on the

·

Bhagu <md Phalikasandana were staying at the Kukku�ii

rna and sought the advice of the Elders as regards
how

to

dispose many robes offered to thein by the
.
devotees. Even before the accession of Asoka Pa
taiiputta has been an important center of Buddhism
and venue of many important events. As per the

Buddhavamsa (ch. xxviii) after the Parinibbana of the
Buddha, the Buddha's girdle and the water pot were

'
.,
;
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deposited in the city of Pa1aliputta. The Mahavamsa
says (ch. v. verse 1 22) the Elder Sonaka the preceptor
of Elder Siggava, the preceptor of the Elder Candavajji,
the teacher of the Elder Moggaliputtatissa resided at
Kukku�ama in Pii�aliputta . It is stated in the Petavattu
commentary (p. 244) that the general of King PiJigala
of Saurastra came to Pcitaliputta and embraced
Buddhism. The king Pandu of Pataliputta (date
uncertain) his vassal Guhasiva and his subordinate king
Cittciyana were converted to Buddhism says Dii{hii
vamsa. Thera Dhammarakkhita, the teacher of Elder
Niigasena lived at Pa�aliputra.The Anguttara Nikiiya
commentary (AA. II 246) records how two Brahmins
· from Pa�aliputta having heard of the fame of Elder
Mahanaga of Sri Lanka set out from Pci!aliputta and
came to Sri Lanka to meet the Thera. One died on the
way the other came tc Sri Lanka and got ordained under
the Thera.

on this and Puranas call him Kcllclsoka Ka k avarl)iD.

From the reign of Kcllclsoka, according to Sri Lanka

tradition Pa!aliputta remained the capital of N andas,
Mauryas, Guptas etc. for several centuries, first as the
capital of an extensive kingdom of Magadha and later
as the capital of the mighty Mayura Empire.

The most prosperous period of Pa!aliputta was the
period of the three great Maurya emperors Candragupta
, B i nduscira and Asoka. The Greeks called it
"Palibothra . Thanks to Megasthenes the ambassador
of Selukos Nikator to the Royal court of Candragupta
a fairly detailed account of the grandeur of the Maurya
empire with its capital as 'Palibothra" (Pa!aliputra) is
extant. Though the original written by Megasthenes is
lost, the quotations from the original by later Greek
writers provide �s with a substantial description of Pa
!aliputra and its sophisticated urban life. Megasthenes
assures that the length of this city wass 80 stadia the
It is observed that the Kukku!£irama which appear
breadth 1 5, tharis surrounded with a ditf.h which takes
to have been the centre of Buddhist activities of Pa
up six acres of ground and it is 30 cubits deep that the
!aliputta prior to Asoka's aceession is not mentioned
·walls are adorned with 570 towers·' and 64 gates
in the Pali records pertaining to Asoka's relationship _
(Megasthenes Account preserved by Arrian) .
. with Buddhism. The Kukkut£irama which is supposed
to have been built in a garden named Upakan�hakara
.
· To quote Vincent A. Smith:' "Megas.thenes resided
.
rna on the right bank of Ganges, by the Kukku�aseghi
there for a considerable time, and fortunately for ·
might have been in a dilapidated condition by the time
posterity took the trouble to record carefully what he
of Asoka. Asoka might have built his magnificent .
saw and heard. The ambassador found the government
monastery on the same site and the. old name appear to
of the Indian · king strong and well o rganized,
have gone into oblivion and the monastery came to be
established in a magnificent fortified city, worthy to
known as Asokarama. However northern records such
be the capital of a great kingdom. The royal camp at
as Divyavadana refer. to it as Kukku!£irama.
the capital was estimated to contain 400,000 souls and
The upliftment of the Pa!aligama as Pa�alinagara the efficient standing army numbering 600,000 infantry
was commenced by Ajatasatthu towards the end of 30,000 cavalry, 9000 elephants and a multitude of
the Buddha's life. The immediate purpose was, as Mahil chariots, was maintained at the king's expense. On
parinibbana sutta says, was to prevent the onslaught active service the army is said to have mustered the
of Vajjins. Apparently Pataligama was the "Bone of huge total of 600,000 men of all arms, a number not
contention" between the Vajjins and Aja tasatthu. incredible in the light of our knowledge of the unwieldy
Though Ajatasatthu commenced the building of Pa
size of the hosts employed by Indian princes in later
�aligama he could not finish the work. He continued to
ages". (Vincent A. Smith , Asoka Buddhist Emperor
rule Magadha from Rajagaha or Giribbaja. The work
of India. p. 1 6- 1 7 .)
continued till the reign of his son Udayi circa 450 B .C.
The Vciyupuraf!a calls him his grand son (Raja Udaya
However the most prosperous period of Pataliputta
swa). It is not possible to conclude exactly during
the great Mauryan Emperor Asoka.
whose reign the capital of Magadha was shifted to Pii dawned under
empire, in addition to the whole of
gigantic
\aliputta. According to the Buddhist tradition �,e. s�p!t� Asoka's
ofMagadha was shifted from Rajagaha during ihe reign proper India, comprised of countries now known as
of Kalasoka of Sisunaga dynasty, whose 1 Olh regnal
year is equated to the 1 001h year after the parinibbana
of the Buddha . The Jain sources, too, seems to agree

"

Afghanistan, as far as Hindukush, Baluchistan, Makra
n, Kachh (cutch), the Swat valley, with the adjoining
regions Kasmir and Nepal except extreme south
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Tamilakam on Tamil Land. 2 Under Asoka Pataliputra
not only became the centre of economic activities such
a5 trade but also a centre of spiritual activity. According
to the Samantapiisiulikil, emperor Asoka got 400,000
gold coin s (kahiipana) and another one hundred
thousand from the court as taxes and it shows the
prosperity of the city.

.

-

The Chinese .records too shed some light on Pa
taliputta. Fa-hian (5 1" century A.C.) calls it Pa-lin-Fu
and he identified it as the town where Asoka ruled.
He says that the Royal palace of Pataliputta was
made by spirits employed by Asoka. Hiuen Tsang (629645 A.C.) came to Pataliputta from Vaisali having
·crossed the Ganges. He says that it was originally
known as Kusumapura. He says it was· 70 li or I I ?
miles in circuit. He refers to Asoka as having changed . ·
the capital of Magadha from Rajagaha to Pataliputra 3
He. has referred to Kukkutarama
and has seen an .
.
Asokan Pillar of 30ft height. But when he visited Pa
taliputra it has long been deserted and was in ruins.

After Asoka becam_e a Buddhist, Patliputra became
the centre of the Theravada school of Buddhism. He
built the magnificent Asokanima at Pataliputra and it
was from the Asokcirii-m� all - the - su-b�equent
programmes for the advancement of the Buddha sa
sana were launched. The Emperor Asoka with the
guidance of the Thera Moggaliputta Tissa, summoned
The successors of Asoka were not in favour of .
all the monks to Asokarama, interviewed and expelled · Buddhism and the traditions are silent on the condition
· · 60,000 heretical monks and purified the Sasana. Asoka . of Buddhism under them at Pataliputta. But there is no ·
rtima ofP£i!aliputra was the venue of the Third Buddhist . doubt that Pataliputta continued to be an important ·
council chaire� by �era MoggaJiputta. Tissa. It : was . . center of Buddhism for centuries. The history of
from P�taliputta that Moggaliputta Tissa sent out nine , }3udd.hism at Pataliputta ends with the destruction of
groups of monks to propagate B:uddhi�m in the frontier · the cit)' but the time of.its destruction as well as the .
. provinces and countries outside Asoka's Empire: Thus cause is not known and it is presumed that it occurred
. it should be clear that the campaign to make Buddhism:·. long before the rise of Pal as in Bengal. But the fame.
· which was confined to the Madyadesa, oflndia, a world of Pataliptitta lasted even at the time of Alberuni, the · . ·
religion, was faunched from Pataliputta and it became· . Muslim historian, at the end of the 1 Oth century or the
an International centre of Buddhism in the third century beginning of the eleventh century.
·
-. Kc.- under Asoka. -The modem city Patnii at the confluence of the river
Sri Lanka has had strong connections with Pa Son and Ganges has been .identified by archaeologists
�aliputta even before the introduction of Buddhism to as the site of Pataliputra. It was colonel Waddell in
Sri Lanka. The Mahiivamsa (ch.XI) describes how I 895 who determined the exact site of Pataliputta and
Deviinampiyatissa sent envoys to the court of Asoka pointed out that it has not been washed away totally
at Piitaliputta and became unseen friends (adi{!hasahii l>y Ganges. as originally thought.· Ravenshaw (JRAS.
yakil) before the introduction of Buddhism to Sri Lanka Bengal XIV I37) conclusively shows that the Son river
. It was from Pa\aliputta - that the Buddhi;t mission formerly joined G3.11ges just above the city of Patna. ·
headed by- Arahant Mahinda set off to Sri Lanka with The city of Pataliputta has been excavated by _D .B.
the message oF tl-te Buddha·. Theri Sanghamitta too S'pooner in the years 19 I2-13 and the report of the
left for Sri Lanka from Pataliputta with the branch of excavations appear in the report of the Archeological
the Bo.dhi tree. S ince then there was - constant survey of India for the relevant years. Another
intercourse between Pa\aliputta and Anuradhapura excavation has been carried out in I 93 5-36. The ·
specially In the religious sphere. It is interesting to excavations have been made mainly at a location called
note that, according to the Mahiivamsa (ch XXIX) a Kumrahar and Bulandi-Bagh and it has been noted that
delegation headed by the Elder Mittinna participated the ruins extend to the adjoining villages and also to ·
at the foundation ceremony of the Mahathupa in · the modem city ofPatna The archaeologists have noted
Anuradhapura with 1 60,000 monks. When Pataliputta that the ruins of Pa!aliputta lie 20 feet below the surface
gradually lost its position as the head quarters of and the discovery of burnt wooden structures and mass
ailuvial soil suggest destruction by fire, one of the three
· Theravada school of B uddhism after Asoka,
Anuradhapura emerged as the center of Theravada dangers predicted by the Buddha. Spooner in his
excavations has found remains of a pillared hall
Buddhism.
.

.
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exceptionally vast which he thinks should be that of

PATHOM CHED I :

an important monastery or a Throne Hall of a Maury an

Pathom Chedi at N akon Pathom is named for its

palace. A Bodhisatva image probably from Mathura

towering

of the early Gupta period and some clay seals majority
of which belonging to the Gupt� period, are among
the findings.

120 metre cetiya which, covered with glazed

tile of light orange, dominates the landscape for miles
around. It is the tallest

cetiya in south-east Asia, and

the one most reverenced by the Thai who hold that it
enshrines the nation's oldest Buddhist relics. Thousands
attend the annual fes t ival fai r held there e ach
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among the towns of the Thai kingdom of Sukhodaya,
and the site remained wild and uninhabited until the
1 800's.

1.

According to the Pali Commentaries on the .

day of the founding the town some Pa�ali
shoots(Trumpet Flower tree)sprang from the

knows. In its general form it is about eight hundred
years old. Its name means "First." The original structure

According to Vincent ·Smith "His Dominions

restorations and alterations, it finally became the large

(Ud.A. p. 407)

were foremost extensive tha.'l British India today

(1920), excluding Burma (Vincent Smith
Asoka
..11 �t
.••

Buddhist Emperor of India. p. 8 1 ) ·

3.

ceitya was first built no one

ground. Therefore the town was named Pa
�Iiputta

2.

Just when the great

·.. �.

• ·'

Hiuen Tsang is wrong at this instance. It was
not Asoka who shifted the capital from Raj agaha
to Pataliputta. He has confused Asoka with
Kalasoka.

I I - CM 3576

is thought to have been a mound-shaped stupa patterned
after those at Sanchi. Having undergone repeated
bell-shaped stupa surmounted by a pran (tower), thirty

.nine metres high, which king Rama IV (Monkut) found
'
i� a ruined condition in the first half of the 1 9th century.
In

1 853, two years after he ascended the throne, he

ordered this ancient edifice to be repaired. Because of
its great age and sanctity it was enshrined within a
larger cetiya. Before the work was completed the new
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structure collapsed during a heavy rainstorm. The
second attempt, begun in 1 860, was successful ; but
the work was not completed until 1 870, two years after
the king' s death. Thereafter king Chfilalongkom (1 868
- 1 9 10) and his sons, Vajiravudh ( 1 9 1 0- 1925) and
Prajadhipok ( 1 925- 1 935), continued the task of
restoration and also added new temple structures.
The present cetiya consists of a circular bell 250
metres in circumference at the base, surmounted by a
square "throne' , and above that a spire or crown in the
foTII! of �peting rings �apg__ecl py a metal trident at the

top. The cetiya rests ori a seven-metre-high terrace

consisting of two stages, the lower stage square, and
the upper one round. Around the base of the cetiya, at
a dis�ce of ten metres, is a circular gallery which
serves as a museum - a branch of the National Museum,
· and housing a farge collection of inscriptions, votive ·
· tablets, coins, stone Wheels ·of Law, · stOne jars and
fragments of ancient an. in stone, terracotta and stucco :
. Op the broad terrae� outside the circular gallery

'

PATICCASAMUPPADA (1)

roughly square park, located in what is thought to have

been the centre of the old Dvaravati capital.

The great cetiya is the raison d'etre of the
present town which surrounds it, a town which came
into existence in 1 897 under the name of Nakon Jaisri,
and which since 1 9 1 3 has borne the name Nakon
Pathom.

K.E. Wells
PA'{ICCASAMUPPA D A (1)

:

' dependent

origination', is the doctrine of the conditionality of all
physical and psychical phenomena, a doctrine which,
together with that of impersonality (anattii), forms the
indispensable condition for the real understanding and
realization of the teaching of the Buddha. It shows the
conditionality and dependent nature of that
uninterrupt�q flux Of manifold physical and psychical
phenomena of existence conventionally called the ego,
or man, or animal, etc .

i
1

•j

. are four viharas at the four cardinal paints; they were
Whereas . the. doctrine of impersonality, or anattd,
built by Rama rV. On the e�t side is an .uposatha hall
which was begun by Vajiravudh completed by proceeds analytically, by splitting exi�tence up into the
·
. Prajadhij:lok. It contains a stone image of the Buddha u l timate constituent parts , into mere empty,
seated in European fashion, found ar nearby Wat Pra . unsubstantial phenomena or elements, the doctrine of
--�·Meru, and which dates from the :bvaravat( J)enod. - -dependent origination, on the other hand, proceeds
synthetically, by showing that all these phenomena are, ·
The main entrance to the terrace is on the north in some way or other, conciiti?nally related with each
side. At the head of the stairs is a standing image of other. In fact, the entire Abhidhamma pi(aka, as a
Buddha, of bronze, coveted with gold, known as Pra whole, treats really of nothing but just these two .
Ruan Rojanarit. In 1 909 Vajiravudh (theri Crown doctrines: phenomenality - implying impersonality Prince) found the head, hands and feet of this image and conditionality of all existence. The former or .
·

under the floor of a ruined viluira at Srisajj an alai. 1\vo
years later, he had these portions (which were still in
· good condition) incorporated in a new bronze body,
cast at Wat Jetuphon. The figure was then taken to
· Wat Pra Pathom Chedi. Upon Vajiravudh's death a
portion of his ashes were placed in the base of the
image, as requested in the late monarch's will.
Tl)e broad twenty-seven metre terrace outside the
circular gallery contains numerous pavilions, bell�
towers and shrines, as well as seven kinds of trees
famed in Indian lore. It also contains a replica of the
ancient sputa that is encased in the present cetiya, as
well as a replica of the great cetiya at Sri Dharmaraj.
The terrace with the gleaming tile-clad cetiya rising
high above is appropriately situated in a spacious,

analytical method is applied in the Dhammasangani,
the first book of the Abhidhamma Pi(aka; the latter or .
synthetical method, in Pa(!hana, the last book of the

Abhidhamma Pifaka. Though this subject has beeu very
frequently treated by western authors, by far most of
them have completely misunderstood the true meaning
. and purpose of the doctrine of dependent origination,
and even the 12 terms themsetves have often been
rendered wrongly.
The formula of dependant origination runs as
follows:

A�ijjii - paccayii sankhiira : "Through ignorance
are conditioned the sankharas, " i.e. the rebirth
producing volitions (cetanii), or 'karma-formations' .

·
·

...,

,,.
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Sankluira - paccayd viliiidl!aii,I

:

"Through the

Bhava

karma-formations (in the past life) is condi tioned

(ndma-rupa),"

: "Through

·

are conditioned old age and death (sorrow, lamentation,

i.e. that which makes up

pain, grief and despair). Thus arises this whole mass
of suffering again in the future."

Nama- rupa- paccayd sa{dyatanalrJ: "Through the
mental and physical phenomena are conditioned the

The diagram on this page shows the relationship of

5 physical sense-organs, and

dependence between three successive lives.

consciousness as the sixth.

Sa[dyatana- paccayd phasso

:

Before taking up the study of the following

''Through the six

·

bases is conditioned the (sensoricil mental) impression."

Phassa- paccayd vedanc'i : ''Through the impression
·

is conditioned feeiirig."

Vedand - paccayd taf!hd

·

.

exposition, it is suggested that the reader first �oes
thoroughly through the article on the

(paccaya). For a thorough understanding
pa{iccasamuppdda he should know the inain

: "Through feeling is

.. �

' FUTURE

Karma -process

2 Karma-formations (sankharti.)

5 causes:

3 Consciousness (viiiiilif!O)
4 Mind & Matter (nc'ima-rapa)
5 Six B ases (dyatana)
6 Impression (phassa)
7 Feeling (vedanii)

"Through craving is

Uptidtina-paccayd bhavo:

·

·· '

( Upapatti-bhava)

5 results: 3-7

Karma -Process (kamma-Bha va)
5 causes: 1 ,2,8,9, 1 0 ·

1 1 Rebirth (jatl)
1 2 Old Age and Death (jard-marOf!O)

.,,,

(kammabhava)
1 ,2,8,9, 1 0

Rebirth-Process

8 Craving (tanhii)
9 Clinging (updddna)
1 0 Process of Becoming (bhava)

conditioned clinging."

.

"Through ignorance are conditioned the
karma-formations'' (avijjc'i - paccayd sankhiirc'i), i.e.

1 Ignorance (avijja)

Tat!hd � paccayd updddnatl} :

of the
modes

1.

-

PRES ENT

24 conditions

of conditioning, as decisive support, co�nascence, etc .

conditioned craving."

PAST .

: "Through the (rebirth

Jc'iti - paccayiijariimara'!OirJ etc. : "Through rebirth

our so-called individual existence.

six bases ," i . e . the

paccaya jati

conditioned rebirth."

consciousness are conditioned the mental and physical
phenomena

-

producing karma-process) process of becoming is

consciousness (in the present life)."

Viiiiidf1a - paccayd nama - rlipaffJ
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Rebirth-Process

(upapatti-bhava)

5 results: 3-7

all wholesome and unwholesome actions (karma) of
body, speech and mind, are conditioned through ·

· . · . i gnorance . By ' k arma-formatio n s ' are meant

"Through clinging is

conditioned the process of becoming," consisting in
the active and the passive life process, i.e. the rebirth-

karmically wholesome and unwholesome volitions

(cetanti.), or volitional activities,

in short karma.

In view of the many misconceptions current in the

producing karma-process (kamma�bhava) and, as its

West, it is necessary to repeat here that karma, as a

result, the rebirth-process

technical term, never signifies anything but moral or

(upapatti-bhava).
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immoral action, i.e. the above mentioned volitional

activities, or kanna-formations, as either causing results

2. ·

" T h r o u g h t h e k a r m a - form a ti o n s is

conditioned consciousness" (sankhdra-paccaya vi!ll1d

in the present life or being the causes of future destiny

l]a11J). This proposition teaches that the wholesome and

means the result of action, as often wrongly conceived

future rebirth in an appropriate sphere (gati). The
kanna-formations of the previous life condition the

and rebirth. Thus kanna, as a philosophical tenn, never
by Western authors.

unwholesome karma-formations are the causes of

budding in a new mother 's womb of a fresh

Now, in what way are the karma-formations

conditioned through ignorance? As concerns the
unwholesome kanna-formations associated with greed,

hate or delusion (lobha, dosa, inoha), these are always

and in all circum�taQces, conditioned through the .

s imultaneous ignorance inseparably associ ated

therewith. Thus, ignorance is for the unwholesome ·

psycho-physical aggregation of the 5 groups of
existence (khandha), which here are represented by
consciousness (viiifidf!a). All such karma-resultant
(vipdka) consciousness, however, such as

eye-consciousness (seeing), etc., as well as all the
mental phen�mena associated therewith (feeling, etc.),

. J

are karmically neutral . It should be understood that .
already from the very first moment of conception in

kanna-formations a condition by yvay of conascence . the mother's womb; this karma resultant consciousness
(sah.ajata-pacc(lya),' associ ation (sampayutta � of the embryonic being is functioning.
paccaya), presence (atthi-paccaya), etc. Ignor.ance
further may. be or them a c ndition by way of de�isive .
sconception of Ute
Against Dr. Paul Dahlke' s
s.upport .or. induce�ent (�panissay�-paccaya), if, for . . pa{iccasamupp.tida as "one singie karmical moment of

f

o

�

instance, igno(ance coupl.ed _with greed induces a man . ,persqnal experience,". and of the 'simultaneity' .of all

to commit evil deeds, such as killing, stealing, unlawful

sexual intercours.e, etc. In these . cases, therefore,'

ignorance -is a 'natural decisive support' or 'direct

_the J2 links of this formula, I should lik� to state here ·
distinctly that the interpretation of paficcasamuppada

given here as comprising 3 successiv� lives not only ·

agrees with all the different schools of Buddhism and
inducem�nt' (pakati;.!4panis$aya-pa(;caya). I.t al�o may
.
the a cient commentaries, but al.so is ully ide tical
j
y
.
become an indirect inducement, by wa of ob ect

(iiram111a1Jlipanissaya-paccay!l) of our thinking. This

takes place, if,' for example, someone remembers a

former -state of. ignorance combined with sensual

�

ati

f

�

with the explanations given already in· the· canonical

·

sutias. Thus,'for example, it is said verbatim in Nida· .
na.-Sal'l!Yutta: "Once. ignorance ( 1 ) and clinging (9) are

extinguished, neither karmically meritorious, nor
enjoyment,. and lit. doing so kannically unwholesome
·
. demeritorious, nor imperturbable kanna-fonnations (2·
states. spring up, such as sensual desire, grief, etc.
1 0) are produced, and thus no consciousness (3= 1 1 ) ·
For the wholesome (kusala) karma-formations,

ignorance can only be a condition by way of decisive
support (upanissaya), never by way of co-nascence

(sahajiita), etc., since wholesome consciousness at that

very moment, of course, cannot be associated with any

unwholesome phenomenon, · such as ignorance . .
Ignorance is a 'natural deCisive support' or 'direct
i nducem ent ' (pakatipanissaya), for ex ample, if,

induced by ignorapce and vanity, one exerts oneself to

will spring up again in a new mother's womb." And
further: "For, if consciousness were not to appear in

the mother's womb, would in that case mentality and

corporeality (4} arise?"

The purpose of the B uddha in teaching the

pa{iccasamuppada was to show to suffering mankind

how, depending on ignorance and delusion, this present

existence and suffering has come about, and how
through extinction of ignorance, and of the craving and

attain the absorptions, and thu·s finally, through . clinging conditioned thereby, no more rebirth will

perseverance, rea�hes these wholesome states of
mind. Ignorance may also be for wholesome

kan11a-formations a 'decisive support' or 'inducement

by

way

of object' (dramma�Ju-panissaya), i f, for

example, one reflects on ignorance as the root of all

misery in the world, and thus finally attains insight

and entrance into one of the 4 supermundane paths of

holiness.

follow, and thus the standstill of the process of existence

will have been realized and therewith the extinction of
all suffering.

3.

"Through consciousness are conditioned
corporeality and mentality" (vififidf!ll-paccayd na

ma-rlipa11J). This proposition implies that without

consciousness there can be no mental and physical ·

process of existence. By mentality (nama) is here to

PAUCCASAMUPPADA (1)

be understood the karma -resultant (vipaka) mental

bases,

phenomena, such as feeling (vedana), perception

sense-i mpressions; and w i thout the 6'h base, or

there

c an

be

no

corresponding 5 sense-impressions (visual impression,

etc.) a condition by way of support (nissaya) and

pre-nascence (purejata), whereas the 6lh, the mind-base

Mental i ty is alway s conditioned through
a

sense-organ s ,

Thus, the 5 physical bases, eye, etc., are for the

· (consciousness), is for the mental i mpression a

consciousness; i .e. consciousness (viiiiial]a) is for
mentality (nama)

or

consciousness, there can be no mental i mpression.

(sa�i!la), volition (cetana: non�karmical volition is here
meant), consciousness-impression (phassa), advertence
(manasiktira). By corporeality (nlpa) is meant the 4
physical elements (dhatu) and the corporeality
dependent thereon (khandha,)

condition by way of co-nascence, association,

condition by way of conascence

mutuality, etc.

(sahajata), mutuali ty (aiiiiamafliia), association
(sqmpayutta), etc., since the 4 mental groups at all times

6. !'Through impression is conditioned feeling"
(phassa-paccaya vedana), i.e. the sensorial and the ·

form an inseparable unit.

·

mental impressions are for the feeling associated

Consciousness (viiiiiaf!G) is for corporeality (riipa)

a condition by way of co-nascence only at the moment ·

of conception, thereafter a condi tion. by way of

post-nascence (pacchtijata-paccaya) and nutriment (a

htira), i.e. as a support. Just as the repeatedly arising ·
·
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hunger is a condition and support for the pre-arisen

body, so is the consciousness arising afterwards a
condition an·d support for the maintenance of this
··

pre-arisen body.

.

.

4. "Through mentality and corporeality are
conditioned the 6 bases" (niima-rrlpa paccaya sa{a
yatananJ). The 6. bases are a name for the 5 physical
sense-organs and, 6lh, the mind-base (manayatana), i .e.
consciousness.

· Mentality (nama) is for the 5 physical bases (a
yatana), or srnse-organs, a condition by way of

therew i th a condition by w ay of co-nascence,
association, mutuality, etc.
7.

"Through feeling is conditioned craving"

(vedana paccaya laf!hd). Any (karma- resultant) . ·
•

.(;�....

feeling, whether agreeable, disagreeable or neutral,

bodily or mental, past or expected, . m�Y be�ome for
.
.
craving a condition of decisive support by way of object

(aramniariupanissaya). Even physically and mentally

painful feeling may, through the desire to be released . ·
therefrom, become for craving a condition o f decisive

support by way of object (aramma!]ilpanissaya).

· 8. "Through craving is conditioned clinging" .
(taf!hd paccaytl uptldtlna11J). 'Clinging' is explained
as an intensified form of craving. It is of 4 kinds: (1)
clinging to sensuality, (2) to erroneous views, (3) to
•

(4) to personality-belief. Sensuous

post-nascence:

rules and ritual;

. Mentality (na"ma), i .e. feeling,_ etc., is for the 6lh
base, or consciouSness - as being always inseparably

(pakatupanissaya). For (2-4), craving is a condition
by way of co-nascence, mutuality, root (hetu), etc. It ·

co-nascence, etc.

For example, through craving for heavenly rebirth, etc. .

associ ated therewith - a c o n d i t i o n by w ay of

Corporeality (rrlpa), here the

4 elements, are for

the 5 physical bases (ayatana), or sense-organs, a
condition by way of support (nissaya).

craving is to ( 1 ) a condition of natural decisive support

also may be a condition of natural decisive support.

people often may be jnduced to cling to certain .rules

and rituals, with the hope of reaching thereby the object
of their desires. · ·

9.

Corporeality (rlipa), · here the 5 phys i c al
sense-organs, are for the 6'h bas.e (dyatana), i .e.

consciousness, a condition by way of support and
pre-nascence (purejata-paccaya).

,., ,; : : '·�

, , .

5. "Through the 6 bases is conditioned the
(sensorial and mental) impression" (sa{il

yatana-paccaytl phasso), for without the 5 physical

"Through clinging is conditioned the process
of becoming" (upadana-paccaya bhavo ), i.e. the

wholesome and unwholesome active karma-process

of becoming ( kamma-bhava), as well as the

karma-resultant (vipaka) passive process, the so-called

· · 'rebirth-pmcess' (upapatti-bhava). The karma-process
(kamma-bhava) comprises the 5 karmical causes:
ignorance, karma-formations, craving, clinging,

karma-process ( 1 , 2, 8, 9, 1 0, of the diagram); the

·
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from one life to the next. "No being and no living soul
passed from the former life to this life, and yet this
present embryo could not have entered into existence
without the preceding causes" (Vism. XVII). "Many
things may serve to illustrate this fact, as for example
the echo, the light of a lamp, the impression of a seal,
or the image produced by a mirror".

rebirth-process (upapatti-bhava) comprises the 5
karma-results (s. 3-7 of the diagram).
The karma-process is here, correctly speaking, a
coNectrve name. for generative karmic volition
(kamma-cetand) and all the mental phenomena
associated therewith, whilst the 2"d link
(karma-formations) designates only karmic volition (a
yuhana). Both, however, i . e . the 2ad and t o•h
proposition, practically state one and the same thing,
namely, that karma is the cause of rebirth, as we shall
see under 1 0.

"Whosoever is in the dark with regard to the
conditionally arisen things, and does not understand
that karma originates from ignorance, etc., he thinks ·
that it intJst be his ego that knows or does not know,
acts and_ causes to act, and that arises at rebirth. Or he
thinks that the atoms, or a creator, with the help of this
embryonic process, must have formed this body, or

ClingJ!!g {upadana) may be an inducement of
decisive support (upanissaya) to many kinds of
wholesome and unwholesome karma. Sensuous
clinging (ktimupadana), i.e. clinging to sensuous that it is the ego endowed with faculties that has
objects, for example, may be a direct inducement to impressions, feels, desires, clings, continues and enters
murder, theft, unlawful intercourse with the other sex, · again into existence in a· new birth. Or he thinks that
evil words and thoughts, etc. Clinging to rules and ritual all beings have been born through fate, or fortuitqusly"
· (sllabbatapadana) may lead' to self-compiacency,
(Vism. XVII).
fanaticism, ·cruelty, etc. Clinging is also for the evil
.
karm(l_ associaie<;t therewith,. a .condit!on by way of
Now, on hea_ring th_at Buddhism teaches that
co-nascence, association, etc.
everything whatever in the world is determined by ·
·conditions, some might come to the conclusion that
1 0. "Through th� process of· becoming is · · Buddhism teaches some _sort of fat_alism, and that man
.
coqditioned rebirth". (bliava�Pafcaya jati)', i.e. :
·
. has no free will, or that will is not free.
through the wholes<?me and ' unwholesome
. karma-process (kamma-bhava) is col)clitioned the
· The problem 'whether man has a free will' does
. - _re.bir.th�proc_ess . (up_apaJ!J-I}hqva). 'f!le 2nd- and lQih
not exist for the Buddhist, since he knows that, apart ·
propositions, as already pointed.out, practically teach
from these e.vet changing mental and physical
one and the same thing, namely, that karma is the cause
no such entity as 'man' can be found, and
phenomena,
of rebirth; in other words that the ·karmical volition
(cetana) is the seed out of which springs the new life, that 'man' is inerely a name not relating to any reality.
just· as from the mango-seed is genera�ed the · new And the question, 'whether will is free', must be
rejected for the reason that 'will', or volition, is a mental
mango-tree.
phenomenon flashing forth only for a moment, and
Hence, the 5 karmical causes (ignorance, etc.) of that as such it had not any existence at the preceding
the past birth are the condition for the karma-results of moment. For of a thing which is nor, or is not yet, one
the present birth; and the 5 karmical causes of the cannot, properly speaking, ask whether it is free or
present birth are the condition for the 5 karma-results unfree. The only admissible question would be whether .
of the next birth. As it is said in Vism. XVII:
the arising of 'will' is independent of conditions, or .
whether it is conditioned. But the same question would
"Five causes were there in the past, Five fruits we equally apply also to all the other mental phenomena,
find in present life; Five causes do we now produce, as well as to all physical phenomena, in other words:
Five fruits we reap in future life."
to everything and every occurrence �hatever. And the
answer would be: whether will arises, or whether
·
Now, just as in this process of continually changing
. feeling arises, or whether any other mental or any
mental and bodily phenomena, nothing can be found
physical phenomenon arises, the arising of anything
that would pass from one moment to the next moment,
whatsoever is dependent on conditions, and without
so also there is no enduring entity, ego, or personality,
conditions nothing ever can arise or enter into
within this process of existence that would transmigrate existence.
.

_ _

·

·

- .

.

·
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According to Buddhism, everything mental or
physical happens i n accordance with l aws and
conditions; and if it were otherwise, chaos and blind
chance would reign. But such a thing is impossible
and contradicts all laws of thinking.
"Through rebirth are conditioned old age and death"

(jatipaccayti jarti-mara1Ja11)). Without birth there can

be no old age and death, no suffering and misery. Thus
rebirth is to old age and death, etc. a condition by way
of decisive support (upanissaya).

The Buddha has said: "Profound, Ananda, is this ·
dependent origination, and profound does it appear. It
. is through not understanding, not penetrating, this Jaw
that this world resembies a tangled .ball of ti)read, a
bird's nest, a thicket of sedge or reed, and that man
does not escape from the lower states o(exi.stence, from
the �ourse of woe and perdition, suffering from the .
round of rebirth" (D. 15). And further (M. 28): "Whoso
und�rstands the dependent origination understands the
Dhamma; and whoso u nderstands the Dhamma
underst an ds the dependent ori g i n ation" (s. v.

PATICCASAMUPPADA (2)

yava gambh l ro ca ' yan,1 bhante pa{iccasamuppado
gamblravabhaso ca- by Ananda and Gambhlro cd ' yam
Ananda pa{iccasamuppado gamblravabhaso ca- by the

Buddha. Both at D. II 55. Also at S. II. 92 ). The Buddha
further adds that the failure and inability to grasp fully
its implications keeps people rolling on in samsdra
with the possibility of degeneracy into lower states in
the process. (apaya11) duggati11) vinipata11) samsa
ran.1 nativattati.· Loc.cit at D. & S.) Therefore it is not
to be thought of lightly (Atha ca pana me uttanakutta
nako viya khayati . . . Ma h 'eva/1) tinanda avaca. Loc.cit.
at D. & S.). In the whole of Buddhist learning or the
pariyatti-sasana; nothing could be more important than

the study of this theory of Casual Genesis.

Further to this , we discover in the Mahd
hattipadopama Sutta (M. · 1. 1 90f.) a statement by the

venerable Sariputta in which he informs the monks of
the Buddha's own assessment ofthe Pa{iccasamuppti
da. The Buddha is said to equate · it with the .dhamma
(Vutta/1) kho pan eta11) bhagavatd yo:pa{iccasamuppli
da11) passati so dhammam passati.yo dhamma/1) passati
so pa{iccasamupptida11) passatf ' ti. Loc:cit).

pa!ccasamupptida, BD.).

Nyanatiloka
PA'{ICCASAMUPPADA- (2) : From whichever angle

Another basic observation which one has to make
about the Pa{iccasamuppada before proceeding any
further is t�at the phrase idappaccaya or idappaccayata
(casual-genesis-relationship) ·i s used strictly in
association with the dependent origination sequence
of the Pa{iccasamuppdda and that both these
unmistakably refer to the saiiJSdric continuance
(paccayti) and the release therefrom (nirodhd) of
worldly beings (Atthi idappaccaydjaramararfan ' ti iti
.

a study of the concept ofpa{iccasamuppdda (Skt. Prad
tya-samutpdda) or theory of Casual Genesis in
Buddhism is undertaken, its primary aim should be
the study of the ceaseless continuance. of beings in pu!{hena sata Ananda atth[ ' ti' ssa vacan [ya11J. loc.cit.).
.
Samsd ra and through i t to discover a w ay of These two together are identified as the core te chings .·
�
terminating that process. That we believe is its down- of Buddhism relating to man and his liberation (Alayara
to-earth functional value. It is such a study and such maya kho pana pajdya . . . duddasal1} idamthdnal1J
an approach alone which renders a Buddhi st theory of · yadidal1} idappaccayatd Paticcasamuppddo. M. i . . ·
religion into one of religious action. The basic source 1 67. Also at s. 1 . 1 36).
of information for this would jnvariably be the Mahd
nidana Sutta of the Digha Nikaya (D. II. 55-7 1). In the
Wherever the abstract formula of causal genesis '
Mahdnidana Sutta, this concept is studied from several
that being there, this arises' (imasmi11) sati ida11J hoti)
vital angles.
is used in Buddhist texts, we invariably discover that
it is being used only in relation to the genesis of saTl}fd ·
The sutta opens with a discussion between the
ric beings (lti kho bhikkhave tumhe ' pi eva11) vadetha.
Buddha and the venerable Ananda wherein both agree
.
A
on the doctrinal profundity of this piece of Buddhist, . ham ' pi eva11) vadami iti imasmi17J sati idal1} hoti
teaching: ' Profound i ndeed i s the teaching of
P�ficcasamuppdda, its i mpact on our thinking is
equally profound (acchariya11)bhante abbhuta11)bhante

imass' uppdddidall) uppajjati ,yadidQ11) avijja -paccayii .
sarikhtirti sarikhtira- paccayti viiiiia11am ... M. 1 .
262-3. Also at S. II. 95).
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Thus we see that the early B uddhist, as reflected in

In the Mahiihattipadopama Sutta quoted above,

the Maluin idana Sutta, saw l i fe \Yith i ts ram ifications

Sariputta adds his own observation about what he

considers to be pa{iccasamuppamia dhamma. He

or ditkkha and the possibility of redemption £herefrom

aggregates of grasping' (pa!icca-samuppanna kho pan '

vital consideration was its sa11J.5iiric dimension. Thus

finnly says that they are none other than the 'five

or nirodha as spanning through sanp;tira. The more

ime yadidanJ pane ' upiidanakkhandhii. M. I. 1 9 1 .

any scheme of soteriology in Buddhism had to bring.

These w e believe refer t o none other than sentient

within its vision an analysis of the entire range of life,

indicate that the causal - genesis - relationship implied

birth again ( ... m[yati ca cavati ca uppajjati ca. S. II. 5 ·

specifically only to the sa11J5tiric journeying of worldly

process ( . . . eva"f ayan.z pajatantakulaka- jatd gula

not only from birth to death but also from recurrent

beings of the category of humans). These clearly

& 1 04) to the repetition of this ceaselessly tangled

in the words pa!icca- samuppannii . dhamma relates

beings. (We are inclined to .add that perhaps their

gun{hika- jdtii. muiija- babbaja- bhutd apdya"}

human ills of Jarii - maral]Q. etc.).

This total and fundamental vision is and has to be what

. relevance js only at the human level, referring to the

duggatin,z vinipii.tai!J sa11JSii.ra17J ntitivatt.ati. D. II. 55).

We find the concept .of paficcasamuppanna being

we call the faticcasamuppiida. Or put it differently,
Pa{iccasamuppii.da undeniably does and has to embrace
this total vision (And perhaps nothing less.)

very meaningfully used in the Mahtita!]htisarikhuya

Sutta (M. L 256-7) to explajn to S ii ti " the
causal-genesis-structure of viflfltif]Q.. We fail to see
the applicability of the concept of Paticcasamuppada

.·

Coming down to the reality of a living being in a

single l'ife time, framed conveniently within birth and

elsewhere to insentient things of the world. The Buddha · death, compelled to select any single frame of that

.•

cinematographic film reel we referred above ·and stu�y

apparently had very little n�ed to go into such areas. It

its phenomenology as a single link in the total chain, . .
but certainly linked to the whole at both ends as when · .

was not the question of their release or nissarao/l that

the Bodhisatta was probing in to when he queried 'when

,

it refers to vinnaf!llsota and sa11J¥attanika- vinfltil]Q. (See
will the,world get out ofthis painful predicament' (kuda
ssu niima imassa dukkhassa nissarai]Qm pannii.yissati · D. III. 105 as purisassa ca vinflii.l]Q.- sotaTI) pajaniiti
jarii. maral]Q.Ssii ' ti. D. II. 3 1 and S. II. 1 0).
ubhayato abbocchinnaTI) idha-loke pati,qhitaTI)ca para
toke p_ati!!f!�tam ca.: �e� <llso _M. _, I�: 26�_ f!. - �!!_er� it
.
The Ma hanidana Sutta vibrantly begins with the refers to the 'rollipg-on-from-life-to-Iife' vinfliit]a as
saTI)vattanika) . ·
vital idea of the much-dreaded prolongation of samsii.
·

·

--

_

____ _ __ ..._

--

-- -

-'---

-

·

·

ra or cycle of births and deaths (often referred to as
ogha or flood which needs to be crossed: kathaTI) su

In the single frame ofliving reality which we select

for further exaniimition, we see before us a being with

tarati ogham Sn. v. 1 83) which is said to be produced
a physical form and w i t h a total c apaci ty to
through ignorance of Pa{icca-samuppada ( ... etassa
with the world in the midst of which a
communicate
dhammassa ananubodhti : . . saTI)stiraTI) nativattati. D. ·

II. 55). It also l aunches at the same time its idea of
causal. - genesis · relati9nship with the twin question
Is there a causal genesis for decay and death? and
its compliment (in response to the answer Yes. There
is.)� What then is the cause of decay and death?
There comes forth the simple but straightforward

answeJt·On account of bhih there comes about decay
and. cfeatb. This l ine of argument must present to
anyone very clearly the dimensions of the basic concept

of lite which the Buddha held, namely that it stretches

through, time and space.

That it i s time wise infinitely

stretching (anamatagg ' dyanJ bhikkhave samsaro) and
that pl'ace wise, it can ascend and descend from the

humam to higher (sugati) and to lower (duggati) grades
as in the idea of pancagatiyo (M. I. 73)

human is placed, i.e. he sees, hears etc. and he responds
to stimuli which are received through his sense organs.

Such a being is referred to in Buddhist tenninology as
a salta. A satta is said to consist of khimdhas,

a

. ·.

a word

hitherto translated as aggreg tes. The aggregates are ·
five ip number, covering both the physical and the

psychic and the tota l i ty i s referred to as the

Pancakkhandha or Five Aggregate s : The
Paii.cakkhandha embraces the totality of a li ving being,
explaining the very process of his living, its basis and
its activity. This of course, is a very down-to-earth

explanation of the ph�nomenon of life, as to who

a

being is, with nothing metaphysical about it. For the

time being, let us take leave of the Paficca- samuppa

da view of life in its samsiiric dimension. Let us view

the phenomenalism of our present life, here and now.

·

·
.
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In response to a totally misdirected question from
Mara, the Evi I one ( re pre s e ntat i ve of current and
contemporary erratic thinking of the ti �e) , as to the
genesis and continuance of a being . . .

By whom is the being created? Who is the creator
of this being? Wherein did this being have his origin?
Wherein will his cessation be?
Kenti ' ya/1? paka{o satto kuva/1? sattassa ktirako
kuvai1J satto.samuppamw kuvanJ satto nirujjhat[ '
ti. s. I. 1 3 5

PATICCASAMUPPADA (2)

While it is admitted that the focus of these two
theories is distinctly different, one also feels the need
to make use of quite a number of categories of the
more detailed Pa{iccasamuppdda theory (especially in
its psycho-ethical areas like tw�hti and upadana), to
explain the operati on of the more abridged and
abbreviated presentation of the Paiicakkhandha theory.
(One might legitimately ask here the relationship in
which sal111ii stands to saJikhdra in the Paiicakkhandha
theory).

·

Pmicakkhandha theory in its fivefold categories

makes a very concise and precise division of the
psycho-physical constitution of the human entity. Ra
pa holds the floor as it were on its own, presenting the
visible and more tangible aspect of human life. It
What you conceive of as a being, 0 Mara,
provides the physical basis, with its fivefold external
Is only a viewpoint (di!{hi- gatan�) of yours.
sense organs (as well as the mind or mana as the sixth
This is no more than an assemblage of conditioning · from within), for sensory receptivity. The remaii!ing
.
factors.
and viiiiial]a,
fo�r. namely vedana, ;milia, sml khara·
.. I .
No being- in reality does here exist.
in their totality represent the psychic ,component of
As an assemblage of components goes to make a· . man, evidently projeCting, in the sa
c implication .
chariot,
of concepts like scuikhiira and vi!liidf?.a, something more_
So does an assembly of aggregat_e s _(khandhas)
than the mere functionfng of the present life. (Linking
--<,t:
.
. :' .
Makes this conventional being (satto)
up with yet another to come).

Bhikkhuni Vajira replies, convincingly projecting
the Buddhist point of view; that -

,•

'

�ii'fi

..

Translated by the author
--

- K[nnu� salta ' ti paccesi .
mara di![higala11J nu te
Suddha- sarikhtira- puiijo ' yan,z
Nayidha sattu ' pabbhati.
Yathli hi ariga- sambhtirii
hoti saddo ratho iti
Evan,z khandhesu santesu
Hoti satto ' ti ' sammuti. S. l. 1 35

.

.

data-processing. We would take vedana in this context • ·
as perception or basic and/or preliminary sensory

awareness. This is exactly how the Mahaniddna Sutta

(D. II. 58) explains vedana, including even the sixth
sense of mana or m i n d (seyyatM dam cakkhu
samphassaja vedana ... mana- samphassajti vedana.
Sabbaso vedanaya asati vedanti nirodhii api nu kho

Thus one has to see the genesis of the Buddhist
Pancakkhandha theory as an honest down-to-earth
explanation of the functioning of a living human being
as we see him in our midst, no more no less. The
Pancakkhandha theory �s an explanation of the
phenomenon of being, apparently does not feel the need
to push the present human life to an unseen past or
project it to an �nknown future. Every od� �ould ha�e
that it IS adequately dealt with m Its multi· known
.
.
.
.
· d1mens10nal way m
the Patzccasamuppadc#heory. lb .,
·
.
is also equal!� true that no se��u� stu�ent ?f Buddhism
could have missed the saf1!Satlc linpllcatzons of terms
like salikhtira and viiifldna which claim legitimate
pI aces m
·
· both 1.1stmgs.

?

_

•

· .

Of t)1ese four, vedanti and safifia as the first two, ·
seem to h andre the early s tages o f sensory

.!.....-

-

.

·

ta1�hti pafifiiiyelhti ' ti. No h ' etan,z blzante ' ti. Loc.cit.).
In the above somewhat abbreviated listing of the links .
(op. cit. 56 ff) where smilia is left out, vedanti appears
to include within it even the role of sanfia ( i.e. total
appercep'tive recognition of sensory data).
In saFilld of the Pwicakkhandha listing, we would ,
see a further stage beyond vedanti, of distinct
recognition and identification and would prefer to
l ate the term as appercept'IOn. Vi-1· n some
mna11a,
trans
''
-bhaga
- at
1 e vmnana
aspects o f .Its tota1 ch aracter (l'k
·--M. I. 1 90 for each separate sense organ) i � involved in
.
c?gm. five (an d1 aPperceptive) processes of the
rnak,mg
. fu 1 .
human mmd adequate y meamng
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From this point of apperception (or smi1ici) onwards,

it is our belief that the personalized major content
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processed total

vilil1ti1Jll i tse l f ( viJilliiiJan� ywi ca salikhatanJ). Further

of

vililiiif!a as life-carrier or the sanJvattanika- viliJidl!a

the past-partic i pi al form saJikhatanJ as against regular

consciousness) contributes to a further process ofsamsa

stature of a processed and stacked up thing. This, we

substantival form satiklziira gives it the impression and

( as opposed to viliiidJ!a-bhaga or segmented

believe, refers to the saiJ!Siira- building- constructs or

ra- building-amstructs called saJikhiira which are piled

upon,

as .

it were,

swikhiira which a

behig continues generating and
loading upon or weaving into the texture his vififiii

on viiifiiil]ll. It is our opinion that

sankhara primarily means these. In this sense·, saJikha
. ra has to precede the ' I ife-carrier' or saTT]vattanika- .
vifilllif!G. Hence sankhiira -paccayii vifiliiif!G/1} sequence

'!a· during his life process. We see this as the clearly
enunciated saTT]Stiric process of the Paficcasamuppa ·
da which runs as: Avijja paccaya satikhara sankha

ra-building aspect of saJikhdra must be seen operating

ra- paccaya vififititJGIII vififitit]a- paccayd ndma-nipam

in the Pa[iccasanwppdda chain. B u t the san1sd

etc. That process, in our opinion, is none other than

only after cognitive consciousness or vifiiliirya-bhiiga

vifilidf!G as the iife- earner, taking across the karmic
"load of satikhiira for the genesis of a new life or new

of any one of the sense organs has come into plaY and
set in motion our reactions by way of upadiina.

being, through the medium of a parentally gifted (mii

With this attempted explanation of sankhiira and ·

tii- pettikasambhavartJ) nama- rupa. This _is the .thesis
vififlii'lQ (in this sequence ofvifitiiit1fl following satikha which the Mahiinidiina Sutta presents with perfect
ra) in the P-aiicakkhandha theory,_we feel that - vifiii'lQ . cl!lfity and comme!)dable precision.
as the fifth khandha requires closer scrutiny. In terms
of a saTT]Siiric being, we would say vifitilif!G is both the

builder andthe built. Religio-philosophically speaking, ·
in the Paiicakkhandha theory viiitiii11fl seems to be. the

concept of sankhiira

•

loaded

-

viilfiii'1fl of a living

.

believe we find some support for the Buddha�s

· following clarification of the concept of a being in
answer to a mischievous and misleading question of
- -- - - - -:- - - - -- - - Mara�
----

-- - _

RupaTT] vedayitaTT] safiiia"! vifiiidf! G"! yaiica
sarikhata/1} N' eso ' haTT] asmi n ' etam me e�·anJ tattha
virajjati. eva"1 virattaiiJ khemattatt} sabba-sanJyojana
tigQTT] AnvesmJJsabbaghtmesu Mara- senii ' pi niijjhagii '
ti, s. J. p. 112
'Physical form, sensory awareness and apperceptive.
· knowledge, Together with Consciousness with ·
what's built upon it.

One recoils from viewisg all these

as.

.

.

'

.

.

�

interdependence of namanipa and viniiiil]a (mutually
.
·of one upon the other) for the generation of a new
l i fe as a new beirig, because of the unabated
continuance of

fetters,
Hosts ofMara, in their search, shall nowhere find.'

The first line in the P<'ili verse above enumerates all

the five items of the Paiicakkhandha. However, vififld

pa- paccayii viiiliiil]ll"! viiiiiiil]ll- paccayii nama- ru
panJ (S. II.-1 + 2 ff-;-); This-same--inter-dependence of
these two items

(ofthese two alone and of none other,

they being only successive) is equally stressed in the

Mahiinidiina Sutta (D. II. 56 & 62t) where it is clearly

stated that the very genesis of nama-rupa is dependent

on vififidt!a: Atthi idappacayd ndmarupan ' tf iii

puf!hena satii Ananda Attht ' .ti ' ssa vacan[yaf11.
Kimpaccaya nama-rupan ' ti iti ce vadeyya Viiiiidf!ll·
pa c cayd ndma-rupan ' ti iccassa vacan[ya"!.
Thereafter, these two are interdependent.

II.

·

13 where it is also.

t}iiharo) is the condition which provides for the genesis

(viiiiidf!lihiiro dyatin]
punabbhaviibhinibbattiyii paccayo. loc.cit. ).

of a birth in a new life'

After a serious study of these what we regard as
vital considerations, we attach very great importance
to the Mahaniddilna Sutta

sense, is the product of vififilif!ic activity

new Samsaric being in a mother's womb. We consider

as

a single

.,

f

· equal l y clearly stated that ' Vififldl]ll as the feeder (vififld

'1fl"1 and sankhatat!J (= san khiira) have changed places
in their sequence, sarikhalaiiJ coming last. This, in one

.

b�1ava . of ·a sa�sa;ic being: niimara .

This is also the argument at S.

I or mine.

One who is thus detached and securely sped beyond

·

Here one must not fail to focus attention . on the

(Nalakaldpiya Sutta) of t h i s same i de a o f

one item which links a being between two lives. In our
being . even within t_he Paficakkhcuidha theory, we

'

delightful presentation in the Samyutta Nikdya

(D. II.

63) remarks about

the relationship of viiiiid'lll to the genesis of every

·'

· .;
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viiiiiiit[ll in Buddhism, from its earl iest beginnings, to

psychic forces like craving, grasping and holding on

to, generated i n one's l i ving process. The total number

be a multi-dimensional multi- functional concept. It is
to be seriously studied both in relation to the l i ving
process of every human from birth to death as well

of se parate cond i ti o ns w h i ch are brou ght under

as

discussion here are only nine in number (as against

to his continuance in Samsara until its termination in

twelve elsewhere).

Nirvana.

They run backwards as follows. I . jara-marat!a
(decay and death), >2.jati (birth), >3. bhava (potential

We have heard it said more than thirty years ago,

for re-becoming in a life beyond this), >4. upadiina

both by psychologists and by medical men that they

(grasping), >5. ta1!hd (craving), >6. vedana (sensory

have every reason to believe that

the mind of the
unborn child in the mother's womb is already premonitored. They are certain it is not through heredity

awareness or perception),

> 7 . phassa (sensory

impingement), >8. ndma-nlpa (psycho-physical or

nor through environment. The Maltiinidana Sutta (D.

name-a-n d-form constituent o f life), >9. viiiiidna

descend into (okkamissatha) the mother's womb, the

With the Sutta's precise interpretation of terms like jti

II.

63) clearly records that if vitiiid!]G does not enter or

(birth-to-birth linking or life-carrier Consciousne�s).

foetal body therein (i .e. ndma-rupa) would not

ti and bhava in thi s context, we feel that even this
abridged list of Pa{iccasamupf?dda (with only nine·

commence its growth (viliiidf!lllll va hi Ananda miitu

kucchi� na okkamissatha api nu kho ndmfl· rupan] life-generating conditions) provides enough basis for
mdtu- kucchismi� samucchissatl�a ' ti. No h ' etanJ us to think of our present l ife here as being linked with
bhante). The emergence �nd the COmi,Tiencement of . a SUpporting thrust We got from the past (vififi.iii!G·
the 'growth of sense organs seems to follow only after p(lccaya nama- nlpanJ), and that the Rresent life in
the successful union of nama- rupa and viW!ii'?!l within
turn . projects yet an�ther into the. future (upadtimz
.
.
the mother 's womb.
pa�caya- bhavo . b.havq- paccaya jaii). If we f!lil to
.

.

.

understand the Pali here precisely, as most students

We have already observed at the very outset that . pften appear to do, we would be lamentably lost in the .
.
'
. the Mahdniddna Su t ta o peri s w i th an avowed
wilderness.
' .

discussion on the Pa[iccasamuppiida, between the

Buddha and the venerable Ananda. The two concepts

We also fi nd the theory o r principle o f

that 1 . life of �eings have a sa�aric dimension and

Pa{iccasamuppti.da being presented with the help of a ·

being satisfactory are i mmediately introduced. The

i tems, namely avijjd, satikhdra and sa[tiyatana added ·
to it. The inclusion of avijja points, more or less, in

that 2. what happens through this process is far from

larger listing. This twelve-item list has three more

latter pins down all this unsatisfactoriness ofjara and

marai]G on the fact of being born (Atthi idappaccaya
jar[ ' ti.). From the Sutta's line of explanation and
interpretation here, we note that jati i s explained

beginning of the san.lSaric process of a being. But for

unmi stakably as bi rth in any particular state of

as against one of creation, this seems a legitimate

the direction of a search for a remote . or pri mary
any school of thinkers who uphold a theory o( samsd
ra

existence as human, divine, or animal as is known to

search. To the Buddhists who also reject the idea of a

be possible according to Buddhist thinking (pafica

creation, with their ideas of infinite life continuity

· gatiyo).

·

forward and backwards, this search is even more
legitimate. Therefore they place avijja which i s

Following i t backwards in its logical sequence of .

ignorance or l ack of adequate knowledge a s a
convenient starting point in the life process of a being

causal genesis or atthi idappaccayii, we are directed
to recognize that such birth in any known form of

and reckon from there onwards the accumulation or

existence is due to our inheritance of forces-of-birth

build up of the life-generating forces of saJikhara .
Therefore this list of twelve l inks adds these two items·

which i s preci sely worded here as bh(!.f9�

.

.

.!.�i�,

immediately indicates, without any need for confusion,

the necessity to trace the conditions of our present life
genealogically (atthi idappaccaya) backwards into a
life before this. All items traced in this backward search
like bhava, upddiina, ta!Jhti etc. are nothing but the

·

of avijja and satikhtira at the very beginning of the
forward moving list which goes on the basis of 'on

account of the former, the latter' , paccaya ... paccaya
(avijja paccaya sarikhard sarikhara paccayti vififiti ·
nam . . )
.
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The first addition of these two items at the head of
the list seems to satisfy a philosophical curiosity, to
_know the present (of a sentient living being, i.e. saviiiild
']aka and samanaka who is in our midst) in relation to
a less known past. The Bodhisatta himself is said to
have put this question repeatedly: Kimhi mt kho sari
ida"! hoti· ki"! paccayti jard.- marai]Qil ' ti. (S. II. 5ff,
10). In this search, he is seen ultimately arriving at
avijja or 'lack of correct knowledge' lying at the very
beginning of this recurrent san.ISiiric process. This also
explains the genesis of vb11iii1!a (i.e. life-generati�g
consciousness) at the biological beginning of life

(gabbhassa avakkanti). This is precisely what the Malui
n idiina Sutta endeavors to explain and establish
regarding the viiiiiiif1a 's fertilization (perhaps at a
second and more meaningful stage of the embryo in
the mother's womb, after its; implant D. II. 63). Here
we are .compe l l ed to observe in passing that Rhys
Davids, in his translation of this sutta has failed to
comprehend the full connotation of the term viiifid']Q
here. He translates· it as cognition: - 'I have said that
cognition is the cause of name-and-fmm. ' _(Dialogues
of the Buddha Part IL p .. 60). This makes hardly any
sense in the-study of the Pa{iccasamuppiida . We have
already indicated above that it has by now become the
life- generating COf1Sciousness in. a new birth.

PATJCCASAMUPPADA (2)

and the psychical processes involved in it. There is no
denyi ng that M ahd Ko��hita's first questi on to
Sariputta starts with the known and visibly available
factor of decay and death (jard- marana) to which man
is subject. Sariputta's clear and straightforward answer
is that it is the fact of being born (jiitl) into this state of
existence. We have already shown that as far as jati is
concerned there is no mincing of words here. It is just
the act of being born as human or animal. Read the
following carefully: . .. tesam tesanJ va hi iinanda salta
nanJ tathattiiya jati nabhavissa sabbaso jatiya asati
jati- nirodfu'i api nu kho jaramara1�-f1! paniiayetha '
ti. No h ' etam bhante (D. II. 57)
It needs no commentary here to clarify that the
present lot of decay and death of man is invariably the
pro�uct of his being born into this life. Thl1t) in the
very first question and answer of �ahd- Kotthita and
Sariputta, handling it in the causally connected ida- .
ppacayatii way of Pa{iccasamuppiida, the concept of ·
two existences · is already es�blished. Having come .
here (i.e. having taken up jiili in this.existence), o_ne .
has to face up to decay and death. But what about the . ·
coming here, how and why?

_

,j

1

_

- Backing up this process of birth into a new life here .
are < bhava an_d < uptidiina in a cluster which have . ·
'I)le th�d and �a_§_t ite� !��e� � sa{iiya__!_qnf! (si� inv_�riab 1 y b!!�n gath��ed iJ1 � �ta!e of former existence.
_
_
sense organs). This details out the visible manifestation - As the very propelling force behind existence, these
and growth of the five external sense organs (and the two have to precede birth or jtiti. i.e. being born into
appearance of the sixth internal sense faculty mana) this life. They are the outcome of< ta11hii and vedanii
out of the foetal body of the unborn babe in the mother's of that ( previous) life duration. They in tum are linked
womb. One could consider this to be no more than the up with the more physical factors of < phassa and <
addition of a detail regarding an invariable occurrence sa!ayatana which primarily trigger off the psychic
in the growth of the unborn new life. One could also, process of sa11JSilra- building. All these have to be 
en the other hand, justifiably refer to its absence in the finally housed in a psycho- physical being of flesh and original list as an omission of a vital stage of growth blood. This is the ultimately reducible unit of name
of the embryo. Between the mere fleshy body of nii and form or niima-nipa + viiiiiiif1a any phase of
rna- nipa and the, sensory impingement of phassa, the
existence in :Sa11JStira. In the twelve-fold chain, while
growth of sense organs or safiiyatana perhaps needed all items follow from the former to the latter, these to be spelled out specifically. Thus we come to possess two alone, as already- discussed above, are mutually
this full list of twelve items.
inter-dependent and reciprocally operating. H ence the
title of this chapter Nalakaliipa or two bundles of reed
In the presentati on of this twelve- l i nked (S. II. 1 1 2 ff) which mutually lean on each other,
Pa{iccasamupptida distributed throughout the Buddhist supporting each other. Without the one, the other
texts, we find most striking the Nalakaliipiya Sutta of cannot stand. In the composition of the human entity,
the Samyutta Nikaya (S. II. 1 12ft) already referred to so are the Samsiiric psychic components (viiiiitif1a) and
above, Sariputta explains to the venerable Maha the material component of name and form (nama-ra
Kotthita
the inter-relatedness of the entire samsaric
pa). Mind and matter, in the constitution of a being,
.. .
.
process of life, unfolding before us both the physical are never apart. They co-exist ( . . . ettiivatii va{!af1!

___

..,

_

·

· - ·- - · -

-------

,- -
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vagati itthattam paiiiidpaniiya yadidaii.I niima-nipcuJ!
saha vili1idnena . D . II. 63 f). Their concurrent cessation
takes place finally only in nibbdna (Ettha ndmafi ca
riipan ca asesan� uparujjhati Viiiiidf1assa nirodhena
etth ' eta11J uparujjhati. D. I. 223)

lt is also i nteresting to discover our Buddhist texts

i ntegrating this tw e lve - l ink Paficcasamuppada into
their explanation of other major points of Buddhist
teachings. Anguttara Nikaya Maha Vagga (A. I. 1 77)
uses this in its evolutionary aspect of paccaya . . .

paccayd to explain the genesis of dukkha or dukkha

As our next interesting presentation of this twelve

scunudayan] (Katamafi ca bhikkhave dukkha

link Pa{iccasamuppiida we would refer the reader to

samudaymiJ. ariya- saccanJ ? Avijja- paccaya sarikha

the Buddha Vagga of the Nidd.na Samyutta ( S. II.

ra . . .jati- paccaya jara- mara'!alrJ. Ida''! vuccati

·5-1 1) . In a chapter entitled Mahii Sakyamuni Gotama,

bhikkhave dukkha- samudayam ariya- saccalr!.

the historical Buddha Gotama, as Bodhisatta, is

.

foe. cit.). In the same way, in its reverse order as nirodhii

presented as coming to grips with the problems of

. . . nirodho this same series is used to define the

salrJSiiric existence like birth, decay and death in one

cessation of dukkha or dukkha- nirodha (Katamafi ca

life and their repetition in lives thereafter. In his

bhikkhave dukkha- nirodhan!. ariya- saccalrf ? Avijjii

penetrative questioning as to the origin of these and
their possible eradication (nissara11;a

=

ya tv ' eva asesa- viraga- nirodhii sarikhiira- nirodho

esc ape

. . . Evalr! etassa kevaLassa dukkhakkhandhassa

therefrom), he discovers that birth (jati) in any state of
existence sets this process i n motion and that the

nirodho _hoti. Idalr! vuccati bhikkhave dukkha-

ultimate cause of all these is traceable back to the

nirodhalrf ariya- saccalrf).

�

. Ano ther presentati o n of the teach ing of the
pa!iccasamuppada as_ a very vi tal item of the dhamma .

ignorance (avijja or ajanqna) of the reality of life (yathii

bhucca or yatha- bhata-fitii]Q.).

It is clear from this, without any trace . of doubt,
'that the. theme of the · Pa{iccasamuppada pertains to

·
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·

is where it is listed as Ariyo fiayo (= high�st knowing),

a correct grasp of whiCh through wisdo.�· (paniiaya ··

the whole samsaric life and not to one single phase of
e xistence. Thus its totality spreads unmistakab l y

sudi{(ho hoti suppa{ividdho) constitutes a pre-requisite

through time a s past, present and future and also

into the Buddhist scheme ofsalvation)

through space, across planes of existence (perhaps less
known)
humans.

both above and below the k:nown world of

for the attainment of the state of sotapatti (i.e. entry

Therefore it is called a sotapatti ariga (A. V. 1 82

ff). Here the totality of sotdpatti pre-requisites consist
of 1 .

.

Here it must be remembered tha:t this does not
necess�rily imply that salvation of man, i.e. his
liberation from this painful cycle of existence must
necessarily stretch beyond this present life into a
future one. Or found elsewhere beyond this. It is
never a liberation after death as in videha-mukta.
Canonical texts never imply 'anything like that. It
can be here and· now. Ditth ' eva dhamme afifitl (M.
i. 63). Enlightenment in this very life is a reality
with them. It is the failure to do it here (sati vii up
adisese) that gets one into one more birth beyond
this or anagamita (loc.cit.).
..

.' . �:

.complete guarding of the five precepts of
morality (pafica- s[ La or panca- sikkhapada), 2.
unwavering total dedication to the tisaraf?.a, 3. strict
and precise adherence to the ariyakanta s[ La and 4.
gaining a compete mastery over the ariya fiaya of
the Pa{icca- samuppada. This idea of ariya naya or
highest and supreme knowledge being identified as the
knowledge of the causal genesis or imasmin] sati idam

hoti imass ' uppada idam uppajjati in relation to our

pa{iccasamuppiida of Yadida11J avijja paccayti smiklui ·

rd . . . jatipaccaya jaramara'!am ( and none other ), .

bestows on the pa{iccasamuppiida its highest doctrinal
value.

�.

In the customary tradition of our Buddhist legends,
the Samyutta Nikdya ascribes this same episode of

Sakyamuni Gotama to the six previous Buddhas, from
Vipassi to Kassapa (S. II. 5-9).

Dhammavihari
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PA'J,:IDESA N iYA , Pa( idesan lya i s a g roup of

ecclesiastical offences or apatti contained in the
Piitimokkhas of the Bhikkhus and the Bhikkhunis (Vin.
IV. 174ff. aJ!ld 346ff.). The word itself means to be
declared or to be made known. His or her guilt has to
be voluntarily confessed (paOdesetabban] -rena
bhikkhum1 g ii rayhanr avuso dhammanJ apajjin]
asappayarrJ pa[idesaniyan.z tan.t pa(ideseml ' ti). They
are .four in number for the monks and eight in number
for the nuns o f senior status in the Sasana
(upasampanna).

They all pertain to censurable lapses of conduct
(giirayharrJ dhamman.t iipajjilry), relating to obtaining
of alms food and consuming them in unseemly manner
into which members of both groups could slip. These
apparently led to considerable public criticism and
disapproval. The rules connected with.tne. monks also
show unhealthy partisan loyalties of nuns towards
monks on which the Buddha expected the monks to be
watchfJJl and severely critical and firm. Nuns of the
Chabbaggiya group, supervising at alms gatherings the
plentiful serving of their own monks to the negh!ct of
others, i� good example of this (Vin. IV. 1 77f.).

Dhanunavihfui
PA'{IGHA, One of the passions that defile the mind
of sentient beings. Derived from pa(i + han to strike
against, the word ethically means repul sion,
repugnance or hatred.
Passions in Buddhism are treated from different
points of view. They are called defilements (kileia) as
they corrupt a man's mind. They are also called fetters
(sarrJYojana) or ties (gantha) as they chain sentient
beings to sa11JSara. They are again called hindrances
(nlvaraf1a) as they enshroud the mind; other names by
which they are known are l atent tendencies
(anusaya=anusaya), in view of the fact that they lie
dormant in the mind, and outbursts (pariyu!{hiina or
paryavasthiina), because they become active when
necessary conditions are present.

Thus, pa(igha or pratigha is one of the six or ten

defilements (kilesa), one of the ten fetters (sa11JYojana)
and one of the six of seven latent tendencies (anusaya)
and their outbursts (pariyu!{hiina). In the nlvara'!ll
category, pa{igha is known as vyapiida. Sometimes it
is known by the name dosa.

PA1JGHA

According to the Dhammasangani, pa[igha means
hatred one harbors against another who h8.s done, or is
doing, a wrong upon oneself, or upon one's friends. It
also is the hatred one develops against another who
has favoured or is favouring one's enemies. It also
arises in one who suspects that somebody will commit
a wrong upon one self or will favor one's enemies.
Sometimes it arises for no reason whatsoever (Dhs.
1 1 1 5).

Pafigha (pratigha) together with Kiimariiga or
Kiimacchanda, two Oran.1bhcigiya sa"!)'ojanas, keep
all sentient beings imprisoned in the sensuous sphere
(Kiima-dhiitu); they are described as gate-keepers to
the kiima-dhiitu. Their destruction, therefore, sets them
free from kama-dhatu (Abhk. 1 45 ; A bhKVy. 49 1 ;
Abhiclha�mad(pa, 302). But this freedom from
. kamadhiitu, attained on overcoming pa�ighc� and
kama raga, · is not final because the fi rst three
sa.ir}yojanas, namely satkayad.�{i. vicikitsa and sf
lavratapariimar�a which are described as assistants to
the two Gatekeepers, may bring them back and put
. them in jail (ibid):
Pra{ igha and kama riiga are, i n addition, .
instrumental in keeping sentient beings in the lower ·
sphere (orambhaga= dhiitvavaratiim). The other three
sarrJyojamas, satkiiyad.�[i, etc., apart ·from assisting
pratigha and kiimaraga, keep all sentient beings in the
· lower state (satvavaratiim), i.e., in the mundane state
· (p�hagjanatva: Abhiharmad{pa, 302; AbhKVy . 491 ).
·

Pa{igha is a passion that has to be. eradicated
through proper meditation (bhavanii-pahiitabba=
bhavanaheya), because it is produced by the habits of
emotional n ature, unlike the passions such as ·
satkiiyad.�{i, which arise due to errors of judgment or
want of discrimination and are eradicated by intuition : ·
into the truth (dassanii pahiitabba Dhs. I 1 02).
The texts give two or three stages in which pa[igha
is eradicated. According to the Puggalapaii1iatti,
pa{igha or pratigha is mitigated on entering the stage
of a mice-returner (sakaddgiimi) and is completely
destroyed on entering 'the stage of a non-returner ·
(anagiimi: Pug. 1 7- 1 8) . But, accordin g to
Papaficasudani, the gross aspect of pa{ igha i s
eliminated i n the stage o f once-returning and its subtle
aspect in the stage of non-returning (MA. I, 288; cp.
Abhvt. 1 52). · And, according to Buddhaghosa, that
aspect of pa(igha which leads one to a lower stage

:!
' �\
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(apaya) is elimi nated in the path of stream-entry
(sotapattimagga); its gross aspect in the path to once

that this work be transl ated i nto S i nh ala in order that it

returning (sakadagamimagga) and its subtle aspect in

directions that i t should b e immediately done.

the path to non-returning

(aniig iimimagga Vism. 586).

Upali Karunaratne

should become a g u i d ance for l ay art i s ts , g a v e

The work deals with standing, seated and recumbent
images of the Buddha. The diagram of a seated image
shows the use of the plumb lines and the appearance

PATIGHA-SANNA,
.

consciousness
of resistance
.

resulting from the sensory contact between the first

five sense-organs and the corresponding sense- objects.

of a correctly measured image. Special notice ought to
be taken of the use of the lines.

Lamba-ta{uva is a

framework which is fixed horizontally over the place
where the image is to be made and the plummets are
suspended from it. The plumb lines so hung serve as

One of the basic characteristic of matter is its power
of resistance due to its impenetrability

parts of the body. They act as a si mple 'pointing

pratighdta). This matter obtains only in the two spheres
of existence, namely, sensual sphere (ktlmadhdtu) and
material sphere (rupadhatu). It is said that when a

generally relied upon by Kandyan workmen. O�hers

person, by means of meditation, transcends the

size of the image is · so great as to make their use

consciousness that relates . to those two spheres and
attains the consciousness of resistance (pa{igha-saiiiia)

as well (D.II, 224, 253, 262; A. I. 4 1 , 267; II, l84).

Upali Karunaratne

· ·.

axes of reference, determining the position of the chief

(pa{igha or

PA'fll{l{'tiLA SANNA � consciousness

of impurity.

Thi� is often used w! th !l!e V{_Qr4 dbdre giving the. idea

machine'. The lines shown in the diagram are those
are available if-still more exact work is requir�d if the
advisable.

The height is reckoned at

fOrehead to throne i .e. 67

. One mukha (face)

" tala
" bhaga
"

"
"
"
· "

repulsiveness

1 32).

.

PA1;'JMA : Pa!ima (Sk. pratima) means an image,
likeness or figure. In Sri Lanka there is extant a Sanskrit
work n amed

Scirlputra w h i c h deals w i th the

dimensions of images in general and of the Buddha in
particular. The author of this work i s not knowll,put it
contains Sanskrit verses with paraphrases in Sinhala.
It is a work which has been in use among the image
makers of Sri Lanka and handed down from generation
to generation. The tradition is that King Parakramabahu

II ofDambadeniya ( 1 234-1269 A.C.), in response to a
request made by the Maha nayaka Thero at the time

Y2 inches. In the case of

lines, but threads drawn from point to poii1t: The units

where the Buddha declares that it conduces to great

D. Saddhasena

,
.

'5 faces•)'i-om top of

of measurement may be given as follows:..

"(ahdre pa{ikkala saiiiia ) - D. Ill p.289. We find a sutta
in the SanJYulla Nikaya assigned as Pa{ikkula Sutta

of food is cultivated. (S.V.

;""• • J,· ·· �':'

· reclining images, the 'lines' are not of course, plumb

as " The consciousness of the impurity of material food

fruit and great profit if the idea of the

• •

veda
kala
kolaka
miitra
yava

- 1 3 Y2 (angul) inches or units
"
- 1 3 Y2
4 \-'2
4
2
"
2
1
113
,

,

-

"

The first three units as thus tabulated, apply to
images of the Bu ddha only. The i nch of unit i s
presumably the

vaqu angala (distance· from first to

second joint of forefinger when bent). The angula

(angala) (face) is not merely a fixed measure, but also

may be translated as 'uni t ' , as the instructions are

intended to provide for the construction of images of
all sizes, both large and small. The other units employed

are technical and not in common use. The most

'mukha' (face). This is the equivalent
Y2 inches, when images of the Buddha are spoken

important is the
of 13

of. It is measured roughly from the base of the hair on

. the forehead to the chin. The standard height of an

image of the Buddha including the crown of the head
is

124 angal (9 faces and half a bhiiga) (about 1 3 ft. 4

-
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inches). It has to be stressed that only a few of the
measurements given are used i.n the case of smaller
images. AU lhe minute details a�e necessary only in
the case· of t:0lossal statues.
It is necessary to quote the most important rules
pertaining to> making of Buddha images according to
the Siir[putra.

Standing images of the Buddha:
1 . Cheeks should b e o f a golden hue, lips of light

2.

3.

4.

5.

· .

red, captivating eyes, brows that are lovely as a
bow.
Buddha i mages are made of gold, copper, clay,
stone, wood, burnt clay, lime.
Heights. Those that are less than· 2 cubits (62
inches) are called alpa (small). Images above 2
· cubits and up to 5 cubits are .called adhamq.
Images above 5 cubits up ta 8 cubits arc called
Madhyama. Images above 8 cubits and.up to 1 2
:
· are tailed uttama: Images above 12 cubits (i.e.
3 1 feet) are called niahii (great).
Imag�s of metal should be cast hollow within.
.
Tiie joints of images of wood and stone should
be placed exactly where the joints are and not
otherwise.
The relation between height and breadth. of
images is then given. A few examples are given
below.
i . From the top of the head to the sole of the
foot is nine mukha and half of a bhiiga.
ii. The length of the face is three bhiiga. The
U�f![�a is equal to eight yava.
iii. From the base of the throat to the. top of the
· neck is 3 Y2 inches. From thence to (the end
of the breast and thence to) the end of the

navel, and from thence to the end of the penis
is one tiila in each case.
iv. The length of the thigh is two tala. The foot
and the knee are three bhiiga. These are the
principal measurements.
· ·. v. Many other measurements are also given. A
few examples may be given
(a) The space between the eyes is one tala
(b) The length of the nostril is one angula and
a kala. The height of the nostril is one
angala. The breadth of the hole is six
barley corns
.

-
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Seated images of the

Buddha:

1.

The tip of the nose, the thumb and the heel
must be visible to the eye of the image.
1 1 . The image must exemplify a person with an
unfettered, quiescent and absolutely pure
mind, pre-eminent from head to foot.
iii. From the place where the feet touch the throne,
to the top of the hair on the head, the length is
· · 62 angal.
IV. The left foot is beneath, the right foot must be ·
placed over it, the hand must be placed
likewise.
v. The length from the feet to the hands is one
face and from thence to the private part and
navel one bhaga.
vi. From the base of the throat to the navel is 27
angal.
vii. From the collar base to the throat joint is half
ariangala. The face is· BY2 angal. The height
of
the crown of the head is 3 angal, the top I
.
Y2 angal.
viii. The height of the seat should be either . one
third; or one quarter or one fifth of the height
of the seated image.
ix. Several other details have also been given. · ·
.

.

Recumbenf images of the Buddha:
i. The image must be made without contracting
the vital joints. The length of the image house
should be divided into 1 6 parts. 2 of these
should be vacant at either end and the
remainder occupied by the reclining image.
11.

The breadth of the.recumbent image must be
one Brahmapiida and half of a prethapiida.
The couch must be within the Brahma-siitra
precincts of the house. (Brahmapiida/pretapii
da etc. are technical terms which refer, to a.
division of the site of a house or temple into 4
areas by means of lines called Brahma-siitra,
Deva-siitra, Madhya-stitra, piirsva-siitra, ·
mukha-satra, Van'!Sa-siltra abdominal line etc.)
These are explained in the English translation
of the Siiriputra.

iii. The height of the pillow is the same as that of
the face. A full rounded face, complete with
all its features should be shown.

.
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Images iri general:

angal from the crown of the head. From the
term i nation of the hair down to the foot, the
Brahma-sutra should be hung.

Sariputra is divided into two parts i.e. ( 1 ) images
of the Buddha and (ii) images in general. With regard
to images in general (such as those of deities, mukha
or face consists of 1 2 angal only, instead of 13Y2. A
bhaga is 4 angal (instead of 4 'll) . The other units are
unchanged. Very detailed measurements of the head
and features, body and limbs, hands and feet are given.
The dimensions are slightly less than those given in
respect of the images of the Buddha. What has not
been described should be in accord with measurements
given earlier.

There is reference
to images which are slightly
"
slanting. Probably �e reference is to images which
show a slight bend in the waist. The text says: "of
images of which a part is erect and a part slightly
slanti�g, we give dimensions. of the part slightly
. . slanting, between the Brahma-stitra (medical plumb
line) and the Lala{a-satra " (not previously mentioned).
(a) The dimensions of the images of gods and men
are nine tala (=nine inukha or faces) less by two

(b) The space between the two toes is one tala. The
image should be erect and firmly fixed. The part
slanting should be measured by a curved line.
(c)

In the part slightly slanting, from the Brahma-sa
tra to the lala!a-sutra is two kala and one angala
(five angal).

(d) From the Brahma-satra to the face is three kala
and half an angal (6 '12 angal?)

·

(e) From the Brahma-stitra to the chin is one angala ..
Thus the measurement regarding the face.

(f) From the first toe of the foot over the base of the
throat and the forehead, also {rom the eyebrow
eye end of tl!e nostrils and base of the- throat and
aiso over the breast and side and the centre and
beginning of the thigh, three lines must be drawn . . .

Comparison w�th other canons
.

.

Whole figure to top of forehead
Face
Crown of head
Three 'parts of face .
Neck
Neck to breast
Breast to navel
Navel to penis
Thigh
Knee
Shank
Foot height
Foot length
Hand
Palm
Middle finger

. Sarfputta
(Figures of
Buddha)
9 faces
1 3 112
3 112
4 112
3 1/2
1 3 112
1 3 112
13 112
27
4 1/2
27
4 112
1 3 li2
1 3 112
7
6 112

_, ,

Sar{putta
(other
figures)

9 faces
1 2 angal
3
4 inches
4
12
12
12
24
4
24
4
12 .
12
7
6

· S ukrdcdrya

9 f!}ces
1 2 angal
3
4 inches
4
12
12
12
24
4
24
4
12
12
7
5

Brhad
Samhita

9 faces
12 angal
3
4 inches
4
12
12
12
24

4
24
4 ·
12
12
7
5

Nandasena Mudiyanse
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Skt. Prati magrha P. Patimfighara,
.

Pa�imagara are terms which have been in use to denote
i mage-houses built for purposes of housing images of
· religious s i gn i fican ce·. Images of the Buddha, o f
Bodhisattvas and of deities (either Buddhist, Hindu or

(463-479 A .C.) had a shrine e rec ted for the Kfilasel a

i mage (kala-seta means black

stone-hence the refe1 ence

is probably to the image at Avukana). In the image
house of the B ahum angal a-cetiya, he i n stal l e d
Bodhisattva figures and in the same place h e had a

Jain) are placed within these enclosures in order that

diadem o f rays made for an i mage. Kassapa I

devotees could come and observe their reli gious

(479-497), Aggabodhi I (564-598), Silameghavai}I1a

practices.

(614�623), Mahinda II (787-807), Udaya I (90 1 -9 1 2)
are some of the monarchs . who are credited with

In the early centuries of the Christian Era, images

buildi ngs to house i mages o f the B uddha. A n

record that-in-Kirrg- Voharika ·Tissa's time (2 1 5-237

house at Dakkhif!agiri-vihara. A nother i mage i s

of the Buddha were kept under a B odhi-Tree. It is on · inscription o f about the 1 0'11 century refers to an image

· A C.) there were two bronze images within a building
.

referred t o in a n epigraphical record a s

garidal (P.

in the premises of the S acred Bo Tree at Anuradhapura,

gandhaku[i, Sinh. garidaki{i). The abode of the Buddha

5th century saw an image under the same

consisted of a single chamber with a portico in front of

on the eastern. side. Fa-Hsien who visited Sri Lanka

about the

at Jetavana in Savatthi was called

gandhaku{i and it .

tree. At Sarnath too, the image of the Buddha was · it. The arch itects who were responsible for the
placed in Lhe open air. Almost all the symbols

gandhaku{i type of image houses in Sri Lanka were

representing the Buddha in bas-relief at Bhitrhur and

influenced by the form of the Buddha's abode at

Sanchi ap�ar to have . been kept either at the foot of
the Bo�i Tree or in the open ·air. The B uddha was an
anagfiri/iz· or a person- who had renounced being a
householder. Wheri the early Buddhists decided to keep

Jefavana and p l anned the earl y i m ag e h o u s e ·
accordingly. .
·

.

The

Dhammapada!{hakathfi contains

a

passage,

his likeness in the open air or under a Bodhi Tree, they

which shows that the construction of a gandhaku{i was

were probably influenc e d by the attitude of the

a matter of the first importance, the other associated

-Buddhas-to-the Jife. of. a!l.anagfirika. Jt .w.as sometime _ _ _ buildings_ i n _a monas_ter)' b_eing .sec_ondary.

(Re.vata

l ater that edifices to house Buddha images were brought

theropi satthu agamana"! iiaiva bhagavato

into being.

garidhaku{in! mapetva paftca ku{agara satfini paftca

·

carikama'!a satani paftca ratti![hana diva!{hfina satfini
The P1Hi commen t ar i e s contain very l i ttle
i n formation

on

the

i mage-house.

The

Samantapasfidikfi, commentary to the Vinaya Pitaka
says

sadMtukanJ pa!imfi vfi cetiyaf1! va (an image or

cetiya with relics as objects of veneration). It was one

ca mapesi). At Bharhut there is a pictoral representation ·
of a

gandhaku(i, in the · sce.ne representi n g the
dedication of Jetavana. The gandhaku{i at Jetavana (on ·
ground plan) was a square chamber with a portico in
front of it. A broad passage led to the chamber through ·

· of the duties of a monk to attend to such objects of

· the portico. The only entrance to the portico was on

Mahavaf1!sa gives

the east. The most essential component in an image

worship. On the other hand the

· numerou s references to image houses in and after the

5111 ceotury. The silence of the Pali commentaries with

house is the chamber or cella

(garbha-gr'w.) to house

the image. One of the earliest Sri Lankan examples is

regard to image houses may.be because there were no

found at Kiribatvehera in Anuradhapura, which shows

such edifices when works were composed and images

a square cella of modest proportions. The older section

were heused in cetiyagharas and bodhigharas.

Towards the close of the 5th century we come across
some evidence in the

Mahavafr!Sa to show that the

of the Templ e of the Too th near Th ilpara m a
(Anuradhapura) also contains a square cella. I n course
of time we come across image houses with oblong
cell as i.e. Vijayarama (Anuradbapura-Vihara No.2) and

image underwent a gradual growth in shape and size.

Madirigiriya. Porticos giving admission are also square

The i mage house appeared to have devel oped

and sometimes rectangular, the entrance being placed

proportionately to their magnitude. King Dhatusena

in the east.

l '
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Lofty shrines were built for installation of standing

The roof is vaulted. The kdla-pdsdda was built in the

images while seated images were placed within those

Nandana grove by King Deyanampiyatissa (307-267

of moderate height. In natural caves like Piduragala

B.C.) as a residence for Mahinda Thera. A 1 0°' century

and Dambulla, recumbent images were placed and

inscription from Vessagiri provides evidence for the

shrines built later. Against rock boulders, images of

existence of a pdsada which housed an image of the

colossal size in rock were carved such as at Avukana,

Buddha. On ground plan a pasada is rectangular, the

Sasseruva and Gal-vihara (Polonnarava). Early images

only entrance being placed in the middle of a longer .

were of limestone and in some cases of brick such as

side. · There is only one chamber within the interior . ·

at Piduragala. The specimen brought to light at Maha

oblong space. The image is placed at the centre of the

Iluppallama is of marble. Early types were of modest

rear wall on the longer side. There is only one chamber .

dimensions such as those at Pankuli, Toluvila and

within the interior oblong space. Many of these pdsd

Madirigiri. Sri Lankan images show various poses and

datype image houses had upper storys. Usually, in

mudras. Padmasana was used for standing images,
vajrasana for sedent and maiicaka for recumbent.

Anuradhapura, buildings of this type are very often
found in groups of five (paiicayatana). They have been

Excavations at the sites where image houses stood have

so arranged as to have the larger one in the centre.

revealed that the cosmos was depicted at the feet of

(middle) and the four smaller ones in the four comers

the Buddha. In this connec�ion, the plan of the relic

of an area enclosed by a wall. The smaller pavilions

chamber of a stupa had been followed. At Madirigiri a
· brick lined pit, closed by a yantragala constituted the
chamber. Excavations at Avukana revealed images of
Lokapalas {guardian deities of the world). The feet of

are known as culapasada.

· found in India as early as 3ru century J3.C. A shrine at
.
·
·
Buddha Gaya consists of a central building and four ·
·

yantragala.

The pericarp

(latr'!f!ika)

·

t9wers at the comers of th� courtyard.. Examples from

the Buddha rest on a lotus pedestal which is placed on
the

Paiicay(llfl�a buildings are

Sri Lanka are fairly numerous . . :The best known

of the lotus

example is the so-called Mahasena's pavil ion at

symbolises purity and the Buddha's feet were made to

Anuradhapura where the most remarkable moonstone .

· rest on it.

from Anuradhapura (which is held in high esteem by
lovers of art) has been placed.

The architectural remains at Anuradhapura and
elsewhere have revealed other types of image houses

Another type of image house is the gedi-ge, built

such as those with four cardinal entrances. Normally

of either brick or stone. gec/i-ge, (according to some)

these contained four doorways giving access to the cella

means a buiiding having a bell shaped roof or a vaulted

through small bays on the cardinal sides. It is very

super-structure appearing bell-shaped. In a document

likely that the ground plan of the MUlagandhakti�i at

of the Kandy period, named

S arnath i n fluenced t h i s type o f i m age house.

Kuruf!iigala-vistaraya,

there is a reference to a building with in the premises

M ulagandhak u � i is a square building with four

of a Buddhist temple which was used for the purpose

projections on the cardinal sides. It is entered only on

of performing uposatha-kamma and for hanging a bell ·

one side and the remaining .three sides have chambers,

Lanka are Vijayarama at Anuradhapura (Vihara No.

(dan-gec/iya) to be struck at the time of the partaking
of alms (dan-veliiva - normally meaning noon-meal
or the 'lunch' which the bhikkhus are expected to take

1), Pankuli at Anuradhapura Vihara No. 2) and those at

before noon). The text reads

which probably contained images. Some of the best
known examples of this type of image house in Sri

Mirisava�i and Buddhist Railing sites.
The Mahavamsa gives many reference's ' fO' a·lype ·
of image house namedpasada. In Bharhut reliefs apd

sdda is depicted as a two storeyed building with a hall
on the ground floor. Its windows and doors are arched.

'

"Eka tiina{a ek v[ p(Jya pevas kiya dan velava{a
dangeqiya gasaiJa pirJisa tiinu geqi-ge. . .
"

The Sinhala word

geqi

here means 'bell' and is

connected with the Pali forms ga'!4i

and ga'!4ikd.

·

.
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There are many Buddhist shrines which are known
as gaqi-ge The best preserved example is the brick

towards the end of the Kandy period, it became a very
elaborate feature.

built structure named Thuparama at Polonnaruva. In

Nandasena Mudiyanse

this instance the super-structure consists of a vaulted
roof. Nalanda-geqige in the Central Province of Sri
Lanka is of stone but we are not in a position to say
how its super-structure rose, as that part of the edifice

has not been preserved. Adahana-maluva-geqige and

the Natha-Davcile at Kandy and Gaqahidet}i-vihara near

Kandy are also of the ge4i-ge type. In these instances
the roof is vaulted and the super-structure is crowned
by a dome. Ground plan of a ge4i-ge type shrine of."
brick construction is similar to gandhaku{i. With the

addition of a maf!4apa and . antarala r� deyeloped
elaborately and the parallels· of the development can

.
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PA'JIMAVIHARA (Maligawila) a monastery, where

Aggabodhi, the ruler of Rohana set up a large stone
ima�e of the Buddha, as recorded in the Mahavamsa.
be found in the early caitya halls in India. ·
. The site is identified .as present Maligawila near the
In all tbese image houses, likenesses of the Budoha . village. Okkampitiya in the Monaragala district, south
.
complex
were installed. and worshipped. Sometimes attendant . Sri..Lan�a where the ruins of a large monastery
.
with a fallen gigantic statue of the standing Buddha is .
;
• Bodhisattvi,\S, s' ava�s and deities were. represented .
found. The cynosure in the ruined monastery complex .
within the shrine room, Not only Were images made . ·
is the Buddha statue which is known at present as the
of stone, wood or. stucco but aiso of bro�ze and· other
.
"Maligawila Buddha Statue". Maligawila Buddha
metal. These sculptt,ues show different poses and
.
statue is unique among the 'known stone Buddha statues
·
.
mudras. Most common are samadhi or dhyani .
.
_,_
m..S n.. Lanka, perh aps umque
.
m. nl'k
1 e
· the enttre world. u
�;:-n'::
·
-- --BUdillias. 'Ihe Budd a enve ope<l1n . e coils of a cobra
the rest ·of the Buddha statues which are hewn out of a ·
and spending .the sixth week after enlightenment is also rock or a boulder but not severed from the mother rock
a: well known type of image, the most remarkable or the boulder, Maligawila Buddha statue i s not
example being from Seruvavila in the Trincomalee connected to a rock and stands of its own. It is possible
District. Some s e dent B uddhas clepict his that due to the conspicuous Buddha statue the vihara
e�-touching attitude (bhumi-sparia-mudra). Most was known as · the Patimavihara and whence it was
standing Buddhas show the as'i or abhaya mudra. called Miiligawila is not known. ·
__
_.
.
__ _

Recumbent images are made to rest on the right side
as if the Buddha is about to pass away. Bronze Buddhas
from H.C.P. Bell's collection (now in the Colombo
Museum) and from · Badulla (illustrated by Ananda
Coomaraswamy) depict the right hand in the attitude
explaining a subtle point of doctrine (vitarka mudra).
Walking Buddhas, though common in Indo-Chinese

sculpture, are unknown in Sri Lanka. With regard to

methods of depicting folds of the drapery there are
many variations. In early images, ketumala· or the flame
like emblem on the head of the Buddha is hardly visible
but .in later times it gradually assumes shape and

·

. · According to chapter XLV of the Mahavamsa , a ·
prince of the Okk�ka lineage by name Mahatissa
married a princess named Sanghasiva, the daughter of
the ruler of Rohana. Sanghasiva had three sons
Aggabodhi, Dappula and Maqiakkhika and a daughter.
The eldest Aggabodhi became the independent ruler
of Rohana. The Maha vamsa records several
meritorious works to his credit. The Mahavamsa
enumerating the meritorious works of Aggabodhi says:
Kanagamamhi kananan)gilananan) CQ salake .
vihare pa{imahve mahantanJpa{imagharClnJ .

�. . i
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Pati![hapeti katwina Buddhm�z tattha siliimaya1�z
Mahan/a niimaJ�z sapaJ!Jio iddhihi viya nimmitan.!
In Kanagama (he built) hospitals for the blind and
sick and an image house in Patimavihara. There the
wise prince set up a stone image of the Buddha which
he had made and which received a name of the "great"

PATIMAVIHARA

Pa�i mavihara got established and became a synonym
for Ariyakara vihcira. Dhammakitti the author of the
second part of the Mahdvamsa uses both names. When
he describes the establishment of the Buddha image
he uses the name Pa�mavihara for the monastery and
when he writes about Dappula granting a village to
the monastery he uses the name Ariydkara vihdra.

produced by a miracle.

(Mahavamsa XLV verse 43).

The above quoted Mahdvamsa lines further says
that Dappula established a splendid image house there.

The Mahdvamsa describes the image as a large one,

It may be that he repaired the image house done by his .

as if made by a miracle and it received the name

brother Aggabodhi which needed repairs by that time.

mahanta (great). No statue that suits this description
is found in Rohana. Therefore the historians have
identified the statue at the site presently known as
Maligawila as the statue referred to in the Mahavamsa.

It is also not impossible for him to build another image

· As recorded in the Mahavamsa Aggabodhi was

succeede� by his br<?ther Dappula. Like his brother

Dappula he put up new monuments and improved

· house in that large monastery complex. Dappula
providing an Uf!!!llloma and Hemapatta to the image
cannot be disputed for the Mahdvamsa very clearly ·

says that they were provided to the Buddha (image)

that stood there (tatra!{hassa jinassa).

' _. .

··

The Mahdvamsa further provided vital information

existing monuments., The Mahavamsa proceeds to

which facilitates the identification of Ariyakara vihd ·

describe. Dappula's meritorious acts thus.

ra or Patimavihara with the present Mdligawila. . .
Namely, the Mahavamsa says that Dappula established

Datvariyakariss1 'esa gama11) mallavatthukanf
Aktiri pa{imagehG11) tatth 'eva sumanorama11)
.

Tatra!{hassa jinassaka Uf'!f!a(omaJ� n.zszbgggbiyqn,z
.
- - - -· Hemapayhafica ktiresi sabba11)pujavidi11)'akti

·-·-

- -

.

- -

-

�

.

a statue of Metteyya Buddha 1 5 cubits in height

(tipafica hattham ktiresi metteyyam sugatam param
(M_qhavpiJ.!¥1 XLV v..erse 6J).
In the same monastery complex of Maligawila

"Having granted Ariyakara Vihara the village
Mallavatthuka he built in that place a splendid image
house. For the image of the victor (Buddha) there, he
had a valuable tuft of hair (between the brows) made
and a bandolier of gold and brought it every kind of
offering. (Mhv. XLV verse 6 1 , 62)
The hi.storians have identified Ariyakara vihara as

the Patimavihara mentioned i n connection with
Aggabodhi, Dappula's brother. It is possible the
monastery was known by two names as observed by
M.H. Sirisoma possibly the original name of the
monastery complex was Ariyakara vihara, ·due to the
establishment of the said Buddha image whicn was
the main attraction of the place, In the popul�r us��e jt
was known as the Pa�mavihara also. By the time the

which extends over 300 acres there exists a large
Bodhisatva statue at the place called, Dambegoda
nearly a kilometer from the Buddha statue. It has been
identified as the Metteyya Buddha statue3 reported to
have been established by Dappula and this confirms
identification of Maligawila ruins as those of Ariya .
kara or Patimavihara.

The period The Buddha. image was established:
Other than the information found in the Mahdvamsa
chapter XLV, no literary or epigraphic evidence is
available on this unique Buddha image. Apparently
Aggabodhi was an independent ruler of Rohana and
he did not ascend the throne of Anuradhapura. Geiger
4 in the present context observes, "Rohana about 600

A.C. was not yet incorporated with the kingdom with

relevant section of the Mahavamsa (second part of

the capital Anuradhapura, but that it held or at any rate .

Mahavamsa) was written, nearly five centuries after
the establishment of the image, the popular name

who succeeded Aggabodhi is identified as Dappula I

claimed an independent position beside it." Dappuhi

PA1IMAVIHARA
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who ascended the throne of Anuradhpura but reigned

damaged it afterwards.5 The damage by the treasure

Anuradhapura throne in 6 5 9 A . C . Thus both

of an inquiry held by the Government Agent in 1 948

7 days only. He is presumed to have ascended the

Aggabodhi, ruler of Rohana and Dappula I seems to
have lived in the seventh century A.C. Therefore Ma
l i gaw i l a

Buddha i mage appear to h ave been

established in the 7tJJ century A .C.

been carved out of crystalline limestone that is found
abundantly in the area. It is believed that the image
has been carved elsewhere and transported to the site

ljlcl it shows the

1 948. The records

on the .incident of damaging the image is found in the
kachcheri. The _attention of the Dept. of Archaeology

technical skill of the

people at that time.

·
It is said that the quarry where the i mage appear to

have. been carved could be seen in the same area. The .

statu,e is 37 feet 1 0 inches in height withotJ.t th� lotus

pedestal on which it stands. The pedestal is four feet

has been drawned to the ruins in 1 934 according to the

�

The initial excavations· of the image commenced in

1 95 i and again in 1 975 and finally in 1 990. Yet the

excavations are confined to the i mage and the image
house only. The entire monastery complex of 300 acres
remains to be excavated.

Restoration: The first attempt to raise the statue was .
made in 1975, but was not successful. It resulted further
damages being done to the statue. The next attempt
was made in 1 9 9 1 on the orders of the late President

of Sri Lanka. Ranasinghe Premadasa. The second
.

.

higb. Thus the full height of the statue with tqe pe estal

attempt was crowned with success. The engineers and

the pedestal is found to be 1 00 tons.

install it back on the lotus pedestal in September 1 99 1 .

is 45 feet 1 0 inches. The weight of the sta�ue -without .

.
Image IIouse: . As �he

·

reports and declared an archaeological reserve in 1 936.

The image: It is observed that the Buddha i mage has

and installed

hunters appears to have been done in

Mahavamsa records·ihe stat_ue

has been housed in an image house. This was confirmed
at the excavations and the ruins of the image house

have been discovered. The image house appears to have
-been- square in shape-that-measures -l Of>:feet a-side.
The walls of the building are 1 7ft. thick. As no remains

of tiles or nruls have been found, it is presumed that it

had no conventional roof but a roof with arches built
with bricks. The height of the building is calculated to

be 65 feet before the collapse. It appears that it had an
i nner chamber and a c ircumambulating passage

(pradakshirui patha) and an upper floor. The foundation

of the building has been incorporated to the natural

rock underneath and the decorative carvings that

adorned the foundation have been done in the natural

g

the archaeolo ists were able to rai·se the statue and ·
The dam:itged paits such as feet, hands facial features ·
were done with plaster. The Dept. of Archaeology, Sri ·

Lanka Engineeri_ng . Corporation, Ports Authority and

many other Govt. Departments joined hands in the ·

project. It is indeed a triumph to the engineering skill

-or-sri-L-ank:m- --eng'frreers to raise this massive

crystalline lime stone statue one hundred tons in weight
without damaging it.
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Paranavitana S. considers it a5 the ruins of the oldest

The merciless treasure hunters

have done irreparable damage to that priceless image.

It has been felled and was lying proken into several

parts. A s a Dutch coin had been found under the fe1led ·

image, it is thought that it has come down after 17tJJ

century (after or during the Dutch period). Sirisoma
M.H. thinks that the image has come down with the

i mage house gradually and the treasure hunters have

(Archaeological Commissioner ) p. 20-23
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References

The use of the already laid down sikkhapada for
recital at the fortnightly meetings is said to have been
recommended by the Buddha himself. In the Vinaya
Mahavagga (Vin. I. 1 02) he is seen speculating on this
(Yan.l nfinahat!J yfini maya bhikkhana11J. pannattani

I A riyakara vihara is mentioned i n th e Pal i Treati s e s

such as Sahassavatthu Rasavahini etc. It is said
that 12,000 monks from Ariyakara Vihara came to
receive dana on the wish of certain devotees on
several occasions. S ee Ariyakara, Ariyakari,
Ariyaka vihara , Encyclipaedia of Buddhism.

sikkhfipadfi. n i tfin i n esa"! pfitim o kkhuddesa �
anujaneyya11J.). Here we must not lose sight of the
original motivation for the laying down of the
sikkhapada. The sikkhfipada for the regulation of
monastic life is the first concern . Thei r recital .
fortnightly as a further aid is the secondary concern.
At the very outset, the rules needed their accompanying
details for their proper enforcement.

2 The village Mallavatthuka granted by Dappula to

Ariyak ara v i h ara i s i dentified as present
Malvattawala a village between Wellawaya and
Buttala.

3 According to the Indian Iconography the statues that
bear the crowns, with the emblems of the Buddha
in trance (as seen in the case of Dambegoda statue)
were considered as the statues of Avalokitesvara.
But in Sri Lanka there has been a tradition to
consider such statues as those of Metteyya Buddha.

We feel the need here for a couple of serious
corrections with regard to the evol ution of the
Pfitimokkha.
As for the size and constituents of the Patimokkha,
let it be noted that its contents fall into two major
categories. Even the great Commentator Buddhaghosa
is aware of it and he records it with precision. In his
general ihtroduction to the history of Buddhist Pali . ·
literature in the Summigalavilfisinl" (i.e. Dlgha Niktiya
Commentary I DA.I. p. 13), he describes retrospectively
what he believes to have been recited under the Vinaya
at the First Buddhi·st Council (Pancasatl sang lti) .

4 . Culavamsa being the in ore recent part of the
Mahavamsa translated by Wilhelm Geiger Asian
· Education Services New belhi 2000 p. 93 F.N. 1
5 The present writer (while employed in the Dept. of
Land Development) had the opportunity to see the
fallen statue in the elephants Infested forest even
before
the proper excavation, is. of the view that
.
the treasure hunters have dynamited the statue.at
th� ankle and brought it down. Further there is a
popular tradition among the residents of the near
by villages that the man who dynamited the statue

Under the heading Mahavibhaliga, i.e. the original
body of sikkhfipada, together with the accompanying
expl anatory commentarial notes on. them, he
categorically says that 220 rules or sikkhtipadfini which
are regulatory injunctions for safeguarding external
monastic behaviour of individual monks were gone
through (Eva11J. vi sfidhikani dve sikkhfipada-satfi.ni
Mahavibha/igo 'ti kittevafhapesu11J.) . The number of
sikkhfipada is specified as 220 and not 227.

went mad and 9ie_d as a result of his grave crime.

PATIMOKKHA : The word

Patimokkha is used
(generally in the plural as ubhayfini Pfitimokthfini) to
refer to the two sets of codified rules (sikkhtipadfi.ni),
which govern the beh.aviour in word and deed of monks
and nuns of senior status (upasampannfi) in the Sasana.
It is also used to refer to the recital of these, which is
referred to as suttuddesa or Pfitimokhuddesa at the
fortnightly assemblies (uposatha) of the Sangha. We
. maintain that the reference to the Patimokkha as a
separate book of rules alone of the Vinqya P!faka is
historically a later development. It is the result of

extraction into the form of a manual of the rules alone
(at a somewhat later date), for the purpose of using as
a text during the recital at the Uposatha (Patimokkha
+ uddesa).

PATIMOKKHA

·

It is to be noted that both PTS edition of the
Sumarigalahvilfisinl (of 1 886) quoted above and the
Simon Hewavitarana Bequest Series of Sri Lanka of
1 9 1 8 (Vol. I. p.9) are agreed on the reading we have
produced above. Vipassana Research Institute of India
brings out a new Buddhist Pali Text series. With regard .
to the passages quoted above, we discover their
Sumaligalavilfisinl Vol. I. p. 13 (of 1 993), presenting,
without any warning, a completely different reading,
which is totally at variance with the texts quoted above.
In their Devanfigari text they read at p. 1 3 as :
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EvanJ satta-v[ sfidhikani dve sikkhapadasate mi
MahG.vibha�igo 'ti kittetva[hapesun.t

They add here the word satta (= seven) to what we
believe is the original reading vlsadhikani, which
means 'plus twenty' to the two hundred. This totals up
to 227. Whoever originated this editing, they are
perhaps changing the text in order to conform to and
corroborate with the widely spread notion of227 rules,
which does not comply with the traditional textual
readings which we have already examined above. The
editors give no variant readings, nor do they admit of
the existence of any differing earlier texts (which we
have already shown), and they appear to deliver their
text as the last word on the subject.

PATIMOKKHA

the report of Buddhaghosa is about seven or eight
centuries after the event. This clearly points to the early
existence of the Vinaya rules together with their
accompanying details with regard to the application
and enforcement of the rules in instances of breach of
discipline. · Mere rules alone would not have sufficed�
But even in the early days of the Sasana, it was not
uncommon to find monks who had opted, for whatever
reasons of their own, to learn only the bare rules of the
Patimokkha (Tassa suttaii hi kho agatafr!. hoti no

suttavibharigo Viiz.II.97).

But as far as the function of the Patimokkha was
concerned, it is evident t h at in the early days of
Buddhist monasticism much importance was attached
to the meaning and interpretation, and all the
·implications
ofthe sikkMpadas- not the mere memory
We also note thflt the CD ROM of Chana
Sarigayana-Ver�ion 3 from Dhammagiri is identically . of their text. It was also necessary for the proper
.
the same with the text � have quoted above from enforcement of the law that those who were in authority
Vipassana Research Insti�ute. They both apparently go knew all the circumstances leading to the promulgation
back to the Chanba Sarigayana printed Pali Texts of of the various sikkhclpadas. Therefore it is not unusual
Myanmar. It would be interesting to inquire as to how · to find .a monk being challenged regarding the
far this Myanmar tradition of 227 rules go back in . authenticity of a particular item of discipline, which
history to pre-Cha!!a Sarigayana times. Neither the PTS : he wish_e s to enforce. Thus the maintenance of
· edition nor the Sri L<mkan tradition know anything ·. acceptable good · monastic ·conduct being the live
abOut such ·a reading. W� would reserve ourjudgement furictio·n of the Paiimokkha, it was necessary for a
till we know more about the pre-Ch!!a Sarigayana texts monk, specially or one who was in authority such as
Vinayadhara or a BhikkbunoviJdaka,' to learn both cedes
of Myanl!lar. · ·
of Ttf� Patimokkha-(of both monks and nuns) in detail
IQ addition to the$e Sikkhapada of the P!itiinokkha, . with all the· explanations.
seven Adikara11a- sdmatha dhamma or regulations ·
Note the significance of the following observation
describing the correct procedure in settling judicial
which
we discover in the Atiguttara Nikaya. "lf a mcnk
matters of the Sarigha (adhikara11a) are tagged on to
is not well-versed in both codes of the Patimkkha with
this manual of law.
. all their details and explanations, then if he were to be
In the same manner, the Pdlimokha of the questioned as to where the Buddha has laid down such .
Bhikkhunis is d��.cribed in the Sumangal avilasin[ as . and such an injunction, he would not be able to give
consisting of304 rules (Evaafr!. lini sikkhapada-satani an answer. Then there would be many who would .
cattari ca sikkhdpadani bhikkhuni�vibhaligo ' ti advise him tp first learn his Vinaya (No ce bhikkhave
kittetvli aya11J Ubhato-vibhango nama ... loc.cit.). The bhikkuno ubhayani Patimo�ni vittharena svagatani
AdhikarClf!a-samatha dhamma, it m\lst be remembered, honti suppavattl ni s uvinicchitani suttaso
are identically the same in the case of both the monks anuvyaiijanaso. /daft!. panayasma kattha vutta111
and the nuns. But these dhammli are never listed . bhagavata 'ti pu{{ho na sampayati. Tassa bhavanti
vattaro ingha lava ayasma Vinaya11J sikkhassu ' ti (A. v.
together with the sikkhapada.
80f.).
Buddhaghosa is quite specific in reburring to this
Here is the arrangement in seven groups or satta
portion of the Vinaya recited at the first Council as
Mahclvibhanga and Bhikkhunivibhaliga and not as apattikkhandha of the corpus of the 220 sikkhlipada,
Patimokkhas. Vibhaliga means the analyses of the which make the Mahlivibhariga or the Bhikkhu
subject matter that is being dealt with. Remember that vibhatiga. The arrangement is the same with regard to
·

·

·

"
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the 304 sikkhapada of the Bhikkhuni-vibhaJiga. The

These offences require to b e announced by the

number of sikkh apada i n each group o f the

offender (patidesetabban.z tena bhikkund), admitting

Bhikkhuni-vibhaliga shows a noteworthy increase.
1.

Parajika .

that he has done somethi ng censurable (garayhanJ

avuso dhammafiJ apajjin.l asappayariJ. pfi{idesan [yan]
Vin. IV. 176).

Bhikkhus 4
Bhikkhunis 8

7. Sekhiya
Inviolable rules which lead to the expulsion of the

75
Bhikkhunis 75

Bhikkhus

miscreants from the Sfisana. No remedial action is
These injunctions deal with propriety of dress,

en�ertained.

eating habits and behaviour patterns both within the

2 Sarighadisesa

monastic premises and in the households of the lay

Bhikkhus

13
Bhikkhunis 1 7

community.
Dhammavihari

Two types of punishments are contemplated for this
offence
-

1 . A six-day punishment of Manatta or withdrawal

PATIMOKKHUDDESA : Patimokkhuddesa (which

of privileges and prestige is incurred instantly on the

is made up of the two words Patimokkha+uddesa)
refers- to the fortnightly recital of the Patimokkha by

commission of the offence.

the full congregation of senior-status (upasampanna)

II. An

additional further penalty of Parivasa for

each day the offence has been concealed is imposed
on the miscreant to take .effect prior to the Manatta
punishment. (See PARIVASA and MANATTA).

3. Aniyata

legal disputes (adhikaral]Q+samatha+dhamma) within ·.

ofthe offence - whether it is Pfirfijika, Satighfidisesa
or Pacitiya. (See Vin, IV. 1 88).

Bhikkhunis 30

in order to be made available to needy ones.
Bhikkhus

92

Bhikkhunis 1 66
Except confession of guilt, these do not seem to
carry any specific punishments.
6. Patidesaniya

Bhikkhus

304 rules of their own, together with the same 7
Adhikara1Ja·samatha-dhamma.
In the Vinaya Mahiivagga (Vin. I. 102) the Buddha

community-pool of articles i llegally kept in possession

Pacittiya

the body of Saf!gha. The Bhikkhunis similarly have

is seen announcing that he would sanction his disciples

30

These offences require the surrender to the monastic

· 5.

III. I 0). The word Piitimokkha in this cont�xt means

principles determining the procedure in settling their

These are undetermined with regard to the gravity

Pacittiya

•

ceremony occurs in the Gopakamoggallima Sutta (M.

in number for the Bhikkhus, together with 7 regulatory ·

Bhikkhus 2

Bhikkhus

or Stmil. The best comprehensive reference to this

the book of codified rules (sikkhapada) which are 220

Bhikkhunis None

4. Nisaggiya

monks, living within one demarcated area of residence

4
Bhikkhunis 8

.. :. .

� .

to recite at their regular Uposatha meetings the Vinaya
rules he has laid down, saying that this would be their ·

Patimokkha+recital ( YanJ nunahanJ yimi maya bhikkhu
nan] paiiiiattiini s ikkhapada n i tan i n esanJ p a
timokkhuddesmiJ anujiineyyanJ). As these rules also ·
carried the name sutta, the recital came to be also called
suttuddesa. It is as though what is being recited gives
the recital its distinctive names piitimokkhuddesa and
suttuddesa, both implying one and the same.
The Gopakamoggalliina is admittedly a post-

' "padnibbiina sutta. But its importance for a precise
study of the ritual of the Patimokkha recital cannot be ·
over estimated. The sutta says: "The Buddha has laid
down for the bhikkhus the regulatory rules (bhikkhil

-
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nan.z sikkhapadan.z pw!iiattan.z). He has aiso enjoined

PATIMOKKHUDDESA
the discovery of any offence committed by a

us meet together on the Uposatha day and request the

sikkhapada recited tasmill ce bh (/}111amime hoti bhikklwssa apatti
hoti bhikkhussa vltikkamo.

text) to recite it. While it is being recited, whoever

iii. Deriving from his second wrong assumption

on them the

bhikkhu in terms of the

recital of the Ptuimokkha (patinwkkhan.z

uddi{!hanJ). We who live in a specified \ i i lage , all of

monk who has it (i.e. he who knows the Patimokkha

above, the writer makes the following most

monk is gui l ty of an offence or has committed a
transgression, we deal with him (la11Jkarema) according

serious error. He says: " . . . . . . . . . . the bhikkhus

to the law (yathO.-dhammariJ) and according to the

present explain them in accordance with the

instructions (yathii-sattha11J). It is not we who punish

dhamma. (hence they have dhamma as their

him. It is the law that does punish him." Note how

refuge)."

closely parallel are these two reports of the Vinaya

Mahavagga and the Gopakamoggalla11a Sutta.

This error betrays a complete ignorance as to what

the function of the Patimokkha recital was expected to

We assure you that one could not get anywhere a

be. Yathadhamma means according to tradition as

timokkha ritual than this one in the G9pakamoggallii
na Sutta. But errors in scholarship are not impossible.

is supported by the accompanying phrase yathizsattha11J

already laid down. That is the dhamma. This rendering

more historically accurate picture of the vibrant Pii

which means as instructed.

It is l amentable that a reputed scholar writi.ng on
"Buddhist Sects in India," as far ·baek as

1 970, has

It is interesting to note that a study of the subsequent

completely misunderstood this sutta. Here is what we

history of the recital shows a complete change in the

discover to be a total error in rranslat:on.
. the author renders it.

This is how

structure of the. ritual and therefore of its intention.

·

The original intention to check individually the moral . .

purity of the membership of the congregation (yassa

''There is a treatise called Piitim?kkha. which has . siyii iipatti so. iivikareyya. Vin. I. 1 03) and to mete out
.
been -formulated by the omniscien T�aclier and which
necessary unishment (yathadhainma11J yathiisattluorJ

!

p

all the monks living in the same parish (giimakkhetta) karema. M. III. 1 0) as indicated in the Gopakamoggallii · ·
have to recite in a monastery whe:e they assemble na Sutta have both left the scene honourably and
- - o-n -the :Upo�atna day�.� Sllouid ·rhere o�cur any- silenlly. With the ne-w move towards Exclusion of
. difference or doubt in the recitation, the bhikkhus guilty monks from the Recital or Piitimokkhat(hapana
present explain them in accoi·dance with the (Vin: II. 236 ff.), all participants at the reci tal are
dhamma (hence they have dhamm:z as their refuge)." assumed to be acceptably pure through a formal
·

I

(Translation errors are highlighted) N. Dutt,' Buddhist
Sects in India, 1 970,_p. 43 a.11d p. 4 0 in 1 998 edition.
This is

a disastrous

I

misunderstanding of the Pali

text quoted, especially in the hands of�eputed scholars.

The resulting errors of interprett.tion are extremely

misleading. We suggest that the fc.llowiog corrections
·

be noted

�

i. All the monks living in t e same parish do not
have to recite the Piitimokkha on the uposatha

day. It is not all monks who recite. It is the
Reciter (Piitimokkhudd �saka) who recites.

Others only l isten to him attentively and keep ·

track of what is being recited {Tair} siidhuka11J

SUf!Oma manasi karoma) .

ii. There is no reference wh<.tsoever to 'there being
any difference or doubt 1n the recitation. ' It is

ritualistic confession ( apatti desanii) . .

It should also be mentioned here in passing that

our early Vinaya texts record that the Recitor of the Pii .
timokkha had to call upon the S ang ha, before
commenting his �ecital of the Piitimokkha, to announce
to the Congregation, as a preliminary duty (pubba
kicca), the purity of the (absentee) monks (Ki111
sai'ghassa pubbakicca"!; Piirisuddhi11J ayasmanto ii
rocetha Patimokkham uddisissiimi. Vin. I. 1 02). This
item had to be introduced in this manner for the simple

reason that the Patimokkha Recital aimed at ensuring ·
th� moral rectitude (uprightness in word and deed) of
the entire Buddhist Saigha of the region.
This scheme of moral purity verification was carried
out on a decentralized regional basis of accepted
monastic zones, which went by the name of sfmii.

A - N ANA
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Therefore even the non-participating (for whatever

1lllpassaniuza1Ja q .v.) (8) in equanimity regarding all

Assembly of the Patimokklw Recital, through a carrier,

and the knowledge that adapts

reason that may be) absentee

monks h ad to send to the

1 . their assurance of personal purity (parisuddhi) and

2. their participatory consent (chanda).

This had to be

ascertained and recorded as a prerequisite, prior to the

commencement of the Recital.

During the Recital

formations of existence (scuikharupekkhiuial!a. q.v.)

(9)
itself (saccanulomika

or amtloma-1!a11a) to the preceding eight kinds of

knowledge as well as to the fol lowing supra mundane

path (lokuttaramagg a ) and to the thirty seven

constituents of enlightenment (bodhipakkiyadhamma,

(tasmifi ce bhaiiiiamime), those present had to confess
their guilt (yassa siyii iipatti so iivika reyya ). These

q.v. , Vism.

the purity verification of all monks , both physically

end in itself; it is only the means to the attainment of

references clearly indicate the absolute necessity of

present and not present, of the specified zone or sfmii .

We have already referred above to the ritualistic

trend towards which the Piitimokkha Recital was

drifting in course of time. Sm1gha purity became a

. matter of mere liturgy .(iipatti-desana). This is very

naturally removed from the scene the on-the-spot

confession

549-76.

This Visuddhi, too, like other visuddhis, is not an

the n e x t higher vis uddhi, c a l l e d the 1zii
IJadassanavisuddhi, pa!ipadiiiiillJGdassana visuddhi ya

vadeva IJGI!adassanavisuddhattha. All seven visuddhis,
in fact, constitute the means by which the final goal ,

i . e . , absolute freedom (anupadii parinibbana), i s ·
attained M. I,

(yassa siyii apa tti so a vika reyya) . And .

Upali Karunaratna·

equall y naturally i n the wake of i t, the need for

punishment. This is what apparently led to the later
shift of accent to l<;>ok upon the fortnightly Uposatha
as

symbol of or a unifying factor of the solidarity of

the Sangha, of perhaps splintering new blocks of

149 ff. See VISUDDHI.

PA1IPATTI. (from pa{i+ /pad). It means way, method,
conduct, practice, performance, behaviour, example.

(see

PTS. Pali- English Dictionary) . There is a
.

S ari gha, w e i m a g i n e ( Uposatho

distinction between pa{ipatti (practice) · and pariyatti .

2599).

Pa[ipatti is the practice of the religious · life which has

samaggattho
visuddhatthii Paviiranii. Vinayavinicchaya p. 90. v.

Dhamavihtiri

(theoretical knowledge of the words in the texts).

as its objective the attainment of Nibbana. The practice

involves a comprehensive programme of mental culture

for the eradication of defilements. In brief, the whole
range of slla, samiidhi, paFuiii, which includes the

PA1JPADA·N�DASSANA-VISUDDHI, purity by

Noble Eightfold Path, leading beyond to samma nana

dassana (Right Knowledge) and sammii vimutti, (Right

knowledge and vision of th� path progress, the sixth

Emancipation). The prescribed programme of restraint

tha-sutta (M.I, 1 47 f. ) an d e l aborated i n the
Visuddhimagga, ch. XXI.

ma filia -ph a la sutta ( D . I ) and many other suttas

of the seven stages of purity outlined in the Rathavin[

By this Visuddhi, which is founded on wisdom

(panna) as the base (MA.

insight

SHB. II, 1 3 1 ), is meant the

(vipassana) p e rfec t e d i n n i n e kinds of
knowledge, namely, the knowledge consisting ( 1 ) in

contemplation of arising and vanishing (udayabbayii

nupassanaii(up. q. v.) (2) in contemplation of dissolution

(bhanganupassananaf!G, q. v.) (3) in awareness of fright
(bhayatupauhanan�a; q.v.) (4) in contemplation of
evil consequences (O.d{navanupassanii-nili]a cf V;) >(5)
in contemplation of aversion (nibbidiinupassanii-fiiii]Ll
q.v.) (6) in the desire for deliverance (muficitukamyutii
-fiill!£1 q.v.) (7) in reflecting contemplation (pa{isaizkhii

and mental culture is described in detail like in the Sa

scattered throughout the Piili canon. The following

passage gives a general i de a o f what pa{ipatti
constitutes:

" In whosoever, your Reverences, there is faith in

good states, modesty and self-respect, energy, attention

to what he hears, bearing dhamma in mind, examination

of m e a n i n g , behaviour accord i n g to dhamma, .
seriousness in good states - in such an one, come night, .

come day, growth in good states. not waning, is to be

'· looked for. "

" Yassa kassaci iivuso saddha atthi kusalesu

dhammesu hiri atthi . . . ottappam atthi. . . viriyam
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to overcome, pahimappadh ima 3. The effort to develop,
blui vaniippadh i m a 4 . T h e effo rt to maintain,
an11rakkhanappadhima . The whole set of instructions
is directed towards avoiding unwholesome states,
overcoming unwholesome states and developing
wholesome states such as the seven factors of
Enlightenment.

atthi. . . paiina atthi. . . atthupaparikkhil atthi . . . dhammii
nudhammapa{ipattiatth i. . . appamiido atthi kusalesu
dhammesu, tassa yii ratti va divasa va agacchati vuddhi

yeva pa{ikarikha kusalesu dhammesu no parihiini. "

(A.V. 1 26�,
Dhammimudhamma pa{ipatti is translated as
behavior according to dhamma.

The meanings of some of the terms are given
below: (see Nyanatiloka, Buddhist Dictionary, manual
ofBuddhist terms and doctrine) Cattaro Iddhipadii (the
four roads to psychic power) they form by way of
preparation the attainment of the fruition of the path:

It is also said that right faring is a help to the gaining
of heavenly worlds: sammapafipatti saggimam ahara,
and wrong faring is an obstacle to gaining the heavens
micchilpafipatti saggiinarq paripantho. (A. V. 1 36).
The word pa{ipatti is used in connection with the .
correct conduct followed by the.Jay practitioner of the
dhamma path aS well as the bhikku:

01. Concentration of intention (chanda-samiidhi)
accompanied by effort of will.
02. Concentration of energy (viriya) accompanied
by effort of will.
03; Concentration of consciousness (citta-s)
04. Concentration of investigation (vlma"!Sa-s)

"Monks, I do praise right c.c;mduct in two, whether
house-holder or home-leaver. If rightly conducted, both
house-holder and home-Ieaver can win the true method, . .
Panca baliini i nclude faith (saddhii), energy
the -true D/iamma,. as iesulf and c.onseguence of their
(viriya), mindfulness (satl) concentration (Samadhi)
right conduct."
and wisdom (panna).
.. " Dvinnilha!rf bhikkhave, sammiipafipatti11] Va1J1!£mi
gihissa vapabbajitassa vil. Gihlvii bhikkhave pabbajitq
Pane ' indriyiini are the five spirituarfaculties which
va sammiipafipanno sammilpa{ipattiidhikarana-hetu ii include faith (saddhii) energy ( viriya) mindfulness ·
riidhakohoti n{zya!rf dhamma!rf kusalan ti" (A. 1 .69)
· (satl) concentration (samiidhi) and wisdom (panna)
with-such fiminess that they are irreversible.
Pa{ipatti entails, the practice which incorporates
Satta bojjharlga
the Noble Eightfold Path in oneself. A passage in
Niddesa ( 1 43-4) lists out the skills or attainments
Concentration (Satisambojjhahga)
wpich enable one to gain mastery over the teaching
Investigation of the Jaw (dhammavicaya bojjhanga)
(pafipattisasana). From general statements in tenns
(Viriya-bojjhanga)
Energy
such as sammapafipadiz (following the correct path)
(P[ti- bojjhaJiga).
Rapture
and dharnmimudhammapafipada (following the · path ·
(passaddhi)
Tranquility
according to the dhamma) the passage goes on to
(samiidhi)
Concentration
specifics such as indriyesu guttadviira (guarding the
(upekkha)
Equanimity
sense doors), jaga riyiinuyogo (wakefulness)
satisampajannam (mindfulness, self-possession), cattii
Ariyattharigikamagga-Noble Eight-fold Path
ro satipaf!hana (four foundations of mindfulness) cattii
that leads to the extinction of suffering:
ro sammiippadhiinil (four right efforts), cattaro iddhipa
.
da (four roads to psychic power) panca balimi (five
(sammii-ditthi )
0 1 . Right-view
. powers) panci indriyiini (five spiritual powers ) satta
02. Right - Thought
(Sammii- sahkappa)
bojjhangii (the seven factors of enlightenment) and
.(Samma- viica)
03. ·. Right - Speech
the ariya -a{!harigiko -maggo (the Noble Eightfold
04. Right -Action
(Samma- Kammanta)
Path).
05. Right - livelihood (Samma-aj[va)
(Samma- vayama)
06. Right · Effort
Cattaro sammappadhiina (four right efforts) are: 1.
07. Right - Mindfulness (Samnui- sati)
Tl}e effort to avoid, i.e. sa11JVarapadhiina 2. The effort
08. Right - concentration (Samma- Samadhl)
.
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It will be remembered that when the Buddha
delivered his first discourse to his former ascetic

PATIPATTI
.
"Katamalica bhikkhave brahmacariyW!l Ayam eva

a r iyo a u h wig iko m a g g o s eyya t h ida11.z s a m m ii

companions, the pw1cavaggiya bhikkhus, Kondafifia,

diH hi . . . sammiisamiidh i. Idal!l vuccati bhikkhave
brahmacariyanj' (S. V 26 (1 0).

was the first among them to understand the discourse.
When he requested that he be ordained as a bhikkhu
follower of the Buddha, the manner of ordaining

Arid what monks is the best practice? It is just this ·
ariya eightfold way. That is, samma di!{hi. . . samma
samadi. That is what is called brahmacariya.

adopted by the Buddha at that time was to merely state

" Come monk, well taught is dhamma, fare the brahma
faring for making an utter end of all ill''.

Again another instance:

"Etha bhikkhavo . . . svakkhiito dhammo caratha
brahmacariya/1} samma dukkhassa antakiriyaya 'ti"
(Vin. 1. 1 2ff)

And what, monks, is the aim of this best practice?
The destruction of lust, of hatred, of i llusion, is called
the aim of the best practice."

It is clear from this. statement that the goal of
pa{ipatti and brahmacariya is one and the same
attainment of nibbcma. There are seven additional
motives for the practice of brahmacariya which would
apply to what motivates its praCtiCe.

"katamo ca bhikkhave brahmacariyattho . yo kho
bhikkhave ragakkhayo dosakkhayo mohakkhayo. Ayall!
vuccati bhikkhave brahmacariyatthoti" (S. V. 27).
These passages make i t v ery clear that the
·
prescribed conduct, brahmacariya, pa{ipatti and the

0 1 . Elimination of lust - ;a.gaviriigatthan:t
02. Removal of fe tters o f exi stence sa11Jiojanapahanatthal1} ·
03. Destruc tion
of
predisposi tions
anusayasamugglratatthailJ
04. Exti nction of defilements
- asavanan,t
khayatthal1}

practice of the Noble Eightfold Path are identical and
have the same goal of attaining nibbana.
Again, it is said: .
· ,i.1 · '

"The ignorance, brethren, wherewith the wise man,

_ _9?: ���li_z_:gio!l of th� fr_u_its. of release through
wisdom- vijjavimuttiphala- sacchikiriyatthan:t
06. Realization of knowledge arid insight - fia

whose body is so wrooght, is cloaked, the craving

_

whereto he is tied, that ignorance the wise man has
thrown off, and that craving is withe!'ed away. How is

nadassanatthan:t
07; Complete l ib erati on from the wheel of
ex istence-anupadaparinibbanatthan:t (S.V. 2729)

that? The wise man has lived the divine life for the
right withering away of ill, therefore the wise man at
the breaking up of the body is n<;>t on his way to (another
sense) body. He is not being on his way thither, is set
· free from rebirth, from old age and death, from
grieving, from lamenting, from ills, from sorrows, from

In numerous places in the Pa.Ii canon are found the
words brahmacariya and pafipatti being given a

despairs - I say, he is set free from ill."

common meaning as though they are interchangeable
and synonymous with the practice of the Noble
Eightfold Path.

"Katamii ca bh ikkhave sammtipa{ipatti.
Seyyathida!1J sammiidi!{hi. . . sammasamadhi. Ayan:t
. vuc:cati bhikkhave samma pa(ipatti ti" (S. V. 23) . .
"And what monks is right conduct? It is as follows:
Right view and the rest . . . . . . . . . right conceri(ratmn':

:

"Yaya ca bhikkhave avijjaya nivutassa paf1qitassa
yaya ca tanhaya sampayuttassa ayam kayo samuda
gato. sa ceva avijja pOJ!qitassa pahana sa ca ta11ha
parikk[na: tan:t kissa hetu ? Acari bhikkhave paf!qito
brahmacariyaf!zsamntadukkhakkhayaya. 7esatflpa1!4ito
kayassa bheda na kayapago hoti. So akayupago sama
no parimuccatijatiyajaramaraf!ena sokehi paridevehi
dukkhehi domanasseh i upayii.seti parimuccati
dukkhasma ti vadami. " (S. II p. 24)

This, monks is called "right conduct".
Another instance is quoted below:

Suvimalee Karunaratna

·

.
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Buddhism i n connection with four kinds o f knowledge

by 'analysi s ' . But it must he noted that it is 'knowledge'
that suits the context better than ' analysis' i n m any a
passage i n which the pa(isambhidas are discussed.

comprehension. and exegesis. The two terms refer to
the same fourfold knowledge, but their etymology as

. explained in many a w().y in various places in the Pali

PA'fiSAMBIIID A :

(p ratisan.z vid: S a n s kr i t ) ,

discriminating knowledge, a lcchnical term used i n
w h i ch , taken as

a.

w h o l e , m e an powers of

well as tile signifi c ance di ffer. The Pal i term,
pa{isanjJhida, is derived from pa{i + sm�z + bhid, to

break up, whereas the Sanskri t term, pratisa��wid, is
derived from pra{i + sa1�1 + vid, to know. The Mahii.yii.
nists have attached greater frilpoitance to the four

pratisa11JVids than the Theravadins did to the

pa{isanjJhidiis.

four ·

It may be argued that pratisan;vid is a wrongly

Sanskritised form, that the origi nal is the Prui term,
pa{isanjJhida, · m1d that the correct Sanskrit equivalent
should be pratisambhid. It may also be argued that the
Buddhists borrowed the Sanskrit word pratisa��wid
from some non-Buddhist source, and the Pali writers

The four pa� isambhidas are enumerated and

literature (A. I, 22; II, 1 60; I II, 1 13, 120; IV, 32-3; Ps.
I, 88 ff. ; II, 1 50 ff. ; Vbh. 293-305; VbhA . 386-95; Vism.
a tthapa Osambh ida,
are
372 ff. ) . They

.

dhamnzapaUsambh ida , n intttipa� isambhida and

·

paUbluinapa� isa m bh idii. A s these fo u r are :
interconnected, it is desirable that they are discussed
together.

The knowledge of objective meanings (attha), of
their divers i ty and of determining, di scerning,

classifying, distinguishing, illuminating and elucidating
them is the knowledge of atthapatisambhidii. The

knowledge or' conditions (dharnma) : of the diversity
of conditions and of determining them etc., is the
knowledge of dhammapa[isambhidii. The knowh!dge
translated it as pa{isan:i:Jhida. The holders · of the latter
of definitions (nirutti), o f their diversity and of
view find support in the occurrence of the word samvid .
determi n i n g the m , etc . , is the k n o w ledge of
in the Yogaslltras (citta-sqn,n->id; III, 34, p. l 54), and in
niruttipa{isambhida. And the knowledge of intellec t
the Taittiriya upanishad ( . . . Samvida deyam, 1, ii, 3 ;
(pa[ibhana), of its diversity and of determining it, etc.,
p. 34), and also in the absence of the tenrt from the
is the kpowledge of pa{ibhilnapa{isambhida ( Ps. I, _
·
early Piili nikiiyas (Har Dayal, The Bodhis�ttva

Doctrine, 261), As far as the nikilyas are conceflled;

. 89, 90; 1 1 9 2

� or

·

the word is found only in the A1ig�ttara Nikaya, a text
. . .·
.
..
faculties (pancindtiya), five spiritual ·
Five spmtual
which has undergone much editing at the hands of the
ers (pa rfic aba la ) , s e ven consti tuents o f
later compilers- ef-the-1-ipi{aka, and- i n- theP-q.tisamhizidi.z.__���
. enhgn enmenf (Sattab�luzltga} and- the eightfold-noble .
magga, which i s a real abhidhamma treatis e although
it is included in the Khuddaka nikaya. Even the Sang[ path are also desi gnated as dhamma in the
Pa{isamb{tidamagga. The discriminating knowledge
ti Sutta of the D[gha Nikaya (III, 207-7 1 ) which gives
a long list of terms of technical i mportance omits of them I S dhammapa{isambhidii; their obj ective
meaning is attha; the discriminating knowledge of attha
pa{isanjJhida. But the available evidence does not
is atthapa{isambhida. V�rbal expression or statement
warran t one to come to any conclusion with regard to
· of dhammas and atthas IS Nirutti. The knowledge of
the origin of the term.
Nirutti is niruttipa(isambhidii. The knowledge of

·
�- -

.

dhamma, attha and nirutti and of the diversity of
The Pali term is usually rendered by 'analysis', but
knowledge about them is pa(ibhanapa{ isambhida (Ps. ·.
the Tipitaka explanations of the four Pa{isambhidas _ ·
I, 88 ff.).
suggest no emphasis on analysis. The Pali root bhid
.
. .
.
.
means 'breaking up', destruction or dissolution. The
·
called
are
realisation
of
aspects
five
following
The
root that gives the meaning of 'analysis' is vi+ bhaj,.
.
dham'r!a in the pa( isambhidiimagga : i . e . , vision
and we fmd. derived forms like vibhajana, analysing;
vibhajja - vyiikaraf!iya-pafiha, questions that have to (cakkhu), insi ght (fiafJ£1), understanding (panna),
wisdom (vijja) and light (aloka) with regard to Four
be answered by analysing; and, of course, vibhajjavii
da, the doctrine of analysis which is identical with

Theravada·

The root bhid in the sense of 'breaking up' may
also have the developed meaning of 'analysis' ; and it

may be held that to understand something thoroughly,

one has to break it up, i.e., to analyse it. It is in this
way that the term pa{isambhidii come to be rendered

Noble Truths, four applications of mindfulness and four .

bases of psychic power. The knowledge of dhamma is

dhammapa{isambhidii their objective meaning is attha
knowledge of attha is atthapa{isanibhidii. The verbal

expr�ssion of dhamma and attha is nirutti; knowledge
of nirutti is niruttipa{iscunbhida. The knowledge of

dhamma, attha and nirutti is pa(ibhanapa{isambhidii.

(Ps. II, 1 50 ff.).

.!
· \'
'
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plane.

Though they come into these two categories, they
become, nevertheless, manifest in five ways, that is to
say, as achievement, mastery of scriptures, hearing,
questioning and prior effort. Achievement is the
attainment of arahantship; mastery of scriptures is the
mastery of the Buddha's words; hearing is hearing the
dhamma carefully and attenti vely ; questioning is
discussion of knotty passages and explanatory passages
in the texts, commentaries and so on; prior effort is devotion to insight in the dispensations of former
Buddhas up to the vicinity of the stage of conformity
(anuloma) and change-of-lineage (gotrabhu) by one
who has practised the duty of going with the meditation
subject on alms-round and coming back with it.

Dhammapa�isambhidti may also refer_ to the
knowledge of the _ doctrine, the knowledge of the
ninefold text in which the words of the Buddha is
preserved (navaizga-satthu-siisana).
Of the third and the forth branches ofpa{isambhidii
, nirutti is always defined as verbal expression or
statement, while pa{ibhima is expl�ined as knowledge
in the knowledges (ii�esu iiaf!ll11]).

_

__

Thus atthapa{isambhidii may be interpreted as the
discriminating knowledge of objective meaning. It does
not refer to verbal meanings, but to the thing signified
by the term. Dhammapa{isambhidii. is discriminating
knowledge
of
reasons
or
conditions.
Niruttipa�isambhidii is the discriminating knowledge
of meanings as given in the definitions, the meaning
now being expressed. Hence nirutti may stand for
connotation, or implied knowl edge . PaUbha
napa{isambhidii is the discriminating knowledge of
intellect to which things knowable by the foregoing
three processes are presented.
These four kinds of discriminating knowledg� can
be placed in two categories: the plane of the trainee
(sekha), and the plane of the trained (asekha). Those
of the chief disciples come into the category of the
plane of the trained. Those of the elder Ananda, the
householder Citta, the layman devotee Dhammika, the

.

householder Upcili, t he l aywoman devotee Khujjuttara
and others, come i nto the category of the trainee 's

The VibhaJi ga has a twofold expl anation of
pa(isambhidcl : the s u t t c!nta expl anati on and the
abhidhamma explanation. According to the former,
atthapa{isambhidii is the analysis of phenomena
(dhammii) and dhammapa{isambhidii is the knowledge
of conditions (hetu) of phenomena by which
phenomena h ave happened or become . Thus
atthapa{isambhidii may be knowledge of decay and
death, etc . , that i s , of suffering (dukkha).
Dhammapa[isambhidii is then knowledge of causes of
decay and death, etc., that is, of the cause of suffering
(dukkhasamudaya). Knowledge of the cessation of
suffering (dukkhanirodha) is the atthapa{isambhidii;
and the knowledge of cause of the cessation of
suffering; that is, the path leading to the cessation of
suffering is dhammapa{isambhidii.

In theAbhidhamma explanation, we find an inverted
order in the first and the second branches: Dhamma is
all states of consciousness. If they are moral or
immoral, i.e., if they have karmic efficacy as causes,
knowledge of them is called dhammapa{isqmbhidii.
_Kno.wledge_of. their- result-and-0t:-al-l-:- inopeFative s-tates
is called atthapatisambhidti. Knowledge of the
connotation and expression of dhammas as
term-concept (paiiiiatti) is niruttipa[isambhidii., and the
knowledge by which one comes to know of these
knowledges is pa[ibhiinapa�isambhidii (Vbh. 293-5;
VbhA 386-95; Vism. 372 ff.).
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The Buddhas and the pacceka-Buddhas reach the .
di scri minating knowledge through prior effort.
Disciples do so through all these means and there is a .
special way of developing a meditation�subject in order
to attain discriminations. But in the trainees, the
attainment of discrimination comes about next upon
the liberation consisting in the trainee's fruition .
(sekhaphala), and in the trained it does so next upon
the liberation consisting in the fruition of the trained - ·
(asekhaphala), i . e . , arahantsh i p . ' For, the ·
discriminations come to success in noble ones (ariyii)
only through the noble fruition (ariyaphala), as the ·
ten- powers -(-z/n:s1lb1lla) do in the- p-erfecf ones. (Tatha-_
gata: Vism. 374).
The knowledge of discriminations is one of the
constituents of omniscience (sabbaiiiiuta-iiiif!ll) which
is also called unobstructed knowledge (aniivararJtl-fiii
f!ll) owing to the fact that its possessor does not have
any obstructions in realising this fourfold knowledge
(Ps, I, 1 32-3). This aspect of the fourfold knowledge
is possessed only by the Tathagata whose appearance
in the world means the realisation of this fourfold
knowledge (�. I, 22).
The Anguttara Nikiiya gives seven qualities that
lead to the attainment of four discriminations by monks:
the knowledge of the monk ( 1 ) i f his mind i s
overwhelmed with sloth, (2) i f his mind i s muddled
within, (3) if his rrjnd is distracted from without; his
awareness that (4) feelings, (5) thoughts, and (6)
reflections in him persist, rise and set, and (7) grasping
a'1d penetration by wisdom of the essence of things as
to their being helpful or not, low or lofty, dark, bright,
or evenly mixed (A. IV, 32-3).
Siiriputta attained to this fourfold knowledge within
a fortnight of his higher ordination and was able to
explain them to others (A. II, 1 60; IV, 33). The monks
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who attrun to this fourfold knowledge become either
· fai th- liberated (saddhavimutta) by way of the spiritual
faculty of faith (saddhindriya), or a bodily witness (ka
yasakkhi) b y w ay of the s p i ri tual faculty of
concentratitm (samiidhindriya) or a possessor of vision
(di![hippatta), by way of the spiritual faculty of wisdom
(panfiindriya, A . II, 56).
The monk possessed of this fourfold knowledge
becomes popular with his colleagues and commands
their respect (A. III, 1 1 3). Accompanied, in addition,
by the knowledge in the freedom of mind, he realises
the unshakable (akuppalfl), that is Nibbcina (A. III, 120).

.

as a preacher. The Das'abluimika St'itra distinctly
associates pratisan!vid with a bodhisattva's activity as
a teacher. "The bodhisattva who is established in this
bhtimi called sadhumati acts as a p(eacher of the
dharma and guards the treasure of the religion or the
Tathagata. Having attained the position of a preacher
he teaches the dharma with practical skill, combined
with infinite knowledge, and with the speech of a ·
bodhisattva, in which the four kinds Of pratiSCiff!Vid
have been realised. The four pratisa"! vids of a
bodhisattva constantly and continually abide with him
(Das'abhumika Surra , p. 76).

The KarufJii.pufJ4ar[ ka , too, d e c l ares that a
bodhisattva's equipment of the pratisaff!vid serves to
destroy the doubts of all creatures (p. 1 04). The
Lalitavistara says that the attain m e n t of the
pratisaff!vid leads to the acquisition of the eye of the
doctrine (dharmG.caksu p. 25). They also confer certain
power (bala) on a bodhisattva (Lal. 2 08 ) . When he .
understands arrd can preach to others he reaches the
final and perfect stage of knowledge (Bbh. 1 00' ). He
has nothing more to Jearn beyond that (ibid). The same
author values the pratiSaff!vid so highly that he regards
them as essential .elements of prajfia, the highest
The Mahayanasutralaizkara explains pratisaff!vid ·
wisdom. They appertain to that kind of wisdom which
as the attai nment and e}l.position of equality or
removes the hostility of other people and induces them
sameness (samara): "When one has. reached equality
to ask a bodhisattva for benefits (Bbh. 85"). A
or sameness (samara) in one's own self or by oneself,
bodhisattva
thus acquires the fivefold practical wisdom · ·
the preaching that follows . for . the destruction of all
relating to the skandhas, the physical elements, the ·
doubts is designated pratisa�ryvid. By transcendental
sense organs and their objects, the formula of dependent
, knowledger <=me-knoW.s- the. samata-oL all things, and_
ori-ginatiorr·and 1hl�letationof specific·causation (Bbh.
subsequently preaches the scripture and the doctrine·
10Qb ).
by means of that knowledge (Sutral. 1 3 9).
In Buddhist Sanskrit literature, too, we find the same
fourfold knowledge, pratisalflvid, but with a different
emphasis. With the development of the bodhisattva
ideal in Mahayana with a scheme of ten stages
(daiabhumi) leading towards supreme enlightenment
(bodhl), four kinds of pratisanwid are applied to the
career of a bodhisattva in his ninth bhumi. They are
dharmap rat is a"! v id,
art hap.rat is a"! vid,
niruktipratisaf1]vid and praribhimapratisaf1]vid (Mhvu.
III, 32; Sdmp. 333; Ssp. 1 449; BB. XIII, 4; Dhs�ryg. 5 1
etc.).

- ··

Dharma-pratisa�ryvid is the reflective; absolute and
irrevocable, knowledge of all phenomena (dharma) in
all their forms (svala/qaf!a) with regard to the extent
and manner of their existence. Arthapratisa�ryvid is the
reflective, absolute and irrevocable knowledge of all
phenomena in all. their characteristics (lalqa11a) with
regard to the extent and manner of their existence.
Niruktipra!isa�ryvid is the reflective, absolute and
irrevocable knowledge of all phenomena in all their
etymological and linguistic explanations with regard
to the extent and manner of their existence. And
pratibhilnapratisan!vid is the reflective, absolute and
irrevocable knowledge of the verbal distinctions of all
kinds as applied to all phenomena with regard to the
ex�ent and manner of their existence (Bbh.1 · p. 100
A).
A bodhisattva must acquire these four kinds of
pratisa�ryvid for the successful preaching of the
doctrine. According to the MahayanasutratarikO.ra they
are acquired in order to dispel others' doubts (p. l 39).
In the scheme of the ten bhlimis, a bodhisattva acquires
them in the ninth bhumi when he appears before men

The Satasilhasrikii-prajna-paramitii exalts the four
kinds of pratisaff!vid to such an extent that it actually
includes them among the permanent attributes of a
Buddha, and inserts them right in the middle of the .
traditional formula of ten powers (dasabala), four
grounds of self-confidence (caturvaisaraddya) and
eighteen special attributes (iive'!ikadharma; SsP. 1 3 1 ).

;.

Those who have mastered these four kinds of
pratisa�ry vid set rolling the wheel of doctrine ·
(dharma-cakra; Mhvu. III, 32 1 ).
This remarkable innovation shows that the Maha
ycinists attached greater importance to this fourfold
knowledge than the Theravadins did.
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PA1JSAMBHIDAMAGGA: Pa{isambhidamagga, the
'!path to analytical insight" is the 1 2th book (B.C. Law

PATISAMBHIDAMAGGA
.

i mportant in the present context. It is stated that Dhl
ghabanaka held the view that at the First Council the

counts i t as the 1 3 th) of the Khuddaka Nikaya, the 5 th Theras rehearsed Niddesa, Pa{isambhidamagga,
collection of the Suttapi{aka of the Theravada schooi Suttanipata, DhammapG.da Udana, ltivuttaka, Virna
of Buddhism. Comparatively it is one of the biggest navatthu, Petavatthu, Thera and Theri gatha and
books among the 1 5 books that comprise the Khuddaka attached them to the Abhidhamma pi{aka and named
nikaya. Unlike the majority of books in the Khuddaka them "Khuddaka gantha" (small books). It is clear from
nikaya, the Pa{isambhidamagga is almost in prose, this statement that one time the Pa{isambhidamagga
except for a limited number of verses quoted from was included in the Abhidhammapifaka. Some in this
elsewhere. The book is divided into three main vaggas context say when the "Khuddaka Ganthas ' were taken
(sections), Mahavagga, Yuganaddhavagga and PalinG. out from the Abhidhamma pi{aka probably to create a
vagga and each vagga is divided into ten topics (katha separate Nikaya (5 111 nikiiya ) Pa�sambhidiimagga which
s). Each topic is again divided into a number of sub is more relevant to Abhidhamma too has been taken
topics. Accordingly Nanakathil of the Mahavagga is out by an oversight.
divided into 73 sub topics . Di{{hikathG. of the same
vagga into 1 6 sub topics etc. Among the subjects taken
Mrs. Rhys Davids says: Patisambhidiimagga has
up for discussion are various know"t edges the Buddha
apparently "strayed away from what its collection the
is supposed to poss�ss, divergent philosophies (Di{{hi)
Abhidhammapi{aka" (JRAS 1 906). '
prevalent during the days of the Buddha, miraculous
powers (lddhipG.{hihariya) that the Buddha is supposed
It is seen that. Patisam.bhidamcagga
(and also ·
.
.
to possess etc. are obseived." The Saddhammapaktisini,
Niddesa) is being quoted in the Chinese translation of
the commentary to the Pa!isambhidizmagga says that
· · the Vimuktimagga bf Upatissa and the quotations are
in the riine fold division of the Buddha's teaching
identified as those from Abhidhamma. Therefore it
· (navaligasatthusiisana) the Pa!isambhidamagga is
,
i_ncluded in the "geyya veyyakarana" divisions (aliga). appears thatthe author of the Vim� ttfmagga has
But the Saratthadipani, 1 the t{ka of the vinaya considered those books as Abhidhamma books. It is
commentary SamantapasG.dika, contains a different . significant that the Pa{isambhidiunagga identified as
view. There, it is said that in the three glossaries (t[su · Pa{isambhidamaggapakaraf!G, the way Abhidhamma
galithipadesu) 2 , it is state� that whatever (Buddha's treatises are named, i.e. Dhammasarigan[pakarClf!tJ. In
Teachings) that are not included in the eight a1igas the light of the above considerations scholars include
(divisions) are included in the Patisambhida(magga.) Pa{isambhidamagga among the intermediatory books
.

·
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&

Abhidhamma: On the

examination of the Patisambhidiunagga it will be dear
that in form as well as in contents there is a similarity
w i th the Abhidhamma, speci ally the early
Abhidhammic literature. The subject matter is treated
in the scholastic approach as in.the Abhidhamma texts.

As in the case of Abhidhamma "matikas" are given at
the beginning. But the Patisambhidamagga gives
"matikas" at the end too. The questions and answers
method (panhapucchaka . -naya) followed in the
Abhidhamma texts is followed in the Pa{isambhida
magga. An Abhidhamma text puts the questions
;,katame dhamma kusala katame dhamma akusalii
. katame dhamma avyakata" etc. The Patisambhida
I ·. 1 �} !;--'\.(\�' : r_ ..-:
magga puts the same questions in a slighter different
form "kati kusalii, kati akusalii kati avyakata etc. Dh[
ghabimaka s view with regard to Khuddaka texts
recorded by Buddhaghosa in the Sumaligalaviliisini is
•'

1 3 - CM 3576

between the Suttapi{aka and the Abhidhammapi{aka.

Controversies on Pa(isambhidinnagga : There is
evidence that there have been controversies over the
authenticity of the Pa{isambhidiunagga from the early
days. According to the D[pava�a the Mahiisarighikas,

who broke away from the Theravada at the end of the
Second Buddhist Council, did not accept Patisambhida
magga� As reported in the Dipava�a (Dpv. V. 37)

Mahiisanghikas rejected Pa{isambhidiimagga, Pariva
ra exegeses, Abhidhammapakaraf!G and part of Jataka

and made their own books. Sumangalaviliisini (DA. II

566) and also Manorathapurani (AA III 1 59) record ·
another controversy, according to which a Thera named
Siidinna whom Malalasekera (DPPN. II. p. 1 197)

identifies as a famous commentator, rejected to accept
all that did not bear the name sutta (asuttaniimaham

Buddhavacanam nama natthi). Among the books Yen.
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Sudinna refused to accept (as authentic Buddha's

a later period when the Buddha was gradually attributed

teachings) Pa{isambhidamagga is also included. It

with superhuman qual ities.

should be clear that from the early days authenticity of
Under the circumstance the scholars are of the

Patisambhidamagga has been di sputed from some

opinion that Pa{isambhidamagga belongs to the later

circles.

The period of composition and the author:

s tratum of the Khuddakanikaya along w i th
Khuddakapii{ha, Vimanavatthu, Petavatthu, Niddesa
Apadana, BuddhavatrJSa and Cariyapifaka and
Pa[isambhidamagga always coming after Niddesa.

The

commentary to the Pa{isambhidamagga attributes the
authorship of the Pa{isambhidamagga to Ven .
Sariputta, the chief disciple of the Buddha. The

Taylor5 considers it as one of the latest books of the

commentary further adds that Ven. Ananda learnt it

canon.

from Ven. Sariputta and recited it at the First Council .
As regards the attribution of its authorship to ·

This takes the origin of Pa{isambhidiimagga to the very
lifetime of the Buddha But the traditional view is not
acceptable to the present d�y scholarship. There is
internal evidence within the treati se i tself that go
against the traditional view. As already discussed. the
.
.
treatment of. . th� subj ect i s abhi�hamrhic in th e

Pa{isambhidiunagga. This points to a period before
the formation of Abhidhamma texts or to a period
Abhidhamma texts were in the process of being

_

Ven. Sariputta by the commentator, there is no specific
reason or evidence within the text. However Ven.
Sanputta was the · expert in analytical explanations
praised by the Buddha bimself and several analyticai

suttas in the Nikqyas are attributed to Ven. Sariputta . .
It may be the same reas,on behind the attri.bution of

Pa(isambhidiimagga authorship to Ve!l. Sruiputta by

the commentator. However, i t i s clear that the

· formulated. FI,U1her.i t has taken passag�s Y�rbatim from Patisambhidiimagga has been composed by an expert
Vinaya, Dhiganikiiya, Samyutta Nikiiya andAriguttara . monk after .critical study of authentic teachings of the
Nikaya. A fter examin i ng the· p as s ages · i n the . Buddha which are found in the first four Nikizyas.�
Pa{tsambh..idamagga fro m . Vinaya and . suttas
Abenayaka 3 remarks:
The commentary to the Pa(isambhidiunagga named :
the Saddhammapakiisini has been composed by Ven. .
The "Pafisambhidamagga seems to be a Mahiiniima while residing at the Pari vena constructed
·

.

U ttanl} f v a

commentary -written-on-the passages, which l,ll'e taken

by- -the- m i n i s t e r

from Vinaya and from the collections of Suttapi{aka .

Anuradhapura, three years after the death of King

In this respect the text seems to belong to the same
class of literature as Niddesa". He4 further points out
that Aniipim(lkathti of Patisambhidamagga is more or .
less a commentary to the Satipa{!hana found both in
the D[glt.a and the Majjhima niktiyas. The first sennon
the Buddha is quoted· in the Pa{isambhidiimagga ·and
the latter part of this chapter in the Pa{isambhidiimagga
is a commentary to the first sermon of the Buddha.

Patisambhidiunagga .presupposes the existence of
Dhammapada and Suttanip�ta, which shows it i s
posterior t o both texts. Further elements o f later
developments in Buddhism is also noticeable in the

Pa{isambhidiimagga. It contains Pilliharikatha. and
Iddhikatha, which describe miraculous powers

attributed to Buddha. Buddha during his lifetime did

not advocate Iddhipatihariya as seen· i n the

Kevacfcfhasutta (D I. 2 1 1 ff). These superhuman

nalities were attributed to the Buddha during the iatter

period. This takes the birth of Pa{isambhidamagga to

at -M ahavihara

Moggallana. Some say that he was the same as Maha
nama the author of Mizhavan:sa. But others object that
Ven. Mahanaina of Mahavamsa fame who was an uncle
f king · Dhat�sena would h�ve been too · old to write

�

books, if he was living by this .time. They say that it
should be some other thera of the s ame n ame.

Jayawickrama 6 thinks he was the only Sri Lankan ·
commentator among the commentators the others being .
all of South Indian origin.
It is mentioned in Thupava"!Sa that Ven. Vacissara

the author of Pali Thlipava"fSa has written a

L{

natthava1J!Jt2nii a glossary in Sinhala for Pa{isambhida .
magga. Another glossary by a monk of Mahavihara in
Anuradhapura is extant which is not accepted as. a

s chol arly work . In the S in h a l a Vimanavatthu
Pakara'!aya transl ated in the reign o f Kirti Sri
Rajasinghe 1 747-80, it is mentioned that when the
Siamese upasampadii was brought during the reign of
king Kirti S ri R aj asinghe i n the 1 8'h century,

·
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Pa{isambhidamagga was among the books brought from

from his area of residence, abuses laymen and disrupts

Siam, probably it was not extant in Sri Lanka at that

the unity in the lay community (gihlnw�r alabhG.ya

time. Pa{isambhidiunagga is edited by Arnold Taylor
and printed and published by the PTS.

parisakkati g ith[nan,z anatthflya parisakkati g ihina11J

avasaya parisakkati gihi akkosati, paribhfisati gih[
gihihi bhedeti. loc. cit.).

K. Arunasiri.

Dhammavihari
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(from pa{i-vyadht). The word literally

means pierci n g , penetrati o n , co mprehens i o n , .
attainment, insight, knowledge. i . e . penetrative
knowledge into the phenomena of the five aggregates
of existence or the four Noble Truths. This meaning
comes out in the following canonical passage:
·

"Monks, the manifestation of one (unique) person
is the manifestation of a mighty eye, a mighty light,

a.

mighty radiance of six things unsurpassed. It is the

realization of the four branches of logical analysis. The

Preface IV

6 Kathcivatthu commentary Ed. Jayawickrem�
N.A. Introduction 1 978 XII
·

Ni
S
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penetration of the various el�ments of the diversity of
elements: It is the reaiization of ·the fruits of stream
winning, of once-returning of non- returning of
arahantship. Of what person? Of a Tathagata� He is

In

B uddhist

·

that person." (A. I.22)

ecclesiastical law, Pa{sfiral]iya-kamma is an Act of
Punishment. It is intended to serve as an act of

In the Pal i ' pas s age, the relevant words are

Reconciliation, which requires the of�ending monk to

'anekadhiitu pa{ivedho hoti, nimadhatu-pa(ivedho
hoti.' , which is translated as "The penetration of the

apologise to the aggrieved party in the lay community

(Vin. II. p. 1 5t). The source referred to here tells us the
story of a monk named Sudhamma who lived during
the Buddha's time. He was in a residence provided for
him by a very pious and devoted layman named Citta
who looked after his needs with utmost care and

concern ( Citta11J gahapali"J saddhaltJ pasannaltJ

dayakan}kflraka11)sarighUpa{(hOhakan)Ibid. p. 18). One
day Sudhamma accused him of an alleged discourtesy,

left him rudely, abusing him in an unbecoming manner

(h[nena khu11JSesi hinena vambhesi. loc.cit.).
The incident was eventually reported to the Buddha
and he insisted that the Sangha enforced on him an act
of Reconciliation Pa{isfiral]iya-kamma, requiring him
to apologise to the aggrieved party, namely his faithful
attendant Citta (citra te gahapati kamfipetabbo 'ti: loc.'

cit.). Details of this act of Reconciliation (Pa{isdral]i
ya-kamma further specifies five failings on the part of
a monk which compel him to b e put under this
punishment. They are that the monk labours to cause
losses to layman, to b ring about his ruin, to expel him

various elements of the diversity of elements".

·

When talking of pa(ivedha, (as in the case of

vipassanii, sacchikiriya, yathabhutafi.a'!a dassana
Abhisamaya, afi.fi.a fi.illp) what is being, referred to is
penetrative Knowledge or insight into the transient
elements of the psycho-physical process, elements
which have nothing abiding in them and which are in .
a constant state of flux, coming into being due to
conditions and passing away due to conditions. This
meaning is made clear in another canonical passage: .
"Monk, One thing, if practised and made much
of. . . . . there is penetration of diverse elements, there is
discriminating knowledge of countless elements...what
is that one thing? It is m indfulness centered on
body . . . . . . . "

" Ekadhammo bhikkhave bhavite bahulikate
anekadhatu pa{ivedho hoti nimii.dhatu-pa{ivedho hoti,
anekadhatupa!isambhida hoti. Katamasm im
ekadhamme ? Kayagatii-satiya"(A. I. 44)

__
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The humanistic fo undation of the B uddha's
enlightenment draws our attention to the fact that his
quest was a very pragmatic one, the origin and cessation
of human suffering: This led him to an in-depth
examination of the psycho-physical process of the
being; through a meditational technique vipassanii
(insight) meditation which he himself had developed
a take-off from samatha (tranquility) meditation. The
. origins of the latter would have been pre-Buddhist.
Certain stanzas in the Suttanipata (vv 1 1 1 3- 1 1 1 5)
shed a considerable amount of light on the meaning of
words such as abbiflfui, iiai'J(l and vipassafl.a, the

. The Buddha replies to Posiila that he, the Tatha
gata thoroug h l y c o m preh e n d i n g all supports o f
cons Ciousness k n o w s h i m w h o remains (with
dispositions) and knows when liberated and when
intent upon it." (Sn. 1 1 1 4).
The next stanza re-inforces the concepts in the
earlier Jines:
"Knowing (the role of dispositions in) the arising
of the sphere of nothingness and (knowing) (that
delight is a fetter, and then g aining a thorough
comprehension of it, he next gains an insight into it .

of which are very close to

and this knowledge of that brahmana (sage) who has

pa{ivedha. All these words connote types of knowledge
Whim can be subsumed under panna (wisdom), the
. culminating stage of t!ie Noble Eightfold Path of Srta,
S�hi and paiiiiiL It becomes clear when reading
· these stanzas in the Suttanipata that the insight sought
is of the five khandas� the five aggregates of existence
in order to understand how dukkha" originates and

'nandi
;'Akificaiifiasambhavain
iiatva
sarl}yojanan( iti evarT} evarT} abhilifiiiya taro tatta
vipassati etarl} fiaiJClrl} tatharl} tassa brahmanassa
vusimato {i''

contextual meaning

-

lived (the higher life) is (thus) of a true nature."

·

. Another passage (Vin. 1 .230) �onfirms the meaning. of Pa{ivedha as penetrative knowledge of the (Four ·
what line of conduct enables an individual to acquire ·
Noble Truths, which is .concerned with the dukkha of
liberative kflowledge. Ethical conduct (�flii) whjch is· ·
the _psycho-physieal process.and its eradication.
listed in many s�ttas such as the Siunaiifiaphala Sutta
The verses also
how itcan be eliminated.
.. . make it. clear
.

· · of the brghani(clzya and in the Vinaya Piraka, is an

important factor in the emancipatary path. Without the

" . . . Mqnks, i t i s by n o t understanding, not .

pene_trating the four ariyan truths that there is this long
- s[fg �e_. �@Uid_hi cannot_be_attaine_d, eyen momentary. - running on and- faring-on both for me and for- you. What
samildhi. When defiling dispositions are rampant; there fou.r? Monks, it is through not understanding, not
· canoot be samadhi, so they have to be disciplined ·and
penetrating the Aryan truth of ill that there is this long
trancprilized. In the long run, 'vijjacara1p ' (Knowledge

and conduct) are what conduce to correct knowledge

running-on and faring-on both for me and for you.

Monks, it is through not understanding, not penetrating
the ariyan truth of the uprising of ill, the ariyah truth
·
the stopping of ill that there is this long lorig running
of
linked wi� samm[l vimutti (correct emancipation). The
Sutta·nipiita stanzas, transl ateded by N . A . -on faring on both for me and for you.
or insight sammii-fiiilp-dassana, which is inextricably

Jayawickrama, are the following, i n which a youth Posa
Ia, questions the Buddha:

"Therefore, monks, if the aryan truth of ill is .
understood, is penetrated, if the ary�n truth of the

uprising of ill . . . If the aryan l11lth of the st�pping of .
· ill. . .if the Aryan truth of the course leading to the
transcended, perception of form and has abandmied
stopping of ill is understood and penetrated, then cut
(becoming in) all (material) existences and who
off is the craving for becoming, destroyed is the conduct
perceives that nothing exi sts both internally and .
for .becoming, there is not now again- becoming."
extemaliy - how can such a one be led? ' (Sn. 1 1 1 3)

,.1 ask 0 Sakya, of the knowledge of him who has

The stanza implies that the knowledge that nothing

perniament exists internally and externally is closely

linked with transcendence of perception of form (vibha

tarapasafifiissa). This according to the doctrine leads
to abandonment of all material existence, sabbakii
yappahayino.

Penetrative knowledge of the Noble Eightfold Path

is referred to in another sutta (A.II. l .)

"Monks it is through not understanding, through

not penetrating four things that we have thus gone on
faring, thus gone or running this long time, both you
and I. What four things?

·

·
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"It is through not understanding, through not
penetrating the Aryan virtue, monks, the Aryan
concentration, the Aryan wisdom : it is through not
understanding, not penetrating, the Aryan release that
we have thus gone on faring, thus gone on running
this long time, both you and I .

.

In the same way it is not seeing (adassana) the
aforementioned 3 aggregates of existence in terms of
the . Four Noble Tru t h s , not comprehending

(ananubodha), not penetrating (appa(ivedha) not
di scern i n g (asalakkha 11: a ) , not d i s cri minating

(anupalakkharya), not considering (apaccupalakkharya),

"Now, monks, when the Ariyan virtue, the Ariyan

not looking into (asamapekkhana) and not making clear

(apaccakkharpna.n,1) with regard to body and with regard ·

concentration, the Ariyan wisdom and the Ariyan

to the rest, i.e. feeling, perception, mental dispositions

release are understood and penetrated, cut off is the

and consciousness in terms of the four Noble Truths.

craving for becomi n g , destroyed is the cord of
becoming, there is now no more again of becoming."
Another passage with a similar meaning is the

It could be said that pa(ivedha is like anubodha
(understanding). If pa(ivedha or anubodha is present
in a person with regard to the five aggregates of

fol lowing which describes the seven bases of

existence in terms of the Four Noble Truths, it can be

Arahantship. These are grouped under the category of
sevens in the Sa�igitisutta which follows a numerical·

conjecture d that c omprehe n d i n g , discern i n g ,
discriminating, differentiating, considering, looking ·

grouping Of terms and c o ncepts l i k e i n the

into, making clear all will be present as discussed in

Ari"guttaranikilya.

the fqur branches· o f analytical kno\vledge

·
.

.

. (Pa{isambhida). Pa{ivedha i mplies the absence of ·

"Seven bases of Arahantship. Herein, friends, a
brother is keenly desirous of entering the training, and
longs to continue doing so. He feels similarly with

ignorance, the very primordial ca�se of the uprising of
the five aggregates of existence. · ' ':· · ·

regard to insight into the doctrine, to the suppression

of hankerings, to (the need of) solitude, to evoking

There is a close connection between pa{ipatti and
pa(ivedha for pa(ipatti entails the correct conduct on

energy, to mindfulness and perspicacity, to intuition
of the truth." (D. III 253)

the Noble Eightfold Path and without that, i.e. Slla,

Samadhi and Panna, one c annot hope to attain ·
experiential knowledge of the nature of existence. This

At another passage (S. III p. 261) Vacchagotta asks
the Buddha:

·

is because the practice of that ethical path leads to the
purification of one's · perception through eradicating
defilements, which distort perception, till the final

"Pray, Master Gotama, what is the reason, what is

l iberative wisdom is reached. Pariyatti, study of the

the cause why these diverse opinions arise in the world?

scripture, and its later meaning of learning by heart

Such as "The world is eternal" or" the world is not

the scriptures, is not closely connected to pa{ivedha.

eternal: , "The world is finite" o� "The world is infinite",

This is so because we can conceive of Paccekabuddhas

"The soul and body are oneu "The soul is one thing,

who have penetrated the Four Noble Truths without

body is another". The Tathagatha exists after death"

the aid of Pariyatti, not to mention the Buddhas

or "the Tathiigata exists not after death" or "he does

themselves.

and does not exists after death" or "he neither exists
nor not exisls after death"?
The B uddha giv�s him a very comprehensive
answer to this question. He says it is because of
ignorance of the body, ignorance of the arising of the
. body, of the ceasing of the body and ignorance of the
way leading to the ceasing of the body. The Sutta adds
that it is also the ignorance of feeling, the arising of
feeling, etc., also ignorance of perception, �risi ng b(

perception, etc,. and similarly the ignorance of
consciousness, etc.

The same meaning of Pa{ivedha as piercing or
penetrative knowledge of the Four Noble Truths is
found in Milindapanha (p. 250).
"It is, sire, as whoever are those archers who are
not clever, untrained, not learned in the craft, their
thoughts wandering and being incapable of piercing
the tip of a hair (their aims) fall short (of the target)
and they depart. For what reason? Because the tip of a
hair, being delicate and fine, is very difficult to pierce.

.
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The truth of the Path is realized bX insight through

Even so, sire, whosoever, are those who are weak in

meditation."

wisdom, stupid drivellers, confused and slothful, if they

go forth jn the . dispensation of the conqueror, being

Considering these statements it is understood that

incapable of piercing that piercing of the Four Noble

Truths that are of the utmost delicacy and fineness, , Pa{ivedha is insight into the Four Noble Truths. Those

statements further explain (by means of analysis) that

then falling short (of the target) and departing from
the Dispensation of the Conqueror they �oon revert to

insight is gained through higher knowledge, parifiiia ,

the secular life. For what reason? B ecause of the

that the origin of suffering is identifi ed with· the

difficulty of piercing the (Four) Truths which are of

abandonment of grasping or clinging, that suffering's
the utmost delicacy and fineness. Thus Oley show forth . ·cessation is realized through experiential knowledge.
its cl)aracter of being one that is hard to . pierce."
Here. we should take into account the Teachings in the

Nikliyaswhich show that experiential knowledge does

Pativedha is also described �s the summum bonum. . not mean something li_ke a vision of the truth that arises . ·
· suddenly but becomes clear through meditation o n the ·
five aggregates of existen·ce; then dukkha, anicca;
", . . then the venerable Dhammarakkhita spoke thus
anatta, the Four Noble Truths, the _Path and the twelve
to the v�nerable Nagasena: "As a herdsman tends the .· links of the .Pa{iccasamuppiula become manifest.
of the Path in Milindapanha. p. 1 .
.

·

cows, Nagasena, but others e_njoy the products, even
so are you, Nagasena, though remembering the three

The object of the Noble Eightfold Path, which is

Pi{akas- the. word of the- Buddha- not one who even:

based on Sila, SamOdhi, and Panna is.. not attaining_

·parta.�es of the life· of reclus�hsip."

. some metaphysical goal but yatha-bhiita-flii11a-dassana
0� seeing things as-they have come to be which implies

"Let that be, reyered sirr this .extent suffic_es.�·. and

during the n'i ght following that self-same ·day

he

·

attained arahantship t.ogether w�th the analytical .

insights with penetration of Truth. All the devas

. applau.d...ed Jhe �nerabk ti_�ena, the earth roared,

the Bn1hmas clapped their hands and deva-llke

perfumes and . powders an_d deva-like flowers of the
Mandarava rained down."

The Samyuttanilaiya(p. 9 l ) states:
". . . . Deep indeed is this causal law, and deep indeed

it appears. it is through not knowing, not understanding,

not penetrating, that doctrine, that this generation has
become entangled like a ball of string, and covered

v.jth blight, like unto muiija grass and rushes, unable
to

overpass the doom of the Waste, the Woeful Way,

the Downfall, the constant faring on."

Pa{isambhidiunagga I (p. 105) explains,
"The truth of suffering is realized by insight through
higher knowledge

The truth of the origin of suffering is realized by

insight through abandonment

The truth of suffering's cessation is realized by

insight through penetrative knowledge.

emancipatary knowledge- vimutti. This ultimate �o!ll ·
cannot be reached without pa{ivedha. �

Suvimalee Karunaratna
. · PATTANIKKUJJANAKAMMA. Pattanikkujjana
means literally turning the bowl upside down.

Pattanikkujjana kamma refers to a formal act of the

Order whi.�h censures a lay devotee for discrediting or

treating a bhikkhu with scorn. The act refuses alms

froin such a householder.' "Turning the bowl upside

down" is the term used for the formal act and it does
not imply that an offender's bowl is actually turned .
upside down in the assembly of the Sangha but is a

symbolic term used for the formal act of the Order.

There is an account in the Vinaya (Vin. II 1 24-126)

which narrated an incident where t�e Licchavi Vaddha

was instigated by two bad bhikkhus to bring an.
unfounded charge against Bhikkhu Dabba, the Mallian. ·
According to the narrative the Buddha inquired into

the charges and found that Bhikkhu Dabba, the Mallian,

was innocent. The narrative goes on:

"Then the Lord addressed the monks, sayirig,

"Because of this, monks, let the Order tum the Lic;chavi .

.
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Vaddha's bowl upside down, let it impose non-eating
(asambhogam samghena karotu) with the Order.
Monks, if a lay follower is possessed of eight qualities
his bowl may be turned upside down. If he tries for
non-receiving ( of gains) by monks, if he tries for non
profiting by monks, if he tries for non�residence for
monks, if he reviles, if he speaks dispraise of the
Awakened One, if he speaks dispraise of the dhamma, ·
if he speaks dispraise of the Order, I allow you, monks,
to tum a lay follower's bowl upside . down if he is
possessed of these eight qualities."
The account goes on further to explain the
procedure to be followed when performing the formal
act of Pattanikujjana kamma on a householder
. offending against a bhikkhu; · . ·
. . . The Qrder should be informed by an
experienced competent monk, saying: "Honourd sirs,
let the Qrder listen to me. · The Licchavi Vaddha is
defaming the venerable Dabba, the Mallian, with an
unfounded charge of falling away from moral habit.
If it seems right to the Orde�, the Order may turn the
Licchavi Vaddha's bowl upside down; It may impose
non-eating with the Order. This is the motion.
·Honoured sirs·, let the Order listen to me. The Licchavi
Vaddha is defaming . . . . . . . . . of falling away from moral
- habit. The Order is turning the Licchavi Vaddha's bowl
· upside·down; it is imposing none-eating with the Order.
If the tUrning upside dowh of the Licchavi Vaddha's
bowl and the imposing of non-eating with the Order is
pleasing to the Venerable ones they should be silent;
he to whom it is not pleasing; should speak. The
Licchavi Vaddha's bowl is turned upside down by the
Order (and there is to be) no eating with the Order. It
is pleasing to the Order; therefore it is silent. Thus do
I understand this."

__ _ _

"

Thus; the misdeeds on the part of lay followers
which result in rupturing the harmonious relations
existing between lay followers and the Bhikkhu Sangha
are dealt with by the Sangha Act called Pattanikkujjana
kamma. It covers the misdeeds mentioned above.

·

· The procedure to be followed when formal acts are
passed in the assembly of the Sangha is covered by
the term kicchddhikarana (See Vin II p. 89 and Book
of the Discipline, Cullavagga IV p. 1 1 8). The footnote
on apalokanakamma states that the Order has to be
"pure" at the time the formal act is passed. That is, the

Order living within the boundary have to assemble,
bringing the leave of absence of those who cannot
artend for a very valid legitimate reason. Also all
attending have to be 'pure' in the sense that they should
not have transgressed any Vinaya rule When they
assemble. The formal act has to be carried out having
announced it three times for the approval of the
complete Order. The formal motion when it is put to
the assembly is called fiattikammam and when the
motion is followed by a resolution announced once it
is called fiattidutiyakammam. When the motion is put ·
to the assembly and the resolution announced three
times it is called iiatticatutthakammam.
The formal act of Pattanikkujjana kamma can be
revoked, that is, the 'bowl set upright again' in a manner ·
of speaking, by another formal act passed in the
assembly of the Sangha. This act is called Pa{isa
raniyakamma and is an act of reconciliation.
This act of Reconciliation restores the harmonious
relationship that existed between lay followers and the
Bhikkhu Sangha, whether the rupture was caused by a
lay follower or a bhikkhu. When the rupture is caused· .
by a bhikkhu the act covers misdeeds' committed by
the bhikkhu such as the following:

1. If he tries for non�receiving of gains by
· householders
2. If he tries for non-profiting by householders
3. If he tries for non-residence for householders
4. If he reviles and abuses householders
5. If he cat�:scs householder to break with
householder
6. If he speaks dispraise o f the Buddha to
householders
7. If he speaks dispraise o f the Dhamma to
householders
8. If he speaks · di sprai se of the S angha to
householders
9. If he jeers at a householder with a low thing, if
he scoffs at him with a low thing.
1 0. If he does not fulfil l a promise made in
accordance with the rules to the laymen.
Such a motion can be introduced in the assembly
of monks if the offending layman wishes to reform
himself and be accepted again as a benefactor of the
Buddhst Sangha. He must show that he acknowledges
his fault and he must ask for pardon from the Sangha.

.
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In the case of the Licchavi Vaddha, he went to the

Buddha and asked for pardon. He said:

was turned upside down by the Order, I am not eating

with the Order. But I, honoured sirs, am conducting

myself properly, I am subdued, l am mending my ways

"Lord, a tliallsgression has overcome me in that I,

foolish, misguided, wrong that I was, defamed master
Dabba, the Matlian with an unfounded charge of falling

away from D10ral habit. For this, Lord, let the Lord

acknowledge my transgression as a transgression for
the sake of restraint in the future."

"Truly a transgression overcame you, friend ·

Vaddha, in that you, foolish, misguided, wrong that

you were, defamed :Pab_b�•. th� Ml!l l i an, with an
unfounded charge of falling away from moral habit.

and I ask the Order for the setting uplight of the bowl."
This it is said· should be asked for. Then an experienced
competent monk announced the following:

"Honoured sirs, let the Order listen to me. The

Licchavi Vaddha's bowl was turned upside down by
the Order, he is not eating with the Order, but he is

conducting himself

properly, .he is subdued, he is

mending his ways, he asks the Order for the setting

upright of the bowl. If it see!Tls right to the Order, the

Order max set upright the Licchavi Vaddha's bowl, i t

B u t i f your fri e n d Vaddha, having seen the · may granr eating with the Order. This is the motion.
·

transgression as a transgression, confess according to

Honoured ·sirs, let the Order listen to me. The Licchavi

Vad<:lh� in the discipline of the Noble, this. is growth:

asks the Order for setting upright the bowl. The order

the rule, we acknowledge i t for you . . For, friend

Whoever having seen a transgression as.a transgression
confess it according to the rule, he attains restr�nt in

. the future.•?

Vaddha's bowl was turned upside down . . . . . . . , . . . he
is setting upright the Licchavi Vaddha's bowl, it is

granting eating with the Order. If the setting upqght

of the, Licchavi . Vaddha's bpwl cmd the granting of

eating with the Order is ph�asing to the venerable ones,
.
they should be silent; he to whom it is not pleasing

�

Th n- the. l3tiddha addressed the monks:

should spea!<: Thid,.icchayi Vaddha's bo.wl is s_e t

"Well,. no� mo�s. let the Order. set upright. the . .: upright by the Order (and there is) eating with the

Licchavi Vaddha's bowl, let .it grant eating with the · Order. It is pleasing to the Order; therefore it is silent.
Order. Monks, if a lay follower is possessed of eight .- · Thus do I understand this."

- 9!1���e� _:_l!!s b��� 1!1�� b� s�t up_ri_g�� !f he c!_�es not
_

.

try for non-receiving (of gains) by monks, if he does
not try for non-profiting by. monks, if he does not try

is concerned with restoring the harmonious relationship

abuse monks, if he does not cause monks to break with

before a rupture occurred. The rupture may have

One, if he does not speak dispraise of dhamma, if he

follower as in the case of the Licchavi Vaddha ( Vin. II

for.non-residence for monks, if he does not revile and

monks, i f he does not speak disprais� of the A�akened
does not speak dispraise of the Qrder, I allow you

Th-e Pa{isaraniya kammti (Act of Reconciliation)

that existed between the lay followers and the Sangha

resulted oil account of a misdeed on the part of lay

124-5) or a misdeed on the part of a bhikkhu as in the

monks to set upright a l ay follower's bowl if he is

case of Bhikkhu Sudhamma who derided the l ay

The procedure to be followed for "setting upright

Suvimalee Karunaratna

possessed of these eight qualities."

follower Citta (Vin. II 1 5 ft)

the bowl" again in the assembly of the monks is called ·

Pat;;iuciniyakamma , Act of Reconciliation.

Now it

should be enacted as recounted in the same passage

PATTHANA: (Wish-hope). It is human nature to wish

"And thus, monks, should it be set upright: Monks,

in the future in this -life itse f, or failing that, at least in

having arranged his upper robe over one shoulder,

and attractive; people who have no children hope for

his haunches, having saluted them with joined palms,

popular, and in .this way we see that people live on

quoted earlier (Cullavagga V pp. 1 75-1 76).

let Ljcchavi Vaddha, having approached the Order,

having honoured the monks' feet, having sat down on
should speak thus to them: "Honoured sirs, my bowl

for and hope for various things in life. People who are

born in adverse circumstances always hope to be rich

J

the next life; people who are ugly hope to be beautiful

children; people who are not pop.u l ar hope to be

hope eternally.
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It had been believed from

very ancient times that
unseen powers that could ful fil l hopes of
beings on earth. During early Rgvedic times people
there are

believed that there were presiding deities over wind,

rain, sun, moon, twilight, etc. and that these deities

presided over the destinies of man on earth, and people

PATTHANA

Buddhism recognises the i m portance of a fervent
hope in the l i ves of human beings. Normall y after
performing a good deed B uddhist devotees utter a
stanza to this effect: ' B y the force of this meritotious

deed let me not come to associate bad people; and let

they could get their hopes ful filled. A remnant of such

I attain nibbana
(imina puiina kammena ma me bCzla samagamo-satanJ
samagamo hotu-yava nibbana pattiya), and when this

who had prayed to the presiding deity of a great tree,

monk, he too utters a statement to this effect: "Whatever

believed that by praying to them and by placating them

beliefs is evident from the episode of Sujata (J.

1 , 68)

me associate the virtuous alone, till

hope is expressed in thought or word before a Buddhist

·

wish fo r may it be won by you soon; let all your

and having got a son came there with a pot of milk

you

Then as we come to the time of Brahmanas a marked

(icchitan,z pattitan.z t uyhm�z khippameva-samijjhatu-pii.
rentu sabbe san.vwppa cando Pai.VJO.raso yatha - DhpA.
IV, 200). Even in the case of a Buddha we see that the ·

porridge to be offered to the deity as a mark of gratitude.

development is seeri in this field. M antras and Ritualism

had developed to a very high pitch and a correct

hopes be fulfil led, like the moon on the fifteenth day

performance of rituals was believed to have in it the

course of action which culminates in the attainment of

perfotriiei" of rituals.

Buddha, which is expressed in the presence of another

· efficacy of fu 1 filling the hopes and aspirations of the

Buddhism rejected the idea of external forces that

determine the caree_r of beings on earth. It is man's

actions that determine his career.' If he selects . the path
.
of rogress and do good _and be yirtl,lous he will be

p

Buddhahood, starts with a fervent hope to become a

Buddha, who, knowing this would proclai m that the

former's hope would be fulfilled during such and such

_ a time in the dista.nt future. S umedha Pandita developed
such a hope at the feet of Dipa'*ara Buddha (J.

1 , 1 5-

! 6Y, Avadana s'ataka contains 'stories about devotees

retributed accordingly i_n this life and jn the lives to . who make various offerings to Buddhas and pacceka
come, and if he selects to behave otherwise he will

Buddhas and hope to become Buddhas arid pacceka·

v.

143) it is said that a man who has an aim to achieve

hopes are proclaimed to become fulfilled in the distant

respect the thoughts of men are i mportant because all

whose fee t the hope is cul tivated. The story of

accrue the fruits of his actions. Iri the Metra Sutta

(Sn. · Buddhas in the future. In the case of all of them their

something should work on that line diligently. In this

things are activated by thoughts (cittena niyati loko 
S. l , 39). The same idea is presented in the lines: "Mind
is the precursor of all things (manopu bbarigama
dhamma)". Thus in this particular context, hope, too,

has a place in human conduct. In this world, when .
activities of beings are a.'lalysed, it is seen that it is
some kind of hope that ultimately culminates in some

kind of action, for instance a man, seeing another

leading a comfortable life, living in palatial houses and
going about in luxurious conveyances develops a desire

to lead such a life himself and hopes to achieve his

aim some day.

If he desires to achieve i t in this life itself he will

future

(BST. No. 1 9 chap. 1 & 3), by the Buddha at

Suvai)Qatilaka

(RSV. p. 74 ff) illustrates how a fervent

hope harboured after performing a meritorious deed

was fulfilled in a later life. A devoted damsel goes to a
and hopes to be extremely beautifui, attractive and

healthy, and consequently she was born as a very
beautiful girl in her next life.
Hope or

patthana is not always accompanied by

good or meritotious actions, and not always motivated

by tafJlW or desire to achieve things for one's own self.
There are instances of

patthaniz being motivated by

hatred or dosa, where people vow vengeance on others
for harm done to them. A good instance is the

Ka

the

in
coming
episode
layakkhinl
Dhammapada({hakatha (1, 47-5 1). A m an brought a

means of achieving the same, he will hope to achieve

When the second wife was pregnant for a few months

deeds that, he thinks, would help him to fulfill his hope

fear that if a child was born to her she could become

this woild and if he is too poor even to think of the
it in an afte� life and with that hope perform meritotious

in a future life.

·

temple and makes an offering of flowers to the Buddha

means to achieve his aim. If he cannot achieve it in

follow a course of action by which he can acquire the

,

second wife as his first wife could not bear him a child.

the first wife caused an abortion on the former through
the husband's favourite. The same thing was done when

·

•..
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the merit they have gained by delivering a sermon on

she was with child for the second and third times and

the dhamma

she died at the third abortion, While dying she vowed
vengeance on the first wife and hoped that in the next

Derived from pa- v'ap (papunati papnoti; skt.

life she be born in a position to eat up the progeny of

prapnoti) to reach, attain, arrive at, obtain etc., the word
patti (skt. praptr) is used in early Pali texts in the sense

the first wife. Having died she was born as a cat in the
same household The husband who came to know about

of 'obtaining, acquiring, getting, entering into, ' as well

. the whole affair beat the first wife to death and she
was born as

a hen
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as 'attainment and acquisition.' In the Culla Niddesa

in that same house. When the hen

the word is defined as /abha pa{ilabha, adhigamo,

laid eggs the cat devoured them and after sometime

phusaha�. sacchikiriya. In addition to its early usages
. the word patti is found used in post canonical Pali

she prayed on the hen herself. As the hen died in the
· grip of the cat she vowed vengeance on the cat. The

commentaries in the specialized sense, the one relevant

hen was reborn as a leopardess and the cat as a doe.
The leopardess ate up the young ones of the doe as

to the present context, of merit gifted for the benefit of

they were born and finally ate up the doe herself. As

another. 1

Probably the word has been used in this

the doe died she again vowed vengeance on the

sense, quite strange to the early Pali texts, considering

leopardess. In their next birth the leopardess was born

the alleged capability of merit to reach any one
including those reborn in the pettivisaya, one of the
five destinies open to beings still wondering in samsara.

as a young girl and the doe as a yakkhini. The y<;mng ·
girl was married to a wealthy householder. When a
babe was born to her, the yakkhini came and snatched
it away. The same thing was done the second time also.

According to Monier Williams2 the word prapti

The yakkhini cernes again when the third was born,

carries several meanings in Sanskrit literature. The

but it was sa�ed by the intervention of the Buddha..

following .are among those listed by him; "the power

'

(ofThe windY to enter, penetrate, everywhere; the power

It has become the custom; of many a present day
Buddhi�t in Ceylon to: aflpeal for help from gods and

of obtaining everything (one of the eight supernatural .
. faculties); lot, fortune and luck". It is quite possible

deities to get their hopes fulfilled, and in this respect ·

that the use of the word patti in the sense of merit used.

resorting to the god of Kataragama has become very

co�o,n. His aid is sought for various things- . for

·

in post canonical Pali l iterature may have been

- influeilced by_any one of these usages. As referred to

success in Business ventures, success in political

above it is believed that patti can reach the miserable

struggles, success at examinations, recovery from ill-

beings of ihe pettivisaya and transform their lives to a

- health etc:

position of even heavenly beings, as shown by
numerous instances in the Petavatthu.

VV.<;. VVeeraratne

PATTIDANA. Among the religious practices popular
among Buddhists of Sri Lanka and other Buddhist

countries, the twin ritual ofpattidana 'gifting of merit'
and pattiinuriwdana ' approval of' or 'rejoicing in'

other's merit, occupies a prominent place. It is a

practice among the B uddhists to dedicate to the dead,
the devas and all beings in general, the merit they have

gained by the performance of religious rituals such as ·
making offerings of food, drinks, flowers, lamps etc;

to the Buddh� the Dhamma and the Sangha. · This

practice is invariably adhered to at funeral and post

funeral rituals when the departed one is offered merit
· gained by gifting to Buddhist monks their material
needs such as food, drinks, robes etc. It is also the
custom among Buddhist monks to dedicate to gods

It is also

sometimes told that the divine pleasures of heavenly
beings can be enhanced by the power of merit reaching ·
them.

This view, though not referred ' to irt early

Buddhist texts had become very popular In later
periods, as portrayed by various didactic tales. found
in commentarial works as the 1atakaf!hakatha,
Petvatthu
Vimanavatthu Atthakathd and ·
. Atthakatha,
.
the Dhammapada{!hakatha. Lady Visakha who built
.

.

..

a monastery for the Buddha and his disciples dedicated
the merit gained (puiiiiam pusutam) as a "gift of merit"

(pattidanavasena).3 Another person bestowed the
"first merit" (pa{hamam pattim) of a donation he made,
to his enemy. 4 The popularity of the custom i s
illustrated by a number o f phrases used i n relation to
it. e.g. pattim dehi, "give the merit," pattim dammi,

"I

give the merit", puiiiiabhalam pattim katva demi", 'I
give the fruit of the meritorious act as a gift of merit",

pattim gahetva "having received merit" are some of
the uses found in these popular stories.

PATTIDANA

Puiiiia: The word patti, as shown above, has come to
be used in the sense of merit gi fted to others, only in
later Buddhist w1itings. The word used in early works
in the sense of meritorious action, virtuous action
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as

impurity depends on one's own actions, and no outsider
can puri fy a person . 1 7 There is no concept of a
v i c arious salvation in early B u dd,h ism.

One's

emancipation has to be worked out by cine's own effort.

well as the resultant merit was puiiiia (Skt: punya).

Even Buddhas are only teachers. 18 A concept of a

scholars,5 is not very clear. However, the commentator

position within such a context.

The etymology of this word, accordingly to modern
Dhammapala .seems to trace it to /pu, 'to purify'

(santanam punati visodheti). 6 Going by the canonical

gifting of merit" cannot definitely secure a comfortable

Merit which brings happiness in a life after death

explanation of the · word kamma,1 the common term
for good, evil as well as neutral action, pufifia as good

the main aim of which was emancipation from samsaric

Thus pufifia is necessarily a mental condition of the

fact on one occasion the Buddha rejects the view that

action, should mean "good volition". (kusala cetana).

agent. Although pufiiiti is at times used synonymously

did not occupy a significant positioh in early Buddhism,

existence rather than a prolonged samsaric life. In

one who sees fear in death should perform meritorious

with kusala, "wholesome action" it is nevertheless

deeds which bring happiness. In its place he advocates

the three spheres of existence:"8 Pufifia, therefore, is

peace. '9 Strangely, the same i dea rejected here is .

explains the word as wholesome action, such as charity

how more liberal views were introduced in the process

happy life after death. 10 Even Sakka, the king of gods

mefit is given a place in B uddhism as ·an asset . to

defined as "actiori productive of wholesome results in
good retributive action. The VimanvatthuA({hakathtl9

and moral discipline. It is called the foundation for a

the abandoning of worldly pleasures for the sake of
attributed to the Buddha in another context2° showing

of popularization of Buddhism. It also shows how

is said to l ive on the fruits of his meritorious deeds in
The B uddha, before his
the former l iv e s , 1 1

others ·or its socialization is not advocated even in

merit probably because merit i s ne.eded for the

Petavatthu.

worldly happiness. Yet the idea of gifting merit to .

enlightenment tells Mara that he does not need any . canonical texts with a popular appeal , l i ke the
betterment of samsaric life12 Kamma Which includes
both meritorious (pufiiia) and demeritorious (apuijiia,

papa) is said to be owned by beings. "Beings have
kamma as their own; 0 Brahman yoj.lth; they are heirs
to kamma, kamma is matrix, kamma is kinsman, and
kamma is their refuge"13 "you are responsible for your
own kamma"14 tells king Yama to those brought before
him for judgment. They must experience their bitter
consequences by themselves. Another discourse1 5

·

·

The view that merit is not transferable is quite

clearly seen in the Cula Saccaka Sutta of the Majjihima
Nikaya.21 The Jaina monk Saccaka, converted by the

Buddha, invi tes the Buddha and his disciples for a

forenoon meal at his monastery. The food etc. needed

was supplied by Saccaka's benefactors at his request.

At the end of the meal Saccaka tells the Buddha that

"the merit and the power of merit" of the gift should

emphasizes that pufiiia is private; it is a treasure that

be for the happiness of his benefactors. The Buddha

question "whether the earth is a result of kamma" it is

will get the merit and the power of merit for corning to

"one should not say that the kamma result is held in

free from attachment, hatred and delusion. But Saccaka

cannot be removed by thieves. In a discussion of the

does not give his assent, but states that the benefactors

stated quoting the same text by the Theravadin that

a gift worthy person like him (Saccaka ) who is not

common with others"16

will get the merit and the power of merit for corning to

Can this kamma or pufifia which is described as

private and so intimately connected to the mental

process of a person be gifted or transferred to another · ·

a

gift-worthy person like me (i.e. the Buddha) who is

free from attachment, hatred and delusion.

The message is very clear. Merit generated in the ·

it is suggested on the face value of the "gift of merit"

mind of each person, depending on various conditions,

Buddhists? Could or should one depend on the merit

spiritual achievements of the recipient, cannot be

as

(pattidana) concept or as i t is accepted by many

including the donor 's intention and faith as well as the

transferred by others to achieve one's happiness? If

bestowed on another, person. In other words i t cannot

such a position is tenable would not that be in conflict
with the well known statement that one's purity or

be duplicated in another 's mind where the same

conditions would not be present.
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noblest among the gi ft-worthy. Yet Buddhism never

The idea of the possibility of one's merit benefiting
another, especially a departed person, was one of the

tried to limit the right for dakkhi11ii to its religieux.

controversial questions discussed in the Kathavatthu:21

Generally all recluses and brahamans are recognized

"Do they (the_ departed) subsist on what is given from

as gift-worthy in Buddhism. To them people offer

here?" was the question raised by the Theravadin. The

dakkhb!a "which lead to rebirth in heaven, that redound

opponent Siddhatthikas and Rajagiriyas according to

in happiness and has bliss as i ts result29

the commentary23 - replied i n the affirmative. Some
of the arguments raised by the Theravadin against the

In Buddhist literature dakkhi�a seems to have

opponent's view rel ates to the Buddhist theory of

acquired special significance when it came to be used

kamma. "Is one the agent for another"? "Are happiness

·

and sorrow caused by another"? "Does one act and

for a gift made to a virtuous person, especially a
Buddhist monk and dedicated to manes. This however

another experience the results"? The opponent rejects

was not by any means exclusively used in this sense in

all these, suggesting that their Views on kamma were

Buddhist literature. It is the duty of children to dedicate_ ·

the debate demonstrates that the early Buddhist schools

dakkhi�a to their dead parents30 , yet the Sigalovada
sutta where this occurs does not explain either the

had not abandoned the early Buddhist vie�, that

. connotation of the word or the mechanism of benefits

not different from that of the Theravadin. Anyhow

of the gift made in this world reaching the dead.

"kamma is one's own" and that i t ca.'lnot be held in

common with others. The very question discussed in

The Pali English Dictionary (PED) explains this

the Kathdvatrhu, as shown above, affirm that the result

special usage of the word dakkhil]fi as a "donation given

of a kamma ca11not be owned in common with_ others.

to a holy

Dakkhiqa: _ As already sta�ed the Petavathu does not

person with reference to unhappy beings in

the pet a e x i s tence (manes) i ntended to i nduce

allev i ation of their suffering, an intercessio!lal

refer to any gffting or transference of-merit which is

often mentioned in this work a.Ldedicated . to · the

expiatory offering; don attributif." The idea expressed

departed (petd) 'is not merit but dakkhi'!a or sometimes : .. here may apply more to some of the petavatthu stories - .

dana The Petqvatthu commentary interprets dakkhifl{l
as dana.24 Thus both terms mean "gift." However
. .

there seems to have been a preference to use the word

dakkhi�a for gifts specially made to religieux for the
benefit of the dead.
In the Vedas da��a means a "prolific cow", "a

.

and even to some of. the later Buddhist Sanskrit stories ·

than to what is expressed in early discourses

as

the .
.

Sigalovada sutta. Even then it is doubtful whether the

lexicographer h·as grasped the true spirit of the Buddhist
ritual.
I t should be noted here that the dedication of

good milk cow" and· also the "fee" or "present" given

dakkhi�as could be made for the benefit of beings other
than manes. Thus devas can benefit from them
originally of a cow. 25 In a Vedic sacrifice this fee paid
according to some discourses and also the Petavatthu.31
to the officiating priest was considered an essential
Further it also should be noted that terms like dana
feature of the sacrifice, without it the sacrificer would . and saddha are also used to indicate gifts dedicated to
not be able to enjoy the results of the sacrifice in
the dead.32 The Petavatthul3 also uses dana in the
heaven. The dalqi'!a follows the sacrifice to heaven
same sense.
to an officiating priest at a sacrifice which consisted

while the sacrificer goes to heaven holding on to the

da/cyif!a.26·· Moreover the dalqi�a acts as � antidote to

Like the terms kamma andpufifia the word dakkhifl{l

any failure in the sacrifice.27 The vedic religion insisted

also seems to have been interpreted, even within

that only the officiating Brahman priest had the right

canonical contexts, as the result- ari sing from the

to receive the da/qi�a for he prepared for the sacrificer
another self-i.e. the sacrifice-that becomes himself
in the future woild.28 However before long sramaf!a

religions also claimed for their religieux the right to
receive dalqi�a. The community of disciples of the

Buddha claimed to be worthy of receiving dakkhi'!a

(dakkhi'!eyyo Bhaguvato savakasangho). They are the

donation. "Having made a gift to an ordinary person
devoid of moral virtue", says the Dakkhif!avibhariga

sutta34 "one can still expect a thousand fold dakkhifiG.. "
In another context the words" dakkhi'!a and resultant
pufifia seem to have been used synonymously. Here;
Vessavana, a guardian deity of the world, requests a
female lay devotee to feed a group of monks Jed by

_
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Yen. Sariputta and dedicate

(adiseyyasi) the dakkhil1a
to him. She fed the monks as requested and at the end

In the Petavallhtt, specializing in stories regarding
the dead, especially those dealing with the alleviation
of the suffering of those reborn in the Pettivisaya, it is
the dakkhi11a or dfma gifted to virtuous persons that i s
used as the means o f achieving this. The Ttrokuqqa

of the meal tells Yen. Sariputta "Sir, let all the merit

(punnanihitam) of this donation be for the happiness

of the great king of gods, Yessavana. "35 She substitutes

puiiiia for dakkhi� possibly indicating the manner how

story in this work makes the statement; "Those who

a word meaning a donation has come to acquire a

are compassionate give to (or on behalf of) those

meaning of the resultant merit. Here aiso we observe

(departed) relatives appropriate food and drink, pure

how an idea rejected earlier by the Buddha is given

and delicious, at the proper time (declaring), may this

also dakkhi1Jil at times is interpreted to mean pattidana

be to (or for) my relative.s, may the relatives be ·
happy."39 More instances could be quoted. Whatever

some 'canonical acceptance. In the commentarial works
"gifting of merit"36

i

A though early

the word used what is dedicated is always a material
gift and not the resultant merit. The

suttas refer to dakkkhi11a being

ones immediately the intension is declared by the donor.

?

to explain how this should be d ne or how its benefits
accrue 'to the dead. The Brahman practice of feeding

·

�

Brah an priests at sra.ddha ceremonies performed for

received by the dead correspond in k�!)d, at least

continued this practice even after their conversion to

symbolically, to the gifts made in this ��.orld.

Yet .
qualitatively and quanti tatively, depending on the .

the new religion, but substituting Buddhist monks for

Brahman priests. Since Buddhism at its early stages ·

virtues of the recipient, the results far out weigh the .
gift. In quality they are always divine, n quantity

· · was not much concerned with ritualistic practices, such
matters · must have been left to the . discretion of the
their own ·interpretation of such customs and concepts

The

underlying them.

�

donation, for the gift to be really beneficial to the

�

departed. The latter however is the more important.

dead kinsmen. "We Brahmans, 0 good Gotama, offer

The spiritual quality of the recipients could affect the
_
quality of the benefit derived by the dead but cannot

gifts, perform saddhas, saying, 'may these gifts benefit
the dep:uted kinsmen, may the departed kinsmen enjoy

completely withhold such benefits.

Do these g i fts benefit the departed

essential dedication is expressed by such words as

Buddha's reply was that the departed kinsmen are

anupadassati, anvadisati, adisati, uddisati etc. the latter

benefited at the proper place. Explaining he further

two being the more popular. Both these are derived

. states that only those reborn in the Pettivisaya, the
"realm of the fathers" could benefit by them. But those

from the verb disati "to show" convey the meaning of
makes the gift has to announce or point out to the

the hell cannot be benefited by such gifts.38

intended departed person or persons. In other words
the attention of the departed person has to be drawn to -

. Although the word

(tena so tattha yapeti tena so tattha ti{!hati).

·

"pointing out," "announcing" etc. The donor who

reborn as devas, human beings, animals or inmates of

there"

But without a

dedication no benefit would accrue to the dead. This

kinsmen, 0 good Gotama, do they �njoy them"? The

here. "By that he keeps up there, by that he exists

Petavatthu also stresses the need to have a

the dead, and the declaration of the intention of the

Buddha eg�ding their practices for the benefit of the

the beings of the Pettivisaya on what is presented from

--

"pr per recipient" of the gift offered for the benefit of .

A Brahman named Jfumssoni once questioned the

brahmans. It simply refers to a direct subsistence of

j

.

almost inexhaustible.

laity. But later popular demand must have necessitated

same sense. The discourse does not refer to any gifting

said, "immediately after dedication was made the
and clothing, this is the fruit of the gift. "40 The benetits

�

th Buddha.J7 Probably the B uddha's. followers also

of nierit generated by alms o ffered to monks or

({hanaso upakappati). For instance in one story it is
consequences appeared ( in the forril of) food, diink

the benefit of the dead was well known at .the time of

dakkhit!a is not used in this
. · context it is clear that dana and sa.ddha are used. in th�::

Petavatthu also

clearly states that the benefits accrue to the departed

dedicated to dead kinsmen, no attempt has been made

these gifts. '

·

·

it. Without this the departed one would not be able to
·
·
deriv.e any benefit from it.
·

· •

Then what is the mechanisms of the transference
of the benefits of the gift

(dakkhi11adfina, or saddha)

which appears to the departed immediately? At least
in the case of a god it is said to appear even without

.·

..

�

j.,
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his knowledge or expectation and he looked for its

furnished with garments"50 , says one peta. Many such

cause after he observed the enhancement of his

instances could be found from Lhe petavatthu. This is

_ prosperity.41 We may have to look for an answer for
this in pre-Buddhist religious beliefs.

not much different from the above mentioned Vedic
belief.

Possibly Buddhists at fi rst believed with

brahmans that a fresh object corresponding to the
In Brahmanic belief the sacrificer unites with results

of the sacrifice (i�tapurta) in heaven.42 Both fathers ·

(pitr) and' gods enjoy the funeral offerings (svadhaya
madanta) in heaven . 43 The dead leave here all

objects gifted appeared for the use of the intended
deceased person. The view that the dead subsist on

what is given from here (ito dinnena yapenti peta

kalakata tahim)51 may have arisen from this.

blemis_hes and unite with a new body with full vigour
in heaven.44 This new and blemishless body is created

Buddhist scholarship was apparently not satisfied

when the dead body is cremated at the funeral, which

with the idea.

Probably there were differences of

in itself is considered a sacrifice.45 One can assume

opinion on the matter among various Buddhist schools

from these facts that a fresh divine object is created in

of thought as reflected in the Kathtlvatthu controversy

heaven in place of the sacrificed object here, for the

cited above. In that context the Thcravadin queries

enjoyment of the sacrificer when he reaches heaven,

whether the dep�ed use robes etc given from here.

or (or the departed one or god for whose benefit the_

The opponent denies any such possibility. However

sacrifice is intended:

the Theravadin has to admit the .canonical references

_ : to the departed benefiting from what is given . from .
Not only in India, but also in other cultures of the
ancient world people believed that the material needs

of the dead, gods etc. could be conveyed to them either _

here.52 The opponent also puts a crucial question. "Do

not the departed (peta), when a gift is given here on ·

their behalf, approve of it, purify the mind, generate

directly . or by som7 other ritualistic means. · In India - · joy, and experience happiness?" And the Theravadin ·
. such ()_fferings were made directly to the "fathers" or · agree." Then you should say," rejoins the opponent

gods who were believed· to descel)d fro�. heave_Q' to . "that tb�y subsist · On WQat i s . given . from here".53 · ·
· enjoy them or by casting them into the sacrificial fire - Apparently there was very little difference between - .
which· conveyed the sacrificial obj ects to those

· the two sides and so tbe debate ends inconclusively.

intended, or else by offering them to · Brahinin priests

The Theravadin had. to . wait for the commentator to

who accepted and -consumed them ,on behalf of the
"fathers" and the gods.

Similar ritualistic practices .

were observed in other countries too.

In India a

Brahmin priest is compared to the sacred fire.46

The

dead are also at times said to take sustenance directly

from the Brahman priests who are fed at the srdddha
sacrifices. 47 ·
At first Buddhists seem to have followed the
Brahmin practice replacing the Brahmin priests with
Buddhist monks. In the Janussoni episode referred to

above the Buddha did not reject the brahmanic practice
but gives:.Elis own interpretation of it. Vtrtuous recluses

and brah.mans (samanabrahmana) are called the "gift .

worthy fire" (dakkhineyyaggl) by the Buddha who gave
his own iBterpretation and analysis of the three sacred

re·store it for them on the lines suggeste d . by the
opponent but with canonical support.
The Kathdvatthu commentator suggests that the

opponent has misunderstood the sutta statements and,

although he has denied it, believed that the departed
do subsist on what is given from here. In actual fact,
states the commentary, they do· not use the articles .
offered here for "articles of use arise for them there
due to their own approvel" (attano anumoditatta)9. and .
the departed do this when they see .the -alms being
offered on their behalf' (danam dadamamim disva).
Clearly for the commentator nothing passes from the
alms given here to the departed one. It is the "approval"

· (anumodana

of the departed one (peta) which does

fires, and sacrifices of the brahmans48 A departed one

the trick of the benefits accruing to him or her. The

_ · the latter. "If you were to offer.him (Buddhist arahant)

directly suggested by the non Theravadin schools as

(peta) cannot accept anything directly from a human · necessity of this "approval" is never mentioned in the
being.49 What is given to a vjrtuous monk or layman
Petavatthu text. It is introduced by the commentator
dedicating it to the departed one (peta) directly benefits
and may have been taken either from early texts or
a suit or two assigning it to me you will see me

found in the Kathdvatthu.
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The second component of the twin

appreciating another 's meritorious deed even without

ritual mentioned at the beginning was pattanumodana

any invitation from the agent. This is sai d with special

Anumodana:

translated "approval of a meritorious act" or as

reference to human beings who could derive some

understood by some "rejoicing in the merit" conferred

benefit to themselves by such an approval. For instance

by an outsider. But in common belief it has come to

it is stated in the Anguttara Niktiyd3 that when some

mean the "receipt of merit gifted by another."

one offers alms (dakkhif!/1) for those who stand by
approving it and for those others who give a helping

The transitive verb anumodati is formed by
prefixing anu- to the intransitive verb modati "to
·

rejoice." In early Buddhist texts anumodati is used in
two senses, viz (i) "to approve" and (ii) "to gladden,"
to "cheer up". The first sense is exemplified by

hand "the gift is not empty, they also become sharers
of merit."

0

The Dhammapada64 confirms this idea when it
says, "a wise man approves giving and thereby

instances where a person approves the act or words of

becomes happy hereafter". The commentary adds, "he

another. For instance the Buddha approved the answer

due to the merit of gladly approving (another's) act of

latter case a person speaks out to gladden the heart of

beyond.65 Probably this was the idea used by later

a person for his good action. For instance the Buddha

scholars in trying to devise a mechanism for the transfer

gladdened the layman Ugga with a few gladdening

of the benefits of a meritorious act to the departed

verses after partaking of a meal offered by him. 56 In

without contravening the bounds of the principle of

· given to his first question by Ven. Sariputa.55 In the ·

anoih�r instance a group of devas cheered up another
deva who was about to pass away,57

giving, is at ease enjoying divine bliss in the world

kamma accepted in Buddhism. For here an ;1pprover .
of a meritorious deed of another generates merit for
oneself by that wholesome mental act done by oneself.
When used in the sense of approving, the word Therefore no merit paves from the donor here io the
anumodati also could convey the associated sense of departed beneficiary. However in the case of the
joy and delight. · This verb is in fact often found inmates of the Pettivisaya, and may be'the devas, the
result of the dedication appears to th�ih immediately
. preceded by another verb abhinandati "to delight".
"Definitely, monks one should take delight in and . (!htinaso upakappati) which may nonlappen in the
approve the words w i thout being crafty and case of human beings alway s . The Petavatthu
deceptive."58 The approval also �an be accompanied commentary explaining what happens in the case of
by a clear mind59 a prerequisite for generating merit. the departed (peta) says: "If; when a gift is made ori
when queen Maddi for instance, approved of king behalf of the petas, and they (petas) approve of it, they
Vessantara's gifting of their children, she must have become released at that moment itself by its result66
done it with a feeling of sympathetic joy in his action60
In fact the verb modati is derived from the root >"'mud Views of the Milindapafiha: The rational view of
and is related to mudita sympathetic joy.
early Buddhisn1, also upheld by later scholiasts seems
to have undergone certain changes in some of the post
When the Buddha enjoined his disciples to deliver canonical Pali works. Earliest among them, possibly
an anumodana sermon at the end of a meal offered by giving the lead was the Milindapafiha, usually dated
a benefactor, what he expected was the delivery of a
in the l " century B .C. In fue disquisition of this wor�7
.
dhamma-talk to gladden the heart ·of that faithful on the making of donations for the benefit of the
devotee. Examples of such sermons found in early departed ones several important changes from the
views on the same subject in the canonical texts could
texts consisted mainly a few verses .61 A more
elaborate one is found in the Brahmayu Sutta62 where be seen. In the early texts68 the word used to express
four causatives samdasseti, samadapeti, samuttejeti the idea of the benefits of such a donation accruing to
the departed is upakappati to benefit. Bui the .word
and sampahamseti are used to describe · the sermon.
Significantly there is no mention of a "giftin� of merit" used in the Milindapafiha is papwu2ti 'to reach' . As
observed above the word ·patti in the head word is
(pattidtma) in any of these instances.
derived from this same papuf!(lti. The Milindapanha
As referred to above the word anumodati does occur also states that when some one makes a donation and
in early Pali texts used in the sense of approving or wishes it should reach (papuf!(ltl) them the departed
•
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(i}nes could enj oy its con sequences ( vip akam
anubhavanti). The question also is raised whether the
consequences (vipaka) of an evil act also could reach
ilie departed ones. But the MilindapaJiha negates it.
Only merit (kusala), but never demerit (akusala) can
'be shared with others. The reason given is, that "merit
is more" (/xlhukam) because it can grow even after a
· lapse· of a long period when the original act is reflected
upon. Demerit is "little" (thoka) because the doer
usually regret one's act later. So it does not increase
and hence it cannot be shared. This double standard
applied to merit and demerit does not appear to be

-
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sakka saha akatena ananumatena saha papam
kanunam samvibhajitum). The author seems to intend
that these conditions, especially approval, is not needed
in the case of good acts. We have already seen that
anumodana also means approval . Thus the need for
an approval of a good act has not been raised by him.
It is quite possible that the ideas expressed by the
Milindapaiiha have influenced the later popular views
on the transference of merit.
On the other hand it is possible the Milindapaiiha ·
has been influenced by some sources extraneous to

the Theravada tradition. Dedication of merit for the
benefit of all beings was an important tenet in early
M ahayana B uddhism. Whether such thoughts
influenced the author of the Milindapaiiha i s not
known . B u t we know that the A�{asasrika
Prajiiaparamita siitra, said to be the earliest Mahayana
sutra, gives the twin virtue of anumodana-parinamana
- rejoicing in and bestowing of merit - even a higher .
place than the three classical virtues of charity,
The Milindapaiiha states that when. a person makes. discipline and meditation: This work also has been ·
a donation, wishing the results should reach the dated. in the 1 '' century B.C. · Moreover the existence ·
departed ones. (peta), not all of them are capable .of of a Chinese translation of a . Sanskrit version of a
receiving them. In the first place it appears to contradict Milindapaiiha has led some to speculate that the
the earlier statement that kusala is · shru:iible with any . original Milindap(liiha _was a Sarvastivddin work later
one. Any way the work says that those who have . translated into . Pali.
reached the hell, heaven and the animal world cannot
receive them. Here the author has completely forgotten
In the view of early Buddhist canonical texts any
.
those. reborn as human beings. then he says that of being including humans could derive some benefit from
the four petas three viz vantasikti khuppipasika and
the good acts of others if they can sincerely approve
Nijjhfimatanhika, cannot receive them. Only the or appreciate such acts (anumodati). It is trile .that in .
Paradattupayjfvina "those living on what · is given by all such cases that could be cited, the good acts
others" are capable of receiving them. The Ang uttara concerned are. gifts made to the sangha. The words
Nikaya, in the Buddha's reply to Janussont, does not denoting them would be either dana or dakkhi� and ·
make this division of petas. According to that text all rarely saddha. This however does not preclude the
inmates of the Pettivisaya can be benefited by such possibility of deriving such benetits by approving other .
donations. The Milindapaiifui also has dropped the . kinds of wholesome acts. But when it comes to the ·
name Pettivisaya from its disquisition completely.
Petavatthu the wholesome act is always a gift made to
the sangha or to some other virtuous person. The main
But even this group of persons who can benefit can aim of such gifts is to supply the material needs of the
do so· only · i f they remember i t (saramana yeva departed ones (peta) who expect their former relatives .
lahnanti). Probably what i s meant i s not the to assist them. What they receive from these gifts . · · ·
remembering of a past act but being aware of the act . always correspond to what is gifted in this world . .
of donation done by the erstwhile relatives and friends. Therefore, naturally, the Petavatthu is not concerned .
An:yway the idea of anumodana introduced by the with any other form of good acts. In the Milindapaiiha,
commentators is absent from the text. But when dealing however, it is clearly stated that the results of any
with demerit the Milindapaiiha states that an evil act wholesome act, s�ch as observing the moral precepts
(papam kammam) cannot be shared with one who is and keeping the Sabbath (uposatha) also can be shared
not a co-agent or one who has not approved of it (na ·like the results of making gifts. It is not clear what the
logical, nor is it convincing. The view of Nagasena
that kusala can be shared with any person one wishes
(yaythicchikena) · also appears to be a new idea. For
according to. him it i s clearly the "consequence"
(vipaka) of the act which reaches the intended person.
As observed above this idea has been rejected by the
Kathiivdtthu for kamma-vipaka cannot be held in
common with-others (asadharanam aiiiiesdm)

·.

.·
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departed ones receive as a consequence of such acts.

sttipa and disallowed any one to work at its construction
without remuncration.75 Going on the Mahavamsa

However, it is clear that the concept of helping the

dead through such acts has undergone change. This

statement one could doubt the historicity of the

new thinking is the basis of Buddhist popular rituals

Thupavamsa view. But it reflects the popular attitude

even today.

towards merit derived from one's own good work, at

The views of popular Buddhist stories:

the time of writing that chronicle. However, it is also

In popular

important to note the view expressed by an aid of the

religious tales found in Pali commentaries, gifting of

king who conveys the above desire of the king that

merit is often mentioned. In gifting of merit is done

merit earned by working at the construction cannot be

not merely for alleviating the suffering of the departed

erased off by any form of remuneration made by the

king. That probably comes much closer to the Buddhist ·

ones (petas). By this time it was widely accepted that
fellow human beings can share merit and derive

spirit.

benefits therefrom in this life or the next. Lady Visakha
is said to have dedicated the merit she earned (pufifiam

The attitude towards this concept and the practice

pasuiam) from constructing a monastery for the
Buddha and the Sangha as a gift of merit (pattidana
vasena) to her friends. One of them was reborn after

prevalent among most Buddhists today reflect the ideas

found i n these popular B uddhist tales in the
.
commentarial literature and could be traced back to

death ·in the Tavatimsa heaven by the �wer of merit

the Milndapafiha. The Sinhala terms anumodan karai

that was bestowed.69 . An attendant of a Brahmin who _ and anumodan vei are used in the sense of ''bestowing
backed his master's meritorious work to receive

merit" and "receiving merit" as also'cortfirmed by two

assistan�e from a deity, overcame his own defect by

usages pindei and pinlabai respectively. The after
meal anumodana sermon by Buddlii sf monks is today

· · receiving merit bestowed by his master70 • The .

Dhammapada commentary71 also carries a legend that

used to make the donors dedicate merit they have
gained to the dea,d, th� devas and to all beings in general ·

at the request of Sakka the Buddha irist!ucted the monks
.
to bestow meri� on de vas and all �eings at the

and not merely to gladden the donor� as enjoined by ·
· the Buddha. ·.This _prac tice is clearly - see � in Buddhist

· conclusion of a dhamma. sermon, a custom inv.:uiably

followed by all Buddhist monks in Sri Lanka even

Sanskrit literature76 where the term dak¥'!ti desana is

used in place of anumodana sermon.-There the daJc->il]ti

today.

is dedicated by the recipient of the gift at the request

. The belief that one can benefit from the merit of

of the donor and not by the donors as mentioned in

others may have led to the strong desire expressed by

Pali sources.

some to receive merit of the good act done by others.

Some were ready to forego · even monetary gains in

exchange for merif2 while others show a keenness to

pay ready cash to buy merit from another.73 Such

stories reflect, on the one hand, the great value attached ·
to merit over and above material considerations or was

it far enhanced material gains after death? while on

the other hand a certain lowering of spiritual standards

also could be seen taking place in the process. For

With all these developments

at popul ar l evel it i s signifi cant how Buddhi st

scholarship as late as even the

1 21h century A.C. adheres . .

to the same scholarly view regarding the dedication of
"meritorious deeds" held by early Theravada scholars.
The commentator of the Petavatthu states that

"sacrificing or gift-making as a gift of merit also can

such ennobling qualities as selfless, compassion and
of bestowal and reception of merit, seem to have been

Saddhammopayana,18 the only extant Pali work

left and when it was transformed into a cQrpmercial
I

·

Views oflater scholars:
·

be considered a wholesome deed of charity as the

appreciative joy tbat were connected to the twin-virtue
, '�,;.

p:·, .�.;, .l; •

.•

s acrificing

of a g i ft-worthy

obj ect".77 The

attributed to an author of the Abhayagiri fraternity,

transaction. There are also signs of an over possessive

explains pattidana, not as a gift of merit but as a gift

stories. Some showed a reluctance to bestow merit on

others, with no expectation of benefit to oneself. On

attitude towards one's merit reflected in some of these

certain categories of people, e.g. women.74

King

Du��agamanl is reported to have desired to get all the

merit for himself from his construction of the great
1 4 - CM 3576

·

of objects such as food and cloth made on behalf of
the other hand pattanumodana is the "approval" or

"rejoicing in" what is given as queen Manti did at the

gifting of children by Vessantara.

·
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According to the Upasakajanalankara, a 1 2111 Theravada schoois. Accordingly they pointed out that
century Pali work written in Sri Lanka, pattidfma is by approving another's gift or other forms of good ·
not the exterrial act of gifting merit but simply the desire action with pure intention, one can reap some benefit
to share one's good deed with a specific person or with from them. Certain categories of departed kinsmen
also could, in the same manner, derive benefit from
all beings in general. It is a desire prevailing in the
mind of the doer of a good act such as making a gift. the gifts made to virtuous persons in this world on their
But. this work makes it quite clear that what should be behalf by approving and rejoicing in such gift making. .
dedicated is not the r�sultant merit (punnaphala) of a
A new idea, however entered the scene in course
good act but the meritorious act itself (punnakamma).
Similarly anUITWdand according to this work, is the of time , possibly under some extraneous influence,
thought prevailing in the mind of a person, who invited · that "merit" resulting from a wholesome act can be
to do so m not, approves (or rejoices in) a good deed shared with any one according to one's desire. It. was
of another with a mind free from the stains ofjealousy
and greed. Here too what is approved is the meritorious
deed but not the resultant merit. Directly rejecting the
view held by some that- the fruit of the good deed should
· .be dedicated, the author of this work emphatically states
that the deed itself should b� dedicated or approved.
He says, "Howev�r. becaJJse of the importance of the .
whplesome deed the deed itself should. be approved ·
by others. Therefore the deed itself should be given
(dtuabbam): · Even. by the person who is ·approving
(anumqdant(mdpi) the de�d. it&eif should be appr<;>ved. .
(anumoditabbam). Quoting the . Saddhammopdyaiui ··
he-states: "with regard to this, this is the conclusion of
the teachers."79

Conclusion: This wonderful. clarification of the
term pattidana and pattdnumoddna leaves us in no
doubt as to the true Theravada position regarding the
question of the so-called "gifting of merit." It conforms
fully to the early Buddhist conception of kamma and
the views expressed in canonical texts oii the dedication
of merit for the benefit of others. Early Buddhism
was clearly of the view that one cannot experience the
result of another's acts, no can one share the results
(viptika) of one's acts with others. Thus merit earned
by one �annot be gifted to others or used for the benefit
of otherrs.
Buddhists firit adapted the practice of dedicating
gifts made to religieux for the benefit of the dead
kinsmen as it was prevalent in the society without
clarifying its implication vis-a-vis their conception of
kamma and the mechanism of the benefits of such gifts
reaching the dead. But when later scholiasts were
confront�d with certain difficulties in explaining this
practice as it is, they sought the help of the anumodana
concept found in canonical texts in resolving them.
Probably this idea was first brought out by certain non-

·

·

also stated that it can reach (papundti) the category of
the departed ones (petd) who live on what is given by
others (paradatthupajfvi). This idea, first enunciated
by the Milindapanha, although it did not agree with
the original teachings of the Buddha as also clarified
by such texts as the Kathclvatthu, became very popular
among Buddhists in the course of titne. ·various
collections of Buddhist didactic stories played a large
role in popularizing such ideas. Anyway they have
remained an important · aspect of popular Buddhist
belief and · ritual up to · the present day. However
Buddhist commentators and scholars, especially of the .
Theravada persuasion, have often drawn the attention ·· ·
of Buddhists .to the Buddha's teaching that the results ·
·

of one's acts cannot be held in common with others or
gifted to ot�ers. · . Pattiddna and pattdnumodand,
erroneously interpreted and translated as "gift of merit"
or "transference of merit" is in fact the performance of
meritorious deeds so that others can approve them or
experience joy in them and thereby generate merit for
themselves what is gifted in a pattidllna should be the
good act itself and what is approved also should be the
good act and not the merit. For neither can merit be
gifted or shared with others nor can one be the recipient
of another's merit.

· .
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festivals held in honour of the goddess of Chastity, is
mentioned in the poem; and according to the accepted
view of Sri Lankan Scholars his reign began in 1 7 1
A.C. at Anuradhapura. After considering all the
available information the book is assigned by
Ramachandra Dikshitar, the translator of the poem in .
1939, to 1 7 1 A. C., and this date cannot be far from the
exact date of its compilation and no argument would
be raised against it if we can fix the date of the poem
to the second century A. C.

yuttasaddhammadesaka 2 1 8 Maddtva
puttadanasmim dinnassabbhanumodana
pattanumodanatiha vutta uttamavadina
79 Upasakajanalankara Ed. H. Saddhatissa, P. T.S,
London. 1965 p. 289·kusala- kammadhikaratta
pana parassa kammadhikarattapana parassa
kammasseva anubodhitabbatta kammasseva
anubodhitabbata kammam eva ddtabbam
anumodantenapi kammam eva anumoditabbanti
idam·ettha acariyanani sannitthanam

chronological history of the development of the cult
of the goddess Pattini in Sri Lanka, she has acquired a
predominant position in the rituals of the whole country.
The story ofPattini has developed into various versions
among the folk retualists in Sri Lanka. Before we .
discuss them in detail it is appropriate here to illustrate .
with the assistance of available sources, literary and
otherwise, the devdopment of this cult in Sri Lanka,

Though we are now unab l e to trace the

Literary sources of the earlier period· do not find
much favorable mention regarding the development
·of religious beliefs of the people. and hence, we are ·.
PATTINI. Pattini is the most popular goddess in the uncertain abouf the. influence of the Pattini cult had in
folk religion of the Sinhalese and Tamils of Sri Lanka. · · the country during the first few centuries after it was ·
Her story of origin is depicted in a Tamil poem called introduced in the second century A. C. The author of .
Silappadikaram or the Ankle Bracelet. Rajavaliya who must have faken the reference from
. Silappadikaram, a poem attributed to the last p;ut of . oral or written records available to him, suggests that
the third Sangam and subsequent centuries, i.e. between · the belief in Pattini would have been a feature in the
the third and seventh centuries A.C. is included among religious setting of Sri Lanka. A bronze statue of
the five great poetical works (mahakavya) of Tamil Pattini, which belongs to the seventh or eighth century,
literature. This poem was composed by Prince llango was foimd in i 830, in the Eastern Province. In the .
Adigal, a brother o f King Sengunuvan, who ruled over Le�lie De Saram Collection of the Colombo Museum
the Western coast of South India, is considered to be a is a statue of Pattini ill.'1d there is also another statue of
Jain. As Alan Danielou, the translator of this epic poerri Pattini pf the ninth or tenth century.
into English, in 1 965, points out all the three great
·

religipus systems of India, namely, Brahmanism or
. Hinduism, Jainism and Buddhism harmoniously co
exited in Southern India during the period of
compilation of this poem. The date of its composition
is still a matter of contention among scholars and· one
can easily surmise that the absence of references to ·
the Pallavas in the South and any other paramount
power in the North would indiCate that the work
belongs to a date anterior to the Gupta-Pallava period
of Indian history.
Furthermore, the attendance of King Gajabahu, the
King of Lanka (Sri Lanka), whose participation at the

The presence of these images in . Sri Lanka ·from
the seventh century onwards is enough evidence to .
surmise that the godde�s Pattini had a special niche in
the pantheon of deities in the island from those early
days. Therefore one can infer that the South Indian
deity has been completely absorbed and adapted to
Buddhist and Sinhalese religious background as a
future Buddha by the Sri Lankans in order to fill a gap
caused by the nonexistence of a powerful female deity
among the array of deities in the pantheon. Thus she
was known as pattini Amma (Mother Pattini), Miif!i
Miif!iyan Vahanse (Mother of Mothers) and was
attributed with the power to eradicate the diseases

1
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known as amnu1vanmge leqa (mothers ' Diseases such

texts, which should be performed in a ritual in honour

as mumps, chiken-pox and measles. In some areas

of Pattini. These texts are called Pan tis kolmura and

deyyanne leqa (gods' diseases) is the term used for
this group of diseases and here we note the recognition
of Pattini as the only deity in the belief system of the
Sinhala Villagers capable of eradicating such diseases.
Associated with the cult of Pattini is the game of

para pol played in times of pestilence. The whole
village in the Low county is divided into two groups
called Uqupila and Ya{ipila (Upper team and the lower
team) where during this ceremony consisting of a
contest of cracking the coconuts pitched by each of
the two teams contesting in the name of this goddess.
The belief in the Patti ni cult ever since the
introduction of the worship of this goddess has been
maintained throughout the history of the Sinhala

d

culture. Even during the Kan yan period the erection

they belong to various periods starting from the 15th
century. The thirty-five Kol Mura texts are as follows:

1. Yahan Siihiilla 2. Visituru KatO.va 3.Mac!u Puraya
4.Pahan Giimbura 5.Dan Katinaya 6.Pa11c!i Na{uva
7 .A m0. Rasaya 8 . Patasa 9.Sol( P u ra SO.gataya
I O.Pattini Piituma l l .Amba Vidamana 1 2.HimO.laya
Vana Vistaraya 1 3 . Ka veri Ganga D iya Hel[ma
14.Karikal Upata 15. Gartga Biifid[ma 1 6.Diya Keli
Katava 1 7.Kovil Pev[ma 1 8.Turagun Niiigi. un Niig[
rna 1 9. Sendu Keliya 20.Laoda Saraf!a Kara Dun
AvavO.da 2 l . Ruvan Nalu va 22 . Tapas Gamana
23.MG.devi Katava 24.Du ke{i Katava 25. Vali Nadaya
26.Kannuran KatO.va 27. Vesi Madama 28.Piilaiida
Marav[ma 29.Mara lpiidd[ma 3 0. Vittiya 3 1 .Sat
Pattini KatO.va 32. Viidi Pujava 33.GajabG. Katava
34.Ga!JGruva Katava 35.Gevan Pana.

of a shrine dedicated to Pattini as one of the four main

devales around the vicinity of the Temple of the Tooth

Considering all these aspe�ts it can be inferred that

is ample evidence of her acceptance by the Buddhists.

Pattini occupies a significant place in the village folk

Although the allegiance to the dei ty dwindled after the

rituals and folk dancing of Sri Lanka, on par with the

place ainong the folk rituals of the land. There exist

Judging from the fact that Vi�I}U and Kataragama are

. arrival of the Portugues�, she has occupied a greater

main deities, Vi�l}U and Kataragama and Saman . .

two trad i tions among the B u ddhis� v i l l agers .

not propitiated in the Kohomba Karikariya ritual of the

Concerning tlie birth of Pattini one tradition speaks of

hill country one can argue that Pattini is the only deity

seven births of Pattini and here she is named Sat Pattini

who i s venerated and pl acated i n the ritualistic

or Seven Pattinis and the other mentions of twelve

performances throughout the island.

births and thus this group is known as Dolaha or Dolos

Pattini or the twelve Pattinis. In Western Province, at
BataJcattara Devalaya, Piliyandala, a ritual called Sat
Pattini Mac!uwa is performed annually by the priests

)

'
Ritual dances such as the annual Gam Maduva,

or the Kapuralas of the Devalaya in which the seven

Devol Mac!uva, Mal Mac!uva, Pahan Mac!uva DO.na
Mac!uva Pz1na Mac/uva, Kiri Mac!uva, G[ mac!uva, and
Hallum Mac!uva are performed in honour of this

births of Pattini are enacted by seven kapuralas in the

goddess. After collecting the harvest, the villagers set

presence of the devotees who gather to pay homage to

apart a portion of paddy of rice, first harvested from

Goddess Pattini. Among the compositions of folk

the field. In Kandyan areas this portion is called A k

ritual ists, there still prevails an array of writings

YO.la and in the Low country i t is known as Deyyane
Vi- or Pin V{ or the paddy of the gods and the paddy

including the birth stories of Pattini, invitation songs
(in the Kandyari, Sabaragamuwa and low country

for giving in charity. The person who collects these

areas) called Kol Mura kavi and supplications and

portions of paddy or rice is known as Pattini hami or

songs of praise of the goddess called Pattini Mal Yahan

Kavi. Pattini Savdama is also included in the group of
sixty-four Savdamas (dance sequences) in the Kandyan
' 1 ·!

1 ·,

'

. . .., .

J

Kapurala or Kapu Pattini, and it is his duty to go from
house to house to collect the first portions of the paddy
or rice from the fields belonging to each household,

dancing system and even now there are exponents of

and organize the community ritual to get rid o f

Kandyan dancing who are proficient in this dance

epidemics, and invoke blessings of the pantheon of

sequence.

gods. At the beginning all these rituals originated with

Apart from this an index named Kavi BiHuii Paruna
of the Sabaragamuwa mentions of thirty-five Kol Mura

the cult of Pattini but at a later date beliefs in other
deities were assimilated. The Seven Devol Gods who
are said to have come to the country from South India,
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when their ship was wrecked on the high seas, arrived
at Veragoda in Sl nigama in the South West coast of
the island. The Devol De vOle is still a highly venerated
place of worship by the devotees. When the Seven

PAVARANA
.

devoted to the romance between Madhavl and Koval an
but only five lines of the whole poem describe the
garland. The naming of the friend as Vayanti and the

title Vatanti Malaya are clearly innovative aspects

Devol gods arrived at the sea-shore goddess Pattini

introduced by the Sinhala poet who had heard of the

from entering Sri Lanka. But they were able to

literary works the Tamil proper names Kovalan and

had crec®d seven fires on their path and debarred them
extinguish the fires with the assistance of god

tamil poem. Thus in all the verse collections and folk

Kannaki are transformed as Palanga and Pattini.

Kataragama and in all community rituals mentioned

Tissa Kariyawasam

earlier three groups of gods, namely Goddess Pattini,
·

Devol Gods and God Kataragama are propitiated at
the same time. In all the rituals mentioned earlier Pattini
is honoured with the erection of a large pat)dal .called

Reference: Shilappadikaram-The Ankle Bracelet
Translated by Alain Danielou.

Toran Maligava which consist of seven pandals and in

the middle pandal there is a niche meant for the insignia
of the goddess Pattini. In the evening preceding _the

. ritual the chief kapurala brings the anklet, the bunch

�

of mangoes a1_1d other paraphemalia of the goddess . PAVARAl�'A-Act of invit tion or ·calling upon: This is ·

Pattini in procession and keep Ulem in this niche.

Some texts say- that she is accompanied by sixty
Jour female deities (demons?) who · cause·. epidemics
and sixteen. female guardian deities as her retinue. In

an ·e cclesiastical act of the B·uddhfst Sangha (of

upasampanna or senior status monks), connected with · .
· their three months' observance of the vassavasa or
. Rains' Retreat: The word means 'calling upon' or
inviting'. The upasampanna monks living in a specific

the ·gui�e, of Ambarapati she _is dre�se(j in white ·. demarcated residen'ce area called a slrna are required, .
covering -the upper part of the. body with a shawl. Th�
once a year, to live together unqer one roof for a period .

Kandyan priests believe that Arribarapati 's glance·

covers the whole area where physical strength is been

of three moths� at�ending more -meticulously to thei.r .· .

religious development. The observance of the Rains'

exhibited. The fights between buffaloes, bulls,_ goats, .

Retreat also prevents the senior monks, in the eyes of

gaUles like dice, Olinda, Buhu and pora pol are guarded

seedlings during the rainy season,

. roosters, elephants, horses and wrestlers, and national
by her.

Vayanti Malaya or the Garland ef Vayanti, a

poetical work by Tisimhala Kavitilaka of Vidagama,

consists of 1 19 rhythmic verses and it describes the

the public, from causing damage to the newly sprouting ·

During this Rains' Retreat, the monks shall not live

away from their pledged place of residence for any

longer than six days. They shall return to their place of

residence by the seventh day (sattaha-karanlyena).
.
.
.On
· birth. of Madhavf, the courtesan from the womb of ·
concluding the three months' retreat, they shall meet
Citrapati and her conversance in eight branches of Fine

arts, invitation by Vayanti to Kovalan or Palanga to

watch the performance ofMadhavf, her beautiful dance

and musical recital� the weeping of Madhavf after
Kovalan returned to his faithful wife Pattini and the

exhortation by Pattini to Kovalan. The deveiopment
of an anecdote in an tradition is quite clear in this

composition, when we compare the Tamil poem

Silappadikaram with the Sinhala metrical · composjtion,
Vayanti Malaya. Silappadiktiran mentions the gariand

given to a friend of Madhavf as a mark of respect to

the lover Kovalan. In the Sinhala poem the friend is
named Vayanti and the garland she carries clearly gave
the title for the poem. The greater part of the poem is ·

in solemn conclave, and first and foremost, the senior

most monk shall kneel before the congregation and .
call upon the entire participating membership to
announce to him any guilt of his they have seen, heard
or suspected of him (Sahgha11)avuso pavaremi dit(hena

va sutena va·parisailkhiiya va. Vadantu nta11)ayasmanto

tinukampa11) upa.daya. Passanto pa{ikarissami. Vz'n I.

i59). Everyone in tum makes this request before the

congregation undertaking to make amends, if the
accusation is seen to be acceptable.
The benefits resulting from this form of self
correction are given as:

'

�
-�

�·
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a. being agreeable to and tolerant of one another

.

a canonical text along with the

Nettippakaraf!ll and
Milindapaiiha . The tradition has attributed the
authors hip o f the Pefakopadesa as well as the
the

aiiiiamafilianulomata.
b. making amends for the wrongs done by

authorship of the Nettippakaraf!a to the Elder Maha

s afeguard i n g against their recurrence

kaccana an eminent di sciple of the Buddha. The

apattivuuhiinata.

c. developing a regard and respect for the rules of
discipline vinayapurekkharata V7n. I.

159

Gandhavan:tSa ( a Burmese chronicle of Books of the
17lh century) too attributes its authorship to the Elder
Mahakaccana). But modem scholars do not agree with
the traditional authorship of Pefakopadesa. It i s
signifi c an t that the name of t h e author o f the

It is clear that originally beth the fortnightly recital

Pefakopadesa is appearing as "Mahakaccana the

of the Patimokkha or Patimokkhuddesa and the annual

Dweller of the Rose Apple Grove" (Jambuvanavasi

Retreat or Vassavasa were meant to be institutions to

na who lived during the time of the Buddha having

maintain and safeguard monastic discipline, and to

such an epithet. It is also seen that the same Mahakacca

prosecute and p� nish offenders when and where the
need arose. Law enforcement undoubtedly appears to

na who is identified by the tradition as the author of

Pavaral]ti at the end of the three months of the Rains'

Mahakac6ma). But there is no evidence that Mahakacca

the Nettippakaral]G does not have a. similar epithet.

. have been their major role. But in cour.se of time they
are seen to have lost their sense of direction and hence

Pe{akopadesa probably would have been a monk

their vitality. Instead of serving the purpose for which

named Kaccayana, subsequently identified as the.Great

they were originally· intended, they seem to have

Mahakaccayana a distinguished disciple of the Buddha.

acquired a lot more external ritualistic glamour and ·

Therefore the schol ars think that the author of

Though Pe{akopadesa belongs to the post canonical

solemnity.

period the exact date of its composition is yet to be
New concepts l ike the collective unity of the

corporate body of the Sangha (in the face of possible
thfeats of splintering) as against their spiritual purity

decided. The earliest mention of it is found in the

5 'h century A . C . I n both these c o m m entaries

the Vinaya Vinicchaya where it says that the fortnightly

Pe{akopadesa is cited as one of the authorities. A
mention of the Pe(akopadesa i s found in the
Nettippakaral]G commentary of Dhammapala.

purpose of unification of the Sangha ( Uposatho
samaggatrho) while the Pavarana, mind youwhich is

and the Pe{akopadesa are still floating dateless on the

seems to have forced themselves to the fore. A very
crystallized image of this new trend is witnessed in

recital of the Patimokkha or the Uposatha is for the

preformed only once a year, serves the purpose of

purification of the Sarigha (visuddhattha pavaraf!ll .
Both quotations from Vinayavinicchaya p.

90. v.2599).

Dhammavihari

·. ··....

AtthasaJini and the Visuddhimagg� both belong to the

In the words of Prof. E. Hardy! both Nettippakararp

ocean of Indian Literature. It is reasonable to assume .
roughly both treatises belong to the period between

the 3'd century B.C. and Slh century A.C. i.e. between
the age of later canonical Pall texts and between the ·

time of Buddhaghosa, though exact dates cannot be
decided.

PETA See
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PE'I:AKOPADESA: Pe(akopadesa "Instruction for the

students of the Pi(akas" is a post canonical Pali treatise
on textual and exegetical methodology. It i� very much

similar in contents to the Nettippakaral]G (q.v.) another
post canonical Pali treatise. According to the Sri

Lankan tradition Pe{akopadesa is not included in the
canon, but the Burmese tradition h·as recognized it as

The Pe{akopadesa and the Nettippakaral]G deals
more or less with the same subject. Both the treatises
are on textual and exe-getic al methodology intended to
assist the understanding of the Dharnma. The similarity
of the subject matter of the two treatises is conspicuous

·

and undisputed. Nettippakaraf!Q. is divided into four .

chapters such as Haravibhanga. (Modes of conveying

in separate treatment), Harasampata (Modes of

conveying in combined treatment) Nayasamu!{hana
(Moulding of the guide lines) and Sasanapauhana
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.

(pattern of the Dispensation). The Pe{akopadesa is
divided into eight

chapters A riyasaccapakiisana
(Display of the Noble Truths), Sasanapa{{hiina (Pattern
of the Dispensation) SuttadhiHhima (Terms of
Expression in • Thread), Suttavicaya (Investigation
of the Thread). Hilravibhanga (Modes of Conveying
i n separate treatment) , Suttatthasamuccaya
(Compendium of the Thread's meaning), Hiirasampa
ta (Modes of conveying in combined treatment),
Nayasamuuhima 2 (Moulding of the Guidelines).

PETAKOPADESA
.

paragraph or a section begins or ends, its untidy and

inconsistent. . . . . . . . . " After scrutinizing the above data
Nanamoli concludes "All this considered, then, neither

book can be called a "continuation" 5 • But one of them
must be rather re-written version of the other. In fact
the NettippakaraT}Q is always so much more polished

than (Pe!akopadesa), as Mahavamsa is than the

Dipavamsa and so different in this particular way as
not only to preclude their being by the same writer,

but to make it inconceivable that Pe{akopadesa was

compiled by any one who has written or read the

It is clear that the four chapters of . the

Nettippakara'! a . " ( For further detai l s of this

NeJtippal�g.r_a_'!'l are included !n fu� ei g�t c]1apters of
the Petakopadesa. Although there is no dispute among

Bhikkhu Nanamoli PTS. London 1 977 Translator's

the scholars as regards the similarity of the contents,

there is no Conselisus as regards their chronology. Prof.

E. Hardy thinks that the Pe{akopadesa pre�uppo�es
the Nettipp

�ra7fa.

Lankananda Ven; Labugama

comparison the reader is referred to the "Guide" by

Introduction p. xxiii-xxv).
It is significant that Nanamoli has observed several
instances where the Pe(akopadesa appear "further from

thinks Pe{alwpadesa is posterior to NettippakararJa and

the suttas" such as "nine types of Arahants", use of the

NettippakaralJll are taken up for furthe( discussion in ·

of a Perfect One", exposition of four '�Patisambhidil."

discussed in the

points out tha� the m atters not

the Pe\akopa9e�a. Winternitz . . too considers
Petakopad,esll' as a-GOJ]tinuation of the Nettippakarana.

h

: arua i� afso. Qf the:·siune view. B ikkhu Na
Atabinda l3

tha:t the
thesis·
3 d0¢s.. not agree With.
"
· n amoli
. Hatdy's
.
'
. .. .
.
.
Pe{akopad:esa presupposes the NettippakaraT}(l, which

:

.· .

.

. is baSed on the verse Soiasa lrara tietti pancqn�ya sa

term "Parihanidhamma" to a path attainer, ''Ten Powers

which differs considerably from the · suttas etc. (For
further details reader is referred to op. cit. xxii).

· ·

The scholars in the Pe{akopadesa have noted certain

peculiarities. It has no prologue ·or Pan{mzagathas

(obeisance verses). While other Theravooa treatises pay .

sanassa pariyettha Artharasa . miilapada kaccay'ana
homage to the single B uddha at the beginning,
gotta niddif!ha ·found i n the- (Pefakop�d�sa .(p.3.).
Pe{akopadesa. pays homage to many B uddhas "namo ·
Bhikkhu Nanam.oli points out that Netti in the present ·
samma sambuddhiinanJ. paramatthadassina11J sl
context does not refer to the treatise NettippakararJa
ladigunapiiram[pattiinanJ (homage to Buddhas who
and it means "Guide lines." Rejecting the view that
. jyf"

·the Petakopadesa presupp:

.

\iJ'�--·,
1
:

.

pcikaraT}Q he

e mtehiru evidence all
further adds "But the rest o
. show that the Nenippakar� must be, quoting and often

improving on, the older Pe{akopadesa".

show the ultimate Truth·and who have reached extreme

end of virtues). This is a deviation

fnfffiifff�· 4lel t�vacta

tradition and the reason for which is not clear.

Furthermore there is no comment� written to the

After a careful comparison of both treatises Na

Pe{akopadesq. Dhammapala wrote the commentary to

namoli'4 observes "Netti is economical neat and not

the NettippakaraT}Q only. Possibly Dhammap3la would

un-ingenious in the marshalling of its complex

have thought that when the commen�ary is written to

exemplifying subjed inatter never redunt though

sometimes. elliptic careful to avoid tangle discussions

(Pefakopadesa) on the other haiJd is sometimes
redundant does not always subordinate well the
exemplif}ing matter to the elements, ivetti is severely

t

tidy regular and fQrmali stic in he det�ls of its
compilation, the beginning and ending of its paragraphs
and placing the verses . . . . . . .

Nettippakara!Ja it would be sufficient because both
treatises more less deal with the same subject matter.
However, Gandhavamsa says a Tika (sub-commentary)
has been written to the Pe{akopade,sa. by a teacher
named Udumbaracariya. Pe{akopadesa is edited by

p

Arabinda Barna and ublished by the PTS. 1 949.

(Pe{akopadesa) is

sometimes so loose and inconsistent fn its paragraphs
ending that the reader is puzzled to know where a

·.

·

'

K. Arunasiri.

·
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Most of the modern scholars are almost unanimous

References

that many of the books incl uded under the

Klwddaka

Nettippakarana edited by Prof. E. Hardy P.T.S .
1961 Introduction XX

Nikaya are of l ate origin . Of the present two works

2 Nanamoli op.cit. Translator' s Introduction xviii

of verses together with the Vimanavatthu is certainly

Petakopadesa appearing as Suttavebhangiya in
the Petakopadesa text is a mistake. The epithet

There is enough internal evidence from the two texts

applied to the author has been erroneously used

than the time of the Buddha. Serissaka of the Serissaka

points out that the name of the last chapter of the

as the name of the chapter. The correct name of

the chapter should be Nayasamutthana

3 The Guide (Nettippakarana) transl ated b y
B h i kkhu Nanam o l i PTS .
London 1 977
Translators lnntroduction xxv-xxvi

4 Nanamoli op.cit. translators Introduction xxiii-v
5 The commentator Dhammapala in the prologue
of his Nettippakarana commentary says that he
coll ated w i th the Petakopadesa (petakena
sansandetva). But he says nothing about either
· work being a "continu.ation" of the other or about
their relationship

Rhys Davids says, "And the whole of that little book

very late in tone as compared with the Nikayas" (ibid).

to prove that they contain material of much late origin

Vimana avers that one hundred years have elapsed since
his birth in there (VvA. 344). Since he claims to be the

chieftain Payasi who lived in the time of the Buddha
in his last birth, we have to accept that the story i ri the

text, actually it is included in both the Vinu1mavatthu

and the Petavatthu, originated hundred years or so after
the demise of the Buddha. The same story (ibid. 380)

and a number of other stories in both texts refer to the

city of Pataliputta, which became the capital of the

...

Magadhan Kingdom long after the demise of the ·

Buddha. At the time of the Buddha's passing away it

was still a border village named Patalfgama being ·

fortified by the Magadhans against the Vajjians (D. II.

PETAVATTHU, VIMANAVATIHU. The Petavatthu
and, almost its twin, the Vinu1navatthu are two of the

fifteen texts · i dentifi e d b y the · Commentator

.CDA. l. p . 17) as comprising - the
· . Khuddaka Nikaya of the Sutta Pi(aka. The two works
Buddhaghosa

which, can be described as depicting the two sides of

the same coin have been composed to instill in the

minds of the not so intellectually matured Buddhist

devote�s the twin doctrines of Kamma and rebirth

86ft) and the Buddha who visited the place on his last

journey to Kusinara predicted the future of the place
as a great city. .

·

..

.

.

The Petavatthu refers to a certain Sub-king· of

Suranha named Pingalaka who had Gome to pay

asserts that this was a reference to Emperor Asoka and

that the event took place two hundred years after the

Buddha (SHB. PvA. p. 1 74, 1 75, 179). In many instances

denomiiuitions. While .the Petavatthu attempts to depict

participants of the B uddhis t C ouncils (eg. VvA .

in general the evil consequences of u�wholesome
actions experienced after death, the Vimanavatthu on

the contrary tries to depict the benign consequences of

wholesome deeds after death.

· It

is worthwhile noting here that, according to

Buddhaghosa, the schools of reciters (bhdnaka) ofboth
the Dlgha Nikaya and the Majjhima Nikdya had

accepted these two texts as one single work under the

. title Vimana- Petavatthu

(DA, I. 15) and not as two

separate works. This would confirm that the common

features of the two texts were noted even anin early
date. Modern scholars also speak of the close relations,

between the two texts. Thus for instance Rhys Davids,

discussing the Petavatthu vis-a vis the Vimanavatthu,

says it is "really only the other half of one and the

same work."1

·

respects to a certain Maurya King. The commentary

which had come to be regarded as the mainstay of
popular Buddhism in all Buddhist countries under all

.

the commentators refer to verses added to the texts by

49, 108,294 etc.) proving that they were not completed

before the passing away of the Buddha. The Serissaka

Vimana story, found in both the texts was added by
the Elder of the second council led by the Elder Yasa,

according to the commentator (VvA . 352). While the

Nandaka Peta story, according to the commentator,
was added by the Elders of the third Buddhist Council

(SHB. pvA . 1 83)
The two texts also refer to the cult of stiipa worship

seems to have been popularized by Emperor Asoka.

The DhiituvivaiJI!llka story of the Petavatthu speaks of
a person who suffered the consequences of criticizing

the worship of the Buddha's bodily relics (ibid.

152).

On the other hand the Vimanavatthu (Vvu. 200tl) refers

to instances of beings enjoying the happy results of

')
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and the Petavatthu during the time of Asoka'16 • But he
doubts whether these two texts were known to the
emperor or even to Arahant Mahinda, who according
.
to the MahavarrJSa, used these texts in his early sermons.
in Sri Lanka7 • The Vinuinavatthu according to him is
not mentioned in the Milindapaiiha or in any other

offering flowers to the Buddha's stGpa at Rajagaha. In

the same story, Sakka, Ki_ng of gods, recommends to
his following the honouring the B uddha's rel ics. These
are clear indications of the late origin of these two
works.

There are also certain external evidence to indicate

canonical or ex-canonical work extant before - the

themsetves were known in the time of Emperor Asoka

. translated into Chinese or Sanskrit. However he points
out that the Kanthakavimana s tory occurs in the

Christian era. There is no evidence of its being

that either the concepts included in them or the works
if not by the Emperor himself. The Emperor is well

Mahilvastu without any variations8 • If that were so it
is some evidence that the concept of vimanas was
known out�ide the Pati Theravadin circles. -One also
cannot prove ex-silentio the non-exi stence of a
particular work _at a given period.

known from his inscriptions to have used various

devices to populanze his Dhamma among his subjects.

Among these according to his R�ck Edict IV were the
" spectacles of ariel chariot.s. spectacles of elephants,

masses of fire and other divine representations"2 shown
to the people. The monarch speaks in his inscription
of the success of this device in popularizing his moral

·

There is however some evidence in the Kathavatthu ·
�6) that the Petavatthu . was k�own in -the A�okan
(VIi
principles. Bhandarkar in inteljreting these words and
the ideas· involved refers· to the Vimanavattiiu as· the pe�iod. This Abhidhamma work i � traditionally
source, which influen�ed .Asoka jn here. He says, "But attribu ted to the authorship of Arahant
wh�t spectacles . did Asoka show to his subjects? Moggaliputtatissa who lived in that period. In the
. Obvious they were the vimanas,·agniskandluis cwd so discussion on the controversial point _" whether (the
forth. The exact s�nse _of the�e tenns- h(U! bee_n ·made . depru:ted) are sustajned by what is given from here'� clear b y . a ·work i n - the Pal i · -l iterature c_all�d . . the - opponent of the Theravadin qu�tes the text .
Vimanavatthu. lt describes the various. rewards wbich · "Unname. Udaka11} vuttat7;1 yathaninna11} pavattati.- "
are in store for a virtuous man in his next life as he etc_. , a s tanza pres�ntly found in. the Tiroku#a
. l>Cc,�e one kind or anoth�r �f d�va accordlng to the Petavqtthu. Since this ·stanza has not been traced to
degree_ of his merit"3 • He seems to be quite convinced any other older sour.ce one coul.d surmise that the
- -that Asok� drew his inspiration-from the Vimanavatthu. Petava"tthu or at leruit this particular story was -known
Then, according to Bhandarkar, this text should have at the time.
been known to Asoka.
_

. .

·
_

_

But it is not certain whether the sense given to the

wordAgniskandha by Bhandarkar is correct. He rejects

th_e rendering of "bonfire" given to it by some other

scholars, because the spectacles shown by Asoka are
called "divine representations" (diviyilni rupam)4 • R.K.

Mukerjee also seems to agree with Bhandarkar with
regard to the purpose of Asoka in showing these

spectacles to the people. But he uses the word bonfire
in translating the words aggikkanda dasane. He says,

" Instead of the sights of war chariots, war elephant
and distinctive fires Asoka was presenting to his people

the edi,fying sights of chariots of the gods, divine
. elephants. and radiant shapes of celestial beings or in offensive bonfires"5 • Abeynayake does not say whether
Mukerjee accepts that the two Pali works were the

sources from which Asoka drew his material. But

without mentioning his source, Abenayake says, "It is

said that they prove the existence of the Vimanavatthu

. . The interpretation given to the term agniskandha

by Bhimdarkai' and possibly approved by Mukherjee
precludes the possibility of the Petavatthu being one
. of the sources of influence on Emperor Asoka. But
this· term would be taken as a reference to hellish fires
mentioned in these works (Pvu. SHB. 39, 1 89)
sometime the very person of a miserable creature of .
the Petavatthu is said to be engulfed in fire (ibid. l 93).
Descriptions of hellish fires are also found in the _
Devaduta and Billapa!J4ta discourses of the Majjhima .
Nikaya (III 1 63 ff, 178 ff). Arahant Mahinda is said to
have used these discourses in his sermons in Sri Lanka
(Mhv. 14, 63, 1 54). According to a description of the · .
pretas found in the Avadtmasataka, they are entirely
covered with hair so that they appear as a single flame.
If, as averred by Bhandarkar, Asoka made use of the
. Vimanavattthu it is not impossible that he made use of
its twin, the Petavatthu too to induce his subjects to
refrain from evil and follow his dharma.
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The argument that the idea of vimanas in Asokan
edicts could have been taken from epic S anskrit and
Vedic literature, for speculation about gods and their
celestial abodes is not Buddhistic but Brahmanic, may
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of repetitions in the poems with the same stanzas

repeated ad. lib. There i s no homogeneity in the subject
matter or the arrangement of the poems. While the
majority of them deal with the painful experiences of

not be entirely correct. The word Vimana does occur

a set of beings designated peta (female peti) there are

in early Nikayas more than once .. A number of

a few that do not fit into this picture. There are at least

discourses of the Digha and Ang uttara Nikayas refers

three stories viz. Mauaku'!f!ali, Serissaka and Revati

to rejoicing in deva council of Sakka on the increase

(Nandiya in the Vimanavatthu) taken verbatim from

in their numbers over that of Asuras. The reason was

the Vimanavatthu (or is it the other way about?) while

that those who had led the pure rel i gious l i fe

the Sutta, A1ikusa and Rathaklira stories would, i f not

(brahmacariya) under the Buddha were reborn among
the devas.
The new commers to · their midst were
also said to excel the older devas in complexion, fame
and duration Of life (D. II 208, 221 etc.). Although the
word Vimana is rarely used in older Pali texts and

for some commentari al comments, fit in more with that

are suffering now and, in some cases, also to reveal

description of their splendour rather foreign to these

the steps taken by these human interrogators to relieve

texts, the Vimana concept in the Vimanavatthu and the
Petavatthu was only a logical extension of an idea

petas of their suffering. Among the stories of th�
Patavatthu are also a few persons reborn after death in

found in these early texts. In the later texts too it is the

the human world, in the hell and also in the Tavatill)Sa

religious life led under the Buddha, which led to their

heaven.

collection. The main scheme of these poems dealing
with the petas is to interrogate them to reveal their evil
actions in the immediately past birth for which they

glorious life in these heavenly abodes. Often the
question directed to these happy spirits was " what is

The very first poem of the collection comprising

your religious observance (vata) what is the form of

just thre� stanzas given in outline the·��nceptual basis

· pure religious life (brahmacariya); by the practice of

of the main theme of the work. The arahants, noblest

which you have reaped this result?" (Vvu. 341 , Pvu.

among the disciples of Buddha, are comparable to a

taken to meancelibacy has been given a much wider

and what is gifted is like the seeds. From these are
produced the fruits. Both the dead and the donors are

SHB. p. 8 7, 141). The word brahmacariya, usually . field, the donors of gifts are comparable to farmers
interpretation by Buddhaghosa. Quoting instances from
canonical texts he has shown that the word has been

benefited by making gifts on behalf of the dead to the

used in the sense of celibacy as well as charity, servke,

noble disciples of the Buddha.

.

.

observance of the fine precepts, chastity, striving,
. keeping the Sabbath (observance of the eight precepts),

The Tirokucf4a poem of this work along with its

the Noble path and the entire message of the Buddha

commentary has become the main basis of the funerary

the pure religious life under the Buddha, when reborn

In the main section of the poem is given what appears ·

(DA. I. 1 77 ff). In fact the view that those who had led

and post-funerary rituals among Theravada Buddhists.

as devas, excel the older devas in certain qualities is

to be a pre-Buddhist and possibly even a non-Aryan,

also emphatically stated in the Vimanavatthu ( Vvu. p.

86). Therefore one cannot justifiably say that the
conception of the Buddhist religious life in these later

textS is far removed from that found in at least some of

belief regarding the dead. In their world any form of
economic activity like cultivation, cattle breeding or
trade and commerce is non-existent. They make a living
by what is given from here. They come back to their

the earlier texts.

former habitats in expectation of the generosity of their

Contents of the two texts

provide them with food and drink at the proper time

The Petavatthu is a short book of verses' �&l'tsishng ·

of fifty-one poems divided into four cantos. Some of
the poems are very short, with the shortest consisting
of merely three stanzas. Two of the longest, the

Ambasakkara andAlikura stories comprise eighty-five
and seventy-two stanzas respectively. There are a lot

former kinsmen.· The compassionate among them
and the dead who have come there accept them and
bless the kinsmen. But in the last four stanzas the
general concept of making gifts to the sangha on behalf ·
of the dead is stacked on to the poem giving it a
Buddhist veneer. In some other poem (Pvu. SHB. 68)
it is said that the Petas cannot receive directly any
material object. They have to come to them through

·
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poems. From the beginning to the end of the collection
the poems deal with a set of happy divine beings,
·
However · the best to play this role i s a spiritually
occupying celestial mansions (vimanas), sometimes
perfected ar.ahant or the B uddh i s t sangha, the
rendered into English as 'aerial cars' or 'chariots ' ,
the medium of a virtuous person or persons who could

be a vi rtuous B uddhist monk

or even a l ayman.

community of monks and nuns. What is gifted to such

a person of the san.g ha, dedicating it to the dead, if
accepted, reach the dead immediately. This however
is modified in the commentary where the benefits

reaching the dead person is made conditional on a
sinsere approval of the act with a j oyous heart

(anumodana) by the dead (ibid. p. 7, 2 1).

Included i n the text are also a few poems dealing

with the futility of mourning for the dead. It brings no

benefit what so ever for the dead. Instead the relatives

· of. a deceased should conduct religious activities as
described above whic;:h would be. the only service they

could do . to theiJ!.; The GofJ11, Uraga, Ki1r;ha� Ubbari
and Ma!{aku
li stories are devoted to this subject. .

�

The Petavatthu is popularly regarded as a book of

extremely beautiful and luxurious, enj oying the
splendid consequences of some wholesome activities
done in their immediately past birth as human beings.
. Throughout, the scheme of the poem is the same.
A Buddhist monk, an arahant or some ordinary person

·

or a group of persons and sometimes Sakka, king of
gods, having seen the splendors of the divine mansion

and the luxuries enjoyed by the occupant, give a, brief
· description there of and questions him or her on the
meritorious deed, or the pure religious life in the past
birth which brought about such a gain. The occupant

of the mansion, in answer, gives the courses, which
.
·
led to such results. n .longer poems like the Serissaka .

i

the conversation is much longer and the courses and .
the results are given in more detail.

stories of unhappy and miserable ghosts, sometimes

also called 'hungry ghosts' : Bu� the above discussion .
would prove that this is not· the whole truth. In the

early Nikayas the word peta (skt. preta) rrieaning 'the

In most of the shorter poems the background story . ·
seems to have been supplr�;:d by the commentator. In

· this respect, however, the Guttila Vimana story needs
·
departed', 'the dead and gone';· 1s ·never- used in the
. 1
· specta
..
·
..
some
comment . under th'ts same name are
.
. .·
sense of � parttcular class of spmts. · n 1s used mostly :
.
·
.· c ll ected as any as th'� -stx short poe s, w h'tch
�
�
�
in th� sense of 'the dead' and rarely in the sense of a
.
dtffered only m the matenal gtft, proffered m the past
corpse. But in the Petavallhu it has been mostly used
.
birth or any other religious duty perforined to bring
in the .sense of a species of non- uman living-beings
·

�

h

. identified with the dwellers of the Pettivisaya, one of . about the present results. Probably, because of their
the three or four sub-human woeful states .. Possibly
Buddhists .have been

vedic B rahmanic u

disembodied dead on

by the post-

•

i n g thus the

seat of Yama

(s. v. pattidiina-palliinf!modana). Yet not completely

disregarding the early sense of the word the Petavatthu

has included within the collection not only stories of
the so-called 'hungry-ghosts' , but also stories of a class

called peta- mahiddhikO. or vimana-petas and so forth
as

sl:lown above. Therefore th� common factor which

unites all the poems in the Petavallhu is not the 'hungry
ghosts' but the subject of 'death and the dead' .

The Vimanavallhu is a much l arger collection of

. . versified stories. Altogether there are eighty-five main

poems divided into seven c�tos. Some of the prems
.
are very short consisting of arou nd seven or eight

stanzas while the longer ones like the Serissaka poem
have more than fifty stanzas. Unlike in the Petavatlhu

there is a homogeneity in the subject matter of the
poems and in the arrangement of the scheme of the

similarity, the commentator adopted this device to

curtail his work of inven
background stories. The poem
even the name Guttila in it.

Doctrinal Developments
As pointed out above these two texts have given a .
very important place to the twin-doctrine of kamma
and rebirth and, that too, in a developed form perhaps
more appealing to the ordinary masses. When in early
Buddhism the primary place is given to the ending of

kamma and rebirth with only a secondary interest
shown in gaining a happy after life through meritorious

action, the present two works seem to give the primary ·

place to the latter ideal with only rare attention paid to
the fanner. Even in the case of the ideal emphasized
·
its basis of kammic activity has taken a different tum
in these younger texts.
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The view, "In whichever way that man does a deed wreathed beauti fully with flowers. This was the result
in some way he will experience (its result)", is rejected of his one-day distributing some flowers among the
in early Buddhism (A. 1 , 249). The same discourse village boys (Pvu, SHB, 1 2 1 ft). A Buddhist monk who
.
also states that an insignificant evil action done by a wr.s cursed with a foul mouth was reborn a peta with a
person of generally good character will have little effect golden coloured body but with a putrid mouth infested
like a grain of salt thrown into a mass of water like the with worms. The golden colour was the result of his
Ganges. On the other hand the same evil action by a monkhood although he was a pretender (ibid. 9 ff).
person of general evil character will be more effective Another powerful peta (peta-mahiddhika) was fully
like a grain of salt in a small cup of water. The effects naked but was riding a powerful white stallion. He
of an insignificant good action aiso could be understood had for fun hidden for a while the garment of his friend
in the same manner. According to the Kukkuravatika who was bathing. This resulted in his nakedness. But
_
Sutta (M. 1 ,389 ff) it is the cumulative effect of bodily, generally he was a good person. He had placed the
vocal and mental action over a period of time that skull of an ox in a puddle on. the road to assist
makes a person to be rebom in a pleasurable or painful pedestrians to cross it easily. This was the cause of his
environment corresponding to the kamma. Coming into white stallion (ibid 1 60). Thus both these texts are
contact with the environment that person would uni ted in enunc i ating the concept of kamma
experience pleasurable or painful feelings. Even in the correspondence. Even an insignificant wrong act could
Culla kammavibhanga .Sutta (ibid. III. 202-ft) where accordingly bring dire consequences in the very next
relations between the kamma and the eff�cts are given birth like an immediacy Kamma (anatztarilW). It is the
in detail, it is the types of kammas rather than the same with insignificant good acts. Nothing, it seems,
individual kammas that is emphasized; In the case of goes unpunished or unrewarded. This quite obviously
the effects of material gifts what is emphasized is the contradicts the above Anguttara Nikaya discourse.
hl'"'
sm
=----.-:'-:.
effect they.could have on the_Ecipienlrathei=-than-the--I=I.ewever-it-must-have-helpedto-poputartzeBmtatc!
retributive effect on the donor. Thu� a giver of food · among the uneducated and the less intelligent stratas
·
�:
. ?.
gives strength, a giver of clothes gives �ompJexion etc. in society who could not easily gra.Sp'the . profound
(S. I, 32).
teachings of the Buddha.
..

.

.

.

In the Petav(mhu and the Vimanavatthu it is the
punishment or the reward, which reverts to the doer of
the act for each individual action perpetrated that is
always spoken about. And that punishment or reward
always correspond to the action done. It is also received
multiplied manifold to the insignificant act performed
in the last birth. Commentators have coined the term
Kammasarikkhata ( Vvu . p. 6) , also called
Kammasarikkhaka (Pvu. SljB, 1 84, 203), meaning
'corresponding to the act' or 'in accordance with the
act' to designate this new conception. Thus a woman
who provided a seat to a virtuous monk received in
consequence a golden COUCh, which COuld be moved
at will with great speed. The commentary expanding
on it says that the woman had covered the seat with a
yellow piece of cloth, which resulted in the golden
colour of the couch (Vvu. 27ff). Two persqn� a
�.-�-\'..:
· . .
brahamin youth and outcaste woman who had saluted
the Buddha with devotion just prior to death resulted
in their rebirth in beautiful mansions (ibid. 322ff.,
1 04fl) without the aid of any other kamma. A hunter
who lived by deerstalking was reborn a naked peta.
But the upper part of his body with the head was
'

•

.

:

Socio- religious Significance
Early Buddhism was, without much contradiction,
a religion for the intellectually advanced and not for
the masses. The Buddha himself declared that his
teachings were for the intelligent (paiiiiavantassa) and
not for the unintelligent (duppaiiiiassa). This did not
in any way mean that the ordinary unintelligent were
completely excluded from the Buddha's attention. His
compassionate attitude to all humanity, which cut ·
across all natural or man-made divisions, induced many
from lower stratas of society to flock to him. Persons .
like the bhikkhu Suneeta, a man from the streets, was
able to make a great success of his religious life.
Opening the doors of the Sangha to women also gave
the opportunity for many uneducated and socially
n�glected women to find some solace within the
Buddhist fold. The Therigatha gives many instances
of women of this class who found a place in the sun
through Buddhism.
But the majority of ordinary men and women who
chose to follow the teachings of the Buddha did not

·
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renounce home life. They elected to remain home
dwellers enjoying the pleasures of the senses and often
requested the Buddha to give them a teaching to make
a success of the present life and the next (A. II. 6162,S. III. 352ft). The Sigiilovada Sutta (D. III 1 80ff.)
exemplifies the Buddha's teachings to the laity whose
aim is "victory in both worlds" (ubholoka vijayaya).
One of the duties of recluses and priests to the
householder is to show him the way to heaven. Way to
Nibbana is tacitly left out from his duties. To the laity
the Buddha recommended a life of moral purity based
on the five precepts (paiicaslla); a sound economic
basis with wealth acquired by industry through
righteous means; using such righteously gained wealth
for one's well being and comfort, and fulfilling one's
duties towards parents, wife and children, friends and
relatives, teachers, workers and servants :md the
religious; following the eight moral precepts on the
Sabbath days (uposata-slla) to pave the way to a higher
spiritual life by withdrawing temporarily from
pleasures of the senses.

PETAVATTHU, VIMANA"

rituals, except the Stupa worship mentioned even i n
the Maha Parinibbama Sulla (D. I I . 1 6 1 ) , that came to
be tacked on to Buddhism in later times. In fact both
the texts are· meant for ordinary lay followers and not
for Buddhist monks and nuns aspiring for Nibbanic
bliss in this very life. Yet there are also a few strictures
levelled against the laxity in moral conduct of monks
and their neglect of higher spiritual goals (Pvu. SHB.
8f, 9ff, 190ff).

No one could with any justice exclude the Buddha's
teachings for the laity from his fundamental teachings. · ·
They did form a part of it. But if the Nibbanic ideal
and the related teachings are the doctrines meant by
such scholars then one could not say they are
completely left out. The Nagavimana (Vvu 1 83) refers ·
to the four Noble Truths preached by the Buddha to a
woman not long before her death. Similarly Ra.ijumala
also refers to the four Noble Truths preached to her by
the Buddha._She also speaks of attaining " the deathless
peace of the unending state of NibMna"11 • In the . .
Petavatthu is an inspiring description of. a forest
Some scholars have made a very low assessment · dwelling arahant (Pvu. 1 64): This shows · that the. ·
of these two texts; Of the. Petavatthu one scholar says . comments of these scholars are.not entir�ly justified. · .
that " we are very apparently de·aling with. a low type
Reading through the Petavatthu one could collect ·
of Buddhism'09. of the Vimanavatthu it is commented
that "the fundamental teachings of the Buddha are not a whole medley of evils that could mar the healthy
found any where in the text; the Arahant theory is functioning of the social life of a people. Stinginess ·
never mentioned"10 • However a close scrutiny . of the takes a very important place among them, lack of
two texts in the light of the above discussion would generosity on the part of the laity naturally affected
show that the views of such scholars are not entirely the religious life of the religious who depended on them
correct.
for their sustenance. Probably.it was the reason why it
was given a more important place. The miserly did
If we leave out the concept of kamma not only refrain from
but also
. .giving to others,
.
correspondence which relates to the manner in which prevented others from doing so and criticized the
the retribution to a kamma is brought about; there is generous ones. They like to enjoy the good things in
nothing in these two texts which contradicts the life without sharing them with others. Among such
Buddha's teaching to the home dwellers as shown people were the rich Ksatriyas with· materialistic ·
above. To takejust.one instance from the Vimanavatthu, tendencies. They were anti-religious atheists who hated
the female occupant of the Pal/arf}ka-vimana has given and derided the religious. They would sometimes · · .
the perfect life of a female lay devotee of the Buddha harass them, seize their begging bowls and dash them
as the cause of her present life. Non-hating, faithful to on the ground. One such person was the son of a king
her husband, constantly morally pure, keeping the five named Kitavassa, who after dashing on the ground the
precepts daily and. the eight precepts on Sabbath days, begging bowl of the Pacceka Buddha named Sunetta ·
she spent a pure religious life of a female devotee (Vvu, · went away laughing derisively saying " What could ·
1 28f). Similarly in 'the Petavatthu the Licchavi chief the monk do to me?" (Pvu SHB. 1 89). This treatment
Ambasakkhara pledges to go to the three refuges, keep was extended to even the poor and the disabled. "Not
the five precepts, and the eight precepts on Sabbath with the tip of a grass a drop of oil you give; to one
days and be charitable to the Sangha (Pvu. SHB. p. who is lost on the road never showed the way; you
1 7 1 ) . None of the�e texts refer to popular forms of yourself snatched the stick from the blind; you are such
·

·

•
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a stingy and unrestrained man" (ibid. 1 67) was the
description ofAmbasakkhara, the Licchavi chief.
Chastity and purity i n m ari tal life are much
appreciated in Buddhism. Men and women who
overstep the third moral precept are often met with in
the Petavatthu. There were also those who, when
caught, denied one's transgression and deprecated
themselves invoking on themselves dire consequences
in the next birth. They also have to reap the painful
harvest as they wished.
Jealousy among co-wifes led to a lot of family
feudes. In the Matta Peta story (ibid. 62ft) is a· good
character portrayal of a jealous senior co-wife who
harassed the younger woman preferred by the husband.
. Causing abortions in one's partner was often practised
. in such cases (eg. ibid. 26, 29). The Petavatthu, as
shown above did not spare the errant Buddhist monks
for their misdeeds; This it:t fact, is a social critique of
some sort. By bringing these up, and promising dire
consequences for the perpetrators, the Petavatthu
· seems to be doing a fomi· of social classing. On the
other hand it is trying to drive into the heads of the
laity as well as monks of the importance of moral
dis�ipline for peace and harmony in society.
The characters of the Petavatthu poems are drawn
from various stratas in society. Men, women, the rich
and the poor, princes and serfs, hou�eholders and
monks all play important roles in them. However in
the Vimanavatthu there is a marked difference. All the
main characters are naturaiiy lay men and women for
it is to them that the message of the text is directed.
Yet of all these lay followers the majorities happen to
be women. Of the eighty-five main stories fifty have
females in the main role. There are also another thirty
five in the minor stories within the Guttila Vim/ina
story. Thus there are altogether eighty-five female roles
in the poems. It is a signicant development in Buddhist
canonical literature. If we leave aside the Therigathii
concerned with the ordained female disciples and a
much later addition, the bhikkhuni section of the
Apadiina dealing with their past lives this is the .only
work that gives such an important place for Women:
-This fact has not been taken into consideration by those
who have commented on this work.
On its onward march into various nooks and comers
in India the compassionate message of the Buddha
attracted people from all walks of life. As pointed out
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above this is made clear even from passages in the
early discourses and the vinaya texts. The Therigathfi
and the Bhikkluml Apadana show that dominant monks
could not ignore the fem ales as they formed a
prominent segment in the Buddhist society. Many of
the females in the Vimanavatthu are not women of great
means. They were mostly ordinary poor village women
with slave girls, destitutes, outcastes and daughters
in-law in the iron grip of their mothers-in -law added
to the stock. Their position in life can be gauged by
the poor quality of the gifts made. Often the comment
is made (eg. Vvu. 28, 3 1 ), which is supported by the
commentator (ibid. p. 5), that the material quality of a
gift makes no difference to the rich retribution if it is
given with a pure heart to the spiritually qualified. The
same is found in the Petavatthu too. When a gift is
made for the benefit of the dead, it is not the pecuniary
value or the material quality but the sincere wish of
the donor and the spiritual or moral quality of the
recipient that mattered. Sometimes the gifts made were
the begged food, or a piece of cloth or a pair of slippers
picked from the street by a Buddhist monk (Pvu. SHB.
1 30ft). This would show that the Buddhist mon�s of
.• the two texts were not merely the pat�ons of the rich
and powerful but the poor, the uneducated -and the
destitutes of the society also received their
compassionate attention, B uddhism had in fact
expanded into the lower stratas of society and the
Buddhists were eager to win supporters from even the
lowest who were ignored by the Brahman priesthood.
C. Witanachchi
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a stingy and unrestrained man" (ibid. 1 67) was the
description of Al}1basakkhara, the Licchavi chief.

above this is made clear even from passages in the
early discourses and the vinaya texts. The Therlgathd
and the Bhikkhunl Apadana show that dominant monks
Chastity and purity in marital life are much could not ignore the females as they formed a
appreciated in Buddhism. Men and Women who prominent segment in the Buddhist society. Many of
overstep the third moral precept are often met with in the females in the Vimdnavatthu are not women ofgreat
.
the Petavatthu. There were also those who, when means. They were mostly ordinary poor village women
caught, denied one's transgression and deprecated with slave girls, destitutes, outcastes and daughters
themselves invoking on themselves dire consequences . · In-law in the iron grip of their mothers-in -law added
in the next birth. They also have to reap the painful to the stock. Their position in life can be gauged by
harvest as they wished.
the poor quality of the gifts made. Often the comment
is made ( eg. Vvu. 28, 3 1 ) , which is supported by the
Jealousy among co-wifes led to a lot of family commentator (ibid. p. 5), that the material quality of a
feudes. In the Matta Peta story (ibid. 62ft) is a good gift makes no difference to the rich retribution if it is .
character portrayal of a jealous senior co-wife who given with a pure heart to the spiritually qualified. The
harassed the younger woman preferred by the husband. same is found in the Petavatthu too. When a gift is ·
Causing abortions in one's partner was often practised made for the benefit of the dead, it is not the pecu!:liary
in such cases (eg. ibid. 26, 29). The Petavatthu, as value or the material quality but the sincere wish of
shown above did not spare the errant Buddhist monks the donor and the spiritual or moral quality of the
for their misdeeds. This in fact, is a social critique of recipient that mattered. Sometimes the gifts made were
some sort. By bringing these up, and promising dire the begged food, or a piece of cloth or a pair of slippers
consequences for the perpetrators, the Petavatthu picked from the street by a Buddhist monk (Pvu. SHE.
seems to be doing a form of social classing. On the 1 3 0ft). This would show that the Buddhist monks of .
·
other hand it is trying to drive into the heads of the the two texts were not merely the patrons of the rich .
laity as well as monks of the importance of moral and powerful but the poor, the uneducated and the
· discipline for peace and harmony in society.
destitutes of the society also received their ·
compassionate attention, Buddhism had in fact
The characters of the Petavatthu poems are drawn expanded into the lower stratas of society and the ·
from various stratas in society: Men, women, the rich Buddhists were eager to win supporters from even the
and the poor, pfinces and serfs, householders and lowest who were ignored by the Brahman priesthood.
monks all play important roles in them. However in
the Vimanavatthu there is a marked difference. All the
C. Witanachchi
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PETTMSAYA, Sometimes also Pittivisaya, "the Realm

of the Fathers" is the third of the five destinies after
death (paficagati) open to any unemancipated being
according to Pali sources. In later Pali literature this
same. plane of existence is also called petavisaya,
petaloka, and sometimes also yamaloka and
yamavisaya which can be rendered 'realm of the
departed' 'world of the departed', 'world of Yama'
and 'realm ofYama' respectively. Since the world peta
has been used to denote a specific species of beings
the first t'..vo terms may also be rendered 'realm of the
petas' and 'world of the petas' respectively. Anyway
the word pettivisaya found in early Pati sources has
been relegated to the background in later sources
specially by such terms as petalaka and petavisaya so
much so that even the etymological significance of the
termpettivisaya has. been forgotten by Buddhist writers.
Petti in the Pali term pettivisaya is obviously related
to the Vedic pitr, pitar 'father'. Such other terms as
'pettika' 'patemai ' , petteyya 'father�loving', petteyyata ·
'reverence for ene's father', pettanika 'living out of .
what is inherited from father', and above all petti for
'father' in mtita-petti bharaf!ljanturrz1 · show the close
relationship between Vedicpifr and Palipetti. The term
petti-pittimahti is also used sometime for ancestors2 •
The wordpeta (Skt.preta), on the other hand, is derived
. from th� -.li, 'to go', prefixed with pa (Skt. pro.) and
could be rendered 'gone past', 'departed', 'gone before',
'dead' 'departed. one'. etc. (ibid s. v.-· .peta)
.

.

Pitr I Preta in Vedic I Hindu thought : The term
pettiviiaya orpettivisaya naturally takes our minds back
to the realm of fathers (pittfoka) in Vedic literature and
pitrytina in the upanishads. In early Vedic literature
fathers (pitr), in the ancestors, were thought to be
resident among gods in the third and the high test heaven,
in the abode ofYama, the King of the fathers. This was
the destiny that the �· Vedic Aryans yearned to attain
after death. But these views underwent gradual change
and the world of the fathers came to be separated from
that of the devas thus those travelling on the path of
. the devas (devaycina) came to be regarded as not
returning to this world whereas those travelling by the ·.
path of the fathers (pitrytina) were believed to return
once the result of the sacrifices offered in this world
(i#[JUrta), are exhausted.
In the Purtif!Os Yama is transformed into a judge
who decides the destiny ofthe dead, whether to punish
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them in hell or reward them in the city ofYama, which
seems to he the same as the former 'world of the
fathers'. The disembodied soul, of the dead journeys
to the seat of Yama in a preta-body created by
consuming the lumps of food offered to the newly
deceased person during the first ten days after death3 .
If these lumps of food are not offered the disembodied
soul wanders in great misery in an uninhabited forest' .
If, during the first year after death, the sixteen monthly
s'niddhas are denied to any newly deceased person,
no matter even a hundred annual srtiddhas are offered
later on, his or her ' condition of a departed one'
(pretrya) becomes firmly fixed5• The departed ones in
these conditions of a preta have to undergo rimch
suffering. To liberate such apreta from the suffering in
. pretahood one has tQ perform a special ritual like the
Narayanabali6 • But norinally at the conclusion of all
the required s'rtiddhas, said to be forty eight in all during
the year� ' the condition of a departed one' (pretavya)
. is destroyed and the deceased becomes a member of
the assembly of the fathers7 •

·

.

·

Affinities between Pali Pettivisaya·and Vedic Pitr
loka : Besides the etymological links revealed by the

references cited above there are also obvious relics of
the older concept scattered throughout the Pali
canonical workS, which confirm the· ultimate
. connection betWeen the Vedic and Buddhist concepts.
In-spite of the fact that Yama is more popularly known
to the Buddhist traditi<?n as the rufer of the niraya, the
hell, sometimes the pettivisaya is still referred to as
yama-loka. For instance a discourse in the Sarryutta
Nik6ya8 substitutes pettivisaya by yamaloka in an
enumeration of the woeful states. lp. the Petavatthu9
pettivisaya is also referred to as yamavisaya and the
inmates ofthepettivisaya are called yamassa thtiniyo 1 0
· and Yamalokik61 1 . The obvious link between these
terms is ex.emplified by the Paramatthadfpani12 gloss
as yamassa�16ne pettivisaye.
In the Kuntilajtitaka 1 3 pettivisaya is called
petartijavisaya and the commentator takes this to mean
petavisaya and K6lakakafijaka-asura-visaya 1 4 . It is
probable that in this context peta-rtija is the same as
Yama and it may be derived frompi[f-rtija throvghpetti
rtija. In the Mahabhtirata Yama is also called Pitr
r6ja 1 5 . But in a verse quoted in the Kathavatthu
(p. 597) Pettirtija and Yama are represented as two
different personages. Probably by the time this verse
was composed they had come to be regarded as two

. .,';
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different individuals. The

Jdtaka16

Maha Harada Kassapa

refers to the two dogs Sabala and Sarna who

attack the dead

with their iron

teeth. These certainly

are the two brindled dogs-Sabalau Suanau of Yama
referred to in Vedic texts 1 ; . In an attempt to prove the
existence of a l ife after death the same

Jdtaka

also

asserts the existence of a class of beings called 'the
fath ers ' (pi tara) b e s i d e s
Brahmanadhamma Sutta too

the

devas 1 8 •

The

refers to the fathers

among those who decried the first slaughter of a cow19 •
The fathers in these contexts are undoubtedly the pitr:s,
' the manes', who are so frequently mentioned in Vedic
texts as a class of beings separate from the

devas

and

presided over by Yama, the king of the dead.
However there is something more important to
establish the link between the

pettivisaya

of the

Buddhist texts and the pitr:s of the Vedas. In a statement
attributed to the Buddha a discourse in the Anguttara

Niktiya20

states that the dwellers. of the

pettivisaya

depend for their sustenance on whatever there is as
food of the dwellers in that existences or on whatever
is given by their friends and associates, relatives and
kinsmen of the fonner birth. This in fact is also the

meet the two kings, god Varuna and Yama enjoying the
offerings made to the dead22 . They also have the

opportunity of travelling in the same car with god Indra

and other gods23 • In the Vedic hymns fathers are a
happy lot feasting together with Yama24 and, to them
are attributed many difficult feats25 , which demonstrate
their power and importance in the Vedic system.
In contrast thepettivisaya of the Buddhist discourses

is one of the sub-human woeful states of existence

(aptiya) wherein are born evil doers to suffer for their
past evil actions. As a place of woe the pettivisaya is
said to be preferab l e to the realm of animals

(tiracchtinayani) and therefore, by inference, to the
niraya (M. I. 1 93). In comparison the suffering in the
pettivisaya, seems to be less harsh than that in the

.

place where sufferi!lg is found in abundance (dukkhq-

.

above two planes of existence. Yet it is described as a

bahula ) .

Those b orn here experi e n c e fee l ings

abundantly painfuJ26 • According to the commentary
suffering itself is found in abundance in the pettivisaya

(dukkhamevq bahulan:).

But the possibility of some

form of happiness is not completely ruled out. There
is the possibility that the inmates of this state also can
enjoy some sort of happiness however rare that may

�ase with the dwellers of the

be27 • This may be the reason why this plane of existence ·

by their former relatives and how the fathers come to

opportunity of receiving the benefit of gift made on .

pitt: !aka in the Vedas.
. Vedic hymns describe how thepitr:s are offered sacrifices
receive these offerings and how they enjoy in heaven
· the offerings made to them21

•

historical links between the Buddhist pettivisaya and
the vedic pitt: !aka and the stories of a certain class of
powerful petas

(petd mahiddhikti),

is preferable to the other two planes of woe. The
their behalf by their erstwhile kinsmen and friends could
be the reason for this rare respite falling to their lot.

Actually according to later sources they can be freed ·

Apart from such stray references, which prove the

found i1_1 later Pali

works, who are said to enj oy some form of happy

·
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from their suffering by such gifts.
The Buddha has compared the pettivisaya to a tree,

growing on uneven ground, with sparse leaves and foliage
casting a patchy shade

(kabaracch{lya) .

A tired man,

existence, there is nothing much in common betWeen

fatigued with heat and thirst, taking shelter in the patchy ·

the Vedic fathers and the dwellers of the pettivisaya.

painfuJ28 • Yet we could understand $at this is a much

Even these powerful petas, also called

Vimtina-petti,

unlike the Vedic ' fathers' are not dwellers in any
heavenly world. They are said to dwell in ' terrestrial'
mansions (vimtina) situated for the most part in remote
and desolate comers of the earth, sometimes on trees
and even in mid-ocean. It is even possible that they are
an addition to the Buddhist pantheon from a source
other than the Vedic religion.

...

The picture of the pittivisaya presented in the Pali

canonical sources, rather hazy though it may look, is a
far cry from the pitt: !aka of the Vedas aspired to by the
Vedic Aryans. There in the highest heaven ' fathers'

shade of this tree experiences feelings abundantly

more desirable place to a cesspit or a pit full ofbuming ·
charcoal to which the animal b irth and

niraya

·

respectively are compared to in the same discourse29 •

Pettivisaya and Petavisaya!Petalok�n some of the
later canonical works like the

Petavatthu

and �ost-

canonical Pali commentarial works,pettivisaya has come

petav.isaya or
petalaka and, hence, the dwellers of the pettivisaya are
identified with petas, ' the 4eparted ' . Petas of the
to be regarded as synonymous with

Petavatthu often describe themselves as dwellers of
Yamalaka or Yamavisaya30 • The Yam a/aka, according

.·
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to the Vedic conception should be the same as Pit':loka.
In later Hindu works the· dead reach Yama only when
their petahood is destroyed and not before that. Their

pet�hood is only an intermediate state between death
and the Yamafoka. But Buddh agho s a explains
pettivisaya as ' the realm of those who· have reached
petahood or ·departedness '31 • Since this interpretation
makes the petti.visaya the abode ofpetas, the dwellers
ofthe pettivisaya (pettivisayakd) automatically become ·
identitied 'the departed' (petd). Attempts are also made
to interpret petti in terms ofpeta. · Thus the Vibhanga
commentary31 says petti is so called 'because of
.
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pettivisayikd, the term used to designate the dwellers
· of the pettivisaya. In these early discourses there is no
trace of any concept of a petaloka or petavisaya
identical or separate from the pettivisaya. Nevertheless
the word peta occurs in these discourses but without
any reference to an abode or a plane of existence ·
corresponding to it.
. In most of the instances where the word

peta is

used in these early texts it is found coupled by another
tenn, Kdlakata, 'dead ' . For instance the Sigdlovdda·
Suttanta35 includes among duties of children towards
their parents the offering religious gifts made on their

departedness ' or because of 'having gone past' or
.
'having departed' . The original meaning of the word i�

·

behalf when they are dead and gone. According to the

· Sutta Nipdta36 one does not see a loved one who ·is

thus completely obliterated.
This is almost the same interpretation given to the

dead and departed. The Niddesa3 1 gloss clarifies that
petd in this context is· 'the dead and departed' and not

peta in the Majjhima Nikdya commentary33 •
"Petas are those who have gone to the condition of the

does not see (it), will not see (it) ' , does not reali�e,

departed, the dead". The acceptance of this

experience or obtain (it)'. Even in a later canonical

would lead us to a very difficult position. For ifpetti is ·

of the pettivisaya. In a number of stories of this work, .

taken to

·eg: the Kar!za Petavatthu38 the word peta is used in .
its original sense as a 'departed one'. But in a majority

.
any specific class ofbeings. The same work adds, 'one

word

· text like the Petavatthu a peta is not always a dweller ·
interpretation given to. the word petti in pettivisaya

be synonymous With peta, as quite correctly

· pointed out by the commentators as the. departed on�s,

the dead, then the pettivisaya would become 'the abode · · of cases in the Petavatthu what is denied of them in
the Niddesa is no longer true, for the petas, here, can

of the dead'. It logically follows that all the dead should
be reborn in the pettivisaya, a position more in line

with the early Vedic view. 'The next step for us would

be to reject the earlier expressed view, attested to by

.

. make themselves visible to any human being.

·

These instances amply demonstrate that the word

· the discourses of the Buddha, that the pettivisaya is · ·peta was used by the early and some of the later

only one of the five destinies open to all beings who · canonical works like the Niddesa to mean .the dead in .

are non-arahants. This certainly is not an acceptable

general and not for any specifi_c category of the dead:

position and the commentaries have definitely erred

This is also proved beyond any reasonable doubt by

in not considering the possibility of an alternative

another discourse in the Angultara

Nikdydl9 • There a ·

interpretation for petti. One cannot say that erudite . brahaman named Janussoni questions the Buddha
scholars like Buddhaghosa and Dhammapala were
ignorant of the use of the word petti in the sense of
' father ' . In fact in the

(ddna) and funerary offerings ·
(sdddha) made by them with the wish that they benefit • ·

whether the gifts

Jdtaka c ommentary34 , . their dead kith and kin actually profit them and whether .
petti- they enjoy them. The Buddha's answer was that only
. pitilmalulna11J is glossedpitu-pitdmahdna11J . Therefore the dead and departed kinsmen who are reborn in the
tniditionally attributed to 8uddhaghosa,

the probable cause for this error must have been a strong
tradition prevalent at the time, which identified

pettivisaya withpetaloka orpetavisaya and the inmates
of the pettivisaya· with petas, which the commentators
could not ignore. ·

Peta in Early Discourses of the Pali Canon:
.

However, there i s nothing i n the early parts o f the
canon to conclude that the Buddha or his close disciples
had u s ed the term

peta as synonymous with

pettivisaya (pettivisayika) would b�nefit from such
gifts etc. Those dead and departed (petdkiilakatd) .
reborn among devas;. human beings, animals and the:
inmates of niraya would not beJ}efit from them. It is
clear from this discourse that the dwellers of the

· pettivisaya were simply called pettivisayikd and never
petii, which was the general term applied for all the
dead irrespective of the plane of existence (gati) where
they were reborn after death.
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heavens, among animals and petas of four kinds, which
last category replacing the pettivisayika in the Buddha's
reply. Nagasena also omits those reborn among human
beings from his list. But what is important is that this
work use pubbapeta in place of peta iiatisalohita
showing that these two terms are taken to be
_
. synonymous. ·

discourses is sometimes prefixed by another term
pubba (Skt. purva) thus forming the term pubbapeta
( cp. Rv. piirve pitaro). Once, it is said, discussing ali
of wandering ascetics were discussing of sorts of
subj ects among which was included the topic
pubbapeta 'the formerly departed'40 • Pubbapeta are
included among a variety of persons benefited by the
birth of a noble man (sappurisa)4 1 • Offerings to t.1e A group of Strange Creatures: In the Samyutta
pubbapetas is one of the five offerings one should make Nikaya49 is found a series of stereotyped episodes
with one's righteously earned wealth42 . The Brahman . dealing with a class of undesignated, but utterly
Dhananjani tells Ven. Sariputta that duties towards the miserable beings. Each of these stories brings to our
formerly departed are among the many duties he has notice a description of a different set of beings, seen .
to perform43 • According to the Petavatthu44. a person on different occasions, oy Arahant Maha Moggallana
can offer gifts on account of one's formerly departed on the slopes of the . mount GijjakU!a. The Arahant
relatives. As this is a term found frequently in the early makes each revelatiq,n in the presence of the Buddha .
discourses it is worth trying to find out whether early in response to 'a query put to him by Arahant Lakkha11a
Buddhists had in mind a distinct clan of the dead when who was living with him at the time. The Buddha
they used this term.
confirms the existence of those strange beings seen by
the Elder. Further more he says that
himself had
. .. he
.
..
·. ,. past
Buddhaghosa's comments do not indicate that he witnessed them and also reveals the
evil actions
saw a big difference between this term and the more of these beings commited as human beings for which
frequently used peta kalakata. The Monorathapiirani45 they suffer now. In th�ir former lives as human beings
twice explains the term as "relatives gone to the world they had been living at Rajagaha or soi:ne other place:
.
beyond". But Dhammapala's 46 explanation is slightly .
The same series of stories is found in identical
different. He calls. them ' certain former fathers'. The
use ofthe telmpitaro naturally recalls the Vedic 'fathers' terms in the Vinaya Pi{aka5° . However on each of these ·
(pitarah) . This could also indicate some link between occasions Arahant Maba Moggallana is accused by ·
the Pali pubbapeta and the Rg Vedicpurvepitarah. But other monks of speaking falsely of phenomena beyond _ ·
the word 'fathers; although it could refer to the dead in the human ken. But the Buddha came to the defence
general, would be more meaningful if taken to mean of his second chief disciple confirming his visions and ·
one's ancestors, for the word 'father' also indicates the declared him to be free from any offence.
link of kinship between the subject and the object of
The most important point about these stories is that
reference. Explanations of the Pali commentators also
in
spite
of these beings possessing the closest
bring out this link. To Buddhaghosa they were relatives
gone to the world beyond and to Dhammapala they are resemblance to the miserable petas of the Petavatthu ·
' certain former fathers ' . Therefore it is probable and other later works the SarYfYUita Nikaya discourses
pubbapeta refers to one's ancestors and not to the dead or the Vinaya pi[aka never use the term peta with
in general referred to as peta or peta kalakata. Hence reference to them. In both these sources Maha .
Moggallana exclaims, "0 it is unbelievabie, it is so
B.C. Law's47 view that Buddhistpeta are their departed
strange that there should be a creature like this, that
relatives may not be completely so. It should be
there should_be a yakkha like this, that there should be .
amended to pubbapeta or peta iiatisalohita.
one with such an individuality (attabhava-pa[ilabho)". . .
It seems that the term peta has not yet been used to
.
This conclusion seems to be further supported by · desi nate any particular class of beings. However the
g
the Milindapaiiha48 , which has taken up for discussion use of the word yakkha, not found in some
the same problem raised, as above, by Janussoni. But manuscriptss 1 is significant. It may be a link between
the Milindapaiiha replaces peta iiatisalohita with early Canonical stories and the later Petavatthu stories.
. pubbapeta. In Nagasena's reply he refers to the The wordyakkha is ·sometimes found in thePetavatthu
formerly departed ones reborn in the niraya, in the as an altemative for peta or as complementary to it52 •
·

.
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But in the Petavatthu the term yakkha is applied mostly
to the class ofpetas called peta 1iwhiddhika· and not to

. the miserable types.

· Buddhaghosa, in the commentaries to both these
texts, true to the belief and the spirit of the time,
designates these strange creatures as "beings reborn in
the Peta-loka"53 • The transition is seen clearly in the

Dhammapada

Commentary. This work contains a ·

number of stories of similar beings said to have been
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as qualifying peta, which he renders 'peta-folk' . May
be he was influenced by the use of the word in such
works as the Petavatthu. He has also taken the liberty
to say that the Peta-folk live in the south59 • In Hindu
mythology too the South is called 'yama-dis', 'quarter
ofYama', the King ofpifl:s and, therefore of the dead.
The path to the pitt:-loka.is via the southern course of
the sun, da�irfzyama.
In spite of all these links between the dead and the ·

seen by Maba Moggallana under similar circumstances.

South it is difficult to imagine why Rhys Davids call

The visions reavealed in th� presence of the Buddha

peta-folk as 'rough of speech, backbiters, murderers

designate the strange beings as petfz. In the titles of the

brigands and crafty minded'60 • According to the

stories, too, the word peta is used; eg. Kaka-peta

vatthu, Ajagara-peta-vatthu, Ahi-peta-vatthu etc.54
This shows how the word peta has progressed from
the generic to the particular.

tradition as found in the Petavatthu6 1 the petaS do not
cultivate, engage in cattle -breeding or buying and
selling. They are a lot of miserable beings living on
filth and on what is given to them by their erstwhile
kinsmen. One cannot expect to find any criminills

· For the completion ofthis study a number of other ·. aniong them.
uses of the Pali word peta in canonical woi:ks have to .·
be examined.

Peta and the Southern Quarter
·

.

The problem can, however, be resolved if we take
:

The A{ana�iya

Suttanta55 uses the word peta in introducing the
southern quarter presided over by Virulha, the lord of

· the Kumbha¢ts. People are said to speak ofpeta When

speaking of this quarter-56 :. The commentary takes· the

word peta here in the sense of ' the dead ' . The south is .
the direction by which, they say, (the dead) ought to
be taken ouf7 for cremation. If the · commentator was

correct then thepeta here should mean the dead bodies,
which are usually carried out of a city through its

southern gate. This custom is confirmed by the

Mahiiparinibbdna Suttanta (D. 1 1. 160) according to
which the Mallas wanted to. carry out the Buddha's

body for cremation through the southern gate. The

peta as qualifying the rest of the nouns rather than the
other way about. These various types of evildoers, dead .
and
. departed would be reborn in pettivisaya, the world .
.

ofYama, regarded as a woeful state� in Buddhism. Since

the world ofYama is, by tradition, said to be in the .
South, the dead evil doers are spoken ofwith reference .
to the same southern quarter. Taken in this sense the .

word petfz, in the present context, would fit into the
same usage of the term in early Nilaiya literature to

mean . 'the departed'.

: ·..

Peta-seyya: One d i scourse in the A nguttara
Nilaiya62 refers to four postures of sleeping. The first
of these is called petc-seyya 'peta sleeping posture'.
"The petas", explains · the discourse, "mostly lie on .
.

.

,

ex�on ofcriminals also was done in ancient India in

their back. This monks is· called the 'peta-sleeping

the cemetery out ·side. the southern gate of the city.

posture"'. . It is clear from this that sleeping supine is

The matter is, however, complicated by the presence
of a number ofother nouns, all in the same Nominative
p lunil as petfz and quali fied by the same verb

pavuccanti. These terms, refer to tale-carriers, back

. biters, killers, the wicked, the crafty and brigands who
according to the commentary are criminals ordered to
be taken out by the southern gate for execution of the
sentence imposed on them58 •
. Rhys Davids who has translated the Digha Nikfzya
into English has, however, taken all these latter terms

J
. -�
·. �

·

known by this name. But then who or what is a peta in
this context?

·

The commentator surprisingly takes a liberal view
in this and offers two interpretations. At the outset he
says " the dead, it is said are the petas", but then goes
on to offer an alternative explanation. "Or else those :
born in thepettivisaya are riamedpeta'163 , the traditional
explanation. The reason for this latter idea is that these

petas who are mere skeletons, with vety little blood or
flesh in their bodies, cannot sleep on their sides. Thus
they always sleep on their backs, as it is the only
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comfortable posture for them. However fascinating this
alternative explanation is, it is unlikely that it is the
real meaning of the term peta-seyyd. Buddhaghosa is
apparently paying deference to a popular view of the
period. The first explanation given by him, also
preferred by F.L. Woodward64 , conforms more to the
general use of the word in the early Nikaya literature.
It certainly is the more acceptable explanation.
Customarily in India the dead bodies are laid on their
back. There is also conformation in the Mahapadana
Suttanta65 that dead bodies were also referred to as
petakalakatfz. Here the Boddhisattva Vipassi, on his
way to the pleasure garden, observed a crowd on the .
roadside and some commotion. Coming to know from
the charioteer that a person had died; he goes to see
this strange phenomenon unknown to him until then.
What the discourse says is that "he saw there the dead
body" referred to as pe larrJ kalakatarrJ. The word peta
is used here to describe what he saw. But when the
charioteer speaks to him about death he does not use
. the word peta, only the word kdlakata is used there.
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corpse. The commentator agrees but expands on it. He
explains, "here those born in pittivisaya, those who,
after death, are born on the same body and also devas
such as the Catummaharajka are all counted as petfi'67 .
It is not clear why Buddhaghosa did not include those·
reborn on the same body under the pit(ivisaya category.
It may be he wanted to give a special place to the type
referred to in the Vinaya text. But the most infringing
thing about this comp1entarial gloss is the incursion of
devas, at least some of them, under the designation
peta. In a manner all living beings looked at from the
angle of the immediately past birth, can be called peta.
But this cannot be the reason for Buddhagh0sa's
comment here. If so all human beings also have to be
included under the category. Therefore one can surmise
that the commentator wanted to show that the vinaya
rule applied only in human society. The rule also
exempts things possessed by animals (tiracchdnagata
pariggaha) from the rule Since no mention of devas is
found in the text Buddhaghosa has taken the liberty to
include them under the term peta.

Peta- pariggaha: This phrase occurs in the list of
Thus the vinaya text and the commentary seem to
. exceptions to the rule of the second Parajikd in the . agree to a great extent. But according to the latter the
Suttavibhaizga of the Vinaya Pitaka66 • This term, which peta occupying the corpse was the f?rrner owner of
literally means, 'the peta- possessed' indicates that a that body now reborn on it out of greed for the shroud68 �
monk, who takes, without consent, anything in the The text simply states that a peta; not necessarily the
possession of apeta, is not committing an offence under former owner of the body, had come to live on it. ·
this Vinaya rule. But then what does the word peta However we cannot be certain that either of the stories
reflect the real position behind the enactment of the
means in this context?
rule. It is not improbable that this rule was laid down
The story, which introduces this partiCular exception in deference to a popular belief that a deceased person
to the rule found in the Vinaya text (ibid. 58), is as does not leave the body immediately after death or
follows. Once a monk, looking for rags to make a robe, before disintegration sets in. In that case the peta
removed the shroud from an 'unbroken corpse' on referred to in the original rule must be the 'departed
whiCh a peta bad taken abode. Not paying any heed to one' who has not yet abandoned its former body.
the pleadings of the peta, not to remove his cloth, the
monk walked away with it. The dead body (sarirarrJ), Heedless Monks Compared to Peta: In one discourse
raising itself up, pursued the monk up to the door of a god named Jantu compares heedless monks to petas69 •
the monastery, which was close by. The monk hurriedly Here too the tenn peta seems to carry the meaning
entered his cell and closed the door upon the pursuer, 'dead body' rather than the class of beings known by
which fell dov.rn at the doorstep. When this was reported that designation. ' cast out' (apaviddhd) and 'without
to the Buddha he ruled that no offence involving an refuge' (anathti) are the dead bodies in the cemetery.
excommunication (parajika) has been committed by There is none to protect them or ward them against the
the monk. But he laid down the rule that no monk demons or · the animals who could attack them. The
should take the shroud off an 'unbrok�� ��re�e' , , ��mmentator also confinns this view. Peta, he says
.
(abhinne Sarfre), which has not started to disintegrate. · "are the dead people abandoned in the cemetery"70•
Further confinnation could be found in the oft quoted
stanza which calls heedlessness the
Dhammapada
This story suggests that the wordpeta in the Vinaya
text should be taken as a person born a peta and not a abode of death and compares 'the heedless' to 'the
.

·

·

.
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dead'. The dead, here too, should refer to the dead
bodies, lifeless and cast out, forlorn and refugeless,
incapabie of doing anything and abandoned in a
cemetery, rather than 't!Je dead' who are always, quite
paradoxical though it may be, taken to be very much
alive and active.
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word; ''petas mean" says he, "those from whom life,
warmth and consciousness have gone ouf8 ". This also
·is the. interpretation given to a dead body by Yen.
Sariputta in the Mahiivedalla Sutta19 •

Pettivisaya of the early canonical discourses, as
already shown, is one of the woeful states (apa)'a), the

Petas of the Petavatthu: In the Petavatthu the
pettivisaya of the older canonical texts has been
identified with the petaloka orpetavisaya, sometimes
also caned the Yamaloka, Yamavisaya or Yamassa
[luina. Thereby the dwellers of the pettivisaya, earlier
called pettivisayika have now becomepeta, sometimes
also referred to as Yamalokika and Yamassa{hdniyo. ·
Whereas in the early texts only the pettivisayika out of

· experiences of whose dwellers are said to be mostly

(petofiotisiilohitii) receive and enjoy the benefits ofgifts

stories in the work. It has contributed· the most in

made on their behalf by erstwhile relatives, friends and

forming the peta image among the Theravada

associates. In the Petavatthu, the dead and departed in

Buddhists. The peta portrayed here is a miserable

.

one's departed kinsmen and b l o o d relatives

general are said to subsist- on what is given from here71

•.

No distinction is here made between thepeta kalakata
. and the pettivisayika as in the Buddha's reply to
Janussoni quoted above. In fact Dhammapala's gloss

(PvuA. 29) has identified petii here with those born in
thepettivisaya. ·
However one. cannot say that the compilers of the

Petava(thu or even its commentator have accepted this
interpretation of the word peta to the complete
exclusion of the older one. In fact an awareness ofthe
older version along with the new one is very much
evident from the many tales included in the work. All
the Petavatthu tales do not deal with those born in the

pettivisaya. A few, e.g. the Ma{{aku'!'fali Petavatthu
and the RevatfPetavatthu72 are concerned with persons
.

reborn in celestial mansions in the Tavatimsa heaven.

At least one73 , possibly also a second74 deal with rebirth
as human beings. An other75 i s the story of four
merchant's sons of Savatthi reborn after death in tie

niraya named Lohakumbhi. The Pi{!hadh [talika16

story

deals with the benefit of making gifts on behalf of the

dead and, a few like the Uraga petavatthu77 deal with
the futility of mourning for the dead. · The common
factor- in all these is either death or the dead and not a
person reborn in the pettivisaya or

the petaloka. The

translator o f the Petavatthu into English, H . S .

Guhuman has, therefore, quite correctly rendered the

painful (dukkha-bahula). In conformity with this

conception the petaloka is also taken generally to be a

place of misery, teaming with suffering beings, in the
popular imagination of Buddhists.

Most of thepetas in the Petavatthu stories conform

to this view. Tirokuqqha petavatthu,· together with its

commentary, is perhaps the most important of all the

creature who comes back to his or her former home in . ·

�

expectation ofre eiving the sympathy arid munificence

of his erstwhile 'i�lcitives. They come back to their ·

b

�not enter. them for sonie reason ·

former homes, : 4·t 'c

and stand outside th.e · walls or on the door-step or at

cross roads80· • But a.s a result of the giavicy of their
· past evir actions their relatives would not remember .. · ·
them even when abundant "food and "drink is served. ·

{the� at the proper time,

But the compassionate gi.v

pure, delicious and fitting food and drink, dedicating
the·m with . the words "may this be for my relatives,
may the relatives be happy". The departed relatives
who gather there rejoice in the abundant food and drink
dedicated and bless them from whom they receive itB1•.
According to the Aliguttara Nikaya82 the dweliers

of the pettivisaya have their own fonn of food and they
also depend on what is given by their kinsmen etc. But

this discourse does not say what sort of special food

these beings have. Ifwe accept the coriunentarial view

it is nothing but spit, mucus and the like83 which would
bring them in line with the majority of the petas of the

Petavatthu. However the Tirokucfqa story gives a
slightly different view. "There is no cultivation there,

nor is here any cattle breeding· or trading of any sort, .
buying and selling with gold-the departed are su�tained ·
there with what is given from here84 ". The putpose of

this poem may be to emphasize the absence of. any
traditional fonn of production or economic activity in

title 'Stories of the Departed'. The following gloss

the land of the petas and not to indicate the absence of

commentator was aware of this interpretation of the

even in the Petavatthu not all petas live on filth, the

· found in the commentary makes it quite· clear that the

any form of special sustenance peculiar to them. Since
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above commentarial view could be a later concept not

lived in a splendid mansion provided with all pleasures,

reflecting the older view.

but one. She was not fortunate enough to enj oy

Miserable Petas of the Petavatthu:

the

company of a male. In two stories by the same name93
The picture of

· the petas presented to us by most of the

we meet with two

Petavatihu

night all sense pleasures which ravishes at day break

stories is that of a species of pathetically miserable

giving place to hellish suffering for the petas during

living beings. Often in emaciated bodies, with

the day. Another such vimfma-peti, golden hued and

protruding bones, and prominent veins. Ugly and naked

enjoying to the fullest the pleasures of the fine senses,

they roam l�earth . in hunger. and thirst. Even the
waters of the anges cannot quench the thirst of

�
some85 • The ./ery air they breathe becomes

but lacking male company, is eaten up by a ferocious
hound at mid-night. Completing its task the hound casts

flame-

coloured for others86 • In their natural surroundings the

vimfma petas who enjoy throughout

·

.

the skeleton into a pond from which she emerges in .
full splendour to enjoy another day94 • Another peta

mucus87 • Any dark nook or comer of the earth, cesspit,

who sits in all splendour digs into his own back and

or cemetery is the proper habitat for a peta88 • However

common to all these stories. They are provided with

acute may be their need thesepetas cannot receive from

all sense pleasures but they all have some shortcoming,

any one even a scrap of food, a drop of water, or piece

which prevent them ·from enjoying to the fullest the

of doth or, as a matter of fact, · anything handed out

pleasures they have got. Such defects in the pleasures

food they get is nothing but blood, pus, spit and

eats his own flesh95 There seems to be one factor
• .

physically89 • Their material needs can be satisfied only, . they have won probably are the main feature that

by proxy as it were, by conferring them on a virtuous

characterizes their life as petas, for their pleasures are
. person, and dedicating it to the intendedpeta. However . · not, as in the case of devas, unmixed . or absolute
not all the · stories of the miserable petas found in the
text indicate that they were relieved of their suffering
by gifts made by their former relatives etc. Perhaps
this led to the fourfold division ofpetas found ill later
.

·

sources. The physical appearance and the painful
experiences of these beings, both male .and female, is
the reflection of evil actions done in their . former

(ekanta).

A category of 'happy 'petas found in the Petavatthu

are those who were relieved of thelr. · painful life by
gifts offered by their former relatives, friends etc. orr

.

their behalf. In these stories in the Petavatthu these
petas apJlear in the presence of their benefactors in
their newly won splendour to thank them and also to

Peta-Mahiddhika:

exhibit the visible results of their gifts. Most of them
However this popular ima�e of

had earlier appeared before the same persons in their

the inmates of the peta-wof1d does not cover the

pathetic conditions to plead for their intervention to

complete concept of the petas of the Petavatthu. This

relieve them from misery.

text contains quite a number of stories of a category of
In one such story96 · a peta comes to a Buddhist

petas who are given the general appellation peta
mahiddhikii, 'petas Of great power'. Some of them are
also called Vimana-peta from the divine mansions in

alms on behalf of himself and their parents, also reborn

which they are believed to live.

as petas. "By the gifts you give; we the evil-doers shall .

monk, his former brother, and pleads with him to give

subsist", says he. They received splendid food, .

Petas, both male and female, of this category can · clothing, a beautiful pond, a mansion and a chariot as
be divided into different classes depending on their

a consequence of the very insignificant gifts the monk

habitat, the nature of their experiences or the manner

made. A

in which they obtained their present life etc. Some of

donations on her behalf; " perhaps I shall be relieved

them live in beautiful mansions

from the meal of pus and blood'', she hopes, by that .·

(vimana) provided with

peti pleads with her former son to make

immense worldly enj oyments. The

Kh'allatiya
Petavatthu91 provides the tale of one such female peta,

·gift97 • Transferred by the result of the gifts, made. to

dwelling all alone in a golden mansion in the mid

benefactor attired in silks and adorned with oniaments.

ocean. She was extremely beautiful, but had · one
shortcoming. She had only her long and flowing tresses

Another

to cover her nakedness. The

shining forth in great beauty he appeared before the

3-CM 05274

Rathakiira peti 92 also

the monks on his behalf, she appears before the

peta is transformed into apeta ofgreat power

by the donations made by a king. Being honoured and

. lt· ·
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lord of men and says, "I am a yakkha of great power, · the unhappy e�periences they had. But yet they all,
no man is equal in power to me98 ". TheNandaka stor/9 according to the Petavatthu conception, are petas.
and the Ambapeta st01y100 speak of two petas enjoying
We should also note here that even the miserable
the results of donations made on their behalf by their
·former daughters. &th of them also entertained some petas, once relieved of their suffering by gifts made
travellers who had sought shelter in the shade of the on their behalf and transformed into the saine category
as petti-mahiddhikti, become difficult to be identified
trees forming their habitat.
even by their benefactors. In one story104 even Ven.
The physical splendour of these petas and petis and Sariputta caimot identify the pet£ in her transformed
the vastness of the worldly fortunes possessed by them form as the miserable one whom he helped by making
were enough to ·camouflage their real nature in the eyes some dor:tations to the. monks. He. even addresses her
of the human beings who met them. On several as a goddess (devf). This indicates the remarkable
occasions these hwnans�. dazzeled by their splendor changes brought about by the gifts. However it is very
were puzz�led a5 to their reai ·identitY. ". Ar.e you \1 rarely that one would find an indicatio�· of these petas
deva or a gandhabba or SakkaJ1rrindada. Not knowing 'losing their 'peta-hci.od' as a ·result of gifts made by
their relati:ves et_c. .
we question you; how may we know. you"?
·

"Neither am I a deva nor a gandbabba am I, no, _ . . Thus we find a wide spectrum of beings jncluded
not even Sakka Purindada.. I am a p"eta great king, who in th� category of beings desigmtt�d petas in the
·
petav�ltthu._ At the lower end.o f the scale ·are the most
has from Stiran,ba hither come".101 . ·
miserable CJ:"eatu_res roaming the earth :in search d
excretions for food. At_ the opposite end are the
hum�n
· . Another man_ who was so certain that the . being
.
helping him was Sakka himseif says, " your harid, js p�tti-ma.hi#hikti, who almo�t deva�like but sans that
entirely of gold; is dripping ·with honey and streams of designation. The one common factor1 which binds them ·
toget}ler, is th�t they_ were . all, in. . their : prev_iou_s
gifts are issuing 'from its five figures; various sweet
existences, human beings.. N<:>\V as petas, (departed
juices are ·trickling: from it" I . believe )iou are .
they experience the good or evil consequence of
ones'
.
: .
·. the ear
· 1-Ier case t·he. repIy· was m
·. · . · · . · · · . : . . . ·. ·
Punndadal'
as
u
.
m
t
·
B
·
.
.
.
. ' . •· .. . . . thetr actiOns
birth. In the case of the .
.
. . m the· previOus
·.
.
·
.
·
· .
·
the negatrv
' ·1a wh o had come th Ither from .
' · e. He was ape
· . ·
� petti-mahiddhikfz the good consequences of their. -.
· • · ..
··
·
.
.
.
Bh�fuva1o2
·
.
· . fonner good actions are often mixed or marred by the
. There is .seemingly nothing in the life of this 1�-st . painful results of some evil action they 'had :dorie in' ·
the pa5t birth. One also notes occasionally some bright
mentioned peta, which could be . a deterrent to his
e
'
happiness. The great banyan tree on which hi's �ansion spot, consequenc s . Of a good act amidst. the p�lnful
�- · ·
a
et
p
miserable
a
of
experiences
stood w.as_ in a far off desert; If it can be c�lled a ·
shortcoming of this type; it is·quite insignifi�;ant v;;-a _
Probably g�-ing on the stories of the mi�crablepetas.
vis the worldly pleasures and power_s . at his comm�d.
· " I would not be �ily subdued", says he, " by a deva in the Petavatthu as mentioned _ab_ove l ater
or a human being or a sovereign. A yakkha am I Milindapaiiha1 05 has categorized the miserable petas
endowed with the highest potency. I go a great- distance · . int.o four groups, viz. 1 . -Eaters of vqmit, ( Vantiisika),
(in a flash) and am blest with beauty and str�ngth". 2 . . those toqnented by hunger .and thirst
The· king Payasi wbo was reborn iri an empty vi,;,ana, . (Khuppiplisino ), 3 . . those Consumed by thirst
. (Nijjhiimataf!hikti) and 4. those .living on what is gi�en
formerly occupied by another, as an earth-�welling
·by o�ers (Paradatthupajivfno). Quite contr�ry to the
deva (bhumma-.. deva) had been appointed by
!Jlder view, which does not make any such claim for
.
Vessavaria, the guardian deity of the northern quarter the dwellers ofthePettivisaya, theMilindapaiiha states
to hel'p· people lost in the desert. His only worry' was that only the fourth category of these can be benefited
the impermanency o f the divine pleasures he by gifts made by those in this world. The Buddha's
enjoyed103 . The pleasures of these beings, although not reply to Braman Janus�oni does not make any SUCQ
·
entirely unmixed with some form of pain, far outweigh · distinction:
·
·

·

·

·

·

·

···· ·--------
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Evolution of the Concept of Pettivisaya I Petaloka:

Already we have seen the philological links between
the Vedic pitr and Piili petti in pettivisaya. But the .
Buddhist pettivisaya, unlike the happy abode of the
vedic fathers; is a woeful state (aptiya) where the
experiences of the inmates are mostly painful (dukkha
bahulti). Unlike the immortal fathers of the Rg Vedic
Aryans the dwellers of the pettivisaya, like any other
living beings, are mortal. Pettivisaya is not the only
destiny open to.the dead. It is just one of the five places
ofrebirth (gati) available to sa'nstiric beings. Then what
could have led to these new features in the Buddhist
conceptions?
Certain changes in early Vedic thiliking had already
taken place b.y the tinie of the rise of Buddhism. By
th� Upanishadic times it had already been accepted
that tbose who go by the Path of the Fathers should .
return to this world to replenish the exhausted stock of
4ttipurta. Buddhists also accepted the mortality of the
. dwellers of the pettivisaya but under their own terms.
They also are subject to the principles of change and ·
cessation like all phenomena. Buddhism never admitted
. any category of immortal elements:
.
The acceptan_ce· ofthe theory of kamma and rebirth
also makes it incongruous for Buddhists to maintain
the older concept of immortal fathers who have to be
continuously supplied with .their materia:! needs from
this world. Like all other planes of existence the Pitr
world also shmild be a temporary residence for beings .
wandering in the wilderness ofbirth� and deaths. The
fathers like all other beings, are .in that existence due
to certain kamma they had acquired in their past
existence; The exhaustion of the force of that kamma
and other conditions should naturally result in the end
of their lives in that existence. Therefore it becomes
quite illogical for them to try to maintain their ancestors
forever in that world. As a matter of fact the fathers .
for whom their children make offerings may have
already left their temporary residences in the pitr-world.
.

.

Reviewing this problem Gombrich says, "these
pitaras were to receive offerings (bali) fro�, _th��� �!ile .
descendants and their obligation persisted illogically
despite the new doctrine of rebirth first mentione.d in
the Upanishads. Buddhists resolved the illogicality, but
retained some incongruity1 06 • But is here, in actual
fact, an illogicality in this practice. Hindus, in their ira
ddha rituals, offer only three balls of rice (pi�c!a) for
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three generations of fathers, viz. father, grandfather
. and great-grand father. It is very rarely, in the Maha
pitryajfia that three more generations are fed in this
manner. When a new genera:tion is added to the host
of fathers the oldest of the three generations is dropped
from the ritual, thus maintainingrthe regular three
generations.
Since one does not know the length of the life span
of a father there is apparently nothing illogical for one
to keep on making such offerings for a certain length
of time. It becomes illogical only if the fathers are to.
be thus maintained forever. The custom of maintaining
the newly dead by the living has been universal. But
as time passes and more and more newly dead are added
·
to the host of ancestors the older generations are ·
gradually forgotten and fmally fall into oblivion. Where
the theory of rebirth is accepted these forgotten dead
are those who have left that sphere of existence and
reborn elsewhere. However there could still be others
who have been there for centuries and therefore needing .
the support of their descendants in the human world.
'The Buddha has given a fitting reply_ to the problem
'
under examination in the discussion h�· had with the ·
braham1;1n Janussoni on gifts made for the bepefit of
· the dead107 • If, says the Buddha, gifts made has not
reached the pettivisaya, other kinsmen and blood . .
relations reborn there would enjoy the benefits from
the gift. Pressed further by the brahman regarding the
fate of the gift, if not even other dead blood relations ·
.etc. have reached the place, the Buddha states, "that
brahman is impossible, it cannot come to pass, that
that pl�tce should be empty for so long a time ofblood
.relations dead and gone"'08 The Pali phrase iminti
dighen a addhuna, translated by Woodward as "for so
long a time' would be more meaningful ifunderstood in ·
. the context of the other statements of the Buddha that
the beginning of the SalrJSdra cannot be known'09 . One
cannot know for how long one has been in sairJstira. It
is impossible that a person who has been one's Kinsman
· during the journey through saJr!Stira is not found in the
pettivisciya at a given moment.
.

·

•

.· . But tiow did Buddhism, according to Gombrich,
resolve this so-called illogicality? " A clan of pretas
was invented, the hungry ghosts, who roamed the dark
comers of the earth, just slightly better off than if they
were in heil, and liable to refonn just like all other clans
�f beings" (Gombrich, ibid. 1 97). If by this Gombrich
meant the dwellers of the pettivisaya, who, in the
.
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ultimate analysis, were a group ofpetas in the sense of

'the dead in general ' , the early canonical discourses
never described them as roaming the dark corners of

the earth. If by this he meant the miserable petas of the
Pettlvfsaya then one cannot say that they were a
creation of Buddhism completely. It also should be
noted that not only these miserable creatures but SOII\e

of the peta-mahiddhiktl, like the powerful peta of the

Ambasakkhara Petavatthu11 0 , were benefited by the

gifts made by human beings to get rid of the defects in
their lives.

PETTMSAYA

. beheld a departed one

(peta) of terrible appearance, .

hunchbacked and fleshless, with hair erect, dirty and

senses di scomposed by hunger and thirst". This

description of the preta tallies exactly with that of the

miserable petas of the Petavatihu. The question put to

him by the king also recalls the questions put to petas
in the Peta vatthu

. "

0 black-complexioned and gaping

mouthed by what bad deeds did you reach this state of
the departed, dreadful to see and highly unhappy?"
The reply was that although ·he had performed all
religious duties and various good deeds he had no
children, relatives or friends

Accepting thatpeta and preta mean 'the departed'
Gombrich says that, "this term -is l inguisti.o ally

confused with pitaras 1 1 1 ". But he does :not indicate at

what stage this confusion took place in Buddhism. .
There was no such confusion in the early canonical
stages where pettivisayiktl are taken to be only a section
ofthe peta lcalakata, the dead in general. There is also
the possibility that initi al ly the confu si on was

rituals for his ·higher body
sixteen monthly

to perform for him the

(aufdhvadaihikafY!). If the

s'raddhas are not performed " the

condition as the departed becomes fmnly fixed". Some .
Mahayana texts also contribute to this view when it is
said thatpretas are those whose life in the intermediate
existence has be.en fixed due to various reasons.
Absence Of detailed descriptions of such beliefs · in the_
early Vedic texts does not in any way prove that they

jn . those

conceptual and linguistic interpretations were made to

were not. prevalent among cominon. masses

resolve this confusion..

early periods. .

The Intermediate Existence-Antarabhava and
Preta: As customary in ancient societies both primitive .

children should dedicate alms on their behalf after their

an intermediate existence bet.veen death and the entry

innovation or a beliefpeculiar to Buddhists. Buddhists

Buddhist texts refer to the parental wishes that the.i r

and advanced, Indians also seem to have believed· in · departure. This. could not have been a Budqhist

tb� worlcl o.f aJ!C��Qr�1. t:Qe pUrfoka� .The Gtfzya must have picked it up from the �on temporary society.
Sutras record the periodi�al offerings that �ho�fd be - The-Buddha wanted. his followers to honour this sociat ·
made to· the newly deceased person during this period · . custom, but said that only those reborn in thepettivisaya
(ekodi�fa sraddha), usually one year, and the final can be benefitted from such gifts. Probably thy belief
sapif!4ikara'!a s'raddha, the ritual uniting the newly in an intermediate zone was not acceptable to him. But
deceased with the host of ancestors. -However the Gryha
it must have been prevalent in some other religions of
r
Sut as are silent about , the life led by · the ·deceased the time and among the cm�on · masses. Buddhists
into

.

during this period, or what happen to them if the · . could not comp letely i gnore t�e deeply rooted

offerings are not made or withheld� The later Purd'f11S

have compensated for this lack of information in the

ary and

Gtfzya Sutras. We know from them that funer

post-funerary rituals' are essential for the safe passage

· traditions and customs of the people.
�

The Buddha's ruling, referred to above, that a monk
should not remove a shroud from an unbroken corpse

of the deceased through the intermediate zone to the

(abhinna-sarfra) lnay point to a beliefthat the deceased

the first ten days after cremation, are not held thepreta-

According to Buddhaghosa113 a corpse is treated as

seat of Yama. If these rituals e,c;peCially those during · person does not leave. the body immediately after death.

hood of the deceased is confmned and the disembodied

soul of the deceased has to experience immense pa,in
.

and suffering.

·

.

As an illustration one can cite the story of King
Babhruvabana in the

Garum!a Purana1 1 2 • The King,

once on a hunt in a forest, met with an ugly and
miserable creature described · as a

preta. " Now he

'broken' three days after death. This may be because
decomposition sets in about that time making it
_
impossible for the deceased to cling to the body any
more. This may have been a common belief at the time.
It was also a common view among many ancient
peoples that . a deceased does not leave the body
immediately after death. The deceased was believed
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to stay in the body or hovering around it for a few days
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are shown travelling together on the same path118 •

before it realizes that it cannot re-enter the body. The

According to the commentary the happy petas here

disposal of the body was also considered essential to

are terrestrial devas (bhumma-deva) going to an

induce the deceased to leave on its journey to the world

assembly ofyakkhas and the two miserable ones were

beyond. Some took steps to provide food and drink

following them. It is possible that this story shows some

and other necessities to the deceased during this period.

influence of Puranic conceptions. According to the

Thai Buddhists, who like to keep a dead body at least

Garuf!qa Purana the souls of both the evil and the

for a few days without disposal, feed Buddhist monks

good travel to the abode of Yama by the same road.

during this period and transfer merit to the deceased by

But the experience of each, painful or happy, depend

· pouring water, sometime on to the hand of the corpse.

on the karma acquired before death and the· rituals

According to the Tibetan Book of the Dead1 14 the

performed, by their relatives, after death119 •

deceased realizes it is dead only after three and half or
four days from the moment of death. The ritual reader

Further Categories of the Departed: Besides these

of the Book

try to impress upon it that it is now dead

directly designated petas there may have been many

and should not cling to the body or its friends and

other classes of beings under different names, who

relatives. This work presents a mixture ofVijiianavada

could broadly be c ounted under the common

Buddhism and pre-Buddhist Tibetan eschatological

designation
of 'the departed' (peta). These are, eg.
.

beliefs.

yakkhas, nagas, gandhabbas, kumbha'!cfas, pislicas '
bhutas, rukkha-devata bhumma-devds and so forth,who

Buddhists were confronted wi,th such beliefs that

.

I

were very often believed to be the spir}ts of dead human

were deeply rooted in contemporary society. They

beings. The term yakkha is in actual fact found used

cou l d not comp l etely ignore them and tried to

with reference to petli-mahiddhikd, some of whom are

accommodate them within the framework of their belief . either tree-spirits or vimana-petas. The c l o s e

· system. Thus beings in the intermediate zone had to ·

association of the term ganddabba "\\'i�h the concept of

be given a place among the many varieties of beings

intermediate existence (antardbhava) and rebirth is

they had taken into their system. The out come possibly

well known. So the terms pisaca or pa"!su-pisdca,

were the different categories ofpetas in the Petavatthu

bhUta and ndga are also closely associated in the Indian

and even the Mansion-dwellers of the Vimanavatihu.

mind with eschatological beliefs and rebirth. Similarly

Thus it becomes obvious that Buddhism did not create

some of the tree-spirits, as in the case of the Ankura
Petavatthu, could also be spirits of the dead. Some of

. a special category of 'hungry ghosts' as claimed by

them, however, have been raised to the position of

. Gombrich. They were already there and were known
to ancient Indians and others all over the world.

devas or retainers of devas of the lowest of the six
heavens in Buddhism, the Catummaharajika120 •

Buddhists merely provided them a slot within their
cosmology.

Influence of the Hindu Concept on Mahayana:
.

.

Is Petahood in the Petavatthu a Transitional Stage?:

A statement found in the Tibetan Book of the Dead1 2 1

. The tWo terms pettivisaya and petaloka are used

shows that at least some Mahayanists have been
influenced by the Hindu concept of the possibility of

indiscriminately in the Petavatthu to designate the

plane of existense of thepetas whose stories are related

pretahoodbecoming
ftxed in the intermediate existence.
.
This text often refers to the older Buddhist concept of
.

therein. But it is very seldom that we get l!DY indication
in this work of a Jonception of a transitional existence

rebirth as a preta. However it also makes the statement,
pretas (or unhappy spirits or shades) and malignant .

of the dead. In a few stories, however, the petas say
that they will soon pass away from that state to be

reborn in the niraya 1 15 • One could possil?�t �r�� h�re
that the pretahood is a transitional stage. But, on the
other hand, most of the petas claim that they have
· reached Yama s world1 16 • This shows that, in the Hindu
sense, they have already �ompleted thejo�ey through
the intermediate zone. Yet there are also instances 1 17
where both the miserable ones as well as happy ones

·

spirits of certain orders are those who by changing
their feelings (or mental attitude) while in the .
Intermediate state assumedthat very shape which they
thereafter retained, and became pretas, evil spirits and
rakshasas, possessed of the power of shape-shifting.
All pretas who exist in space, who traverse the sky,
and the eighty thousand species of mischievous spirits,
have become so by changing their feelings (while) in
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painful (dukkha-bahula). How could one accommodate
deva-Iike beings in such a condition? In �ost of the

the mental body (on the Basdo-plane). But the most
significant thing is that Buddhists have not, even in
this late stage," abandoned the ethical factor so importf;mt

Petavatthu stories even the miserable petas whose life
is transformed by gifts dedicated to them are described
as deva-like. How could one explain this situation.

in early Buddhism. So it is not the non-performance of
funerary ritUals but the changing of feelings that

transforms ail intermediate being into a preta.

. Early canonical texts, which call the pettivisaya a
'woeful state' (aptiya), never refer to such drastic
changes taking place in the lives of its inmates by gifts

Petas Become Dwellers of the Pettivisaya: It is the
same ethical factor that has been utilized. in · the

made on their behalf by their blood-relatives · etc. of
the past birth. They merely state, "by that there he

Petavatthu to convert thct 'departed ' (pretti)" in the
intermediate existence into 'dwellers ofthe pettivisay� '
(pettivisayikti). Buddhists were not ready to grant the

subsists, by that there he stays"123 • Canonical verses
of the Tirokuqqa Petavatthu also agree here " the dead

Hindu view that a deceased person could r�ma,in in the

· and gone subsist there on what is given from here';124 •

_intermediate existence due to the non-performance or"
certain _funerary rituals. For each being, according to .

Buddhism, is a manifestation of his or her past �mma
"Beings are heirs to their owri deeds" says the Buddha,
because "from what one has become (here) is the rebirth
of a being. What one does, by that one is reborn. When

_ reborn (apptopriate} contacts contact such an one"122 •

So thepretas, if there is a class of beings by that name,

The departed ones who come to their former homes

merely a�cept the food and drink set apart for them
·

and bless the benefactors125 • No drastic change in their ·

. lives is referred to in both these instances. But this
sudden and drastic transformation is referred to in most
other stories of the text.
Hindu texts. also seem to take a similar: view

should be nothing but manifestations of their own past regarding the monthly s'raddhas offered to pretas on
kamma largely evil in nature. Thus the rituaiistic factqr . · their way to the abode of Yama in the fti:st year after ·

is replaced in Buddhism by the ethical, Buddhism found . · death. For instance in the fifth month he receives the
. no difficulty in aecommodatingpretas in thepettivisaya. . . rice balls at tlie . city of Krauncha and departs to
There may have been other factors, which helped in
this identification. For instance, both, at least partly,
depended for tfieir sustenance on offerings rilade by

·

I<rfuapura126 : He is said t� be satisfied with the rice
balls and jars of water given. They merely subsist on
them but no transfotrnations takes place. But, to relieve ·

their former relatives and friends, and both experienced

the misery of a preta whose Condition is fixed due to

painful feelings, either due to past evil kamma or the
non-performance of funerary rituals . . The seeming

the Niirtiyana-bali is needed. When it is performed to

similarity of the two terms preta (Ptili peta) and petti
also may have helped very much in this identification,
Commentators helped by interpreting. the. word

· pettivisaya in terms ofpeia as the �ealm of those who

have reached the departed condition (peccabhtiva).

Thus the pretqs of the i�termediate existence were
acconu;nodated within the Buddhist system ofthe �five

destinies' (paficagati). The wordpreta being the more
popular even among Buddhists it replaced pettivisaya,

which was pushed into almost oblivion.

How gifts Dedicated to them affect Petas: Inclusion
of a category called petii-mahiddhika some of whom
were ah:�ost deva-like may have raised a problem for
Buddhists. The early Pali texts have described the
experiences of the dwellers ofthepettivisaya as largely

lack of appropriate funerary rituais, a special ritual like

liberate thepreta trapped in the intermediate existence,

he is immediately freed and is reborn in the deva
world127

.•

It would have been very difficult for Buddhists to .
. . adopt this view as it is. It lays clear emphasis on the
. importance of active and personal particip�tion of a

person in one's progress both mundane arid supra
mundane. Kamma is entirely a personal matter. "Purity
and impurity depend upon oneself; no one can purify

. anothef' says the Dhammapada128• According to the .
Kaihcivatthu 1 29 one cannot experience the result of
another 's Kamma.
However Buddhists seems to have gone more than

half way presented by a majority of storfes in the

Petavatthu, yet not in the Tirokuqqa story, is that alms

;.!
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given in this world on behalf of the petas could change

their miserable life entirely just short of granting a new

birth in a celestial plane of existence. Misery iri the life
of a peta is replaced by happiness, want by plenty and

ugliness by beauty. A �mall and insignificant gift made

to a virtuous person, preferably a virtuous Buddhist

PETTIVISAYA

apretfpasses away with a believing heart, and is reborn

among the powerful pretas, the pretarnah!ddhikas. In

another story a preta passes away with a believing

heart in the Buddha and was reborn among the

pretamahf!ddikas 1 37•

T h e s e instances s h o w the

undoubted Hindu influence in which Buddhism was

pretamahrcJdikas

monk, in an entirely different plane ofexistence, without

gradually engulfed. These

any physical contact, with it, effects a miraculous

parallels of those relieved of pretahood and reborn

change in the life of a peta.

are the

among devas in the Hindu stories. It is also possible

that the Buddhists brought about this conceptual change

However it is not cleai: whether Buddhists had a

because the life of a mainly happy being l ike a

clear conception of the fate of a peta who receives aid

petamahiddhika (preta-mahrcJdhika) did not entirely fit
into a woeful state like the pettivisaya described as

from its former relatives and friends in this manner
from the living world, i.e. whether the

peta

merely

·

largely painful.

receives better living conditions in the same plane of

· existence or a happy new life in a higher plane of

�

e istence. The

Petavaithu . verses

themselves are, at

times, norvety clear on this. Where one petf says that
she would be happy, with all her desires fulfilled, once

the alms given to Buddhist monks is dedicated to her130

another pleads with Ven. Sariputta to relieve her from
the 'woeful destiny' by dedicating to her such a gift131 •
The term duggati is used as a synonym for apaya and,·

the peitivisaya is one of them.

· Actu a l ly this is wh at h a s h appened

in

the

commentary. According to Dhammapala ;s gloss on this
line, what the peti desired was freedom from the birth
as a

peta132 •

The s ame view is expressed by

Dhammapala in a number of other instances as well.
For instance when apeti wishes to be relieved of meals
of pus and blood the commentator takes it to mean '.'

relief from the peta life inclusive of meals of pus and

. blood" 1 33 • In the pros e narrative of another story
Dhammapala makes a petf state, "make him confer that
gift on me. Thus shall be tnY release from this

peta

world"134• In another instance he directly refers to the
death of a

peta

to be reborn a

yakkha 135 •

When

compared with the material found in the early canonical
texts and even in the maj.ority of Petavatthu verses

·

there is a definite conceptual developl?ent in these
commentarial comments probably intluenced by
contemporary Hindu thinking.
•

<'!' · ·'

'.

'

This Hindu view seems to have had a permanent

· place in some of the non- Theravada Buddhist schools.

For example the Buddhist SanskritAvadanas, probably
of Sarviistivada origin, are quite unequivocal about
their view. In one of the stories n arrated in the

Avadanas'ataka136

as merit is being conferred on her,
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IV.

Here the Tathagata was born (Lumbinl)
Here he attained enlightment (Bodh Gaya)
Here he s e t i n motion the · incomp arable
Dhamma-wheel (Savatthi).
Here he attained Parinibbana (passed away
without any more continuing of this life-process)
(Kusimfra).

The bhikkhus, bhikkhunis, male lay devotees and
female lay devotees with saddha (confidence) will visit
these places in the future: and those who die while in
this pilgrim tour will after death, find birth in the
heavenly world"

(D. II, 1 4 1 ) .

hoti, yanr karoti tena upapajjati, upapanna_"!
ena"! phassa phusanti. Eva"! aha"! bhikkhave
A l l these four sacred localities come within the
KammadO.yadO. sattdti vaddmi.
central Gangetic Valley, which area was generally
1 23 ibid. 270. tena so tattha ydpenti tena so tattha ti!{hati. known as the M i d d l e Land (majjh ima-desa),
1 24 Pv. I. 5. 7. Ito dinnena ydpenti peta kalakata tahifr! · encompassing the Buddha's main scene of activity of
125 ibid. 4-5.
preaching and spreading his Dhamma among the
126
Garucfa PuriilJ!l. II. 60.
people. Accordingly this area, covering the modem
1 27 preto mukto divam yayau. ibid. VII. 67;
states of B ihar, Uttar Pradesh and a part of Nepal,
.
•-'
1 28 v. 1 65 . .
makes it the original birth-place and the borne of
129 VII. 6.
Buddhism, where the Buddha 'spent the whole of his
130 Pv. II. 3. 26.
public ministry of forty-five years treading highways .
1� 1 ibid. 2. 1 . mocehima"!- duggatiyd bhadante.
and byways as a religious teacher. Thus on the nursery
132 PvA . 70. tena me itopetayonito mokkho bhavissati. where Buddhism was nurtured during its formative
.
I
1 33 ibid. 80. pubbalohitabhojcma petajivitd.
years the Middle Land of India naturally became . ·
134 ibid. 35. eva17J me ito petalokato mutti bhavissati. est(t_bli_shed as the most popular center of pilgrimage .
135 ibid. 1 1 0. petabhdvato m.ato-yakkho aha"! jdto of the Buddhist devotees the world over.
devatO.bhava17J pattosmi.
1 36 Avs'. 1 1 7. sa ca preti prasannacittO. Kiilagatti
This popularity assumed an added value owing to .
the Buddha's own words quoted earlier recommending
pretamh�ddhi Kesupapanna.
137 ibid. 1 20.
these pilgrimages. Accordingly, this region began to .
.

inspire the Buddhist devotees the world over to come
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there as pilgrims despite the tremendous difficulties
A j ourney undertaken through

and risks they had to encounter on the way.

' . religious motives to a place of religious sanctity. Such

· journeys have been and shall be playing an important
role in all religions.

· These obstacles comprised an important aspect of

the pilgrimage in these days when the facilities for
travel were few and far between. The severity of the

. ·'In Buddhism this custom ofpilgrimages has become

risks involved in the journey varied depending on the

firmly established and its acceptance as a merit-making

country from which the pilgrims would come, for

and an expiatory exercise goes back to the Buddha

instance, those coming from China or Korea had to ·

himself, who has accepted and recommended therri and

cross the danger"ridden Taklamakan desert followed

determined tbeir goals as recorded in the 'lvf�iz(i

parinibbana Sutta (D. II, 1 4 1 ). Here the Buddha

addresses Ananda saying: "Ananda, there are four

places the sight of which is desirable and which when
seen will arouse strong emotion in those endowed with
confidence

(saddha). Which four places are these?

by climbing some of the highest mountains of the
world, not to mention the risks from robbers,
highwaymen and even wild animals.

· ·Even the sea-journeys were quite risky in those days
as they were open to the attacks of pirates or to the

·

PILGRIMAGE

natural dangers such as storms. At times mere
· exhaustion and inness brought about their death on the
way. In the face of these multifarious dangers there

· were many wha either rdturned or died on the way.

Yet, they oodertook the journey fully aware of these
risks

as
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it was the great devotion that mattered. What

was of importance is the spirit underlying the journey.

In the quotation of the Buddha cited earlier relating

whereabouts untraceable. The subsequent Muslim
invations sealed up their disappearance in toto .
Not till the middle of the J 9lh century when these
· sites came to be re-discovered and restored. Gradually
as their identifications became established beyond all
doubt pilgrims began to pour in with a renewed vigour.
The ritual of pilgrimage received a boom period as it
were.
"'

to the Buddha's observation that those who die on the

Presently, all the sites are under archeological care
and protection and they have emerged not only as
sacred sites will be reborn in heaven was also due to .
destinations of the Buddhist pilgrim but also as world
the fact that the Buddha was quite aware of the great
heritage-sites attracting a heavy tourist traffic.
difficulties pilgrhns had to face in those days in making
way dunng the .course of the pilgrimage .t o the four

this tour and dyiDg on the way was quite a possibility.
While those who died on the way met this death

In this · connection let me quote venerable S .
Dhammika Thera, who has personally visited and
. s�died these sites and obtained an intimate knowledge ·

with this satisfaction; those who were unable to return abcmt them: "It is considerably easier to go on a
safely atter completing the journey wei:e immensely . pilgrimage t the Middle Land today than it was in the
9
satisfied with the confidence in the Buddha and his. past but the rewards are just as great. To see the lotus
teaching becoming further strengthened and for .whom that beautiful flower which the Buddha so often used
it became a ')oy fqr ever". Perhaps the Buddha had

encouraged hls followers· to visit these four sacred sites ·

as sho�-earlier becau�e h� knew the huge mental and.

emotional satisfaction . as . well as the . degree of
.
stre�gthening the pilgrim ' s religious confidence

(saddha) that such a visit would engender in the

in a simile- in his discourses, as they bloom in the wet
season, p�ois and muddy village ponds, cim be a very .
evocative experience. To see wondering ascetics . .
begging for alms in crowded streets much as they did . .

at the Buddha's time can be a powerful reminder of

the eternal human quest for spiritual fulfillment. The
... � : Oevoteo pilgrim-aUto h1s benetfCfliis sincere atfifuoe --- cili � �� encou;
th
ce
ter�d an old p�as��f woiuan be�t
of the pilgrim survives to this day among the Buddhist at right angles by age, a diseased beggar by the side of
devotees the world over in relation to the pilgrim_ages

they undertake whether it is to the Maijhadesa in India,
the temple of the sacred Tooth Relic in Sri Lanka etc.
. Yet another noteworthy phenomenon in this ritual
of pilgrimages has been the gradual increase seen in
the numbers of such sites with the passage of time.

Even this is undoubtedly due to the great emotional

satisfaction that the average Buddhist derives from a

the road a funeral procession and a wandering ascetic
all within a Jew hours, just as prince Siddhartha had
once done. Such experiences can add a new and
dramatic dimension to one's understanding of the
Dhamma. But more than this, to sit in meditation or to
make offerings at the place where the Buddha lived
and taught is to experience a definite spiritual presence
which can be felt-despite the bustle, noise and the .

religious tour. This has happened in all the Buddhist . buying and selling that characterize any place of
countries, as for example in Sri Lanka, there are such pilgrimage. This spiritual presence can invigorate the
sixteen main centers islandwide

in addition to the . pilgrims faith and practice long after he or she has
many other such places throughout the island.
returned home" (Middle Land Middle Way, BDS,
Although the Middle ,Land continued as the main
centre of Buddhist pilgrims for several centuries since
the Buddha's time, with the gradual disappearance of

Buddhism from India by the J 3 lh century, these shrines
and temples became deserted and gradually they came

to be overrun by the jungle tide with even their

publication,

1999, p.6).

The spiritual experience of the pilgnm referred to
in the above passage is the most valuable rewards

a

genuine pilgrim can and should obtain from any
pilgrimage, be it to Middle Land or to any Buddhist
site anywhere in the world.
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Even prior to the Buddha's final passing away,
devotees had begun the habit

of visiting

patronized by the devotees. A prominent instance

the places

for

this is the Buddha's footprint on the Sri Pada Mountain

life

connected with important events in the Buddha's

PIYANGUDIPA

in Sri Lanka, paralleled by the Saccabhadda Mounta.i n

as pilgrims. The story of the Ananda Bodhi is a good

in Thailand.

instance for this. This Bodhi tree was planted at
Jetawana on the instructions of the Buddha to meet a

All the places personally visited by the Buddha, in

peoples' need for some suitable object of worship on

addition to those in his homeland, have n aturally

their visit there in the absence of the Buddha. This

become the sacred sites of the pilgrims. Thus in Sri

gradually became quite a popuhir place ofworship even

Lanka where Buddha has paid three visits, there are

to see the Buddha at Jetavana made it a point to worship

presence, held sacred by the. B uddhists. Stupas

the concept of pilgrimage can be said to follow on a

in Sri Lanka, as the island had the advantage of

natural corollary to the advent of a Buddha.

receiving one bowlful of relics from Emperor Asoka,

during the Buddha's lifetime as the devotees who came

sixteen such p laces sanctified by the B uddha's

and make offerings to the Ananda Bodhi as well. Thus

enshrined with his relics, which are quite numerous

as well as the Bodhi tree headed by the Sri Mahabodhi
In later times, during the 3'd century B.C. Emperor

at Anuradhapura, are all popular pilgrim destinations.

Asoka renewed the ritual with a royal touch by ·
initiating a series of pilgrimages by replacing his

With devotio.n as a part of the Buddhist religion,

'Pleasure trips' with · religious tours. He personally

pilgrimages will ever remain as a popular ritual among

came on piigrimage to Lumbini and Buddhagaya

the world's Buddhist community.

In a discussion of Buddhist pilgrimages in classical

A.G.S. Kariyawasam

times, the two Chinese 'pilgrim monks Fa-Hsien and

Heiun Tsang can never be overlooked. The former who
set out in 399 A.C. with three others to India had his
pi lgrimage full of both pleasant and unpleasant

. '

·

PIYANGUDiPA, Piyangudipa is aa island (as the vety

anecdotes that it has today become one of the most

name implies) referred to in the Pali chronicles,

moving and adventurous religious tours among .the

commentaries and the treatises, in Sri Lanka. The Pali

world 's travel records. As for the latter, who was

inspired by the feats of the former; he came to the
Middle Land as a pilgrim in ihe

7th century and took

back many Dhamma books to be translated into

Chinese. Both have left their records which are of

literary works such as Sahassavatthuppakaraf!a, Mahti .
va!rJSa, Visuddhirnagga and the Surnaligalavilasini the
cornri1entary of the Dlghanilaiya refer to Piyarigudi
pa. In addition, the "Narnpota" a list of sacred places ·
written during the Kandyan period has also listed it

inestimable value. The hst pilgrim there was the

among the sacred places. It is clear that except the

Tibetan monk Dharmasvamin, who came there in 1 234

source l ast mentioned the rest belorig to the

A. C. had the misfortune of witnessing how the sacred

Anuradhapura period.

temples were being· looted and de.stroyed by the

Sahassavatthuppakaraf!a which should be assigned

marauding Muslim invaders.
One of the early pilgrims from the west who was
closely connected with the restoration of these sites as
well, was Edwin Arnold, the celebrated author ofLight

ofAsia. This devoted Buddhist Englishman will never
be forgotten by the Buddhist world for the part he
played in restoring the Mahabodhi Temple to the
Buddhists.
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Pilgrimages being a very popular religious practice
among the Buddhists anywhere, every Buddhist
country has many such Buddhist localities continuously

to !he early Anuradhapura period possibly could b :
counted as the earliest literary work where J>iya gudi'

�

pa is mentioned and it is also seen that Piyarigudipa is
referred to m ore than once in it. There in the
Mahasendrafifio Vatthu1 · a king named Mahasena of
Pataliputta having learnt that, if one were to provide
alnis to the monks with what is earned with one's own
labour accrue more merit, worked as a servant in
'
· disguise and was giving alll!s to the monks. In thi�
context a Thera named Mahasiva, resident at Piyangudi

pa, carne to accept , alms given by the kin�. It is further

.said that the Thera returned to Piyarigudipa by air so

·

·
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an example to show that if an arahant resolves the fire
may not harm him. He escapes unhurt.

that the people could see. This incident is supposed to
have happened in Jam�udlpa (Patallputta) and it is
the only instance where Jambudlpa is mentioned in
connection with Piyarigudlpa, rest of the references
are related to Sri Lanka. In the 'Sahassavat(hu
ppakara� itself in the Ariyagala Tissavatthu,2 a

P iyarigudl pa · is mentioned several times in
connection with Dunhagiimini episode in the Maha
vali!Sa. The first instance is when he was fighting his
brother Tissa. In the battle field meals were brought to

reference has been made to a talk that arose among the
monks at · Piyarigudlpa, as to whose faith (in the Sa · the king who intimated that he was feeling hungry.
sana) was stronger i.e. whether the faith of those in The king did not want to eat alone and wanted to eat
Sihaladlpa or Piyarigudlpa. In this �ontext Piyarig1ld1 with the monks as he used to do. (There were no monks
in the Vicinity.) The minister Tissa was requested -to
pa is considered as a place separate from Sri Lanka.
announce the time for meals and he announced the
Again in the Golaupiisakassavatthu1 it is stated time for meals. A theia who had taught the king resident
at PiyarigucHpa7 heard the announcement with his
divine ear and sent Tissa Thera, son of a householder
· to accept the meal.

that early in the morning, one lay devotee saw twelve
resident monks at Piyarigudlpa going by air over the ·
sea. He invited the monks and. provided alms. After
sometime the same devotee was_ going in a ship and
the ship was sinking. It is said that one senior inonk of
Piyarigudlpa went by air and rescued the devotee. Also
Mahakakudhabanqhana Vatthu4 refers to· Maha ·

The MahavaTIJSq relates another incident connected
to Piyarigudlpa8 in the Dunbagamini episode. As the
story· runs, the king after his victory over the Tamils,

was thoroughly ·feeling guilty for killing millions of
Dantakutumbikassa Vatthu5 describes how beings In the battlefield.. He cm,Ild i10t sleep. The Theras
Maliyamahiideva Thera, reside�t at PiYari&Udtpa along of Piyarigu d[pa re.ad his thoughts and sent eight
. arahants to console the king iil the rriid of the night: .
with hundred arahants. came by air and landed at the
The arahimts came by air got down at the palace arid
. entrance to the village Dantakara. The householder ,
consoled the king. Again when the king was lying in
Danta having seen them invited them and fed them.
.
his deathbed he was reminded of how he provided alnis
'fhe Householde!_ �lso made arrangement to provide to monks when he was in a he!Pl�� �i�ation. There it ·
. alms to eight monks who co m e regul arly from · is said that Thera Dhammadinna9 : shared the �ial ··
�
. Piyaligildipa formeals. It is significant that at that time the king gave him with 12,000 monks ofPiyangudlpa. ·
buddharakkhita

Thera of Piyarigud f pa.

The

·

_

there were 12,000 monks living at Piyangudlpa. As in

Buddhaghosa's commentary on the Dzghaniki'iya ,
the Sumaizgala Vilasini also contains a r�ference to
Piyarigudfpa. There in the Mahiigovindasutta 10 .

the case of the earlier episode; here too it is said that
the: householder Danta while going in � ship Close to
_
PiyarigUdlpa was rescued by S ihabodhi Thera on the

exegesis it is said that Sakka the king of gods always
itself to invite
comes to the Mahavihara at Piyarigudipa
.
monks for vassima.

. advice o f Maliyadeva Maha Thera, when the . .
householder was about to perish after the shipwreck.
· · He was brought to Piyarigudi"J>a by Sihabodhi Thera.
Jn

Vatthu
Mahakakudhabandhana
(Sahassava![hu P' 1 86) it is said Mahasangharakkhita
·

,

the

ordered monks to bring golden sand from the foot of
Sineiu and spread in Piyarigudipa as a punisliment for
explaining the merits of dana in the wrong way. It is
said that the monks complied with i�·
In the Visuddhimagga6 it is said that Mahiiniiga
Thera was not burnt though the kanasiila he was sitting
caught fire. He got up and proceeded to Piyarigudlpa
because ofthe fact that he was an arahant. It is cited as

'

)
\
. ;-

·

The perusal of the above references made to
Piyarigtidlpa� shows that lt was inhabited by the monks
only. No mention of laymen is found except . those
brought there temporary after being rescued from
drowning , by the monkS.after shipwreck. Apparently ·
all round was sea. No instance of monks walking to
Piyangudipa or walking back from there is found.
Always it has been the cases of going there by air or
coming back by air. Therefore it is reasonable to assume
that it was an island not connected to the mainland.
Among those resident arahants and · eminent Maha
Theras such as Mahiisiva Thera, Mahiibuddharakkhita

·

1..
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Thera, Maliyamahadeva Thera, Mahanaga Thera, Sl
habodhi Thera and Ku�mbikaputtatissa are observed.
There are no

instances of monks going on alms rounds

in Piyarigudlpa. They always came to the mainland (SI
haladlpa) for alms. It is always seen that they went
back to Piyangudlpa and shared the meal with other
monks there.

PIYARATANATISSA .

PIYARATANATISSA, DODANDUWE.

Ven.

Dodanduwe Piyaratanatissa Maha Thera was born on

1 2'h December 1 826 at Dodanduwa to the Weerasuriya

family. His father was Don Daniel Weerasuriya. He
was ordained at Sailabimbarama Temple in Dodanduwa
under Ven. Koggala Susammata Dammasara Maha Na
yaka Thera, the chief incumbent of the Temple.

Suma!igalavilasini refers to a Mahavihara at
Piyarigudlpa and Sahassavatthuppakaral]tl refers to a
Asanasala (sitting hall). _Other than that no buildings
are mentioned. Mahavihara and Bhojanasala should not
necessarily be permanent buildings. It is presumed that
there were no permanent buildings. The monks stayed
possibly under trees or temporary sheds (paJ?'!asiila).
North Sri Lanka (Szhaladlpe uttarapacchiyam) is
specially mentioned. As already said Dantaku!umbika
from Dantakaragama North Slhaladlpa who went to

The young Samanera received his education under
Ven . Mirisse Dhammakkhanda the head of the Aggara
rna at Polwatta in Ambalangoda and received his higher
ordination in June

1 846 Under Dhammananda Maha

thera.
Piyaratanatissa thera turned out to be an able
exponent ofthe Dhamma and soon achieved fame and
recognition as such. He carried out the message o f the

see his fields early momirig saw Maliyamabadeva

Buddha even to far off places in Sri Lanka as Kandy,

corning from Piyarigudi'pa with a htmdred arahants by

Ratnapura and Tissamaharama. At the time a Sangii
yanii was organized at Pelmadulla under the patronage

air. Thus it is possible to presume that Piyarigudi'pa

was an island off thc north coast of Sri Lanka.

·

When all the above pieces of information put
together in a coherent fortn it shows that Piyarigudlpa

was an island off the north coast of Sri Lanka, where
the monks lived in solitude. There were no people to
offer them alms and they came to the mainland for
alms. There were no permanent structures. The i:nonks
proba!Jl:Y. live.d in solitii_de JindeL the trees or temporary
huts etc. There were no novices. Only Senior Maha
theras were there. Apparently Piyai:igudi'pa was a

oflddamalgoda Disava. Piyaratanatissa thero's advice
was · specially

sought

for

t4is,,

; Sangdyand.

Piyaratanatissa Thero was a prominent participant i n
the

Sangiiyanii with other eminent scholars such a s

Hikkaduwe Sri Sumangala, Puwakdandave Sumangala
and Pandit Batuwantudave.

·.

.

·,

Piyaratanatissa thero formed a band of patriots to
work for the revival of the religion and culture during
the dark era under the British Colonial government.

favourite resort for Mahatheras who preferred solitude.

Baddegama was a center of Christian missionary

disturbances at all and the Mahatheras enjoyed the
solitude as they wished. After the Anuradhapura period

schools for boys and girls at D odanduwa.
P iyaratanatissa thero reacted strongly to the s e

there is no mention of Piyarigudi'pa . Possibly, it would

missi onary activities a n d organized a counter

It is conjectured whether it is the present "Pungudutivli"

the Christians. The thera formed a society called the

Being away from the mainland, there were Iio

have been abandoned after. the Anuradhapura period.
an island off the North coast of Sri Lanka.

activities. The missionaries had established four

movement to arrest the proselitization programme of

Samyak Drushti Siidhu Sangamaya to counter the

K. Arunasiri

Christian movement of converting Buddhists to other

Sahassava[!huppakaraJ?a Edited Buddhadatta A.P.
(Sinhala script) Colombo 1 959, p. 39.
2 Ibid. p. 53.
3 Ibid. p. 1 65.
4 Ibid. p. 1 86:
5 Ibid. p. 1 9 1 .
6 Visuddhimagga PTS 1 975 p . 706.
7 MahavalrJSa Chapter XXIV Verse 25.
1 Ibid. Chapter XXV verse 1 04 f.
9 Ibid. Chapter XXXI I verse 52.
10
DA. II p. 648.

through another association called Dharmarathna
Siddhi Sangamaya. It was through this organization

References
1

.

·

religions. He also organized his counter-offensive

and its membership that the Ven. Thera appealed to
Buddhists not to abandon their traditional faith and
·. culture for material benefits and personal gain. He also

appealed to Buddhists not to register their marriages ·
in the Church or get their children baptized. The
Buddhist

Paficaslla was high lighted and handbooks

and pamphlets were published. Thus creating an
awareness of their own religion and culture: The thera

·
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played a leading role in the culturaJ renaissance of the
Ven. Piyaratanatissa was an adviser to the Buddhist
recent past. On 281h May 1 869, the Ven. thera, after a theosophical society (New York) in 1 878. He was
prolonged convincing argument with Comelis Alwis,
appointed the Mahanayaka of the Kalyaanivafr!Sa Nika
a leading Cl:tristian teacher at Dodanduwa, converted
. ya in 1 882, the chief incumbent of Sailabimbiirama in
him back to Buddhism, his ancestral religion, in the
presence of a large gathering. In alliance with I 882 and was conferred · a title Ariyawansiikara Sti
Mohottiwatte (Migettuwatte) Gunananda thera sanadhaja Vinayiiciirya. He was a great Sanskrit
Piyaratanatissa thera carried on the battle on many scholar and earned much fame and recognition in Sri
fronts, gathering the momentum for a Buddhist revival. Lanka and �broad. Ven.. Piyaratinatissa's erudite pupils
The denationalization movement by the Christian ·
rulers and missionapes was carried forward using a
well knit system of Christian education. It became very
clear to the Buddhists, too, that a similar movement
should be launched as a counter offensive to meet the
Christian challenge. · In this educational movement,
Piyaratanatissa thera was the pioneer who established
the Lokartha· Sadhaka Sarmigama, which established
the first Buddhist school
. in the island at Dodanduwa
.. .
. at Degalla in the year 1 869.' The school Jina/abdhi

·

Visodhana Pl'10asii/al;a was registered as a grant7in
. aid school ·in 1 8-72. · Under the. patronage of
Piyaratanatis�a thera, ·a girls' school was established, ·
named Yasodharii Balika Pasala at Dodanduwa. With

the theras initiative a boys' school by the name Upii

dhyaya Pii!lzasii/iiva was established at Panadure. It

· was also under the guidance ofthe Ven. thera that a
-B�dh�t sch�-;;- 1 �t -M��lagama in -Kogg-ala was
established in 1 872. Thus Piyaratanatissa thera could
be considered as the "Pioneer of Buddhist education"
in Sri Lanka. It is also clear that it was under the
guidance and counsel ofVen. Piyaratanatissa that Col.
Hendry Steele Olcotte himsdf took up the cause of
Buddhist education after his arrival in Sri Lanka in
1 880.
In addition to the establishment of Buddhist schools

Ven_ PiyarataD.atissa faced the problem of providing
textbooks to be used in these schools. The thera wrote
two readers - Neiyiirtha Dzpani and Jina Dhamma
Vikasini, dealing with the life of the Buddha arid
Buddhist ideals and principles of the day to day life of
individuals respectively. He also prepar�d a reader of

were Ven. Telwatte Ariyawansa and Sri Amarawansa.
His chief lay pupil was Pandit Sri Dharmasena Vidya
sagara of Dodanduwa.

Veil. Piyaratanatissa and Col. Steele Olcott: Before

. coming to Sri Lanka on

1 7th May 1 8 80, Col. Olcott

corresponded with Ven. Piyaratanatissa even before

29th August 1 878. They were pen friends. The thera
extended an invitation to Col. Olcott to visit Sri Lanka
which was warmly accepted. Col. Olcott enrolled .
Piyaratanatissa thera as a fellow of the theosophiCal
s.ociety· in New York.
The two pen-friends met each other when Col.
Olcott arhved in the island in 1 880. Col. Olcott visited
Sailabimbanima temple in Dodanduwa. He records in ·
his diary that Ven. Piyaratanatissa was a monk of
eruaTtiorY; energy' and -. h igh characrer. Ven.
Piyaratanatissa coll;lborated with Col. Olcott to revive
Buddhism, and associated himselfwith all the activities
launched by Col. Olcott, such. as founding of the
Colombo Theosophical society and its activities. The
members of the Colombo Theosophical society
consulted the thera on many matters pertaining to the
Buddhist revival movement which gathered great

momentum with the arrival of Col. Olcott in Sri Lanka.
Even Anagarika Dharmapala sought the views and
advice of the Ven. thera regarding matters of religious
and national interest.
Veil. Piyaratanatissa, one of the foremost leaders
and .pioneers of the Buddhist and Cultural revival
movement of the second half of the 1 9th century A. C.
passed away on 20th May· I 907.

Buddhist thought. Other books authored by the Ven.
thera are: Vinaya N[tiya, Polonnaruwa and Katikiiwat,
Heranasikha (edited) and Dina . Cariyiiva.

K.D.G. Wimalaratne
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POLAND, : Not until the nineteenth century had · (Ultima Thule Publishing House, Warsaw, 1 9 1 2),
Poland any acquaintance with reliable accounts of the
Indian religious systems and even these accounts came
mainly through publ i c ations in other European
languages. Consequently, it is as late a<; this that its
people came to know something of Buddhism.
Buddhism was indirectly introduced through ideological
works, as well as directly, through the writings of these
well�known figures like Burnouf, Lassen, Max Muller,
Otto Boethlingk, R. Roth, A. Weber, Oldenberg, P.
Deussen, Kem, Rhys Davids, Hardy and others. These
were found, though mostly not in Polish, in libraries,
and they aroused the curiosity of general readers and
the scientific interest of scholars.

·

In the late eighteenth century a number of "secret
societies", engaged in such subjects as Freemasonry
and later on in Theosnphy, be�ame evident. The
members who mostly belonged to selected circles were
in search of systems ofthought and religious belief
other than the Roman Catholic fonn of Christianity
which their country had all along professed· almost to a
man. These societies had libraries for their . special
studies, and books on Buddhism were sometimes found
in them. Theosophy soon became a not unfamiliar
doctrine among these groups, especially with the
translation into Polish of the writings of its 1 eaders.
Nirvana, Kanna, Re-birth, the Noble Eightfold Path
these were no longer mysteries to the circles.
Edwin Arnold's The LigHt of Asia translated by
Wojciech Szukiewize into Polish and published by M.
Arct in Warsaw, began to be read under its title Swiatlo
Asji by an ever-widening circle from 1 905. The Roman
Catholic priest Jan Czuj wrote Buddhism ( 1 907) as if
to challenge t�e new faith which might appeal to people
by at least its exotic nature. However, his material was
taken from hardly any ·authoritative sources and its
.
treatment aroused suspicion i n peopie's minds.

From those years, that is to say, about the beginning
of the present century, dates a greater interest in this
new Asian religion amongst the Polish people: This
. growing interest is reflected in the popularity of new
publications or translations which appe.ared . with
comparative rapidity: Dahlke's Buddhist _stories as
Opowiadania Buddhyjske (published by Ksieznica
Warszawa-Lwow, 1 906), Rhys David'sBuddhism (20rh
ed.) entitled Buddhyzm translated by Dr. Stanislaw F.
M ichalski under the pen-name of Alfred Twieski
.

J �\

Michalski 's translation of the Dhammapada under the
ri a m e Sciezka Pra wdy ( P o dstawy Moral n osci
Buddyjskiej) twice (first by the same publishing House
and a 1948 edition . in Lodz as No. II of Biblioteka
Humanisty, Buddhist Legends orLegendu Buddhyjskie
by Jan Starza Dzierzbiki (published at B. Dz. W.
Warsaw, 1 927) and Zycie Buddhy by A. Fordynand
Herold or the Buddha s Life according to early Indian
.
sources (trans by fr. Mirandola and published by Wyd.
Polskie-Poznan, 1 928-3 I ).
There also appeared i n formative articles in
publications, which devoted some space to Buddhistic
studies. As instances may be cited the following: Radzia
. Yogi Ramakrisszna or a Synthesis ofYoga andBuddhism
by Jan Starza Dzierzbicki (B.Dz. W. Warsaw, 1 92 1 ), a
long article on the Dhammapada and Theravada by
Mgr. _Leon Kraj ewski entitled Norniy Etyczne W.
Buddhyzmie (Ethical Norms in Buddhism) ih the
Theosophical Review "Prieglad Teozoficny" (No. 1 7,
1 929) in the very next number of which, again, was
published the translation of an article ( 1 921-23) entitled
Zagadnienie 'Sciezki ' W Buddhyzmie ("Problems of
the Path in Buddhism") treating of the esoteric
Buddhism of A. P. Sinnet as also H . · S . _OlCott's
Buddhism.
Meantime Polish University men themselves had .
not been . idle. Apart from Dr. Michalski who has
already been mentioned, we have the Polish versions
of Gleaningsfrom As'vaghosa s 'Buddhacarita '( 1 9 1 4)
and Studies in Sanskrit Buddhist Literature (Krakow,
1 9 1 9) from Dr. Andrzej, Gawronski, Professor of
Sanskrit in the University of Lwow; Buddha and
Buddhyzm, a four-paged arti cle i n the Polish
Encyclopaedia Swiat i Zycie ("The World and Life"
publd. Ksieznica-Atlas, Lwow, 1 93 8) by Dr. Sitanislaw
Schayer, Professor oflndology, whose Ph.D. thesis (in
Gennan) had been a prefatory work on the History of
the Mahayana Teachings ofLiberation. In his Religie
Wschdou (The Religions of the Orient) there is a large
chapter devoted to Buddhism. Dr. J. Jaworski ,
Professor of Sinology i n Warsaw, contributed to the
�me Encyclopaedia two articles one of which was on ·
hinese bhikkhus and the other Buddhyzm Chinski on
Chinese Buddhism.

�
I

1

Ther.e are no statistics of the numbers of professing
Buddhists, if any, in the country-today or at any time

.
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earlier. The country is almost entirely Roman Catholic
and perhaps individual people merely took to the
academic study of Buddhism. However, a Buddhist
Vibara is strongly believed to have been in use in Tsarist
days, that is, before 1 9 1 8. It is said to have been the
place of worship for Russian soldiers of Buryat. and
Kalmuck tribes and appears to have been sited near a
Muslim mosque in KSienzenca Street, Warsaw. It is
also�rted tbat in themiddleofthe nineteenth centwy,
a Buddha image had stood at-Josefow OIJ a bank of the
river Vistula It is said to have been the work of a Polish
� count who had travelled widely in Buddhist Asia and
conceived the idea of fashioning an image which he
. duly set up in a park on his estate. It was so greatly
.
admired that a newspaper published a correspondent's
article on it entitled · "the Buddha dwells on the Banks
of the Vistula". Unfortunately no further details are
available concerning this interesting subject. At present
"Friends of Buddhism in Poland" are making a .
detelmined attempt to organise themselves · and ha:ve
already won recognition by the Government.

C. Nyanasatta
POLONNARUWA: Introductory: To begin with, it

is proposed to give in outline the important events
connected with Polonnaruwa and the archaeological
monuments, which are available at the site. They are
. dealt with m greater detail in the pages to follow.

region there. are no remains datable to this period of Sri
Lankan history. At the beginning of the. 1 1 th century,
the ancient city of Anuradhapura was destroyed by
the Colas of South India and the greater part of Sri
Lanka becan1e a part of the Cola Empire. These Colas
made Polonnaruwa their seat of government. For the
greater part of the 1 1 th century, they held sway over
the northern half of Sii Lanka.
'

.

Vijayabab..u 1 ( 1 056- 1 ! 1 1 A. C.) came to power after
driving out the C?ias . He continued to have
Polonnaruwa as the center of his administration. He is
said to have built a Temple of the Tooth and other
religious and secular bu�ldings at Polonnaruwa. It is
with the accession of Parnkramabahu I ( 1 1 53- 1 1 86
A. C.) that outstanding buildings ofarchitectural interest
were caused to be constructed. The next monarch
Nissankamalla ( i 1 87-1 1 96 A. C.) who· reigned for 9
. years? also gets the credit for buildings of architectural
interest.. After the reign of this king, the architectural
history ofPolonnaruwa is almost a blank. Then comes
a period of instability. In the second decade of the I 3th
century, Polonnaruva· was sacked and·plundered by.
raiders from the mainl�d. After a further period of
foreign domination, attempts were. made by Vijayaba
hu IV ( 1267- 1270 A. C.) and Parakramabab.u III ( 1 302l 3 l 0) to reviv� the glories of Poloqnaruwa but met .
with only temporary success. From that time onwards,
for over 500 years, this medieval city remained in
obliVion.

Po1onnaruva was the capital of Sri Lanka during the
The more important archaeological monuments still
12th century. It is situated about 158 miles to the north
to be seen at Polonnaruwa ate given below in brief:
east of Colombo. There are several sites of
archaeological interest in this region i.e. impressive
(i) The palace ofNissankamalla: This is situated
examples of architecture and sculpture dating from one .
a few yards to the north ()f the Rest House.
ofthe most gloriowi periods of Sri Lankan history. The ·
According to Nissankamalla's inscriptions, he most important of the ancient irrigatipn works in. this
got this palace built Within seven inonu'ls. An
part of the region is the Minneri tank. It is a vast
· examination ofwhat now remains ofthis building .
reservoir, covering 4500 acres of ground when full. It
proves that the aim of the architects has been to
was constructed in the 4th century A. C. by the Sinhala
achieve a speed record in palace building.
king named Mahasena (277�304 A.C.). The river
Mahavii!i, the longest in Sri Lanka, flows only 4 miles
(ii) Council chamber of Nissankamalla: lt has
to the east of this ancient city.
been identified from inscriptions. It is within
the same group of buildings connected with the
History is silent as to when and by whom this city
above named palace. It is an oblong pillared hall
was founded. It was occasionally used as a royal
on
a high platform. In this hall there was a stone
residence in 8th, 9th and I Oth c{:nturies.. However, in this
·

-
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lion. It supported the king's throne. It is now in
the Colombo Museum. Many of the pillars in
this building contain inscriptions indicating the
places reserved for various officials, when the
king was seated on the throne.
(iii) Palace ofParakramabahu 1: Bordering the high

·.,

road, near the turn to · the Rest House is the
Citadel of Ro¥al Enclosure. It is about25 acres
in extent. This area is on a higher level than the
suiTounding ground. It was enclosed by a high
wall with a gateway in the middle of the northern
side. Towards the southern end of the Citad.el
are the remains of the pahice ofParakramabahu.
The Czilavamsa gives an exaggerated description
ofthe building. Indications of two upper storeys
still exist. On the ground floor is a great hall
.. ( l 02 ft. x 42 ft.). Its roof was supported by 30
wooderi posts, the' stone sockets of which are
still in position. There is another smaller hall
and several passages and over 50 rooms which
are of small dimensions. A broad flight of steps
leads to the upper storey.

(iv) Pavil i o n :

To the east of the palace there is a
beautiful pavilion built on a stone platfonn of3
tiers. Round the base of this building runs a
frieze of elephants, carved true to nature. The
pillars are adorned with chaste designs. ln and
near the palace there were various subsidiary
buildings such as theatres, picture galleries,
fountains, baths etc. Outside the walls of the
Citadel were pleasure gardens. To the south
east of the pavilion, a flight of stone steps
descends from the citadel wall to the royal bath.
Its stone-faced sides are built in 3 tiers with 3
gangways going round it.

This is a shrine which used
to be known as the Temple of the Tooth. It has
now been identified as a Saiva shrine in the
Pandyan style of architecture ( 1 3th century). The
upper part of the structure which was of brick,
has disappeared, but the stone built part of the
shrine is still extant. During excavatio�s in1 907,
at thi s site, several Hin du bronzes were
. discovered. They are now in the Colombo
Museum.

(v) Siva devale No. 1:

4 - CM 5274
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(vi) Thtipiiriima: Adjoining the Hindu shrine named

above to the north i s an artificially raised
quadrangular teiTace. Here one notices a group
of buildings, which together form ed the
establishment for the Tooth Relic. At the south
west comer of this terrace is a vaulted image
house of brick construction. It is now called
. Thuparama. Its history is not known. It is the
best preserved example of a papmiigiira (image
house) of this period to be seen anywhere in Sri
Lanka. It contained a seated image ofthe Buddha
(now in ruins).
(vii)

Va!a d age : To the north east of the Thuparama

is the Va�dage (circular relic house). It is the
most interesting of the shrines of this ai:ea. It
consists of two circular teiTaces, one above the
other. In the center of this building is a small
sttipa with four Buddha images facing the four
.. · :. · .
entrances.

Facing
Va�dage is the Ha�adage, a shrine identified as
the Temple of the Tooth built by Nissankamalla. ·
By its side is a large inscribed slab, 27 ft. in
:
length, known as the Galpota (stone-book). It
"contains an inscription of Nissankamalla . To .
the west of the Hatadage is another shrine, most
probably the Tooth Rel i c shrine built by

(viii} Hatadage, Galpota, LatamaJlqapaya:

.

.

'-

·

·

.

Vijayabalm I .On this quadrangle is also to be
seen the Latamat:*paya, built by Nissankamalla.
It consists of a stone platfonn on which the
pillars are of stone, in the shape of lotus stems.
l-

This is a solid pyramidal
structure of seven stages known as the Satmahal
prasada. It has been conjectured that it is a stli

(ix) Satmahal Pnisada:

pa of a very uncommon type.

When
one proceeds northwards there are two other .
monuments which should be noted. One is the
Pabalu-vehera (said to have been built by a queen
ofParakramabalm I) and Siva Devale No. 2. The
last named is a Hindu shrine built entirely of
stone. It is in a very good state of preservation.
On its walls are inscriptions of Cola emperors.

(x} Pabalu-vehera and Siva Devale No. 2:
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Further north, the first

monument of not� is the Rankot-vehera. It is
the largest, completed stupa to be seen at

Historical: Polonnaruwa ( P. Pulatthinagara) is first

mentioned in the Cii.!avan:zsa in connection with the

endowment of a m·onastery in the reign of Aggabodhi

Polonnaruwa. Inscriptions at the site proclaim . III (624-640 A. C.). Aggabodhi IV (673-689) and
· it to be a work ofNissankamalla.
Aggabodhi Vll (78 1 - 787} were residing at Polonnaruwa
at the time of their demise. There are other references

(xii) Lank!tilaka group:

To the north of Rankot-

to this city in the reign of Sena. V (99 1 - l 00 l ) .

· Inscriptions are also available where Polonnaruwa is
the great m ona stic establishments of Para . menti�ned and which record royal donations in the 8th
kramabahu. Most important structures are and 9th centuries. About _this time Polonnaruwa rises
vehera is a group of ruins which formed one of

--·'
'

Lankatilaka and Baddhasimapasada The fomier

into prominence mostly due to the development of .
irrigation facilities in the area. Political factors were

to be seen at Polonnaruwa. lt�s bnck built ( 1 70

also largely responsible for its rise into prominence.

. . is also called Jetavaniirfuna It i_s the largest shrine ·
ft. x 66 ft.). Walls stand to a height of 55 feet. .
The vaulted roof has_ completely collapsed. In ·
the celia is. a gigantic standing Buddha image,
. now headless. This building; built by Para
kramabahu (I), was later repaired l:iy Vijayabahu .
IV ( 1 267- 1 270). Adjoining the Lankatilaka to
the north is the smpa known as Kiri-vehera;
said to have been founded by a queen of Para
kramabahu. It is in a good state of preservation.

·

Frorri Polonnaruwa the southern province of Sri Lanka

·

was of easy access. Rohana was always a source of
trouble to Sjnhala kings beeause it was the stronghold
of rebellious chiefs. The well irrigated district of
Polonnaruwa was usually the first part of RajaratJ:ha
to be oc�upied by any rebel advancing froin the south.
Polonn3!Uwa became the chief royal capital of Sri

Lanka chiefly as a result ofthe Dravidian invasions of
1Oth and I I lh .centuries. There was a significant Tamil
·
v
· : (xiii) Gal ihllra: This is a work ofPanzkramabah� I. · element in the population of Sri Lanka about the J 2th
It is a rock- hewn shrine. There are three colossal. century: .
images.(and one. smaller image) of the Buddha. ·
.
.
One recumbent, another. standi�g and two . are
They wer� no doubt the descendants of earlier
seated images. The standing image is popularly invaders as well as ofpeaceful immigrants. The history
. .. . . . . . . - called that of Anarida Thero, sorrowing over the . of Sri Lanka during this period was wholly connected
death ofhis master. The Culavamsa give!? a fairly with that of South India. It is not pertinent here to
. good description of the work done at Gal-viha mention all the events connected with the history of
ra.

(xiv) Lotus Bath: To the north of the Galvihiira· are

.

.

South India. They are dealt with as summarily as
possible. About this time, the Colas had come into

power, defeating many of their Sou th Indian
two interesting ruins. One is -the . stone bath,
built in �e shape of a iotus of eight petals. The contemporaries. They were anxious to gain control of
other is a shrine of the t)rpe resembling Thiipiira both coasts of the Bay of Bengal, in order to grow rich
rna and Lankatilaka. It is noteworthy for its on the lucrative sea trade with South East Asia and
paintings, depicting scenes from the sacred China. For the fulfillment of this· policy, control of Sri ·
stories of th� Buddhists. The Buddha image in · Lanka was essential. There were also a few other factors
the cella is headless and shows bends at 3 places which caused some anxiety between Sri Lanka and the
-hence Tivarika.
Cola rulers. One such instance was the demand by the
.

(xv) Potgul-vehera group:

This is to the south of
the Rest House. Here are remains of a monastery
built by Panikramabahu. There. is a circular
shrine, built of brick. In this site is to be seen a
colossal rock sculpture. It is believed to be a
statue of Parakramabahu (1). At one time it was
· conjectured to be a representation of the sage
Agastya. There .is an object held by both hands..

Colas ofthe regalia left by a Pandyan king who arrived

in Sri Lanka after a defeat at the hands of the ColaS.
Such rifts were only bones of contention.

So at some time between l 00 I and l 004, the Cola

king Rajaraja I invaded Sri Lanka and occupied the

northernpart ofthe island: His campaign was continued
by Rajendra I who carried Cola arms into Rohana, �md

·
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in 1007, captured Mahinda V ( i OO l - 1 0 1 7) alive. The He was succeeded by his brother Riij endra II ( I 052land became a prey to pil lage and violence of every 64) who had to concentrate more about the risirig
kind. Janamithapura (as Polonnaruwa was called by Calukya power than elsewhere. The Colas still held
the Colas) became their provincial capital. The new · the nothern part of Sri Lanka, from which, a year or
conquerors ruled from South India, keeping viceroys two before 1 055, an expedition was sent against the
to look after their interests in the island. Revenues South and had some success. Riij endra's successor was .
collected from Sri Lanka were used to maintain Hindu Virarajendra ( I 063-1 069), who had to face several
temples in South India. For instance, the revenues of dynastic disputes. Soon after this, the greatest and the
five Sinhala villages were devoted to the upkeep of the most ambitious Calukya ruler, Vikramaditya VI ( 1076great Rajarajesvara temple at Tanjore. There are also 1 1 27) came to the throne. As Calukya power increased, ·
remains of several Hindu shrines built in Sri Lanka the Cola vassals in the South, Pandyans and the Ceras
during this period. One of the best preserved in became restless.
Polonnaruwa up to the present day is called Siva Devale
No. 2.
About this time in the Rohana region, the political
situation was improving. In 1 053, a certain chieftain
From their capital at Polonnaruva, the Colas tried named Loka succeeded in unifying Rohana, which he
to tighten their grip on the South, their armies raided governed from Kataragama. Another warrior named .
Rohana and Malaya but they could not bring the South Kitti a ·descendent of the old royal family, gained the
u1,1der their control. The Colas could not capture leadership of Malaya (Central Highlands). When Loka
Mahinda's son, Kassapa wiw was the rightful heir to died, Kitti, who was then only 1 6 years old, captured
the throne and who was proclaimed king under the Kataragama from its new ruler Kassapa and united ·
name Vikkramabahu ( 1 037- 1 049). He was successful Rohana and Malaya. About the year 1 06 1 , he assumed · ·
in maintaining some hold on the south. He spent twelve · the name Vijayabahu ( 1 056- 1 1 1 1 ) and made plans for
years in organizing his forces for a full-scale attack on . the expulsion of the Colas. A series of campaigns
the Colas. But he died suddenly as he was planning his ensued but finally Vijayabahu emergeo victorious. He
, great campaign. He was succeeded by several other strengthened his position by alliance with the friendly ·
chiefs whose periods of power lasted only for short king ofRamafifia (Burma).
periods. Of these, a general named Kitti held power
The Colas continued to hold the northern part of
only for 8 days after which he was slain by another
usurper, M apaiana Kitti, who, after 3 years rule, was Sri . Lanka but there were revolts against their rule.
defeated by the Colas. He is said to have committed However, they sent another army to get back the lost
suicide, shortly afterwards. 'His son Vikkama Pandya, provinces. They were successful initi ally but at
was on the throne for one year, until he lost his throne Palutthagiri (Palatupana) (near Tissamaharama),
as well as his life to Jagatipaia, a North Indian adventurer. suffered a heavy defeat. Fortunes of war . tumed in
He was of Raj put lineage and ruled for four years, until favour of Vijayabahu. He marched on Polonnaruwa
defeated by the Colas. His place in Rohana was taken and succeeded temporarily in occupying it. But there
up by Parakkama, a Pandyan prince. He too ruled for 2 were reversals again. The Colas were by now steadify .
years and was defeated by the Colas. During the period weakening, owing to dynastic disputes. Vijayabahu was ·
of anarchy and foreign in.vasion, these brave chieftains strong enough to suppress his rivals and maintai�
managed to keep Rohana out of Cola hands. As they complete control of Rohana.
were disunited among themselves, it was not possible
In order to drive out the Colas, he sent two armies,
for them to expel the foreign invader.
one by way of the East coast and one by way of the ·
In the meantime, great changes were tiling place in West, against Polonnaruwa and Anuradhapura
South Indian politics. Rajadhiraja I ( 10 1 8-54) succeeded respectively. Both arn1ies were successful. Polonnaruwa
in holding much of Sri Lanka but he could not annex is said to have withstood the siege for six weeks. The
Rohana. The Calukyas were growing in strength. Cola king Kulottunga ( 1 070- 1 1 20) heard of the great
Someswara I ( I 042-1 068), after several battles against reverses which his forces had suffered in Sri Lanka and
the Colas, defeated Rajadhinija I at Koppam on the decided to give up further resistance. He was more
river Krisna. The latter fell in the midst ofbitter fighting. concerned about reinforcing his ranks against the
.
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Calukya king. Vikramaditya VI. Therefore Sri Lanka

was of tess importance to the Colas, because by this

time the long tenn maritime policy of Raj endra I was

learning and was hirriself versed in medical science.

U n d e r th e g u i d ance of

M a ha

Kassapa Thera, a

systematic compilation of the sub- commentaries took

place. Many works were composed in Pali and Sinhala

almost fQrgotten.

during the period of his rule. He rebuilt the cit)' of

. Vijayabahu then became the master of the whole of
Sri Lam.ka. H e was consecrated king in

I 073

at

Anuradhapura.· However, Polonnaruwa remained as his

Polonnaruwa, restored monasteries and.. bui l t new
religious edifices.
He paid much attention to religion and his first task

chief residence and administrative capital. There were

. was to bring about the unification of the contending

several uprisir.gs during Vijayabahu's reign. They were

sects and the restoration of the power and influence of

brought under control and Vijayabahu continued to be

the Orthodox Church, the Mahavihara. The two sects

the master of all Sri Lanka. The Velaikkaras (who were

Sagaliya (Siigalika) and the Dhaminarucika, belonging

p icked mercenaries of Dravidian origin) became

to the parent vihara or Abhayagiri, flourished side by

mutinous, but later they became thoroughly loyal and . side along with the Mahiivihara, until all of them were
reliable.

united into one order during the reign of Parakramaba
hu. .

Vijayabahu attempted to restore good government

In order to unifj and improve the Buddhist Order,

but he could not fully restore lasting stability. After his

he assembled the great community of monks dwelling
in the three fraternities. He called together many

death there was anarchy again. Two factions arose, one

·

led· by Upanija Jayabahu (Vij ayabahu's younger,

brother) and the other by the Adipada Vikkamabahu.

discriminating between failure and non-failure. He

( 1 1 08-1 1 1 4)

himself was well acquainted with the monastic rules .

(Vijayabahu's eldest son).

Jayabahu I

distinguished teachers learned in the method of

and could distinguish the genuine ascetics from the

· ascended the throne but against custom he appointed

false. ones. He cleansed the Order in such a way that

his sister's son, Manabharana as Uparaj a. Vikkamaba

hu was,. .according to custom, the lawful aspirant fc;>r

only genuine ascetics remained within th� Order. Those

such office. The latter was soon in revolt. Several battles .
were fought and Vikkamabahu gained control of the
north_ Manabharana and his two brothers Kitti

Sri

who were disrobed by royal command were given jobs
in secular waiks of life . . Within a short time the king

achieved a purification and unity ainong the mopks.

Megha and Siri Vallabha, retained Rohana and Maya
ra�a. The four rivals se�m to have come together to

A code of regulations for the guidance of monks

terms and d i v i ded the country between them .

was proclaimed by him. It was called Pariikramabahii

Vikkamabahu and his son Gaj abahu II are reported to

katikavata. It did not in anyway come in conflict with

have been engaged in anti-Buddhist activities. The son

the vinaya rules� It gave direction for the proper

ofMamibharana, rose into prominence and became king

observance of the · vinaya rules. The king saw the

( I I �3-

i n discriminate adm i ssion i nt o the Order which

of Sri Lanka under the title Parakramabahu (I)

1 1 86} His reign

lasted

33 years. In him was intense

undennined the discipline and status

bring peace and prosperity to Sri Lanka, after a century
and half of invasion, tyranny and anarchy. .

Activities of Panikramabahu I :

of the

monks. .
Hence he made regulations which became a part of the

energ_)f .and brilliant leadership which enabled him to

law of the country.

·

This king's reign was one ofthe glorious in connection
Parakramabahu I

with architectural monuments. The best specimens of

has been. reported to be a great leader of mankind, who
had the ability to restore order in Sri Lanka and carrying

the age are at Polonnaruwa. He repaired most of the stu
·

pas which had suffered in earlier times and revived the . .

his prowess as a conqueror to foreign lands including . practice of building colossal stlipas. The best prese1ved

South India and even as far as Cambodia. He took

of these is Kirivehera at Polonnafl.Jwa which was built

experienced in statecraft. He succeeded to the throne

by Bhaddavati (one ofthe queens of this king). Pabalu

after the death ofKitti Siri Megha. He consolidated his

, another wife of this king. Another building erected by

position by several victories. He was a great patron of

Parakramabahu in the middle of the town was a square

steps to build monasteries, gardens, tanks etc. He was

vehera at Pononnaruwa was constructed by Rupavati

·

·
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hall with four entrances and inany large rooms. It was

Tivamka house for the Tivan�ka image. The Alahana

everything needful was to be

to be cons tructed by h i m . Subhadda- cetiya and

for the p1.rrpose of a great a l m s g i v i n g i n w h i ch

p ari vena was also a beautiful bui lding which was Gaused

had for those wh o kep t

the precepts of the moral discipline. Every year he

Rupavatr-cetiya are also stu pas which were buil t

used to give g�nnents and mantles to each of them

during this period. A twelve storeyed uposatha house

according to his age. Four alms-halls were built in the

named baddha-s[mii-pasiida and a monastery named

districts of the town and gardens of a charming nature

paccimiiriima are also to his credit. The king also buil t

were laid down. He had a hall built for m any hundreds

the uttariirama as wel l as the Maha-thupa (which bore

· of sick people. There he gave to each sick person a

the nam e · Dami l a thup a). The brazen p a l ac e at

male slave an:d a female slave to prepare day and night

Anuradhapura (lohapasada) which was destroyed by

medicines, food and drink accordi,ng to requirements.

the Colas was restored by this king by raising again its

Many more such facilities were ordered to be provided

1 600 pillars.

in connection with medical needs.

The Ratnavalika-thUpa, Jetavana�stupa,

Abhayagiri- stlfpa

town. He then laid down various streets. He erected a

second inner wreath of walls around his own palace

This king also paid attention to risks_ arising from

and built th�reon a palace, seven storeys high, furnished

famine conditions. In order to overcome these risks, he
caused to be built many tanks and canals in various

with all the necessary comforts. This charming palace

places. He is said to have re-built

was named by him as Vej aya.nta (Palace of Gods). He

216

tanks among

. which was the great tank named U�vela. Parakkarna- ·

. built the hema-mandira (golden house) for performing

sa.t11udda was a great reservoir built ·with a sluice of 1 00

the L:etemonies of sins (by Brahmin priests). Some of

-

-

cubits. It was continually filled with water. Ni l avahini

the other buildings erected by him were dharanl-ghara

, Vettavati, Thungabhadda, Maii.gala�garigii, Campa, .

(house of incantation), maf!L!ala-mandira (for listening

pancasattati�

mandira (for reception of magic water and thread which ·
were given by yellow robed ascetics) and for holding

dhammiigiira (for preaching
religion and discussing religious topics), sarassati
mat!tfapa (for listening to the rhythmic songs of the

(at

Mihintale were also rebuilt by him.

of walls built, which on all sides enclosed the fortified

the paritta ceremonies,

M ar i c a v a t t i - s t u p a

Anuradhapura) were also restored. Several stupas at .

Polonnaruwa wa'5 rebuilt by him. It had a high chain

to the birth stories of the great sage,

and

Sarassati, Jamun_a. S_arabhu, <;;anda�bha�a, Nammada,
Ncrafij ara, Bhagirati , Ka1indi , Godavari are names of
other canals which were caused to be constructed by

·

him.

·

The king erected the Sutigha-cetiya in the place of

· his birth; namely Punkhagama. In the province of

musicians and to behold their channing dances).

Rohana, the king had diverse buildings erected in villages
In a private garden close to this palace, were planted

and market town. The

various kinds of trees. It contained many beautiful .

other buildings, reservoirs, canals which this king caused

tanks. Two of these were SiHi-pok.kharanl and Mangala
pokkharani . Inside this garden _was a

vijja-ma'!tf.apa

which was built to promote various branches of science.
Other buildings inside this garden were dolammycfapa
(swing pavil ion) and

klliima;ycfapa (play pavilion).

The Ciilavamsa refers to many other buildings which

this king caused to be constructed within the c i ty of

Poionnaruwa.

The city was furnished with gates and towers, walis,
moats, streets, palaces, shops and parks. The temple
of the Tooth was built in the middle of tff�'to\vn.

the

king was desirous of building large viharas suitable for
occupation by monks.
eight three-storeyed

For elderly monks he built,
costly palaces. He bui l t the

Culavamsa records a number of

to be constructed. H i s reign of
·

33

years has been

acclaimed as the Augustan age of Sri Lankan History. .

Successors of Panlkramababu I:_Panikrarnabahu who ·
was childless, saw to it that his sister's son ascended
the throne after h i s dem ise. This nephew of his,
Vij ayabahu II ( 1 1 86-1

1 87) was living in Kalinga with a

royal fami ly which was connected with Sri Lanka, by
marriage alliances. His reign was not a peaceful one.
After one year's reign, he met his death at the hands of .
' his successor Mahinda VI

( 1 1 87).

His reign lasted only

for 5 days and he was put to death by Nissankamalla,
the rightful heir to the throne. He is said to havt: been
the Upariija or heir-apparent to Vijayabahu II.

·
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Dambadeniya. Thus with M agha, the series of kings of
Polonnaruwa comes to an end. The center of politics

Nissankamal la ( 1 1 87- 1 1 96) was the greatest

monarch of Polonnaruva after Parakramabiihu I. He

moved towards the South in the subsequent period.

h.as left a large number of inscriptions which give

information about the period in which he
sufficient
.
lived There is .no evidence about Nissankarnalla's

.
Art and Architecture:

Sri Lanka from .Kalinga (which country had matrimonial

perfonned at Anuradhapura but fixed Polonnaruwa as

Nissankamalla's reign was not altogether peaceful.

it occupied before the Cola conquest. For this purpose

alli ances

with

Sri

Lankan

royal

Vijayabahu I who restored

Sinhala sovereignty, had his coronation ceremony

relationship with his predecessors. He was invited to

the center ofhis administration. One ofhis chiefconcerns

h ouses) .

was to restore Buddhism to the eminent position which

Rohana had always been the favourite resort of rebels

.
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he had to g�t dqwn ordained monks from Bunna. It
and �'Pirants to the throne. However, Nissankamalla · was Vijayabahu 's aim to give new life not only to
appears to have kept his kingdom intact. He is said to BuddhiSin but also to literature and the a.rts. He restored

have made donations of various kinds and built alms

ancient edifices which had fallen into decay. Most

houses and distributed alms to the needy.

noteworthy shrine founded during his reign was the

Temple of the Tooth, now calied Nadage.

Nissankamalla also did considerable work for the

economic upliftment ofhis subjects such as by building

With the accession ofParakramabahu I, better times

dawned. The Ctllavamsa devotes 2 chapters to a recital

and repairing oft� and canals. Among the irrigation

·works to his credit is the Nissankasamudra. Another

of his building activities. The lofty Lankatilaka; Tivanka

tank built by him is the Paqqivijayakulama (now known .

image house, the impressive rock cut image8 at Gal

as Galmatiy�e-vava). He also built religious edifices,

such as the Rankot dag�ba: ·Th e rock cave at Dambulla

was embellished by him. He is also known to have .

·

·

vihara, the Lotus Bath, Kumani Pokuna, and the

Audience Hall within his palace attest to this king 's
contrib,ution to art and architecture. .

.

. built the. H��dage, �hich constituted the Tooth �elic . .
house at the time and also the Va�ad�ge.

. Nissankamalla who succeeded Parakramabahu (I) ·

\Vas anxious to outshine his predecessor. Some of his

Nissankamalla took a keen interest in the life and

organization of the Sarigha. He is said to have united

the 3 nikayas and expelled corrupt monks from the
Order. He also extended his patronage to religions other

than Buddhism as well. The king's reign lasted Dnly 9

years. What he ·achieved during · his short reign is
remarlmble in view of the short time which was taken
for such purposes. With the death of Nissankamalla,

best known works are Nissanka-lata-tnaqqapaya, Gal

po�-(stone book) and Ha�dage. The stupa named
Rankot-vehera with the frontispieces and chapels at

the base, is. also a monument which was caused to be

constructed by him. Shortly after his death, there

followed internecine warfare and foreign invasion.

Political instability thus created, paved the way for
foreign iJ;,lvasions. Towards the close ofthe 1 3th century,

·

the country fell into a chaotic political situation. Weak an attempt wa� made to' revive the gl ories of .
rul�rs supported by king-makers follow in quick . Polonnaruwa but with no lasting results.
. successi on. Nissankamalla's son Virabahu I ( 1 1 96)
ascended the throne but reigned only for a day.

With regard to the building of stupas during the

Thereafter there is a list of eleven sovereigns, two of

Polonnaruva period, the architects appear to have

periods were of short duration. The last of the list
Parakrania Pandya ( 1 2 1 2- 1 2 1 5) was ousted by Ma
gha aoout the year i 2' 1 5 A.C. He was from Kalinga and

pavati cetiya have been built following the model of

wh0m were queens (Lilavati and Kalyanavati). Their

invaded.Sri Lanka With a large force ofKerala (Malabar)

followed earlier works. For example Kirivehera and Rii

the colossal stupas of the 4th century. The typ� of

stupa of small dimensions with a series ofmouldings at

the base and � elongated dome (which was in vogue
. soldien.. He blinded the reigning king and took ov� the ·
between 7th t� 1 ()th centuries) has been adhered to in ·
administration of the country. His reign which has
the shrines built at Polonnaruva. The Rankot-vehera
been described as one of terror lasted from 1 2 1 5 to
closely followed the Ratnamalf-cetiya atAnuradhapura
· 1236AC. He was ousted by Parakramabahu II ( 1 234in its architectural design. The frontispieces of
1 269) who shifted the capital from Polonnaruwa to
Kirivehera and Rankotvehera differ from earlier types
..

-·

-
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in many respects. They are constructed entirely of
brick masonry. The Makara brackets, friezes of hm'f!sas
and animals in rei ief, the donner windows, the flanking
stelae sumiounted with figures of animals are notably
absent in the Polonnaruwa examples named above. The
bases of these late frontispieces contain between
mouldings, friezes ofgaiJllS, projecting elephant heads
and lotuses. Another important feature in these stupas
are the chapels with vaulted brick roofs between the
frontispieces.
The largest stupa at Polonnaruwa, the Damila-thti
pa, built by Panikramabiihu I, appears to have not been
completed. The dome, having risen from the moulded .
basal terraces, is truncated, fom1ing a plateau, in the
center of which is a small stupa. Precisely .the same
condition is noticeahle in the Sutighara-cetiya at
Dadigama, the birthplace ofPanikramabalm.

POLONNARUWA

most developed example of this type. The Ha�adage,
the shrine built by Nissankamalla for the Tooth Relic is
noteworthy. Its walls have been built of stone to the
height of the upper storey.
The ruins of the palace ofPanikramabahu are quite
impressive. The plan of the building consisted of a
storeyed central edifice with a spacious hall, in a
courtyard surrounded by galleries ori all sides. An
interesting edifice at Polonnaruwa is the m�pa (Royal
Pavilien). It has a high base in three tiers, moulded and .
ornamented with friezes of elephants, lions and ga� .
The roof was supported on four rows of slender and
. graceful stone pillars, decorated with floral designs of
great charm. A pavilion of the same type was erected
by Nissankamalla on the embankinent of the artificial
lake, where he erected his own palace. In the buildings
at Polonnaruwa, pillars with square shafts and capitals
of the type familiar at Anuradhapura are found in the
Lankatilaka. Pillars in the rock-cut chamber at the Gal
vihara are of the same style. Pillars iri the pavilion in .
front of the Lankatilaka are partly, octagonal and like
those in .the ma�apa within the royal precincts, are .
. decorated with chaste designs. Still more elaborate is .
the treatment of the pillars in the Atad
age. The pillars
.
.
.
. ·.
\ .
·in the NissankalatiimaJ?.qapa and one of the buildings
near the Sat- mahal-pasada are among the most elaborate
in Sinhala architecture. The shaft and the capital together
·

. There are 3 brick built im�ge houses at Polorinaruva
Of them the largest is the Lankatilaka From front to
back the length is 1 24 ft. The greatest breadth is 66 ft.
at the square shaped shrine. The north wall still stands ·
to a height of 55 ft. Originally the shrine could have
measured nearly .1 00 ft. from the base to the top of the
crowning finial. On ground plan, the shrine consists
internally of a cella, an entresol fonned by the opening
through the wall, a vestibule and the entresol facing the
front staii·s. At this shrine there had been an upper
represent a stylised lotus with its stalk.
storey, in the fonn of timbered galleries supported on ·
stone pillars in the inner shrine, which pennitted a full ·
There are also, at the entrance to buildings at
view of the image, 40 ft. in height from the entrance.
Polonnaruva, makara balustrades flanking the steps,
.
semi-circular slabs of stone referred to as moonstones
Architects who were employed by Pariikramabiihu
and niiga kings in ar.thropomorphic fonr., doing duty
I were skilled in site-planning. As an example, the
. as dviirapalas . There are also moonstones at the flights
extensive complex of monastic buildings known as the
of steps but these are not of the same a.."tistic quality as
Alah�a Parive�a, m�y be mentioned. Lankatilaka was
the three masterpieces of this sculpture, still preserved
at the center of this group of buildings. The principal
atAnuradhapura The best moonstones at Polonnaruwa ·
edificeS were the image house, the stupa and the chapter
are those at the entrances to the Vatadage.
house. These buildings were located on an elevated
ground. The sloping ground on all sides of this central
There are also some guardstones at Polonnaruwa
eminence has been made into terraces. On them were which are ofconsiderable artistic merit. The pair flanking
•/

located the stupas of lesser importance, residential
quarters, libraries and other adjuncts.

The Varadage at Polonnaruwa is one of the most
remarkable monuments worthy of mention. This
architectural type is a development of the circular cetiya
ghara of India. The Varadage at Polonnaruwa is the

the steps at the eastern entrance of the Vatadiige surpass ·
all others in this respect. The fan-bearers on either side
of the Buddha in the rock cut shrine at Gal-vihara are,
also worthy of note. The screen wall of the Vatadiige is
ornamented with shallow carvings of four- petalled
flowers, in naturalistic style. This is certainly a good
example of effective decorative work. 'The frieze of
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king's life story. Time has not spared any of these
nowadays. Some of the paintings of religious edifices

elephants, mnning round the lowermost tier of the
pavilion to the east of the royal palace, is an exa.m ple of

have been preserved, only in fragmentary state. The

architectural embellishment as its purpose. The attitude
of each elephant is different from the other. The artists

. Lankatilaka bears traces of wal l paintings on the exterior

have been successful in depicting them in various moods
and movements.

as well as the interior. It is in the Tivarika shrine that
some paintings have been preserved. The walls of the
porch and the vestibule are covered with scenes

It was in the medium of stucco that a good deal of
plastic ait of this period was produced. Good examples
in this connection are to be found on the walls of the
shrines named Lankatilaka and Tivarlka They represent
deities who have arrived in their vimiinas to pay homage
to the Buddha. These stucco figures show skill in
modelling the body in various attitudes.

illustrating thellitakas. On the walls ofthe interior are
scenes from the life of the Buddha.
At Dimbulagala, there are caves where some
paintings ofthe period are preserved. Some of the better
preserved fragments, depict five h aloed figures,
obvio�sly meant to represent . deities. Excavations
earned out at Mahiyangana-stupa have brought to
light paintings in the relic chamber. There are a number
of complete figures and fragments of several others.
The date ofth� paintings in the Tivarika shrine cahnot
be established with certainty because of repairs carried
out at that shrine in the succeeding century (i.e. 1 3 th).
. The shrine. was built by Parakramabahu(I)but there is
evidence to show that the building
- has undergone
· alterations subsequently.
·

An outstanding example of sculpture which needs
particular mention is the colossal rock cut statue which
is traditionally be.lieved to be that of Panikramabahu
(I). Paranavitane ha5 given reasons for identifying the
figure as that of P anikrarriabahu. Ananda·
Coomaraswamy was of the opinion that it is a
representation ofth� sage Agastya. However there. is a
definite striving for representation of individual ··
characteristics in the physiognomy. There is no certain
· evidence for !iscribing it to a partic_ular reign.

·

·
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There are also remains of H indu shrines i n
Polonnaruwa which were built during the Cola
. Colossa! Buddha images were carved on the face of
occupation. One important building which .needs
a granite boulder at the site now called Gal-vihani, of
mention is Siva Devale No.2, which is entirely of stone ·
which the ancient name was Uttararama. The recumbent
and in a satisfactory state of preservation. ·lt is a
Buddha measures 46ft from head to foot. The standing
·representative example of Dravidian architecture at its .
figure is 23 ft. in.height. There are two seated Buddhas
best. Siva Devale No. I , of which the sikhara was of
-the smaller one is within a shrine excavated into the
.
brick
construction (and which has now cmmbled down)
rock. The larger B uddha i s shown . against the
is of a. later date. Several icons of Hindu deities have
background of a shrine with a torana in front of it.
also come io light. One·of the best preserved is the one
These images were originally inside �brines an d were
which has been named as Na!<J.raja (which demonstrates
painted or gilt.
. the Dance of Siva). The icons which have come to light
depict Hindu deities as well as saints.
·
�
'a
h
T ere re also some other B uddha images of thi
period, but it is possible that some of them belong to See Plates XII-XXII
an earlier age. It is reasonable to believe that images ·
from ruined shrines or earlier date were enshrined in Biblio�raphy
edifices built in the ll th and 1 2 th centuries. The four
�. .
Buddha images inside the Vatadage are also noteworthy
1 . History· of Ceylon, Vol. I Pt. II , ed. H. C. Ray,
for the manner in which the
head is treated.
In these' Colombo, 1 960 (pp.4 l l -525)_
.
.
the head is smoothly shaven or appears as wearing a
skuHcap. 'The robe clings to the body without folds. .
2. H.W. Codrington, A short history of Ceylon.
London 1 947 pp. 55-73
The walls of palaces and shrines were decorated
with paintings during the Polonnuruva p·eriod. The Ca
3. Ceylon- Historical Journal, Vol. IV, Nos. 1 -4
lava"!Stl refers to the palace of Parakramabahu I and a Colombo, 1 955
number of other pavilions which were decorated with
paintings, including scenes illustrative of events in the
Nandasena Mudiyanse
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POT0\�A. A P�ili tenn occurring in early Buddhist
literature of Sri Lanka, mainly, the Visuddhimagga, the
P a l i com m e n ta r i es of B u d dhaghosa and o ther
commentators, and in the Van.1Satthappakasini i.e. the
commentary on the Mqht!ivan!sa. Closely allied with
this tenn are the tenns Poraf!akatthera, Pora'!acariya
and Poran, a{!hakatha, and also Pubbacariya and
A!(hakathG.cariya, which also occur in the commentarial
works mentioned above.

It is quite evident that the Pora1!a wete important
sources of the Pali commentaries . The Mahavamsa
(Mh v. i. 2 ) states that tbe Mahavan!sa which was
compiled by the ancients (poraf! elzi) was here too long
drawn out and there too closely knit. The MahavmYJSa
commentary (MhvA . I. 46) explains that the reference
is to the older sr hala?thakatha MahaVGJ1!Sa
( . . . . o oporiif!ako S[ halar(hakathamahavaJ1!sa o o . o o . ).
That the Dzpavafr!Sa also has drawn its material from
the Poriinii is also evident from the fact that certain
verses quoted in the Samantapli.sasdikii as being from
.the Poriil'!ii are found in the DlpavajlSa with slight
modifications (Rahula, Early History ofBuddhism in
Ceylon, Colombo, 1 956, p. xxi).

Quotations from the Pora1!a, Pora'!a!thakatha,
Porcif!akatthera etc. occur in the Visuddhimagga and
the other commentaries.
E.W. Adikaram (Early History of Buddhism in

Ceylon, Colombo, 1 953,pp. 1 6 f) gives the number of
Pordf!a quotations in the Pali commentaries including
the Visuddhimagga as 1 1 6, . of which. 85 . are verse
references, 29 pros� and 2 short sentences which are
probably prose though they may also be fragments of
two short stanzas. In the 85 verse references .there are
1 42 verses.

Som�times, the same verse or prose occurs in more
than one a(!hakatha, the same passage occuning in not
less than
- twelve commentaries (op.cit.p. 1 7). When
these repetitions are removed these 142 verses reduce
themselves to 90. It is interesting to note that 1 7 of
these verses are found, though not under the nal'n e of
Poraf!d, in a comparatively modern Sinhala prose
work called the Vjmuktisarigraha. Apiut from these
quotations from the Pordf!as there are several other
quotations, which appear to be from the PordJ'!as though
· this is not specifically mentioned.

·

A glance at the Pora� as passages in the
commentaries would show that in some way or another,
deal with every aspect of the teachings of the Buddha,
and aiso that many of them reveal . a: commentarial
nature. The subjects dealt with range from mere points
of grammar to deep philosophical speculation, and from
pure legendary matter to history. They contain matetial
on the Vinaya rules, admonitions in the practice of
jhana, reflections on impennanence etc., the biography
of the Buddha, A bhidhamma doctrine"and · Sutta
nomencla.ture, legendary episodes, historical incidents,
cosmology, exegetical n'latter and grammar etc. (for
details see E. W. Adikaram, Early History ofBuddhism
in Ceylon, Colombo, 1 953, pp. 1 8 ff. Appendix II, A &
II B; MhvA. lxii).

PO RANi\
.

Scholars have different views on what or who are
meant by the tenn PordJ'!ii though the word literally
meant 'the Ancients' . According to Mrs. Rhys Davids ·
the Poriil'!ii were the 'fathers' of the Theravada Sasana
but were of a later date than the canonical writers.
They were the bookmen, the academicians, the
cloistered scribes of the new predominant Buddhist
culture (B.C. Law, The Life and Works ofBuddhaghosa,
Calcutta and Simla, 1 923, p. vii).
·

.

GP. Malalasekera (The Piili Literatur-e of Ceylon,
Colombo, 1 958, p. 92, n. 1 ) on the other hand states,
. . . I am of opinion that the Pora'!as merely
refer to teachers whose exposition were not necessarily
embodied in the commentaries, but handed down in
various schools by oral tradition, sometimes with
mnemonic verses to help the me1nory, and that
Buddhaghosa refers to such traditional explanations as
the anonymous Poriif!ii. Often, in Sinhalese books,
when the author quoting from an ancient work either
does, when the author does not know- or does riot
think it necessary to give the source, he introduces it
merely by eheyin puratanayo k[hu, therefore the
ancients said.
"0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GP. Malalasekera (MhvA . introduction, p. lxv) also
thinks that the names of the earliest teachers who were

the PoriiJ'!ii were forgotten for, at that early time when
wri ting was not popu lar what was considered
important was to remember the facts and not the
manners. Later, however, when writing became popular,
it was possible to mention even the manners of eminent
teachers, in the commentari es. These teachers
coJTespond to the more ancient Poriif!ii.

·
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E.W. Adikaram (op. cit. pp. 22f.) on the other hand hoary mists of antiquity. Some of them belonged
disagrees with Malalasekera's opinion. He points out probably to India, others certainly to Ceylon. They
that in thePapaiicarudani, Buddhaghosa remarks about were considered to be arahants, and, therefore, infallible.
an explanation left out by the Poriif!d. To say that this This, perhaps, was the distinction, if ,there was any,
explanation is left out, says Adikaram, the Pordf!d between the Porii'!a and thePorqf!akattherO.; the latter
interpretations. must have been available to him in the were not arahants, and hence, were liable to error".
form of a compilation, either as a separate collection,
The Po ran, a h ave been · identified with
or embodied in the commentaries. Further, the fact that
prose passages of identical form, says Adikaran1, are Pora'!a[(hakatha by Hermann Oldenberg (Dlpavafr!Sa,
found quoted more than once suggests strongly that · ed Oldenberg, London, 1 879,pp.2, 3) and Geiger
the commentators drew those prose passages from a (Dipavafr!SG and Mahavamsa, pp.44 ff). Geiger (lac.
cit) also thinks that they formed the basis of the Pali
written compilation.
Mahtzvarf!sa. E.W. Adikararn (op.cit pp.22 f) agrees
Adikaram conludes his observations saying, " the with the opinion of these two scholars. G. P.
PorGf!Gs were undoubtedly revered teachers ofold and Malalasekera (MhvA . I, introduction, pp. lvii f.) seems ·
they must have playeq an important part in the to think that the term Por6!Jaf!hakathti probably
formation and stabilizing ofthe Theravada school. They referred to the old Mahava"!sa which was also known ·
had their origin in India as is evidenced by the verses as the Va"!�a([hakathti or the S[ hala!(hakathti
�ttributed to the dhammasang6haka. theras in the Maliava"!sa.
Milindapanha . . . . � . . . . . . . ; . . probably they were not
. The Porti!Jacariya, i.e.· the teachers of old, the
kriown in India by the name· Poraf!a. It may be that
.
their views and interpretations of the Doctrine were PortilJGkatthera, i.e. the theras of old, thePubbacariyli,
incorporated in an old . Commentary, and that when i.e. the fonner teachers and, the A {fhakathticariya, i.e.
other new Commentaries such as the Maha-a{{hakatha, the teachers of commentaries have been referred to in
Mahdpaccarl and the Kurundl came to be written· this the commentaries as referred to above and their views
. old commentary was called the Pora'!atrhakatha, and · seem to have been quite similar to those of thePorafJil.
the teachers whose views were incorporated in it were ·
.

tet}T!ed the par�� or the tea�h�rs of o!4...Still later the
· The GafJf!hava"!Sa (JPTS. 1 886, pp. 58, 5) defines
' distinction between the views of these teachers of old .
the Por61JOcariyti as the dhamma-smig6haka th.eras,
and the rest of the contents ·of the old commentary
i.e. the theras who took part in the three councils, but
may have disappeared and the term Para'! a and Para
with the exception of M ahakaccayana. I n the
na{!hakatha acquired the same significance. Even as
Milii-zdapanha (p. 369) a certain passage is ascribed by
the shortened form f<urundl was often used instead of
Nagasena to the Dhammsmightihaka theras. The same
the Kurunda[!hakatha, so also the �ord Pora�a inay
verse occurs in the Visuddhimagga (Vism. 1.270) as a
have been used to denote the Pordn atthakatha.
quotation from the PorafJil. From this it appears the
(Adikaram, op.cit.p.23).
P_ortirp and the PorafJilcariya were identical, and that
Subsequently, in the introduction to the edition of they were the dha m m asangahaka theras. The
the VariJsatthappahisinl (MhvA . I. p. lxiv) Malalasekera
says. I would myself, still m aintain the view
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . that Pora'!a merely meant 'Teachers
of old '. The term was of wide significance, it was not
restricted to one set or school, of teachers; it did not
indicate any particular work or works. The tenn was
used in reference to inen of eminence of the Buddhist
community -perhaps, not even necessarily monks
eminent, some by reason of their piety, others because
of their learnfug . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the Parana were
men of hallowed memory, their r1ames forgotten in the
"

·

Gandhava7f!Sa (p.59) also states that thePortil}ticariy6

andA{!hakathticariyti were identical {ye hiportirpcariy6
te yeva af{hakathacariya). According to · the
Gar!'f.hava"!sa therefore, all three terms, Pora!Ja,
Portiryicariy6 and A[!hakathticariyti were synonymous.
The term Pubbacariya also seems to be synonymous ·
with Portirjti, for, according to Adikararn (op. cit. p. 21)
two quotations in the Visuddhimagga, one said to be
from the PortifJil, and the other from the Pubbacariya
on the same topic, viz. the Pa[iccasamuppada seem to
have been drawn from the same source.

.

l

·1

PORANATUIAKATHA
. ..

Buddhaghosa, commenting on a phrase in the

oral tradition some times with mnemonic verses to
'

Mulapariyliya- sutta says that the Parlif!li have not

help the memory and that Buddhaghosa refer to such

discussed this but the commen t is his own. Here,

traditional explanations as the anonymous

Poraf!ii.
Hermann Oldenberg3 identifies Porii!Jl1S with Para
naf{hakathii.

Adikaram (ap. cit. p. 22) thinks Buddhaghosa evidently
· takes the . Po rdf!li to be i dentical w i th the

A tthakathlicariya, i . e. the theras who compiled the Sl
·
the main sources of Buddhaghosa's
h�la Atthakatha
.
Pal i

.

i

tran s l at ons.

But

then,

were
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Adikii.ram4 observing identical prose passages

the

quoted more than once, suggests strongly that the

Dhamm�migahaka Theras the compilers of the Sz
. hala Atthakath!i,
or, is Buddhaghosa's reference to an
.

commentaries drew these prose passages from a written

compilation He thinks Portif!ii.S were undoubtedly .
.
revered t�achers of old and they must have played an

.
earlier Pali commentary which Mahinda may have

brought to Sri Lanka a.nd was subsequently rendered in

important part in the formation and establising of the

the vemacuiar? That Paral}ii and the other allied terms

Theraviida school. They had their origin in India.

referred to certain compilations in Pilli is highly probable

·

Probably they were not known in India by the name

for all the quotations attributed to them are in that

Poriif!li. It may be that their views and interpretations

language. The tradition is that theSIhala?{akathli which

of the Doctrine were incorporated in an old commentary

�ompris�d many works like the Mahii-arrhakatha, the

and that when other new commentaries such as Maha
. tthakathii, Mahiipaccari and the Kurundi came to be
which were preserved in the Sinhalese language were
� tten the old commentary was called Poriina?{hakOthii.
originally brought by Mahinda (SA. I. 1 ; MA. I. 1, DhsA .
and the teachers whose views were i ncorporated in i t
1 , Adikaram, ap. cit.p l l ).
were termed the PoriilJii

Mahlipaccarl-a{!hakathG. and the Kurundl-arrhakathli

.

o r the "teacliers o f old". Still

later the distinction between the .views ·of those teachers

H.R.Perera

of old and rest of the contents of the old commentary .
may have disappeared and the term Parii.f!ii and the

PO RANATIHAKATHA

:

Pariif!iif{hakathii (the

� �� entary) is one of the sources referred to

ancient o

by Buddhaghosa i n h i s Pali commentaries. Also
Buddhaghosa has often referred to another source as

Parii.f!li. There is no consensus among the scholars
wheth�r Porii.f!li{[hakathii. andPoriif!li are two different
. sources or they refer to the same source in two different

·

Poriinatthakathii. acquired the san�e significance.
'

� further poi�ts out "even as the. shortened

Adikara

fonn Kurundi was often used i nstead of the word
kurundia?{hakathci, so also the word Parii!Jf; may have
·
been used t� denote the Poriina{?hakathii. . .

Sammohavinadani the
commentary to the Vibhangappakara":a of the
Abhidhammapi{aka says that he would compose the
. commentary fol lowing the . system of the Para
natthakathii. (Karissii.ma Vigii.hetva Porii.na?{hakatha
N am). Apparently the author of the
.
Sammahavinodatzi.in the present context refer to the
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The term . Pos i tivism was first .

associated with the doctrines of Auguste Comte and
his followers. In more recent times it has been employed
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school of thi nkers 1 who reacted against the post
Hegeli an idealists. More specificilily the term is
currently employed of Logical Positivism, which

.·
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stemmed from the work of the Vienna Circle and was
profoundly influenced by W i t tgen st ei n s Tr actatus
Logico-philosophicus.
'

Buddhism has been compared with the ol der
Positivism of Comte and some points of similarity,
which Buddhism bears to modem Positivism have also
been indicated by writers. Such comparisons, however,
can be useful and i lluminative only if the similarities
are not superficial and the differences as well are clearly
brought into focus.

·

POSJTIVISM

an observable causal pattern of regular sequence or
concomitance. Two events A and B are said to be causally
related if "whenever. A happens B happe ns (asmin
sati idam hoti) and "whenever A does not happen, B
does not happen" (asmin.wsati idr1J na hoti). The truths
of Buddhism are said to be laws �fthis sort verified by
the Buddha, who "states the causes of even"ts that arise
from causes" (ye dhammti hetuppabhavii tesan! hetu
tathagato aha).
"

·

The comparison with Comte has been both in
. respect of his philosophy and his religion. If we take
the philosophy first, we find for instance, T. W. Rhys
Davids2 saying· that "Comtism, Agnosticism and
.Buddhism are . . . the only systems which have broken
away in the most uncompromising manner from the
. venerable soul-theories which have grown out of the
ancient Animism". Radhakrishoan3 goes further and
says: "Early Buddhism was positivism in its outlook
and confined its attention to what we perceive. Some
ofthe early Buddhists went even to. the length of saying
that there was nothing behind appearances, not .only
nothing for us but nothing at all".

.

There are however two qualifications that need to
be made.to show the difference between the positivist
picture of the world and the means of knowing it and
the Buddhist counterpart thereof. Beyond the fleeting
phenomena, according to Buddhism, is the changeless,
timeless reality of Nirvdl!£l. Posi.tivists of the Comte
school would fight shy of such an assertion although,
as Mill points out, "th.e positive mode of thought is
not necessarily a denial of the super natural . . . Whoever
regards all events as parts of a constant order, each one .
the invariable consequent of some antecedent condition
or combination of conditions, accepts fully the positive
mode of thought, whether he acknowledges or not an
. universal antecedent on which the whole system of
nature was originally consequent and whether that
universal antecedent is conceived as an Intelligence or
not''5 • The other point of departure is that observation
or verification for positivists is in the light of sense .
experience, while Buddhism admits both nomtal as well
as paranonnal (atikkanta-mfinusika) perception which
comprises "higher forms of cognitive experience"
(abhifiiia), and include telepathy (paracitta-vijfinana
fifi'!a), clairvoyance (dibba-cakkhu) clairaudience
(dibba-sota) retrocognition (pubbe-nivfisfinussati ·
iifiJ?a), and the intuition ofReality (!isavakkhaya iifi'!a).
As a consequence of this, .while positivists would
dismiss concepts like Rebirth or Kanna as superstitious
myths or dogmas incapable of verification, Buddhism
holds that they come within the sphere of the verifiable
in the light of such paranormal experience.
.

J.S. Mill, however in reviewing the Positivism of
Auguste Comte says that "the fundamental doctrine of
a true philosophy according to, M. Comte, and the
character by which he· defines Positive Philosophy is
the following: - We have no knowledge of anything but
phenomena; and our knowledge of Phenomena is
relative, not absolute. We know not the essence, nor
the real .mode of production, of any fact but only its
relations to other facts in the way of succession or of
· similitude. These relations are constant; that is, always
the same in the same circumstances. The constant
resemblances which link phenomena together, and the
"constant sequences which unite them as antecedent
and consequent, are tenned their laws. The hiws of
phenomena are all we know respecting them. Their
Comparing Buddhism with Comte's Humanism,
essential nature and their ultimate causes, either efficient
Radhakrishnan says that "ancient Buddhism resembles
or final, are unknown and inscrutable to ils"4 •
positivism in its attempt to shift the centre from the
worship ofgod to the service ofman"6 • The comparison
Ifthis is the central theme of the positive philosophy is justified insofar as Buddhism is a man-centred
then we may compare with it Early Buddhism· which religion. Human life is for Buddhism the most valued
considers that the world is describable in tenns of events fonn of life and ma:n is said to have the capacity to rise
(dhamma) and relations (paccaya) and holds that these by his efforts even above the gods whom in his
events are not haphazard in their occurrence but follow ignorance and helplessness he worship. But the
.

·

·

/.

.
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humanism of the Buddhist ethic is a byproduct of its

view or life. Each rnan shou l d seek the goal of Nirvana
t\)r b i m�elf but

he can
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progress spiritually oniy i f he

has a loving ccii1cem for the well-being of others as well

them m ay be mentioned the attempt to trace some
m etaphysical

concepts like 'sou l ' and ' substance' to a

l i nguistic origin, the sci entific view of the

causal system of events, the acceptance of verifiability

as of himself. Comte's humani sm on the. other hand is

and the rej ection of metaphysics. The concepts of 'soul' .

conception of Man.

although it was rec9gnised that there was a deep-seated

an a ttempt to evolve sentiments around an abstract

or substance'

(attii)

were rej ected a� unverifiable

desire on our part to believe

(di?{lziiplidana)

in such

concepts a n d the ten dency of l an g u age was to

Modem thinkers \1/ho have dipped into the writings

·

worl d as a ·

of Buddhism have sometimes been struck by its

perpetuate such beliefs. As Ogden and Richards have

analyticaF and positivist turns of thought. H.H. Price,

p0inted out " the rejection of misleading fonns of

Wykeham, Professor of Logic at Oxford University,

l anguage was carried still further by Buddhist writers

has rem arked that " there are some passages in the

in their treatinent of the ' soul ' . Whether it was called

early part of the Questions of King Milinda which

saita (being), atta (self), jlva (living principle) or
puggala (person) did not matter: " For these are mere

have a very modem ring, and might almost have been

1 920's"8 • Aldous Huxley

names, expressions, turns of speech, designations in

bel i eves that Early B uddhism for the most part

common use in the world. Of these he who has won

respected the principle of verification and confined its

truth m akes use indeed, but he is not led astray by

written in Cambridge in the

them"i0 Verifiability in Buddhism was, of course, in

statements to verifiable propositions. In his own words:

terms of both sense experience as well as extrasensory

"Among the early Buddhists, the metaphysical theory
(i.e. of B rahman of the Upanishads) was neither

experience and it is virtue of this that rebirth is treated

affirmed nor denied, but simply ignored as being

as a verifiable while modern positivists would regard it

meaningless and unnecessary. Their concern was with

as a metaphysical concept along with all other theories

the immediate experience, which, because of i ts.

of survival.

consequences for life, came to be known as ' liberation'

or ' enlightenment' . The Buddha and his disciples of

K. N. Jayatilleke.

. the southern school seemed to have applied to the
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The whole point is that knowing answers either

PRAGMATISM. Pragmatism is the philosophical view
that meaning of truth of a concept depen ds on its

affinnatively or negatively to these questions would

practica l consequ ences. The philoso phi cal view
articulated first by Charles S. Peirce of the United States

not make a difference insofar as one's suffering, the
crucial existential issue as the Buddha has taught, is

in the latter part of the 1 9th centl,lry and made popular
i n the begi n n i n g of the 2 0 th century by such

concerned. The reason given by the Buddha for not
answering such questions is based purely on pragmatic

philosophers as William James, John Dewey and F.C.S
Schiller was basically a reaction to the metaphysical

reasons. He says:

' pursuits that dominated philosophical discussion during

"Why have I left that undeclared? Because it is

that period. Peirce's view was presented in the context

m1beneficial, it does not belong to the fundamentals of

of scientific research and he claimed that practice was

the holy life, it does not lead to disenchantment, to
the cornerstone of determining truth of a scienti fi c . dispassion; to cessation, to peace, to direct·knowledge,
theory. Wiliiam James changed this initial emphasis
to enlighte�ent, to Nibbana. That is why I have left

. and took 'practic�' to mean, not merely the repeatable

·

that undeclared".

experimental practice by a group of scientists' as in ·the
case of Peirce, but concrete practical consequences,
and having such consequences was taken as the criterion
of truth. Negatively this was a rejection of traditional
debateS on metaphysical entities and positively, it was
to understand the function of p h i l o sophy as
establishing some positive aims as the purpose of
philosophy.
Although pragmati$m as . a modern philosophical .
view is, obviously, of recent origin from the point of
accepting a very close connection m:tween truth and
practical consequences the Buddha seems to have
anticipated a pragmatic view of truth in his own
·

teachings. It is well known th�t the Buddha did not
answer speculative questions that are known as

(abyakata pafiha). In the Cu
lama/wikyaputta Sutta of the Majjhimanikaya (64), the
locus classicus of the ten questions mentioned in the
'unanswered questions'

Pali canon, the Buddha uses the simile of the man hit

by an arrow in order to explain the futility of looking
for answers to these questions. The point of the simile
is that when a person is hit by an arrow the immediate

. priority ofhim should be to remove it and get cured by
using medicine. Ifhewere to insist on the details such

as the· ·caste of the person who shot him, where he
comesfu>m and the like ; he will have to succumb to his
injuries without finding answers. In the like manner,

the Buddha says, when suffering is the problem one

must nDt waste time on irrelevant issues but focus on

what is relevant. In this context the Buddha says:

''Whether there is the view ' after death a Tathagata
neither exist nor does not exist there is birth, there is
ageing, there is death, there are sorrow, lamentation,
pain, grief, and despair, the destruction of which I
prescribe here and now".

·

The conclusion of the discussion is clear: if there
will not be any practical diffe1ence for the existence of
suffering

�wing to whether or not the metaphysical
y
r-Pose

assertions were true and ifthe do not serve the pu

of release from samsara_there is no point in talking of
them. Although pragmatists such as William James were
not concerned with suffering in the Buddhist sense bu.t
were concerned about science and one's day-to-day
life what he says is relevant i n the context o f ·

Malunkyaputta discussion: He says: .
"If no practical difference whatever can be traced,
then the alternatives mean practically the same thing,
and all dispute is idle"

(Essays in Pragmatism. The
Hafner Library of Classics, 1 948, p. 1 42).

•

He furt4er says: .
"You must bring out each word its practical
cash-value, set it at work within the stream of your
experience. It appears less as a $olution, then, than as a

program for more work, and more particularly as an .
indication of the ways in which existing realities may
be changed" (ibid. p.

145).

This latter statement with its stress on experience
and the need for change goes well with the Buddha's
emphasis on human experienc.e as the limit ofknowledge

·

and the need for change in one's Satl)Saric existence.
The philosophers ofreligion are quite familiar with
the defense of the existence of God by James on
pragmatic grounds. James said that "iftheological ideas
prove to have a value for concrete life, they will l!Je

·
·

. .i

•

,)t
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true . . . "

(Ibid. p. J 54) and supported the belief in God

on the ground that to believe so would prove to be

useful. As w i l l be seen from the discussion below the
Buddhist standpoint makes a clear distinction between
truth and falsehood and being useful or otherwise in a
Buddhist moral sense. Buddhism would not accept
Jamsian equation truth = usefulness for there may well

be useful things in ordinary sense which are not true.

·

There has been an academic discussion whether or
not the Buddha held pragmatic value as a criterion of
truth. K.N. Jayatilleke discussing the Buddhist theories
of truth observes quite clear pragmatic tendencies in

the teaching of the Buddha. Nevertheless he does not
think that the Buddha accepted pragmatic value as a
criterion of truth. Jayatilleke refers to the Buddha's

di scussion with Prince Abhaya

PRAJN&ARAM ITA
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'what is advantageous' but in the sense of 'what is
morally good in the sense of being useful for the
attainment of the goal of Nirvana' . I t must be said, not
only the term

'attha' is used in a particular Buddhist
sense but also the tenn 'anattha' is used not in the
sense of mere absence ofattha (use-less or meaning-Jess

as understood by Jayatilleke and Kalupahana), but to ·
denote positively the presence of what is morally

disadvantageous. Understood in this manner it is
.obvious why false can never be
always

'attha sar.Jhita ' but

'anattha-sa"!hita '.

It is not right, however,_ to interpret this as Buddha
not accepting a category that is both false and useful in
a mundane pragmatic sense. There may or may not be

useful but false situations; but the particular context

(A bhayardja . does not make clearwhether �r not the Buddha accepted

kumarasutta- Majjhimanikaya, 58) where he draws a

such a category. It is, nevertheless, worth noting that"
·
distinction among true, u seful and pl easant or · Mahayanists in developing the view ofupaya-kaus'alya

·

unpleasant - statements and true, useless, pleasant or

unpleasant statements and false, useless and pleasant

or unpleasant statements. Pointing to the category of

do seem to have believed precisely in such a possibility!

What may be concluded from the Buddha's discussion

with PrinceAbhaya is that utility in a Buddhist religious

true, useless and pleasant or unpleasant statei?ent

sense was accepted by the Buddha, not as the exclusive,

"This me.ans that a statement could be useless

of utterance. Although all false statements are anattha
samhita the vice versa is not necessarily true for there
can be eve_n true statements that are anattha-sam.hita.

. Jayatilleke says:

·

wi thout b�ing fal se, thus showing that u t i l i ty

(attasan:Jzitam) was not considered to be a definition or
an infallible criterion of truth" (Early Buddhist Theory
ofKnowledge, George Allen and Unwin Ltd. London,
1 963, p.358).

but as very important, criterion of a statement worthy

In sum: although Buddhism Jays considerable stress on

the pragmatic value of statements it does not take
statements to be true on mere grounds of pragmatic

.

considerations.

Discussing the same discourse David J. Kalupahana

Asanga Tilakaratne

seems to draw a different conclusion:

''For the Buddha, language derives its "meaning"
PRAJNAPARAMITA: The term 'prajnaparamita' is
(attha) when it is able to produce results (attha), and .
a compound word (prajna+ paramita) which is
thus what is true (bhuta, taccha) is that which bears
general}X understood as one of the six perfections an
results (atthasam.hita). The Budddha did not recognize
anything that is false to be productive of results"

(Nagarjuna: The Philosophy ofthe Middle Way, State

University of New York Press, 1 986, p.l9.)

It is true in the Discourse that the Buddha does not

admit a category of false and useful, pleasant or

unpleasant. J ayatilleke is not quite sure whether or not

this is an omission. He surmises that this abse��� ��:X,

be due to the "peculiarly Buddhist use of the term
'useless'

( ' na atthasa"!hitaltJ) (Jayatilleke, 1 963,

p.358). He suggests, rightly, I think, that the word

'attha' is used in this context not just in the sense of

'Ys�fr�t"for Bodhisattvahood must achieve in his long

journey for the realization of bodhi or enlightenm�

)J

·

�Q).,v.-.�ij
� �i -

However, in close examination, it will be seen that in ·

Maha ana - UO<lnis

in particular the term is �sed� ·

�
giVe thr� e differe t b�t closely r �at�d co n�tations ,
?
:
�
.
Accordmg to D1gna ga's PraJnapa
ramzta -artha- vt r

sarigraha, they are as follows:

.
�
�
��
.
.
� 1 �e Perfect Wisdom per omfied on the Buddha
: l
Cosmic Body
in his

·

(dhanna-laiya) and free
from diffurentiation into subject and object (gra
hya-grahaka).

·
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knowledge of arts and sciences. But this original

he Path leading to the attainment of Perfect

meaning of prajii.a has not found favour with

Wisdom.

�

f.. j ;ZI� 1:;.,..A icl..f -t-'

Buddhist phi losophy.

3. The body of literature consisting of the stUras

- r- , '

A

(ii) Then there i s a difference b etween the

which contain the Teachings that lead one to the
realization of 1 and 2 above.

interpretations of 'Prajii.a by the Madhyamikas

and the Vijfianavadins. The Vijfianavadins or

Yogaca rins take a positive approach and
The first is Prajnapiiramitii in the direct sense of .
the term. In Mahayana Buddhisni it is conceived as. '!-i-J1 � omprehendprajii.a as 'perfect knowledge' which
the dhm:ma-k{zya or cosmic body of the Buddha. =R \:: O-' "LQ: nstitu tcs i n right investigation . · an.d
s con denotes the" Path of Prajii.apiiramita or Perfect

� fisdo�: whi6h an �spirant for Bodhisattvahood should

�

_
tery diligently stnve to tread m

1

de tn...he -abl

[,.� ��
C

\

o o.

r lize the bodhi The third is the collective name given

differently titled. .

for them is ' Insight into Reality' (tathatii or
suchness).

but

·
.

. the Four Noble Truths and of what should be
done and w4at should be avoided. Jn shortprajfiii

.

to the prajfiiipiiramitii siitras of varying length and
other siitras based on the prajii.iipiiramitii

.uliderstanding. This includes the Knowledge of

(iii) The Miidhyamikas, on the other hand, interpret

prajii.ii in a negative -sense·: For them it is the
· knowledges'unyatii, emptiness· or void). Sunyatii

is regarded by them as the middle way between

1 T4e prefix 'pra ' .. stands for ' very' , ' excessive',

/

I
\

.

'excellent', 'perfect' etc. and qualifies the word 'jii.a � to

·-

;,er::: �:=��7�� � :: ��n:��:::�. �� ����:�
th

.

Non-existence are relative terms, and therefore,
if existence is not rea( Non-existence too is not
. real because the two are interdependent. This
state of phenomenal world being neither real

meaning denoted by 'Praifiii'. 'Avidyii' (ignorance) is

�te Of prajii.di.

Existence and No_n-Existence are both extreme

· world i� conditioned, it is not real. Existence,

i

p i
enlightenment' and simply as 'knowledge'. Of these
'wisdoin' appears· to be the· Closest to · the original
' g

,

Non-existence. Notions of

views. Since the phenomenal Existe�ce of the

mean . ' special knowledge', ' highest knowledge' · or

.

Existence arid

nor non-real is called

Two other widely used

�y

· the Madhyam*as

s'unyatii. For them the perfect knowledge of the

antonyms o prajii.a are moha (delusion) and ' dusprajii.ii

s'unyatii or void is jJr.ajiiii. They hold that the

' (non-wisdom).

One may attain prajiiii in three different ways. The

Dependen,t. Origination to prove the emptiness

first method is by listening to the teachings from another

of the phenomenal world. A bodhisattva ·

person's mouth as well as by the study of scriptures

u�derstands the truth ofthepratitya-samutpiida

(s'rutamay[).

A person may also acquire prajii.a by ·

1.!

method (cintamayi)· The third m·ethod is by cultivati�n
of mind by the practice of meditation and through a

·/

In the context of Buddhist studies prajii.a is

understood· in three different ways:

�iiramita

I

The tenn 'piiramita' does not occur

in early Buddhist canons, and it is only during

the period of schism
. and after that it makes its
.

v

appearance not only irl Mahayana literature but .

and learning. Certain Mahayana texts like the

also in Pali canons. One ofits earliest occurrences
/
-----is found in th,e Mahiivastu, a Hybrid Sanskrit
)
text belonging to the Lokottaravadin School of

Lalitavistara sometimes interpret prajii.ii as the

the Mahasanghikas. ·

(i) 'Prajiia in its ordinary meaning of knowledge

··

all del].lsion and error (moha).
i'"

�

-

i

. ·;�

in the sixth �hami (stage). He.is then freed from

reflecting wi:thin himself. Philosophers follow this

process of concentration of mind (bhavaniimay[):

.·.1

B1,1ddha· preached the pratitya-samutpiida or

-

/'

.'I_
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'paramita' has been analyzed by some
'paran'J' (the opposite bank, the further
shore) + 'ita ' (gone), being the past passive participle
from the root 'i' (to go) and interpret it as ' gone to the
The word

One aspiring to be a B odhisattva must practise each

scholars as

of these Perfections in each of his initial stages, namely,

other shore' meaning 'the state of having gain complete

Pramudita ( stage of Joy), Vimala (Immaculate stage),
Prabhakar[ (Illuminating stage), Arcis'mati (Blazing
or Radiant Stage), Sudurjaya (Inconquerable stage) and
Abhimukhl (Proximate stage) respectively.

mastery ' . But this view has been refuted by others

�

'paraml'

who co ceiv

'parama'

as a derivative of

.

meaning 'highest',- most exce ent'. "Su enor <!._nd 'Pi_

ramita'

thus means ' the ;tat - of havin

'.

The Prajfiaparamita which should be achieved in
the sixth stage Abhimukh[ is the acme of perfection.
The first four, Dana, S[la, �anti and Vlrya are aim ed

reached the_

Paramita has bee
�
explained in the od \Satl - hami as 'parame11a ka
lena samud� atah hose scholars who support this
view assert that the Pali fonns ''param and 'paramita
' occur in such works as the Suttanipata, the Jatakas ,
the Nettippakara'!a and other treatises. The Divyavadil
na, a Sanskrit work also uses the phrase 'mantranam
paramilr;.gata . Thus the compound word 'prajfiapu
ramita' would ean ' wisdom which has reached the
high-� point or perfectio

'

'\

·
·
highest point' or 'PerfectJ.On of wI Sdom ' ·
·

-

.

-

�
·

at bringing out a harmony with physical and verbal

actions ' so that extenial affairs are brought into order,
and feel in s ...Q_£ anxiecy �pression..are o�eduaed tO'

minimu�. ' 1\he cultivati-on of the

.�
!
�
�

/nd

·

first six of the ten stages (dasabhumi) a Bodhisattva

.

.

.

1

_

conduct)

3.

4.

:

·

(state of perfection i n

forbearance, patience)

. '.

(state of energy, courage)

5. Dhyana- paramita

:..� � ;. '(

(state of concentration)

6. Prajfia-par.amita (state ofperfection in 'Wisdom)

5 - CM 5274

.

-

Thus the Prajfiaparamita or Perfecti�n_ofWisdom

·

A

holesome state of mind is an essential prerequisite of
rajfia.

1

.
. . .
(state ot perfectiOn m VIrtuous

K�anti- paramita_

V[rya-paramita

__

'

lhis can be achlev�o by developing an attitUde

fear and greed begin to fade away. This helps one to

1 ok at the world with an attitude of selflessness .

arly

Bu ddh-ist- philo � ophy w a s c o n ee� with the

elimination of apporp.r:.esuppositions about the �re
of the sentient

�fanunayli) an

\

1

��

hich resulted in "Clingin�

·

antipathy (pra{igha). Its final goal was

l iberation from the . m u n d a n e exi stence. The

Mahayanists including the M adhyamikas viewed

philosophy � a 'pragmatic force' ��ting to insight

-�to the na_!ure ofconceptual thougtlt �d perception, · .
and to an under�ding that strong attachment to the

t..

r€ified l1otion of a self lies at the f00t o all fonns of

slrtrering.

� .

Our knowledge and experience of the phenomenal .

world is detennined by the limitations of our knowledge

/./

/

_

.
.

_

�

the summum bonum of B uddhist philosophy.

generosity, QlOrality)
_

p

is realized only in the sixth stage (bhllmi)! .It represents

J. Dana -paramita (state of perfection in liberality,
2. Si Ia- paramita

i

/

� for th � .1_ f rio clinging to things nd ideas, :t>e ��ey pl�ant,
�
(g'_ i_): unpleasant or ne�tral. WI�h the red�ct10n of .,��ng
X.T "./ attachments to thmgs and rdeas, feehngs of hostlhty,

which qualify hi

/ The six paramitas are
·

·

philosophy and the cultivation of Perfect Wisdom. __.---/ 1

�- -

(Maitreya) is now in the process of attaining perfection

�

·

should be practised in conjunction with the study of

Bodhisattva w- o is destined to be the next Buddha

Buddhahood.

to the feelings and needs of others' . Each of

profitable- unification of m ind. com let� p rificat on
�
_
_ deep
of the mind occurs only m
meditatiOn which

enlightenment The Theravadins believe that the

paramitas

1.

the natural extension of these four virtues, leading to a

has to pass through in his long journey to bodhihood or

in the ten

·

· these virtyes. ro:vide8 a- basis for ' o� pr com sition ' .
Q
Th� praytice- o m/ntal purification (citta-vis'uddhi) i s

e�attva has to acliie�e-in orde� _ to

attain liberation. These are really the chief factors m a
·Bodhisattva's discipline and they correspond to the

stability, and to heighten one's capacity for

sensiti¥i

·s the path leadin to e attai
ent
n:n
�
.
rfect Wtsdom. There are _!lX para'!!_ Z lC!_ ! or

of

p

�

.@parar:z ita

�the mind

become a aff�ctive means of discipli

fea� mg If toward a 'sustained c�dition-Ofrelative calm

Prajiiaparamita, the Path. The second meanmg
�

s(four virtues .

·
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and natural interpretation that are passed along from

syno11ym fQr__ th�llment- 0f-t�e-si�-per.fe.c ions. In

one generation to the other. So we are not able to

consequence, when the Perfection of Wisdom is

comprehend fully and properly the true nature of the

proclaimed, all ! he six perfections are proclaimed.

own nature, which are

Embodied in the Perfection of Wisdom the five

phenomenal world, and also o

perfections rest in all know ledge, they grow supported
person ·s led by s.elf-centered 1: nsiderations and comes \ by the Perfection of Wisdom; and as upheld by the
r
, 1 into grip with a world which is attractive and repellent 'Perfection of Wisdom do they get the name of
darkened by our wmng. nofon . . s a result the ordinacy.

perfection '. So it is just to the Perfection of Wisdom

at the same time. Prajiia or wisdom in the Buddhistic
sense stand in direct opposition to this state of affairs

;

that controls guides and leads the five perfections.

and is developed not being led by this self-centered
nature of the world, but by breaking down the

::Yf D.hl/J\ -p Z,

\ our experienc�.
/

{

O·

�

J

The six paramitas are really the chief factors in a
bodhisattva 's discipline. To these six four more

prejudices and presuppositions that ive shape to all
�-

Earl� Buddhist-exegetical literature divides the

1. Upaya or Upaya-kaus'alya (skillfulness in the

mental process of faculties of mind, into three distinct

�tegories classified as
a �
V
�Pra}

choice or adaptation of means for conversion
and succour)

rc _& jiia (perception) - .
iJ)ViJnana (conceptualization or id�tion)
iiq (wisdom) · .
.
·
.

·

2. Praf!idhana (aspiration or resolution)

.

3. Bala (strength, power)

4. Jiiana (knowledge) . .

·'

Samjii is the grasping of an object through the five

�

!

These ten paramitas have been linked with the,ten·

\

sens�s and id�nt fyi�g · it� _characterist c �eatur�s, so
that tt can be dtsttngutshed from other. stmllar ob e�s�.

stages (das'a-bhurni) �f a �odhisattva's . career. The .
_
_
has been estabhshed m the followmg manner:
hnkage

!J � '

.

characteristics of the objects that cannot be grasped

'

/

through the five senses. This process involves more
·mental exercise than perception which involves more
physical activity. Prajna is distinguished in these works
from saiina and vitinana by its being reali�ed intuitively,
that through the real nature ofour everyday experienq/
notions about its reality or va

--�--

.

.p

.

- 1-+'......,.'T+-f

·\-: -;�
\'

'-p e � epti� - a n d
c/nceptualization are exclusively .rel!ed u on without
Furthermore,

·

.

wheJe

Stage (bhiimt)

I

/

is revealed to us, divorced from any preconceiv

any awareness of their limitations, one is very likely to
I

9evelop an unrealistic set of expectations which
fXclusively leads to. frustration and despair. Therefore
't is absolutely necessary thatthis third faculty of the
tpind, prajna be cultivated and pressed into service
wherever possible, in order that we may not be deceived
by our I?..a.s.! C<?_nd_i� oning.
_
_
_-

The A¥_asahasrika- prajiiiiP,iiramita says that the

.

•

Conceptualization insists in identifying the in nsic

-

�

supplement� p �amitiis were add�d later on to make
· the Dasa paramztas or Ten Perfections. They are:

b '

· ·

.

and Predominant Virtue .

.

1 . Pramudita (Stage of Joy)-Dana (Charity)
2. Vimala (Immaculate Stage)-SUa (Morality)
3. Prabhakar{ (Illumin ating stage)-K.r anti
(Forbearance)
4.

-

Arcis'mati (Blazing or Radiant stage)-Vi rya
(energy)

5. Sudwjaya· (Unconquerable Stage)-Dhyana

(concentration)

6. Abhimukh[ (Proximate Stage)-Prajna (Wisdom)
7. . Durmigama (Far-reaching Stage)-Upaya
Kazdalya (skill)
8. Acala (Motionless Stage) -Bala (power)
9. Sadhumati ( S tage of Perfect Wi sdom)
_Pra'Jidhana (effective vow)
1 0. Dharmamegha (Stage of Cloud of Tmth)
Jfzana (Divine Transcendental Wisdom)

Perfection ofWisdom (Prajiiaparamita) controls, guides

The ten perfections mentioned in the Pali literature

and leads to other five perfections. The five perfections

widely differ from the above list. There only the first

are in this manner contained jn the Perfection of
.
Wisdom, and the term 'prajiitjpa;:c;;rnta' is just a

five with Prajiiaparamita heading the list correspond

--� -

------

· -· - ---··--

to the five of the satparamitas barring the Dhyana-pa
- - - - �---

}
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PRAJNAPARAMITA

ramita. The remaining five are new concepts peculiar
to the Theraviida. The complete l ist of dasa-paramita
according to the Theravada tradition may, therefore, be
given as follows:
2. Dana-paramitii (liberality, charity, generosity)

3. SUa-piiramitii (virtuous conduct, morality)
4. vrrya-piiramita (energy, courage)
5. Khanti -paramita (forbearance, patience)
6. Nekkhamma-paramitii (renunciation)
7. Sacca- piiramitii (truthfulness)
8. Adhi{{hiina-piiramitii (resolution)
· 9. Mettii-paramita ( iove or friendliness)
1 0. Upekkhii- paramitii (equanimity)

.

-

1
_:_sut>gltuied
..nme texts for the1r lost canon. They are as
..

follows:

·-

•

-

I . The Astasiihasrika Prajii.aparamitii-sl{tra

{in 8000 lines)

2. The Ga'!cfavyuha ·
3. The dasabhammis'vara
4. The Samiidhiriija
5 . The Lankiivatara
6. The Saddharmapu'!cfar[ka
7. The Tathiigatha-guhyaka
8. The Lalitavistara

I . The Saptas'atikii-prajii.iipiiramitii (in 700 lines)

·

.

Each school of Mahayana Buddhism had a basic
text, texts or a group of texts from whicH it dd1ved
inspiration and support. Of these schools the Ma

_dhy..illllikas used th� P, ajiziiparamitii group of slitras,
the Yo ·adrins-Teliea o�ii vatiira sutra
and
.

�

\

IF

1 . The Satasiihasrikii-prajiiiipiiramitii (in 1 00,000
lines)
.
2. The Paii.cavif'!Salisiihasrikii- prajii.aparam itii
_
(in 25,000 lines}
3 . . The A�{adasasiiha..<:rikii - prajii.iipiiramita (in.
1 8,000 lines)
4. TheDas'asiihasrika-prajii.aparamitii (in 1 0,000
lines)
5. The A�rasahasrikii- prajiiaparamita (in 8000
lines)
6. The Sa7rJcaya

ramita-Literature. They are eleven in number and are
as follows:

ancient texts such as the Mahiiv stu and the Divya

t:._

.

· during the third phase of development of Prajii.apii

To these sacred books are also to be added the other
·

.

of the longer Prajii.apiiramita-sutri:Js, that took shape

9. The Suvarf!aprabhasa

.

-

2. The Filial Works. These are the abridged versions

•

vadana.

---

1 . The Mother Works: These are six in number. They
are: -

Buddhist canon too vanished. Later on the Mahii anists
.

_

The Mother Works
2. The Filial Works
3. The commentaries.

disapPeared from the mainland: Along with ft the ancient
.

According to earlier Tibetan sources, the e�tire
Prajnapiiramita Literature is classified under three
heads. They are
/ 1.

.

·.

accorgmg.!t_

'-....._ .

around t e 3n1 century A.C., Buddhism suffered a
Cfl-?� Jl); tt), .
.
.
senous setbac , an after a few centunes completely
;o\ ��'1\--:cf

accepts the scriptures of every other school as the
genuine word of the Buddha and venerates them

I. Paizii.a-paramitii (wisdom)

_

Sandhinirmocana-stltra and the adherents of the
devotional schools on the Sukhiivat{ -vyah a -siitra
and the Amitiiyurdhyiina. At the same time each school

2. The Paii.cas'atikii-prajii.iipiiramitii (in 500 lines)
3. The Tris'atika- prajii.iipiiramitii (in 300 lines)
4. The Prajiiapiiramita -naya-paiicas'atika
5. TheAdhyardhas'atika-prajiiiipiiramitii (in 1 50
lines)
6. The Paii.cavif'!Sati- prajiiiiparamitii -mukha
7. The Suvikrcmtavikrami-pariprcchii
8. The Kaus'ika-prajii.aparamita
9. The Ekaks_ari
1 0. The Svalpii�ara- prajii.iipiiramita
1 1 . ThePrqjii.iihrdaya
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3.The Commentarial 1e�:a-tu
,_____

:

alarming proportions making their study unwieldy that
it became necessary to reduce them to manageable sizes.

There are twelve

works commenting on the Abhisamayiilankiira in

But this reduction too went on beyond limits that a
whole stltra could be reduced to just one syllable.

connection with the Prajiiiipiiramitii-sutras: The full
title of this work ascribed to Maitreyanatha, teacher of

Asanga, isAbhisC1f!1ayii-lahkaraniima-prajiiii-piiramita
-upadesa-siitras based on the PaiicaviTrJSati-s'iihasrilci
-prajiiiiparamita-siitra. This work is considered to be
the most important as (a) summary of the Prajiiiipii

ramitii-stltras and a.S (b) the text containing the special

theory of the Marga or Path to the attainment ofNirva

r

1�a according to the Mahciyanistic standpoint. Th '

" 1�),L{)'1 ...,t.Jr� '-'"- '1£�

.

· · c. ,...,
Edward Conze a leading authority on Prajiiiipii
twelvf! commentaries are as follows:
· ·0
ramita has divided the history of the Prajiiiipiiramitii .
. iterature into four phases:
I . The Paiicavi"!s'atisahasrika-s'/oka of kya
.
.
Vimuktisena .
. formation of the basic text (c. 1 00 B.C. - 1 00
!
.
·
2. The Abhisamayiilarikiira-viirttika of Bhadanta ·
A. C.)
"v'imuktisena
2. The expansion of that text ( I 00 A. C. :.... 300 A. C.)
3. The summary of the Paiicavif1!Satisahasrika-

rei;)

prajiiiipiiramitii in 8 chapters.
3 �� 3. Reduction of the same into short stltras and
-1-t� �� , versified summaries (300-:SOO)
4. The Sudhimati ofRatmikara.S anti
4. The period of 'f�tric influence and absorption · ·
5. The commentary explaining the A bhisdmaya
into magic (600- l 200)
/a71kiira in connection with the Satasahasrikiiprajiiaparamitii, ·asc:ribed to th� Kashmirian
The basic text is theA�[asiihasrikii-prajiiiipiiramita
Dharma.Srf · ·
·
6. The Abhisamayiilaf!kiiralo.ka of Haribhadra, a · -stltra in 8000 lines distributed over 32 chapters, which
pupil of Santara�ita

7. The Sdrottama of Ratnakara5anti
8. The Marmakaumudl of Abhayakara Gupta
9. The Sa11Jcaya-gathii-paiijikii-subodhl namlJ of
Haribhadra

1 0. The Safr!Caya- giithii-paiijikit of Haribhadra's

is the oldest. This is in prose and each line consisting of

�

_

the Mahasanghikas to whom is ascribed a sort of

-o..

· stltra originated in the Andhra Countrv in the region
1 2. The Asta-samana-artha-s'iisana
. ascribed . to
..
.
Smttijfianakirti, a commentary with ref�ence to

. theS'atasii!zasrikii, Paiicavifr!Sati-sahasri!di and
�adasasahasrikii Prajiiiipiiramita-stltras.
The sixth, seventh and eighth above ar.e connected

with the A�asiihasrika-prajnapiiramita -satra and
_
the mnth,
tenth and eleventh relate to the Sa caya.

n

.

.

lying between the Godavari and Kis� rivers, close to
Amaravati and Nagllijunako.qqa�
� ..- ·

V,

·

�'t?:�<lr
"\�.:

.

.
. . Jo "')
The subject_. matter dealt with in theAstasahasrikii
- p_rajiiii12iiramitii is widely diffus� JJd ii was left to
Nagarjuna to systematize the conte�ts.
e whole sa
'tra Is in the form· of a conve anon,. vefY. similar to

.

Plato 's Phaedo or Republ ic in fonnat. The chief
,
.
,
..:>
�(II ��
"
CJ'.\ YI nter ooutors are the Buddha, &uehtHi ·th most

i

These various texts which come under the name -..· kriowledgeable awong the Buddha's disci les of the
Prajnaparamitii belong to a period spanning at least · Prajiiap,iit. 1mita, ariputta, Kausika the· Sakra and
eight n
es beginning from the 2"" century B.C. In Maitteyf \fhe mam topics discussed here include the'
cc:
the begmmng the texts were of moderate length. In the }mpo� and worldly advantage of Perfect Wisdom,
next phase they were expanded into inordinate lengths, supreme value of the perfection of wisdom, depth and
11ot by adding any new material but by repetitions of purity of Perfect Wisdom, effects of Perfect Wisdom,
whole sections. The expansion of texts reached such Bodhisattvas
vis-a-vis PerfeCf Wisdom' five attributes
.
.

�

�\'1-\
_ .

o�()�\��..v.- -

"'<> ,,__
. �\:lv.\) � ('hie ly, tbeA�[asiihasrikii-prajiiiipiiramitii
ining to Prajiiii (wisdom).

teaching
Geo

1 1 . Prajiiapiiramita-tala according to Drarnasri

�

among the Prajfiaptivadins who were an. offshoo of �-. ·

1.\ >;�

pupil Buddha5rijfiana

?

32 syllables is treate a� a s oka . riginally �e text
_
was develope �\
belonged to tbe MahasanghtkasJThts

�·
·

·

-

----·----�--�--�

�..\ ;</

�0 .

_
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of Perfect Wisdom, Tathagata-suchness, emptiness
(s'unyatii)L_ upiiy[:! _kau�lya, training in Perfect Wisdom
and Existence, Non-existence and Perfect Wisdom.
·

-

� _L
'

X t appears

-

��

that the Prajniipiiramita-siitras had a
...,reat success i� North-western India during the Kusha
�d. TheiMaiijus'ri-mtllakalpC i)ffirm'§ that_the
Prajnaparam iftJias established under Kanishka in the
NeFth�west. '/This by no means suggests that it
originated in the,No�rth for its Southern origin has nev r
.
� �l{,
I
been <!!3>_uted. �

(i) The greater interest in the absolute and the
concepts such as Tathiigata-tathatii (Tathii
gata-suchness)
(ii) The concept of emptiness
(ii� he new conce�t of upa�a-kaus'alya or skill
"-\� m means accordmg to which all thoughts and
0

%1'

T

-

'-

•

•

0

/0

. -- � -

.
When we analyze the contents of The A�{asahasrikii
-prajiiaparamita-siitra, two lines of thinking can be
discerned. One is_ ML attack on theAbhidharma and the
other cqnsists of new ideas that have been developed
in the Mahayana School. In its attack on theAbhidharma
�the arguments . are levelled against Sariputta who
personifies the opponents consisting of disciples and
J;>ratyeka Buddhas. Sariputra who, according to the
Theravada tradition, is held as the most. outstanding
exponent - of the traditional Abhidhamia . has been
depicted. here as one who receives from the Buddha .
the knowledge of the Perfect Wisdom which he has yet
failed to grasp. On the other hand, Ven . . SubhUti · has .
·

··

been depicted as superior to Sariputra as the foriner
has firmly grasped the Prajnaparamita. Sariputra
constantly turns to him for information and repeatedly
acknowledges his superiority.

Attack on the Theravadin�

!

deeds of a Bodhisattva become tools of anall-

embracing compassion

·

.

(iv) The concept of transfer of merits. One could
transfer the merits he has accumulated to other
beings so that they may gain full enlightenment

.
I}
�7���
louring the course of the
first th lt �n . ·ie� the

Christian era, the Astasaliasrika -krajnaparamitii-sa

tra which is regarded as the basic te�.!_ ofPerfect Wisdom

:w� expanded into a number oflarger sutras which are
also called Prajnaparamita, each qualified by the

- ....,___

number of lines it contains.
Thus, three different
texts
.
.
.
·
belon 9i._ng to ·this group have come down to us. They

are thtdA:stadcisa.Sahasrika-pray·napiiramua (in t s,oon
Q_

lines), th'?Pancavi��i-s�hasrikii - prajnaparamita
(in ?.5.,11. 00 lines) an �e sc;;asahasrikii - prajnapa

ramita (in 1 0.0,00 line J. �s far as �eir conte!lts are
conc�rned, all the te·· s ar� .P!�Jically t �sam; the ·
_
only differences among them being the exterit to which
repetitions occur. For example, at least �,00Q. lines of
the s'atasahasrika- prajnaparamita ( 1 00 000 lines) .
contain repetition material. A still larger version
containin� 1 25,000 lines, if it ever existed, is now lost.
Out of the rest, the Pancavi71]Sati-sahasrika- prajna

piiramita was favourite with commentators while the
A�{adasa-sahasrika-prajnaparamita appears to have
(i) The Bodhisattva in the Mahayana tradition is
. been P.QPJllar in Central Asia. To the same period may
compared favourably with the Anihants and
be assigned the Dasasahasrika- prajnaparamita -sa
Pratyekabuddha of the Hinayana tradition, in
tra in 1 .0,000 lines, which incorporates material drawn
depicting ideas, aims and the career.
not only from the larger Prajfiaparamita -sutras but

-

--

. (ii) The Perfection of Wisdom is contrasted with

also from several other short independent treatises.

the Wisdom of the old school.
(iii) The revi ewi n g of the dharmas by the
Abhidharmists is criticized here because
according to the Prajnaparamita. One should
not review dharmas.
(iv) As dharmas are not produced, the question of
reviewing them does not arise.

This process of expansion reached such alarming
3-11
'G\K'I o\� .
proportions that they became unw1elay and posed a

\'\);.�

problem even for scholars. Recourse, therefore, had to

·

'.' '··: .·· · i.

' •;

1

•

<·

i

New Ideas inserted. The following are the niost
important of the new concepts found in the A�{asii

hasrika :

.

"

be taken to reduce them to manageable sizes. This
process took place during the third phase extending
l;.()i\·1\'1
from 3.00 A.C to 500 A. C. The c ntrnction was done
'Jl,�t

,1r.

r�6:M

.

in two para le methods, one by reducmg them to short
stltras, the other by composing ve sified summaries of
the expanded texts.

. {"'�, �'1-lt\:- -

. •
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er

·

1'0
Q

//(

I

a

Two of the · most celebrated of� abridged sii

up to the top with relics ofthe Tathagata, and if, on the
other hand , you could share a written copy of the

tras are the Hrrlaya-slitra (Heart Sutra) and the
Vajracchedika- ra1na aramita -siitra or the Diamondcutte - -� popularly known as the Diamond Sutra.

Perfection of Wisdom , what would you choose between

the two ?" Kaus ika the Sakra replies that he would

.

e fom:�er is decidedly the earliest of this group of . rather choose 'just this Perfection of Wisdom, because
in a true sense this is the body of the Tathagata". He
short siitras. It oontains the essence of the Perfection
ofWisdom. � � confines itself to a few quotes the Buddha as having said " This Dharma-bodies

/

are the Buddhas, the Lords. But monks, you should

central topics, and appeals directly to a spiritual

not think that this individual body is my body.· Monks,

intuition which had left the conventions of logic far

behind.

ese two work have for.centuries exercised a · you should see .. me from the accomplishment of the

strong i· ifence throughout Central Asia and the Far- Dharma-body." Sakra further says, " it is not, 0 Lord,
.
X.
east. - Chinese translation of the Diamond Siitra ·that I Jack in respect for the relics of the Tathagata. On
c"ru� 6 be the � book in the world� the contrary; I have a real respect for them. As come
·

�nother· impertant abridged sil tra is·· the - forth from this Perfection of Wisdom are the relics of
A bhffa a)'alankiira which contains a summary of the the Tathagata worshipped and, therefore, when one
PancaviTf!sati-siihasrikii-:- prajfiiipiiramitii -sutra (in worships just this Perfection of Wisdom, then also the
25,000 lines)_ in the form of 273 memorial stanzas.
worship of the relics of the Tathagata is brought into
Tfii work is ascribed to Maitreyamitha, the teacher-of ·
fulfiJlment, from the relics of the Tathagata have come
Asariga ofthe Yogacira Schoo- . sruiga too composed
forth from the Perfection of Wisdom".
�ra in � :.:1 form on the D1 ond Sutt�
.

A. C.

.

·
�,<v��-q_ · : · ·
Th1s �ensano �n�� further until
·

·

It is, therefore, clear that the Mahayanists equate

·

·

the Prajniipiirami ii �siltras were reduced to dhiiranls

ar:d mantras. .This development too_k place during the
fin�l phase b�ginning around the· �· C
.

the Dhamwkiiya of the Tathagata with the Perfection

.

.

•.

9{�'%.j�dom, and the Perf�ction of Wisdom :Vit� the
, ofthe Tathagata and hold even m higher .
· corporeal relics

'·

under Tantric influence. Although the famous mantra . · esteem than the latter. There is evidence that even Maha
'gate gate paragate piirasangate bodhi sviiha' which yaria siltras other than the PtajQ.iiparamitii were
is held. as the ·mantra
par excellence of the Pra}niipa . accorded the same ve�tion. This explains the practice
.
11..1\� · Ol:i\ r- .
. .
. .
.
�aniita, is .found at the close of the Hrdaya-siftra. �ost · of enslirimng
Holy Scripture .inscribed on gold, silver
)f these dha.ran[s and mt;mtras are found in the · or copper plates in the caityas belonging to Mahiiyanic
lUmerous short Ianthe abridgements of the Prajniipa monasteries, in lieu of Buddha relics. Slabs and plates
•amitti-siitras. The limit of this condensation was inscribed with portions from Mahayana sutras have
:eached with the composition of the Ekaksara been unearthed from the debris of several dilapidated
:monosyllabic) which purports to contain the en·tire

caityas of ancient Sri Lanka.

0rajfiiipiiramitii literature in the singie syllable. .a.f(A).
;' Eventuall
"-..

>ersonified as a goddess and her various iconographical

epresentations are utilized as objects of worship and
upports of different fonns of concentration and

neditatieo. With a group oftexts of the Sadhana class.

)escribing the attainment of the. Perfection of the
1/isdom
W

ou

>1}1 ·

these procedures,
the production of
.
"6v

rris s� ous 1terature at last comes
to an. end: '
.

&t�\� -

.

the Prajfiiipiiramitii came to be

•rajiiapatamita Used as· Dharma-dhatu.

The

'�rasahasrika- Prajfiiipiiramita-siltra also contains a
iscussion on the relative value of relics of the Buddha

nd the Prajfiiipiiramitii-siltra. Asked by the Buddha
1e question " if you were given this Jambudvlpa filled

·

. The best examples are the several gold plates
inscribed with portions of the A�!a siihasrika-prajfia · ·
paramitii -sUtra ·recently discovered, that had l�in buried
in the debris of an earlier structure of the Jetavana

caitya which is the tallest caitya in Sri Lanka today.
Originally built by King Mahasena (274 -30 1 A.C.),
an adherent of Mahayana this caitya was subjected to

renovation and enl argement several times under
subsequent kings. The gold plates unearthed. at this ·
site mu�t defmitely be those that had been enshrined .in

the harmika which could have been a large wooden box

surmounted by a wooden umbrella, the syrrtbol of
royaity. The Mafijus'r[bhiisita viistuvidyasiistra, a Sri
Lankan silpa text recording a Mahayanist architectural
tradition that was in vogue in ancient Sri Limka prior to

'
!:'.
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the seventh century A.C., asserts that the practice of
enshrining dharma-dhatu (holy scripture in lieu of
relics) in the body of a caitya was current among the
Mahayanists in Sri Lanka and.that the earliest caityas
built in Sri Lanka had chatras (umbrellas) and chatra
daf!cfas (umbrella-poles) made of wood. The credit of
identifYing and deciphering the Jetavanarama gold plates
which have been written in Sinhala characters goes to
Prof. M.H.F. Jayasuriya, an eminent Sanskrit scholar
of Sri Lanka. .

-

-

PUBBARAMA

PRAPANCA See PAPANCA
PUBBARAMA: According to Pali texts, Pubbarama was

a park which was situated outside the eastern gate of
the city of S avatthi. It is on record that the Buddha,
after partaking of his meals at the house of the banker
Anatha-piq4ika, used to resort to his mid-day rest at
this park. Within the same site, Visakha, the female lay
devotee caused to be constructed the M igara-matu-pa
sada, which cost her 1 8 crores. The value of the site
Bibliography
was nine crores and the building work cost her an equaJ
amount. It has been conjectured that the Pubbarama in
1. Abhisamayalarikara, tr.into English by Edward . Savatthi corresponded to the Uttama-devi-vihara in
Conze , Rome, 1 954
Anuradhapura. The novice Sumana was sent by the
2. The A.�[asahasrika Prajf(iiparamita, tr. into Buddha (while staying at Pubbarama) to fetch water
English by Edward Conze, Calcut,ta The Asiatic from the lake namedAnotatta. The preaching of Vigha
Society, 1 958.
sa Jataka also took place while residing at this place.
3. Bhikshu Sarigharaksita, A Survey ofBuddhism,
Bangalore, · Indian Institute of World Culture,
In the 1 2th century the Sinhala text narr1edPujavalF
1 957
(Chapter 1 8 which is entitled Purvci�ama-puja-kath q,
4. Edward Conze, Buddhist Wisdom Books there is a description of the construCtion work of Pu
. containing the Diamond Sutra and the Heart
rvarama (Pali: Pubbarama) by Visakha who named it as
Sutra, London , 1 975.
Migara-matu-pasada. As mentione.d above, it cost her .
5. Edward Conze, Prajnaparamita Literature, 1 8 crores. The exp�nses incurred were met with by
Gravenhage, 1 960.
selling an ornament named Mela-palandqna, which carne
6. Gadjin M. Nagao, Madhyamica and Yog�� into her possession as a result of her marriage to . a .
study of Mahayana Philosophies, Delhi� 1 99 .�. banker. This building consisted of a ground floor and a
7. Har Dayal, The Bodhisattva doctrine in Buddhist first floor. The details of each floor are also given.

Sanskrit Literature, Delhi, 1 932.
8. The Large Sutra on Perfect Wisdom with the
Nandasena Mudiyanse
Divisions ofAbhisa�ayalarikara, tr 3_��-wil!c!_ .
Conze, Benares , 1 979
9. E. Obermiller, Prajnaparamita in Tibetan PUBBENIVAsANUSSATI - See ABHINNA
Buddhism, ed. Harcharan Singh Sobti, Delhi,
1 988.
PUGGALA, an individual, a person as opposed to a
· 1 0. Pra}naparamita -ratna-guna-samuccaya, ed. E. group or a cla�s of persons. This Pali term generally
Obermiller, 1 966.
refers to a single person as 'man' , 'woman', 'creature'
11. Suvikrantavikrami-pariprccha Prajnaparamita
etc. distinguishing the 'individual' from the rest of
-sutra, ed. With an introductory essay by Ryusho society. However, this puggala, being at the same time
an integral component in a continuous stream of
ikata , Fukuoke, Kyushu University, 1 958.
existence, inclusive of even the animal kingdom, his
2. ·pjracchedikii Prajnaparamita , ed. & tr. With
.
introduction and glossary, by Edward Conze , insulation as a separate entity cannot be sharply
Roma, 1 957
delimited just as delimitating a wave from the ocean
13. The Vastuvidyasastra Ascribed to Maiijusri, ed. waters. Yet, he or she or it exists as a separate entity
& tr. Into English by E. W. Marasihghe, Delhi, ·maintaining the identity in a relative, conventional sense,
Sri Satguru Publications, 1 989,
an absolute insulation being not possible. These aspects
of the problem have to be kept in mind in a discussion
E. W. Marasinghe of the topic under consideration.
·
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Accordingly, when the puggala is referred to as ''I",

Basically, as Buddhism teaches that all existence,

both organic and inorganic, is subject to change, decay,

"you", "heP, "god", "man" etc these are all expressions

death,. destruction and then again rebirth and

(saiziiii), designations (nirutti), usages (vohara) and

this continuously changing 'entity' is influenced by

(D.I.,202)

conceptualizations (paiiiiattij ofthe world (loka) which
regeneration, it treats the entirety of existence as an
incessant process of transformation and continuity, . the Tathagata makes use of without being led astray by
them" as_ the ordinary peop.le would do by identifying
operating on a cause effect basis. In the case of man
this comes to mean that the nature and the quality of their egos with the concepts expressed by these terms
certain causes and conditions involving the quality Of
·
the karnmic inheritance of the person_ concerned.

The fact that these five aggregates are being referred
to as the 'five groups of grasping ' (paiicaupiidii

nakkhandha) without their being simply referred to as

In applying this theory to man or any living being

the 'five groups ' (paiicakkhandha) implies a significant .

Buddhism adopts a unique position by its denial of the

· point regarding th.is concept in Buddhism. This means
,
that thts term "grasping; (upadana) expresses the idea .
a soul to be present in the puggala, while the presence
that it is to these five groups that the puggala clings to
of a soul has been the accepted position of all the major
·thereby creating the illusion <;>f the "I" through the ego
systems of thought dealing with the man's destiny in
concept (sakkaya-di{{hl) as explained, atM. I. 232 where
the universe;· both in the orient and the occident.
this puggala is shown as thinking "this form (nlpa) of
presence of any unchanging and pernianent element as

Basing thus on this soul-less theory Buddhism

teaches only about a person with "an apparent reality" ·

.

mine is the ego, this soi.md. (sadda) ofmine is the ego . . . "

(rupmrJ me alta, 'sadda11J me alta etc.) . Here the "I"

.

ness becomes highlighted and strengthened quite

(sammuti), a ·plfggala in the absolute sense unknowingly in the ordinary. way of thinking. The
<Paramattha) being non-existent. Now, Buddhlsin takes · Buddha taught his discourses demonstrating this as a

a step further by maintaining that even at death this . pernicious misconception and replacing it with the
.imJ*mafient process ·called "life" survives death and · '· impersonal concept - of the 'five groups of grasping'
the person continu·es his __ existence with dea�h . and · · ·sans an ego, sdns a soul. This explanation c�n be
. consequent rebirth being only two stages in the s·arn sa presente� as the Buddha's ana:Iytital . clarification of
ric process. This entire cau�e-effect process is; .in

the problem of the puggala concept. ·

B�ddhism, subjected to the sweeping theory of anicca

In contrast to this is the still deeper synthetic
clarification of the same problem as presented under
the formula of conditioned genesis (pa{icca-samuppa

or impermanence, ·from which the only escape lies in
the reali.zat�on ofthe Nirvanic state of unconditionality.

da.) which is the sequentially conditioned explanation

This so�l-less but rebirth-seeking puggala · is

of the SaJI)Sanc individual. The Buddhist explanations

analytically explained. in Buddhism as a combination

ofthepuggala revolve round these two concepts relating

of a psycho-physical process (naina-rupa) and then

to the personality theory in Buddhism . .

analyzing this process further into what are called the
' five groups of grasping (paiica upiidiina-kkhandha)

whereby the Buddha has summed up the entirety of ·
this phenomenon of existence into a dynamic concept
whlch apPear-s as an ego to the ordinary mind. These
five constituents or groups of the puggala a·re
corporeality (nlpa), feeling (vedanG), perception (saiiiia

·

Thispuggala, as the rational self, the so-called sakka
ya, in Pali, as die agent of the actions performed by the
individual, is the subj ective concept of the self.
Accordingly the Buddha declares: "Sakkizya, 0 Visa
kha, is said by the Buddha to be a name for the five

groups as obj ects of clinging" (M. I . 299: Theri
), mental' formations (sahkhara), and consciousness . Dhammadinna to Visakha). Hence� in Buddhism, the
(viiiiid1J1). In the Abhidhamma presentation a three- . personality belief (sakkaya-di{{hi), is the first of ten
fold division into consciousness (cilta), mental factors fetters (samyojana) that bind people to sarr;sara. This

(cetasika) and corporeality (nlpa) are given. These
groups, neither singly nor collectively, constitute any

self-dependent ego-entity (alta) or a personality (sakkii

va).

idea is well-expressed in the following stanza.
There is no performer of kamma

Nor a reaper of kamma-result:
Phenomena alone flow on

·
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No other view other than this is correct ( Vism. Ch.
xix) Buddhist texts enumerate twenty varieties ofbelief
in an ego. These imply nonnal day -to-day situations
in which people fall victims to this delusion.: thus four
types of the belief pertaining to each aggregate create
twenty situations in the five -aggregates. This is as
follows: .

PUGGALAPANNATTI

PUGGALAPANNATTI :

Puggalapaniiatti
(Designation of Human· Types) is the fourth book of
the A bhidhammapi{aka of the Theravacla School of
Buddhism. It is the smallest of the seven A bhidhamma
treatises that constitute the Abhidhammapi{aka . In
extent it exceeds five bhanavaras ( 40,000 letters). It is
called the Puggalapaiinattippakara'!a with the suffix
1. identical with
pakara'!a (treatise) the common term used to designate
u. is possessed of
the Abhidhamma texts. At the very inception the six
iii. is contained in or
designations Khandhapaiiiiatti (The Designation/
iv. is containing in each of the five aggregates (MI,
Notion of the Groups), Ayatanapaiiiiatti (The
300; S. III,3 etc).
Designation/Notion of the Sense-Organs and their·
Objects),
Dhatupaiinatti (The Designation/Notion of
As all these considerations are erroneous from the
viewpoint of reality, there is no perdurable element to · the Elements of Cognition), Saccapaiiiiatti (The 
be found in the living puggala. It is this same anatta Designation/ Notion of Truth), lndriyapaiiiiatti (The
doctrine that Buddhism teaches by its three signata or Designation /Notion of S ense Organs) and
the itlakkhaf!Q teaching, which comprises the three basic Puggalapafinatti (The Designation / Notion of Human
natures ofall existence which are impennanence (anicca), types) are given. The first five designations/notions
suffering (dukkha) and soullessness (anatta) .
are discussed in brief and the sixth thepuggalapaniiatti
is dealt at length. Hence the treatise is named
The puggala as a living individual in so'ciety is a Puggalapafifiatti.
: :•-.
product of ignorance of L1e true facts about life (avijjii)
which is taken in Buddhism as- a convenient starting
- In the Puggalapannatti "Human Types" are
point (not as a first cause) of the life-process as
discussed under ten _ headings based on the numerical
understood in the Pa{iccasamuppada theory _ of the
order from one to ten, following the method ;idoptcd in
- rouiid of sa11JSaric �istence. The conquest of this
process is the end aim of .the holy life taught in · the-Anguttaranikaya. But before the detail discussion
- Buddhism. Self�realization of the puggala has to be " Matikas" or "tables" of contents are given as usually ·
found in theAbhidhamma works. The detail exposition
achieved by conquering the mundane self.
begins with the first chapter which deals with "single
An important point that emerges here is that individuals followed by the second chapter dealing with
although the puggala is only an apparent illusion, the pairs which is in tum- is followed by the third with
moral responsibility of his aetiuns remains with him groups of three etc. Accordingly Puggalapafifi
until he conquers himself in Nirvanic freedom. His attippakara'!a consists of the following ten chapters:
identity remains intact amidst continuity through death
and rebirth. The puggala remains the inheritor of his.
1 . Grouping of Human Types by one (Eka
kamma all through. In the Nirviinic condition of
Puggala)
ultimate freedom the puggala ceases to exist as
2. Grouping of Human Types by two (Duve
demonstrated by the analogy of the fire which becomes
Puggala)
extinguished with the exhaustion of the fuel that feeds
3.
Grouping of Human Types by three (Tayo
it, the fuel of craving (ta�iha) operating in myriads of
Puggala)
ways in a persons life as expressed by the Buddha's
4.
Grouping of Human Types by four (Cattaro
paean ofjoy which ends in tanhanariJ khayamajjhaga
Puggala)
-"I have attained to the end of all cravings". 5. Grouping of Human Types by five (Pafica
The reader may be here referred to the Bharahara
Puggala)
Sutta of the San_I}'Utta Nikaya (S. III, · 25) where the
6. Grouping ofHuman Types by six (Cha Puggala)
puggala is described as the carrier of the weight of the
7. Grouping of Human Types by seven (Satta
aggregates bharahara, where the dynamic condition of
Puggala)
these groups creates the appa�ent puggala, who
. 8. Grouping of Human Types by eight (A[!ha
becomes their inalienable carrier. This summarizes quite
Puggala)
well the condition of the samsaric puggala _as
9.
Grouping of Human Types by nine (Nava
understood in Buddhism.
Puggala)
_

A.GS. Kariyawasam
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I 0. Grouping of Human Types by ten (Dasa
Puggala)

neti (e.g. "sakkaroti, garukaroti, mcmeti, plljeti," at M.
I. 3 3 6 ; M. I I . 1 66; etc.). All four words i n th e

Nothing definite can be said about the period of its

denoting respect, reverence and honour. Thus, the sense

combination, it must be noted, have similar meanings

in whichpuja is found usoo in the Pali canonical texts is

composition:""Btirit may be said with some degree of

that ofrcspeet, reverence and esteem. This would mean

certainty that the book has been co_nipiled after the

first four Nikiiyas. At the same time it is not possible that the word is not found used in the sense of any
to ascribe its authOFship"to one individual. Apparently ritual offering. This is the sense in which it is used in
it is a product of the brotherhood.
· contexts such as the Miiratajjanl.ya Sutta where it is
said," etha tumhe bhikkhu sl.lavante kalya'!adhamme .
.

.

sakkarotha garukarotha manetha pujetha" (M. I. 336)
Abhidhamma books. Further it is seen that it is closely and also in the Canklsutta where it is said, "Bhava� hi ·
Cari k{ rafifio Pasenadissa Kosalassa Sakkato
allied to the Suttapi[aka in contents as well as in form.
In form it differs very little from the Saizgltisuttd · of garukato iniiriito pujito apactito" (M II. 1 66). Even in
the D[ghanikaya. At the same time the sections 3-5 for contexts such as theAnguttara Nikiiya sutta where it is
the most part to be found in theAnguttaranikizya. Some said, ''ye te bhikkhu thera rattaiinu· cirapabbajita
chapters read exactly like suttas in the Nikiiyas and sanghapitaro sa�ghapariniiyakil, te atirekapiljiiya pa
stand out favoi.rrably from their environment. Morris jeta liotr'' (A .V. 35 1 ), the termpllja has been used only
has compared · Puggalapafiiiatti with ��angz tisutta of in the. sense of respect and reverence. The same text .
the D[ghanikizya and the Ariguttaranikiiya arid has · explaining what atirekapajayapajeta hOti, '_'tesu metta�
shownsome of the sources of the Puggalapafinatti kayakamma� paccupa[(hapeti a vi c 'eva rahoca,
(Puggalapafifiatti Edited by R. Moris, · PTS,. 1 972, . metta"! vacikamma"! . : . metta"! manokamma"!
Introduction XIII; f).
paccupa_�hapeti iivlc 'eva rahocd' (A.V. 3S3) desCribes·
what. is meant by pilja hei:e. Thus, according to the ·
Scholars consider it to be the earliest of the

·

,

.

Morris, whi l e assessing . the m erits of.. the

text, it is the expression of respect
. and reverence in all
...

Puggalapaiifiatti observes "The Puggalapaiiiiatti not .
only co�tains many usefui contributions of P ali ·

·

:

Qne's actions whether it be physical, verbal or mental

towards such elder theras oftl1e Sa�gha community.

lexicogiaphy, but also most valuable in the light it
�throws on Buddhistic terms. and phraseol�gy and, in
. this respect perhaps is· by far the most interesting of
·the AbhidhamriJa books'' (op.cit. Introduction XV),

. .�

The Anguttara Nikizya mentions amisa dana a�d
dliamma dana at A.I. 9l and amisa puJa llJld dhiimma

puja atA .1. 93 where both pilja and dana _are describing

· Puggalapafifiatti is edited by R. Morris and published
by the PTS together with the commentary , 1 972. Its
commentary is one of the constituents of the
Paficappakara'!fl��hakathl {(tive comme . taries ) of
Abhidhammapi�aka of the Theravadins.

the dona��m or offering ofthe material requisites of the
. order. The word amisa had its origin in the Vedic religion.
The Sanskrit word amisha (from ama+ v"'mish to wet)
1_11eant raw, uncooked meat which was offered to the
gods in sacrifice. In the Buddhist usage, the word
described the items included in the four requisites of a

. K. Arunasiri

·

member of the order which are, cl.vara (robes), pifJ£!apa

ta (food), seniisana (lodging), and gilanappaccaya
PljJA: According to the Paii English Dictionary (PTS), · (medicine). The iimisa dana therefore, meant the
puja is · deriv�d from the Sanskrit �piij to honour, donation of these items either to individual members of
respect, worship�. revere and has been used in the Pali
texts in the sense of, "honour, .respect, revere, etc! .".

the order or to a congregation of monks of the order
( bhikkhusa�gha).

The Sanskrit Dictionary ofMonier Williams too while

agreeil)g that_it is derived from �pilj explains it as,
"honour, worship, respect, reverence, veneration,
homage to superiors or adoration of the gods".2 In the
Pali canonical texts, the wordpilja is used almost always

The term amisapiljawhich is found in theAnguttara
Nikiiya cited above does riot seem to indicate any other
religious activity except what was meant by amisa da
na. In other words, the word pilja is not used in this

in combination with, sakkaroti, garukaroti, _ and ma

context in the sense of a religious activity involving a
--

- - ·

- · - --�--

·
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laid down ritual procedure. It may also be noted here

Vinayapi�aka4 • When the Buddha was iiwited for dana

that the earliest form of religious activity which required

by Jay followers the invitation nonnally read as foll ows:

activity which necessitated the active participation of

" Adhivasetu kira bhavalr! Gotamo . . . svatanaya
bhattalr!, saddhilr! bhikkhusaizghenati5" (May the

more than one individual to take the minimum, for the

Blessed one consent to accept tomorrow's meal with

community participation or in other words the religious

Buddhist w.as the

dana

which was insti tuted in

the bhikkhusaizgha): It seems clear that the invitation

replacement of the principal religious activity of the

was for the Buddha and the number required to

brahmanicreligion which was theyajna (sacrifice).

constitute the bhikkhusaizgha. This is clearly spel_! out 

Although the Buddhist dana replaced the yajna of
the brahmanic religion, it retained only the barest
minimum of parallels with this hallowed brahmanic
religious institution. Pointing to uniformity with other

in the Ahh ayarajakumiira Sutta of the Majjhima Nikii

ya when prince Abhaya invites the Buddha, "Adhiva
setu me bhante Bhagava svatan iiya attacatuttho
bhattan ti; Venerable sir, Jet the Blessed One with three
others consent to accept tomorrow's meal from me6 ".

adoptions by early Buddhism, even in the case of the

Thus, the only ritual compliance of the dcma � we

yajna these parallels were kept only to the outermost
characteristics ofthe sacrifice. In the brahmanic religion,

· have seen above was with regard to the constituent
number of participating m empers to form a

the Brahmin was the mediator between man and the
·

gods and he was the only person who knew the sacrificial

bhikkhusaizgha.

hymns and could therefore officiate at the sacrifice and

· had no other ritual components or demands during the

make the sacrificial offering in the name of the lay
sacrificer. He received the

.

dalqina

means that even the earliest form of community religious

dana it was .

activity adopted by Buddhism after the highly

the bhikkhu who became best qualified to receive the

dana or dakkhlf!a. While the brahmanic yajna offering

.
had to confoim to lengthy and detailed procedures laid

· down in the Vedic texts, it is not possible to point to
similar procedures which had to be followed in the

dana

offering to members of the

order. It is laid down that gifts to the

period that comes within the Pali canonical texts. This

offering for his

services in the sacrifice. In the Buddhist

performance of the

bhikkhusarrJgha

ritualized and formalized brahmanic yajna did not adopt
or even inake adaptations from, the ritualisation of_the

yajna, which aspect, it must be kept in mind was one
of the most essential components of the entire yajna. •
· process. Hence, dana is never described as a ptlja in ·
the sens� it acquired much later on as the word itself ·
had not acquired the ritual . impl-ication which it did

ofthe order, even if the individual member thus sele�ted

Therefore, the evolution of the concept ofptlja in ·

Dakkif!avibhanga

its l ater developed sense belongs to a time much

Majjhima Nikiiya makes a distinction
between pa{ipuggalikil dakkhi'!ii (gifts to individual
members ofthe order) and saf1'!ghagatq. dakkhif!ii (gifts
to the congregation of bhikkhus) of which the latter is
far more benefitial than the former ("Na tvevahatf!
A.i'l(Jnda kenaci pariyaye11a sa17'!ghagataya dakkhif!aya
pa{ipuggalikam dii'nm'! mahapphalatararrJ vadiimi ;

posterior to that of the Pali canonical texts. According

be the. Buddha himself. Thus, the

Sutta

of the

· to professor Suniti Kumar Chattetji,

hom a and. puja, as it is apparent, had their birth in .

different milieus. The mixed Hindu people, and the
Brahmanical faith of mixed origin, inherited boUt. The

homa

But everybody was welcome to thepaja ritual. Homa

was a rite in which ordinarily animal sacrifice was a

According to canonical evidence the minimum

.

.

-

agreement with the minimurrt number which was
required for certain

Vinaya{kammas

according to the

was exclusively Aryan, to. which non-Aryans

· had no right as it was the special privilege of the Aryan.

l l 053 ).

.
number ofbhzkkhus reqmred to make a dana an pff�nng
.
.
.
, . .
- to the congregation was four. Thts number ts m

originally

referred to the flower-ritual and has been adopted from

individually ever have greater fruit than an offering

MLDB.

puja

the Dravidian culture. According to him, ''The ideas of

and I say that in no way does a gift to a person

made to the sarigha". M.III. 256;

_

acquire later on, as we shall shortly see.

are far more benefitial than gifts to individual members

·

But it must be kept .in mind that dana

necessary part: it was known also as pasu karma. In
puja, flowers are essential: it was, so to say, pusp�- .
karma. Now, on this basis, the word puja of Sanskrit
J _. . • 't:
. ed by Mark co 11-ms as a Drav1·d·tan
has ueen exp1 am
word- pa meaning "flower", and the Dravidian root
cey, gey meaning "to do", giving a compound fomi, in
Primitive Dravidian of Vedic times, pu-gey puspa·

·

=

.

. ..

-

· ·· - - -

-------
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Kalinga which made a turning point in his career

karma, "the flower ritual", whence Sanskrit pilja. Jar!

Charpentier suggested another derivation, from a

according to Sri Lankan historical sources, the political

with sandal-paste or vennillion or blood being, according

further military efforts to annex the remaining tribal

stabi lity achieved by Asoka obviated the need for _

Dravidian root pusu or pucu, "to smear", anointment

territories which in fact were small and spread over the

to this view, the basic element in the piija rite7 •
.Explaining further, Chatterji remarks,

vast forest and hilly tracts of the country. However,

"Homa or

the amalgamation of the tribal peoples continued as it

the Fire Ritual, andpilja or the Flower Ritual, represent . does to the present day in India. It would be useful for
this study to understand how this operated.
two distinct worlds of religious thought or conception.
.

.

The flower Ritual of the piija is unknown to the Vedic

Kosambi , descri b i n g the rel i g i o-ritu a l i s t i c

religion: there the ritual is everywhere homa. The idea

syncretism o f the post Asokan India writes, "The

behind the homa is this - - the gods are 33 in number;

brahmins gradually penetrated whatever tribes and guild

they are in the sky. Agni or Fire is their messenger. The

castes remained; a process that continues to this day.

worshiper is not very keenly conscious of any djvine

This meant the worship of new gods, including the

Mana or force pervading the Universe: he knows only

Krishna who had driven Indra worship out of the Panjab

some individual gods and goddesses who are humanized

plains before Alexander's invasion. But the exclusive

tural forces, like Fire, Wind, Sun, Dawn,

forms of na

nature of tribal ritual and tribal cults was rpodified, the

.
tribal deities being equated to standard Brahmin go?s ·

Thunder, Rain, the sky-Vault; Earth, etc. · who · are

potent in giving or withholding "their bounty in the . or new Brahmin s criptures written for m aking
shape of riches (cattle, horses, flocks and harvest in · unassimilable gods respectable: With these new deities
plenty), sons and victory over enemies. They are
or fresh identifications came new ritual as we)! and
approache4 in a �irit of friendly reliance; his attitude

i� worship is that of do,

special dates of the lunar calendar · for particular

observances._ New phices of pilgrimage were also

utdes (dadami, uta dadasi) "I

i n troduced with suitable myths to m ake them ·.

give, .so that you may give in return8 ':."
·

·

respectable, though they could have been savage, pre-

"The piija ritual stands on quite a different footing.

_

For the worshipper, the whole universe is filled with a

"The mechanism of the assimilation is particularly

Cosmic Force or Divine Spirit, and the worshipper
wants to have a personal communion or touch with it.

For this purpose, he is taught that a magic rite calling
the Divine Spirit is potent enough to make it (or a

portion ofit) come and be installed within some symbol,

and then it at once becomes a Living Presence for the

brahmin cult-spots1

0."

interesting. Not only Krishna, but _the_ Buddha himself

.

and some totemic deities including the primeval Fish,

Tortoise, - and Boar were made into incarnations of
Vishnu-Niiriiyana. The monkey-faced Hanumart, so

popular with the cultivators as to be a peculiar god of

worshipper endowed with faith; and it is after that

.the peasantry with an independent cult of his own,

subject ofhis. Water is poured over the symbol; flowers,

another incarnation of Vishnu. Vishnu-Narayana uses

treated as an honoured guest, like a king on a visit to a

becomes the faithful companion-servant of Rama,

leaves and fruit, and grains of rice or other com as

the great" earth- bearing cobra as his canopied bed to .

produce ofthe earth are offered to it; and cooked food,

delicacies of all sort, are placed before it and offered, to

become consecrated food with special sanctity . . . 9.".

sleep upon the· waters; at the same time, the same
cobra is Siva's garland and a weapon of Gane8a The
elephant-headed Gane8 a is son to Siva, or rather of
Siva's wife. Siva himself is lord of the goblins and _

We have already seen how the Vedic yajiia was
adopted by Buddhism, minus its complicated ritual

demons, ofwh9m many like the cacodemon Vetcila are

out of this adoption had still not developed into a pilja

popular, village worship. S i va's bul l Nandi was

religious milieu in which Buddhism would have had to

any human or divine master to ride him; he appears

adoptions. While it was Emperor Asoka's conquest of

This conglomeration goes on for ever, while all the·

component and also that the dana which was evolved

. It is pertinent at this point to take a look at the socio

adopt the piijii ritual, perhaps among a series of other

again independent and highly primitive gods, still in

worshipped in the south Indian Neolithic age without ·

independently on innumerable seals of the Indus culture.

.

·
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Nilam ata Naga of

tales put together form a senseless, inconsistent, chaotic

into Hinduism the worship of the

mass 1 1 " .

Kashmir, also remind ourselves of how the naga was

"The worship of these newly absorbed primitive

Siva's neck to become his garland, i n
order to win over the Niiga tribes, it i s not difficult to

deities was part of the mechanism of acculturisation, a

understand and appreciate how flower-worship and

clear give-and-take. First, the former worshippers, say

Bodhi-worship were adopted by the Buddhists by

instituted round

of the Cobra, could adore him while bowing to Si va,

writing in of the Kiilingabodhi Jataka into the Jiitaka

but the followers of Siva simultaneously paid respect

collection.

to the Cobra in their own ritual services; m any would
then observe the Cobra's special cult-day every year,

It may also be pointed out here that though the

when the earth m ay not be dug up and food is put out

adoption of the piija ritual required the writing of new

for the snakcs 1 2". What is important to us in this

scriptures, the concept of merit-transference could be

process is the way in which new and previously unheard

introduced by a cautious re-interpretation of the

of deities and associated ritual practices were made

Tirok:tafqa Sutta of theKhuddakapa{ha· but was much

part of the traditional Hindu religion which too

more than supplemented by the two new texts,

underwent a major change thereby.

Petavatthu and Vimiinavatthu.

Iq order to provide legitimacy and authenticity

Thus, the concept of piijii when accepted into ·

within the traditional Hindu belief system, the Brahmins

Buddhism and legitimized through canonization by

even wrote new scriptures to welcome new deities and

writing into the canonical literature was used as the

new ritual. "A classical case is that of the patron Naga

spring-board for the development of an entire network

Nllamata of Kashmir,' whose cult had fall en into

of religious rites and rituals which when put into

desuetude because of Buddhism, but was revived by

practical implementation changed the ·entire .external

pura'!a specially written by the Brahmins

structure of the religion. In other words the new

the Mlamata

-

who revived themselves therewith1 3".
It was this background which necessitated changes
in the canonical Buddhism to face the new challenges.

·

.

worship ceritred trend set in motion by the adoption of
the Flower-Ritual was the opening of t,he flood-gates
to an avalanche ofpiija rituals which in · fact left very
few items of daily use which could not be used as items .

Not only were new rites and ritual introduced, but new

of offering. And, each of these individual items was

scriptures too were added on to the Pali canon to

introduced with its own ritual formula to guarantee

legitimise some of these rituals and associated functions

conformity to the piija system. This widening of the ·

whenever they could not be accommodated by re

scope of the puja brought in, its other sister concept of

interpretation of the older texts to read the requisite

varcdana,

new meanings. An excellent example is that ofthe story
of the

Kalingaborjhi Jiitaka

which to say the least, completed the theo

centred capitualation on the one hand, but provided,

· on the other, for community participation in the

which was written to

performance of the ritual offerings.

authenticate the adoption of both Bodhi-worship and
flower-worship in one. This Jataka story, "was reiated

.

suggestion, by Anathapiqqika, at the entrance to

by B uddhism also ·
spearheaded another very important development ·

Jetavana, in order that people might worship it while

which is the evolution of the

in reference to the Bodhi-tree planted at Ananda's

The adoption . of

puja

aviisa

of the

bhikkhu

the Buddha was away on tour. As soon as a seedling

community which was only a monastic residence, as a

into a tree fifty cubits high, and the Buddha consecrated

vihara which came to serve as the center of the new pii
ja services of t h e B ud d h i s t communi ty. Th i s .
development cast a heavy burden on the bhikkhu who ·

was planted from the great Bodhi-tree at Gayci, it grew·
it by spending one night under it wrapt in meditation.

previously was to use his residence in the monastery

The

Kalingabodhi Jataka is found also in the Maha
bodhi-vanJSa; there it is given in much greater detail
and differs in minor details from the Jataka version!·��'!

to devote his full-time efforts to the attainment of his

·.

·spiritual goal.

lri the new situation, he had to provide

leadership to the Buddhist community. This leadership

When such texts are compared with brahmanic texts

which the guidance he provided in the performance of

like the Nllamata- puraf!a which was ;.vritten to accept

the puja rituals eventually placed him at the leadership

·
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of his lay community, positioned to provide guidance
for their spiritual as well as mundane welfare.

PUNABBHAVA

Samsiira or cyclical continuance of life from birth to
death and to birth and death, again and again.

This process of punabbava is brought about by
In conclusion, it is pertinent to make an observation
on 't he relationship which is held by .the piijii rituals each one for himself (in a process of evolution as
vis-a-vis the attainment of nibbana, the fjnal goal. of opposed to creation) by our very process of living in
the Buddhist spiritual endeavor. No ritual claims to the world and being activated into involvement with it.
guarantee for tlle performer. pf the rituals the attainment Through our sense organs like the eye and the ear, we
of nibbiina, but rather aims at moving and motivating are attracted to lovable things in the world because of
him to m3ke for it� attainment. These have no relevance our interest in them (cakkhuna rilpafr! disvii piyar:tpe
to the worldly welfare of the performers of the rituals · rilpe siirajjati M I. 266) or are repelled from them
either as they both the rituals and the objects of the through our dislikes (appiyarilpe rupe byapajjati ibid).
rituals are not endowed with any power, which could . Thrqugh this process oflikes and dislikes or lobha and
be trans'mitted to the perfornier to cause such help or dosa which leads to involvement through our sensory
relief. In other words, these rituals, at be5t, serve as reactions or upadana, we build·up the forces which
entry points to the Dhamma, but do not form part of strengthen the samsaric process of r¢peated births
and deaths called bhava (upiidana paccaya bhavo) .
. the Dhamma itself in any way.
Accepting the principle of causal genesis or
M.M.J.Marasinghe idappaccayatapa{iccasamuppiido, the Buddhists loo_k
References
upon bhava as a sequential continuous process, personal
. to each one., We who are in this living process ofbAava
. have invested in it through our own involvement in it.
s. v. PTS. Pali-English Dictionary.
2 s. v, Sanskrit-English Dictionary.
. This is the combined process of our sensory awareness
3 Middle Length Discourses of the Buddha, .· and our reaction to sensory stimuli of the world. This
harnessing together of our psycho-physical selves or .
Bhikkhu Bodhi, 1 995.
.
4 Early BuddhistMonachism, S. Dutt, 1 960. 12 1 . paficakkhandha with the totality of our sensory
5 M II. 92
reaction thought it makes thepafica-upadimakkhandha
6 M I. 393; MLDB. 499
ofeach one thereal generato�·ofthe samsiiric life process.
7 "The Indian synthesis, and Racial and cultural If this process of upadana ceases at ay point of time,
inter:-mixture in India" , Indo-Asian Culture, · then bhava also shall cease to grow and shall cease to
Jan. 1 955. 220
be (upiidana-nirodhabhava-nirodho).
8 Indo-:Asian Culture, 21 7
· ·Bhava is a live active self-accumulative process,
9 Indo-Asian Culture, 2 1 8f.
1 0 Culture and Civilization ofAncient Indi(l, 1965. and it expresses and manifests itself in the form of a
1 68f.
new life at the right time t.lu'ough birth or jati. Thus ·
1 1 Kosambi, D.D. , CCAI. , 1 70 1
wherever the potential of a new bhava is indicated
12 Kosambi, D.D. , CCAI. , 1 70 \
(except in the.case of arahants who alone can claim that ·
1 3 Kosambi, D.D. ; CCAI. , 1 79
they incur no more new bhava), this process of being
14 Malalasekara, GP. Dictionary of Pa/i proper · born into a new life orpunabbhava+abhinibbatti must
Namci, I. 586
take place. · Jn the Chain of Causal Genesis, we cannot
.
concede to the statge bhava anything more than being
.
PUNABBHAVA : The Pali term punabbhava means · an active process. At the right point of time, it does
coming into existence once again. It is essentially a yield a product which invariably isjaci or birth.
religeo-philosophical Buddhist concept. It is made up
ofpuna which means again, together with bhava which
There is not the sli�htest doubt that this life
means existence, or coming into being. Bhava or . regenerative process of bhava is set in motion within
existence is what all beings inherit (or are entitled to) the life mechanism of a being below the level of an
on account of being caught up in an inextricable (or · arahant. Call it namarilpa or paficakkhandha ·or
rather difficult to free oneselffrom) involvement called whatever you will. We believe that this entire psychic
·

·

·
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sambhavesf ti ca imesam suttapadana�rJ attha�rJayoniso
gahetva atthi yeva antarabhavo ti vadanti .... (Udima
A!!hkathii UdA. p. 92 I SHB. p. 6 l f).

process within the human, starting with vedana paccaya

taf!hii taf!hii-paccayii upadanalrJ upiidana-paccaya
bhavo, cannot be viewed, as the ordinaty layman would
expect, in tenns of length and breadth. It can be viewed
only as a source of regenerative power, and that again

The meaning in English of the above quotation from

only by a person pos·s essing superior psychic

the Udiina A!!hakathii would read as: 'As for those

development. It is such a vision we get in the Sampasa
daniya Sutta (D. III. 1 05) where some one endowed
with special power sees another's samvattanika-viiiiia

who take the word ubhayantarena ( = between the
two) and wish to postulate . an antariibhava, they are
in error (micchii) . They are mistaken. The existence of

'!1 (i.e. rebirth regenerative psychic potential), operating

an an tarribhava is defin itely rej ected in the

between two life phases as this life and the life beyond

Abhidhamma. Also those who incorrectly render the

death (idhaloke patit{hita"!paraloke pati!!hita"!).

meaning of Sutta words like antariiparinibbiiyf and
sambhavesi say that there is an antarabhava . . . . ' (For
their correct rendering see further the Atrhakatha).

It is the possibility of manifestation of bhava in a
new life form, which goes by the name ofpunabbhava.
It is the emergence in samsara of a new life form. It is

·

Udiina Atrhakatha requests us to consult further
the Sub-commentary to the Kathiivatthu of the
Abhidhamma Pi�aka (Kathavatthuppakaraf!G 'l.fkCi) on
this examination of anatrabhava (Antarabhava-vtca
ro KathavatthupakararJassa '[zkiiya gahetabbo. Ibid. .

being born again, birth being not ended (only arahants
being able to claim for themseives that they are khff!{i

·

jati, i.e. those whose birth-process is ended). Call it
· rebirth or whatever you like. Do not · fail to remember
that for this· process of birth . (or being born or born

.

p.62). These observations of Commentator Dhammapii

la makes it quite clear that the talk of antariibhava was
again) Pali has several related words likejati (from root
jan-jayati ) . uppatti . (from ud+root pad/ . not an issue that went unquestioned and unchallenged
pajjati=uppajjati) and nibbatti (from ni+vattati). By in the hands of Theravadins of the Pali tradition from ·
,

very early times.

wh�tever name one calls it, the fact of samsciric beings
being born again and again is admitted.

�
·�·

'

.

Dhammavihari

As far as we can discover, we do not seem to find in
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early Buddhist teachings any sub-species of existence
eith�r within bhava or prior to or outside bhava who

. .

The PTS. Dictionary, defines puiiiia as

follows : "(cp. (late) Vedic purJya favourable; good;

are on the look out forjati. The Pali Commentary to
the Udana tells us of certain misdirected thinkers of

by Dharomapala as 'santanan:zpunati visodheti' i.e.

called antarii-bhava.

of course fanciful : merit, meritorious action, virtue

ety. not clear, it may be dialeciicaL The word is explained

the day who were speculating on such a sub-species

cleaning the continuation (of life). The explanation is
always represented as foundation and condition of . ·

Commentaries in most cases are reasonably old

heavenly rebirth and a future blissful state, the

· explanations of textual material, which needed further
detailed explanation in the interests of the· average

enj oyment (& duration) of which depends on the

amo�nt of merit accumulated i11 former existence".1

listener. It is also known that there were texts and

Monier Williams explains pu11ya as, "auspicious,

textual references, which lent themselves to a diversity
of interpretations in the hands of interested parties.

propitious, fair pleasant, good, right, virtuous,

By the time of Commentaries, the need to build
safeguards against such deflections was also evidently
felt.

suggests that pufJya is derived from the root pr.,'to

For such Commentarial rebuttal of an emerging
antarabhava theory, see the following remarks of the

Commentary to the Udiina : ' Ye pana ubhayantarenii .'"

tipadarrJgahetva antariibhava"J niima icchanti. Tesa"!
ta�icchii. Antariibhavassa hi bhavo Abhidhamme
pa!ikkhitto yeva .,. Ye pi ca antaraparinibbiiyf

·

meritorious, pure, holy, sacred . . . ".2 "Mayrhofer
fill". 3
Thus, pwiiia is the Pali form of the Sanskrit p-urJya

:

which was taken over by Buddhism, like kus'a/a from

the contemponiry religious language of the sixth century

B.C., but were re-interpreted to serve its religious needs
which resulted in giving new meanings to both terms.
According to the Brahmanic religion punya came to the

·

·
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is experienced in the next incarnation, then we are

perfonner of the sacrifice both through the sacrifice

which was offered by -the Brahmin priest on his behalf

referring to the material or the Pudgalic aspect ofpuf'9'a.

and also through the services rendered to the sacrificing

That is, punya is a tendency as well as a potentiality.

priest by attending on him hy offering suitable gifts.

Here tendency means activity and potentiality stands

According to RC Amore, "Gonda notes that MuV

for Karmic matter." Actions which lead to good

I ,2,6 and other passages explain that ' the offerings

potentialities are called pu'!)las. According to Jainism

carry the sacrificer by the rays of the sun, saluting him
as follows: this is your holy (or meritorious, punyah)

there· are the following nine types of Pu'!)la: ( 1 ) Anna

Pu'!Ya (the virtue of food); (2) Pcma Pu'!)la (the virtue
world ofbrahma, ('well made, i.e. fashioned, prepared, ' of water): (3) Vastra Puf!Ya (the virtue of cloth); (4)
gained) by merits (sulqtah)".4
.. Layana Pu'!)la (the virtue of lending the house); (5)

·

Sayana Pu'!Ya (the virtue of supplying beds); (6) Mana
Pu'!)la (the virtue of controlling mind); (7) Sarlra. Puf!Ya
very high religious value; as it was punya that took the
. (the virtue of controlling body); (8) Vacana Pu'!}'a (the
peifonner of the sacrifice (yajna) to heaven. 1be life in
.
virtue of controlling speech):(9) Nama,;kara Punva
� (the
heaven being eternal and everlasting,5 heavenly birth
In the Brahmanic religion puf!ya was accorded a .

.

was thus the ultimate religious goal aspired to. There

virtue of salutation).

seems to have been a change in this position during the

· Anna Punya or the virtue of food, means supplying ·

Upanishadic period, with the acceptance of the concept

food to a hungry and poor person worthy of receiving

of rebirth, after which it came to be accepted that,

it. In like manne�,

Ptina Pu'!)la means the virtue of
up, he returns h�e to earth"6 thus accepting that the quenching the thirst of a person by supplying water.
. length of heavenly life is determined by his punya in · . Vastra Pu'!)la means giving cloth to tho$e who are in
"when the fruit ofhis well-lived previous lives is eaten

need ofclothes to cover their bodies. Although according

Upanishadic philosophie� and for an appreciation of

be extended to any worthy person, yet these virtues, if .

the causes which brought about this shift in their
.philosophical thinking, w� have to go into the details
of the post-Indus valley religio-cultural developments,

which .blossoiried in the sixth century B. C. Gangetic
valley culture of lndia7 •

to Jainism the chari� of food, water and clothing can

everlasting heaverily bliss was not acceptable to both

. Jainism and Buddhism, representing the. two main

Srama'!a religions �f the sixth cent\lry B.

·

practised With reference to the Jaina ascetics, are all the·

more effective. The virtues ofLayana and Sayana mean

respectively providing residential accommodation and
. beds to the ascetics. Mana Puf!ya, SarTra Puf!yil and

Vacana Pw!Ya stand for control over mind, body and

speech, in order to avoid every kind of violence to

The concept of punya leading one to eternal and

C.

India.

While Jainism claimed to lead its followers to kaivalya,

the Buddhist goal of religious endeavour was the
·

I

the previous earthly existencr'.cFor an understanding of:

the factors which propel led the origin of ·the ·

_

.
'

. .J

attainment ofNibbfina. Therefore, though accepted by
both these Sramaf!a religions, punya did not occupy

as prominent a place. in these religions a5 it did in the.

pre-Upanishadic Brahmanic religion.

According. to the Jaina teaching, "Ordinarily Purr;a

others and to exhort them to be moral and ethical. The

Namas_kizra Pu'!)t'a means saluting or bowing down to
the ascetic"8

aspects of punya. From the conative point of view

punya is that good action which is perfonned by theJ[
va. But when by good action we mean Kannic matter,
which is accumulated by theJ[v� and the fruit of which

.

According to the Jaina teaching, it is necessary to
. free the soul (j[va) from the bondage of karmic matter
whether _this katmic matter consists ofpu'!Y"a or ptipa

. as as'rava attracts good as well as bad karmic matter
towards the soul and th-us leads to bondage. Therefore

kaivalya (ultimate emancipation) results not from the
accumulation ofpu'!)la,. but from freeing the soul from
all karmic matter9
•

is understood to. be good action. In Jaina philosophy

this definition ofpu'!Yd is accepted. But there are two

•

Buddhism too, like the Jains did not accept that

pu'!)'a was productive ofultimate emancipation, but it
shared with Brahmanism the view that pufJya could
result in heavenly rebirth, though heavenly birth like in

Upanishads was conceived of as temporary and
lasting only until the exhaustion ofpu'!)la.
the

·
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While in the Brahmanic.religion it was the Brahmin dispensation, requests him to give up the higher life, ·
priest who mediated on behalf of a client to offer the enjoy the riches and also make merit (Ehi tva11J t6ta
sacrifice thereby becoming the agent who executed the Ra{fhapa!a, sikkha11J paccakkhliya h{miy 'avattitva
puf!Ya generating activity for the client, in Buddhism, bhoge bhuiijassu puiiiianica karohlti)12• According to
the bhikkhu became the person who was deemed the Brahmin father of Venerable RaHhapala, if he
qualified through his spiritual qualifications to receive reverted ,to the lay life, he would have been able to
the dana offering of a client, thereby generating puiiiia · enjoy the riches, live with his wife and parents and also
for the client donor. Thus, the bhikkhu came to be make merits. The Dhanafijani Sutta of the sameNikaya
described as ahuneyyo after the description of the describes what is called the path of pufifia (pufi1ia11J ca
brahmin priest as ahvanzya in the sense that he was pa[ipada"})13 with reference to the conduct of the
"worthy of sacrifice" or "worthy of offering"10•
Brahmin householder Dhanaiijani which is described
as the dhammacariya (conduct which is in accordance
Also, the brahmin priest who performed the sacrifice with the dhamma) and samacariya (conduct which is
for his client, became entitled to receive the sacrificial righteous). The dhammacariya, samacariya according
dakSi1Ja. "It was not merely a fee paid for the priestly to the Saleyyaka Sutta consists of the three-fold
services but was a sacrificial offering donated by the physical, the four�fold verbal and the three-fold mental
man of faith (s'raddha) to certain .Brahmins as conduct14•
representatives of divine knowledge and purity"11•
Buddhism took· over the concept of dakSir/i offering
According to the Veludvara Sutta of the Sa"!)'Utta
by replacing the Bnuuna n with the bhikkhu. Or, in Nikfzya, the Brahmin householderS ofVeludvara request
other �ords, the bhikkhu came to be descnbed as the Buddha to expound to them a formula of dhamma,
dakkhifJE!yyo as he is deemed qualified to accept the living according to which they would be able to lead
new sacrificial offering which is the dana offering. The their family social lives and be reborn in heavenly states.
bhikkbu is described as ahuneyyo and dakkhineyyo
of existence after death. Accordingly,. they are taught · ·
because of his qualifications to accept the new sacrifice
the· formula of the dhamma described as the
and thereby generate puiiiia for the donors. Although
attlipanajika dhammapanytiya (self-reference formula
the only source of the pu'fya, the acquisition of which
of the dhamma). This consists of the seven practices
guaranteed one's total future good was the sacrifice and
of the good (sattahi saddhammehi.. ) which are spelt
the offering of the dakSi'Jfz to the officiating Brahmin
priest in the BrahiDanic religion, the .offerings to the ·. out as foUows: (i) Abstinence from destroying life .
bhikkhu in Buddhism, was not the only source for the (panatipata pa(ivirati,(ii) Abstinence from stealing
. generation of puiiiia, though he remained to be an (adtnnadana pafivirati), (iii) Abstinence from sexual
· important source for activities connected with its misconduct (kamesu micchiicara pafivirati), (iv)
Abstinence from false-speech (musa vada pa{ivirati)1
generation.
·

·

.

'

It may be neted here that the dana offering whereby
Buddhism replaced the Brahin.imic sacrifice (yaFia)
continued to be an. important source of puiifia, and
became formalised as the Sa"!ghagata dc:kkhi'J(l and
thereby became the first religious activity in Buddhism
which provided for community participation. The
attendant ritual in the formalised dana seems to have
heralded the evolution of a system of ritual in the
post-canonical Buddhism.
The Ra{{hap6/a Sutta of the Majjhif11:.� N,i�fl;'a
records an episode where Venerable Ra¢1apala's father,
a Brahmin householder who having failed in his earlier
attempts to prevent his only son from leaving the
household life to become a disciple under the Buddha's
.
6- CM 5274

(v) Abstinence from malicious speech (pisunizya vactiya
pafivirati),(vi) Abstinence from rough speech
(pharusaya vacaya pafivirati),and (vii) Abstinence

from frivolous talk(s.amphappalapa pafiviratz)15• The..
abstinence from these seven physical and verb<il actions, .
persuading others to abstain from these likewise and
be in praise of such abstinence completes the physical
and verbal conduct which is described as purified in
three

respects

(Kaya

vact

sama-caro

tikofiparisuddho)16• The szla which is to be cultivated
in each of these seven, it must be noted, consists of
abstinence from the wrong act and the cultivation of
the opposite positive qualities. It is the cultivation of
these positive qualities, which furnishes the
development envisaged17•
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Thus, a life of commitment to the acquisition of

The three actions, dana (liberality), szla (morality)

and bhavana (meditation) arc described in the Nikdya

puniia by engaging in ddna and conducting oneself in

texts as the three items of meritorious action� ( tlni 'mdni

accordance �ith the discipline ofthe seven precepts

puniiakiriya vatthimi). While rebirth into different states

constituting the physical and verbal conduct which is

of existence wht!therhu�an or celestial is the re�mlt of

in accordance with the dhamma (dhammacariyti) and

these merit-yielding actions, it. �s the intensity of the
two-fol actions of dana �d si Ia which determines
the particular reabn of extstence a person would be
reborn into, as well as the perks which he would enjoy
.
.. .
.
therem. This ts explamed m an Anguttara Sutta as

�

<18>

follows

.

:

_

.

.

•

19

..

and morality (stla)

-

·1

·.
. h c h.01ce.
. destre , whereas the doer o.f evt h as no sue
·

Resultant rebirth

Intensity

1. Liberaliyt (diima)

done on a small scale ·

. Among men of ill-luck

not practiced (na abhisambhoti)

(manussadobhaggam upapajjati)

done to a f!ledium degree

Among men of good-luck

(parittam katam hotz)

_
meditation (bhavanii)

2. diinii and sila
..

(ma�taso katam) .
(m{mussa�obhaggam upapajjati)

na abhfsambhoti

3. diinii and si Ia

.done to a high degree

Into the .company of the

·

(adhimatiam katam hoti) ..

..

bhiivanii

earlv stated that the doer of punna always has the
' of se1ec t'mg the fiorm o f reb'1rth that he ·would
optton

·

Action (kamma)

bhqvanii

l

conduct which is nghteous (samacariyd), results in
easant human or celestial rebirths. It is also quite

CiitumTJfahtiriijika devas_
:

na abhisambhoti

-

. (In the.Caiummahiiriijika heaven, the I:our Great Kings excel the other_ gods in tern places,. having done
th�se to a higher degree than the others).

4. dana and sila

done to a high degree·

·

(adhimattam katam hoti)
na

bhiivanii

..

. .

Into the company of the

Tfivatin;sa devaS.

abhisambhoti

(Here Sakka excels the other gods in ten places, havi,ng done these to a higher degree th;m the others).

5. diinii and s.i Ia
bhavanii

abhimattam katam hoti

Into the ·company of the Yiima

na abhisambhoti

devas.

(Here, the devaputta Suyama surpasses the other in ten places, havirtg done these to a higher degree than the
others).

6. diinii and sila
bhdvana

.

abhimattam.katam hoti

Into the company of the Tusita

na abhisambhoti

devas.

(Here, the devaputta _Santusita surpasses .all the other gods in ten places, having done the5e to a higher degree
than the Others).
.
7. dancl and si Ia
adhimattam katam hoti
Into the company of.the ·.
.

·

Nimmiinaraii devas.
bhiivanii
na abhisambhoti
(Here, the devaputta Suninimita, surpasses the other gods in ten places, having done these to a higher degree
·

than the others).

'

8. dana and sila
bhavanii

adhimattam katam hoti
na abhis(lmbhoti

Into the company of the

. Paranimmitavasava(ti devcis:

(Here, the devaputta Vasavatti surpasses the other gods in ten places, having done these to a higher degree
than the others). (A. IV.

241 ).
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Besides these, there are other activities which are Papa, personal attachment; (11) Dves'a Pap a , ill-will.
productive of Puiiiia according to the canonical texts, or hatred towards anything; (l2)Kles'a Pap a ,
These include acts of social welfare, such as planting of quarrelsomeness; ( 13) Abhyakhyiina Pdpa, spreading
pleasure groves and forests, making of.bridges, (public) false rumours or scandals in order to lower someone's
wells and drinking places. Such acts are said to increase prestige; (14) PaisCmya, tale-telling; ( 15)Paraparivada
puiiiia-day and night and lead to heavenly rebirths20. P&pa, talking ill of others or emphasizing the badness
Puiiiia accordingly has been shown as a valuable
of others;(l6) Rati Arati Papa, attraction towards sensual
acquisition, which supports a person in his future
and emotional life, and distraction from discipline or
birtJ:i21. A person who dies, is said to own none of his
self-control; (17) Maya Mri�a Papa, resorting to
material things any more, but to take with him whatever
- improper or sinful acts under the pretext of propriety .
puiiiia and papa he has done in this lifeU. All mortals
are said to take new birth according to the consequences and virtue; (18) Mithya Dars'anas'alya Papa, taking an
of their puiiiia and papa actions. Those who have done unreal thing to be real, even when one is capable of
papa are said to be reborn in the niraya (purgatory) discriminating between real and unreal"26
and those who have done puiifia in the heavenly
According to the Sappurisavagga of the Aliguttara
s�ates23 . 'In the Sakkapaiiha Sutta of the D[gha Nilaiya,
Sakka's charioteer Pafi.casikha wishes that the puiiiia Nikaya, .a sinner (papo) is one who commits one or
he has earned by his actions .towards the steadfast more of the following ten immoral actions: (1) Parptipata · .
arahants ripen in enjoyment with his loved one24• (destroying life); (2) A dinnadand (stealing); (3)
According to the Dhammapada, a person who has . Kamesumicchdcara (unchastity); (4) Musdvddd
done puiiiia delights here and in the hereafter, and is (lying); (5) PiSUf!dvaca (slanderous speech); (6)
Pharusdvaca (rough speech); (7) Samphappa/apa ·
intensely delighted when he goes to heaven25•
(frivolous talk); (8) A bhijjha!U (covetousness); (9)
The opposite of puiiiia is either papa or apuiiiia Vyapannacitto (malevolence); and (10) Micchadif!hiko
according to the Pali texts, the firit eventually finding (wrong views)17. These actions result in rebirth in the· ·
acceptance as the standard term in place of the second. purgatories wherein beings undergo suffering, which is .
Both tenns have been taken over froPl Sanskrit and sharp and severe (ekanta dukkha t ippa ka{uka
vedana)'l!.. According to the Culakammavibhanga Sutta
· seems to have b� in currency in thereligious language
.of the Majjhim a Nikaya, if such,persons are not reborn
of the sixth century B.C.1ndia.
into the purg!J.tories, they will be reborn into conditions
"According to JainismPapa means being influenced of ill-luck in the human world29• The
by attachment and jealousy instead of rationality, and Mcihakammavibhaliga Sutta of the same Nikdya
perfonning �vii deeds under that influence. It is the explains that the result of an evil or a good action will
rebellion of man's meaner nature against his virtuous be experienced by the.doer in this life itself, in the next
tendencies and inherent goodness. Therefore Papa is life or in any suBsequent existence (di[!he va dhamme
regarded as the manifestation of the individual's · vipdkfm1 papsafr!ve.deti uppajjafr! apare vapariydye)30•
ignorance and immorality iil. his voluntary actions. The The Singalovada Sutta of the a Dlgha Nikfiya describes
·
following eighteen demerits or vicious acts are the first four immoral actions ofthe above list as the
recognized by Jainism: (I) Prat!'lvadha or J[va Hifr!Sd four depravities of action (cattaro kamma kitesa) which
arise out of the four wrong bases of chanda (emotion),
Papa, 'crushing out the organic energies of an organic
dosa (ill-will), bhaya(fear) and moha (delusion)31 The
soul'; (2) Asatya or M,ri�avada Papa, untruth-fullness;
Agganiia Sutta of the same Nikdya describes these ten
. (3) Adattaddna Papa, stealing directly or indirectly;
actions as akus.ala-kammasl2 and as productive of
(4) Abrahmacarya Papa, or unchastity, indulgence in results which are black, drawing attention perhaps to ·
�exual inter�urse mentally or physically; (5) Parigraha the colour classification which had been known in the
Papa, which consists in over-attachment to one's Indian spiritual traditions33•
bel�ngih s; covetousness; (6) Krodha Papa, or anger; ·
The term apuiiiza is found in tile Pali canonical texts
(7) Mana Papa or egoism; (8)Maya Papa, hypocrisy;
(9)Labha Papa, greed or avarice; (I 0) Raga or Asakti only in a few instances. In the Aydcana Vagga of the
•

·

•

g
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good, consisting of the three-fold physical and the

Aliguttara N ikaya, the fool is said to generate much
demerit (balo bahufl! apuiiiia"! pasavati)34 through
his foolish actions, while the wise generate mu�.:h merit
(pufiiia). In.theBhaf!4agiima Vagga of the saflleNi/Wya,

the f�1sh

man

four-fold verbal dhammacariyt! and samacariya, which
as

by his wrongful conduct is said to·

generatemuch demerit (bahu"' apuiiiian! pasavati) as

we have already seen is also explained as the puiiiian?

ca pafipada11! (path of puiiiia), supplemented by

certainty achieved in the four places of trust and

confidence can, if he so desires, declare that he is a

stream-winner (sotapanno) and is thereby destined to

different from the wise man's generation of much merit

by his good conduct35• ·Mara, by preventing the

Brahmin inhabitants ofPaiicaSdla from offering food to
.
the Buddha, when he went there on his alms round,

earned demerit (apuiiiia"! pasavi mara tisajjana"!

.

attain final emancipation (niyato sambodhiparayano)41 •

Thus, as the course ·of conduct, which generates

puiifia for the individual provides the initial disciplining

tathagataf1!'f6•

to make him a stream-winner who thereby becomes.

conditions of suffering in the humari world, quite

austerities as a result .of which he was more closer to

destined for the attainment of nibbtina, puiiiia_becoines
Apuiiiia, thus. seems synonymous with ptipa in its . a contributory factor to an individual's attainment of
nibbtina, not detrimental. But then, how is it that the
application in the canonical. texts: It is explained as
resulting in expiatory rebirth either in the human world Bodhisatta, according to the Padhtin.a Sutta oftheSutta
or in the purgatories. Whether it is rebirth into Nipata , when advised by M�ra to:give up the severe
eloquently described as conditions. of ill-luck

death than life, replies that the.slightest merit is of no

(manussadobhagga71!)31, or in the purgatories, it is

:USe to him (anumatteniipi pufifiena attho mayha711 na

suffering) which beings undergo, the difference being

vijjati)42

only ooe of degree o(intensity.

.
.
Although the first tWo puiiiia generating actions,·

. . ·'

•

P
- reinasiri, cominenting on the above text argues tqat

the Bqdhisatta's rejection ofpufifia was due to the fact .
· tha:t he assigned a somewhat lower position to puiiiia
happiness (sukhd) derived from rebirth into heavenly
as acts of puiifia were conceived as deeds of positive
viz. diina and ·sHa, are explained as productive of
·

.
states of existence or conditions of good-luck in the ..
merit whicli" bring ab�ut, as th�ir consequences, .
human world (maniissasobhaggani)38, bhtivanti, which
.
enjoyment of a sensuous kind,. compared to kusala
is the thirdpuiiiia generating action brings one to rebirth
.
which . on the other hand emphasizes non-sensuous
in the higher heavenly realms which within that state
spiritual bliss43• Karunadasa too,agrees withPremasiri
of rcbinh offers the possibility of attaining complete
liberation. Here too, it must be noted that it is the level . when he comments,"The term pufiiia appears to become
significant only in t4e context of.$af1!Sara. Thus ads .
of attainment iil bhavana, which determines the

respective heavenly state a perSon would be reborn . of puiiiia .are always described as those which have a
into. For example, an individual who.attains the first . · tendency to promote one's well-being and happiness
Jhana and dies in that state will:lout falling from �at in future births in saf1!Siira. It is often stat�d ll:lat those

jhiinic level·is reborn into the companionship of the
.
BrahmaAiiyika devas, one who attains the secondlhana

�a dies In that stat� of attainment �thout falling from
that jluiitic lev�l is rebo� mto the companionship of
theAbhassm:a tkvas and so on39• It is also quite clearly

stated tbat the disciple of the Buddha who reaches a

adept in its attainment and constant practice, dies

completeh"beration (i.e. nibbana) at the end of his term
of life in that realm of the devas4° . .
According to the Veludvara Sutta, the ariyan

disciple who is disciplined in the seven practices of the

(

. �

hom in heavenly

existences... That acts of puiiiia do not lead to Nibbtina.
· is clearly shown by what the Bodhisattva tells Mara:
'I do not see any purpose in an iota of p �iiiia'"'!.

particulaf level ofjlulnic attainment, becomes quite ·
without falling from that le�el o{ attainment, attains

who . accumulate puiifia would be

.
.,

.

In both instances quoted by Premasiri in support
.
of his argument, in the Uttarad.evaputta Sutta of the
· Saniyutta Nikaya and the Padhtina Sutta of the Sutta
.
Nipatq, the issue is not t�e simple issue�f the relevance
of puiiiia to the Nibbtinic process. There seems to be

i

something more than this,. discernible in both these
textual contexts, which is also relevant to the present ·
. discussion on puiifia. The Samyutta text, which has,

\
. ·,.· ;1
.. �
.·

·•

..
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"puiiiiiini kayirdtha sukhavahdni45 and the Padhiina
Sutta verse which reads, "Pahutan! clyate puniian:t
aggihutlarrJ ca jiihaio46" both seem better understood

"Tedesco maintains that the Sanskrit kus'afa is a M iddle
lndic development of three Old Indic words:

(well-made),suk?fa (a good deed) andsu/qt (doing good).

as referring to pwiiia-generating (ritual) activities. That
the Padhcma verse refers to the acquisition of

sukl:ta

sufa:ta, sufa:tii, sukrfa,

He suggests this development:

puiiiia

kus'afa.

through the performance of the sacrifices is quite clear.
The acquisition of puiiiia through the sacrifice, it may .
be recalled here, was the only path to the heavens in

The support for this otherwise untenabl e

etymology i s the similarity i n meaning o f suJa:ta and

kus'ala and the possibility of a metathesis from su/cr to
kus'a. Turner observes that Tedesco's "derivation is
ingenious but very doubtful"49•

the Brahmanic religion until the coming of age of the
Upanishads. Thus the reference here is to the method
of acquiring puiiiia through the performanc e of

"Another possibility", according to P.D. Premasiri,
"is that it is connected with the term

puiiiia-generating activities like the Dana, which as we

kus'a,

which

means wicked, as suggested with some reservation by

have already seen was evolved as a replacement for the

yajiia pu j a of the brahmanic religion. It rnay be noted .

Monier Williams. In this respect the commentarial

the poetic version of the Bodhisatta s misgivings on the

seemingly etymological analyses, but it is clear that the

·here in passing that thePadhana verses in fact represent

although in certain instances some light may be thrown

of enlightenment as he felt that his goal at the time was

on the etymology of the term. In theAtthasalinl when

receding with the increase of its intensity. These

an attempt is made to define the word kusafa it says:

misgivings firt�lly led to the discovery of the right path.

The Bodhisatta s rejection of Mara's request was not

,

was detrimental. to the
nibbanic effort. It was a suggestion to give up.the direct
pwiiia-generating religious ac:tivities, hence its rejection.
The Veludvara Sutta is quite clear that the discipline
gained from following the path of puiiiia provides access
to the path of nibbiinic realization·. This constitutes the

szla of the three puniia-generating actions. Dana too,
being the first religious ritual activity sanctioned in
Buddhism, serves as a point of entry to the path of
spiritual advancement by assisting the process of
weaning away from holding on to material possessions
which cause misery.
Puiiiia is one of two terms used in the Pali canonical
"Early Buddhism uses two pairs of terms for ethical
evaluation: One is puniia and papa, and the other is
and akusala. Papa and akusala seem to mean

the same thing, i.e.

what is morally bad or

. unwholesome. However the same is not true of puiiiia
and

kusala.

are so called in that they cause contemptible

Or, kusa are those (vices), which lie in a person under1

. contemptible conditions. And

kus:alas .are

so called

· be�ause they lop off, cut off what are known as

· immoralities (akusalas). Or, krwwledge is called kusa
·

because of the reduction or eradication of contemptible

Textual evidence suggests that there is a

qualitative difference between them"47•
.

things, and kusala is so called because things should be .

takeri, grasped, set in �otion by that kusa. Or just as
the kusa grass cuts part of the hand with both edges, so
also certain things cut off the corrupt par;t in two
portions, either what has arisen, or what has not arisen.
Therefore kusala are so called because they cut off the
corruptions like the

kusa

grass' 50• These comments,

point of view"51 •

Although the term kusala is found in the Brahmaqa
and the Upanisbadic literature, it is not found in these

contexts in a moral sense."The term kusala (Sk. kus'ala)

does not seem to have been in regular use in ethical

contexts in pre�Buddhist Indian iiterature. Tedesco too. ·.
observes that, "The most frequent meaning of Pali .

kusala

is one that in regular Sanskrit is virtually.'

unknown"52. He also holds that the term kusala in Pa

·:• ,

, ; , .... , , .)i is equivalent to puiiiia, a view \:Yhich will be examined
,
.
Kusala has been explamed as, (Sk. kUs ala, (adJ.) below. There is sufficient reason to believe that in early
clever, skilful, expert; good, right, meritorious...Esp.
Buddhism the term indicated a special sense of moral
·

appl. in moral sense

·

however, are not illuminating from an etymological

texts for ethical evaluation. As Karunadasa remarks,

kusala

kusalas

things to tremble, to shake, to be disturbed, destroyed.

punna

path and go back to the lay .sQcial life of

explanation is not very illuminating. It attempts

outcome of such analyses is not strictly etymological

·

efficacy of the severe ascetic practices for the attainment

due to the fact that

.

(=puniia)

whereas

akusala

is

practically equivalent to papa"48• Amore comments,

value, which was differentiated from,the value

represented by the ethical term puiiiia (Sk.

j;u nya )"53•

·
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Thus' it is in the Buddhist literature that kusala is

Nikaya literature, although there is evidence of some

the Sammaditthi Sutta of the Majjhima Niikaya there

concepts of kusala and akusala by Ananda, one of the

overlapping. In the context of an analysis of the

found in discussi"ons on moral discourse. According to

are ten kusal� kammas which are as follows: (I) Piina

chief disciples57 of the Buddha, king Pasenadi ofKosala

questions Anan da: 'Is it the case that the Buddha

tipata pa{ivirati (Abstinence from destroying life); (2)
Adinnadana JXl!ivirati (Abstinence from stealing); (3)
Kamesumicchizcara pa{ivirati (Unchastity); (4) Musa
vada pa{ivirati (Abstinence from lying); (5) PiSUI]aVa
cii. pa{ivirati (Abstinence from slandering); (6) Pharusii
viicii pa{ivirati (Abstinence from rough speech);
(7)S(lmphappaliipii pa{ivirati (Abstinenc � from

commends the acquisition of all states that are kusala?

(Kim pana bhante Ananda, so bhagava sabbesa"! yeva
kusaliinalrJ dha�m{malrJ upasampadalrJ va'f'fetZti?).
Ananda answers: 'The Tathagata.

_ .

is· one who has

discarded all states that are akusala and possessed of

states which.are /..:usa/a' (sabbakusaladhamma pahi

frivolous talk); (8)Anabhijjhii/U(Abstinence from

covetousness); (9) Avyapannacitto (Abstinence from

no kho maharaja tathagato kusaladhamma
samannagato ti)58•

The Saleyyaka Sutta �f the same Nikaya expl!lins the

. A �ording to t4e SamalJllmanqika Sutta of the

malevolence); and ( 1 0) Sammadi{.thiko(Right views)54•
same ten kammas as constituting the three-fold

·

physical, the four-fold verbal and the three-fold mental

Majjhima Nikaya, a bhikkhu who is endowed with ten
factors may' be described as one who is endowed with

kusal�. is of the highest kusala and has attained the.
(dhammacariyQ) and with rig_hteousness (samacariya). .
. highest.attainment (dasahi dhammehi samanniigata71J
It is shown that the individual who conducts hiffiself
purisapuggalanJ pannapemi sampannakusala"J,
according to the norms of conduct spelt out in the ten
.
paramakusalam, uttamapattipaltanJ, sama'!am
kammas can, if he so desires be reborn, after d�ath,
dyojjhan ti)59 These ten factors, it may be noted
conduct which·is in conformity with. the dh.amma

·

either into a noble f�ily in the human wor�d, into any

here are the eight factors of the Noble Eightfold Path

realm of th� deva.S or attain complete liberation in this

plus Right Emancipation (samm6vimutti) and Right

life itsel:fS5•

Knowledge (samma

qualities", as Preniasiri points out; "are the ones
.
directly connected with the attaiillnent of Nibbana

It is said that, ·when a noble disciple has thus

understood the unwholesome (akusalam, pajiiniiti) and.
the root of the unwholesome (ev�"! akusala,;,tllalrJ.

The Buddha

and arousing true knowledge, he here and now makes·
an end of suffering56• Kusala kammas are based either

on alobha (non-greed), adosa (non�hate) or amoha

practices that are

meaning the attainment of Nibbana. The· kusala
states are sometimes -enumerate,d

to lust, he abolishes the underlying tendency to

vi�w and conceit 'I am' and by abandoning ignorance

asserts that the

kusala gradually lead a per:;on to the highest state,

pajfmati), the �holeso�e (evGlrJ kusalam paj6n6ti),
and the root ofthe wholesome (eva"! kusqlamulalrJ
pajdmm), he entirely abandons the underlying tendency
aversion, he extirpates the underlying tendency to the

riii'!adassana)60• "These

·

as

the four bases of.

mindfulness (catt6ro-satipaf!han6), the four modes of ·
right endeavour (catt6ro-sammappadhan6), the four

bases of psy�hic. power (cattcr�-iddhipadd), the five

faculties· . (pancindriycmi),

.

the

five

powers

(p· ancabal6ni)� the seven factors of enlightenment
(sattabojjanga) and the Eightfold Path (ariyo

(non-delusion) while alaisal� kq,;,mcis are based either · a(fhangiko- maggo)"61 •
on lobha (gr�d), dosa (ill-will) or moha (delusion).
.
Thus while kusala is productive of nibbanic maturity,
Kusala, thus describes the direct path to nibbanic
punna as we h�ve already seen is productive of entry realization and the individual who has thus attained its
to the process of such maturity by becoming a stream
realization is described in the canonical texts as one
winner, and productive of nibbanic attainment in the ·
who is accomplished in what is kusala, and has attained
Brabm�rrealms if he dies without falling from the jhanic

level.

the highest attainment. If the disciple who Is thus

engaged in training himself in the kusala-path to nibba

na fails to attain full emancipation in this life itself, he
· can·elect to be reborn either in a human existence or in
be considered completely synonymous terms in the any celestial realm of his choice.
As Premasiri remarks, "Puiiiia and kusala cannot

.
- -

-
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Canonical evidence shows that the path of puiiiia
includes within it several ways Of reaching the nibbanic
goal. One is the path through the practice of the seven
norms of conduct detailed in the Veludvara Sutta, the
disciplining through which when supplemented by the
at�ainment of certainty in the four places of trust and
confidence, leads to stream entry and thereby becomes
destined for nibbanic attainment. The second is the
path through the practice of dlina which serves by
providing an entry-point to the process of spiritual.
training by weaning from craving for material
possessions. The third is the path through bhlivanli,
the attainments in which, brings rebirth in the heavenly
realms followed by the attainment of nibbana at the
end of the life-span in the relevant celestial realin62.
TJlis shows that while the direct path to the attainment
of riibbana is the path of kusala, puiiiia is aimed at
maturing the individual through its several ways to the
same goal at a subsequent existence. Puiiiia through its
diverse ways prepares the individual to enter the
spiritual training embodied in the kusala process.
Karunadasa agrees with this when he comments, "As
Nathan Katz rightly observes, puiiiia could be defined
as the habituating ground of kusala, because it prepares
the necessary background for· the emergence of

there is no consciousness of moral, aesthetical or logical
distinction. The relative ideas, therefore of good and
evil, pleasure and pain, agreeableness and
disagreeableness, right and wrong are all annihilated to
him"63.
As Premasiri remarks, "It is difficult to see what
Tachibana means by saying that the perfected saint in
Buddhism transcends all moral distinctions. If he means
that the Buddha was indifferent to all moral distinctions
after becoming enlightened, he is quite wrong. For it
was after his enlightenment that he did confidently
assert the distinctions between what is good and bad,
right and wrong, and spent the rest ofhis life instructing
others about these distinctions; The Buddha criticized
some of his contemporaries for adopting a sceptical
attitude towards moral questions. Tachibana's view,
whiCh has been reaffirmed by a number of other scholars
on Buddhism is a consequence of an erroneous rendering
of Pali terms;'69.
.

.

When the number of arahants in the Buddha's
. following grew up to sixty one, the Buddha is recorded
to have sent them out to the world with the instruction,
"Disciples, I am freed from all snares·both divine and
human. You too are freed ·from all snares both divine ·
·and human, Disciples set out on your rounds for the
kusala "63•
good of the masses, for the happiness of the masses,
It may also be noted here that the Nli texts use for the weal and welfare of gods and men"7Q The Master
different terminology to describe the commission of . gave such instructions, because having attained the
· puiiiia arid kusala. The commission of puiiiia is usally · . highest perfection, they were best suited to work for
referred to as puiiiian; karoti64, or as sometimes in the the weal and welfare of the worldlings who are caught
plural as puiiiilini karoti65, while sometimes puiiiia is up in the snares of the pleasures of the senses. The Pali
also said to issue out of, or generate from, an action canonical literature makes it quite clear that the Buddha
pufiiia"! pasavati66• The commission of kusala is himself spent his entire career of about forty-five years
always described as kusalan; bhliveti67• Karoti is the in the service of humanity. Such commitment came
present tense third person singular form derived from from the Buddha;s kindn�ss and sympathy for the . ·
· the Sk. root ../kr. to do, while Fasavati is the present suffering which the worldlings were undergoing due to
causative frompa+ .,(su to generate, beget, etc. Bhliveti their ignora..l' ce.
is the present singular c�usative form derived from ..;
The actions of the liberated individual are not
bhu), (bhiivayati) meaningto cultivate develop, etc.
Puiiiia thus, describes the commission of activities, the productive of results for the doer as his actions do not
disciplining through which eventually leads on to entry come under the category of result-generating (karnrllic)
to the process of development envisaged by kusala. actions. The Indriya bhavand Sutta of the Majjhima ·
Nikdya describes the attitude of the liberated to sensory
Another question, which has been raised by students stimuli as one of definitive assessment, not one either
of Buddhism, is that of the position ofpunnCi with ' of revulsion froin or of attachment or clinging to these.
reference to the individual who has attained final His motivating citta arising out of this attitude is
liberation. According to Tachibana, "when one attains therefore described as kiriya-citta in the Abhidhamrna.
nibbana, one has reached the mental condition where As Karunadasa explains, "It is very likely that this
·

·

.
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the post-canonical Buddhism, of course due to a

term is coined in order to distinguish the Nibbanic
consciousness from the consciousness· that arises as a

multiplicity of contributory factors as we shall see.

result of karma(= vipaka-citta); because, as mentioned
above, both are abylikata (neutral). What mu�t be

The Development of Puiiiia in the Post-canonical
literature .The-concept of Puiiiia shows a very

emphasized here is that although the kiriya-citta is

luxuriant growth in the post-canonical literature. The .

neutral from the point of view of karma, it is· not
neutral from an· ethical point of view"71 •

ideas of puiiiia accumulation (upadti), multiple fruition
and transferences of puiiiia are important aspects of

this growth. An examination of the Pali canonical texts

In the Mahliparinibbana Silt!a of the Digha NikJya

shows that there are two instances where reference is
found to the concept of accumulation or heaping up in
connection with puiiiia in the canonical scriptures. Both

the Buddha is recorded as consoling Ananda who was

found overwhelmed with grief when he learnt of the

imminent parinibbiina of the Master, sayip.g that,

instances are found in the Sutta Nipiita, One is in the

"Since you have acquir� much merit by attendjng on

Pabbajja Sutta where Miira requests the Bodhisatta to

the Tathagata, you will soon attain the extinction of

give up his austerities and engage in activities through
defilements (.. katapuiiiiosi tvanJ Ananda, padhananJ which an abundance of jJUiiiia would accumulate to
·anuyuiija, khippanywhlsi anasavo)"72 • The idea of· him(PahutanJ cfyate puiiiianJ)14• The other is in the Nii ..
katapuiifiata is not fou�d in the canonical texts whether luka Sutta where Niilaka's life of restraint awaiting.
as an essenti�l or as· an a�vantageous fa:ctor for the news of the Bodhisatta's enlightenment is described . .It
.
spiri�al development of man� except that ifis found is said that Niilaka spent his days with his faculties .
. mentioned. as one of the blessings (pubbeca disciplined and accunmiating puiiiia (So.Na!ako updcita.
.

·

puniia saiicayo) 15 Apart froin. these two instances,
. the concept of accumulation ofpuiiiia, itself has not .
It howeve� b�c�mes an important factor in the
een taken up for-discussion in the canonical tex�, and .
�ttainmen� of Bud.dhahood by ·the tjme of the Jata� ?
.
.
.
Is not directly referred to·e1ther. The 1dea has found
comnientaty; thus legitiinising.· the Jataka -stories . as,
artiCulation.in the commentarial literafure·particulatly
narrations Of the· long sanJSilric s�jburn o(the
. through authenticating the Jiitaka stories, which were
Bodhisatta
. adopted as narratives of annecdotes in the long SaltJSa
.. .
ric struggle of the Bodhisatta to attain Buddhahood.
The·Nidhikaf14a Sutta of the Khuddakapa{Aa
compares the acquisition of punna to a hidd�n treasure The final attainment of Buddhahood itself is d�picted
which is capable of giving whatever the owner wishes as made possible by the ripenirig of his innumerable
for, ranging from worldly prosperity to. nibbanic acts of puiina accumulated during his long saltJSiiric
attainment The Sutta seems to fall in line with the sojoU:rn thereto. According to the Puiiiiiibhisanda Sutta
katapuiifiata) in the Ma.fzgala Sutta of the Sutta Nipdta13 .

•

.

· .

·

.

··

interpretations of punfia found in other later texts like. ·of the Aliguttara Nikiiya, puiiiia which accrues fr�rri
th� Vimandvatthu and the Petavatthu, arid is not the .utilization of' the four essential requisites of a
supported by canonical evidence.
bhikkbu accompanied by const_ a nt reflection,_ is ..
· we·have seen that both puniia and kusala had their
origin in the religious language of the sixth century B.C.
Indian Gangetic religious cultUre. While kusala seems
finalJy to have received sanction as expressive of

achievements in spiritual development, puiiiia seenis
to have been settled as indicating modes of action
adopted as means of entry to this path of spiritual

. training . The beginning made with the adoption of the
minimwn of ritual in the performance of the dana seems
to have authenticated the adoption, not only of other
ritual, but also of other ritual activities as avenues of
punfia generation which blossomed into its fullness in

·immeasurable like the water in the great ocean76• Even.
in this context puiiiia is not shown as accumulating.

According to the A�ttaka Sutta (2) of the Sa"!)'Utta

Nikilya77, it is said that it was the si�gle �ct of giving

alms to Paccekabuddha Tagarasikhi when he came on
his alms round, for which a person was rewarded with

seven heavenly rebirths, plus seven Q.uman existences
as a rich banker of. Siivatthi. This is indicative of the

type of cJiscourses on puiiiia, which became the

spring-board to the concept of multiple fruition of a

single act of puiiiia.

·---�- - - -
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In the Culakammavibhariga Sutta78 of the
Ma;jhima Nikaya, it is said that one who leads a life
given to destruction of life (piinatipiita) will, when
reborn as a human being, have a short life-span. Similarly,
one who abstains from destroying iife and cultivates
kindness, love and friendliness towards all living beings
will, when reborn as a human being, have a long life-span.
While the former i s described as appayuka
sa7rJvattanika pa!ipadii (course of action leading to
short life), the latter is described as di"ghciyuka
san:vattanika patipada (course ofaction leading to long
. life). One who is given to inflicting injury and harass111ent
will, when reborn be sickly and one abstains from such
action be healthy when reborn. While the former course
of action is- described· as bavhabadha sa7rJvattanika
pa�ipadci, the latter is described as appiibiidha
sanwattanika pa{ipada (the course of action leading �o
health). Immoral qualities such as anger, envy, absence
ofliberality and their opposite moral qualities are given
similar explanation. The explanation of the conditions
of life, which awaits those who commit the eight
immoral actions79 in an Anguttara Sutta ' foHows the
same pattern.

·

The Piili term for Karmic- correspondence is
kam ma- sarikkhatii which is explained by the Pali
English Ditionary as, "likeness between deed and result" .
quoting the Gopiilakaputtavatthu of the commentary
on the Dhammapada by way of illustration. According
to this, the cattle - butcher had his own tongue fallen on
to his plate the moment he put a piece of the
tongue of the bull which he had cut with a knife
and baked, as he did not want to miss meat in his .
meal81 . The Lovedasangariiwa, a Sinhala poetical
work by Weedagama Maitreya Thera, belonging to
the 1 5th century A. C. has a poem which illustrates
this concept quite eloquently. According to this, a
woman who killed a she-goat by cutting its head hild
her own head cut as many times as the number of hairs
cin the she-goat's body, subsequent to her suffering in_
the purgatory82
•

Accordi�g to the Vimanavatthu storie�, it is gifts
made either to individual bhikkhus or to the Order, _·
which brought the vimiina rewards. Here, we find an
important addition to the J ist of items, whiCh bring the · 
vi mana rewards. It is the offering of flowers, incense,
etc. to the stUpas83 It may be noted here that the ritual
Tiie theoretical foundation which thus exists in. the ofpujii as well as the use of flowers, incense, etc., for .
canonical texts for the correspondence theory ofpuiiiia the ritual are post-canonical in their origin84 • The reward ·
(andpapa) according to which there is correspondence of a vimana which is the result of the .merit (puiiiia) _
or correlation between an action and its result, has been generated froman act ofoffering made either to a member
fully developed in the post-canonical writings of the of the bhikkhusarYJgha or to a stupa is shown as a ·_ ·
Vimanavatthu and the Petavatthu. These, apply the lasting gain, whi<;:h could thus be emulated. While not ·
colTespondence theory to the .destinies of deva and even a hint is given that such rewards _ are limited in
peta with some complexity. W Stede, in Uber das Peta their duration however lengthy such duration would
Vatthu, maintains that, according to thePetavatthu, there be, nothing at all is also mentioned of the nature of the
are two dimensions to the karmic correspon9ence: an next existence that is to be expected when the power of
underlying principle involving-the polarity of good arid the puiiiia is exhausted. This stands in direct contrast .
evil, and a particular kind of individual good or bad . to the thrust of the Nikaya discourses where it is said ·
· deed. lh the case of thepeta destiny, for instance, one's that it is after hearing the teaching of a Tathagata, that
evil disposition determines the consequent birth as a even those long-living and blissful devas, long
peta, while the deeds· born-from that disposition established in lofty vimiinas, come to realize the ·
determines the particufar character of the requital. He impermanent and trarisitory nature oftheir existences85 •
is-right to distinguish disposition from evil deeds and
While acts of puiiiia generate good and pleasant
to see that the karma theorj applies to both, but there
results, acts of papa generate extremely painful and
is nevertheless a continuum, in the sense of continuity
unpleasant results. Therefore, a mixture of both good
of the individual with its species. Very evil acts lead to
and bad actions generate a mixture of good and bad
appropriate suffering in a hell, good acts create a vimii
results as illustrated by the stories narrated in the vimii .
na paradise, and a mixture of the two leads to rebirth. !iS · navatthu and the Petavatthu. "The condition of the
a peta with an appropriate degree of suffering. In each departed corresponds to both his good and bad acts.
case the details of the individual's life in the destiny For example, a monk who had controlled his body but
correspond to the details of his former actions"80 .
not his mouth is reborn as a peta with a radiant body
•

·

·
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of the curse. For instance, one man (Pv 28-29) who put
a curse on a donor, that what he gave to monks might
become blood to hiin in the next world, has to suffer
that very curse himself, for he is reborn as a thirsty
.
peta for whom the Ganges changes to blood when he
approaches to drink . . . �89 .

but With a boar's mouth (Pv.3). A poor tailor did not
give to those who asked, but he did point out the way
to a generous man's house, so he is reborn as a miserable
peta but with a honey covering on the hand he used for
the pointi:ng,(Pv.23-28). Another man who hunted deer
in-the day but refrained from killing at night becomes a
peta who suffers all day but is happy at night (Pv
42-43}"86 •

The asserveration of truth or the Rite of Truth

(Saccaldriyii) differs from a verbal pronouncement or a

As every act of papa entails its own mode of wish and, belongs to a motiffound in all indian religious
punishment, "concerning the nature of the punishment . literatures. "In the Rite of Truth or Act of Truth, on
as .a corresponding requital, Stede identifies three . the other hand, the pronouncement is not a curse but
operative principles: it operates without exception an imperative command which is to be enacted by the
among persons; 'it operates continually, day by day; it . povier of the speaker's truth. A paradigmatic Rite of
counterbalances any rewards thepeta may be enjoying . Truth is the description in the commentary on Virna
for �ispuiiiia actS. He further notes that the punis�ent navatthu No.22 of how a faithful� pregnant woman,
may be of two types. In the type characteristic of the who had to undertake the Rite ofTruth under suspicion
petas in the Petavatthu, the punishment adheres to the · of adultery, wa5 able to command the Ganges floods to
peta as an evil condition. It occurs overall, not beirig - tinn 'ba�k. Such Rites ofTruth taken'i�ief�ence to a
bound to any one place. The other type, characteristic puiiiia-making situation constitute a prominent 8ubject
of hell beings, is imposed -by · an executor.:· It requires · in both ·the Petavatthu and the Jatakas" 90 • ·
certain instruments oftorture and is often administered. .
· Merit�sharing or merit-transfer cail be described as
to groups"87 • ·
the dominant.theme in the Petavatthu for it is through .
The idea of a single act ofpuiiiia or papa producing· the exercise of this facility that the suffering petas are :
multiple fruits, as we noted earlier, is another idea; brought to relief. Amqre has argued that it is the ·
which has been t*en up in the Vimcmavatthu and the Petavatthu which introduceS this new concept, which ·
· Petavatthu. "Just as a seed yields manifold fruit, so the is not true as we shall shortly see. He is right when he
sowing of apuiiiia or apuiiiia deed in a good merit-field · says that the very second verse of the Petavatthu
yields not only corresponding b�t also multiple fruit. intrOdUCeS this COncept91 pointing thereby perhapS tO
For the apuiiiia act of striking a Buddha, for example, a the importance attached to the idea in its text.
. man created for himself a peta destiny in whiCh he was
The idea .that merit accrued from. good action is
struck by 60,000 hammers, day after day. For hindering
transferable;
had been known to other Indian religions,
his wife and daughter's acts ofgiving flowers to a shrine,
a man became a peta who was repeatedly cut up by the Buddhists only adopted it. As Amore writes, "The
Buddhists did not · invent the concept of transfer. but
. swordsmen (Pv 3, 1 0)"88 •
only adopted a theme. M. Hara, drawing upon Gonda's
suggestion that c�rtain abstract concepts were thought .
The factors which have a bearing on the nature-of
to have inherent power-substance, has recently
the fruition ofpuiiiia acts according to these texts, are,
documented the motifof transfer iri the Mahabharata.
the spiritual quality of the recipient of a gift, the attitude
· of the donor at the time of the commission of the act of Tejas (vital power) could be trarisferred from one. god
to another, taken away from a god or man, and lost due
giving or offering, the importance of the verbal
pronouncement or the mental resolve or wish at the to suffering a curse: Tapas, meaning the power generated
time ofcommission, and the utility of the article gifted by austerities, could make a curse effective, be
. in the case of a gift. Of these, "The verbal transferred to others, and be lost by anger. The power
pronouncement can work against the impious as well of fulfilling dharma also could be transferred, and
as for the pious. The verbal rite is considered to be so . one-sixth ofhis subjects' p'u'!J'a could be transferred to
binding and efficacious that the real evil-doer, whether the King. Hara refers to all these powers collectively as
it be the accused or the accuser, suffers the conditions 'merit'.
·

·

·
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"The Buddhist adaptation of the transfer of power

requests that the donation of clothing be given to a lay

motif included making pw1na the main power which is

disciple of the Buddha on her behalf and the gift

transferable, getting away from the materialistic notion

dedicated to her. Complying action brings her the

that talked of a transfer of a certain portion of merit,

clothing immediately99 • Thus, according to the stories

tying merit closely to support of the

narrated in the

B hikkhus,

what is received by the

departed is, what is offered on their behalf; clothing

presenting merit transfer as an ac� of

offered brings clothing100 , food offered brings food101 ,

. Petavatthu

housing offered brings housing101 , and so on.

generosity toward suffering petas"92 •
The basic idea which thus became the basis for the

According to the

Nandamiitii Sutta

and also

concept of merit transfer, .was that merit accrued of

according to the Petavatthu stories, the transference of

gifts given here could be transferred to the departed

merit is thus effected through dedication of the relevant

relatives. The idea seems traceable to an

Sutta93

Anguttara
Yakkhas

gift by expression of intention of such dedication.

where Vessavaqa, the king of the

as they would be coming to the village Velukan{aka the

vatthu as a subject of discussion.

"In the Kathavatthu,

,

departed s o u l s . The commen tary records the
commentator's elucidation on this point. It says that

" ... taiica. bhikkhusa�gha"! parivisitvii
. mama"! dakkhif!a"! a diseyyiisi". This becomes·

important to us as it is the same phraseology which is

.the Riij aglriy.as and

the

Siddhatthikas held the view

that merit could be transferred to the petas and that the

petas sustained themselves on such merit. As evidence
for their thesis they quote a passage from theAnguttara ·
Nikiiya ( 1 1 1 .43) which runs, ' Bhikkhus, there are these

found used throughout the Petavatthu to describe ·the
action which l ater on came to be described as

five things which parents, if wishing-for a: child to be
·
born to them, contemplate. WhiCh five? Being noUrished .

merit-transfer.

by us he will nourish us; he will perform all duties .

Nandamata is requested in the above story to offer

dakkhif!a to

towards us, ·he will carry to posterity the family

Vessaval}'l (dakkhif!!ITrJ adiseyyiisi)94 , which she carries

traditions, he will look after the wealth of the family

bhikkhus as,
''Yadida"! bhanie dane punnG"! htta7rJ Vessavaf!assa
mahariijassa Sukhaya hotu ti" (May the merit accrued

out by specific request made to the

from this offering be for the happiness of the Great

and when we are dead he will perform the necessary
·

rites for the petas'. But, the Thentvadins object to this
view saying that this idea commits one to the view that
one person is the agent for another; that the happiness

King Vessava"f!a). It is important to note here that it is

or sorrow we feel is wrought by others; that one acts,

which it is dedicated that takes thepunna of the gift to

Con troversy, pp.203 -5) 1 03 "

the expression (verbal) of the wish or intention by
Vessavana95 . It is also how Nandamatii transferred the

while another experiences the consequences (Points of

punna accrued from her recital ofthe Piiriiyana verses
the previous day, i.e. by verbal pronouncement. This

is well illustrated by the stories narrated in the

Petavatthu where it

is said that when such offerings

were so dedicated, they immediately96 benefited the

peta for whose benefit they were offered and were so
dedicated.

received direct by the d�parted97• The donation has to
be made, preferably to a disciple of the Buddha98 •
phrasing used throughout the

Petavatthu

The ·

to describe

.

Therefore, it is not possible that the idea thatpunna
accrued to one could be transferred to, or shared with,
another could have been accepted before the time of ·
the

Kathiivatthu1 04 •

It is also not possible, to expect

the incorporation of a ritual act to effect the transference

of merit either. This seems to explain why the Pali
textual traditions are not aware of

According to the Petavatthu, a donation cannot be

·

the idea of the possibility of transferring merit to the

following morning, without h<).ving their break-fast.
· fol l ows,

·

the orthodox group, namely the Theraviidins,
reject
.

Vessavaqa's request to Nandamatii is worded as

breakfast to the bhikkhus and dedicate the

·

Transference of merit has been taken up in the Katha

. requests Velukan{ak[ Nandamata to offer break-fast
on his behalf to the two chief disciples of the Buddha,

·

Petavatthu,

eliminating the role of the gods, and especially in the

anumodana

as a

ritual for the transference of merit.
The compound form

anu+ V mud to delight

anumodanii

is derived from

in, and gives the meanings of,

the process is similar.to the phrasing in the Nandamata

rejoice in, be pleased with, be appreciative of, etc. It

Sutta cited above. Thepet[ in the Khalla{Fyapetavatthu

has been used in the

Nikaya

texts to describe the

.

.

.
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and theAvadana to the concept ofpuiiiia seems limited

dana and
usually consisted of a short discourse on the dhamma .
The Brahmayu Sutta of the Majjihima Nikaya lays

to efforts made through their innumerable narratives to

the·anumodana sermon and also lays do\\n what should

use the term

concluding religious activity of the ritual

the popularisation of puiiiia-making as a rewarding

down the procedure that should be followed in giving

exercise. The authors oftheAbhidhamrna texts, ''usually

not be included in the text of the sermon so given105 •

kusala rather than puiiiia

"The first

part

of the first

for 'merit' 109

book

of the

anumodana had been accepted as AbhidhammaPi{Cika, the Dhammasangan[, is a detailed
an integral component of the ritual dana by the time of
discussion ofkusala, akusala and indeterminate classes
this sutta. Further, according to the Cullavagga, the · .
of consciousness"110 The Yamaka and the Pa[!hana
protests by people when certain bhikkhus failed to
too contain detailed discussions on kusala and akusala.
. perform anumodana at the end of a dana, was the
Puggalapaiiiiatti which according to it1l title is an
Tliis confinns that

occasion for the promu lgation of the rule that

types· is a discussion on types of

anumodana must be performed at the end of a dcma, . analysis of human
bhikkhhus. Although, "most of the corollaries of the
lest they be guilty of an offence under the Vinaya .
puiiiia concept are taught in this work. .. . the puiiiia
rules'06 .
concept itself is seldom mentioned directly, presuma�Iy

. because the work is directed at monks and not

What is most important and relevant to the present

laymen"1 n .

discussion is that neither in the instances of its use in
the canonical texts, nor in the instances of its use in the
.
commentarial literature like the Vimana-vatthu and the

·

Petavatthu, is anumodana connected· with any activity

associating it with transference ofmeritw1 ; This would .

m ean that the - combination:, o f the . concept of
merit-transfer with anumoddna ·is posterior to the time

(morality), (iii)

th� Kathavatthu, it seems highly probable that it would

to Buddhism. . Thus, they could now be fed on the

which were made available for ·the purpose. In any
case, the universalisation of merit transfer or the idea
that merit can be shared with any person or party of
the doer's choice, is of more recent adoption than the
period of the Pali texts.

bhavana

(respect for elders), (v)

merit-transfer could not be placed before ihe_ time ·of : ·

puiifia accrued from offerings made to the many shrines

Dhamm.asanganl,

· to the text are. as follows: (i) dana (liberality), (ii) slla

of these texts. Also; as" the· general acceptance of

. have been found as !jll answer to finding sustenance for
_the l ocal deities who had lost their iridividuai cults due

In the comm entary on the

Buddh�ghosa. introduces the dasapuiiiinakiriyavatthUni_
(the ten occasions for doing merit). These ten according

·

(tneditation), (iv)

veyya�acca

apaci.li

:

.

(serv_ice to

abbhanUJ1!odana (thanks-giving for ment), (viii) desana
(instruction jn the . dhamma),(ix) savana(listening)
and,(x) dif{ hijjukamma (rectification of view).
Buddhaghosa then explains these ten in detail, ·

bejore, ·for
during;_ (or

contending _that each has three dimensions:
. exainple, intending to keep the vows;

· example, · keeping the vows; and after, for example,
joyfully recalling having kept the vows.

illustrate this paradox is that a candle lighting another
burns brighter'''� .
The contribution of the post-canoniCal works

consisting of the Jataka,

Buddh� vanJSa, Cariyapi!aka

Tne

Vibhariga

and the

Kathavatthu

do not add

anything new in their discussions on puiiiia.

vatthu which
dhammapi{aka

is the third book of

I

j

l

I

Buddhaghosa reconciles this later list of ten means

the other hand, it increases, " The model he uses to ·

·

superiors), (vi) pattanuppadana (merit donation), (vii)

of doingpuiiiia with the suttas list, which c.onsisted of
.
Anumodana in its new role. thus includ�d not only
·
. only the first three of these ten, by maintaining that the ·
merit transfer but also acceptance of merit given by
later seven are eontained in the original three as follows.
others. Not only has anumodana being retained a8 the
Slia i�cludes respect and service;. dana includes giving
concl'udmg ·religious rite of the ritual da�a still,. it has
of merit and thanksgivi'ng; a�d bhavana includes
been put into wider use by adopting it as the concluding
instruction,
listening, and the rectification of views112 •
activity ofall ritual offerings. As Buddhaghosa clarifies,
the donation ofmerit does not decrease one's merit, on

.

..

TbeKatha
the A hh i

explains the Theravada position on

several matters relevant to the concept ofpuiiiia. It is

argued that kamma is a mental rather than a physical
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phenomenon. Similarly, puiiiia in olved a mental state.

only were the monastic community committed to the

Another point which is explained is that the arahant

preservation of the original teachings of the Buddha as

(upacayolpuniia).

does not accumulate

contained in the Pali texts, they were, thus, committed

"Those who

opposed this argued that the araban could be said to

to the practice of the teaching, with all earnestness.

accumulatepuiiiia because he did sometimes give gifts

The monarchs assisted them by providing for their

or venerate Buddha shrines. The Theravadins countered

sustenance and acwmrnodation. At the level of the

that even though the arahan did give gifts, etc., he was

State as well as at the level of its subjects, the Buddhism

not accumulating puiiiia because he was beyond both

that functioned seems to have been geared almost totally

merit and demerit. He engaged in the puiiiia activities,

to punna-generating activities.

but the mental state necessary for pwina-making was
absenti 1 3 ".

·

This necessitated the institution of a system of
rifual-worship. The foundation for this seems to have

TheKathiivatthu records an interesting controversy
paribhogamayanJ puiriia"J
. scmJvaqqhatlti (Ky.7, 5). The Theraviidins dismissed
the claim thatpuniia accrued of a gift increases with its

been laid with the bringing to the Island of a sapling of
the Bodhi-tree at Buddha-Gaya, which was planted at

over the s tatement,

. Anuradhapura, in the Royal park, Mahameghavana,
which was gifted to the Sa�ha by Deviinampiyatissa.

use, because such acceptance would also result in the
!)Osition that

punna

The erection of stupas which enshrined the relics of

·

can operate even without the

.

. conscious participation of the .doer. The statement ·

the Buddha, made another significant contribution to
the ex.pansion of ritual-:worship.

seems to have caused confusion among the translators
of the texts as weil 1 14 •

Dumont, in his study of kingship :in ancient India, .
· identifies two views of kingship. One views kingship

The Milindapanha is another post-canonical work
.
which, "'uses both the pwina apunna and kusala and

akusala conceptions . . .

'.•

as a divine institution and therefore{ endowed with

,

magical power. The other, describes kingship as having

The inter-changeability of the

originated from a contra.ct between the.future subjects

two sets of terms rimy be seen by comparing the two

and the future king according to which the subjects

discussions of the superiority of merit over demerit.

contract with the king to maintain order and justice in ·

Buddhism, argues that merit is inherently stronger than

who represents the whole Island introduces into .

exchange for a tax of one sixth of the crops1 1 8 •
The passage (83-4) in the older section.usespunna and
apunna, while the other (290-7) uses kusala and
akusala " � 15 . Summing up , his analysis, Amore
These two views of kingship are combined . in the .
observes, "The Milinda-panha, then, .stresses that the . MahiivalrJSa s conception of Buddhist kingship. The
belief in the fruition of certain acts is central to MahavalrJSa s notion of the king as the layman giver
demerit, and closely associates punfia and
.

.

'

·

kusala" 1 1 6 •

. Buddhism some of the magi co-religious aspects of

.

kingship. It draws heavily on the current of Indian

Puiina has been the focal point in the popular and
the state Buddhism of ancient Sri Lanka. The
Mahindian religious refonns which seems to have taken
Sri Lanka almost by stonn, operated at two levels from
its earliest historical beginnings according to the

accounts recorded in the Mahavarma; one at the level

·.

thought which views kingship as a divine institution"119 .
The king in his position as the head of the state was
also the protector of the

bhikkhus.

According to the evidence

recorded in the commentarial literature, despite the rapid
increase in the numbers of those who took to the higher
..
I aram, "on the
� the san:g:h a, 111
1.11e,
· the words of Ad'k
· whole preserved a high degree of purity"ll7

expected to ful fi l u nder the advice of the

As Amore observes, "Two new themes.did emerge,
however, in the post canonical

Mahavafr!Sa. The first

one discussed was a merit philosophy of history which
.
understood Sinhalese history to have been subtly shaped
.
.
thoug t of
the p we of ment. Ment s power
",
.
.
as operat111g 111 history through the medtatlon of detttes

V{i,W)w:g�� ?�

numbers of those who attained arahanthood. . Such

which duty he was . .

BhikkhusanJgha.

of the state and its subjects, and the other at the level of
the Order of

sasana,

� �

.

,

��

·

�

achievements were made possible by the highly

and outstanding human leaders. Working in this way,

organized and disciplined life in the monasteries. Not

merit had prepared the Island for the advent of

·
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points to a parallel development. "There is something

Buddhism and had restored Buddhism each time the

even more precious than a bodhisattva's wealth, limbs,

rule of the Tamils or human negligence threatened it.

wives and children, and that is his Merit (pu'!Ya). He

should give it for the good ofall beings. The technical

The other new theme involved the use of merit

theory in the formulation of a concept of Buddhist

tenn for this gift is parinamana ('bending round or .

kingship. The pattern of Buddhist kingship in Ceylon .
. was _set by Devanampiya Tissa, under the guidance of
Mahinda .. Tissa exemplified the ideal king in that he
actively prmnoted Buddhiam and its teachings with all
the power of his royal office, and he eagerly engaged in

meritorious works, thus acting as the chief layman on
the Island" 12Q . The Mah a vamsa recounts with

enthusiastn the pufifia-actjviti� of the kings such as
the constructivu of monasteries, provision of facilities

for the Order, the construction of stfipas, etc. "The
practict<. of doing meri_t as repentance was characteristic
especially of those kings who had fonnerly persecuted

· · · monks"12 1 . . . ·

It has beeri argued in the Mahavari]sa .that the great

towards, transfer, dedication). The idea ofpunya is one

of the central concepts of Buddhism. Every act, which

is inspired by charity and morality (slia), produces

somepuf!ya, which leads to welfare in this life and also

secures happy rebirths. Punya is generally regarded as

the power of good deeds that were done in previous

existences. It is also called k:u�ala, and it is collectively

tem1ed punya-skandha (mass of Merit) and ku�ala-mii
/ani (roots of weal). A virtuous person 'accumulates'
Merit (k:usala-saficaya), as thrifty man deposits money
in the bank. No simile appears to be more suitable than

that of a bank-account. Punya is supposed to result
automatically and inevitably from a righteous action. It

is an invi,sible cosmic force that confers pappiness on

· the individual, to whom it belongs. The Buddhists have
developed a precise quantitative view ofpunya, which

service king Durt}lagamini .did to the siisana outweighs

seems to convert their much-vaunted ethics into a

Tusita heaven from where .he will be reborn in the'

more. A unit of PU":Ya confers a certain kind of

whatever demerit he has acquired in his war a�ainst the · sordid -system of commercial arithmetic. . Every go,od
Tamils, and is therefore said to have b�en reborn ih the · deed produces a certain fixed amount ofpunya and no
human world aild become the first disciple of Buddha · . happ�ness on earth or in a heaven only for a certain
Metteyya •22 . Mah(ivafr!Sa s new the<;ny ofpufifia that . period of. time, after which it is ·exhausted. This
it outweighs apufifia, considered however expedient . quantitative .notion of punya has culminated in the
for supporting the Buddhist kingship in Sri Lanka, it

must be· pointed out here, goes right against the basic
teachings on Kamma as explained in the canonical texts.

An idea of the great importance which was thus given

to thepufifia-making activities of the State can also be

doctrine ofpatinamana (trarisfer ofmerit). . . Punya is
.

thus a wonderful Power, and is exalted and glorified in

· Mahayana literature to such an extent that it is finally

regarded almost as the equivalent of Wisdom (jJrajfia)
and bodhi .,124 .

had from the rapid growth or centres of ritual worship
The present survey of the position of pufifia in the
as well as the growth of a fully developed system of · Pali canonical texts and its development iri the
ritual for this purpose. Both the new ritual as wdl as post-caiionical literature has shown that, when viewed
.
the new centres of worship were made acceptable and from its brahmanic beginnings to designate the receipts
also ancient by new literature which were written for from the sacrifice, it has grown to envelope the totality

the purpose, reminding us of the I ndian era of

religio-ritualistic syncretism when Brahmins had to write
texts like the Mlamatapuraf!(l to welcome new forms
of ritual worship-123
•

Thus, not only was there a rich gro� of ritUal
which were meant for the generation of puiiiia, but

parallel with this, a new philosophy ofpufifia according
to which it was transformed into a transferable
acquisition, which could be used fot the benefit of the

giver and the recipient. Punya irt the Mahayana tradition

·of activities in-the religious life of the"follower of tqe
Buddha's · teaching who has no.t yet attai n ed

arahanthood. This has been accomplished in two ways.

One, through the principles ofconduct aimed at maturing : ·

· the individual for entry to the path ofspiritual training.

And the other, through ritual activities aimed at serving

as entry- points to this path. There has been a
tremendous growth in the post-canonical eras both in

the forms of these ritual activities as well as in their
number. Each of these ritual activities centred round

obj ect� which were provided with back-dated

·
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authenticity, came to own individual fonns of ritual for
their maintenance. The perfonnance of the punii.a
generating activities contributed immensely to �ocial
cohesion which was well understood by the monarchs
as evidenced by their intense involvement in these
activities and the provision of centres of such ritual.
Certain deities drawn from the Indian mythological
mainstream and 'treated' to fit in with the canonical
devaS who were similarly treated, as well as those
others who owned pre-Buddhist cults of their own,
now being made to subsist on the pufifia donated to
them at the conclusion of all ritual offerings, became
the guardians ofthe.religion as well as of the people by
way of gratitude for the pufiiia thus transferred.

M. M. J. Marasinghe
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PilRANA KASSAPA, the first of the six heretical
teachers mentioned in the samaiiiiaphala sutta of the

D[ghanik6ya (D. l .pp.47-48) � ho were senior
contemporaries of Gotama Budddha. He is described

as the teacher of a group of religious mendic�r.ts (Sanghl

.
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garif, gaiJfzcariyo), well known (ndto), with a good
reputation (yasassl), recognised as a virtuous teacher
by many (sddhusammato bahujanassa), who had

had a following of fi ve hundred

(DPPN S. V.

Puranakassapa).
According to the Buddha his teaching is a complete

renounced worl dly pl easures a long time a�o

denial of ·efficacy of action and human endeavour

(cirapabbajito). and advanced in age (addhagato vayo
anuppatto) . When questioned by a minister of king

(akinyavdda), which has no basis for ethics or morality.
_

Ajatasattu ofMagadha regarding the immediate benefits
of following a religious life

(sdmannaphalafr!),

W.G Weeraratne

Pfiranakassapa said: "To him who acts or causes

· another to act, to him who mutilates or causes another
.
to mutilate, to him who punishes or causes another to

PUTHUJJANA,

punish, to him who causes grief or ferment, to him who

from puthu ('spread out', 'far and

wide"many' etc.) +jana (person individual: Sanskrit:

trembles or causes others to tremble, to him who kills

prthu): this term, as understood in Buddhism, refers to

a living c�ture, to hitn who takes what is not given, to

the ordinary or the average human being belonging to

him who breakes into homes, to him who commits

the vast majority of the common run of people, . as

dacoity or robbery or high way robbery or adultery, to

distinguished from the person who has en�ered fhe

speaks lies, to him thus acting, there is no · path of Buddhist sainthood by realizing · at least the
guilt. If with a discus with an · edge sharp as a razor he
Sotapatti magga as a 'stream entrant', which person

him who

should make all living creatureS on earth one heap, one
becomes qualified to be designated by the. honorific .
· mass of flesh, there would be no guilt thence resulting, ·· title ariyapuggala (noble one) as one of the eight such
.
no increase of guilt �<mid ensue".
noble ones as those who have realized the paths and

(inagga and phala) or each of the four states of
sainth�od of sotapatti, sakadagiimin, anagamin and
fruits

In theKhandasamyutta (S. III. 69) Mahall Licchavl

reports to the Buddha that PUranakassapa teaches that -· ' Arahantship. All
those who are outside this honored
there· is no cause or conditions for the depravity of . . circle areputhujjana men and women.
.
being�, or for the purification of beings and that they

become depraved or cleansed without causes or
-- -conaftioils

�-

·

Thus the common worldling bound to the sojourn

raheTti appaccayar The Buadh"1crejecttng- - -oT saiiisard throu gh-repeatec f- death a:lid re15i fth is

this view of Pfiranakassapa very _emphatically tells
M ahali that beings become depraved or . cleansed

genera.l ly referred to in Buddhist writings as "the
ignorant worldling" (assutavaputhujjano ), because he

Commenting on Pfiranakassap a ' s teaching

. the 'spread out' or the "majority'' or the "vast" set of

(atthihe tu . remains a "raw worldling'' uninstructed as per the higher
atthi
... visudt;lhiyd).
. paccaya sattana;;:zsankilesdya
life. The idea meant here by the adjectival -use of the
.
term puthu is that such a mundane person belongs to
depending on causes and conditio ns

Malaiasekera says: "probably the more correct

people as opposed to the lesser a11d the limited·number
d escription of Kass.apa ' s .teaching would be . of the noble ones (ariya) as explained above. .
·
n�kriyavadd, i.e. an affirmation that the soul is passive
and is unaffected by .the_ good or the bad done by us,
the ultimate reality being beyond good or evil" (DPPN.

Vol. n. p. 242).

The puthujjana people are always in the majority
clearly explained in the following

Dhammapada

stanza:

Buddhaghosa (DA . I . 142) says that Pfiranakassapa

came by his name from the fact as a result of his birth
the number of slaves in a certain household reached one

hundred. Owing to this fact he was never found fault

even when he failed to do his work satisfactorily. But,

in spite of this, he was dissatisfied and fled from his
masters. He then had his clothes stolen by thieves and
went about naked. His

as

gotta name was Kassapa. He

Appaka te manussesu
. Ye jana paragamino
Athaya"J itara paja
. T[rameva cmudhavari (Dhp.

:v.

85).

"Only a handful of people among the humans that .
cross over to the farther shore (of Nirvaqa): the rest
(the vast majority remaining) merely run up and down
on the hither shore (the mundane world)"

·
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The puthu;jana belongs to this latter category who
run about helter-skelter in the samsaric wilderness.
Also, it is from this common run of men and women
that the m in ority ariyas do emerge when the
opportunity is offered to them through the appearance
of a Buddha, because even those who are intellectually
capable of realizing the dhamma need the guidance of a
Buddha for them to make a successful spiritual journey
ending in Arahantship. This, of course, excludes those
· rare beings who can become Buddhas and Pacceka
Buddhas.

PUTHUJJANA

To the third category belong those born with two of
the above wholesome root conditions and hence
referred to as dvi-hetu (dvi=two) papsandhi and to the
fourth category belong those bom with all the three
wholesome root conditions of the total absence of
covetousness or selfishness (lobha), hate (dosa), and
delusion (moha).' Humans born with brains and
unimpaired faculties and heavenly beings fall within
this fourth category.
.This four-fold classification exhausts all living beings
in a general sense as it includes not only the huinan
world and the animal kingdom but even ghosts and
demons as well. As it comprises both wholesome and
unwholesome existences it can be cal led
"comprehensive" in a general sense for academic
purposes only because it is impossible to limit livirig
beings in an absolute sense as world-systems are ·
countless and endless.

In this sense the general society ofputhujjana men
and women has been divided into four classes as shown
·
by Shwe Zan Aung in a discussion of the subject in his
introduction to the Compendium of Philosophy (pp.
49-50), the English translation of the Abhidha
mmatthasmigaha. This classification is based on the
This classification is noteworthy from another
happy and unhappy conditions into which they have
been born. Accordingly, to the first category belong the viewpoint which is based on the degree ofthe intellectual .
capacity ofthe beings inhabiting the spheres mentioned
. lowest of living beings whose birth is designated as
All these beings are of the puthujjana class.
duggati and ahetuka. The former term means "woeful"
and the latter ''not under satisfactory conditions." These
· This categorization invites comparison with a similar
refer to the four lower worlds (apiiya) of the sensu�! classification made by the Buddha on the basis of
· · sphere (kama- loka) \Vhich are the animal world peoples' intell�cfual capacities just before he launched
. (tiracchiina-ybni), ghost world (peta-loka: the departed his public ministry a<; a teacher ofmen and gods (saitha
.
. devamanussanafr!). While deciding to · preach the
spirits), demon world (asura-nikiiya) and hell (niraya).
Dhamma after the pleadings ofBrahma Sahampati, he
But in these spheres are not only unhappy and woeful
surveyed the world to ascertain whether the people
(duggati), but they also offer no opportunity for freeing would be capable of understanding the deep-meaning
themselves from there as the beings there are leading Dharnma and benefit themselves there from. His. words
more or less expiatory lives for their past misdeeds and on this occasion, as recorded in the Ariyapariyesana
therefore forcibly detained. irrthe ahetuka: (See below Sutta constitute a high calibered summing up of the
puthujjana world on the basis of their intellectual ·
for explanation).
capacities. (Digha Nikiiya Sutta No. 26). : "Then I
listened to the Brahm a's pleadings and out of
To the second category belong those who are born
compassion for beings I surveyed the world with the
in happy states (sugati) as humans but are still ahetuka, eye of the Buddha: then I saw beings with little dust in .
witho.ut good roots conditions or opportunity for their eyes and with much dust in their eyes, with keen
· spiritual development, when born as blind, deaf and faculties artd with dull faculties, with good qualities
dumb or deformed etc. Even though born as humans and with bad qualities, easy to teach and hard to teach,
both these categories belong to the class of beings who and some who dwell seeing fear and blame in the other
world. Just as in a pond of blue or red or white lotusr.s,
. have been born with ahetu-pa?isandhi or without
some lotuses that are born and grow in the water thrive
wholesome root-conditions, which means that their immersed in the water without rising out of it while
consciousness at the moment of concepti�� there was some other lotuses rest on the w�ter surface and while
. not accompanied by any of the three wholeSome root some others rise out of the water and stand clear
conditions of greedlessness (alobha), hatelessness unwetted by it."
·

·

(adosa) or undeludeness (amoha) or these may be
positively referred to as benevolence, kindness and
intelligence.

These obs�rvations of the Buddha citing the fine
simile of the lotus pond classifies marikind broadly
according to their intellectual capacities. It cuts through

·
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RAGA
The presence of sensual passion (kamaraga) in the

the entire gamut of the puthujjana society. The lotus
flower in its different stages ofgrowth and blooming in
its journey towards light and freedom quite aptly
represents the diverse categ01ies and classes of men
and women, all puthujjana type, some badly caught in
samsara and some struggling to achieve freedom very
oft� under a Buddha's guidance.

mind lea�s moreover to forgetfulness, making it difficult

to keep things in mind even though they have been
repeatedly memorized ( S. V, 1 2 1 ) . The debilitating
influence of raga not only impairs memory, but also
perception. Beings not free from raga in relation to
sensual pleasures suffer from a perceptual distortion
(viparitasaiiiia) which causes them to attribute
happiness. to what turns out to be the opposite .(M
1 ,507). The deluded notions resulting from the
influence of raga on the mind are as illusory as the
images of a wom.an or a man created by a painter however real they may seem, they remain artificially
created images (S. IT, 1 0 1 ). Though such notions are
· illusory, their repercussions are all too real, as raga
can set the whole minJ on fire (S. I, 1 88). No other
fire, indeed, is like the fire of passion (Dhp. 202).

In the Buddha's usage the term puthujjana always
implies . the lower level of the mundane life as also
exemplified by his use ofits adjectival form pothujjani/r.a
in describing sensual indulgence (kamasukhal/ika
nuyoga) as "low-class" i n the first sermon, the
Dhammackkappavattana Sutta.

. A.GS. Kariyawasam
RAGA means 'lust' or 'passion'. Together with anger

(dosa) and delusion (moha), raga is one .of the
fundam ental defilem ents recognized in early ·
A monk who goes begging food without ·sense
Buddhism, a defilement. similar in nature to· 'greed'
restraint, or who is given to excessive · socialization,
(lobha), 'longing' (chanda); 'delight' (nandi), 'craving' .
can easily be overWhelmed by raga, tormenting him
(tapha), and 'grasping' (upadarza). 1 ·
. . to such an extent that he might commit an offence or
disrob,e· (A. ill , 95 and A. III , 393). The degree to
Rffga f�atures prominently · in the· s econd noble
which raga can lead to mental distress can be inferred
tnith, according to which the entire range ofthe hurnan
from the case of the nun Sihii, who was driven to the
predicament can be traced to craving, which is
verge of suicide because for years sensual passion
accompanied by raga and delight (S. v, 42 1 : tapha
(kamaraga) had prevented her from getting any peace
n�ndiragasahagatii). Raga has ino.reover rec�ived the
of mind (Thig. 77-8 1 ) .
dubitable honour of being reckoned as one of the
�aughters ofMiira (S. I, 1 24), and is responsible for .
Such· sensual passion (kamaraga) is responsible
forming a distinctive character cype, the ragacarita,
for the arising of fear and dread not only in regard to
one whose predominant disposition is towards lust
the present, but also in regard to the future (A. IV,
and passion (Vism. 1 02). All these instances highl.ight
289). Fear in regard to the present moment arises
the importance and detrimental repercussions of this
when one retires to a secluded spot in the forest with
particular mental defilement.
. a mind under the influence cif raga (M I, 17). Fear in
regard to the future arises when one is afflicted by
When raga arises ih the mind, one becomes unabie
some disease and, due to the presence of riga in relation
to discern what constitutes one's own and another's
to sensual pleasures and to the body, fea.r of death
welfare, a predicament which only easily leads to evil
manifests (A . IT, 1 73).
conduct by way of body, speech and mind (A. 1 ,2 1 5).
Raga in the form ofsensual passion (ka.maraga) causes .
In view of these manifold disadvantages, it comes
householders to quarrel with each other, while raga
manifesting as.. passionate attachment to views . as no surprise that the removal of raga is a central
(di!{hiriga) will cause recluses to quarrel with each concern of the Buddha's teaching. In contrast to the
other (A. 1 ,66). Such passionate attachment stands at present and future predicament caused by riga stands
the back of much philosophical speculation, which in the happiness incumbent on gaining freedom from lust
the
final count can be traced to the presence of riiga in and passion. Such happiness, so the Buddha,
·
constitutes the peak of unworldly happiness (S. IV ,
regard to the five aggregates (S. IV , 387)
·

.

J

.
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237: niramisii niriimisatararp sukharp). This may not
seem obvious at first sight, since from a worldly
perspective a man might imagine happiness to be found
in staying in a lavishly furnished dwelling place and in
the company of beautiful women. Yet, as the Buddha
pointed out, due to riiga such a man will experience
bodily and mental tonnents and suffering (A. I, 1 36).
One who has overcome riiga, however, will be free
from such tonnents and live happily, even if he stays
out in the open, subject to the vicissitudes of the
climate and with only the hard ground to rest on.
A minute inspection of the Buddha's behaviour
and way of acting, undertaken by a young brahmin in
the Brahmiiyu Sutta, resulted in the following telling
observation: the Buddha took food experiencing its
taste, yet without experiencing riiga for the taste.2
This is in fact a crucial difference and at the same time
indicates that the problem posed by riiga is not solved
by simply avoiding experience, but rather needs to be
tackled on a deeper level.
The important and variegated repercussions ofriiga
find their reflection . in the inclusion of this tenn. in
various central categories of early Buddhism. One of
the$e are the saipyojanas, the 'fetters' binding beings
to sarpsiiric existence. Here riiga makes its appearance
as 'sensual lust' (kiimariiga), the first of the five lower
fetters (M 1 ,433) . Once such kiimariiga has been
transcended, one's future rebirth will similarly surpass
the sensuous sphere (S. II, 99). Riiga recurs in the
context of the sarpyojanas again as lust directed to the
material and immaterial spheres (riipariiga and

ariipariiga), two out of the five higher fetters (D. ill,

234). Alternative enumerations of the fetters speak

moreover of the 'fetter of lust for existence' (A. rv, 7:

bhavariigasarp.yojana).

The problem posed by the fettering force of riiga
is of particular relevance to the process of perception.
Just as when two oxen ar� yoked together, neither of
the two oxen is responsible for the other. being bound,
so too neither the sense organs nor the sense objects
are responsible for the worldling being in bondage to
experience, but rather longing and lust ( chandariiga )
constitute the fettering factors (S.IV , 1 63).
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lbe image of being bound recurs again with the
four types of ' bonds ' (cattiiro yoga), wh ere raga
underlies three out of altogether four such bonds (A.
II, 1 0): the bondage to sensuality due to sensual lust
(kiimaraga), the bondage to existence due to lust for
existence (bhavariiga) and the bondage of views as a
manifestation of lust for views (di{{hiriiga). The same
image recurs again with the five types of mental
bondages (cetaso vinibandha), which undermine the
inspiration to practice and thereby prevent growth in
the Dhamma (M I, l O 1 ) . Three out of this set of five
are manifestations of riiga, as lust in relation to sensual
pleasures, to the body and to fonns. Summing up
these various perspectives on the bondage caused by
raga with the help of a m etaphor found. jn the
Dhammapada: to be under the influence of raga is a
predicam�nt comparable to a spider caught in his own
net (Dhp. 347) .
Anqther important category in early Buddhism is
con.cerned with the anusayas:
· the
.
. 'underlying
tendencies' that lie latent in the mind and lead to the ·
arising of defilements.· Here raga makes its appearance
in two
out of altogether
seven occasions
.
.
�
.
. rv. m, 254):
.
as the underlyi n g tendency · t o sensual lust
(kiimaragiinusaya) and as the underlying tendency to
lust for existence (bhavaragiinusaya). The underlying
tendency to sensual lust is already present in the case
of a newborn baby, even though an infant would not
yet be able to conceive even the idea of sensuality (M
1 ,433).
The activation of riiga as an underlying tendency
is closely linked to the arising of pleasant feeling. This
relation, however, is not one of necessity, since soine
pleasant feelings, such as those experienced in
meditative absorption Ohiina), do not activate this
. underlying tendency (M I, 303). In relation to the
more mundane types of pleasant feelings, however, a
sustained effort has to be made to go beyond the influence of this underlying tendency. A manif�tation
of riiga which may not pertain to the realm of what is
unwholesome could be dhammariiga, _' lust for the
Dhamma . This term m akes i ts appearance on
instances where someone fails to reach the full
eradication of the influxes and, due to such
dhammaraga, gains non-return (M I ,350). The way
'
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unattractive nature of its parts (A.III, 323 ) . Additional

these instances are fonnulated seems to allow for two

counter strategies are to develop restraint of the senses,

explanations, taking dhammaraga to be either the

contentment with food, wakefulness and mindfulness

factor that has prev_ented the full eradication of the ·

together with clear comprehension (A. IV, 1 66).

influxes, or else· to be the factor that has ensured at
least the gain of non-return. The commentarial
explanation supports the first alternative, · taking

In order to ensure that one's m i n d is not

dhammariiga to represent chandaragtz, ' lustful

overwhelmed by raga, recollection of the Buddha, the

longing' in relation to one's meditative experiences

(MA.m, 1 46)." This interpretation did not remain

unchallenged, and the same commentary records the
argument being raised that on this interpretation an
unwholesome mental factor is made responsible for
leading to such sublime attainment as non-return and
its consequent rebirth in the Pure Abodes.
Be that as it may, a mental Jactor entirely in the
.
. realm of what is unwholesome is adhammaraga,
.

'unlawful lust' , an expression which the Atthasalini
explains to refer to incestuous passion (DhsA. 366).
.
According to. the Cakkavattisihanada Su tta, such

·

Dhamma and the Sangha can be undertaken (A. III,
286). From among the four brahmavih aras, the
meditative development of equanimity (upekkha

cetovimutti) stands out as an escape (nissarapa) from

raga (D. III, 249). These passages indicate that the
development ofmental tranquillity (samatha) can also
function as an antidote to riiga. 3 The rationale behind

this is that the experience · of deeper states o f
concentration is one of intense pleasure and happiness; .
brought about by purely mental means, which thereby

automatically eclipses . any happiness· arising i n ·

dependence on sensual p l easures. Thus the

development . of mental tranquility can become a
,
adhamma;aga is characteristic ofperiods when human powerful' antidote to raga by divesting itS . objects of
civilization . is on. the decline (D. III, 70). Another .
their fonner attraction.

discourse �escribes .the dire consequences of indulging
. in adhamni_araga; '!Vhieh apparently _riot_ only <:;auses

the �sing of quarrels and fighting; but can also iead to

adverse climatic conditions and an increase in demonic
forces (A. 1, 1 60).

The tenn raga. i� derived from the foot raj, to
'colour', and can also mean. 'colour' or ' dye'. Raga

occurs in this sense in a passage in the Vina_yci (Vin. II,

· 1 07), which reports a group Of notoriously ill behaved

The task of recognizing the presence or absence of
any fonn of raga fonns part of contemplation of the
mind according to the Satipa!fhiina Sutta (M I, 59).

Such introspective recognition of the presence or the
absence of raga in one's own��ind stands out as an

example for the Buddha's · teac�Jng being a directly ·
.
and immediately visible teaching, invi.ting one to come
and see, leading onwards a'nd to be exp�rienced

personally by the wise { S. IV, 4 1 )

Compared with anger (dosa), raga i s less

monks using 'face colour' (mukharaga), apparently
an ancient Indian type of make up.

The· two meanings of riiga are to some extent ·
interrelated, since raga

as

passion or lust is a mental

quality that ' colours ' the mind. The discourses .
i llustrate this colouring influence of sensual Just

(kamariiga) with the example of someone attempting
to see the reflection of his or her face in water mixed. .
with dye (S. V, 1 2 1 ). Due to the presence of the dye,
the natural mirroring function of the water is distorted,·

·
blameable, though it takes longer to overcome it (A, I, making it impossible to properly see the reflection of
200). The arising of raga can be traced to two main one's face.
.

.

.

conctitions (A. I, 87): the sign ofqeauty ($Ubhanimitta),
.
often. attributed to the physi�al body_ of the other

gender, and unwise attention (ayoniso manasikiira).

The obvious counter m ethod, therefore, is wise

attention to the less appe�ling aspects of the body,
exam ining its anatom ical constitution and the

--- · · -- ........._..,.... .______..j... - .--·---·

The alternative sense of raga as colour becomes ·
.

partfcularly evident with the tenn viraga, which
depending on context cari either mean 'fading away',

derived from the sense of decolouration, or else ·
.

.

.

.

'dispassion', derived from the primary sense of raga

...

... .
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as lust or passion. These two senses of viriiga can to
some ex tent be rel ated to each other, since
contemplating the 'fading away' and therewith the
impermanent nature of phenomena will result in
'dispassion'. A play on both senses of the tem1 can be
found in such instances as when the Buddha
proclaimed the purp ose of his teaching to be
riigaviriiga, the 'fading away of passion' (S. IV, 47).

References
1 The similarity in meaning of these tenns can be
deduced from passages which mention them as
near equivalents, cf. e.g. M. III, 32: yo chando
yo riigo ya nandiya taiJ.hiiye ca upiiyiip iidana.
2 M. II, 1 38: rasapapsarpvedikho pana so bhavarp
Gotamo iihiirarp §h iireti, n o ca rasariiga
pa[isarpvedi
3 A . I, 6 1 : samatho bhiivito . . . cittarp bhiiviyati.
Cittarp bhavitarp . . . yo rago SQ pahiyati.
4 D. II, 36 : sabbasaiikhiirasamatho sabbiipadhi
pa{inissaggo �aiJ.hakkhayo virago nirodho
nibbiinarp.

Questioned to declare a cause for the purification
of beings, the Buddha pointed to dispas�ion (viriiga)
as the path to purification (S. III, 70). The same
dispassion forms also one of the epithets ofNibbiina. 4
Nibbiina, the summum bonum of the Buddha's
teaching, is but the destruction of riiga and its allied
evils of anger and delusion (S. IV , 25 1 ), a destruCtion . RAHULA (1) An Arahant Thera. Rahula was the .
that similarly m erits being reckoned as the son of Prince Siddhattha Gotaina and was born on a
unconditioned (S. IV, 359: asaiikhala), the deathless Full Moon Day of AsaJha on which day Prince
(S. V, 8: amataj, and the final goal of the religious life Siddhattha renounced househol� life (AA. I. 82). The
news of Rahula's birth was conveyed to Siddhattha
(S. V, 8: brahmacariyapariyosiiria).
who was enjoying himself in his pleasaunce on the
bank of the royal pond after being decked by
Hence it is n o wonder to find · the Buddha
Vissakamma. When he received the news of the birth
proClaiming to his foster mother Mahapaj apati Gotami
of Rahula, he thought of renouncing the world as soon .�
that whatever l�ads to dispassion (viriiga) should be
as possible, for he thought the birth of a son was a new .
considered as his teaching (A. I'V; 280). The central' .
. bond attaching him to household life. There he uttered
role of dispassion becomes also evident from the the words 'Riih ulojiito bandh,anarpjiitarp' (Rahula is
Buddha's reflection in regard to his two teachers, Aliira born, a Bond is born). King Suddhodana, who was
Kalama and Uddaka Ramaputta. Having reached the later informed by his men about the utterance, named
consummation of their teaching he realized that what the new born child as Rahula (Paramattha Dipani. Vol.
they proposed as the ultimate goal was not conducive II p. 1 25)
to . dispasslon, a reflection which motivated him to .
continue his quest for awakening (M I, 1 65). Once he
When the Buddha visited Kapilavatthu for the fust
had gained awakening, the depth of his r�alization led time after attaining Enlightenment accepting an invitation
the Buddha to wonder whether those 'dyed in lust' of King Sudhodana to do so, Rahula's mother
(ragaratta) will be able to perceive this truth (M I, (Yasodara) sent Rahula to the Buddha to ask for his
168).
inheritance (diiyajja). Prince Rahula who was seven
.

To sum up, one who teaches the overcoming of
raga and its allied evils is a speaker of Dhamma
(dhammaviidi), one who practices for their overcoming
is practising well (suppappanna) and one who has
overcome theni is 'well-gone' (sugata) indeed (S. IV,
252). Of all things or phenomena, dispassion (viriiga)
stands out supreme (A. ll,34) See also ABHIJJHA;
DESIRE; KAMA; LOBHA

An alago

years old by that time, approached the Buddha and said
'pleasant is your shadow, recluse' sukhii te sam8IJ.a
chiiyii ( v'in. I, 82) and asked for his inheritance. The
Buddha who gave him no answer, left the palace after
meals to Nigrodharama where he lived at that time.
Rahula followed the Buddha repeating his request.
There the Buddha asked Venerable Siiriputta to qrdain ·
the child, as the ordination was the only diiyajja the
Buddha had to give him as there was no other wealth
left with him. (ibid). When Venerable Siiriputta asked
the Buddha how the Ordination should be carried out,

·

;.! • •
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considering the occasion as the first occurrence, the Riihulovada sutta to Rahula when he was only seven
Buddha allowed the monks to ordain novices by making . years old, showing the emptiness and voidness of the
them to take �fuge in the Buddha, the Dhamma and the recluseship of a person who does not shrink from
deliberate lying. Further the Buddha asked him to

Sangha (anujanami bhikkha ve tihi sararagmanehi

samarerapabb<hjjaqL Vin. 1 , 82).

practise constant reflection thereby abandoning all

When KingSuddhQdana heard the news ofRabula'
. s
Ordination, he came to the Buddha and asked him to

II. 636).

things conducive to woe either to him or to others and
develop self-control and purity. (M. 1414-420; MA.

instruct the monks not to ordain any child without the

.

prior consent of the. parents concerned (ibid. 82, 83).

"

.
When be was accompanying the Buddha on his

begging rounds, Rabula used to harbour carnal thoughts

The story about the king' s request is described well in
the Vinaya pi{ak.a. King Suddhodana explained to the

fascinated by the physical beauty of himself and that of

him as the Buddha, and Prince Nanda had already left

Mahii Rahulovada sutta to Rii.hula who was 1 8 years

'

Buddha that Rabula s Ordination was a great shock to

his father. The Buddha noticed it and preached the
old at thaftime. Here the Buddha advises Rii.hula to

the household life. He further said "Lord, affection for

regard all riipa (matter) as anattii (not-self) further the

a son, cuts into the skin, having cut into the skin it cuts

B uddha instructs him to treat other khandhas

· ihto the hide, having cut into the hide it cuts into the

(aggregates) too as anattii (M. I. 420-426).

flesh, . . . . . . .the sinews,. : . : . . the bones, having cut into

the bones and reaching the marrow it abides. It.were

·

�n the Sarpyutta Nikaya a separate ·sarpyutta is

well Lord, if the master did not let a child go forth into

named as Rahula Sarpyutta wherein the discourses

renunciation without the consent �f the parents"

bhagavati me bhante pabbajite ailappakarp du.kkh arp ·
ahosi, tatbaNande, ad�imattaip Riihule, putt�p¢marp
bhante chavim chindati, chavim citva cammam chindati,.
cam"mam ch�tva mamsam chin dati, mains� chetv.a
.
chetv§ attfiim
chln�ii, atthim
. chindad, �ah��
. nah�
.
.
.. .
.
.. -. .
chetva a{!himinjarp iihacca ti{!hati. Sadhu ·bhante ayya
ananuiif{atarp inatapitiihi puttaijJ napabbajeyyarp 'ti ibid. 82-83).. Then the Buddha announced that a child

preached to R�ula by the Buddha are included (S. II.

•244-249). _
·

Rijhula was very anxious to.observing of Vinaya ·

rules. One evening Rabula amved at Kosambi where · ·

the Buddha was staying in Badarikiirarna. At this time

there was ·a.new Vinaya rule which had been laid down

to the effect that no novice should sleep under the same .

who has not obtained the consent of his parents should

roof with a fully ordained monk. When Rii.hula was ·

dukk{assati. ibid, p. 83).

Buddha discovered Rii.hula there the next morning, he

not be ordained and declared. that whoever should · informed of this rule, he spent the whole night in the
ordain a child without the prior consent of par�nts is
Buddhafs toilet, as he was unable to find any other
guilty of the offence of a wrong doing (apatti . resting-place, which did not violate this rule. When the

·

After the ordination ofRabula, the Buddha preached .

. to him many suttis for his guidance. Rii.hula also was

.· eager to receive ins�ction from the Buddha and his

.

teachers. Rii.hula used.to rise early in the morning and

take a handful of sand-and say 'May I have as many

words of counsel from my teachers today as there are
here grains of sand' aho vataharp ajja dasabalassa c'eva

acaryupajjhayiinaii ca santike etiakam ovadaii c 'eva
anusisaniii ca labheyyan ti (AA. I. p, 25 1 ). As the

monks. spoke of Rabula 's amenability very often, one

day the Buddha who was aware ofthis, related the
·

Tipal/al1hamiga Jiitaja (1 I. 160ft) and theTittira Jiitaka
(1 m: 64 ff.) showi�g thein that Rii.bula in past births

too had been known for his obedience. As very young

novices might be tempted to say things both proper and
improper, the Buddha preached the Ambalatthika
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modified the rule ( Vinaya IV, 16). On another occasion
8 years after the attainment of Arahantship, Rabula ·

spent a night in the open in front ofthe Buddha 's cell
as he _was unable to find a suitable place to sleep as
monks who had arrived late had occupied his sleeping
piace. There assuming the foim of a huge elephant,

Miira trun:i'Peted loudly, hoping to tighten Rii.hula; but
he failed to frighten the thera DhA. IV. 69f) .

Rahula attained Arahantship after listening to the ·

Ciila Ra.huloviida sutta (M ill. 277 ff) delivered by the

Buddha. Realizing that Rabula possessed the required
qualities to achieving emancipation, the Buddha went
with Rii.hula to An9havana after having meals at
Jetavanii.rii.ma. At that time sevefal thousands of devas
followed the Buddha, thinking 'Today the Buddha will

train the venerable Rabula further in the destruction of
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cankers' . There the Buddha demonstrated by means of
question and answer that all things are impermanent.
The Buddha impressed on Rahula the manner in which
the Ariyan Disciple should make an effort to get rid of
them. On listening to the discourse carefully, Venerable
_
Rahula 's mind was freed from the Cankers without
grasping. He attained Arahantship. To many thousands
of devas who listened to the dhamma there, arose the
dustless stainless vision of the dhamma that 'whatever
.
is liable to arise, all that is lia91e t o cease' (ibid. 277280).
After some time the Buddha declared Rahula
foremost among those of his disciples who were
anxious for training (sikkhakamiinam. A. I.).

·

RAHULA (2)

Bodhisatta 's son in numerous Jatakas such as Uraga,
Kapi, Kumbhakiira, Kh8Iyfahala, Culla-Sutasoma, _
Daddara, Ban dhanagiira, makkata, Makhade va,
Mahfijanaka, Mah asudassana, Vidlwrapap�ita,
Vessantara, Sihako!fhuka and Sonala.
-�For 1 2 years Rahula never laid on a bed�He
predeceased the Buddha and even Sariputta (DA. II.
549). Place of h is Parinibbana is mentioned as
Tavatimsa in Sumangalavilasini(Riilwlo Tavatim�am
parinibbuto. DA. II. p. 549).
King Asoka built a stiipa in honour ofRahula, to be
specially worshipped by novices.

Rahulafs friends used to call him Rahulabhadda
D. Saddhasena.
(Rahula the Lucky). Rahula said that be deserved this .
· title as he was twice blest in being the son of th.e Buddha RAHULA(2), an erudite scholar bhikkhu ofSri Lanka.
and an arahant himself (paramatthadipani
. . fi Vol. II. . Ven. Tho�agamuve Sri Riilmla Thera (Siri Rahal himi)
1 ��
is undoubtedly the last eminent scholar and poJt of
the classical period of literature in Sri Lanka. He was
In the time of Padumuttara Buddha, Rahula was the foremost poet and scholar of 'the Kotte p eriod
born as a rich householder of Hamsiivati. One day he ( 1 51h _century). He came into prm:ninence during the
and his friend Ran�apala entertained two· ascetics of reign of king Sri Parakramabiilm .( 1 4 1 2- 1 467), who as
great power. The ascetic to whom Rahula ministered mentioned by Rahula himself was' his foster father.
used to visit the abode of the Naga-King Pathavindhara, Although he was born in the village.of Dema�ana, he
·and had been impressed by its magnificence. Therefore came to be known as To�agamuve Sri Rahula due to his
in thanks giving for the householder 's hospitality, the . long and memorable association with the seat oflearning
ascetic wished t h a t h i s h o s t m u s t resemble
ayaba Piriven a at To�agamuva that became
Pa!}lavindhara.•The householder remembered this, and
prominent under his stewardship. He was so closely
after death was born i n the Naga-world as
associated with this i nstitution that i n h i s
Pathavindhar�. His frie�d was born as S akka.
Kavyasekharaya t h e authorship of his work i s
Recognizing hlm, Sakk.a Suggested a remedy for his
poetically assigned to the Vijayaba Pirivena. According
dissatisfaction. Accordingly Pa!}lavindhara invited the
to the Parevi sandeSaya (Kafariiv sandeSaya), his
Buddha to his abode. In the company of the monks
earliest poetical work, he was born into the clan of
was Uparevata, the B uddha 's son, seated next to the
Kandavuru (Skandhavara) and lived in To!agamuva.
Buddha. Pathavindara was unable to take his eyes off
While confi rm i n g this i n formation, h i s ·
Uparevata as he was so fascinated by him. Discovering
Kavyasekharaya
adds that h e is the nephew of
that Uparev ata was the s o n of the B uddha,
Pathavindhara expressed a wish that he too, might be Uttaramiila Mahathera. In the Paficikapradipa Pan
born as the son of a future Buddha. Again in the time cik.ii, a commentary on his Pancikapradipaya by his
ofKassapa Buddha, Rahula was born as Pa!}lavindhara, pupil Ramachandra Kavibharati, it is mentioned that
the eldest son of King Kiki and later became his Viceroy. his clan is a sub-branch of the Mauryas, thus
He built 500 residences for the monks at the suggestion · connecting Sri Rahu! a to a royal line of descent.
of his seven sisters who made seven residences for the According to his Buddhippasadani, a {ika on the
Padasadhana, his uncle Uttaramiila thera, is of the
Buddha (AA, I . 143 ff.).
pupilary lineage ofSariputta Mahasami, the renowned
Theragathahas 4 verses attributed to Rahula ( vv. scholarly monk of the Polonnaruwa period resident at
295-298). Rahula is mentioned as having been the the Jetavanarama in Polonnaruwa. Sariputra thero was
1
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The above references show that be belonged
to the griun�asi sect. He is also directly. co�ected to
the iineage· �f Sariputta Mahasami ·through his uncle
Uttaramfila- thera. Sariputta thera is the well-known'
mahathera to -whom . king -Parah�abahu the Great·
donated the Jetavanarama at, Polonnaruwa and it is :
'Sariputta's Circle' that was responsible for literary
resurgence.of the times. Sariputta· himself is credited
with several works inCluding the Pancikalarikiira {ika,
the Uadiivatiira, Linarthadipa or PatriekaraiJa�{ikii,
the A bhidammatthasangaha sannaya, the
Mahiivinayasailgaha or Palimuttakavinaya and the
Saratthadipani The colophon of the Buddhippasadani
too !Dentions that he was the nephew of Uttaramiila
Thera and that he descended from the lineage of
Sariputta Mahasami.

RAlruLA (2)

a specialist in occult sciences and the author of the
first /3ali ritual text in Sinhala, the Ratnalarpkiiraya.

the author of the Paficikalarikara, a [ika on the
Moggallana,..vy akaral}a that was also the basis for
two exegetical works of Sri Rahula.
The Vijayaba pirivena where Sri Rahula carried on
his academic activities was never associate<i"with older
m iilayatanas, although it existed from the time of king
Vijayababu I, who established it King Parakramabahu
IV ofDamhadeniya renovated it and it remained as an
important center of learning. It is probable that Sri
Rahula had his early training up.der his uncle Uttaramiila
Mahathera whose personal name is not mentioned.
Uttaramiila (Uturumula) detive:s its name from
Uttaravibara or Abhayagiriya that had gramavasr
(village dwelling) leanings. That Sri Rahula had
gramav&-ileanings is clear from his poetical works as
well as the syllabi·ofthe Vijayaba pirivel)a given in the
Giri-sandeSaya .that included non-Buddhist secular
subjects such as drama, astrology, economics, etc.

·

The great learning and scholarship of Sri Rahula
was highly acclaimed by his contemporaries. While
he authored three poetical works (Parevi sandeSaya,
Siifalihini sandeSaya and l(avyaSekharaya) he also
wrote two exegetical works (Paficikapradipaya and
Buddhippasadani). Unlike many Sinhala writers who ·
opted to remain silent on their own scholarship, Sri
Rahula was outspoken on his own learning. In the
Kavyasekhara (vs. 23-25) he claims that "he is like
unto the crest j ewel of the kandavuru clan of
Dematana, . . . . . like unto the teacher of gods descended
on earth and like·unto the crest jewel to all the learned
and is versatile in the Tripi [aka and renown in air
quarters." In the colophons of most of his woks he .

.

claims ·to several titles. Both the Paficikapradipaya ·
and theBuddhippasii(;/ani he is identified with the litles.
of Vacissara ' orator' and Vadibhasiha. 'Lion of a
logician' and Pada-vakya-takka-kusa/a 'Master of·
grammar and logic.'. H� has mastered six languages
(�ac;i bha�a-parameSvara) identified as Sanskrit,
,Prakrit, Magadhi, Paisaci, Sauraseni andApabhra111sa . .
. He has claimed no competence in Dravidian languages
. although he has consulted the DemaJa�jat aka- ·
gii{apadaya probably a Tamil . commentary on die · .
Jataka text. The Kokilasandesaya ( v� 8 1) claims that
he composed poetry in all these languages. The
Buddhippasadanistands to show his erudition in Pali.
According to the SiilalihiiJi- sandesaya (vs. 1 1 0) he
·was versatile in six langtlages and six philosophies
(traditionally identified as Sankhya, Yoga, Nyaya,
VaiSesika, MTmamsa and Vedanta). This last claim is
well substantiated by the textual references to
philosophical notions in his exegetical works. .
·

Apart from. the fact that Sri Parakrani.abahu was
Though he remained at To�agamuva, he maintained
his foster father, there is not much information about close relationship with the royal family, particularly
Sri Rahula's childhood. According to an unconfirme� · during the time of Sri Parakramabahu, his benefactor.
tradition, his father was prince Wikramabahu and his His poetical works were either written at the request
mother princess Silavati. There is a folk story that at of royal personages or were intended to· bring about
his tender age he· burst into a poem upon meeting the prosperity . to the royalty. Thus he is endowed wiD!
king and the king being oveijoyed by the talent of the the title of Riijaguru ' Royal counselor'. In his last
boy took him along to educate him. In his younger work, the Buddhippasadani, he is refered to as
· days he studied un�er Maha Vidagama thera (not Sailgharaja ('king ofmonks' a title given by the king).
Vidagama . Maitreya, the · author of the ,We are fortunate in having . two works of the
Harpsasandesaya and the Budugul}alarikaraya, etc.), contemporary period, the Gira sandesaya and the
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Harpsa sandeSaya, the fonner written probably by a
pupil of Sri Rahula extolling Rahula's eminence and
that of the Vij ayaba Parivena and the latter making
some critical remarks on him whilst extolling Vanaratana
thero ofthe Padmavati pariv�a at Karagala. It appears
that there was some competition between these two
educational centers.

RAHULA (2)

Eighteen Puriil}as (of the Hindus) as erroneous
teachings. He also rejects the sublime state assigned
to poetics and dramatics and claims that his learning is
not delimited to the confines of astrology. These
caustic remarks are levelled at Sri Rahula, who,
accocding to the Girii-sandeSaya, espoused such
teachings. Such criticism of Rahula is not to be taken
as personal criticism against him, but against the impact ·
of Hindu learning on Buddhist educat.i on and
institutions at the time that Rahula promoted. Despite
such criticism, the fact that Vijayaba Pari vega was an
international center of learning is confinned by the
fact that Brahmins too came here to study Veda and
other subjects. The author of the Sanskrit devotional
poem the BhaktiSataka (or the BauddhaSataka) and
the V.rttaratniikara Paficikii, Ramachandra Bharati, was
a student from Bengal who came to study Buddhism .
· and Sanskfit under Sri Riihula.

The Girii-sandeSaya eulogizes Sri Rahula in two
sect�ons, one dealing with the personality of Sri Riihula
and the .other where Vijayaba pirive�a is described.
According to this text, Sri Rahula besides being
versatile in the tripi{aka, was an authority on the 'eight
grammars' (traditionally identified as those by the
eight grammarians, lndra, Chandra,· Kasakrtsna,
Apisala, S aka!iiyana, Par;tini, Amara and Jinendra. In
fact, in his Paiicikapradipaya he refers to many
grammars. Froin these references it is clear that he
was thorough with all aspects of linguistic .studies
· including gra� IJlar, philosophy. of gram m ar,
The glory of Sri Rahula remained_ in tact after him ·
.
etymology of Sanskfit, Priikfit and Sinhalese.
· inspiring the writ�rs of the laterpepod�·With the advent
. of the European colo-n ial powers, the parivena
The claim that he had mastered the philosophies is education too declined and the Yijayaba PariveQ.a itself
substantiated by refereqces to philosophical works came to be razed down by the Portuguese
not soon
. ' -�
.
such as the Nyayapada-candrika (a.u.);· the Nyaya after.
pradipa (a.u), the Tarkikarak�a (a.u:), the V(li.��ika
darSana by Kamida and the NyiiyadarSana by Works by Sri Rahula
Gautama muni, in his Paiicikiipradipaya. According to
Sri Riihula's unenviable position among the scholars
the Gira sandeS(lya he has mastered the eighteen
PuriiJ.las (dasa{aporiiJ.la) and eighteen sciences (dasa[Li and poets cotfld be gauged from his writings. His major
vidutiin). As noted earlier there is some criticism of Sri works include two sandeSa poems (the Parevi
Rahula for the kind of education that he espoused and SimdeSaya and the Siilalihil}i SandeSaya, a rnahakiivya
promoted in his seat of learning, Vij ayaba PariveQ.a. (the KiivyaSekharaya), an exegetical work on the
· The GirasandeSa mentions that besides primarily
grammatical work of M oggallana ( the Paii
Buddhist teachings of the Pi{akas, the syllabi here cikiip radipaya) and a Pali p araphrase on the
included grammar, Veda, astrology including the commentary of the M oggallana grammar (the
Siiryasiddhanta, Ayurveda medicine, economics (arut
Padasiidhana-{ikii or theBuddhippasiidani). While the .
satara, referring to the A.rthasiistra of Kautilya),
authorship of these texts is beyond doubt, Prof. ·
rhetoric, poetics drama, Pali Sinhala and Tamil.
Malalasekara also assigns three other works, the
The Harpsa-sandeSaya that eulogizes Vanaratana
Thera ofPadmavati Plriver;ta at Karagala makes some
critical remarks about some of the subjects t��� RahLda
espoused that were extraneous to b&sic Buddhist
· teaching's. The author of that work, Vidagama Maireya,
a representative of the Forest Dwelling sect and the
author of several works, remarks that Vanaratana thera,
after examining all the ' Sixty Two' views, rejected the

. SimasaiJkarachedani, the To{agarnu Nimitta and the
·

Caturiiryasatya Kiivyaya to him. Folk traditions credits
him with several works on demonology. Another work,·
the Piirakumba sirita, eulogy of Sri Parakramabiihu,

·

too is . considered to be by Sri Riihula, a claim that
needs further investigation. We shall consider here
only the five of his major works and the Piirakumbii
sirita.
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Nannurutunaya, the husband of the princess. The

In the Perevi-sandeSaya (Kalariiv-sandesa) a dove

distance c'overed by the sterling is only six miles from

carries a message from Kotte to god Upulvan at
suitable husband for

Kotte to the shrine of Yibhi�a!fa at Kelal)iya. After a

Princess Ch andravati, the daugh ter of Sri

short description of the city of Kotte and king Sri

Parakramabahu, and also a son for her who would be

Parakramabahu, the sterling is to pass through several

Devinuvara praying him for

a

towns and villages. His precise description of the

fortunate enough to be crowned. It consists of 208

above places is followed by the dancing sequence by

quatrains. His description of villages and towns as

damsels at the entrance to the shrine, and elaborate

weli as many geographical locations that the dove

description ofVihbl�al)a that is owe-inspiring and full

passes through is very useful for historians and
archeologists. Written in his. tender age, this work

of devotion. Being his third poem, and written in his

displays the poet's intimate knowledge of Sansiq"it
literary conventions and Hindu · mythology.

the author, and is regarded by critics as the best of the

mature age, the work displays poetical maturity of
saridesa poems in Sihala. In this work he excels in the
elegant use·of language and in creative ingenuity.

The Kiivyasekaraya, an.omate poem based on the

Sattubhasta jataka (no. 402) is his second poetical
work. This is the second mahiikavya in Sinhala after
His Sinhala exegetical work, the Paiicikiipradipaya
the Kavsifumi.pa, a Gi kiivya of the 1 3th century. In the. as well as the Pali paraphrase the Padasiidhana-[ika
present work the entirej ataka including the past s tory, . or the Buddhippasiidani serve as elaborate. expositions
· the present story and the connection of them ·is dealt on the Moggalliina-vyiikaral}a, written by Elder
with, dt;wi.ating from the practice of dealing only with .

Moggallana in the Polonnaruwa period. Of these two

one thousand gold coins. he ·e�rned. by begging with a

Moggallana's work. In doing so, it serves as an

.
·the past story in �arlier poetical works. The jataka . scholarly works of Sri Rahula, the Paiicikapradipaya
itself is a short one about an old �rahmin who leaves . . provides elaborate notes to difficult passages in
poor family,:and goes fot furth� begging: After some . encycle>paedia on subtle matters oflanguage, grammar ·
time, the frunily· spends this money presumin.g the old

brhamin to be dead. He suddenly returns arid in lieu of

·.

and philology. Textu11l references found .in this work . ·.

have alrea�y been mentioned. He brings Moggallana's

his money he takes the pretty girl of the family for his .- grammar to a comparatively estimable position by .
wife. Though they live peacefully for so�e time the . quoting from more than eighty sources in Sans!qit,
girl gets involved with a paramour and makes the man

Pali and S inhala to substantiate its views. I n

g o for begging; so that she coulJ spend her time with

commenting he comes out with interpretations that

the youth. The Bodhisatta Senaka; hero in thejataka,

are his own while correcting the errors by copyists.

who was the counsel for king Brahmadatta, intervenes

He traces some· ofMoggallana's aphorisms to Ciindra

to resolve the problem faced by the old Brahmin. In
the KiivyaSekharaya the poet intended his poem to be
not only a maha-kiivya but also a kavi-bal}a (sermon

in poetry), as was requested by queen Ulaku�aya at

and Pal}ini grammars. Where grammars disagree, he
quotes from as mimy authorities as possible before he

·

gives h i s own opinion. In this w ork he uses
Sanslqitized Sinhala,

whose request this was composed. The work consists

of 886 verses, of which only 204 are devoted for the .

main tale (Cantos ! o� 1 4); the last part has a sermon on
· . the four noble truths. It is a mine of information about
the social and cultural life o{the ancients.

The Siilalihiflf-sandeSaya, the Sterling's Message'
is short, consisting of only 1 08 poems. The message
of the sterling is to plead God Vibhi�a�a to endow
with a son to Princess Ulaku�aya (Lokanatha),
daughter of Sri Parakramabahu. The request for sending
the

message

p o em

came

from · minister

In the Buddhippasadani too he is elaborate in his
comments on controversial issues. For example, on
the controversial issue of the number of letters in the
Pali alphabet, he quotes from Bhadanta · Bodhisatta

(40), Kaccayana (4 1 ) and Sanbbagunakara (43). He
then explains the reasons for this incompatibility.
In both these texts, he explains that his aim is to
perpetuate the correct study of the nikiiyas by proper
understan ding o f gram m ar. W h i l e explaining
grammatical points of the Moggallana, he looks for
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parallels in the A�{adhyayi ofPanini the Mahabhiisya after death should remain in tact for one million days.
ofPatanjali and the Viikyapadiya ofBhartrhari thereby It was kept in the Indurugala cave from where it is
elevating it to the more prestigious Sanslq-it grammar. alleged that the Portuguese carried it to Goa where it
The texts thus provide a way for Pali scholars to · remains up to now.
acquaint themselves. with Sanlq-it grammatical notions
and evaluate them critically, for, the manner in which Bibliography:
Rahula approaches both Pali and Sanslqit grammatical
Godakumbura, C.E. Sinhalese Literature; The
notions is extremely critical. · ·
Colombo Apothecaries, Co. Ltd. 1 955; Reprint.
of Cultural Affairs, 1 996.
Dept.
·
One may doubt whether Parakumbii-sirita too was
by him. It is an eulogy of Sri Parakramabahu that
Malalasekara, GP. Piili Literature ofCeylon; M.D.
traces the history of the Lambakall)a clan to which he
Gunasena & Co. Ltd. 1 958 (Reprint) .·
belonged. It is the first panegyric in Sinha!a model led
after Ula-kavyas in the South Indian tradition. The
Tennakoon, R. Siri Rahal Pabanda; M . D.
Sanskrit works such as the Samudragho�a-praSasti,
Gun adena & Co. Ltd. 1 962.
the Navasaharpsaka-carita and the Vikramadeva
carita too may have inspired him, James de Alwis
Wickramasinghe. K.D.P. Kotte Yugaye Sinhala ·
assign.s this work to Sri Rahula not·only on the basis
Sahityaya; M.D. Gunasena & Co. Ltd. 1 965.
of style, elevated expression; creativity arid mental
acumen of the author, but the very subject matter of
the poem-that ofSri Parakramabahu with whom Sri
. P.B. Meegaskumbura .
· Rahula maintained intimate relationship. Even if that
were so, Sri Riihula did not claim the authorship of it
perhaps for the reason of impropriety for a Buddhist RAHULAMATA See YASODHARA
monk to h<J.ndle such a theme in which not only the
lineage but the erotic life of the king is to be depicted.
· Perhaps the ·work may hav.e been by a pupil of Rahula RAINS RETREAT. The Rains.Retreat or Vas;iivasa
is a Buddhist religious practice which is essentially
written under his direction.
connected with the Buddhist Sangha, i.e. the monastic
�y the time the Buddhippasadani was written, Sri community. It is a practice annually undertaken by all
Rahula was elevated. to the status of S agharaja. It Bu.ddhist monks of senior status (i. e. upasampanna).
appears that after the death of king Sri hrakrama, he The word vassiiviisa ( vassa + iiviisa) literally means
retired from active association with the royalty. In the 'taking up residence during the rainy season'. Its origin
upasampadii ceremony held for the Burmese monks goes back to the time of the B uddha himself. It is
interesting to note that its genesis lies, basically in an
in the 6'h year of Bhuvanaikabahu VI, the ritual
. environmental consideration of tropicallndia. Seeds . ·
proceedings were by Vidagama Thera in which several
of tropical trees and creepers, falling on the ground
famous monks took part but not Sri Rahula. This may
during t'le Summer months, took their tum to germinate .
perhaps be due to the fact that the Burmese desired to
o
receive their higher ordination from the forest dwelling with the advent of the rains. Like the plant w rld
blooming into life in Spring in the temperate regions, ·
fraternity that was considered to be more authentic.
the tropics witness the germination of seeds during the
season, announcing the birth of a new generation
rainy
One of the famous students of Sri Rahula was
Vattave Thera who composed the Guttila-kiivyaya. It of plant life. The Indians obviously hailed this with joy
. could be assumed that the Girii'-sandeSa too was a and hopeful expectations.
work by a student of his.
. To the Indians, plants constituted ekindriya-p§{la or
Not much information is found about the last days life with one single life faculty. Indians, as far back as
of Sri Rahula. He was supposed to be an expert in the time of the Vedas, held that the heavens deposited
mystical practices, exorcism and ayurveda. According the seed for growth in plants. The j(g Veda says that
to popular tradition he has partaken a native medicine, God Parjanya deposits the seed in plants: Parjanyah
Siddhiiloka (sidu-alu), and determined that his body reto dadhiiti o�adhi�u garbharp. Therefore during the
...: .,,: . .
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period of seasonal rains, the Indians would be loathe to
walk around on land where new seedlings would be

suspected to be sprouting into lite (... carikarp carissanti
h aritini ti!Jiini sammaddanti ekindriyaJ!l jivaJ!l
v.ihe!}lenta- Yin.l137). They also had a vision regarding
the destruction of insect life on the ground (bahii
khuddakep�e samghitmp ipiden ti. loc. cit.)
·Even during the life time of the Buddha, Buddhist
monks fonned a recognized component of the Indian
society. Their behaviour was watched by the Indian
corninunity. Rules and regulations governing the
·behaviour of the· monastic community; of both monks

and nuns, was one of gradual growth, possibly after a

decade or two of the founding of the groups. When
monks were seen strutting around during the rainy

season; people were alert enough to comment on the
.
impropnety of their behaviour, accusing them · of
d�_aging a section of life in the world, as referred to
.
above.
. Thereupon the Buddha instructed that m�nks

shouid·, during the rainy se�on of the year, enter. �p<)n
a restricted. three-month period of rains�resid�nce,

comrnencing from the day after the full moon.ofthe

most among them, shall begin. He shall, seated
crouch ing on he ground, hu mbly address the

congregation and call upon its membership (saiighaf!l

bhante pavarem1) to make known any guilt of his they

have seen, heard of or suspected about (ditthena vi

suiena viparisaiikhaya va), undertaking that �n seeing
it as such, he s h al l make amends (passan to
pa{ikarissami).
We would hence translate this all important word

pavaraiJa as ·the invitation for the pronouncement of
guilt. This solemn ceremony of p� varaiJa at the
conclusion of the three-months vassavasa, latterly come
to be called the Maha pavlir81Ja, is accepted as bringing
about the required purge or purificat�on of the senior
members of the monastic community who have lived

together during the yassana. In the early history of the
.
. Sasana this process of �urification of the sailgha was .
expeCted to take place on a fortnightly basis ( anvaddha�
masarp), i.e. twice·every month. This was to be brought
about via the Patimokkha�recital or Paiimokid11iddesa
(also called t�e Uposatha) which was normally meant ·
to be undertaken on a'fortnightly basis.
.

.

.

.

Time, we believe, is an ingenious regulator of both

development and deterioration. · The Sasana is not ··
month of July. A concession to this was added,_allowing· imm_une from_ it. A later Vinaya treatise by the mime of
monks to c0mrnence tpi� even· a month later, - doing .
. Vinaya Vinicchaya declares the Uposatha which, is
. likewise from the month of August. They shalt-do so, ·
carried out as a fortnightly event, as contributing to the .
all monks of senior status taking up this rams-residence,
unity of the Sangha, while the Pavlira!Ja, which is done
promising to stay in the specified monastery for the
annualy, brings about its purification ( Uposatho .
duration of the entire period (Imasiriim vihare imam
sama ttbo visuddhattbapavlira!Jii). How alarming it .

.

teniasarp vassarp upemi idha vassaJ!l ;pemi) .

.

They were allowed to temporarily leave the place

only for very specified reasO!lS (e.g. of public welfare),

and that for a period not longer than six days, promising

to return on the seventh day (sattaha- karal}iyena) . In

course of time, it has fallen upon i)Ie lay community to

invite the monks of specific areas to observe the rains

retreat, promising to attend to all their needs during this
·
perioo.
The completion and the conclusion of this three

month period ofrains-residence brings us to yet another

vital event in 'the life of the B uddhist. monastic

c·ornmunity which goes under the nanie of pavarani.

This Prui word literalfy means ' invitation to . .' Th�
.

monks who have lived tog�ther the rains-residence of

three months shall meet together in (ulf assembly on
the- full moon day of the concluding third month . At

this meeting, a solemn ceremo.ny commences. The senior

gg�

is to be told that purification of the Sangha is beginr.ing

to be looked upon as an annual event.

Taking into consideration many exigencies of the

time, the Buddha also made it possible for the monks,

after their rains retreat, to collect material for ·the

. preparation of robes ·(kwjanami bhikkhave yassam

vutthanarp bhikkhiinarp ka{hinam attharitum. Yin. i.
254). In course of time, ii has become_ the d�ty of the

lay community who invite the monks to observe the ·

rains retreat within a specific monastery to offer to the

collective group of monks, i.e. the sangha, a single

robe or robe material in appreciation of their services.
The sap.gha shall collectively accept it arid via a special
act of the smigha, offer it to any one of their choice.

Today, this offering of the kathina robe has become a
religious ac! of_inestimabl� �erit accumulation. (See
also VASSAV/>SA, KA�INA).

.

.
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As a preamble it should be stated here that the ideal

RAlADHAMMA, DASA: The ten-fold ethical

code of a king or a government. In the evolution of

system of governance favoured by Buddhism is also

iia Sutta (D. III 80 f.), there comes a particular, stage

ten requirements do constitute the advice needed for

human society, as symbolically portrayed in the Aggan

that of the welfare state in a democratic set up. These

when cpmes and punishments become a social problem.

. those elected leaders who need such guidance from

inquire into such matters and mete out suitable

discharge those duties dutifully as demanded by these

Then there arises the need for an executive head to

religious leaders, philosophers etc . for them to

welfare state policies.

punishment. It was this vacuum that was filled by

electing such a head by common consent. This person

The first of these, dana or liberality, highlights the

was accordingly designated as "the mahasammata,"

significant fact that it is one of the primary duties of an

the Great Elect, the people's choice. This was their
king or raja, a concept that became established in

efected ruler or of the state to look into and do the

society, invested with a special personality grown around

needful for those sections among the citizens in need

it. The duties understood by the term raja dhamma

.

RAJADHAMMA, DASA

of help, specially in the economic field. According to
the classical Indian concept of kingship also, the state

comprised the moral qualifications of this "king" and

has to look after the citizens with a paternal attitude

these became compressed under .a ten-fold group as

dasaraja dhamma, which gave the final definition of

towards them and as it is the case in any society in

general that the poor and the needy make the bulk of

who a genuine king or a government shouid .b. e and
whose "rule" had to conform to these moral demands

the population, it is the bounden duty of the state to

in the conduct of governance. These ten are enumerated

provide for their needs in the fields of food, clothing,

as follows (J. III , 274):

shelter and medicine as welfare measures, because these

are their needs as opposed to their 'wants ' without

which they do not suffer in this world.

Dana : generosity, liberality .

Sila : morality
Pariccaga : ethical sacrifice, �giving up'
Ajjava : straightness, uprightness
Majjava : gentleness
Tapa : austerity
.
Akkodha : non-anger·.
. A vihimsa : non-hurtfulness, harmlessness . .
Khanti : forbearance, patience
A virodhata : non-opposition, non-intransigence

The second requirement, sila or morality, means .
that the elected leaders, as kings or otherwise, must be
men of high moral character, at least after assumption

of office. They should basically be observers of the

Five Precepts (paiica-sila) and remain exemplary, both

. in their public as well as private lives. Unless they set
this example the ordinary public cannot be expected to

lead morally good lives. In this manner the elected

leaders should perennially tum the searchlights illward,

A genuine ruler, a good king administering men

and be alive to reforming themselves for their as well

and matters, should be one who conducts his rulei·ship

as otheris good.

without violating these ten reguiations as inviolable
royal duties (dasarajadhamme akopya rajjaJ!l kares1): J.

The third requirement is pariccaga which means

I. 260, 399; n, 400 etc.) which seem to have developed

that public leaders should make various sacrifices for

gradually over several centuiies, �rhaps from a few

the sake of the common good. For instance, they should

qualities upto an established round number of ten. It .

forego personal comforts, gains, fame and such other ·

also deserves mentioning here that although the kings

factors of personal aggrandizement for the sake of the

were originally elected by common consent later they

community at large. Lack of such self-sacrificing leaders

became hereditary as well. However, even modem day

and 1Qeir replacementby those who go after such gains

democratic elections also come under this Saqle system

ofelection through common consent, as it is th'e elected
leaders that run such governments. Therefore, these

·

and comforts at the experise of the people can become .
a major cause for a country ' s ills and as such a big

ten demands of good rulership can apply with equal

social evil anywhere in the world. Genuine leaders

let us enumerate these ten qualities one by one and

of the community. They are expected to forego personal

force to modem day elected governments as well. Now,
examine as to how they apply in actual practice.

.

never resort to exploitive type of living at the expense

comforts and luxuries denied to the people.
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aim ofleaders. Such a policy stands as the best antidote

Next comes ajja va or personal integrity which

implies that a true leader should always act without

to the scourge of terrorism, which is gripping the entire

resorting to what B uddhist social ethics has identified

world today as one of the worst torments of mankind.

as the four incorrect courses of action in public dealings

or agati, which are personal favoritism (chanda), acting

The ninth is khanti or forbearance or patience

without which no leader can do justice to the sacred

through hatefulness (dosa), through cowardice ( bhaya)

role cast on him or her. A leader's role is one in which

or through delusien (moha). Only if the leaders act free
from these four improper ways can one expect a conflict

challenges, hardships , opposing reaction, threats,
insults etc. can hinder one's path in the face of which

-free society.

one should be able to maintain the cool and face both
bouquets and brickbats with equanimity. Excessive .

Madda va or gentlene s s comes as the fifth

sensitivity leading to the enfeeblement of one ' s will

requirement which is a sine quo non for all elected

and strength is not a welcome charact�ristic for a good

leaders. Without becoming harsh, crude, rude or

leader.

dictatorial all leaders and r:ulers of society should temper

..

·

their mandatory firmness with compassion and

The tenth is non-obstruction or non-intransigence

benevolence. Exploitive type of iron nile is never to be

(avirodhata) which highlights a common flaw found

the order in dealing with their subjects.

· not only 'in contemporary but even in all time political

·

activity. This is the reactionary habit of opposing for

Tapa or sensual restraint is the sixth requisite, which

in reality refers to the necessity of an austere type of

the sake of opposing and thereby sabotaging even .

to extravagant and luxury-ridden life styles, thereby

forward by the opposing camp. Positively expressed

life-style for the leaders; Sincere leaders are never given . constructive proposals and schemes when they are put
setting a worthy example to the people at large. Any

type of self-indulgence just because all the facilities for

it are at their. command would make leaders . eas:ily.

disqualified for th:eir roie.
.

·

,.

The next requirement is 'given as akkodha or non:.

anger whi�h �q�ires that people's leaders should not

bear grudges,. animosities and axes to grind towards ·
their subject for any reason whatsoever. In modem

Political parlance this would mean not resorting to

'pol;ticru victimization', which is thus highlighted as a

as a desirable virtue this would be 'agreeability '
.

implying that the elected rulers learn to respect and
accept the wishes of the people emerging from any
quarter if and when they are meant for the conimon ·
good. :
All in all, if these ten requirements are complied
with by any head or a group of rulers running the

affa� of any country, that would Certainly be deServing

of �;e.cognition as the id��l Rule of the Law.

disqualification in political leadership. Lea�ers of
quality would never resort to this abominable practice

· which

in the contemporary world has become

responsible for much hateful and even murderous

behaviour in the field qf politics.

A.G.S.

Kariyawasam

._

RAJAGAHA (RAlAG�) R ajagaha was the

.
capital of the powerful kingdom of Magadha during
:
the Buddha' s time . Another name was Kusagara
.

The 'eighth quality required is given as a vihi�a or · mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang. Surrounded by hills on all
non-violence which can also be rendered as nonsides, it was a very picturesque and healthy city. The
hwtfulness or harmlessness. If leaders resort to violent . . modem name of the place is
Rajgir and it is entirely in
measures to remain in power� what democracy, what ruins. King. Bimbisara held hi� court liere at the time of
religion, what humanism can _ remain there? Such the Buddha. Rajgir is the terminus ofthe narrow gauged
.
behaviour on the part ofleaders would lead to coQilter railway known as Behar Light Railway. The ruins of
violence from the people and a whole country can fall the city are close to the railway station but Gijjhakiita
victim to a catastrophic situation of anarchy and hill where the Buddha resided often is situated at a
mayhem. Not merely avoidance of violence negatively distance of about two miles. Rajgir is specially important
but initiating positive steps to promote peace and to Mahayana Buddhists whose siitras are said to have
harmony in a country should·be· the principle and the been almost all delivered at this place of interest: -

I

.
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Sattap�i cave : This famous cave now known as .

1 . Gijjakii!a, the hill residence of the Buddha, 2 .

The ancient caitya, called 'Maniyar Math' in the centre

'Sonabhandar' is situated on the inner slopes of the

Vebhara hill which stands to the right as one comes to

of the valley, 3. Tapoda Nadi or the hot water springs,
4. Sattapal).l).i cave, now known as 'Sonabhandar' in
front of which the First Buddhist Council was held, 5.

the middle of the basin enclosed by the hills. The road

from Maniyar math runs up to the foot of the caves.

Excavated area including the ramparts of the old city,

6. Ve!uvanaramaya, the famous bamboo grove
residence of the Buddha, 7. Bimbisara's jail, 8. Pippala

Sri Aurel Stein identified Sattapal).l).i cave with a

group of 4 caves on the outer slope of the Vebhara hill.

stone house near the hot springs

These can be examined by crossing over the mountain

Gijjakii!a : another n ame for Gijjakii�a is 'Vulture 's

Jain temple situated on the summit. On the other hand

of the Buddha during his sojourns in Rajagaha. It is

further down to the north where the remains of a stone

and descending for some distance from the Adtnath

Peak' , it is famous in Buddhist history a s the residence

Sir John Marshall identifies Sattapal).l).i with a spot

one of the highest of the hills surrounding ·the city.
King Bimbisara made a flight of steps to reach the

house have been discovered. Both the theories deserve
consideration on account of the reputation held by these

summit ,where the monastery was situated. The jungle

two famous scholars. The discovery of a fourth century •
.
inscription on the ouier wall above the door of the

has been cleared lately from the site and the steps can

once again be used to climb up to the top. Some distance

'Sonabhandar' cave as well as the fact that the places .

suggested by these eminent savants are outside the city

from the summit there are a number of small caves

used by monks. It was from the summit of this hill that · and, therefore, l ikely to have been· preferred by the ·
Devadatta buried a stone at the Buddha. Sukhara-khana monks, add weight to their conClusions. The text and

cave whe1e Pariggaha�sut£4 was delivered to Djghanaka, . translation of the inscription is given below:
former teacher of Sarilmtta and Moggallana; i� also
sitUated in the Gijjhllkii�.

Almost

"Nirviina -liibhiiya tapas vi�yogye s u bh e
guherhatpratimii pratish{he iichiiryil'-ratnarp ('?) muni
Vairadevah viinukmye kiirayad dirglia-ejah (?)"

road, there is a stiipa and other structures sheltered by ·

"The sage Vairadeva of great luster (?), the jewel

The

ancient caitya called 'Maniar Math':

in the center of the valley and to the west of the main

a corrugated iron roof of conical shape. It is called

(?) among teachers, caused to be made for the purpose
'Maniar Math' after a small shrine which existed on · of attaining salvation and for liberation two auspicious

the mound before the place was excavated. On removing . caves worthy of ascetics, in which were placed the
this shrine and digging deeper below, a curious

images of Arhats".

monument was exposed. It appears to be a stiipa with a

hol!ow inside and stucco figures on the outer walls.

This inscription i!), however no conclusive evidence

as to the origin of the cave. It is quite possible that the

Round the building are a number of platforms probably

used as altars. The original plan and the purpose of the

cave was already there and Vairadeva merely ilnproved .

it had undergone .at different periods. . .

image of Vi�l).U found in front of the cave was set up iri

building are obscured by the additions and alterations

·

ii for the purpose mentioned in the inscription. The

later times.

· Tapoda Nadi : The hot water springs ( Tapodii Nadi)
are situated on the slopes of the hills to the right as one

Excavated area : The excavations of Rajgir have not

been so thorough as at Nalanda but there is reason to .

enters the basin of the hills from the direction of Gaya.

believe that here is a very fruitful field for an

These have been in existence from the time of the

archaeologist. Only a minute fraction ofthe expansive

Buddha who mentions them in his sermons. He used

to bathe here occasionally. A monastery call�. 'Tapoda

· Monastery' was in existence in proximity to the springs.

At present these springs are in the hands . of Hindu

Pandas who have a small temple close by. Buddhists
and Hindus are allowed to bathe at these springs.
8 - CM 5274

·

·.

area has been explored so far, these being the so-called
· new city, the boundary walls and the monasteries which

are dealt with elsewhere. The survey of the site and the .
trial excavations made indicate that the old city had two

boundary walls, the outer having a circuit of no less · ·

than

25 to 30 miles, it perhaps endosed the king 's
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palace and the mansions of the nobility. Both these . convicts c-ould be tied was found at the site, is also
walls are made of massive stone boulders but they are evidence of the identification of the ruins.
in a state of extreme decay. The thickness of the wall
extant is 14 ft. 9 ins while the height at places is 1 1 ft. Pipphala S\tone House : On the eastern side of the
.
Bastions strengthen walls' at intervals: The modem road Vebhara hill and to the right of the pathway leading to
to the hot s·prings runs through one of the principal the Hindu temple, there is a rather strange stone ·
structure identified with Pipphalaguha mentioned in
gateways though it is. unrecognizable at present.
· Pali books, and presently called 'Jarilsandakibaitak'. It
.
The foundation. of the new city erected by either measures 85 ft. by 8 1 ft. , while the height is 22 to 28
Bimbisara or his son Ajatasattu can be seen from the feet. It does not really look like a monastery. Sir John
Railway Station itself. The greater area of the site is Marshall was undoubtedly right when he described it
as a watch tower, the opening on the sides being sentries now under cultivation.
posts. Their subsequent utilization by monks for
VeJuvanirimaya : The· actual site of th� mon�st�ry purposes of meditation probably earned it the appellation
built by King Bimbisfua has not yet been identified. As of 'Pipphalaguha': The cave where the Buddha came
the whole area is covered with impenetrable jungle and to succour Mah�assapa Thera during his illness, was
exploration work has been co11fined to a small portion probably behind it, but it has now entirely disappeared.
only, we have to wait till the place is fully explored to · On the summit of this str�cture there are now five
know its location. Soine scholars identified it with the • Moslem graves.
mo�d situated at a distance �f 1 50 yards from Satdhara
.
. hot springs. A few antiquities were unearthed here; but - History of R�jagrha : Rajagrha is· one of the oldest
. they are no conclusive e_vidence as to. the location of cities o( India: · According to RamayaQa, the well
.
this irllportant monastery. The neat�Y tank is identified · known ijindu epic, it was founded· by King Vasu and ·
with thtr Karandaka �ank mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang. called 'Vasumati' after his name. It has many. other
·
He says that this m6nastery was one li fr9m the northen1 names and some of them have ruready been referred to: ·
gate of the cit}< It was originallyinhabited by heretics · The name Rajagrha was applied during the Buddha's
.
but they were removed and the place given over to the . time on acc.;>unt oftbe many palaces which adorned it. .
true disciples of the Lord. Ve!uvana means 'Bamboo As the capital of the powerful Magadha kingdom, it
forest'. It is not difficult to understand why it was . became famous throughout India for its wealth and
called so from the numerous bamboo thickets growirig· magnificence. Its va5tness is indicated by the boundary
· even today over the whole locality. Lord Buddha spent walls. Buddhaghosa mentions that the city had 32 main ·
several months in this monastery. Some of the suttas gates with 64 minor ones but the prosperity ofRajagtha
delivered here are Mahakassapa, ¥ahiimoggallana and declined after the building of Pli.!aliputra
by Ajatasattu
Mahacunda Bojjhilgas.
on the river Ganges. It.is said that he also strengthened
the walls of the old city to resist a contemplated attack
In fron t of VeJtivanaramaya passed away
by King Padyota of AVanti.
Mabamoggallana Thera who had the umque honour of
· having. a stiipa�rected at the suggestion of the Buddha
.
Rajagrha (P. Rajagaha) was a favourite residence · · '
himse�
of the Buddha and he visited it veiy often during his
. · wanderings. The first visit was before his
Bimb�''s jail : On the main road through the
valley three fourths ofa mile to the south of the Maniyar Enlightenment in quest of alms. It was then that King
. Math t¢mple, there is a place enclosed by-a stone wall 6 · Bimbisara saw him and learning that he was the son of
ft. thick. This is supposed to be the jail in which a Sli.kya ruler, invited him to abandon religious life and
Bimbisara was kept confined as a prisoner by his son accept a portion of his own kingdom. The Buddha who .
Ajatasattu. It is said that from the prison, the captive · had already renounced a throne, declined the honour ·
king could see the Buddha walking up and down in with thanks. The king, however, obtained a proinise · ·
Gijjhakii!a, which sight was a great consolation to his from him to visit him directly on achieving his purpose
sad heart. The peak is undoubtedly visible from here in life. This he faithfully kept and the king became a
and the fact that an iron ring with a loop to which lifelong devotee.
.
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At the time of Fa-Hien 's visit, the old city had been

almost completely abandoned. His account is given

below:

" . . . Hence going to the distance of one Yeou Yan,

you can come to the new town, of the Royal Residence.
This new town was built by King Acheshi. 1 In the
midst there are two Seng kia lan.2 On leaving by the

RAJAGAllA
Fo, being in front of the stone house, was passing

from the east to the west. Thiao tha, standing on the .

12

steep edge towards the north of the mountain, threw
down a stone which wounded Fo on the toe. This stone
still exists. The hall in which Fo taught the doctrine is
in ruins; there are but the foundations of a brick wall

re�aining. The peah

·

these hills are regular and

majestic;

westcm gate, you arrive at the distance of three hundred

paces, at a tower raised by the king Acha shi, when he
obtained a portion of the relics of Fo; it is lofty, grand,
beautiful and majestic.

They are the loftiest of the five mountains.
Fa Hien, · h aving purchased in the new town

·

perfumes, flowers and oil lamps, hired two aged Pi
Leaving the town on the southern side and

Khieoou13 to conduct him to the grots and to the hill

proceeding four li to the so�th, you enter a valley
which leads to the five hills. These five hills form a

Khi che. After having made an oblation of the perfumes·

girdle like the walls of a town; it is the ancient town of

· King Ping she.3 From east to west may extend five or
six li, and from north to south seven or eight. Here is

and the flowers, the lamps increased the brilliance. Grief

and emotion affected him even to tears; .he said, ·

"Formerly, in this very place was Fo; here he taught
the Sheou leng yan; 14 Fa .Hien·,.unable to behold Fo in

the place where She li fo4 and Mou lian5 first beheld o · life, has but witnessed the traces of his ·sojourn. Still it
hi; the place where Ni kian tse6 made a pit filled with
is something to have recited the Sheoti leng yan before
fire and served poisoneq food to Fo7 and that where
the black elephant of the king Ache shi having drunk
wine sought to injure Fo.

the cave and dwelt there one night. ·
Proceeding to the north three hundred paces he saw .

to the west of the road the Bambo gardens of Kia15 .
At the nortll. e.ast angle of the town,· the ancients
erected a chapel in the garden where An pholo8 invited
Fo and twelve hundred and fifty of his disciples to do
them honour; this chapel still exists.

where was constructed a chapel which remains to this
day: the ecclesiastics sweep and water it. To the north
of the chapel, at the dis.tance of two or three li, is the Shi ·
mo she na.16 Shi rno she na signifies in Chinese, the
field of Tombs where they lay the dead. On crossing

The town is entirely deserted and uninhabited.

the southern mountain and proceeding westwards three

Entering the valley and going to. the mountains about

of Pin Pho lo; Fo, after his meals habitual1y sat in this

fifteen 1i to the south east, you arrive at the peak ofKhi
· che.9 Three libefore reaching the summit ofthe mountain

hundred paces, there is a stone building, called the grot

place to meditate".

you come to a tavern situated amongst the rocks and

Pilgrimage ofFa Hien, pp, 288-9, 298 ·

nan10 w�s sitting there in meditation. The demon of

The following extracts are from Hiuen Tsiang's ·.

facing the south. Fo was seated there iri a stone grot: A
heaven, Phi siun 11 transformed into a vulture, stopped
before the grot and terrified A n an. Fo by his
supernatural power opened the rock, took A nan by the

arm with his hand and removed his fear. The trace of
the bird, and the hole through which Fo protr.!lde� his
hand still exist. It is from this circumstance th�t the hill
is'callect the 'Hill of the cave of the vulture' . Before the
cave is the place of those of the four Buddhas. All the
Arahats likewise, had each his cave when they sat to
meditate. The number of these caves is several
hundreds.

account:
"From this spot proceeding eastward through the

mountains about 60 li, we arrive at the city ofKusagara

pura (Kiu-she-kie-lo-pu-lo), or the royal city of best ·

grass (lucky grass). This is the central point of the city
of Magadha. Here the former kings of the country

· fixed their capital. It produces much of the most
excellent, scented, fortunate grass and therefore it is
called 'the city of the superior grass' . High mountains
surround it on each side and form as it were its external
walls. On the west it is approached through a narrow

.
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When Tathagata had guided the world for some

pass; on the north there is a passage through the

mountains. The town is extended from east to west and . fifty years, he dwelt much on this mountain and

1 50 li in circuit.

delivered the excellent law in its developed form

The remaining foundations of the walls of the inner

(K wang). Bimbisara-raja, caused to be built a staircase

city are about 30 liin circuit. The trees called kie-ni

from the foot of the mountain to its summit. They

narrow from north to south. It is about

leveled the valleys and spanned the precipices, and

kia (kanakas) border all the roads;their flowers exhale
a delicious �rfume, and their colour is of a bright

with the stone made a staircase about ten paces wide

golden hue. In the spring months the forests are all of

and 5 or 6 1i long. In-the middle of the road there are
. two small stiipas, one called 'Dismounting from the
chariot' (Hia-shing), because the king when he got

a golden colour.

there, went forward ori foot. The other is called 'Sending

Outside the north gate of the palace city is a stiipa.

back the crowd' (T'ui-fan), because the king separating

Here Devadatta (Ti-po-to-to) arid Ajatasattu-raja (Wi
sing-yuu) having agreed together as friends, liberated

the commonfolk, would not allow them to proceed

the drunken elephant for the purpos.e of killing

with him. The summit of this mountain is long from the

Tathagata. But Tathagata miraculously caused five lions

east to the west and narrow from north to south. There

to p�oceed from his finger ends; on this the drunken

vihara on the borders ofa steep precipice at

-

is a brick

.

. the western end of the mountain. It is hi�h and wide .

elephant was subdued and stood still before him.
.
.
To the north-east of this spot is

a stiipa.

and beautifully GonstruGted. The door opens to the east.

Here Tathagata often stopped in old days and preached.

This is

where Sariputta (Sbe-li�tseu) heard- Asvajita (o-shi-

the law. There is now a figure of him preaching the law

·

of the same size· as life.

pO-sbi) the· Bbikkbu, declare the law, and- by that means ·
reached the fruit of (an Arahat).

To the east of the

To the north ofthis place, not far off there is

vihara is a long stone, on which

a ·V�IY 'fathagata i:rod as he walked up and down for exercise.

deep ditch, by:the side of which is built a stiipa; this is

By the side of it _is a great stone about fourteen or .

destroy Buddha by means of fire concec.ded i.il. the ditch
,
and pois�med . rice. Now Srigupta (Shing-mi) greatly

place where Devadatta flung a stone from a distance to

the si>ot where Srigupta (She�li-Kio-to) wished. to . . fifteen feet high and thirty paces round. This is the
strike the Buddha.

.. .. honoured (believed in) the. heretic_s, and mind was · · ·
deeply possessed by false views.

'

Tathagata, when alive, in old times, delivtred the

To the north-east of this fiery ditch of Srigupta
(Shing-mi), at the bend of the city, is a

stiipa; this is

where Jivaka (Shi-fo-kia), the great physician, built a
preaching ball for Buddha. All round the walls he·
planted flowers and fruit trees. The traces of the
foundation walls and. the decayed roots of the trees are
. still visible. Tathagata, when he was in the world, often
stopped here. By the side of this place are the remains
of the house of Jivaka, and the hollow of an old well
also e�ists there still.
To the north:-east ofthe palace city going 1 4 or 15 1i,
we come to the mountain Gridharakuta (Ki-li-thO-Kiu-

. ch'a). Touching the southern slope of the northern ·
mountain, it rises as a solitary peak to a great height on
which vultures make their abode. It reflected, the colours .
of the mountain and the heaven being commingled.

.

South of this, below the precipice, is a s tiipa. Here ·

Saddhannapur,1Cjarika-siitra.
To the south of the

vihara, by the side of a mountain

cliff, is a_great stone house. In this Tathagata, when
dwelling in the world long ago, entered samadhi.
To the north-west of the stone house and

in front of ·

it is a great and extraordinary stone. This is the place
where Ananda (0-nari) was frightened by Mara. By
the side of the

vihiita there are several stone houses,

where Sariputta and other great Arahats entered

· samadhi.

Going about one

li from the north gate of the

mountain city we come to the Karandavenuvana (Kia
lant' o-chuh-yuen)," where now the stone foundation
and the brick walls of a

vihara exist.

I
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To the east of the Karandavenuvana is a stiipa which

RAJAGAHA

common folk to be seen. but only Brahmins to the

number of a thousand families.

was built by Ajatasatturaja. After the Nirvan a of the
Tathagata, the kings divided the relics (she-li); king
Ajiitasattu returned then with his share, and from a

It is possible to trace two distinct towns called

feeling of extreme reverence built (a stiipa) and offered

Rajagaha. The older one was a hill fortress, called

his religious offerings to it. When Asoka-raja (Wu- . Giribbaja. It was very ancient and was laid out by . ·

yau) became a believer, he opened it and took the relics,

Mahagovinda, a skilled architect. The latter one, at the

and in his turn built another stupa. This building

foot of the hills was built by B indusiira. The name

constantly emits miraculous light. By the side of the

Giribbaja seems to have been restricted to verse

stUpaof Ajatasattu-riija is another stupa which encloses

passages. Giribbaja means mountain stronghold.

west of the bamboo garden (Venuvana) about 5 or 6 Ji

Vebhiira, Isigili and Vepulla. Rajagaha was the seat of

the relics of half the body of Ananda. To the south

Surrounding it were the five hills - Pa1,1�ava, Giijhakii!a,

on the north side of the southern mountain is a great

many kings such as Mandhiita and Mahagovinda.

bamboo forest. In the middle of it is a large stone house.

Rajagaha was first visited by the Bodhisatta (i.e. before

Here the Venerable Kassapa with

Enlightenment), soon after his renunciation, journeying

999 Arahats, after

Tathagata's Nirvaga, called a convocation (for the

there on foot from the River Anoma, a distance of

purpose of settling the three Pi?akas).

thirty leagues. When King Bimbisara met him, he
obtained a promise from him to pay a visit to his town

as soon as his aim was achieved. In order to redeem his

North west of the place where the great Kassapa
held the convocation is a stiipa. This is where Ananda,

promise, the B uddha went to Rajagaha from Gay a,

being forbidden by the priests to truce part in the

after the conversion of the Tebhatika Ja!ilas. On this

assembly, came and sat down in silence and reached

occasion the B uddha was given a great welcome., On

tlte fruit (position) of an Arahat. After this he joined

the day of the entry into the palace of the king, it is said

·

that the Sakka led a proeession in the guise of a young
a stupa built by Asoka-raja. This is the spot whei"e the · . man, singing songs of praise·of the Buddha. King

the assembly. Going west from this point 20 li or so, is
great assembly (Mahasangha) formed their collection

Bimbisiira giftedVe!uvana to the orcier at this time and

of books (or, held their assembly). To the north of the

Siiriputta and Moggalliina were admitted to the order as

Venuvana-vihara about 200 paces, we come to the

disciples. Many others also joined the order; the
Sattarasavaggiya with Upiili at their head need special

Karanda lake (Karandahrada).

mention in this instance. The Buddha's first vassa was

· To the north west of the Karandahrada, at a distance

spent in Rajagaha. He remained there during winter
�nd the following summer. It is said that the B uddha

of2 or 3 1i, is a stiipa which was built by Asoka-raja. It
is about 60 feet high; by the side of it is a stone pillar on

spent also in Rajagaha, the third, fourth, seventeenth

which is a record engraved relating to the foundation

· and twentieth vassa seasons. After the twentieth year

ofthe stiipa. It is about 50 feet high, and on the top has ·

ofhis teaching, he made Savatthi his headquarters but
continued to visit Rajagaha ver)' frequently. It thus

the figure of an elephant.

became the scene of several important suttas i .e .
To the north east o f the pillar o f stone, not far, we
come to the town of Riijagrha (Ho-lo-shi-li-hi). The

Atiina{iya, Udumbarika, Kassapasihanada, Jivaka,
.

Mahasakuladayi and Sakkapiiila. Many of the Vinaya

outer walls of this city have been destroyed and there

rules were enacted at Rajagaha. The Buddha paid his

are no remnants of them left; the inner city (walls),

last visit to Rajagaha shortly before his death.

although in a ruined state, still have some elevation
from the ground, and are about 20 li in circuit.

After the Parinibb�a of the Buddhf:l, Rajagaha was
chosen by the monks, with Maha Kassapa at their head,

It is also said that Ajatasattu-riija first (ounded this

to hold the first convocation. Thi� was done at

city, and the heir-apparent of Ajatasattu h�ving come · SattapaJ;lgiguha and Ajiitasattu extended to this
to the throne, he also appointed it to be the capital and

�..,-..- . .

undertaking his whole-hearted patronage. A stiipa was

so it continued till the time of Asoka-riija, who changed

also erected at Rajagaha by this king enshrining therein

the capital to Pii!aliputra, and gave the city ofRajagrha

the relics of the Buddha which he had obtained as his

to the Brahmins, so that now in the city there are no

share. Some time later, as suggested by Maha Kassapa

·
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Thera, the king gathered at Rajagaha seven dopas of
the Buddha's relics which had been deposited in
various places; (!. large stiipa was erected over them. It
was from this stiipa that Asoka obtained relics for his
viharas.

During the days of the Buddpa, Rajagaha was one
of the six chief cities. Several important trade routes

· passed through it. Mention is made of various places

besides Ve!uvana, with its Kalandakanivapa-vihara in
and around R�jagaha i.e. Sitavana, Jivaka's Amb�vana,

RAM:ANNADESA

RAMANNADESA. The Ramafifiadesa is the ancient
name of lower Burma which was an independent
kingdom in the past. The upper Burma was called
"maramma" and the term "Burma" is thought to be a
corrupt form of the word "maramma". Later llimafifia
was annexed by the powerful kings of Upper Burma
and at present it is included in the union of Burma or
union of Myanmar as it is called today. Thus the
distinction of"Riimafifia" "Maramma" does not exist
anymore, the terms Burma (q. v.) or Myanmar refer to
the integrated country which include "Riimafifia" and
"Maramma" both.

Pipphaliguha, U.dumbarik:arfuna, Moranivapa with its
Since ancient times Riimafifia was inhabited by a
Paribbajakarama, Tapodarama, Indasiilaguha in ·
·
Vediyagiri, Sattap�guha, Lanflivana, Maddakuechi; ·· group ofpeopie �ailed "Talaing" or "Mon." The te� .
SupatiHhacetiya, Pasa�akacetiya, Sappaso�(}.ika "Talaing' is thought to have been derived from the
pabbhara and .the pond Sumagadhii. There were te.rm "Teligana:' the Pallava country of south India.
eighteen large monasteries in Rajagaha ai the time of · As the influence of south Indian Andhra culni�e is
observed in Ramafifia, it is clear that there bas been
the Buddha's death. The rivers Tapoda and Sappini
contact between the two apparently in the trade. sphere
flowed close to the city. During the days of the Buddha; .
since ancient times. At the same time Riimafifia is
Rajagaha had a population of 18 crores, nine· in the city ·
among the south ea�tern countries where_ the
and ·nine outside. The Treasurer of Rajagaha and
Theravada fcinn of Buddhism spread at an early date.
Anathapi�qika had m�ed each other's sisters arid it . According to the Burinese tradition the Theravada ,
.
·
was while -Anathapi�<;lika was on a visit tq Rajagahl,l · form ofBuqd.hism was establlshed in Raniafifia.by the
. that he frrst inet the Buddha.
Buddhist missionaries sent out by Emperor Asoka in .
.

the third �eii�ry B.C. 'fheMahavamsa (Mhv. chapter .· .
·
Nimdasena ·Mudiyanse. XII verse 44) states that elders Sona and . Uttara. ·
proceeded as per Asoka's Missionary Programme, to
References
"Suva�r;tabhumi" (Golden land), vanquished a demon
1 Ajatas�ttu
·
·
who
preyed upon the male offsprings born in the
·
· 2 Sailgharli.ma (monastery)
royal household, and propagated Buddhism. The
3 Bimbisara
Burmese tradition identifies Riimafifia in the present
4 Sariputta·
context with Suvar;tr;tabhum i : 1 • The earliest
5 Moggallii.na
identification ofRiimafifia with Suv�abhilmi is found ·
6 NighUQ!ha?
in the Kalyani Inscription of the 1 5th century A.C.
7 Buddha
and the Sasanavamsa of the 1 9'h century. The
8 Ambapli.li
·identification ofRli.mafifia with Suv��abhilmi is not
9 Gijjhakii�a
b�yond dispute. For, while .some identify it with
10
Ananda
Burma,.others place it in Siam (Thailand) or take it to ·
1 1 Pisuna
den.ote broadly the whole of Indo china. Other than
12 Devadatta
the attempted identification of Riimafifia in the
Mahavamsa
with Suvar;tr;tabhumi, there is no other
13 Bhikkhus
historical evidence as to the.introduction ofTheraviida
14 Sigli.lovada?. ·
Buddhism to Riimafifia vide Asoka's missions.
1 5 Kalandak:a
.

16 Susana

RAJAG�HA See RATAGAHA

Yet considering Burma's position i n close
proximity to India and the existence of the easy land
routes between the two countries it is' possible to
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surmise · that Buddhism found its way to Ra1nafiiia

handing over of either sons or daughters to the teacher

even before, perhaps long before, the fifth century

before giving them in marriage.

A.C. As from

51h

century A . C . there are defin ite

evidence to prove not only the existence but also the

It was at this juncture that a new king, Aniruddha3,

( I 044-77 A.C.) ascended the throne at Pagan (capital

flourishing state of Theravada Buddhism there. The
archaeological remains of the old kingdom of Pyus

of Upper Burma). A inonk from Riimafiiia named Shin

known as Sirik�etra with its capital near Prome found

Araban also called "Dhannadarsi" became the spiritual

at Hmawza testify to the flourishing state ofTheravada

adviser to the new king. The king with help of Shin

Buddhism at Ramafifia. Thus it is clear that the

· Theravada form

Araban and a few monks from Riimaiifia took necessary

1;teps to crush the tyranny of the

of Buddhism with Pali canonical texts

Samal}akuttakas

has been introduced by the Indian missionaries who

amd relieve the country from debased Tantric

came from the eastern coast of Deccan and south India

Buddhism and spread the pure Theravada form of

and it was in a flourishing state in the 5th century A. C.

Buddhism at Marammaranha. But the non-availability

. among the Hinduized Mons or Talaings settled in Pegu

of sacred canonical texts at Pagan was a severe

(Hamsavati), Thaton ( Sudhamm avati) and other · constraint for king Aniruddha's efforts to spread the
neighboring regions collectively known as Ramafifia.

Theravada form of Buddhism in his kingdom. The
king learnt from Shin Araban that the sacred canonical .
texts . were available in abundance at Ramafifia. The

At the same time there is archeological evidence to .
conclude the existence of MUla Sarvastivada and

king sent ambassadors to the Talaing King Manohari

Mahayana side by side with Theravlida in the region

(Manuha) at Thaton with the req�est to send him the

. above referred to. Mahayana and Sarvlistivada appear .

texts and the relics. But the Talaing king refused to

q

to havy come to Rfunafifia from B ihar and Bengal. It is

' accede to the request ofAniruddh;h rel�e the sacred

, significan t - that late Gupta style Buddhist images

texts and relics. He was outraged and furious and

descended the River Irrawady with his annies arid laid
'
siege on _Thaton the capital of Su_d amll}apuni and 0e .

inscribed with Sanskrit legends have been discovered

h

in the region. Thus maritime Provinces of Burma called

Ramafifia, ah .independent Kingdom with its capital a1t

city fell to besiegers. The relics, the sacred canon and

Thaton (Sudhammavati) was a flourishing Buddhist

the learned monks were forcibly taken

from Thaton

to Pagan. The Talaing king Manohari himselfwas taken

center in South 'East Asia with international contacts
by the

prisoner to Pagan and Ramafifia was annexed to upper

I I th century kC.

introduced to upper Burma froin Ramaiiiia and it was
the beginning of the literary activities, too, _there. The
Marammas, the viCtors, had no hesitation in adopting

"Mararnmaranha", Upper Burrna2, a separate kingdom,

the religion, literature, cultures and scholasticism of

was quite different from their neighbours af Ramaiiiia

those defeated. The development at upper Burma was

who have already enjoyed an advanced state of

unprecedented and surpassed Ramafifia within a short

Religious Culture and .Literature. It was inhabited by

period. Yet it was Ramafifia which gave them every

Maramnias, a Tibetan, Dravidian tribe who established

thing. According to the Burmese and Thai chronicles

their capital at Pagan (Arimaddana); the country
inhabited by M aramm as came to be known as

Artiruddha was not content with the canon taken from

Mararrimarattha�
It is said at the beginning that they
.
were a rude and unlettered people. They followed a

( 1 070- 1 1 1.0 A. C.) of Lanka and got down canonical

'

:

texts to be compared with those brought from Riimafifia
and to decide the correct form finally. The Mahavamsa

in the hands of 'false monks' called "samal}akuttakai'.

Their religion, a Buddhist from the South '(Ram anna) ·

would have scorned to call a "religion." They preached

that even worst crimes need no retribution, if the guilty
person recites (or engage some one to recite) an

'paritta' . The tyranny of those false
.

monks went so far as to extract from the parents the

.

Rlimaiiiia. He sent a delegation to King Vijayablihu I

debased form ofTantiic Buddhism. Their religion was

appropriate

'

Burma. Thus the Theravada form of Buddhism was

Ramaii.iia helps Maramma to revive Religious:
culture and literature : - The conditions at

.

.

·

(Ch. LX verse 4 ff) in this context provides additional
information not found in Burmese or Thai sources. As
the

Mahiivamsa says King Vijayabahu found that

tl1ere were no sufficient bhikkhus to form a chapter to
perform the

upasampada ceremony. He sent a

delegation to the king of Ramaiifia with valuable

.. .
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presents and got down virtuous and erudite monks
from Ramafifia for the purpose. 4
King Parakramabahu 's Conquest of Ramaiiii a :
. As stated In the Mahavamsa (Chapter L)QCVI verse .'
1 o· ff) the inha&itants of Lan.k a and Rimaiiiia 5,
professed the same true faith Theravada, tbere was no
difference between them. The· kings who reigned in
the two countries had a great regard to each other and
preserved their friendship for a long time. In addition
to the religious contacts there was prosperous trade
relations between the two countries, specially the
elephant trade. It is said the Ramaiifia king gifted an
elephan.no each· ship that bore him presents.

Dala established the Sihala Sangha at Ramaiifia. The
establishment of the Sihala Sangha at Ramaiiiia is
.
calculated ·from this date. Sariputta alias Dhammavilasa
is also regarded as the first literary personage from

Rfunafiiia.

The Confirment of Upasampadli on Rlimafiiia
monks at Colombo along with Thai, Laos and
Kamboj a monks . d u ri n g · th e. reign of
Parakramabahu VI (1415-67A.C.)- Kotte"
. period:

Jinakiilamiili a historical treatise written in the 1 6th

century in Northern Thailand, Chieng M ai
(Nabbisipura) reveals inf<:mnation of.a upasampadii
ceremony held near Colombo, Sri Lanka; during the
reign of King Parakramabahu VI ofKotte, where some
When it'came to the reign ofParakramabahu I ( 1 153- monks from Ramaiiiia receiv� upasampadiialong with
&6 A.C.), he too honoured and followed the ancient a group of monks from Thailand, Laos and Kamboja. .
customs �ow�ds Ram�ijiia as done in. the past: But According to the treatise referred to above 25 great .
the foolish king ofRfunaiiiia, as the Mahavamsa calls . th�ras from the city ofNabbisis (Chieng Mai), . eight
him, Iistening.to the words of a messenger who went from Kamboja and six from Ramafifia visited Sri Lanka .
froni thi.s country, ill treated and harassed the envoys in order to .Jearn the orthographic system in vogue in
and confiscated the goods of the traders. Kfng Sri Lanka as wet) as the manner of recital of the sacred
Parakramabclhu was O'utraged and felt insulted,. sent a t�xts and the vo�al intonation in conformity with·it.
punitive expeditton· to RamaMa in order to avenge the • They, desirous of c;>btain�ng .the Sri Lankan
irisult. As·recorded ip. the Mahavamsa (chapter LXXVI .. upaSampada . .begged of Mahasarny Vanaratana to
Verse 66) the armies of Parakramabahu set out for �onfer. them the UP.asampada. With the patronage of
Ramiiil a . in hundred ships and landed there. In the · King Parakramabahu VI ( 1 4 1 5-67) of the Kotte
· battle that followed the king ofRamfiiia was killed and kingdom; they were giveri the upasampada on a flotilla
. . . the supreme authority of the lord of Lanka .. over of boats tied together at Yapapanna6 in. the river .
:R.amafifia was declared. The people ofRamafiiia were Kalyani, jn 1424 A. C. In the upasampada ceremony, .
frightened and appealed to theMah(i Smigha of Lanka · it is reported that MahasamyVanaratana officiated as
through their counterpart in Ramiiiia for their kammavacacariya (the teacher administering the
inter\rention. The Maha Sangha of Lanka intervened ordination formula) and Dharnmacari as upajjhiiya,
and the king of Lanka acceded to the request and the t.�e preceptor. No f\lrther details of the six Ramaiiiia
matter was settled. The age-old traditional friendship monks who received the higher ordination in Sri Lanka
between the two prominent Theravada countries in is given. Probably they. would have returned to Ramaii
the east was restored.
fia to help the sfu'ana. .
·
·

The Establishment of Sihala Sangha in Rlimaiiiia:
,
.

The Sihala Sangha was mtroduced and established
m
upper Burma by Chapa!a (SaddhamrnaJotlpala) under
the patrOnage ofking Narapatisithu ( l 1 67_1 2oiA.C.).
Afterwards the king made necessary arrangements to
introduce the Sihala Sangha to Ramafifi.a. The king
summoned a Talaing monk nam� Sariputta also named:
.
Dhammavilasa for the mission. He arrived at Pagan
while yet a samapera and received Sihala Ordination.
The king honored hiin and sent him to Ramaiiii a with
instructions to purify the sasana.: Sariputta staying at
.

·

.

.·

.

.

·;

. th e
::: - - - mook s m
Upasampa
. da- ceremony r.or n
ncuuanna
.
. . Ri ver s·n. L an k a - D unng
K a I yam
· t h e K otte·
.
·
. '. . ·
penod : 1t ts stgmficant that there has been an
•

upasampada ceremony held exclusively for the Ramaii

iia monks during the Kotte period. KingDharnmaceti

also known as Ramadhipati ( 1 460-91 ), who himself

was in robes prior to his ascending the throne at Pegu,

was determined to purify and· uplift the sasana at
Ramaiiiiadesa for which he wanted to get fresh the
Mahavihara upasampada . from Sri Lanka. King
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Dhammaceti took necessary steps to dispatch a
mission to Sri Lanka with costly presents io the reigning
king Bhuvanekabahu VI ( 1 470-79 a.c.) and to the
Mahasailgha. The mission accompanying 22 monks,
the upasampadii aspirants, set out for Sri Lanka in
two ships, one ship in charge of a minister named
Chitraduta and the other in charge of the minister
Ramaduta. The ship under the care of Citradiita
reached Colombo safely while the other under the
charge of RiiiJl adiita, affected by bad winds, reached
the harbour at Weligama in south Sri Lanka some time
later. On the order of the king the "water boundary
(udakukkhepa s.imii) " was built in the Kalyani River
by tying sev�ral rafts together for the upasampadii
ceremony. Ma:hathera Widagama who presided over
the cerC:mony selected 24 pre-eminent monks for a
chapter: They conferred the upasampadii on Ramafiii
. a monks. The king conferred honorary titles on each
of the Ramafiiia monks . On their rerum journey,
after obtaining the upasampada, Citradiita's party had
to face some casualties, but Ramadiita's party reached
Rangoon safely. King Ramadhipati accorded a grand
reception for them; The first thing they undertook
was to establish a valid sima for holding Ecclesiastical
Acts of the Order. Thus a sima was established in a
small village of the Minister Narasura. As the sima
con�ecrated by the mo�ks who recei�ed the higher
ordination in the Kalyani River, Sri Lanka, it was
named "Kalyani Sima." The monks thereafter
requested king Dhammaceti to permit them to receive
the "Sihala Upasampadi' and the king) eft it entirely
to the discretion of the monks to judge by themselves
as to � hether they should u ndergo a second
upasampadii. The monks agreed. Fraternities of the
entire Ramafifiamai).�ala both urban and forest dwelling
(gamavasi and · araiiiiaviisi) received the Sihala
upasampada pertaining to the Mahavihiira fraternity.
This was the beginning of the unification ofthe saiJgha
in Burma, when as a result of it all the monks without
exception became m embers of the Mahavihara
fraternity.
The other important act of king Dhammaceti is the
establishment of a s�t of inscriptions called "Kalyani
Inscriptions." The Kalyani Inscriptions comprise of
ten slabs written on both sides installed at Zaingganaing
in the western suburb ofPegu (Hamsavati) the capital
ofRiimaiiiia at the time. The Kalyani Inscriptions give
authoritative rulings oh divergent opinions and
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prescribe ceremonials for the consecration of a valid
simii.. Further the inscriptions describe the confennent
of upasampada in the Kalyani river in Sri Lanka for
the Ramaiiiia m onks on the request o f King
Dhammaceti ofRamaiiiia under the patronage of king
Bhuvanekabahu VI (14 70-79 A. C.).
The upasamp adii ceremony conducted in the
Kalyani River and subsequently taking the same
upasampada to Ramaiiiia and Ramaiiiia monks
without exception j oining the same upasampada is a
landmark in the history ofBuddhism in Ramailli a and
also a land mark in Sri Lankan Ramaiifia relations.

Manavulusandesaya7: Among the Pali literary works

of Sri Lankan origin, i t is significant to find a Pali
Scindesa Poem (a type of versified literary work in
the fotrn of a message addressed to an eminent person
embodying a request) written by an erudite thera of
South Sri Lanka addressed to a similar thera in Riimaii
iia. I t i s a short Pali P o.em also c.a lled
Mahanagakulasandesaya or R iimafliia sandesaya8
written by Mahanagasena Thera of Manavulupura
of Rohana ( S outh Sri Lanka) addressed to.
.
':
Mahakassapa Thera of Ramaiifia.'· 'J� the poem the
author Mahanagasena Thera requests'Kassapa Thera
ofArimaddanapura to purify the s asana at Arimaddana
with the support of king Siridhamma, in the same ·
way the Mahiisangha of Lanka purified the sasana
witi the assistance of king Parakramabahu. The period
of composition appear roughly to be circa 1153 A. C.
within the reign of king Parakramabahu (1153-186
A.C.) of Polonnaruwa. The king named Siridhamma
stated to have been reigning at Arimaddanapura is
identified by Mable Bode as king Jeyyasankha (in . ·
· 1227 or 1234 A.C.). The scholars of Lanka were in .
constant touch with the scholars of Ramaiiiia and
Upper Burma during the 12th century A.C.
,.

·

,�

..,.
...
.

..

.

.
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Ramaiiiiadesa and Buddhaghosa. The Burmese
tradition attempts to connect Buddhaghosa with
Ramafifiadesa. According to the tradition referred to
above, he was born in a town called Gola, suburb of ·
S addhammapura and was ordained at
Kesapabbatavihara. But Buddhagosa's works do not
reveal any information of his birth place etc. Therefore
the Burmese tradition is not historically supported.
A.P. B udhadatta however, says that though
Buddhaghosa would not have been born in Riimaiifia,
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from the British in 1 94 7. The distinction Ramaiiii a and
Maramma or lower and upper Burma does not exist
any more. They arc distinguishable frmn their brethren
Ramaiifia Nil\iya (q.v.). It is interesting to note that in the upper reaches of River Irravady .o nly. in
one of the three main Buddhist sects (nikayas) of Sri . . language. They fonn a part of the union of Burma, ·
Lanka at present is named after and connected to now union of Myanmar.
R�aiiiiadesa.. Ambagahawatte Saranankara (later
Indasabhav�asami) a monk of the Siamese sect · Bibliography:
who was not hapPy with the Siamese upasampada he
1 Pali literature ofBurma, Mabel Haynes Bode. ·
received, decided to bring the upasampada frolll
Royal Asiatic Society London 1 909.
elsewhere. He proceeded to Burma and having
2 · Piili Li(erature, A.P. Buddhad14tta (Sinhala)
undergone upasampada fifst under S angharaj a
Colombo 1 962.
Neyyadhamma, on his way back obtained another
3· Epochs of the Conqueror, - N . A .
upasampadi at the Kalyani Sima already referred to
Jayawickrama PTS. London 1 968 . .
and returned to· Sri Lanka and established t:lle Ramaiifia
4· Sambhasha (Mahabodhi Centenary Volume,
Nikaya9 on 1 2111 June 1 863. This strengthened the
Ministry of Education and Higher Educatica
traditional relationship b�;:tween the, two countries.
Vol. I No 2. 1 99 1 (Articles by Prof. N.A.
Jayawickrama and Dr. Kanai Lal Hazra.)
Shwe Dagon Pagoda: - The Shwe Dagon pagoda, a
5·
Encyclopaedia
Britanica Vol. 4 1 953 page 424
. : magnificent edifice and the centre of attraction of entire
ff. ·
Burma is sited i.n Ramafiiia, to their credit. This unique
Pagoda rising to. a height of3.68 ft from the .center of
6· Encyclopaedia a/Buddhism Vol. III 5 1 5 ff.
the city of Rangoon (Yan�oon) is covered with pure ·
7· Mahavamsa ( Culavamsa) Reign of
gold from the'base to. the summit is also the centre of
Vijayabahu I and Parakramabahu I.
religious· life. Ft!rther Riimaiiiia · has produced Shin
8· Pali Literature ofCeylon, GP. Malalasekara
Colombo, pp l 95 f.
Sawbu ( 1453-72 A. C.) the only queen regent ofBurma
She enlarged the Shwe Dagon Pagoda giving her own
K. Arunasiri
weight in �old to gild the famous spire; which deserves · · ·
References
mention.
1 • Bunnese claim that three out of nine Buddhist
missions dispatched by · Asoka proceeded to
Conclusion: Owing to their position close to the sea ·
upper Burma ( Slisanavamsa (P. T. S. )
.there were advantages as well as disadvantages. They
Introduction p . 3 ft)
came in direct contact with the Indian civilization at
2 Though at present the name Burma applies to
the beginning through the trade links and got Buddhism
the entire region coming under 'Union ofBu�a'
long before their neighbors in th·e upper Burma. Thus
in the past, it was used only to the upper section
they were far ahead of"marammas" the inhabitants of
of the Irrawady valley. The lower part of the
upper Burma in respect of the religion, literature, .
Irrawady valley was called Ramaiiiia.
language and culture. As already stated it was they
3 Tht;: name of the king is also appearing as Anorata,
who gave upper Burma religion,language etc._ )'hey
Anuruddha, Anawartha in literature.
came in contact with the western .nations such as the
4 N.A. Jayawickrama does not agree with the
British, the French b efore Upper Burma.
Mahtivamsa statement that there was no
Consequently they had to face foreign invasions.
sufficient number of monks to form a chapter.
Ramaiiiia was annexed to upper Burm a several
He says "This perhaps reflects the state of the
occasions in the history and lost their independence.
sasana in the metropolitan province Rajaranha
However their principal kingdom "Pegu". survived till
while it would not be true ofRohana from where
1 757. British annexed lower Burma or Ramaiiii a in a
monks could easily have been obtained for the
brief campaign during the second Burmese war. After
purpose" (Sambhiishii Mahabodhi Centenary
the Second World War Burma got its independence
commemorative Volumes I No. 2, 1 99 1 p. 1 74
it is possible that he came to Lanka after staying at
Ramai'iiia
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(Articles by Dr. N.A. Jayawickrame "The

the end of the 1 6th century, due to mutual rivalries

Sinhala Sangha in South-East Asia).

that existed among the local rulers. In the years that

Mahavamsa refers to Ram afifia as

fo ll owed Christianity spread with the help of the

"Rrunaiifiavisaya"(Mhv. lx verse 4)

sword, and persecution of the Buddhists by the

6 Probably a trading post on the river or the estuary

Portuguese as well as on account of the conversion of

meet in the roadstead of Colombo.

King Don Juan Dharmapal a to Christianity. The Dutch

7 Miinavulusandesaya written in Ceylon edited by

followed the Portuguese. Though not as barbarous as

Barnett. JRAS April 1 905 p. 265

the Portuguese, they too started spreading their own

8 A.P. Bnddhadatta does not agree with its being
called

faith, the Reformed Form of Christianity, at the expense

Riimafifiasandesaya for the poem is · of Buddhism. The country was in a chaotic situation

addressed to Ven. Kassapa Thera to Arimaddana

in the 1 6th and 1 7th centuries due to the frequent wars

(Pagan) was in upper Burma. (not in R.amaiifia).

between the foreign powers as well as among the local

He says it has nothing to do with Ramanna

rulers themselves. Buddhism suffered severely during ·

(Pali Literature (in Sinhala script) Buddhadatta

this period. When it came to the 1 7m century, it is said

A.P. 1 906 p. 55 1 .

that there _were no qualified monks to perform the

9• The monastery named Mahavissutaramaya where
_
Ven. Ambagahawatte Saranankara (La�er

upasa;mpadii ceremony, the conf�nnent of the Higher
Ordination, which was essential for the continuation

Indasabhavarafiana Sami the founder of the
first

of the siisana. It was fou�d necessary to introduce the
upasampadii from another coun"try, in order to revive

upasampadii from the S angharaj a: Neyya

Buddhism which was fast declining. Though several

Ramafifia Nikaya)

obtained

his

dhamma appear to have been in Upper Burma

·

earlier attempts failed to bring the

upasampadii either

Kalyiinis[ mii w�ere he · from Burm a or Siam, Yen . Wehvita Samanera
underwent a subsequent upasampadii was in
Saranruikara (later Sangharaja) was able to obtain the ·
Ramafifia. Hence there is no problem in naming
upasampadii from S iam with the help of king Kirthi ·
the new nikiiya as the Ramafiiia Nikaya. .
Sri Raj as inghe ( 1 747-80) arid the upasamp"adii
not in Ramafiii.a. But

ceremony was perfo�ed in Kandy and the order of
Sangha was �tablished by a team of Siamese monks

R.a�afifiil Nikaya is one of . headed by Elder Upali in 1 753 . . There was great
the three main. Buddhist Sects existing at present in
enthusiasm at the beginning; a large number of monks

. RAMANNA NIKAYA:

· Sri Lanka. Ramafifiadesa is th�. ancient name for Lower · received the higher ordination both in the Kandyan

.

Burma, which was a separate kingdom in the past.

kingdom as well as in the low Country. The ruined

Since the "Higher Ordination"

(i1pasampadii) was
mahiisangha of Ramafiiiadesa in

temples were repaired and books were re-written with

obtained from the

royal patronage. But again the Buddhist revival was

order to establish this sect, it is named Ramafifia

hampered due to the rivalry and distrust between the

Nikaya. Ramafifia Nikaya is the third sect established

Nayakkar kings and the powerful nobility, which

one after the other within

short period of 1 1 0 years

destabilized the Kandyan kingdom. The rivalry and

in the 1 8th and 19th centuries in the island. When

the struggle for power between the Nayakkar and the

a

discussing the establishment of the Ramafiiia Nikiiya,

nobility ultimately resulted in the British annexation .

it is necessary to examine the circumstances that led

of the Kandyan kingdom in 1 8 1 5. Though the British

to its establishment in spite of the two sects already

undertook to protect and look after Buddhism in the

established and functioning in the country.

Kandyan convention which was agreed upon at the
time of the annexation of the kingdom, soon they shed

Background:

Buddhism as well as the country

flourished under the peaceful and prosperous rule of
King Parii.kra.mabahu VI ( 1 4 1 0-68 A C), which covered
'
a major part of the 1 5th century. But that' peace and

their re�ponsibi!ity and acted contrary to their .
agreement. The British too followed the same religious
policy of the Dutch and spent from the Govt. coffers
to propagate their myn fonn of Christianity at the

prosperity was short lived� The Portuguese who landed

expense of Buddhism . They also encouraged the

in the island accidentally at the beginning of the 1 6th

conversion to Christianity by several means such as

century became rulers of the Maritime Provinces before

offering govt. j obs etc. to the natives. Buddhism was

·
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considered as the religion of heathens. Buddhists were
ashamed to admit in public that they were Buddhists.
Buddhism fell into such a pathetic state that James
De Alwis, a Sinhala Christian, a recognized Sinhala
scholar of the day predicted at a meeting held in
Colombo, October 25111 1 86 1 that Buddhism would
disappear from Ceylon by the close of the 1 9'h
century.•
Although the Siamese upasampada was accepted
with greatjoy and enthusiasm, unfortunately it becarne
confined only to a particular social group which claims
the highest position amon_g all other social groups,
· depriving a very large segment of the population the
right to· enter the · Buddhist sarigha; which ·is totally
against the Buddha's teachings. If not for -the timely
action taken �y Ven. Ambagahawatte Gna�;tavimala
Thera who brought upasampada from Burma and
established the Amarapura Sect in 1 803 which had no
caste basis and · which was open" to e-yerybody; the
entire low country would have been converted to
Christianity. Howeyer the Amapipur� Nikaya which · .
was originally thought.td be ope� to .all irrespectiv� of
.
caste diVisions later �plit into sub sectioris on the .
basis ofca8tes, each·caste having 'its own. sub section .
in the Amarapura Nikaya:

Ambagahawatta (To�goda being the present name of
the village). His parents were Mathes De Silva
Madanayaka Ralahamy and Lenohamy Ratnayaka of
Idiwala Walawwa. His lay name was Kornelis
Madanayaka Podiralahamy. Ven. Wilane Sumail.gala
of Mahamodara Temple, Galle who was closely
connected to the Madanayaka family, having read his
horoscope entrusted the child to Ven. Akmimana
. Sobhita ofTuwakkugala- watta Temple, who belonged
to the Siamese Sect, for ordination. He was ordained
on June 151h 1 847, with Ven, Akmimana Sobhita as ·
_ the preceptor and Ven. Wilane Sumailgala as me teacher .
and the new samanera was named ;\mbagahawatte
Saranail.kara.

The samanera Saranailkarawhile �taying with his
preceptor got his initial training together with the basic
e�ucation needed for a. novice. It is significant that
novice Saranankara was given a chance to learn English
under:Pedric Pandita.S�kera ail ex Buddh�st mohk, later ·
converted to Christianity, who was residing at
Panadura The novice was staying at Sri Maha Viharaya ·
. at Panadura while learning English under Panditasekera.
Novice Saranail.k�a was next entrusted to Ven� Bentara . . .
.
Atthadassi , one of the distinguished erudite monks ·
at the time, who was the head ofthe Vanavasa Pirivena,
Bentara. There he had the opportunity of studying .
.
In addition to external forces working against under Ven. Atthadassi along with Yatramulle
Buddhism there arose internal problems inside the . Dhammiiriima, Kommala Indasara, and . Weligama
Buddhist Sangha. There arose a dispute. betWeen the Sumailgala who later attained distinguished positions
Malwatta and Asgiriya chapters of the Siam Nikaya. in the country. Ven Atthadassi took the novice
Ma:lwatta and Asgiriya chapters criticized each other Saranankara to the Malvatta Viharaya, .the head
as regards the authenticity of their upasampada. The quarters of the Malvai:ta Chapter of the Siamese s�ct
ordin� people were bewildered as to which section along with his other pupils and was conferred the
of the monks had �e pure form of upasampada. This higher ordination (upasampada) on May 1 5 1 856.
crisis tcio was detrimental to Buddhism during the That was the time Malwatta and Asgiriya chapters
period under review.
were criticizing each other as regards the authenticity
of their upasampadii. .
· Such was the situation in the country as regards
However, it is said that Ven. Atthadassi and the
. Budilllism towards the middle of the J 91h. century.
British Raj was in full power. The agrarian· economy other Maha Theras of the low country were not
was being transformed into a plantation economy. In satisfied with the upasampada which their pupils, .
the meantime an indigenous middle class also-began to including Ven. Saranailkara received from Malwatta.
emerge.
It is said that the Nayaka Theras of the low c<;>untry .
after returning from Kandy assembled in Colombo
Ven. Indasabhavaraii�asiimi: The founder of the and made arrangements to p erform another
Ramafifia Nikaya was Most Ven. Ambagahawatte upasampada in the Kelani river for their_pupils. The
lndasabhavarafia�asami who was born on 1 6'h upasampada concerned is said to have been organized
November 1 832 in South Sri Lanka, Galle, Akmimana by eminent Niiyaka Theras of the low country such

·
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as Bentara Atthadassi, Maligaspe Dharmakirthi
Mailgala, Waliine Siddhartha and Parakumbure Vipassi,
on a raft in the Kelani river. Bhikkhu Saranailkara was
among those who received upasampada in the Kelani
river. 2 It is believed that this upasampada conferred in
the low country for the first time was the beginning of
the Kotte Sri Kalyani Samagri Dharma Maha Sangha
Sabha which broke away from the Siam Sect. After the
upasampadaVen. Saranailkara returned toBentara and
w� staying with his teacher BentaraAtthadassi Thera
of Vanavasa Rajamaha Viharaya. On a request·made
by his teacher he accepted an invitation made by some
devotees to spend the rainy season ( Vas) at the Elabada
Viharaya Payyagala. Some devotees headed by David
WirakoonAppuhamy and a native doctor named Samis
who were pleased . with the virtues of the young
bhikkhu, put up a viharaya in the land called "Diiwa":
and persuaded him to stay there. Henceforth it became
his permanent residence �d it is the same· premises
presently known as Payyagala Miilamahaviharaya;
the head quarters of the Ramaiiiia Nikliya.
It is also . said that Ven. Saranailkara being not
satisfied with both upasampada he received,
renounced both and was staying with an Amarapura
Nikaya monk Ven . M etiyalamulle Ratnapala of
Atagama temple as a novice once more observing the
ten precepts (dasa ·sila). However, it is also said Ven.
Saranailkara did not agree to obtaiJ:l the upasampadii
from the Amarapura Sect. ·

.

.

.

The prevailing conditions of both existing nikayas,
Siam and Amarapura did not satisfy Ven. Saranailkara's
ideas of a Buddhist monk. Malwatta and Asgiriya
chapters of the Siam Nikaya were criticizing the
upasampadii of each other. Their upasampadii was
restricted to one social group only. At the sar11e time
the Amarapura Sect established with no such caste
basis vias gradually being segregated into. various social
groups. Ven. Saranailkara having had experience in
both the existing nikayas realized that the authentic
upasampada and the ideal incinkhood he had in his
mind was not obtainable in the island, and the
alternative left was to obtain the upasampadii from .
'
another country. He was particularly cong��ed �ith
the authenticity o fthe upasampadii in an environment
where authenticity of the existing upasampadii was
being challenged. Such were the circumstances that
led Ven. Saranailkara to seek ·upasampadii
from
outside.
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Journey to Ramafifiadesa (Lower Burma). He
noble objective to proceed to Ramaiifi
bring the authenti c upasampadii an d
establish a new lineage of monks, with more strict
disciplinary foundation as prescribed in the vinaya,
to his teachers, preceptors and the other senior theras
in and around Galle, who approved the proposed
mission with whole hearted blessings, He contacted
the monks who had already gone to Burma and
returned having obtained upasampadii and acquainted
himself with difficulties of the sea voyage. With help
of his teachers like Akm!mana S6bhitha, relatives of
Galle, devotees and friends both at Galle and Payyagala
he was able to collect everything necessary for his
voyage to Burma. It was Ven. B u l athgama
Dhammalailkara Siri Sumanatissa who had connections
with Burma who pro·:ided him the necessary l etters ·
etc. to be taken to Burma Ven. Dlpegoda Silakkhandha,
Pelpola Dhan1madassi, Kodagoda Sumailgala and ·
Weligama Dhammapala �ere selected to accompany
him to Burma while Babuwe upasaka, Porolis Upasaka
and Appu Upasaka were selected as· lay attendants to
join the group. Amids a group ofmonks ofAmarapura
Nikaya nuinbering over40, headed by Ven. Bulathgama
Dhammalailkara and . Sri Sumanatissa, Akmimana
Sobhita and Dodandiiwe Piyaratana chanting pirith;
the group set off from Vijayiinanda Vihara Galle and . ·
boarded the American ship "Graneda" sailing to
. Calcutta on October I Olh 1 860. As the ship was not a ·
steamer but a sailor, it took one month and four days ·
expressed his
adesa and

to reach Calcutta. From Calcutta having boarded
another ship, the party reached Rangoon harbour in
six days. From Rangoon they had to take another
ship to proceed to Mandalay along the river and
reached Mandalay on February 24, 1 86 1 .
The Sinhalamonks were received with great honour
and joy, under royal patronage of king Men Dun of
Ratanapm_I�a kingdom and arrangements were made
for the conferment of the upasampadii sought by
them. Bhikkhu Ambagahawatte Saranailkara received
upasampada
from Most Veri. Neyyadhamma
·
Muni vara Nanakitti Siripavaradhammasenapati
· Sangharaja with the participation of seventy Maha
theras in the " Visurpgiima-s imii" (built villag e ·
boundary) on 1 2th June 1 86 1 at Mahawissutaramaya
.
'
Aft er· th e
- · a was res1' d mg.
w h ere t h e S ang h araJ
upasampada .Yen. Saranailkara was given the name
Indasabhavaraiiar;J.aslim i. However, it is reported that
·
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sailed down the river and reached Rangoon where they

it was not Bhikkhu Saranankara who received the

upasampada first. As Yen. Dipegoda Silakkhandha

,were received by the king's ambassadors and the

requested that they be conferred-with the upasampada

from the Rangoon harbour and arrived in Madras in

British governor. Then the party boarded a steamer

and Ven. Pdpola Dhammadassi were senior, he

first and fte volunteered to receive the

four days. It" is seen that by this time Rangoon region

upasampada

had been under the British and there has been a British

after them. The rest of the· Sinha! a monks were given

Governor in charge of the region.

the upasampada afterwards. Yen. Saranaiikara, now
Indasabhavaraiiii�asami was very particular about the
authenticity of the upas,ampada he received. He

Tne party had to wait six weeks in Madras till the

thought that the upasampada received in the

arrival of a Ceylon bound steamer. Finally to the great

" Visu1pgama-sima'' might be disputed one day.

joy of the monks a Ceylon bound steamer, Colombia

Therefore on his insi stence, he w as given the

touched at the Madras harbour on the1 2th day of the

upasampada once more within an Udakukkhepa sima

bright half of the month Nikini (August) 1 862. The ·

(water boundary) in the river Irravady. This is call�d

group of Sinhala monks took no time to board the

the consolidation .(dafhikarapa) Of the upasampada

ship and the ship left theMadras harbour the same

already received. The rest of the Sinhala mon�s too ·

day midnight. The ship carrying monks safely arrived

received the same second upasampadii in the Irravady . . aiJ.d anchored in the Galle harbour ori 1 8 Augusfl 862.
.
. The group of monks headed by Ven. Indasabhavaraii
river. It is also·said that Yen. In(lasabha��aiianasami
.
.

'at the _barids of_the

- �asami that accomplished the noble obj ective of

in Burtna by the Burmese . monks who received the

adesa were received by the Galle Buddhists an� monks

received another upasamp�da

y

.

· forest dwelling monkS in the Kal ani Sima established

obtaining the authentic upasampadii from Ramaiiii

upasampada in the Kelani river, Sri Lanka, during the· . with great pomp and honour and were conducted to

Kotte . period ( 1 5111 century A. C.)

the Yijayananda temple in a colorful procession.

On the advice. of Ven. Indasabhavaraiiagasiimi · a .
second batch ofmonks left the Galle harbour for Burma · ·

It should be clear that Yen. Indiisabhavaraii�asami
had no doubt about his upasampadii for he had

received three upasampada in Burma. First in the

(Pegu) on 1 8 September, 1 862 to obtain upasampadii
VisUipgama sima (village boundary), Udakukkhepa . in the Kalyani simii already referred to. The· group · ·
Simii(water boundary) and the Kalyani Sim� connected consisted of 1 8 monks such as B edigama Soratha,
.
· Puwakdandawe Paiiiiananda, Ba!a:.ata Gunarafana,
to Sri Lanka.
· Bedigama Dhammiinanda, Ba�-ata Ratanapala, Ba�

Though the Sailgharaja and the pious King Men

ata. Sumanga1a,_ Narandeniye Indaratana, Tibbotuwawe

Dun were anxious to keep the. Sinhala monks i.n their

country for some . in ore time the conditions in the
Maramniaranha (Lower Burma) gradually became
unfavorable to them. A mutiny was reported against

the Icing. There was a severe heat coupled with scarcity ·

· of w�ter: It was also thought that food too would be
scarce shortly. In the meantime the otper monks of
the group, too, were anxious to return to Sri Lanka.
Therefore Indiisabhavarana�asiimi finally decided to

Silaratana, Paravahera Silananda, Wagegoda Gunasiira,
.

Gal agama

Upati ssa,

M apal agani a

Sumana,

l!dugalmote Dhammarama, Nehinne Sumanatissa, ·
Galle S addhail anda, M irisse S addhatissa, Galle
Weliwatte Paiiiiaj oti imd Kotte Gunananda. J:hey ·
returned in November the_ same year having got

upilsampada andjoined Yen. Indiisabhavaraii�asiimi

in establishing the Ramaiiiianikaya.

return. The king's concurrence, too, was obtained and

The establishment of the Ramaiiii� Nikiiya by
the king was kind enough to make n ecess ary holding the first upasampadii ceremony in Sri
arrangements for their return journey. The king not . Lanka. It was decided to hold the first upasampada

only provided necessary expenses but also gave them
a letter addressed to the British Governor at Rangoon

to provide the returning group of monks whatever
assistance they needed. The Sinhala monks headed by
Indasabhavaraiia�asami left Mandalay in June 1 862,

ceremony in Galle in a Udakukkhepa sima (Boundary
of water) built on the Mahiimodara river, a small
rivulet north of the Galle city. The simii house built in
the river .was named fireyyadhamma sim a to

commemorate the 'name of the Sarigharaj a who
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new order of monks strictly as specified in the vinaya,

a1_1 asam i . It was l ) lh J u l y 1 8 6 3 even i n g . Ye n .

minimal wants (appicchata) and austere living were

Indasabha varafi an a-sam i ,

appreciated by the people and the Nikaya became

Yen.Dipegoda Saddhammavarajotipala Sllakkhandha

very popular. Though established in Galle, Southern

and Yen. Puwakdandawe Pafiiiananda as the first

Province, it had no provincial district or s ocial

reciters of the

boundaries.

Am bag aha watte

"Kamma viikya". Yen . Pelpola

It started spreading throughout the

Dhammadassi , Ba!a-ata Gunaratana and Weligama

country even in the Kandyan provinces and the far

Dhammapala recited the Kamma viikya for the second

north central provinces.

and third times. The twenty-four monks who got the

Mahanayakas of the Ramafifianikaya:

upasampadii fro m Ram afifi adesa form ed the
"GaiJapiiraka kiiraka Sangha" of the upasampadii

·

Though

ceremony. After finalizing the above formalities the

Ramafiiia Nikaya was established in July,. 1 863, Yen.
Indasabhavaraiia1_1asami did not wish to accept the

upasampadii ceremony commenced at the auspicious

position of Mahanayaka immediately, since he had

hour and Udugalmote Gunatissa, Telikac)a Nandasara,

not reached the status o f a seni or m onk

Kottegoda Gunananda and Tanahenepola Silaratana

(mahatherabhiivam). Ambagahawatte Indasabhavaraii .

were given the higher ordination (upasampadii) at four

a1_1asami was appointed as the first Mahanayaka of

separate moments. Next day Galle Dhammakus::la,

the Ramafiiia Nikaya on 1 21h February I S80 at a

Kadtirupokune Ratanaj oti and Mawelle Janananda

meeting of senior monks held at Dhammagupta

were given the upasampadii, Thus the Ramaiiii a Nikaya

Pirivena, Miila Maha Vihiiraya, Payyagala: Since then

was officially established in Sri Lanka on the I 3 rh day

up to date twelve theras have adorned the chaii: of

of 1 863 ( I31h day of the waning moon of the month of - Mahiinayaka of the Riimaiifia Nikay�r

·

Asiifha, 2407 years after the Parin(bbiina of the

Most Yen . S asanavarpsa K avidhaj a

Buddha).

Siri .

Saddhainmacariya yati Sruighapati Ambagahawatte
.
. The establishment of the Ramaiiiia Nikaya is a · Indasabhavaraii�asami 1 863-1 886, ·-" ·

· landmark in the long history of Buddhism in Sri Lanka
Most Yen. Deepegoda Saddhammavara Jotipiila
·
Silakkhandha Maha Thera i 886- 19 1 6, ·

and it was the need of the hour to revive the Buddha
Sasana that was in a state of crisis in the 191h century.
After having personal �experience in both prevailing

Most Yen. S iripavara Sugata s as anasobhana

Nikayas in the i s l and, . the fars ighted Yen .
Ambagahawatte S aran airkara thera, l ater

Saddhammakitti Yinayacariya Obaqakande S iri

l ndasabhavaraiia1_1.asami, though not satisfied, did not

Wimalanandatissa Maha Thera 1 9 1 7-24,

try to criticize them· nor did he try to find fault with
Most Yen. Siri Saddhammacariya Matara Siri

them, which would have aggravated the existing crisis.

Niinindasabha Maha Thera 1 924-3 7,

He understood that it was very essential to establish
a genuine disciplined order of monks to remedy the

M ost Yen. S asanavatp.sa Kavidhaj a Tipi�aka ·
Yagisvaracarya Kodagoda Upasena Maha Thera 1 937-

situation. Facing unsurmountable obstacles and
challenges with a finn determination, he finally achieved

40,

his objective of establishing a new order of monks, as
pet genuine Buddhist i deals. There was great

Most Yen. Tipi�aka Yagisva:racarya Sasanadhaj a

enthusiasm as regards the new order of monks from

Pa��itacarya Matale Dhammasiddhi Maha Thera 1 940

the very beginning. The numbers that obtained

May- December,

ordination and higher ordination increased steadily.
Even some of the well-known monks from Siam and
Amarapura Nikayas joined Ramafifia Nikaya obtaining
the higher ordination. The Ramaiiiia varpsa dipani of
Yen. Galle Niinobhasa Thera gives a list of 1 6 well
known monks who joined the Ramaiiiia Nikaya from
the Siam and Amarapura Nikayas. The behavior of the

·.

.

Most Yen. Siisanasobhana Yati Sruighapati Karatota .
Indasara Tissa Maha Thera 1 94 1 - 1 954,
Most Yen. Aggamaha Pa��ita Tipi'! aka
vagisvaracarya Sahityasiiri Hisseile Niil).odaya Maha
Thera 1 954-66,
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to handle matters pertaining to the Nikaya. It was

Most Ven. Sasana dhaj a Sri Sil akkha ndh a
Saddhammavara Jotipala Deepegoda Candavimala

chaired by the second Mahanayaka Thera Deepegoda
Silakkhandha Thera and the members coniprised of

Maha Thera 1 966-76,

Ven . Udugahriote Gunatissasabha, Niirampaniiwe
Indrajothyiisabha, Ven. Oba�akande Vimaliinandatissa,

Most Ven. ·Raj akiya P andita Vi dyavisarada
.
Tipi!al<avagisvaracarya Sasan ��3l!lsa Kavidhaja Siri

Ven. M atara · Nanindasabha, Ven. Yalegama Siri

Uttariinanda Maha Thera 1 977-86,

Aluthgama Suj ata, Ven. Ilukwatte Medhailkara, and

Sumanatissa , Ven Payyiigala Siri Sumanatissa, Ven.

S addhanimacarya Pravacana Visiirada Induruve
·

·.

Ven. Udugap1pola Suv�ajoti. The number had been

AggamahapaJ;t�ita Tipi!aka Vagis varacarya

· gradually increased from time to time as the Nikiiya

Sasanasobhana Siri S aranaiikaravaip.siivatal!lsa

grew and at present the supreme Administrative body

Pravacana Visiirada Pottewela Paiiiiasara Maha Thera

of the Nikaya (Palaka Maha Sangha Sabhava) has

1 986-91 , .

1 65 members. Below the general body there are two
more bodies,. the committee (Karaka Maha Sangha.
Sabhii) and the Board of Special Authority ( Visesa·
Adhikari MaiJ.cjalaya). The Mahanayaka patriarch
-

Aggamaha

P aJ;t� i t a

Siisanasobhana

Si ri

Saddhammavagisvariiciirya Siri Saranruikaropasena

. Vamsatavamsa
Wewetdeniye Medhalaiik!lra .Maha
.
.
Thera 1 992 up to date. ·

appointed b� th.e supreme Administrative body comes

.

Lineage of Teachers (Acariya Parampara):

next. Un de� the M ah iin ayaka Thera are four
.
Anunayakas or Sub Mahanayakas, 1 5 Mahopadhyiiyas

A

(great Preceptors) and the AdhikaraiJ.a Nayaka the .

. special feature of the Ramaiiiia Nikaya is the existence
. of several groups of monks descending from various

Chief Judiciai Authority.

The administration ofthe. Nikaya is carried out by

eminent Theras of the past. They take pride in
identifying themselves as descendents of a particular
Maha .Thera of very high .positidn. The monks of
those lineages who have performed valuable service�

·

the four secretaries, namely Mahalekhakadhikari the
Secretary General, Saiiiialekhaka the Registrar,

Pariyattilekhaka, the Chiefofthe Scriptural Education
to the Nikaya and · the sasaiza are ·ho�oured by the · and Examinations and the AdhikaraJJalekhaka the

· Nikaya giving the name of the particular lineage as
. honorary titles· to be used prefixed to their names.

· Among such honorary titles denoting the lineages of

various teachers are S iri S aranankaropasena

.

Judicial Secretary. Each of the above four· secretaries·

are given deputy secretaries. ·

The Nikaya has a well
represented District Organization, since the early days
Nanasiha-val!lsiil ailkiira, S i ri Sil akkh andha of the Nikaya. At present the island is diVid�d into 42
Saddhammavara, Siri Saranaiikara-v31!1siivatarpsa, Siri
divisions which grew up from 20 to begin with and
Sila Val!lsiil alikiira, Nanakitti S iri Priyadarsi : increased· aS time· went on. From each of the divisions
VaYpsiilaii kiira, Nanakitti S i ri Nanappiya . three members of the Sruighil; namely Karaka Sabhika
VaJ!lsivataJ!lSa, Siri Sumitta Saddliamma Vagisvara,

V31!1silruikara, Atthadassi Sir:i Sumana Vimalav31!1sa
Vazpsalruikara

District Organisation :

(committee members), Disapalaka (Divisional .
· Administrators) and · A.nuvijjaka (Reconciler ) are
eleetcd ·and they represent the Division at the central

It is unique that though they claim to be descending
level. All the three representatives are eligible to be
from a particular Mahiithera
they
all
exist
under
one
·.
the members ofthe Palaka Sangha Sabha, the Supreme
.
Mahiinayaka.
Administrative ·. B oard o f the Nikiiya; . The
.
Karakasabhika (committee Member) represents the
Organizational Structure: The Ramaiiiia Nikiiya division in the central committee Kiiraka MahaSaiJgha
has a sound organizational structure, developed in Sabha and the Anuvijjaka (Reconcilor ) ,in th.e
the course of time, making necessary adjustments Divisional Reconciliation Committee. ·
according to the changing needs: The history of the

;;{

·

governing body of the Nikaya goes as far back as the
year 1 886 when a committee was formed called the
ten-member committee (Dasa Vargika Karaka Sabhfi)

The Riimaliiia Nikaya has its own judiciary
system to settle disputes. Disputes are first referred
to the DiVisional Reconciliation Committee constituted

Judiciary:

�.�

. . 1
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with A nuvijjakas elected at the Divisional level. Next
disputes are referred to the Senior Reconcil iation
Committee (Jyesfha Anuvijjaka Map�alaya) fanned
with 2 1 Anuvijjakas selected from the Divisional
Reconciliation Committee. The Supreme Judicial
institution is the

Uparimanuvijjaka MaiJ.1alaya with
eleven members, is chaired by the AdhikaraiJanayaka
Therd, the Supreme Judicial Officer of the Nikaya.

Pariyattipiilakasabhii

:

The Ramaiifia Nikaya has

. taken a special interest in the advancement of scriptural
,\

·.

knowledge of the members of the Ramafifia nikaya
monks. Pariyattipalaka Sabha (Scriptural Education
. Board) has been set up in 1 948 for the purpose, with
the Secretary Saiiiialekhaka already referred to. There

been effected in the year 1 924 (B.E. 2468). Next it has

been amended in 1 945 (B. E. 2489), but printed and
published in 1 950. Once more amendments have been
effected in the year 1 964 (B.E. 2508) and published
in 1 973 . The history of the constitution effective at
present goes back to the year 1 982 when the decision
was taken to amend it incorporating disciplinary
sphere as well as administrative matters. Drawn with
deliberations of several years with the participation
of several eminent erudite Maha Theras, it has been
approved at the

Karaka Maha sarighasabh
ii . on
.
Janu ary 1 1 , 1 990 ( B . E . 2 5 3 3 ) at P ayyagaia
Dhannagupta Pirivena Miilamahiiviharaya. Action is
being taken to amend it once more.

is a separate constitution for thePariyatti Piilaka Sabhii.

The Identity of the Riimaiiiia Nikiiya:

arrangements for the conferment of the scriptural

fol l ow. They fol l ow the same scriptures. The .
differences are mostly in outward appear�ces and in.

It is seen

The Pariyatti Piilaka Sabha examines the eligibility of that the Ramaiiiia Nikaya monks have their own
the candidates seeking upasampadii. At th� same time identity. It has to be stressed that there is no difference
Pariyatti Palaka Sabha con.ducts examinations in the · between the various Buddhist Sects (Nikaya). of Sri
Sutta, Vinayi:z and the Abhidhamma and m akes Lanka as far as the Dhamma and the Vinaya· they
degree,s such as

Dhammacarya , Vinayaciirya,
Abhidhammaciirya , Tipi!akiiciirya a n d Tipi[aka
visarada. A l l exam ination s are conducted
·

· systematically ac�ording to a prescribed syllabus

Riim aiiiianikiiyiirakshaka Sabhii:

Anoth er

speciality of the Ramaiiiia Nikaya· is that it has an
organization for the protection and development of
·

theNikaya, headed by a layman. It is caJled Ramaiiiia

NikayiirakShaka Sabha. It is seen that a layman of
very high position has held the post of chairman of
the Ramaiifianikiiyarakshaka Sabha, the first being
Hon. D.S. Senanayaka, the first Prime Minister of Sri

minor religious practices. The founder of the Nikaya

was a strict disciplinarian. He wanted to establish an:

order of monks ·as depicted in the

V�naya Pi{aka. He

(subhara). Further the founder prohibited the use of ·

certain items that appeared to be luxurious during the
time. Therefore some of the practices and some of the .
requisites

(parikkhiira) used by the Ramaiifia Nikaya ·

monks appear to be austere in modern society.
Unlike Siyam Nikaya m onks who cover one
shoulder only, the Ramaiiii a Nikaya monks wear robes

Lanka

covering both shoulders

Katikavata (Constitution) : It is sigfiificant that the

foldable "sunshade" made oftalipot leaves. When they

Ramafifi a Nikiiya has had its own constitution or

(Ubhayansa .Piirupana), In
place of the modern umbrella they use "Gopuitta" a

go out for alms either invited or routine begging they

carry the begging bowl hanging behind from the

Katikavata almost from the very beginning of the .
Nikaya. It was called Dasapanata or the "Ten
Cpmmanclments". The firstKatikiivata has been drawn
· in B.E. 241 5 ( 1 87 1 A.C.) during the tenure ofthe first

by boiling chips of the Jak wood and leaves of the ·

Mahaniiyaka Yen. Indiisabhavarafiii�asiimi, for the

'their own device to clean and season the bowl and .

administration of the Nikiiya as specified in the

Vinayapitaka. This old Katikiivata is today referred to
as the Miilika Katikavata or the primary constitution.
· The authorities have taken steps to amend the .
constitution according to the changing conditions.

According to the records, the first amendment has
9 - CM 5274

·

wanted the new order to be easily supportable · .

shoulders. To stain the robes they prepare a solution

Bombu tree. It is said the robes stained so get the
correct colour prescribed in the vinaya. They have

make it rustproof. The bowl is rubbed with sand using
the bark of the Mango tree. The bowl is then boiled in

a vessel with Gingerly Oil.

When performing certain religious rites and
ceremonies Riimafifia Nikaya sometimes differ from

·
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the others - while administering Tisaral}a and the Pan

casita at the end of the "Tisarai.J.a" they declare
"tisaral}a" is conclud ed (saral}iigamanaip
sampul}l}arp). This practice is not found either in the
Siamese Nikaya or Amarapura Nikaya.At the end of

administering Tisaral}a and Pancasila, Ramaiiiia

Nikaya monks declare "tisaral}ena saddhirp pan

casilarp. sadhukaip surakkhitarp. katvii· appamadena
.
. sampiidetabbarp" (three refuges and the five precepts
should be heedfully accomplished). Amarapura Nikaya

monks utter
. the same with the. substitution of

.

sampadetha which means (you) should accomplish in
piace ofsampiidetabbarjl. This declaration is not found
in the·'Siam Nikaya.·

Another deviation of the Ramaiifia Nikaya moaks

is that, they· get the devotees to beg for "1isaral}a and

Pancasila saying "excuse sir we beg of you to establish
us in the tisaral}a· and pancasila; Sir favour us and
establish us. in the TisaraiJ.a arid Paiicasild." (Okasa
a harp· bhcmte tisdril{len� . saddhirp· pan�asilarp.
. dhammarpyaciima). This practice is not found in the:
other nikiiyas. The devotee� of the Ramaiiila Nikaya,

. : when they adclress Ram�a Nikllya. nionks; specially
begin '\vith the word ·"Avasard' which means "Excuse

me

�ir". This is also a novelt yof the Nikaya.

its unity. While the other Nikayas are split into more

than one sub divisions Ramafiiia Nikaya still continues

to fun ction under the adm ini stra tion o f one

Mahlinayaka thera.

Further more Ramaiiiia Nikaya is not restricted to

a particular social group. It is open to all irrespective

of caste divisions or locality they come from. Thus
among the Riimai1iia Nikaya monks today, one ·can see

those born in the so called high castes as well as those
born ·in the so called lower castes, enjoying equal

positions.

· Kalyiiniyo·g a.s rama Sansthava : The · Ramaiifia
Nikaya has its own organization for forest dwelling
meditating monks of the Nikaya. It is known as

Kalyani Yogasrama Sansthiiva. It was established in

· 1 95 1 initiated by Ven.Kadawedduwe Jinavamsa Thero

and Ven. Matani Naniiriima Thera. The organization

is managed strictly according to the vinaya rules and · ·
there is a separate constitution (katikiivata) for the ·

organization. But it is .·under the same mah_iipayaka

thera of the Nikaya: At present there are over eighty

·

hermitages scattered in .the country managed by the

Kalyani:Yogfu:rama San'sthava.

:

Riimaiifia Ni�aya's contribu tion to .education:

I� the pirith · ceremony, too, there ar_e some Ramafifia Nikaya has contributed i n � o small way to
differences. The Siam Nikaya monks at the beginning . the upliftment of education, specially the religious .
.
of the ceremony recite Jayamailgala giithas suppose . education. Their religious education is not confined to
to make the place : hallow and it is called "Pirith the formal education namely pirivenas etc. At the

Pekirima". This practice is also absent in the other

· nikayas. In the middle of the enclosure (maJ?.�apa) put
. up for the pirit ceremony Siam Nikaya monks ir1stall a
tree calledR.Yagaha (Royal tree) using a young arecariut
· palm. . . The Rfunaiiiia Nikaya monks never do this.
For the conferment o f the higher ordination
(upasampadii) Ramaiiii a Nikiiya monks ·always select
an (Uda/cl,lkkhepa Simi) (a spot bounded by water
from all the sides). The Siam. Nikay� does it in a built
simii (Baddha Sima). For selection of the suitable
'�samaneras" for upasampada the other Nikayas do it
by an oral test, but the Ramaiifia Nikaya select the
candidates by a written test. .
·

Undivided Nikiiya

:

In addition to the special

very beginning the hierarchy of the Nikaya correctly

realized the necessity to improve th� religious
knowledge of ordinary people, in order to create a
righteous society, according to the ·teachings of the.
Buddha. Therefore; at a time when there was no proper
·
transport facilities in the country, nearly one hundred ·
years ago, Riimaiiiia Nikaya monks walked from house
to house, village to village to preach to the ordinary .
people. At the same time they were riot reluctant to
teach vinaya to laymen which the other Nikiiyas did
not like. They knew that when the laity was aware of
the basic vinaya rules, the monks would not openly
behave contrary to them. Thus it would ensure good
behaviour among the Buddhist monks.

characteristics referred to above, Ramaiiiia Nikaya is Colonel H.S. Olcott and the Ramafifia Nik�ya:
the only undivided Nikaya in Sri Lanka at present. In Riimafiiia Nikaya got the rare privilege of the
spite of the various vicissitudes in its history of 140 conversion Of Colonel H.S. Olcott to Buddhism.
years. it is highly significant that it was able to maintain · Colonel H.S. Olcott, an American, the father of modern
..i'l-

·

.·

·
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Buddhist Education in Sri Lanka, landed in Galle on

1 880 May 1 7'h and became a Buddhist, taking Tisarapa
and Pailcasila from Yen. Akm1mana Dhamniariima, a
Riimafifia Nikii.ya monk, at V!jayii.nanda Temple, Galle
belonging to the Riimafifia Nikii.ya, two days after
landing.

Dhammadiita

Service:

Even in the Dhammadiita

work (Spreading of the Buddha's Message in other
countries) Riimafifia Nikaya has earned a name.
Amigarika Dhammapala the Buddhist Revi valist
established the Mahii B odhi Society in 1 89 1 and
wanted the service of some monks to proceed to

First Dliamma School:

Buddhagayii, but he found it difficult to get some

The Ramafiiia Nikii.ya also

nionks for the purpose. The four Ramafifia Nikiiya

gets the credit of starting the first Dhamma School in

m onks Ven . Lunuwi l a Candaj oti, Yen. M iitale

the island. It was at the Yijayii.nanda Temple at Galle

. Sumailgala·Ven. Aruriidhapure Pemiinanda and Galle

referred to above that the first Dhamma school was
started on August 3, 1 895 by a Riimaiiiia Nikaya monk,
called Allepola Jinorasa.

Sudassana volunteered to proceed to India. It is said
that those pioneer Dhammadiita monkS had to undergo
great difficulties at Buddhagayii and some had been
assaulted and injured. Among the early monks who

Riimaiifia Nikaya is actively

took the Buddha's message to the west are several

involved in the pirivena education to·o, from its early

notable Riimaiiiia Nikiiya monks, such as Yen. Mirisse

days. They manage a large riumber of successful

Gunasiri in U.K., Yen. Dikwelle Piyan�mda in U.S.A.

Pirivena Education:

pirivenas in the country. Saraswathy Pirivena in and Yen. Aturugiriye Niinawimala in Germany and
\
Balagalla established in 1 902 andVidyiinanda Pirivena · they have performed a commendable ser1ice in the Yeyangoda, established in 1 897 are the most prominent
relevant countries. Ven. Baddegama Wimalawansa
among them. To mention a few others among the large
number ofpirivenas established by the m,onks ofthe
Ramafifia Nikiiya are Dharmagupta Piriverra in

Anunayaka Thero has taken a keen interest in taking
the B u ddha's message back to India. The M aha

Mahinda Dhammadiita Society established by him to

Payyii.gala, Yij ayii.nan da P irivena i n Galle,

propagate Buddhism in India is actiyely engaged in

�addharrilodaya Pirivena in WeUawatta, Bauddhiiloka

missionary activities coupled with social service, for

Pirivena in Kurunegala, Yidyiikara Pirivena in

the l ast 40 y ears . The soci ety has its own

Bemmul la, Sri Bhiirati Piri vena in P eradeniya,

establishments in the Kolar Gold Fields in Mysore,

Guniinahda Pirivena .in Hambantota, M ahiimahirida

Ulhas in Bombay and Gorakpur in the Uttara Pradesh

Pirivena in Anuradhapura�.. Saddh,armodaya Pirivena

and working among the depressed classes of soCiety

In Walpola Panadura, S.irigala Sri Pariikramabiihu

they have achieved great success under difficult

Pirivena in Dambadeniya, Niinodaya Pirivena in

condi tion s\ The monks of the Mahii M ahinda

Badulla, Mayurapiida Pirivena in Pelawatta Talangama,
Srimailgala Pirivena in Matara, Indii.sabha Pirivena in
Matugama, J etavana Pirivena i n Colombo,
Siisanawardh�na Pirivena in Mirigama, Yidyiiviisa

Pirivena in Mirigama, Jinaraja Pirivena in Pottewela
and Siri Sumana Pirivena in Ratnapura. Sri Lanka
Vidyiilaya in Maradana which has produced a large
number of lay graduates in addition to the graduate
monks in recent times deserve special mention. The

above Piri venas together with a large number of other .
Pirivenas have performed a commendable service in
the field of education specially in the Buddhist
Educational Sector. Thus the Riimafifianikaya was able
to produce

several erudite monks such as Yen

Dharmadiita Society are also actively working in Japan,

Australia, U.S.A., Korea, Thailand and Nepal in

spreading the Buddha's message, up to date . The
.
services of the following Ramafifia Nikaya monks in

the countries given against their names appear

praiseworthy ie. Yen Kadawedduwe Jinawansa
(Germany), Ven. Kaballiiwe Siri Sumana, Matugama

Wimalakitti and Keppitiyagoda Gunawaq:�sa (U.K.),
Naotun:ne Yij i ta, Ratmale Yij i ta, N akiyiideniye
Niinuttara (Australia), Indurawe Ariyakitti (Malasia),
Galle Udita and Omalpe Sobhita (Singapore).

Literary Service.

Riimafifia Nikaya has excelled in

the literary sphere too. A fortnightly journal named

. Nanopiiyini, to broaden the knowledge of the people,
Henpi�agedera Nanasiha, Yen. Dr. HdiJfifageder� has been published by the �ikaya as far back as 1 873,

Nanaviisa, Yen Dr.K. Ariyasena, Yen. Dr. Yatagama · Though interrupted due to various reasons it l}as
Dhammapala, Prof. Kabelliiwe Siri Bharati and Yen.

been started again in 1 98 1 . Another journal of the

Dr. Waragoda Pemaratana.

Nikiiya is the

"Heladivruwana" published in 1 888.
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May and there are others who say it was on the

At the same time Ramaiiiia Nikaya ·monks have
enriched the literary field by writing a large number of

1 7'h May which is more probable. According to

books over the years. Ven. Henpitagedara Nanasiha,

records Malwatta upasampada had been on 1 51h

Adhikara�a Nayaka Thera and Ven. Baddegama

May. If so, it is not possible to come to Colombo
and have another upasampada on the following ·

Wimalawansa Anunayaka Thera have produced. the
largest number of books. Among many other reputed

day ( 1 6) due to the transport facilities of the

writers belonging to the Nikaya are Yen. Balagalle

day. At tfie same time some records pertaining

Nanodaya M ah anayaka thera, Ven: Deepegoda

to the life ofVen. Ambagahawatte Saranalikara

Candawimala M aha nayaka thera, Ven. Meda

later. Ven. Indasabhavaraiiii.�asami is silent on

Uyan�oda Wimalakitti thera and Kanniniahara

this second

Sumangala thera..

nver.

Social Service:

·

The .Service of the Ramaiiiia Nikaya

upasampada of him in the Kelani

RASA. Savour, the objective field of the sense-organ

monks appear not confined to the spread of the

of tongue

Buddha's message, education etc: only. There are

(jihvendriyagrahyorthal;l.: Abhsy. p. 4), a

secondary matter derived from the four great elements

several social service Organiz�tions �un by the

(catvari mahabh utanyupadaya: ibid). It is one of the .
six external bases or. spheres of perception ( ayatana
Bud�hist Social Service Center in Raninutugala
q.v.) called rasayatana, and one of the eighteen
Kadawata, Nation�il Service Educational Training .
elements ofperception (dhatu q.v.) named rasa-dhatu . .
Center for Children, M u l leriyawa:, S arvodaya
It is also called rasarammapa, the sense-object that is
Community Development Center in P;ehnadulla,
rasa.
Raniaiiii a Nikaya monks successfully. The Mahinda

Sriw¥dhana Dharmadiik.ta Service 1raining· �epter in

.. Bemmulla, Gemsdn Meditation Center in· Ampitiya
and Dharmacakia Vidyapi!}iay� in· Peradeniya are some

The treatment of rasa in the early Pali Suttas i s

very general; the suttas are not concerned about what

of the successful social �e�ice' centres m.anaged· by

.

the monks of the Ramaiiiia Nikaya.

today. There are nearly 2000 temples and nearly 6000

enumerating the items which constitute

very critieal hour when it was predicted that Buddhism

rasa. The

Theravada texts do not lay down a definite number of

would be extinct from the country by the close of the

pertaining to the sasana and the country in general,

strikingly obvious· is the ethica,I approach to the ·

The schools were, h owever, interested in ·

monks belonging to the Nikaya. It was founded at a

Nikliy� monks have taken the lead i� many areas

rasa; it is taken for granted. What is

subject;. no metaphysics .. is involved. Emphasis ·-is
always placed on ethics.

Conclusion : The Ramaiiiia Nikaya is 140 years _old

century ( l 91h century). As so far discussed, Rfu:nanna

cons.titutes

the different types of

·

rasa. The Dhammasailgapi

description is an enumeration of different types, e.g.,
bitter, pungent, · saline, alkaline, acrid, astringent,

. "followed by the ·words: "or whatever other savour
. rendering yeoman service. Therefore it is reasonable . there is (Dhs. p . 1 42) .
to conclude that the establishment of the Ramaiifia
·

Nikliya is among the main faGtors that averted the

The Vaibh�ikas, on the other hand, recognize six
disappearance of the Buddhasii.sana by the close of . fundamental varieties, viz., sweet, sour, salty, pungent, ·

the century ( 1 9th century) as predicted by James de

Alwis. See PLATE XXIII

· K. Arunasiri

References
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Buddhism; its origin history & doctrine 1 862
p.3

. . 2 The exact date of this second upasampada of
Ven. Saranalikra is doubtful. Some say it was
on 1 51h May while others say it was on J 61h ·

bitter and astrin:gent, and admit that their mixtures
could give this to a wide variety

(Abhkvy. p. 27).

The Yoglicarins, ·after giving the same six
fundamental varieties, add, as examp)es of rasa, the

savour that is agreeable, disagreeable and neither
agreeable nor disagreeable as well as the savour that is
original, mixed and evolved.

(Abhsy. p. 4).

All schools agree with the suttas in ·describing rasa

as impermanent (anicca) and as being devoid of abiding
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five kinds of sensual attachment (paiica-kiima-gupa)

RA �TRAPALAPARIP�CCHA, also called
Rawapiila Siitra (sik�. p. 1 53) and Rawapalokta
gatha (sik�. p. 203), an important Mahayana siitra

Attachment to something impermanent cannot be made

work is considered both as a separate text as well as a

essence (asara), but as nourishing and prolonging

samsaric existence, because it constitutes one of the
the strande that bind living beings to sensual pleasure.

dealing mainly with the bodhisattva doctrine. This

the basis of true happiness. Hence it is that rasa,

part of the Ratnakii{a. The exact date of the work· is

together with other objective fields, is sought to be
described in such a way as to bring home the perils
that result from attachment to it, and thereby to
emphasise the need to eschew all kinds of craving for
it. (D. I, 233; M I, 503; III, 143, S. I, 1 44; III, l 07,

not known. Scholars however agree that it cannot be
assigned to a date much earlier than the 81h century

A.C., during which period it was also rendered into
Chinese. The work is in a mixture of prose and verse,

and the language is not at all elegant, especially the

1 39).

verse portions being composed in a mixtUre ofPrakrit
and corrupt Sanskrit. The Rii�{rapiilapariprcchii has

Upali Karunaratne

been originally edited by Finot -�nd published by the
ImperialAcademy of Sciences, St. Petersberge, 1 90 l

as vol. II of the Bibliotheca Buddhica. A Photostat

RASAVAHIN1. Rasavahtni is a Pali text �itten by a
Sri Lankan monk named Vedeha Thera; It contains

reproduction of this appeared in 1 957 as vol. ii of the

.

Indo-Iranian Reprints.

1 03 stories connected with India (Jambudipa) and Sri

Lanka. These stones contain numerous references to
It is said that RiiWapii{apariprcchii was preached
the social condit�ons prevailing ih Sri Lanka such as
beliefs, customs, agricultural work, houses, dresses, · by the Buddha to an assembly of bhik�us,
. warfare, ornaments, festivals, and tools of trade as . bodhisattvas, devas, nagas a!J:d , other supernatural
well as historical details. The text ·Of the Rasavahini beings while he was sojourning in Rajagrha on the
was based on an earlier work.
Grdhrakii�a mountain. The text is divided into two .
•

•

•

I

·

parts. The first part is called the Nidiina-parivarta

Tatthatatthuppanniini vatthiini arahii pure
Abhasuril dipa bhiisiiya {hapesuril tam puriitanii
A monk narried Ranhapala of Tanguttavaii.kaparive1;1a
of Mahavihani, translated the text (which
.
existed earlier in Sinhahi) into Pali. As it contained
many grammatical errors, Vedeha Thera re-wrote it in
a better form.

Mahavihare TamgutiavaJiJka PariveiJa viisi�o
Rat{hapiiloti niimena siliicara gu!}akaro
Hitiiya parivattesi pajiinaiil piili bhiisato
Punaruttiidi dosehi tamiisi sabbamakulariJ.
_AnakulariJ. kari�;siimi tam suniitha samahitii
The stories given here are divided into two sections.
Those relating to Jambudipa amount to 40. The
remaining 63 stories are related to Sri Lanka. The
Sinhala text named SaddhamiiilariJ.kiira of the 1 4th
century, written by Ven. Dhamm akitti of
GaqaUideniya, has as its source, the Rasavahini. There
are two other Pali texts, . namely Sihalavatthu and
. Sahassavatthu, which are intimately connected with

and it begins with a salutation to all the Buddhas,

bodhisattvas, pratyekabuddhas, and sriivakas. This

is fo l l owed by a sloka in praise of the

·

Rii�{rapiilapariprcchii itself. Thereafter begins the
siitra proper with a lengthy . description of the

assembly. Bodhisattva Pramodyaraja who was in the

assembly praises the B uddha. In the meantime
Venerable Ra��rapala who had spent the rainy season
in Rajagrha and who was touring the country comes to
the assembly and paying homage to the Buddha,
praises hi'm. Then with the Buddha's permission
Venerabl e Ra��rapala poses the question: "By ·
possessing what qualities does a bodhisattva become
endowed with the special characteristics of all virtues?"
.

.

.

In replying this question the Buddha enumerates

numerous virtuous qualities that enable a boqhisattva

to follow successfully the path to Enlightenment.

·

Rasavahini.

Nandasena Mudiyanse

Firstly the Buddha enumerates four qualities by
which a bodhisattva attain purity. They are: i. good
mental disposition (adhyiisaya-pratipatti),

ii.

Equan i m i ty towards a l l beings (sarvasattva

samacittatii), iii. contemplation on void (siinyatii 
bhiivanii), iv. acting according to one's own words

IWTRAPALAPARIPRCCHA
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.

.

.

dishonorableness (agauravatii), ii. ungratefulness

(yathavadi - tat�akantif). Then the Buddha enumerates

(ak[Laiiiiatii) and association with dishonest people
(sii[hyasevanata), iii. desir� to obtain gain and honour ·
(labhasatkiiriidhyavasanam), and iv. procuration of

four qualities that imparts life to a bodhisattva.

(asvasapratiliibha dharma). They are: i and . i i
receptivity of tlhJraiJis an d good frien ds, iii.
receptivity of JWOfound doctrine (gambh iradh ar
makiantipratiiahho), and observance ofgood conduct
(pari§uddha Sila - samaciira). Four things cause

gain and honour through hypocrisy and boastfulness.

The Buddha points out four obstacles to the

-

attainment of Enlightenment,

happiness to a bodhisattva: i. the sight of the Buddha,

i. lack of faith

(asraddhanata), ii. sloth{kausidya) iii. conceit (mana)

ii. hearing the doctrine conforming to the bodhisattva

and iv. feelings ofjealQusy··at the reception of gain and

vow to attain en l i ghtenment · (anulomadhar
masraVaiJa), iii.abandonmerit of all possessi.o ns
(sarvasvaparityaga), iv. receptivity of inconceivable
doctrines (anupalambhadharmak�anti). A bodhisattva

�

honour by others (parapiijyer�iiamatsarya citta).
The Buddha describes four types ofpeople with whom
-

a �odhisattva should not keep company. 1bey are: i.
evil fiiends (piipamitra), ii. one who holds the heretical

should be regardless of the following four things. i. of

house-hold life, ii. of gain and honour, .iii. of family
praise (kulasaiJlVlava) , and also iv. of body and life

view

reliance

on

me.n tal

virtuous practices, ii. by not despising forest�dwelling,
iii. by confirming to the fourfold attitude of a l3uddhist

bodhisattva is conceited because of his learning, is
jealous and envious, lac�s zealous application, and

.

perception

(upiilarribh(ldf�pka), iii. one who discards the true
.
doctrine (saddharmapratik�epaka) and iv. one who
covets .worldly obj ects (iimisa - lolupa} If a:

itself. By following four things a bodhisattva does not
come to grief. They are: i. by the contirtmition .of

monk (i.e.,) contentment with garments, food, seats

seeks enjoyment then these four defects bring about
evil result to h im. D egradation of others,

�d beds, devotion to the way of release: caturp§m .

accomplishmeilt of desired objects by worldly means .
and formation
of notions · which . cannot be
.
.
accomplished, permitting the unrestrained, ignorant
mind to indulge in heedlessness . (anigrhiitacittasya .

iiryavarpsaniim - anuvartapat ii), .and .iv. by the

acquisition of learning.- ·

of

·

'

Four, in·nwnoei:,·are the noble producers (ajiineya

- gati) that a bodhisattva has to follow: i. he should
attain a happy s.tate of existence (sug(ltipratilabha),

jiianavirahitasya pramiidasevanatii), and praising the
family with an attached mind are the four fetters that

and prepare himself for the birth of the Buddha
(buddhotpadasamavadhana), ii. obey teachers without

bind a bodhisattva to worldly existence.

aiming at any worldly rewards (gurusZ;Jsr ii�al}ii
niriimi�evanatii), and iii. live in . solitUde without

This enumeration of the virtues that a bodhisattva

has to cultivate and the obstacles and de��cts that he

any desire of obtaining gain and honour

has to escape is followed by an enumeration of fifty

jatakas to illus�ate how the Buddha himself, in his ·
and iv. acquire confidence through th� receptivity of · previous births, practised �hese virtuous qualities and
profound doctrines (pratibhanapratilabhah gambhira successfu l l y p_r oceed e d along the path of
dharmrzJGrantisamanviigatatayfi>� The following four Enlightenment. Among thejiitakas enumerated are a
qualities purity the career of a bodhisattva: bodhisattva
number ofjiitakas found in the Pali jataka collection. ·
. discipline which is ·not separated from unimpaired
There .are a few others found in such texts as the
practical knowledge (apratihatavijiiiinavirahita
Divyiivadana, the Jiitakamalii, the Mahiiwistu and the
bodlrisattvacaryi), ii. forest-dwelling which is qevoid
of extracting ·gifts through hypocrisy, boastfulness Kiirm;ufavy iiha.
and threats (!cuhanalapanani�po�aiJa), iii. devotion
This· enumeration is abruptly followed by a
of oneself day and night to the doctri·ne and being
(prantasayyiisanabhirati� labhasatkiiraniipek�atayif)

-

without longing for the results brought about by the
abandonment of all possessions (sarvasvaparityiigino

prophecy of future decadence of the religion and the

Order. Scholars regard this satirical description as ·

· vipiikapratikank�atii

riitrirpdivarp dharmakiimatii) . reflecting the actual state ofaffairs that prevailed round
and iv. non-examination of the deficiencies of the about the 61h century, and . as such the
preachers (dharmabh8.J}.akaniim skhalitagave�al}atii). RiiWapalapariprccha serves as an important document
·

There are four pit-falls a bodhisattva has to avoid i.

for the study of the history of Buddhism.

--'--.
__:_____
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(DPPN, S. V). This event further marks "the first

The second part begins with an enumeration of
numerous faults found even among those who follow
the path of the bodhisattva. It also lists eight causes
that obstruCt the attainment or Enlightenment. They
are bitth in hell, in a poor family, in a far away country
(pratyantajanapada), in a low caste, ugly complexion
and blindness, association with bad friends, over
estiinat.i on of oneself and untimely death.

paritta ritual . Th e important ritualistic features

observable here are the ritual water, the decorated hall
provided with a canopy and chanting continued for
seven days" (Prof. Lily de Silva, Paritta, the Buddhist
ceremony for Peace and Prosperity in Sri Lanka, A
Publication of the National Museums of Sri Lanka,
Colombo, 1 980, p. 1 7).

This is followed by a jataka which narrates the
story of Pul)yarasmi, a previous birth of the Buddha
· himself. This Jawka has some resemblance to the story
of prince Siddhartha's renunciation.

Ratana Sutta comprises of seventeen stanzas, the
first two being an invocation to the Devas. to receive
their homage and offerings and to protect them in
their calamity; the next-twelve stanzas are descriptive .
of the virtues of the Buddha, the Dhamma and the
Sangha. The l ast three s tanzas, according to
Buddhagosa, are said to have been recited by Sakka
on behalf of the Sangha (DhpA . pp. 1 95-6)

The colophon of the text gives three other titles by
which the Ra�{rapalapariprcch a should b e
remembered. They are Amoghapratijiiavi§uddhaip,

Satpuru�avikr!rjitarp - bodhisattvacaryaviniscayaip
Arthaparipiiri. •

S.K. Nanayakkara

•

RATANA S UTTA is a sutta occurring in the
Khuddhakapa!fza. According to its com;nentary, the
Ratana Sutta was preached to rescue the great city of

RATANATTAYA

In ancient Sri Lanka the sutta was also known as
the Gangiirohai;J.a Sutta (Mhv. Ch. XXX
V II, VV.
.
. 1 8998). When the country was vexed by famine and plague
during the reign of Upatissa II (368-4 1 0 A. C), who .
came to know about its proven ·efficacy in ridding
Vesali of its troubles earlier, caused to, perform a si�ilar
ritual. He got a golden image of the Buddha fashioned,
and mounting i t on a chariot, the king accomp(!niecl,by .
monks, took i t round the city reciting the Ratana Sutta
and sprinkling water from the Buddha's alms bowl.It
is recorded that there occurred a heavy downpour
that washed out the famine as well as the plague. High
esteem in which the Ratana Sutta was held in ancient
times is again evip.ced from the fact that Sena II (85387 A. C) got it inscribed on a golden plate and celebrated
· the occasion with a great festival.
.

�

.

.

Vesali from famine, plague· and demon'i c influences
(KhpA. p. 1 64 ff; DhpA, III, p. 436 ff). Buddha caused
Ananda to recite the Ratana Sutta going round the
· city. Accompanied by the Licchavi princes he did so,
sprinkling water from the Buddha's alms bowl. As
soon as the demons came in contact with water, they
fled and the epidemic s11bsided. The people then
constructed an assembly hall and annointed it with all
perfumes, tied a canopy above, decorated it in various
It is in this sutta that the Buddha, the Dhainma and
ways and prepared a seal for the Buddha. Once the
the
Sangha are symbolized as a Triple-gem for the
Buddha occupied his seat, the monks, princes and the
common folk took their appropriate seats. The first time. Hence some argue that it manifests the,
celestialbeings of the two Deva worlds, with Sakka at embryonic stage of the Vaitulya: doctrine (Gemunu
their head, too arrived-Buddha preached the entire Siri Gamage, Piritehi Pariniimaya, Nugegoda, 2003, p.
Ratana Sutta to the great-congregation for seven 68).
consecutive days. On each day 84 ,000 beings realized
the Truth. According to Buddhagosa, however, the
C. S . Ranasinghe.
Buddha preached to the crowed only the first two ·
. stanzas (DhpA ., III, p. 1 65) as the rest had already
been recited by Ananda. Also the Buddha RATANATTAYA: The word Ratanattaya refers to
recommended the recitation of paritta to overcome the three-fold refuges tenned the Triple Gem, i.e. the
such calamities in the future. Since this sutta was first Buddha, the Dhamma and the Sangha. Vandana or
preached to ward off the evil from Vesali, it became devotional paying of homage to the Triple Gem by
the most famous of Buddha ward-runes (paritta)
·

RATANATTAYA

chanting certain stanzas every morning and evening

· May the Ven. Sir, grant me permission out of

and when offeriNg dana before noon, symbolicillly to

compassion to go forth (into the homeless l ife)

religious practice of Buddhists; whether bhikkhus,

"Aharp bhante pabbajjarp yiicami
Dutiyampi, A harp bhante pabba;jarp yacami
Tatiyampi, A harp bhante pabbajjarp yacami"

the Buddha, features prominently in the day to day

bhikkhunis, layw0men, or laymen. The Vandanabegins
with .a salutation to the Triple Gem

refuge in it

an� then seeking

As the practice of meditation and study of the

.

· I Ven. Sir, request the going forth.

Dhamma deej>ens in one, his/her devotion to the Triple

For the second time, Ven. Sir, I request the going

becomes based on knowledge ofthe Buddha's wisdom

For the third time, Ven. Sir, I request the goirig

Gem increases. · This is so because the devotion

and tlie truth

and depth of the Dhamma and not on

mere blind faith. The salutation to the Ratanattaya

. and taking refuge in it for one who has gone beyond
the initial stage·ofinitiation into the doctrine becomes

very meaningful: Such a person does not merely chant

forth.

forth.

Having made the request, the candidate then utters

the formula:

The Vandamitben becomes a meditation in itself with

"Sabba dukkha nissaraiJa nibbana
sacchikarapatthaya imarp kasavarp gahetvii
pabbiijetha marp bhante anukamparp upadaya "

the often- chanted salutation to the Triple Gem which .

"May the Ven. Sir, out of compassion for me accept

the words oftlle stanza parrot-wise but in tones them
with understanding and ever increasing faith in them.

inspired devotiooal feeling. For example,.t h e words of

begins "lti pi so . . ._.'' oecome so meaningful that one .

•
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Catt bring Onelg COhceiltfation !O beat on each WOrd .

with profo':lnd awareness of its meaning. .

In the early days ·of the Buddha's dispensation, ·

when the Buddha w� walking . barefoot to . and frd
along the val!ey ofthe Ganges, delivering discourses,

. people from all walks of life would come to him
wishing to become ordained .or to become a lay devotee.

The Buddha admitted those who wished -to join the

Order by simply pronouncing the words "Ehi bhikkhu

card brahmacariyarp samma dukkhassa a�takiriyati "
( Vin. 1 . 12) "Come, 0 Bhikkhu, live the higher saintly

life to end suffering completely".
.
.

A person could become a lay devotee by seeking

refuge in the Ratanattaya, as they still do.

hi time, ordination developed into a formal

ceremony. For example, the prospective renunCiate

had to· request entry into the Order in a formal way by
_
saluting the upajjaya monk (preceptor monk) in a

prescribed manner and then recite the following

formula:

"Okasa karuiiiiarp katvfj pabbajjarp deta me
.
bhante"
. · ·· · -·""'- · - -

these rob�s and grant me permission to .go forth for

the puipose ofdestroying all ills and realiZing nibbana"
It is only after. this request is. granted that the

candidate for the going forth (pabbajjii), with shaven ·
head, wearing robes and with the alms' bowl slung
.
, over one shoulder, now requests ordination by uttering

a similar formula as above and seeks refuge in the

Ratanattaya , viz.

"Buddham saraiJam gacchami
Dhammam saraiJam gacchami
. Sangham saraiJam gacchami "
.

.

This formula is repeated thrice. Then the variant ·
form is recited.

"BuddhaiJl saraf}.arp gacchami
Dhammarp sara.r;.arp gacchiimi
Sangharp saraparp gacchami "
When the request for seeking refuge in the .

Ratanattaya is granted the ten precepts ofthe SiimaJ).era

·are administered for the novice to take upon himself.

The simplicity of the original formula is preserved

in · the texts though the ceremony has become
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somewhat elaborate over the years. It is clear that the

" Uttamangel)a vande 'ham- piida parpsurp
varuttamrp Buddha yo khalito daso- buddha khamatu
tarp mamarp " ·

formula for seeking refuge in the Ratanattaya as a
password, so to speak, confirms one's entry into the
dispensation either as a membet of the sail.gha or as a

"With my brow I humbly �orship;

Buddhist devotee. The latter may seek refuge in the

the blest dust on His Holy Feet;

Ratanattaya everyday, even several times a day.

If Buddha I have wronged in aught

May the Enlightened forgive me!".

Apart from the recitation of stanzas in homage to
the Ratanattaya , certain other stanzas have been

The salutation to the Dhamma is as follows:

composed extolling the virtues of the Triple Gem for

incorporation in the recitation ofparitta (a special '

"Sviikkhiita bhagavatii dhammo sandi[!hiko,
akiiliko
ehipassiko, opanaiko, paccattarp veditabba
viiiiiuhiti "

selection of suttas and stanzas for protection). The
.

.

foremost, standard stanzas for paying homage to the
·'

Ratanattaya

RATANATTAYA

is the recitation of the set of stanzas

beginning with "lti pi so . . . " The stanzas run as
.

follows:

"Well _ expou"nded is the Dharilma (Poctrine) by ·
the Lord; to be self realized; with immediate fruit;

"lti pi so bhagavii araha:rp. sammiisambujddho,
vijj acaraiJa sampOIJIJO, sugato /okavidii,
anuttaropurisadamma - siirathi, saithiidevama
nuss iina.cp, buddha bhagaviili "

inviting investigation; leading on to Nibbana; to be
comprehended by the wise, each for himself."
-

The second stanza follows the same format as for

the second stanza of the salutation . to the Buddha
. except that the word "Dhamma" is supplied for

"Such indeed, is the B l essed One; Worthy,

· Omniscient, Endowed with knowledge and virtue, well-

'Buddha'.

· gone, knower of worlds, an Incomparable charioteer

. "N 'atthi me saraiJam aiiiiarp �dhammo me .
saraiJ.arp vararp Etena saccavajjena-hotu .me
jayamarigalarp "

for the training ofpersons, Teacher of Gods and men,
Enlightened, and Blessed."

·

"Ye cci buddhii atitii ca-ye ca buddhii aniigatii
Paccuppannii ca ye buddha-aha:rp. vandiimi
sabbadii"

"No other Refuge do I seek;

Dhamma is my matchless Refuge
By might of Truth in these my words
May joyous victory be mine! "

The Buddhas of the ages past,
The Buddhas that are yet to come,

The third stanza follows the same format with a

The Buddhas of the present age,

few changes. ·

Lowly, I, each day, adore."

· "N'atthi me saraiJaip aiiiiarp-buddho me saraiJarp

vararp Etena saccavajjena - hotu mejayamariga!arp "
"No other Refuge do I seek
Buddha is my matchless Refuge

"'

B y might of Truth i n these m y words
May joyous victory be mine"

·

"Uttamangena vande 'harp-dhammaiica tividharp
vararp
Dhammo yo khalito daso- dhammo khamatu tarp
mamarp "
"With my brow I humbly worship
The dhamma threefold and supreme
If Dhamma I have wronged in aught

· May dhamma's acquittance be mine!"
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"Ragaviraga manejamasokarp
Dhammam asarikata m appa{ikiilarp
Madhuramimarp pagunarp suvibhattarp
Dhammamimarp saranattham-upemi "

Salutation to the Sangha is as follows:

"Supa{ip a n n o bh agavato savaka s ailgho,
ujupa!ipan n o bhagavato savaka sailgho,
iiiiyapapparmo bhagavato savaka sailgho, siimici
pafipanno bhagavato siivaka sarigho, yadidarfJ cattiiri
purisa yugiini; affha purisa puggalii, esa bhagavato
savaka sarigho iihuneyyo, pahuneyyo, dakkhin�yyo,
aii} ali karaniyo, an uttaram
puiiiiakkettarp
lokassiHi.
"

·

"Exempt from lust - from craving, sorrow -free;
Law unconditioned and delectable
Sweet, potent, profoundly analytic
To this very Dhamma I go for Refuge!".

.

"Yattha ca dinna mahapphalan�: ahu
catusu sucisu purisayugesu
A t[ha ca puggaladhamma dasate
Sarighamimarp sararattham-upemi"

"Of good conduct is the Order of the Disciples of
the Blessed One; of upright conduct is the Order of
the Disciples of the Blessed One; of wise conduct is
the order 'of the Disciples of the Blessed One; of
dutiful conduct is the Order of the Disciples of the

"Whate'ver is given bears great fruit 'tis said

Blessed One. This Order of the Disciples of the

. To four Pure pai.rs of persons; and these Eight'

Blessed One - namely, these four pairs of persons,

Are people who have realized the Truth;

the eight kinds. of indivi�uals - is worthy of offerings

To this very Sangha I go for Refuge! '

is worthy of hospitality, is worthy ef gifts, is worthy

Another dedication to the Ratanattaya · recited

of reverential salutation, is an incomparable field of

very often before a Pariita recitation is the following:

rrierit to the world.

!maya dhammanudhamma-pa{ipattiyii buddhaip. ·
for the salutations to the Buddha imd Dhamma. The piijemi;
. !maya dhammfinudhamma-pa{ipattiya dhammarp
third stanza has a slight change, viz.
piijemi
!maya dhammanudhamma-pappattiyii, sangharp
. " Utt� marigen a v an de ' harp-sarigharp · .· � a .
tividhottamarp Sarigho yo khalito doso - sarigho piijemi " ..
khamatu tarp inamarp ".
The next two sta11zas follow the same format as

·

�--

·

·

·

By this righteous practice according to the Dharnma

I revere the Buddha By this righteous practice

With my brow, I humbly worship

according to the Dhamma I revere th� Dhamma By

The Sangha triply unrivalled'

this righteous practice according to the Dhamma I

If Sangha I have wronged in aught

revere the Sangha.

M ay Sangha forgive me that ill".

By far the most well known �utta for paritta

Another popular set of stanzas dedicated to the

recitation which features the Virtues oftheRatanattaya . ·

honouring of the Ratanattaya is the following:

Yo vadatarp pavaro manujesu
Sakya muni bhagava kata kicco
Piiragato bala viriya sumarigi
Tarp sugatarp saranattham-upemi''
"Who is the chiefest speaker among mankind?
Sakya sage, 0 Holy O�e, whose task is done,
Gone beyond, possessed of power and energy

· To this, the Welcome One, l go for refuge!

·

is the Ratana Sutta of the Suttanipata. It is commonly
believed that the recitation of this sutta will protect
the devotee from all ills. The Suttanipiita is a very old
collection ofsuttas in verse form, so the Ratana Sutta
may look back to very anCient times. It ends with the
formula:

i�

.

"Yfinidha bhiitfini samagatfini- bhummfini viiyfini
va antalikkhe
Tathagatarp deva- manussa piijitarp- buddharp
namassiima suvatthi hotu "

- __
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"We beings here assembled, whether terrestrial or
celesti al, salute the accomplished Buddha, honoured
by gods and men. May there be happiness ! "
The last two stanzas follow the same fonnat except
that the word ' Dhamma' or ' S angha' is supplied, as

the case may be, in place of 'Buddha' in the final two

RATANATTAYA
2.

"Jayanto bodhiyii m ule-sakkyiinarp
nandhivaddhano
Evarp mayharpjayo hotu-jayassujayamailgalarp.'�
"He who enhanced the happiness of the Sakyans
was victorious at the foot of the Bodhi tree. Like wise
may there be victory to me, and may I be ever blessed!"

stanzas.
The Dhajagga Sutta is also a popular sutta recited
during

Vandanii

In it the Buddha tells the bhikkhus

that if they have gone into forests, to the foot of trees,
to lonely abodes and fear, trembling or hair-standing 

on-end should occur in them, they must first think of

3. "Sakkatvii Buddha-ratanGip-osadharp. uttamarp
varam
Hitarp deva-manussiinarp.-Buddha-tejena sotthinii
Nassant 'upaddavii sabbe-dukkhii vupasamentu
me."

gods such as Sakka, Paj iipati, VaruJ;la, and if fear, etc.
have not left them they must think of him and it fear

ever beneficial to gods and men. By that Buddha's

etc. still remain, they must think of the Dhamma. If

glory safely may all obstacles and sufferings cease!".

I revere the Buddha jewel, highest balm and blest, ·

thinking of the Dhamma does not dispel their fear,
etc., they should think of the Sangha (the

sailgha

siivaka

who are beyond fear) and then surely they

would have got rid of their fear, etc. The reason given
is that the old gods of the Brahmana Culture were

. themselves subject to fear unlike theRatanattaya which
is devoid of all defilements. The Dhajagga Sutta ends
thus:

"Evarp Buddharp. sarantanarp
Dhammarp sanghafica bhikkhavo
Bhayarp. vii chambhitattarp vii .
Lomaharpso na hessati ".
·

" As you thus think of the Buddha

the Dhamma and the S angha, 0 Bhikkhus,

fear, trembling, or hair-standing-on-end
will not arise".

.

No reci tation of
reciting the

paritta is complete without
Mahii-Jayamailgala giithii It has many

benedictory stanzas i n voking b l essings of the

Ratanattaya:
I . "Mahakiiru'f1iko Niitho-hitaya sabba-paninarp. .

Puretvii piirami sabbarp-patto sam bodhirp
uttamarp
Etena sacca-vajjena-hotu mejayamailg<Ilarp."
'

'The great Merciful Lord, for the good:of all living
beings, practiced all perfections and attained supreme
Enlightenment. By these true words may j oyous
victory be mine.

4. "Sakkatvii Dhamma-ratanarp-osadharp
uttamarp. vararp
Pariliihupasamanarp- Dhamma ;;le}ena sotthinii
Nassant 'upaddavii sabbe-bhay.4 yiipasamentu
me."
I revere the Dh �mma Jewel highes,t .balm and bes t,
that cools down the heat. By the power of that ·.
_
Dhamm·a safely may all obstacles and fears cease!" ·

5. "Sakkatvii Sangha-ratanarp.-osadharp. uttamarp .
varaJ!i
.Ahuneyyarppiihuneyyarp.- Sangha -tejena sotthinii
Nassant 'upaddavii sabbe-rogii viipasamentu me."
"I revere the Sail.gha-jewel, highest bairn and best, .
worthy of offerings, worthy of hospitality. By the
power of that Sangha safely may all my obstacles
pass away! May all my diseases be cured! "

6 . "Yariki.iici ratanarp. loke-vijjati vividhiiputhii
Ratanarp Buddha- samarp. natthi- tasmii sotthi
bhavantu me".
"Whatever diverse precious jewels there be in this . .
universe there is no jewel equal to the Buddha. By
this truth let me be prosperous. '

7. "Yariki.iici ratanarp loke-vijjati vividhiiputhii
Ratanarp Dhamma- samarjl natthi- tasmii sotthi
bhavantu me".

May all blessings be to me. May all gods protect

"Whatever diverse precious Jewels there be in this
universe there is no Jewel equal to the Dhamma . By

me. By the power of all the Dhammas may happiness
ever be mine"

this truth let me be prosperous."

14. Bhavatu sabbamangalarp.-rakkhantu
. sabbadevata
Sabbasanghiinu bhiivena-sadasotthi bhavantu
me.

8�

"Yanki.iici ratanarp loke-vijjati vividhiiputhii
Ratanaip Saligha- sama1p natthi - tasmii sotthi
· bhavantu, me ".

"Whatever diverse precious Jewels there be in this

"May all blessings be to me. May all gods protect

universe-thete is no jewel equal to the Sangha. By this
truth
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me. By the power of all the Disciples m,ay happiness

let me be prosperous." .

ever be mine"

9. "Natthi me saraf!(lip ailiiarp-buddho me spraf!4rp.
varaip
Etena saccavajjena�hotu mejayamangalaip ".

Sli.maf:teri Suvimli.lee

RA,THAVINITA SUTTA, the 'discourse on the relay
There is no other refug� to me. Buddha is my
matclil.ess refuge. By these true .words may joyous · of chariots', is the twenty-fourth discourse in the
Majjh(ma Nikiiya (.M.. I, 1 45), Two

victory be mine" . .

1 0. "Natthi me saran. am a.ii.iai m-dhammo. me
sara�arp vardrp · ·
Etena saccavajjena-hotu mejayamangalaip".
.

-

.

Chinese yersions

of this discourse are extant, occuiring as the ninth
discourse in the Madhyama

·

Agama (TaishO I.

429c)

and as the tenth discourse in· the thirty-ninth chapter

ofthe

Ekotta�a Agama

(Taisho II. 733c).. Though a

number of differences can be found, the main thrust of ·

.

There is no other refuge·to me. The Dhamma is · the two Chinese versions corresponds to the' Pali
my matchless refuge. By these true wor9s may joyous · discourse.
.

·

victory b.e mine!'' ·

T4e Rathavinita Sutta begins with Sariputta
11. "Natthi me saraf!aip a.iiiiaip-Sangho me overhearing some monks speaking the praises of
· Pu��:Iil Manta9iputta to the Buddha. .When on . a later
saraf!arp vararp
Elena saccavajjena-Jiotu mejayamangalarp ".
occasion PuJ).J).a Mantli.J).iputta came to visit the Buddha,
There is no ot..'ter refuge to me. Sangha is my

matchless refuge. By

victory be mine!"

· 12.Bhavatu

these true words may joyous

Sariputta went to meet PUJ)�:Ia in order to test out the

·

latter's wisdom; Without revealing his identity,

Sariputta asked Pu99a if any out of a set of seven

stages of purification were the aim of living the holy
life under the Buddha. PUf:tJ).a denied, explaining that

sabbamangalaip-rakkhantu

sabbadevatii
Sabbabuddhiinu bhiivena-sadii sotthi bhavantu
me.

none of them was the final goal, though each· of them
was required to reach that goal.

For the sake of further clarification, PUJ).J).a came

. ' · · out with the simile of the relay of chariots after which

Sutta takes its.title. According to this
· . · be to me. ·rMay all gods protect :-: 'the Rathavinita
M,ay . al1 bl essmgs
.1 ' p
'
·
.
. snm e kmg asenad1 had some urgent matter to settle
.
.
me.
power of all the Buddhas may happmess
"'t s�'·
. By the
u
c:11\.eta, a town over "
rorty·mt· 1es d'IStant from savatth-1.
·
. ,
ever be mme
· kl. y cover th'1s d'1stance, he use
· d seven
. In order to qUic
chariots in sequence. Just as each out of this relay of
1 3. Bhavatu sabbamangalaip-rakkhantu
chariots was for the purpose ofreaching Saketa, Pu�a
.

.·

·

·

stibbadevatii
Sabbadhammiinu bhiivena-sadii sotthi bhavantu
me.

·

explained, so each of the seven stages 'ofpurifications

mentioned by Sariputta were only the means to reach
the final goal.

·
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The Rathavinita Sutta takes its significance from
these seven stages of purification, which fonn the
scaffolding for the Visuddhimagga, a work of almost
paradigmatic importance in the Theravada tradition:
These seven stages of purification are:

RATHAVINITA SUTTA

Sutta (A. II, I 95). According to this discourse, to
undertake the precepts corresponds to 'purity of
morality', to develop the fourjhanas to 'purity of the
mind', insight into the four noble truths to 'purity of
view' and the eradication of all mental defilements to
'purity of liberation ' .

Purification of morality (silavisuddhi)
Purification of the mind (cittavisuddhi)
'Purity o fview' i n tenns o fknowing the four noble
Purification of view (di!fhivisuddhi)
truths ' as they really are' (yathabh iitarp pajanati)
Purification by overcoming doubt suggests that such purity is attained with stream
(kailkhavitaraiJavisuddhi)
entry. With stream-entry the fetter ofpersonality view ·
(5) Purification by knowledge and vision of what (sakkiiyadi!{hi) has been eradicated and from this
is the path and what is riot the path moment on the noble disciple, who has had a direct ·
(maggiimagganaiJadassanavisuddhi)
experience of the four noble truths 'as they really
.
(6) Purification by knowledge and vision of the are', is finnly endowed with right view.
way (pa{ipadaiiiiiJadassanavisuddhi)
.
(7) Purification by knowledge and vision
When one applies this explanation to �he scheme
(iiiipadassanavisuddhi)
of seven purifications, however, it becomes clear that
the implications of 'purity' (piirisuddhi) go beyond
The Rathavinita Sut.ta its�lf does riot provide the implications of 'purification' (visuddhi). Though
further explanations of these seven stages. According the stages 'purification .of view '· ;··:�purification by
to Buddhaghosa's treatment in the Visuddhimagga, overcoming doubt' and 'purification by knowledge
the first two stages of purification represent the and vision of what is the path and- what is not the
development of m oral i ty and concentration. path' bring to mind the three fetters to be eradicated
Purification of view and purification by overcoming wi_th stream-entry {personality .v�ew,., doubt, and
doubt cover the development of insight into the nature clinging to rules and vows), these. .twee fetters are
of mind and matter and into conditionality. The next eradiCated· simultaneously, at the moment of stream- ·
two purifications correspond to the more mature stages entry itself (A. I, 242 and Sn. 23 1 ). In contrast, the
of insight into the impermanent and therefore· stages of purification follow each other in a temporal
unsatisfactory and self-less nature of phenomena, sequence, just as the chariots in the simile given by
while the last stage, purification · of knowledge and Pm;u,1a. Hence 'purification of view' cannot represent
vision, corresponds to the four levels of awakening.
the right view gained with stream-entry, as doubt is
only overcome with the next stage of purification.
In the Pali discourses, this set of seven stages of
Several of the seven stages of purification recur
. purification occurs only once again, as paii of a set of
altogether nine purifications in the Dasuttara Sutta of elsewhere in the discourses. Purification of morality
the Digha Nikiiya (D. III, 288). The tenninology used occurs on its own (A. II, 200) and also together with
for the seven stages in this discourse is the same as in purification of view (D. III, 2 1 4 and A. 1, 95), yet ·
the Rqthavinita Sutta, a difference being that while the these instances do not provide further information on
latter speaks in each case simply of 'purification' these purifications. The fourth stage of purification
( visuddhi); the Dasuttara Sutta additionally qualifies can be found in the Udana ( Ud. 60), which reports the
each as a 'factor of exertion for purity' (p�isuddhi monk Kari.kharevata reviewing his 'purification of
padhiiniyailga). The eighth and ninth stage of overcoming doubt' while seated in meditation.
purification found in the Dasuttara Sutta are
purification of 'wisdom' (paiiiiii) and of 'liberation'
'Knowledge and vision of path and not-path',
(vimutti).
,
, , ,. , , ; .though not as a 'purification', occurs in the KiifiSutta
of the Ailguttara Nik§ya (A. V, 47) as insight into the
nature
of deep stages of concentration attained thi-ough
The expression ' factor of exertion for purity'
(piirisuddhi-padhiiniyailga) recurs in the Siipugiya kasiiJa meditation, in tenns of the inherent danger

(1 )
(2)
(3)
(4)

·

·

.

.,
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culmination point of the process of purification has
been reached. This scheme of nine purifications could
well be at the background of Sariputta's questions in
Coming to the last of the seven stages, 'purification the Rathavinita Sutta, the whole purpose of which
by knowledge and vision' should according . to the . was to test out Pup!Ja's wisdom by presenting him
Visuddhimagga s interpretation include the attainment with stages of purification that still fall short of the
of all four levels of awakening ( Vism. 672). Though final goal. In reply to these questions, Pu�a explained
the explanations provided by Buddhaghosa in regard . that the seventh stage of purification is still affected
to the earlier stages of purification fit with the by clinging (sa-upadana) and thus should not be
information found about them in the discourses, in considered the final goal.
regard to this last stage his presentation may seem
The Rathavinita Sutta concludes with Sariputta
less convincing. .
revealing his identity to Pu�:!ga and the two monks
The Pali expression 'knowledge and vision' does praising each other 's wisdom in posing subtle
at times indeed represent the gain of full awakening, questions and r�plying to them appropriately.
such as in the case of the Buddha's own insight into
Aniilayo
1le four noble truths, described by him in the
·
·
Dhammacakkapavattana Sutta as being 'thoroughly
purified' (S. V, 423 : suvisuddha). The same expression
'kne>wledge and vision' can however also connote RATNAGIRI VIHARA, A monastery complex
realizations of lesser import. Among, others it may . . locat�d on the crest of Jaipur mountains in Orissa
refer to insight into the distinction between the materia L . (ancient kingdom of09ivisa), India. This Monastery,
body and {:Onsciousness (D. · I; 76), to telepathy (D. · . dating from the 5th century A. C. and built during the
II, 2 1 6), to knowing the past and the future (D. III, reign of. Buddhapak�a (identified with the Gupta
1 34), or to iriterna] meditative visions oflight (A. IV, . · emperor Narasi�hagupta Baladitya) flourished till the
302). Jhese .instances indicate that the expression 1 2th Century A. C. as a famous centre of Buddhism in
'knowledge and vision' can cover a variety of different that region. Tibetan historian, Tiiranatha mentions that
realizations and does not necessarily imply the in this vihara were kept three sets of Mahayana and
Hinayana texts and there were around 500 monks
realization ofNibbana.
residing in it (N. K Sahu, Buddhism in Orissa, Calcutta
Judging from its usage in the Mahasaropama and 1 958, p. vii). It was looked upon as an important
the Cii[asaropama Suttas, 'knowledge and vision' as a religious and philosophical academy, which drew
stage of the path still falls short of full awakening, intellectual monks and students from distant regions.
.
being only s·tage that immediately precedes and leads However, towards the end ofthe J 3lh century A.C., it
up to liberation (M. I, 1 95 and M. �. 202>". These two suffered at the hands of the Muslim invaders and was
discourses are of particular relevance in the present abandoned.
context, since they are concerned with the same issue
that also forms the central topic of the Rathcivinita ·
Though it is evident that both the Hinayana and .
Sutta:· the goal of living the holy life. All three· the Mahayana sects co-existed in this monastery at
discourses agree that the achievement of knowledge. its inception, by and by Mahayanism gained grounds
and vision should not be mistaken for the final goal.
and finally it beyame a centre noted for spiritual
inspiration and lively pursuit of the Kalacakra-tantra
Though 'knowledge and vision' constitutes.the final (Debla Mitra, Buddhist monuments, Calcutta, 1 980,
stage of purification mentioned · in the Rathavinita p. 226). Recent excavations at the site yielded hoards
Sutta, the same· 'knowledge and vision' forms only an of ruins including a mai n stiipa, two exquisite
intermediate stage in the scheme of nine purifications quadrangular·monasteries, a single-winged monastery,
found in the Dasuttara Sutta. The Dasuttara Sutta temples, a large number of small stiipas, myriads of
speaks of purification of 'liberation' only with the images of Buddha, Dhyani-Buddhas and other
ninth stage, indicating that only at this stage the Mahayana and Vajrayana deities.

(adinava) of such attainments and in terms of what
goes beyond (nissarapa) them.

..
•
· .

. �·.
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The main stiipa is completely dilapidated and

REBIRTH

enlightenment implies that the liberation he was seeking

believed to be buried under the debris of structural

was from suffering that had been continuously

stiipas. Located to its right is the st iipa 2, which yield

reproduced in a cyclic process of rebirth into countless

Scattered around the main st upa are myriads of small

scriptures, it was the discovery of the mechanism

five terracotta plaques inscribed with dh iiranis.

lives (anekajiitisarpsararpY, As stated in the Buddhist

stiipas, some or whic� are decorated with images of

that brought about such a re-becoming process

Buddha, Dhyiini-Buddhas, Tara, Lokesvaia, as well

involving the numerous anxieties and hazards of

as Vajrayana deiti�s like Aparajita and Vajra-tara. " A

existence, and the successful dismantling of that

fairly large number o f sculptures and stone and

mechanism that led the Buddha to utter this paean of

terracotta plaques bearing dharanis, the Buddhist creed

joy. The ultimate goal of Buddhism, and the way of

and Pratitya-Samutpiida-Siitra, both indicative of the

life recommended in order to attain it would lose much

Mahayana - Vajrayana affiliation of the est�blishment

of its significance if the teaching concerning rebirth is

. were found in the debris around the main stupa " (DebIa

. Mitra, op cit., p.

not considered as a cardinal tenet of the system. Hence,
.
· the doctrine of rebirth has played as significant a role

228).

in Buddhism as the concept of God in monotheistic

religions.

Lying on the mound to the north of the stiipa are

. ruins of two grand monasteries. The monastery located

. The 'first noble truth of Buddhism, namely the .

. in the eastern direction is the · larger one with two
stories. This monastery, built around the 7th century

truth of unsatisfactorin ess (dukkha) is causally

A. C., is decorated with figurines of Vajrapii.ni and

explained by the Buddha as resulting from birth (jiitO

Padmapani on the front of stone-paved walls. The

in te1ms of the scheme of dependent arising consisting

back wall i� adorned ''with an admirable exuberance of

of twelve factors. The liberated perso11;. according to

sculptured figures and decorative patterns. . . unparalled

Buddhism, is one who lives the last birth. In this ·

in the structural monasteries in India" (Deb! a Mitra,

sense the Buddha claimed that since his enlightenment

decay and reconstructed after the

he lived his · last birth and that there c9uld not be a
rebi,r th for h i m . (ayamantimii jiiti. , natthidiin i

op. 'cit, p. 229). The original monastery had fallen into
1 1 th century A. C.

The second monastery was smaller in size and single · punabbhavo ) . This was considered in early Buddhism
.

storied.

represented in. the PaJi scriptural tradition as the

destiny of all persons who attained the goal of the

. Besides these ruins, remains of eight temples built

destruction of mental cankers (iisavakkhaya) and

became worthy ones (arahanta).

of bricks have been excavated. The discovery of images

of Dhyani-Buddhas, Vajraraga, Vajradharma and

.

There is no doubt that the doctrine of rebirth is an

Vajrasattva, and hoards of miniature votive st iipas at

. integrai part of the B u ddhist theory · of reality.

the site suggest that Ratnagiri Vihara. was a flourishing
centre of Mahayana and Vajrayfula faiths at the time

However, the Buddhist doctrine of rebirth may be

C.S. Ranasinghe

reincarnation, transmigration, and .metampsychosis.

distinguished from many other allied doctrines knov.n

Muslim invasions occurred.

RDDHI

in the history of thought under other tenns such

See IDDHI

It is also itpportant to recognize the fact that the
· Buddhist doctrine of rebirth has also gone through
m any differen t stages of d evel opment and

transformation both within and outside each different
· school of Buddhism. This will be illustrated in the

REBIRTH
i . Introduction :

as

present in quiry w i th a special focus o·n the

The Buddhist doctrine of

development of the doctrine for over thousand ·years

liberation (vimutti) derives its meaning and significance
primarily from its teaching concerning the inevitability

of a cyclic process of suffering arising from' · ceiiain
identifiable causal conditions in a repeated series of

births and deaths. The paean of j oy attributed tci
Gotama B uddha i m m ed i ately after attai n i n g

within the Theravada Buddhist tradition.
' ···

·

,. ·

2. Concept of Rebirth in Pre-Buddhist India
In the opinion of most scholars on the history of

Indian religions the doctrine o f rebirth had already

REBIRTH ·
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taken root in Indi� religious thought by the time of of rebirth or totally denied its possibility. The
the rise ofBuddhism. According to Oldenberg it is one . materialist school of lndian thought denied rebirth"on
of the dogmas inherited by Buddhism from the earlier epistemological grounds.4 Skeptics did not wish to
Brahmanical religious tradition. 2 According to E.J.

commit themselves to any definite view on the issue. 5

commonly accepted view of life during pre-Buddhist

The Buddha identified two positions on the issue,
as the eternalist position (sassatavada), according to
which an . immutable soul s ubstance which i s

Thomas, mansmigration and the doctrine ofretribution
of acti on were well establi shed as part of the

times. In hi's opinion they were chief among the
·

specific Indian belief� that the Buddha took for granted

.

indestructible is affimied, and the nihilist position
(ucchedavada), according to which the physical body

because they were already.widely accept�<P ProfK.N.
Jayatille�e has challenged the opinion that the doctrine · and the life principle are conceived as i dentical
of rebirth had taken firm root in Indian thought prior entailing the view that after bodily death the existing

individual is totally annihilated. The Pali Nikayas also
refer to them as bhavadif{hi and vibhavadi{{hi, two .

to the time of BuddhisiD. He points out that on the

contrary a clear conception ofrebirth is conspicuously

extreme views on the nature of life held in mutual
.
opposition t:o each other. 6 This indic�tes that the

absent in the �gveda. The �gveda had a conception of
the departed ancestors from this world surviving in

annihilationist view too must have had a considerable

the wprld of the "Fathers" or pip-s but it did not have
. a conception of departed ones being repeatedly subject

influence on the thought of the period. The Buddha,

to birth and death. It also had a doctrine of the

however, expressed his disagreement with both: thes.e

annihilation of evil . souls due to being cast in the . positions and accepted the idea of a continuity of an

abysmal hell in which they:.were utterly destroyed. . .. individuated series Y�itho\}t accepting the notion of

·. The Bnihmana literature. has · reference . to a second

�ihilation or that of all underlying substantial entity

death,. but there i� no evi!:lence in them of a theory of , called the permanent self. .

transmigrati'on. In the Upanisads there is a variety of
thoories oHhe destiny of a person. after death. Among

.

·

..

Prof. K.N. Jayatilleke's contention that the Buddha ··

.this variety of theories rebirth .is sometimes presented . · . did not accept the theory of rebirth as a concession to
as one among a number of other alternatives. Many _the wiqespre�d opinion �at preva!Jed on the matter · ·
· Upanisadic sages like Yajnavalkya, Uddalaka an(! at the time is defensible. He points o�t that the Buddh.i!-.
Praj�pati who hel� the belief in the eternity of the self .

criticiz�d dependence on authority and tradition and

beli�ved in the survival of the self after death put did

emphasized the importance of direct experience. The
doctrine . of an eternal self was widely held by pre

not speak of a series of futurelives. There is mention
of rebirth as man or animal in �he Brhadai-anyaka and

Buddhist thinkers both of the Vedic and non-Vedic

Chandogya Upani�ads, but it cannot be said -to be the

traditions. Yet the BU<ldha did J10t accept it be�au�e .

he found that there was no .experiential evidence f()r

standard belief in the early pre-Buddhist Upani�ads.

the affirmation of its existence.

Jainism and Buddhism were the rn�o main system�

of thought in the fifth century B.C that consistently

3. Concept of Rebirth in Early Buddhism

he!d the· doctrine of rebirth as an essential part oftheir

·

liberation doctrines. There . is also. reference to a

. determin.�st or fatalist school of philosophy in t�e

cyclic patter:n. It was the view of this school of thought

as described in the Buddhist scriptures, that a person

Sutta Pi{aka and the Chinese agama literature belongs

to a time when Buddhism had n9t s�parated into

early Buddhist scriptures according to which rebirth

was thought to, occur in the form of a pre- determined

The teaching� of the Buddha preserved in the Pali

different schools of thought. Therefore, it could safely
·

be assumed that those teachings repreSent the early

Buddhist views on most of the fundamental doctrinal ·
issues. According to this early stratum of Buddhist

is liberated from suffering not as a consequence of any . literature, rebirth is represented as a phenomenon
personal effort on his part but after going through a directly experienced by a person who progresses on
predetermined series of rebirths (sarpsiirasuddhlj. It the path of mental" culture that culminates in the
is also evident that there was a considerable body of . attainment of final liberation. The scriptures refer to a

opinion that expressed skepticism about the doctrine

stage at which a person, through the systematic

·
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training of the mind resulting in the attainment of
intens e mi ndfu l ness, equanim ity and mental
composure acquires the ability to direct the mind for
the purpose of attaining an extraordinary form of
knowledge and vision (iiii{ladassana). The cognitive
experiences of an extraordinary nature that result from
such direction of the mind are considered in the Sutta
literature as the six kinds of abhiiiiiii. Two out of these
supercognitive experiences, namely, the knowledge
based on the memory of previous life-experiences
(pubbenivasanussatiii8.{1a) and the knowledge of the
passing away and rebirth of other beings (cut iipapiitaii
�a) in accordance with their deeds (yathakammiipage)
· are said to be related to the experiential verification of
the phenomenon of rebirth. 7 The material contained in
the Suttas implies the existence of other non-Buddhist
teachers who had also acquired these supercognitive
abilities through meditative culture of the mind. 8 This
claim on the part of the Buddhist and other .Yogis of
the time was not received with favour by some who
adopted a skeptical approach to such claims. A
Brahmin student named Subha, for instance refused
to accept the Buddha's claim that the latter had
supemori:nal faculties of knowing. Subha contended,
.
referring td the opinion .of his teacher Pbkkharasatl
that the claim on the part of a human being to have
attained super-human knowledge and vision is
ridiculous, worthles.s and empty.9 The theoretical
position held in early Buddhism was that the doctrine
of rebirth, just as. the other fundamental teachings of
Buddhism was not based on traditional authority or
rational speculation but on paranormal experience. .

REBffiTH
4. Early Buddhist Cosmology and the Rebirth

Docti:ine
In early Buddhism pre-existence and survival are
not conceived merely in terms of a series of earthly
lives. Other planes ofexistence are rer..ognized in which
a variety of forms of life is supposed to exist. Rebirth
is considered as a psychologically determined process
and the doctrine of action and its consequence (kamma
and vipaka) is considered to be closely linked with it.
. The performance of wholesome action results in
. rebirth i n h appy p l anes (sugati) whereas the
performance of unwholesome action results in rebirth
in unhappy planes (duggati). The different planes of
existence could be graded according to the pleasure or
pain experienced in them. One of the classifications of
different planes of existence is in terms of the five
types of destiny (paiicagati). They are ( 1 ) purgatory
(niraya), (2) the class of . lower animals
(tiracchar;wyoni), (3) the sphere of the ghosts
(pettivisaya), (4) the human world (manussa) and (5)
the world of the luminous 6r divine beings (deva).
Out of these the first three are considered as unhappy
destinies (duggati) and the remaining two as the happy
destinies (sugati).

The term bhava having the meaning 'becoming'
also has a cosmological significance: It is to be noted
in this context that the term puna which means' again'
is conjoined with the verb 'uppajjati or with the
noun' bhavo ' to express the idea of rebirth. The Sutta.
sources refer to three kinds of becoming (bhava) as
sensuous becoming (kiimabhavo), becoming associated
with form (riip abhavo) and forml ess becoming
(ariipabhavo). Each of these kinds of becoming is
determined by the nature of the consciousness acquired
It is maintained in the Suttas that even with the
by a person through the cultivation of different modes
unlimited capacity attributed to the B.uddha to retrace
of conduct. The ordinary consciousness that is tied
his memories of past lives, .if was not possible to find
up with the gratification of the senses is known a�
a first �eginning iri the cyclic p�ocess of rebirth. The
Buddha is repre�ented as affirming the view that . consciousness associated with the sensuous realm
saf!1Sara; the cyclic process ofbirth, death and rebirth (kiimavacara), and it is believed to be transcended in
has no known beginning (anamataggo ayarp. samsaro, certain stages of mental composure (jhana or samadhi)
pubba kop. na paiiiifiyati). Buddhism explains the by the person who engages in the withdrawal of the
process in terms of the twelve factors of the law of mind from the desires stimulated by the contact of the
dependent arising (pa{iccasamuppfidaJ.,:,but this . ,, se�ses with their corresponding obj ects. The
formulation is not to be viewed as a linear process of consciousness cultivated in the four stages ofjhfina
evolution having one of the factors as the first (meditative absorption) is considered as consciousness
beginning of the series. It only represents the relative associated with form (riipavacara). The consciousness.
and mutually dependent nature of existence without cultivated in the formless attainments is called
ariipavacara. Consciousness in nibbana is said to
· indicating a first cause of it.
·

·
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superconsciousness are reborn. Vivid descriptions of

transcend all these states of consciousness which bring

the pleasures in the superhuman heavenl y worlds

about some kind of bhava and the fom1er is therefore

considered as supra-mundane (lokuttara). As long as

becoming in any fonn takes place, birth results, as

(sagga) as well as the pains in the lower woeful states
of existence (niraya) are given in the Theraviida

explained by the coMection bhavapaccayiijati in the

scriptures. Such enumerations arid descriptions of

dependent arising series. The material worlds where

heavenly worlds and hells _may be seen as an attempt

world of the humans and some of the sensuous divine

its own cosmic mythology, to fit the life of morality

greed and sensuous desire predominate such as the

on the part of Buddhist cosmological thought to create

realms are designated as the world of sensuality

and mental culture advocated in the Buddhist teaching.

Those who have developed a higher

In accordance with the Buddhist doctrine of rebirth

· meditations

(jhiina) are destined to be reqpm in the
world of fonn (riipaloka) where sensuality is absent.

many planes of existence inhabited by diverse types

· Th.os·e who have devel oped the four formless

of pleasure or pain depending on the state of their

·(ariipaloka) where there ·is·no consciousness offonn.

matter how immensely long was the life span in some

(kama/aka).

and kamma the universe is conceived as consisting of

consciousness through the cultivation of the four

ofliving.beings enjoying or suffering varying degrees

' attainments such as the sphere of the infinity of space . · moral and mental development. All planes of existence .
. (akii.siinaiicayatana) are reborn in the fonnless world were considered merely as temporary stations, no
of them. Ultimately, whether they were heavens or

The Theraviida canon refers to nine types of

hells life in all of them was characterized as

· abOdes ofliving beings (navasattiivasa) in which one
may be reborn. The first four of these abo�es are.
differentiat� in ternis of the simiiarity or dissimilari

beqmse of their transient nature. According to

Buddhism the process of wandering hither and thither .·

tY -

irf this vast . cosmic ocean of samsiira is without a

in the type of physica,l and psychical constitution o.f. · known begi

the beings .born in these abodes, while the others ·

·

attained beginning with the consciousness ofthe sphere ·

of infinity of space and ending with the attainment of
·
·

�lng (anamataggo). Buddhism does not

hol d that there i s a progressive . evolution in this

correspond to the state of higher consciousness

the cessati on of p erception and feel ing

dukkha

.·

proces s . There could b e progression as wei( .as

regression depending on the moral law of kamma.

Corruptibility is. a fact about all living beings until .
such time as one gets established in at least the first

(saiiii

iivedayitanirodha). The ninth abode is called the abooe
. of be�ngs without perceptual consciousness (asaiiii
asatta). 'The first seven of these abodes of beings are

·fruit of the pat� of spiritual progress (sotiipatti) which

consciousness in one or the other of these stations.

eradicates all corruptions and becomes incorruptible

ensures liberation after seven more rebirths. A further

·
·

progression in eliminating the corruptions may lead a

also called the seven stations .of consciousness · · person to the fruit of once returner (sakadiigiimi) or a
indicating that rebirth involves the establishment of
non-returner (aniigiimi) whereas a person who
attains the fruit ofarahatta, in which case there is no

The abodes ofliving beings are also classified into

more rebirths. Existence .as a human is considered as

four plat.tes of existence in the post canonical Pali

the most opportune time to strive for the attainment .

texts. They are c a l l ed

( I ) apayabh iimi, (2)
kiimasugatibhiimi, (3) riipiivacarabhiinii . and ( 4)
ariipavacarabhiimi. The first include s all spheres
described as woeful states of existence and the second

the human world where there is a mixture of pleasure
and pain and s om e heavenly w orlds l i k e the

Catummahiiriijika and the_ Tiivatimsa heavens

where

there is a predominance of pleasure. The third one

corresponds to the state of becoming describ e� as
.
riipabhava and the fourth corresponds to that
described as ariipabhava and are conceived as spheres

transcending sensuality where persons who have
attai ned

the

c orr�sp onding

medi tative

·

o f liberation from the cycle ofrebirth,'for, i n the life in

.

.

higher .heavens where one enjoys the frujts of good

kamma

there could be no concern for further

. progression while in the lower realms of existence one
is destined to suffer the consequences of bad kamma

and would lack the freedom, intelligence or capacity

for moral progress.

5. Early Buddhist Account of the Mechanics of . ·

Rebirth
There are a few instances in the

Sutta

literature

where short descriptions are given of the mechanics

'
'

. -�

1

•

'1J
,
l
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of rebirth. The Mahatal)hasankhaya Sutta of the

Supposing consciousness were to descend into th e

Ma;jhimanikaya_is one of the most significant among

m o t h e r ' s w omb and d e p a r t from i t , w o u l d th e

womb takes place when three conditions come

existence?

them. It states that the conception of a life in a mother's

psychophysical unit be born into this regular fonn of

together. The first condition is the sexual union of the
parents (matiipitunnarp sannip81o hoti). Secondly, the

No, it would not, Sir.

mother has to be in the proper fertile season (m81a ca

utuni hoti). Thirdly, the gandhabba has to be present
(gandhabbo paccupa![hito hoti). 10 Thus a third factor

Suppos i n g whi l e one is yet an infan t the

consciousness of a male or a female child is cut off

in addition to the observable biological conditions for

would the psychophysical unit come to growth,

conception of life has been recognized. The term

matmity and development?

gandhabba has not been explained in the Sutta passage.
As a result different interpretations have been given

No, it would not, Sir."11

non- TheraviidaAbidharma schools gandhabba was

Niimariipa as defined in thesuttas is a combination

to it in later Buddhist traditions. According to some

considered, as an intermediate ghostly kind of existence

of certain psychic and material . components which

together form the individual organism. The psychic

to which the departed perSon is believed to enter

before that person takes a definite rebirth. The

part of the organism consists of feeling (vedana),

. commentary to the Kathavatthu attributes this· view
to the Pubbas eliyas and the Sammitiyas. The

perception (saiiiia), volition (cetana), sense impression

(phasso) and mental reflection (manasikaro ). The
, .. ...� ! .

.

Abhidharmako�a which belongs to the Sautrantika

material part consists of the four 'material elements

death there is an intermediate existence. The Sima

to be· supported by it while it is in itself supported by

tradition with reference to this intermediate being

Mahiinidiina Sutta passage quoted above; with�ut the
support of viiinapa niimariipa can neither be sustained

sect also advocated the view that immediately after · and whatever is derived from them: 12 viiiiiiina is said
the former. We h ave seen that according to the ·
.

reference to gandhabba has been explained in this ·
seeking for a new birth. The Theravada School rejected
this view and interpreted gandhabba as the psychic

element which reconnects the succeeding life with the
preceding in the rebirth process. It was conceived as a

· kind of viiiii8.l)a, a state of consciousness, which was

later explained in Theravada scholasticism in terms of
its theory of mental instants {cittakkhaiJa).

The role of viiiiiapa ( consciousness) in the rebirth

·

nor can it attain growth. Also in the absence of

niimariipa, viiiii8.l)a cannot continue. It is pointed out
that a particular viiiii8IJa series re-arises in cyclic
continuity with dependence on niimariipa, and it does
no·t go beyond the scope of namariipa. 13 The
dependent arising connection between niimariipa and
viiiii8.l)a is considered as mutual (niimariipapaccaya
viiiii8.flaT.IlViiiii8.l)a paccaya niimariipa11}). As described

process is also implied in a passage in the Dighanikaya

in these contexts the rebirth process is the unbroken

disciple, Ananda regarding the dependent arising

arising relationship between viiiiiapa and niimariipa.

· N&mariipa is understood as the psychophysical unit
. that interacts with consciousness or viiiii8[1a that flows

a process that is .referred to as "a person's stream of

where the .Buddha puts a series of questions to his

process that connects viiiii8IJa and namariipa.

in sarpsiiric life in mutual dependence-with it. Ananda
give a negative answer to each of the questions put
implying that the opposite is the case.
Supposing Ananda, consciousness were not to
descend into the m other ' s womb . wou l d the
psychophysical unit form in the mother 's womb?
No, it would not, Sir.

continuity of personality determined by the dependent

It is probably the continuity of consciousness in such

consciousness that is established in this and the other
world" . 14
According to Buddhaghosa' s explanation of the

twelve fold formula of dependent arising, the twelve
factors. can be separated into those that belong to the
past, present and future in the cyclic process of
becoming. Avijja (ignorance) and sankhara (volitional
impulses or karma fonnations) belong to the past

life; viiiiial)a ( consciousness ) niimariipa (psycho,
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non-injurious

physical unit), saliiyatana (the six sense spheres),

(abyabajjha) nature in relation to the

phassa (sense impression), vedanii. (feeling), taJ;hii. individual concerned, who generates them. They are
(craving) and upadiina _( clinging) belong to the present also considered from an evaluative point of view as
life; bhava (becoming), jii.ti (birth) and jarii.( decay)  being either good (kusala/puiiiia) or bad (akusala/apuii
and the rest belong to the future life. Although the iia). In the Kukkuravatika Sutta the Buddha points
Buddha may not have intended to apply the twelve

out that a person who practices in a perfect way the

factors in this manner, it is clear that since the order in

habits of a cow in thought word and deed will be born

which the factors have been presented show some

as a dog or a cow respectively. One is reborn according

recognizable causal sequence. Buddhaghosa may be

to the way one acts (yarp karoti tena upapajjati). 17

justified in proposing it. The connection between.

The canonical teachings indicate that a certain
kamma formations (smikhii.rii.) and consciousness (viii
iiapa) and that between cl.inging (upii.diina) and . degr�e of free control and self-- direction can �e
exercised n�garding the- volitioni:d formations that
becoming (bhava) are crucial in the rebirth process.
determine the rebirth process. A person with certain

This accounts for Buddhaghosa' s suggestion.

morai qualities like confidence; virtue, learning,
The Buddha has indicated in the Nidiinasarpjutta

renuncia:tion and wisdom is said to be able to cultivate

where he explains the notion of dependent arising in

the kind of mentality and resclve and develop the
kind_ of dispositions required for birth in a happy

.

-

various ways, that rebirth takes place as a conSeqpence

. state.18 There is recognition in this in-stance of the . -

of consciousness taking a foothold in a .renewed
becoming series. As stated in the Nidiinasarpyutta: ·

possibility of control and direction of the rebirth

. process through the moral will of the person. At any
point in a · person's conscious life the conditioning

Whatever· one intends, whate�er one plans fo�,

whatever one has a latent desi�e for that bec6mes an . process can be altered for the better or for the. worse.
object for_. the establishment of consciousness. Wh�n
su�h an-object is given, that becomes a foothold for

.
.
.
According to the canoniCal teaching the last thought

there, and when it grows,. there
. is the occurrence of a

p�rson's immediate state of rebirth. This allows a

· consciousness. When consciousness is established. . of a. dying person is very cruCial in determining that
. futUre becoming.15 · .

.

This passage indicates the role of thought directed

it is not the case that all those who have generally

by intention, volition and latent desire in determining

conducted_themselves in an evil way in this life are

the rebecoming process. The passage that immediately

reborn in an unhappy state in the life that immediately

follows in this context points out that even if there is

follows. The same applies to a person who generally

no volitional activity and no planning for, if there is

con�ucts oneself in ·a good way, for such a person

latent desire (anuseti) it is sufficient for the rebirth

. could be reborn in an unhappy state immediately after

process to take place. When consciousness gets

·

considerable degree of indeteirninacy also to the

process. The Mah akammavihhaiiga Sutta ·shows that

·

death. This may be due to one of two· reasons. It is

established and attains growth there occurs a renewed

possible that at the time of death the mind of the

progression of .a psychophysical _ orgamsm. (tasmirp
patitfhite viiiiiiipe viru{he namariip�sa avakkcmti
hoti).16' · ·

person, who conducted himself generally in good

The passages just mentioned can be understood as
amplifications of the connection stated briefly in the
dependent arising formula as that between volitional
formations (sankhii.rii) and consciousness

(viiiiiiipa).

Volitional formations are generated by the avenues of
the body, speech and thought. In the Kukkuravatika

Sutta they are referred to as abhisaiikhii.ra and are
considered in terms oftheir injurious (sabyii.bajjha) or

ways, got momentarily polluted. It could also be the
case that some remnant of evil kamma formations of
the remote past became active at the moment of death
thereby determining his state of immediate rebirth. A
similar expianation applies to the person who generally
conducts oneself in bad ways but fi nds the

immediately following life after death to be satisfactory.

It is as a consequence of this teaching that an attempt

is made in popular Buddhist religious practice to
introduce wholesome stimuli to the dying person with
a view to making his last thought moment a wholesome
one.

l
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the absence of a permanent self. The Budd h a

.

A distinctive feature of the Theravada theory of

immediately dismisses the question as arising out of a

rebirth is its denial of a continuing, eternal or i mmortal

s erious m i sunderstan ding of his teaching.20The

and identical self that is reincarnated in a series of

canonical teachings identify two extreme views in

lives . The doctrine which affirms an eternal self which

connection with the doctrine of

kamm a

and i t s

transmigrates until the attainment of final liberation is

consequences. The first extreme affirms a permanent

called

entity which is both the agent of actions and the

sassataviida (etemalist

thesis) and is rejected

in Buddhism. The etemalist view about the nature of

experiencer of their consequences

life is considered in Buddhism to be as objectionable

pa{isarpvediyati).

as the opposite extreme which holds that a li ving being

n o continuity whatsoever between the doer o f actio n

is annihilated at death

and the experiencer o f the consequences (aiiiio karoti
afiiio pa{isarpvediyati). The Buddha's position implies

(ucchedaviida).

As we have

already observed in section { 1) these extreme positions
were associatedwith the way the connection between

(so karoti s o

The second extreme is that there i s

that in the real world of events, a strict distinction

the body and the life principle were conceived by pre

between the act and the actor, the consequence and

Buddhist thinkers. The Buddha rej ected the view that

the person who reaps the consequence cannot be made

the body is identical with the life principle as well as

since they occur as a series of dynami c causal

the view that they are entirely distinct and separable.

interconnections. Howe·;er, in our attelllpt to describe

Metaphysical doctrines that affirmed the absolute

these processes by linguistic means we adopt language ·

non-i dentity of the body and the l ife principle

that refers to static entities. They serve the practical

conceived liberation as the survival of the soul in

purpose of description and communication, but do

eternal life tran scending the ·process of rebirth.

not conform strictly to reality. Tfierefore, the Buddha

cautions his disciples not to be misled by conventional ·

According to these doctrines .rebiith and the operations
of the Jaw of

karma

.cannot be explained without·

_usage;

postulating an· eternal soul which is an endming subject
of all experience.
.

The Buddha' s response to a misunderstanding of

his teaching by a person .called Sati also elucidates. the

.

In the canonical teachings ofTheravada, the person

early Buddhist position on the recognition of a

is analyzed into five aggregates, twelve spheres of
. sense or . eighteen elements. All these elements of
existence that constitute the so-called individual are
shown in the analysis to be transient processes lacking

·

a person across different l ives. Sati is reported to have
held the view that i t is

viiiiili[la

that transmigrates

without undergoing any change ( viiiiili[lam sandhavati
The Buddha repudiated Sati's

in any substance. The person is therefore viewed not

sarpsarati anaiiiiarp).

as a separate entity that can have an existence without

view as a heresy. 21 The Buddha's position was that

the causal interaction and interconnection between
. the constituent elements. It is pointed out that just as

·

permanent entity as an explanation for the identity of

. whatever is conceived by the terms

citta, mana ar:d

viiiiifi!w all of which were used to signify some facet

the concept of a chariot comes into being when certain

of mental activity, make no reference to permanent

parts are found together in a certain order and

entities of any kind. They are considered as changing

connection so the concept of a person arises when the

with greater rapidity than the physical body of a

aggregates, spheres of sense or the elements are found

person. The physical body serves . as the most

in a certain order and connection. 19

. convenient and general criterion for establishing the
identity of a person within one lifetime. The question

The Buddha did not consider it necessary to accept

that puzzles the metaphysician is, ' How is identity

the notion of a pennanent self in order to explain the

to be established after the physical body is destroyed

kind of personal identitY that may be admitted in the

at death? ' The early Buddhist position is that despite .

rebirth process or the kind of moral responsib�ity

the destruction of the spatia-temporally continuous ·

ascribable to a person in terms of the operation of the . . visible body, the org an i c unity of the process is
law o fkamma. A disciple o f the Buddha i s represented

preserved by the reproduction of the aggregates

in the canon as raising the question as to how one can

through

be said to experience the consequences of kamma in

consciousness and the psychophysical unit (viiiiili[la

the

unbroken

c o n n ecti on

between
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and niimariipa). Just as any inanimate object retains
its identity as an individuated object by maintaining
its organic unity within changes that occur in its
constituent partsy the organic unity ofan individuated
living being can' also be retained within changes that
occur in its constituent parts, physical and mental.
From a common sense point of view Buddhism did
not consider identity and change to be incompatible.
There was no necessity, from the early Buddhist point
of view to introduce some permanent entity to

REBIRTH

create the conviction among the lay Buddhists that
moral progression is not limited to just one life; one
could gradually perfect oneself until one attains
complete liberation as a fully enlightened Buddha, a
Paccekabuddha or an Arahanta.

From the point of view of th:: lay Bud�ist, rebirth
provides _an opportunity for gradual perfection of
conduct towards the attainment of the final goal of
liberation (nibbiina). It also affords an opportunity to
recognize the identity of a person whose constituent acquire.merit (puiina) that assures a person a good
ele!fients undergo- constant c,hange either during one . rebirth in sa1psiiric life. The belief also serves as a
deterrent to those who are likely to engage in immoral
life time or across different lives.
behaviour, in that it .instills fear of the harmful
consequences of such behaviour that one may have to
7. Ethical Aspects of the Rebirth Doctrine
Buddhist literature has used the' rebirth doctrine in experience in the form ofpainful sensations in a woeful
popular fictional iiterature with a view to promoting · state of existence in one' s future .birth. In the .
Buddhist moral values. A classic illustration of this Apa!J!Jaka Sutta of the Majjhimanikiiya the Buddha
can be foi.md in ·the Buddhist Jataka literature which points out that those who do not believe in the
has served as a supreme source of Buddhist moral . possibility of life after death are prone to indulge in
values as well as a basis Jor the enrichment of. Buddhist immoral conduct because they do pot. fear tl?.e
consequences of such behaviour.. Two other books
-· art and literature. The book ofJataka vers.es contained
in the fifth collection of the Sutta Pi[aka of the Pali called Vim·iinavatthu· and Petavatthu belonging to the
. canon· are believ<!d in the tradition to contain utterances · fifth coll�etion ofthe Suttap{rlzka is also illustrative of
made by.the Buddha on certain occasions referring to rebirth stories in Buddhist Hterature. These collections
incidents in his past births to illustrate important deal with the s�rvival of departed beings in the ghostly ·
Buddhist religious and moral teachings. Elaborate worlds. In the Vimiinavatthu reference is made to a
stories ·were composed as commentaries to these relatively superior kind of non-human existence that
verses, in some instances making use of some of the . falls under the category of beings taking spontaneous
prevailing folklore. The stories represent some of the birth ( opapatikayoni), in which a departed person is
moral perfectio�S that the Buddha himself is supposed said to enjoy the fruits of his or her good deeds. The
to have ful� lled in the remote past in order to qualify Petavatthu refers to another category of ghostly beings .
himself for the supreme attainment of Buddhahood. who are also supposed to take spontaneous birth in a
Each of the stories illustrates a recognized Buddhist · woeful state of existence, where they suffer the
moral or one of the perfections of the Bodhisatta (a afflictions of hunger, thirst and other intensely painful
person aspiijng to become a fully enlightened Buddha), experiences. They are considered as a class cf hell
such as liberality (dana), virtue (sila) etc. admitted in beings (vinipatika) born in that condition since they
Buddhism. The popular notions about rebirth among have lived their former life. as backbiters, rnJJrderous ·
Buddhist believers have been conditioned largely by brigands, crafty minded rogues, thieves and cheats.22
these Jataka stories. The stories attempt to bring According to Buddhism, our beloved relatives could
together all living beings by showing that the . be reborn in the woeful world of petas after they
phenomena of rebirth and kamma apply to all of.them, depart from this world due to excessive greed,
and that no snict demarcation can be made between attachment,. jealousy, anger, ill-will or any other
human beings and other species ofliving beings in this unwholesome trait of character cultivated as a human · .
respect It has promoted a deferential attitud� among being. They can, however, be released from their
Buddhist believers towards other animal species: The .pitiable condition if the living relatives perfonn
Bodhisatia is represented in these tales sometimes as meritorious deeds and transfer merit upon them. The
having taken a birth among animals such as deer, lions Buddhist ritual ofmaking offerings to persons of great
or monkeys. Such Buddhist literature was meant to virtue such as the Buddha or any other person of great
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virtue such as the members of the Buddhist community
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persisting eternal soul. Buddhism rejects both the above

of recluses (smigha) and shari ng the merit acquired by

positions and yet adm i ts rebirth. According to the

such acts with them is believed to be effi cacious in

Buddhist theory there is no single, simple entity that

. releasing them from their woeful condition.

persists through the series of rebirths. It is conceived
as a rebecoming of the aggregates. Such rebecoming is

8. Development of the Concept of Rebirth in

explained in terms ofthe principle of dependent arising.

Later Theravada Literature

No extra element that binds the aggregates together

The post-can o ni cal but pre-comrnentarial

and retains individual identity is recognized.

Theravada text calied Milindapaiiha is significant from
the later argumentative defense as well as the

In the commentarial works and :(3uddhaghosa' s

elucidation Qf the Buddhist rebirth doctrine. In the

treatise

Yen . Niigasena becomes the chief

much emphasis. Buddhaghosa maintains that saipSara

exponent of the Buddhist doctrine of rebirth in

i s not a s eries o f rebirths res u l t i n g from the

Milindapaiiha

response to questions raised by king Milinda. The

transmigration of a soul but an unbroken continuity

no-self doctrine of early Buddhism is interpreted here

of the aggregates, elements and spheres of sense. 23 He

as the doctrine that a person does not really exist (na
hi etthapuggalo upalabbhatlj. Nagasena is called upon

quotes from the authoritative Theravada tradition

by . M.i l i n da to expl a i n how reb irth an d m oral

responsibility becomes intelligible under the notion

known to him in favour of the thesis that in reality

· there is only a process of mind and matter, but no ·

(Pa#sandhi)oflife is used b y Nagasena i n this context

experiencer of its

to defend the Buddhist theory. It is the niimariipa that

·

(kammassa : kiirako ) and an
consequences {vlpiikassa vedafco).

is no doer of action

volitional actions of a wholesome or unwholesome

bfe is explained as a mere flow ofphenomena, without
perinanent owners behind them
·

pavattanti). 25-

Following the early

(suddhadhammii
Sutta teachings,

·
·

Buddhaghosa rejects the idea of a -person altogether

nature. proceed from a present niimariipa · causing the ·
arising of another namarilpa process in rebirth: To

analyzing the person into the transient constituent .
elements. H e maintains that thinking in terms of a

Milinda's inquiry as to whether it is the same person

person who suffers and who is delivered from suffering

who is reborn or a different person, Nagasena's answ�r
· is that it is neither (na ca so na ca aiiiio). Niigasena
·
gives several similes by way of explanation and the

0

.·
0

by following the path of the Buddha is a mistake. ·
Here too he quotes from the accepted Theraviida

tradition which asserts:

most important one he utilizes in this context is the
simile of a flame. The same lamp is believed to continue
to bum all night long although the flame of the lamp

There is only suffering, but there is no one �ho- .
. ·
suffers. There is no doer, but there is action. Thete is

continuously changes. Niigaseha explains that there is

attainment of appeasement, but there is no person

such a continuity of phenomena in rebirth (dhammas)

who attains it There is a path to deliverance, but no

with-imperceptible and unbroken succession producing

person who walks along it26

the idea of sameness.

These assertions may have been elaborations of ·

The concept of rebirth i nvolves the notion of

theo Buddha's position that he did not teach about the

individual identity across different lives. The identity

annihilation of a really existent person but only taught

question within one life can be resolved with reference

the arising of dukkha and its cessation_27

to one observable body which emerges with birth,
undergoes growth, and remains in ap .D:nbroken . . . . Following canoni cal Buddhism Niigasena i s
continuity holding the mental life o f the individual

represented in the Milindapaiiha_as using the simile of

together until the time of death. Those who reject life

the chariot to deny the concept of a simple entity

after death consider the body as a necessary criterion

called the soul

of personal identity .The soul theorist seeks to justify

Milindapaiiha the Theraviida distinction between tw?

the belief in life after death in terms of the notion of a

·

being or person.24Buddhaghosa points out that there

ofan impersonal existence. The idea of 'reconnection '

·· reconnects. However, nothing passes from a previous
niimariipa to a. subsequent one. According to him

.

Visuddhimagga, the no-self doctrine is given

(atta)

or being

(satta).

With the

levels of truth gained promi nence as a way of

0-

•
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reconciling the notion of personal identity with the

It is stated in the Milindapaiiha that in deep sleep the

doctrine of no-self. N agas ena m aintains in the

mind

Milindapaiiha that a person or a being does not exist
in the ultimate sense (paramatthato), but only as a
linguistic cemation (lokasamaiiiia). This distinction

the body stays a live, the mind stops functioning

(citta) enters

the

bhavanga

state, and although

between lin�stic convention and what accords with

(cittarp appavattarp. hoti). 29 That does not imply that
the mind ceases. The notion of bhavanga is brought in
as a device to make the Abhidhamma concept of the .

real existence i·s el aborated in Buddhagho�a' s

mental continuum consisting of thought moments

commentaries

intel ligible. However, the

Abhidhamma ¥

and

a distinction between two types of

A bhidhamma

did not

conceive of bhavailga as an enduring entity. That too

and conventional

was conceived as having only a momentary existence

The Buddha, according to Buddhaghosa, .

leaving no place for anything that can be understood

truth, the absolute

(sammuti}.

subsequent . Therav ada

(paramattha)

used two types of language, the. absolute and the
conventional. Absolute language

(parcimattha)

is in

as a permanent soul. Making use of the concept of ·

bhavanga

Buddhaghosa explain.s the str�am . qf

agreement with the real characteristics ofphenomena

becoming as consisting of an alternation of active

(dhamm iina1p bh iitalakkhal)arp). C onv.e ntional
language (sammuti) Is the symbolic or figurative use
of. language (lokasiuikcta) according to worldly

bhavailga. Bhavailga

condition, where the mind is freed .from the p!ithways

conventions.28 Such analysis that developed in the

ofthought activity

Abhidhamma

successors

traditions s�ems to have gone in · the

conscious process es and passive processes of
is the m ind in its passive

(vithimutta). Buddhaghosa and his
made use of the concept of bhavailga to

directjon of s�ching for the. ultimate constituents of

explain the connection between the life of an individual

existence·lea:diiig to philosophical controversies within ·

before death and· the new life thatan individual takes

the Buddhist schools · themselves: The: Abhidharma .

after death. Continuity· in the . cyclic process of

. · traditions attemp,ted to show that perso.ns do not-·

·sa_rps ara

is , exp l ained in terms of ·imm edi ately

exist in reality because they are unobservable when .

�ucceeding moments of mind in an unproken series of . .

reality is analyzed··into its constituent· elements: .But 
.
the· actual' imp.l jcation of the teachings of early

moments: of active and. passive mind. The dying .

Buddhism was that persons in the form of permanent
and simple entities do not exist in reality because such

thoughts of a person as well · as the first moment of

consciousness in a person's mind at rebirth were
considered as species of bhavanga. The last bhavanga

entities are unobservable. Early Buddhism does not · · in a particular life is called death consciousness
deny the concept of a person, but only denies the

(cuticitta) · and

concept of an immutable perSon. Abhidharma analyses

consc.iousness

moved in the direction of denying persons altogether

Buddhaghosa the dying thoughts of a person could be

the first in a new life, the relinking

(Papsandhicitta)�

According to

and affirming other entities as having a real existence.

of three kinds as

It is this theory of real elements of A bhidharma

gatinimitta30•

under Nagarjuna' s dialectical arguments.

a kind of vziiii8I)a that is undisturbed by the i rqpact of

kamma, kammanimitta

and

.

The consciousness of the dying person

scholasticism that was exposed to the attack of the . takes one of these dying thoughts and te-links with ·
. Buddhist philosophy of siinyata that was developed
the consciousness at birth. Bhavariga is referred to as

BUddhaghosa attempted to overcome the problem

sensory stimuli . . Thus the Abhidhamma affirms the . .
continuity of momentary consciousness in a kind of .

ofpm;ooal· i dentity in rebirth by introducing the new

introverted stream of consc'iousiiess even . in the ·

concept ofbhavariga. The term bhavailga first appears

absence of any sense object stimulation. This account

in the Pa!{hana which is the last book of the Theravada

of mind enabled theA bhidhamma theorists to explain

A'bhidhamma Pi{aka. Although no instances of its use
can be found in the early sutta literature, it came into
wide use in the Milindapaiiha and the works of

the identity of the person across lives through the
consciousness alternating between passive bhavailga

Buddhaghosa. Since then individuated existence in the

and active sense consciousness. According to this

notion of an unbroken fl ow

of m o m en ts of

series of life's becoming (bhava) came to be seen as a

explanation there. is a plurality of mutually separable

continuation ofmental states unified through bhavailga

streams, and the contents of one stream do not get

which was considered as a continuum or stream (sota).

mixed up with those of another. Although there is no

.

·
·
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single entity that flows along the different streams
retaining their identity and providing identity to them,
it is only unbroken succession that provides identity
to each one of the mental streams.

9.Concept of Rebirth in Non- Th eravada
Buddhist Traditions
The fundamental principles of rebirth and karma
doctrines were common to all Buddhist traditions.
However in the course of time new developments
that go beyond the fundamentals laid down in the
early Buddhist canonical teachings have taken place.
The analyses . of the .Theravada tradition adopted
primarily a psychological approach in developing its
theories about rebirth and kamma. Theravada refrained
from developing any esoteric doctrines on rebirth and
kamma. The Mahayam and Tantrayana traditions
made use of these concepts to develop esoteric
teachings and give a new soteriological significance to
them.
In the Theravada rebirth came to be treated
negatively as a state from which one ought to be
l iberated at the earliest opportunity. With the
development ofthe Bodhisattva-concept in Mahayana
rebirth was considered more positively as affording
an opportunity for the Bodhisattva to perform moral
perfections in order to become a fully enlightened
Buddha. Unlike those who follow the ideal of the
. Arahant in Theravada Buddhism, the Bodhisattva does
not seek immediate release from sarpsaric realms, but
out ofgreat compassion for suffering beings resolves
to be reborn in different realms of existence in order to
reach out to others. The soteriological value of seeking
better rebirths, avoiding negative rebirths of attaining
ultimate release is transformed and replaced by an
altruistic concern for the release of all suffering beings.
Mahayana Buddhism. also introduced the notion of
"Buddha fields" presided over by celestial Buddhas
or Bodhisattvas. The faithful could aspire to be reborn
in one of those heavenly realms. These developments
are evident in the Sukhiivati Siitras and the
SaddharmapUT;.cfarika of the Mahayana that extended
far beyond the limits of the Theravada tradition the
religious� popular and symbolic aspects of the rebirth
doctrine.
A unique contribution to the Buddhist doctrine of
rebirth was made by the Tibetan Book of the Dead
(Bardo Thodol), a Tantrayana text which worked out
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in great detail as a body of esoteric doctrines the
intennediate state of existence (antarabhava) accepted
by non-Theravada schools of BuddhismY According
to this work, "The interval between the two states of
consciousness during which the transformation from
the 'old' to a 'new' being is effected, is called the
Bardo or intennediate state (antarabhava) divided
into three stages called the Chikhai, Chonyid and Sidpa
Bardo respectively"Y it is a work on the art of dying,
a religious therapeutic for the last moments of death,
as well as a book of ritual-for the dying.

lO.Conclusion,
The rebirth teaching is an essential component of
the liberation doctrines of all schools of Buddhism.
Buddhists generally consider it as an item of faith,
although theoretically Buddhist teachings emphasize
that it can be verified by n1eans of para�ormal .
experience. Viewed from the positivistic approaches
of contemporary sociology of religion and philosophy
of religion rebirth and kamma ·can be interpreted
lllerely as religious · teachings· performing a morally
regulatory function in the Belief system associated
with Buddhism. Such a perspective denies the status
of scientific truth and cognitive valu·e to these concepts. · ·
However, some investigators into· the sphere of the
paranormal are inclined to believe that despite its
religious affi liations, rebirth is a phenomenon that
deserves serious investigation; making use of the most
rigorous m ethods of science .. Some modem
philosophers are of the opinion that the concept of
rebirth can be refuted on purely logical grounds
whereas there are others who believe that it is a logically
possible concept. One unique feature of almost all
Buddhist traditions is . the affirmation of rebirth as
factually true, while denying the notion of a substantial
self.

P.D. Premasiri
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the attainment of liberation. He also pointed
out that he did not talk about the arising of a
person or the annihilation of a person but only
about the arising and cessation of dukkha.
Majjhimanikiiya Vol. I, p. l 40.
28 Dighanikiiya A{{hakathii (PTS) Vol. 1 1 , p. 383 . .
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29 Milin'dapaiiha (PTS) p. 299.
30 Visuddhimagga p. 457.

3 1 See W. Y Evans-Wentz The Tibetan Book ofthe
Dead (Oxford University Press) 1 957.

32 Ibid. p. lXVI.
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"dhopapa " (washing). Sumapgalavilfisini (DA . I. p.
84) explains this as a relic cult. Accordingly it is said
the context of Buddhism means corporeal remains of that the people do not cremate the bodies of their
the Buddha or his prominent pupils. But generally it relatives. Instead they bury them temporarily and
could be used to denote corporeal remains of any one exhume them when the flesh is decayed after
or even the remains of an inanimate object. The homo sometime. Afterwards they wash the bones, apply
sapien or the modem man took interest of the bodily scents and keep them aside. During the festive seasons
remains of his kith and kin, when he was yet in the they deposit the bones at one place and liquor at
primitive stage. It was this curiosity on the relics of another place and used to weep or lament repeatedly
the dead that manifested itself as the relic cult in the drinking liquor. It is further said it was the practice in
course oftime. The "relic cult" is found in many early the southern provinces. Though few are recorded in
civilizations in various forms and varying degrees. the literary sources, it could be assumed that there
The primitive man believed that by eating the dead or had been many similarrelics cults in primitive India
a part of his body it is possible to acquire the soul, where various cultures existed in different parts of the
power, strength, qualitie� etc. ofthe dead man. · country. But when we come to the Vedic period we
Because they thought that the dead body has all his find detailed accounts of more advanced relic cults of
strength, power, soul etc. In addition to the eating the India during the Vedic period which preceded the
dead, they used to wear their bones for protection or · Buddhist period.
to harm their enemies. The headhunters used to collect
the skulls of the victims they hunted. In some primitive
Among the Vedic texts Satapatha Briihmana is of
societies, the widow used to wear or carry the skull of paramount importance for the study'otthe sepulchric
her dead husband as an amulet, It is said that some of . procedures of the Vedic society. Satapatha Brahmana, ·
. . these practices are prevalent even today in some (xiii 8. 1 ff) contains a detailed account of the sepulchric
primitive societies.
rites of the Vedic Aryans, some of which appear to
have influenced subsequent Buddhist sepulchres. The
But as man gradually became more and more Satapcitha Briihmana reveals that there: had been two
civilized such primitive and barbaric practices gradually burials connected to Vedic Aryans. The calcined b ones ·
gave way to more civilized cults such as ancestor were first temporarily deposited in a jar and kept
worship etc. They u s ed to express their love, under a tree before undertaking the second burial after
attachment and respect towards their ancestors by a long time, when the people have already forgotten
preserving the dead bodies or bones of their ancestors. the dead. The Satapatha Briihmana recommends that
When the religions emerged in the remote era, it was a pleasant spot, not visible to the village be selected
the same instinct that compelled man to preserve the for the second burial. The Satapatha Briihmana
bones or dead bodies of the saints and sages they proposes that the memorial put up to deposit bones
loved or respected. But in ancient Egypt it was not at the second burial should be a four cornered one and
respect or love. that made them to preserve the dead a round memorial for the easterners. It is also seen
bodies of Pharaohs by mummification. They believed that the Satapatha Briihmana recommends memorials ·
that their king would rise up in the same form to live · for all the four Str(ltas of the society including �iidra
. again and they preserved the body for the purpose. the lowest and gives the height shape etc, for the ·
Subsequently there arose a belief that the relics of the memorials proposed for each of the grades. The most
saints possess intrinsic magical powers and it resulted prominent feature of the memorials put up for the
Vedic Aryans was that it was meant for the service to
in emerging of many superstitions or mythology
the dead unlike the Buddhist counterpart that would
around relics of saints.
be discussed below.
Pre Buddhistic Relic Cults in India: India was not
an exception regarding various relic cults that were The Early Buddhist attitude towards the corporeal
found in other primitive societies of the world. The relics: The early Buddhist texts testify that not much
Brahmajiila Sutta (D. I. p.6) refers to a practice among attention has been given for the corporeal remains of
the sramaiJas and briihmaiJas of the day called human beings. The lifeless body of a human being was
·
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person. Thus it is clear that the relic cult followed in

The Buddha disapproves Yen. Vakkali 's

the Vedic tradition has been adopted to Buddhism

compared to a useless log of wood

kaliilgararp).
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w ith a new meaning. The

gazing at the Buddha's beautiful body. The Buddha

Mahaparinibbanasutta

advised Vakkali to follow his dhamma without looking

further states that the Buddha has expl�ined the

at his impennanent body. Therefore putting up of

purj>ose of raising memorials over the relics of the

memorials enshrining the bodily relics ofhuman beings

above four thus :

is absent in the early Buddhist texts. 1 But as pointed
out above the practice of putting up memorials for the
dead was: already there among the Hindus. But some

p

of the re-Buddhistic

cetiya

.

such as Udena Cetiya,

Bahuputtaka Cetiya, Sarandada Cetiya and Capala

"Aya.ril tassa Bhagavato A rahato samma
sambuddhassa th iipoti A nanda bahujana cittarp
pasadenti. Te tattha cittarp pasadetvii kiiyassabhedii
parammarar;j sugatiip sagga loka11} uppajjanti "

Cetiya, the scholars think, would have been connected
''This is the Thiipa of the Exalted One, the Fully

to pre-Buddhistic ancestral worship.

Awakened One". Thinking thus the hearts of many
shall be made calm and happy and since they had

The putting up of memorials enshrining the

corporeal remains· of human beings has been a pte-

calmed and satisfied their hearts they will be reborn
after death in the happy realms of heaven" (ibid).

. Buddhist practice in India. The Buddhists appear to
have borrowed it from its Vedic background. But the
Buddhist building memorials over the corporeal

Thus it should be clear that the Vedic tradition

remains is completely different from the· Hindu
·
practice where all the sepulchric rites · are for the

raise. memorials to dispel the sins of the dead - while

purpose of cleansing the sins of the dead.

_ living . .The Buddhists have overturned the vedic idea.

Mabii.parinibbana Sutta: The Mahaparinibbana
Sutta (D.· Il·p: 72- t 68) which deals with the last days
of the Buddha, his parinibbana, .cremation and the
.erection of Thiipas is of vital importance for the stuqy

the Buddhists raise memori�lls for the benefit of those
At. the same time when Ven. Ananda wanted to know
how to handie the Buddha's body after theparinibbana

·

'·

of the relic cult in Buddhism, since it reveals its origin
and its early stage. · Further it ·is the only reference in
the canon pertaining to relics and relic worship. As
recorded in the Sutta Ven. Ananda is supposed to have
inquired from the Buddha before his parinibbana, as
to how to dispose the Buddha's corporeal body.' In
.
· replying to Ven. Ananda, the Buddha is supposed to
have indicatedAnanda to follow the procedure followed
in the case of a universal monarch (cakkavatti). In the
s·ame contex.t the B uddha i s supposed to have

enumerated those who . deserve to be honoured by
_
raising: thiipas (enshrining their bodily relics) after
death.

Accordingly,

the

Tathagatha

the

Sammasambuddha, Pacceka Buddhas, Tathagatha
savakas and the Cakkavatti Universal m�narch are those·

that ·deserve to be ·honoured by raising

th �as

over

their bodiiy remains.2
Unlike in the Vedic custom where all are entitled
for memorials, the Buddha ha;; restricted it for four
persons only. The criterion here is the virtues of a

the Buddha is supposed to have discouraged saying:
.

"Hinder not yourself, Ananda by honouring the
remains of the Tathagatha. Be zealous, I beseech you
Ananda, in your own behalf. Devote yourself to your
own· good. B e earnest, be zealous, be intent on your

own good. There are wise men, Ananda among the
nobles, among the Brahmins, among heads of houses
who are firm believers in the Tathagata, and they will
do due honour to the remains of_�e Tathagatha." (ibid)
What is underlying this statement attributed to
the Buddha in . the

Mahaparinibbiin(lsutta

is that

attending to the corpore�! remains of the Buddha is
not that important compared to achievjng the goal

(Nibbana).

Further it is not a thing that the monks

who are striving to achieve the goal should worry

�

about. It is a t ing to be attended by the laymen. The
statem ent further reiterates the fact that early
Buddhism did not consider t'he relic worship as that
important arid it was for the ordinl!ry folk for their
own good.
After the Buddha attained parinibbana Mall as of
Kusinara made arrangements for the cremation of the

·
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Buddha's body. As indicated to Ven. Ananda prior to
the parinibbana by the Buddha, his body was wrapped
with five hundred new clothes interspersed with five
hundred layers of spun cotton, as done for the body
of a Cakkavatii king to prepare the body for the
cremation.3 The Mallas gave all possible honour for
the Buddha's cremation. The Mahiiparinibbanasutta
proceeds to describe the cremation and one is stuck
by the simple and natural description of the cremation
process described in the Sutta compared to the
. descriptions of the earlier events of the Buddha's life
which are highly embellished with miracles.

RELICS

pujesurp). Therefore it appears that there has been a
custom in the society to honour the relics with dances
music etc. after the cremation and the Buddhists too
followed the same.5
The Mahaparinibbanasutta brings out solid
historical facts which cannot be contested. It is seen .
that this simple historic account has been expanded,
embel l i shed with miracles in the subsequent
comwentaries and the chronicles.
,�.·

The first two and the last stanza of the five stanzas
seen at the end oftheMahiiparinibbanasutta text which
read as follows are of vital interest to students who
examine the relic cult ofTheravada Buddhism :

The Mahaparinibbanasutta te�tifics that there has
· been a dispute among the kings of the surrounding
kingdoms, each - claiming a share of the relics for
them to. honour by raising Thiipas. According to the
A !{ha dopa cakkhumato sarira sattadoparp
record seven of the claimant eight parties were royals
jambudipe
m{lhenti · ekaiica doparp
except the party of Brahmins of Ve!}ladipa. However
. purisavaruttamassa R amagiime Naga raja
a Brahmin named Dona who won the respect of all,
mahenti
intervened and convinced the folly of fighting over the
,�.
bodily relics of the Buddha who advocated non. Ekahi da{hii tidi',!ehipiiJitii
ekapana Oandharapure mahiyati
violence. All agreed to share the relics equally and the
. relics were divided into eight parts. 'It is of vital
Kaliriga raiiiio vijitepunekarp
...."i' '· "
ekarppuna Nagariija mahenti
importance that there is no mention .of unbroken·
(vippakip!Ja) relics such as collar bone, (akkhadhatu)
Cattalisa sam a dantii kesii lomiica sabbaso
forehead (lala{hadhatu) teeth (dantadhatu).4 All the
corporeal relics were identified as sarirani (relics).
devii harimsu ekeka1p cakkaviilaparamparii
The Brahmin Dona who divided the relics did not get
a share. He was not entitled to and he had to be satisfied
"There were eight measures of relics of the Buddha.
with the measure he used to measure the relics. The . In India seven are worshipped, One measure is
Moriyas of Pippalivana who came late, too, did not (worshipped) in the Naga realm.
get a share. They took the charcoal of the pyre over
which they built a thiipa. It is said that each of the
One tooth is honoured in heaven and one in
Gandhara city. One in the Kalinga realm and one more
parties built Thiipas over the relics they got. ·
.by the Naga race.
The eight royal parties claiming a share of the relics
The devas took forty teeth, hair of the head, hair .
shows that already there has been a custom ofbuilding
Thiipas over the remains of saints. Further the of the body to each of the Cakkavalii.s".
Mahaparinibbanasutta speaks of a "Maha'' which
· means a "festival." All the eight claimants for the
The stanzas under reference supplement the
portions of relics said that they wanted to raise a information found in the Mahiiparinibbanasutta. It
Thiipa and perform a festival (Mayarp pi Bhagavato speaks of four canine teeth of the Buddha and the
sariranam Thupaiica mahaiica karissiima).' It is also places where they are kept. But the ·
said that after the cremation Mallas kept the relics of Mahiiparinibbanasutta is silent on them. Similarly the
the Buddha in their assembly hall (santhagaro) and !�sf stanza speaks of forty teeth and the hair of the
paid their respects with dances songs music flowers Buddha. It is not possible to find a source of this
and incense etc. for seven days (nacchehi githehi supplementary information contained at the end of
vaditehi m alehi gandehi sakkarimsu manesurp the Mah aparinibbiinasutta . The commentator
·

.

.

·

·
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canine teeth while he was measuring. He waited for an
opportunity and concealed th� right canine tooth in

Buddhaghosa in his commentary Sumangalavilasini
(DA 11 p. 6 1 5) has very clearly identified those five

his turban. Sakka saw it and snatched it from him
without his knowledge and took it to heaven. The

stanzas as uttered by the Theras of Tambapai).Q. i.

(A{{hadopam cakkhumato sariranti adigath ayo pana
Tiunbapa�herehi' vutta). It is clear that he did not

Brahmin concealed onemore right canine tooth between
his toes. But the Naga king Jayaseria snatched it by

want to mix these stanzas with the original account in
the Mahapari nibbiinasu tta. Further he has not

his Naga powers and took it to the Naga realm. The

Brahmin once more tried to hide a left canine tooth in

commented on them. Apparently he has not taken
them seriously and left them aside. This is another
instance of an addition made to the canon in Sri Lanka.

MahiidhiituJiidhiina:

RELICS

his garments. But this time a Thera resid.ent at ·
Gandhara took it from him without his knowledge and

proceeded to Gandhara The last, the left canine tooth
of the lower jaw was taken by a Thera namedKhema, ·
.a pupil of .Ven. Sariputta while the pyre was yet · in ·

Nevertheless Buddhaghos a

narrates a story of a Mahadhatunidhiina (DA · II p. 6 1 i -

flames and gave it to the king ofKalinga (Dhatuvarpsa

6 1 4) a t th·e. end o f his comments o n the
Mahiiparinibbiinasutta, which is not mentioned.in the
Ma_hiparinibbiinasutta account, the source of which

p. 1 8)B. But the author of the Dhatuvarpsa does not

reveal the source of this story.

he does not give. As Buddhaghosa has recorded Ven.

Mahakassapa after the eight Thiipas referred to above

The Dhatuvarpsa also provides some information

deposit (Mahadhatunidhana). The king agreed to

(forehead bone) of -the Buddha is suppo�ed· to be

on other prominent relics supposed to oe deposited
were built, foresaw danger to the relics in the future.
.
. He proposed to king Ajatasattu to have a.central relic . in the i sland of Thambapal).l).i.9 The Nala{adhatu

deposited in the cetiya at Serunagara._ It was in the

construct the Th iipa and the Thera to collec� the relics .

portion .of relics given to Mallas of Kosinagara.

from the Thiipas. The king completed the construction
powers). all the relics from L1e seven,Thiipas leaving a

Mahakassapa Thera went to M;allas . and got it from
them saying .that the B1,1ddha wished it to be enshrined ·

The reli�s at Rii!migama ofKo.liyas were spared as i!

Mahakassapa: This was ultimately brought to

and the Thera brought (apparently by his 111agical

In the Tainbap�l)idipa. It was kept with the pupils of ·

small portion for the respective kings to worship.

was to be deposited in the Maha cetiya of Lanka in

Tarnbapal).l).i and was ensh�ined in a cetiya at . .

to have been �own for more than two centuries till

another episode in the Dhatuvarpsa prince Abhaya,

Serunagara by King Kiikaval).9atissa. According to

the future. This central deposit of relics was supposed
it was discovered byKing Asoka who deposited them

nephew ofKing Siva of Kalyani, who was married to

in .his Th iipas. The same story is repeated in the

Princess Somadevi, the sister of kingKakav�.atissa,

variations.6

grove and enshrined anpL'Ier right canine tooth of the

Mah avarpsa' and the l).b.ilUYfUP.}..a with little

'
Dhatuvatp.sa (Nala!adhatuvarpsa): �

while residing at Somanagara buil
t a. cetiya in a Sala
·1\·..'�'\,<'�_i..f"'· · ···

Buddha which was in the possession of Maha·

It is in the

Mahinda Thera. of Maha Arittha 's lineage, on the

more inforniation on the five stanzas that come at the
.
end of the Ma'haparinibbanasutta which Buddhaghosa

this tooth relic carne to the possession of this Thera is

not known. The Dhiituvarpsa (also the Mahavarpsa)

uncommented. The DhatuvaiJlSa provides more

Sariputta removed the neck bone ( Giva{{hi) of the ·

Dhatuvarpsa1 (circa l 3L� century A.C.) that 'we find

suggestion made by his queen Soma devi10. But how

has identified as o( Tambapal).l).i Theras and left

describes how a Thera named Sarabhu, a pup�l of Ven.

information orr contents of the five stanzas specially
on the canine. teeth under reference. The stanzas refer

Buddha while the pyre was stili in flames. This was .

later deposited in the Mal:iiyailgana Thiipa11 in Sri

to four canine teeth of the Buddha, one in the heaven

Lanka. In addition to bodily relics of the Buddha it is

·
(Tidasapura) , one at the realm of the Nagas, the other interesting to note that the Dhatuvarpsa provides
at Gandhiira and th� fourth with the king of Kali�ga · infonnation on the locations where some of the items
According to the Dha.tuvamsa the Brahmin Dona who supposed to have been used by the Buddha (called
volunteered to divide the relics among the eight paribhogikadhatu - B·uddha's utility relics) are
·

claimants made an attempt to pilfer three of the four

enshrined which are outside Sri Lanka. Accordingly

.·
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the robe and the bowl (pattadapcja) at Mathura, the

King Du��hagamani built the biggest Thiipa at the

inner robe (nivasana) at Kusinara, the bedspread at

time, the Mahathiipa or Ruwanveliseya. It is recorded

that the share ofrelics given to the Koliyas ofRfunagama

Kapila (Kapilavatthu), the belt at Pataliputta, the

nisidana (cloth used to sit) at Avanti, Attharana

are enshrined there. According to the Mahiivarpsa

(probably a cloth spread for sleeping and sitting) at

(chapter xxxi verse 49) it was Buddha's wish that the

Devara��ha, the needle and container at lndapattha.

share ofthe relics given to the Koliyas of Ramagama
should be enshrined in the Mahathiipa in the future.

. Though the Dhiituvarpsa is considered to have been

After the Thiipa built by the Koliyas was washed

· based on an earlier Sinhala work on the subject, it is

away by the waters of the river, the relic casket was
.
floating in the ocean, the Nagas got hold of it and took

not a consistent work altogether. It speaks of eight

it to their realm. Asoka wanted to wrest it from the

measures of relics of the Buddha at the same time
speaks of 1 6 measures. In another occasion it speaks

Nagac;. But the Arahants prevented him reminding the

of 1 28 measures of relics vide golden measure. There
. are many such instances. Thus the data on Buddha's

Sonuttara Thera who was able to take these relics

Buddha's wish, the Mahiivarpsa further adds. "It was

relics supplied· by the Dhiituvarpsa is conflicting

from the Nagas to be enshrined in the Mahathiipa by

contradictory and are of poor historical value.

Dunhagamani.

Introduction of Relic worship to Sri Lanka and its
development: Till Asoka's time relic worship was

Intrinsic power of Relics: the Buddhists of Sri Lanka
believe that the Buddha's relics possess intrinsic. power .
of their own and the relics could perform miracles. .

not colisidered· that important arriong the Theravada
Buddhists. According to the available records it was

The relic (of Ramagama) brought to be enshrined in

Asoka who built Th iipas enshrining the Buddha's relics

the Mahathiipa is said to have performed miracles

or those ofhis prominent pupils on a large scale. In

according to the Th iipavarpsa; the· Mahiivarpsa . etc.

.of Thiipas �here the Buddha's reli<;s or those of his

the relics. It is as a result of the .Buddha's wish at the.

.

the course ofarchaeological excavations, a large number . But it is said that it is not due to the intrinsic power of
disciples are deposited, have been unearthed in all the

time ofparinibbiina. But this idea has gradually given

Buddhist sites of lndia after Asoka's time. The refics

way to the belief that the Buddha's ·relic has inninsic

and relic worship had been introduced to Sri L�ka

power and could move about by its own, create rain,

along with the introduction of Buddhism. As recorded

. perform mir:acles and fulfill the wishes of the devotees.

Mahinda after he spent the rainy retreat intimated to

Relics� and Rituals:

in the Mahiivamsa (Mhv. ch. xvii verse 2) the Elder

king Devanampiyatissa : Oh! King I have not seen the
Buddha for a long time (ciradi[[ho hi Sambuddho

Lanka. The relic casket is taken to the pirith ceremony

satthii no manujiidhipa). The king in tum replied "why
·

Further more, relics play an

important part in Buddhist rituals at present in Sri

and it represents the Buddha at the ceremony. ln the
alms-giving (Diina ceremony) the relic casket. is an

. sir, you have told me that the Buddha has already .

.

attainedparinibbiina� The king said "Dhiitusu di{[hesu
di{[ho hotijino " (when the relics are seen it. is same as

.

essential item. It is always taken to the ceremony to
represent the Buddha. Food is first offered to the .

seeing the Buddha) Thus it is clear that the idea that
the relics are equal .to the living Buddha is as old as
Buddhism in Sri Lanka. Though the relic worship
commenced in India it was in Sri Lanka that it became

relics before serving the monks.

Relics and Lliterature: The relics have enriched both
Pali and Sinhala literature in Sri Lanka. In addition to

popular widespread and ultimately became part and

the detail accounts on relics in the commentaries and .

parcel of popular, Buddhism. The Pali commentaries

the chronicleS there arose a class ofliterature on various

written in Sri Lanka and the chronicles show how the

relics such as Nalii[hadhiituvarpsa, Dhiituvarpsa,
·K
·
esadhiituvarpsa, Daladiisirita etc.
· thought that the greatest thing that a king cbuld do f�r
the cause of Buddhism was to put up a gigantic Thiipa
relic worship became more and more popular. It was

enshrining Buddha's relics. · Such kings are given a

prominent place in the chronicles.

.

The Relic and the kingship:

The relics attained

such an important position in ancient Sri Lanka that

•
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ultimately it became the symbol of kingship. Whoever
who was in the possession of the Tooth Relic was
qualified to be the king. Therefore the Tooth relic was
kept in a shrine especially built near the king's
residence. This idea was prevalent even during the
Kandyan period up to the 1 9th century.

Dhiituparinibbiina-: It should be clear from the above

the master is no more. He has attained parinibbiina
and he is not coming back. But this situation does not
satisfy the sentiments of the ordinary man. The
ordinary man wants someone to pray to, pray for
help, offer food, offer flowers etc. If not, there would
be a vacuum, anarchy among the ordinary people.
Hinduism, the impersonal Brahmanic principle did
not appeal to the ordinary folk. For the sake of those
who could not understand Nirgu(Ja Brahman they
had to introduce Sagu[Ja Brahman.

discussion, though the relic cult was commenced in
India, it was in Sri Lanka that it was developed to the
maximum, popularized and sustained. Developed relic
The Buddha) attainment ofNibbana� his. not livjng
worship is seen in the ·Pali commentaries. The. relic
.
worship reached such an important position that . and his not coming back did not matter for the wise .
Suma(Jgala vilasini (DA Ir 604} says tbat if a person who follow the path shown by the Buddha to attain
takes a relic of the Buddha equivalent in size to a Nibbana. But the ordinary man wanted a liv�ng Buddha
mustard seed and enshrines it in a Thiipa in his own to worship and pray to. Mahayanists introduced the
place and honours it, it is sufficient for him to be born · concept of the Dharmakiiya to satisfy the same need.
in heaven. After developing the relic worship to the For them the Buddha is existing in the form of the
maximum possible · stage the Theras of Dharmakaya. Mahayanists were not much interested
TambapaJ;iJ;iidipa have thought ofthe end of the relics in the corporeal remains of the historic Buddha as
too, for everything that exists shoulq·one day perish, . . they believed in the Dharmakaya.
according to the, teachings -of the Buddha. They speak
of a Dhiitunibbana or the parinibbana of the. relics in
It was the corporeal remains of the Buddha (dhatu)
the commentaries. Suma(Jgala .vilasin.i (DA III 899), . that" took- the place of the living Buddha among the
. and Sammohavinoda.ni _: ( i1bh .A. · 4 3 3 ) the · ordinary Theravada Buddhists. For the ordjnary man .
Dhiituparinibbana is described thus. At the end of the . · there was hardly !my difference betWeen the Buddha's
sasana all the relics Of the Buddha in Sri Lanka, of · relics and the living Buddha. For them the Buddha
their own come to the premises of the Mah1icetiya . was living: among them in the form of relics. They
without leaving even a small portion equivalent to a · offer food and robes to the relics as if offering them to
· mustard seed. From there they proceed to Rajayatana the living Buddha in flesh and blood. It was this belief
cetiya in Nagadipa. From Rajayatana cetiya the relics . in relics; the relic worship, that binds the ordinary
travel to Bodhipallruika, Jaw!Judipa.. �U the relics of man with the religion. Whatever may be the historicity
the Devaloka and the N �gi��
ome to_ the of some of the relics worshipped in {§p�t'ank8, :it;was
.
Bodhipallarika. 'There all the relics become one body the relics that keep the �rdinary p
��iffi'i'ri; the
like a golden mass and emanate rays throughout the Buddhist fold and· sustain the religion among them
.
1 0,000 world.systems. All the devas assemble to see and help the continuation of the faith.
the Buddha for the last time. Then the relics bum
· themselves completely by a fire born from within the
Moreover there is an important fact unde�lying
relics. It is noted that relics of JaTIJbtidipa are not . the Buddhist Relic Cult, that is the Buddha was a
mentioned in this context. Apparently they expected historic persqnality.
all the relics of the Buddha to be in Sri Lanka, the
t
\ '
Deva world, or in the Naga world by this time; nothing
in Jambudipa
. ; ·. K . Arunasiri

.

.

.

.

·

·

�iif

Conclusion: Relics worship has nothing to do �th

the core of the Buddha's teachings. It is in popular
Buddhism and it gathered momentum when the
practical aspect of the Buddha's· teaching lost its
ground gradually among the Buddhists: In Buddhism

�,
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2 The commentator Buddhaghosa in this context

RHYS DAVIDS, C. A. F.
A.C. and kept in the Tooth Relic Temple in
Kandy at present.
9 The first relic of the Buddha brought to Sri Lanka
soon after the arrival of the Mahamahinda Thera
was the right collar bone (dakkhina Akkha) of
the Buddha suppose to be enshrined in the
Thupanlma. On the instruction of Maha
M ahinda Thera, a novice named Sumana
obtained it from Sakka in whose possession it
was kept up to the time. But it is not possible
to find out how Sakka got the relic. Similarly,
there had been two collar bones. One in the
Thuparfuna is the right collar bone. The location
of the left collar bone is not known. But some
say that the Giva!{hidhatu which a Thera named
Sarabhu a pupil of Ven. Sariputta supposed to
have extracted from the funeral pyre of the
Buddha and deposited in the Mahiyangana
thupa r�fer to this left collar bone.
10
This right canine tooth of the )3uddha;appear to . .
be out side the four canine teeth referred to in
the stanza already referred . to. The cetiya
concern where it is supposed to be enshrined
possibly could be the cetiya identified as the
Somawathie Cetiya at present o(fPolonnaruwa.
11 According to KalingabodhiJiitaka (J. 479) it is
not possible to put up a cetiya·with Buddha's
bodily relics while the Buddha was living. But
according to Mahavarnsa (Chapter 1 Verse 33
.
f) Mahiyangana cetiya has been first buiit
enshrining the Buddha's hairrelic which Buddha
gave to god Sum ana when the latter requested
something to worship, when the Buddha visited
Lanka for the third time.

proceeds to explain why the Buddha approved
a Thiipa for a Cakkavati king who lived as a
layman, but not for the ordinary (puthujjana)
viltuous (silavato) monk. He says it is due to
lack of space. They are so many, the whole
island (Tambapannidipa) would not be
sufficient . He further says that they too should
be honoured as in the case of an arahant . In the
case of the Cakkavatti there is one. (DA II. p.
583f.)
3 The Indian custom i s to take the body open
unwrapped to the cremation ground. The
preparation of the Buddha's body wrapping
number of times with clothes and cotton and
placing the body in an oil vessel of iron and
cover with another vessel appear to have some
re·s emblance to the process adopted for
mummification of the bodies of pharaoh of
an�ient Egypt.
4 But Surnangalavilasini (DA II 604) says that seven
relics of the Buddha:s corporeal body such as
four canine teeth, two collar bones and turban
(u�nisa) were not broken (na vippakifJ!Jll)
festival in honour of the relics
5 The Dhaturnaha
.
.
possibly be a . reminiscence of the Relic cult
named "Dhopana" referred to in the Brahmaja
la Sutta q.v.
6 The concept ofthe Mahadhatunidhana or Central
Relic Deposit of king Ajatasattu at Rajagaha ·
appear to be common to both the schools of
· Buddhism Southern and Northern . . Taranatha
describes how king Asoka went in search of
this relic deposit of Ajatasattu and found it
hidden deep under the ground. Taranatha
speaks of a revolving m echanical device
installed for the safety of the relics as in the RHYS DAVIDS, CAROLINE (nee CarolineAugusta
case of the Pali account (Taranatha's History of Foley: 1 858- 1 942), M.A; D. Litt; was a distinguished
Buddhism in India Edited D. Chattopadhyaya, scholar of Pali and Buddhism, whose penetrative
Motilal
1 990 p. 60 f).
approach in the interpretation of canonical texts
. B anarsidas Delhi
.
7 Dhatuva11JSa (Naliifadhiituva11JSa) edited K. opened up new vistas in Buddhist studies.
Nandaratana (Sinhala script) Colombo 1 984 p.
18
Born i n 1 858 and having graduated from ·the
8 According to the Dhlituvan.lSa (p. 1 9) it was this University College of London, she devoted the most
left canine tooth of the Buddha, given to the . part ofher early period as a reader in Pali at the London
.· � .. '}j � ·: 'f, ·! .
.
king ofKalinga by the Khema Thera Wn1ch was School of Oriental and African Studies. Later she
ultimately brought to Sri Lanka by Princess became a lecturer in Indi an Philosophy at the
Hemamaia and Prince Danta in the 4th century . Manchester University .At the age of 36, she married
.
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Prof. Rhys Davids and since then she came to be
known as 'Mrs. Rhys Davids'. Though she as�isted
and collaborated in her husband's academic pursuits,
she was a scholar of a different calibre. She was
unorthodox, peremptory and darin g in the.
interpretation of Buddha's words occurring in the Piili
· texts. Her belief was that the monks who inherited the
Buddha's teachings bad presented it in a' defective
· · · and mutilated form'. However, in most Tberavada .
countries, her interpretations were not accepted and
bad given rise to controversies. Yet no one can deny
the veoman service she has rendered to the cause of
Buddhism through her dedication to promote Pali.and
Buddhist studies.
-

.

RHYS DAVIDS, T. W.

on Buddhist themes have been published
posthumously, in a collection titled Wayfarers Words.
By Prof. Rhys Davids, she had two daughters and
a son. She died in 1 942 when the Second World War
was at its height.

C. S. Ranasinghe
RHYS DAVIDS, Thomas William (1 843-1 922) D.

Sc.;
D. Litt; LL. D., was a pre- eminent Buddhist scholar,
who founded the Pali text Society (PTS), . London,
which rendered a singular service for the advanc�ent
of Pali and Buddhist studies. Born at Colchester,
. England on 12 May 1 843, as the son of a congregational
Minister, Rev. T. W,. Davids, . he r.eceived his e�ly
education in Brighton. Then he entered the University
ofBreslau in Germany, where he studied Sanskrit and
secured his Ph. D: degree.

After the demise of her husband she crept into his
role to coo.tinue pis good work.. She succeeded him as .
Secretary and President ofthePTS. and filled .the. chair
of prOfessorship left vacant by her hu.sband. Sir .
Denison Rose, the first Director of the London School
of Oriental and African StUclies, in his' autobiography
· titled Both Ends ofthe Cdndle rates her as ''one ofthe
In 1 864, at the age of 2 1 , he joined the Ceylon
most versatile and gifted woman I have known":
Civil Service under the British Colonial government.
His first appointment was as Private Secretary to the .
It was her rare acumen and gifted erudity,· .that Governor: Afterwards he was transferred to Galle as
prompted her to edit with remarkable skill such . District Judge. While discharging· his duties as judge, a
abstruse Pali texts as the Abhidhamma · Pi[tilW, the . . cur·ious incident occurred, that kindled. his inter�st to .
Vibhanga PrakaraiJa, the Yamaka, the Visuddhimagga, study Pali and Buddhism. A case that came up before
the Commentaries on Duka Pa{thana and thePuggala him in connection with a B.uddhist temple in_volved
Paiiiiatti.
ecclesias�ical law mentioned. in the .code of Vinaya
Rules (vinaya pi{aka). It was the turning point that
. Also she ventured to translate several metaphysical · spurred him to master that strange language, Pali. He
works, which were considered to be difficult tasks by studied Pali and Bud9hism under the tutorship of an
others. Thus, she translated the Dhammasangani erudite scholar monk named Yatramulle thera of
(Manual of Psychological Ethics) all by herself. She Bentota, to whom he pays a glowing tribute in his
collaborated with Swee Zan Aung to translate Hibbert Lectures.
Abhidhammatthasarpgaha (Compendium of
Philosophy) · and the Kathavatthu (Points of
In 1 872,. · in consequence of a dispute with a
· Controversy). She Was also the co-translator of superior officer, he
resigned from the Ceylon Civil
Vzsuddhimagga (Path ofPurification) and the Sarpyutta
Service and returned to England. There he studied law
Nikaya (Kindred Sayings). Her translation of the
and in 1 877 became a barrister at the Middle Temple.
Therag8Jha and the Therig8Jha under �he titles the
However, his interest in the legal profession was short
Psalms ofthe Brethren and the Psalms ofthe Sisters
lived. He persisted with his studies in Pali and
are regarded as masterpieces of lyrical poetry which
· Buddhism: His contributions to the Journal of the
bear ample testimony to her latent literary talentS.
Royal Asiatic Society under the caption ' Inscriptions
Mrs. Rhys Davids also has to her credit several ofParakramabahu ', ' Sigiri, the Lion Rock' and 'Two
original works such as Gotama, the Man, Outlines of Old Sinhala Inscriptions' won him recognition amongst
Buddhism and Siikya or Buddhist Origins. Her articles scholarly circles.
.
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Though there were some European scholars already
engaged in Pali studies at that time, it was Rhys Davids,
. who paved the way to organize P ali studies in the
west, so that Buddhism would become a household
word showing its value as part of special knowledge
and its mutual or religious significance to mankind as
a whole. "The missionary spirit of early Buddhism
was, in fact, active in Rhys Davids. He saw in ancient
teachings of the founder, a noble moral force and a
direct intellectual reserve in powerful combination and
. he set himself with enthusiasm to inspire respect for
its deep sincerity and love of truth" (JPTS, 1 923,
pp.9- 1 0).

RHYS DAVIDS, T. W.

eminent and competent scholars to translate a large
number of these texts into English .
His translation of the Jiitaka Nidanakathii was
published in 1 88 0 under the title, Buddhist Birth
Stories between 1 88 1 -85, he made several noteworthy
contributions to the ' Sacred Books of the East' series
edited by Professor Max Muller. His translation of
Buddhist Suttas (Vol. XI) was followed by the three
volumes of Vinaya Texts (Piitimokka, Mahavagga and
Cullavagga: Vol. xiii, xvii and xx), which he has done
in collaboration with Professor Oldenberg. · Further,
for the same series, he translated the Milinda Paiiho
(Vol. xxxv and xxxvi), which in Oldenberg's opinion
was a masterpiece of Indian prose.

In _1 877 appeared his first �ook titled, the Ancient
Coi� and Measures ofCeylon. When his second book, ·
Manual of Buddhism was released in the following
Rhys Davids' famous lecture series in 1 88 1 under
year, it became_. so popular that by 1 9 1 4, it had to be
'Hibbert Trust" proved to be a remarkable event, where
reprinted 23 times. It- was in this treatise that he
his dedication for the cause of Buddhism is concerned.
strived to dispel the misconception then prevailed in
It was in the second lecture of this series that he
the West that Nibbana was an annihila�ion. In refuting
imhounced the setting up of the Pal.i Text Society .Its
that view, he proclaimed that it is a moral and mental
inaugural committee formed under liis chaiimanship,
state attainable in one's present life itself.
comprised suc;h eminent scholars in the calibre of ·
It was about this time that he felt a great need to Fausboll, Oldenberg, Emile Senart anq Richard Morris.
edit and publish Pali texts in Roman script. \Yith this ,.. At'the outset, the onus of conducting "the activities of
motive, he' establi�hed the Pali Text Society, London t�e society fell entirely on his shoulders. However, he
in 1 882" In a report he outlines its objectives as found in Caroline August Foley an able and persevering
follows: " A Pali Text Society has been started on the partner to share his burden and subsequently that
model of the Early English Texts Society in order to association culminated in their marriage in 1 894.
render accessible ·�o students the rich stores of the
earliest Buddhist literature pow lying unedited and
In 1 882 he became the Professor of Pa1i in the
practically unused in the various manuscripts scattered University College, London and he graced that position
through the public and University libraries of Europe; till _l 904. Simultaneously he functioned as the Secretary
· They are our best authorities for the early history of and the Librarian of the RAS. He was also the founder
that interesting system of religion so nearly all allied of both the British Academy and the London Schooi
to some of the latest speculations among ourselves, of Oriental and African Studies.
and which has influenced so promptly, and for long ' a
. time, s o great a portion o f the human 1:ace the system
I n 1 8 8 4 he edi ted for the PTS the
of religion which we now call Buddhism". (ibid).
A. bhidhamm tthasailgani. Two y ears l ater, i n
·

collaboration with Professor J .E. Carpenter, he edited
The service rendered by the society pioneered by the first Volume
of Sumangala Viliisini Later, the same
Rhys Davids to promote the study of Pali Buddhism
pair joined again to edit Digha Nikaya Vol. I and II in
in the West was immense and far-reaching. Since its
1 909 and 1 9 1 1 respectively.
inception, the Society was an active and dedicated
body, which is credited to have edited and published
Also in 1 909, together with his wife, he visited
in Roman characters more tlian 1 7 5 Pali texts�Iiitegnt)' '
America to deliver a series of lectures at the Conell
. and influence ofRhys Davids is evinced from the fact
that the society was able to secure the service� of University. That series of lectures were published in
"
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will always be remembered as that of a most

1 896 titled, Buddhism: Its History and Literature. In

enthusiastic and devoted scholar; but those who have

1 899 he visited Buddhagaya and several other Buddhist

sites. As its outcome he produced

had the good fortune to know him personally will
.
always cherish his memory as that of a kind and

·Buddhist India

( i 903), a remarkable work depicting the social and

lovable man, of a Buddhist in the real sense of the

political background prevailed in India at the time
Buddhism arose.

In 1 904, Rhys Davids became the first Professor
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word."
.

of Comparative Religions in the Victoria University,

Manchester. It was a newly introduced branch of study

He passed away on 27m December 1 922, at the

ripe age of80 years. See PLATE XXIV

in England. He held that post until his retirement in

C. S. Ranasinghe

1 9 1 5 . He wan an exemplary teacher who inspired his

students with his own ardour .

In 1 9 1 0 he undertook to translate the Digha Nikaya, . ·

a gigantic task which he accomplished in collaboration

with his wife in 1 92 1 . It was published in.the (Sacred

B ooks of the Buddhists' · series under the title,

Dialogues ofthe Buddha (SBB,

Vols.

I I , Ill, IV). .

However, Rhys Davids' monumental work " is the
compilation of a comprehensive Pali -English

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS.

In the context

intended here, the term 'rightS' refers to the fair claims·

of treatment to which a person is entitled as a soCial

individuaL These claims can include not only the rights .

.
. of human beings but even those. of animals as both .
.
. ings inhabiting the planet earth;
categories are living
b�
, As '.human rights' in themselves as a separate

. age of72, and laboured all by himself, until he found

�ubject have been.· dealt in detail elsewhere in this
.
Encyclopaedia the present discussion will be confined

.
.
. William Stede, a philologist.

latter term serving as a restraint to transgressing the

Dictionary .He·undertook this gigantic project at the

in later years
a collaborator in his belovel student Dr.
.

to 'rights' in relation to the relevant obligations, this

due limitations of the forn'ler because the term 'rights' .

As age caught him up and when it became tiresome . . haS very often a tendency to go out of gea� and exceed
its legitimate boundaries offairness. Accordingly, the
"to· travel . from ·Manchester to attend meetings of the
PTS., he settled down in Chipstead, Surrey. The

realization of fairness in the execution 6f rights and

with humanistic outlook. It is well exemplified as he

unfailingly implying the other. Thus philosophically

living in the vicinity of his home :.in Chipstead. .

oflittle relevance lacking any pragmatic value, unless·

hallmark of this great scholar was his erudity combined

volunteered to lecture on Buddhism to poor workers

obligations "inevitably assumes reciprocality, one

speaking, Subtle theorization of one concept alone is

such a discuss.ion is. undertaken under the controlling

power of the mo.ral obligations inherently involved.in ·
In appreciation ofhis estimable services, the newly · .
.
e twm c nce ts. Althou h these obligations can be
formed 'India Society' (later, the Royal India; Pakistan
�
�
�
enforced on m. law, at tunes they become equally
and Ceylon Society) made him its President in 1 9 1 0.
forceful morally, depending on each situation.
. He was also a fello.w of the Royal Academy and a

�

member of several learned· societies. Moreover) he
.
· was instrumental in founding the London School of
Oriental studies.

In B-gddhist ethics there are clear-cut enumerations

of these binary concepts of human behaviour so that

a down-to-earth ethical pattern in their practical

applications can be easily formulated. As a practical

. A glowing tribute paid to him by another
. teacher regarding men and matters' the Buddha was
distinguished orientalist, Prof. M. Wintemitz of
quite particular that human society should proceed in
.
Pra81:1e Uni�tersity succinctly illustrates the scholarly
its journey free from conflicts to the maximum degree ·
and humanistic. qualities inherit in him as follows:
possible in practice. Accordingly, he has laid down
"No inan living and scarcely one single man in the
sufficient guidelines for the smooth functioning of
past; has contributed so much to the knowledge of
man in society in his inter-personal dealings, within
Buddhism and Buddhist literature as he. His name
such a framework.
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Beginning with the Five Precepts (paiica-sila), the
basic moral precepts in Buddhism, one can follow
this line of thought through the Maiiga!a , Parabhava,
Vasa/a and Vyagghapajja discourses, culminating in
the Sigala (or Siilga.la) discourse, which sums up all
the core issues as per this problem in a nutshell in its
advice to Sigala, the householder.
When dealing with the Five Precepts it is seen
how the first precept is a very clear instance
highlighting the most basic right of every living being,
human as well as otherwise, the right for ones' life, the
right to live. None has the justification to take away
that right to which everyone is entitled as a birthright.
However, what needs emphasis here is that every
individual has also certain obligations to comply with
in ones' relations with the other members of society
in general. Hencerights and obligations are reciprocably
bound together as two sides of the same coin, as it
were. This binding force is based on what is ethically
considered as 'right and proper' in human bahaviour,
wherein man has become by birth itself as "a social
animal".

·

�-

-
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the Buddhist concept is the fact that rights of man are
thus never ends in themselves and also they are
reciprocal at all tiines. Accordingly one person's right
turns to be an obligation of the other, whereby the
latter person becomes bound to perform or forbear
some act for the former.
The most prominent lesson taught by the. Buddha
in enumerating· this theme is the celebrated discourse
known as the Si(il)galoviida Sutta ofthe Digha Nikiiya
(D. III, pp. 1 80 ff. ), which synoptically contains the
domestic and social obligations and rights of man in
society in their entirety.

. It is significantly notable that rights and obligations
in Buddhism assume a mo�e humanistic tone in contrast
to the place afforded to them in the universal
.
Declaration of Human Rights as adopted by the general
Assembly of the United Nations in 1 948. In the latter
case these concepts assume more a legalistic tone
· whe�eas in Buddhism they are certainly invested with
a greater depth and significance as per human dignity
and values. The reason for this vital difference is not
far to seek. It is to be seen in the final objectives for
which they are meant in the two systems.

Si(il)ga!a was a young man in Rajagal1a in the
Buddha's day belonging to a family of which the
parents were highly devoted Buddhists, frequently ·
visiting the Buddha and listening to his discourses.
However, Sigala could not be convinced of the value .
of the Buddha and his teachings and he kept on refusing
to pay him a visit and listen to him: Ultimately his ·
father in his death-bed inquired of �m whether he
was prepared to. listen to his final parting advice. As .
death-bed requests are regarded as solemn and powerful ·
by convention and therefore. ,shOti l d not b� ·
dishonoured, Sigala
promised to abide
by whatever
.
.
®
· request his dying father would give him. The fathers'
solemn·request was that Sigala should take a morning
bath every day and wor�hip the six quarters as the
. initial task of the day. By this the dying man was
assuredly hopeful that the Buddha would one day
come to notice Sigala in the act and would convert him
by preaching a suitable discourse. Sigala was obliged
to carry out the fathers' death-bed request, although
he could r.ot understand the significance of what he
was doing.

In the case of the United Nations these are meant
to safeguard diverse democratic freedoms of the
individual against exploitation and abuse by autocratic
.
hands, thereby assuming the legalistic garb that is
apparent in them. But in Buddhism they serve as part
and parcel of man's spiritual jouniey towards the
uftimate obj ective taught therein vihich is the
permanent peace and freedom of Nirvana. Thus in
Buddhism they are naturally and implicitly invested
with an ethical value supportive of its theme of the
complete conquest of human suffering in its entirety.
Hence they are of necessity more humanitarian and
conduct-related as concepts. Also, more important in

It was against this backdrop that Sigala was one ·
day 'caught' in the Buddha's all-pervading net of
compassion in surveying the world daily as to whom
he should be of service on that particular day.
Accordingly, the all compassionate Buddha went
through Sigalas' neighour-hood for his alms-round on .
that day and met him while he was worshipping the
quarters. This came to be the occasion on which the
discourse which to this day has been respectfully
regarded as the hand- book of the layman's ethics as a
comprehensive guide to the mundane man showing
how he should exercise his right and obligations in his
social life.

·
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This celebrated discourse widely popular and
extremely instruetive with its full quote of lessons on
Buddhist ethics, known as the Sigalo vada Sutta (s . v),
can in reality be called the 'Discourse on the Rights
and Obligations of Man in Society' . . The relevant
theme is comprehensively covered here within this
single discourse.
Thus it opens with the subject of four evils referring
to them as "defilements of a person's actions" (kamma
kilesa). These are given a.S i. destruction of life ii.
stealing iii. lying arid iv. adultery. These four evil
actions of necessity defile the cha�acter of their
perpetrators making their kammic course soiled and
darkened. From another angle these evil - actions
constitute four glaring instances of the violation of a
person's rights.

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS

in the name of fair play in the administration ofjustice
by drawing the line of demarcation at the proper point.
Even the several kamma-kilesa of stealing .
comprises the violation of a person's legitimate right
to pocess property, acquired by legitimate means. A
thief stealing it means that a basic right of the property
owner becomes violated. Similarly deceiving a person
by uttering false-hood and thereby deceiving a person
violates the latter's right to know the truth. The victim
of deception may be a member of the evil society, an
institution like a court of law or a state department ·
but the deception is certainly a violation of the right
to know the truth, the gravity of the offence varying,
depending on each context

In the case of the fourth kammakilesa of adultery
too its perpetration, .whether h.y- .man or woman,
necessarily
v�olates one's legal partner's right by him
'The first evil action of killing violates the most
basic right of every living being, inclusive of animals, . or her. The matrimonial oath being what it' is as per its
'the.riglit to live;. Thi� is an inviolable and inalienable solemnity, the two partners involved in it are legally
right with the vital exception of a· hard-core· criminal . . as well as morally bound= to confine ·themselves to
ci)ndemned· to death in a court of law in which case each other in their· sexual relations as a vital mutual
that person has deprived another of his right to live obligation.
by his own in hunian behaviour, thereby becoming a
The next set of eyil actions committed by man as .
. · serious threat to society.
given here, comprising what are technically designated
Here a strange situation, really inconsistent with as the four wrong co�rses of action (agati) are greed .
justice arises when such a criminal
condemned to death (lobha);hate (dosa}, delusion (moha) and cowardi�e
.
by & court of law as a punishment for depriving an (bhaya). Resorting to any of these amounts to a
innocent person of his right to live, also resorts to misdirection of one's dutiful path of action which
_
�uman rights . activity and attempts to save himself invariably violates others' rights. Accordingly the
through the very same human rights. This, of course, avoidance of such wrongful courses ofaction is a moral
is an instance for taking the concept of human rights obligation on the part of everyone as an individual iri
to an unwarranted extreme. Yet, occasionally, i� so. . society. If a person does anything legally or morally
happens that when this aspect of the rightist activity wrong or wrong· in both ways propelled by one's
stands on the . way obstructing the proper control of friendship towards another, such behaviour becomes
crime. As such, the rightist activists need to know the · a case of favouritism (chanda or lobha), or if one does
limitations to which they should conform to and be so through anger or hate it becomes revengeful partiality ·
fair and legitimate in whatever demands they make on if one does so through cowardice or fear of someone
behalf of socially · errant individuals. Human rightist or through deluded understanding-of the true situation, ·
activities should be justifiably there because the perpetrator violates another's rights through bhaya
occasionally at least legitimate cases of travesty of and moha respecti vely. It is that person's obligation
justice can occur, depriving a party of its due share of . · to society not to act through such wrongful ways.
rightist clainis. When a·police officer fails to mete out
punishment passed on a criminal due to rightist
The most conspicuous context wherein the theme
intervention the former can present a legitimate case of rights and obligations have been highlighted in the
to maintain that rightist activity_ encourages crime. Sigala Sutta is where the worship of the six quarters is
Such unfair and unjust situations have to be avoided allegorically explained as the fulfillment of the rights
.
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and obl igations of six categories of individuals that

make up human society as its basic and m a i n
components. These comprise the parents as the cast,

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS

her by presenti ng to her jewellery and ornaments.

The wife should in return fulfi l l her obl igations by

perform i ng her duties well and truly, by being

teachers as the south, wife and children as the west,

hospitable to the family relatives, by remaining ever

.;mployees as the nadir and the clergy as the zenith.

earnings.

friends and associates as the north, servants and

By way of a brief explanation it may be said that

faithful to him and also by being wary in spending his

. If a fam ily of parents and children can live

in the case of children they are bound to fulfill certain

hannoniously by fulfilling the respective duties and

obligations of children turn out to be their tights, which

a peaceful society . can be the result. Fulfilling one .

obligations towards th e parents for whom these
fact shows the clear interconnectedness of these

obligations towards one another as shown above, what .
another 's duties and obligations means that every

concepts. Here, the obligations the children are required

person's tights are also.sati'sfied. If and when the famiiy

· · the family traditions, qualifying themselves by decent
behaviour for the family inheritance and performing ·

In like -manner friend and associates also should

· to fulfill are careing for them in their old age because
they supported them in their childhood, maintaining

· the necessary religious rights when they are dead and

gone.

remain faithful to each other through lib�ral.ity,

· cautio.us speech, helpfulness, impartia'lity and.
sincerity, never de.serting when one is in adverse
circumstances. similarly employers' and employees,
:,.1 .

I n l i ke man n er the parents also have their
obligations towards the children for whom these

there duties and obligations toward�-:each other such

bringing them up well by restraining the� from �vii

· according to the latters ' abilities and capacities,

obligations become their rights. These are given as

·

fails that will affect the society as a whole.

and enco�raging them to do good, training them for a .

profession as a means oflivelihood, iman'ging for them

suitable marriages and handing over the family

inheritance when the proper time comes for it. .

In the case of teachers and pupils the fernier have

their obligations towards the latter as training them in

the best djscipline, seeing to it that the lessons are
properly put acr�ss and grasped, instructing them in
arts and crafts as

and associates.

also introducing them to their friends

When the teacher fulfils these obligations of theirs

as the rights of students they too are bound to

reciprocate in five ways as rising from the seat in

salutation, attending on them, doing their studies well,

performing even personal service when it become
necessary and paying respectful attention when being
taught. .

The conjugal relationship between ·husband and

who constitute a maj or segment of any society, have
.

·�.

as the employers assigning work t9 the employees

supplying
them
adequate wages, sharing
.
. . with food and
.
·.
their delicacies _with them, granting them leave when. .

they · need it. etc. . The employees too . should fulfill

their obligations towards their employers. by being

punctual at work, by taking only what is legitimately

given, by performing the allotted work to the best of
their ability, by upholding the employers' name and

fame etc.

· The rights and obligations between the clergy and

the laity are not forgotten here owing to their

. importance in society. The clergy should supply rrioral

guidance and such other spiritual needs of the laity by

restraining them from evil ways and showing them
the ethically blameless ways of living.

The synopsis of the Buddha's body of instructions

as per the rights and obligations of man in society as

so far shown is applicable to any society in any time

or clime. It is a comprehensive guideline. It is only

wife is beautifully summed-up when it is sdid that the · · when rights and obligations between all the important
husband should be courteous to her never despising segments of society are well complied with . that human
her, should remain ever faithful to her and handover
the household authority to her and show his love to

beings can continue living

as

civilized and cultured

men and women in society. The Buddha's code of
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ethics as per the problem under discussion is quite

Max Gluckman who does not disagree with Goody

com-prehensive as given even in this single Sigala

thinks that religious ritual should cover actions arid

discourse.

beliefs addressed to spiritual beings or some ultimate
view of destiny as in Buddhism. Thus for him, it

If every single mdividual fulfils his or her obligations

seems, afl Buddhist activities like meditation leading

well as briefly shown above no problem of rights

to Nibbanic emancipation, also should come under

would trouble any society.

religious ritual. But with regard to the use of terms he
. is more inclined to follow Wilson rather than Goody.

A.GS.

Kariawasam

He prefers to use the term ceremony to cover any
complex organization of human activity that is not
specifically technical or recreational, and which

RITES AND CEREMONIES.

Wh�t pertains to a

involved the use of modes of behaviour which are

rite is generally taken as a ritual. A rite is defined as a
fo�al proced��e or a�t in a �elfgi�us or other solemn

expressive of sociai relationships: All such �odes of
.behaVIour, conventional and stylize9 are ceremonial

coupled the word ceremony which is described as the

which shade into one another. One he calls

observation1• Along with the word rite is also often

··

Within this he distinguishes two different categories

performance. of some solem n act according to

'ceremonious' and. the other 'ritual' . In the .definition

prescribed form. Therefore what is remarkable in a

of- the latter he follows Evens Pritchard's view on

rite or cei:ernohy is !ts formality or the performance of

magic. "Ritual". accordiq.g to him, "is distinguished by

an act· in a certain . prescribed ferm. · If we take a
performance pertaining to religious·acts one can define

are pattems of thought that attribute to. phenomena

the fact that it is referred to 'mystical notions' which

the term, in a general-sense, as folll'l, al acts performed . supra-sensible: qualities which, or part of which, are

. in some p��cribed fotrn according· t� rules �et doWn . . not deriv,ed by observatio� or cannot be logically
.
by custom or tnidition. or. as · raid. down In religious . inferred fr6m· it ancr \_Vhich they do not possess.... If
these notions are pi:esent in a certain· ceremonial act

. texts and codes of rules:

then it is inyariably a ri�al, but if not, then it i� merely
.
'ceremonious'. Ifhe accepts these notions it is difficult

Does-this however mean that a ritual per se coul d

include all forms of religious activities ·. without . to understand Gluckman's earliet: attempt to include
·

aU Buddhist religious activities under the term

exception; or only certain forms -ofreligious activities
confined to a certain limited area? Perhaps a discussion

religious ritual. However there are many religious

activities ·coming under Buddhism which can definitely

by J. Goodyl on the definitional problem of religion

be included under this definition.'

and ritual may throw some light on this. In the first
place Goody, who advances his own definition of the
term ritual, call s it "a category of standardized

Above attempts to resolve the definitional ·

behaviour (custom) in which the relationship between

problems regarding religion and ritual show that most

means and the end .is not intrinsic.... However he is
inclined to use the term ritual, unlike some other

scholars agree that a ritual, or religious ritual as some
would like to call them; is admittedly a religiou� act ·

scholars, to cover all conventional acts addressed to

with a mystical; non-rational content, directed to some

mysti cal p�wer or a spiritual being; to secu�e some

_some mystical: power. Goody arrives at this conclusion

after examining Monica Wilson's discussion on the . blessing there from. However at .least one scholar has
subject. According to this scholar a ritual is "primarily

tried to give a broader view, by specifically narriing

a religious action . . . . . . . . directed to secure the blessings

Buddhism and claiming activities directed at ''some
ultimate view ofdestiny" also should be included under · ·
religious ritual. But since, as we shall see later, early.
Buddhism, with Nibbana as its ultimate goal, hao not
given an important place for ritual or any form of ·
mystical activities or appeals to super powers, one

of some mystical power. Symbols and concepts are
employed in rituals but are subordinated to practical

ends." But a ceremonial is "an elaborate conventional

form for the expression of feeling, not confined to
religious occasions". lltus for Wilson ceremonial is a
category embracing ritual.

·

·

.

cannot agree that all Buddhist activities can be included

under this category

..

.

.·

... . __
_
_
_
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The Purpose and the Function of Rituals: Man is

RITES AND CEREMONIES
Since all primitive belief systems and, later, the

endowed by nature with certain mental and physical

major religions, considered it their duty to ensure the

capabilities which are used by him in the realization

material and spiritual well being of their fol lowers and

ofhis needs and goals. However he is often hampered

the world in general they all came to possess a series

in his efforts by numerous obstacles beyond his

of rituals devised according to their doctrinal

control. For instance he finds that he has no power

conceptions. Those who devised these rituals and

over the natural elements, which very often bring down

prescribed them to their followers claimed to know all

at the most unexpected moment all his efforts to lead

aspects of them as well as the behaviour of the mystical

a" comfortable l ife. He is not always capable of

forces which are controlled by them. They became

countering by human power the physical or mental

the custodians and experts of the rituals and therefore,

ailments which assailed him, ether cutting down his

soon, became an indispensable group for the welfare

span of life, or, · hampering the enj oyment of the

of society. Soon they themselves came to be invested

comforts of life he desires. Natural disasters come at

with a mystical aura. Rituals were handed down to

the most unexpected moment destroying all one's

their successors chosen and initiated by them. Their

efforts at material development. The field of spiritual

service became an essential feature of reli gion for

development and destiny beyond death is very often

without their help rituals could not be performed.

a dark chapter for most of them. They are goals thought

The intricacies of the rituals as well as the mysterious

to be attainable by personal human effort alone.

·

powers controlled by them are known only to them.
Such powers would listen only to their pleadings and

Man began to see unknown and unseen powers or
a single power behind all natural activities including
those of man and beast. He thought .that there are
unseen evil forces in the universe, whic� were ini•·nical
to man and were always bent on hamp

e�ing him. Yet

only their petitions would be granted by them. They
became the priestly intermediaries between man and
the personal or impersonal powers that be.

A ritual is also generally linked to an origin myth

there are also, he thol.lght, beneficial forces, which are

which narrates the story of the origin of that particular

heipful to man. He, especially the mote intelligent and
.
imaginative amongst them, started to th ink of various

by primordial supernatural beings. The re-enactment

ways and means of understanding these forces and

of the ritual brings one back into that sacred ti1nes and

comfort. Some of them claimed to have understood

Mircea Eliade formulates the principle,

devised magical incantations and ritual to propitiate

myth that tells how it was performed for the first

controlling them so that man could live in peace and ·

them or even had communications with them. They
the evil forces and m�ke them either harmless or make

· man immune to their evil intentions. On the other
hand other incantations and rituals were devised to
ensure the blessings of the beneficial forces either by

appealing to the evil forces or by strengthening man's

capability to receive the blessings of such good forces.

Such rituals were devised not only for accomplishing

mundane goals but also the reaching ofspiritual goals,

ritual in a bygone era, perhaps, in the presence of or

into the presence of the supernatural beings. Thus ·

"A rite cannot ·

be performed unless the origin is known, that is, the
time"3 speaking of the structure of a myth Eliade adds,
" that by knowing a myth one knows the "origin" of
. things and hence can control and manipulate them at

· will. This is not an "external" "abstract" knowledge
but a knowledge one "experiences" ritually, either by
ceremonially recounting the myth or by performing
. the ritual for which it is the justification''.4

either in this life itself or at a future date after death.

Communion with high spiritual powers in this life or

j oining them in a future life were thought to be
accomplishable via the medium of such ritual. Since
no one can understand how those unseen powers can
be moved to action or inaction through the means of
these rituals to achieve certain goals whifh, according
to their thinking caruiot be accomplished by powers
given to them by nature, such ritual can be generally
described as mystical or non-rational in content.

Considering all these facts one could draw up a list
of factors that could be used in the definition of a
ritual as it i s und erstood and practised i n
contemporary. religious contexts.

1 . A religious ritual is performed for the realization
of certain ends which are thought to b e
unachievable through normal natural means man
is endowed with.
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context one cannot possibly find a basis for· ritual in
Early Buddhism. For as seen above rituals are utilized
to seek the intervention of outside mystical powers
and beings to help one in achieving one's goals. Early
Buddhism never expected its followers to seck the
support of'such outside powers to help them. Hence
rituals, the instrument, of such intervention-cannot
be found a place in a teaching like Buddhism.

2. It is addressed to a mystical power, personal or
impersonal, whose intervention is invoked for
either the amelioration of some personal or
social woe· or the gaining of some benefit for
the performer or the society in general.
3.

Normally a ritual is· performed by a priest who
has an expert knowledge of the ritual, and, or,
is empowered to act in that capacity by a higher
power; and who acts as an jntermediary between
the perfonner and the mystical o� spiritual
power .

4. There is a mystical; non-ratiunal, element in a
r_itual. How and why a particular ritual could
bring about the desired result is never clarified,
Thus in the words of Goody in a ritual the
re�ationship between the means and the end: is
·not "intrinsic".
5 .. Symbol and concept are used in.-r ituals.
.

· 6." Oftt:tn a ritual is linked to an origin myth which
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The Buddha's Attitude to Rituals: There are a few
very interesting episodes from the life of the Buddha,
recorded in · canonical and post-ca:nonical ·literature,
which brjngs to light the -Buddha's attitude to ritualistic
practices. One such incident is recorded in the
Cullavagga of the Vinaya Pitaka (II. 1 40). Once the
· Buddha happened to·sneeze as he was preaching to a
large gathering including monks. The monks present
immediately started to exclaim, "May the Lord live
(long)! May the Lord live (long)" ! disturbing the
sermon itself. It is generally known that in traditional
societies· -there is a belief that the soul. of a person
could escape with sneezing leading even to the persbn's .

··

death. The words of the monks jivatu bhante quite
. sets the pattern for the perfdrmance oftne ritual· aptlY,- -exemplifies this belief. But what :\\ias the
and the results tha,t couid be e�pected from it · Buddha's attitude to this exClamation? · He queried
.
whether a sneezer could live or die with the inere
Ritual and Early Buddhism: ·-Early Buddhism is · utterance or not of this phrase, "may you live".
principally a Path· of Emancipation, from samsiiric · Definitely not" was the prompt answer which
.
dukkha, with the personal effort of the intelligent · · illustrated the emptiness of the practice. The Buddha
practitioner (paccattarp veditabbo viii_iiiihi). The immediately laid down a rule for his disciples
Buddha. who discovered the path by his own effort, reStraining them form· uttering this phrase when some .
. realized his own emancipation, and proclaimed it to one sneezed. But he had to soon amend this rule due
the world to be utilized by others who are courageous
to prote�ts from the · laity· who expected Buddhist
enough to take the plunge, for in his own words, the
monks to respond when they are blessed in this way
path he tread was an arduou� one and the Dhamma he
by lay devotees. "Householders, 0! Monks, ID-e J�vers
reaHzed was · the most profound. He compares the
of ritual" (gihibhikkhave mangalikii), saiq he, and laid
path to a swim upstream (pa[isotiigiimi). Tathagatas,
.says the Buddha; are only "proclaimers of the down the rule that if a l.ay devotee utters this phrase .
path "(alckhataro tathiigatii), for the task of following at the sneezing of a monk, the latter should respond
the path and the task of final realization have to be·· with.the words "live long" (cirarp jiviihi). This simply
accomplished by ourselves· alone (tumhehi /qccarp illustrates the Buddha' s attitude to mystical notions
iitappa�p). He never posed as a saviour but a teacher related to rituills. The Buddha was a pragmatist. He
and his fol'l.owers honoured him with the epithet, found that these practices have no practical value·. .
"Teachet ofgods and men" (satthii devamanussanarp). But on the other hand he was liberal minded enough to
He, in fact, instructs· his disciples to regard oneself accommodate the wishes and desires of the ordinary
. and the Dhamma .as an island unto.. themselves and as householders w.ho found i t difficult to wean
.
a refuge unto themselves. They. should never seek for themselves away from their age old practiceS .
a refuge outside (attadipii bhikkhave viharatha
A similar instance found in the same text (ibid.
attasara!Jii
anaiiiiasartl!Jd Dhammadip.ii
and also in the Majjhima Nikiiya (II 93) refers to
27)
1
Dhammasarap.ii anaiiiiasarap.ii D) I l . 58). In such a
·

.

'

·'

·
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a rule laid down by the Buddha restricting his disciples
from treading on cloths spread on the ground for them
to walk on. The Buddha and the Sangha were once
invited by a prince named Bodhi to a forenoon meal at
his newly built mansion named Kokanada. At the
entrance to the mansion the prince had spread a cloth
on the ground and requested the Buddha to walk on it
for his welfare and happiness. But the Buddha did not
step on it and entered the house only after they were
removed on Ven. Ananda's instructions. He said,·"The
Lord will not tread the cloth; the Tathii.gatha has
compassion for the future people." " As in the earlier
occasion, here too, the Buddha laid down the rule
referred to aeove. But once again the Buddha amended
it for the .sake of the ritual-loving householders. Monks
were allowed to walk on cloth with washed feet. The
Buddha's rationale is clear. This ritualistic practice
has no other practical value than spoiling the good
cloths of the people. So if they are adamant then do it
with washed feet to avoid spoiling the cloths .
The comrnentarial view (MA./IJ322) espoused by
the translator 5th at the Buddha did· this because he
knew that the prince's wish for a child will not be
fulfilled, seems to be completely off the mark. If that
were so there was no reasori for the Buddha to have
laid dowrt a rule restraining his disciples from following
the practice. Certainly not all the householders who
wished for children would have been unlucky as Prince
Bodhi.
TheJataka commentary (JI.373f) presents us with
another interesting instance. The Buddha rejects the
superstitious belief of a brahaman who ordered his .
son to throw away a costly pair of robes, belonging to
him, in the charnel grounds because they were gnawed
by mice. He feared dire consequences for him, his
family or anyone else coming intci contact with them.
But the Buddha, in spite of the protests of the
brah�in' s son picked them up and removed them to
the monastery . In the past story it is asserted that
Buddhas, Pacceka Buddhas, and Bodhisattas do not
approve mystical rituals and hence no wise p1an should
be a believer in such praCtices (kotiihalci mangalam
nama na Buddha-Paccekabuddha-Bodhisattehi
vappitarp. Tasmiipa!1ditena kotiihalamcingalik�lla na
bhavitabbarp). Although there is no reference t� any ·
elaborate ritual here the rejt:ction of a mystical belief
and practice is itself a rejection of ritualistic practices
grounded on mystical magical beliefs.
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There are some other references in canonical texts
\vhere the Buddha has rej ected the Brahmanical
ritualistic practices. It is said that the brahmans of the
western regions, who are "purifiers by water, fire
worshippers" perform rituals to send a dead person
to heaven. The Buddha is asked whether he, who is an
Arahant, a Perfectly Enlightened One, cannot send all
the dead to heaven. The Buddha explains that one
who perpetrates the ten evils cannot be sent to heaven
even with the prayer of a multitude of people, nor can
one who abstains from the ten evils be sent to hell by
a similar prayer. Thus it is not the ritual but the evil
actions that take one to hell and the abstaining from
them to heaven (S.IV. 3 1 2ff).
The conception of purification said to have been
held by the same Brahmans of the western region has
also been rejected by the Buddha as not agreeing with
the Ariyan discipline. They had instructed their
followers to either, immediately after waking up in
the morning, touch the earth, or wet cow dung, or
green grass, or worship fire, or adore the . sun with
clasped hands or plunge in the water thrice. But the
Buddha's conception of purification was the
abstention from the ten unwh olesome actions, ·
(A. V.263ft). To a brahamin who bathed i � the evening ·
to wash away the sins done during day and bathed in .
the morning to wash away sins done in the previous
night the Buddha showed the way to cross to the
other shore with · dry body" "The Dhamma is a lake,
virtue a bathing ford Clear, undefiled, praised �y the .
good Where the 'Knowers' come to bathe Dry in body,
to the beyond they cross" (S.I. 1 82ff)
The Buddha also somdime pointed out that even
Brahmans, disregarding the importance of ritual, give
the foremost place to moral discipline above rituals.
B eing questioned by the Buddha the brahamin ·
Assalii.yana admits that brahainins would prefer to
feed in their sacrificial ceremonies even an uninitiated ·
( anupanita ) brahaman, not versed in the sacred texts
(anajjhiiyako) ifhe is morally disciplined (silava) and .
of good behaviour (kalyanadhammo ). This made the
Buddha to remark that by this statement Assaliiyana .
admitted the purity of all the four castes as these
qualities can be acquired by anyone irrespective of
�ne's birth (M il. I 54).

Place of Ritual in a Householder's Life: As seen
above householders are lovers of rituals. This is
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and training in a craft at the early childhood. Thus one

natural, as it is the home-dweller leading a familied life

by one duties ofhomelife and the life of a home-leaver

who has to face the numerous problems affecting the

are enumerated until one reaches the four Noble Truths

smooth running of one's home and family life. The

and Nibbanic Emancipation. Here the Buddha replaces

Buddha has pointed out on many occasions to the
monks that t&e�r . should be very considerate to the

the mys.t ical ritualistic notions with a series of

householders viho·eam their living with great difficulty.
He points· out that he left home life because it is full of

pragmatic life-enriching actions beneficial both

the going-forth (pabbajjii) is free like the open sky

The Buddha, while adopting a more liberal attitude

materially and spiritually.

impediments and is comparable to a bowl of dust, but

to the ritualistic practices of the householder, seems

(Sn.40t). A recluse who has left home iife an� has cut

to have shown them the upward path which he wished

off all his links with home and devote his whole life

for spiritual development may not be so much affected

them tq . fol!ow. In one discourse he divides lay
followers into two categories as 'outcastes' 'and 'white

by such problems as he or she is trained to face with.
equanimity ariy shortcomings that corrie one's way

lotuses' .The former is a performer of mystical rites

without being disturbed by them.' Emperor Asoka6

(kotiihalamailgalika), and one who falis back upon

says in one of his edicts that people. perform many

rites but not on actions (mailgahup pa.c ceti no

rites on numerous occasions as illness, weddings of . kammarp) while the latter has diametrically opp�site
qualities (A.III.206). The view expressed in theJaiaka

sons and daughters, birth of children� and setting out
on journeys. Women are especially attached to them.

. this discourse.
Commentary is borne out by

But, following the Buddha, Asoka also. says that these

are of l ittle value, but · the: rite of the Dhamma .

, Aspiration {patthanii) and prayer (iiyiicanii) play
an importaiJ,t role in cotemporary Buddhist rituals, A ·

.

(dhamma-mailgala) is of much greater . value:. Thus

one. can understand th� Buddha'.s attitude to ritual s.

·

solemn wish or aspiration invariably follow upon any

He points out the futility of performing the�· but · .important religio,us activity of Buddhists. Praying to
made no attempt to cut off the householder, who loves

·

gods, or the Buddhas and Bodhisattva.s in case of

rituals, completely from them. He let them gradually

Mahayana Buddhists, for the accomplishment of their .

wean themselves away from them as · they advanced
in�ellectually and spiritually. .

desires are well known facts. Yet the Buddha's attitude

One· of the important discourses relating to this

subject' is the Mailgala Sutta of the Sutta Nipiita (p.46
f.). AcOOrding to the commentarial tradition the Buddha,

on this seems to have been different. He tel l s
AnathapiJ;Ic_lika that there are five things which people .

(iiyu),
complexion (va{lpa), happiness (sukha) fame (yasa)
and heaven (sagga). But he says that a disciple of the
Noble One (iiriyasiivaka) should not aspire or pray in
desire most but hard to acquire, viz long life

in this discourse, counters the then popular view on
mailgafa· and enunciates his own view on the topic.

order to obtain them. For if they can achieve these by

the auspicious and the inauspicious, or the lucky and

in any thing. So what they should do is to follow a .

The criterion popularly used at the time in deciding
the unlucky, was based on sense impres�ions, viz, the

seen, the heard and the sensed (di{{ha, suta, muta). All

objects pereeivable by the five senses were divided as
auspiei0us

and i n au sp i cious (mailgala an d

avamaiJgala). The Buddha rejects this view and, in

the �· gives a series of wholesome activities that
could benefit anyone to enrich one's life, materially

and spiritually, ultimately ending up with total

emancipation. The series opens with an act that could

decide the overall picture of one's life, i.e. the non
association with fools and the association with the
wise aad honouring those deserving to be honoured.

With this overall picture one is taken to the education

such means then no one in the world would be lacking

course of action conducive for their achievement

(AJII.47 ff). The commentary (AA .III.252) naturally

takes the 'suitable course of actions' as liberality and

moral discipline. It may suit the last ofthe five desirable
objects. But since the discourse is silent on it one may

interpret it more loosely in the other cases which are

more this worldly.

For instance the Buddha has emphasized again and
again the importance of effort (uffhiina) for acquisition
ofwealth (ibid.45 f Sn. 1 87). Righteously gained wealth
is described as that got with the strength of one's arms

(b iih ubalaparicita) and the sweat of one's brow
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(sedavakkhitta). Suitable fonn of worldly activities

based on moral discipline should be the answer in this
case.

In the Nakkhatta Jiitaka

(J 1.258) there is a: clear

message to the lay followers who place their reliance
on the movement of the planets and other heavenly

RITES AND CEREMONIES
In the list of moral precepts

(sila) found in the
Silakkhandhavagga of the Digha Nikiiya, various
ritu a l i s t i c practices fo ll owed by the B u ddha 's

contemporary brahamans and reduses are said to have

been abandoned by the Sons of the Sakyan, i.e. the

disciples of the Buddha. People refer to this quality

appreciatively of the Buddha too in the Brahmajiila

phenomena. A person who awaited the arrival of a

Sutta (D. I. 3 ff ). Included among such practices

that the bride's parents had given her in marriage to

divining by means of omens and signs, sacrifices to

lucky day to consummate his marital contract found

another person. So the Buddha says:

abandoned by Buddhist monks and nuns are palmistry,

gods, laying demons in a cemetery , snake c4anning, . .

giving charms to ward off arrows, practising astrology,

The fool may watch the lucky days

arranging lucky days for marriages etc., oracular

But luck shall aiways miss

practices, worship of the sun, invoking Siri, the

The luck (attho) itself is luck's own star

Goddess of luck etc. etc. ( ibid. p. 9ft).

What can mere stars achieve?

·

So what is needed for success is not a lucky st,(lr

but to work in earnest without delay.

Rituals in Relation to Monks and Nuns:

This view is further illustrated by a statement of ·
Mahataf!hiisatikhaya Suua. Here, .

the Buddha in the

having first refuted, with a long discussion on

dependent origination, the erroneous view ofthe monk

The

named Sati, that the consciousness · transmigrates

Buddha's attitude towards the practice of ritual by

without changing, the Buddha Pl:ltS a very pertinent

his ordained disciples did not take the same liberal

question to his disciples who clairif to have fully

understood the Master's views. "Would you, 0 monks,

. turn seen in . the case of the laity. This is quite
understandable when one considers the fact that they

knowing thus; seeing thus, fall back on the rites and·

m�rtdane aspirations With the rum of attaining complete

"Certainly not so, sir" was their prompt answer (M.

mystical rituals of the many recluses a:nd brahamins"? .

are a group who have voluntarily sacrificed all their

em ancipation. While rituals m eant for worl dly

I.

purposes can be complet!!lY dispersed with by them

says that it is impossible for one who is endowed

· Buddha found no ritUal that could take anyone on the

with right views to rely on mystical rites for the

Noble Eightfold Path.

achievement of purity (

abhabbo ditfisampanna
puggalo kotiihalamangalena suddhirp pacciigantum
A. III. 439). It seals the fate of rituals as far as spiritual

The Buddha starts off the Samm a Paribbajaniya
Sutta rejecting the ritualistic approach7

purification is concerned.

"Who hath uprooted faith in luck (mailgala)

And faith in omen, dreams and signs,

Are Sanghakammas Rituals?

He rid of all the bane of luck

Buddhist Sangha

(dosa) which a true monk has to
aa
f

i

(sangha kamma) as rituals. One
scholar has, in his work named, "Buddhism, 'A

(maria/a) are h.e re

� �:;! :::1! � ��:: �� �:i�·: ��:7;��:
·s

n

Some scholars have

tried to label the ecclesiastical communal acts of the

Rightly he in the world would fare".

e

·

more fall back upon ritualistic practices. So the Buddha

been fully dispensed with by Buddhism itself. The

designated a 'bane'

265). It is then certain that anyone who has realized

the full spirit of the Buddha's teachings cannot any

all ritualistic devices meant for spiritual purposes have

It is significant that rites

h

Mystery Religion' 8 made � vain attempt to make out

·

·

the ceremony of higher ordination

( upasampada in

the Theraviida tradition, a mystical ritual complete

with an origin myth and all. It is a fact that in Theravii
it is said that a person who has abandoned such ptes,
a Buddhist countries the act of higher ordination is
h avi ng triump hed over paired d ra vitie s · · · a
conducted ceremonially according to the rules laid
could not come back to be reborn

ep

(yugayogiidhigato)

iri a mother's womb. The importance ofthe eradication

of the belief in rites for emancipation is clear .

· ·.

down in the

Vinaya Pi{aka (Vin. 1 .56 ft). It is an

adm in istrative act of the community of monks

.
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guardian deities as in Sigala's ritual, here the individual

perfonned to admit a candidate as a full member of the
order. The full community of monks is here represented
by a chapter of ten or more demarcated by a legally

perfonns one's duties by each group. They reciprocate

by bestowing compassion on him by perfonning their
own duties by him. Thus each quarter is made safe

established boundary (sima) .. The ceremony is open
to be: ebserved by even the laity from outside the

and secure for the individual at the centre.

boundary .Thetre are no mysteries involved and no
mystical allusions in the ceremony. No appeal is made

to any mystic power; even to the Buddha, to admit .

There are also several preliminaries that have to be
observed by a perfpimer of a ritual and also by the

the new candidate on behalf of the Sangha. No· doubt . participating priests. The first is the purificatory acts
it is a religious ceremony but definitely not a mystical to be observed by them. In the case of Sigala he
rite. The myth referred to has been taken from the accomplished this by bathing, According to the

'
Vinaya Cullavagga accoun� of the First Buddhist · As valayana Grhya Siiira9 one should .ba1:he before a
recital of. the Vedas.

Council and has_ no relevance whatsoever to. this

ceremony.

. Before the commencement of the As 'vayuji

All other Sangha Kammas also have the purpose

ceremony one shQuld adoni the house, bathe and put

of the smooth. functioning of the administration of the
Sangha which is carried out as a. collective act of the

on · clean gannents10• Bur the B�ddha replaces this

external pmificatiori by a spiritUal purification. Sigala
is instructed to first abandon the'four defiling actions

whole community. One of the most important among

��

�

them is the uposatha. Twice .each li:mar month all moriks . (cattiiro kammakkilesa) and refr:ain from evil actions
have to assemble within a.·boundary (sjmq) to confess from the four motives (cutiihi rhanehi piipakammaip.

·!)-�

their transgressions, if any, · �n the presenc� of th�. . na karoti). 111 Brahmanic ritual there are also many
Sangha present. The pqrpose is. to ensure the purity · taboos· to ·be followed by. the performers }Vhich

of conduct and tpe jntegrity ofea�h. monk, and to give ·.

.

pursue their religious vocation with a light heart ( Vin. ·
1 . 1 02 ff. ). Orice again there is no mystery or appeal

to any higher unseen power to absolve them of their
"sins".

Ethical Interpretation of Brahmanic Rituals:

included the person' to b� avoided or be associated in

·

priest should not eat flesh .nor have inter:course with a

J

·

·

called·the Buddha a 'mean shaveling' 'a mean outcaste'
examuung the attihide of Early Buddhism towards (mur;uja�a, vasa/aka Sn. p. 2 1 }, This shows that
·religious ritual an important aspect that can be . braha!1J,ins regarded recluses with shaven heads as
observed in early texts is the attempt at ethical
undesir�ble persons at their rituals. But the Buddha
. inteipTetation of Brahmanic rituals. One of the �ost replaces these taboos with the avoidance of the six .
important examples of this could be seen in the doors for the dissipation of wealth (cha bhogana1p.

apayamukhanlj. This includes non-association of evil

"closing of the six quarters ( chaddisa-pa{�chiiifana )

these emphaSize not the external ritualistic factors ·
but factors for moral purification and the integrity of
an individual and factors helpful in stabilizing the

· for a full discussion) . . The. main ritual is called the
i.e. ensuring the. safety and security of !he individual

at the centre by closing, as it were, the six gates on the

six sides. Sig.ala tried to do it by worshipping. the
guardiaJ!l deities of the six quarters. But the Buddha

replaces them by six of the most important social

groups. intimately related to the· individual, viz. the

parents as the east, the teachers as the south, wife and
children as the west, the friends and companions as

the north, the workers and servants as the nadir and

the religieux as the zenith. Instead of worshipping the

.... ,
'�

radbvaja Brahamin did not wish the Buddha to come .

. Sigiiloviida Sutta (D. III. 1 80 ff)(s. v. Sigiiloviida Sutta

l

::
>�
;,

neither deficient nor superfluous limbs. The officiating

·

�
�

':l

choose priests, Jor. officiating at the sacrifice, with

to his house where he was perfonning a sacrifice, He

-�

j

wife until the completion of the sacrifice. Aggikabhii

In

-

.J
.,\!

.·, ,

them an opportunity . to clear . their ci:mseience, by . it. According to As'valayana 11 the. sacrificer should

. : unburdening their guilt This would enable them to

�

··

1

, ,.

"

'
.�,1
·
, ·1

' .'!t
•J

i�
(

friends and the association of beneficial friends. All

i<•,
· ·.
.,
;..

econoq�ic and social basis of a person. It is from this

"

basis that one is expected to start fulfilling one's duties

to the six groups enumerated. ·

·,

Some one has called the sacrifice (yagna) the soul

f.·

position in it. But the Buddha was not ready to give

-�;

of the Vedic religion. It occupies· an unassailable

an unqualified assent to it. In one discourse he says

..

'
·

. •.

·-

�,_
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that he neither praises sacrifices nor does he not praise
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for alms as no disrespect or discourtesy is shown to

all sacrifices (A. II 42, 43). In the As 'va layan a Grhya
Siitra is a reference to five oblations (paiica balijU

them there. From that point onwards the word yaiiiia

th e discourse to each step on the pat h to the
reali zation of N ibbiina which is called the highes t yaii
iia without any other yaiiiia superior to it (D. I. 1 2ff.) . .
is used in

enjoined on the devotees, viz. oblations to gods, beings,

Fathers, Brahmans and men. These five are explained,

as sacrifices over fire, bali offerings, pil)9a offerings,

study of Vedas and gifts to men respectively: Buddha

Speaking of the Brahmanical sacrifice, it is quite

also has recommended five oblations to be made to

interesting to see how Buddhists have adapted the

relatives, visitors, the departed, kings and deities (A. II.

three sacred fires in Brahmanism, re-interpreting them ·

traditions but with some variations. Of these only

that there are three fires, viz.

to suit their views. In one discourse the Buddha says

68). It is certain Buddhists are here fol lowing Vedic

ahuneyyaggi, gahapataggi
dakkhineyyaggi, which without any doubt are
adapta!ions of the B�ahmanic ahavaniya, giirhapatya
and daksipa fires. The Buddha says that these three

oblations to the departed and gods would involve any

and

form of ritual. The other three are simply mundane
matters which any dutiful person should perform. In

any case here we see a Vedic concept has been given a . fi res should be "esteem ed, revered, venerated,
slightly different interpretation in Buddhism.
respected and well looked after". But he gives a
different interpretation to the three terms. Ahuneyyaggi

The Buddha has in many places condemned the

is interpreted to mean the parents;

�

gahapalaggi is

major sacrificial rites of the Brahamins which involved

taken o be wives and children, slaves, messengers

called s'rauta kannas based on early Vedic texts and
the Brahmana texts. With regard to them the Buddha

to mean recluses and brahmans. Thus; once again, a .

and workers. The third, dakkhineyyaggi, is interpreted

the slaughter of animals. Possibly these were the so

socio-ethical interpretation ,akin to the one in the

states that great seers

Sigaloviida Sutta is seen here too.

for he says in another discourse that arahants do not

are three piika yagiias (cooked, or, simply, domestic

that a person who lights the sacrificial fire and sets up

offered over something not fire' and feeding of

(mahesino) do not go to these
sacrificial rituals (S.I 76, A . II. 42f.). I;Jy the word
· mahesi the Buddha probably meant here Arahants,
go to such sacrificial rituals,

According to the As 'valayana

sacrifices), viz.

(A. II. 4 8 ) . He also says

In the

ibid. IV. 42f. ) .

huta, 'offered over the fire' , prah u tas,

of the Buddha who have reached the four stages,

Brahaman Kiitadanta's idea of an el aborate sacrifice

Sotiipanna etc, on the path to N ibbana, namely

involving the slaughter of many animals, the Buddha

ahuneyya, pahuneyya and dakkhipeyya. Ahuti in

instructed him, by citing an ancient story , how a

Brahmanic terminology is a burnt offering made to

sacrifice free from the obnoxious features of animal

gods. Buddhists have adopted this term with their

slaughter, cutting down trees and grass, and the

interpretations. The Buddha is some�imes said to be a .

harassment of workers and slaves, could be performed:

"receiver of iihuti" (Thag.566 iihutinampatiggaho). Ail

One could, says the Buddha, be reborn in heaven after

arahant is worthy of accepting

ahuti according to ·
Sahampati Brahma himself (S. I. 1 4 1 ) . Buddhaghosa,

death by performing such a sacrifice. Yet neither

Arahants nor those on the path to Arahanthood come

while giving the Buddhist interpretation of the term

to these ritual grounds because they are not treated

iihuneyya, indicates his awareness of the relation of

with respect and courtesy at such places.

this term to Brahmanic usages. He says that Brahmans

There are · however other sacrifices

(yaiiiia) less
(appa {!hatara

i
bhatara1,\ bu t of grea ter b ene f1 t an d
appasamaram
.
. �s� . 1s
grea ter ad vant age. At the I owes t sea 1 e �f th
' ' '
.
..
"
.
c.
· c. kept up m a 1am1 1y wh ere t hey are
· 1 g11ts
"perpetua
.
,
·
·
given
spec1'fi1ca11 y to virtuous
rec1 uses . Arahants an d
·

·

..

those on th e path to Arah anth ood go to sueh h ouses
·

·

to three of the four virtues attributed to the disciples

Kii{adanta Sutta, having first rejected the

difficult and less troublesome

Grflya siitra there

. B rah amans, those offered i n th e B rahaman 13• ·
Significantly these three sacrifices seem to be connected

the sacrificial post accumulates much demerit even

before the sacrifice (

·

have their fire named iihavaniya and, what is sacrificed

tq it was thought to bring great fruits. But he goes on
to be sacrificed for the great
to say that ifsomethingis
·
.
fruits it brings then it should be sacnficed to the Sangha
.- ,.
,.
. .
.
.
. .
Anyway· It IS clear that a Brahmamc ntuahst1c concept
.
has been adapted by Buddhists. Buddhaghosa also
'

·

quotes from the

Dhammapada to show that a

moment's homage to an arahant is more fruitful than

emphasize the ethical significance given to these

serving the fire for a hundred years. He also draws

qualities in Buddhism . Thus once again we observe

attention to the fact that in other Buddhist schools

(Nikiiyan.tare) ahavaniya is used and that it
same meaning as ahuneyya (Vism. 2 1 9).
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the ethical re-interpretation of Brahmanic rltuali stic
_
concepts in Buddhism.

has the

Purificatory ritual ofbathing was given a significant

Monier Williams14 who takes prahuti to mean an

place in the life of a Brahman. Some of them plunged

oblatioo, sacrifice, has interpretedprahuta as sacrificial

food offered to all created beings. But Buddhists derive

in the cold water of rivers several times a day to wash

'guest' and interprets it to mean a 'guest meal; prepared

them said that he bathes in the evening to wash away

the word piihuneyya from piihuna · (Skt. priihuiJa)

away one's sins. Questioned by Ven. Ananda one of
the sins committed during day and once again in the

with care for guests who have come fro� afar. Since

morning to wash away sins committed at night. But

there is no other guest comparable to the Sangha, they
deserve to be honoured with it

(Vism. 220). I n

the Buddha had his own interpretation of this ritual.

the

In the Vatthiipama Sutta (M:

Brahmanic tradition, a Brahihan is the guest par-

one who is mor�lly pure the purpose of bathing (to< .

to a Brahman_ who visits one's house would bring dire
consequences. So the Ka{ha

Upanishad ·says

I. 39), when asked whether

he bathes in the Bahuka, the Buddha answers that for

excellence. Neglecti�g to honour and providing a meal

wash away dirt on the body) can be accomplished by

: Hope

bathing even from a well. One need not go. to Gaya, or

and expectation, · inte.fcourse and p l easantness, ·

sacrifice and meritorious deeds, sons and cattle, all • any such bathing place held in high, esteem by
this he snatches away from the maQ of little

·

Brahamins, for that purpose.

understanding in whose home a Brahman remains
In a religious sense the B�ddha never advocated

without eating15
Therefore we see that Buddhists have transferred
to their own · rdigieu� the . honours given to the

such rituai bathing. · Instead he advocated a spiri.tual
bath for inner. cleansing. In the Brahmanic traditio_n,

·

one who has completed the primary

Brahaman priests in the Brahmanic tradition.
_

. The third domestic s acrifi € e given in the

·.

brahmacarya
asrama concludes it with a ritual bath.Henc;eforth he
·is called a sniitaka, "one who has bathed' and becomes
�eligible for. the grhasta Mrama. Buddhists have taken
over this epithet of the person who has completed the

. As 'valayana Grhya s iitra is the feeding of Brahmans,
which undoubtedly refers to the dak�ipii offered to

brahmaciiri stage, but uses it to designate an arahant

the Btahman priests. Buddhists have made their own

or a Buddha. He also has accomplished the purpose

monks the most deserving of such religious gifts made

of his 'nob.Je life'

to the religieux. Hence they are called 'the gift-worthy'
or dakkhiiJeyya.

grounds in Bnihamanism have been given an ethical
· basis when adapted by Buddhisin. According to one
discourse one· who is endowed with the ten qualities
ofright view, right thought, right speech, right action,

right mindfulness, right concentration, right knowledge,

(asekha)

becomes

venerati'on of the devotees (aiijalikaraniya)

(M.I.446

and right freedom of an Arahant

(brahmacariya).

worthy, of receiving this threefold gift and also the.

f). Another discourse says that a monk possessed of
moral discipline (sila), concentration (samadhi),
wisdom (pafifiii), emancipation (vimutti) and the
knowledge and vision of emancipation (vimutti-fiiina
dassana) i s worthy of receiving these hono�rs
(A.III. l34). There are many other discourses which

.

Although, unlike.

the Brahman student, he does not give up the

brabmaciiri

life, yet he j s also called a

because 'he has bathed with an inner

These three forms of sacrifice based on ritualistic

_

antarena siniiizena).

nahiitaka
bath' (sinjito

Thus we see how Buddhists have

given ethical interpretations to not only. to Brahmanic
rituals but aiso to their ritualistic.p hrases as well . .
.

Any person, including Brahmans, is a

siidra

.

at

birth. Ifhe does not receive the· upanayana initiation .
he remains so throughout his life. An Aryan boy starts
receiving his instructions in the Vedas only after the

upanayana ritual_ An uninitiated person cannot even
· listen to a Vedic recital. In Buddhism a person who
receives full ordination as a monk or nun· is said to
have received upasampadii. The two terms upanayana
and

upasampadii are semantically related.

It is quite

possible that Buddhists have adapted a Brahmanic
concept here too.

·
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At the earliest stages of the Order of monks one is
said to have received

upasampada

eventually to become

sadhus

observe it at least six

times a month. For twenty four hours they abstain

at the very

admission to the Order as a monk. So Yen. Suneeta

from food, water, fruits, sex, adorning their bodies

0' bhikkhu ', (the Buddha)
called me; that was my upasampada". The idea of a
separate pabbajja (going forth) as a novice has come
(Thag. 625)

RITES AND CEREMONIES

says, "Come

with ornaments, garlands of flowers, anointing the
body w ith unguents etc, and using weapons of
destruction1 7• Pali discourses also refer critically to

up later with the ordination of very young ones.

what they call the Niganfha uposatha (A. I.205). Here
· the Buddha has made a long description on what he
the importance given to the four prohibitions (akararif
calls the Ariya Uposatha, the Buddhist version of the
yani) in the case of monks ( Vin. I. 96f) and eight uposatha ceremony for the lay followers.
prohibitions in the case of nuns ( Vin. II. 278). They
However the most important Buddhist innovation is

are the gravest of all the rules for Buddhist monks and

Accordingly a disciple of the Buddha observes

nuns by the transgression of which one can lose one's

eight precepts in emulation of the Arahants who

membership in the Order

observe these precepts for their whole life. They

(parajikii).

In addition to

this the fortnightly confession of one's transgressions

abstain from banning life, taking what is not given

at the uposatha ceremony also stresses the importance

(stealing), sexual intercourse, lying, taking intoxicants, .

of moral purity which forms the basis of the higher

taking meals out of time, enjoying shows and music,

life, of a Buddhist monk or nun, the aim of. which is

adorning one's body with garlands, perfumes etc. and

the ultimate realization of emancipation from samsiira

using high and comfortable beds and seats. In addition

and not paving the way for a successful home life as. in

to the observance of these eight abstine�ces the Buddha
also instructs his lay followers on ho\v to spend the.

the case of th.e Brahmanical ritual.

day and night of the ceremony in contemplation on

Uposatha

is another ceremonial adaptation of

Buddhists from a Brahmanic ritual,._viz.

the virtues o[the BJJddha, the.Dhamma and the Sangha,

· one's own virtues and the gods, comparing the
held on the eve ofthe Soma sacrifice as a preparation · confidence (saddhii) m oral virtue (sila): J.eaming(suta),

upavasatha

.

for it16• The most significant ingredients of this ritual

generosity

are fasting through the night and tending the sacred .

which paved the way for rebirth in heavens with the

fire. lt was believed that gods descend to the chamber
where. the Brahaman keeps th� sacred fire during this
. ceremony. Since the Brahaman stays here close to the
gods the whole ritual is called

upavasatha

'abiding

(ciiga)

and wisdom

(paiiiiii)

of the gods

same qualities in o n eself. The aim of all this
contemplation is the purification of the mind from
various defilements.
One important point with regard to contemplation ·

close to' . .

of gods should be made here. One who contemplates

However since pre-B uddhist non-Brahmanic

religions also had adapted this day to be utilized for
the recital Of religious texts (

Vin.

I. I 0 1

ft) the Buddha

also, accordingly, instructed his disciples to assemble

on the virtues of the Buddha is said to observe the

Brahma�uposatha, "he dwells With Brahma; it is owing
to Brahma that his mind is calmed, that delight arises,"
etc. Undoubtedly Brahma here refers to the Buddha

on that day and recite the dhamma. However, he later

as the Buddha is sometimes called ''brahma-become"

to confess their transgressions to the community of

of the highest or the noblest. Perhaps this also may be

changed this and instructed them to use this occasion

(brahma-bhiita) where brahma

is taken in the sense

monks (SaiJ.gha) and receive the penances they have

an attempt to draw a parallel with the Brahmanic

worship of fire has been given an ethical interpretation

gods. In contemplating on the Dhamma, the SaiJ.gha

to undergo for purification. Thus a ritual based on the
. by the Buddha.

uposatha

ceremony for the laity too."

For the Jaina householder, for instance, the posadha

vrata

is an important religious duty. Devout laymen

observe it four times a month while those who intend
1 2 - CM 5274

and

sila

one is said to dwell respectively with the

Dhamma, the SaiJ.gha and the si/a. In the contemplation .

Soine non-Brahma riic Sramaq.a traditions had
developed an

upavasattha where a devotee is said to live with the

on gods the devotee is said to "observe the

uposatha; he dwells with

deva

devas; it is owing to devas

that his mind is calmed, that delight arises, that the
defilements of the mind are removed". The phrase "he
dwells with devas" (devatiihi saddhim samvasaii) quite
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significantly brings us to an interesting parallelism.
The Buddhists were perhaps quite keen to show that
their uposatha was superior to both the Jaina and
Brahmanic uposatha ceremonies in its ethical and
religious value: The discourse has pointed out a number
ofdefects in the u_pOsatha of the Jains. While Brahmins
are. said to dwell only with gods during the ritual, the
. Buddhist uposatha bring them to dwell not only with
gods but also with Brahma, the Dhamma, the Sangha
and sila as well. Furthermore it is used to purify one's
mind from defilements (A .I. 205 ft).
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Order were thrown open many were the individuals
of very poor caliber who sought admission to it .
Possibly not very many of them could completely
give up the religious beliefs and notions in which they
had grown up. The Buddha speaks on many occasions
of the poor specimens among his disciples he had to
deal with in later life. The Buddha, in fact, on a number
of occasions, draws
. attention to the deterioration of
.
discipline in the Sangha. In the Kakac iipama Sutta he
refers to better times in the past when the members of
the Order were better disciplined and ready to accept
his instructions at a mere suggestion (M I. 1 24).
Increase in the number of members of the Ord�r was
.
one of the reasons for decline in discipline according
to the Bhaddhiili Sutta ·( ibid. 445) imd the Vinaya
Suttavibhailga (Vin. III.9f.). Naturally then with the
increase in numbers lots of per-soris who would prefer
more of extemal religious rituals than inner discipline ·
exp·ected by the Buddha could have joined the Order.
They are of the type who would take the bark of a
tree for the pith they should seek. Among the earliest
rituals to have found a place in Buddhism are the
paritta, and the dedication of dakkhif:as for the benefit
· of the dead. The function ofaparitta and its alternative
· designation rakkha. is protection. Therefore its · role
can be described a5 the warding away of calamities
� and the promotion of welfare. There are a few ·
.
.
.
discourse� in th� Nik2.yas and the Vinaya texts which
· fall into this category, eg. theKhaildha-paritta, Ratana
Sima; Dhajagga Sutta, A{anapya Sutta and some of
the 13hojjailga Suttas could fall into·this category. There
is also a number of parittas . among those used
presently taken from the Jatakas.

Rituals find a Place in .Uuddhism: Buddhism was
nurtUred in a society with a centuries old ritualistic
tradition. Already we have seen the Buddha's statement
about the ho4seholders' love for rituals. Altho�gh the
.
Buddha accepted the . futility of rituals he: never
attempted to prohibit the I.aity from performing them
if they did not infringe the moral precepts. Bi:'ahamin
priesthood were the custodians of these niystical
rituals. But even a Braham in has to give up all
: connections to ritualistic activities after entering the
sany�in stage oflife. He does not tend the sacred fire
· no� does he wear the sacred thread (yajiiopavita) any'
more. All recluses were gen�lly expected to bid good
_bye to rituals. But as already seen many recluses were
seen to engage in various mystical rituals and probably
the laity also expected them to.assist them with their :
: rituals. Probably they expected these ascetics leading
- a restrained life to cut off from mundane acti-vities to .
possess certain mystical powers which could enhance
the efficacy of the rituals they perform and that they,
with those powers, could bless or curse them if they
· wished. Some of the incidents referred to above vis-avis householders and the Buddha or Buddhist inonks
It is significant that all tlJ.ese, except the Ratana
·
show that t.iey expected such blessings from Buddhist · Sutta, found-in the early Nikayas and the Vinaya have
monks as well. The Buddha's liberal attitude may been delivered for the benefi� ofmonks and not laymen .
have provided an opening for more rituaiistic practices . or laywomen. This confirm the above statement that,
to develop within the Buddhist fold.
although they had given up the practice of rituals
when j oining the Or-der yet they could not wean ·
Buddhist monks and nuns also were drawn from themselves away from the causes which had given
· the saine ritualistic backgrotind. Earliest recruits to rise to them. When, for instance, a monk was fatally
the Order ofmonks were well�trained individuals of a bitten by a cobra his colleagues were agitated and
rushed to the Buddha with the news (Vin.I./09). Cobra .
high intellectual caliber �d probably they al o we�e
worship was popular in ancient India as it is still
well edUcated. Many of them had led a life as monks
among certain classes. Probably these monks were
in some other religious order. Most of them had left
agitated that the Cobra gods have been angered by
home life being disillusioned with the transitory nature
their failure to propitiate them after ordination as
of mundane pleasure. But on_ce the flood gates of the
Buddhist monks.
·
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The Atharva Veda gives incantations and charms
to drastically suppress harmful snakes 1 8 . The
Paraskara Grhya Siitra gives the Sarvana ceremony
where sacritices are made to keep away serpents. It
refers to three classes of snakes belonging to Agni,
Vayu and Siirya19• The Buddha pacifies the monks
telling them that had they permeated the four classes
of royal snakes (catiari ahirajakulani) with loving
kindness (metta) this monk would not have died from
a snake bite. He thus admonishes them to do so for
their own protection and security (attarakkhaya
attaparittiiya ). The petmeation of loving-kindness is
. thence extended to all classes of beings. Here there is
the inception of a ritual with a Buddhist veneer. The
Karal}iyamattha Sutta, popularly known as the Metta
Sutta, describes how one should permeate .all living .
beings with loving kindness and the effects of doing
so. The commentator has given it a legend of origin,
according to which the Buddha preached it to a group
of monks harassed by tree sprites in a forest where
the monks were meditating. By permeating thein with
thoughts ofloving kindness the monks could tame the
sprites20• Today the discourse is extensively used as a
paritta. However the commentarial . story shows
another side ofthe problems faced by monks. Anyway
here we see a Buddhist attempt to solve s9me of their
psychological problems in a Buddhist way. The
MettanisalJlSa Sutta, also used as aparitta, gives eleven
benefits of permeating thoughts of love.
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to guard against such an eventuality Vessavana wanted
to give the Buddha a protective (rakkha) to be taught
to his disciples for their security. It is a description of
the four Great Kings (cattaro maharajano) affirming
that they along with their many sons, pay homage to
the Buddha with many words of praise,

It is possible that a cultural conflict between
Buddhism, which emphasized a basis of high moral
principles and a primitive belief system which had
not yet developed such moral principles is indicated
by this story . But what is more important was how
the prevalent beliefs in yakkhas at the time has
infiltrated into Buddhism necessitating · the use of
ritualistic methods to guard the disciples ofthe Buddha
practising meditation in deep forests against their
antics. This place given- to ritualistic restraining of
yakkhas and nagas by means ofparitta seems to have
developed further in later stages as indicated by the
Vinaya commentary ( VinA .IV. 937). When the
bhikkunis are prohibited by Vinaya rules (Vin. III.
305) from indulging in the so-calletl- .' low-sciences'
(tiracchana-vijja), a rule significantly absent from the
rules for monks, paritta has been excluded from the
list of such ritualistic practices (aniipatti... guttatthaya
. parittarp. pariyapul}ati). The commentator however .
states that by paritta, in this instance, all categories of
paritta such as yakkhaparitta and ni agamal}tjala are
permissible. It is possible that by the commentarial
. period · some Buddhists had developed even extra
Above we saw how one could cleanse one's mind canonical rituals to protect themselves from yakkhas
of impurities by contelllplating ori the virtues of the and nagas. ·
Buddha, the Dhamma and the Sangha. Now we see
F.ta was regarded in I ndo- Iranian religion as a
how the same virtues come to be used as an external
powerful moral element. In the Avestan religion A §a,
protection, aparitta. Appealing to various Vedic deities .
'Truth', is one of the seven personified aspects of
like Indra and Varona to relieve oneself from fear,
Ahura Mazda the creator deity. Its Vedic etymological
terror and homfication is substituted in the Dhajagga equivalent rta is the ba.Sis on which the world order is
Sutta with recalling the virtues of the Buddha etc. maintained. Its negation unT{a means untruth? The
(S.. l . 2 1 8ft). Worship of yakkhas, probably spirits of world is said to rest on truth and immortality depends
· ancestors, was very popular in ancient India. Perhaps on it. Truth makes the earth bear all beings. It makes
its history extended into pre- Aryan times. In the the sunrise, winds blow by truth, and waters flow by
Afana{iya Suttanta (D. III. 1 94ff.), Vessavana the it. Truth can make an innocent person immune to frre
yakkha chief, states that most of the yakkhas are such is the mystical power of truth. In Sanskrit epic
antagonistic towards the Buddha and the Buddhist literature there are several stories indicating the power
monks because they preach about abstaining. fr�m of the asseveration of truth21• There are many instances
killing, theft etc, whereas these yakkhas theiris'td�e�' · in the Jataka stories illustrating the power of the
indulge in those evils. Since Buddhist monks go for asseveration of truth22• These instances show the
meditation in deep forests haunted by powerful prevalence of, in pre-Buddhists India, the beliefin the
yakkhas, they could be harassed by them. Therefore mystical power of truth and that it had been accepted
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in Buddhism. In the early Nikayas we find only rare
references to this practice in Buddhism. TheA ngulimala
Sutta records how the Buddha instructed Arahant
Angultmala to use the truth of his not having
intentional'ly deprived any being of its life, after
conversion, to relieve an expectant mother ofher labour
pains. He is said to have successfully carried out this .
fustruction and the woman,. relieved of her misery, .
delivered the child safely. But one cannot vouch for
the antiquity of this episode coming towards the end
of the Sutta. (M II. 97).
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Mithra. The word mira in Avestan means a contract.
God (Ahura) Mira was regarded as .the guardian of
contracts. He rewards those who honour contracts
and deals severely with those who betray them. In the
hymn dedicated to him these qualities of him are
eulogized. In one of the verses the phrase "to those
who are not false to the contract" (yoi mirem noit aiwi
druzinti) occurs thrice and the verse describes the
rewards in store for them23•

The presence of Zoroastrianism in Nortfi West
India, at least by the time of the Kushana Kings, is
�! .the :whole �f th e R atana Sutta is composed as attested.. Some scholars have suggested that this
an asseveration of truth . . Th.e virt;ues of the Buddha,· religion has contributed to the development or certain
the Dhamma and the Sangha are used here as the basis concepts in Buddhism. There are references to the
ofthe asseveration to shower blessings on the listeners. Yona Kamboja regions in _the Pali discourses. The form
. But what is significant is.that the cont�mporaryparitta ayira. for ariya foimd in Pali may have been formed
under Iranian influence. Some scholars think that the
ceremony in Sri Lanka is on the whole an asseveration
of truth. At the end of the recital of each sutta the conception of the Buddha D ipankara, "The Maker of
listeners are blessed by the power of truth forming Light which was very popular in N. W. India and
the contents of .that sutta. Since Buddhists hold the Central Asia, . and. the elaboration of the concept of
Buddha'�· teachings to be the truth par excellence, it. is hell in Buddhist literature,.may have happened under
the .noblest of all truths basing on which .the Zoroastrian influence. Under such circumstances it is
�severation is made,
quite possible that the verses on the benefits of not
betraying ·friends in the Miigapakklia Jataka may have·
:..There are also a few p�rjttas which seem to·.��flect
had Zoroastrian influe�ce.
. the· influence of various pre- B uddhist and
contemporary beliefs and practices. For instance the Dedicati�n of, Dakkhi!la to the Dead : The dead
. belief and the worship of the. sun. and the nwon are . . were thought to depend for their sustenance on what
reflected in the Suriya and C:andaparittas taken from is given by the living. Since.they ·do not have· �y-form
the Samyutta Nikaya (1. 50t) and the· Mora ·paritta of economic activity in their world they depend on .
taken from the Jataka Book (J. ll. 33ft). The belief in what is given from here for their maintenance·says the
god of fire, Agni, called Jataveda in it, is another Tirokuij.cj.ha Peta story (Pvu.I. 5,6). But since this
addition from th.eJatakas (J. 1 .2 1 2p), and the belief in transaction cannot be done directly, one has to resort .
the rain god Pa.iiuJAia (Skt Parjanya) could be seen in to � ritualistic means to carry it out.
what is called Viisi pirita in Sinhala. · It is also a
Naturally every where in the world, in all human
contribution from the Jataka Book (ibid. 1 .33 1 ).
societies, various rituals have been devised to keep
· . There i s a possibility of certain foreign . the dead supplied with their needs. Since Buddhists
contributions in the development of the Bud<lhist could not complet�ly ignore this aspect of their social
parittas. One of the texts included in the presently life they also started to devise a means for it by
used collection ofparittas in Sri Lanka is a string of following the contemporary Brahmanical traditions
starizas named the Mi ttanisarpsa Sutta or the Discourse with regard to the supplying of the needs of the dead.
on the Benefits of Friendship. These verses, taken In Brahamanisin the needs of the dead were either
from theJataka Collection (J. VI. 1 4), in fact extol the given directly to them or transferred through the
benefit of 'not betraying one's friends'. At the end of medium of fire or Brahamin priests. Buddhists changed
each verse is the phrase " he who betrays not (his) this to suit their own religious views. They rejected
friends" (yo mittiinarp na diibhati). This particular the .idea ·of a direct transference and changed the
phrase in the Pali verses seems to find a parallel in the medium to the Buddhist Sangha portrayed as "the
Zoroastrian Mihir Yast, the Late Avestan Hymn to foremost field of merit". Later, as the ideas developed,
.
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it was averred that the merit generated by what is
donated to the Sangha could be transferred to the dead
.
Presently Buddhists who are strongly attached to this
notion perform the ritual of the transference of merit
after making material gifts to the Sangha for the benefit
of the dead. (s.v.Pattidana).
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Of these four places the place of the Buddha's
demise at Kusinara was probably at first the most
important. There was a stiipa enshrining the relics of
the Buddha at this place and it became the first

symboiic representation of the demised Buddha. The
Maha Parinibbana Sutta states that those who decorate
a stiipa of a Tathagata, erected at the junction of four
. The Triratna or the Triple Gem as the Basis of · roads, with garlands of flowers, anoints it with
Buddhist Rituals: There are many places in the early perfumes and paint it, pay obeisance to it and become
discourses where the virt,u es of the Buddha, the peaceful at heart in its presence, would reap the benefits
Dhamma and the Sangha are eulogized. Those pleased of one's actions for a lohg time (ibid. 142). In this we
with the teachings of the Buddha are represented as could clearly see the simple beginning of the ritual of
accepting the teachings and takin� refuge in hiin,,his stiipa \YOrshi"p in Buddhi.sm. It was prob:ably
teachings and the Sangha and requesting. the Buddha popularized by Emperor Asoka who is credited with
· to accept them thenceforth as lay devotees for the
the erection of numerous stiipas throughout his empire ·
whole life (e.g. M I. 4 1 3). This is not a ritual in the enshrining the relics ofthe Buddha. During the same
true sense of the term as discussed above and, apart period this practice was introduced to Sri Lanka and,
from this, there is hardly any reference to the Triple later, the stiipa .or cetiya (Skt.. caitya) .or the pagoda ;
Gem bei�g used ritually until we come to the came to be regarded as an important symbol
Mahaparinibbana Sutta where the Buddha's demise, representing the Buddha.
} � �the funeral and the building of stiipas to enshrine his
In Sri Lanka was also develop�d a new concept,
ashes are referred to (D. II. 1 4 1 ft).
the final out come of which was tha1 the relics of the ·
The Buddha was the strongest bond that kept Buddha tame to be regarded as a symbol of the living
together the loose organization . of his community of Buddha. According to this concept ·" when the relics
disciples. It is natural that his closet disciples like exist the Buddhas in reality exist" ;(dhiitusu !}littasu
Ven. Ananda had many misgivings regarding-the future Buddha {hitiiva honti Jt'bhA. p. 43 1).. The Buddha along
of their religion after the demise of the Buddha. The with his dispensation will come to an end with the
Buddha tried in many ways to console them and dhatu-parinibbana, ' demise of the relics ' , at
. answerAnanda's many queries. OnceAnanda, referring Buddhagaya, on a future date. (ibid. 433). Today
to the practice of disciples visiting the Master at the Buddhists offer food, drinks etc. at Buddhist shrines
conclusion of the rains retreat, said that this pratice requesting the Buddha to accept the offerings out of
enabled them to meet spiritually advanced disciples . compassion (anukarnparp upadaya pafiganh iitu
uttarna). They seem to believe that. the ijuddha still
and associating them. After the Buddha's demise this
exists. At the !!nd of Iituals they beg his pardon for
practice would cease and the ordinary disciples will
any transgressions committed out of heedlessness
lose the opportunity of meeting their great colleagues.
(accayarp kharna me bhante). They also believe that
The solution to this proble� advanced by the Buddha the Buddha's relics can move from place to place at
was to remind them of the existence of four sacred will and also radiate light. The relics undoubtedly
places related to his life, viz. places of his birth, represent a living reality for them.
enlightenment, delivering the first sermon and the place
The second obj ect of Buddhist veneration
of his final demise. These four places, says the Buddha,
should be seen with reverence by a faithful disciple symbolizing the Buddha is called the paribhogika
cetiya comprising all sorts of articles used by him and
(D. II. 140). This probably was the beginning of the
also L1e places where he lived or had come into contact .
Buddhist practice of pilgrimage, which \vas followed
with his body. According to the records left by the
. even by the emperor Asoka. Naturally such visits to
two Chinese pilgrim monks, Fa-hsien, 51h century
sacred places provided the opportunity fdr·moiiRf£6 ''
A. C., and Hstien tsang, ?lh century A. C., who came to
meet with their fellow religieux and exchange notes
India, many such articles were being kept for
with them on the sprit of the teachings of the Buddha. veneration during that period at Buddhist monasteries
-�- . '
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in India. Sri Lankan Buddhists claim that the alms
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of bodily relics is directly connected with the living

bowl of the Buddha and a branch of the Bodhi tree

Buddha's body w h i l e an artic l e used b y him

under which he gained enlightenment were brought to

(piiribhogika) has come in direct contact with his body.

Sri .Lanka. However of all these only the Bodhi tree in

. Sri Lanka, beoeyed to be a direct descendent of the
original tree

at

Bmtdha Gaya, and the places where

the Buddha tloct survive to be venerated by Bud�hists.

But an image or a painting does not have any of these
qualifications. It is based on the imagination of the
artist and the worshipper. What is more important is
that Buddhists, even when they desired to see the
physical likeness of the Buddha, were faced with a

All else have disappeared from the scene.

great draw back in fashioning an image as they could ·

· There is no canonical evidence to prove that any

not find a person among human beings who had seen

form of worship of such articles or even the Bodhi

the Buddha in person. According to the Mahiivamsa

tree was practised in the -lifetime of the Buddha. A

Emperor Asoka had to seek the assistance of the Niiga

!at� legend �!aims that what came to be called the

king Mahcikala, who had seen all the four Buddha's of ·

symbolic representation ofthe Buddha, to be venerated

Gotama (Mhv. 5. 8 7-94). Arahant Upagupta and a

Ananda BOdhi was planted by Ven. Ananda, as a

this wortd-cycle, to· see the likeneSs of the Buddha

w�en the Buddha ·was out of, the jetavana monastery
(J. IV. 228). The Buddha is said to· have sat in

Buddhist monk named Phussadeva of Sri Lanka sought
the assistance of Mara to s�e the l ikeness of the

meditation at the foot of it for one whole night. But it

Buddha.25 Buddhists had to wait til l the arrival of

was Empefm: Asoka who popularized the practice of

Greeks, wh? had no such inhibitions, but had a long
tradition of fashioning statues of their gods, to fashion

Bodhi worship. His edic� testify to the fact that he

visited the Bodhi tree and that he. greatly esteemed · the .first sculptures of the Buddha. Once they broke
it.�4 W9rshig oftlie Bodhi tree. was also_ introduced to
Sri L�nka.dllring�this period andj� has .becom� almost
a cornpul�ory adjunct in: B.u9dhist, rituals in Sri L�n�a.
BuddhistS of Sri Lanka have devise<;� �any rituals

for the veneratior wf the Bodhi tree. They believe that
. by such rituals they . can aCCQIJ1plisl:t. many of th�ir
desires among �hich the 9�sire for children takes a

prominent place. In this fact they make speciai

offerings to the B odhi . tree at Anuradhapura io
expectation of progeny. Veneration of the Bodhi tree
has today become one of the popular rituals of Sri

Lankan Buddhists �o accomplish their mundane goals.

The third object of veneration symboliZing the

Buddha. is called udde.�ika,

a material

object portraying

the human likeness ·o f the Buddha. Statues and

paintings depicting the Buddha fall into this category.
This, however, vias historically the last to gain the
attention of Buddhists. There is no historical evidence,

· canonical or archaeological that the likeness of the

Buddha was ever depicted in sculpture or painting
during his life time or even within six or seven centuries

after his demise. Even in the commentarial period it
was not given equal status with the other two shrines.

According to the Jataka commentary (J. IV. 228), the

Buddha-himself states that an uddesika 'is without a
material basis, it is only a matter of imagination"

(uddesikarp avatthukarp manmattakena hoti}. A shrine

the tabu Indian artists followed suit .much more

successfu lly. Buddhist devotees embraced it with both

hands. However in Sri Lanka it still occupies the third

. . place as a symboi of the Buddha. But naturally a
Buddhist devotee who makes offerings to the Buddha
feei closer to the living Buddha while one is in the
presence of a Buddha statue than ·near a stiipa or a .
_
bodhi tree. Any way these three shrines symbolizing
the Buddha .are profusely being used today for the
pe!formance of Buddhist rinials."
A Buddhist ritual performed in the worship of the
Buddha represented by these sacred obj ects may take
a very simple fortn or be conducted in a more elaborate
form as demanded by a particular occasion. One can
seek the assistance of a Buddhist monk to conduct

these rituals but it is not compulsory. Many Buddhist ·
householders keep a statue of or a picture of the
Buddha on a dais at their homes and conduct simple ·
.

rituals dai ly in its presence. These ritqals are
conducted, in Sri Lanka for instance, for the offering

of food, drinks, lamps, flowers and incense to the
Buddha with .the chanting of certain formulae and

stanzas in the Pali language. These formulae are
selections from the Pali canonical scriptures and most

of the stanzas used are much later compositions for
the purpose. Buddhists of other Theraviida countries
also use the Pali language while Mahayiinists use
Chinese, Tibetan, Korean and so forth.

. . ···
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All Buddhist rituals in Sri Lanka, and other
Theravada countries begin with the fonnula ofhomage
to the Buddha, "I salute the B l essed One, the Worthy
One, the Perfectly Enlightened One," repeated thrice,
and is followed by the formula of taking refuge in the
Buddha the Dhamma and the Sangha, also repeated
thrice. The lay participants repeat the five precepts
(paiica sil a) at this poirit renewing their undertaking
to observe them. However, one observing the eight or
the ten precepts would, at this stage, repeat these
precepts in place of the five. Buddhist monks who
have to observe a very large number ofrules of conduct
never repeat them at such rituals. The offering of food,
drinks etc. to the Buddha takes place at this point.
There is a Pali stanza for the offering of each of these
items.
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officiating monk. This is the general pattern the daily
ritual would take in its simplest form . On special
occasions, especially at temples, the same ritual would
take a more elaborate form. There would be no change
in the formulae and the stanzas used. But the offerings
made would be richer and more multifarious. Although
there is no hard and fast rule the participation of a
monk to officiate becomes almost compulsory when
a ritual is done in a temple. Most devotees believe
that to be led by a monk in these rituals could bring
them enhanced blessings. It is quite possible that at
the back of their minds is the age old belief that a ritual
should be officiated by a priest. A Buddhist monk is
not a priest. But he assumes the role of a priest in the
ritual. The priest in a ritual is the intermediary between
the supernatural power and man. Here the sacred
objects r�presenting the Buddha take the place, of the
After the offerin comes the chanting of the virtues super powers. In their he�rts of hearts the Buddhist
of the Buddha, the Dhamma arid the Sangha All these devotees may be thinking that the Buddha, the
are taken verbatim from canonical texts. Paying Dhamma arid the Sangha could bless them and come
homage to the three .shrines . mentioned . above, to their assistance as a result of such rituals. Or else
sometimes with special stanzas, to which is added the they may imagine that certain mystical powers
worship of certain special shrines like the Bodhi tree, . generated by them could bless them.
the tooth relics, the sixteen holy shrines o_f ancient Sri
Lanka etc., comes at this stage.
This ritual, in the same pattern, sometimes in a
. curtailed form sel�cting only certa,i.n elements from it, .
This ends the main ritual. But it has to be followed can be found in most of the important ceremonial
by the sharing of the merit gained with devas and occasions. For instance the ceremony of enshrining of
other non-human demi-gods etc. and the dead kinsmen relics in a stiipa and the qowning of a stiipa, planting
who are awaiting to share the merit generated by their of a Bodhi seedling, the. marking of the eyes of a newly
sculptured Buddha statue, paritta cerenwny, and a
erstwhile living relatives.
ceremony of alms giving to the Sangha could have
. After ' the transference of merit' comes the request these rituals included in them: Thus among Theravada
from the Buddha to pardon one's transgressions Buddhists, although rituals arte pop� )ar, it is this
committed out of heedlessness. · Some add here a simple ceremony that is seen repeated ad infinitum.
.

. ·
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request for pardon from the Dhamma and the Sangha
Performance of various rituals like the chanting of
as well. The ritual ends with a solemn wish to be
always in the company of the good, and not to have . paritta, veneration of the Bodhi tree (bodhipiija),
the· company of fools, throughout one's sarpsaric life ceremonial sermons of the Dhamma, ceremonial
offering of alms to the Sangha, annual festival ofholy
. ending in Nibbana.
shrines like the Temple of the Tooth Relic, annual
offering
of ka!fzina robes to the Sangha at the end of .
There is no specific time for these rituals. But if
performed at home, evening is the ideal time selected the rains retreat (vassiina), funeral ceremonies etc.
for it. But the more devout may do it in the morning occupy an important place in the life of both the
and noon as well. If a monk is requested to assist he members of the Sangha and the laity -in Sri Lanka. In
will first ask the participants to repeat the formula of other Theravada Buddhist countries too some of the
homage. Then they will be asked to repeat all the rest aforesaid rituals and other locally devised rituals
after him. But sometimes all the fonnulae·· a�a·the peculiar to each country play an important role in
stanzas form the virtues of the Buddha etc. onwards popular Buddhist practice. However even with this
would ·he recited by the devotees along with. the popularity of rituals in contemporary Theravada
...�
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Buddhist lands they cannot in any manner equal the
popularity of rituals in Mahayana and Vajrayana
societies.
Worship of numerous Buddhas and Bodhisattvas
with offerings of drinks, music, lights etc. occupies an
important place in the life of � ost M ah ayana
Buddhists. Repetition of the names of these Buddhas
and Boddhisattvas and the chanting of dharaiJis sacred
. to them is a popular element in these traditions·. Rituals
with mapcjalas ( diagrams ), mantras and mudras have
a special place in Vajrayana Buddhism. Ancient
Mahayana
works like the Sik�asamuccaya have
·
separate chapters set apart for dealing with the making
of offerings to the Buddha represented symbolically
by stiipas etc. It is quite possible that some of the
·Theravada rituals have been devised under the influence
of Mahayana forms of worship.

C. · witanachchi
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In the early P ali . Nikiiyas, riipa . is described in
general as being impermanent (anicca) and so on. The
suttas were· not concerned about the constituents of
riipa; it is taken for granted�· The most predominant ·
fea�e.s to be notict:d in its description in the suttas-is
'their ¢thical approach to the subject in which no
metaphysics is involved. Emphasis is always on
_
ethics.
The treatment of the subj ect in the Post-nikayan
works, both Pali and Sanskrit, is highly metaphysical.
Although the ethical approach prevails, the emphasis
is not as pronounced as in the Nikiiyas. The Pali
Abhidhamma pi{aka is very laconic in its treatment of
riipa; . but the Pali. commentaries and the Buddhist
Sanslqit texts undertake a detailed study ofthe subject.

·
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This study has given rise to controversies as to what
in fact constitutes riipa.

RDPA

Thus, although the Vatsiputriya - Sammitiyas and
the Vibha� ikas differ in their interpretation of
Kayavijiiapti, both agree on the point that Kayavijiiapti
comes under riip iiyatana; it can be apprehended by
the organ of sight.

In the Dhammasangani, the first book of the
Theravada Abhidamma Pi{aka, under riipiiyatana are
enumerated, first, some examples of colour (va{l{la): ·
blue, yellow, red, white and theri some examples of
The Sautrantikas, in whose system one could ·
figures (Sa{1{8na): Circular, oval, square, hexagonal etc. detect the burden of emphasis shifting froin the outer
to the inner, declare that colour alone was- real, that it
(Dhs. p. 1 39).
alone constituted the visible and that figure was only
The Vaibha�ikas, too, mention that rupayatana a mental construction with no corresponding objective
consists of colour ( var{la) as well as figure reality (prajnapti-sat: L' Abhidharmako�a, ch. I, pp.
(samsthiina). The visible can be colour, they say, 16-17; ch. IV, pp. 8 ff; Karmasiddhiprakara{la, MCB.
without being figure (samsthiina - nirapek�am), e.g: IV, pp. 209 ff; Abhk Vy. p. 26).
blue, yellow, white, shade, sun-light (iitapa), light
(iiloka) and darkness (tamas). It can also be figure
Their theses is sought to be established by three
without being colour (var{la-nirapek�am), e.g.; that main arguments:
part oflong, short etc. which constitute the bodily
expression (kiiya - vijiiapti). Or else, it can be, at one
One can obtain the notion of long, short etc. by
and the same time, both colour and figure, i.e. , all seeing or by touching an object. If the figure was a real
other vatieties of the visible (L' Abhidharmako�a de entity then one should admit that it could be perceived
Vasubandhu, tr. L. de-La Vallee poussin, Societe Beige by tv;o sense -Organs, i.e. , the eye, the organ of sight
d' Etedes Orientales, Paris, 1 923-193 1 , ch. I. p·. 1 6; and the body, the organ of touch- a view which goes
Abhk JY. p. 25-26).
against the canonical definition ofriipiiyatana according
to which it is the objective field corresponding only to
As far as the Kiiyavijnapti is concerned, there was one sense-organ; namely, the organ o(sight.
some difference of opinion among the schools. The
Sammiti.yas and the Vatsiplitriyas considered
The Vaibha�ikas contend that when we obtain the
Kiiyavijnapti to be the movement ofbody and included notion of long, for instance, after having touched
it in rii.p iiyatana, the sphere .of the visible; it is something, it is not that we actually perceived it by
.
apprehen ded by the organ of sight (Karmasidd the organ of to1,1ch, but that we are reminded of the ·
hiprakara{la, Melanges chinois et bouddhiques, figure (long) because it is associated with the tangible.
Instittit helge des hantes etudes chinojses, Bruxelles, It is just as when we see the colour (visible) of fire we
IV, p. 214, n. 22).
are reminded of its heat (tangible): 'or when we smell
the odour of a flower we are reminded of its colour.
The Vaibha�ikas object to this inteipretation on
the ground that there is no movement in an ultimate
The Sautrantikes point out that this analogy is not
sense, since all elements of existence are momentary of univers ;u. v-alidity. Concerning the two examples ·
(K�apika; see Kha{la). To identify Kiiyavijnapti with ci'ted: ( 1 ) colour reminds us of the tangible and (2)
bodily movement is to deprive it of its position as a Odour reminds us of the colour because there is an
real element (dharma). Hence it is that, according to invariable association between the t'l¥0 things given in
the Vaibha�ikas, Kiiyavijnapti is not the movement of each example. But every tangible is not associated
the body, but is such and such figure or disposition with the particular figure. Hence it is not conect to
_

(samsthiina) of the body which is something that is
visible (L' Abhidharmako�a. ch. IV, pp. 207-209). It
can be apprehended independently of the colour of
the body (Kiiy avijnapti- graha{lam tu
varpanirapek!j(ln: Abh Kvy. p. 1 79).

say that the perception of a given instance of tangible
should necessarily and always remind us of its figure.
If it were otherwise, runs the argument, then every
time we touched something we should also know the
colour a�sociated with it.

·
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' little' with reference to which a greater thing is 'big'
(DhsA . p. 3 1 7).

Secondly, if figure is a real riipa then it has to be
conceded that there should be a plurality of riipas in
one and the same locus. In a variegated carpet, for
instance, there are a large number of figures. If figure
is a real entity, then a figure that is a part of a long line
cannot at the same time be a part of a short line.
Thirdly� colour is a constituent element of the
smallest unit of matter. But the same cannot be ·
predicated of figure.
The Vabha�ikas retort that, if figure is nothing but
a certain disposition of colour, then the figure can
never change if the colour is the same. The Sautriintikas
meet this by saying that one calls something long etc.
. when a number· of real elements (dharmas) are placed
in a certain manner or disposition (L' Abhidhannako�,
ch. IV, pp. 8- 1 2; Abhk vy . pp. 348 ff; Kannasidd
hiprakQraiJa, MCB.; IV, pp. 209 ft).

"Among these expressions", Buddhaghosa
continues, "because it is possible, to know ' long' etc.
also by touch, but not blue green etc. Therefore, in
reality, 'long' is not directly a visible object, neither is
' short' or similar terms (ibid. lac. cit.).
That long is not directly a visible object " clearly
shows that, strictly speaking, figure is not a part of
riipiiyatana. Explaining why in the earlier account
some examples of figure. are enumerated under
rupaya_tana Buddhaghosa remarks that this has been
done as a concession to popular usage (ibid. lac. cit.).
No such implication could be drawn from the original
account.

The Sautriintikas had a stroqg tendency to interpret .
as nominal (prajiiapti) some oftheDhannas which in
The strong opposition on the part of the Vibha�ikas .. the Theravada and the Sarvastivada ( Vaibha�ika) were
· to interpreting figure as a mental construction with no . poStulate.d as real (dravya,. Paramattha) : Their
corresponding objective reality is, in all probability, · advocacy of the theory of representative perception
motivate<! by their desire to establish . the realitY of · .(bahyanuweyavada) and their non-recognition of any
Kayavijiiapti. They are of the view that it is a certain . of the material elements includea in the mind-object
figure ofthe bo·dy ofa living being known as an object _ category (dharm aya_ta.na - riip a), such as the
of sensual consciousness. Unlike the Sautrantika they : avijiiaptiriipa, are indicative of their subjectivist
· could not deprive Kayavijiiapti of its reality because, tendencies (T. R. V. Murti, Central' Philosophy of
along with Vagvijiiapti, it is closely.associated with Buddhism, London, 1 955, pp. 8 1 ft). It is very likely,
avijiiapti-riipa. .
therefore that among Buddhists it was the Sautrantika5
who advocated the theory in question before it found
The foregoing Sautrantika arguments against the expression in Theravada scholasticism.
conception of figure as a real entity cannot be over
looked if we are to understand in a broad perspective
Whether it is an introduction from an outside source
how the Pali commentators interpreted the or one of their own creations, the Theravadins coulcl
Dhammasangani-account of niipiiyatana which, as has easily. accommodate it with their system. For, unlike
been noted, consists of some examples of figure, too.
the Vaibha�ikas, they did not interpret Kayaviiiiiatti
But in the commentary they are interpreted in such a
as a figure. of the body nor did they recognize avijiiapti
way that 'i t presents a close parallelism to the
riipa. Hence they could conveniently relegate figure
Sautrantika theory.
to the domain of paiiiiatti with.out thereby
Commenting on the example of figure cited in the undermining the basis of any other established
·

.

Dhammasarlgani, Buddhaghosa says: " . . . . The terms,
'long' etc. ;1re accomplished by mutual reference
(aiiiiammiiiam upanidhaya); the terms 'circular' etc.
are accomplished by juxtaposition (sannivesana).
Among them with reference to what is short 'long' is
so called as being higher (uccatara) than that; 'short'
is so called as being lower (nicatara) than 'long' with
reference to what is big, a thing smaller than that is

doctrines. And, it is as a result of this n e w
interpretation that i n the A bhihammam iila{ika of
Ananda the older term riip ayatana is sometim�s
substituted by the more specific term vaiJIJ8yatana,
i.e., sphere of colour (op. cit. passim).

The Yogacara School, too, admit both colour and
figure as the visible (Abhsy. 3-4).

.
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All schools agree with thesuttas in describing riipa
as impennanent (anicca) and as being devoid ofabding
essence (asiira), but as nourishing and prolonging
samsaric existence; because it constitutes one of the
five strands of sensual pleasure (paiica-kiima gupa),
the strands that bind living beings to sense-pleasures.
But, attachment to something impennanent cannot be
made the basis_ of true happiness. Hence it is that
riipa, together with other objective fields, is sought to
be described in such a way as to bring home the perils
that result from attachment to it, and thereby to
emphasise the need to eschew all kinds of craving for
. 'it (D. I. 233; M. I. 503; III, 1 43; 233; S. l. 144; UI, I 07,
139).

ROPABHAVA

R iipa-bhava refers to that plane of existence where
the mind is characterized by consciousness of matter,
and therefore derivatively of resistance and of
diversi ty, by virtue of i ts being free from the
consciousness of sense-pleasures (kiima-saiiiiii); in
fact, it is a state of consciousness that comes into
being on transcending the consciousness of sense
pleasures. Mental states that characterizekiima-bhava,
namely, the five mental hindrances (nivarapa) and the
five mental fetters (sarpyojana) that bind sentient
beings to the lower part of the cosmos, which is none
other than the kiimabhava itself, are, therefore, absent
in this plane. This consciousness ofmatter is described .
as subtle (sukhuma, D. I, 1 73 ) probably because
beings, earthly or .heavenly (i.e. manussa or deva) in
Upali Karunaratne this state, are conscious only of the mere existence of
matter and its characteristics, namely, resistance and
diversity; they are not conscious of the role matter
RUPA-BHAVA, plane of fine matter, the sphere or plays as obj ects of sense p leasures . W h i l e
· realm wh e re existence · i s characterized by · consciousness of sense-pleasures is the nonnal mental
consciousness of fin e matter (riip a-saiiiia), of state of the average sa:msaric being consciousness of
resistance (papghasaiiiiii) and of diversity (niinatta matter-which is identical withjhiinic consciousness is
. saiiiiii); it indicates b oth the spiritual nature of a state that has to be broilght into exi'stence by jhiinic
consciousness and the plane where that consciousness practices (seejhiina).
obtains. Spiritually, it represents one of the three
. · qualitatively different types · of mundane
The origin and development of this consciousness
· consciousness the other two being the consciousness is possible only in the world of human .beings which
of sense-pl easures (kiima-saiiiiii) and the bel<mgs to the kiima-bhava. But, in keeping with
· consciousness of immateriality ( ariipa-saiiiiii).
cosmology admitted into Buddhism; definite places
Spacewise, it represents the middle of the three planes of rebirth are assigned to ti).ose in possession of this
of temporal existence in the division of the cosmos, jhanic consciousness in its four suc;cessive stages of
the other two being the plane of sense pleasures development, namely, the firstjhiina, the secondjhiina,
(kiima-bhava) and the immaterial plane (ariipa-bhava, the thirdjhiina and the fourthjhiina.
D. IJI, 2. 1 5, 275; S. II, 3; IV, 258; A III, 444). It is
Thus, those human beings who have attained to
therefore possible to look upon this threefold division
the
first jhiina are reborn in one of the three deva�
as indicating the gradation of the mental development
worlds named Brahmaparisajja, Brahmapurohita and
ln the Buddhist process of religious uplift.
Mahabrahma, collectively called Brahmakayika deva
world (D. II, 69; DA . I I , 5 1 0) . Rebirth as a ·
The second member of the compound, i.e., bhava,
Brahrnakayika deva in one of these three heavens is
meaning 'becolT!ing', is sometimes replaced with referred to as a viiiiiana tthiti, a station of
'dhiitu', ' element', bhiimi, ' sphere' or !aka, 'world', consciousness, o�e of such � e��n stations (D. II, 68without making much difference in content. Thus we 69). It is also one of the nine dwellings of beings
find tenns like riipa-dhatu (D. III, 2 1 5), riipa-bh iimi . (sattaviisa, D. III, 263). Being� in this state of existence
(Ps. I, 83) and riipa-loka (Saddhammopayana, JPTS. are described as having diverse bodies (niinatta-kiiyii)
1 887, vv. 233, 26 1 ) in place of riipa-bhava, also we and unifonn consciousness (ekatta-saiiiiii, D. II, 69� ; ·
find a third word, avacara, meaning 'moving in', being DA . U, 5 1 0). It again constitutes the first of the eight
introduced in between the two members of the kinds Of release (vimokkha) and beings in this state
compound with the result that we get terms like are spoken of as having material fonns and seeing
riipavacarabhiimi Ps. I, 83f).
material fonns (riipi riipiini passati D. II, 70-7).
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Those who have attained to the second and the
thirdjhana are reborn in one of the three deva-worlds
known as Abhassara, Parittabha and AppamaiJabha
(D. �I, 69; DA. II , 5 1 0). These three deva-worlds
constitute twe of the seven 'Stations of consciousness
(D. II, 69) and one of the nine dwellings of beings
(D.m, 263). Beings in this state are described as having
unifonn bodies and diverse consciousness (ibid). I t is
also the second ofthe eight \cinds ofrelease and beings
in this state are characterized as being conscious
inwardly of immateriality (ajjhaitarp. ariipasaiiiii) bUt
seeing external fonns bahiddha riipani passati D. II,
70).
Three deva worlds are assigned to those who have
attained to the · fourth jhana, namely, Parittasubha,
Appamii9asubha and Subhaki��a (D. II, 69; PA . II,
5 1 0).' These three dev:a worlds constitute the seven
stations of consciousness (ibid), and one of the riine
dwellings of beings (D. III, 263). Beings in this state
· are referred to ·as having unifonn bodies and unifonn
consciousness (D. II, 69, III, 263). This .is also the
third of the eight kinds of release and those in this
state become intent with the thought ' lovel y ' ,
(subhantveva adhimutto D. II, 7 1 ) .
A different distribution of the brahma-worlds as
places of rebirth" among those who have attained to
these fourjh§nas is found in the A ngu ttara Nikaya (II,
1 26-1 28) according to which those who have attained
· to the firstjhana are reborn among the brahma-kayika
devas; those who have attained to the second jhana
are reborn amop.g abhassara devas; those who have
. attained to the third jh ana are reborn among the
subhaki��;w devas and those who have attained'to the
fourthjhana are reborn in the world of the Vehapphala ·
devas. The la,st category ofbrahmas is not mentioned ·
in the Digha Nikaya account (D. I, 28).
__

.

Another fonn of existence assigned to those who
. have attained to the fourthjhana is the unconscious
gods (asaiiiiasatta deva, D. I, 28; DA . I, 1 1 8): This
represents the fifth of the nine dwellings of beings and
those in this state are . described as being without
perception and feelings (D. III, 263).
Five more heavens are assigned as places of rebirth
to those who have attained to the fourthjhana as well
as the fruition of the non-returner (anagami-phala).
The heavens are known as aviha, atappa, sudassa,
.•

·
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sudassi and akani F{ha; they are collectively called the
pure-abodes (suddhavasa). Those who are born there·
will not come back, but attain arahantship and
parinibbana in. those heavens themselves. The Buddha
says that he knows no place where he has not been
born except the suddhaviisas (D. II, 50, 52; III, 237;
DA . III, 1 029); the reason for this is obvious.
Beings in this plane of fine matter are popularly
known as brahmas and they are described as divine,
having fonn, mode of mind with all major and minor
limbs compiete and not deficient in any organs (D. I,
· 1 7, 34). They are material but their matter is subtle
for they feed on j oy and ate luminous of whom
Mahabrahma is the popular type and representative
par excellence to such an extent that the plane of fine
matter is called the world of Brahma.

Upali Karunaratne
-

-

RUPAVACARA See RlPABHAVA

RUS SIA. Russian Buddhists are found mainly
amongst the Buryats and the K.almyks . .
""-

Though Buddhism was first introduced to Russia
as far back as 1 223 A.C during the time of Genghis
Khan, it seems to have made a tardy progress and its
impact was rather triviaL "Russia under the Tsar was
the first western power to take a keen interest in
Buddhism in the monastic institutions of the Buddhists
in Tibet, Mongolia and elsewhere in the region close
to the Russian empire, for many Buddhists lived in
the Russian empire" (Ven. Nyanasatta Maha Thero
as quoted by W. Pieris, in .The Western Contribution
to Buddhism, Delhi, 1 979, p. 235).
Few arid far between are the references indicating
the existence of Buddhism in Russia. It is recorded
that in 1 9 1 3 a monastery for the Lamas was set up at
Nova Derevaya, a suburb of St. Petersburg. The first
university for Buddhists in Europe was establi!)hed in
Moscow in 1 925. A Buddhist temple was founded in
Warsaw, Poland during the last stages of the Russian
empire. to serve the spiritual needs of the Buryat and
Kalmyak Buddhists serving in the Russian anny. To
strengthen the cultural relations with Russia, in 1 962,
Sri Lanka sent a delegation of Buddhist monks to ·

,.
'
,,

·,

. ·,·'o
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attend some Buddhist religious celebrations in the

U . S . S . R. It was followed by another delegation of Sri

Lankan Buddhists in

1 969,

sent at the invitation of

the Ven. J.D� Gambov Bandida, Humbo Lama of the

Religious Board of Buddhists to attend a religious
function.

SABBAsAVA SUTTA

is also used to signify the festering passions that
accumulate i n our minds. Evil thoughts begin to flow
through the sense doors, eye, ear, etc. It is when the
sense doors are not restrained that the human mind
becomes exposed to unwholesome emotions. The

Suttas usually speak of three kinds of �ava, as cankers
of sense desire (kamiisavii), cankers of becoming
(bhavasavii), and cankers of ignorance (avijj�avii). In
some contexts cankers of dogmatic belief ( di{[hiisavii)
are also added.2 When mindfulness is not established

During the twentieth Century, Buddhist studies in
Russia was promoted by several Russian scholars in
the calibre of Vasilieff, Minayeff and Stcherbatsky.
However, "with the death of Stcherbatsky, Buddhist

these cankers are said to flow unhindered into our ·

studies declined in Russia and only in recent years

minds. They are nothing but evil thoughts tainted by

does one observe an interest iri Buddhism . . . " (J. W.

· unwholesome emotions. The Buddha's teaching about

de iong, A BriefHistory ofBuddhism in Europe and
America, Varanasi, ( 1 976, p. 54).

removing the cankers does not propose that we should

shut our eyes and plug our ears in order to escape the
t1ow of unwholesome emotions. The method proposed

No certain figures about the number of Buddhists

iri the Sabbasava Sutta for dealing with the problem is

in Russia today are avia:Jable. Though Buddhism still

to respond t o our s e n s or y environm ent with

exists in the M ahayana form and the Buddhist

mindfulness and insight.

practices are continued, specially among the Buryot

the extinction of
cankers of the mind (iisavakkhaya). The happiness ·of

and Kalmyk B u ddhists, the general impact of

The ultimate goal of Buddhism is

Buddhism in Russia is rather insignificant.

a person depends

on the degree to which he or she has ·

reduced the strength of the

C.S. Ranasinghe.

iisava.

Even if one is a

layperson, if he were to act intelligeiJ.dY and adopt .
certain methods proposed by the Buddha he should

SABBANNU

be able to· reduce the strength of the iisava'in his mental . .

See OMNISCIENCE

life. Reduction of the strength of iisava reduces one's
sufferirig.Nibbiina signifies the attainment of a person ·.

SABBASAVA SUTTA

:The

Sabbiisava Sutta

whose asava are eradicated.

is

included in the Pali canon as the second discourse of
the

Majjhimanikiiya. 1

The teaching in the

Sutta

At the very beginning of the Sabbasava Sutta, the

is

Buddha says that the eradication of iisava, the cankers

specially aimed at the Bhikkhus. But it could be

of mind or unwholesome thoughts is possible for the

· interpreted in a way that it applies even to the daily

person who knows and sees. 3 The knowing and seeing

life of the lay person. It teaches about the way in

involved here signifies knowledge and insight into the

which all psychological cankers can be eliininated.

· distinction

b etween

proper

reflection

What is described as psychological cankers (�ava) in ·

(yon isomanasikiira)

the Sutia are the unwholesome emotions that produce

(ayonisomanasikiira).

suffering. It introduces several practical ways in which

one engages in improper reflection cankers that have

a person could attempt to manage · one's emotional

not yet arisen will arise and cankers that have already

significance of the teaching of the Buddha ill! a practical

the root

sru

iisava is formed out of the prefix 'ii and' .

meaning 'to flow'. The term is used to

signify the unwholesome thoughts that flow into our
�inds in a mechanical manner in sense perception. It

The Buddha points out that if

engages in proper reflection. 4 The Sutta attempts to

and applied psychology .
The word

and i m proper reflection

arisen will increase. The opposite happens when one .

life. Hence, it contains material that enhances the

show clearly the difference between proper reflection

.

.

and improper reflection.

The Buddha .does not propound in the

Sutta

any

magical or mystical means of solving our psychological

problems. The key to the solution of th e suffering
.

.
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in the present, do I not exist in the present, what am I
in the present, how am I in the present, whence did
this being come and where indeed will he go?" are such
modes of thinking. All such thinking patterns involve
the superimposition of a static ego on the transient
processes connected with our existence. The Buddha
notes that this manner of egocentric thinking inevitably
leads to one of six dogmatic views. The six possible
dogmas, one or other to which one is likely to cling
with strong conviction are outlined as (I) I have a self
(attii), (2) I have no self, (3) I recognize my self through
myself, (4) I recognize the no-self through the self, (5)
I recognize the self through the no-self, (6) this self
which is the speaker, and the experiencer (the subject
of a11 activity and experience) is in·y self which is
and eternal and stays the same
According to the Sabbiis"a�a Sutta, the first way of permanent, immutable,
.
eliminating iisava is by having the right kind of to eternity .This is another insta�c� in the Buddha's
philosophical outlook on life. If we have a mistaken discourses where attention is drawri to the two extreme
world view, we are likely to engender iisava. One of views about reality one or the other to which most
the most potent sources of iisava is the egocentric . people are usually prone to cling.5 The Buddha points
thinking pattern whidr uslially affects us: The Buddha out- that anyone who entertains such dogmatic views
says that if we have sufficient insight regarding what . due to mistaken ways of thinking is likely to produce
we should think about and what we should not think. iisava. The first way of eliminating the iisava is
about jt is ·possible to eliminate the cankers. of the . . therefore by developing proper seeing ( dassana ).
mind. The kinds .of thinking pattern . that produce .
The second method proposed by the Buddha for
unwholesome emotions are also to be discovered by
means of one's own experience. In the context of the checking asava is restraint (sarp.vara). The world in
. Sabbasava Sutta three kinds ·of iisava called kamasavii, which we live is such that we cannot let ourselves ·
bhavasava and avijj8.5ava are mentioned. If any freely express all ou� einotioris. Some sense stimuli
pattern of thinking produces anew unwholesome are attractive to us, while others are repulsive. We
emotions that belong to the three above menntioned have a natural tendency to be attached to those which
categories or strengthens those of them that have . are attractiy� and to resist those_ which are repulsive.
already affected one's mind; such a thinking pattern is Unless self-restraint is exercised we will end up creating
to be experientially discovered an� avoided. According deep psycholo� cal stress and tension as ·well as social
to
. the observations made by the Buddha himself, he conflict due to this natural tendency to get attached· to
identifies certain patterns of thinking that lead to such pleasant things and resist unpleasant things. Social
a consequence. He points out that most of our familiar life will not be possible if everyone decides to freely
patterns ofphilosophical reflection reinforce the iisava express one's . emotions of attraction and repulsiori.
instead ofreducing· or �liminating them. The dogrilatiC Therefore .one has to cultivate the ability to restrain
. extremes to which. people are liable to fall dtie to oneself. Self-restraint is one of the essential skills that
unsystematic and imprudent thinking or reflection are intelligent humans are required to cultivate. Lack of
· identified as the most striking among them. All.thoughts self restraint will produce more and more suffering
pertaining to the past present Or the future that have both to the unrestrained person and to the society .
. an egocentric focus such as "Did I exist in the past, . with which such a person interacts. Mindfulness is
did I not exist in the past, what was I in the ·past, how the key to such restraint. It is not possible for us to
was I in the past, having been what, what did I block all our sense doors all the time to prevent the .
(subsequently ) become in the past, will I be in the excitation of unwholesome emotions. Things of the
future, will I not be in the future, what will I be in the ou.tside world are so numerous that we cannot control
future, how will I be in the future, having been what, all of them to prevent unwholesome reactions on our
. what will I (subsequently )·be_ in the future, do I exist part.. We have to deal with our inner nature to some
that we produce for ourselves is the development of
wise reflection. The Buddha proposes in this Sutta
seven practical ways in which the effect of the iisava
on our minds can be checked. The proposed way$
give insight into the diverse sources of unwholesome
.emotions and specific methods that could be adopted
to deal with them. At the outset the Buddha
categorizes all iisava in terms of the practical ways
that could be adopted to remove them. Accordingly,
there are iisava to be removed by seeing (dassana), by .
restraint (sa1pvara), by proper methods of use or
consumption (patisevana), by endurance (adhivasanii),
by avoid@c� (parivajjq,nii), by release (vinodanii) and
by cultivation (bhavana).
_
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extent. Therefore with regard to the stimuli that enter

through each sense facul ty it is required to exercise
restraint in such a way that one's mind does not become

SABBASAVA SUTTA

provoke one's evil tendencies. Exposing oneself

consciously to such situations is not at all a wise thing

to do. It is possible to avoid exposing oneself to

exposed to the mechanical influx of unwholesome

unnecessary danger such as moving into

dealing with the inner nature is eventually the only

untamed animals or venomous serpents. It is also

thoughts and emotions. The Buddhist position is that

way to remove suffering altogether.

an

environment where one could be harmed by wild,

possible to choose an environment in which conditions
that are likely to cause accidental harm or injury by,

Thirdly the Buddha speaks of asava that can be

for example, falling into a pit or a precipice do not

There are certain basic things that one needs to sustain

situations one will eventually strengthen the cankers.

pursued as ends in themselves. One should not totally

cultivate the ability to endure certain conditions that ·

will ca�se both physical and psychological harm leading

whenever unnecessary ti·ouble is avoidable it is wise

eliminated by means of attending wisely t? one's needs.

healthy and comfortable living. These should not be
deprive oneself of those things either. Total deprivation

to the unnecessary states of ill-will and mental

.depression. Therefore one must have the wisdom to

attend to one's basic material needs in the proper

manner. Here the Buddha speaks of the basic needs
such as food, clothing and shelter. If one becomes

obsessed with those basic needs without treating them

exist. If one does unreflectively expose oneself to such
So while the fourth method proposes that one should

are unavoidable the · fifth method proposes that

to avoid it. This is a clear indication of the pragmatic
standpoint that the Buddha proposes to adopt in

dealing effectively with conditions that are likely to

produce mental distress.

Sixthly, the Buddha speaks of cankers that have to

as means to a higher end they too cah lead to asava.

be eliminated by releasing them · or dropping them

but not live in order to .eat food. There are many

can be affected by thoughts of sensuous desire,

One is required to · take food in order to sustain life,

higher goals to be pursued in life for the purpose of
which the basic needs have to be satisfied.

Fourthly the Buddha speaks of elimination of asava

by means of endurance (adhivasanii) . Here the

important point made i s that there are certain

situations in which one has to endure certain influences

of one's social or physical environment without trying ·

to create unnecessary psychological resistance against

such i nfluences. The tendency to react to. the

conditions of one's sensory environment is common

among mankind. An insightful person cultivates the

ability to endure such conditions. One cannot control

everything outside oneself in the way one wants due

to the innumerability and unlimited nature of such
factors. Therefore one has to develop the ability to

endure. Heat and cold, thirst and hunger, as well as
other unpleasant effects of the environment which

may sometimes be beyond one's control need to be

. endured without giving occasion for undue distress.

(vinodanii) from one's mind consciously�. The mind
thoughts of ill will and thoughts of inj ury. An

unreflective person who is exposed to the mechanical
flow of unwholesome thoughts becomes constantly

subject to evil and unskilled thoughts and emotions.

Those should be effectively identified and released
from one's mind.

Finally the Buddha speaks of eliminating cankers

by means of self development or cultivation (bhiivanii).
This involves the cultivation of positive cognitive and

emotive qualities of the mind. A typical example is the

cultivation of the seven factors of enlightenment

enumerated as ( 1 ) sati (mindful ness), (2)

dhammavicaya (examination ofphenomena), (3) viriya
(effort), (4) piti (joy), (5) passaddhi (calmness), (6)
samiidhi. (mental composure) and (7) upekkhii .
(equan i m i ty ) . Thi s can be considered as th e
culmination of the process of freeing the mind from
unwholesome emotions and. filling it with wholesome

and positive qualities .

The fifth way of eliminating cankers proposed by

The Buddha ends the discourse by reassuring his
bhikkhu audience that the . practice of the proposed

unhealthy associ(ltes, or situations that are likely to

eventually resulting in the cutting off of all craving

the Buddha is avoidance (parivajjanii) of g�tting into
unnecessary situations that can engender unwholesomb•'•·· methods will effectively help a person to live having
thoughts an d emoti ons. One could easily avoid guarded oneself from all unwholesome influxes
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schools of the Theraviida (Skt. Sthaviraviida) faction,

and overcoming of the psychological fetters that bind

is not fully confirmed by the sources of the other

a person to suffering. They have the characteristic of

Buddhist traditions. The Tibetan historian Taraniitha

being very practical psychological methods of dealing

has presented us with the views of the four principal

with a person's emotional life in order to attain relief

schools . of Buddhism which were the four main

from mental distress and achieve mental health.

divisions of Buddhism recognized by the 71h century
A. C. as recorded by the Chinese pilgrim monk 1-tsing1•

P. D. Prema·siri

However, Taranatha's list of schools attributed to the

References

Sthaviraviidins does not tal ly with the Piili li st.

Unfortunately h.e does not give the source of his

1 Majjhimanikiiya (Pali Text Society:London) Vol.

I, pp 6-1 12

information. I n Taranatha' s r.ecord Mahisiisakas (Piili

2 [)ighanikiiya (�TS), Vol. 111 p. 8 1
3 Jiinato aha·Ip bhikkhave passato iisavii�aip
khayarp vadiimi no ajanato no apassato Ibid.

Mahirpsiisakas) appear after the Sarviistivadins.
According to the Mahiisiiilghikas, Sarvastiviidins and
Viitsiyaputriyas were the .first to separate from the

p. 7
Sthavira faction. MahiisiiiJ.ghikas are classified as a
4 Ayoniso bhikkhave manasikaroto ·anupp(innii . sub-sect of the Vibhajyaviidins. � the Sammitiya

. ceva iisavii uppajjtmti uppannii ca iisavii
pavarf(jhanti.
Yoniso ca bhikknave rilanasikaroto a'm ippannii ·
·
ceva iisavii na uppajjanti uppanna ca iisava
·
pah ��ti: Majj}z i�a�ik'aya fbi({
5 lri theKacciiycmagotta Sutta the Bllddha·mention� ·
·

.

�

·

these · two extreme positions· and sho_ws that
his own view of reality involves a iniddle

position that rejects both eternal' existence and

�bsolute �on-existence. Samyuttanikiiya {PTS)
II, p. 1 7;
V0l.
.

tradition, as provided by Taranatha, the original Satigha

was divided into four schools, viz� · Mahasanghikas,

Sarvastiviidins, Vatsiputriyas and Haimavatas. · Both

Mahisiisakas. and Vibhajyavadins are classed as sub.,.

sects of Sarviis.ti viidins. Curiously the nam e .
Sthaviravada docs not occur in this list. Apparently it

is a list. of late origin wheri the Sthavira designation
had gone out of fashion in: India. According to the ·

Samayabhedoparacanacakra Mahisiisakas and

Vibhadyavii dins w en� botl't sub-sects ·. of the;

Sarvastiviidins. Interestingly this tradition has confined ·
the Sthavi ravadins to Sri Lanka. Jetavaniya,

. Abhayagiriviisins and Mahaviharaviisins are. its three

S abbathiviida (SHB, Vol . . sub- sects2• 1-tsin!f also speaks of three sub-sects of ·
XXXVIII, II 0) o r Sabbatthaviida (Dpv. 5-47 ; Mhv. 5- the Sthaviravadins; It is worthy to note Taranatha's ·
8), Sarv�stiviida i n Sanslqit, was one of the eighteen admission of discrepancies in the .enumeration of the.
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schools into which the original Buddhist community
of monks and nuns was divided . prior to the rise of
:
Maliayan�. Iri the. . Mahayana terminology all these
schools were clas�ifi�d as Hinayiina or Sriivakayiina.

According to Sri Lankan Pali chronicles of. the

Theravada tradition, after the first schism of the

Theravada Satigha.which produced_the Mahasiiilghika
(or Mahiisatigiti) school, several other schools also

n'ames, but most of them, according to him, are case� . .
of the same. schools being mentioned under different

names. Taranatha is .said to have written this work in

1 608; Bu-ston, another Tibetan historian wlio lived

prior to Taranatha, alsp gives the views ofVinithadeva · .
who belonged to the Sarviistivada tradition. B·u-stcn ·

makes a daring ded�tion that Sarvastivadins, as they

were separated rrom the Theravada faction. The first

of the higher classes,
use Sanskrit, the language
.
represent the foundation for the traditions of other

the Vajj iputtakas. It was from the Mahil!lsiisakas that

Miilasarvastiviidins". He adds that this school regards

to separate from them were · the Mahiipsiisakas and

· the

S abbatthavadins and the Dhammagutti-kas

originated. From the Sabbatthavadins separated the

Kassapiyas (or Kassapikas) and Satikantiviidins and

from the latter the Suttaviidins (Mhv. 5, 8-9 I).

This Theravada tradition of the growth of the
eighteen schools of Buddhism, especially the twelve

sects. "For this reason th ey are cal l e d the ·

Riihulabhadra of the Ksatriya caste as ¢eir teacher.

Bu-ston 's cominents naturally reflect a tradition highly .

inclined towards the Sarviistivada tradition, which had
influenced Tibetan Buddhism in many ways4•
Besides the above records of Taranatha and Buston ·there are a number of other sources on the break
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up of the Buddhist Sangha into eighteen schools, as

amidst mountains and valleys. Asoka, later realized

for instance the writings of Bhavya, which give us a

his fault, repented and built five hundred monasteries

sample of the confused state of the history, even the

for them and gave the whole of Kashmir to them.

list of names, of the eighteen schools. Many modem

Watters9 states that according to the

scholars who have tried to unravel the confused history

Siistra

of the schools have only left more confusion. Therefore

Mahiivibhiisha

the Sthavira sect was propagated by these

Arahants in Kashmir. Kashmir was an important centre

to unentangle the tangled ball of thread of the eighteen

of the Sarvastivadins who for long claimed to be

schools to find out the older of the two Schools,

Sthaviravadins, for they had actually broken away

Mahisasakas and Sarvastiviidins, would always remain

from the Sthaviras. Ven. Dhammajoti states that both

a moot point until one discovers some clear evidence

the

from an independent source to solve it. However we
the basic tenet · "everything exists"

(sarvarp asti

their

opp o n en ts,

Vibhajyavadins, continued for quite some time to

or

albeit with different interpretations.

· "Inspite of various doctrinal

and

assume the status of the orthodox Sthaviravadins 10•

know that there was a group of schools which upheld

sarvastitva)

S arvastivadins

According to Vasumitra, Sthviravadins remained

united for some time. But after the beginning of the 3n1

disagreements, some of

considei:abkimportance, the various sub groups within

century there arose some disputes which split them

the Sarvastivada School were united in their centra]
tenet of Sarvastivada5•

into two schools, i.e. Sarvastivada, also called Hetuvada

Origin and Development of the School

of the Buddhist era. Accordi ng to Przyluski 's

and the original Sthaviravada, which (then) changed
its mane to Haimavata1 1• The 3n1 century referred to is

It is not clear as to when this school had originated.

hypothesis the groups of monks in the three centres

We have epigraphical evidence of its existence only
from the

at Kausambi, Avanti and Mathura, who joined Ya§a in

1st or 2nd century A. C6• However neither this

school nor any other school m�ntioned freq1,1ently in
later inscriptions are found m�ntioned in the earliest
Buddhist lithic records of Bharut and Sanchi. Yet

the Second Cmmcil, probably gave rise subsequently
to the three schools of Theravada, Mahisasaka and

. Sarvastivada. These centreS tUrned out to be the centres.

Nalinaksha Dutf thinks that the original Sarvastivada

of thes e three s chools respectively. Przyl uski
.
associates Kausambi rather .than Avanti ·with the Pali

School had its birth before Asoka's council. Of c,ourse

school. Mathura soon hecam� the seat of Sc,rrvastivada

.

what he refers to here is the reference to the theory

and it was thence that it spread particularly to Kashmir.

"everything exists"

During the tim·e of Asoka, Arahant Upagupta was

Kathiivatthu,

(sabbarp atthiti) debated

in the

probably the chief monk at Mathura. Madhyantika is

claimed to have been presented to this

credi ted w i th the propagation of_ Buddhi sm in

council by Arahant Moggaliputta Tissa. These facts

Kashmir12• A�cording to Edkins, Sambhiita Siinaviisika

may then indicate the consolidation of the holders of

is also credited with the conversion of Kashmir and

this view into a separate sect after the Asokan period.

Kimdahar13• Probably he w as senior to both

Probably different groups of monks espousing various

Madhyantika and Upagupta in the region ofMathura.

controversial views were still living in the same

monasteries; This was probably the reason why
.
· Arahant Moggaliputta Tissa left Pataliputta an<,l took
refuge in a forest hermitage at Ahoganga (was it the
same as UrumuJ;Ida in Mathura?) becalJse he did not

wish to participate in the uposatha with those holding

unorthodox views (Mhv.

5-539-544).

.

But it is significant that the name Madhyantika (Pali

M ajjhantika) is given a very important place in both
the Buddhist S�nskrit and Pali traditions in the
conversion of Kashmir Gandhiira region.
! Off. ; Taranatha

ibid.

p. 29ff.)

(Mhv. I2.3,

The Asokan period, when, according to the Sri

But Hsiien-tsang says8 that a rift in the Sangha

Lankan sources, Majjhantika was sent to Kashmir

took place in the time of Emperor Asoka between a

and Gandhara region, and t..l.e period in which Upagupta

group of five hundred arahants and

lived, according to tbe Buddhist Sanskrit sources, is

500

schismatic

monks who accepted certain wrong views put up by

taken to be in the

3n1 century

B.C. The Sarvastivada

a monk named Mahadeva. The arahants, to escape the

tradition has fixed the date of Asoka's ascendance

possible harsh treatment of the king who sided with

around

Mahadeva, flew away to Kashmir and hid themselves

sources place it 2 1 8 years after the Buddha. The date

1 3 - CM 5274

1 1 6 years after the Buddha while the Pali

·
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great monastery will be established on the Mt.

of the establishment of the Sarvastivada, according to
the
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Urumu1_1�a by two brothers named Nata and Bha(a.

Sarnayabhed- oparacanacakra would be on the

Sarvastivada calculations, around the first half of the

Named after the two of them, it would be a 'piace

2"" century B.C. The date of the traditional founder of
the school, Katyayaniputra, is. said to be around 1 50

named Upagupta, pupil

greatly conducive for meditation. A great teacher monk

B.C.14 and this date tallies with it Paramartha's life of

ordained by Ven. Ananda, will live in this monastery18.
If this Madhyandina was the same as Madhyantika

Vasubandu, however, dates the compilation of the Jii

mentioned above, then we could see how Buddhism,

anaprasthina Sastra or the As{agrantha, to a time
five hundred years after the. Buddha.

of one Madhyandina,

�hammajoti

possibly of the Sarvastiviida school, expanded to
Kashmir from Mathura and how later Kashmir became

thinks that Paramartha is confounding the compilation

its· chief centre.

of the Abhidharrna Mahavibhiisii sastra with that of
the JiianaprasthanaH. Dhammajoti also claims, on
·

the authority of Xu an Zang (Hsijen tsang), that the

As mentioned above, there is inscriptional evidence

Sarvastivada Abhidharma text Vijiiiinakaya Sastra was

from the beginning of the Christian era · for the

prevalence of the sect in North India. The Mathura
.
also states that the Vibhajyavadin Maudgalyayana, . Lion Capital Inscription testifies for the existence of

composed one hundred years after the Buddha. He
against whom this text tries to establish the Sarvastitva

the sect in that area during the Saka period. The chief

standpoint, was possibly the same as Moggaliputta

queen of the Maha Kshatrapa Rajula established

· Tissa, the author of the Th'efavada Kathavatthu. Some

of the Sarvastivada sect19• But it is in · the Kusha9a
period that .the s�ct is seen in full glory .The great ·

this point appear to b e the same. H owever
Dhammaj oti ' s claim· th-at this : was the fi rst

conception against the older Vibhajyavada conception
around the time ofAsoka, may be even a little anterior

�

f

that thiS'stiipa and the monastery �ere dedicated. �o·

author oftheKathavatthu: Ven. Yin Shun rejects Xuan

then we could place the origin of the Sarviistivada ·

.·,,,

acceptanee of the Sa.rVii.stivada teachers20• The fact ·

so, It is rather the sixth debating point taken up by the .

. If these arguments of Dhammajoti are accepted

·.�

stiipa buiit by - Kan i shka was dedicated to the

controversial point debated in the Kathiivatthu is not

Vzjiiiiizakiiya Sastni and prefers to
place it in the early I st century A. C. La Vallee Poussiri
places it after the Kathiivatthu16•

·'

·1

for the acceptance of the monks of the four quarters

of the phrases used in t�e two texts while debating

Zang's date of the

a

stiipa enshrining a relic of the Buddha and a monastery

them shows the high esteem with which Sarvastivadins

.

were held by Emperor Kanishka� Many ins-criptions · ·
�. n a E ra J 1' k e the Set. Mahet I m age
of the Kush a
·

Inscription (El. VIII p. 1 80fT.) and the Kushana Casket
Inscription ·etc. show quite clearly the popularity of
the school in the Kushana period.

'f'

The importance of the Kushana period is probably .

. '

demonstrated by the· account of the 3n1 Buddhist
to it, and its consolidation as a separate school of · Council; according to the Northern tradition, left by
Buddhist thought in the second century B.C. We know
the Chinese monk Hsilen-tsang. Tibetan-historians ·
that the Pali chroniCles of S ri Latika c l aimed Taranatha and Bu-ston also have left some rather

Vibhajyavada to be the true and only acceptable

.interpretation of the :Suddha's teachings (Mhv. V. 632-

633). Naturally polemics against the new Sarvastivada
conception must have' gone on for some time ·before

the school of thought got stabilized. It is quite
interesting- to see that it was in the above mentioned

. confusing accounts of the same. Hsilen-tsang states21
that king Kariishka was dismayed by the conflicting
interpretation� of the
monks. When this

f

.•

Dharma given by different

�as put to Arahant Parlva by the.

king he explained the historical reasons and the king
called for a council ofArahants to resolve the problem

Vijiiiinakiiya Sastra attributed to one Devas$Tllan, . and arrange the three Pi{akas of the Buddha according

. �a, that the sarviistitVa standpoint is explicitly

insisted upon17• Already we. saw that the sect' is never

mentioned in the Bharut and Sanchi lithic· records.

According to B uddhist S anskrit sources, the

· �uddha, once, while on a tour of the S iirasena country,

forecasted that, one hundred years after his demise a

to the different schools. Significantly it is stated that

only 499 Arahants were selected at first and the SOOth

place was filled by one non-Arahant, Vasumitra, who

. claimed to be � Bodhisattva

The story of Vasumitra has been added to this
account undoubtedly to bring it in line with the first

-�

)
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Buddhist Council. In it Yen. Ananda was first excluded
from the Council because he was not an Arahant. Later
he was chosen as the 5QQtl' participant in view of his
erudition and knowledge of the Dhamma. However he
realized arahantship before the Council. Vasumitra
also claims that he has investigated the meaning of
words, studied in earnestness the obscure literature of
the three pi{akas and the recondite meaning of the five
vidyas and have succeeded in penetrating their
teachings. Thus claiming to be an erudite monk he also
claims his ability to become an Arahant in a few
moments, before a ball he was carrying could, when
thrown up, come down. He, however, claims to be a
. Bodhisattva not interested in the insignificant fruit of
arahantship. This story shows the amount of
Mahayana influence that had affected even the
Sarvastivada tradition by the 71h century A . C.
Downgrading of the arahant ideal is quite obvious.
But Thomas Watters22 has found that this Vasumitra
episode is a wholesaJe borrowing from a Mahayana
work. The story is about a monk named Vasumitra
supposed to be a contemporary of the Buddha. The
Buddha is said to have made aJorecast that he will. .
succeed Maitreya as Simhacandra Tathagata.
According · to Hsiien-tsa11g the Vasumitra of the 3rd
Council was also predicted by gods to take the place
of Maitreya in the Tushita heaven. Arahants of the
council, convinc� ofYasumitra's importance, are said
to have admitted him to the ·council and made him its
president. In the First Council Ananda was asked to
rehearse the Dhamma.

.
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monastery at Jalandhara. According to the Tibetan
account 500 Arahants, 500 Bodhisattvas and 500
common paiJcjits participated. But Tiiranatha says,
according to the Sravaka tradition, which is more
reliable as this relates to the Law ofthe Sravakas, 500
Arahants and 500 mafia bha{{iirakas well versed in .
the tripi{aka participated. However, he says, since
there were very few Arahants at the time the number
could have been smaller. The figure 500 must have
included Srotapannas etc. All belonging to the 1 8 sects .
jointly purified the law and codified the vinaya. Those
_
portions of the Siitra and A bhidharma not codified
before were codified and those already codified were
revised.
. Bu-ston25 also gives a . c-onfusing account of the
Third Council. One of t�e accounts given by hiin is
that 300 years after the demise of the. Buddha ll:te
third Buddhist Council was lield during the time
Kanishka at the J(uvana monastery i� Kashmir with
500 Arahants led by Pumika, 500 Bo{fi.i�sattvas like.
Vasumitra and 250 or 1 0,000 ordinary paiJif.its
. participating. Texts recited by all eighteen sects were .
acknowledged to be the word of the Buddha. It does
hot speak aboutthe compilation of the c�mmentaries. ·
__

Significantly none of these sources take the third
Council to be a Sarvastivada part<; affair. All of them
seem to admit that all eighteen sects were represented
in it and that the views of all of them were taken into .
account. It is the vi�w that the Sarv�stivad� Mahii
Vibhashii Sastra was compiled at this council which
has made scholars to come to this conclusion. But if
Paramartha's view of the compil ation of the
Abhidharma A�{agrantha was io fact, as claimed by
Dharilmajoti (infra), a reference to the compilation of
the. Mahii Vil:Jhashii Sastra, then the view that it was
the work ofKanishka's council will have to be rejected.

These. facts could make modem students ofhistory
. to doubt the details of this account. According io
Hsiien-tsang, the Council composed commentaries to
all the three pitakas viz. Upade§a Sastra for the Siitra
Pi[aka, Vinaya Vibhiishii Sastra for the Vinaya Pi{aka
and the A bhidh a rma Vibh iih�ii Siistra for the
Abhidhamma Pi{aka, each comprising ten myriad
• verses. At the conclusion Kanishka got the
It is also important to note here a certain reference ·
commentaries engraved on red copper sheets, enclosed from the Tibetan Blue Annals quoted by Taranatha.
them in a stone box and deposited them in a stupa so "At the vih iira · of Karnikavana in Kashmir 500
that no one can remove them out of Kashmir where Arahants headed by arya Parsva, 400 venerables
the Council was held. Samuel BeaL is of the view that (bha {{iiraka) headed by Vasumitra and 500
Abhidharma Vibhasii
. referred to was the commentary Bodhisattvas recited the Abidhanna"26 Taranatha goes
to the Jiiiinaprasth iina of Katyayaniputra_.23
. on to say that Vasumitra referred here should not be
identified with the great Vai bhashika acarya
Taranatha24 has given a rather confusing account
Vasumitra27•
If this assertion is granted then the
by trying to compare the different traditions. The
Council was called by King Kanishka at the Sarvastivadin label given to the 3'-c� Council becomes
Kamikavana monastery in Kashmir or the Kuvana even more doubtful. But Nalinaksha Duttl8 views that
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Jiiiinaprasthana in the 2"d century B . C. (He, however,
in an earlier work33 says that theAbhidharma doctrines
of the Sarvastivadins were given a definite form in the
Jiiiinaprasthana Sastra around the middle of the 2nd
century A. C. The compilation of the Mahii Vibhiisii
Sastra followed). This was the post Asokan Period,
and hence after the TheravadaAbhidhamma work, the
. Kathiivatthu, which debates the "everything exists"
theory. This show's that although the conception was
already there no separate sect had yet come into being,
and the holders of the view had not yet designated
themselves as Sarvastivadins. At the beginning, both
the Sarvastivadins and their opponents Vibhajyavadins
assumed themselves to be orthodox Sthaviravadins. It
is in the Vijiianakaya Sastra, one of the s.even
Abhiharrna texts, assumed to have been composed . ·
after the Kath�vatthu, that the saniiistitVa thesis is
for the first time upheld against the Vibhajyavadins34.
This work tries to reject the views ofits Vibhajyavadin
However as noted above Sarva8tivadin teachers opponent named M audgalyayana, identified as
were held in great esteem by E�peror Kanishka and Moggaliputta Tissa, author of the Kathavattlul. Even
other Kushana kings. Therefore one can be certain in this work they style themselves as Yuktivadins as
that the .school. enjoyed great popularity during the .· against the Viphajyavadins. Although the designation
period. It must. have greatly helped therri to expand · . Sarvastivada is already there in the I sr century A. C. ·
their ·bo1,1nds of influence at the tim:e. Dhammajoti lithic records, the designation as Yuktivada was still in ·
dates the most importantAbhidharma text of the school vogue even at the time of the Maha Yi.bhasa siistra35.
in 1 50 B.C. and the compilation ofthe Maha'Vihashii The existence of the dharmas in the three periods of
time is explicitly asserted in the Vijnanakaya Siistra.
Siirtra in the 5111 century after the B11ddha, in the 2nd
we have to await the appearance of the Jii
Yet
century A.C.31 Paramartha's views are different as we
have seen before. However the Mahii Vibhiisha Siistra anaprasthana to see the fully developed theory of the
soon became a sort of bible of the Sarvastivadiris,. ever lasting existence of the svabhiiva of dharmas. It
especially of Kashmir,. who came to be designated was this work that established the Sarvastivada dogma .
in a defini te form and, therefore., its author
Vaibhashikas after it.
Katyayaniputra. was traditionally regarded as the
'
. '
founder of the Sarvastivada School.
The Abhidharma Pi {aka of the Sarvastivadins
consisting of seven . works and their commentaries�
While the "everything exists" theory was generally
esp�cially the Mahii Vibh iish ii Siistra o ri the Jii . ·
accepted by all Sa.rvastivadins,it was yet not accepted
anaprasthana, were the principal works of the school
as . an uncontroversial theory by all holders of the ·
in which their main tene.ts were develop�d. of the
view. Within the school, from the very beginning, were
seven A bhidharma texts the Jiianaprasth iina,
different interpretations given to the conception. The
according to Ya§omitra32, was considered to be the
four great Abhidharrnikas of the school, Dharmatriita,
main body while the' other six works were taken to be
the feet However the Maha Vibhasa does not refer to Buddhadeva, Vasumitra and Ghoshaka had given
this designation and only five of the other six treatises different interpretations on how the everlasting dravya
are quoted in it. This does not, however, necessarily in the three periods of time should be accounted for.
Ghoshaka also did not go along with. all orthodox
mean that theJiianaprasthana was ·either the first work
Abhidbarmikas that the whole Abhidharma was the
or, the last work consummating the wholeAbhidhaima.
words of the Buddha. For him all Abhidharma was ·
It is not ea5y to fix a chronology of the seven works.
the explanation of Siitras. Therefore whatever is not
· As already referred to DhammaJ· oti dates the
found in Siitras should be removed. Buddhadeva and
Vasumitra who took part in the Council was the author
of the two Abidharma texts PrakaraiJ.apiida and
Dhiitukayapiila. He further says that a majority of the
participants were Sarvastivadins with Vasumitra of
the same sect as .the president. Since the decisions on
disputed points rested with the president the accepted
versions in most cases should naturally be that of the
Sarviistivadins. But we know that in the First Council,
Maha Kasyapa never tried to impose. his will on the
Council. All decisions were unanimous. V .A. Simth29
also opines that this was a Sarvastivada Council and
the Maha Vibhasha written at the tinie belonged to it.
But Takaku�u3u.lrolds the Vibhasha was written after
the Council to explain the Jiianaprasthana Siistra of
Katyayaniputra. But if the Jiianapra th iina Sastra �
opined by Dhammajoti is datable in the 2nd century
B.C. then only the Mahii Vibhiishii can be attributed ·
to the peri<><J ofKanishka.
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Dhannatrata denied the reality of caitasika apart from
citta. Dhannatrata held all caitta is subsumable under
cetana. Dhannatrata held akasa is unreal while others
held all asarpsk[fas to be real. Darsh�antikas held all
three as unreal. These examples show the open
controversies that raged within the school itself.
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Sarvastivadin masters outside Kashmir in general but
not to any such groups outside Kashmir. They were
centred round Gandhara and Parthia with Gandhiira as
the main centre. In the A bhidhrmako sabh ii�ya
Vasubandhu speaks of Kashmirian and ' Western
masters' where the Mahii Vibhiishii Siistra has 'masters
of this country' and 'foreign masters' respectively.
The Mahii Vibhiishii Siistra would sometimes attribute
a certain view, in one place, to one such group and in
another place to another group. But ·at least in · one
instance we have a view attributed to 'foreign masters'
in one place with a slightly different view attributed
to 'Western masters'. For instance the Vaibhashikas
refer to sixteen riipa heaven� while the 'western
masters', on the other hand, who refer to nine distinct
heavens in the Riipa- dhatu, have eighteen riipa
heavens altogether.

With the compilation of the Jiiiinaprasthana,
Sarvastivadins of Kashmir came to regard it as the
word of the Buddha and upheld its supreme authority
so much so that they repudiated all views that did not
come within its orthodoxy. Eventually they compiled
the encyclopaedic Maha. Vibhasii Siistra to consolidate
their position as the Sarvastivada orthodoxy. Besides
their own views it also critically includes the views of
other Sarvastivada schools. Among those cited are the
Darsh�antikas, the Western Masters (pasciitya, also
called the Venarables �f the West, . and the Western
Sramanas), the foreign masters (bahirdesaka, also
The western m asters did not. rej ect the Jii
called ' the m asters outside Kashmir') and the iinaprasthiina �astra altogether but studied it more ·
' Gandharan M ast�rs ' . Even the so-called 'old critically than the Kashmirians. TI1e compilers of the
Kashmirian masters' were criticized.
Mahii Vibhiish§. Siistra held them with great respect
and their views on the Kashmirians were not sectarian. . ·
After the compilation of the Mahii Vibhiisii Sastra They themselves were in factAbhidharma masters of
the orthodox Kashmirians; who based their views on the Saryastivada school. Yen. Yin Shun observes that
it, came to be styled Vaibhashikas and their "the doctrines of the western school�' were mostly
. philosophy, Vaibhashika philosophy, one of the four orthodox views of The Mahii Vibhiishii Siistra and
Buddhist philosophies recognized in India. However were absorbed in this work. Tbe views of the we-stern
the views accepted by them had developed gradually. masters, foreign masters and Gandharan masters
. They were not just innovations of the compilers of specifically pointed out in the MVS, are but a small
the Vibhiishii. The designation Vaibhashika eventually number of heterodox views.
came to be applied to the orthodox Sarvastivadins
based in Kashmir. 'Vaibhashika teachers' was regarded
The work which deeply influenced the 'western
as synonymous with 'Kashmir teachers', yet there masters' was the Prajiiapti Siistra whose importance
was no perfect unanimity even within this group. to the Sarvastivadins was next only to the Jii
They often expressed differing views on various topics. anaprasthiina. The· new trend in development in
Sarvastivada was in fact "inherited from the tradition
Vaibhashika dogmatism ultimately led to splits · of the Pajiiapti Sistra tendency towards
. within the school. On the one hand was the split organization, the essential, conciseness and definition.
betwe�n the Kashmiriim eastern school and the western It is for this reasons that many views found in Prajii
school representing the Gandhlirans. On the other hand apti Siitras, such as four avyaJqtamiila, 'four meanings
Siitra-centred Darsh�antikas co-operated with the of anusaya ' etc. were often attributed by the
holders of heterodox views including the Mahayana Vaibhasikas to the western or foreign masters"36•
Siinyatavadins around the 1 st and 2nd century A. C.
They ultimately converted to the 'present only-exist' Sarviistivada Literature
With its long history extending over several
view. In the process ·a section of radicals among them,
centuries
and a long line of great scholars, philosophers
the Darshtantika, evolved into the Sautrantikas.
and literary figures of repute, the Sarvastivada school
The appellations Gandharan masters, ' western undoubtedly could boast of a very rich literature with
masters' and, 'foreign masters' do in fact refer to a complete set of the Tripi{aka. Of these the four or
•

-

·
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five agamas of the Siitra Pi[aka, being collections of
the discourses of the Buddha, more or less, could have
been common to all the schools ofBuddhism in India
at the time. Wllether the Siitra Pi[aka, in its Sanskrit
recension had. four er five agamas, vis-a�vis the five
nikayas of the tali Sutta Pi[aka, has been for long a
controversial subject. While Nanjio's Catalogue of the
Chinese transJ:ations of the Buddhist Tripi[aka names
�nly four agamas, the Tibetan Mahavyutpatti refers
to a fifth agama as the K�draka Agama37• But this
. reference to aK�draka Agama is not confirmed by
all sources. In this respect Oliver Abeynayaka's38 view
that there were only four and not five agamas is of
considerable value. He points out that even the Pali
- commentators, whenever they use the term _agama
speak of only four and not five. This possibly shows
that the concep"tion of -the four agamas must have been the universally accepted vie:w. However, most
schools, including the Theravadins, seem to have
known a series of texts, outside the four main Nikayas .
ot agamas; calltd the 'iliinor texts' (Khuddaka-ga�tha,K�_u draka .Agama,. or ��udraka- Pi{aka or .the
' Miscellaneous Coflection '}. These texts - were
probably consolidated into a fifth· nikaya by the P-ali .
· tradition but, i,lpparently, .the same did nOt take place
in the Sanskrit tradition. According to Bu-ston
Sarviistivadins used Sanslqit in their work39• According
. to Nalinaksha Dutro Sarvastivadins must have first
used a Prakrit in their works but later this must have
be_en. · cbanged to · sanskrit. . He surmises that the
Kanishkan Cpuncil must have influenced this change.
· Wassiljew, on Tibetan authority, also makes the
statement that their literature was in Sankrit.
If the Sutta .Pi{aka was common to all schqols, the
Vinaya and the Abhidharma Pi{akas did not show the
same homogeneity. Vinaya being a reflection of the
liVing traditions ofth� different communities ofmoriks
and nuns must have naturally developed their own
individuality in each sect. The Pratimok� rules of
most of the sects were almost the same with a few
variations. But the rest of the rules applicable to day
to-day life of the monk soon developed, often on
regional iines. According to Dutr1 Sarvastivadins h�d
a complete Vinaya in all its divisions, viz, ( 1 ). Vinaya
Vastu, (2). Priitimok� Siitra, (3). Vinaya Vibhaga; (4).

Vinaya K�iklraka Vastu, (5). Vinaya Uitara-grantha.
It is the Vinaya Pi{aka of the Sarvastivadins that was
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translated into Tibetan. An analysis of it is provided ,
by Cosma Korns, and, according to Wassilje, it is the

Sarvastivada recension of the Vinaya, translated into
Tibetan by a Kashmirian of the Vaibhashika School.
The manuscript found has a picture of the Buddha
with Sariputra and Rahula on either side. Chinese
authorities mention Rahula as the founder of:jhe
Sarvastivada school.
·.

· .

·

....

The Abidharnui Pi {aka of the Sarvastivada School
was the most important in the establishment of the
basic tenets ofthe School. Like in the Theravada School
the Sarviistivada Abhidlzarma Pi{aka consists of seven
texts. But unlike in the case of the former where only
one text- is attributed to an -i ndividual author,
Sarviistivadins attribute all the seven texts to individual
authors. But for some reason there seem to have been
different traditions regarding their authorship. The
seven texts of the Sarvastiviida Abhidharma Pi{aka
are (1 ). Dharmaskandha, (i).Sangitiparyiiya (3):Prajii
·

_

"apti Sastra_ (4). Vijiianakaya (5). Prakarapapada,
(6).Dhatukaya, and (7).Jiianaprasthana. The Chinese

tradition attributes these to the authorship of
M audgalyayana, S ariputra, M ah a Katyayana ·
(attribution by Pe Guang), Deva5arman, Vasumitra,
and Katyayaniputra respectively. The Tibetan· and
Sanskrit traditions attribute the first thr�e of these to
Sariputra, Mahakau�thila� Maha Maudgalyayana,
respectively. The authorship of Vijiianakaya, the
Prakaranapiida and the Jiianaprasthana are attributed
to the same persons as in the Chinese tradition. But in
the·case of the Dhatukaya there is a difference once
again. Both Tibetan and Sanskfit traditions attribute
it to Piill).a42•

·

··

.

According to the Abhidharmikas for whom

A bhidharma is the final authority, "Without the
expositio� in the A bhidharma a pupil is unable to
discern the _dharma". This was the Vaibhashika ·
. standpoint as expressed by the A bh idh arma
kosabh�a ofVasubandhu. Abhidhanna contains the .

words of the Buddha par-excellence43 • But in
examination of the devel9pment of the Abh idharma
Pi[aka modern scholars have not been able ta. fix a
chronology acceptable to all. Speaking of the relative
. importance of the seven texts Pu puang says : "The
earlier six treatises have less doctrinal topics; it is the
Jiiana prasthana Siistra that contains the most
extensive doctrinal perspectives. Accordingly the
Abhidharmci masters oflater times spoke of the six as
the feet and JPS as the body"44 •

' �·
;.
�·
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While modern scholars have tried to arrange the
seven texts in some chronological order, no unanimity
has been reached on the subject up to now. The greatest
setback in arriving at a decision is that even texts
compiled earlier could have been later revised with
more comprehensive and important texts like the Jii
iinaprasthiina appearing later.
Most scholars have tried to divide the seven texts
into three periods but under different criteria. For
example Eric Frauwalner has classed theAbhidharma
Prakaral}a Sastra and theJiiiinaprasthiina as the n1ost
recent. After considering all the pros and cons reg?fding
the whole problem Dhammajoti divides. the seven texts
into two broad groups. ( l ). The three treatises
Dhannaskandha, Sailgitiparyiiya and Pr.ajiiapti Siistra,
considered as the oldest by most scholars have been
classified as the oldest by him too. The other four
.
which show a more developed nature are classified
under the later group , i.e; Vijiiiinakiiya, the Jii
iinaprasthiina, Prakara.papiida·and the Dhiitukiiya45•

Geographical Expansion of the School

.'
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Hsiien-tsang's records show that Sarvastivada was
popular in Karashar (Agni), Turfan and Kucha47 on
the northern route across the Tarim B asin .
Sarvastivada was also well established from Niya
eastwards on the southern route48• Hsiien-tsang also
saw three monasteries in Persia with Sarvastivadin
monks49• Yarkand and Khotan were the only states
.
where Mahayana dominate. But an important
monastery was established in Santir, Khotan, by an
elder brother of King Vijayadhanna, for Sarvastivada
monks. He was helped by a monk named Pandit Arya
Samantasiddhi, probably from Kashmir, who acted as
the kalya.pamitra of the royal prince50•
Among various Indian languages introduced into
Eastern Turkestan, according to Bagchi51, Sanslg-it held
the most important place. Buddhism that was
introduced first was the Sarvastivada School from
Kashmir and North West oflndia. The sacred texts of
this School written in classical Sanskrit were studied
by Buddhist Scholars of Eastern Turkestan.

According to Bagchi52,· from the dat�s of the .
As already stated above lithic records testify to translation into Chinese of the Sanslg-it Agamas, it
the existence of Sarvastivada as a separate school by appears that the-collection had been completed in
the beginning of the 1 '1 century A.C. It gained a very Kashmir before the 4th century A. C. They were widely
strong position within the Kushar.a Empire with the studied there and were carried to Central Asia and
patronage of Emperor Kanishka and his successors. China. along with Sarvastivada Buddhism. The writing
Kush�nfiS had taken under their sway a considerable of the Central Asian manuscripts also belong to the
portion of the sub-continent of India and extended same period. Fragments of the Dirgha, Madhyama
their power to Central Asia. Naturally Sarvastivada and Samyukta Agamas have been discovered. A number
monks, who had consol idated their position in of versions ofthe Dharmapada and the Udiinavarga
Mathura, Kashmir and Gandhara, had a golden also have been found in Central Asia. Sarvastivada
qpportur.ity of carrying their missions to the four Vinaya Pi{aka is well represented by fragments
corners of the Kushana empire and even beyond into discovered in the northern parts of Eastern Turkistan.
From Kucha has been discovered a complete text of
. China.
the Sarvastivada Priitimok�a Sutra. This agrees with
Records of Chinese monks Fa-hi en, Hsiien-tsang the Chinese translation by Kumarajiva, himself from
etc. give us a good picture of the prevalent conditions Kucha, in 404 A . C. Fragments of the Bhik�ul}i
of Buddhism in the Central Asian states. Fa-bien, for Priitimok�a ofthe school also have been found from
instance, found Buddhism in a prosperous condition the region. Manuscripts discovered in Gilgit also
in Kashgar at the western end of the Tarim Basin. belong mainly to the Miila Sarviistivada Vinaya. The
More than two thousand monks of the Hinayana, Abhidharma Pi{aka also was studied here. A fragment
probal:ily ofthe Sarvastivada School lived here. Hsiien of the Sailgitiparyiiya has been found from Bamiyan
tsang who came in the 7th century A. C. found several in Afghanistan.
hundreds ofmonasteries with nearly a thousand monks
1-tsing who visited India in the latter half of he 7th
of the Sarvastivada School. Many ofthem could recite
the Buddhist texts and even the Tripi{aka and the century A. C. speaks of the four main Buddhist Schools
Vibhiishas. Sanskrit was the language of Buddhist and some of their sub-schools then prevalent in India
and outside. According to him in the five divisions of
scholarship46•
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language of the higher class and therefore, represents

India and in the islands of the Southern Sea they speak

the foundation for other sects. For this reason they

of the four Nikayas but the number. of votaries in each

are called Mula-Sarvastiviidins. But what Kalupahana

school is unequ-al in different places. In Magadha

tries to prove is that Buddhaghosa, in his Pali

(Central India) the doctrines of the four Nikayas are

generally in. practice. Yet the Sarvastivada Nikaya

commentaries, has introduced elements from non
Theravada philosophies. He thinks Buddhaghosa was

flourishes the most. In the northern region (North

influenced by Sarvastivada philosophical ideas as to

India) all belong to the Sarvastivada Nikaya though

· we sometimes meet the followers of the Mahasruighika

the theories of atoms (paramapu) moments (khal}a),

Nikaya. In the South also there are a few belonging to

distinction of 'cause' (hetu) and 'condition' (paccaya),

dominates. In the eastern frontier countries (East India)

a full fledged Sarvastivadin. He was also influenced

the four Nikayas are found side by side.

by Madhyamaka and Yogiicara views as well. So, for

·

'own nature' (svabhava) etc. But he does not call him .

the other Nikayas though the S thavira · Nikiiya

·

Kalupahana, comm entators B u d dh aghosa and

Dhammapala presented a syncretic Sthaviravada. Yet ·

He further adds that in the islands of the Southern
.S ea-consisting of more than ten countries-Miila

the ·influence of Sarvastivada is clear.ly s.e.e.n.

adopted. There are a few Sarvasti vadins in Champa

· Kalupahana goes on to argue that pre-Budhaghosan
Buddhadatta, �nuruddha of early · twelfth centuty,

Sarvastivada Nikaya has been almost universally

(Lin-I). In China too Sarvastivada is prevalent in

Sariputta and his pupil Sumangala who lived in the

Kwang-tuilg and Kwang-sP3•

second half of the twelfth century were followers of

Sarvastivada in Sri Lanka ·

Sarvastivada realism. They, Kalupahana, however,

points out, vehemently maintained, and defended the

Two Sri Lankan scholars have expresse<l certain

Sarvastivadinrealist ideas introducee by Buddhaghosa.

conflicting views about this · s �bj e_ct: R.A.L.H.

Gunawaidhana,. commenting on a reference. · in a 91h

·

_ Since Sariputta and Sumruigala lived in the Jetavana

century A.C. San*rit inscription of the Abhayagiri · · monastery of Polonnaru put up by Parakramabahu I,
Vihara in Sri Lanka, has argued that a group of it is possible that they cmitinued the traditions of the
Sarvastivada monks, at least temporarily; lived there,

Jefavaila vihara of Anutadhapura. Kalupahana finds

and that; hence, the School wa5 known in ancient Sri
Lanka54• The reference cited by. Gnawardhana relates .
to some sort ofexperiment carried out in theAbhayagiri
monastery by making .one hundred monks, twenty
five each from the four great nikayas (catur-mahanikaya) to live together, taking guidance without any
consideration of the nikaya (nJkayabhedatvina grhita
nisrayaM. Forty other monks of the four nikiJ,yas,
. adept in the .�astras, probably the commentaries; were
also to join them. Guided by 1-tsing Gunawardhana
takes these four great nikayas to be Sarvastivadins,
Sthaviravadins, Mahasiiilghikas and the Sanirriitiyas.
!).J. Kalupahana in a subsequent article joins issue
with Gunawardhana on this identification55• ·
•

·

In the· first place Kalupahana argues that the name
given by l -tisng i s M ii lasarvastivada and not

Sarvastivada. He thought the former to be a sub-sect
of Sarvastivada. This however is a minor point and

· there seems to be no clear distinction between the two

names. In fact Bu-ston56 says Miilasarvastivadins
claimed to be the only sect until the second rehearsal.

Be further says, Sarvastivadins spoke Sanskrit,
------

added reason for this theory in the name Sagaliya given
to th_e Jetavana fraternity of Anuradhapura. It is

claimed that they were named thus after a monk named
Siigala whose views were adopted by the J�tavana

monks. Kalupahana thinks that tJ:te name Sagala brings
to mind the area in which Sarvastivada dominated in

North-Western India and the city by that name, i.e. .

modem Sialkot: Therefore he thinks that the Jetavana · ·
monastery had accepted Sarvastivada philosophy and
this was continued by the monks of the Jetavana
monastery in Polonnaru too. Whether we cart accept . .
Kalupahana's views on Jetavana and Sarvastivada on
mere circumstantial evidence presented by him is a
moot point. Kalupahana further states that when _·
Buddhaghosa, in the · Dhammasailgani Commentary

(DhsA. p. 421), reveals that some (keci) say that �e

thought existing in the momentary present

(Khal}apaccuppannarp) becomes the Qbj ect of
telepathic insight (cetopariya-iiapa), he was actually

referring to a view held by the Jetavana monks. For,

according to him, Ananda, author of the Abhidhamma
Sub-commentary, has attributed to the Abhayagiri
monks

&

- - - --

view which completely rejects the concept

--

..:
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of a static moment ({hiti-kkhapa). Thus, according to
him, Abhayagi1ivasins had accepted Sautrantika views.
Yet Kalupahana's views about the phil osophical
affiliations ofAbhayagiri and Jetavana monks seem to
be controverted by certain statements made by
Gunawardhana in a subsequent publication. He states
that the above statement about 'momentary present'
made by Buddhaghosa has been attributed to
Abhayagiri monks in some later works57. But he admits
that theAbhidhamma Sub-commentary (Miila?iki) and
the Visuddhimagga Sub-commentary have shown that
the Abhiyagiri monks did not accept the concept of a
static moment (sthitik-k�apa). Abhayagiri monks had
. argued that this concept of a static moment is not
found in canoni cal texts according to the
Abhidharmarthasanya. These Piili works have pointed ·
out the conflict between this view and the above views
on the 'momentary present' also attributed to
Abhayagiri monks. Gunawardhana, while admitting
that the above view on the rejecting. ofa static moment·
is similar to Sautriintika views, does not agree that one
school was necessarily influenced by the other58 • But
when we consider the close relations between Indian
and Sri Lankan Buddhist scholarship, also shown by
- Gunawardhana59, we cannot accept his views that Sri
Lankan Schools of Buddhism were not influenced-by
Buddhist philosophical views of other Indian schools.
But the mere acceptance of a philosophical view of a
school does not warrant us to identify the borrower
. with the other school. The three great monastic
institutions of Anuriidhapura had been recognized as
theraviida sub-schools h)' foreign Buddhist schools.
Therefore, inspite of their coming under the influence
of foreign philosophical schools, the three Sri Lankan
Schools must have remained Theravadiri to the last.
C. Witanachchi
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the brahmac8.ri life which has, so to say, naturalized
in him. Thus

brahmacariya being the very life and

practice . of a member of the Buddhist S angha. ·

Nl}turally, any member of the Sangha is a .'fellow in
the noble religious life' (here in after 'f�llow in the
Formed from the noun

brahmacari prefixed with sa, sabrahmacari is

rendered into English by Miss J.B. Horner as 'fellow
in the Brahma-faring' . It could, however, be rendered

also as ' felJow in the noble or higher religious life' or
in a very broad sense as ' co-religionist'. However; the

interpretation or the English rendering should finally
depend on · the sense in which one takes the w�rd

noble life) to other members of the Order. This usage

is seen, for instance in the following Vinaya pa,ssage
{Vin. 1 . 1 73). A monk, it is said, who accuses another

of a transgression without a valid reason does not, by

that actiQn, please the minds of intelligent fellows in ·

the noble life (na viiiiiiinam sabrahmacarinam cittam
·
ara dheti). On the other h nd, if the accusati o� is o

�

�

vaiid grounds, he does please the minds of the

brahmacariya (Skt. brahmacarya). Monier Williams, intelligent fellows in the noble life.
for instance, who takes the word brahmacatya to
·
The word brahmacariya has been used in Buddhist
mean the study of the Veda, the state of an unmarried •
religious student, a state of continence and, chastity,
renders sabrahmacarin ' a fellow student ' or one who

studies the same

salcha of the Veda. In the Buddhist

context any member of the Saqgha whg is a follower

canonical texts to designate not only the Buddhist

religious life but also the religious life of other

religionists as well. For instance when the recluse
Siddhatta, who was in quest for the ideal religious life

.
.

.
.

!
.•
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which could lead him to Emancipation, went first to
Alara Kalama and then to Uddaka Ramaputta, he

designate, certain types of religious lives brahmacariya

(M. I . 1 63). The religious life led by the

brahmacariya. When the ascetic Uruvela

Kassapa and his followers had become disciples of

the Buddha the common people wondered whether
the Recluse Gotama has taken up brahmacariya under

Kassapa or vice versa

( Vin. I . 36). Siiriputta and
Moggallana also practiced brahmacariya under Sa�aya
before their conversion by the Buddha (ibid.39). There
is also an instance where Ven. Ananda states that the

. Buddha refuses to recognize certain religious practises
as

if the destiny upheld by them was not different from
·

brahmaciiri life should have a necessary component

of celibacy and renunciation of carnal pleasures. But

the Buddha has identified the Noble Eightfold Path
with

brahmacariya. In the Cattiirisaka Sutta (M. III.
71 ff) two aspects of the Noble Eightfold Path is

brought to focus. '' And what monks is right view?

Now,

I, monks, say that right view is twofold. There
is, monks, the right view that has cankers (siisavi),

that is on the side ofmerit(puiiiiabhagiyif), that ripen . ·

unto cleaving to new rebirth (upadhivepakkii). There

these religions and the laity who lead a married life
indulging in the ple�sures of the senses. '!heir ascetic

(ariyi),
cankerless (aniisavii), supennundane (lokuttarii), a
component of the way (maggarigii)" 1• The fonner can

make any difference to their spiritual progress or life

supennundane or Nibbank. If so, it is possible. that

after death. Therefore it is said, the Buddha has

the home dwellers, still enjoying carnal pleasures, also

lives are in fact senseless as such a life would not

declared their religious lives to be abrahmacanyaviisa.
In the same discourse Ven: Ananda also mentions four

religious practises described as 'comfortless religious
lives'

·

that of home-dwell ers . We als o s aw above that

brahmacariya. Going on their religious concepts,

there is no difference between the practitioners of

·

Sandhaka Sutta, as

shown above, Buddhists were not agreeab l e to

ascetics Uruvela Kassapa and his disciples is also
called

.

From the discussions in the

sought their pennission to lead the brahmacariya

under them

SABBRAHMACARI

(anassiisikii brahmacariyaviisa M. I. 5 1 3ft).

What is important is that those who led these religious
l i ves also· must h ave described their l i ves as

brahmacariyaviisa.
Like Buddhist monks and nuns these religionists
also must have called one another sabrahmaciiri or

is monks, the right view that is ariyan

be called mundane o r sarps,ari c a n d the l atter

can practise the Noble Eightfold Path jn .a much diluted

fonn, and then�fore be included anio�g practioners of
a fonn of brahmacariya.

There is, in fact,. a very interestiqg., use of the term

sabrahm'aciiri where a person who can be described .. ·
as a home-dweller, and very much an enjoyer· ofcarnal

pleasures, refers to Arahant M ahamoggalliina as his

sabrahmacari (M. I. 255). Goin$ by traditional views,
the commentator must have found it hard to explain

'fellows in the noble life ' . Thus the Buddha describes

this situation. The person, who uses this tenn to

common teacher. He says that Uddaka Ramaputta,

The commentator states, although the Elder is a non

his relationship with Uddaka Ramaputta .as that of · introduce his relations with the great Arahant, is no
less a person than Sakka, the King of gods, himself.
two fellows in the noble life in the dispensation of a
being his fel l o w i n the noble religious life

(sabrahmaciiri samano ), was ready to regar� him as
1 66). The Buddha, once on a visit to

his teacher (M. I .

Kapilavatthu, had to spend the night in the hennitage
of a recluse named Bhar�duka Kalama who was his
fonner fellow in the noble life

(A . I . 277).

The

Commentator explains that in the time of Alii.ta Kalama

he was also living in that herinitage (AA.

II. 375). Thus

both B haranduka and the B o dh i s atta were

sabrahmacaris as pupils of the same teacher, Alara
Kiilama.

Is the Term Sabrahmaciiri Applicable to Home
dwellers?

home dwel ler

(anagiiriyo), endowed with great
resolution (abhinihiirasampanno) , a chief disciple, but

Sakka is a home dweller, they are called fellows in the ·

noble life (sabrahmaciirino) on the basis of the 'great

brahmacariya' (mahabrahmacariya-vasima MA. II.
304). What Buddhaghosa means by this tenn maha
brahmacariya here is anybody's guess, for he has not
explained what he means by the tenn any where.

.
However another gloss he has given to the term

brahmacariya in the Sumarigalaviliisini (DA. 1. 1 77)
may give a clue to find out what he means by maha
brahmacariya. Collected from different canonical
contexts, Buddhaghosa has given here as many as ten

·

·
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senses in which the tenn has been used. According to

In several of his discourses the Buddha speaks of

Prof. Jotiya Dhirasekera2, all these senses collected

six things that should be stored in the mind (sariiniya
dhammii) which, when practised, lead to affection and

by the commentator may not be Buddhist. But the

word .in all the. cases given indicates a form of virtuous.

respect and are conducive to concord, . absence of

him; charity (tlina), service (veyyavacca), observance

Friendly bodily acts, friendly words and friendly

. living. Foil awing teA senses of the tenn are given b;Y

contention, to hannony and unity among his disciples.

of the five precepts (paiica sikkhapadasila), practice

thoughts whether openly or privately, directed to

observance of the five precepts, charity, service and

without blemish, conducive to concentration etc. with

the Buddhist way oflife, may be applicable to Sakka's

one's fellows in the noble life; Finally one should live

description ofhimself as a fellow in the noble religious

united with one's fellows in the noble life, in noble

of b rahm a villiiras

(appamaiiiiii), cel ibacy one's fellows in the noble life are the first three. The
(methiinavirati) chastity (sadirasantosa), striving fourth is to share .and enjoy in common, with one's
(viriya), observance of the uposatha (uposathaiiga), . fellows in the noble life, whatever is lawfully gained,
the noble path (ariyamagga), and the Buddhist way even if it be just what falls into one's bowl. The fifth
of life . (sasana). Some of these, especially the is to dwell united in moral habits, faultless, spotless,

Jife (sabrahmaciri) ofthe Arahant �aha Moggallana. · views, leading onwards, and leading to complete
destruction of dukkha (M. II. 250f). ·

Buddhaghosa's term mahiibrahmacariycr also may be
a{Jplicable to any one of these senses or he may have

used it in an overall sense covered by all these senses

·

Use of the Term Sabrahmaciri in

The Buddha has also often discussed the. noble

qualities, which; when cultivated, would be conducive

given by him.

to the respect of one'.s fel lows in the noble life,

popularity among them, and leading to their hannony .

the Texts

wh ere the term

and welbeing. NatUrally they indieate the Bud?ha's .

sabrahmacari is used in the Pali texts refer to the

wish for unity and harmony in the Sangha. "The unity .

Most", of the i n st ances

·

.
disciplined life of the Buddhist monks, the great

of the Sangha· is a cause for happiness" says the
respect they· had for the Teacher,' ·cordiality and · Buddha in one place (Dhp: v. 1 6): But there is no .

harmony among members of the Sangha and, the

Buddh a ' s instructions tp h i s dfs cipl es on the

.

gi�mlck that could bring this about. The only method · .

·

to achieve this is the cultivation of noble qualities by

. mainteunce and development :of qualities leading to

the members of the Urdei of disciples. A member of

observations; of a person outside the Sangha, on the

Dharr.ma, examine its meaning and, understanding it

· such h�ony and welbei�g �orig them. A number �f · · the SaAgha is,. in the first place, expected to learn the
behaviour of the disciples ofthe Buddha are recorded
in the' Dhammacetiya Sutta

(M. II. 1 20). One ·such

observation ofthe king Pasenadi Kosala was the great
respect they had for their Teacher. When the Buddha
.
.
· of h 1s" d"ISClp
del 1vere
d a sermon m a gathenng
1es, no
·

·

both in the letter and meaning, live in accordance with
it. However an ideal Buddhist monk would not be
contented only with one's own welfare. He is also
expected to impart the knowledge of t':te Dhanima one
has gained to others, clearly and distinctly. He should
"teach, urge, incite and gladden one's fellows in the

one was expected to disturb him even unconsciously.

noble life with what one has understood and reaHzed?'

speakiag, the fellow in the noble life, seated next to

fellows· in the noble life and harmonious living with

Even if a . monk sneezes while the B uddha was

(A. II. 97). Respect and deference shown to one's

him,.would pblitely nudge hll:n with the knee to remind

them are essential factors in the successful fulfillment

disturbed. But such a disturbance would also affect

right views and right in ental concentration .(ibid. Ill.

that the Lord' is speaking and that he should not be
the concentration of the audience listening with full
attention to the sermon so that they would not lose a
single word falling from the lips of the Buddha Thus,
.
by not disturbing the Buddha, one should assist one's
fellows in the noble life to receive the Buddha's message
with the fullest attention.

·

of one's disciplinary codes and tlte development of

1 4f). But the lack of these qualities would not be

conducive to progress in discipline, right views and
right concentration. One who is Jacking in positive

·

qualities and full of negative qualities cannot be dear

or pleasant to the fellows .in the noble life nor would

he be respected by them or beheld in high esteem

(ibid. 1 1 Off).
�

·. ·.
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Among the negative qualities stressed by the
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regard to the practice and, that they have realized and

Buddha is included the tendency of a monk to be

abide in the nine jhanic stages. The Buddha praised

angry and displeased with one's fellows in the noble

them profusely and their fame is said to have risen up

life. The minds of such persons do not incline to

to the very world of Brahmii.

(M. I . 205 ff.).

ardour, to continued application, to perseverance and
to striving (M. I.

Duty of Sabrahmaciiris to One Another:

1 0 1 ). In another discourse the Buddha

shows how a monk should keep to the true norm of a

Every Buddhist monk or nun has his or her duty

recluse (samaiJ.adhamma). A recluse should not return

by their fellows in the noble life. Speaking about

the insult of an insulter, the anger of the angry, the

tending the sick the Buddha says that the monks do

abuse of an abuser, says the Buddha. For a Buddhist

not have their mother or father to tend them when

· monk who insults his fellows in· the noble life digs a
deeper pit than one who reviles an outsider

sick. "If you monks, do not tend one another· (aiiii

amaiiiiarp),

(A . Ill.

then who is there to tend you"? queries

372)). The B�ddha has also enumerated ten calamities,

the Buddha.

any one of which could befall a monk who. abuses,

here. But the words ' one another' carry the meaning

reviles and rails at noble disciples who are one's fellows

( Vin. I. 302). As pointed out above, a monk who works

V. 1 69).

for one's emancipation diligently, also has the duty to ·

in the noble life (ibid.

The word

sabrahmaciiri is

not used

help one's fellows in the noble life. A monk who is
One of the most beautiful incidents referring to the

eridowed with five qualities is said to be suitable to

harmonious life among the cream of the Buddha's

engage in conversation with the fellows in the noble

community of disciples is found in several places in

life. Such a monk also is fit to be taken as a rule oflife

the texts, connected to different incidents. The Buddha

·

by his fellow brethren. These fi·ve qualities are

.

who was faced with the distruptive behaviour of some.

discipl ine, concentration, wisdom·, freedom and

of his disciples at Kosambi, leading to strife and
disharmony in the Sangha, left the place and was on
his way to the Parileyya forest to lead a quiet and

knowledge and vision offreedorn and Knowledge and
·

also the ability to answer any question raised on any
of the five topics

(A.

III.

8'1 ). ·

· ·. '

retired lik On the way, he brokejourney at the Gosing
a S iila wood to visit three of his disciples, viz.

It is also the duty of a monk to a�onish one's

Anuruddha, Nandiya and Kimbila, living there. After

fellows in the noble life who are treading the crooked

the preliminary greetings and so forth, the Buddha

path and try to put them back on the right track. They ·

inquired from each one of them regarding their mode
oflife in the forest dwelling and their spiritual progress.

should try to wean them away · from any wrong

behavior with regard to thought, word or deed. There

"I hope that you, Anuruddha, are living all together on

is also the possibility of a monk contemplating, for

friendly . terms and harmonious, as milk and water

some reason or other, to leave the Order and returning

blend, regarding one another with the eye of affection"?
They all replied in the affirmative and when asked

to home life. It is considered the duty of his fellows in
the noble life to dissmide him from such.a course of

how they achieved it, Anuruddha replied, "as to this,

action by admonition and persuasion. They may,

Lord, it occurred to me; Indeed it is a gain for me,

however, not be always successful (ei

fellow Brahma-farers . , . . Because of this, Lord, it

amenable to disciplinary action, whether it be soft or

occurred to me, now suppose that I, having surrendered

hard or both, should be left alone. He should not be

indeed it is well gotten by me, that I am living with

my own mind should live only according to the mind
of these venerable ones? So I, Lord, having surrendered

ibid.

III

97

ff.) . Yet for all, any member of the Order who is not

spoken to or instructed either by the Tat1ii.gata hirnself
or by any intelligent fellow in the noble life. This,

my own mind, am living only according to the mind of

says the Buddha, is equivalent to ' execution' in the .

these venerable ones. Lord, we have diverse bodies

discipline of the Noble One (ibid. II.

but assuredly only one mind". 3 This aptfy' iliustrates ·
the early Buddhist thinking on how the disciples of
the Buddha should conduct themselves towards their

�

1 1 3).

.

Patriarchal Patronage for the Sabrahmaciiris:
There were many senior and highly esteemed

Living in

monks in the Sangha who were well known for their

such harmony, these monks reveal to the Buddha,

patronage extended to their fellows in the noble life.

that they are diligent, ardent and self-resolute with

Ven. Sii.riputta, the first Chief Disciple of the Buddha

fellows in the noble life

(sabrahmaciiri).

SABBRAHMACARI

was the foremost amongst them. On one occasion
when a group of monks, who were to leave for the
western regions, saw the Buddha, he instructed them
to consult Sariputta who is 'a patron of his fellows in
the noble life (Sariputto anugghiihako
sabrahmacarinaip S. III, 5). In another context Yen.
Ananda, who brought the news of Sariputta's demise
to the Buddha, states that he- is grief stricken by the
passing away of Sariputta because, "he was to me an

_ _-
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SACCA (true/truth). The fundamental 'knowledge
and vision' (iiiipa-dassana) about existence that the
Buddha gained by becoming the Fully Enlightened
One (sammii-sambuddha) has been described as 'the
Four Noble Truths' (cattiiri ariyasacciini). The Buddha
is described as 'sammiisambilddha; for his realization
ofthese four truths. TheDhamma-cakkap-pavattana
sutta (S. V, p. 433), traditionally believed to be the
firsf sermon of the Buddha, articulates these four
truths. They are: the noble tmth of suffering (dukkha
ariya-sacca); the noble truth of arising of suffering
(dukkhasamudaya ariya-sacca) , the noble truth of
cessation of suffering _(dukkhanirodha ariya-sacca)
and the noble truth of the path leading to the cessation
of suffering (dukkhanirodha-giimini-pafipadii ariyasacca). The knowledge of each truth involves three
- stages, namely, knowing that it is true (sacca-iii4Ja),
that something ne�ds to be done about it (kicca-iii4Ja)
and that what is needed to be done has been done
(kata-iii4Ja). For example, in case of the first truth the ,
Buddha- knew that i t is true, that it has to be
comprehended . (pariiiiieyya) an d that i t was
comprehei).ded (pariiliiiita). In the like manner, similar
three stages are applicable to what involves the second
noble truth, craving, which is to be abandoned, the
third noble truth, nin,iina, which is to be realized and
the forth noble truth, the eight fold path; which is to
be cultivated. ·

·

adviser, one who was well grounded, an instructor,
one who could arouse, incite, and gladden. He was
unwearied in teaching the norm. He was the patron of
. those who lived the righteous life along with him
(sabrahmaciirinarp KS. V. 1 42): 4 Another senior
member especially mentioned as receiving the plaudi_ts
of the fellcw members of the Order for his services
was Pul)1].3 Mantaniputta. Once the Buddha queried
from a group of monks who had retutned from what is
called the 'na�ve country' (ofthe Buddha?; Jiitabhiimi)
after tJ:te_ rains retreat, whether "there was ariy one
monk among them, .�steemed by their fellows; iri the ·
nobl� life, as possessing higl\.- spiritual qualities and _
.talks to them on such qualities. they were �n�im�us
- that Yen. P.u�il!a Mantaniputta is esteemed by them as
. possessing such qualities (M. I. .1 45 ff.). Later in the
same discourse we find Yen. Sariputta and Yen. Pm�Mantaniputta complimenting each other saying, "it is
profitable for the fellow Brahma-farers, it is well gotten
for the fellow Brahma-farers that they have a chance
to see, that they have a chance to visif' such an �lder.
"It would be profitable for them to see and visit them
even carrying him on their heads in a roll of cloth�',5
say the two elders to each other. (MLS. I. 1 87 f.).
Such was the great esteem in which the patriarchs of
the Sangha who contributed to the welfare of their
fellow brethren in the I).oble life were held.

1 • Middle Length S�yings, III, 1 1 4f.
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The Buddha describes the four truths as noble
(ariya). What is meant by this epithet is obviously
not its racial meaniflg. According to the Vzsuddhimagga
the four truths are called 'ariya' for the following
reasons: (i) for they ha\;e been realized by the noble
. ones such as. the B uddhas (buddhadayo ariyii
pa{ivijjhant�ti . . (ii) truths that belong to the Noble
(ariyassa sacciini ti ariysacciini); (iii) the truths the
realization of which makes one iirya or noble ( etesarp
abhisambuddhattii ariyabhiivasiddhato) ; (ivj truths
that are noble (adyiini sacciini ti) (Vism p. 495).
.

The four truths h ave been described in the
discourses a5 real (tatha), unerring (avitatha) and not
otherwise (anaiiiiatha) (S. V, pp.43 1-2), terms usually
employed to 'describe the idea of dependent co
origination (pa{icca-samuppada). What is implied by
these terms is that the truths are real, not unreal or
untrue and not otherwise or different from what is
real.

;

· -:
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Although the idea of ariya-sacca dominates the
early Buddhist discussion of truth the concept of truth
by no means is-confined to that alone. �or instance, in
the Visuddhimagga Buddhaghosa identifies five usages
of the concept of truth. They are (i) verbal truth ( vacii
sacca), (ii) ethical truth (virati-sacca), (iii) conceptual
truth (di{!hi-sacca), (iv) ultimate truth (paramattha
sacca) and (v) noble truth (ariya-sacca). It is obvious
that the terminology of this classification belongs to
Pali scholasticism. Nevertheless, the examples
Buddhaghosa quotes are from the carion, and used;
clearly, in different contexts to convey different shades
of meanings of the term. These terms have been
rendered into English by Nanamoli as ... respectively.
Here 'virati' and 'di![hi' have been rendered into English
as ethical and conceptual taking into consideration the
broad co!1notations of these terms. The classification
as a whole testifies · to ·the fact that the Buddhist
tradition was operating within a broad concept of
truth.
In discussing the Buddhist concept of truth we
have to make a basic distincti.on between (verbal)
utterance of truth and (psychological) realization of
tnith. What is meant by Buddhaghosa as 'verbal truth' ·
is the aspect of truth associated with language. In the
modem use it is the propositional (aspect ot) truth. In
.
Bud_dhism thi� a�p.e.ct has been_ highlighted mainly for
ethical purposes. Telling truth and refraining from
uttering falsehood are important aspects of moralitY
(szIa) to be developed as. the first step in the threefold
discipline (tisso sikkhii). The ordinary 'lay Buddhist
followers are advised to observe the five precepts
(panca-sila), the fourth aspect of which is the precept
of refraining from uttering falsehood (mus,av8da
veramani). In the coritext of monastic discipline the
relevant morality has been described in the following
words; abandoning false speech, he abstains from false
speech, he speaks truth, adheres to truth, is trustworthy
and reliable, · he who is no deceiver of the world;
(musavadarp pah aya m usavada pa{ivirato hoti
saccavadi saccasandho theto paccayiko avisarpvadako
lokassa) (M I p. 1 79). As a part of disciplining one's
verbal behaviour, truth and falsehood basically refer
to true and false utterances.
Realization of truth involves a more important
aspect of the Buddhist theory of truth. In calling
suffering a truth what is meant is that it is really there
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as an essential aspect of human life. What one needs
to do about it i s to comp rehend it. In fact the
intellectual and practical aspects of this process of
realization have been described as comprehension,
abandonment, realization and practice (pariniiii,
pahana, sacchikarapa and bhavanff): the first truth
has to be comprehended; the Second has to be
abandoned; the third has to be realized. and the fourth
has to be cultivated. The four noble truths discussed
here involve a very import.ant practical aspect about
them. What is referred to by the first and second
noble truths are there in ordinary (human) beings .
actually. One has to comprehend suffering that is
already there in human beings and likewise one needs
to abandon desire that is already there. Nirvana
involving the third noble truth has to be realized in the
sense of making it real in oneself. The ethical path
involving the fourth noble truth has to be cultivated.
In this manner the first and second truths are real for
they are there in all unenlightened beings. The next
two are. real in the sense that they can be made real by
· all those who have required qualities. The actions
involved in the four noble truths clearly go beyond
intellectual understanding of a proposition. What .
comes close to intellectual understanding, if at all, is . ··
the comprehension associated with· the first truth.
Th'e rest involve different kinds of practice which
make abandoning, realization and cultivation possible.
All these activities and associated behaviour are
intimately cortnected with the Buddhist concept of
truth and this practical I experiential aspect of truth
. may be called 'realization of truth'.
. The Buddha has outlined three stages ofrealization
of truth ( Cankisutta M); preservation of truth
of truth
d i scovery
(saccanurakkhan a) ,
(saccanubqdha), and the · attainment of truth
(sacciinupatti). Th� first stage is characterized by ·
making known what one believes to be true but not ·
drawing a definite conclusion on it. One may accept a
certair. state of affairs to be the case on one of the
following five grounds, namely, faith, (saddha),
approval (ntci), oral tradition (anussava), reasoned
cogitation ( akara parivitakka) and reflective
acceptance of a view (di!{hi-nijjhana-khanti). The ·
Buddha does not reject them in toto. The criticism is
that they could result in being either 'empty, hollow
and false' or 'factual, true and unmistaken'. Herice a
person serious about preserving truth must net come
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This account of truth in early discourses gives us
some idea about the concept of truth accepted in early
Buddhism. When truth is spoken of as real, not unreal
not otherwise what it indicates is that truth has
and
properly_ do at this stage is simply to say that such
been understood primarily as reality or what exists in
and such is one's faith etc. and nothing more. In doing
discourses in the saccasa11J)lutta lay
reality. Several
.
so one preserves truth.
stress on the idea that these truths are eternal in the
sense that they are real not only for the present but
The discovery of truth (saccanubodha) is a result they have been real in the past and they will be so in .
of a series of ethico-intellectual activities. It begins . the future (S. v 4 1 6, · 7). This stands sharply
when a prospective follower visits a religious teacher contrasted w i th the modern philosophical
and starts investigating him · whether or riot his · · understanding of truth as an aspect of propositions or
physical, verbal and mental behaviour is characterized statements/assertions. Assertions are understood as
by greed, hatred and delusion. Once he discovers for either true or false. In this sense truth or falsehood is
·himself that his behaviour is· purified of such states as not a property of reality. The propositional .sense of
greed etc. he opts to live a religious life under that truth and falsehood is not absent in Buddhism. To
refrain from utterance of falsehood is an essential
teacher. The process is described in the following
eleme�t of virtue to b� c�Itivated by an. one is
manner:
compelled to refer to reality or any other criterion· ·
only when one has to · answer · the question why a
· When he-has investigate-d him and has seeri that he
particular proposition is true or oth�ise� Iri discussing
is purified... he places faith in him; filled with faith he the Buddhist theory of truth K. N. Jayatilleke (Early
visits him and pays respect to him; having pa.l d respeet · Buddhist Theory ofKnowledge: pp.352-3) has argued
to him, he gives· ear; when he. gives_ ear; he..hears: the , . that early· Buddhism acceptS correspondence as the
.
Dhamma; having heard the Dhamma he memorizes it criterion of truth. Iri fact, the characterization of truth
and examines the -meaning · of the teachings ·he has · . as reality . supports this position. He also notices
memorized; when he examines theirnieaning, he g!;lins . instances where coherence- has been taken into · ·
reflective acceptance of those teachings� .when he ha.S consideration as· -� criterion of !JUtli (Ibid. p.353). In
gained a. reflective acceptance ofth�se teachings, zeal his discussion Jayatilleke take$ coherence and
_springs_up;_when ·ieal has s2ruqg J:!.Q1 he arlili_es his consistency synonymously and shows how the
will; having applied his will, he scrutinize�; hay{ng-- �Bpatlha� w�s care�ho-observe the Principle of Non
scrutinized he strives; resolutely striving; he realizes · contradictiOn. While we do not deny this as a relevant
�ith . the body the ultimate truth and sees it by example, we would like to take coherency in a little
'
penetrating it with wisdom · (kayena c 'eva broader ·sense as referring to the internal consistency
paramasaccarpsacchikarotipaiiiiaya ca tarp ativijjha within the totality of the statements available in the
to a definite conclusion that "Only this is true;

.
anything else is wrong" (natveva tiiva ni{{harp gacchati
idameva saccarp mogharp aiiiiarpti). What one can

_

passati). In this way . . ...there is the discovery oftruth.

The third stage of arrival at truth (sacciinupatti) is
described as resulting from "the repetition,
development, and cultivation of those same things"

(tesarp yeva kho dhammiinarp iisevanii bhiivanii
bahulikammii sacciinupatti hoti). The three stag:s

. �
i

· teaching. A case in point is the four great indicators

· (maha apizdesa) mentioned in the MahiiParinibbana

sutta of the Dighanikiiya (D. II I 23-6). When a doubt
arises on a statement attributed to the Buddha, the
Buddha admonishes the monks that they must not go

by th.e authority of any one monk or a group ofmonks ·
outlined in this di�cussion show that truth involves � however powerful they may be. Instead the statement
complex cognitive, iritellectual and experiential process.
at question must be "compared with the suttas and
At the first stage one makes a statement without
reviewed in tne light of the disci line" (srltte
making any effrut atjustification, marking .a preliminary
· otiiretabbiini vinaye sandassetabbiini). What is meant
stage of linguistic expression. The second stage
.
·by this in the present context is not simple consistency
represents
a
cognitive
and:intellectual
activity
whereas
.
the third represents a stage characterized by between two statem ents but coherency of 'the
realization, or experiencing the truth as real. This stage statement at question with the entirety of the
is far above the cognitive state of knowing something statements in the Dh_amma and the Vinaya. Here is a
to be the case through one's intellect. The final stage good example in which coherency has been used as
results from, as we saw above, from repetition of the the criterion to determine what is Dhamma and Vinaya.
. process of practice, develop1nent and cultivation.
This amply demonstrates that while correspondence

p

.
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to reality has been used as the criterion of truth in
many instances including the four noble truths,
coherency too has been used as a major criterion in
certain other contexts. One could argue that a problem
of truth does not arise with regard to the great
indicators for they are meant to determine what is or
what is not Dhamma and Vinaya. Since Vinaya, being
the practical aspect of monasticism, derives its validity
from the Dhamma, and the Dhamma is true in the
sense that the four noble truths are true. Therefore
what the great indicators are ultimately meant to do is
to determin e whether or not a particular statement is
true (to the Dhamma).
Scholars have noted how the early discourses take
utility as an jmportant aspect of an, assertion. It is
widely accepted in early discourses that for a statement
to be meaningful (attha-sarphzta) it has to be relevant
or useful for the ultimate goal advocated in Buddhism.
The Buddha has made it quite clear that he would not
teach anything that is not relevant to the goal. In 
responding to Maluilkya-putta who demanded that the Buddha answer his ten questions on 'unexplained
matters (abyakata vatthu), the latter asks the fortner
to hold what is said by the Tathagata as what has been
. said and what has n_o t been said by the Tathagata as
· what has not been said. Subsequently he explains what
he has said and not said a.nd why:
_

What have I left undeclar:�? 'The world is eternal'
-1 have left undeclared .... ' After death a Tathagata
neither exists nor does not exist' -I have left undeclared.
Why have I left that undeclared? Because it is
unbeneficial, it does not belong to the fundamentals of
holy life, it docs not lead to disenchantment, to
dispassion, to cessation, to peace, to direct knowledge,
to enlightenment, to Nibbana. That is why I have left
- it undeclared. And what have I declared? 'This is
suffering' -I have declared . ... 'This is the way leading
to the cessation of suffering' -I have declared. Why
have I declared that? B ecause it is beneficiai, it belongs
to the fundamentals of the holy life, it leads to
disenchantment, to dispassion, to cessation, to peace,
to direct knowledge, to enlightepnient, to Nibbana
That is why I have declared it (Translation from: The
Middle Length Discourses of the Buddha, Bhikkhu
Naiiamoli and Bhikkhu Bodhi., Kandy, Sri Lanka,
- 1 995. p.536)
-
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As this explanation reveals, there is a strong
pragmatic element in the teaching of the Buddha.
Nevertheless, this does not necessarily mean that the
Buddha took usefulness/relevance as a criterion of truth. Discussing the well-known simile of the raft
(M. I. 1 35) Jayatilleke says:
We cannot interpret this to mean that the dhamina
is true only by virtue of its utility and that it ceases to
be true when it ceases to be usefuL What is meant is
that unlike the answers to the avyakata-questions
(which were 'not useful' for.. . sa1vation, the dhamma
was useful for salvation and its value (though not its
truth-value) lay in its utility. It ceases to have value,
though it does not cease to be true, when one has
achieved one's purpose with its help by attaining
salvation (Ibid. pp.357-8).

Truth and logicality: In the Sandakasutta (M 76)

the Buddha describes the practice of reasoner and
inquirer (takki vimarpsi) i n the following
manner: ... when a teacher is a reasoner, an inquirer,
-some is well reasoned and some is wrongly reasoned, some is true and some is otherwise. (takkissa kho
pana satthuno vimarpsissa sutakkitampi hqti
duttakkitampi hoti, tathiipi hoti aiiiiathiipi hoti (M76):
From this we get four positions, namely, well-reasoned
truth, well-reasoned falsehood, ill-reasoriea truth, and
iii-reasoned falsehood. The analysis shows that there
is no necessary connection between truth and logicality
from the Buddhist point of view. In the well-known
Kalama-sutta the Buddha advised Kalamas that they
should not accept any statement as morally good or
bad simply on the ground oflogicaJity of that statement.
As the Kalama-sutta explains further what is morally
good or bad has to bejudged according to one's personal
experience which means that what one knows to be ·
morally good or bad has to be so in his and others'
experience. It is the community of intelligent people
viiiiiu purisa- in society that is taken as capable of
determining what is good and bad, Which, in their
most complete sense, have to be determined andjudged
with reference to the soteriological scheme artic111ated ·
in the four noble truths. Thus logicality of an assertion
is not totally rejected; nor has it been made a necessary
or a sufficient condition of truth-value.

Sammuti and paramattha silcca : It is int�resting to
see how an idea of two truths developed within the
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In calling these categories truths the commentarial
Buddhist tradition. At the first glance it even looks
like going against the idea advocated in discourses that tradition seems to assume an idea of standpoints .
truth is one and there is no second (ekarp hi saccarp na What is suggested is that both truths an� valid depending
dutiyam ' auhi Sn. 8 84). The commentari al on the standpoint from which one makes the statement.
interpretatioo
of this statement is that it refers. to
.
The emphasis on two truths has been necessitated,
truth in the ultimate sense- paramattha-sacca. This,
·
however. assumes that there is truth that is not in particular, by the later developments in the Buddhist
paramattha and thus begs the question. The statement tradition. While the Buddha used . two kinds of
may be interpreted as affirming that, truth is one in discourses, as we noted above, to clarify his anatta
. any given situation. But · the commentarial doctrine, the later tradition needed more sharply
interpretation indicates to a development that had got defined analysis i n order to support the non
established in Buddhist· scholasticism; namely, the substantialist position of the teaching. Nii.gii.rjuna, the
classification of truth into two as, conventional founder of Mii.dhyamaka tradition provides a good
example. Nii.gii.rjuna uses the idea of emptiness
(sammuti). and ultimate (paramattha) truth.
( siinyatii) in order to drive home the non-substantiality.
.. The division is not seen in the early ciiscourses. of all phenomenii: But he comes under severe attack
Neverthefess,, the early discourses refer to a somewhat of his opponent who construes his position as ari
similar distinction, namely, discourses with direct extrente form of nihiiism which, if true, ultimately
meaning (nitattha sutta) and inditect meaning (neyattha denies the entire ethical structure,,includirig the Buddha, . ·.
sutta) (A. I 60). The· Sutta itself does not elaborate on theDhamma and the Sa.ggha, advocated by the Buddha
-what these two c ategories are. According . to · To counter this criticism Nii.gii.rjuna resorts to the_ ·
.
Buddhaghosa direct discourses are those in .which the distinction: between what ·he calls 'samvrti' and
Bud.dha denies that there is a being, a,ll indhiidual ot an 'paramartha' truths. Nii.gii.rjuna says:
a[ma. It is the way of eX:plaini'ng {matia or·the rion
substimtiality of reality. The indirect. discourse is the
Dve satye samupiiSritya buddhiin am
. dha'rmade$anii
ordinary worldiy usage in- which the Buddha speaks
as ifthere are substantial entities in reality. The Sutta
Lokasamvrti satyarp ca satya!p ca paramiirthatah . · .
·
·
Yo 'nayorna vijiinati vibh iga,;, satyayor dvayoh
· ·. -says. that those who confuse thes.e two. c_a_tegories
. misrepFesent the Buddha. A classic example in the .
Te tatvam na vijiinanti gambhiram buddhasiis'ane
history
of
Buddhism
for
misunderstanding
this
Vyavahiirarp aniisritya paramiirtho ha desyate
.
division is the 'personalism' (puggala-:viida) held by
Paramiirtharp aniigamya nirviinarp nadhigainyate
the school called Sammitiyas. (See the Kathiivatthu
(24:8.: 1 0)
for the Theravii.da cri tique of this view). The
The teaching of the doctrine by the Buddha· is bas�
commentarial invention of sammuii and. param �ttha
mean exactly the same as neyattha and nitattha on two truths: truth relating to worldly convention
respectively. As Jayatilhike too has ncticed and : and truth in terms .of ultimate truth. Those who do ·
highlighted the commentator goes one step further in · not understand the distinction between these two · ·
. . truths do n.ot understand the profound truth embodied .
calling these two categories truth:
. in the Buddha'�
message. Without relying �pon
Duve sai:ciini akkhasi sambuddho vadatarp varo · convention, the ultimate truth is not taught. Without .
Sammutirp paramattharjl ca tatiyarp niipalabbhati understandin g the ultimate truth, freedom is n'ot
·
Sariketavacanarp saccarp lokasammuti kiiranarp
attained. (Tran s l ation from: Niigiirjuna: The
Paramatthavacanarp sqccarp dhammiinarp
Philosophy ofthe Middle way, D.J. Kalupahana, State .
tathafakkhanarp (KvuA. p.34)
University of New York Press, 1 986).
.·

The Perfectly Eillighten�d One, the best ofteachers;
. spoke two truths, viz. �oriventional and absolute -one
does not come across a third; a conventional statement
i s true because of convention and an absolute
statement is true as (disclosing) the true characteristics
·
of things.

. -From this statement, which is one of its kind in the
entire Miilamadhyamakakiirikii, Nagarjuna says that
his concept of emptiness is the language employed to
articulate the Paramiirtha-satya and that one must
not confuse it with the samvrti-satya. In this view,

.
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both truths are complementary and one needs both
for the proper exposition and understanding of the
Dhamma. The overall implication is that in order to
understand any given statement in the Dhamma one
must know the point of view in which the particular
statement is made.

a n a n u b o dh a app a !ive dh ii evarp. idarp dlgh a rp
addhiinarJl sandh iivitarp. saiJlSaritarp. mamaiiceva
tumhiikanca. . (S. V p.43 1 ).
.

The statement traces the root cause of samsaric
existence to lack of understanding of the four truths.
This is none other than 'ignorance' or 'avijji occurring
in the Papcca-samupiida. The following statement
highlights the realization aspect associated with the
four truths and asserts . that the ultimate goal cannot
be realized without �knowing and seeing' the four noble
truths:

This kind of acceptance of standpoints seems to
go against the sharp dichotomy made between truth
and falsehood, a characteristic mark in the western
thinking� The very fact that Buddhism accepts a
scheme of four-fold proposition (catuskoti) further
support this position. The third position in the
catus1wti scheme, namely, for example, is and is not
I say that . the destrUction of the taints is for Orie
(hoti ca na hoti ca), bearing the form ofp and �p, has who knows and sees, not for one who does not know
. to be understood only as one made from two and does not see. For one who knows what, for one
standpoints. Nevertheless, within the broad scheme. who sees what...? The destruction of the taints comes
of catuskoti, Jayatilleke maintains, still two valued about for one who knows and sees : ' This i s
system holds. hyatillke calls the Buddhist scheme a · suffering' ; . . .'This i s the origin of suffering'; 'This is
' two valued system offour alternatives' (Ibid. p.350) the cessation of suffering'; ... 'T�is is the way leading
for in any given situation, when one alternative is true to the cessation of suffering'. Jiinato 'ham bhikhave
. all the others are false. This is excepting the situations passato iisavanam khayarp vadami no ajanato
where all four propositions are taken as irrelevant or apassato. (S .V p.434).
non-applicable, . as in . the case of the post-mortem
status of the arahant (hoti tathagato parammarana?
The statements of this nature testify to the crucial
etc.). ·
soteriol<:>gical
role played by the four tiutl1s in the
·
teaching of the Buddha. In this religious sense, truth is
Finally, a word on ethics, epistemology and not a mere characteristic of a proposition. Rather it is
soterioloy ofquth in Buddhism. K.N. Jayatilleke starts the reality or what is real about human existence. It
his discussion of the concept of truth in the Nikayas has to be comprehended, abandoned, realized and
cultivated. The process is not merely intellect\Jal. But
with the following remarks:
beginning from intellectual understanding it cuhninates ·
There is no direct inquiry into the nature of truth in cultivation and realization. This shows that the
(in the epistemological sense} in them, but the value Buddhist concept of truth involves a much broader
placed on truth (in the wider sense) was so great that sphere of human action than mere intellectual
some observations about the nature of truth (in the understanding.
above sense) were, perhaps, inevitable (Ibid. p.35 1 ).
Jayatilleke is right in saying that there is no direct
inquiry irito the epistemolog�cal nature of truth in the
Pali· Nikaya literature. This is, perhaps, because truth
. in Buddhism, mainly and fundamentally, is moral and
soteriological. The Buddha seems to have made often
the following statement, highlighting the crucial
significance of the four truths:
It is because of not understanding and not
penetrating the Four Noble truths that you, and I
have roamed and wandered through this long course
of sa1J1Siira (Catunnarp bhikkhave ariyasaccanam

·

·

Asanga Tilakaratne
SACCAKIRIYA is a concept somewhat difficult to
be rendered into English with all its original nuances.
Simply expressed it refers to a declaration on oath, an
asseveration of truth, solemnly perfom1ed to the effect
that "if such and such is the case truly and truthfully, .
such and such a thing should come to pass."
Thus it is an assertion always accompanied with a
wish as well, the fulfilment of which is depend�nt
upon the truthfulness of the wish-maker's assertion.

SACCAKIRIYA

�uch an act of truth can refer either to a personal

matter or to a general one. As for example if the maker
of any statement stands subject to suspiciously any
other party or parties, the declarant can assert himself
or herselfon oath that one is speaking the truth, nothing
but the truth and that one's words relate correctfy and
truthfully to that about which it is made.
In such a context, the concept

ofsaccakiriya is a

case of recalling the help of a natural quality inherent
in a particularphenomenon; event or situation through
. its innate correctness and strength. The words used in
such a statement sheuld stand related correctly to
that about which. it is made or in other words there

should be exact correspondence between what is said

as per

what is done.

In human affairs
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bowl floated upstream prophesying. thereby the
fulfilment of the wish.
An oft-quoted instance for this phenomenon from
Buddhist literature in the story of the
(No.

35), when the Bodhisattva was

Va{{aka Jataka

born as a quail.

He was a tiny creature just out of its shell, fed and
looked after by its parents, when a forest-fire broke

out encircling the area as this spot was annually

subject to such a conflagration. All the creatures living

there would run helter skelter for safety. Accordingly, ·
when the fire broke out in the present occasion too,
these events were repeated, the only difference being
the exceptional case of the Bodhisattva quail who

·

saved himself from the fire by means of a saccaldriyii ·

When even his own parents had sough( their safety .

leaving him to his own fate and the raging fires were

advancing menacingly all around him, the Bodhisattva
there at times arise situations

thought to himself. "Had I the power to put forth my

· wherein one becames left �II alone· in the face of some · wings and fly I would wing my way to safety or, if I
adversity or danger or in the performance of a

Hen;ulean taSk orin taking highly significant decisions. ·

In the absence ofany resort, expedient, refuge or helper

at hand; when at one's wits end aS it were, when one

knows fully well that one has. a genuine case to be
settled soleJy by oneself) one can· make this Mother

could walk I would have moved elsewhere: my parents

too have left me alone. I am without a protector or a

. helper: .what shall I do now?"

It was at this juncture that this thought occurred .

to · him as befitting the Bodhisa�tva: . "In this world
exists what is called "the efficacy ofvirtue"(si/a
there
. Na�'s valuable provision, provided, it should be .
· gupa) as well as what is_ called 'the efficacy of
emp�asized that one is one hundred per cent faithful
truthfulness' (sacca-gupa). In keeping with this truth,
.
in the case at hand in .the assertion one is goin·g to .
there have. been Buddhas who have fulfilled the .
make. The theory of moral causation would work
perf�ctioris (piirarrti) d att iried full enlightenment
operate here by divine intervention as it .were, by the· ·
they are filled· with truthfulness, compassion, mercy
futfi1nierit of the wish of the performer.
and patience: their love embraces all creatures: there is

�

For instance, in the Buddha's life, at the most
cruCial point in his struggle for enlightenment, when

a rare efficacy in the attributes they have attained:

here I too have such a truth in that I hold and believe
in a single truth which is the belief in a single principle

· in Natur;e (saJ!lVijja mano eko sabhiivadhammo) the
flight of the groups of duties surrounding him, out of · apparent single principle of Nature as Truth: le� me
fright of the Mara and his advancing hosts under the call to mind the past Buddhas arid the .efficacy they

: the Bodhisattva was left aione to himself with the

·

�

Bodhi .tree at Buddhagaya, he resorted to this refuge

by referring to thesaccaldriya involving his fulfilment
of so many pcrlections

periOd
G

(piirami) ·throughout a long

in samsiira. He successfully called the Earth

O<kk;ss as his witness to his claim (JA. SHB 7 1 -72).
On

an

earlier occasion too, after partaking of the

have won: now let me combine all these elements of
that power of virtues of the past B uddhas and

pronounce a saccaldriyii " Accordingly he made. the .
Act of Truth by declaring as follows:
In this wori d there is superiority of virtue,
truthfulness, ethical purity and compassion: through

milk rice offered by S·uja�, the Bodhisattva took the

the power of this truth I shall make an unsurpassable

performed a saccakiriya by placing it on the surface

Dhamma and the memory of past Buddhas and

empty

golden bowl to the river Nerafijana and

water and wishing that ifhe would attain Buddhahood
that night the bowl should float upstream against the
current ( JA

SHB pp. 67-8). True to this concepnhe

act of truth." Thus recalling to his rnind the power of
establishing himself on the power of truthfulness, the
Bodhisatta declared his Act of Truth thus: 'I have
wings. which cannot move for flying: I have feet which

. ;.·

.

. �
1
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cannot move for walking: My parents have forsaken
me: may this fire retard! No sooner than he made this
solemn saccakiriya the fire which was raging forward
menacingly came to a sudden halt and retreated to a
distance of sixteen lengths (karisa: a square measure
of a land in which a karisa of grains can be sown) and
extinguished itself as if it came near some water. Here
the Bodhisattva also claims that as per truthfulness
there is none to equal him in the whole world which
refers to his long practice of the perfection of
truthfulness or sacca-parami .
.

Even the preaching of the Vaffaka Jataka was as
the result of a sacca-kiriya perfmmed by the Buddha
who was passing this very same spot (subject to an
annual forest fire) with a retinue of monks. When the
same annual fire appeared on their path, the Buddha
controlled with his super-normal power and preached
· the past story, the Vaffaka Jatakd (JI, 2 1 2 ff.).
Another Saccakiriyii recorded in Pali Literature is
available in the Mahiivarpsa (ch. xviii; stz. 39) where
· Emperor Asoka performs one when the southern
branch of the Sri Maha Bodhi tree at Buddhagaya
severed itselffrom the parent tree and vanished leaving
only a �tump in the·tree when he was about to separate
it from the main tree. Then the king offered his kingdom
to the Bodhi tree and made so many other forms of
worship prior to · making the following saccakiriyii:
. "So truly as t4e great Bodhi tree shall go to the Isle of
Lanka and so truly as I shall . stand steadfastly firm in
the Buddha dhamma shall this fair southern branch of
the Great Bodhi tree severed of itself taking its place
here in this golden vase" (ibid. vv. 40-4 1 ). So saying
he drew a line with a red arsenic (manosilii) pen and
the wish was fulfilled. He further continued the
saccakiriyii and was able to make roots also spring
forth from the branch once inside the vase.

·

SACRIFICE

in the concept of the five Grand Sacrifices (mahayajii
a) in Brahmanism, brahma-yajiia is defined as the
recitation of portions of the Vedas and other sacred
texts as a particular sacrificial ritual while manushya
yajiia is defined as hospitality to guests. Deva-yajiia,
pitr-yajiia and bh uta- yajiia are the offerings made to
gods, fathers and all created beings respectivelyl. Some
spiritualists and scholars have tried to give a symbolic
interpretation to all forms of Brahmanic rituals and
concepts from the Rg Vedic times downwards showing
that garbed in ritualistic and mythical language, in Vedic
texts is a mystical and spiritual content. Speaking of
the Vedic sacrifice it is said, "The sacrifice was .
represented at once as a giving and worship, a battle ·
and a journey. It was a centre of a battle between the
gods aided by Aryan men on one side and the Titans ·
or destroyers on the opposite faction, Dasyus, Vritras,
Panis, Rakshasas, later called Daityas and Asuras,
between the powers of falsehood, division and
darkness. It was a journey, because the sacrifice
travelled from earth to the gods .in their heaven, but
also because it made ready · the 'path by which man
himself travelled to the Homt of the Truth. This
journey opposed by the Dasyus, thieves, robbers, . .
tearers, b �iegers (Vitras) was itselfa battle. The giving ·
was an inner giving. All the offering of the outer
sacrifice, the cow and its yield, the horse, the Soma
were the symbols of the dedication of inner powers .
· and experiences to the Lords of Truth. The divine
gifts the cows of the divine light, symbolized by the
herds of the s'un, the horse of strength and power, the
sun of the inner godhead or divine man created by the
sacrifice imd so through the whole list"2•

In Buddhist . texts too the word yaiiiia sometimes
is given a sort of symbolic interpretation. In the
Kiitadanta Sutta (D. I. p. 1 45ff) yaiiiia designates not
only the offerings of food etc. given to gods, recluses
As so far shown saccakiriyii can be defined not
etc. but also the various milestones on the Path to
only as an oath but also as an ordeal, a confirmation of
· Nibbana from the point of one's conversion as a lay
truth. as well.
Buddhist. Thus the taking refuge in the Buddha, the
. A.GS. Kariyawasam Dhamma and the Sangha is called a yaiiiia in this
symbolic sense from thence the taking on of the five
SACRIFICE. The Pali words ya.iliia and yiiga with precepts (sikkhiipadiini samadiyiiti) the realization of
the Sanskrit yajiia and yiiga designate sacrifices of · the First Jhana, the Second Jha�a, the third ·Jhana ,
varying types and degrees offered especially to gods the fourthJhana turning one's mind to vision through
and also to other species of non-human beings such as knowledge (iiiinadassaniiya cittam namati), turning
Fathers (pitrs) and various grades of demi-gods(bhuta). one's mind to the creation of a mental image and
However the use of the word hrui been extended to creating such an i mage (manomayakiiy am
cover a number of other subjects as well. For instance abhinimminiiya), turning one's mind to the practice of

· ·
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there. The horse sacrifice (as 'va medha) is described
at great length. Goats, bulls, buffaloes, cows and rams

various psychic powers (iddhividha), turning one's
mind to the realization of the divine ear, (dibbiiya

were also sacrificed to various gods like indra and
. Pushan and Agni. What the Vedic Aryans expected in
return were various material and mundane benefits.
Rain,·l ight, warmth and health, sons and long life were
. expected from gods in return frr the sustenance they
received, through sacrifice, from man3•

sotadhiituyii), turning one's mind to the knowledge of

penetration of another 's mind with one's mind
(cetopariyaiii!Ja) turning one's mind to the recalling
of one's, previous· births (pubbeniviisiinussati iiiina),

turning one's mind to, the knowledge of the passing
away and ·rebirth of beings (s(ltt-iinam Cutupapata-ii
apa) and turning one's mind to the destruction of the
intoxicants (iisa�iinarp khayaiiapa). Through thi$ last .

In the final parts of the Rg Veda the sacrifice has
been elevated to the position of ·the instmment of
cosmic creation. From the first sacrifice of gods in

·

one the meditator realizes the four Noble Truths and
the destruction of the intoxicants (iisavas) and attains

total liberaQon. This is ·the-highest of all yaiiflas and which the victim :vas the cosmic man (puru_sha) were
· there is no other yaiiiia sweeter or higher Ulan this. bom the first three Vedas, animals as well as the four
.
Thus the Buddhist text has applied the term yaiiiia to. principal. castes4• It shows the growing importance
the various important stages on the Buddhist Path ·of · · given to the sacrifice which continued to grow and
liberation where there is .n o .indication of any idea of elaborated thrc'Jgh the later Vedas, the Brahmanas
.
.
sac_rifice or gifting related to it. The commentator and still later Smrtis and so forth.
.
Buddllaghosa:(DAJ.· 305Jf),_ has however, tried, at

least in · some of the above instances, to. show that Yaiiiia in }lali Literature
The terms jafifia and yaga; as also . other terms
. ther� i; SO!Q� .form of abandoning or .sacnficing related .
to them.. . Thus one �ho takes refuge · in the �u9dha . related to the Brahmanic sacrificial ritual, occur_ .
.
and so foFth dQe$ if as if by sacrificing one!s life tO' tl!e. freque_ntly in Pali literature as well as in the works of
threejewels (til}l)arppana rataniin,am Jivita -paric:.c. iiga- other· Buddhist traditions.· He�� we . could. obs�rv� a
twofold use of these terms. In the first place they an�
• vasenayailiioti). In thi� sense it is a.yafiiia, a sa.crifice.
Training in the five precepts, says Buddhaghosa, has found us�d in relation to Brahmanic ritualistic activities ·
been cailed a great gift. Since they have t� be.practic� is well as in relation to their Buddhist interpretations.
sacrificing self love and life. it is called a yafifia . The . On the o�her hand the terms are also:·found. used in
first .fliiina is called yaiina because. it .is attained by relation.to. their Buddhist adaptation as well to express
abandoning the adversary mental · states Hke the the Buddhist view on them and its. own concept of the .
hindrances ( nivara.pa). Abandoning of the defilements . yafifia.
(kilesa) is also a yafiiia says Buddhaghosa. In spite of
Once, questi?ned whether he praises sacrifice the
these commentarial views not found in the discourse,
one could surmise what the Buddha'.s.. jntention 'wa.S Buddha replies that he neither praise them all nor
the intenialization of an externally performed ritual. condemn all of them: He explains that sacrifices where
In the. discourse each higher step on the Path is said to all sorts of animals are immolated and life destroyed
-be less difficult and less troublesome than the previous . are not praised by him. The reason is that such
sacrifices where animals are slaughtered (siirambh�IJl
one.
. yannarp) are_ not approached by Arahants and those:·
In the Rg. Vedic period as well
l'ater �uch set on the path to Arahanthood. He adds that he praises
develOped stageS sacrifice. and invocation formed a those sacrifices where no animals are slaughtered such
very important aspect of the r�Iigion. ' There was a . as those charities instituted by one's forefathers and
great variety of sacrifices from the simple offerings . conducted regularly without break in the family
up to the great religious festivals: The latter required a (niccadanal[l anukiilayaiifiarp). (A . II. 42f). · The.
·
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lot of preparations and a numerous array of priests,
singers and officers at the performances. Offerings
consisting mainly of melted butter, curdled milk, rice,
soups, cakes and some mixed with water or milk were
thrown into the fire which took them to heaven and
conveyed them to gods. Animal sacrifices were also

·

interpretacion here is based on the commentarial notes
by Buddhaghosa (DA . I. 302; SA. I.- 1 46; AA. III. 82)
which seem to have been misinterpreted by the
translator of_ the Anguttara Nikiiya5 and the compiler
of the Pali English Dictionary (PED s.v. anukiilayafi

na under anukiila). Buddhaghosa has taken anukiila in

�-·

-�··
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anukilla. Anukilla yaflfla is interpreted by

immolation of animals. But when the king, on the

the Pali-English Dictionary as 'propi tiative sacrifice'.

In the very next discourse
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instruction of his chaplain, removed the slaughter -of

(A . II. 43f) the Buddha

animals and a number of other obnoxious features

gives more details about the qualities of the noble

from his sacrifice it was·still called a grand Sacrifice.

recluses who come to receive alms at these sacrifices,

Probably this was because it still involved the three

and also the nature of the sacrifices themselves. The

modes

(tisso vidhii), the sixteen accessories (solasa
parikkhiira); and the use of a huge amount of wealth.

sacrifice is performed in due season without any

For Kiitadanta queried whether there is a sacrifice less

cruelty to animals. To these sacrifices come completely
restained recluses leadi.ng the noble higher life

difficult

(brahmacartya), who have removed the cover (of
ignorance) and gone beyond time and rebirth (kala
gati-vitivatra). Buddhas who are skilled in meritorious

(appa{!hatara) and less trou b l e some
(appasamarambhatara) but, yet of greater fruit
(mahapphalatara) and of greater ben efit
(mahiinisai1(Satara). Besides the slaughter of animals

deeds fraise such sacrifices. However, according to

the other obnoxious features of the grand sacrifice

another discourse, the mere absence of cruelty to

criticized by the Buddha are the cutting down of trees

for sacrificial posts, mowing down of dabba grass to · ·

animals is not enough to attract arahants to these
bloodless sacrifices. The .seekers of alms who come

be strewn on the sacrificial ground, and the harassment

of slaves, messengers and workers, who, beaten with ·

there should be treated with respect and courtesy.
There should not be such rough treatment of them as
beating with sticks

sticks have to work in fear with faces c�vered with

(da!Jtjaggaha) and seizing by the

tears. These features were also absent from the grand

throat (galaggaha). No such treatment is found at the

sacrifice peformed by M ahavij i t a

(ibid. 1 4 1 ) .

houses of the pious benevolent offerers of alms to

Undoubtedly they were also common to aU those

recluses at their doorstep (D. I.

grand Sacrifices and also to some ofthe lesser Qnes.

1 44).

The Brahmanical sacrifices rejected here by the

The commentator Buddhaghosa has supplied us

Buddha could fall into the category characterized as

with certain explanations of the five names of these

·

mahiiyaflfla in Buddhist literature (these are notthe

grand sacrifices and also with some·details.regarding .

fivemahiiyajflas in Brahmanical literature). There are

their perform ance. Some of them may be from
commentarial notes fou n d i n _ the ol_d S i h a l a ·

five rituals designated as grand sacrifices of the

Assamedha (Buddhist commentaries or e l s e h e' may have based h i s .
. Skt. As'vamedha) or ' Horse Sacrifice', Puriso.medha · description on what he had heard or seen in India. 1be
(Bdst. Skt. Puru.ramedha) ' Human Sacrifice', Vfijapeya
Assamedha is so named, according ,to him, because a
or Viicapeya or Drink of strength, Sammiipiisa (Bdst.
horse is sacrificed in it. Performed on two days with
Skt. Samyaprasa or Somapriisa )or Throwing the Peg' the first day devoted to sactificing perfumes ; at twenty
and Niraggala ( B dst. Skt. Nirargada) or ' B olt . one posts, On the second day five hundred and ninety
withdrawn' . The Buddhist Sanskrit Mahavastu (Vol.
seven victims are slaughtered. Every thing except man
It. 237), where Vfijapeyya is not found, adds two more and land is gifted (dakkki!Jii) at this sacrifice.
names, to 'the list of Mahayajflas, viz Paduma or the
Red Lotus' and Puf!£!arika or white Lotus' which are
According to B arth6 As'vamedha along with
not mentioned elsewhere. Jn · the Pali Literature,
Riijasiiya and Vfijapeya are all soma-yagas and princely
wherever these five are mentioned they are said to
sacrifices par excellence. As mentioned above the
Brahmins by Buddhists viz.

involve aninial sacrifi c e of a very l arge scale
and that they are not of great benefit

(mahiirambhii)
(na te honti mappha/ii). The sacrifice of the Brahamin
Kiitadanta described in the Kiltadanta Sutta is also
called a grand sacrifice (D. 1 1 27): To which of these
five it falls is not clear. Anyhow it is said to have
involved the slaughter of a large number of animals, as
many as

3500 it is said. In the same discourse what

the king Mahavij ita of the past wished to perform
was also a grand Sacrifice

(ibid. 1 34) involving the

·

history of the ho�se sacrifice goes back to Rg Vedic

times. At the early stages, like ali other sacrifices;

what was expected from it was the rewards of various.

1naterial benefits. Wealth, cows, excellent horses, male
offspring, exemption from wickedness, and also bodily

vigour7• But later it came to be associated more with .
political gains. Powerful monarchs performed horse .
sacrifice to consolidate their political power. But

Buddhaghosa does not refer to this aspect of the
sacrifice.
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Viijapeyya i s s o called because here they drink vaja
Purisamedha. Like in the horse sacrifice a gift of every (viijam ettha pivantFti viijapeyyo). In it seventeen
victims are immolated at a beluva wood Sacrificial
thing including land is offered at this sacrifice. Among
the victims of a sacrifice which included all imaginable · Post. In Sanskrit vii)a means strength, vigour, energy,
The sacrifice in which a man is sacrificed is called

kinds of domestic and wild animals, says Barth8, is

spirit etc. It is also the name of an acetous mixture of

mentioned not only in legends and the symbolism of
the ritual but it is expressly mentioned and formally

could be a_ form of intoxicating drink. Barth12 calls it a
strengthening beverage. Vajapeya is one of the seven

the genuine position with regard to its prevalence in

not belong to the priestly caste. It may be that in the

frequently mentioned a man. Human sacrifice is

ground meal and water left to ferment1 1• As such it

prescribed. In fact all the soma sacrifices inCluded orie · soma sacrifices. Since soma has become the exclusive
or many human victims but only, one· of them is called privilege of Brahmins, another liquid is substituted to
Purushamedha. However it is very difficult to unravel the same effect in the case in which the Yajamana does
historical times. Some texts indicate that it was

obsolete. One text actually names the sacrificer who

viijapeya this substitution does take place as indicated
by the acetous mixture referred to above. The viijapeya

· ·perfoims it for the la5t tome·. The growing popularity ·
of ahimsa may have weakened the braimianic yearning

is a sacrifice performed especially by kings and
brahamins aspiring for the highest positions. and

disappeared from the sacrificial stage. We can also add
that some of the Jatakas (J.Vl.p. 1 32ff), both in Pali

are withdrawn" says the commentary (natthi ettha

The Sammapasa is s.o-called because the sacrifice

gift of everything including land and man is made in
this. It is an · alternative to. the horse sacrifice

for i�. But details given in some texts are so precise ·
that it is difficult. to imagine it had completely

and the Ma/:ulvastu "!I p. 95ft) mention the sacrificing
ofhumail beings in brahmanicaJ.sacrifices.

precedes the Rajasiiya and· Brhaspati sacrifices.

The Niraggala is so-called in the sense that "bolts

aggaloti niraggalo ) . TI1is. is also called sabbamedha,
sacrifice of everything, and like in the horse sacrifice a

is performed on an altar: built on the sp.ot· where a - (assam�dha-vikappa). SnA·. 32 1 322, SA . I. l 45f AA.III
82f)
-

samma or samma (Skt. s'amyii), meaning· a peg or pin

of a yoke, thrown from a ·certain distance, falis� The
altar is built with movable material like sacrificial

.

posts. It is said to be a Yatrd-yaga or a Sa(ra-yaga. The
former, according to the Pali-English Dictionary, is a
conjectural form for the latter. The same work suggests
'customary sacrifice' foryatra-yaga. The Sutta Nipata
commentary ha8 the-form Satrii-yiiga, which Helmer
Smith, its editor, likes to compare with Sanskrit

yiitasattra { SnA. p. 322, n. 1 ). This term is explained
by Monier Williams9 as a "continuous sacrifice'. He
adds further :· "name of a particular solemn ceremony
(which go on for a long period, also called Siirasvata)".

Si�ficaritly this sacrifice, according to Buddha�osa;

was performed on the banks of the River Sarasvati,
. proceedi_ng up\vards, day by day, from the place where
the Sarasvati. siriks into the ground (nimugganokasato

pabhuti). The term yatra-yaga also may .have been

. used, or substituted, because it was a continu�us ·
process, progressing along the river for a long period

Self Tormentation and Tormentation of others in
a sacrifice.
·

A description of a sacrifice which could fall into
.
the category found iil the Kii[adanta Sutta but with a
few additional details is found in an Anguttara Nikiiya
Sutta (II .207). Here the Buddha describes it under the
religious practice of tormenting self and tormenting
· others (attantapa parantapa). A king builds a new
sacrificial hall to the east of the capital city and goes
into temporary �residence there with his chief queen
and the chaplain. He dons shaggy skins, smears his
body with ghee arid oil and uses a deer hom to scratch
his back. There he sleeps on the bear floor covered
only with green grass. During their stay in this
sacrificial hall the three of them subsist on the milk of
a single cow. The king takes milk from one teat, the
queen from the second and the chaplain from the third.
The calf is fed with the milk from the fo.urth teat. He
orders the slaughter for sacrifice of a certain number
of animals such as cattle, goats, rams etc. Trees are cut

of time. Barth10 says that when a sacrifice continues .
down for sacrificial posts, grass is mowed for use on
for more than twelve days it is called a sattra, 'a
sacrificial ground, slaves, messengers and workers toil
session' .
scared by the fear · of rod with tears on their faces:
,.
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Buddha calls it a form of tormenting self and tormenting

others and rejects it as a non-benefi cial religious

practice. Nonnally anointed kings and brahamins of
rich families practice it.

Origin of Bloody Sacrifices

"It is wrong" they yelled in horror
When the knife fel l on the cow.

(Sn. 3 I 0)

It i s not easy to assess the historicity of thi s
legendary episode. However we see a similar idea in
another discourse (D.

1. 1 34ff). This disc?urse claims

Buddhists have their own theory and a legend

that the Braham in chaplafh of an ancient king named

worship. It claims that there was no sacrificing of

a grand sacrifice he desired to perform, to offer a

regarding the origin of bloody sacrifices in Braham in

Mahavijita instructed him, who sought his advice about

animals by Brahamins in very ancient times. It is said

bloodless sacrifice. It is possible that there were certain

(Sn. p. 50ft) that once a group of old and venerable

schools of unorthodox brahamins who favoured such

brahamins who visited the Buddha queried whether
there are Brahmins today who are seen to follow the

rituals. Speaking ofbrahmanic sacrifices B arth says13
victims were needed for some of the yiigas, there i s

definite "no" to the query and, at their request, went

direct evidence i n the texts that, in the case o f at least

on to relate how these changes came about. The ancient

some of them, the victims brought to the altar formally

. brahamin sages, said the"Buddha, led a very restrained
_
and austere life without any desire for material

were released in the end. "In general the more recent

possessions. Their wealth and com was only learning

. victims increase and that of the real ones diminish."

(sajjhaya) and they guarded the ' holy treasure'
(brahmarp nidhirp). They sustained themselves on

alms received outside the doors of the devout. They
led a home life but their lif� pattern was almost ascetic.

They did offer sacrifices, but with rice, beds, garments,
ghee and oil received from the devc)UL Never did they

slaughter cattle at that time in sacrifice.

But soon corrupti on set i n . B l inded by the
splendour ofthe life of luxury led by kings, brahamin

. priests started to covet the luxuri.es possessed by
them . Composing hymns and ritual texts, they

approached the then king Okk�hi and prevailed upon
him to offer sacrifice. "Abounding wealth is thine and

the texts are the more does the number of the symbolic
Barth adds that in the Brahmanas a tendency to a less

bl_oody sacrifice already appears. •In a legend given in
a number of texts "the

medha, - the property of the

victim, passes in succession from the man to the horse,
, from the sheep to the goat, from the goat to the earth
and finally into the barley and the rice, which then

contains the essence of all the victims and the best of ·
the offering". Such views held by at least- some
Brahmanic schools may have influenced the views
attributed to ancient B rahamins by Buddhists.

Commentarial elaborations

Pali commentators have further elaborated upon

substance", said they, "offer sacrifice. Great store,

tl:te priests, Okkaka started to offer sa�rifice, such as

modes of attraction (sangaha-vatthiini) by which they

Buddhaghosa ancient kings before Okkaka had four .

close of the sacrifices the priests were also gifted with

Sassamedha, ·
Purisam edha, Samm iip asa a n d Vajapeyya or
Viicapeyya. The practice of these four modes led to a

steeds and covered with gay coverlets, abodes filled

term

for a short while. They yearned for more. "As earth,

Buddhists attribute to Brahmanism, but has come

the horse sacrifices, human sacrifice, Throwing the

Peg, Drinking Vaj a and The Doors Unbolted". At the
rice, he<;is, garments, fair women, chariots yoked with

with treasures etc. But their greed was gratified only

treated the people with sympathy, viz

happy and contented social order expressed by the .

niraggala. These four appear as Buddhist

adaptations of the first four of the five grand sacrifices

water, gold and com are cattle for man" they told the

under the influence of the four modes of attraction

Agreeing, Okkaka slaughtered in hundreds and

Buddha.

king, and so they urged him to sacrifice cattle as well.

thousands the innocent and pail-filling kine so far
regarded as father, mother, brother or other kin.
Then the devas and fathers,

Inda, Asur(ls and Rakkhasas

·

from the horse to the cow, from the cow to the sheep

these ideas found in the discourses. According to

great wealth hast thou make sacrifice". Won over by

·

that in spite of the fact that quite a large number of

norms of ancient brahamins. The Buddha gave a

(sailgahavatth iini) found in the discourses of the

The first of these called Sassamedha or the grain

sacrifi ce or the harvest-sacrifice is the Buddhist .
.

substitute for Brahmanic Assa-medha. It is said to be
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1e grain tax of one tenth of the harvest of grain
xtracted from the framers. By this riine tenths of the
ar.rested grain is left for the producer. It is said to
emonstrate the cleverness in procuring grain (sassa2mpadiine medhavita)�·probably without over taxing
1e fanners. A play on the word medha 'sacritice'
ould be seen here. A six-monthlyfood allowance (or
� it 'food and pay', bhattavetanarp) to the great
oldiers is called purisa-medha. It demonstrates the
levemess in the kindly treatment of people (purisa
angmJhane medhiivit§). Standing for the grand sac:Tifice
'Y the same name attributed to Brahmanism,
ammiipiisa is given here a different interpretation. It
; said to stand for an interest free three year loan of a
1ousand to two thousand given to poor people on a
ort of a promissory note taken from the recipient of
il.e loan. By it, it is said people are kept well ensnared
o the heart (samm�anusse paseti hadaye ba.nditva
'iy� {hapeti). To address people with such endearing
erms as uncle (matula) is said to be Viicapeyya which
m9oubtedly stands for Viijapeyya, one of the grand
acrifices of the· Brahmins. Peyyavaca, ' endearing . ·
anguage', is one ofthe four modes ofattraction. Thus
�tified by these -four modes of attraction the country
tecomes prosperous; opulent, supplied with abundant .
ood and drink, secure and free from tunnoil. People .
ive happy and rejoicing, with chiidren playing on
lleir breast and with their house. doors wide open. :ince doors are kept" unlocked it is called niraggald:
nese traditional customs of his predecessors were
!lmed upside down by Okkaka at the instigation Of
ll'ahamin priests (SA. 1. 144f).
·

·

·

:uddhist Attitude to Brahmanical Sacrifice
Once a brahman who was preparing .to make a
rand sacrifice where many animals were to be ·
nmolated went to the Buddha and entered into· a
onversation on the sacrifice with him. "I have heard
ood Gotama" he said "that the laying of the fire and·
rection of sacrificial posts is very fruitful and' is of
reat benefit" (mahapphalarp hoti mahiinisarpsarp).
.eplying that he has also heard the same, the Buddha
·ent on to critically examine the brahmanical ritual.
he Buddha straight away condemns the bramanical
tual saying, "he who lays the fire and sets up
tcrificial posts, even before the sacrifice, sets up
ree swords, which are evil (akusal8.{1i), yielding pain
ukkhudrayarp), resulting in pain (dukkhavipakarp),
z the three swords of deed, word and thought".
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One who intends perfonning a Grand Sacrifice first
conceiv�,s in his mind that so many animals of different
kinds should be immolated. This is the thought sword.
. Then he gives verbal instructions that so many animals
should be immolated and sets up the word sword and
fmally he himself starts (samarabbhati) the killing
saying "let so many buils be immolated" and so forth. .
This is · the deed-sword. Thus thinking o f doing
meritorious deeds he actually does demeritorius deeds, ·
seeking the path to a happy abode he really paves the
way to a miserable existence. By thought, word and
deed he ac.cumulates demerit and cuts a path to misery.
In the �arne disrours the Buddha also gives his ethical ·
interpretation to. the three sacred fires of the Brahmins
(A. IV. 4 l f).
Questioned by the braham in youth PUJ;IJ;Iaka the
purpose of the many sacrifices to gods inade by
· brahamin and khattiya sages, the Buddha replie�.that
they did so desiring life here on earth. But the8e,
although they hope for, laud, pray and sacrifice,
praying to be repaid in pleasures of the senses, these
sacrifices attached to futUre .becoming did not go
beyond birth and old age, adds the Buddha (�: l. p ·
200f. ). This shows that the brahmanical ritual is not
the cure for the s�aric ailment of birth, old age,
death and rebirth. The bloodless sacrificereeommended
to King Mahavij ita by his brahamin chaplain could
take· one to heavenly rebirth hut apparently not
Nibbana (D. L 1 43). M ahavij ita in fact planned
origi? ally to hold a .� acrifice for his benefit and
_
_ 1 3 ). Probably thts
happmess fo� a lo�g tlme (ibrd.
�
was also the mtentiOn of the sages (rsaya) referred to ·
by PUJ;IJ;Iaka above.

Adaptation of Brahmanical terms

The Buddha, as we have noted above· did not
completely rej ect the concepts of yaiiiia. · He only
rejected animal sacrifices and some other features .
obnoxious to his ethical sense. He has in f�ct adapted
a number oftenns relating to the brahmanical sacrificial
ritual and used them in presenting some of his
doctrines. For instance ilie past participles of the two
verbal forms yajati andjuhati ' to sacrifice', are used
asyi{!ha and huta along with dinna, 'given' in defining
the Buddhist concept of 'right view' (samma di{{hi) ·
and wrong view (miccha di{[hi). What the Buddha
counters here is not the brahmanical idea of yaniia
based on acceptance of the notion of kamma, but the
materialistic and nihilistic and also the agnostic rejection
of the notion of kamma and ethical retribution held
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by some of his contemporary religious teachers (M.
Ill. p. 7 I f; I p. 52 ff. ). The Buddha has, however,
given his own interpretation to the words taken over
from the brahmanical vocabulary. Among other
loanwords from Brahmanism are iihuti, havyas, ahuna,
all meaning 'oblation' or 'sacrifice' piihuna (cp. Pkt.
priihuiza from Skt. praghilrna, visitor), p ilralasa (Skt.
p iirodas,a) 'sacrificial cake; aggihutta 'sacrificial fire',
dakkhil}a (Skt. daks, if}3.) 'religious gift', from the
sacrificial fee paid to brahamin priests. The three
terms iihuneyya 'worthy of oblations', piihuneyya
'worthy of hospitality' and dakkhip.eyya- 'worthy of
receiving religious gifts' , used in enumerating the
virtues of the Buddha's disciples who are on the path 
and have reached Ani.hanthood, are adaptations of
some of the above terms. Buddhists have also given
ethical interpretation to the three sacred fires used in
BrahmanicaLrituals under the three terms ahuneyyaggi

SACRIFICE
Almsman most virtuous, and with heart well
free
Let him enj oy the choice meats, thou hast
served-'5
(So tyiihutirp bhuiijatu aggapip.ifarp)

Here Brahma Sahampati himself is made to instruct
his devotee on the futility of making such offerings to
him and the like but to make them to recluses with
advanced spiritual qualities. She is convinced and her
oblation (ahuti) is received by Brahmadeva, her own
son and, by that, makes much merit for her future
happiness. Sages of old who made sacrifices to gods
with hymns ofpraise and prayers could not go beyond
birth and death (Sn. I 043ft). Thus oblations to gods is
futile with regard to liberation from SaiJlSara. On the
other hand, says the Buddha when oblations offered
in the good field of merit of the religious leading the ·
(Skt. iihvaniya agni), gahapati aggi (Ski. giirhapatya noble life, the sacrifice is enhanced, and deves are also
pleased with it (pasidanti ca devatiiA . II 44f.). -Thus
agni) and dakkhineyyaggi (Skt. dak�ip.a agni).
there is no need to make offerings to gods. By making
While rejecting the practice �fbloody sacrifices of - such sacrifices (yajitvii) to human' recluses, rich in the brahamin, Buddhists also seem though not virtues, the intelligent faithful one: .- with the heart
explicitly, reject the idea of making sacrifices to gods ·_ released, will be reborn in a blissful wprld free from
with the expectation of harvesting good benefitS. All _ suffering (ibid).
the above words used in Buddhist texts have_ been
- It was the'Brahaminical view that whether it be at
used, if they do not refer to a brahmanical practice, to
a sacrifice (yaiifie), or a post-funerary ritual (saddhe),
indicate the suitability of making them to Buddhist or an offering of barley cooked in milk (thiilipiika)
monks with high spiritual attainments, or to recluses (said to be made on auspicious occasions etc. DA. L
in general leading a pure and noble reiigious life 267) or any gift worthy object (deyyadhamma), should
(sukhette brahmaciirisu). In the Safr!)!Utta Nikiiya (I. be donated to brahamins of pure descent, expert in the
1 4 1 ) is a story of a brahamin woman whose son, threefold Vedas together with their anciliary literature
significantly named Brahamadeva, was a Buddhist (tevijjesu brahmanesu) . But the Buddha gives his own
Arahant. But she continued with her regular offering
interpretation of the term tevijja brahmana. A person
oblati-ons to god Brahm a. One day Ven: Brahmadeva,
who, having realized the - four jhanas acquires the
on his alms round, was to come to his mother's door.
knowledge of recalling ones previous births
God Brahma Sahampati, seeing this, visited her house
(pubbenii,.asjinussati ii.fina), the kn�wledge of seeing
to convince her ofBrahmadeva's suitability to accept
the deaths and rebirths, according to their Kamma, of
her .oblation made to him. He said,
other beings (cutiipiitaiiiip.a) .and the Knowledge of the
destructions
of one's intoxicants (asavakkhayaiiiil}a)
Far hence brahmane is Brahm a's world
is termed a tevijja-brahmana by the Buddha
To whom thou servest offerings always
(A.I. I 66f.). Although it is not stated explicitly we can
And Brahma feedeth not on food like that.
assume that such Arahants, according to the Buddha, What babblest thou unwitting of the wayl4
are the ones who deserve to be fed at the rituals
He urges her to offer the oblation ( iihuti) instead to . mentioned in the discourse. So it is clear then that the
substitution of not only god of Brahmanism but also ·
her own son who is also named Brahmadeva
ofbrahamin priests by spiritually advanced Buddhist
recluses is advocated by Buddhism. For it is stated
By all the hosts of evil unassailed
that whether it_ be at a sacrifice (yaiina) or a post
His heart at utter peace, .he goes about
a fitting
Like a tame elephant, with vices purged. funerary ritual (saddha), having offered
_

_

·
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oblation (havyaip katviiyatharaha1p), one makes a gift
in the good field (of merit) of those who leaq the noble
religious Iife (brahma Carisu). This well- offered
(suhuta), well- sacrificed (suyi{!ha). and well conferred
(supatta) sacrifice is much enhanced and gods also are
pleased with it (A.II. 43f.).
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the list of virtues attributed often to the community
of the disciples of the B uddha (Bh agavato
savakasangho). Three of them say that tht< disciples
ofthe Buddha, the eight individuals in four pairs (cattan
purisayugiini a!fhapurisa-puggalii), are worthy of
receiving sacrificial offerings (iihuneyyo), of gifts to
. visitors (piihuneyyo) and gifts as sacrificial fees given
to brahamin priests (dakkhineyyo). They are also called
an unsurpassable field of merit to the world, an idea
also s�essed often and on in above references (eg. A.
l. 208).

This, however, is point to be cleared. Do the
stanzas of the above· discourse refer to a direct
substitution of brahminical gods with spiritually
advanced Buddhist recluses or do they refer to the
eligibility of these Buddhist monks to receive the
remainder ofthe sacrificial offering (havyiivasesa)? In
The process of replacing brahmanical gods and
actUal" fact ilrabamins liai fstich a tradition· of gifting braham in· priests as recipients of oblations and gifts
the food left after a sacrifice to a fittin� person. · with Buddhist monks, especially those with a highly
Recluses often went to .Such sacrificia� grounds on
spiritual character must have been a gradual one. At
their alms rounds. This is the reason why the Buddha
first Buddhist monks must have visited the sacrificial
says· in a numbeF ·ef places that Afahants or those on
grounds of the brahamins while on. their alms rounds.
the path. to Arah;lhthood do ·not go to sacrifices where
Brahamins who regarded shaven-headed recluses in
animals are · sliu,1ghtered. The Buddha was once
prohibited from entering a sacri.ficial ground by a rag robes as outcastes must have been reluctant to
Bharadvijja brahamin who called him a shaveling , im entertain them with the remainder of their sacrificial
. outcaste (Sn. , p. 2 t ). In. another. context (ibid 79ft) offerings. Sometimes they were not even allowed to
Sundarika Bharadvaja . br.ahamin, . who wa� looking come close to them. The Buddha had to convince the
around for a stiitable'person to rc;:ceive the remainder · braham in Sundarika. Bharadvaja that it is an Arahant .·
· of his sacriflce to fire (havyiivqsesa) saw. the Buddh� · 'Vho is· really worthy of receiving the sacrificial food. ·
seated at the foot of a' tree·and thought of gifting it to Probably at first it was the remainder of the sacrifice
him. But when he found him tq be shaven headed he as in the case of Sundarika's attempt to offer to the
was first reluctant te go to him. But thinking that
Buddha, that
· was received by Buddhist monks. But
there are even shaven headed brahamins he went to · ·
as Buddhism expanded and the Buddhist culture
the.Buddha and fell _into a long conversation· with him.
developed, Buddhist devotees substituted the gods
. In it the Buddha explained to .him his views on the
suitability ofa person to receive an oblation (havya) and brahamin priests with Buddhist monks. With
or a sacrificial cake (piiraJiisa). Although the-discussion further development Buddhists entertained the sa'!gha
begins with the question ofthe remainder of a sacrificial and the merit so generated was conferred on gods and
offering (havyiivasesa) the Buddha always refers various classes of demi-gods. Today in Buddhist
dir�tly to the oblation (havya) and the sacrificial cake · countries like Sri Lanka Buddhist devotees would never
being offered to -the spiritually advanced reCluse entertain even the thought of offering to Buddhist .
monks. In this case. he directly refers to Arahants. In · monks the remainder of any offering made to gods. It
one stanza he says, "Tamed by Truth, endowed with . is possible, however that in certain folk ritu als
.
. r�int, who has reached the highest k.�owledge,
Buddhist monks are either entertained to a meal before
.
consummat� in noble- life, to him the brahaniin who
offerings are made to gods etc, or else, after such a
desired merit, should make in time his sacrificial ·
ritual Buddhist monks would be thus entertained
· offering (havyampavecche Sn. 463 ) in another stanza
he says (ibid. 168), "One who has abandoned passion separately as a concluding finale to the whole ritual.
flll7es on overcome, one who knows the end of birth·, Once again merit generated by such honour shown to
.
cooled (Parinibbuto), cool like the waters of a lake, · the sa'!gha would be transferred to gods and demi
the Tathagata, deserves the sacrifi ci al . cake" gods.
(piiraliisarp afahati) . This is no other than anArahant
or a Buddha. There is no doubt here we see the direct Buddhist Concept of Yaiiiia
substitution of gods with as also brahamins with non
The terms yaiiiia, diina and dakkhi!Jii are used
homedwelling recluse Arahants. This is also seen in synonymously in Buddhist terminology. The Niddesa
·

·

·

·

·

.

,
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(Nd. II 523) interprets yaniia as deyyadhamma,
' s omething fit to be gifted ' (yaiino vuccati
deyyadhammo). Fourteen objects are enumerated in
detailing out the meaning, viz the four requisites of a
Buddhist monk or nun, food, drink, clothe,
conveyances, garlands, perfumes·, ointments, beds,
residences and lamps. The three constituents
enumerated under dana and deyyadha�ma are similarly
enumerated under yaniia or yaiiiiapatha viz the gift
the giver and the recipient (ye yaiiiiam esati, ye yaiin

am abhisankharoti and ye yaiinam denti Nd II 70). A
full and complete sacrifice (yanrla) in the Buddhist
sense is said to consist of six limbs (anga). This six
limbed gift, called cafangadakkhil}a as well as yaiino
in the discourse could generate a great mass of merit
unrekonable and immeasurable. Of,the six limbs the
first three relate to the donor viz. before the gift he is
Blad at heart (sumano), while giving the mind is pUrified
(dadarp. cittampasidati), and after giving the heart is
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reborn in heaven through the bloodless sacrifice
recommended by the chaplain of King Mahavijita ..
However, he then goes on to designate each progressive
step on the path to Nibbana and finally Nibbana itself

a.yanna. Thus the external yaiina ritual is given not
only an ethical int.;rpretation but also a spiritual
interpretation in Buddhism. Another very instructive
evaluation of the Bnthmanical Grand Sacrifice vis-a

vis the cultivation oi boundless loving kindness in an
Anguttara Nikaya (V. 1 50 t) discourse. Here Buddha

says that the ancient royal sages, having overcome the

earth teaming with beings made continuous sacrifices
like the horse-sacrifice, the human sacrifice etc. But
such sacrifices cannot equal even the sixteenth pru1 of
a mind well developed with loving kindness. This
shoWs the spiritual heights envisaged in Buddhism,
fat above the m undane sacrificial rituals in
Brahmanism.

uplifted (datva attamanohoti). The second three limbs

[:: ·

relate to the recipient viz. the recipient's mind is free

from attach�ent, hatred and delusion or is set on
.casting out attachment, hatred and delusion. Thus the

�ecipient should be either an Arahant or one on the

path to arahanthood. Complete in these six dements

both the gift (yaiiiia) and the field of merit (khetta) are
. said to be full (A. III. 336f). Therefore, naturally the
result is immeasurable.
The sacrifices (yaiiiia) whether Brahmanical or
Buddhist is said _to generate merit. In the Padhiina
sutia (Sn. p.74), Mara the Evil One, admonishes the
Buddha-to�be, to give up his effort in the practice of
spiritual exercises and acquire merit by sacrifices to
the sacred fire etc., which the Bodhisatta rejects
outright, saying, that he needs no merit but to give his
advice to those who need it. The Mahavastr.J (tr. II P ·.
224) states that Mara's advice to the Bodhisatta was
to perform the Grand Sacrifice, of the Brahmins. The
Buddha's advice to Brahmin performers of the
sacrifices was to gift this sacrificial food etc. to
Arahants and those on the path to Arahanthood for it
Is the best way of acquiring merit and happiness in
the future births. The aim of ancient sages i n
performing sacrifices wa:s also these mundime benefits
for, says the Buddha, they did not go beyond birth,

old ag� and death through the sacrifices to gods. In the.
Kutadanta Sutta the Buddha says that one can . be
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S ADDANITI

SADDANITl

It was after the conquest of Ramaiiiia, the Lower
SADDANiTl The Saddaniti or "Laws of the
Langllage" is a Pali grammatical work written in Burma Burma, by the king Aniruddha (Anorata l 044-77) and
(Myamriar) by Ven. Aggavamsa who was populariy carrying away of scriptures, learned monks, relics etc.
known as Aggapa��ita JII. The book was written in forcibly to P agan, the capital of upper Burma
1 1 54 A.C.,, i.e. 1697 years after the Parinibbiina of (Marammara{{ha) the scholasticism proper
the Buddha. Aggavam s a lived · in Pagan or commenced in Pagan. Though started late their
Arimaddanapura in upper Burma during the reign of progress in the scholastic sphere was unprecedented.
the Jci.ng Narapatisi�hu ( I I 07� 1 202 A. C.). He was the . Within a very short period, namely just hundred years
spiritual adviser to the king. It is said Ven. Aggavamsa after the introduction of scriptures to Pagan, they
was well versed, not only in the whole Tipi{aka were able to produce a grammar like the Saddaniti
which won the admiration of Mahavihara I,Tionks of
· induding the commentaries, but als9 in many
languages, sciences and otherreligions. He is supposed Anuradhapura, which would be discussed later.
to have lived·in a monastery on the northern plateau,
Both being Theravada countries thete had been a
above Pagan 'ft�e cradle ofPaJi Burmese Literature".
According to the Gandhavamsa he was of Jambudipa cordial relationship and religious intercourse between
.
(mean•ing India), but the Burmese writers often use it Sri Lanka and B�rma since the time ofKlng Vijayabahu
to m� Burma as well. Nothing more is known about . I ( I 070- I I 0 A. C.). There has been frequent exchange.
the author of the Saddaniti:
· of scholars and texts between them across the sea.
Few years after the completion of Saddaniti, an elder .
The Saddaniti, the grammar of the Tipi[aka is named Uttarajiva le(t ·Pagan (with his pupil Chapa�)
qesCribed as the most comprehensive work ofits kind and crossed the sea in order to visit the celebrated
in existence. .The Gandh.avamsa (JPTS. 1 896 p. '79) Mahavihara, taking with him a copy of Saddaniti. The
calls it Saddahitipakaral}a written independently. grammar Saddaniti was received with enthusiastic
Malalasekara (DPPN. Vol . li p. I 0 1 5) calls jt "'a:very · admiration by the. Mahavihara monks and declared
.
importa�t . grammatical work'': .Jt is · based on the . that work superior to any work of tha� kind written
.
Tipi{aka and has followed· the Kacciiyana grammar · by Sinhala scholars.
closely. The author had dwelt fully oq. various
u
.
.
granimatical points occurring in the Tipi[aka and the
Further, according to the Siisanavamsa ( ed. Mabel
commentaries and
has
discussed
the
views
of
different·
.
Bode, London 1 897, p. 74), some Sinhala monks who
scholars therein. The book consists of three inain were experts of grammar, having heard that there were
sections, the Padamiilii on the declension of nouns, many scholars in Pegu, paid a visit there arid th.ey
the AK!chyiitamiili(Dhiitumiilif) dealing. with the roots were sho\vn a copy of the Saddaniti, which they. greatly
and their conjugations and the Suttamiilii o� Sandhi appreciated. Thus the Saddaniti established the
and Sam asa, with examples. But the proper · reputation of Burmese scholarship in that age and
also the fame of the author and it is considered as the
grammatical part is the section called the Suttamiilii.
"fitsfretum gift from Bunila to Sri Lanka" (Mabel
Ven. Aggavam:;a has not followed Sanskrit grammar
Bode� Piili Literature ofBurma, London 1909 p. I 7).
as done in the Moggalliina grammar, but has followed
the Kaccayan·a system. Yet it is not &n accessory
The Saddaniti is also called ·the Mahiisaddaniti. .
treatise
to
Kaccii
y
ana
grammar; but a separate Some think that there are two grammatical works as
.
Mahiisaddanlti and Ciilasaddaniti. But there is nothing
--independent grammatical work.
at.the beginning or· in the end of any section to support
that view and· the author in the original table of contents
Frier-, it is divided into twenty-eight chapters
says nothing in favour of such a division. The Saddaniti
and has· seventy "bhiinavanis". It contains seven is not
edited and published under the PTS. But it has
hundred and seventy stanzac; and one thousand, thn:e been edited (by Ven. Aruggoda Sflananda) and printed
.
hu�dfed and forty four Suttas. It is universally by RC. Cottle, Govt. printer, Colombo, Ceylon 1 909
acknowledged to be the most comprehensive in the Sinhala script. The Saddhaniti is very popular
grammatical work highly valuable and useful in the up to date in Burma and is widely used by the students
of the Pali language. But it is hardly used in Sri Lanka,
· study of the Pali language.
·

·

-

.

·
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probably due to the availability of other grammatical

treated together with little regard for the historical

works . H owever the Catalogue of Palm leaf
Manuscripts shows that there are fifty manuscripts

perspective."3 Jayatilleke points out that there are at
least, two historical layers in the Buddhist canon.

in the temple libraries, which shows its acceptance in
the past in Sri Lanka.

One of the scholars Jayatilleke cites at putting
forward the theory that faith "is the root of the correct

K. Arunasiri
SADDHA

view in Buddhism" is Poussin.4 Keith5 agrees with

bim and Mrs. Rhys Davids is quoted as saying "Years

'

See SRA.DDHA

of study in Buddhism has shown me tha:t for it, faith

is no less important that it is for all religions worthy

SADDHA: The P.'P.S.

of the name6." Poussin believed that the critical outlook

Dictionary gives the meaning

in Buddhism contradicted its emphasis as faith and

. as faith, from the Vedic sraddha; the verb saddhahati

Keith has stated that "the teaching of the Buddha

means to believe, to have faith in.

saves him who has faith but destroys the faithless"
Jayatilleke draws attention to the fact that Keith has

suttas in the Buddhist
canon, the meaning of saddha in the early stratum

m istran sl ated the quotati on and therefore his,

comes out more in the sense of confidence, or, &s

Dr: Gyomroi-LudoW)Ik8 understands the meaning of

From the context of the

conclusion is completely wrong 7 on the other hand

some scholars1 have pointed out; justified true belief.
Since Buddhism 's goal is

saddha to be �st, confidence or belief in the teacher.

gfzanic and not bhaktic,

She highlights the fact that the Buddha did not prohibit

·
criticism and judgement and ,that the doctrine never:.. . ,

saddha as amiilika saddha or blind faith has no place
in the doctrine. Amiilika saddha is not the kind of

demands absolute apriory faith in it She also observes

· . belief or confidence the Buddha encouraged his .

that Buddhism values knowledge above faith; disciples .

· followers to have in -the dhamma or himself. · The

· .

their faith (S. l .

be iikiiravatisaddha, based on justified belief, rational

.

(M. 5 1 ) :

attached to the person of the Buddha but concentrate

on the

''A householder or householder 's son or one born

4.hamma (S. III

1 1 9·ff): Further1 faith is not a .

characteristic of an arahant. It has no place in the

in some other clan hears the dhamma. bn hearing the

Noble Eightfold Path.

dhamma he acquires faith in the Tathagata . . . "

Jayatilleke is inclined to agree with br Gymroi

Ludowyk but q u a l i fies h i s approval with his

·�so ta1p dhammarp sutva tathagate
saddharp pa {ilabbhati ... .

observation that there are at least two historical layers

"

in the canon that have to be taken into account when

'

- evaluating saddha. In the early stratum, the meaning

As can be seen frorri the context, the faith referred

is in consonance with the liberal spirit of inquiry found ·

to is not blind faith. It is confidence placed .in the

in the Kalama sutta.

teacher and as a result in the teaching. Such statements
are encountered very frequently in the texts . .

Jayatilleke also . draws attention to the fact that

difference of opinion among scholars stem from the

bhatti (devotion) pema (filial affection) and pasada
(mental appreciation) overlap with saddha. Although
a distinction can be made between saddha on the one
hand and bhatti and pema on the other hand, it is more
. difficult to separate the meaning of pasada from
saddh'a. Aveccappasada is similar in meaning to
iikiiravati saddha - rational faith. They are both said

different schools, ancient and medieval) has been

(m iilajatapati!fhita... .. . da.lha asamhariya. M. I. 320).

There seems to be a divergence of opinion among

in early Buddhism. K.N. Jayatilleke quotes them
copiously in his classic,

Early Buddhist Theory of

knowledge and refutes their arguments that Buddhism
in contradictory. He suggests that one reason for the
fa:ct that ''aJmost the entire field of Buddhism (the

.

..

(A. 1 - 23) and Vakkali, ' the highest of those, . ;:.:«i-7t
who had faith" (A . 1 .22) was requested not to be
wisdom

faith. For example, the following statement is found

scholars on the role ofsaddhii (belief, faith, confidence)

)it

are praised by the Buddha for their wisdom and noL,.:,:�.i'�
.
1 9 1 );_ thus. Sariputta is praised for his�, ''1�,��:

Noble Eightfold Path should
.motivation to follow the

in the Kandiiraka Sutta

f-�.:;,

· ·

to be 'rooted, established, fixed and irremovable
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In the

An important analysis of the word's meaning is

Vimamsaka Sutta (M. 47),

the Buddha tells

the bhikkhus that hey should investigate the Tatha

that it has several aspects, affective, connative and
cognitive. Thi s view is supported by Dutt9 who

gata in respect oftwo kinds of states cognisable through

discerns two distinctive meanings in saddha.

the eye and through the ear, states such as defilements

(pasida) producing piti(serene pleasure)
confi dence producing viriya (energy).

�

1 . faith

and 2. self

aspects refer to the affective and t e connative:
The

Nettippakarapa draws
cognitive aspect of saddhii, when

or mixed states of good and bad, or cleansed states.

These two

Having verified these facts; the inquirer should
. investigate the Tathagata further as to whether these
cleansed states have been attained recently or have

attention to the

been in him for a long period of time. Then he should .

it states that faith .

investigate further as to whether the Tathagata exhibits

has the characteristic.. of trust and the proximate state

the dangers that arise in connection with renown and

of belie£1°. Miss. M. Gupta11 has pointed out that in
the

Vedic texts,

at least. in the

fame. He should also investigate whether the Tatha .

Vedic samhitas, bhakti

gata is restrained through fear or whether he avoids
implied confidence, trust, b e L i ef based on the ·
indulgence in sensual pleasures because he is without
knowledge of truth.
lust, through destruction of lust. Also, these questions
. .should be put to the Tathagata direct.
obj ect of saddhii in the nikiiy as' is most .
frequently. the Buddha.

. Th�

Having satisfied himself on all count, when the

inquiring bhikkhu listens to the

Tl:tere is a r�vealing passage quoted by Jayatilleke

from S. IV. 29812• Thi:s passage. clearly elicits the early

to know the correctness

dhamma and comes
of certain assertions in. the

Buddhist stand with regard to the emphasis on wisdom · t�aching, through direct knowledge, he is in a position ·
over faith. In it, Nigantha Nataputta ·asks . Citta, "Dq : to repose confidence in· the teacher. (satthari

. you believe (saddahasz) in the s�a;tement ofthe. recluse _ · paSidam) .. The final passage of. the: Vimamsaka sutta· Gotama that. thei:e is a jhanjc state (trance) in .w hich. . .. states. :
there i s no discursive reflective·thought and ,there·is a , '
cessation of discursive thought and reflection? Citta
replies that he does not accept thi s as a belief

(saddhaya), since he has attained up to · the fourth jh ana. He says- "kllowing and seeing thus, wliy should ·

· I accept this on the grounds of faith in any recluse or
brahamin, that there is a trance in which there is no
discursive or reflective thought. . . . " .
It is sa_id an arahant is devoid of faith

(assaddho ;

Dh.91). It is also claimed that an arahant must be in a
position to claim the highest knowledge without having
to rely on faith

(S.IV. ' 1 3 8).

Some valuable insights are shed on what is Right
View in the Sammlxli[!hi

ya.

Sutta of theMajjhim'a Nika

There. it is described how RightView is acquired,

·

_ "B hikkhus, when -anyone 's faith is planted rooted
and�established in the Tathagata through these reasons,

terms and phrases, his faith is said to be supported by .

·reason·s, :rooted in vision;

firm." Vision in the above .

passage has the ·meaning of seeing and knowing-the

dhamma nana dassana.
. One reason. why the Buddh.a wou l d have
encouraged an enquiring attitude in his disciples could
be because the· first and the second Noble Truth may
be immediately verifiable through

empirical

knowledge, but what of the nibbi'nic state and the
path to it?13 Therefore, when one reposes confidence
in the teacher and sees jn him the attainments
charaGterized in a

Sammli Sambuddha, ·one

is then -

which establishes faith in the doctrine. One way is to . motivated to follow the path recommended in the spirit
of "ehi passiko". Tnis kind of confidence that one
know what is wholesome and what is unwholesome.
acquires in the teacher and th.e teaching is summed up
What constitutes unwholesome are greed, hate,
in the words· "He who sees the dhamma sees me. He
delusion, which keep the individual in a'ukkha fraught
who sees me, sees the dhamnia"14
samsllra. What constitutes wholesome are non-greed,
non-hate, non-delusion. When one understands this
well, he abandons the underlying tendency to lust,
aversion, view, the conceit of "I am", ignorance and
thereby develops knowledge.

Akaravati saddha is

therefore confidence in the

teaching and the teacher which motivates one to wade
deeper and deepter, as it were, into the stream of the

dhamma and follow the way to the goal.

.
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In the Puraiijasa Sutta (S. II pp. I 04-5), the Buddha
.
draws a paral lel between h i s discovery of the Noble

-v(takka, di!�hi n ijjh anakkhan ti) . These

m eans of

knowledge are fallible because something m ay be

Eightfold Path to Nibb3na and a travel ler wandering

a c c e p t e d o n fa i th but m ay prove to be wrong

through a forest and stumbling upon an ancient path

eventually. In the same way, something may not be

leading to an ancient city that had been inhabited by

accepted through fai th but prove to be correct.

people in the past. It was with parks, groves, ponds
and ramparts, a perfectly delightful place. The parallel

Likewise, the other four means ofknowledge are also
fall ible. Thus it is not prudent on the part of a wise

we can draw from this tale. is apt. Were the man to

man who wishes to be truthfu l and to 'protect the

return and report to others about the city, they would

tru th '

have to reposefaith in the reliability of the reporter to

conclusion through those five means.

(saccanurakkhati)

to come to a

defi n i te

believe his tale. With that initial trust created in the
reliability of the reporter, the people who listened to

The Buddha '.x.:as then asked how one may r i ghtly

him could themselves undertake the journey along the

protect the truth� The reply was that the truthwill be

path pointed out and travelling along it reach tlle 11ncient

protected so long as the p erson, without being

city. That initial trust, confidence or belief is what is

dogmatic, says "I accept such and such as faith" but

called saddha It is hot

does not jump to a conclusion that what he h as

amulika saddha but akaravati

saddha because it is based on justified belief.
The

Chanki Sutta (M 95) reveals a liberal, open

·

accepted is the turth and nothing but the truth.
The next question asked of the Buddha is in what

(saccanubodha).

m inded attitude o n the p art of the B u d dh a by

way one coul d discover the truth

encouraging his disciples to investigate his person

The reply is, by the investigatioif of the teacher as

whether he has been completely l iberated from those
faith supported by reason is what is prai sed as . taints. Then. having s atisfied oneself on that score,

. through personal verification; At the sarhe time, though

con.ducive to probing the teacher and the teaching for

when he hears the dhamma from the teacher and finds

the purpose of acquiring further confidence, i t i s

it to be profound, hard to see and: hard to understand,

implicitly stated in so many analogies that the goal of

peaceful, sublime, unattaihable" "by pure reas ning,

Nibbana is not realised through reas0ning.

subtle, t<? be·experienced by the \vi'se, then he 1s filled ·

�

with faith. He is then motivated to visit the teacher,

· With regard to Kapathika's question presented in
.

.

. the sutta as to what the Buddha thinks of the ancient
brahmanic hymns in the Vedic scriptural collection
and the brahamans' contention that "only this is true,
anything else is wrong:

aiiiian_9

(idqm eva saccan_z mogham

the B uddha repl ied that the Teacher- pupil

lineage going back in time to a hoary distant past can
be likened to a long line of blindmen, one behind the :
other, for, none of those seers of old has claimed that

·

he has seen · and known the

truth through . direct

· knowledge and then declared "we know this, we se.e
this, onJy thi s is true. Anything else is false." So belief
based on what they say is based on blind faith amulika

pay respect to him and give ear to his teaching. Having
heard the teaching, he memorizes it,. examines· the
meaning and gains a reflective acceptance of it, resulting

in zeal springing up in him. This would lead to the .

application of will to scrutinize the teaching more
deeply. Having scrutinized the teaching he strives and
resolutely striving he realizes through his body the

ultimate truth and having penetrated it with wisqom,
.
sees it. Iri this w
there wi�l be the discovery of

�y

truth ,

but s ti l l there is no arrival at the truth ·

experienti ally

(saccanupatti).

Finally, it is said1 the

truth is arrived at by striving, by fami liarising oneself
with the

dhamma

and by constantly developing and

saddha

increasing zeal.

The B uddha explains that there are fivethings that. ·
may help one to arrive at the truth of a propos ition

" . . . . . dhammanam asevana bhavana bahuil.kamma
saccanupatti hoti, ettavata kho bhiiradvllja , sacca
nupatti lzoti... "

but which may also lead to a wrong conclusion. Those
five fallible'means of knowledge' are faith, aproval,
oral tradition, reasoned cogitation and reflective
acceptance of aview.
1 5 - CM 5274

(Saddhii,ruci,anussava,iikarapari

In the KaLama Sutta

(A .

III

65) when the Kalamas

asked the Buddha how they may conclude that a

·+
�;
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Considering this charter for the freedom of thought
when deciding for oneself the truthful ness and
correctness. of a religious teaching, one caimot accept
.
.
"Do not go by (a) oral tradition (b) lineage of Saddhii to mean blind faith .
. teacheis (c) by here say (d) by a collection of scriptures
Another Sutta which establishes the distinction
(e) by reflecting on reason (f) by the acceptance· of a
view aft� pondering it (g) by the seeming competence between blind faith and faith based on reason, ·as a
of th.e ·speaker (h)because you think "the ascetic is first step to considering the legitimacy of a doctrine,
my teacher''. The Pali words in the text, mostly in · · is the Ciilahatthipadopama Sutta (M.27).
teaching is correct and true his answer again reflects
the lliberal spirit of inquiry. His advice was:

the instrumental case are: (a)aTJussavena
(b)paramparaya (c)itikiraya (d)pi[akasampada;;a
(.e)takkahetu (f)nayahetu (g)iikiiraparivitakkena
(h)di!{hinijjh anakkhantiya (i)bhabbariipataya
.
U)Samano no gariiti
·

The first four words imply acc�ptance through
�.espect for sacred · authority, i . e., tradition at;�d
scriptu.r_!!:l texts. · Even · itikira which means rumour,
som.ething heard through word of mouth but which
. ha� the nuance of antiquity · iike ' ilihiisas ' and ·
'purar;ws' . .These l atter: two formed the fifth
. comporr�nt of Vedic lore,. after the.fourth ·which is the
Atharvaved�-ltih a;.as, though not identical in meaning
to itikfra, were not strictly scriptural but included ·
everyth. ing other th� the scrip tural co�tent of tlie
V�das and w�re thought worthy of giving �ar to. The
next four word� seem to reject basing one's acceptance
of a doctrine. 'a.n l�gic, : inference, reasoning and
speculation. The last two words in the ·list, according
to Jayatilleka, refer· to the seeming reliabili of the
Teacher and respect for the word of an ascetic on. the
score of his being ·ol,lr teacher'.

·

tY

'The question is asked in the Kalama sutta if one is ·
· not to go by these above criteria, then how is one to
conclu9e that a Teaching is trUe? The Buddha's· reply · .
i� again very liberal. When one knows for one's self
that � n practices are not ski �
am �prthy,
.
evokmg censure from the wise, resultmg In
unhappiness and of no benefit to one, then reject them,
after testing them in the light of one's own experience
(attana Jiineyyiftha). Accept and abide by those ·
pra�tices that are skilful, without blame, praised by
the wise, leading to happiness and to one's benefit,
after having tested them in the light of one's own
experience.

� �

· So,. what is advised is not to reject or accept a
statement without personal verification .

The Buddha clearly states through the analogy of
the elephant's foot print that a wise woodsman would
not conclude from the large foot print that it is that of
a big bull elephant. This was the instant conclusion of
Pilotika in his analogy. The Buddha says the large
foot print could have. been made by a stunted sheelephant-whose foot prints are large. 3o the woodsman .
if he is wise will not jump to any conclusion. Then ·
.
following · the foot print he sees another large foot
print and some scraping high up on a t�ee; but still he
does not conclude that the foot print belong to a big
bull elephant because he knows there are .tall she�
elephants with prominent teeth. Then while following
·these foot-prints, he sees a large · foot print with
·
scraping high: up and marks made by tusks. Still he
· refrains from concluding that the foot print is that of
· a large bull-elephan.t because he knows there are tall
. she elephants with big feet, prominent teeth and tusks . .
.
Finally, he sees a large foot print and some broken off
branches and sees a bull elephant at the root ·of a tree
or in the open. Then only does he conclude that those
foot prints belong to that bull elephant.
. In the same way, the Buddha s ays when a
Tathagata appears in the world and preaches the
doctrine and a person hears the doctrine and acquires
faith and renounces lay life and reaches the iirstjhiina,
he does not- come to any conclusion. He merely
perseveres ·in his epports and attains the second, third
and fourth Jhiinas. But even then he does not jump to
any . conclusion; likewise, when he attains
pubbeniviisiinussatiiiiina and dibbacakkhu. Only after
he attains �avakkhayaiiiina and sees for himself that
all the taints are eradicated in him, that he knows· he is
fully liberated: "He understands: Birth is destroyed,
the holy life has been lived, what had to be done, has
been done, there is no more coming to .a state ofbeing". .
It is at this point of seeing the foot print of the
Tathagata, as it were, that h�'concluEies, "The Blessed

.

;
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one is fully enlightened, theo dhamma is well
SADDHAMMAPAJJOTIKA.The Saddhamma
proclaimed by the Blessed one, the Sangha is practising pajjotikii is the commentary written for the Niddesa,
the good way." Thus it is only after completing the one of the fifteen texts of the Khuddaka Nikiiya of the
practice of the path and reaching sammii iiiina dassana Theraviida school qfBuddhism. Though the Niddesa ·
and sammii vimutti of the Noble Eight fold path and consists of two main parts th e Mahii Niddesa and the
achieves fruition of the path that one can say he is _ Culla Niddesa, the commentary is reckoned as one
_
convinced of the truth of the . doctrine. Up to that unit bearing the same name Saddhammapajjotikii. In
point, he is motivated to follow the ' footprints' . case the whole Niddesa commentary is printed as a
through · iikiiravatisaddhii or justified belief in a single unit it would obviously become unwieldly due
continually increasing intensity of belief.
its size. Tnerefore probably for the convenience of
the readership. The PTS has made arrangements to
It is said that when one enters the path as a stream print the Mahii Niddesa con1mentary in two units and
entrant (sotiipatti) one's doubts are dispelled, but this the Culla Niddesa commentaty in one unit, edited qy
. must mean initial disbelief replaced by· iikiiravati A.P. Buddh adatta Maha Thera. According to t�e
saddhii. One must attain the goal. of nibbina and its tradition the whole commentary consists of little over
fruition to know comprehensively the four Noble forty "bhiil}aviiras" (recitals). As per the colophon�
tr:uths.
it was written by Ven. Upasena of the Mahiivihiira1
resident at the pirivena west of the Mahathiipa of ·
Samaneri Suvimalee A.nuriidhapura, built by a minister named Bhattisena2,
on a request made by a learned Thera named Deva. ·
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. The colophon further ados . that · the
Saddhammapajjotikiiwas completed in the 26th regnal
year ofking Siriniviisa Siri Saiigabodhi: B�tthere appear _
to be no consensus among the schq1ars as regards the
'
correct identification of the king: The king named _.·
Sirisaitghabodi (Sinha1a Siri-sailgab_()) is reported to
have reigned only for two years (307-309 A.C.).The
· two king� Aggabodhi II and III, though· both had the .
epithet "Sanghabodhi" neither of them appear to have ·
ruled for �enty six years. But king Aggabodhi I who
ascended the throne in 563 A.C. is reported to have
ruled for 34 years. But it is not recorded that he had
the �pithet Sanghabodl . Yet .it is �ecorded in ch�pter
XLI of the Mahiivarpsa that he built a pirivena namea
Sirisanghahodi, � d it is presum�d that he too had the
epithet Sanghabodhi. In the light of the above_ facts
Polwatte Buddhadatta Thera concludes that the king
referred to in. the Saddhammapajjotikii is Aggabodhi I
and says that the commentary concerned might have
been written in 589 A.C.
·

'

'

·

•

.

But Paranavitiina says that king Mahanama (4 1 0- 1
· 432 A. C.) was known as Siriniviisa, the_ first part of
the king's name referred to in the commentary (ie.
Siriniviisa Sirisanghabodhi). In spite of the fact that
king Mahiinama ruled for only 22 years according to
t� Mahiivamsa, Paranavitana holds the view that the
king under reference could be Mahiiniima. He further

·

.

·
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adds that even after the death of the king it is possible passages of the original text the Suttanipata (A !fhaka
that they have used his regnal ye ar s , due to �he and Pariiyana vaggas and the Khaggavisana Sutta in .
·reigi r · the Suttanipata). In those instances Yen. Upasena has
M1;1hiinama's
troublesome period that followed
.
.
�extr� c ted .relevant Jines from . the Suttiznipiita
· ·· .
in tlw country.
. q)mnientiu:Y the .Paramcittajotzka In the course of his .
· .·.·
·Nothing rrior� is kno�n about the. authOr. His nam� extra�tions from the Suttanipaia commentary the Yen . .
is �Ot given in the Jist df Coffi�eritatOFS -who SUCCeeded Author has gone so far as to refer to certain latter
Buddhaghosa; · giveri jn otb:e Nikayasarigraha. The parts. of a connected story without making mention of
Burmese GandhavaJpsa includes.his name amorig the its bhgim'ling. For exampl e, to:"_ards" the end of the
.
Sri Lankan authors (G(lndhav(lrrisa pp 66-7); . The ·· · e�egesis· on the second stanza of the l(Fzaggavisana
Sasanavarpsa only identifies him· ·as.: the:.- ail.thor of Sutta he says: · ·
. , · : �·Saddhammapaj}otikil: · ·.
·
·

.

. '�

�-

·

.

·

·

·

'-'Evam Vl.itta -te amacci evam ahams�:
.
. idaqi q_izante kUhi;p g�cchimaii ,, ·

. Th � Saidha,;,�apajjotika m�cup ies a speCial place
. among the commentaries because it is a comme�·. tary
on the Niddesa whiCh itsdf. is ·a com�entaiy. The
This refers to · a king and his ministers. But at the
· Niddesa is·an.oi(c9�mentary on the A[{haka and the begi_�ning of the e�tracteq :passage no mention of a
.
.Parayana vaggqs. artd: the Khaggavis�za sutt� . (at. · king, or his· minister is foul}d.
present emboclie_d in· theSuttanipata) given canonical .
status. But t��·'Md�es{l lias !ollowed a dictionary · -· · Ahoth.er inst nce; �bil e <>ommentiilg on the
·
type of expositidh,Joi:eriuiner ofthe later comiiientarial :. furabedha�suttci Niddesa he says:
·
.�irc�instances· a coirimerit.ary
method. Urid�r
.
. written to a t6trirti�nt-�\Y :i�.. balled a Tika.a�d : tlie
. ' "{massa· siittassa itiiparesaii¢a · kalahavivada
. . :- . . :- . . .
Saddharrimapcijj6�t.kii.�b�uldh'�ve been cailed a Tika
.
c
1
ttadaflrfa
suttiinarp sammapartbb§janiya sutta . .
But, as the Nidd�sa::is 'given. .anonical st�tus> "its ,
.
commentary. th·e.:Sad(lha�l!lapajjotika enjoys . the:
vap{wnayarp lll:ltlanayqm 'eva siimaiiiai to uppatti
.
position of an:· a!{hakathii (commentary). At the same
�-:_ . Ve4iiabbati ".. . - : : · · · · ·
·.
time there e�ists Cl �epa,r�te· eoinmentary. called the .
Pdramaithahtika .fo� the Suttanipata -ascrib�d
to
Apparently th Yen. Comme�tat�r has forgotten
.
.
the
fact" that he Wa$· co:quri enting on tfi� Niddesa that
Buddhaghosa, which contains the exegesis ()f the
.
A !{haka tha · a·� d the · P�rJya'!:�, vaggas and the dhes nof �ontain the Safnmapdribb§janiyci Sutta. The.
Khaggavisana sutta. Thus it should be· c1 ear thatthe pers� n wh o reads t he Saddha,�mapajjotika only,
A [!hakayaggq. arid the:fariiyariavagga a � d the ·: would b�·puzzled at these discorine�ted extractions.
Khaggavi"�ana sutta o��upy a u�iq�e:.position in the . · i n case h <? was . . referJ;i ng -� the reader to the
Pali Literature, };lejng c�mment.ed upo� thri ce. Fits6 n · Sa_mmaparibb§jiitityii. Sutta e)\egesis· in theSutianipata
·
.
the Niddes�, next in ·�he Suttanipata con:)m�nta th� comm entary he should have .Ille
ntioried so�'
. ParamatthajotiH· · . a n d,,- . fi nal lY' ·'· . in · · ·. the .
·
·
Saddharri",napajjotiki th.e Nidde�;d ·ci:ntniie�fa,ry.: · :. ·.
· ··
. Simila
· · · · · · · matte�
rly the author has c<;>pie.d ex.p�ana:tozy
..
·· · · · · .
·
.
such. as on Pa.pccasamuppada ·and A�iyaiac�a. from ·
At the comme��-ement 6f the· exegesls a5 usual Vei). :
V
Upasena decl�res tha t .he woul d abide b':{ the · the isud17ii/nagga or the Sam"nzbha�t��dani the
Mahav ih ara traditio� and extract whatever appropriate ::vibh a�ga comm e ntary, Thus: H :i s clear that the
·
decisions of the. anci,ents. (para�) thus: . ·
. ... . . Saddham"mapajjo i ika .:: i s . · P.ost�rior to. the
·... · ..,.
_ :· _ ':: · ., .: : . VisuddhimaggcJ,�. the
.
. . Sa�m �havinckla"ni and the
.

�

ri"c)$ai

�

tX

·

·

Mah�vihiira vasinarjl sajjhaya�.hi/atl· !!hi!o: ::-:, .. ,_ · ' �u{taJJipata ·�orh,inentazy th�Parainatthajotika
· . .
·
Gahetabbarp gahetviina por.§.{le · s��;v�,�icd
.
- · ·
..
. uiyafp.,. :_ ' · : . : · : . ..: , · .
·
: ' ·; . :: �: • . .: . . '. .':- . . · ,:_ ;� -A�' �eg��d.s .the qu!llity of the woi·k, the scholars
(NdA: p.2)
.
.
. ·_ ·, ' · · "' " are hesita'tit " to put.. lt ·0 � par
' .·
with the works of
celebrated
commentators
like
Buddhaghosa or
Though the Saddhammapajjotika is commenting
on the Niddesa the author often comm.ents on the Dhammapala . In this respect Malalasekera observes:
:

:_

:

·

::
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SADDHAMMAPPAKASINi

"It is fairly a long work, but distinctly inferior to

too is generally ascribed to him. As stated above
the achievements of Dhammapala or Buddhaghosa. Saddhammappakiisinihas been composed three years
The author was merel y retranslating into Pali what he after the death of king Dhatusena's son Moggalliina.
found in Ceylon commentaries and makes no atte mpt The Mahiivarpsa says that king Dhiitiisena had to
at originality."4
fight for 25 years before he secured the throne. Thus
it is presumed th.tt Dhiitusena was at least 40 years of
Basing on some similarities which have been age at the time of his accession to the throne. Dhiitusena
observed between this com mentary to who reigned for 1 8 years was succeeded by his elder
Pafisambhidamagga some suppose a teacher pupil son Kassapa who ruled for another 1 8 years. It was
relationship between the two commentators (Sinhala Moggalliina who succeeded Kassapa and ruled the
kingdom for further
1 8 years . The
- Encyclopaedia Vol. IV. p. 722).
Saddhammappakiisini was written 3 years after the
K. Arunasiri death of Moggalliina. The total of the reigns of the
References
three kings and the three years after the death of
Moggalliina comes to 57 years. Considering the above
1 A.P. Buddhadatta Maha Thera in his Introduction
to SaddhammapjjotikiiVolume I, has confused information A. P. Buddhadatta1 and Geiger pointed
Yen. Upasena with Upatissa the author of out that Yen. Mahaniima, the uncle of king Dhatiisena,
Vimuktimagga. But in his "Editor's Note" to would have been nearly 96 years old in the years the
the Vol. II of the commentary he admits that he Saddhammappakiisini is stated to have been written,
obviously too old to write a book of this nature,
has mistaken Upatissa for Upasena.
therefore they think that Yen Mahaniima, the author
of the Saddhammappakiisini should be his pupil or
In
the
colophon
quoted
in
Pali
Literatwe
(Sinhala)
2
. by A.P. Buddhadatta Maha Thera, Colombo another thera by the same name.
1 966 p. 229 and the Sinhala Encyr;lopaedia Vol.
Further the minister Ultara the builder of the
IV p. 722 the name of the Minister who built
pirivena, residing where the author wrote the
the Pirivena appears as Kittisena.
commentary, is the General of king Moggallana as per .
3 According to the Sinhala Encyclopaedia Vol. IV the Mahiivamsa (ch. XXXIX Verse 58). At the same
p. 723 Yen. Upasena I . mentioned among the time the author gives the year of completion of the
S inhala Acariyas in the Inscription at book as the third year after the death of Moggalliina, .
Buddhagaya could be the author of the instead of calculating the year from the accession of
his successor. This shows that there appear to have
Saddhammapajjotikii.
been a strong connection between the author and king
4 Pali Literature of Ceylon G.P. Malalasekera Moggalliina.
Colombo. 1958 p. 1 17.
In the preamble as usual the author declares that
he· would follow the ancient tradition. However it has
SADDHAMMAPPAKAsiNf Saddhammappakisini been found that the following two stanzas are common
is the commentary to the Pa.tisambhidiimagga, the to the preambles of both commentaries the
Saddhammappakiisini and the Saddhammapajjotikii,
12'h text of the Khuddhaka Nikiiya of the Theraviida
the Niddesa commentary.
School of Buddhism. According to its colophon it has
been written by Yen. Mahiiniima, resident at the
Avokkamanto Samayarp Sakaiica
pirivena built by the Minister Uttara in the third year
Anamasanto Samayaf!J Paraffcp.
after the death of king Moggalliina (495-5 12 A. C.)
Pubbiiparepa{.tlz.akathii nayaiica
Yen M ahiiniima who is supposed to have
composed the Mahiivarpsa was king Dhiitiisena's (459477 A. C.) uncle as per the Malziivarpsa (ch. XXXVIH
Verse 16). The authorship of the Saddhammappakisini

Yathiinuriiparp upasamharanto
Napappabhediivahanassa tassa
Yogi1zi nekehi nisevitassa
Attharp apubbarp anuvap.[Jayanto
Suttaff ca yuttaff ca avokkamanto
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However it is seen that the positions of the stanzas

·

have been interchanged.

Under normal circumstance one commentator

would not copy the stanzas from another's preface.

Therefore it is possible that the two commentators

are one and the same or perhaps teacher and pupil.

A.

P. Buddhadatta 2 who has calculated the period of
as circa 563 A. C. and Upasena's period as

Mahanama

circa 5 1 8 A. C. suggests that Upasemi could be a pupil
of

SADDHARMAPUNDAEiKA
surRA
-

.

Mahanama.

.

.

1. A�:tasiihasriki-prajffiip aramita
2. Gap¢zvyllha
3. DaSa.bh iimifvara
4. Samadhiriija
5. La�ikavatira
6. Tathigata-guyhaka
7. Lalitavistara. and
8. Suvarpaprabhisa.
Th·ese do not comprise a canon of any sect, but a

series of texts that have been composed at different
periods and represent the variqus aspects of Mahayana

Buddhadatta3 has further come across an instanc�
where the author of the Saddhammappakisinihas not

fully agreed with an _explanation given in the

Buddhism. They are also known as Vaipulya-siitras.

All these works enjoy a high veneration in Nepal to
day. Of these, theA�fasahasrikii-prajmparamitii-siitra,

presents an abstract of the philosophy of Buddhism. ·

Visuddhimagga; A difference between the_ story of
Sankicca Thera found in the Saddhammppakisiniand
the same story in the Vtsuddhimagga has also received

(See Prajffaparamitaabove). The Tathigata-guyhaka
siitra is a treatise on the esoteric doctrine. The

as in words in the story of Ghosita Gahapati in the

s iitra, on the other hand deal with the ordinary doctrine .

his4 attention. A resemblance in the sentences as well

. Dhammap(ufa{!hakathi and the same story found in
the Saddhamnrappakisinihas made Buddhadatta5 to

conclude that the Saddhammappakasini is posterior
to the Dhammapada{!akathi.

remaining siirras including the Saddharma-pupifarikaand discipline in narrative style, using examples and
anecdotes interspersed here and there with instances

of dogmatic instruction.

·

The title of the work 'Saddharma- pupgarika ' has.

The. Pali text . of the . SadUhammppakasini the . been ex"plained as follows:
commentary to the pa,tsambhidiiruigga has been edited
(by C.V. Joshi). and published by the PTS in three

·

The lotus is symbol of purity · and perfection

volumes. It has also been published under the Simon

because it grows out of mud but is not defiled, just as

characters. .

world, because its fruits are said to be ripe when .the

Hewavitirana Bequest in Sri Lanka in S inhala

·

the Buddha is born into this world but lives above the
flower blooms, just

as the truth preached by the

Buddha bears immediately the fruit of enlightenment'.

K. Arunasiri
References

1

•

·

A. P. Buddhadatta Pili literature (complete

edition in Sinhala) Colombo

2 • Ibid. p. 23 1
3 Ibid. p. 234
4• 200 cit
5 • Ibid. p. 235.

1 966 p. 232 .

·

or appended at the end of chapters. The laSt chapter
in the fortn of an epilogue appears to be a moderate

expansion of a short prose passage.

SADDHARMA-PUNDARIKA-SUrRA or the Lotus
.

.

-

of the 'frue Doctrine is one of the nine Dharmas or

Mahayana siitras proper. Dharma here appears to be

an abbreviation for dharma-paryiya meaning religious

texts. The Saddharmapupifarika- siitra occupies the

most important place among them. The remaining eight

s iitras are :

and an epilogue. All chapters with the exception of
Chapters 21, 22, 23, 25, 26 and '27 contain metrical

compositions inserted into the body of the prose text

•

.

The present version of the Saddharrr.apu{lifarik.a

contains 27 chapters including an introductory, chapter

In the chapters where metrical versions are found
there are occasional discrf!pancies between the prose
and the verse, but it is difficult to say which of them
is earlier. However, in certain instances, the presence
of gathis in the

siitra is indicated both in prose and

poetry. It, therefore, appears . that original prose
passages that served as an introduction to the verses

·

·
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were later expanded into a regular prose version at a
This M S contains 27 chapters. This is the
time when the poetical form for the exposition of
translation which runs parallel to the present
religious matters had become obsolete or more or Jess
text of the Saddharma- pu!Jcjarika-sutra.
impracticable. These prose passages, though not
meant to be a formal commentary, would tend to
It will be seen that the earlier translations have the ·
elucidate the older text in metrical form. But this does number of chapters contained therein as twenty-eight,
not mean that all poetical sections in the text are and so must be their originals. But this difference in
anterior to the prose. We have definite proof that the number of chapters has no bearing on their
g athiis of some chapters have been added in later times, contents, because Chapter 1 1 of the present text and
as confirmed by the Chinese preface to the translation the latest Chinese translation has been split up into
of the Siitra of Jfianagupta and Dharmagupta in 601 two in the earlier translations as Chapters 1 1 and 12.
A.C. On the other hand, the chapters without metrical There is also no change in the order of the chapters in
passages clearly belong to a later period. It is, all the texts and translations up to Chapter 20 (or
therefore, not at all possible to arrive at a specific date Chapter 2 1 of the older versions): The positioning of
for the different sections of the work. It therefore the remaining seven chapters however differ slightly. .
behoves us only to consider at what point. of history This would suggest that the first 20 chapters and the
the present redaction of the text was made.
last (Chapter �7 which is the epilogue) comprise the
original text and that the last six chapters barring
There are various Chinese translations of the Chapter 27 are later additions. The Saddharma
Saddharma-pup�rika-s iitra, some of them containing pu!J¢arika has been tra� slate d i nto Tibetan by
only parts though. The oldest Chinese translation in Srendrabodhi and Sna-nam Ye-'ses-sde.
existence belongs to the 3rd century A. C. We oiay,
therefore, safely assign the work a date prior to the
There had been a Sanskrit commentary on the .
second century A. C. This also finds support from Sa'ddharma-pupcjarika by Vasubandhu, the famed ·
the fact that Nagarjuna quotes from the work, which teacher ·of the Yogacara School. This work has yet to
makes it very probable that the S iitra must have been be recovered. Vasubandhu was the Guru of Gunaprabha
· in existence at least in the second century. Of the who taught the famous Sri Harsa of Kanauj, who
Chinese translations, three belonging to 255, 270 and authored the three S anskrit pl ay's Ratniivali, . ·
386 A. C. respectively, which are earlier than the extant Priyadarsika and Niigana!J�. The famous Chinese
ones are now lost. The more i mportant Chinese traveller-pilgrim Yuan Chwang or Hiei.m Tsang who .
translations of the Siitra, which are in existence, may visited India during his reign and became a friend of
his, mentions both Vasubandhu and Gunaprabha in
be listed in chronological order as follows: ·
his writings. Both these scholars appear to have died
1 . The translation titled Can-fa-hwa-cin by Cu Fa by the time Hieun Tsang visited India. Hatsa ruled ·
hu (Dharnarak�a) of the Western Tsin dynasty,
265-3 1 6 A. C. It contains·28 chapters.

2. Sa-thanjan-tho-li-cin, an incomplete translation

of an unknown author, belong to more or1ess
the same period.

3. Mianja-lien-hwa-cin by Kumararajiva belonging
to the latter Tshin dynasty, 384-4 1 7 A. C. This
version too contains 28 chapters. Of Chapter
24 Kumarajiva has translated the prose only.
The gathas were added by Jfianagupta during
the Northen Cen dynasty, 557-589.
-. i: . ,
..

�. .

•

. 4. Thien-phin-miaoja-lien-hwa-cin by Jfianagupta
and Dharmagupta of the Sui dynasty, 601A. C.

India from about 605 A. C. to 647 A. C. Taking these
facts into consideration, Kern assigns this commentary
to the period between 550 and 600 A. C.

·
Saddharma- pu!Jfhri ka 
sutra : The work is divided into 27 chapters called
parivartas. A summary of their contents may be given
as follows:
The Contents of the

l.Nidiinaparivarta or Prologue. This sets the stage
for the exposition of the Saddharma- pu!Jfjari ka
siitra,by Tathagata Sakyamuni. Once upon a time the .
Buddha was dwelling on the Grjhrakii!a Mountain at
Rajagrha. One day when he was in deep meditation,
surrounded by hosts of his disciples, followers, gods,
Gandharvas, Kinnatas, Guardian Deities and all the
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rest, all of a sudden a ray of light emitted from w i thin

3.

.

.

Aupamya-parivarta. The Buddha prophesies

the circle of hair between his eye-brow s. It extended . that Sariputra in a future birth will become a Tathiigata
named �admaprabha and that, after having announced
over 18,00000 Buddha-lands and laid bare all the worlds
with their inhabitants. The Bodhisattva Maitreya who
w a s present a m o n g the crowd was awed i n

astonishment l ike any other and addressing the ever
young B odhisattv a M anjusri inquired the cause of
that miraculous phenomenon. In reply to his inquiry,

the future destiny of the Bodhisattva called Dhrtiparipu
rna, he will attain perfect Nirvana. The second half of
the chapter contains a parable (upama whence the

chapter gets its title) in which this mundane existence
is compared to a derelict house inhabited by a large

Manjusri, referring to a similar miracle performed by

family and all sorts of creatures, spirits and goblins.

a previous :Buddha, Candrasuryapradipa by name,

Sudden l y · the house i s o n· fire from w h i ch t h e

declares that it is a fore-token signaling the exposition

householder manages t o escape. B u t h i s children are

of the Lotus of the
day itself.

True Doctrine by the Buddha that

playing inside the house blissfull

y

ignorant of the

impending disaster. Now the householder resorts to a

ruse to coax the children out of the house. He asks

· 2.

Upiiyakau�lya-parivarta. The Buddha rises

therri to come out of the house to play with all sorts o f

from his deep meditation and addresses S ariputra to

playthings he has kept for them. When they come out

dwell .on the profundity and incomprehensibility of
his doctrine. The latter
on behalf of the twelve thousand
.
, .

.

.

.

Arhants, the o ther B h iksu-Bh iksunis, Upasaka-

Upasikas who had gathered round the Tathagata and
on his own behalf, asks the Buddha to explain- why he

he offers to them only bullock-carts gorgeously

decorated (an allu.sion to the Buddha-yana). The ruse
the householder uses does not amount to uttering o f
fal sehood for h i s i ntention i s pure. Herei n t h e
householder stands for the Buddha, the one kind o f

d escribes h is doc t r i n e as u n fathomable .and

cart for the singular Buddha-yana. Thi s siitra is not to

incomprehensible. Twice Saripl.Jtra�s request · was·
turned down by the Buddha, but when: he· insisted for

be preached to the_ insolent and the foolish but to ..

· the third time, the Lord relented and prep;u-ed t.o lay . enlightenment.
. bare his doctrine. At this point'

5000

proud monks

. - - and nuns and devotees left the ass.embly after making
due obeis.ance to . the Buddha. Satisfied that his
assembly was now rid of chaff and trash and that only
the pith remained, he set out to expound the doctrine.
Thi� chapter mainly deals with upiiya-kau§alya or
skilful means such as different interpretations,
indications, explanations and illustrations that the
Buddha proposes to use in elucidating his doctrine.

·

4. A dh im uk(i�parivarta; A dh im ukti m e a n s

'disposition' . In th.i s parivarta the Buddha by-means
of another parable (which reminds one of the parable

of the Prodigal Son found in the Bible) shows how the

Tathiigata by means of skillfulness is able to bring his
sons of low disposition back to a feeling of nobility,

self -respect and happiness. The parable recounts how

a son who had,run away from home and lost all self

respect is discovered by his rich father after fifty

The other noteworthy feature of tbis cl)apter is
the Buddha's insistence on following the singular
vehicle of Buddha-yana in preference to the three
vehicles

o f S r a v aka-yana,

years, who resorts to many rnses to bring him back to

his former self to be in a position to take possession
of his inheritance at the demise of the fat4er.

Arhat-yana and

Pratyekabuddhayana, all of which fail to lead the
i n nu merable creatures of all the worlds to
emancipation.

5.

Osadlz i-parivarta. Herein the Lord addresses ·

Yen. Mahakasyapa and other senior dis�iples and
explains the nature of his doctrine which is preached

. to all creatures, men and gods, without distinction,

This chapter discloses that the practice of making

and from which all benefit alike, is compared to a great

1 '1

rain-cloud which both refreshes the thirsty earth and

century A. C. Here the work refers to the ma)cing of

waters all grasses, shrubs, forest trees, other trees

beautiful Buddha images of lead, iron, clay �md plaster,

small and great. By means of another parable of a man

and also to the painting of images on painted walls

born-blind, the Lord extols the Buddha-yana i n

Buddha images was known in India as .early as the

with complete l i mbs and the hundred holy signs.

·

those who genuinely strive after the highest suprel11e

preference to the Triple-yana.

·
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6. Vy iikara[Ja-parivarta. In this parivarta the

Tathagata prophesies the future des t i nies of Yen.
Mahakasyapa, Subhuti, Mahakatyayana and Maha
maudgalyayana respectively. They will all become
future Buddhas. Their respective Buddha names, the
names of their respective Buddha lands and their
descriptions are also given.
7. Piirv4yoga-parivarta. The Tathagata has a vivid

memory of the turning of the wheel by the Tathagata
named Mahabhijiia-jfianiibhibhu who existed many
kofis of aeons ago and of his sixteen sons who became
jinas after listening to the Lotus Su1ra preached by
the former.

8. Paffcabhik�tfata-vy iikara[Ja-parivarta. This
chapter contains the Lord's prophesy regarding the
five hundred monks headed by Ajfiii t�-Kaundirtya who
· are destined to the highest, supreme enlightenment
after the lapse of an endless period . .

SADDHARMAPUNDARiKA
SUfRA

be a future Buddha known as Devaraja. The chapter
ends with the story of the young daughtei' of Sagara,
Naga king, who on account of her strong determination

to attain supreme enlightenment, is transformed into

a male in order to allow her to become a Bodhisattva.

12. Utsaha-parivarta. The Buddha's prediction to
Gautami, Yasodharii and the ten thousand nuns that
they will all attain supreme enlightenment i n the days
to come. His disciples and Bodhisattvas promise that
they will preach the Law to the people of this corrupt
world, after the complete extinction of the Lord.

13. Sukhavihiira-parivarta. Herein the Buddha
describes the life to be led by a Bodhisattva or preacher
of the Law. He must be c o mpletely rid of all
attachments and shall preach the Law to all beings
after the complete extinction of the Lord. By means
of a parable the Buddha says that he is more generous
than a king who may bestow most valuable gifts to his ·

valiant soldiers who 'fight for him but.�will never part ·
9 . Anandadi-vy akarapa-parivarta. I n this . with his crown. But the Lord promises to his disciples
parivarta the Buddha ·announces the future-destinies who would fight for his cause his most' exalted crown .
of Ananda� Riihula and the two thousand monks. On jewel which brings omniscience to all .
hearing the future destiny of Ajfiiita-Kaundinya and .
14. Bodhisattva-prthivi-vivara-samudgama
others, Ananda and Riihula wished to hear from the
Tathagata their own destinies; whereupon the Lord parivarta. This c hapter d eals with the-issue
prophesies that they and the two thousand other . (samudganuz) of innumerable Bodhisattvas from gaps
disciples will attain supreme, perfect enlightenment (vivaraJ of the earth (prthivi), by the creative power . ·
of the Buddha.
in future births.

1 0. Dharma-bh31Jaka-parivarta. Herein the Lord
promises supreme, perfect enlightenment to all those
who listen to the doctrine and take it to their hearts.
He then teaches how future preachers of the Law
should be duly honoured and assures that he will
always protect the ministers of religion.

1 1 . Stiip a-sandar sana-parivarta. While
Siikyamuni is preaching the Dharmapary§ya of the
Lotus of the True Doctrine, there arises in front of
him the apparition of a great stiipa the description of
which defies all imagination, and a former Buddha
Prabhiitaratna by name makes his appearance within
the frame of the stiipa. He has come to listen to the
exposition of the Dharmaparyiya of the Lotus Siitra.
Siikyamuni recounts how he strove to achieve perfect
enlightenment in a previous birth in which he had
become a king named Dharmika. He then acknowledges
his great obligations to Devadatta who is destined to

1 5 . Tath agath ayu fpram a.pa�parivarta. The
Buddha reveals to his disciples the immense duration
of his lifetime. He says that he had attained perfect
enlightenment in the ion� past but was not completely
extinct at that time because he wanted to be repeatedly
born in this world of the ·l iving in order to lead the
beings to enlightenment.
·

. i 6. Puf!Yapary aya-ptirivarta. An immense mass of
. merit will accrue to those who believe in the immense ·
duration of the Tathagata and other Buddhas, and those
who shall keep the Lotus Siltra after the complete
extinction of the Tathiigata.

17. Anumodan iipu!JYanirde fa-parivarta. The
Lord tells Ajita, the Bodhisattva Maitreya, that if any
orie who, after the complete extinction of the Tathiigata,
hears the preaching of the Dharmaparyiya of the wtus
Siitra will . have acquired an accumulation of merit
connected with the joyful acceptance of the same.

·

.
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1 8. Dharmabh iif!akiinisamsa-parivarta. This

-

.

.

25. Subhavy uhap iirvar �ayoga-parivarta. This
parivarta relates the story of King Subhavyiiha who

parivarta sets advantages, worldly and spiritual, of

was

being a religious preacher.

liv ing

at

the

t i ine

of

the ·B uddha

J al adh a r a g a r j it ag h o � a s u s v a r an ak� a tr a 
rajasankusumitabhijiia became a convert to Buddhism
through the instrumental ity of his two sons .
Vimalagarbha and Vimalanetra who in a later birth
became the Bodh i s attvas Bhaisaj yaraj a and

Safbparib iita-parivarta. This parivarta relates
the story of Bodhisattva Sa.flapa ribiita who was
none other than the Tathagata Sakyaniuni in a previous
existence. ·The Bodhisattva promulgated the Lotus
Siitra after the complete extinction of the ruling
Tathagata Bhismasvara.
1 9.

Bhaisajyarajasamudgata respective!y.

6 . Sa m a n ta b ha drotsa h a n a -p a r i
varta. TheBodhisattva Samantabhadra left his Buddha
2

20. Tath iigatarddhy ab hisamsk fira.:.parivarta

field and arrived at this Saha-world to pay his homage
to Siikyamuni who was residing at that time on Mount
Grjhrakiita. In the presence of the .Buddha he takes
upon himself the charge of protecting future preacpers
of the. Dhaimaparyiya Of the Lotus Siitra , after ·the

describes a great sho\V put up by the two Tathagatas,
Sakyamuni and Prabhutaratna. The Tathagata extols
the Lotus S iitra in which teachings of the Buddha are
included, as w�ll as the preachers of the Siitra.

complete extinction of the Ta�hiigata.

2 1 . Dh ii'al}}-parivarta. This �hapter extols the

efficacy of dhirapls or talismanic words or spells. A
. large number of dh iirapis pronounced . by various

27. Anuparindana parivarta: Siikyamuni gathered ·

the . Bodhisattvas, took them by his hand and - ·
prmiounced his. decision to transfer, transmit, entrust _
ruiq deposit the supreme and perfect enlightenment in
the Bodhisattvas. He also admonished them to preach
· · : theDharmaj:Jaryija to young men and women of good ·
: -- 22. Bhaisajyai'fia�purvayoga.;.parivarta. · This
family, · who would ral-ly -round him, whereupon
parivarla describes the self- sacrifice in a _previous innumerable Tathagatas including the Tathagata
birth of Bodhisattva Bhaisajyariij a, also called Prabhiitaratna, the whole host ofBodhisattvas headed
· SarvasattvapriyadarSana. The latter half of the chapter by Visistacarita, 'the great disciples, the four classes,
is devoted to a glorification of the Lotus Siitra which the world including gods, men, demons and Gandharvas _
surpasses all s iitras expounded by the Tathagata.
in ecstasy applauded the words of the Lord'.
Bodhisattvas, guardian deities and even giantesses such
as Lamba, Vilamba arid Hariti are . given. These
Dhiirapis wilt protect, save preachers cif the Lotus
· S iitra as well as those who keep the Siitranta.

· .

23. Gadgadasvara-parivarta gives a description of
The work reveals that Mahayana Buddhism had
the visit of Bodhisattva Gadgadasvara who wac; living reached full development by the time the Siitra was
in the Buddha-field known as Vairocanarasmi composed, especially in devotional Buddhism with
pratim��ita of Tathiigata Kamaladalavimalanak�a . the cults of relic, image and st iipa worship and the use
trarajasankusumitabhijiia; to this Saha-world to see of sophisticated music. Almost all chapters glorify
cuid salute: Lord Sakyamuni, Bodhisattvas Maiijusri, the Sutra in one way or the other, so as to inspire awe ·
Bhaisajyaraja and others, and his return to his own in the devotee. The descriptions of the various
Buddhas, Bodhisattvas and their respective Buddha
Buddha- fiel'd.
fields are mostly exaggerations of the highest order
24. Stunantamukha-pari_varta. Tllis chapter extols with imagination knowing no bounds. They are so
the power ofBodhisativa Avalokitesvara. In reply to designed as to command the respect and devorion of
a question by Bodhisattva Ak�ayamati · as to why the devotees for the Buddha Siikyamuni as well as the
BodhisattVa Avalokitesvara is so called, Siikyamuni Siitra. Herein S iikyamuni is portrayed not as an
says that, if any one in any sort of distress implores ordinary human being but as ;m immeasurably exalted
Bodhisatva Avalokitesvara, he will be delivered from super being higher-than a god and standing above all
it by the power of the Bodhisattva. The epithet divinities. He apparently attains Nirviina but again
'Samantamukha' (the all-sided one) refers to the and again appears in this world to preach the doctrine.
ubiquitousness of Bodhisativa Avalokitesvara.
But there are other Buddhas who have become extinct
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Nirvana. S akyamun i ' s

mystic power, the power of the Bodhisattvas as well
as the power and efficacy of dhiiral}is or tal ismanic
formulas are some of the topics discussed in the work,

S ADDHIVIHARIKA : Saddhivih iirika ( a l so
Saddhivihiirin and . . . . . . vih iirinJ), Buddh ist Hybrid
Sanskrit siirdhaiJ7Vihiirika and siirdhaiJ7Vihiirin, literally

means a co-resident, i.e. one who dwells in the same

be it in prose or in verse. 'If a critical reader leaves

house, monastery or cell. But technically, in the ·

these aside and analyzes its contents, he will find that

Buddhist Vinaya, it is applied to a pupil monk in

the main object of the work is to emphasize the

relation to his preceptor (upajjhiiya). The same pupil

doctrine of one yiina, viz,

monk, however, would be called an

Buddha-yiina, against that

of three, viz, Arhant, Pratyekabuddha and Sriivaka' .

relation to his teacher

(iicariya},

antev§sika in

an office separate

from that of an upajjhiiya.
Editions of the Work. Four editions of the

Saddharmapul}(h.rika have appeared up to now. They

At the initial stages of the Sangha the disciples of
the Buddha must have been trained under his personal

are as follows:

supervision and guidance, as, for instance, seen in his

1 . In Devaniigari script based on 6 MSS, ed. by H.
Kern and B. Nanj io, St. Petersberg, 1 908- 12
(Bibliotheca Buddhica, X).
2. In Roman script, ed. by U. Wogihara and C.
Tsuchida, Tokyo, 1 934:

personal interest taken in training his first five disciples

(Vin. 1 . 1 2ff). Moreover the majority of the earliest

recruits to the Order of Monks were those who have
had a certain form of religious training under some
religious teacher or other. The Buddha himself indicates .
at several places that the training :m_d guidlli1ce of his
earliest disciples was not a very difficult task. A mere

3. In Devanagari script, ed. by Nalinaksh� Dutt,
Calcutta, The Asiatic Society, 1 953.
4. In Devanagari script, ed. P.L. · Vaidya, a co

indication by him was enough for .them to accept and
follow his instructions (eg.

M.

I. 1 24). Guidance of .

new recruits to the Order was also regarded as a

� � a whole. But

. collective responsibility of the Sangh

ordinated edition based on the three above

some new entrants seem to have resented such attempts

mentioned editions, Darbhanga, the Mithila

by senior monks to guide them. (A. II. 1 23 f). But this ·

Institute, 1 960. An English translation of the

situation was to end soon. With the popularity of the

S{itra was made by Kern under the title "The
Saddharmapul}¢zrika or the Lotus of the True
Law ' and published at the Clarendon Press,
Oxford, in 1 909.

new religion gaining ground, an increasing number of

this seems to have brought down the standard of
discipline in the Sangha (M. 1. 445). One person, even
the Buddha, must have found it extremely difficult to

Bibliography:

keep an eye on the behaviour of all the new entrants

. 1. Saddharmapul}(h.rika-Siitra ed. By H. Kern
and B . Nanj io , S t . Petersberg,

1 908- 1 2

(Bibliotheca Buddhica, X)

to the Order.
Soon complaints started to come to the Buddha of
newly ordained m.o nks, not under the personal

2. Saddharmapul}(h.rika-Siitra ed. By P.L. Vaidya,
Darbhanga, The Mithila Institute, 1960.

3. The Saddharmapul}(h.rika

applicants, from different walks of l ife, started to
stream into enter the Order of monks. Popularity apart,

or

The Lotus of the

supervision of a preceptor, going on the alms round,
improperly dressed in the lower and upper garments
and lacking in proper deportment. They were also
observed to overstep the proper norms of social
behaviour expected of recluses in soliciting for alms

True Law, translated into English by l;L Kern,
Oxford, 1 909.

· fronf the laity and, making quite a din in the refectory.

Nariman, A History ofSanskrit Buddhism.

some of them, was b rought to the Buddha, he decided

4. A.K.

E. W. Marasinghe

When the criticism of the laity, levelled at the Sakyan
monks in general, because of the poor behaviour of
to institute the office of a preceptor to be the guide of
each newly ordained member of the Order.
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Having assembled the monks and rebuked those
who misbehaved and, giving a reasoned talk on what

is fitting and becoming, he made the announcement,
"Monks, I allow a preceptor" (anujiiniimi bhikkhave

upajjhi.ya!J1). The basis of the relationship between a

SADDHIVIHARIKA

is examined before the chapter prior to granting his
request. One of the questions put to him is whether
he has a preceptor and, if so, to name him (ibid. 93 )
The importance attached to the preceptor co-resident
.

institution in the upasampada ceremony shows the
undoubted weightage given to it and the role it was

preceptor and his co-resident pupil (saddhiviharika)
should be as that between a father and a son. The · expected to play in the life of a Buddbist monk.
preceptor should put forth an attitude of a father
Duties and Conduct of a Co-resident: The duties
towards the co-resident and the co-resident should
put forth an attitUde of a son tcwards the preceptor of a pupil co-resident and his conduct towards the
· (upajjhiyo bhikkhave saddhiviharamhi pitucittam preceptor, from the mvment of waking up early in the
upaffhapessaii; saddhivih iiriko . . . upajjh iyamhi morning, is given in minute detail in the Mahavagga
. . puttacittrJm upa{.thapessati). "Thus these, living with of the Vinaya Pi{aka ( l .46ff.) Almost like following a
- · reverence, with deference; with courtesy towards one course in meditation, a co-resident has to go through
another, will come to growth, to increase, to maturity the daily routine meticulously with devotion, .
deference, love and care. The first duty of a co-resident,
in this dhamma and discipline'" says the Buddha.
properly attired with the robe arranged on one shoulder
Selection of a Preceptor: Neither the Buddha and slipping off his sandals, is to give the tooth-stick
nor any 0ther authority is empowered to select· and to the preceptor to be followed by water to rinse the
appoint a preceptor for a newly ordained monk or · mouth and face. Then the breakfast seat should. be
arranged and, if available, a meal of rice gmel and a
drink of water should be offered. , At the end of the
of a, preceptor, should approach a suitabk� elder of the · meal the seat has to be-removed and the place swept
Order; arrange one's robe on one shoulder, honour clean.
him at the ·feet, sit down on the haunches and, with
joined palms; say thrice "·b e my preceptor, Honourable
The second phase of the duties concerns the
nun. Each one of them has. the freedom to select his or
her preceptor. For this a monk, who needs the serviCes

Sir'!. If; when this request is made, the elder says, · preceptor's alms round. He should assist the preceptor
"very well'', or "certainly", or "all right" or 'it is by handing over his robes and a washed bowl to ·start
· proper"· or "manage it amiably" and makes · this · his begging round. If the preceptor so requires, the co
understood by gesture, speech or both, the request is residenr has to attire himself properly and, follow
granted. But if no such indication by gesture or word him at a respectful distance. At the end of the alms
is made; then it means the request is rejected. (Vin. 1 . collecting, in returning to the cell, the co-resident has
to precede the preceptor to the cell, make arrangements
44f).
for him to take his meal and, go forward to receive the
This selection is formally made today, in Sri Lanka, preceptor arid relieve him of his bowl. At the cell he
before any appl icant for h i g her ordination has to assist the preceptor in taking his meal in comfort..
(upasarl'.padii) goes before the chapter of the Sangha At the end he should carefully wash the bowl,. wipe it,
to request for higher ordination. It is one of the warm it in the sun for a while, and carefully pack it
compulsories that an applicant for higher ordination and the robes, worn on the alms round, away for the
should ·be equipped wit.h . For when the monk who is day.
empowered to anounce to the assembled Sangha of
the intention of the applicant, he has to make known
The next set of duties of a co-resident is related to ·
to them that the candidate is the "applicant for higher the preceptor's bath. If necessary a cold or warm· bath
ordinat i on of such and . such venerable one". should be prepared. At the common bath room
. (ittham�imassa iyasmato upsampadapekkho). His (jantiighara) a seat has to be provided for him and the
request to the Sangha is to grant him the higher necessary bathing powder and clay has to be prepared.
. ordination through the preceptor of such a name The co-resident, in entering the bathroom, should
(sangho itthannamam upasampiideti itthanniimena
upajjh§yena Vin. I . 56). The importance of the
preceptor is further emphasised when the candidate

smear his face with clay and cover himself both in the

back and .front. He should assist the preceptor in
bathing and wiping off the water from the body at the

.

.

.
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end. If called for, a drink of water should be provided

also has the right and privilege to bring his o wn

preceptor be fo re the S a n g h a to g i v e h i m an

after the bath.

opportunity to cleanse himself of the ecclesiastical

A further set of instructions cover the cleaning and

offences he has committed. Thus i f his precepto;

sweeping the living apartment of the preceptor and

deserves to be penalised for a grave offence with a

coverlets, carpets and rugs are to be taken out with

an attempt to impose such a penalty on him by the

qther buildings in the monastery. Furniture, bedding, ·

suspension,

(parivasa), the co-resident should make

Sangha Similar efforts should he made if the penalty

care and the dwelling cells, with their floors and walls

imposed on the precept"� t.. qs to be started from the

have to be dusted and swept. The things removed
should be dried, dusted and replaced in the cleansed

beginning

(m iiliiya pa.tikassana), or he needs to be
given miinatta penalty. On the other hand, if the

apartment. Instructions as to how the windows should
be opened or shut according to different seasons and

preceptor has reached the end of serving his penalty,

�nder different weather conditions, are given in detail .

the co-resident should make an effort with.the Sangha

The co-resident also should take care t o wash the
preceptor's robes, dye them, prepare the dye and

·

to relieve him from it and restore his normal position .
in the Sangha (abbhiina).

assist him in making new robes. In case the preceptor
falls ill tbe co7resident has to nurse him a� long as his
life lasts. However he should always live with the
expectation of his recovery. Thus no room is left for
any desire of his passing away.
All these instructions concern the physical comfort
and well being of the preceptor. But a co-resident's
duties are not exhausted with that. It is also his duty

If the Sangha desires to carry out a formal act of
censure

(tajjhaniyakamma), or of guidance (nissaya
kamnia), or of banishment (pabbiijaniya kamma), or
of recon c i li at i o n (pa{isaraniya kamma), o r of
suspension (ukkhepaniya kamma) on the preceptor,
the co-residen.t must first try to dissuade the Sangha

from carrying jt out or to lighten the pt1nishment to be
i mposed. But if, despite his efforts, the formal act is

to look after one's preceptor's spiritual welfare as

carried out, the co-resident should make an effort to

well as assisting him with maintaining his ecclesiastical

get his preceptor conduct properly

possible that some dissatisfaction

(loma.tp pateyya) •and mend his ways '
(netirarr:z vatteyya), so that the S angha could revoke
the fonnal act (kam.ama.tp pafippassambheyya) in time.

discipline within the monastic community. It is. always · be subdued

(anabhirati) with

regard to his monastic life could arise in his mind. An.

(sammavatteyya),

intelligent co-resident should be able to detect it and
try to allay it or get someone else to do it. Or else he

The relationships and dealings with other members

can give him a talk on the Dhamma to assist him. It is

of the Order, not coming under the supervision of his

significant that not only the preceptor but the pupil

preceptor, are also regulated by the rules of the

co-resident also is expected to be capable of giving an

preceptor - co-re.s ident i nstitution. Without the

instructive talk on the Dhamma, to no less a person

permission of the preceptor, a co-resident should not

than his own preceptor and mentor, if the occasion so

give out a robe, a bowl or any other requisite to any

demanded. Similar action has to be taken !n case some

one or himself receive any of these items from any

remorse

one else. S i m i l arly, he should not, without the .

(kukkucca) or wrong-view (di{fhigata) has

arisen in the preceptor's mind, to dispel it or remove

preceptor's .permission, cut off another's hair, render

it as the case may be. At the outset it was stated that

· service to another, execute a commission for another,

and courtesy. As such it is not surprising the pupil co

for any one. On the other hand he also should not get

these two have to live with mutual reverence, deference
resident is expected also to be a spiritual mentor for
his preceptor.

: �·. �

·. .. '

.

. '

Normally one would expect a preceptor to take

be an attendant on any one nor bring back alms food
these services for h imself from any one else. Without

the preceptor's permission
a co-resident should not
.
. ... .... �
,; . ,;;
enter 'a village (to collect alms etc.), go to a cemetery
(for meditation) or leave the district. These rules show

one's pupil co-resident before the Sangha to meet out

how much a pupil co-resident's life and activities are

track once again. But a Buddhist pupil co-resident

preceptor. ·

justice for his offences and put him back on the right
3-CM 05968

bound up and regul ated by his relations with the
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Prece ptor's Duties towards the Co-resident : A

preceptor al,so

has

his duties

towards

his pupil co

resident trained under his supervision. The preceptor
has to treat his co-resident with compassion and help
him w i t h rec itation (uddesa),
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interrogation

(paripuccha), exhortation and instruction. He should

not acting improperly or not to dismiss one who acts
improperly.
Th� Vinaya texts also give five quai ities which make

a co-resident deserve a dismissal. viz. , i. He does not

· possess much Jove (pema) for the preceptor; ii. he.

see that the �o-resident is supplied with his material

does not have much faith (pasiida) in the preceptor;

needs like robes and bowls. If the co-resident falls ill

iii. he does not have much sense of shame (hin) towards

th� daily routine of activities is almost reversed. What

the preceptor; iv. he does not have much respect

a co-resident does in normal times for the physical

(garava) for the preceptor; v. he does not show much

comfort and well being of the preceptor has to be

development (bhavani). The last quality is explained

done by the preceptor for his diseased co-resident. In

as developing loving kindness (mettabhavana)' VinA p.

normal times a preceptor should instruct a co-resident

982). Such a co-resident deserves dismissal. But to

�

how he should attend to the washi g arid dyeing his

robes and the preparation the dye and the making of a
.
n w robe. Wi h regard to spiritmirand ecclesiastical

�

t

rS.too tlie precepto� is duty bound to treat the ·

�atte

co-resident in the same manner the co-resident is

a person

who does not have these negative

qualfties is going over the l imit.
Comparative Position between an Upajjhiiya and

Acariya : The. position of � preceptor is considered

to· be above that of a teacher. It is said that when a .

expected to treat the preceptor.
Dismissal of Recalcitrant · co-residents

53ft).

dismiss

.

pupil monk has both a preceptor and a teacher the

(Vin. 1.

Howev�r dose and well regulated the relations

between a preceptor and � co-resident are, an occasion

!

could arise where a preceptor w l l be forced to break

preceptor's office is considered to be more important
and above that of the teacher. Pointing out six causes

for the null ification of guidance from a teacher the

Vinaya text (Vin. 1 .62) point out that, if a pupil monk,

his relations with his co-resident. The Vinaya texts

who is, at the time, under the guidance of the teacher, .

have provided for carrying out in an orderly manner

comes to be connected or comes into personal contact .

of such a breaking up of relations between a preceptor
and his pupil co-resident. By regulation a co-resident
is expected to conduct himself properly (samma

vattitabba1p) towards his preceptor. When it was
reported that there are co-residents who do not
·
comply, the Buddha condemned it and ruled that not
to conduct oneseif properly towards one�s preceptor
is an offence of wrong doing (dukka.ta). The preceptor

is a! lowed to dismiss .a co-resident who does not mend

his behaviour even after receiving this punishment.

The proper manner of doing it is to communicate it to
the punished person by a bodily gesture oi: word of

(samodhiina1J1 gato) with the preceptor, the teacher's .
g u) dance i s n u l l i fied . (n issaya
e
pa{ipJXlSsaddhl). This· nul lification takes effect if the
offic . ·of

co-resident sees the preceptor or hears his voice and

recognizes him and not otherwise, according to the
commentary (VinA. V. 988). The Vinaya text also gives
five causes for the nullification of the guidance of a
preceptor; viz. i. The preceptor has gone away, ii.- left
the Order, iii. died, iv. gone over to another side,

and

v. command (iinatti), i.e. if the pieteptor has dismissed
the co-resident. 2

mouth or both. If no such communication is made the
dismissal is not binding. When such a dismissal is
made known, the co-resident has to make an apology
to the preceptor. It is an offence of wrong-doing not
to apologise when the dismissal is made known. No w
if the co-resident apologises the preceptor should

C. Witanachchi
References

1 Book of the Discipline , Pt. 4, p. 58 f.

2 lbid.8 1 .

· accept it and forgive the co�resident. Not to forgive
when apologised is also, on the part of the preceptor,
an.act of wrong-doing. This rule was laid down when
co-residents, whose apologies were not accepted,
either left, disrobed or went over to another sect. It is
also an offence of wrong-doing to dismiss one who is

SAGALIKA Siigalika sometimes also called SiigaJ iya

,

were the third and the youngest of the three sects of
Buddhism which existed during the Anuriidhapura

period of Sri Lankan history. The MahavaipSa (5. 13)
· states briefly that the Dhammaruci and the S agaliya

·
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seceded (frotp the Theriyas) in the island of Lanka.
Neither the Mahavaipsa nor the Dipavaf!Jsa gives any
reason or the course of events which led to the
formation of the Siigalika sect. To know some of these
one has to go to the l ater compositions l ike the :
Mahavaf!Jsa commentary and the very much younger
SiJ:!1hal a work Nikaya Sangraha. However the
Mahav'af!Jsa (37.32-39), giving a lead to these later
elaborations, says that the king Mahasena (334362A.C.) who was pleased with an elder named Tissa,
described in very uncomplimentary terms as a
hypocrite (kuhaka), crooked minded (jimhamanas),
and an evil friend (papamitta), l i ving at the
Dakkhinarama, constructed for him the Jetavana
monastery within the s acred boundary of the
_) Mahavihara. This elder Tissa was later accused of an
ex reme offen�e (a:rim_av�tthu), an , being judged
.
� gmlty by the m1mster
ofJUStice, was diSrobed although
·
the king himself did riot approve it. ·

SAGALIKA

same, he took about three hundred of his followers
and went over to the Dakkhil)agiri Vihiira and took up
residence there seceding from the Dharmaruci sect.
One monk among them named S agala started to
interpret the Dhamma for them and through him the
monks there came to be named Sagaliyas. They, later
. in the days of King Mahasen, expanded to the Jetavana
(Deniinaka) vihiira1. Since then Jetavana vihiira became
the head quarters of the S���likas and hence they were
popularly designated Jetavanayas both locally and
abroad.

The Sagal ikas with their centre at Jetavana .
continued to expand. The name Sagalika or Sagaliya is
rarely mentioned in Pali or Sinftta la works. But the
name Jetavana is not so rare. The Mahavaf!Jsa has
many references to patronage given to Jetavana vihara
by Sri Lankan kings. Many were the villages and lands
granted to the vihara fot the m aintenance of its
buildings, inmates and the rituals. In one case a king is .
· · The commentator takes up the clue from it and . said to have granted the village Vasabha In Uddhagarna
continues. He says that the Sagalikiis were the moiiks · and three hundred fields to ensure a permanent supp�y
of Jetavana built by the king Mahasena (MhvA. 175). of rice gruel to the monks. Undoubtedly this indicates
The dwellers of Abhayagiri seceded from Thervavada a phenomenal increase in the number of inmates of the .
abou.t two hundred and seventeen years. after the monastery. The Jetavana stiipa, one ofthe-three largest . ·
establi$hrnent of Buddhism in Sri Lanka and settled stiipas in Anuradhapuni, occupied the place of honour, · ·
. down in the Abhayagiri vihara.and carne to be known as a symbol of the Buddha, in the vihara (DPPN. p .
. as Dhamrnarucikas: Subsequently, about three hundred 466). Several new constructions also were added to
and forty one years from that, the dwellers of Jetavaria, · the vihara complex by v arious . kings. For instance
even before the establishment of the Jetavana vihara, Aggabodhi IV built the Aggabodhi pirivena and Sena I
seceded from the Dharnrnarucikavada and took up built .a inany storeyed man sion in the monastery.
�- - residence at the Dhkkhil)a vihara. At the latter place Attached to the vihara also were four piTivenas built
they gave variant readings and variant interpretations by four ministers of Mahinda IV (ibid). There were

>.

?

�

•

•

0
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to the Vibhanga of -the Vinaya Pi{aka enunciated by
the Buddha and became known as Saghlikas. After the
construction . of the Jetavana · Vihara . by the · king
Mahasena, they, who had grown in numbers, took up
residence there (MhvA. P· 176). The se<.;ession of the
Sagalikas from the Dhamrnarucikas took place in the
reign.of Go!hiibhaya (309-324. A: C.)

· also institutions attached to the sect outside the main
centre. For instance Moggallana I built . the vihiiras
Dalha an!f Da�hakol)c,lafifia at Sihagiri and gave them to

the adherents of Dhamrnarucis and Sagalikas

(Mhv.

39. 42). Of the eight institutions belonging to the three
main sects of Anuradhapura, c al led

millayatanas,

m iilas

or

which survived the unification of the
sects by Parakramabahu I, only one is directly

The Sirphala wo�k on the history of Buddhism in
India and Sri Lanka supplies a few more details. When, mentioned as connected to the Jetavana vihara. A slab
in the reign of the king Gothabhaya, shameless inscripOon of Mahinda IV (975-991 A. C.) found in
Dharmarucis of Abhayagiri, orice again, held up the the Jetav ana · vihara premises refers to the
Vaitulya doctrines as words of the Buddha, one elder Senaviradmiila as belonging · to this vihara. This
of that lll:Onastery named Ussilyiitissa, who had heard inscription lays down regulations for the guidance of
ow such monks were disgraced in the past by the . the residents of this institution and another called
r king Voharikatissa, decided to leave Abhayagiri.
Ratna-ma-pirivena (EZ III, p.227). Probably this is
Thinking that a future prudent king would do the the same as the Senapatirnfila mentioned in the later .
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work called the Vuttamal"a. The institution is mentioned ·
for the last time in a grant beionging to the reign of
Bu vanekab au VII ( 1 5 2 1 - 1 5 5 1 ) . R . A . L . H .
Gunawardhane, jn 'his Robe and the Plough, states
that, altllough this· is the only miila of the Jetavana
vihata explicitly mentioned, it is possible there were
others attached to this institution, but · not strong
enough to play an active role in .the matter� of the
religion in the post-Anuradhapura period.

Kurundacullaka pirivena of Jetavana and the �ther
from the Kolambahalaka pirivena, have left certain
written records stating that the Mahavihara monks
seceded (pa.fiyekkajatati), taking the Vibhanga from
. the Dhammarucikas and the Khandhakas and Parivira
from the Sagalikas. They have put on record, in addition
to this false statement, other statements by altering
the wording of the meaning and including various
dissentient v iews. For this action of theirs the
commentator of the Mahivarpsa has criticized them
usirig the strongest language possible. Ail their writings .
Saguli Tis Mahahimi ·
The tenth century sl�b inscription of Mahinda IV should be c·onsidered to be false for they (Sagalikas) ·
referr� to above mentions a great �lder named Tis seceded from the Dhammarucikas who had (earlier)
('fissa)� moderate in his desires and contented and seceded from the Theravadins, says the commentator.
was known by the name of the Great Lord (mahahimi) It should be known, says he, that there are np other
Saguli, for whose benefit the .great royal monastery of schools outside these three, in this country. (MhvA:
Dena (J�tavana) was established. (EZ. ill. 227ft). This 176).
reference is undoubtedly to the elder who received the
The abov e statements in the Mahava1f1sa
Jetavana monastery from the king Mahasen in the
.
fourth century A.C., but was subsequently accused commentary have been given a different interpretation
of an extreme offence, found guilcy, and disrobed .. It is by R.AL.H. Gunawardhane in his work Robe and 'the · ·
curious. to �ee how this elder named Tissa who was Plough. He opines that the Kolambahalaka pitivena, ·
expelled from the Order seyerai centuries ago Was still . which was to the north of Anuradhapura, must have
held up with great honour by the members of his. sect belonged to the Abhayagiri vihara. Hence Da!haveda . ·
·and their devotees. It is also not impossible tliat the from that institution must have been a member of the
gap of. long years had erased off the. great disgrace Dharnrnarucika school. Therefore the work of these . .
attached to his name, or tlie Sagalikas were consdously two �onks was a sort of a combined effort by two
doing so for the recoup�ent of the loss.of prestige adherents of the Dharnrnarucilcas and Sagalikas. They; .
they had suffered from his expulsion. How time could · according to Gunawardhane compiled a new version
heal the stigma JeftJ;�y such ecclesiastical acts of the of the Vinaya by combining the Vibhaiiga of the
past was also shown when in the recent past a certain D.hammaiucikas and the Khandhakas and the Parivara
institution in- Anuradhapilra was named after of the Sagalikas; adding the1r own comD.Ientaries, and. ·
Mahatissa thera who was the chief cause of the cession comments and held it to be more orthodox than the
of the DharmarucikaS from the Mahavihara. He was . Mahavihara recension. It is possible, he says, that the
also punished by Mah.avihara monks, after the· · �ee schools have their own Vitiaya and commentariai
accep�ance of the Abhayagiri vihara for unduely close tradftions and:this may have been an attempt to reach
relations with the laity. But .apparently the presen� a compromise between the Abhayagiri and Jetavana .
day Theravadins of Sri Lanka seem to have forgotten ._ nikayas.
all that arid approved this honour bestowed · on him.
They did not show any disapproval and th·e�efore,
However it is difficult to give such an interpretation
most probably, approved it.
to the passage in the Mahiva1J1sa Commentary. The
.

.

·

·

·

Sagalika Views on Discipline and Doctrines
Above we saw the Mah&v3f!1sa Commentator 's
view that the Sagalikas at the Dakkhi1.1a Vihara gave
variant .readings to the Su.ttavibhaiiga of the Vinaya
Pi{aka. About three hundred and fifty years after their
settlement at the Jetavana Vihara, during the reign of
the king Dii!hopatissa II (659-667A.C.), two inouks
by the same name D athaveda, one from the

Si�hala translati.ons of the work, published by the
Postgraduate Institute ofPali and Buddhist Studies of
the . Kei aniya University2, g i ves a differem
interpretation with which I have to. agree. The work .
clearly refers to the secession of the Sagalikas from
the Dha,mmaru cikas and the l atter from the
Mahavihara Theravadins. The accusing finger for
falsifying history is pointed directly at S agalikas and
not at Dhammaru cikas. That i tself show s that

�,
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Gunawardhane's interpretation cannot be accepted.
Affiliations of the Kolambahalaka monks are not very
clear.
. The Nikaya Sangraha3 states that in the reign of
the king Ambaherru:ta Salamevan (526�S39A.C.), also

_)
)'-

·:

Dhammadhatu festival and its connection with the
Jetavana monastery. The Nikiyasangraha 4 al s o
categorically states that the Sagalikas who had settled
down in the Jetavana vihara adopted Vaitulyavada
(Mallayiina) in the reign of Ambaherana Salamevan:

This is interesting in view of this fad that the Sagalikiis

initially seceded from the Dharmarucikas when the
l atter welcomed certain Vaitu l y a doctrines.
Apparently they have, for some reason, changed their
views by the sixth century A. C. Whether this acceding
to the request of the king to make their monastery the .
centre Of the worship of the Dhammadhiitu can be.
.construed as a total acceptance of Mah§yiina is not
clear. Since, in later times, even well known Theravada
centres had al l owed the worship of Mahayana
Bodhisattvas like Avalokitesvara in their temples; this
worship of the Dhammadhiitu. may not have directly
affected their Hinayiina doctrinal basis. Prof G .P.

Je�vana, who knew the history of what happened to Malalasekara (DPPN. Vol. 1 , 967) states that the monlcs
moriks who had accepted the Vaitulya doctrines, were . of Jet�vana, though nominally fonning· a part of the ·
rel�ctant to venerate the Vaitulya book. The Ab}:layagiri Mahavihara fraternity, held divergent views in regard
·
monks, however, were able to convince them and they to the teachings of the Buddha and were considered as
later agreed� The Abhayagiri monks were able to, says a separate sect (the Sagaliyas) till Parakranabiihu l
this work; make the foolish monks of Jetavana vihira united all the fraternities. But it i� quite doubtful
whether the Mahavihiira monks ever considered the ·
· to venerate it, like mean persons who deceive sinall
children to eat beetles which are the saine in colour as Siigalikiis as a part of their fraternity. None of the
damba fruits. Yet the dwellers of the Mahiivihiira and available sources point to such a possibility. A point
· . the intelligent among the people of Anuradhapura did
which has to be taken into account in this respect are
the views of Indian and Tibetan writers who
. not venerate it, adds the . work.
considered the three mairi sects of Anuradhapura, viz. ·
. The Mahava1psa (4 1 . 3 7-4 1 ) g ives a slightly the Mahavihara, the· Abhayagiri and the Jetavana
different version of tliis stoty. A young merch�t, riot Nikayas as sub-sects of the Sthavira schooP. This
named, who went to Kiisi ·brought back with him an view of foreign Buddhist scholars regarding the three
object called· dhamma-dhiitu. The King, who was Buddhist sects of Sri 1,-anka is quite sJgnificant.
unable to distiriguish between the true and the false Mahavihara writers of Sri La.'lka always considered
doctrines regarded it a5 the genuine doctrine of tl:ie themselves as the only truly Theraviida school and
. Buddha and received it joyfuHy. Showing great tl:ie ot� er two sects as having se.ceded from the
�verence and respect to it, he placed it in a house near · Theravada fold.
·
hi.s pahice. Thinking it would greatly benefit the
people he took it annually to the Jetavana vihiira and Worship of the Dhannadhatu by Sagalikas
What was the Dharmadhatu that the S agalikiis were
held a festival in its honour. From the description the
dhamma�dhatu brought from India was definite!y a · persuaded to accept and honour by the king Siliikala
document containing some doctrines different from . and the Abhayagiri monks? The Piili form of the term
as dhammadh atu occurs i n several can o nical
. that found in Theravada scriptures and it confirms the
discourses. In them it probably indicates the totality
statements of the l ater work, Nikayasangraha.
of facts regarding the order of all phenomena� Some
-However the Mahavamsa does not mention the initial
reluctance of the Jeta�aria monks in vener�ting it, aiia scholars have called if 'the causal cosmic order.' The
, he hand of the Abhayagiri monks in persuading the · . reference is to the idappaccaya pa(iccasamuppiila,
discovered and revealed to the world by the Buddha.
fonner into accepting it. The Mahava!J1Sa alsb gives
In one discourse (M. I. 396) the Buddha states that
the additional information regarding the annual
·

·

called Amba Siimanera S iliikiila, the S iigalikas were
persuaded by the Abhayagiri monks to install in their
monastery a book on the Vaitulyaviida introduced to
the Gountry from India by a certain merchant who had
gone to Kasi (Banaras), may be for commercial
purposes. It is said that he received this book whil e
in India and, thinking it to be a book on the true dharma,
brought it back to the country, and presented it to the
King. .The King too, who could not distinguish the
true dharma from the false, consulted the Abhayagiri
·monkS and ordered the Jetavana I?onks to keep it in
their vihara and venerate it. But the Siigalikas · of
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since he ·has well penetrated the Dhamma Element

(dhammadh§Ju),

an answer to any question put to

him would promptly spring to his mind. Owing to the
same reason the Buddha could describe in detail all
facts about the past Buddhas who have already attained
Parinibbina

(D.

II. 8). The Buddha also attributed

th�s · deep penetration into and the mastery of the
Dhamma Element to his disciple Sariputta. Because
.

.

of this �iiriputta is said to be capable of answering

queries put to him almost endlessly (S. II. 56). These
early references may have prompted Mahayanists to

regard the Dharmadh§Ju as indicative of the totality
of existence.

With the development of the concept of the thfee
bodies of the Buddha (trikP)Ia), D!Jarmakiya regarded

as the truth . c ame to b e identified with the

Dharmakiya,

the true body of the Buddha and, in

fact, of all Buddhas. Sometimes after �he demise of
the Buddha, Buddhists started the· cult of the worship
of his bodily relics e�shrined in stiipas. Probably, with

.

what is termed ' the creed of Buddhism' by some
modern scholars. Copper plaques inscribed with this
stanza in Pali have been found enshrined, for instance,
in the Vijayiirarna Stlipa in Sri Lanka6. This plaque _ .
along with a number of others inscribed with Tantric .

dhiraf!is are in the Si�ala script of the grh century
A.C. Mahayanists considered the worship of stiipas
as

capable of bringing much merit. A special place in .

such worship was given to PrajfiipiramitaSfitras. In

a dialogue found in the A�fis ahasrikaPrajfiipiramita

S iitra

it is agreed that, since the attainment of ·

. Buddhahood itself is possible through training in the

Prajfi.apiramiti,

more merit could be acquired by

honouring the written word of this S iitra than by the
. worship of bodily relics of the Buddha (EZ. III. p.
199ft). Scriptural passages such as mentioned above

must have bolstered such views. Instances of the

enshrining of extracts from Prajfi.apiramitas iitras along

with extracts from other Mahiyiiza Sfitras and dharanir
have been discovered from Sri Lanka

the phenomenal expansion of Buddhism: they found

·

the quantity _ of rel ics available for di stribution

called the Indika� Saya, have been. discovered nearly

_ From the well known Mahayana stiipa at Mihintale,

have prompted Buddhists to look for other means of

ninety one small copper plaques inscribed with names : · · ·
of Mahayana Bodhisattvas, Buddhas etc. These have

venerating th_e person of the Buddha w ithout

been

througho'-!t the Buddhist world too limited. This may

abandoning the traditional veneration of relics. The
Buddha has in one discourse identified himself with
the Damma . Th�re he tells the monk Vakkali, who

was frustrated by not being able to see the Buddha

frequently, "what of this putrid body of min�. Vakkali ;
.
he who seeth the Dhamma seeth me, he who s_eeth me_

seeth the_ Dhamma" (S. II. 1 20). In another. inst�ce.
the Buddha is also said · to have decided to live
dependent on the Dhamma, honouring and respecting
it, for he could not think of ctily hrahamin or recluse in
he world whom he can live reverencing and honouring.
Brahma Sahampati is said to have promptly. approved
:his decision of the Buddha and added that this is the ·
!lature of all BudcJ!las of the past and the future as
well. He recorruminds_ this practice to those desirous
)f their well being aq.d aspire for greamess (ibid. I.
l38ff.). What more did Buddhists requiJ.:e to start a
;ult of the Dhamma?
Archeological finds prove that extracts from
3uddhist texts wete deposited in shrines along with
10dily relics and other. valuable articles. The text most

1ften found used in this way is the stanza ye dhamma

tetuppabhava.etc. (ye-dharma heruprabhava) giving

identified

as

extracts

from

the

Pafi.cavift]iatisahisrika Prajfi.ipircimita Siitra. A few

· of the plaques also contain extracts from other ·

Mahayana Siitras. as

the

Ka§yapaparivarta1•

These

.

and many other similarly inscribed plaques, _mostly
Mahayanist and belonging to the 9'h or 1 O'h centuries
A. C., have been discovered from archaeologic-al sites
· in Sri Lanka. This indicates that the cult of the
dhannadhitu was quite popular in the Island during
this period8• A l Qih century slab inscription from
Puliyankulama refers to the daily supply of rice to a
. · person for what appears to be the performance of a
daily ritual connected with daham-daya taken to be
derived from dhamma-dhiitu. Another archaeological
find, is a bronze label inscribed with the words daluim
dide-patek, rendered into English as "two leaves from
the Dharma-dhatu". S ince the term de-patek is
repeated in· North-Eastern Indian Nagari characters as . ·
wel l, it is possible that the label refers to a text
inscribed in similar characters9• The 1 5'h century ·
Sirphala work, Saddharmaratanikara states that one
king Kassapa deposi ted · dharma-dh atu in the
Abhayagiri stiipa. The same work also refers to the
term dhamma-cetiya which could be incluqed among

. the five types of stiipas10.
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But the most important archaeological discovery
in Sri Lanka pointing to the Dharma-dhiitu cult, is
from the ruins of the Jetavana Vihara itself, the original
centre of the worship of Dharma�dh§Ju in the Island.
It is a manuscript of s�veral gold sheets inscribed in
Sinhala characters of the 8th or g rh century A.C.,
probably the latter. Prof. M.H.F, Jayasuriya of the
Kelaniya University who deciphered and read · the
manuscript has identified it as a part of the Pan
cavimsatisah.asrikii Prajffiip iiramitii S iitra. Found
among the debris outside the main wall, it has been
suggested that it was deposited in the harmikii at the
top of the Jetavana Stupa (s. v. PrajffapiiramitiiS iitra).
Whether this suggestion was historically correct or
not, it is quite a fact that the worship of Mahayana
Siitras as dharmadhiitu is confirmed by this finding in
the Jetavana ruins. Th e use of the 9th century Sinhala
· script on the manuscript also confirms the popularity
of the cult at that time.

kept it in a splendid temple built at the centre of the
city and caused a �estival procession held in its honour.
(Mhv. 52.45-56). Mahinda IV (956-972 A. C.) restored
the Dhammasailgani House at the centre of the city
(ibid. 54.45-46).

An inscription ofMahinda IV states that he gilded
the relic casket for the (book) Dhammasangani which
the king, his grand father had caused to be written
(EZ. I. p. 228). An inscription of Kassapa V (ibid. 52)
states that "on fulfillment of the resolution, 'how
shall I honour the D�amma Gem, he caused the
Abhidhamma discourses to be transcribed on plates. .
of gold [and there with] made a great offering. "
Di scussing these epigraphical informat ion
Paranavitana states that Sena II must have got the
Dhammasangani along with the Ratana Sutta
transcribed, for, it is stated, that his son,.Kassapa V
causetl the Abhidhamma Pi[.aka transcribed on plates
of gold and embellished the book Dhammasapgani
However we cannot .by this find fully confirm the with diverse jewels and built for it a house in the .·
.
. information,
indicated above, g<J.thered from chronicles, midst of th� city (ibid. p. 2 1 4). It was this house at
regarding the introduction of the · dharmadhiitu to the centre of the city that was renovated by Mahinda
Jetavana in the 61h century A. C., in the reign of Siliikiila. IV This information from the �hronicle, confirmed
.
. by
Had the manuscript discovered been in the 6th century . epigraphic evidence, quite clearly shows thaf the
· A.C. Sinhala script, it wou�d undoubted l y have
Mahavihara tradition had come strongly under the
·
confirmed the information of the chronicles and influence of the Sagalika and Dharmamci ritualistic
identified the find with the dharmadhiitu introduced practices of the worship of the dhammadhiitu:
by the merchant Piirf).a. Anyway it is quite possible Although they did not fall in Iirie With the Sagalikas ii1
that the discovered manuscript was a copy of the venerating the Mahayanist dharmadhiitu in the reign
-riginal text transcribed on gold sheets for enshrinement of S iliikala; they soon started their own ritual by
in the stiipa at a later period.
substituting it with the Abhidhamnia texts and also
with the Ratana Sutta regarded as a very powerful
Anyhow, there is evidence from the Mahiiva�psa
incantation.
that the practice of veneration of the Dhainma had
spread to the Mahavihiira community of monks as
Sagalikas and Sarvastivada : It is uilfortun·ate that, .
well. There is evidence in chroniCles confirmed by ·
..
a
epigraphical instances that the kings of the 9riJ and 1 Qth uniike with regard to the Dh mmarucikas of the
centuries had shown a great interest in venerating the . Abhayagiri Vihara, the P3.Iiand the Sinhala literature
Abhidhamma Pi{aka in general and especially the of Sri Lanka, almost wholly of Malilivihiira origin, is .
. Dhammasangani According to the Mahiivaf!Jsa silent on the doctrinal differences between the Sagalika
(5 1 .79) Sena II had the whole of the Ratana Sutta and the Mahavihiira factions. However we know that
written on plates of gold and held a great festival in its although they had left the Abhayagirifaction protesting
honour. He also had the Abhidhamma redted. The against the latter's acceptance of certain Vaitulya
s,ame chronicle states that Kassapa V (9 13-923 A .C.) doctrines, they later allowed the Jetavana Vihiira to be
�lmself recited the Abhidhamma surrounded by all ·
used as the centre for the conduct of a ritual of
the monks of the town, seated in a splendid pavilion
venerating a Vaitulya Siitra described as the dharma
at- the Maricavatti
vihiira. He had the Abhidhamma
..
r
Pi{aka written o n tablets o f gold and adorned the dhiitu� There are also indications of other Mahayana
Dhammasailgani with all kinds of jewels. Then he rituals being peiformed within Jetavana premises.
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DL Kalupahana11 who has shown with the internal
.
!V idence collected from the Pali commentaries, sub
:ommentaries, Sinhala translations of some of these
:tc. that the S arvas,tivada and the S autriintika
>hilosophies were studied by Sri Lankan monks of
he Anmadhapura period, has made an effort to
!Stab�ish that "the Sligaliyas could possibly have been
.
>arvastivadins".

SAGALIKA

In the absence of the Sirrhala commentaries which
Buddhaghosa, Dhammapala and others are said to have
translated into Piili, the Piili translations left by these
scholars are generally regarded. as representing
Mahiivihiira views. But Kalupahana thinks that these
commentators have introduced Sarviistivada and even
some Mahayana v i ew s into the Theraviida
.
commentaries. Abhayagiri Vihara monks, according to ·

him, espoused Sautrantika views. He finds proof for
The first point he. brings as evidence for this
this in the words of Ananda, whom he regards as an
;uggested Sarvastivada connection is the very �arne
exponent of Sautrlintika views, who has attributed to
)a gala of the teacher whose views were adopted by
Abhayagiri monks the d�nial of the static moment
he ·breakaway group of Abhayagiri monks who had
(fhitik.kiul!¥l) which was a Sautrli.'ltika view. However, .
> ccupied the Dakkhi lja Vihiha. S agar a, says
·
Buddhaghosa explaining this view that is commented
(alupahana� was a City in North Western India dose
by Ananda s tates that when a possessor o f
o Kashmir where tl)e Sarvastivada scl;lool flourished
supernormal power adverts one's mind, with the ·
luring the time of king Kanishka. It is usual for a
nonk hailing from a particular area being called by the intention of knowing another's mind, it could penetrate
the mind of the o ther at the moment of arising
1ame of the loccility. If it was the case with the mentor
>f the ·sagalikas then the l atter .could. have been · (uppadakkkhape), moment of presence (.thitikkhape) ·
iarvastivadins. ·
or at the moment of dissolution (bhangakkhape). This
1
It is probable that Sri Lankan monks had tlose
elationship with their counterparts in North Wes.tem ·
ndia. They also mus.t have been (amiliar. w.ith the
1ame Sagala (modem Sialkot), the. c apital of King .
vfilinda, from the Mililidapaiiha. It is also true that ·
.
he name Sagala was not popularly used by � ri Lankan
nonks. Therefore it is not impossible that the thera
lagala could have been a foreign monk living at the
\bhayagiri Vihara and left the place along with the
.eceders who came to the DakkhiQa Vihlira. However
t is doubtful whether this fact is a strong point in
:stablishing the doctrinal affiliations of the Sagalikas.

view is attributed to residents of the Abhayagiri

Monastery by the

Visuddhima8ga 7JkiP (DhsA.

p,

421 , Vism. . p. 432). This shows that the Abhayagiri

moilks, in fact, had accepted a static moment at least
· at an earlier stage. R.A .L.H. Guna:vaidhana also has
pointed out this conflict in the Abhayagiri views. (s. v.
Sabbattivada).
Thus after bracketing, what he calls, syncretic
Sthaviravada with the Mahavihlira and Sautrantika
views with Abhayagiri, Kalupahana goes on to argue
that the Sagalikas of the Jetavana vihiira possibly

. espous.ed the Sarvastivada views. In actual fact he has
.
. Kalupahana also has used the method of elimination
not put forward even a single piece" of evidence to
!l establishing his views on the Sagalikas. At the end
· support his view. He arrives at it only through a
f a long discu�sion on three schools of Buddhist
precess of elimination. He says, "the greatest literary
1ought prevalent in Sri Lanka in the Anuradhapura . figures of the Polonnaruwa period, Anuruddha,
nd Polonnaru periods, he tries to delin�te th�se three
Sliriputta and Sumangala, all made attempts to justify
�adit.ions in the following manner:
the Sarvastivada standpoint and all of them were

(i) Syncretic Sthaviravada represented by the
writings 0fBuddhaghosa and Dhammapal(L

associated with Jetavana in Polonnaruwa." Then lie

goes on to argue that as evident from Buddhaghosa 's
statement, neither Mahavihlira nor the Abhayagiri

(ii) . Sarvastivada, represented by the writings of
Buddhadatta, A nuruddha, S ariputta ·and
Sumarigala, and

monks accepted the theory of the three moments and

(iii) The Sautrantika tradition represe·n ted by
. Anaoda who was the author of the sub

period". However, we know that Buddhaghosa has

commentary to Buddha:ghosa's Atthasilini, the

DhammasaiiganLCommeotary.

says, "Thus there is a

'frong possibility that it was

accepted by the Jetavaniyas of the Anuradhapura
nowhere stated that Abhayagiri monks rejected the
theory of the three moments, viz. the nascent, static
and the cessant moments. On the other hand we have

.
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observed above that according to the Visuddhimagga
commentator the Abhayagiri monks had in actual fact
accepted this view.

.)

.)

Kalupahana also states in his arti.cle that
Sarvastivada came to be introduced into Sri Lanka at
. the point of the formation of the Sagaliya sect after
the arrival of the monk named Sagala. Elsewhere in the
same article he states "Buddhaghosa has incorporated
.into his works the central tenets of many of the
divergent schools of Buddhism, yet with a strong bias
towards S arvastivada real i sm''. Dhammap ala,
· according to him, faithfully followed Budhaghosa's .
views. But Buddhaghosa's senior contemporary
Buddhadatta favoured the type of realism advocated
by Sarvastivadins even more than Buddhaghosa did.
These. assertions of Kalupahana would lead us to
assume that there should have been a great affinity
between the views of the Mahavihara·and the Jetavana
monks at least after the arrival of the Mahavihara
commentators. If it were so it is strange that one could
discover no evidence of such an affinity indicated in
· the Pali commentaries ofthe Mabavihara On the other
· hand what we see even in the post-Buddhaghosan
:
Mah3olamsa and its commentary are scathing attacks
on the charaCter of the head of the Sagalika fraternity
who received the Jetavana VIhara and their being under
the'iirlluence of the Abhayagiri monks; It is also strange
that Mahavihara writers, when discussing a view in
conflict with their own, always attribute it to the
Abhayagiri fraternity and never to the Jetavana
fraternity. Was it due to some affinity betw�en the
Mahavihara and Jetavana views. as pointed out above?

.

.

As pointed above Kalupahana has trie� to associate
the prelates Buddhadatta, Anuruddha, Sariputta and
Sumangala with the Sarvastivada .tradition. The last
· three of these who lived iri the Polonnaru period were,
according to him, connected with the Jetavana Vihara
built by Parakramabahu I. The king is said to have
built a beautiful mansion for SaFiputta within Its
premises. Sumangala was a pupil of Sariputta. "The
connection between the Jetavana in Anuradhapura anci
. the Jetavana in Polonnaruwa", says Kalupahana,
'"though not established historically, seems to be rather
signiticant when we consider the continuity of the
tradition started by Buddhadatta". But we knqw that
Buddhadatta did not have any direct connection with
the Jetavana in Anuradhapura. In fact in the colophon
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of the Abhidhammavat iira (B.M. 1 . 1 37) he says that
he is writing it rooted in the Mahavihara tradition
unmixed with the views of dissentient schools. If so
S ariputta and others were w ithout doubt only
defending the stand taken by their predecessors like
Buddhadatta of the Mahavihara rather than following
the views of a dissentient school.
It is not clear whether Kalilpahana wanted the
readers to infer that the Jetavana in Polonnaruwa was
named after its namesake in Anuradhapura. Yet it is. ·
doubtful that Parakramabahu would have done so after
the unification of the three fraternities under the
Mahav.ihara banner, for, according to the chronicle
(Mhv. 78.25-26), he could not find in the Jetavana or
Abhayagiri even a single unspoiled monk. In fact
Geiger13 was of ,the opinion that both the Jetavana
monasteries of Anuradhapura and Polonnaru were .
named after the original Jetavana at Savatthi in India.
The Mahavamsa (ibid. 32) also seems to indicate the
same.

·

Another piece of evidence from a work of The
South Indian monk named Coliya Kassapa
also seem
. ::·
tp go against Kalupahana's view on S iiriputta's
relationship with P1e Jetavana Sagalika.S.' He has in his
Vinaya sub-commentary, Vimadvinodani, criticized
some of Sariputta's statements in his Vinaya s�b.
commentary named Saratthadipani. In one plc.l-e,
criticizing Sariputta's views ori consciously taking
liquor, he says that this is a view c1f the wsidents of
Abhayagiri which the author of the sub commmtary
h� taken over not knowing .that it wos an outsiders'
view.. 14 If we take the views of Kalupahana on the one ·
h and and that of Ccliya Kassapa on the other, then
we wi!!. .h3v� to r:ondude that �ariputta was open to
influencr. from b·}th the Jetavana · and Abhayagiri
vie w·s.

The Unification of the Sangha: Several attempts

were made by some of the kings of Anuradhapura to
purify the Sangha and reconcile the three fraternities
of monks. For instance the Mahavarils� (44.75-SO) : ·
states that the king Silameghav� (617-626 A.C.)
attempted to reconcile the M ahavihara and the ..
Abhayagiri Vihara fraternities. But the former refused ·
to comply. So it was in the Polonnaru period that this
task was finally achieved. Parakrarnabahu I (1 1531 1 86 A.C.) states in his Galvihara inscription that he

.
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lied many hundreds of evil monks from the Order
mified the three fraternities into a single fraternity,
k which could not be achieved by past kings at
s when there were even Arahants endowed with

y virtues as the six super know ledges

(EZ. II, p.

269). He was assisted in this great task by the
ks. of the Mahavihara fraternity led by the great
r Maha Ka5yapa, a resident at the Udumbaragiri
ra.

'heMahiillalllia (73 . 12-22: 78. 1 -27) gives in de�ail

-fforts made by the king alorig with the elder Maha
;apa and others to bring about this unification.
s, the chronicle states that the bhikkhtis of .

ayagiri who had seceded in the reign ofVaW!giimani
aya and those of the Jetavana, se-ceded fro m the
, of Mahasena and those who held the Vetulla
ka as the true word of the Master were brought

6 Mudiyanse, Nandasena, Mahayana Monuments

in Ceylon M . D . G u n as ena & C o . Ltd . ,
Colombo, 1 967, p . 9 2 ff.
7 Ibid 90 ff.
B ibid. 84 ff.
9 ibid. p. �3 f.
10
ibid. p.7
1 1 Schools ofBuddhism in Early Ceylon, The Ceylon
Journal of the Humanities Vol. l , No. 2 July
1 970 p. 1 59 ff.
12
Tr. Bhikkhu Nanamoli, The Path ofPurification,
R. Semage, Colombo, Ceylon, 1 956, p. 474, n.
25
1 3 Geiger, Wilhelm, Culavarpsa II p. 1 05, n 2
14 Buddhadatta, A.P. Pali Sahityaya, Colombo, 1966
p. 255 f
15 ibid. p. 22.
.

concord with the monks of the. Mahavihara. It is
clear, however, whether this reference to the SAGGA See HEAVEN AND HELL
ers of the Vetuila Pi{aka is a reference to a separate
or whether it applies in general to the monks ·of
wo dissentient sch<;>ols.. Yet the Nikiy!!Jangraha 1 5 SA.HASSAVATTHUPPAKAR�A, is a text written
: speak. of the Vaitulyavadins as a third sect.
in Pali. The word 'sahassa' has been explained as.(sq
·efore, when it says .that the three nikiyas wer� + hassa) meaning 'connected with joy' or 'pleftSure · ·
nciled, it is not clear :whether i t means the giving ' . Sahassa-vatthu should mean 'thousand :
nciHation of the.Dharmaruci and Sagalika sects
stories' but as there are only 95 stories given in the
the Mahavib,ara sect ot the unification
. of the ·., · text, such a meaning c.annot be given in this instance.
:nmaruci, Sagalika and Vattulyavadin sects with MahiiVallJSa-{ikii mentions this text as one of its .
)riginal Mahavihara sect. However. the final
sources. It is evidently a collection of legends and folk
•
orne of all this· was that the historical existence of tales wh .tc h ctorme d the b asts o f Rasava;:z.
umi an_d
:agalikas as a separate institUtion ended with this . Saddharmiilankiira. It has appeared in Sinhala
ication of the_ three nikiyas ' ·
characters, as · edited by Pol vatte Buddhadatta Thera
.

.

I

·

-

:rences

C. Witanachchi

e d . G u n awardhana
Nanayakkara, M.D. Gunasena and Company;
Colombo, 1 988,p. 1 2f. .
Vamsiztthappakiisini Mahiivafr!Sa '!fka, Simhala
Translation by Ak.uratiye Amaravamsa Nay�a
Thero and Hemachandra D i s s anayaka ,
Postgraduate Institute of Pali and Buddhist
Studies, Kelaniya. University, 25371 1994 p.
123 .
bid. 1 6 f.

Nikiiya Sangraha,

.

bid. .

:g. Bu-ston, The History ofBuddhism in India &

Tibet, tr. E. Obermiller, Sri ·S.�guru PubIIi cations,
Delhi-India, 1999, p j}9 · ·

( 1 959). Several manuscripts from Sri Lanka including
·one from Burma has been made use of in this edition.
. The three texts, Sihalavatthu, Sahassavatthu, and
Rasavahinicontain stories connected with Sri Lanka. ··
Of these three texts Sihalavatthu is the oldest. It
appears that it was composed even before the time of
B uddhaghosa by an Indian elder who lived in the
Andhra country. The author of Rasavihini, Vedeha
Thera, says that the author of Sahassavatthu was Ven .
of the G uttavarika-Pari vena
·Ratthapala
..
. . in ·
Anuradhapura. Sahassavatthu and R(lsavahini were
both compiled in Sri Lanka. A few names of the stories
given in the Sahassavatthu are as follows:

M_ah ii . Abhayatthera ,
Dhainmasopflaka ,
MicchM.i!fhikassa, Vessiimitt§ya, Saddhiitissiima
cca, Samapag iimapabbata, Suvajlpatilak§ya,
Kiikavap{1atissa,
Ve fusumanassa,

·,
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Suranimalassa, Go_th ayimbara, Saliyaraja
kumara, Phussadevatherassa, Dhammiisoka
Maharaja, Kiivirapaf.tana.

SAICHO
By and by Saich6 was able to attract more and

more disciples and benefactors to his temple at the
Mt. Hiei. In the meantime, he studied scriptures of
the Chinese Tiantai sect and delivered lectures on its

The editor of the next says that there are some

doctrine. Emperor Kammu (78 1 -806 A. C.) too began

peculiar words and phrases i.e. podarp kifiturp (in the

to show a keen i nterest in Saicho's new move. He

sense of fighting), pimbaro (for boa constructor). His

started to support him as the Emperor determined to
chastise the Nara monks, who were then wielding a

view is that these are words which could have got into
the text from foreign languages. There are also many

strong influence on the imperial court, and also to
different readings concerning proper names. For a long · elevate Buddhism to a more spiritual level. It was also
time this text was preserved in Burma. Corruptions
with this intention that he moved his capital from

794 A.C.

could have occurred at the hands of Burmese copyists

Nara to Heiankyo (present Kyoto) in

who were not acquainted with place names in Sri
Lanka

doctrine of Tiantai school and the expositions of

The

Emperor also sent him the preachings of the new

Hokkeky6 (Saddharmapup9cJ.rika Sutra), on which

)

this new sect was largely founded. Yet Saicho was Qot

Nandasena Mudiyimse

satisfied with the contents of those scriptures and ·

yearned to acquire a deeper insight.
Saichowas keen to receive training under a Tiantai

SAICHO. Saicho (767-822 A. C.) was the founder ·

Japan, who campaigned relentlessly to change the

master in China to become himself a master. Thus, in
804 A. C., he aiong with Kiikai (774-835 A. C.), be�ter ·

introduce a new system of Buddhist monasticism

knowri as Kobo Daishi, joined the imperial mission
·
dispatched by the Emperor Kammu to. the Tang

of the Tendai (Chinese Tiantai or Tien-t' ai) sect in
monastic regulations enforced at the time and to

Imperial court in Cheng-an, China. There he received

b�ed on Mahayana precepts.

the necessary training and instruction at the Kuo- .

Born in 767 A. C. in Omi ProviQce (present Shiga

ching temple, which was the Tiantai sect headquarters

located on the Mt. Tiantai. He .was re-ordained there
Hirano in his lay life; In 78 1 , at the age of 14, he was .. according to the Tiantai School and received training
Prefecture) to the Mitsukube clan, he was known as

ordained under .the name Saicho and four years later

) he received higher ordination in Nara.
\

.

.

His stay in Nara, however, was short:-:lived. After
three months he !eft Nara in dissatisfaction as �e found
that .the type of .Buddhism pr<!.ctised by the monks,
· particularly by the.Hosso monks in Nara temples w<is
of a debased nature. He was also disgusted with the
way of life led by them as they were more inclined
towards securing imperial favour and performed rituals

under a master of esoteric Buddhism, who initiated

.

him to the esoteric rituals.
In _the following year S aicho retunied to Japan
bringing with him several texts of the Tendai sect and
. the esoteri� Buddhism. He found that the Emperor,

interest i n esoteric
Buddhism, ·
who showed a keen
.
.
was seriously ill and Saich6 performed esoteric rituals .

.

.

.

for his recovery. In response to Saicho's request that

for . the court rather than adhering to the l ofty

official recognition be granted to his sect, the Emperor

philosophical ideals of Buddhism.

consented to it, on condition that esoteric Buddhism
constitute a part of the sect. Saicho acceded to it, and

Erecting a thatched hut on the Mt. Hiei, he shifted
there in 785 A.C. , and embarked on a solitary life
dev.oted to meditation and prayer. Three years later
be built a small temple, which was to become later the
headquarters of the Tendai sect, under the name
Enryakuji. It earned a reputation as a training centre
for most illustriou:; in the following centuries.

. consequently Japan's Tendai sect became somewhat
different from its Chinese forerunner on account that
the fortner incorporated esoteric Buddhist doctrine
and practices into its teachings. Nevertheless Saicho
was rather flexible in stipulating the extent the esoteric
Buddhism plays within the Tendai Sect and left it to
be resolved at the discretion of his disciples.
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-

autonomy to the Tendai sect in 822 A.C. seven days
after his death.

The Tendai School foun:ded by Saich6 preached
hat the fundamental doctrine of Buddhism was to be
·o und i n the Saddharmapupifarika Sutra. He
:niphasised that the Buddha nature is latent in every

�rson and it was on: this point that he attacked Hosso
nonks of Nlira According to the Hosso monks only a
imited few could become Buddha and most men were
trecluded from attaining Buddhahood. Saicho, on the
:ontrary, emphasised that alL men were potential
•odhisattvas and the .influence of the new sect exerted
m

-
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As a mark of appreciation of the services rendered
by him to religion, the Dengyo Hoshi was bestowed ·
on him shortly before his death. He was honoured
again posthumously· in 866 A. C. by the emperor Seiwa, ·
when he conferred on him the title 'Denyo Daishi,
meaning the "Great Teacher who transmits the ·
Teachings".
·

.

·.

the people was tremendous. ,

Saicho is reckoned as one of the two most
important Buddhist leaders at the beginning of the
Heian period (794- 1 1 85 A. C.), the other being Kiikai
(s.v.).

In the meantime, Kukai, who mastered esoteric
�uddhism in·China; returried to Japan in 809 A. C. He.
1as. hailed as the most d istinguished Buddhist
ersonality in the capital. Saicho approached him as a
C.S. Ranasinghe
jsciple and Teceived the Kanjo (esoteric Buddhism)
rom him to learn esoteric· Buddhism. Their mutual
elationship, however, was restrained in 8 1 6 A.c:,
,rhen Kiikai refused to send back to him one of his SAKADAGAMI Is one who 'returns' (agami) only
'once' (sakid) more to this world before reaching final ·
avourite disciples. B�t the real problem.Saic�o faced
tas the· defection. of his novices to ·the Hosso sect in liberation, due to having gained the second out onhe
Hira. - According to the .. state-controlled systerri of four levels of awakening recognized 1n early Buddhism.
rdination prevailed at that · tim�. all novices,
These four levels .of awakening stand in a clo�e · ·
Tespective of their sectarian differences, had to go to .
flira to receive higher ordination. Most of these relationship t.o the erad ication of the fetters
.
ovices who went there did not return as· they were (sarpyojana) that bind one to continued existence in
rtchanted by the fascinating surroundings in those sarpsara. The strearn-enterer, who has gained the first
:mpl.es. Annoyed by this situation, Saicho petitioned level of awakening, has eradicated the three fetters of .
te court between 8 1 8-8 1 9 AC.; in · three work-s personality view (sakkiiyadi !fhi), doubt (vicikiCchi)
ollectively known as Sange gakush o shiki and dogmatic clinging to rules and vcws (sl1abbata�egulations for Student Monks of Mt. Hiei) seeking . par amasa). These three fetters are to be eradicated by
�rmission to conduct higher ordination according to
'vision' (Dhs. 1 83: dassanenapahitabba), namely the
!ahayana precepts, thus abandoning the traditional first vision of Nibbina gained with stream-entry .The
:dination system. He also requested to set up an next two fetters to be overcome are sensual lust (kiima-·
dependent ordination hall on Mt. Hiei, where newly raga) and iii-will (vyipiila), an eradication which takes
dained Tendai �oilks were to follow "for 12 years place by way of 'development' (Dhs. 183: hhavaniiya
: uninterrupted study, after which the court would pahatabba). In regard to this development, the
>poirit them . to offi c i al posts as .teachers of sakadagimi or 'once-returner' has already made
substantial-progress , since he or she has considerably
tiddhism'• (Kodensha, Encyclopaedia ofJapan, Vol.
, Jap� 1 983, p. 365). In 807 A.C. when he of his weakened both. Their complete eradication wili
.
�n. conducted an ordination ceremony (lchiyo�tai however only be accomplished with the third level of ·
!l) according to Tendai rites, a wave of protests arose awakening, the attainment of non-return. ·
Jm Niira monks. It was in defence of his stand that
: composed, in820 A.C., his most famous treatise,
The realisation of once-return requires the
mkairon. One of .hi s contentions was that his development of tranquillity (sam(ltha) and insight
sciples, who were the adherents of the Mahayana ( vipassani), base.d on a ·firm foundation of moral
ecepts, should riot submit themselves to Hinayana conduct (M. I, 33). To proceed from stream-entry to
es of ordination prescribed by the Nara monks.
once-return and from there to the higher stages of
timately the imperial court sanctioned institutional
awakening calls for contemplating the five aggregates
·

.

.

·

.
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as impermanent, unsatisfactory and devoid of a self
(S. III. 1 68). One who takes any formation to be
permanent or satisfactory, or else any phenomena to
be a self, or else does not look on Nibb iina a:s happiness,
will be incapable of gaining once-return or any of the
other levels of awakening (A. III ,442).
The development of insight for the gain of once
return i� necessarily based on having association with
superior persons, hearing the Dhamma, developing
wise attention and practising in accordance with the
Dhamma (S. V, 4 1 0) . Attaining oncecreturn also
requires being free from stinginess in regard to one's
lodging, family, gains and reputation, together with
having a sense of gratitude (A. . III, 273). The most
important requirement for· the gain of once-return,
howev�r, is the arising of a Tathagata, since due to his
�
/reaching the path to once-return and to the other stages
of awakening is revealeci to humanity (A. I, 23)

)

Though a once-returner has made substantial
progress when compared to · a strearn-enterer or a
. worldling, yet he or she has not yet fully penetrated
the teaching (D. II, 252), a feat only accomplished by
those who have gained the highest level of awakening:
the artihants. An arahant has also fully developed the
five faculties (indriya), while a once-returner has done
so only to a lesser degree (S. V, 202).

-

While an arahant and a non-returner are endowed
with swift wisdom (javanapaiiii§), a once- returner
( .- d a stream-enterer still need to develop this quality
�S. · V, 376). This does however not mean that the
. wisdom of a once-returner and a stream-enterer are of
the sa11ie level. According to the Pafisambhidi-magga.
the wisdom of a once-returner. is in effect far beyond
0
the. Wisdom of a stream-enterer (Ps. II, . 194). The ·
difference between these two levels of awakening may
also be reflected in the fact that the number of once
returners found among the monk disciples of the
Buddha was far less than the number of stream-enterers

)

.

(S. V, 406).

- -
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According to the commentarial explanation (MA. II,
6 1), Mahaniima was a once-returner and the expression
'pleasure aloof from sensuality' refers to the pleasure
ofjhanci attainment. On the commentarial explanation
this passage then indicates that for the once-retumer's
progress to the higher stages of awakening, deeper
levels of concentration need to be developed. The
same is confirmed by other discourses, which highlight
that while the non-returner has completed the training .
in morality and concentration, the once-returner has
only completed the training in morality, but not yet in
concentration (A. I, 232 and A. IV, 380).

·

That a once-returner need not yei have developed
concentration to absorption level can also be deduced .
by examining the once-returner's level of rebirth. A
once-returner is so called because he or she wiU be
reborn once again in 'this world'· (i.e. the riipaloka
comprising the human world and lower celestial
spheres). Someone who has. developed. concentration
up to the ability to attainjhana is- howev�r 'not going
to
· return to 'this world' ,in the next life (A. _II, 1 26), but
will be reborn in a high�r heavenly sphere beyond the
sensuous field (i.e. the riipaloka or the a.�iipaloka).
This certainly does not. impiy that all once-returners
are bereft of deeper levels of concentratio.p. But if all
once-returners were at the same time also jhftn(l
attainers,. the very concept of a 'once-retUrner' would
be superfluous, since not a single. once-returner would
ever return 'to this wodd'. Hence the very expression
'once-return ' shows that the development o f
concentration up to the level of jhana attainment
cannot be a necessary requirement for gaining this
level of awakei;}ing . .
. · Though not :aiL once-returners are at the same time ·
alsojhiina attainers, some once-returners may however
have developed substantial levels of d.e ep
concentration and even have gained the immaterial
· attainments. Such once-returners would then·faH into ·
the. class of being a 'body-witness' (kayasaidqtz). If ·
however the faculty of faith should be predominant,
the resulting once-returner will be 'freed by faith' .
(saddhavimutta), an4 ifwisdom is foremost, then such
. a type of once-re'turner will belong to those who have
. ';ltt(!iQ�P to view' (dif!hippatta) (A. I, 1 20).

The once-returner needs to develop not only
wisdom in order to progress further, but also
concentration. This •becomes evident in the;, ;
piiladukkhakkhanda Sutta (M. I,_ 9 1 ), where the
Not · only can once-returners be distinguished
._'?,uddha instructed the Sakyan Mahanama to develop,
according to their predominance in relation to
/ a tJpe of pleasure that is aloof from sensuality in
.
pleasures.
sensual
of
concentration, faith or wisdom, but according to the
order to go beyond the attraction

·-�

;.

.\

;
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The gain of once-return is one of the supreme fruits
of living the celibate life (S. V, 26) and it is for the sake

•mmentarial tradition they also fall into five classes
lated to their progress in different spheres of rebirth

of such sublime attainments that the holy life is to be
lived under the Buddh<t (D. I, 1 56). A monk who gains

1A. I, 1 63). Two such types of once�returners are
ose who ·have attained once-return in the human ·

once-return is. a blue lotus recluse (A II, 89) and will
reach the other shore just like a strong · young oxen

orld and gain the fmal goal after either being reborn
the human world or else after being reborn in a
:avenly world. A complementary set of two types·
· once-returners are those who have attained once
tum while living in a heavenly world and gain the
11al goal after either being reborn in the human world

·

crosses the Ganges river (M. I, . 226). Among mankind immersed in water, the once returner is one wh�
CO!J1eS up and crosses over (A. IV, 1 �). See also AN�
G�IN, ARAHAN� ARIYAPUGGALA, SOTA

·

.

·

PATTI.

else after being reborn in a heavenly world. The
.
fth case, according to this commentarial explanation,
.

SAKKA

.

Analayo

e those who have attained once-return in the human
orld, followed by a rebirth in a heavenly realm,
llowed in tum by another rebirth in the human world
Iring which they too gain final liberation.

SAKKA.
·

Preamble: Sakka is the chief or the king of gods

according to Buddhist Mythology. Pali literature
lee-returners who may· have emphasized different always refer to him as "Sakka" the chief/king of gods .
1alities during their progress on the path to this (Sakko Devanaf!l Indo). A comparative study of .the
trtiCular level of awakening caused some confusion Vedic Iridra and the Buddhist Sakka shows that the
. the mind of the lay disciple Migasa/.8. Her father coricept did not originate within Buddhism, but was
'.lripa had lived a celibate life, while her uncle /sidatta ' borrowed from the pre-Buddhist society. All scholars
td not done so, yet the Buddha declared both to have · · agree . that it was lndra the most popular . g�d of the
The circumstance that there are different �ype� of

,

.

tssed away as once-returners (A. III, 347 and A. V,
18). That both had been able to gain the same level of
vakening, the Buddha . expl ained, was because
ida.tta 's stronger· wisdom had made up for his
•mparatively less developed moral conduct. .

This passage also shows that the gain of ·once� ,
tum was not the sole domain -of monks. The same
1ds corrobo�ation in other discourses, which report
rer ninety .lay followers from the locality of Nitika
have gained once-return (D. IJ, 93) and an
1spedfied number of lay_ foilowers from'the district

·

Vedic Aryans t�at Buddhists have adopted as "Sakka"
the chief/king o.f gods.

Indra as depicted in Vedic Literature: .
An examination of Vedic mythology shows that ·
the gods of the Vedic Aryans were · none other than
personified powers of nature such as fire (qgni), sun

(siirya), wind (marut), dawn (u�has), rain (parjanya)

etc. The gods· they conceived were human in ·
appearance or anthropomorphic on the physic�l side.·
The Vedic Aryans composed hymns to invoke tl�e
· · nature gods and the colleciion of hymns was known ·
Magadha to have done the same (D. n; i 1 8). .
as the Rigveda, the oldest literary collection of Indo
. Arya!l l anguages and it contains altogether 1 ,028
Gender also has no say in these mat�ers, the Buddha
hymns addressed to 33 gods, they conceived out of
·
cl�ed to Ananda, since women are most certainly
·
various aspects of -nature.
pable of gaining once-return, just as they are able to
in any of the other stages of awakening (A IV, 276). ·

tis ability finds its confirmation when the residence
the women of · king · Udena burnt down and a
bstantiaJ number of women · together with queen
mivatiwere killed. Asked by the monks about their
e, the Buddha proclaimed that several among them
d attained once-return, others stream-entry and
me even non-return ( Utj. 79):

Out of all the gods of the Vedic Aryans, it was
·lndra' primarily the �od of thund_erstonns who was
the most popular and their national god. It is seen that
Indra alone is invoked in one fourth of the hymns
contained in the Rigveda far more than addressed to

any other single god .. Further more, Indra is more
anthropomorphic on the physical side a�d more
invested with mythological imagery than any other
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member of the Vedic pantheon. His physical features
such as the body, head, beard are specially mentioned.
He is tawny (hari) in color and also tawny haired and
bearded. He is addicted to the soma drink, the
intoxicating drink of the Vedic Aryans. It is said that
after he has drunk soma he agitates his j aws and beard.
One of the hymns is a monologue in which Indra,
· intoxicated with Soma, boasts of his greatness · and
might. His car is golden and is drawn by two tawny
steeds.

.)
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epithet for Indra whereas in Pali Literature it has
become the personal name of the god. At the same
time the personal name Indra of the Vedic god is g iven
the meaning chief/king in the Pal i literature. Thus as
already indicated the Buddhist counterpart of Indra is
always referred to combining three words (Sakko
Devana1p Indo - Sakko the chief/king ofgods). .

Indra/Sakka is adjusted so as to be in confonnity
with the main teachings of the Buddha in Buddhist
Literature: Buddhism has exhibited a marvelous

He is armed with the thunderbolt (vajra) mytho capac ity to assimil ate al ien concepts from the
logically representing the l ightning stroke. Thus he is environment without vioiating the main Buddhist
also called "bearing the bolt in his arms (Vajrabahu). principles. The immortal, v iol ent, addicted to .
lndra is supposed to have killed Vrtra, the demon intoxicants, merciless (to enemies) Indra of the Vedas
who encompasses water and releases water; hence he cannot be ushered to Buddhism a.S he was, for it would
is also called the sl ayer of V{t ra ( V[frahan). · v i o l ate the main Buddhist teachings such as
·second�ily he is the god of battle who helped Aryans . Impermanency etc. Thus in Buddhist literature we
to overcome their non�Aryan enemies. He protects observe an attempt to adjust Vedic lndra's character
the Aryan colour and subjugates the black skinned. so that it would not clash with �he main principles of
He is also referred to · as the destroyer of cities Buddhism.
. (Purbhid), possibly · referring . to the destruction of
.. , - 1 t' -,
According to Buddhism, living beings in Samsira
· non-Aryan cities by ·the Aryans. 2
are subj ect to birth, decay and death (jati, jari,
lndra in the Rigveda sometimes appears as immoral mara.pa). lndra/ Sakka is no exception. He too has to
in various ways, such as excess in eating and drinking yield to this universal law. Accordingly. mighty and
and also cruel in k_i lling his own father Tvsq-a. Yei he immortal lndra, who bestows immortality on .human
is praised as the protector, helper and friend of his beings is made subject to birth, decay and death, once
worshippers. He is described as bestowing on them he is accommodated in Buddhism. Aiiguttaranikiya
wealth which is considered as the result of victories. testifies to this:
His liberality is so characteristic that the frequent
Sakko bhikkhave Dev8na1f1 Indo, Aparimuttojatiyi,
epithet "Maghavan" "bountiful" was won by him.
.
jar§ya mara .pena, sokehi p a ridevehi, dukkhehi
It is significant that some cosmic actions are often upiyasehi aparimutto dukkfrasmati.
· attributed to him. He is said to have settled the quaking
(Brethren Sakka the king of go<ls has not overco�e
mountains and plains. He stretched out heaven and
· earth like a hide. He holds asunder heaven a,nd earth, birth, decay, death, sorrow, laiJ1e�tat.on, griefsuffeiing
as an axle keeps two wheels apart. Hpwever it is etc.
observed that in the Vedas lildra is not .entrusted
. (Aiiguttaranikiya I. 144).
with upholding of the moral order of the world, which
i s assigned, to Varuna. With the above primary .
Another main teaching of Buddhism is that all living
observations of the character of lndra3 in the Vedas let beings have passions (kilesa), . which bind them to
us examine his Buddhist counterpart Sakka in Buddhist s.a msiira (repe.ated b irths). lndra u shered into
literature. .
Buddhism as Sakka is supposed to have all the passio·ns
. that an ordinary being has� This . is clear from the
·· Name: In the Vedas the epithet Sakra mean.s "able Dhajagga Sutta of the Saf!!Yutta Nikiya :
one'' . (from the root 'Sak' to be able) is used for Indra4
to indicate his power especiall y in helping his
Sakko bhikkhave deviinamindo, avitariigo, . av ita
. worshippers. It is clear that the Pali term "Sakka" is
doso, avila moho, bhirucchambi utrisi paliyi.
coined from Vedic Sakra. But in the Vedas it is an

�

·)

·
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Kulawaka Jitaka (J. I. 203 ). Once Sakka was fleeing,

(Brethren Sakka the king of gods has not got rid of

after being defeated by Asuras, his enemies. In the

s lust, anger, and illusion, is timid, given to panic, to

course of his speedy retreat, the b ird nests were
.
damaged. When Sakka saw this he immediately ordered

ight, to running away S.l. 2 1 9)

the charioteer to stop_ and turn back and risked his life

In Buddhism virtue is the criteria that decide the

in the hands of his enemies who were chasing from

>sition of a person high or low. Buddha and his

behind. The Asuras thought that Sakka turned back

.sci:ples who have overcome the passions are

since he received support from the Sakkas of the other

msidered the highest and those below judged

:cording to the degree of virtues they possess. · solar systems who would have come to his rescue.

Asuras are reported to have given up the chase and

ccordin� to this criterion the . position of Sakka is

ten lower than that of a virtuous

1'!-Y disciple of the

returned.

This shows that Buddhism accept the

uddha. As found in the Sarpyutta Nikiya, Matali the . existence of more than one Sakka.

p

1arioteer once having seen S akka worshi ping
'meone was anxious toJcnow the person who receives · ·

According to the A.tiguttara Nikiya (A. IV p.

3 5) a

>eisance of s.akka. S.akka did not hesitate to divulge . teacher named Suneeta was born 35 times as Sakka as

. a result of his merit. Therefore i t i" s clear that in

e person whom he was saluting· :

Ye gaha{!hi_ puiidakari s11avanta upasa k a
'zammena dira1pposenti te namassimi Mitali.
(Those virtuous householders (laymen) who

ijuddhism Sakka. is not a personal name but the name
Of a position, where any one could attain with

appropriate merit, unlike in the

Vedas

where it is

considered as a personal .name of a supreme god. The

purpose behind . the multipJication of S akkas i n

•mmit meritorious acts and. support · family in the . Buddhism:. appears t o be dilution of his supreme
· position. The Vedic Indra is said to have had a mother
'rrect way, Matali I salute them: S.l 234). .

· and .father. But in. Buddhism Sakka appears to have ·

Thus it. is clear that Indrat Sakka' s position has . · had. no . parel).ts,_ for according to· Buddhism

De vas

:en lowered below the position of a Buddhist upasaka · have no. parents, since they are of spontaneous origin.

ty devotee). In the

Vedas

Indra attained to that

Thus we see t�at . the Vedic Indra has been adapted to

It Sakka in Buddhism attained to the position i.e.

as to conform with the main teachings of the Buddha.

ilich he attained to the position, such . as· supporting

Indra 's Vedic epithets given new Buddhistic
meaniilgs and. attributed to · Sakka:

preme position by his strength; valour or might.

Sarpyutta
ikiya gives seven virtues (Sattavatapada) fulfilling
1ieflking of gods; throu�h his virtues.

one's parents, honouring. the seniors of the family,

ntle conversation and'Soft toned speech, rejection
slander, subduing greed. . truthfulness and cqntrolling
ones temper. 5 It is further said that he fulfilled the

Buddhism as Sakka with necessary adjustments, so

The attempt to give new Buddhist meanings to the .

epithets of Indra found in the Rigveda is noteworthy.

Although some etymologies appear somewhat absurd,

ove seven virtueS when he was born as a youth

· it is further · proof that it is the Vedic Incfra who is·

: position through his strength, valour etc., Sakka is

explanation ·under reference is found in the Sakka
Sarpyutta (S.I. p. 229), It shows that the redactors of

med Magha. In �ontr.ist to Indra wh·o attained to
scribed as a person who enjoys the fruits of his
od deeds and reigns over the gods of Tavatimsa :

(saka.rp puiiffaphala1p Upajivamino devinam ·
vat_imsiilarp issariy�hipacca.rp karoti. j {S.I. 222).
In the 'Vedas there is only one Iridra. He is unique

i supreme. According to Buddhism no unique person

sts. All beings are wandering in SwrzscW-a.Jberefore

:ording to Buddhism there are inore than �ne Sakk� .
he Uruverse. Tl_lis is evident from
. . an episode in the
.
--

.

-

.

.

. .

.

ushered to Buddhism: as Sakka. The etymological ·

the Sarpyutta Nikiya were quite conversant with Rzg

. veda including its commentary. According to the new . ·
Buddhistic explanation he is called Maghava because

·
in a former birth he had been a youth named Magha, 6 .
, quite contrary to· the Ved!c explanation according to
which he was named · M aghav an due to h i s

bountifulness. When he · was a human being i n his
.
former birth he gave gifts in the cities, hence he got the

name Purindada a possible adaptation from Indra's ·

Vedic epithet Purbhid the destroyer of cities which

has already been discussed. The epithet Sakka

(Skt.
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Sakra) has been applied to Vedic Indra due to his
capacity to help his worshippers. But the Buddhist
etymologist in the Saf!!yutta Nikiiya says that he got
the epithet because he gave alms well prepared

(devina!p Indo pubbe manussa bhu to samiino
sakkaccalJ1 danalJ1 adiisi tasmii sakkoti vuccati S.I.
229). Similarly Sakka is called Sujampati because he

had an Asura maiden named Suja as his wife. The
scholars suggest. that it could be an adaptation from
Vedic Yajfiapati (Lord of the Sacrifice), another epithet
for Indra. Some more . epithets of Indra have been
adapted to Sakka with new meanings. With the above
preliminary observations let us . now examine how
Sakka is depiCted in the various strata ofl?ali Literature.

)

Reference to Sakka in the Pall Canon.

Diglia Nikay�: Sakka is mentioned in several suttas
out of wh'ich Sa�ka Paiiha (D. il.
263 ff) is the . most importari�. The Sutia itself is

-of the Digha Nikiiya

.

·

SAKKA

of formal greetings, as if between two friends already
known to each other.
The Buddha is said to have appreciated Sakka 's
visit who was supposed to be too busy with various
�ork. The Sakka replied that he wanted to meet the
�uddha for a long �ime, but his duties pertaining to ·
the Devas of Tavatimsa delayed his coming. Sakka
also refers to an earlier visit to the Buddha where he · .
could not meet the Buddha who was in a certain trance
at the time.
After the initial meeting Sakka sought permission ·
of the Buddpa to forward his questions. Sakka had ·
fourteen questions of a high philosophical nah.1re for .
the Buddha. Sakka was highly pleased With the
answers given. Though it is said to be the first meeting
with the Buddha, the questions he forward� appear
to be those of a per�ori who WaS already aG:quainted
with the Buddha's teachings, indu�irig the teachings
of th.e other r�ligious teachers of the day�·;The pictUre·
of Sakka paint�din th.e ·Sakkapanha Sutta is thafof a
seeker o( truth who went to al(the. religious teachers.
.
inI search
ciftruth.
.
.

named after· Sakka i.e . . "Questions of Sakka". The · ·
inf�imation on s.akica e�b�died iit ilie,Sutta �epresentst
an important phase of the Scikka legend in the canon.
As found in the Sutta it was Sakka's first visit'to the
Buddha. According to the Sutta, Sakka �anted to meet
f.�· . .
the :Buddha urgently, reason for which is not cle�; 'At
The S akka legend of an erotic nature at the .
the time B�d-dha was residing at the cave "Inda5ala in
the Mount Cetiya.. east of Rajagaha� On the req�est'of beginning ofthe Sutta has but little relevance to the ·.
philosophiCal section to follow. Perhaps the early
. Sakka,
his
him
. too accompanied
. . musician
.
. - Paficasikha,
.
.. :
compilers of · the canon have made an attempt to
with his vio�in called Beluwap af.l�U . · . S akka
presen{ a Sutta of high abstract nature coated i!J. a
aCCurnpanie� by his C�lesti� retinue an� foii()W� by sweet erotic Sakka legend. Further it appears that-the .
) Paficasikha is said to h�ve arrived at the cave lnd!as�la ·. . corlimentator Buddbaghosa too has not taken' this
in a moment. It is significant that Sakka is said to hay�
irrelevant erotic legend
as the
. seriously. But. as fa:i
I
.
'Jeen
too
nervo�s
to
meet
the
Buddha
directly.
Sakka
He
legend
itself
ahd
its
development
is�opcemed
.,
.
.
�
.
.
..
:
'
.
.
confessed to Paficasikha that it is not. possible to meet it is ({great significance hi which context Jlie following
·: . ! " .
the Buddha for � perso11 li�� him (d¥:rup(lsafikariw yerse in the Sutta deserves attention
:
: . r
kho tata Paff.casika T�thiigato Miilis_ena D. U p. 265).
tittthamanassa deviibhiiassa me saUJ ·
ije.req��s�e4 Paficasikha to go first and arr�ge for a · Idheva
PunariY�.
evam}'mia!ii
miirisa
. c�. frie. laddlio
...
,.
�l .' •
.
me�ti�g with the Bt1ddha. Paiicasikiia sang an erotic
. song, whi�h:qesqiP<f�· ms sinc�r� fove �� �u�y�yaccas�
" Sir learn that while I was here being a god I got a
.
pl�yiM� h)s in�m�ment Be�llwapaJ.l�U veena, in order · new lease of l.ife (i.e. i died oh the spot and was born
. .
. ' . ..
to g�i' the ·�nertion of the Buddha and was successful again)".7
in getting an 'opportunity for Sakka to see the Buddha.
' .
In other words Sald,ca reveal� that he died while he
The Sakka's n((rvousne�s referred to at?ove at the was listening to 'the- �uddha there and was born agairi. .
very. outset hi�ts th�t Sakka's posi tion was. very much It is seen that even the Buddhi did not notice it till
� fSS or inferior compared to Buddha. Only when the
Sakka reveals . . Pi�h�ps this statement signifies the
�.udd}la gives the opportunity, Sakka .proteeds to the end of the Vedic lndnliS'akka and the emergence of the
presence of the Buddha. The meeting of the two Buddhist Saicka .. What is meant is that Sakka is not
continues in a ·frie�dly atmosphere after the exchange the Vedic Silla. He died and was boJ;n again .
.
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The o t he r im portant inform at i on given with rcgmd

It is

1ile �lucidation was. in progress S akka became a

Mahabrahma are far . backward ill respect of their . ·
.
wisdom compared to the Buddha. Moreover according

I

(imas�iffca pana .veyyikar�pa�mim bhafiiiamii1�
rlfkassa viraja1p v[ tamalaip dhammacakkhu1J1
iapikli).

to this Sutta only Catummaharaj ika Deva and

Cattiiromaharajano and Tavatill}Sadeva are lower iri ·

position to Sakka All the others are higher than Salddi.

'· ' Thus the Sakkapaifha Sutta o f the Digha

This shows that Salcka does not enjoy the suprenie ·
position in ·Buddhist mythology. He is only the kln.g
of the second lowest heaven, namely Tavatill)Sa. Sakkh ·

'ikiiya is of vital importance as regards the Sakka
:mcept. This long Sutta has been named after Silla.
. hints. the disappearance of the fore runner (the Vedic

is "parimus inter pares".

The Mahiisamaya Sutta (D. II. 253 ff) says that
present 'in the great assemhly of gods
referred to in the Sutta. In the Mahigovinda Sima (D.

Sakka was

:lear thai Buddhists have accoinmodated an alien god
rom its· pre-.Buddhistic environment,: transformed him

n. 220 ff) .Sakka describes eight real. virtues (a f.tha·
yathabhucca va.ppa) of th� Buddha to the Devas ·o·f
TavatiiJ.Ea� The Mahaparinibb iita Sutta '(D. lL p. 157)' '
.
describes h9w Sakka �ttered the weU-knoWrt g atlilis

Bud�hist god and g� ven him on� ofthe_ .eight
'oly positions· in .the Buddha's dispensation� , ·.

. .

a,

which described the tran�ient nature of all component
things, simultaneously �ith . t.hd Parinibbana of the

The Kevalj(fha Sutta (D. I. 2 1 1 ff.) of the Digha

Vikiiya too, has a relevance to Sakka� It is said in the
�utta that- a certain monk entertained a doubt as to
vhere the four elements cease .to exist (lw.ttha nu. kho
me cattaro mahiiJhiiti-aparisesaip nirujjhanti) . He
r�<>Ceed� to.. the devaloka. and questions the DevaJ\ of
:
1e {our quarters (Citi:t'nimahiir§jiki JJevi) and they

Buddha which .· runs as follows:

Aniccivata sa.rikhiiri
· Vppikia vaya dhammino
Uppajjhitvi nirujjhanti
· TesaJ!l viipasamo sukho

.

[)�fes�' that they do not know the a.nswer and refer .
im to tht.'� four great l\:il1gs (Cattiro mahiirijiiw). They .

adniit ti:,�t they do not know the a swer and refer
im to the g�li� of the world of 33 (Tavatimsa dev�)
n

.

ho are suppos�'4 to be superior to them. The gods ,of .

te Tavatimsa dir�t the monk Keva�9ha to Sakka,
·

lmitting their ignorc:�pce. Sakka the king ofTiivati�sa

mid nnt help Keva�.�?.t,a. When the gods of pa...'ticul.ar

�alms. failed, the queS'.\ion

wru':

referred to the next

igher Deva world . Thus'ilic quesiion was. referred to
·ama Dev�, to Suyamadevaputta, Tusita Dcva, to

anthusitadevaputta, Nln�mamtrati .beva, to
llflimmitadevaputta, Parannin\mitavasavatti Deva, to
asavatti devaputta, Brahmak�yik&Deva and finally
, Maha Brahma. He is said to have taken the monk
,·a side and confessed in privacy that he too does not
1ow the answer arid advised I<evac;lc;lha to go back to
te B uddha·. Mahabr:ahma questi'-Jned why he
·

1erlooked the Buddlia aiid sought answers eisewhere. .

Buddha;s disciple

that all the Devas, Brahmas including Sakka ·�nd

'tapanna :

'0

to state that a

answer to a question of t hat nature. But apparen tly
.
.
the idea behind this episode is to highlight the faCt

'otipanna". At the conclusior1 of the Sutta it is said

1dra) and his re-appearance as the Budd�ist Sakka.
'urther more the Sutta · states that he attained the
osition of a Sot§panna which makes hirn one of' the
ight 'noble persons (affhiiriya p ug gal§). It should be

ri dicul ou s

went to Deva worlds by passing the Buddha to get an

S a.kk a is his attainment to the position of a

o be
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The reference to Sakka: in the

Digha Nikiiya are

confined to the above four instances. 8

1\fa,jjhima Nikaya: The Majjhima Nikiya which

contains the most profound Suttas · contain some
rderences to Sakka, out of which Ciilaia{iz a.rikhaya

ffs

Sutta (M. I. 25 1 ffj deserves attention. As in the case
of the Sakkapaffha Sutta Ciilata.phisa.rikhaya which

deals

with

the .

eradicatio n

of

craving

(CiJiata.phiisa4khaya vimutti )apparently presented in .

a

more palatable way mixing with the popular Sakka
legend. According to the Sutta, the Buddha was once

staying in the mansion of Migaramata at Savatthi.
Sakka caine there with the problem above referred to.

The Budcha answered the problem to the fullest

satisfaction of Sakka. He, having rejoiced with the

answers, went away thanking the Buddha.

.
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The Sutta further adds that Yen. Moggal!ana who
Thinking so Yen. Mogga!Hina w i th his psychic
happened to be seated not far from the place where power made the Yejayanta palace tremble, shake and
the Buddha was seated entertained a doubt whether quake using his b ig toe ( padailgguf.thakeJ1a). Seeing ·
Sakka9 understood what the Buddha said. It is possible
the miracle the Devas including Sakka were full of
. that Yen. Moggallana did not consider Sakka as an · wonder and marvel regards the great psychic power
intelligent god. Therefore, in order to verify it, Yen
of Yen. MoggalHina. Yen. Mogg�llana knowing that
Moggallana proceeded to the Tavatill}Sa heaven. At S akka was agitated, again questioned . about
th�·time the Thera arrived in Tavati�sa, Sakka was
"Taphasalikhayavimu.tti". This time Sakka was able
enjoying the five fold music in his park Ekapuprfarika.
to describe the same as the Buddha taught him the
Sakka having seen the Thera sal uted him and off�red other day. The Sutta further adds that Yen. Moggallana
him a seat with due respect and he himself sat on a returned to the earth and verified from the Buddha
siJ.i:aner chair, There Yen. Moggallana inquired from what he described to the Yakkha (Sakka) and found
SaJ5ka whether he too could hear what the Buddha Sakka's version correct.
taught in short about Taphasa.rikhayavimutti (Freedom
The picture drawn o f S akka in the
. by way of destroying craving).
.
Ciilataphasalikhaya Sutta of the Majjhima Nikiiya is
.
Sakka's
reply
was
that
he
was
t�o
busy
with
the
quite different from his picture in the Sakkapaffha
·
auties of the Deva-; of Tavatirp.sa and his own work.
Sutta of the Digha Nikiiya, where he is described as a
Yet he assured "it (Buddha's analysis on Tapha
person who ,had become . a Sotapappa : · In the
san�hayavimutti) was prorerly reflected upon so that C(ilataphasalikhaya Suita he is depicted as a person

.

)

.

.·

it cannot vanish quickly". Sakka. at .t.h is instance

s�rninglyto divert the attention of the elder .elsewhere

b�g;m to boast about his qattle with the Asuras and
h.i � � victory. He further ·s aid that he put u p . the

Yejayantha Palace after the victory over Asuras. Sakka
then invited the E�der to see the beauty of the palace

and the Elder accepted the invitation. The Sutta

describes how Sakka along with Yessavana proceeded

tp show the palace to the Elder. The Sutta at this ·
i'nstance provides a short but elegant description of

)Sakka's palace, for the first time in the c :mon :

Vejayanttissa
kho.
pana
M arisa
Moggallana, Pa,sadassa ekasatam n iyy
' iiha1J1.
ekamekasmi1J1 niyyiihe · satta satta . kufagarasqtani
ekainekasmim kii,tiig are satta sa tta accharayo
ekamekissa· acchariiya satta satta paric§rikayo. ; . "
·

''There are a hundred towers to the Yejayanta palace,

in each tower there are seven gabled houses: in each
gable.d house there are seven nymphs and for each
nymph there are seven attendants. (M.L p. 253)"
·

At that moment, as said in the Sutta, it occurred to

Ven. Mogga!Hina "This yakka (Sakka) lives much too

inaolently. Suppose that I were to agitate this yakkha :
r

�atib§lha.m kho ayamyakkho pamatto viharati.
Yann � a1p ima yakkhaljl samvejjeyya!iti.
(M.I. 253).

'1zih

�

who indulgep in the sensual pleasures. Even what he
le�rned from the mouth- of the Buddha he had

forgotten. Yen. Moggallana was doubtful as regards
his capacity to understand a subtle Dhamma. He was
so indulged in sensual pleasureS that Ven. Moggallana
had to agitate him to bring him back to his normal
senses, which caused him to remember what the
Buddha had taught him the same day.

·
·

In the Makhiideva Sutta (M.I. 79) it is said that
Sakka happened to hear the Devas of the Tavatimsa
appreCiating the virtues of the pious king Makhadeva
· of Jambudipa and he sent his charioteer with his
chariot to bring the king to be shown to the Devas,
who were anxious to see him. There Sakka assumes
the character of a person who appreciates moralitY iii
the human realm. The references to Sakka in the ·
Majjhima Nikiiya are less than the references to Sakka . .
in the Dig/ia Nikaya.
.
.
Sarp.yutta Nikaya: Among the Pali canonical texts
Sarpyutta Nikiiya occupies the foremost position
as
.
regards the concept of Sakka. There Sakka has been
. given an · important place, by naining a Sa.rpyutta
(section) as Sakka Saf!IY�tta (SJ. 216-240) a collection
of 25 short Sutias or" assorted topics. It is significant
that the majority of the data on Sakka which developed
later in the commentaries, is already found in the
Sakkasarpyutta. It is necessary to survey briefly the

.

.

. .

contents of some of the Suttas to ascertain the P<>sition
of Sakka in the Sarpyutta Nikiiya.
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Several Suttas deal with the war ·between Suras
(gods). and Asuras, their enemies. The Suras headed
by Sakka are regarded as righteous and Asuras headed
by Vepacitti as non righteous. According to the Susima
and Suvira Suttas, when Asuras were matching forward
Sakka instructed the Deva Puttas Susima and Suwira10
to proceed forward praising energy and meet Asuras
in war: The Kulawaka Sutta describes how Sakka
stopped his chariot while fleeing, being defeated by
Asuras to save the birds nests, that were being crushed
by the wheels of his chariot and thereby risked his -life
in the hands of the Asuras who were chasing'. In the
Dhajaggha Sutta Sakka advised Devas to look at his
banner in Ca$e any fear occurs to· them in the battle
field. In.the lsayo AraffffakiJ. Sutta it is said that Sakka
visited sages respectfully taking off his sandles, sword
etc; whereas Vepacitti went to the sages with all his
paraphernalia. The good· conduct ·and virtues of Sakka
are di"scussed in the Sakka Sarpyutta against the .
background of Vepacitti's misconduct.

the thera whether what he preached was his own
doctrines or that of the Buddha. The thera replied that
what he was preaching was that of the Buddha. At the
end Sakka came out with the truth that once the
Buddha preached the same on account of Devadatta
and confirmed that what Ven. Uttara was preaching
the same as what the· Buddha preached. Apparently
this refers to a· period after the Parinibbina of the
Buddha as Sakka is presented as supervising what the
monks were preaching.
Further 1110re according to the Puffffakiriya Vatthu
Sutta of the Af!haka Nipiita of the Anguttara Nikaya
(A. IV. 242), Sakka having practiced Dina and SJ7a
over and above (atirekankatvff), surpassed the Devas ·
of the Tavatiinsa heaven in ten areas such as age,
complexion, happiness, fame, leadership, personality,
bearing, smell, taste, and touch.

Khuddaka Nikaya: Sakka is found referred to in the
Khuddaka Nikaya too. It is significant that the Sakka
lt is ofvital- significance that in the MahaHsutta the is found referred to not ollly iri the later stratum of the
Buddha is reported to have-admitted that he has seeri Khuddaka Nikaya but also in the older stratuin which
Sakka in his discussion he had with Mahalisakka: It is · are considered oldest, not only iil the Nikiiya but also
in the Sakka Samyutta tha� contains the seven virtues among the oldest in the canon. Thus references to
that makes a Sakka, Buddhis� meanings for Sakka's Sakka have gone into the giithas of the Kalingabodhi
vedic epithets etc. that · have· been already discussed Jiitaka, Sivi Jiitaka, Sirimanda Jiitaka, Kumbha Jatdka,
are also found in the Sakka Sarpyutta for the first time.
Unmadall;iya Jiitaka etc .
·

Suttas contained in the
Saicka Sarpyutta of the Sarpyutt� Nikaya uphold the
.· The contents of 25 short

Theragathi, another old text of the Khuddaka .
Nikaya contains references·to Sakka. · Whenever .'a
bhikkhu attains arahantship Sakka (lnda) was there to

virtues such · as forbearanGe, patience, energy, soft
speech, mercy even to. enemies, respect to religious . · congratulate and worship him. When Yen. Sunita
teache.rs, .controlling_ of one's anger etc. Sakka js attained araharitship Inda (Sakka) came to honour him
descr:U>ed as the epitome of those virtues. 'Thus in the with Brahma in the morning :
Sakka Sarpyutta the concept of . Sakka has been used
as � media to propagate Buddhist ethics, As far as the
. Tato rattiyivivasine suriyuggamana.rppati
legendary prut of the Sakka Sa1pyutta is concerned all
Indo Brahma ca agantva ma.rp namassi.rpsu ·
the mgiedients of the legend later narrated in details in
pafijali (Thag . . p 64)
the commentaries are found .in brief, in the &ikka
SaiJ1YUtfa .
· The other oldest text Suttanipata of the Khuddaka
Nikiiya makes reference to Sakka, but under the name
Ailguttara Nik aya: AI)guttara Nikaya too refers to Inda, not as Sakka (Nalaka Sutta verse 679).
Sakka the god of the Devas. But comparatively,
references to Sakka in the Ariguttara Nikaya are lesser. Vinayapi!aka: Sa}cka' s presence is found in the
According to the Uttara Sutta of the A.t!fzaka Vagg� · · Vinayapi_taka too. According to the VinayaMahiivagga
(A. IV. 1 62) Sakka once having heard from Vessavana (Vin. I. 26) Sakka paid a visit to the Buddha when the
that Ven. Uttara was preaching at the . monastery of latter was staying in the hermitage of la!ilas,
Dvaj al akka in the Sarikheyya mountain · at Uruvelakassapa, Nadikassapa and Gayakassapa
Mahisavatthu rushed_ to th� p�ce. Sakka questioned . (illuminating the whole forest). The following morning
_
. .
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when the Jatilas were anxious to know the visitor who
came the previous night, the Buddha revealed that it
was Sakka the king of gods. Mahavagga further states
. (ibid. p. 28) while the Buddha
.
. was still with the Jatilas,
.
Buddha received _a "Paf!JSukiila" robe (soiled cloth) .
and as he had no place to wash it he is said to have
been wondering where to wash it. Sakka immediately
knew the Buddha's dilemma and d�g a pond with his
own hands. Simiiarly Sakka provided a stone to rub
the cloth and bent a branch of a tree so that the. Buddha
c.o-uld hold it to . descend to the pond. Mahavagga
again (ibid p. 3 8) describes how Sakka in the guise of
a youth went in front reciting githas in praise of the
Buddha, when the Buddha entered the kingdom of
Magadha With a laige retinue of monks.

·

)

Sakka's position in .the canon: Thus it should be

SAKKA

Heaven, as a result of his good deeds in his previous
lives. He happened to meet the Buddha and became a
great admirer of the Buddha a11d his teachings. He
often visited the Buddha at night with his problems
on the Dharnma. After having learnt from the Buddha
he goes away. He was able to attain the status of a
Sotapanna the first step in the path that leads to
Nibbana, the highest position a layman can achieve.
Unlike in the commentaries where Sakka has been
assigned numerous duties, as we will see later, Sakka
has not been involved in too many tasks in the canon,
except the propagation of the dharnma. He is not yet
the upholder of the moral order or the savior of the
pious in distress.

Sakka in the commentariaUiterature: In the Pali

commentarial l iterature, we see the climax of the
clear that Sakka is well characterized and the concept development of the Sakka legend and it is here we see
ofSalla is well established in the canon, especially in the climax of Sakka' s popularity as well. The isolateo
the frrst four Nikiyas. Since it is found in the earliest episodes connected with Sakka found in.· the various .
s_trata of' the canon it is reasonable to presume that it . parts of the canon are woven into a systematic and
has. gone into the canon at an early stage of the canon. . continuous accouiJ.t/narrative providing additional ·
. Uniike-in the_commentaries and the late Pali. literature, information. Thus a complete Sakka legend is found
. Sald.ca had been involved with the Buddha and his iri the �ahali Pannavatthu (DhA. Vol. I Part II p. 263 28 1 ) of the Dhammapada!fhakathi. .�akka who
. dis�nsation with utmost care in the first four Nikayas.
As -�vident from the · Nikiyas Sakka has not been visited the Buddha or his chief disciples late at night
involved in ordinary or mundane affairs. Sakka is seen to listen to the Dhamma and vanished before the dawn
as mainly interested. in the Dhamma. Often he comes iri the Nikayas is made to play an active role in human
to the Buddha to get a problem pertaining to the affairs in the commentaries.
Dh�ma solved. Those_ are not ordinary questions
�u_t_ subtle questions, which the Buddha himself coqld Sakka and the Buddhacarita: S akka has been
\Only .solve. Sa:kka is intelligent enough to understand involved in the life of the Buddha found in the
t11em: He is very happy with the answers given by introduction of the Jitaka commentary, several
the Buddha.In cettain instances, it was the Sakka's
otcasions11• On the day Prince Siddhatta renounced
question that promp�ed the Buddha to preach a
worldly life and became an ascetic; he cut his hair and
particulru: Dhamma. In some instances some of the
Buddha's teachings are divulged through Saklsa's threw away. Sakka received the hair in a golden
mouth. In the case of the Subhasita Sutta (S. I. 222) receptacle, took it away and deposited them in the

-

)
_

.

what Sakka recounts is Buddha's own teachings.

- --�

Ciilamani cetiya in the Tavatimsa Deva world (J. I p.

65). When Suj ata was cooking milk rice which the

It is significant that in the Nikayas S akka is not
brought into contact with the ordinary people. He is
dealing only with the Buddha or his chief disciples
l_ike Moggalliina etc. He is supposed to come to the
Buddha late at night with his problems on the,.
Dhamma, sometimes accompanied by Brahma
. ahampati · and others and vanishes before dawn.

was at the Bodhi premises blowing his conch shell :

The picture of Sakka as depicted in the Nikayas is
that of a god who leads a lilxurious life in the Tavatimsa

· Sakko Deva rijivijayuttara Saffkha17! dhamamiino
atthiisi (ibid 72).

Bodhisatta consu med o n · the d ay he attained
Buddhahood, Sakka came to kindle the fire keep.ing

the fire brands together (ibid. p. 68) .

. ,.

:- · ··

On the day of the Buddha's Enlightenment Sa:kka
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But S akka could not stand Mara the Evil One,
when Mara came with all his forces to obstruct the
Bodhisattva who was ·about to attain Enlightenment
arid fled along with the others to the boundary of the
solar systein with his conch s�ell hanging from behind.

the human realm. On behalf of Sakka the four great
kings

(Cattiro Maharajano)

visit the human world

taking with them a golden sheet and vermilion. They

are supposed to visit villages and towns on full moon
days and enter in the book the good work done by

various individuals. The book is fmally shown to Sakka

When the Buddha was performing the twin miracles . and he is said to be happy if the book is large.

(yamakappi{ihira) Sakka built a pavilion for the
Buddha (DhA. III 206) and ordered Vatavalahaka

Devaputta to blow up the pavil ion of the heretics

(ibid) . When the Buddha descended from Tavatimsa

after preaching the Abhidhamma to gods, Sakka built
three

ladders of jewels, gold and silv�r. When t�e

Sakka the Savior of the . virtuous:

Similarly, during

the commentarial period Sakka assumes the position

of the saviour of those in di stress special ly the.

·

virtuous. When ever a virtuou� person is in trouble
Sakka is there to r�sc�e him. It is said that the Sakka's

Pap¢ukambalasil i ( l i ght

red stone) g e ts

Buddha visited the city of Vesali that was affected by

seat

accompanied the Buddha (DhA . III 441)

faces a problem which stimulates Sakka to lookaround

a famine, p l ag u e . and e v i l spirits S akka . too · automatically heated up whenever a virtuous person

·

Cullasubhadda to visit Ugganagara for alms, Sakka
ordered Vissakarnma to provide pavilions for the
Buddha and the disciples , to travel by air

(DhA.-

III

470) . . Sakka intervened· and safeguarded the Buddha ·
·

from false accusations ofCjficamanavikii (ibid.· III

180).

Sakk� has been made so humble that during the last
illness of the Buddha S aicka who came to attend on
the Buddha did not . hesitate to carry the Buddha's

. vessel of excrement ori his head (ibid III 270).
.

.

Sakka the Upholder of th·e Moral order:

In the

the .Upholding of the moral order which his vedic
did not · have (it was Va.I'll.l! a who

.· is supposed to have loo.ked after the moral order
according to the Rigveda). When the numbers who
take birth in the heaven decrease S akka knows that

the morality . on the earth has dedined and takes

necessary steps to remedy the situation. According to
·

Mahakapha Jitaka (J.IV p. 1 8 1 ), after
Parirr ibbiina of Kassapa Buddha; morality in
the

the

the
human world reached its low ebb which Sakka realized

by the poor number of new arrivals in Tavatimsa. He
immediately descended to . the human realm with

Matali who was made to .take the form of aJerocious .
dog. Frightening the king and the people with the help

of the dog S akka was able to re-establish the moral
order in the country.

According to the Mahigovinda Sutta commentary

(DA.

II.

. the

where Sakka came forward to assist or rescue virtuous
p�rsons who needed help :
$

Sakkassa devaraffffo nisinnisana!Jl · uphiikiram
dassesi. Sakko "ko. nukho ma1p sakkaitato civetu kamo " ti iivajjanto . . .
The seat of Sakka, the king of the gods heated up.
. Sakka conjectures "who is that person who wants to

commentaries Sakka is assigned with another function,

counterpart Indra

Jitaka commentary and
Dhammapada commentary are full of instances

to ascertain the reason. The

. When t h e Buddha accepted the invitation of

650) Sakka is supposed to keep a record of ·

various meritorious acts performed by the people in

eject me from the position ofSakka"

(J. II. 123-24).

,'f

It is said that Sakka used to disguise himself in
another form before proceeding to offer,his help. Sakka
assisted Guttila, the Great Musician against his own

pupil Mifsila and made him win the contest

248). In the Candakippara Jitaka (J. IV. 282)

J.

II.

Sakka

gave life to the Ki��ara who was killed by the kin·g of
Baranasi. He ·helped king Kusa:· to get rid of his ugly

Kusajitaka (J. V. 217)� As per Sambuli
Jitaka (J. V. 88) he rescued Queen Satnbulii from
Danava the demon.The Jitaka commentary is abundant
face in the

with similar instances where Sakka descended from

Tavatill!sa to help those in. need of help such as

Ambacora Jitaka ( J. III. 1 37) Ayakfi.ta Jitaka ,(J. III
145), KamaJitaka (J. IV. p. l67) Kelisililitaka (J. III
142), Kharaputta Jitaka (J. fli: 275), Culladhanuggaha .
Jitaka (J. III. 219), Dhajavihefha litaka (J. III. 303),
Biliirikosiya Jitaka (J: IV. 62) Manicora Jitaka (J.
1 2 1 ) etc. S i mil arly Dhammapada commentary
contains many episodes where Sakka played "Good

· Samaritan" such as

Cakkhupiila Therassa Vatthu,

'

··

'i

·'
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Vatthu

(DhA . · I l l .

96)

Rohi.(likhc.ttiyakaiiffiiya Vatthu (DhA. III. 298): Cu
lasubhaddavatthu (DhA. III. 465) etc.

Sakka Tests Virtues of others : Sak.ka sometimes

�)

>-

comes to test the virtues Of various persons in the
human world. He came to test the sila of the
Bodhisatta who was born as a hare in the Sasa Jataka
(J. II. 51). In the Kurudhamma Jiitaka (J.II. 365) he
com�s to test a courtesan. In the Dhammasonda Jiitaka
he comes to rest the king Dhamma Sonqa in the form
of a demon. The Vighasa Jiitaka. (J. III. 3 1 0) and
Somadatta Jiitaka (J.II. 164) describes how, when the
ascetics are not diligently practising their virtues Sakka
used to frighten them and put them on the correct
path.

\

S AI{KA

"Devan agara i s 1 0, 0 � leagues in length, its golden
streets sixty thousand l ea �e." long. Vej ayanta Mansion
g
is thous an d l e agues . S u dhamrn.·a hall is of five h u ndred

leagues . . . . . . . . . . . .

"

�.

The follo wing ex tract from the Su ·ratthappakasini

s�

•rpyuttanikiya
(SA . I. 341), t he com mentary of the
pro vides a detailed description of his c� ':J.fiot. It also
provides a beautiful description of his b� 1er that is
su pposed to give the sound of a five-fold :). 'llusical
·
instrument when slowly moved by the wind : ·..
Sakkassa kira diya¢cjha -yojano- sat ' iiyiimo rath� '
Tassa h i pacehim ' ant a pa.(J.(Jiisa yojano, majjhe

rathapaffjaro pap.(Jiisayojano rathasandhito yiiva
rathasisa pa.(J,pasayojan an i. Tad eva pamanam
digu.(JQm katva tiyojana -satiiyiime ti vadanti yeva.
Sakka is �fraid of Ascetics: Yet Sakka Is supposed Tasmim yojanika pallanko attha(o; tiyofanikarp
to be afraid of genuine ascetics. He fears that if. the setacchatfaiJl matthake {hapilaiJl. Ekasmim yeva yuge ·
�cetics. severely practise penance and succe�d the
sahassa -iijaJiffa yutti. Sesalankiirassa pa�napa1J1
w�uld eject him from the position of Saicka According . n 'atthi. I;Jhajopan 'assa arfflha-tiyani"yojanasaian,
to Abbantara Jiitaka (J. II. 392) Sak.ka hatched a plot uggato. Vat' ahatassa paffcangiktl tutiyasseva saddo
to eject ascetics who were meditating in the king's niccharati.

y

·

0

park and thereby disturb their concentration and
. prevent them from achieving their objective. There
appears to "be some inconsistency between this and
the a�ove statement that says that S akka used to
correct the ascetics who transgress the prescribed path.
Sakka sends his chariot with Matali to transport
virtuous persons to Tavatimsa as he has done in the
case of Guttila, Mandhiitu Siidhina and Nimi Jiitakas.
Tho�gh he moved with the Buddha and his chief
disciples he had the time to devote even for small
Siimarieras He came to rescue four seven year old
novic�s Sailkicca, Pru:t4ita, Sopaka and Sobhita. He
patronized even a virtuous lay man, as in the case of
Jotika for whom })e built a grand paiace.
.

. Sakka's glorious life: The glory of Sakka's life
briefly touched upon in the canon is seen described in
detail in the commentaries, providing additional

information. His seat PawJukambalasii ii is described

as " of sixty leagu¢s in height, five leagues in breadth,

fifteen leagues thick

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

when sitting and getting up it sinks and comes up_. : ·

r

·

The Jataka commentary gives a fascinating

description of his city Devanagara, Vejayanta palace
and Sudhamma Hall.

.

·

Sakka's Sensuality: 12• The commenhitors have not ·
.

left his weak points untouched. This is clear from the
Rohiniyavatth u (DhA. III. �95 ff) of the
Dfzammapada{{hakathii According to this story Rohlni
ail ailing sister of Yen. Anuruddha who led a religious
li fe a s instructed by the thera was born in Tavati�a
and as a. resi.1lt · of her merits she was extremely
beautiful.. Blit she was born in the boundary .of two
Devm Enticed by her beatity both Devas claimed her.
As they could not coine to a settlement they went to
Sakka, th�ir king seeking a settlement. It' was at .this .
moment thai Sakka revealed th�t he too needs her and .
went to the extent of declaring that he could not live
• any l onger w�thout her. The two pevas had no
.
alternative but to concede Roliini to Sakka, It said
that 's at-.ka
2f million handmaids . and 500 dove
foote{} (kakrt{np iidi�_iyo) nymphs.
..

had

IS

Sakka · in tbe Commentaries Compa�:ed with
Sakka in the Canon: A careful comparison would

show that the Sakka in the commentaries is quite
different from the Sakka that we encounter in the
canon. As already seen Sakka in the canon, specially

in the first four Nikiiyas, is interested. only in the
Dhamma. He comes to meet the Buddha or one of his

chief disciples in order to listen to the Dhamma or to

·

.
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get a problem regardins the Dhamma s�ved. That Sakka who was there, to protect Vijaya and his
also not v�ry often. fie has no connection with the retinue who would be landing in the island of Lanka
ordinary human qe_ings, though it is said that he on the same day, as his siisana would be established
honours. virtuou� men, but not in their presence. As in Sri Lanka :
seen in the canonSakka is a very reserved person, not
Patif.thissati devinda lankiyam mama siisana!J1
easily app�oachable, resident far away in the
Tasma saparivira!J1 ta1p rakkha lankaff ca
Tiivatimsa,. farely seen on the earth, that too to see the
siidhukarp Mhv VIII. verse 4)
Buddha or one of his chiefdisciples. The. Sakka legend .
has been used by the : early compilers of the canon
Sakka in turn delegated the responsibility to god
carefull anct economically. They have been car�ful
n9f t� involve Sakka in 'any thing other than the Uppalavrup;m. The god Uppalaval')l)a is said to have
· tied treads in the hands .of Vijaya and his retinue in . ·
Dhamma
· the guis.e of _ a Padbbiij aka, for their protection .
But the cpm'nle�ta�ors · have involved Sakka . (loc. cit.). However there is no mention of Sakka in the
excessively in huriian activities. .Reserved and rarely Mahiiv.arpsa tili the reign of the king Devailampiyatissa
seen Sakka iq. the c'imo:�, has ·:bec6·Dl.e a very popular (247-207 B.C.) during whose reign Buddhism was ·
figure who often inv·o 1Ves13 himself .in the human introduced · to the isiaiid. · In the introduCtion of
.
activities in the corrutierttaiies. A.s already seen, in the Buddhism to L�a, Saklca.is supposed to have played
.
.
commentaries�· Sakka is 'tlie ·�pholder of the moral order. an important role: As per Mahavarpsa · (chapter xiii
At times he is.the saviour of virtuous men in distress: verse. 1 5) when Maha Mahinda Thera was staying at ·
He is also entrusted with ttie · protection of the Vedisagiri watching the situation in Lanka, prior to ·
Buddh.a sasana and : invOlved i n several other his departure to the ·island of Thambapanili it was
responsibilities as �already discussed.
The compilers Sakka who r¢quested the Thera to proceed to Laiika
.
.
of the . Jitaka . commentary , arid the Dhammapada _: for the conversion. Again· · ait�r the introd�cti�n of . ·
.
commentary ·.have made the ·best use of the Sakka Buddhism to Lanka, on the request ·rriade by ·Maha
legend: The Jatdka commd1tary testifies that the Sakka Mahinda Thera, it was . Sakka who gave the relics,
legend has been a boon to the stoiy teller. In the Jataka namely the· Right Collar ·B one (Dakkhip{ikkhadnatU)
tales, whenever the chief
character, who happens to of the· Buddha, through the Samanera Suniaila to be . .
.
·
be the Bodhisatta in most �f the cases, is in. trouble brought and enshrined in the Thiipiirama Cetiya that
Sakka was there t_o heh> him· or to punish the villain.
was being built by King Devanampiyatissa; as
· The purpose of the Jataka fales was to inculcate the -recorded in the Mahiivamsa.
Buddhist morals W;long the ordinary folk. Thus it is
obvious that the Jaiaka commentator has made the
Again till the reign of king Du$agamani (101-77 . ·
optimum use of the . popular Sakka legend to teach
·
·
Buddhist morafs to the ordinary folk, in the Way they B.C.) Sakka does. not appear in the Lankan scene. The .·
Mahiiv.arpsa states (Mhv. xxxviii. verse 5 ft) how King ·
· could understand easily.
Dunhagiiinan i was in a �ilemma to collect briCks for ·
At the same time Sakka1s position appears to have the Mahii Thiipa, . as he has already given enough
been diluted during the commen:tariai period .The king trouble to the people
by . way of his war campaign :
of gods who reigns over tlie celestial realm Tiiv'at�a
against Tamils. It is said that Sakka learnt the king's
who comes to the Buddha occasionally to listen to ·
problem through the deity residing in the king's parasol
the Dhamma has been brought down to. the position
of an ordinary Buddhist king who lives among · th� · and ordered Vissakamrna to create all the bricks needed
people, ever ready to come and help the virtUous and and Vissakamma carried out the order :
..

y

.

.

.

.

·

is easily approachable.

·

Sakka and Sri Lanka: Sri Lanka tradition has

connected Sakka with Sri Lanka14 • According to the
MGhiivarpsa (chapter 7 verse 4), Buddha while lying
in the death bed (Parinibbina maffcamhi) requested

Mapehi if.thikiitattha
lti sakkena bhiisito
· Vissakammo idhiigamma
Mapesi lattha itthikii
(loc.citj

i
--
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On the day of the relic enshrinement of the Maha Conclusion: The legend of Sakka was not composed
Thiipa Sakka was there with his conch shell filled during a specific period of time by a single person. It
with water (Mhv. xxxi verse 78). i-Ie further got is a product of a long period of time extending to
several centuries. In cou(se of time numerous persons
Vissakamma to decorate whole of Lanka .
have added on to it. Further the story of S_akka is not
Sahassavathu a collection of pious stories written recorded in a particular text but found scattered in Pali
during the Anuradhapura period, too, contains some literature comprising of texts commentaries and
stories where S akka is involved. 15As per treatises. Under the above circumstances few
Sahassavatthu Sakka comes .to assi.s t the virtuous discrepancies found are admissible. Yet in spite of the
persons or to test their virtues, as he used to ·do in long period of its formation at the hands of various
hmbudipa. He came to test the faith of Ariyagala individuals it has maintained a marvelous homogeneity.
Tissa ' 16 : of Rohana. ite also: visited Kundisailghii, .
daughterof a Minister of Anuradhapura, in the guise
Buddhism wa:s born in a society where the concept
of ayoung man to test he·r virtues. It is also. stated that of god/gods was strong and what is connected to gods
) Sakka used to visit Mahii Maliyadeva Theta 17 of only were acceptable to them. Buddha never claim to
\C
Piyatigudlpa o-ccasionally. It is significant that Sakka be a god or his incarnation. The ordi�ary people could
j- ·i� supi)osed to have ho�oure� ·Dahtakutilqibika 18 the not understand the Buddha's Enlightenment. The best
virtuous layman, offenng htm garlands of flowers way to present a new doctrine to them was to connect
which rerhinds of an episode in the Saijzyutta Nikiya it with the gods near and dear to them. Therefore the .
·h ow Sakka worshipped virtuous laymen who · Buddha's teachings were presented to .them using
.
supportetl wife and children the correct way . · Sakka as a tool in a manner mote acceptable to them,
. Vamsatthizjiakariizi the commentary to theMCzhiva�psa without violating the main Buddhist prlhdples.
( Circa: 8L9 th. century A.C:) makes a reference to
Sak:Iai wnith might he considered as the Jast reference
The admission of the Sakka conceptto Buddhism
. to S:ikka in Lanka before he werit to oblivion. ha:� beneflted Buddhism in another way. The belief in
According to the MahavaiJiSa (Ch. X:xxiv verse 49 f) an almighty Creator God was sti'oiigin: the society
ki'ng''l311ath'ik�bnaya' (38-66 A. C.); one Of the i:nost where · Buddhism emerged, whiCh Buddha· totally
pi'Otis among the kings, while worshipping Mahathiipa, rejected creating a big vacuum in the minds ofthe
- heard monks chanting but did not see those chanters. adherents.· In spite ofthe fact that Sakka is not accepted
0 Aftentscertiining that the sound was coming from . as an almighty god in Buddhism, ' his ·admission to
the lntei·ior of theThiipa, he resolved that he would · Buddhism appear to have filled the ·vacuum created
' not rise up unless he sees those who were · chanting by the rejection of the almighty godto a certain extent
witil'in. ' He was lying without food. The Theras in the minds of the adherents and ·satisfied their
discuss�d among them, according to the Mahivarpsa sentiments.' Therefore the concept ofSakka has helped
arid took the king· insi.de the Thiipa:anq $ho·wed him · Buadhis·m · Tn �s-ever.U ·ways 'especiatly in · t.iking · the
e�erything. But the Va1psatthapakasini (Vql. IL p. 554) Buddha's message to the ordinary people:
says that S�a's s�at got heated up a$ a result ofthe
king's vi1;tue �nd consequently he came· 'down · to
·. ':K.· Arunasiii.
persuade the theras to show the king the interior of · ·Refrences
the Thiipa.
1 It is observe4 that ·the .name Indra is pre· Indian · .
It is not possible to find references to S�a aft��- .
since it is found in. the Avesta as that.of a demon. ·
this except iri the Sinhata translations of the original
The term �'Vere'tllraghna" (V!trahan) is also
Pali works. . This is probably due to the spread of
found in the Avesta as the designation of the
Mali�yana in Sri Lanka which uphold the Bodhisattva
god of viCtory, though not connected with
concept. The functions earlier assigned to Sakka, such
Indra. Thus' it seems likely that there was
.
distress
in
those
rescuing
order,
moral
the
of
as guarding
already in the · Indo Iranian period a god
etc. appear to have been taken over by the Bodhisattas.
resembling the"V!-fra"- slaying Indra ofRigveda..
·

.

•

i

.

9 Here Ven. Moggalllina is supposed to have referred

The etymo l o gy of the term is doubtful but
appear to have connected to "indu" drop of

to Sakka as aya"} yakkho" (this yakkha), an
honourary epithet fo u nd used for the Buddha ·
in the c an on
iO
The commentary (SA. I p. 340-341) identifies
Su�i m::� :md Suwi ra as Sakka's sons Further
"

rain.

2 Some are of the opinion that it .refers to Indra's
shattering of mountains (Parvata, giri) the
c!rmds and releasing of wat�rs ( A Vedic reader

.

th�- co:nmentary says Sakka

A.:\. MacDonell, Oxford Uni versit'; Press. 19 i 7

3
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43).
Ih the later H i ndu Mythoiogy inJra has fallen
into the second rank. He i� i nferior to the t6.ad
(Br..hma, Vis!:mlJ, Mahes•,::tr:l). But. he is the
chief of all the other g cd s (Classical Dictionary
of Hindu. Mythology, John Dowson, 1 879, p.

s�ns .

J§taka coic.mentary record many occasions

1'

whe1 e Sakka helped Bodhisatta also to ful fi l l

perfections (piramitis), as seen in the case of . ·
the Vessantara Jiitaka etc.
1 2 • Sakk.a's. ari;orous charac ter is observed even in
the Pre- B uddhist l iterature. According t o

1 25.

Mahiibhirata, h e seduced o r endeavored t o
. seduce Ahalyli the wife o f sage Gautama and ·
the sage's curse impressed upon hirh thousand

4 It is s�en that the epithet S akr� has been used for
-the other gods also

�ei!h used

in . the Rigveda.

But it has

for Indra many · more times as an

m ark s res e m b l ing

epi:hP-t. i.e. forty times for Indra and five times

afterwards those _marks were changed_to· eyes · ·

and he is called Netrayonf and Sahasraksha the

ppahiyinaiJl . Ma cch e rav i n ay e y utta.p
. . . Tamvede v i
Saccamkodh 5bhibhunaram
T8vaiiiJ1si iJhu sappuriso iti (S. I. p. 228) , . .
6 Sakko bhikklzave devinam Indo ubbe manussa
bhiito samino Magho niima miBI.avo ahosi (S.
.

.

..

.

p

I. 229)
·

7

It is conjectured whether Rhys Davids tran.slation

.

(Dialogue of the Buddha part ii page 3 1 8)
.
which runs as : "I who have merely as a god

Vaj irapani came armed with a thunderbolt

the

commentary

Buddha ' s

questions.

The

Sumangala Vilasini (DA I 264)

says that it was Sakka who came as Vajirapani.
· . Similarly Vajiraplini · vvho came to frighten

Saccaka (M I 227 Ciilasaccaka Sutta) is also
identified in the commentary (M.A. II 277) as
.

Sruda

.

1 24ft)

13 It .has been witnessed that Salcka does not play ·
· a vital part in the commentaries · such as those

Niki;as where the Buddhagosa's . ·
authorship is uncontested. It is In the '/itaka ·
Commentary and the Dhainma.P ada
. CoiJllllentary that Sakka plays a vital role.
14 Valmiki's Rimiyana, an Indian Epic1 re ,rds a ·
pre Buddhistic connection of Indra or Silla
with Lanka R im§yana relates how Ravan;t -the
of the first

king of Lanka warred with Indra in his ·�wn :

heaven and defeated · h i m . Ravana' s son

(mahantarp aya kil(aiJl) and threatened the ·
Brahmin youth Ambaf.tha who was refusing to

answer

mythology , John Dowson Loridon 1 879 p.

·

.

·

thousand eyed. (Ciassical. Dictionary of Hindu :

��

exist have (by my acts) incurred the desti ny to

live again once more" gives the-correct meaning
as explained in th� commentary (DA. III 739)
8 According to the commentary Amba!fha 'Sutta of
the Dfgha Nikaya too refers to Salek� .(Ambagha
Sutta D.!. 95)describes how a yalckha named

the fem a le o rgan.

Consequently he got the name S ayoni. But

. only for the other gods . .
5 MfitifJeiti bharaipjan!UIJl kulc je f.th§pa�·ayanaiJl
Saf!ha.rp sakhi!asainbhasaiJl J'esuneyya
·

has on.! th')l:Sand .

Meghanada brought Indra to Lanka as a prisoner,

' For this gallantry act he received the rianie
Indraj it, one who defeated Indra (Classical

Dictionary of Hindu Mythology- John Dowson
London 1 879 p. 1 2 1)

15 SahassavatthuppakaraTJll. (Sinhala Script) edited
· by Agga Maha Pandita Buddhadatta Thera ,
Colombo 1 959
16
Ibid. p. 56
17 ibid. p. 192'
18 loc. cit

·
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else by presuming the aggregate to be part of the self,

'personality view ' . The term sakkiya i s made u p of

or else by

sat 'existing' and kaya, 'body ' . K§ya in the present
,

I, 300). This twenty-fold matrix sets the paradigm for

context has a more general sense and goes b ey o n d its

whatever manifestations of sak.kiyadiffhi can be found.

usual meaning as the physical body, so that the entire

term sakk§ya stands for 'embodiment' , 'identity' or

Instances of these twenty modes of personality

'personal ity.

·

view make their appearance in several discourses, a

According to the Sakkiya Sutta

(S.

short selection of which w i l l help to illustrate the

· five-aggregates of clinging are what make up sakkiya.

sakkayaditth
i.
. The
..
Mah ata.rihiisankhaya Sutta reports the monk Sati

to craving and will cease if craving is overcome. Hence

through the round of rebi.t1hs, this consciousness t>eing

other. than the noble eightfold path.

retribution (M. I, 256). In reply to this thorough
misunderstanding, the Buddha spoke of the depe dent

III, 159), the

i m p l i c at i o n s

Such sakk§ya, shows the same discourse, arises due

·

_

what speaks and feel s and experiences karm ic

n

arising of consciousness, thereby i ndicating that Sati �

The same definitio n of sakkiya recurs in the

Cilfayedalla Sutta (M. I, 299), which elaborates this
definition by pointing out that Clinging (upMiina) is

mistaken view implied a causally independent self.
Such notions of causal independence and mastery

apart from them, but simply refers to desire and lust
. feature as the summary statement. of the nature of
dukkha found in the standard definitions of the first

23 1 and S. UI, 66), . so that to t<tke any of these to be

an inde�ndent sclf tums out to be a thorough illus!on. ·

noble truth1 sakkiya is closely relatedto dukkha and
·- . thereby of eminent importance in early Buddhism.

to erroneous self notions·. The Mahapu!JPOma

identifies the way leading to the cessation of sakkiya

C)

.

III,

believed the denhi of self to imply a denial of kam1ic

n

mistaken conceptions are off springs of the · sanie

. experiences of deep conce trative absorption (M. II,

sd.T.��ijyculif.tht.

· 265). This passage is a. restatement . of the above
.

.

'

.

.

Such sakkiyadif.thi involves a conversion of the

. instinctive sense of an T at the core or subjectiv�::
experience into a s u b s t <ti. t i a l .anJ JK, :-:siblJ ..:. v� i l
metaphysical enti t)·, a n ad o f ' (; rui.Jv\:ii lilt:llt' vr
'personification' yielding thc::. notim� vf a stlf and ti cm

this notion evolving i<.tu ti. fuii ik<.l6.:;;:. ' 'i.t<v� ·�;,.:;v,.::bg
tii:.; g.;)i,;:p.::;i s
to the sta.'1da.r.:; J�:: S.nitioh of
.- .-1 · .i!\:_;
0. c .., ., �h � c,. J t' F! ,-u.b
. · 1 .. ....
.
"'f�r,
3.1
'
1
"
h r vir- ·;· ' c. ··.. •r·> •<>� b,:;:�ed
·
U,V
� ... ..... ....
"""
t:'
.
..,
·
Ji•
',.
.... '- J \.l .. -1
,
i.\.
1 t..J l

.

o!l

su��.�;�:�:t;:�::.

'O.

�./

. •

'( A wl o\

one c: the ot...�er of a1tng�ther ��vcnty ?Ossible

r.-•0def.,. �r:-:v;;�
?.ggr�zat.�c;

t�

:>!

b�: s-0 !1s;de:ing o::! iy of the five

r�tr_-:-r C'c!::-:sponil

tn

�he self,

sr

else

taking the self-�=- be e_1 1dqv,·ed •.vith the Jggregate, or

originatio� cf

retributi o n . a�1d empirical. continui ty. Both these

sensual pleasu es and material forms, together with

.

.

consciousness into accc•mt, this monk mistakenly

definition,. taking scikkiya to cover present and future

.

St:�t

(M. Ill, 1 9). Just as the monk Siiti haci fallen into the.

. The An.effjasapp iya Sutta offers a complementary

.

.�utta ·

by karmic. retribution, as all fivi! aggreg!1tes are not

i

definition, undertaken .from the perspective o f
different t�pes of experiences . . .

.

reports another monk wondering who will be affected

error of no taking the dependent

r

.

.

The monk Sari was not the only monk falling prey

Thus it comes as no surprise when anoth�r qiscoui:se

. 44).

.

.

't

are in the final account amenahle to full control, (M. I,

in regard to them. Since the five aggregates of clinging

(S.

are

· the soil in whi<:h sakkayad(f!h� grows. Yet neither body
nor feelings; perceptions, · volitions or consciousness

not identical with the five aggregates, nor something

· ·as the way leading to the cessation of dukkha

of

assuming that the selfsame consciousness continues

. the path leading to the cessation of sakkiya is none

.

taking the sel f to be within the aggregate (M.

iff�

Another discourse depicts M
ch�Jlenging the
.
nun Vajira by asking her wh o had created· the 'being' ·

.
.

a�ld v;here the 'being' had come from (S. I, 1 3 5). Unlike

tl:.:: two l�•orJ:s :m-c1itioned above, the nun

��jirihad

developed a d-=�per understanding of the Dhamma

tiTiJ S quick to point out that Mara was under
·
�he. � w ay of views, a reference indicating that �is notion

Cllid

WaC

of a 'being' wa() an instance of sakkiyadiffhi. Just as a .
chariot is merely a functional a.5semblage of parts; she

· explained, so to<;> the expression 'being' refers merely

6

. t the functional assembtage of the five aggregates.

Just as the term 'chariot' is simply a convention,
so too the superimposition of the notion of an 'I' on
' .
..

·

SAKKAYADITilll
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in any of these three ways is however untenable, the
Buddha pointed out, as all perceptions arise and pass

experience is nothing but a convention. Yet, the above
example from the Mahapup[Klma Sutta shows that

.
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away.

disclosing the·merely conventional nature of 'I' notions

can lead to misunderstandings. In terms of the chariot

The altogether twenty possible modes of

simile: to reject the existence of an independent,

sakkayadif.thi form the basic matrix for the.arising of
ride in the functional assemblage of conditioned and all kinds of views. As the monk Isidatta explained to
the householder Citta (S. lV, 287), the different types
impermanent parts to which the concept 'chariot'
refers. In a similar way, to deny the existence of a self of views described in the Brahmaj ila Sutta (D. 'I, 1 2)
does not imply a denial of the individual person, 'being . are bunhe outcome ·of sakkiiyad(t{hi. If it were not for
but the conditioned and impenilanent interaction of Micchidif.thi, such viewswould not arise.

substantial chariot does not render .it impossible to

the five aggregates.

The question. posed above by Mira forms part of
a whole · ser of confused ' types dt thhiking under · the
influence ofsdkkayi:zditthi,
the Sabbasava
. . desciibed'in
.

Suita (M. I, ·s} Ac�ordihg to this discourse, a woildling
islirtine to wonder: 'Did I exist in the past or not, and
. ifl existed, what was I ii1 the past?' 'Will l exist in the

The same:finds-confirmation in another discourse, .
where the Buddha explained why he did nor make a

.

wodd (eternal or riot, boundless or not), the
relationship of the soul to the body (identity or not)

and the destiny of a tathagata after death (exists; does

futUre or ·wm I not exist?' , Am 'I · at present or am I

not exist, both/neither). According to·his explanation, .
such provositions · only arise , when one takes th.e .

not?� 'Where did this being come from,. where will it
go to?' Reflecting unwisely in this way, so the
Scibbisava Sutta explains, causes the arising of various

. !
l

· aggregates to be a self in any of the above-mentione.<;t .
twenty-modes (S. IV, 395). . ·

t)rpes of views about a sel[ Among these views, one

finds not' t>nly:t4e view proposed by the'moiik Siti,

'

Though -sakkayadif!hi as the root· of all ··views ·.j s
certainly wrong, it is ·not necessarily a 'wrong view' �
(micchaditthi)
. . iR the technical sense of the term.
.

presuming · that the self speaks and feels . and

experiences karmic retribution; but also the view 'no
,
self exists (or me . , ' corresponding to the type of

thinking occUrring in the monk from the Mahapu!i[nma
Sutta. Leaving · behind such · unwise reflections, · the
.
. Sabbisava Sutta contiimes, and wisely attending . to
the four noble truths .one will abandon the fetter of

)

pronouncement c oncerning a set of current
philosophical propositions about the nature . of the

'Wrong view' , so the ·Buddha · declared, necessarily ·

. leads to an evil rebirth; either in the animal realm or in
hell (A · 1,- 60). The·same cannot be said of all types of

·

sakkiyadif!hi.

sakkiiyadif!hi.

·

One who falls prey to Sakkiiyadi!fhi; and thereby
to the erroneous presumption of a self; might still b� .

The Mahanidana Sutta .takes up three modes of one Who petforms·wholesome: deeds and eelieves in
postulating a self in relation to. feeling for closer karmic retribution. Though the mistaken beHef iri a
examination. These three modes. proceed by either · self would prevent him other from aw�ening, it will
identifying feeling as the self, oi else taking the self to not prevent a favourable rebirth. It may well be for
be· without feeling, or by presuming that the selffeels
this reason that the discourses do • not explicitly
(D. D. 66). Yet to identifY with feelings is unacceptable identify Sakkiiy(ldighi as a. · micchiklif!hi and in one :
due to- the impermanent nature of feelings, the Buddha instance even list micchadif!hi side by side with atexplained, while to dissociate self from feelings is . . tiinudif!hi (a synonym of Sakkiiyadif!hi) as different
contradictory , since in the absence of any feeling, the · types of views (A. III, 447). S imilarly, the
.
· Dhammasaiiganls definition of Sakkiyadif.thi employs
. notion -'1' ·wouid not arjse in the first place. .
a number of qualifying epithets, among them 'false .
Another set of three selfriotions; this time arisen path', 'wrong road' and �wrongness'2 but is careful to
due to speculating on the nature of perception, can be avoid the expression 'wrong view' (micch.ilif!ln), quite
· . found in the Pof.thap.iia Sutta (D . I, 186): a coarse self probably because the implications of this. expression
(ofarika), a mind-made self (manomaya) and an do not al l o w including . it as a synonym for .
· im.material self (ar a). To identify with perception
Sakkiiyadif.th i.
.

.

I

-. �
,

·

·

aP
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Even though from a Buddhist perspe-c tive
Sakkayadif.thi is certainly incorrect, as long as its
. practical impl ications are to encourage moral and

wholesome conduct, Sakkayadif.thi will not have the
same evil consequence as micchadif.thi, with its denial
of karmic retribution afld of the validity of ethical
values. Sakkayadif.thi is a fetter binding to continuous
samswic existence, but not a fetter that inevitably

results in such future exjstence taking place in the
. lower realms.

Sakkiyadif!hi as · a. fetter binding to · continuous
existence in sa1psira is the first of the three fetters to
· . be overcome with streani-entry (A. I, 242). Since
Sakkiyadi,f!hi in its twenty modes boils down to 'I'

,�)
l
'

dentifying with the five aggregates, the cure required

to gain freedom from Sakkiyadi!fhi is to contemplate
the five aggregates as devoid of 'mine', ' I �', and
'my self' (S. III, 68}. Such contemplation not only
covers the l ast mentioned v iew ' my self' , the
Sakkayadif!hi proper, but also its foundations: the
sense of 'I am' as a manifestation of conceit and the
.. mode of craving uridedying the attribution' of 'mille'
· to phenomena. 3
· Concerning the -notion 'mine' , the Miilapariyiiya
Sutta expiains that this notion · arises out of a basic
pattern of conceiving . (maffffan a) in rel ation to

0

experienced phenomena (M. I, 1 ). In the case of earth,
for example, based on perceiving eartli the prqcess of
conceiving typical for a waddling proceeds from
forming the conception 'earth' , _ via the creation of a
subject-object relationship as ' in earth' · and ''from
. earth', to the notion 'mine' ·in rel�tion· _io earth artd
there- with to the arising of delight in regard to earth. ·
That is; the sensory input of what is perceived · first
receives real object status and then is: appropriated. .
With this act of appropriation; · 'self'-:- ishness comes . ·
into being. To appropriate is to control, so that this .
act of appropriation as 'mine' enhances and·confl.fQls
the sense of ·a substantial subject able to exert controL

SAKKAYADITlll
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enacting the reassuring illusion ' I am' . Such 'I am'
notions are but erroneous superimposition s on
experience, c onvey i ng the sense of an autonomous

and independent s�bject reaching out to acquire or
reject discrete s:u.bstantial objects.
It is this basic fundamental notion of an 'I' which
in its rationalised form becomes the full- fledged
Sakk§yadif.thi as 'my self' and therewith the basis for
all kinds of views. Even a new born baby, though not
yet having . even a sense of b e i ng an individual,
nevertheless_ is already in the possession of the
underlying tendency to such Sakk§yadi!fhi (M. l,432).
This passage indicates that tllY probleQl poseg py
Sakk§yadiffhi · is not merely a matter of verb�l ly

articulating self notions. Expressions such as T and
'mine' will still pe used py an ara)ian.t, for co.nvent\onal
purposes (S. I, 14). Hence to go beyond Sqkkiy(Jdif!hi
is not a �!latter of rheto�ic, but . of overcomi11g �d
eradicating the craving, concei� and view forming
pro�e�� th;It jn th� c�se of the ordin�y worl.�iling
accompany the .use of su,ch expres&ions.
·

With the attainment of str�am-,entry, the fetter of .
Sakk§yadif.thi and thefewith the view 'my self' are
.
torever erad ic<l:ted . The noHon 'I am ' as an expression · ·
of conceit, however, still l ingers on and will only be
abando11ed with full awakening (S.III, 130). For this
sa:me reason, the Mulapariy§ya Sutta advises the Sf!/cha
to avoid taking experienced phenomena as 'mine' and .
delighHng in them (M. I,4}
The notion .'1 am' can only occur when . there is
clingi�g, so Pug�a Mantaniputta once explc;tiJl,eq. to
Anand<l; (SJq, O?.)_.ipst �s of!Iy when .4ol�ing up a
mirror will o� be able to see oqeis·r�flection."Sii1lil1lfly
only when clhiging to'arty .ofthe'fi'\i� 'agifegates will .
the notion 'I �· :wise,

)

.

'-

·. .

.

•' -· ·.

·.

According to the ��ly B.uddhist analysis, clinging
can be o( altog�ther folJr type�.(D. IU, 23 0); clinging
Due to this sense of a substantial �ubject abl� to · to sensualjty, to views, to rul�s and vows and to a
exert control, the five aggregates are experienced �� qoc.trjn� Jtf a s�J[ � last of t1l.es� fP!Jr, clingin� to a
embOdiments ofthe notion 'I am' . From the worldling's doctrine of self (attavjilfpiiliina), · is a type Of clinging
which according to the Uuddha's analysis in the
po_int of view, the material body is ' where I am',
Ciilasih.anada Sutta is beyond the understanding of
feelings are 'how I am', perceptions are 'what I am'
otherreligioi.Js t!b�chers (M. I, 66). This fourth type of
� (perceiving), volitions are 'why I am' (acting), and
clinging
is none other than a manifestation of
consciou�ness is 'whereby I am' (experiencing). In
Sakkiyad.if!hi (Vbh.. 375).
this way, each aggregate Offers its own contribution to
.

.

.

On one occasion the B\lddha humorously invited
his monks to cling to a self doctrine, if they were able
to find a self doctrine which would not result in the
arising of dukkha (M. I, 1 37).- Since however no self
can be found, such clinging and its corresponding views
_
and doctrines are but the prattle of fools.
. Nevertheless, the many folk delight in sqkkiya
and thus remain in the ·bondage of Mara (It. 92).
Fettered, obsessed and enslaved by Sakkiyadif!hi, the
worldling is unaware ofthe possibility to escape from
it (M. I, 433). 'See this world with its gods' the �uddha
proclaimed, 'conceiving what is riot self to ·be 'a self'
(Sn. 756). Ill fact, not only men are under the sway of
. Sakkiyadi!fhi, but even gods. Among gods endowed
with a long life span the mistaken belief in a permanent
self can easily anse. On hearing the Buddh a proclaim
.
:the impermanent ·nature . of sakkaya, such gods are .
struck with fear, realizing that they too are caught up
in the predicament of sakkiya (A II, 33).
·

A monk whose mind does not feel inspired to give
up. sakkiya is like a· weak man who attempts to swim
a:cross the Ganges riv�r but is unable to do so (M. I,
· 435). Lack of inspiration · for the relinqu�shment of ·
sakkiya may sometimes be due to - attachment to
deeper. stages of concentration (A. I I, 165). More
mundane rea5ons for delighting in sakkiya can be taking ·
pleasure in activ ity," . i n . c hattering, in sleeping; in
company and in conceptual proliferation (A. III, 292).

Oilce the mind has however gained the in-spiration
to relinquish· sakka}ra, it can be reckone� as a mind
that is well developed and free, gone heyond. the
·

underlying ·tendency

io delight in

sakk iya· (A.

III, 246).

The giving up· of sakk aja is happiness indeed, so the

noble. one� .proclaim; What the 1�any .folk take to b�
.
.
. happiness, they. see as �isery; but whi;lt the' many

folk call misery, the noble ones know to be happiness. 4 . Once Nibbiita is experienced, the Buddha explained
in the Magandrya Sutta (M. I, 51 1 ) , the much cherished

·

.'I' Is seen for what it is: an ad of cheating futd deluding
oneself. Such cheating and deluding oneself through

clinging to sakkiya is like being on the near shore of a

water expanse (S. IV, - 1 75), a shore beset by danger
and fearful, while the other shore, safe anJ free fwm

danger, is Nibbiin.a, the cessation of sakk!iya.
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3 . SA. II, 98: etarp mamati taphagah.o . . . esoham
. asmiti miin.agiiho . . . eso me attati diffhigaho. .
4 . S. IV, 127: Sukharp diffharp ariyehi, sakkiyassa
nirodhanaJ!1. . . ya1p pare sukhato iih.u, tad ariya: .
§hu dukkhato, ya1ppare dukkhato ah.u, tadariya
sukhato vid rl .

' .

SAKRA See .SAKKA .
SAKYA. The clan name of the Buddha Gotama with

the altemative form Sakiya is found in canonical an�
post-canonical Pali wo1ks. Individuals of the Sak.ya
.
. chm are generally referred to by the name Sakka. Jn ·
Buddhist Sanskrit th� terms used are Sakya and ·at
·
times Sakiya. The; form Sakiyani with the alternativ�s
. .
Sakyayani, S akyayani: are used in referring to Sakya · ·
females. Sakyaputtiya, 'Sons of the Sakya' in Pali and ·
.
Sak]'aputriya in Buddhist Sansk:pt are commonly u�ed :
with rt:ference to the disciples of the Buddha. The
Buddha also came to be referred to as Sa.kyamuni
(Pali S akyamuui) \ the S akya Sage' and also as
Sakyasimha, 'the Sakya. Lion' . The Buddha was
commonly referred to as Sam�o Gotamo by non
Buddhists. In introducing himself to the king Bimbisara
·
of Magadha, the recluse Gotama saysOn Himavant's snow -slopes
Yon. dwells a people, king .
Of wealth and energy
Settlers in Kosala
Lineal kin of the Sun (Adiccagotta)
Sakyans (Sakiya) by binh (jatiyii) gone forth
Have I, king, from that clan1
From this it is clear that the Sakya territory was
on the foothills of the Himalayas and, at least in the
time of the Buddha, they were included within the
Kosala kingdom. In one instance the king Pasenadi
Kosala claims both himself and the Buddha to be
Kosalas (Bhagavipi Kosaliko ahampi Kosaliko M. ).
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In yet another place the Buddha says that Sakyas

of Sakya settlements, viz. Kapilavatthu, Devadaha,

. Oldenberg has tried Ld identify the territory of the
Sakyas between the Nepalese lower range of the

Kapilavatthu, sometimes also called Kapilapura, is
generally accepted as the chief city of the Sakyas. · It

III 83).

Himalayas and the middle part of the course of the
river Rapti. · I quote, . "Between the Nepalese lower

range of the Himalaya and the middle pari of the course
the Rapti (Achiravati of Buddhist literature) which

ruris through the north-eastern part of the province of
Oudh, there stretches a strip of level, fruitful land,
sorile·thirty Eriglish miles broad, well-watered by the
numerous streams that issue from the Himalayas .

.

·

)

.

-

·

In Pali canonical texts are references to a number

held themselves to be vassals of Pesenadi Kosala (D.

Here lay the not so extensive territory over whicl_l the

Sakyas claimed supremacy arid dominion. On the
east the . Rohini separated their lands from their
neighbOurs; to this day this strearri has preserved the

nat1le which it bore more than two· thousand years
ago.. On the west and south th�- nile of the . Srucyas

extended quite up, or nearly so, to the Rapti."2 •

·

· He thinks that this fertile· and wen.:watered area
.
must have been extensively cultivated duririg the time
of the Saicya occupation. Placed amorig the rich·rice
fields and sila forests must have been many Sakya

viilages and behind them were the snow-capped
summits · of the Himalayas.
.

The Satcya territory must have been a small state

Q with an aristocratic government l ike the few similar

Khumadussa, Catuma, Samagiima, SiUivarl, Nagaraka,
Medatalumpa, S akkhara, and Ulumpa. Of these

was the Elder Kaludayi who invited the Buddha to
visit his kinsmen in the Sokya <.:ountry (Thg. 527ff).

The Mahavastu (III. 9 1.ff.) also can:ies the same story
but with variations. At Kapilavatthu the Buddha

received the Nigrodharama from the Sakyas. While lie
was at the Nigrodhiirama Rahula was' ordained by
Sariputta at the Buddha's request ( Vin. L 82f.). It is

possible he visited his native city several times during

his lifetime. On one occasion he i s mentioned as
convalescing after a grave illness at the Nigrodharama
.

.

.

(A. 1 . 2 1 9). On another accasicin he requested his

kinsman Mahanama, a devout follower; to find a

suitable place for him to put up for one night. Btit .
Mahanama could not find a suitable place arid-fmally

·

requested the Buddha to spend. the night at the .

hermitage of Bharandu Kalama, which the Buddha did

(ibid. 276f). This would probably reflect the social ·
conditions of Kapilavatthu at the time. Possibly the

houses were small and two crowded with no spare
room suitable for a recluse like the Buddha who needed

·

a quiet an� peaceful place for the night.

However Sakyas are called a rich and energetic .
people (Sn. 422). The Buddha is said .to have left a ·

great clan of relations when he left home life to become
states on the borders of the -great monarchies l ike the - a recluse. He also left much money and gold, and
Kosala and Maga<:fua states. It is claimed in later works. tre�ure both buried and above the ground.. · ije. Jeft a · ·
disting}iished family of tht? Kshastriya�casi:�, .a family,
that the Kosala kings, who earlier had a �ominal
. prosperous, wetl to do and rich (D. ) . i l �f).�This is
overlordship over the Sakya territory, fl:mill y.arufexed
.the type of thing.s . that. distil).guishe
'w�o
.
. catDe
. . ; ' :• '\ ·' �. people
the state and exterminated ffi�·sa�cY�� ct�.' .'(i:JhA..,:). ·
:.' '· . , · " :· . . . . ' : .·
·
tq meet t�� Buddha useQ lQ. �ay ·of hi�� Itf t>he place ·
3 57ff). However the histor1�_i t -of: tpis _ 'st� · f
the-: �udtlha h.I mself�desctibes .-lhe ;·cojhfoi'ts, and ·
extermination of the Sakya dan becomes questi�J:>le faciiit�s.he enjo}'e9 Cl$�a youtlhi.nilli� f��r,!:s-ho1.1�e.

y

: cy �6 fP�

as the MahiParinibbana Sutta (D. Il. 1 65) claims that

Sakyas also requested for and received a share of the
bodily relics of the Buddha after the cremation of his

body. The Sakya tet:ritory was separated from that of
1

their related c_lan, Koliyas, by the river Rohini (DhA.�

Ill. _p: 254, Thag. · 529). Pali comment(lfies speak df
· disputes between these two clans on sharing the water ·
of this river. Once the Buddha himself intervened to

stop an ensuing battle between the two clans ori the .
same problem (J. V. 412f; SnA. l . 357f.).

.

.

. .

�·

.

:.

. •'

.

.... . ..

..

·

The.re he .is said t� ·haveJ!�·t ein�siqns $Uttab1e
for the ._three seasons · (;,L 1 .)4�)., J'h�se , f�ts show
that Sakyas, although, insignW¢a;�r po,iitj��ly and
militarily, were a quite pr()spe�9�·s .. p�ople who were
also described as a haughty people, very �uch proud .
. .� )
. of their ancestry.

h�e

.

There itre a number of instances in canonicat and
. post-canonical Pal i literature where this Sakya
haughtiness and racial pride is demonstrated. When a
group of Sakya youth, who- were on an outing one

.

·
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day, decided to join the Buddhist Sangha they handed
over all their ornaments and valuables to their barber
named Upali, who was also with them, to take them
back to his home. But after a while Upali reflected on
the co,ns�uences h.e would hav� to face if b,e gqes .
back nome with the valuables "These Sakyas are fierce.
Thinking, 'this one has made the young men come
forth', they may · even kill me". He hung up all the
ornaments on a tree to be taken by any one and himself
join� the S�ya YOtlth to renoul).ce home lif�. When
they w�nt to the Buddha the Saeyas requested the
B4ddha to ad�i� Upali, their barber, first into the .
Orq�r 'an�, adrnit theql st�bsequ�n�ly� They s�d, "We,
LQrd., a.re s,·�ans,. w� �e prou9; Lord this bar�er,
Up��. has �een our ��endam for a l ong -ti�e. ��y the .
Lord let him go forth the fJ.fSt". They wi&hed to respect
and hono�r Upali as a s_enio� �olleague so that they
�� humble their Salcya pride (Vin. II. 18lf} Another mstan,ce demonstrating this Salcya haughtiness is-the
me�H�g th� Budc!h<�; ha� with the brah::tmin youth
A,mballita. ln the pres�nce of the .Buddha A�banha
. - �ondemned aP.d abused the Salcyas as "rough and rude,
toucqy cmd violent" for. he said, these Illenials neither
ver�rat� nor p�y homage to brahamins. He sai� that, ·
when he once visited Kapilavatthu on some business
o� ct4er �cr wept tp th�ir .is�emply hall, t�e yotmg
1md old SaicYas. assembled there· did not show any
respect for hiQI or even offered him a seat S<lkyans,

Sakya Syst�m of Administration

·

.· .

The sak:ya territory seems to have had a republican
fo rm o f ad min istration carried out w i th the .
participation of both the elders . and the y oung
me111.bers of tb,e clan. In the m_ain cities of the tex:ritory
there were assembly halls (santhag ara sala) where
clan members, both the young and the old, met to
discuss various matters . concyrned with the state. Such
assembly halls were. found in other republican states
lilce that of the Vajj is an9 the f\:iallas. The :t;Juddha
instructed th.e Vajjis of �e importance of frequent
meetings, meeting in tmity and adjourning in unity (D.
II: 73). When Ven. Ananda went to inform the Mall as
of the Buddha's pas� ing away they wer� already in
CO,J?:�lave iJ?: t�e_ assembly ball ��scus�ing ili.� s�e
matter (ibid. �59). Above we saw h,ow Ambanba c�e
t0 the assembly hall of the Sakyas when they wer� at
a meeting di�cussing certa,in matters. The reque�t of .
.
Pasenacfi for a Sakya m(li�en was discussed by �qem
at - � meetin� a.nd the. �eci�i�n w� ta1cen ther�. n.ese
show that- the Sakyas had a collective administrat�on.
.
.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

�

.

.

-._

It js �ery rarely that the �ar�y .text� �efer to a .
Salcya kiilg (raj§): Although certa,in late discOUfSeS,
. .
showing Buddhological clevelopments, refer to �e · ·
l3\lddha's
Suddho ¥l�· as.· raja
�ot�er
Maya, as queen (devi, eg. ibid.p.5?), early texts refer
to Suddh�dana simply a� Suddhodano Sakko · or ·
.

·.f�!her, .

�

.

�d
.

.

apparently had QO much regard for the brahamins (D. PituSalclcQ (l.e. S<*-yan, the father) (eg. M. 1 . 246, Vm.
· i �- 82f). This i s the same designation used · in these
1 . 90f} ·
texts with referen�e to other Sak:ya- males as eg.
Mah�ijnw Salcko, J\nurndd4o S aiqco· etc.
· Another interesting episode to illust�ate the pride
of the Sakyas was' the manner they acted, when - their
l3ut a .Problem arises . when we finq that 'WlPilg
.
o�erlord, King pasemtdi K�sal �, · wish�d to · -cike ·a
these S*ra wen there is one, viz. Bpaq�iy r�fe
- Sakyamaiden his wife. Wishing to get a wife from the
to as Salcyarijj a. What his po�itiqq cm.d ch�ti�s _in tllis -· ·
�P wjp e confidence of B�ddhist monks, rep�blic�- �drninjstration js nqt kQpwq. W'l$ q�
P3.$ena(ij �es�ed for a maiden from the Buddha's · sort of pre$ident who chaired the S<Hcy� s��te.
owtf Sakya kinsmen. Sak:yas who discuss-ed this administration? Yet that his position was · heredjtiuy
thought that, since Pasenadi is not of equal caste, and that he enjoyed certain privileges is also shown
they cannot give· a daughter of theirs to him. on· the by the texts. When Anuruddha invited Bhaddiya, \Yhq
was a close friend ()f his, to join him in renoimcing .
otller M.nd "the king is our enemy fPakkhan.taro) and
home life anq j_qining the Sangha, )3haddhiya. want .
if W� do n_qt f»Jfill qj� �i�h p�- wilJ qe�trqy _us" they
at Jeast seven <Jays to eqtrust the kipgdom to his s�ns .
thought. To overcome the problem they decided to and · brothers (yivihprt; p�tte ca bhi(are ca rajjat7J
giv� the lcing ofKosala a daughter of Sakya Mahanama niyyiidemiti Vin. II . . .1 80ff.). But why .did he pJ.Jt �ons
born of a s��ve woman. (DhA. 1 . 345). It is however · and brothers in the plural? Why didn '.t he entrust it to
intriguing to conjecture why Sa1cyas, however great a single person? No answers to these questions are
.
their racial pride was; considered their overl�rd and forthcoming. In this ·place another interesting fact that .
· the great Buddhist devotee an enemy of theirs.
comes out is that Bhaddiya was not even a nephew of
.

.
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Suddhodana who is called a king of the Sakyas by place where the weakest could overcome even the
later works. He was the son of the Sakya l ady strongest. Kapila is also said to be the Buddha in a
· Kaligodha ( Ud. 19) who is called a Sakya-queen of the former life. He gave his land to the princes to build
Sakyas by the corrimentat.or (sakiyanam Sakka-rija their city and moved to a spot near by. The city was
devi UdA. 1 6 1). 1f so his father also should bave been named Kapilavatthu, literally "Land of Kapil a', after
a riji That Bhaddiya enjoyed_certain royal privileges the seer. Fqr fear of harming the purity of caste they
is also shown by the texts. He told the Buddha that; married their own sisters, but kept the eldest of them
while he was enjoying kingly pleasures or engaged in in the position of their mother. As in the canonical
royal duties, he was guarded and protected on all sides story, the remark of Okkaka on hearing the activities
at all times, when he was at home or outside. Yet he of his sons, earned them .the designation Sakya (DA. 1 .
then lived in constant fear and trepidation ( Ud. 19). 258f).
No othe� Sakya monk has ever revealed any
experiences like this about · themselves. Thus the
The Mahasarlghika tradition, probably based on a
po�ition of Bhad�iya is special and most intriguing.
parallel canonical version from the Buddhist Sanskfit
A�amas, agr�s with the Pali account regarding the
·
, ) Myth of Sakya Origin
main points but have many variations with regard to
-- The earliest report of the myth of Sakya origin is details: Of the direct lineag� of Mahasammata was . ·.
)
given in the Ambaf{ha Sutta (D; 1 .92f.). Here the . Mandatar who had many thousands ofsOQS, grand- ·
·
. Buddha relates to the brahamin youth Ambanha the sons and great grand:...sons wlJ.o y.rere ail kings. Lastof
myths ofthe origin of the Sakya clan and, linked to it; them was Jk�hvaku, styled Sujata, who. ruled fro-m .
myth of origin of the Kru:llayana line(lge of Ambaonba Saketa. He had five sons, Opura, Nipura, ��ak��aka, .
. Accordingiy Sakyas regard . King Ok1cruca as their Ulkamukha and Ha8tikasiras and five daughters. The ·
progenitor while the progenitor of the Kanhayanas .Sons were s�nt into exile on the instigation -of hi�
Many.. of their
followect the
was a son born to Okkaka by a slave girl. On the queen Jenti.
. cotintrymen��
.
· .
instigation of his young and vivacious queen, who princes. First they befriended the king ofKasi,Kosala
wished her own son to succeed the king, · Okkaka but had to leave soon. Reaching the Himalayan slopes . .
banished from the kingdom his four elder sons. They they lived in a Sako!a forest. In it also was the hermitage ·
were named Ollimukha, Karandu, Hatthiniya and of the seer Kapil a possessed of the five super ·
Sinipur�. G�lng to. the Himalay� �egion they took. up knowledges . Fearing corruption of caste they married
residence on the bank of a beautiful lake in a thick their half-sisters from different mothers (svakasvaka .
J s·aka forest. Fearing harming the purity of caste they yeva bhaginiyo parasparasya vivahiti). W.hen they
lived together with . their sisters, who had followed built the city, the royal palace was sited on the spot
them out of the country. One day, on finding; all th�se · where the hermitage of Kapil a stood .. The city was •
details about his sons from the ministers; Okkaka named Kapilavastu. When Sujata -heard about the .· .
activities of his sons he exdail:ned that the-princes. are . · .
· exclaimed in glee, "capa_b le (sakyi) indeed are these
from the-ir ability (sakydiiJHitos·e the .
princes, highly capable i�deed are these-prihces".'On able (Sakyff) and
.
L 347ff): · • :• >, : :. ·.. ;._ • .. · . .: ·
Mv�.
(
.
·Sakiya,
.name
that account have they come to ·be known as Sakyas.
·
,
Okkaka himself was the progenitor of the Sakyas;
.. The MUl a · S �v�sti ad � 't�a�i tion :� : . · Inyth is
.
Buddhaghosa, the Pali commentator; :hils given a found in the Tib�� Duivah;Heri the\nYthof orlgin
much detailed version of this brief canonical story. of the Sakyas · is precede_d by that of the formation of .
Accordingly King Okkaka's lineage, sta.rt,ing _with� th� ·first·humari soc�ety· jn the ' preseqt - .��rid-cycle
Mahasammata, tQe first King of the present WQrld and the· origin · of the :Solar Dynascy>.(Sl.iryavaipSa)
·
cycle, is given in detail. The relevant Okkai.ca, in fact: also ca}�tXi'tQe Gautarna Lineage (gotra). Akshatriya
belonged to the third dynasty by that name. When he princ11 naiued: G.auiama,,·,son of king . Katl)ika of the
banished his four elder sons, their five sisters a11d: denasty .of Mah��mmata, the first king of the present
p1any hundreds of people and ministers fol lowed the!ll aeon, had become a recluse under the seer Krshnavarna
�nto exile with the blessings of the king. In the His wicked brother Baradvaja had succeeded their
.
. Himalayan forest they met a seer named Kapila who · father as the king . . Falsely accused of murduring a
had his hermitage_in a S�kt1; forest. It is · said to be a prostitute, Gautama was conde1t111ed to be executed
·

·
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stages of developments but yet retained some of the
salient points in the original versions. Anyhow it is
not easy to discern how much history can be deduced
from them. It is clear that Buddhists have tried their
best to link the origin of the race of their founder to

by impaling. To his teacher who came to him Gautama
declared his innocence and made an asseveration of
truth that the teacher's dark-hued body should turn
goldeJL iB colour. if he is innocent. This came to pass
then and there and .Krish1_1avar1_1a came to be known as
K�vafl_la. With his psychic power the seer caused
a mighty wind to blow which soothed the impaled
man's pains and revived his senses so that two drops
of semen mixed With blood fell from his body. They
soon turned into two eggs, which were hatched by the
warmth of the rising sun giving birth to two boys who

SAKYA

the first ever Kshatriya dynasty of the present world
cycle. Attempts at giving fanciful etymologies and
interpretations to family or caste names is already

·

seen in the Aggaiiiia Sutta and, as seen above, also i n
the Mula Sarva.Stiviida Vinaya version of the origin of
the human society. Any how, Buddhists seem to have
decided quite early that the clan mime· of the Buddha

went into a nearby sugar-cane plantation. Increasing
that it
heat of the sun
dried up the ·impaled man to death. . was derived from the root Sa.k ·' to be able' and
.
.
.
The seer Ka1_1akavari_1a brought up the. two boys as_ _ was illustrated by the capability of the first Sakyas to
sons o f Gautama. The two children came to be preserve their caste purity. But probably more relevant
to the meaning of the term Sakya or Sakya may be the
designated 'of the Sun family'· (Suryavams.a) as they
were born at sunrise and were brought forth by the reference to the Saka o r S5ka forest (Sakav{masapifa)
in Pali and, Sakofa wood in the Mahavastu, as the
. rays of the sun . As sons o f Gaut�ma they were
designated Gautainas, bJJt as' they wem:born from the place where the Kapilavatthu city was founded,
loins ofGautama they were �so designated Angirasas. · Edward J. · Thomas4 thinks there is a pun on the word
Further, since they were · found in the · Sugar-cane a's Sakya also means 'belonging to the'Saka. tree? Dr.. ·
Hoey· ha·s also shown that this interpretation ·may be
plantation, they received the appellation lkshv�ku.
e
correct.
They would be 'the people of the Sal forest
Later, when Oa.utafua's broth r Baradvaja died without
issue, the seer presented the two boys as Gautama's
tracts? The Saka. is the sal-tree, says Thomas, the
sons to succeed their uncle, The first one to become Sliorea robusta. But Sakota, according to Jones, is an
· king died without issue and the second succeeded him
unidentified tree5• Could it be the same as Saka? ·
as . lk�vaku. All his descendants also came to be .
designated lkshvakus of the Solar Dynasty belonging·
The main city in the Sakya territory is generally
to the Gautama, Angirasa lineage. · ·
agreed to be Kapilavatthu (Skt. Kapilav�tu) said to
have been named after the seer Kapil a by all Buddhist ·
· · The one hundredth descendant of. lk�vaku who
traditions. It is quite possible that this seer Kapila is
ruled from Potala was Ik:shvaku Virudhaka. His four the same as the famous founder of the Saitkhya
sons were Ulkamukha, karakarna, Hastinajaka and philosophy. But the name Kapilavatthu has been .
Nilpura_ From here the stocy flows somewhat close interpreted by some modem scholars as the 'red place'. :
to the Pali version. The hermitage of the seer Kapila, or 'red earth' . In Sanslq-it the word kapila also carri es ·
was on the Bhagirathi (is this the same as Rohini?) the meaning 'brown' , 'tawny' or 'reddish' colour.
where the banished princes built huts of leaves for Montag Martin, speaking abo'u t the G orakhpur ·
themselves and lived on hunting. They married their district says, that no red earth is observable on the ·
own -half sisters on the advice of Kapil a. When their surface but could be obtained by digging. This, .
progeny increased the seer instructed them on how to
Oldenberg6 thinks is sufficient to explain the name
build a city and, since it was built on 1and gifted by · Kapilavatthu when one consider the changes on the ·
Kapil a, the city came to be called Kapilavastu. Later surface caused by two thousand years of inundations,
they also built another city called Devadaha on a spot Swinton also mentions red spots resembling carbonate ·
·
.
pointed out by a deva . A s alree�:dy stated the of iron in the sandy beds under the surface of the ·
designation Sakya arose on the exclamation made by yellow earth.
Virudhaka, father of the exciled princes. Rockhill
translates it as "the daring young men".
Although, in l ater works, Kapil avatthu i s

·

·

·

These accounts show that the myth and legends
of the origin of the Sakyas have passed through several .

mentioned as a great city fitting to be a capital of a
Universal Monarch (Cakkavatti raji), the older texts
do not bear witness to anything like that. In a list of

j
�
·�
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great cities given by Ananda as fitting places for the
passing away of the Buddha, Kapilavatthu is no t
included. (D. II. 146). Yet sometimes, in older texts,
Kapilavatthu is called a prosperous city densely
populat�d and with streets thronged with elephants,
horses, chariots and men (S. V. 369). In one place the
Buddha speaks of the three mansions, for the three
seasons, he had in his father's residence and the opulent
life he led there as a layman with all comforts of a rich
nobleman (A. 1 . 145).

This could be

a confirming piece of evidence for the
pravara origin of the name Gotama and Arigirasa.

The Sakyas belong to the Gotama (Skt. Gautama)
lineage (gotta; Skt. gotra). Gotra, literally a 'cow:_
stall', is a community of people who all claim to
descen<l
from a common ancestor. Hence all the Sakyas
�)
\\:'ere Gotamas or Gautamas by lineage. The myth of
origin of the names Gautama, Angiras and lkshvaku,
even prior to the origin of the Sakya, as given in the
Mula Sarvastivad.a tradition,· was given above. · Yet
modem scholaiship7 has . other views about it. Some
scholats point out that Gautama who has lent his
name to the Sakya clan was a brahamIn seer and not a '
kshastriya prince become a reciuse, as the Buddhist .
myth claims. Explaining how a ksastriya dan-got the
name of a brahamin seer, they point to the pravara
ceremony at the beginning of a Vedic sacrifice. Here it
is the custom for a hotar priest to enumerate the names
of. the .seer ancestors of the sacrificer, in a formula
ad�ressed to Agni. But if the sacrificer is not a
0 brahamin the names of the ancestors of the family
· priest of the sacrificer are enumerated in it. This could
be a possible explanation of the brahmanic gotra name
of the Sakyas. However, · in that case, the f�mily
priests of the Sakyas should have claimed descent
· from the seer Gautama. We do not have any confirming
evidence for this. Not all agree on the pravara
ceremony as the origin of the Gautama name of the
Sakyas (s.v. Gotama (2) on this and other views). But
we also know that there were other contemporary
K�astriya cl<y1s who used brahmanic gotra names .
For instance Mallas used the name of Vasenha (Skt.
Vasi�!}la), another ancient brahmanic seer, as th�ir gotra
name. The first three of the six former Buddhas Were
s3.id to be khattiyas of the Kor;t<;lafifia (Skt. Kaur;t<;lii_lya)
lineage. We also know that the name Angirasa also
was used for the Buddha along with the better known
Gotama: Angirasa also was. one of the three ancestors
of the Gautama clan whose name was enumerated
along with that of Gautarila in the pravara ceremony.
·.

·

Pali sources name Okldika as the direct ancestor of
the Sakyas. But the Mahavastu and the Tibetan Vinaya,
texts replace this with the nam� Ikshvaku, more
popular in Vedic literature. In Vedic literatUre Ikshvaku
is the son of the Solar-born Manu Vaivasvata, the first
king of the world. Probably this relationship of
Ikshv aku with the Solar-born Manu may have
prompted the adoption of this name by Buddhists ·
who wanted to explain the relationship of the Buddha
with the sun. But they have created their own origin
myth to explain this solar-connection of the Sakyas.
However Pali sources do not seem to have paid much
attention to this aspect. The Niddesa (Nd. 1, 3�7)
merely says that the sun (Suriya) is a Gotarria by
lineage. The Blessed One also is a Gotama by lineage.
Hence the Blessed One is rel�ted tq the sun by lineage,
a kinsriuin by llneage . .· Therefore tlitBuddha is· a
Kinsman of the Sun (Adicca-b andhu). There is. no
explanation as to why Suriya (the sun) is C.ailed a
Gotaina. · Once the Buddha has called the s·un his .
· offspring (pajan; mama S. 1 .5 1 ). The commentator ·
explains this as " this one is my son". He further adds . ,
tha_t Suriya was .a Stream-Winner which makes him a
son of the Buddha (SA. 1 . 109). _
E.J. Thomas8; however points out that the form
Okkaka cannot be treated as a derivative of the form
Ikshvaku. Okkaka; he thinks, should be the more
primitive form and the adoption of lkshvaku could be
a deliberate accommodation to the Puranic named. .
The fact that one Of the sons · of Okkaka
. is iiame
Okkamukha or 'Torch,:faced' . which is found in the
Buddhist Sanskrit versions as Uik�mukha, also shows \ .
that Buddhi�t s"anslq:it �uthors have deliberately. left·
out the name Okkaka in favour of lkshvaku. .
.

·
.
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SALISTHAlVffiHASUrRA

A Mahayana Siitra

written in Sanskrit containing a discoi.rrse giving a

Noble Truths· because the former is the det ailed
explanation of the l atter in a general sense. However

in the Silisthamba S iitra this main teaching is given a
slightly different treatment in that the doctrine of

conditioned genesis is equated with the dhanna which
'in tum is equate,d with the Noble Eightfold Path. The
text then goes into explain and elucidate these doctrines
in detail. This shifting- of emphasis, however; does

. not violate the spirit of the Pali tradition in that the
Pratitya Samutpiila actually covets the first two Noble

Truths of suffering and its origin, while the third and
the f9urth truths are covered by the Noble Eightfold - : . .

Path which has been incorporated into it in the present .
Surra. Thus this . is only a different presentation in
greater detail. Accordingly, the text goes on elaborating

on these doctrines in great detail after the style of the
usual Mahayana Siitras.

detailed exposition of the formula of causal genesis

(pratitya�samutpida). Here it is presented as

The name of the compiler of the Siitra is not

a

recorded. As regar-ds the designation given to the Siitra ·
discourse by Bodhisattva Maitreya to Venerable
·
Saripu tra at a great assembly o f monks and
it seems 'to be based on the simile of the sheaf of rice
Bodhisattvas held on the mountain Grdhrakiita in · ·· plants (Sali-siamba) which the Buddha here introduces
Rajagrha, presided over by the Buddha:
as an illustration when he makes the afore mentioned
.

Venerable Sariputra opens the dialogue by
referring to a terse statement made by the Buddha ·on

. · that day at this assembly regarding the formul� of

. ·· - conditioned genesis. The statement runs as follows:

"He who sees conditioned genesis sees the Dharma

He who sees the Dharma sees the Buddha".

terse statenient leading to the preaching of the : ·
discourse. The implication seems to be that in the

two� fold appl ication of the Pratityasamutpida as

intema.l and external. as explained in the text, the latter ·

appl ication is symbolised by the causal activity

operational in the seed in its process of transfonnation
into a full-fledged plant with flowers, fruits etc. T,Pe

rice plant is chosen as the illustration.

This statement is actually ari elaboration by one

additional line of the statement made by the Buddha
.. to Venerable Vakkali who was in the habit of admir:ing
the physical form ofthe Buddha as recorded in the
Silf!1Yutta Nikffya (S. III, 120) that "he wh� sees me
sees the Dharma". ( Yo · dhammaJ!l passari so maJ!l

The text is edited as Arya Salisthamba Sutra by N.

Ariyaswami _Sastri in the Adyar Library Series number .

· 7 6, Adyar -Library, 1950.

.

passati) . This statement contains the Buddha's advice
to Venerable Vakkali that he should try to understand
the dhamma. and see the Buddha through the dharmna
without developit1g an attachment to and concentrating

on his physical form. It is the Buddha's teaching that .
is real ly sig�ificant and helpful and not his physical

fonn, he was told. Here · the dhamma referred to by
the · Buddha is his Jundamental ' teaching of human

suffering and its eradication, as synoptically presented
by the doctrine of the Four Noble Truths.
Traditionally speaking the doctrine of the Pratitya

Samutpada is assigned a place secondary to the Four.

-�

· A.G.S. Kariyawasam

SAMADHI

is usually translated

a5 'concentration'_ ·

and represents a mental quality or a state of mind that . .
is quite l iterally 'put together' o r 'collected' (saf!J + i
+

dhi).

In the Pali discourses the tenn samiidhi occurs . in a
variety of contexts, covering not only the realm of

tranqu i l i ty (sama tha) proper,

but aiso

the

development of insight. Thus samiidhi can refer to the

practice of walking meditation (A.
.

III,
. 30), for example.
..

. .

.·

.

.

·
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or to contemplating the arising and passing away of
the five aggregates (A. II, 45). A passage from the

Anguttara Nikiiya treats even the fou r satipaf!h anas as
a form of samiiih i (A. IV, 300).

The breadth of meaning of the term samiidhi.
becomes eviqent in the fact that the discourses

ew

b t een samiidhi leading to a pleasant abiding by
attaining the jhiinas; samiilhi leading to knowledge

type of conc�ntration

and passing away of feel ings, perceptions, and

'mundane·· (lokiya)

concentration · that j s empty (sufifiata), signless

(aniinitta) or desireless (appapihita). The commentary

relates these three to the attainment of path and fruit

proper (appanii

............ ... ........

·
these two, so the ...
. . ... �
is that though with access

�

..,15

,�v"•"4"

. ..

. ·. . .
are already left behind, thejhiiria factors are stiif weak .
With absorption proper thejliana factors will be strong ·
which the

.

�ind process is no longer interrupted by

occurrences of the life continuum (bhavanga), but .
consists entirely of moments of active cognition ·

on whether not-self (anatti), or i mpermanence
(anicca), or unsatisfactoriness (dukkha) has been
particularly emphasized�

(javana) .
·
.

·
(avitakka vicaramatta), and finall y without both
(avitakka aviciira)1 • The first of these represents
ievels of samiidhi up to and including the first jhiina ·
and the last the other threejhiinas, while concentration
without initial b.ut still with sustained application of
the mind occupies a position between the firs·t and the
second jhana.

: ·'

and firmly established, res�l ting in an ex�rience durirtg

The difference between them, so the commentary, is
due to different modes of developing insight, depending

r

.

corresponding to

(D. III, 2 1 9) presents

The Sangiti Sutta (D. III, 219) has still another
·threefold distinction of samiidhi to offer, concerned
with concentrati o n with i ni t i al and sustained
application of the mind (savitakka sav ic iira), without
initial but still with sustained application of the mind

.

distinction found in the saw�

.

Out of these three types of samadhi, the signless
concentration (animitta samiilhi) occurs frequently in
the discourses on its own. To develop s·u ch signless
concentration is to direct attention away from any
possible 'sign' (M. I, 298). In the present context,
' sign' stands for those aspects or marks of phenomena
. with the help of which one is able to recognize.
·
.

co·hcentration with

'
(upaciira) c. onc:enj:ratJton,
.
l ev e l s . of sam

another set of three samiilhis by distinguishing between ·

.)

·

' s upramundane' ( lofutta

thoughts; and samiidhi leading to the destruction of
- the influxes by contemplating the arising and passing

.

· ·

Thus the Visuddhimaggci

and clear comprehension by contemplating the arising

·

.·

-

distinguish between

clarity (alokasafifii); samadhi leading to mindfuhiess

The same Sang Jti Sutta

which treats this level of sam ii{hi as second
)h in.a and the three remaining levels as third to fifth
jh iina (Dhs. 20). 4.I this.way,. theAbbidhammic scheme
.·
counts up to alto ·
· v_e }h iinds , whereas the

Not only the ats<�_o'urs,es

and vision by developing the perception of light or

·

jh iinas,

a scheme of only

(D. III, 222) differentiates

away of the five aggregates_.

Th is i ntermediate level of absorption has found i ts
way i nto the A bh idhammic scheme for I isting the

discourses cover

distinguish between various types of concentration.
Thus the Sangiti Sutta

SAl\1ADIII

The later part of this explanation is based. on the

commentarial model of the cognitive process (citta

vithi), according to which during everyday' sensory
experience such moments of active cognition count
up to a inaximmn of seven illin� oi1lerit�, _followed
.
. sooner or l ater by a relapse into: i he· stream· of the Life
· �ontinuum. Onc e thi�.r;ehips� �astakerl'place, sevei'al
interrriediate mind moii:ieritJ·ar¢. r qu irep ber<:>re a.n.qt�er
series' M ·adive i:dg�itiofi s_·e:�n .' t �¢ · Nac�., J'!l�s the
.
:
above explanati'ohfrdin:th� Visu{!dhimaggd indic'ates
that the att'aihirib1t of abs.orpt i on concentration is
. markedly ' rli ffereiH _ from oth e r type s of m�en tal

ri.J

·

·

�

·

experience, Sin�e 'it cohSists of oUtstandingly long .
.
periods of pure active cognition: . .

..
.

In addition to access and absorption concentration,
the Visuddhimagga introduces a third type of samiidhi
( Vi sm. 1 44). This i s the so�cal l ed ' momentary

c o ncentrat i o n ' ( k h a p i ka sam iidh i), a type of

concentration that lasts only for a short fraction of
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time. The Pali Abhidhamma (cf. e.g. Abhs. II. 2) goes distinction'. The fourth type of samidhi, then, pertains
to the development of insight, '.�hen o n emerging from
a step further by suggesting that u ni fi cat i on (ekaggatii)
a
jh an a one develops detachment in regard to it.
of the mind belongs to those seven mental factors
present in any state of conscio·u sness
Another set of four samiidhis forms part of the
(sabbacitlasidh arapa). · When eval u ating this
suggestion it needs to �e ta}cen into account that the standard presentations of the four roads to power · ·
Ciifavedalla Sutta (M. I, 301) defines samiidhi to be (iddhipiida) in the discourses (S. V, 268). These four .
· 'unification of the mind' (cittassa ekaggatii); while roads to power <,hare in common the n�ed for effort
the Atthasmini (DhsA. 1 1 8) defines 'unification of the and will power (padhanasa.rikhari), while the
mind' to be samiidhi. Taken together this indicates difference between them is due to the type of
. that the two· terms are near synonyms, both from the concentration employed. Such concent�ation can be
. perspec�ive of the discours�s and from the pers��tive · based upon (wholesome) desire (chandasamadhi),
of the commentaries. Thus the Abhidhammic uwn energy (vzriycisamiidhi), upon (inclining) the mind
proposition concerning ekCzggata would imply that (cittasamadhi); or upon inve s'tigation: (vimiujJSi
some form of samiidhi is present in any state of mind. samidhi) .
·

. The point made with this presentation could be .
. th� seeds out of which real samidhi. grows can be
that
found even · in the most ordinary state 9f mind.
Nevertheless, this presentation is not unproblem.atic
and th� Kathiivatthu has recorded · a .critiqu� of this ·
position, which argues that if unific�tioil of the mind
.
wer� mdeed present in all states of min9." then it would
follow thatjh�a could be attained for a brief moinent
during normal sense-cognition or even when lust or
hatred are present in the mind (Kvu. 458). Though
this criticism inay seem a little overdrawn, �t does ·
draw attention to. the fact that the Abhi.dhainmic usage
of ekaggatadiffers from the usage of th.i s temi m the
early discourses, where both samadhi and ekaggaJa .
represent specific mental qual ities that require
development, rather than being the given constituents
of any state of, mi�d.
Returning to the discourse, the Dasuttara Sutta
III; 277) presents another set of four types of
concentration by distinguishing between concentration
that is conducive to decline (hanabhagiyo) ; to stability
(fhitibhagiyo),. to distinction (vis�sabhagiyo) and to
penetration (nibb.edhabhagiyo) . According to the ·
explanation found in the commentary and the
subcommentary to this passage, the first three are
related to the development of jhana: If someone has .
gained the firstjhana, for example, but slight traces of
. sensuality shoul d arise, then such samadhi is
'conducive to decline', in the sense that the frrstjhand
will be lost. Ifno sensuality arose and thejhana can be
· maintained, such samadhi is 'conducive to stability',
and ifconcentration deepens and the secondjhana can
be develope d, such sani adhi is 'conduciv e to
_:_

(D.

The notion of iddhi. underlying these four roads to
power points to one of the m�ifold benefits· of deeper
levels of samadhi, namely the possibility to develop
supernormal powers. Before however turning to such
possible fruits of samadhi; first those factors required
for its development need to be treated. These factors
can conveniently be coven�d by examining central
·.aspects of.the gradual path of training, whose dynami�s ·
are closely related to the. development of samadhi. .' .

ty

. The foundation for any �en�al cultt_�re is morali
(si7a), arid its rel�vance for samidhi. finds expression
in a standard q·u alification of moral conduct. a:�
samadhisa!pVattanika, 'conducive to concentration'
(e.g. M. I, 322). The deyelopmept of morality covers
also the area of speech, in relation to which friendly
forms . o f communjcation are expressly related t<;>
�onc��tra�i oq, · · since
harsh · speech : . js
.
r:zsamadhisa.rpyattan.ika,. ' not conducive · : to
concentration' .(k(, 1, 286). Not qnly harsh speech, ·
but also quarrelsome speech will obstruct samidhi (A. . .

·

IV, 87).

An important aspect of the gradual path of trainiiig
. is restraint Of the sense-doors (indriya SalpVafa), a
.
practice especially aimed at overcoming sensory ·
·distraction and thereby constituting an important .
condition of developing samadhi. Another step in the
gradual path of training is contentment (santuf.thi),
significant in the present context
since
one who is not
.
'
content with external circumstances will not be able
to gain concentration (Dhp. 249). A related feature is
moderation in regard to food (bhojane mattannu), given

)
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that overeating will cause drowsiness (bhattasammada)
and thereby obstruct concentration (S. V, 64).
With these basics put into practice, the gradual

path of training moves into those areas of the noble
eightfold path which fall into the category of the

samadhikkhandha or 'aggregate of concentration'
proper. This samiidhikkhandha comprises, besides
right concentration itself, right effort and right
mindfulness.

SAMADHI

seclusion. The standard descriptions of the type of

environment conducive to the development of sam iiihi

recommend places such as the root of a tree or an
empty place. The relationship between seclusion and

samadhi is reciprocal, since not only does seclusion
facilitate samiidhi, . but one who is bereft of samiiihi

will also not be able to derive b�nefit from living in
seclusion (A V; 202).
.
�.
··

.

'

""� . . . '

'

For those intent on the developme_nJQf�absm:ption

concentration, the 'Upakkile�a SuttaTM. J<lJ ; ;d5.S)
offers a detailed list of those mentat obstructtoiis-that .

As the Ciifavedalla Sutta (M. 1 , 301) clarifies,
samadhi requires the development of the . four right may prevent the deepening of
sa
i: Jli'he .
efforts, which are its 'requisites' (parikkhara), and of obstructions ( Upakkilesa) mentioned iMhtS:;discoUISe
right mindfulness in form of the four satipaf.thanas,' are a set not e�countered elsewhere in:me�discourses
.\
which
are the 'signs' (nimitta) of samiidh£2. The close
.!
and speci fically related to, the de¥¢lopin�·rit .9f
relationship between mindfulness and concentration samiidhi. The mental obstructions ·listediare doubt; ·
"t - can be inferred from a statement by Anuruddha (S. V, · inattention, .slcith�and�t�rpor, consternation;: �lliti6n,
298), i n which he attr i b u t e d h i s outstanding unease, excessive energy; defici'e'nfenergy;' . fonging,
concentrative abi l ities to h i s development of diversified perceptions and: eicessive meditation: on .
satipa!fhaw. .
forms: A closer examination of thls list reveals that
this . set o f men t a l obstruct iuns··• :are vari o u s
_In the context of the gradual path of training, right manifestations O f the last three h indrances. �This·
effort finds i t s. expre s s i o n i n . the practice of indicates that even before attempting . to develop .
· wakefulness (jagariya.rp imuyutta), which according samiidhi, the first two hindrances of sensual . desire
to the standard descriptions is to clean the mind from
and ill-will have to be removed, while the overcoming
obstructive states (avara,piyehi dhammehi cittaip of the remaining three hindrances is what leads to a ·
parisodheti), a necessary eondition for being able to · gradual deepening of concentration until the first Jhiina
gain samadhi. Concomitant with such overcoming .of can be.gained.
obstructive states is the cultivation of mindfulness,
.
In regard to the first jhana, the meditator has to
exemplified . in the gradual path scheme through the
development of clear comprehension in regard to any . develop ski l l in attaining (sdmapattikusalo),· in
bodily activity (satisampajafifia). Out of the various maintaining (!h itikusalo) and i n · emerging
bodily activities to be conducted with mindfulness,
(vu tthiinakusalo) from samiiih i (A lV,- 34). This much .
the walking posture is particularly capable of leading accomplished, the second jhina comes into view, a
to a stable form of samiidhi (A. III, 3 0)
mental experience qualified irt the standard. descrip.tions ·
as being 'born' o f samiidhi -(samadhija) . 'Thi s·
. With a mind endowed with wakefulness and qualification points to t�e fact that with the attainment
mindfulness the five hindrances can be. overcome. To of the second jhiiza the nieqltator h�'nioved beyorid
develop the mental collectedness and composure of the subtle mental. npp'le' cause'd b'i the presence of
samiidhi is equivalent to overcoming these hindrances, initial (vitakka) and stistaiiie'd application of the m ind
which scatter and agitate the mind. Once they are (vicita), two factors of the firstjhaiia that need to be
overcome, delight (pamojja) and j oy (piti) arise, ·left behind in order to gain'the second jhiina.
followed by tranquility (passaddhi) and happiness
Further deepening of samadhi leads via overcoming
(sukha), four factors whose arising naturally leads to
joy
.(piti) to the thirdjhiina and by gaining perfect
of
samiidhi (cf. e.g. D. I, 73),
equanimity to the fourthjh ana, with the attainment of

6�e!s: ;,�h

.

·

·

·

)

For the pu�ose of overcoming the five h� d�ances

and developing deeper . l evels o f sam adh z , the

discourses often recommend that one withdraw into

which the acme of the development of samiiih i has

been reached. With the imperturbable (anefija) level

of samadhi gained in this way the possibility of gaining .
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These range from cleanliness and avoiding distracted
people, to knowing the right time for inciting,
restraining, gladdening and not interfering with the
mind. In addition to these, the Visuddhimagga
recommends to cultivate a keen interest in and to
repeatedly ret1ect on the development of concentration,
to acquire skill in developing the 'sign' of concentration
and to balance t��l.! five faculties (Vism. 1 34).

the immaterial attainments comes into view, refined
mental experiences that employ the concentrative
strength gained with the fourth jh ina to develop
increas'ingly subtle type·s of perceptions.
· Wi� the experience of the deep levels of samiilhi
gained through thejhinas not only the· common world
of experience is left behind, but also potential powers
and abilities of the mind can be accessed that go
beyond the confines of common experience. Once
samadhi has · reached the depth of the fourth
absorption, the possibility to develop · supernormal
abilities and knowledges opens up. The discourses
mention a standard set of six such supernormal
knowledges (abhi�ii§), which include :various magical
powers of transformation, supernormal audition and
vision, teleJ>athy and powers of recollection beyorid
· one's present life. The last and supreme of these
supernormal knowledges is the destruclion of the
influxes, and it is in order to develop this insight which
leads-up to the gain of this particular knowledge that
samalhi has such a central place in the Buddhist path ·
scheme.

Balance among the five faculties as an aid in
developing the awakening factor of samiidhi remind5
· of another important set of mental factors w·here
samiidhi also plays its part: the five faculti�s (indriya)
or powers (bala). A definition · found frequently for
samiidhi as a facuity (e:g. S. V, 197) speaks of gaining
concentration by "making relinquishment the object"
(vossagg iramma.pa). In the context of the five
faculties, the role of samiidhi is to counterbalance the
faculty of energy (viriya), thereby avoiding the arising
of agitation and excitement.

Samadhi is not only of relevance to the roads. to
power, the awakening factors and the faculties, but . it
also has a crucial role to perform in the context of the
The role of samiidhi as a crucial factor for the · noble eightfold path, of which it forms the last and .
gaining of insight is a frequent theme in the discourses, culminating factor. The discourses. define 'right
which reiterate again and again that no insight can be concentration' (samma samadhi) in two
gained without concentration. Samiidhi ·precedes · · complementary ways� The definition found most
knowledge (A. I, 219) and it. is only with a concentrated frequentfy enumerates the four absorptions (jhinas).
mind that things can be seen as they really are3.- The . Since the development of the no_ble eightfold path, ·
role of samadhi in this respect also underlies its · and with it of the path factor 'right concentration', is
·
inclusion among the seven factqrs of awakening a prerequisite for awakening, this definition clearly
. . (bojjhanga).
accords a central role to the development of absorption
concentration in the early Buddhist scheme of
As a factor of awakening, levels of samiidhi with deliverance.
and without initial and s_ustained application of ihe .
mind .can be employed (S. V, 1 1 1 ). The awakening
Since some discourses describe the· gaining offull
factor of samidhi is the result of tranquility and awak¢ning based on the first absorption4, it would
happiness and iri turn leads to equanimity, a balanced seem that probably not all four jhinas have to be
state of mind resulting from concentration (S. V, 69). developed to win full awakening. All four jhinas
The two factors especially related to samidhi as a would however be needed to gain the threefold higher
factor of aw3k.ening (S. V, 1 05) are the 'sign of knowledge (tevijj§).
tranquility' (samathanimitta) and the 'sign of non
distraction ' (avyag gan imitta). · Following ·a n
Another definWon of right concentration, found in
explanation found in the Visuddhimagga (Vism. 1 34), · a few discourses, does not mention the absorptions5•
both can be understood to represent the same, namely One of these discourses is the Mahii:attiilrisaka Sutta,
the need to develop mental tranquility and avoid a discourse which defines ri ht concentration as
f
distraction. .
unification of the mind (cittassekaggatil) developed in
The Visuddhimagga offers a survey of those factors interdependence with the other seven path-factors6•
that help to dev_elop the awakening factor of samidhi. · This definition highlights the fact that in order for ·
·

..

.
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concentration to become 'right' concentration, it needs
to be deveioped as part of the noble eightfold path.

Judging from other discourses, the expression

'unification of the mind' is not confined to absorption

concentration since the same expression occurs in

return. Once-returners are so called because they will

be reborn only once ag ain in ' this world' (i.e. the
kamaloka). On the other h and those who have

-developed the ability to attain absorption are not going '
to return to 'this world' in their next life (A.

II, 1 26), ·

but will be reborn in a higher heavenly sphere (i.e. the

would not be compatible withjhana attainment. This

imply that a once-returner cannot have absorption

suggests that this second definition o f ' right

concentration' would also include levels of samiiihi
that have not yet reached the depth of absorption

concentration. In fact, this second definition makes it

clear that the decisive factor qualifying samiidhi

as

'right' is not merely the depth of concentration

-�

The same seems to apply to the realisation of once

II, 1 4) or to

relation to walking and standing (A.

listening to the Dhamma (A .III, 1 75), activities which

-)
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achieved, but the purpose for which concentration is

employed.

A similar nuance.underlies the qualification samm i,

riipaloka or the ariipaloka). This certainly does not

attainments. But if all once-returners were absorption

attainers, the very corlCept of a 'once-returner' would .
be superfluous, since not a single once-returner would
ever return 'to this world'.

When considering the realisation of non-return

however, the situation seems to be different. Some

discourses point out that the non-returner, in contrast
to the once-returner, has fulfilled the development of

concentration, thereby indicating that the difference

_ ' right', which literally means 'togethern�ss' ; or to be
'connected in one'. This thus indicates that the decisive

between the two is related to differing. levels of
concentrative ability (A. I, 232 and A.

IV, 380). Other

discourses rel ate progress towards - the :higher · two

criterion for describing samidhi as samm i, as 'right',

is whether it is developed 'together' with the other . stages of the path, non...retuming and arahant-ship,
factors of the noble eightfold path.
to having had the experience of the first or higher .
absorptions7• Judging from this, the deve.lopment of

concentration up to the level-of absorption appears to

According to numerous discourses (e.g. A. m, 423),

the development ·o r the path factor of ' right

be required for the realisation of non-return and thereby .
also of arahant-ship.

concentration' is indispensable for eradicating the
fetters and gaining awakening. This brings up the

The development of deeper states of samadhi is

question whether it is necessary to develop samii/.hi
r

thus indeed an important aspect of the meditative

to the level of absorption in order to win stream-

training of the. m i n d in early Buddhism. This

entry, once-return, non-return or to become an

importance is expressed vividly . in some discourses,
which explain !Qat one who has r�spect for til¢ Bu<Jdha

arahant.

and his teaching Will automatically bold samiilhl in

Concerning stream-entry, the qu;Uities mentioned

· in the discourses as essential for the tealisation of -

stream�entry do not stipulate the ability to· attain

. ..

. . �.:f,.. iit�. . ..

looks down�on_
the develt,>pmept
o{ ;rqm�
h{ the ¢'' py
.
.
: '
.
. " /.
' • " ·< -

.·. ·. . c :

(A.

among the qualities that are characteristic of a strearn

concentration, so another dhcours e e�pl�ins,

necessary condition for winning stream-entry is a state

the true Dhamma (S. II, 225).

ill, 63). Such a removal, however, can take place during

wrong path8•

walking meditation (It. 1 1 8) or while listening to the .

Dhamma (S. V, 95), activities which are not compatible
.

�

with jhana attainment. This indicates that the ability

to gain absorption concentration may not be required

for stream-entry::_

��C!! Of ·

constitutes on� of the causes for the dis�pj)i

V, 357). A

of mind completely free from the five hindrances (A.

.)

high �e.gai-d (A. tv, 123). On the qtb�r Jt.apd� pnn vho

only approves of those who. have· � ;.m,�tet:t��
U, 3 l). Lack_ Qf r�gard for tl;ie , pevelo. ,pm�J} tof

absorption (cf. S. V, 410). Nor is such an ability i.Iichide<t

enterer subsequent to realisation (cf. e.g. S.

.

In sh�rt, as the Buadha

once said: samiidht is the path and its absenc� is the .

•-,,

APPANA, · CONCENTRATION,
EKAGGATA,
EKOT I BHA VA ,
JHANA,
SAMATHA.
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The Samiidhiraja-s ii ira presents an early form of
the doctrine of the void (or Siinyaviida), the central
philosophical doctrine of the Madhyamika School.
Its philosophical importance to the study of the
Siinyaviida cannot, therefore, be underrated. The SUtra
mentions only two bodies of the Buddha, the
Dharmakaya and the R iipak/iya, The concept cif the
three bodies, the Dharmakiya, the Sambhogakiya
and the Nirmanakiya, has not still developed. This
fact points to the early date of the work.
Constantin Regamey has used four MSS of the ·
Samii:lhiraja -stltra, all written in Nepalese characters,
the flrst three now kept in the Bibliotheque Nationale
and the last in the Cambridge University Library.
There exists a commentary on the Samiidhiraja titled
Kl rtim 8/.a by Manjusrikirti and prese.rved in Tibetan
version only.

g

sAMADHIWA-SUrRA� One ofthe nine Dharmas

Ther� i� one Tibetan version of the Stltra bearin or the most authoritative canonical texts of the . the title A rya-sarva-dharma- svabh ava�samata� ·
vipancita-samiidhiraja. This agrees very closdy with
. Mahayana S·choel. It belongs to that group of
Mahayana texts· ealled Vy.aka{apas or exp()sitory the Sanskrit text, but gives bette� readings, someti��s ·
l iterature, the title Sam adhiraja· (The · King . .o f filling the gaps. However, there are differences witll
/
Samiidhis) given to the work is rather a misnomer, for · regard to th� division into chapters and thei.r
·
it is nof a manual dealing with the technical-methods - · numbering. There are also three Chinese translations .
of meditation as such, but tre;:tts of samiidhi as the of the Sami,dhiraja-siit�a, one complete and two
subject of �oncentration, a verbal formula to be partial. . The complete version was made by
meditated upon, The text · is written in the main in Narendrayasas in 557 A. C. One of the two partial :
Sanskrit prose but contains occasional. verse p(!.Ssages, versions bdong to the earlier Sung dynasty period ·
The prose sections are in ? relatively correct Sanskrit ( 420- 479 A, C,). This version bearing the t itle while the slokas are couchedin the so-called 'mixed Candrapradlpa-siitra contains some chapters which
Sanskrit',
agree wit.h those of the Samiidhiraja -s iitra. T.his fact
helps us to place the original text, probably not y�t
Among the nine Dharmas this is · the least'known
fully developed, at least in the 5th century A. C. The
work anq not yet complete(y �dited. l3ut Candralcirti
passages quoted (rom the Samiidhiraja -s ;gra in. th�·
and S.antideva considered it as one of the most
Prasannapada and the Sik�asamuccaya agree very
authoritative works of Mahayana Buddhism, for the
closely with the. originaf S�skrit text, which fact�
two writers have very often quoted. from the Stltra in
suggests that the text of t�e S iitra had attained its
their works, the Prasannapada of the former and ·the
present form by the 7th century A. C. and it appears
Szk��amuccaya of the latter, in particular, In the
that between the 6th and the 9th century new elements,
Szk�asamuccaya the Samiidhiraja .-stltra is always
partly ancient glosses and commentaries, were added
quoted under the title Candrapradlpa which most
increasing the bulk of the work to the present size. We
probabl y relates to the fact that Bodhi sattva
may, therefore, conclude that the Samiidhiraja -stltra
Candraprabha is the chief interlocutor of the Buddha,
wa,s originally composed not later than the 4th century
in the present text. Three chapters of the work. (i.e.
A. C., and that it attained the present size probably in
Chapters VIII, XIX & XXII) were edited and
the 7th century and certainly before the end of the 9th
translated into English by Constantin Regamey (1 907century A. C.
1982), musical-composer and orientalist, for his

·
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In this siitra the word samadhi denotes 'the subject
of concentration ' , a verbal formula to be meditated
upon as a dh ara.pi. This surra is one of the most
authoritative texts of the Madhyamikas, and not of
the Yogadirins. It teaches about the absence of a reai
essence of all the dharmas, · which is expounded in
Chapter VIII of the work. As for its theory of the
bodies of the Buddha, it closely agrees with the
conceptions discussed in the Prajff§paramita-s iitras.
For instance, the A �tasah asrika- prajffiipiramita-siitra
mentions only the Riipakiya and the pharmakiya.
The Samadhiraja -siitra lays emphasis not �o much
upon the fact that there are· two bodies of the Buddha
but upon the contrast between the Dharmakiya. and
the Riipakiya. The former refers to the Absolute, and .
·
the latter to the imaginary and illusory body created
by the magical power of the Buddha.
!'
.
.
.
.
The same distinction of the two bodies hac; been
made by Nagarjuna in his MahaPrajnapiiramita-sastra.
In the SamMhiraja -s ii tra the R iipakiya is not exactly .
the Nirmanaltiya which is described in later texts as
'the phantom having no real existence, but possessing
all the qualities of an ordinary man, born of parents ·
and subject to human frailties' , but rather a blend of
the Nirmiinakiiya and the Sambhogakiya of the later
Mahayana texts. The Riipakiya is not the real body of
the Buddha, but one created by the Buddha in order to
be visible for gods and men. It possesses the thirty
t\Vo auspicious marks of a Great Being (Mahiipurusa),
tjius is far from resembling an ordinary man. H is born
of immeasurable merits and it is radiant. These
characteristics bring the R iip akiya closer to the
S�m,bhogakaya · o f · the l ate f M ahayana. The
Dharmakiya. stands in opposition . to the R iipakiya
in that the former is inconceivable in its very essl:(nce,
lias no marks at all, is undifferentiated, im1neasurable; ·
unkriowable and can be recognized only by means of
the samadhi. It possesses all the features of the
Mahayiinistic Absolute.
.

.

.

<)

·
�

According to the Maffjusri-miilakalpa, among the
\
many complicated rites to be performed
before a
�
ma.p¢ala is formed, is the. recitation of the fo u r s iitras,
:
· the Prajn§..p iiramiti, the Candrapradipa-samiiihi, the
Gapflavyuha and the Suvama- prabhasa, before the
·
four doors symbolizing tbe four cardina:\
points,
. ·
. South,
West, North and East respectively.
.

.

...
.

.

' . •. ·
·
(The writer is greatly indebted tp th� -((dition:and
translation of the Samidhir§ja. ..:sq(f.{.L�Q!!fiMPi!lg
Chapters VIII, XL'X and �It by Consta,I)timR���ey
·
and published in 1 938). ·
.
::-� · > r;,j;_ , ·
. - : · : ··. · .
.,

. �_ _

E. W. Marasingbe.
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S AMAN (the

.

G()d of

.

-

�cJ�m �s Peak)� :Jo
t:u e
.

Mahavamsa is to be· found the earliest account of . .
.
Adam's Peak. · The n�me that-occ�rs �r� i� ��mapa
Kii�a. The commentary _to . the Mah�allJSp says th�t
Sumana-Kura is. so called because it is .t�e aQocle of a ·

:

· devaraja (King of Go<ls) called Sumana. This deity is

mentioned in the account of the first visit of the Buddha · .
to Sri Lanka. The MahavaiJ?sa refers to bini as .
Mahasumana of the Sumana-Kiita mountain. The .
epithet devinda (Skt. Devend�a, th� chief of the gods) .
is applied to him there. This means that he was no
mere godling but one of importance. The minister
Devapatiraja of the 1 3'h century insrailed an image of
God Sumana on tbe }>eak. Even at the present day
there is to be seen a small shrine dedicated to this
deity on th� summit of the mountain on a somewhat
lower level than that of the S.acred Foo!print.

Less than ni.ne miles in .<>.. direct lirie from. the foot
·
of the Peak, rieai the town qf Ratnapura, at �· place ·
called Sabai-agamu, there is a shrine deoic�ted ·to God
Sumana (or Saman) which has been in existence from
ver fearly days:· Doriatioiis were made td'this shrine
by the royalt}i lrt the 1 5lh'ceritury for its maintenance.
· It should be borne m mind that ' th at the In the 1 6'h century the shrine was razed to the ground
by the Portuguese while they were in occupation of
Samiidhir a}a -s iitra does not represent a radical
the territory for 8everal detades. ·Later when the district
Siinyaviida or a developed vijnanavada . The coriten�s
<?f the Siitra and other literature belonging to the same was regained by. the S inhalese, Rajasirilha II (1635category such as the Ayata�aka-s iitra and the Sri;. ' · . 1 687) built a new shrine, not exactly where the shrine
)maladevi-sirrftananda-siitra, lead us to assume that stood earlier but where the Portuguese fort stood.
the early Mahayana w as characterized b y a This shrine is now called Saman-Devrue of Sabaragamu.
metaphysical standpoint common to all Mahayana A shrine dedicated to God Saman also exists at
Alutnuwara) by the s ide of Mahiyangana-stiipa,
schools.
'

·
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which (according to tradition) was built on the initiative
of God Saman. There are also several other shrines
associated with this deity - in less important religious
centers. In many Buddhist temples, the image of Saman
. is to, be found together with the other three gods, who
are considered as the guardian deities of this island.
In the Hamsa-sandesa (v. 1 98) Saman is invoked
to shower blessings on the reignin:g monarch
Paraki"amabahu VI (1410- 1467). Siivul-sande�a of the
1 6'h century• is a poem in the .form of a message sent to
God Saman of Sabaragamu with a prayer to give evety
protection to the poet's patron Rajasirhha I and to
· grant him victories in his campaigns.

·

SA MANA
.

The samapas had their origin in pre-Ariyan times.
Their roots have been ·traced to the Indus valley
civilization evidenced by a miniature seal found in the
region which has a carving of an ascetic figure on it.
The proto-Siva figure depicted on the seal is in the
posture of an ascetic in meditation. That cult of
asceticism has an undeniable connection to sama{Xls
in the Bu �dha's time and continues even up to the
present day. .
The KeSi Sutkta of the f?gveda (RV. X. 1 36) refers
to ascetics in terms that convey their alienation from
Ariyan culture and the religion of the f?gveda._
However, the samapa _phenomenon bec ame a
prominent feature in Indian religious · Jife by the time
the Aryan settlers h�d established themselves in the
eastern tract of the Gangetic: valley. Th�y were very .
much a part of the scenario presented in the Buddhist
canon.

. A suggestion has also been made that Saman/
Sumana- is the-. same as the Mahayana Bodhisattva
�
Samanta�hadra. ln the Nevill collection in the British
Museum, London, there is a bronze sculpture of a
standing -deity (Regd. · No. 1 898-7-2- 141) about six
inches in height. Its maximum width ·is i Y:z inches
The wandering tradition of the. $ama.pas enabled
(from hand to hand). It was called "Bodhisattva" them to p�opotJnd their own philosophies and to · · ·
probably . on tlje grounci· that it r�sembles other . interact with oth�rs who held different doctrines. There
sqilptures ofMahij.yana deit\es in the same collection. · would h�ve been a great deal of cross fertilization of . ·
The figure· has now .bee·n identified as that of ideologies and philos-ophic speculations among them .
· Bodhisattva Samantabhadra. The right hand shows
and also defections from one sect · to another as is ·
the vitarka-mudriwhile the left shows kafaka-hasta recorded in the Buddhist texts.
mudri. (Jmrs. - ceylon Btahch; N.S. Vol. XIV, 1970)..
Sama.pas were distingUished by certain · modes of ·
behavior which characterized their conduct. They
. Namlas(!na Mudiyan5e practised austerities, were celebate, lived on alms and
wei¢ people who had �iven up household life
S�A: The word is derived from §ram a5 well as (ag arasm a ana$iriya"1 pabbajito) in order to pursue
iam. While tram gives the meaning of ari ascetic (or · the goal of emancipation. The stricter the austerities
a wanderer, religieux, recluse), wn (sammati) indicates they pr�ctis{!d, the more th�y were held in esteem as
one whose defilements, are appeased or calmed. ·
saintly beings by the Indian society of that time:
Saffi!U)a Gotama .(the :Buddha) however, did not believe
The· Dhammapada states: ·
in practising extreme ·rorms of asceticism which he ·
referred to as ilttakilamatiirzttyoga (self mortification) . ·
"He who wholly supdQes evil deeds both small
and great is called a monk (sama.pa) because he has Such practices, he said, were unprofitable, ignoble
· and causes dukkha (Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta
overcome all evil."
Vin. JV. p. 420). But the Buddha thought a certain
qegree of austerities and recluse�ship were n�essary
" Yo ca swneti pipi¢ anu11Jthulini sabbaso
Sainittatihi pipa11Jsanppo iti pavuccati." (Dhp. v. for the living of the higher religious life for the purpose
of attaining ultimate liberation from samsira,
265)
.

-

·

.

.

The DhammapadaAf!hakathi, commentary on the
Dhammapada, reiterates this meaning of samapa in
the words "Samitap_�atti samapo. (DhpA. II. 84)

In the Udumbarik a S[ha'}idasutta (D. III, 38)
Sandhaila, �e white clad disciple o_f the Buddha, tells
the wanderer, Nigrodha, and his followers that the
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Buddha "haunts the lonely and remote recesses of the
forest, where noise, where sound there hardly is, where
the breezes from the pastures blow, yet which are
hidden from the eyes of men, in solitary contemplation

of the unsubstantial self."

" . . . so Bhagava araiiiie vanapatthani pantani
senaranani papsevati, appasaddani appa-nigghosani

vijana-vitani manussarahaseyyakani patisallana 
saruppiniti.

"

The reference is to an aspect of recluse-ship which
fonned an essential feature of a true samapa 's conduct.

!J

SAMANA
.

"Seyyathapi bho puriso aggarasaparititto na affii
esaril hminamrasanampiheti,
evaril eva kho bho yato
. .
.

yato tassa bhoto Gotamassa dhamma'nJ sun ati yadi
suttaso yadi geyyaso yadi veyyakarapaso yadi

abhutadhammaso tato . tato n a annesall?
puthusama.pabriihmana-ppavidffna11J piheti. " (A. I ll.
p.

237)

The Mah §parinibbanasutta of the Dighanikiiya,
among many suttas in the canon, mentions by name ,

the six afiffatitthiyas. They are described by Subaddha,
the paribb§jaka, to the Buddha as,
"The leaders in religious life (sama,pa-brahmani)

The Buddha is said to have advised Kassapa, son · who are heads of companies of disciples and students,
.
of the gods, as to how he may conduct himself like a teachers of students, well known, renowned, founders
-jhikkhu, i.e. training to live the life of a recluse, in of schools of doctrine, esteemed as good men by the
. , secluded recesses in a forest and in calming the heart's multitude � to wit, PiiraJ.la Kassapa, Makkhali of the
cow pen, Ajita of the garment of hair, Kaccayana of
unrest.
the Pa.l(uddha tree, S afijaya, the son of the Bell(\!thi
slave girl, �d Nigat,l�ha of the Natha clan� ;. ._"
�·�ubhasitassa sikkherha Samapupasanassa ca

· -,

. ekasanassa ca raho cittaviipasamassa ca ti. "(S. I,
.
. . .

46) • '

. Samapas were ascetics who do not ,accept the
mainstream Brahma�ra religion. They rejected the
Vedas, Vedic Sacrifice' and· ilr ahmana claims to
supremacy in society with their hierarchi�al structuri�g
of society.

"Ye ' me bho Gotama Samapa-brahmapi sarilghino
gapino gapocai'iyi ffati yasassino titthakari s�husammata ca bahu-janassa, seyyathida'!' P iirapo
Kassapo, Makkhali GosalQ. . . . (D. II. 1 50)

Though . the compound term Samapa-brahma.pa
includes all religieux genenilly, here in this passage,
only the samatn teachers are singled out and mentioned
The word covered ma�y types of recluses who specifically by that collective compound tenn. P�rhaps
ofessed a variety . of philosophies: S ix leading these teachers posed the most provocative challenge
.
··
samana
teachers referred to as afifiatitthiyihave been to the traditional mainstream B.rahmal)a teachers. Rhys
·
mentioned inthe Buddhist texts. They �ere saniapa Davids (see foot note to the Mahiparinibbinasuttci in ·
teachers other than the Buddha. , Togetqer with the · Dialogues of the Buddha, Vol. II,) argues sometimes ·
Buddha, they were the mo�t renowned o(the samapa brahma.rn in the compound term rnay be Used in· a
.
·
different sense like brahmapo : as · an epithet for an
teachers of the time,
arahant. He . cites the instance of the usage· in this
In the Briihmapavagga of the Anguttaranikiya is · sense in th� tetm Ksatriy(l-brahmti:pa,
,
found the following reference to the Buddha's teaching offers sacrifice or a :'soldiefpriest' .
as the most eX!cellent among those of the samt;lpa
Gener:ally, the· term'Sama.pa-brahma.pa refers to ·
brahma.pa:
ascetics who are holders of heterodox views and

r)

�

·

·

aKsatriya't.ho
. ,

"Just sir, as a man, well satisfied with some choice savour, · longs no� for other savours that are mean; '
en so, Sir, whenev�r one hear� his honour Gotama's
�l
J.J.hamma, whether m the saymgs, the psalms, the
catechisms or the marvels - none lo·ngs for the talks of
others: the many- folk, recluses or Brlihmanas."

'

mainstream
Brahiiiajia religieux.
.
.
...

- · ·

'

.�

The Dighanikaya commentary of Buddhaghosa,
theSumaligalavilasini (p. 73, SHB, 1 9 1 8) gives a very
clear-cut unambiguous meaning to the compound term.
It states:

·
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"Pa ribbajupa,g atabh avena samapa j atiya
brahmapa Lokena va samapiitibrahmapiiti ca. EvariJ
sammata".
According to this explanation, sama,pas are those
who become sama.pas by v_irtue of their renunciation
of househ-old life and Brahmanas are those who are

Brahma,pas by birth.

.

'

The Dighanikiya(iki, the sub �ommentary by
Dhammapala (p. 1 2, Somavati Hewavitarana Trust
· Publication, 1967) reiterates this meaning: · -

Yaf1Jkiffcipabbaja11J upagata samajli, Jitimattena
BrWimapi. "
·

However, this explanation does ·not exclude the
possibility _of brahmapas by birth joining the·sama{Xl
camp. SamiilJOS no doubt, · had in their fold reduses
drawn from alhanks, castes and strata in so�iety who ·
had rejected the Vedas; Vedic Sacrifice and brihina{Xl
created hierarchies. Sama,pas were egalitati�. Maha
Kassapa, one of the Buddha's chief ·disciples, who
was the President of the First Buddhist Council, was
a brihma!JCl by birth. So were the three brothers, ·
Uruvela Kassapa ; Nadi Kassapa and Gayii' Kassapa;
When they. abandoned Vedic doctrines and rituals and
. became Buddhist bhikkhus, they were. regarded as
belonging to the _sama,pa community. The criterion,. ·
therefore, to be included in the brihmafia component
of the compound term . was not only birth in the
brihma.[Ja caste but the total acceptance o f the 
brihma,pa rel igion� The two components were
mutually �antagonistic, but they forined a unity as
. against ordinary· society. ·
·

·

. By the practice of austerities, the sama,pas came
to be a highly respected category on a par with the
mainstreain blihll)�a religieux. The latter may have
included not only briihm�a priests and teachers of
the Vedas but also the Sannyiisins of the fourth asrama
which kept itself-separate from the sainanas.
. .
- The opi_nion held by some scholars (see Haripada
Chakraborty, A-sceticism in Indian Culture p. 2 16, and
B.M. Barna, Pre�Buddhist Indian Philosophy) is that
the fourth asrama of the Sannyasins came into
existence only at a date much later than the .{?gveda
and the Brihnu;l,pas for originally asceticism was an
anathema to Vedic teligioi1. The samanas
. on· the .other.
.

SAMANA
.

hand held that emancipation could be attained only
by a compl ete separation from l ay l ife, that i s ,
practising life long asceticism, not merely confining
recluseship to the evening of one's life. Therefore,
sama!JCls believed in complete renunciation whereas
the asrama doctrine was a not!on_ of progress in stages
which became part of Hindu dharma. The word !ram
first appears in the Bfhadiranyaka Upani�d but in

l ater Upan i � ads and the Dharmas iitras it is
conspicuously absent. It came to be monopol ized by
Buddhists and Jains and used as a generic term for .
titthiyas. The word Sannyasin became a term applied · ·
exclusively to brahma{Xl renouncers of the household
life who were practising their fourth asrama.
If one were to equate the practices of a true
sama!JCl with that of Samana Gotama, then one would
have to go by a very long Jist 'of moralities mentioned
in the Brah1najilasutta (D. I. ). That list is too long
and detailed to reproduce here but the following gives
a general idea

.

The first list of short si1as (moralities) includes the
observance of paffcasJta with additions such as ·
abstaining from slander (pisuni-vaca); harsh speech .
(pharusa-vaca) and frivolous talk (samphappalipa), · ·
causing inj u ry to pl ants (bi]ag ama-bh fftag iinl.a-:-,
samarambha pafi.virato . . . ) ; the true samapa takes
only one meal a day, he refrains from being a spectator
at shows, at fairs, with nautch dances, singing music,
abstains from wearing, adorning or ornaJI?.enting hi_mself
with garlands, scents and unguents, abstains from the
use of large and lofty beds, abstains from accepting
silver or gold , uncooked grain, raw meat, women Q.r ·
girls, bondmen or bond women, wealth in kind or in'

. the fonn of money, immoveable or moveable property;'
absta-ins from money· transactions i.e.. buying and
selling, cheating (in trading activities) bribety, fraud;
he abstains from maiming, committing ·murder, putting
in bonds, highway robbery, dacoity, violence . .

The l ist of longer sJ1as include refraining 'from
injuring seedlings, or growing plants, abstains from
storing up foods, drinks, clothing, equipages, bedding, ·
perfumes, curry stuffs, also abstains from viewing
shows. Here a comprehensive list is given of the kinds
of shows, -the viewing of which should be avoided.
These include singing,. dancing, hand-music, acropatic
feats, combats of animals, boxing, · wrestling and the
l ike, sham fights, reviews and manoeuvres of (armies).
Other abstinences include recreational activities like
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games and here also a detailed list is supplied. Further,
abstinences include the use of luxurious couches,
expensive coverlets, rugs, carpets, etc., and abstinences
from using various means of adorning and beautifying
oneself. Also, parti ci pating i n the rel ating of
entertaining tales and debating in a bellicose manner
are to be avoided. Performing servile duties such as
a�ti�g as a go-betw�en and carrying messages from
.kings·, Ministers of State are also to be avoided. A true
sqmapa is not a trickster, droning out holy words for
pay. Nor is a true samapa an exorcist or diviner.

SAMANATTATA

SAMANATTATA. Samanattata is one of the four
Sa ngahavatt!u Js ( B d s t . S k t . Sa1ig rahavastu)

mentioned in Buddhist literature as recommended by

the Buddha for kings, rulers, employers, parents etc.

The term Saiigahavatthu is rendered into English in a
number of ways. The Pali English Dictionary has
objects (characteristics) of sympathy? (PED. s. v.

sangaha). F. L. Woodward renders it as ' four bases of ,
sympathy> l whereas Rhys Davids renders it 'four
bases of popularity' .2 Ven. Nyanatiloka ·translateS' ·
the term as the 'four ways of showing favour' (BD . p.
190). But Edgerton, in his Bucf.dhist Hybrid Sanskrit
Dictionary, basing on · its use in the Lalitavistara, Ji.as "

. the long sJ1as include the avoidance of wrong means
of livelihood. They i nd1:lde the abstaining from
. practising the lower arts such as palmistry, divinating rendered it ' article of attraction' (BHS. s. v. Samgraha- .
·
by m eans : o f o m e n s and s i g n s, auguries, · vdstu). Edgerton states that the l iteral meaning of the
term is much disputed, but it is clarified by the
prognostications such as iriterpretirig oreams, fortune
:)telling. from marks on the body, having to do with Lalitavistara where the Buddha's cleverness i n
· charms · and portents from · the cries o f birds, etc., drawing in creatures (sattvasarpgrahakau§alyarp) by
. abstaining from soothsaying, foretelling from various - the net of the four sarpgrahavastu. This interpretation
phenomena such as eclipses of the moon, rains, fall' of · qf Edgerton is, quite significantly confirmed by a
meteors, composing ballads, poetizing, arranging lucky discourse in the Anguttarci Nikiya (IV. 2 1 9) where ·
days for inamages, fixing lucky times for the conclusion Hatthaka Alavaka explains to the Buddha that he was
of;treaties� using d1arms . for both go?d· and evil;
able to wiri over a large following by practising the
· incantations for evil plirposes, administering drugs four Sangavdtthusjudiciously (infra for more details).
·
and ·niedication. The above is only a general idea of �e ·
Sangahavattus; therefore, are a mearis of winning over
very'.' lengthy l ist of abstinences suppiied in the
and attracting people to oneself. · Edgerton ·also notes

)

Bralimajalasutta .

•
�

,)

that in Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit it is used more with

reference to Bodhisattvas than to Buddha's: In Pali it

· The rest :of the sutta concerns itself . with the

is hardly used with reference to the Buddha; But he is

various sixty-two p h i losoph.ies and doctrines
topounded by samapas and brahirlapas. Aitliough it
.
·stated that all these sixty two phil'osophies (which
, id not include the Buddha's doctiine) are i ncorrect,
fot they are propounded by deluded or partly deluded
people. The act of de�ating and arguing · 9ut and

said to have practised these four -artiCles of attraction

in his former lives and as a result became. �ndowed
with two marks of a Superman, viz soft and tender
hands and feet and h ands and feet l ike a net
(jaiahattapadaD. III. 1 52f). All that is said concerning
the four sa.iig avatthus · ips o facto appl ies · to
samiinattati. · •·

profeSsing a doctrine is notcondemned; It can therefore
. be conjectured that safna.pas were recluses as Well
.
sophists �d philosophers.
.

.

'·

as

What is Siimiinattata?

The Sania.Diiaphalasuita (D. I.) not only re-asserts

the detailed account or'the destred moral conduct of a
· tn�e. sanzapa but gives as well the psyc.hological content
of his mind. In short, the effect of leading the moral

_ l ife along with meditation · which transforms his
1perception. What the sutta underscores is restraint of

•t1e senses with regard to the sama.pa.

·.

s actions, keeping

�e ?Iain objeCtive of his endeavour always before his ·
mind.

.

Suvimalee Kai'unaratna

·

. In the Vedic language as well as in Piili sama means
'equal ' . Derived from it, the adjective samiina means
similar, equal, even and sa.'Tie. An abstract noun from
this is samiinatta which is analysed in the Piili English
Dictionary as samiina + attarp and translated as
'eq�animous or even-mind. An abstract from sam.izatta ·
is 'samiinclttat a which could be rendered equanimity
imparti�llity or even equality i.e. the state of being

equal or the state of being even.. minded. There is also

the possibility that samiinatta is derived from Sanskrit
samiinattva, 'equality' . .
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But what does Saminattatasignify as an article of

householder, equal in birth, and in the case of a home

attraction in the Buddha's teachings? In one of the

leaver (pabbajjita) equal in virtue (si1a), he should be

discourses of the

Aiiguttara Nikaya

(IV.

364f)

(AA. III. 65). S o
dhammas are these

accorded such equality in treatment.

the

Buddha refers to the highest manifestation of these

what Buddhaghosa has taken as

four articles. Gi:ft of the Dhamrna is the highest gift

acts of sitting, sleeping and eating etc. taken in the

(dina); teaching the Dhamma repeatedly to the good
and attentive is the most pleasing of words (peyya- ·
vajja); inciting, instilling, establishing confidence in

context of birth

persons concerned. In another place the commentator

one who l acks confiden c e , d i s c i p l ine in · the

eating, drinking, sitting together etc. as equal to oneself

(sJ1a)

etc. of the

In the

But the b�st of equality is the

Sumaiigalavilasini (DA.

III.

·

.

(AA . IV. 1 1 4).

in those who lacks in wisdom, is the best of useful

(atthacariya).

and virtue

states "He should be treated or. won over through

undiscipl ined, generosity in the mis�rly and wisdom
activities

(jati)

928) ·

equality of one stream-winner with another · stream

Buddhaghosa goes into further details as to why .

winner, that of one Once Returner with another, that

different people have to be treated separately in one's

of one Non-Returner with another and of one Arahant

dealings. Showing how saminattatashould operate he

with another Arahant. This appears to be an attempt

says that as shown a,bove, some people are not desirous

. at s.u blimation and giving a spiritual interpretation to

of favours under the other three articles of attraction

the four articles with a mundane applicability. Yet, it
.
does not pr9 vide us with the clarification of the

but expect equality in seating, sleeping and taking

meaning of the_te� saminattata.

is difficult to be well disposed with. Enjoyment in · ·

meals. Then he explains that a rich person of low birth .
common with them is not possible. They are angered

. Possibly the text of the discourses . itself could

when not treated in that manner. A poor person of

supply us a clue to clear the point. In the metrical .

high birth is a!so difficult to be well disposed with. He · .

portions of some of the .discourses dealing with the

desires enjoyment in common with one with high

four artjcles . o f attraGtion i s found , the phrase

means, thinking that he is of good birth. He is ·angered

sam81).attata ca dhammesu (D.

III. 1 92;

A.

when not treated in this manner. One lacking in both .

II. 32),

�

which may be rendered into English as 'sameness undet
.
l conditions'. H �e t�o. we have to cl fy the term

riches and higb birth is easy to be well dispose with.
.
He does not desire enjoyment in common with the

dhamma before. coming to a conclusion regarding
samiit.attata The Jitaka commentary (V. 330) has taken

. other and is not angered wh�n not treated in that

al

�

an

rrianner. One equally possessed of both also is easy to

the word as the custom of honourin� the elders . (jef!hipacayana dhammesu). May be the attempt is to

in moral virtue is difficult to be well disposed with .

make it fit into the context of the story.

The

One cannot have enjoyment in common w:ith him but ·
he is angered when not treated in that manner. One

commentator Buddhaghosa has in several

(dussaligaho but SHB. Vol . XIX. p. ·
676 has susaiigaho which suits the context better). A .

disposed with

.. samiina-sUkha-dukkhabhiiva (DA. III. 928, AA . III.
65), i.'e. 'the state of being the same in happiness· and

virtuous person is not angered in not receiving gifts or

adversity ' . It is significant that the Buddhist Sanskrit ·

not being served. He does not look with evil thoughts

Mahavastu (Vol. r . 3) substitutes Saminirthati, found

at another with evil thoughts who does not enjoy in

in some texts, with samanasukhadukkhata Therefore

common with him

common to both traditions.

akarontarp). It is easy to have enjoyment in common ·

e

. .
.
Explammg thi s

saminatthata

is

(attanasaddhiip paribhogaf!1.

with him. This long disquisition of Buddhagosa was

undoubtedly necessitated by his wish to show the

�rth.er.Buddha�hosa say. s. that. �me:-, ·•· difficulty in dealing with people of different mindsets

· do not expect anythmg like gener s 1ty and other articles �
of attraction. They rather desire sitting on equal seats,
sleeping on the same or equal beds, and eating together.

This is what the commentator takes to be. the equality

of treatment desired b_y some. If he is, in the case of a .

·

possessing 111oral virtue is also difficult to be well

. . places in his commentaries explained saminattataas

using ·this phrase with r ference to

·

be well disposed with. Among the monks, one lacking ·

-

and the difficulty faced by kings and others who use

the four articles of attraction to win over people. They
have to be quite deft in using the means, especially of
equality in treatment, if they want to be successful in.
their effort to win over people.

·

·
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Th is phrase samana-sukha -dukkha used i n
B uddhaghosa 's explanation of the term samanattata
is also found used in the Sing §io v iila Sutta (D. III.
1 87) used to designate one of the four types of noble

friends. It could provide us with a clue to the
understanding of the term samanattata in the
discourses. By character the samiina-sl{kha- dukkha

friend remains the same in both happiness and
adversity. He does not forsake his friend in calamity
. and would sacrifice even his life for the sake of his
friend. In more than one place in canonical texts are
found references to this human weakness of the
tendency to forsake one's loved ones in adversity. In
the Petavatthu (36.4) it is emphatically stated that,

yowing them to be disabled, friends abandon their

· associates. Such a . practice cannot operate under

�ma:z�uata for one has to remain even under all
·.
Conditions. . .
.
·

Happiness (sukha) and pain (dukkha) are two of
the eight world coriditions a!{ alQka-dhamma(A. IV.
1 56f). The other six enumerated in the-discourse are
gain and loss, fame and ill-fame, censure and praise.
The . word dhamma in the phrase samiinattata ca
dhammesu also may be taken in the sense of the eight
world conditions enumerated above. Since two of them
sukha and du.kkha are alrea�y l inked �o samiiza in the
Sing 8loviiia Sutta, it is not difficult to link the other
six with it. Thus to remain steadfast in one's dealings
� others without fors�ing them in adversity, could
:
the faith and confldenc� of people. One who
" 3fSociates a person only in prosperity but abandons
him under negative conditions would natu�:a.lly lose
his faith in him. This, howev�r. does not fully agree
with the ·corrimentator
's
for whom
.. .
(
.
.
. Interpretation
.
.
.
· dhamma seems to mean social conventions (sam@.q�
dhamma?).

h

�
�
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given. Modern scholars who translated the Pali texts
into Engli sh and others who have written on the four

Saiigaha-vatthus seem to have missed the real
significance of the term sam§nattat§. They seem to
have taken the term to signify a virtue to be universally
applied indis<;:riminately to every one. But it is dear
from the text that not only samiinattata but all the
four articles of attraction "'"" to be applied "hear and
there as the case deserves" (tattha tattha yatharaham).
They are not meant to be applied every where like,
for instance, the four 'sublime abodes' (brahmavihara) described as 'boundless states' (appamafiiii) .
Rhys Davids transtates the term as 'impartiality to .
one as to another'.4 and, F. L. Woodward renders it,
'And treating all alike'.5 Both of them also seem to
have linked "hear and there as the case deserves" to
this article alone. P. o: Premasiri states that ·
"samiinattat§, the · fourth SaJigahavatthu stands for ·
equal respect for all or non-discriminatory behaviour"
Expanding his views he states "it is a virtUe which
calls upon us to respect the rights of other living beings"
(s.v. Ethics, Ency. Bsm. Vol. V p. 154). He· also has ·
completely ignored .the phrase tattha tattha
yatharaham. All these scholars have not considered
the importance of the discussion the Buddha had with ·
Hattthaka Alavaka on the latter's practice of the four
<Uticles of attraction. In fact it is also note worthy
that Hattaka Alavaka has been called by the Buddha
foremost among his lay _disciples who "gathered a
following by these four articles of attraction" (A. 1 .
26). If so his views on the topic should b e the first to
pe considered in trying to unravel" the meaning of ·
samiinattata.

·

·

Hatthaka was a petty ruler of probably a forest ·
. tribe and a devout follower of tlie Buddha Once he .
visited the Buddha with. a large following of five
. \ . .
hunQ!�d Iay devot�es. The Buddha inquired from him ·
F. L. · Waodward has translated samana-sukha- · hO\v he inanaged to win over such a large following.
the
of
com mentator , as He answered that he did it by practising the four
ditkkhabhava
"imperturbability"3• This could be a good rendering if . articles of attraction taught by the Buddha. He tells
taken in the s�nse of equanimity (upekkhi) in which a ; the Bu ddha, "Lord when I realize that this man may
person remains undisturbed under all conditions. But be enlisted (salr}gahetabbo) by a gift I enlist him in
this -highly spiritual state cannot be expected from · this ' way; when by a kindly word, then iri that way;
kings, parents etc. who have to work under very - when by a good tum (atthacariyiya), tl1en so; or when
I know that he must be treated as an equal, if he is to
��uqdane conditions. Nor could they be expected to
beJ�me ·very popular with their subjects or children if be enlisted, then I enlist him by equality oftreatment''.6
t
remain undisturbed, especially under adverse The Buddha praised Hatthaka for his course of action
conditions. That this was not what the commentator taken to gather a large following and said that in the
expected also is seen:...clearLy from his explanations · . past, present and the future any one who gathers a ·

�
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to attend on (upaf.thapetabbo). He has a preceptor or a
spiritual teacher (upajjh§ya) too. The ( acariya) is only
the deputy or substitute of the upajjh§ya. Although
This discussion makes it quite clear that the the terms antevasika - one who lives with his master
four sangahavatthus as enunciated by the Buddha or teacher ( Vin . 1 .60) and saddhiviharika - co-resident,
have the limited purpose of winning over to oneself fellow bhikkhu, pupil (Vin. 1 .45) have been used very
the allegiance of other people. This is done by using often instead of the term samapera in many Buddhist
one or other of the four articles of ·attraction as each texts, we find the word simapera has been used for .
. case deserves. Those who can be pleased with gifts . novices in the Vznaya Mahavagga. TI1e Buddha advised
are won over by generosity; those who can be pleased Venerable Sariputta to ordain Rahula by making him
with kind words are thus WOn over; those WbO Can be to take refuge in the Buddha, the Dhamma and the
satisfied by helping to overcome a problem when Sangha.. This was the first time that the Buddha
arisen are won over in that manner and those who can . allowed the monks to ordain novices by making them .
be satisfied be treating with equality are won over in to take refuge in the ratanattaya (anujiiliini bhikkhave .
that manner (AA. 1 .392). Winnin·g friendship of others ti hi sarapagamanehi simanera pabbajjaip - Vin.
1 .82). In the context of Rahula's Ordination the ·
is also possible by the use of the four articles (SnA.
Buddha
instructed the bhikkhus regarding the procedure
236). In the case of kings, rulers and leaders they can
be used to increase their following. In the case of to be adopted when giving ordination to a new recruit.
parents, strengthening of bonds of love · with their It runs as follows: A senior monk should shave the
children and other members of the family, and in case head of the simapera to be, to start with. Then. he
of members of any society stabilizing.bonds of social - should be made to cover himself with a grey colo\}red
· fellowship can be achieved by these principles. Thus robe so as to cover only qrie shoulder. He should then
samiinattataas a sanghavatthu is riot a principle to be be made to worship at . the feet of the bhikkhu
applied universally but meant to be applied only . congregation, kneel down before them with his hands
where necessary as it·deserves to be used.
in the posture of worshipping and he should be told
to say : "I take refuge in the Buddha, I take refuge in
the Dhamma, I take refuge in the Sangha". He · should · .
c.. Witanachchi
be told to repeat them thriCe.
following it is always done on the basis of these four
articles.

·

References

. The age limit to become a sima.pera is at
. . variance. The first recruits to the Buddhist community
of bhikkhus were mature males. The Buddha himself
enrolled his firSt disciples who bad undergone religious
training . under some religious teachers who . were . ·
contemporaries of the Buddha himself. When those
mature men listened to the preaching. of the Buddha
and became convinced of the truthfulness of the •
S�RA is a new recruit (novice)from the laity, Buddha's teachings and expressed their willingness to
to the Buddhist Order of Bhikkhiis. In a Buddhist practise the Dhamma under the Buddha, the Buddha
Bhikkhii's life there are two distinct periods, one is addressed them "Come 0 B hikkhu" and ·that
the periodfrotn the Ordination (pabbajja) to the Higher pronouncement itself became their Ordination and the
· Ordination (upasampad{f). The novice who is in the Higher Ordination. Rahula, the Buddha's son as a
period from the Ordination to the Higher Ordination layman, was the first youngster to join the community .
is called a siimapera. Children or young men who are . of Buddha's disciples as a novice. Rahula was seven
admitted as aspirants (novices) to the Sangha are years old . when the B uddha v i sited his father
called sama.peras. After receiving the Ordination· Suddhodana and other kinsmen at Kapil;:tvatthu after
(pabbajja) or the going forth from home to homeless the attainment of Buddbahood. When the Buddha
state, . a siima.pera becomes a junior member of the retu.i-zled to the vihara , Rahula accompanied him asking
temple. He has a tutor.(acariya) to whom he is obliged for his inheritance. Subsequently the Buddha entrusted

1 ·Gradual Sayings II. p. 36.
2 . Dialogues :of the Buddha III. p. 145.
3 Gradual Sayings II. p. 36 n. 2
4 • Dialogues of the Buddha III p. 1 84.
5• Gradual. Sayings VI p. 36.
6 . Ibid. IV p. 148.
•
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Rahula to Venerable S ariputta to be ordained as a

saina.[Jera ( Vin. 1 . 82) .

S�APHALA SUTTA

samaperas.

Also persons with serious moral defects

(patricides, matricides, murderers of arahants, persons

The Vinaya Mahavagga (Vin. 1 .78) records the
story of a father and his young son who was below
the age of fifteen joining the order of monks due to
some calamity in the family. The young sama.pera's

guilty of raping women etc.) were also not recruited

as siima.peras (Vin. 1 .

73f).

It is prohibited to admit

children as s iima{Jeras to the Order without the consent

of their parents or elders ( Vin. 1 .

82-83).

childish behaviour in the vihara annoyed some of the
other bhikkhus in the vihara and they complained t�e
matter to the Buddha. The Buddha thereupon set
down the rule that a child who was below the age of

SAMANNAPHALA SUTTA, the

subsequently set aside by the Buddha himself on

Digha Nikaya (D. I, 47): Two versions of this discourse

fifteen should not be ordained, But this rule had been

,)
.

�

account of different circumstances. It is said that a
·

D. Saddhasena

family who were benefactors of elder Ananda and were

'discourse on the

fruits of recluse-ship' , is the second discourse in the

have been preserved in the Chinese Agamas, occurring
as the twenty-seventh discourse in the Dirgha Agama

giea:t supporters of the Order- were striCken with a

(TaishO . J.

children of the family were surviving, Elder Ananda

into the Miifasarviirtiviki.a Vinaya, where it occurs in

1 07) and

as the seventh discourse in the

(deadly disease and_ the parents and other elders of the . forty-third chapter of the Ekottara Agama · (Taisho
" fartiily had succumbed to the disease, only two young . II. 762)1. The same discourse has also found its way
reported to the Buddha that the two children who
·

were under 1 5 years of age cannot be recruited as

samaperas to the Order to save them from peril as the
· Buddha himself had laid. down the injunction that

· children below the age of fifteen should not be recruited

· to the On:ler as sama.peras.

the context of Devadatta's attempt at creatilig a schism
in the Saiigha, included probably in order t�)document · :

how Devadatta lost his main supporter king Ajiitasattu

through a change of heart of the.latter after the present

discoursel. ·

The Buddha at this

situation relaxed the pre v i o u s i nj u nction t o ·

The-SamafiJiaphala Sutta reports the patricide

accommodate even very young children i n the Order
, .
as samape ras (Vin. 1 . 79).

Aj atasattu, king of Magadha, visiting the Buddha and

New recruits or sama.peras in the community of

several other renowned religious teachers. Beneath

(A. 1.83). They are � to refrain from killing or injuring

a recluse, in contrast to the. productive l ife of a

r) · .

.

inquiring after visible fruits oflivirig the life of a recluse,

a question he had on an earlier occasion posed to

bhtkkhus are to practise ten precepts constantly. . the king's inquiry into the purpose of l iviQ.g the life of

:·

.

living beings (piljkipiita virama.pa). to refrain from

· theft (adinniidana virdma.pa), to refrain from sexual

'behaviour (kamesu micchacaravirama.pa), to refrain
· from falsehood (musavikiavirama.p(l), to refrain from
taking

intoxicating

drinks

(surameraya

craftsman, two underlying aspects can be discerned.

One aspect, related to king Aj ata5attu bein:g an active

part of a growing tendency towards political
centralization in ancient India, would seem to be a

wish to inquire into the rationale and to some extent ··
majjnapamiidaf!ziinavirama.pa), to refrain from eating . also the right of the growing number of wandering
. �t improper times (vika!.a bhojan.avirama.pa),to refr� · ascetics roaming his kingdom and demanding support.
from seeing shows of dancing, singing and music and
The other aspect, on a more personal level, could be .
using garlands scents, unguents �nd wearing finery
related to his feel ing of guilt at having murdered his
. (naccagiiavadita vis ilka dassana m al a ghanda father, being to some extent a question about the fruit
vllepana dh aranama.pifana vibh usanaffh an a of action in general and thereby implicitly also about

·

virama.pa), to refrain from using high and luxurious the fruits. of his patricide.
· . .
beds (uccasayana mahasayana virama.pa) and t2,, . . "' , ., . - .
·
.
·
· The other teachers he had approached earlier had.
refrain from accepting gold and silver (jiitarilpa rajata
,afiggahana virama.pa).
·

Persons with physical defects (cripples, eunuchs
and hermaphrodites etc.) wer·e not allowed to become

not been able to give a ful l answer to all aspects of this .
question. Quite probably being aware of his patricide,

they had to some ex�nt addressed the question of
action and its fruit, with Piiral)a Kassapa pointing out
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that there is not evil in killing, Makkhali Gosala telling whom the king had posed his question. The various
the king that there is no cause for the moral purity or versions of this discourse do however differ in regard
impurity of beings, Ajita Kesakambali explaining that to the positions assumed by these teachers3• In relation
there is no retribution for good and bad deeds, Pakudha to the account fou nd in the Pal i version of the
Kaccayanaeven proclaiming that there is no such thing Samaiiiiaphala Sutta; two points can be made:
as 'killing' at all, Nigru:t1ha Nataputta advocating the
.
Concerning the position ta.lcen by Makkhali Gosala,
res traint of action and Safij ay a Bel anhaputta
presenting what could be a form of scepticism as to all versions agree with the Pali discourse on attributing
the possibility of stating anything definitely. None of to him the denial of causality in relation to the
these answers was able to satisfy the king, since they purification of beings. The Pal i discourse stands
did not respond to the evident and practical aspect of however alone in also having him teach a fixed sarpsiiric .
his question after a visible fruit of the life of a recluse, proc�ss through. which all beings have to pass before
a failure the king compared to discoursing on mango going beyond suffering, a doctrine which according to
when being asked about breadfruit. Their replies· also some other versions should rather be attributed to
did not tackie the political implkations of his question, · Pakudha Kac;cayana. Such a fixed sarpsiric process
nor were they able to allay his· feelings of guilt._
woul.d seem to fit w e l l w i th P·a kudha's other
propositions, which were based on a set of firmly
In contrast to the other teachers, the Buddha fixed principles, while it would seem to be to some
.
directly replied to the king's question by bringing up extent at odds with Makkhali's earlier denial of any
the practical example of a servant of the king who, ori . causal principle4•
going forth as a monk, will no .longer have to obey the
· Concerning Nigal)tha Nataputta, the Pali discourse
king's commands but rather receive the kihg's worship.
With this example the Buddha succeeded not .only in . · · stands alone in having him teach a fourfold restraint5•
showing a practical and visible benefit of the life of a Some ofthe other versions have him explain that one's
.
recluse to the king, but also made the k.ing right away. present condition is the result of past action, through ·
..
reaffirm the right of a recluse to be independent of the · penance previous karma is eradicated and through
king, thereby addressing the political aspect of the refraining from doing new ·deeds one puts an end to .
king's question.
suffe�ing,'a view which does seem to accord well �ith
what is known about the Jaina teachings from other
This much achieved, the Buddha turned to a detailed · sources and as such also recurs in the Pali discourses
description of the· gradual path of training that comes . (e.g. at M.. I, 93).
into being once a Tathagata arises in the world and
proclaims the Dhamma, a description recurring in
· These two points. are not the only instances where
several other discourses in the Digha Nikiiya. During the various versions differ on what doctrine should be
his description of the gradual path, the Buddha attributed to whiCh teacher, a more detailed discussion
highlighted the different types of happiness gained . of which .would however go beyond the. s�ope of the ·
with progressive mental purification; 'fruits' of the present article. Such differences can a1so be found in
life style of. a recluse standing in stark contrast to the the Pali discourses, which sometimes attribute aspects
guilt ridden conscience of the king. This description · ·· of Makkhali Gosala;s view to Piirru)a Kassapa (S. in,: .
of graduill mental purification thus dir�ctly addressed 69 and A. III, 383). Similady, while according to the
the third and inore personal aspect of king Ajatasattu's Samaiiiiaphala Sutta's account Makkhali Gosala
question.
. proclaimed various types ofkcuiurui, another discourse ·
attributes the denial of kamma to him (A. 1,_ 286).
The Buddha's reply did satisfy the king, with the Since this discourse begins with a reference to the ·
result that he expressed his regret at having murdered . custom of wearing a blanket made .of human hati
his own father in order to gain the throne and moreover (�skambala), it could be referring to Ajita Ke�bali
proclaimed-himself a lay fol1ower of the Buddha.
instead. In relation to the same Ajita Kesakambali it
c'ould be noted that even though according to the
The Samaiiiiaphald Sutta takes its importance not Samaiiiiaphala Sutta he explicitly denied rebirth,
only from the successful conversion of king Ajatasattu, another Pali discourse includes him among a list of
but also as a source for the philosophical positions teachers making a pronouncement on the rebirth of
taken by the other con!emporary religious teachers to their disciples (S. IV, 398).
•

·

. . .

·

·
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Despite these differences, the general picture to be
gained from an e x a m i n a t i o n o f these v ar i o u s
p h i l o soph i c al p r o pos i t i o n s recorded i n the
_
S8ma.fifl.a.phala Sutta remains the same, namely that at

the time of the Buddha various teachings denying
causality, action and karma were in vogue. These form
the philosophical background for the Buddha's
affirmation of karmic retribution and his teaching of
dependent origination (pa.ticca samuppiida).

Analayo
References
1
In addition to these two,� individual Chinese
translation of this discourse c-an be found as
discourse number 22 at Taisho I, 270.
2 The Sanskrit version of this account has been
edited by Gnoli, R.: The Gilgit Manuscript of
the Salighabhedavastu, Roine 1978,'-vol. Il p
2 1 6-253;a translation of the corresponding
Tibetan version can be found in Rockhill; W.W.:
The Life ofthe Buddha and the Early liistory of
his Order, London 1907 (1 883),pp 95- 106.

Comparative studies of the different versions of
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by Bapat, p:v. : ''Tbe Sriinapyaphala-S iitra and
its different versions in Buddhist Literature' ;; ·
in Indian Culture 1 948, vol XV, pp 1 07- 1 14;
Macqueen, G.: A ·study ofth� Sr:amapyaphala.
- S iitra� W iesbaden 1 988; Meisig, K : Das
Srimapyaphala-Siitra, Wiesbaden 1987; and
Vogel, C.: The Teachings of the Six Heretics,
Wiesbaden 1970.
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On this i nner contrad iction see also
Jayawardhana: "Determinism" in Ency. · Bsm.
Vol IV p 399.
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On this fourfold restraint see Guruge:
"Mahavira" in Ency. Bsm Vo l Vl p 5 14.

SAMANTAKUrA. From the central highlands of Sri
Lanka rises Adam's Peak which is one of t he highest
peaks in the land. It is also called Sri Pada (in common
parlance) which means " the sacred footprint". It is
also called Samanala-kanda (Peak ofgod Sarnan). This
.· peak is also regarded as the water shed of Sri Lanka
. for the reason that four of the principal rivers in the .
island have their source in this mountain. These rivers .
fall to the sea on eastern, western and south eastern.
coasts. Sri Lanka has also been given the name Ratnadvi
pa which means·-• the island of gems' . Districts lying

SAMANTAKUrA
.

in the neighborhood of Adam's Peak produce gems
such as rubies, sapphires and e meralds etc. Therefore
the ancient appellation

'Ratnadvipa' is justifiable.

This mountain has become sacred for religious
reasons. The indentation on its summit in the form of
a footprint has been a place of worship by Buddhists,
Hindus as well as Muslims. The Buddhists regard the
footprint as of the Buddha. The Muslims believe that
it is of Adam and Hindus regard it as �f god Siva.
Every year devotees belonging to these faiths perform ·
the difficult ascent to the summit of the mountain for
purposes of ve·neration. There is also the belief among
Buddhists that this mountain is the abode of God
Saman (P. Sumaria). He is regarded as one of the four
guardian deities of Sri Lanka. The other .three are
. tJppalaVai)l)a, Skanda and Vibhi�ai)a. The Pali word .
UppalavaJ)l)a is the same as Upulvan.
The Pali chf.onicle namedMahivaiJ7sd 'which deals·
with the traditional history of SriLankci natrates how
the Buddha visited Sri Lanka ori three::occa5ioiis and ·
placed his t'ootprmt on its summit on. the third oc'ca5ion.
. When the Buddha afrived in Sri Lanka; a promllient
d�ity Who greeted Him was Maha Sumana of the
Sumanakii�a mountain. When he begged for an object
o f worship, the Buddha gave him a lock of hair from
h i s head. Thi s w as enshrined in a stiip a at
Mahiyangana. Later, when the Buddha visited · Sri
Lanka for the third time, he arrived at Sumanakii!a and
placed his footprint there.
It is in the reign of Vijayabahu I (1055- 1 1 1 1 ) that
a village named Gilimale wai d_edicated for· purposes .
of providing facilities for the pilgrjms proceeding t�
Sumanakiita He also gninted viilages on two routes to
. the peak for the same purpose and retorded the
· a
.
. donation in a stone inscription: He alSo c used'to be
e
constru�ted rest houses on the way. Th se inscriptions
are from Gilimale and Ambagrumiva The· king himself
. is said tb have ascended the peak and worshipped the .
footprint _Nissankamana·who ascended' the throne in
1 1 87 A. c: is at so said to have gone up the peak and .
worshipped the footpriilf with great devotion.
Nissankamall a 's · inscription at Bhagavalena
confini1s this visit to the ·s acred mountain. It is
apparent that by about the l 21h century, much
importance was attached to the cuit of the footprint.
During this period, a Pali poem of 802 stanzas named
: '·
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sent in 1410 A. C. by the first Ming Emperor Yung Lo
to the Buddhist temple on the mountain of Sri Lanka.

Samantakiifa- va.p.pana (q.v. ) was composed by an

Elder named .. Vedeha- thera. It i s o f very l ittle

importance to a student of history of religions because
it deals more with the career of the Buddha according

In Sanskrit writings, Adam's Peak is referred to as

to tradition. The· description of the mountain itself is
on conventional lines. Parakramabahu II (1225- 1269)

Rohana. Kalhana's R§jatarangani calls Adam's Peak ·
by the name ' Mountain of Lanka' as Hi.euen Tsiang .
also went on a pi:lgrirpage to this spot followed by a and Vajrabodhi hav� done. The earliest Arab writer ·
"large army. His minister Devapatiraj a, in accordance . who refers to the Fo<J.tprint on the sacred· mountaiQ as
with the king's wishes improved the road leading to that of Adam (the first parent of the human race
the sacred mountain; and installed an image of god according to Judaism, Christianity and Islam) was
Saman on the terrace at the summit. Vijayabahu, son Soleyman (85 1 AC.). Soleyman refers to the montain
- of Parakramabahu (II), also went on a pilgrimage �o by the name of ' Al-Rohoun ' (i.e. Rohana). Ibn Batu(a ·

(1340 A. C.) has given ail. account of the pilgrimage he,

the same place, befo.re . he �s()ended ,the thr9ne..
Vikramabahu ofKandy (also called Viravikram�) is on
record aS having gone to the sacred spot in one day.
Rajasimha II (158 1 - 1593) who became a c,onv.ert to
Saivi:sni, granted. the revenues from the Peak. to . the .
priests of,Saivism. Vimaladharmasurya II (i 687� i707)
and Narendrasimha ( 1707- 1 730) are iuso. on record as
having _gone on pilgrimage to . the sacred mountain.
The Nayakkar kings Sri Vijaya Raj asimha and Kirlti
.
Sri Rajasimha have also peifoimed the same pilgrimage ·

undertook to the peak. Mau Huan, a Chinese pilgrim .
of the 1 51h century refers to a holy mountain in this
island, on the top of which there is an impression of a
man's foot. There is hardly any early •.vork whiCh
refers to the footprint as that of god S iva Sivanoli�

P,adam is the name by which it is known among the
Hindus. Ibn Batuta states that Hindus were in the

habit of going on pilgrimage to this· mountain in . the · .
t41h ·ceritury. Like Marco Polo, Marignoli (an early
. and made don�tiOn$ for its �pkee.p.' 'rhe Buddlii�ts of. European traveller) refers to this mountain as cine
Further India-such as Cambodia and Bunna.lJ.av.e.. als·o ptosdy venerated by Muslims. ·Portuguese historian-s
.
.
gone on ri!cord a8 having perfoqned pilgrimages to the . like Joao Ribeiro and Fern�o d� Queyroz have give�
sacred mountain.
accou�ts of Adarp's PeaJc. A Getman visitor n�med .
.

.·

. Daniel Pathy is said to have climbed the mountain in
·
Although there is . scant)i ' TnfOI:mation in: the 1 684 A. C. and has included a brief account of it in his
.
.
chronicles with regard to the history of the sacred b-ook (JRAS., Ceylon B�anch, vol. XXII, p. 197).
mountain up to the l llh century, foreign sources are
There is a Pali stanza which refers to 4 places
· helpful. i n . bridging th� · gap� . The -Tam i l poem .
Ma.pimekalai (6 cent.) in Canto XI makes a reference where the Buddha is said to have placed fQo t
to it. . Canto No. 28 narrates the story
of spiritual . impressions. This stanza i s often heard to b e recited
.
beings worshipping SamanoI in the island ·of Lanka.
aloud at times of worship in Buddhist temples by the
The Chinese traveller Fa_.Hien of the 51h Cent. A. C. . average Buddhist devotee.
(wh() spent some time in the island)- planted an
impression of his foot in a place to the nortb of the
YamNammadiya nadiyipuline ca tire
city of Atiuradhapura and on the top of a mountain. .
Yal(l Saccabaddha-girike Suman�alagge
Hieuen-Tsiang who visited South India iQ the 711t .
Yani tatthaYonaka pure Munino ca piidani
century (A.C.) does not mention the footprint but
Tani P iidaliiicanamaham sirq.s anamimi
refers ot Mount Lanka in the south east of the island
where the Buddha delivered the IAnkavatira-sutra.
(I worship with my head held low, the foot
The inscription of Mahanama at Bodh daya has
impression
of the Sag�· Which has been placed on the .
recorded that the early . members of his school had
their . abode at the foot of Mount Lanka. Vajrabodhi sandy bank of the River Nammada, on the Mount Qf
(71h ·cent.) who lived in Anuradhapura fot 6 months Saccabaddha on the summit of Sumana.kii!a and in that
place in the town of the Yonakas)
also visited the sacred mounta�n and Marco Polo speaks
of the place as one of religious importance and that it
was known iil China in the 1 3lli century. A Chinese
Nandasena Mudiyanse
inscription from G.a lle gi_ve�. a lqng list of offerings
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S�l\tiANTAKUrA-V�A This is a poem in P�ili,

.�)
1

the authorship of which has been attributed to one
Vedeha-thera. It was composed in accordance with a
r�quest made by Rahula- thera of the forest dwelling
seCt (araiiiia-vasi). Nearly half the poem is devoted
to an account of the life of the Buddha. The contents
can be generally classified as follows: (1) Maravijaya
katha (defeat of Mara's forces) (2) Abhisambodhi
katha (attainment of Buddhahood) (3} Sattasattaha
katha (the seven weeks after -Enlightenment) (4)
SamantakU{a-vappana (description of Sanantakii!a) the :mount named Adam's Peak (in common parlance).
The.title of the poem suggests that its contents should
be
. mainly concerned with a poetic account of the
mount but in the first instance the author has
considered it necessary to deal with the early part of
the
life of the Buddha. Thereafter. the three
.
. . visits of
:_th� Buddha to Sri Lanka and the eight places Of
significance where the Lord spent some time in the.
attitude of samipatti are next dealt with.

22

Lamkfiya dutiyagamana111 (vv.553- 594)
Second visit to Lamka

23

Lanikfiya tatiyagamanam
(vv. 595-7 17)
Third visit to L� (which includes the visit
to Kelaniya) (Kalyapi desagamanam)

24

Samantakfi.ta-vappana (vv.

25

End of the poem (Grantha samipti) (vv. 797-

(A poetic account of the Mount)

802)

Nandasena Mudiyanse
Samimtapasadika is the .
.
name given to the voluminous commentary of the
Vinaya Pifaka of the Theravada School of Buddhism,
which comprises of the Pm·ajika Pali, the Pikittiya
P iili, the McihiNag�a; the Gullavagga �d �e Par�viira.
Explaining the name Sarnantapisiidikathe colophon
states, "as nothing unpleasant is vis.i ble to the leained r
people who see (read); it is called Samantapas &lika1
.It's sub commentary (fika) says "as' it creates
. pleasantness in entirety and in every respect it is
.
called Samantapasiidik§.2 As regards the volume of
the work its colophcm further add_s that it contains
.27000 "ganthas" (and one gantha contains thirty two
letters) .

SAMANTAPASADIKA:

The date of the poem is believed to be the period
qf king Pariliamabalu II (1236-1271 ofDambadeniya
convoc�tion of the Sangha �as held in the 30th year
of the reign of the monarch (i.e. 1266 A.C.), and it is
very likely that the text came to be written spme time
aft�i this date. Vedeha-thera was a Brahmin by birth
and was a pupil of Araiifiaka Ratanananda Mahathera
who was the author ofAbhidamma-mUla-fik§. Vedeha- ·
thera was also the author of two other works namely
Sadda-lakkham
. and Rasavahini In the Samantakiita
.
yap{xln ithere are altogether 796 verses. There are � ix
It was the inaccessability of the Sl.halaa!fhakathis
other verses which have been added as concluding to the international monks · . (Dipantar.e
reinarks in respect of the authorship.
bhikkhujanassa) that ne�d their rendering into Pali;
.

.

A.

.

.

. · "\
.J

71 8-796)

The poem can be divided into 25 sections as
follows:

.

.

12 Abhisambodhi-katha (Enlightenment) (vv. 387402)
13-20 (Pa{hcllna satt8ha!1]-sattama sattahalll) (vv.
403:.469)
First week afterEnlightenment- seventh week
After Enlightenment (vv. 403-469)

2 1 Lamkaya pafhamagamanaf1! (vv. 470-552)
First visit to Lanka

.

.

. ..\.

.

.

supposed to be the origin� language o( Buddhis.m.
The�efor� in ·the. pr�logli.e
.
. . .. . . , to. ili,. . e Sa�ntapiis�ika,
Buddhaghosa de!.d�
e$: . .. ·. , . . . ..>
'
�:;
·: ,
.
. .. ! .
.
.

. . .

--·

.

1-11 (Pafhamo vijayo-ek&lasatno vijayo}
First victory up to Enlightenment (vv. 1 -386)

.

'•

.

.

.... 1··

.

-

: '

.. .

. •'·

.

-:·'

.

-�

.

...

. �-

.

·.

.

,·,: : ·

From those.commentaries'(Sihaia commentaries),
after casting off the Ian ag�; -eondensing the detailed
accounts, inCluding authdritatNe decisioris, without
over-stepping ili�: Pali"idf&m d�will proceed with the
,
composition). ,

ku

. ... . :

. Tato ca bhiisaritaramevfl hitva
Vitthara · maggaifca samasayitva
Vinicchayarp sabbamasesayitva

·
. ·

Tantikkamaifca avokkamitva (Vin.A l . p . 3)
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Thus the Samantapasidiki is . by no means an
original exegesis, but a re-statement of the materials
available to him in the S{halaaf.thakathas, for, in his
own words it is "Na vasangahita Vappan a - re- ·
compiled commentary (Vin.A. VII p. 1 41 4).

Author: There exists no d i spute over the
authorship of the Samantapasiidiki The colophon
very clearly says that the · Great Commentator ·
Buddhaghosa composed it. The author also records
that. he compose� it on a formal request made by a
Thera named .Buddhasiri. As usual. Buddhaghosa also
tells us the place where he was residing at the time of
the composition. Accordingly he was residing at
Padhanaghara, surrounded by a wall, covered with
trees prov i d i ng c o o l i n g shade etc. put up by
Mahanigamasami. It is also said that the building was
situated to the south of Mahabodhi in the Mab.avihara
complex.

SAMANTAP�ADIKA

troubles in the country.5 As he has said so more than
once i.e. at the end of the Bhikkhuni Vibhanga exegesis,
at the end of the Mah avagga exegesis, at the end of
the Cullavagga exegesis and at the end of the complete
commentary, it is reasonable to . think that there were
some troubles in the country at the time, or at least
some troubles in the offing.
According to the colophon the Samantapasidiki
was commenced in the 20'h regnal year of the king and
completed within one year, namely in the 2 1 sr regnal
year. If we agree with the identification of Sirinivasa.
as king Mahan·a ma, the . c o m pletion of the
Samantapisiidikahai taken place in 429-30 A. C.

However exac·t . chronological position of the
Samantap�iidikain relation to Buddhaghosa's other
commentaries such as Agama and Abhidhamma
commentaries is difficult to ascertain due to reciprocal
references, i.e. the Samantap � iidika is referred to in
Period of Composition: According to the four Agama commentaries (DA. III. 98 1 ; MA. I. 1 98; .,
:-colophon the composition · of tl:le Samantapasidika SA. II. 3 7 , AA . III. 334). At the same time the
was commenced in the 20'h regnal year of king · Samantap isidiki ( VinA . I. 1 72) refers 'to the
Sirinivasa Siripala and completed within one year. The Sumangalavilasini and to the Papaiicas iidani (MA. I.
Mahiivarhsa (chapter xxxvii �erse 23 1 ff.) states that
1 1 5) etc6• There i� no ·doubt that he wrote the
Buddhaghosa came to Lanka dufing the reign of King
Visuddhimagga .first and it is supported by the internal
Mahanama (409-43 1 A.C.) and translated Sihala · evidence.
commentaries to Pali. The king Sirinivasa Siripala of
N. A. Jaya·w ickrama proposes a tentative
the Samantap�iidikais generally identified as·the king .
Mahanama above referred to. But some do not agree chronological order for Buddhaghosa's works, where
with this identification. No information is available in the Samantap�adika is kept one before the last Le.
· · the other <;:ommentaries of Buddhaghosa in favour of Visuddhimagga, Abhidhamma commentaries, Vinaya . · .
· this identification . . A.P. Btiddhadatta doubts this commentaries and Agama co_in mentaries. But he
identification.. He points out that Ven. Sariputta who admits that his chronology of Buddhaghosa's works
wrote the sub.commentary to the Samantapasiidikain does not re<;:oncile with the MahiivalrJSa stanza (ch.
the•1 21h century A.C. has failed to identify Sirinivasa xxxvii stanza 246) which records Buddhaghosa's
S iripala as king Mahanama. Buddhadatta argues that departure from the islan:d. The Samantapasidika
if SiriJ?Ivasa Siripala was the same as well known king . _colophon says it was completed in the 2 1 ., year of the ·
M ah anama, :S ariputta would h av e · said so. 3 . king's reign. The· MahavalrJSa says the king ruled for
B u ddhadatta further points o u t · that though 22 years. The .stanza which records his departure ·
Buddhaghosa's �ommentaries contain numerous above referred to follows that which records the king's
information on the Sri Maha Bodhi, Mahathiipa etc. it death. Accordingly Buddhaghosa appears to have left ,
i� silent on the ''Tooth Relic" brought to the island in the 2 1 51 year of the king's reign. But according to the
during the reign of Kitsirimevan (circa 302-330 A. C.). · proposed chronology Buddhaghosa wrote four Agama
Therefore Buddhadatta thinks that· the arrival of commentaries
after
he
compl eted
the
Buddhaghosa is anterior even to Kitsiri-mevan's reign.4 Samantapisidiki. It is not possible for Buddhaghosa
· to compose· four Agama commentaries before his
At the. same time Buddhaghosa in this colophon departure. It is obvious that the. four voluminous
expresses his satisfaction being able to complete his Agama commentaries need at least three or four years
work (Samantapasidiki) within one year in ·spite of to complete. As a solution to the above problems
·
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Jayawickrama suggests, "If this information in these
two sources is correct, there is no alternative inference
but to say that B uddhaghosa worked at several

commentaries simultaneously".
Sources of the

7

Samantapasadika: There is no

dispute as regards th_e sources which Buddhaghosa
utilized to compose the Samantapasiidik§. In the
preclude the commentator enumerates his sources thus:

· SaqiVaiJ.pana taiJ1 ca samarabhanto

tass aMah iia{{hakathaiJ1 sariraiJ1
katll aMahapaccariyaip tatheva
kurundi niimidisu vissutasu ·

·

Vinicchayo a!fhakathasu vuttaiJ1
Yo yutta mattha1p apariccajanto
. Tatopi antogadha theravaddm
Samva.[ipanaf!l ·Samma samarabhissaip
(l'in.A . I. p.2)
.. And iri comm�nc ing the exposition I shall
practically base it on the Maha alfhakatha a:s well as
Mah§paccci.riya, without d iscarding the relevant
statements and the rulings given in the recognized

· commentaries such as Kurundi and_thenceforth I shall
proceed with the correct exposition of the tradition of

the Elders embodied therein".

·

. The colophon provides another information,
·

namely the fact that Buddhaghosa studied his sources
under Yen. Buddhamitta versed i n theViiuiya . Being a

Buddhaghosa's reli ance on the Mahapaccariya is

P §r§jikak.iip¢1 of the

observed in the exegesis of the

Vinayapi_taka found in the Samantapiisiidikatoo. But

Khandhakas (the Mahii�'agga
and the Cullavagga) it is the Kurundiaffhakathaoften '
quot�d from/referred to. The Mahapaccariya tomes
next. The Mahaaf.thakatha is found least quoted/
when it comes to the

referred to being quoted or referred to approximately

threetimes. in the Mahiivagga exegesis·, four times in
the Cullavagga exegesis.
· Since the Mahiipaccariya was apparently confined

to the Vinaya Pi{aka only, it is natural that it contained
more details on Vinaya than the Mahaatthakathi, the

general commentary. From the information contained .
in the Samantapasiidiki,
it is clear that it contained
.
'

minute details on-the application of the vinaya rules .
It may be the very reason that Buddhaghosa is seen .

consuHing the Mahapaccari · more than the
Mahaaffhakath 4 It . is . ev ident from the
Samantapasadikathat Sankhepa{.thakatha referred to
in the Samantapasadika had much in common with
the Mahapaccari. Therefore it is thought that the
Sankhepaf.thakatha might have been ari abridged
version of th� Mahapaccari.

Andhakaf.thakathi, another source of the
Samantapas ii:lika is believed to have been handed down
The

at Kancipura (C<?njevaram) in the Andhaka country in
South India. It is often referred by Buddhaghosa not

so much to agree with its expositions but to find fault
foreigner and not much conversant with the language with it. There are instances where Buddhaghosa has
it was necessary for him to be acquainted with the . quoted the views of Poriinas (q.v.) the ancients on
whom the scholars hold divergent
views.8
...... .
literature th(!.t were before him.
.
From his s t atement that he w o u l d m ake
Bahirani�ana, the· Histodcal lntroduction qf
.

Mahtil!fhakatha or the general c;omrne�tary the body

of his commentary, it i s clear that he based the new
commentary on the Mahiia{.thakatha which appear to
have been a commentary for the whole Tzpifaka,
Mahiipaccariya and the Kurundi commentaries being
confined to the Vindyapifaka only. Examination of the
Samantapasiidika shows that he has quoted from or
referred to the Mahapaccariya approximately 109
times whereas he has referred to or quoted from the

Mahaa{{hakath a approxi mate l y 4 7 ti mes. H i s
quotations/referenc es to the Mahapaccariya
/

outnumbering those from the !Ylahiiaf.thakathashows
that he has consulted the Mqhapaccariya more than

the Mahiiatthakath§.

·

.

the S_aQI�n4tp�i4.ik�: All1�ng .tqe comm,e_ntaries ihe
SamaniapiSiidtki. enJoys. an :outs.i�ing wsition due
tp if s histoJical hltrDd,y_� �j9n:(B..ii ir. nid.jza),which -is
.
:
:. . � \
of ·i�men.se h.i�to�ical;.��u�· �I�i� int.n;>duction is
primarily -me�n� to �;x.pl� the ·�origin of the Vinaya".
B!lddhagbo�a haS taken action that no releV<L'1t detail,
howeve( i.ris�g�ific�t )s l�ft _o�t
. - in his introduction.
.
.
\
The introduction commences.
from the account of the
.
First Buddhi �t C.ou�cil ·
afJgiti'' helq three . · ·
.
. .
months after the. Parinibb.ana of the Buddha. He
.
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proceeds with the account of the Second Council

(Dutiya Saiigiti)

the Third Council

(Tatiya Sangiti)

Asoka's conversion to · Buddhism, the expulsion of
heretical monks, holding of the Third Buddhist

1
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whole nik§ya to be a "bhinaka" of that Nik§ya and

Council, dispatch of the nine Buddhist missions to

one could become a bhinaka i f he knows the

propag ate Buddh ism i n the border pro v inces,

prescribed part of it. Much more such information· is

establishment of Buddhism in the island of Lanka by

found in the Samantapisiidiki.

the Thera Maha Mahinda, bringing of the Bodhi
sapliilg.by Theri Sanghamitta and its establishment in
in de�il . TheBiiliranidiiuz next proceeds to enumerate

S ub-commentaries
Samantapasadika: It is

brought down the vinaya tradition from Upali Thera

The oldest among the Vinaya pikiis is Vajirabuddhi

the Mahameghavana park at Anuradhapura are given
the succession of teachers (�ariya parampari) who

on

the ·

unique that several sub

commentaries are written on the Samantapisiidik�

Tiki written by a monk named Vajirabuddhi. As the
expositions of the Vcijirabuddhi Tiki are criticized in
the Siratthadipani written during the reign of the king

(in Jambudipa) to .a Thera named Siva in Lanka up to

a date reckoned as "the present date"9 ( ajjatani) which

is meant to prove unbroken tradition of vinaya from

the Buddha's time. A special attention has been given

. Parakramabahu I, it i� thought that it ' was written ·
prior tO · the s iratthadipani. The next i s the

to the establishment of Buddhism in Sri Lanka.

. Historical value of the Bahiranidana:

(Ti kas)

Saratthadipani of Sangharaja Sariputta already referred ·
to. Yet another sub commentary has been .written on

Apar.t

it named . Vimativinodani T.ikiiby Yen. Coliya Kassapa.

from i t s value as a Vin aya commen tary the

I!D the same way the S iratthadipani criticizes the

Samantapis�iki is o( vital historical value .to the

hi storians, sociologists. general readership etc. for it

contains valuable data· on religious, philosophical, .

politicaJ., literary, sociological, of India as well as of

Sri Lanka during the 51h century A . C It · is o f

Vaj irabuddhi tika, the Vimativinodani criticizes the
Siiratthadipani. Though the Vimativinodtmi is posterior
to the Siiratthadipani, the time between the two wotks
appear to be not long. Again Yen.

paramount .importance that Buddhaghosa has based

Maha Kassapa of

-DimbuHigala is reported to have written a Sinhalese

the !'Bahiranidiina" on the same sources on which the

paraphrase (sa.ppe) to the Samantapis�ikii which i s ·

·

.

Dipavairisa as well as the Mahiivamsa� are based . not extant.
.
nam� l y Slhala affhakatha or Sih ;laaj{hakathii ·
Mah iiva11JSa.
Chinese translation of the Samantapasadika:It
is significant that not long after it's compilation the

Some irifoimation not included. e ither hi the

Samantapiisiidikii has been taken ·t o China and
.
DipavilltJSa· or the Mahiivafi'}Sa which are of high · translated into Chinese by a monk named Sanghabhadt:a
�istorical value are found in the .Samimtap.§sj:Ji.ka. For
in the year.489 A. C. According to Nariman (Nariman

!Xainple, the· Samantapisidikii (VinA. I. · 283) has· .
�corded an instance wliert: certain Sri Lankan teachers
'-

Jefore Buddhaghosa's time · have differed froin the

lispute that arose bdween Mah�vih� and Abhayagiri
egardmg a reading of a· certain passage 'in the vinaya.

�ert.the dispute bad dragged on king Bbatiya (38-66
�.C.) apPointed his minister Dighakiirayana who was

veil ve�ed in scriptural lore to settle the matter. After
ill exhaustive inquiry D ighakarayana upheld the views

1f_ Mahav ihara monks. According to the
:amantapiisiidiki it i_� not necessary to know the

noted that the Pali version contains · add itional
shows certain additions have been made to the

�ahapaduma:

rurundi and t.he Mahiiaffhakath ii. The
>amantapii.riilika (vfnA. III p. 5 83) records of a

who translated· the Chinese version to English has

information not found in the Chinese version which

!Dterpretations given in the Mahaa¢'.akQthii. One such
rhera. was Mahapaduma (loc. cit.) of the first century
�.c. According to the Sain{intapisiilikii Buddhaghosa
tad a g reat respect to the · views of t h e Thera

.His. expositions were considered as.
t�tl;l.oritative as those given in the Mahipaccari, the

G.K., Buddl;ist Literature, Bombay 1920). P.V. B apath

.

Samantapis.�jkii in Sri' Lanka subsequently. · The .
Samantapisidikii is edited by J. Takakusu and ·
published by the PTS in eight volumes.
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1 Sampassatafr} na dissati kiffci apas�ikafrJ. yato
ettha
Viffffunamayafr} tasmii samantap isiidikii tveva .
(Vin.A. VII p. 1414)
2 Sanmanato sabbaso pasadam janetiti
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A.P. Buddhadatta - Pali Literature (complete
edition in Sinhala script) 1 966 Colombo p. 1 76
ff.
It is also possible that Buddhaghosa who was
�orking for Mahavihara purposely ignored the
Tooth Relic which was in the harids of
Abhayagiri monks, the opponents of the
Mahavihara, at the beginning.

SAMATHA-VIPASSANA

'quiet', 'one-pointed' and 'concentrated': 1 As the
Buddha emphatically explained, those who dwell in
seclu,s �?n and develop samatha are indeed living in
accordance with the Dhamma (A. III, 86), while to
neglect seclusion and the devel opment
of
.
samatha spells decline for a monk in training (A. III,
1 1 6).

· 5 Upaddavakule loke nirupaddavato ayat7J
. eka sa1J7Vaccharene 'va yatha ni{.that7J upagata

The development of :Samatha is in particular
opposed to the hindrance of restlessness (A. III, 449). ·
For such development, wise attention to the samatha ·..
6 JayawiclqamaN. . A. says that ''It is quite possible
that some of these references were inserted by · nimitta, the 'sign' of samatha in the sense of that
Buddhaghosa hiter o n to works already which 'causes' its development, is required (S. V, 66;
completed." (Inception ofDecipline and Vinaya S. V, 1 05). This refers to those meditation objects that
Nida1a) (S.B.B. Vol. xxi) 1 962 London p. xxvi
are able to bring about deeper levels of concentration.2
. 7 N.A. Jayawickrama lnception ofDisciplin� and
Vinaya Nidiina (S.B.B. Vol. xxi) London 1962
. The term· vzpassana can be .derived from the verb
p. xxvii
passati;
to 'see' and the prefix ·vi, which in the present
.
.
8 E.W. Adikaram, Early History of Buddhism in context .connotes intensification and also a sense of
analytical separation. To convey these nu ances of
Ceylon , Colorti.bo 1 994 p. 1 6 f.
. : 9 The scholars have pointed out that "up to present analytical and intensified seeing, a suitable 'way of
,,
. date" (Yiva ajjatan§) should not refer to the translating vipassanais 'insight'.
. . . time Buddhaghosa . composed . }>ali .
In general, to develop vipassana is to develop .
· · c?mmentaries. He appears to have translated a
phrase found in · the SJ1zal(1.af!hakatha . In the vision; . understanding and insight in regard to .
alternative, it should refer to the period Sihala. . .. . . formations,3 and that above all. to presently, arisen .
: . ;,. : · commentaries were written . . It is noted that in ones.4 The central aspect to be ' seen into' i s
the list of teachers ( VinA. l. p. 63) . who . impermanence, a crucial aspect of meditative wisdom
preserved and brought down the unbroken (A. IV, 4), and the basis for insight into the other two
. Vznaya tradition "up. to the present day", does characteristics of conditioned existence, dukkha and
() · : · r ·. not include any thera who lived after �he first qnatta Though concerned with what may seem to be
. . ' · century A.C. Therefore the scholars thmk that the less apJ?ealing aspects . of existence,. the
it r�fers to the period circa 1 st century A. C. . development of vipassanii can lead to the arising of
the time Sihala A f!haf!haka tha took its fmal subiime forms of d.elight and happiness.5
shape. (E.W. Adikaram, Early History
. of The di·scourses mention he�ing �d di�cussing the
Buddhism in Ceylon, 1 994 p. 87).
··.
Dhamma as contributory factors for samatha and
vipassa11ato lead to awakening (A. II, 140�. This clearly ·
indicates
that SO!fie degree of theoretical acquaintance
SAMATHA & VIPAS SANA are the ' two
complementary aspects of Buddhist meditation. Since with the teaching of the Buddha is a necessary
inpi-v�dual aspects of each have already been treated in accompaniment to the development of vipassan a as a
a number of articles in this Encyclopaedia, the present meditative practice.
article will in particular focus on their interrelation.
Concerning the relationship between samatha and · .
The term samatha can be translated as 'calmness' vipassan§, according to a passage from the A.riguttara
.
or. 'tranquility'� Outside of a meditative context this Nikaya the . practice of vipassana has the purpose of
f.' ord occurs as the ' settling' of legal questions, leading to the destruction of ignorance, while the
Mhik.G.r�na
. sam�tha (Vin. IV, 207). In the context of practiCe of tranquillity is specifically aimed at the
/' .
meditation, to develop samatha similarly means to destructio�Lof passion (A. I, 6 1 ) . This however does
'settle' the mind, in the sense of making it 'steady', not entail that these two. aspects of meditation ·
•
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In fact, when one surveys occurrences of the terms

represent two different paths leading to two different

samatha and vipassan a in the discourses, what is rather

goals. In fact, according to . the same passage in the

striking is that they seldom occur alone, but most

Anguttara Nikiiya samatha and vipassana are both
conduciv.e tc) knowledge

(vijjabhagiya).
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often

Another

are found together: This well conveys what their

relationship should be, namely one of coexistence and

passage explains that for the• sake o.f eradicating
passion and a whole host of mental deft:lernents both

cooperation. A calm mirid supports the development

to the specific task or qu ai i ty of these two

372); therefore samatha and vipassanii are at their

of insight and the presence of insight in tu rn facil itates
the development of deeper levels of calmness (Dhp.

samatha and vipassan aare required (A I,. 100). Thus
the above dis�inction only intends to draw attention
interdependent aspects of Buddhist meditation.

best when developed in skilful co-operation. This i s

neatly summarised i n the Pa{isambhidamagga,' which .
e mphasizes the i mportance of appreciating the .

The basic difference he tween samatha" and
vipassan a can be i l l u strated w ith the help o f
mindfulness ofbreathing, since this meditation practiCe
can be developed in both modes. The difference here
depends on wha� angle is taken when observing the
. breath, since emphasis on various phenomena related

essential similarity between -samatha and vipasscina
i n terms o f their function. 8 Vi ewed from th.i s

;

perspective, to speak of ' samatha or of 'vipassanK .
is less a matter of distinguishing between two separate

to the process of breathing stays ·in the realm of ·
variegated sensory experience and thus is more geared

systems of meditation than of highlighting two central

qualities that are to be developed with any type of ·

· meditation practice.

t o wards the development o f vipassan a, while
emphasis on just mentally knowiniphe presence of
the breath leads to a unitary type of experience and is

Concerning the interrelation between samatha and

vipassana. the

thus capable of producing deep levels of samatha.

· The development of samatha leads to a high degree .
of mastery ovenhe mind a:nd thereby forms a basis

. ·

for the development of insight. When insight i's

.

developed by a calm and steady· mind, such insights

� i scourses

indicate that there is no

fixed pattern to be followed in this respect. According
to a discourse in the Anguttara Nikii:ya, one type of
practitioner may have gained samatha but not be

endowed with the higher wisdom of vipassana, whi"le
another one may be endowed with the higher wisdom

will be.able to penetrate into the deepei:'regions ofthe.

of vipassana without . however having yet gained

mind and thereby bring about true· inner cpange. In

samatha (A. I I ,

92).

In both cases, the Buddha

addition to its supportive function in relation to

recommended that an effort should be made to develop

benefits on its own. The experience of deeper stages

what is still lacking. In a similar way the Yuganaddha
Sutta explains that·some may practice vipassanafirst

vipassani.,

the development ·o f

sdmatha

a]so has

of samatha is one of intense pleasure and happiness,

and then develop samatha , others may build up

·brought about by purely mental means, which thereby

samatha right at the outset and only then tum to .

automatically ecl ipses any pleasure arising in
·
clependence on material objects. In this w ay the
development of samatha can become · a · poWerful

vipassana, and still others may develop both in · .
conj unction (A. II, 1 57). Any of these approaches, so
says this discourse, is capable of leading to the

antidote for sensual desires, by divesting them of their
fo.rmer attraction. 6
Thus even though samatha on its own is not able
to lead to awakenin·g, it does have an important function
to perfonn for the achievement of that �m. The·path
leading to the unconditioned requires both samatha and

vipassana(S. IY, 359), both to be developed by higher

knowledge as integral parts of the noble eightfold path.7

To borrow from the -poetic imagery found . in the
discourses, samatha and vipassana are the ' swift pair

destruction of the fetters. These passages clearly
indicate that there is no need to restrict the possibility
to gain awakening to one approach only, presuming
that the development of one of these two meditative
qual ities inevitably has to precede the other one.
.

Concerning SAMATHA see also ADHICITIA,
ARUPA ,

C A L M NE S S ,

C O N CENTRATION,

CONTEMPLAT I O N ,
E KAGGATA,
.
of mt;.Ssengers' carrying the message of Nibbii!ia along
EKOTIB H A VA , J H A N A , K A M M A TTH ANA,
the road of the n�_b le e1ghtfold path (S. IV, 1 95).
MEDITATION.
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Concerning VIPASSANA see also ABHlNNA,

realm o� in hell (A. I,

AN UPAS SANA, B H A VA N A , M ED ITAT I O N ,
I N S I G HT,

INTROS PECTI O N ,

INTUITION,

pointed out, so whatever deeds, words, thoughts,

intentions and aspirations originate from wrong view

will all conduce to ill and suffering (A. I,

Analayo

A, II, 94 speaks of cittarp sa{l{apetabbarp
sannisadetabbarp
. ekodikattabbarp
samidahitabbarp in order to gain cetosamatha.
2 For a detailed exposition cf. Vism 84-435.
· 3 A . II, 94 speaks o f salikh ara daf!habbi
sammasitabba vipassitabbain order to gain
adhipafifffihi ammavipassani.
4 M. �II, 187: accuppannaiica yo dhammarp tattha
/J
vzpassatz..
·
� Ohp� 373.; Thag. 398
Thag. 107 1 .
I 6 Cf. ei M. I, 91 ; M. I, 504; A . · III, 207 and A. IV,
4 1 1.
7 M. III, 289; S. V, 52 and A.. II, 247: samatho ca.
vipassana· ca, ime dhamma abhiffiia ·
bhivetabbi.
8 Ps:. I, 21: ekarasayhena Samathavipassana abhiii
1

)

.

=

.
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1 14: vipariiadassana), and such perVersion

of one's perspective wili inevitably influence one's

action and behaviour. This same influence causes beings

to arise in hell, a predicament due to their beirig of

wrong view and having acted according to such wrong .

views 1. It almost seems as if wrong view were a

unless beings were blindfolded by a false perspective,

by the fond hope that somehow or other they will be ·
able to get away with evil acts of behaviour, they

would quite probably not undertake su·ch evil deeds. .
as will ripen in rebirth in the nether worldc;.

The discourses describe various manife�tations of . · .

wrong view. Some instances of wrong view cu--e related .· ·

to karmic retribution, instances in which the wrong
view consists in presuming that by behaving

lik� a

(M. I, 3 87); by being an actor . and

(S. IV 307), by performing one's
duty in warfare as a mercenary (S. IV, 309) or as a
cavalry warripr (S. IV, 3 1 1)', one will be reborn in

.

heaven. Such wrong views involve a misconceptimi of

karma and its fruit, mistakenly believing that a type
of behaviour which has the propensity of leading to

r�DHA See BUDDHA

·

rebirth in the animal realm or in hell will meet with a

heavenly reward.

SAMMAI>r:rpn; 'right view', is the first factor of the
quality of fundamental

·

importance in early Buddhism . Just as the dawn is the.

. Other manifestations of ivrong view can be found .
in the Apa.f1.f14ka Sutta, which examines the wrong
views : 'there is no other world', · 'there is no action'

fQrerunner of the sun, similarly righl_view is the · and 'there is no cause' (M. 1 , 402�8). Such wrong
forerunner of all wholesome things (A. V; 236).
...
views p.ot only misconceive, but flatly deny �he
existence of karmic retribution and causality, and
To understand the range of right view requires some consequently also discount the existence of other
realms of existence. Several among the religious
understand ing o f i t s opposite: wrong v i e w

(micchMi!fhz). Just as right view heads the path leading

to deliverance, so wrong view heads the path that

lea� ever deeper into dukkha� Wrong view is one of

t\l e ten unwholesome courses of action

(akusala

ea�patha), singled out by the Buddha as those
iC�ns with the propensity to lead to an evil rebirth.
�o other thing is

as

conducive to a lower rebirth as

.vrong view (A. I, 3 1 ), !:_esulti�g. ill rebirth in the animal ·

.

necessary requirement fo.r being reborn in hell. In fact,

entertaining people

SA,MBODm See BODHI
.
.. .
.
·)
a

32).

To be of wrong view·is to have a 'perverted view'

(e.g. A. III,

dog or . a cow

SAMBHOGAKAYA See TRIKAYA .

noble eightfold path and

60). Just as all growth originating

from a bitter seed will be of a bitter nature, the Buddha

SATIPATTHANA, SUKKHAVIPASSAKA.
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. teachers living at the time of the Buddha were indeed
proposing such wrong views. The Siinaiifiaphala Szi.tta
reports Piirru:ta Kassapa proposing that action has no

ethical quality, in the sense that there is no real
difference between killing and helping others, between

destroying and giving to others (D. I, 52). According
to the · same discourse, Makkhali Oosala denied
causality and �akudha Kaccayana taught a theory

.
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In the discourse to the Kalamas has the Buddha
made a somewhat similar point, contending that the
wholesome results of the baiic premises of wholesome
ethical conduct are so.mething verifiable within one's ·
personal experience, so that these principles can be
Another such wrong view was the position taken accepted without needirig to rely entirely on faith,
�y Ajita Kesakambali; who proposed that there was · · oral tradition or any other type of external authority
no karmic retribution for good and evil deeds, no world (A I, 1 89).
beyond, no responsibility towards one's parents, no
That right view is not a matter of faith in an external
;pontaneously arisen beings and no spiritually realised
persons (D. l 55) . His philosophical position was authority alone can also be inferred from the two
�ased on a materialistic. conception, which attempted f'actors the Buddha highlighted as leading to the arising .
:o reduce experience to an interaction of the four
of right view: the voice of another and wise attention
�lements and · took bodily death to imply complete (yoniso �nasikira); just � the arising of wrong view ·
mnihilatiop.
depends on the voice of another and unwise at�entlon
. .
. {A I, 87). The first factor mentioned in this stipulation
The type of view. adopted by Aj ita Kesakambali is does give proper place to the influence exercised by .
not altogether uncommon even in our days, yet it others, a circumstance reflected also in the statement
seems to constitute wrong view par excellence. This that to establish others in right view is for the welfare
can be deduced from the fact that the Mah&attirisaka
and benefit of many, just as to establish others iri .
Sutta not only· uses the same formul ation for its
wrong view is to their detriment and disadvantage (A. ·
definition of wrong view, but also defines right view I, 3�). The difference bet\Veen right view and wrong
[n exactly the opposite terms, proposing· that there · view is how�ver not only a question of the content of
iefinitely is karmic retribution for good �d evil deeds, what another may communicate,· but involves also the ·
here is a world beyond, one has r�spon;ibillty. towards second factor mentioned above, the presence of wise .
me's parents, th_er� are spontaneously aris�n beings or unwise attention. This second factor seems to be ·
Uld . there are those who hav e g ai ned spiri tual
the mor� important.�f the two, since another passage
:ealization (M. III, 72)
proclaims that no · other factor is of such importance
.
for the arising and develop.ment of right view as wise .
. When examining .this type of right view described attention, just as unwise ·attention stands out as the
n the Mahicattirisaka Sutta, it becomes evident that crucialfactor for the arising and development of wrong
,
tot ail propositions made here are empiri�ally ve�ifi�bl� view (A i, 3 1).
>y the average person. Direct knowledge of the
:xistence of spontaneously arisen beings, for example,
Wise .attenti o.a means to give attention
IVould require the development of deeper levels of · 'thoroughlY' , 'penetratively' or 'down to its origin;
.
:oncentration in order to be verified. .
. (yoniso) This goes to show that right view is a matter
of thorough examination and not of mere faithful .
Nevertheless, the main propositions entailed by acceptance. The recommendations given above in the
:uch right view need not be accepted on mere faith Apa{l!Xlka Sutta and in the discourse to the Kalamas
�one. In the Apap.pa.ka Sutta the Buddha described a would seem to be practical impleme�tations of this
:ind of wager argument in favour of propositions that second quality, of the development of wise attention.
lfe beyond one's present powers of verification (M. I, The same is also reflected in the Dhammasa.rigani the · .· · ·
f02). Even if one does not know whether ther� is first book of the Pali Abhidhamma, which defines
etribution for one's deeds or not, he explained, those right view by l isting various manife�tations of the .
vho accept such retribution will thereby be led to act quality of wisdom (Dhs. 1 4). All this goes to show .
that the concept of right view in early Buddhism is
11 wholesome ways and for this reason meet with
not a matter of mere blind acceptance of a set of
espect, friendship and praise in the present world,
propositions, but by its very nature requires an
tdependent of whether they will indeed reap heavenly
intelligent and scrutinizing investigation by the person
�ward for their deeds.
about to take up such right view.
1ccording to which cutting off someone's head shouid
not be considered 'killing' , but should be reckoned
)nly as an inserting of a blade in the space between
iifferent material principles.

.

.

.
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Along the same lines, the C£ilavedalla Sutta places
right view among. the aggregate of wisdom (M. I, 30 1 ).
This is remarkable, since in this way the sequence of

SAMMAD ITHII

division of thoughts into wholesome and unwholesome

types. This division of thoughts was undertaken by ·
the Buddha as part of his pre-awakening cul tivation

the noble eightfold path has wisdom first, followed

of the mind and paved the way for his awa.l(ening.

by morality and concentration, whereas i n other

These passages indicate that right . view as the

contexts, such as descriptions of the gradual path, one

recognition of what is unwholesome and thereby

regularly finds the sequence morality, concentration,

productive of

wisdom. The noble eightfold path's departure from
the more usual sequence highl ights the function of
right view in providing the all important directional_
inpu_t for the practice of the path. Without tpe guiding

dukkha

and what is wholesome and

dukkha

therefore conducive to freedom from ·

constitutes indeed the very foundation of the path.
Right view is however not only the basis for the
practice Of the path, but proceeds from becoming

�

unsha.l(eably established at the stage of stream-entry

'· ) ,

becomes the right view pf one beyond training, the

principle provided by right view and expressed by

· right intention �either t �poqie eigh�fold �ath nor
.
. �tble to Issue
the threefold t:@nmg w1l}.
m deliverance.
.
•

.

)

�

> r. -<

The fundamental role o f right view recurs i n the

. ahii:attirisakaSutta, which emphatically proclaims·

I that right view is the forerunner of the noble eightfold

pa,th2: In regard to each path factor discussed in this

until the highest consummation of the path, when it
right view of an arahant5• That is, right view remains
the forerunner of the path even in the case of

arahant:

an

This clearly indicates that right view is of

continuing relevance at any stage of the path and that

discourse, the task . of right view is invariably to

there is no point at which right view is to;,be left

d i stingu j sh · between their right and wrong

behind.

�;·, .

11lanifestations. In relation to the first path factor itself, ·

Sutta then comes out with the ·

Statement that to understand right view as right view

Though right view continues to be of relevance .
throughout, this fundamentally important pa�h factor ·. ·

is, ;�ght view3. Though this statement might at first '

is dynamic, somethi�g that evolves concomit

the Mahikattiiriraka

ant With

sound paradoxical, once the function of right view as · . the development of the path it heads. The progress
the guiding principle fot the entire path is appreciated,
from right view' as the initial guiding principle of the

lli.is statement becomes intelligible. Right view as the

path to right view as the insight gained through the

: ability to differentiate between right and wrong

development of the path comes to l ight in the

manifestations of the path factors, supported by right

_

I mindfulneSS

and by the right effort Of OVercoming

· ·what is wrong and implementing what is right, form a
.
necessary triad required for putting the other path

�act�rs into aCtion.

The fundamental . importance of ·

right view for the entire path is also reflected in the ·
Viblianga, the second book'of the PfdiAbhidhamma,
which explains that right view constitutes the cause
· ·
for the other path factors4•
Just as right view in its function of distinguishing
between what leads ahead on the path and what runs

counter to it heads each path factor discussed in the

MahW:attarisaka Sutta,

so the recognition of what is
wholesome and · what i s unwholesome heads the
1 exposition ofright view found in the Sammiilif!hi Sutta.
In order to explain the implications of right view, this

discourse first takes up the distinction between the
· wholesome and the unwholesome, together with their
respective roots (M. I, 47). The same type of ability
recurs

in the Dved}Javita�kq__ Sut!a (M.

I, 1 1 4) as a

Mahii:attirisaka Sutta, which distinguishes right view

•

intO . tWO kinds: right VieW affected by taintS and
attachment and right view free frorri these (M. III, 72).
Right view still affected by taints and attachment refers

to the earlier mentioned set of propositions about the ·
nature of reality in terms of its causal functioning and

of the existence of certain pheno �ena in it such as
spontaneou s l y ari sen bei n g s and sp iri tu ally

accomplished practitioners. The other type of right .
view, so the Mcih iicatiirisaka Sutta, is the presence of
wisdom. during realization.

The commentary to the Mahiicattirisaka Sutta(MA.
'

IV, 1 35) adds to this twofold distinctio.n by lfsting
altogether five types bf right view: the right view of
karmic retribution (kammassa katasammiidif!hi), the
'

right view of insight (vipas$anasammadif.thl), the right
view related to path. and fruit (maggasammiidif!hi and
'

phalasammiidif!hi) and the right view related to the
rev iewing k n o wl edge

fo l l o w i n g real.is ation

(paccavekkhanasammiiditthi).
.
.
.

.
. . . Mahacattarisaka
. ..

The

.,
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tta and its commentary in this way highlight the · insight into the four noble troths. Just as the footprints
)) utionary process taking place within the path
:tor of right view.
.

Right vi�w in its deeper sense is born of direct
:ion, gained through stream-entry (Vism. 509). At
s point, right view proceeds from being an accepted
:w to becoming an ingrained attitude, based on
rsonal experience arid verification. The stream
terer, who has 'seen' the Dhamma (dif.lhadhammo,

M. I, 3 80) i s n o w endowed with ' view'
:!!hisampanno, e.g. M. III, 64), an expression
�-

Heating that by now right view has become firmly
.ablished and unshakeable.

of all animals fit into the footprint of an elephant. So

the four noble truths have a paradigmatic role in the
teaching of the Buddha (M. I, 1 84). Hence it comes as

no surprise when the most frequent fommlation of
right view found in the discourses equates it with
insight into the four noble truths: 'knowledge of
dukkha, its arising, its cessation and the path leading .
to its cessation, this is right view' ( e.g. S. V, 8).
Right view in terms of the four noble truths parallels
a fourfold method of diagnosis and prescription used . ·
in ancient Indian medicine, proceeding from recognition
of a disease (dukkha) and the virus responsible for it
(taph1) to the possibility of complete health (Nibbana) ·

The Sammiiif!hi Sutta (M. I, 46) describ_es various · and the practical cure (magga) to be undertaken to
ys of gaining such right view; most of which are that ·end. Thi� underrines the pragmatic orientation of
sed on insight into any of the iinks of dependent · right view and thereby sets it off against mere

philosophical speculation. In fact, the four noble trUths
· are not simply four propositions to be accepted, but
:ightinto the individual nature of the link ·in question,· · rather constitute a four-faceted approach to the gaining ·
arising, its cessation and the way leading tci its · of truth. Each of these four facets requires a particular
;sation. In this war, the Sammadif!hi Sutta applies . activity: the first truth needs to be 'understood', the
: basic scheme of tbe four noble truths to each of · second to ·be 'abandoned' , the third to be . ' realised'
: links of dependent arising.
and the fourth · to ·be 'developed'6• The range ·o f
.
activities described here corroborates that such right
topic of depende.iit arising as the middle path · view is. a matter of practice and realization and not
:ween the extremes 'allis' and 'all is not' comes up merely t4e outcome of ratiocination.
tin in the Buddha's explanation of right view to
ccanagotta (S. II, 17). One who gains insight that
Now what does sammilif.thi by way of the four
t dukk.IW arises and passes away, so the Buddha nobletruths amount. to? In practical terms, it amounts
ltinued his explanatio�. is endowed with right view. . to identifying any form of attachment as a cause for
sing (paficca samuppiila). In regard to each of these
ks, the requirement for the gain of right view is

The

·

the arising of dukkhci.

Other d i scourses assert that to s ee the
Jermanent nature cf the five aggregates (S. III, 5 1)
This same identificatjon underlies the treatment of ·
of the six senses and their objects (S. IV, 142) . views found in the Af!hakavagga of the Sutta Nipata;
tstitutes right view. These discourses explain that a collection containing numerous verses in favour of
: who sees rightly (samma passati) will become going �eyond views. That is, to leave behind all views . ·
enchanted, his-or her desires will fade away and in in the sense of dogmatic adherence and attachment is
s way l iberation can be gained. S imilarly the
none other but the practical implementation of insight. ·
!hiisaf§yatanika Sutta considers .the abandoning of into . the four noble truths. This, however, does not
·
ving . and delight in regard to the six sense-spheres . imply that such insight also needs to be discarded. Far
I the feelings arising based-on them as constituting froni it, .since this same insight as the right view .
1t view (M. III, 289).
forerunner of the entire path is of continuing priority
up to and beyond the stage of full awakening.
Whethe� it is insight into the dependent arising
!ficca samupp ada) of dukkha or i nt o th� .
That right view continues even when 'view�· are
>ermanent and thereby unsatisfactory nature of left behind can be inferred froiD a verse in the same
five aggregates or the six senses spheres, what Sutta Nipata, which speaks of 'not going into views'
tt view in these variousjescrip�ions amounts to is yet 'being endowed with vision'7. Similarly in the
·

.
·
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Aggivacchagotta Sutta the Buddha explained that he
had put away 'views' , having 'seen' the impermanent
nature of the five aggregates8• The word play in these
passages on the various derivatives of drS, to 'see',
clearly indicates that though views (di!fhi) are left
behind, vision (dassana) and rightly seeing (dif.tha)
. still continue, both corresponding to the faculty of
insight represented by right view. In sum: right view
aS the vision gained through deep insight is a vision
that 'sees through' any view.
· Such penetrative vision underlies a discourse which

SAMMAJiVA

opposite direction, in the direction of dispassion and
letting go of desire and attachment.

,

. :-.:

Undertaken in this way, right view becomes the
escape from all views, and thus is of great fruit
(mahapphal§), proper (siidhu), wholesome (kusala),
blameless (anavajja), productive of happiness
(sukkhudraya), and the bright way (sukkamaggo),
wherefore it is to be followed (asevitabbo) , developed . .
(bhivetabbo), made much of (bahulikatabbo) and
realized (sacchikatabbo) (A.V, 238-247). In short: just
as the river Ganges inclines towards and leads to the
sea, so right view indines towards and leads to Nibbana
·(S.IV, 1 80).

applies the scheme of the four noble truths to views
themselves, as insight into views, their arising, their
· cessation and the path leading to t.heit cessation, an
) insight with the potential of leading. lo .freedom from
See al so ATTHANGIKA
MAGGA, DITTHI,
. .
. .
/ . dukkha (A. IV , 68). Due · to this same penetrative . . EIGHT -FOLD-PATH. ·
vision and insight, the Buddha refused to take up any
of the views prevalent at his time (M. I, 43 1). His
Analayo ·
.
teaching, he.exp!ained, was only concem¢d with the References
four noble truths, since unlike other views, the four
1 . D. I, 8 2 : micch adi{.th ikii micchiidif!h i
.. noble truths do lead to disenchantment, peace, direct
kammasamadinii.
· knowledge and Nibbina. ·
2 . M. III, 71.: sainmiidif!hi pubba.rigainii.
3; M. III, 7 1 : sammiili!.thi!J1sammiidif!hitipajiniiti;
· . For right view to lead to full awakening, so several
sii'ssa hoti sammidi_tfhi:
.
discourses indicate, it needs to be developed in
4. Vbh. 242: sammidi!fhi hetu, satta magga.riga na
hetu.
dependence on seclusion, dispassion and cessation,
5.A.V,222: asekha sammiiiiffhi.
. thereby culminating in letting go9• A similar nuance
6. S. V, 43 6 : pariffffeyyaf!i . . . pahiitabbalfi. . .
underlies also a stipuiation found in the Kosambiya
sacchikatabba!J1. . . bhivetabba!J1.
Sutta, according to which. the· development of right
7 . . Sn. 1 53 : dif.th iika anupagamma. . . dassanena
�iew should result in internal tranquillity and stillness
sampanno.
-:><M. I, 323). Quite in keeping with this the }3uddha, on
8. M. I, 486: diffhigata!J1 apanita!J1 eta!J1
being once challenged to proclaim his view, answered
Tahiigatassa, di!fha!J1 h 'etam Tathiigatena: iti
that his view was such as to lead tO the absence of
rupa!J1. . .
. quarrelling with anyone (M. I, 108).
9 . S . IV, 367: vivekan issita!J1 vtriigassita!J1
These passages show that the early Buddhist ·
nirodhanissitaip vosiaggaparipiimiip. . ·
.conception of right view is not only a question of
content but also of attitude. Only right view free from
attachment and clinging can rinfold its full potential SAMMA.JiVA is the fifth constituent limb of the Noble
for . Progress on the path . . According to the Eightfold Path (ariya af.tha.rigikamagga) enunciated
abhidhammic presentation, mental states associated by the Buddha for his disciples to follow to ensure
with views (dif!hisampayutta) are under the influence their happiness here and now (di!fhadhammasukha),
of greed (Dhs.75). This highlights the fact that hoiding welfare in the hereafter (sampariiyahita) and final
and adhering . to a particular view is often a emancipation from samsaric existence (nibbina - S. V.
I manifestation of affective involvement by way of
421). Right livelihood applies equally to those who
1esire and grasping. Right view, in contrast, being renounce worldly pleasl.ir�s to practise the dhamma
epresentative of insight into the · four noble truths full time (pabbajita) as well as to the laity who live
and thereby of insight into the fact that craving is the house hold lives_ with wife and children (gih i
root cause for the human
points in the kiimabhog in o). Those who renounce worl dl y
-predicament,
. ...
.
.,

··

}

·

_

•
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and their kith and kin and also to perform their social

easures are to depend on the generosity and goodwill

duties to many others around them. But in trade the

: their devoted lay supporters for their sustenance.

right living laity should avoid trade in five things (A.

hey are not expected to engage in agriculture, trade,

III 208),

tdustries and various professions to earn money to

namely trade in weapons of destruction

f needs in food, clothing, shelter and medicaments.

(satthavanijji) , trade in animals (sattavanijji, trade in
animal flesh (ma�aviinijji), trade in intoxicating
drinks and drugs (majjaviinijji), and trade in poison
(visavinijji). In trade the right living l aity should also

bey are to feel content with alms food that is collected

not resort to using fal se weights (tuliku(a), false

(pipfliyalopa bhojana);

(minakufa), and counterfeit currency
(kams
. akiita - A.III 209).

1stain th�mselves. Their l ives are said to be dependent
n others
.

1

(parapafibaddhajiviki-Dasadhammasutta,

V. 87-88). They are to feel content with the minimum
their daily begging rounds

measures

hey are to feel content with discarded clothes in the
emeteries for their robes

.

.

(parpsukillacivara); they

An energetic and righteous layman should not Waste

re to feel content-with shades of trees for their living

senis'ana); · and they ate to feel

his well-earned income haphazardly. He should have

ontent with cows ' putrid urine as medicaments

a plan regard ing how . to uti l ize h i s income

helters (rukkhamilla

p iitimuna bhesajja ibid. A V.

systematically. In the Sfgilovalasutta (D. II.

87-88).

1 88) the

Buddha points out to the youngster Sigala how a

discerning individual should manage his income.

This situation should not be misunderstood to mean
hat. Buddhist recluses are to lead rigid ascetic lives.

There.in it is shown that only one-fourth share of

lbere are exceptions made in the .Vinaya regarding the

one's income should be spent for daily consumption _

(ekena bhoge buiijeyya). Two shares of the income

�our above-mentioned ·requisites of bhikkhus: If .the

ievoted l�ty were to invite the bhikkhus for occasional

· ·

neals at their residences, the bhikkhus are free to

should · be invested in suitable ventures to enhance · ·
further· income (dvihi kammam payojaye), and the

fourth share of the income should be safely kept a

lCcept such invitations;. if the devoted. laity were to
nake offerings of weH: prepared suitable robes, the

side for emergencies in the family (�adMu).

·

>hikkhus are free to accept them and use them; if the

S(gilovada sutta (D. III 1 80- 193) which is

ievoted laity · were· to make offerings nf residential
lihiras etc., the bhikkhus are free to accept them and .

popularly designated· as a discourse to discipline the

1se such facilities

laity regarding right livelihood (gihi vinaya) contain .

The

as common property of the entire

raternity ofbhikkhus; in case of illness, if the devoted

many things that are to be avoided and many things

aity were to make offerings of suitable medicines, the

that are to be practiced and cultivated by the laity for

)hikkhus are free to use them to regain .their lost health.

large. The sutta says that a discerning individual should
first steer c lear of the four grave e v i l deeds

(kammakilesa), namely killing or injuring l iving beings
(piiJitipita), theft (adinniiiiuz), sex.ual misbehavio-r
(kimesu micchicira) and uttering falsehood
(musivii:Ja) . Having steered clear of these fom evil . . ·

Being content with the above mentioned minimums

food, clothing, s�elter and mediCaments for their

o

learn the

ustenance, the bhikkhus are to devote their full time

dhamma and to discipline · �hemselves
ICCording to the Vinaya rules and to preach the dluimma

o

deeds he should next close the six avenues whereby

the lay devotees to discipline them accordingly for

the destruction of one's-well-earned wealth will -take

· place. They are: addiction to intoxicating drinks
heir well-being and happiness.
(surimeraya), roam ing about in unsuitable
In the case or right l ivelihood (sammijlva) for the
environments at odd hours ( vikila visikh.i cariy§),
aity, agriculture,. trade, industries and various
haunting social clubs (samajjRJhicarana'nJ), resOrting

·

mfessions in the public and the private sectors are
ecognized as suitable employment opportunities as

to gambling dens Uutappamida((hinuyoga ),

associating people who are prone to vicious activities

(p apamittinuyoga), and laziness (alass;zuyoga). The
sutta further says that a righteous discerning person

)ng as they are beneficial and harmless to the doer or
thers. The laity are expected to develop their inborn

tlents and capabilities to their highest level and exert
iligently to earn gooq returns to sustain themselves

·

·

. their own welfare and for the welfare of the society at

Vin. 1. 57-58). ·

n

·

should never do things being motivated by greed

.

(chanda),

hatred

(dosa) fear (bhaya) and ignorance

.
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n ame Buddhaghosa, i n the c as e o f t h e
Sammohavinodani It i s noted that the preamble o f
A person thus living righteously an d have avoided the Sammohavinodanidefers from the same found i n
all evil ways should then cultivate wholeso � e the commentaries where Buddhaghosa's authorship
relationships with all those who matter in one's social . is not contested. Normally Buddhaghosa commences
living, namely with parents and elders, with his wife his exegesies paying ,his homage to the Buddha, the
Dhamma and the Sangha, expresses his allegiance to
and children, with his superiors and subordinates, with
the Mahavihara tradition and gives the place where he
his teachers, with his friends and with many others
was residing at the ti.m e. But in the case· of the
who matter in one's life in society. The Sigalovafla
Sammohavinodanthe begins his exegesis more or less
sutta .further says that a discerning lay person leading
immediately, stating that the Buddha preached the
a righteous life should, throughout his life, treat the
.
Vibha.riga after preaching the Dhammasa.rigani A s .
world in four ways, namely by generosity (dana), regards the modality he intends to follow · th; author ·
refined and cultured speech (peyyavacca), doing social just says that he would abide by the "ancient
welfare work (atthacariya) and treating all impartially commentarial method (vigahetva Poranaf.thakatha
and .fareiy (samiilattata).
n aya11J.) . But if i t was . the great commentator
Buddhaghosa he would declare his utmost faith in the .
., The Buddha on another .occasion (A. II 679) tradition of the dweller$ of the Mahavihara, he would
i ar�ssing the treasurer Anathapiq�ika, the Great name the Siha.la a!fhakathas on which he proposes to
benefactor of the Buddhasasan� said:" There are these base hi� commentary . etc. This abrupt preamble is
four, types of happiness that a right living layman seen not only in the case of the Sammohavinodani,
wh_o:,enjoys sense pleasures (gihtkimabhog[) could but also in the other commentaries written to the
experience constantly throughout life, namely that he Abhidhammapi{aka. Under the circumstance it would
.ai
h�,.�ccumulated sufficient wealth through righteous not be too hasty if one were to propose th the
effort(atthisukha) that he is taking the best use of his author of the Sammohavinodant was not the . great
well-earned wealth for his own sustenance · and to · commentator Buddhaghosa, but another by the same
e
engage in many meritorious deeds (bhogasukha), thar name; Yet there appears to be po p robl .m · i n
he i,s not in debfto any pers�:m (anaJYl sukha) and that identifying Buddhaghosa who invited to compose the ·
all �is actions, mentai, physical and verbal. are blame exegies as the great commentator Buddhaghosa.
·
free (anavajjasukha).
..
The Sammohavinodani suppose to contain forty
one bhiinavaras and is bigger than the AtthasaJint the
W.G. Weeraratne commentary on [)hammasa.rigani, which contain. only
thirty nine bh anavaras. It i s sign ificant that
SAMM:OHAVINODANI. Sammohavinodan t Sammohavinodant contains many episodes suppOse
(Dispeller of Bewilderment) is the commentary to the to have taken place in Lanka during the Anuradhapura
Vibha.rigappakara.pd the second book o.f the period, which . are not found in the M_ahii\!amsa and .
Abhidamma Pifaka of . the Theravada school of are of historical value. This · refers to . the episodes
Buddhism. As per the colophon (which is found in all brought . in as examples in the course of explaining .
(p� 396the commentaries ascribed to the great commentator · doctrinal points in the Na.pa vibhagavap.pana
i
Buddhaghosa) the authorship i s ascribed to 464).
Buddhaghosa. The said colophon further adds that it
Among such stories of local origin is the story of
was composed on a formal request made by Elder
the
Beef Eaters (p. 440) during the reign of the king
Buddhaghosa ( Yatina adandhagatina Subuddhina
Bhatika; As per the story some people who consumed
Buddhaghosena yitito)
beef (gomarpsa khiilaki) were brought before the king.
However the scholars are sceptial as regards the As. a punishment, the king deployed those people to
a'Scdbed authorship o f the A b h iddhamma clean the palace compound. There was a beautiful girl
co
entaries (which includes Sammohavinodani, too) among the people who were thus punished and she
to - he great c<;>mmentator Buddhaghosa (q.v. Pafi caught the attention of the king who recruited her for
cappakara.pa af.thakathi). According to the colophon his harem. As a result, the rest of the party were able
the composer as well as the inviter both bear the same to escape from the punishment. The story is cited as

(moha):

)

,

·

. •
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an example to show that one could escape from the
result of an unwholesome kamma as a result of being
born beautiful. (upadhisamapatti).

S AMPAJANNA
sampajana

r.-"

and the equivalent adj ective

represent the mental quality of 'clear

comprehension' . Such clear comprehension has a

prominent role to ful fil in the context of the .
The Diparijavatthu of the Sammohavinodani (p.
development of mindfulness, where it is specifically
]lis
lost
Lanka
in
king
a
of
son
a
443) describes. how,
directed to a range of bodily activities. These bodily
chances of becoming the king a5 he lost one of his
activities range from looking ahead and away or flexing
eyes, attacked by a cock while watching a cock fight
and extending one's limbs to eating and drinking,
in the palace premises. This story ha5 been brought in
defecating and urinating. They also inClude such
to show that though born to the queen, one m1ght lose
everyday activities as walking, standing, sitting, falliil.g .
the chances of succeeding his father as the king, due to
asleep, waking up, talking and keeping silent.
a physical defect in his body. The story further adds
that the boy was subsequently made the king of
To_develop clear comprehension in regard to these .
Nagadipa, the Northern part of Lanka. This story .
ities constitutes one of the bo dy
l
shows that during the Anuradhapura per iod . the bo d i y activ
anti 'sutta ·
Northern part of Lanka. was called Nagadipa and w� contemplati��s des.cribed in th� S�tipa{!h
under a prov incial .rule� sent �y . the · king of (M. I, 57), and at the same time also forms a step in
· the gradual path of training (e.g. D. I, 70), referred "to
Anuradhapura
·

us with valuable
famine
severe
the
(Brahmanatis.s(lbhaya), which is said to have taken
place circa !•' 'century B.C. during the reign of the ·
king Va�agaminjabhaya. According to th� Sammqha .
Vinodani (VbhA. p. 446)' during the famine. under
reference there were '12,000 monks at Cittalapabbata ·
and another 12,000 monks at Tissamaharama. a:nd there
w� paddy sufficient for three years for both · roups ·

Sammohavinodani provides

i nformation

on

g

as

' mindfu lness and c lear comprehension'

(satisampajaiifia). In the sequence of this gradu� patn
of training, mindfulness and clear comprehension ·

•.

complete the preliminary stages concerned with ethicai · .
conduct, restraint and contentment, and form 'tHe '

starting point for the formal practice of meditation�
when one resorts to a secluded place to overcome th(.(
hindrances, develop the absorptions and ' g'aiii ·. . .
.

realisation. This indicates that to develop Clear

comprehension of one's bodily activities serves as a�
foundation for formal meditation practice.

of monks at both places. It is said that a massive herd
of rats a.te up the paddy at both places in the course of
one nlght. The monks at Cittalapabbata thinking that
The implications of 'clear comprehension' in regard
paddy is available at Tissamahararria proceeded there
the
activities mentioned find an explanation ih'the
to
ex�cting to exist consuming the paddy there. The
commentary to the Satipa{!hma . Sutta (MA. I, 253:. '
monks at Tissamaharama thought the paddy at
·
Cittalapabbata was safe and proceeded. there. Both · 26 1 ) . According to this explanatio n , :cleaf'
parties of monks met at the pl ace called · comprehension should be directed to the pU�S�'
Gambhirakandara. They having learnt their plight (siithakasampajafifia) of an · activity and also tb 'it� :· .
suitability (sappiyasampajafifia). Moreover diie":·
attained parinibbina there itself.
· should clearly understand how to relate this activitY
There is another stoiy of Isidaita thera (op. cit) to one's meditation practice (one's 'pasture\· '
how he · sustained himself · eating · discarded s�in of · gocarasampajafifia) and one should develop 'noii.;''
Bassia La.tifolia � (�hukaphala) for seven days. delusion ' . (asammohasampajafifia) b y c learly
This shows how severe the famine was. The Same understanding the true nattire of reality.
·
Thera (Loc.. Cit.) is reported to have lived on discarded
stems of lotus. for another seven daYS. There are many
In the context of the development of satipaf!hi!Ja;
more such stories in the Sammohavinoddni, very much clear comprehension is however not restricted to l:xxlily
·.
useful for the student of history�
activities only. The same qual ity of clearly .
•

·

The Sammohavinodani is edited by A . P.
Buddhadatta and published by the PTS: in 1 923. ·

K. Arunasiri

comprehending (sampajiiuz) recurs in the introquctory .
part of the Satipa.f!h iina Sutta (M. I, 56), where it .
comes together with other central requirements for
contemplation such as the need to be diligent (iiipi).
and mindful

(sati), together with overcoming desires
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and dejection in regard to the world (vineyya lake

SM1\'0JANA
To develop 'clear comprehension' can be taken to

abh ijjh iidomanassa). The same presence of

represen� the conceptual input needed for taking clear

comprehension during mindfulness meditation also

cognisance of the observed phenomena, based on

recu.rs frequently in the description of the satipa!fhiina

comprehension in the context of satipaf{hiina

underlies the expression 'he knows' (pajiinati), which

mindful observation. Understood in this way, clear

cqntemplations.

.. A,

contempla!ion represents the need to combine mindful
observation of phenomena with an intel ligent

clearer picture of the implications of clear

processing of the observed data, That is, dear

�qtprehension iil this more general context · can be

comprehension has the task of processing the input

·gained with the help of a brief survey of some

gathered by mindful observation, and thereby leads to

· occurrences of the same term in other discourses. A
d!.sqpurse found in the D ig h a Nikiiya uses the
expr,ession clearly comprehending (sampajiina) in

the arising of wisdom.

This recognising aspect inherent in the qualiry of

�l���o�.to consciously experiencing one's own life as

clear comprehension can be further developed and

y e�bryo in a womb, including the event of being

strengthened through the practice of mental noting, a

bQ1.1\<,(D. III, 103). In the Majjhima Nikiiya, clearly

�c;��p�ehending

represents the pr-esence . of

pra�tice often recommended in modem meditation
·

when
someone 'deliberately' speaks a.
dellberateness
. ..
.
f��hood (M. I, 286: sampa}iwmusii). A passage from
· :-.!.! • · ·

.• • • • t •

·

.

·.

.

��a,IPYutta Nikiya employs clear comprehension to
ref�- �9. awareness
nature of feelings
. of the impennanent
.
.
.

���J�pughts (S. V,

ISO). A discourse in the Aiiguttara

N,�iy{l; rec ommends

·

c lear coin prehension · for

traditions. It is this . 'comprehending' quality of the
mind which will in due turn bring about understanding

·

and insight Thus 'clear comprehension' as sampajaiifla

or its equivalent sampajiina has an important role to<'

perform in relation to the development of insight.
leading up Jo final deliverance.

ottf��oming unwholesomeness and establishing

v.rhg{esomeness_(A. I, 13). Finally the Itivuttaka relates

cJe,arly knowing to following the advice of a good

friend (It. 1 0).

;. , . A�oinmon denominator suggested by these selected

-�.·pl�s from the five Nikiyas is the ability to fully
--g}Fp or comprehend what is taking place. Such clear
-

c��prehension can in tum lead to the clevelopment of

wj�4<?I1l (paiini). According 'to the Pa.J.i 4bbidhaiJWUl,

SA¥YOJANA , a Pali noun derived from saf!J+yuff
jati (to bind together). As a technical term in Buddhism .
it refers to the fetters or bonds that bind beings to the .

wheel of samsaric existence
. (PED). There are ten. such

fetters or bonds that bind beings to the . wheel of
samsaric existence.. They are:

{1) belief _in:a permanent soul (sakkiya cl.i;t{hi), (2)
doubt about the Buddha, the Ohamma and the Sangha
fi:qp:t ;an etymological viewpoint; this suggestion is (vicikicchii).J3) belief in the efficacy of religious vows
conyjncing, since paiiiiiiand (sam-) pajaf.na are closely and ritualistic ceremonies (silabbataparimasa), (4)
related. · A close examination of the above quoted , · sense desire (Kiimacchanda), (5) ill-will and hatr�
ex,amples suggest howev�r that clear comprehension (vyiipiida), (6) craving to be born in realms of form
(rOpariiga), (7) craving to be born in formless realms
does not necessarily imply the presence of wisdom.
(arii
pariiga), (8)conceit (miina), (9) agitation and
When one utters a falsehood, for example, one may
clearly know one's speech to be a lie, but one does not excitement . (uddhacca) and ( 1 0) ignorance (avijji) 
cl�-,COQ:lprehension does in fa,ct already stand for the
p�nce of wisdom(Dhs. 16 and .Vbh _250). Considered

speak the falsehood 'with wisdom' . Similarly, while
it is' remarkable enough to be clearly aware of one's
eiribryoilic development in a womb, to do so. does not

J
�

se m to .requ ire w i sdom. Thus, though c l ear
prehension may lead to the development of
�
wisdom, in itself it only connotes to ' clearly
.
�o.m.r-rebend�. what is. taking pla.c.e.
_

·

PED). The first three of these ten bonds or fetters are
referred to as the three b onds. or fetters ( fini
saf!l)'ojan iini - A. 1 .23 1 , 232; D. 1 56) and the last
seven are referred to as the seven bonds or fetters
(satta saf!l)'ojan iin i - Nett. . 1 4). The first five of the

above mentioned ten bonds or fetters are also called
the fetters that bind beings .to the. . lower realms of

·
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existence (Orambhagiya sa1pyojan ani) and t�e last stream and attain Enlightenment in this existence itself
five are calle<l. �fetters that bind beings to the higher or . or in a subsequent existence (niyato sambodhipariyano
superior realms . o f existence (uddharpbh ag iya - D. I . 1 56).

sa.rpyojaniini - PED).

A person becomes a once-returner (sakadagarru)
A different enl!lllleration of the ten bonds or fetters by diminishing the strength of passion, hatred and
is found in the Dhammasangani (pp. 1 97, 247). They ignorance (raga dosa Mohiinarp tanutta) in addition to
are (1) sense desire (kiimaraga), (2) ill-will (pa.tigha), · dispelling the first three bonds or fetters. A person
. (3) conceit(miina);(4) false beliefs (micchiilif.thi), (5) who dies as a once returner (sakadagiim1) will be reborn
doubt (vicikicchi.), (6) belief in the efficacy of religious in this world only once more and become an anagami
vows and ritualistic ceremonies (sJ1abbataparimasa), or end up as an arahant in that existence itself. By
(7) desire to be born again (bhavaraga), (8) jealousy dispelling the first five fetters or bonds that bind beings
(issa), (9) selfishness (macchariya) and ( 1 0) ignorance to the lower states of existence (orambh ag iya
saiJ7Yojana) one becomes a non-retJ.Irner (anagaim),
. (avijja).
i.e. such a person who dies in that state will not be
The uitimate purpose . of practising the religious reborn again· in the sphere of sensual pleasure (kama .
life in Buddhism is to put an end · to the sarnsaric taka). If he does not become an arahant in the present
sojourning of beings ·by making them to adhere and existence itself he will die as a non-returner in the
tread the Noble-Eightfold Path (ariya a{.thangika present existence and end up his samsaric sojourning
magga): Those who follow the Noble Eigh( fold Path . as an arahant in the higher heavenly realms· (uddhaljJ
put an end to samsaric sojourning in Jour stages or soto akani{fhagami). When one becomes an arahant, ·
steps, 11 amel y, by becoming Stre am Entrant-s ori.e does so by dispelling all ten bonds or fetters.
· (sotapanna), by beco m i ng Once Returners
(sakadigiini), by becoming Non-Returners (aniigiini),
and by b�coming Perfected Ones (arahanta). In other
W. G. Weeraratna ·
words those beings who attain these stages get rid of
the above . mentioned ten fetters or bonds that bind ·
beings to samsaric existence progressively in stages.
The Ratana Sutta (Sn. 3 9-40) describing the noble
ones (ariyapuggala) says that along with gaining · true
knowledge of the Dhamma (sah iVtissa dassana
sampadiija) three things, namely beliefin an eternal.
soul (sakkiija dif!hz), doubt in the Buddha, the Dhamma
and the Saiigha (vicikiccha) and belief in the efficacy
of religious vows and rituals (sJ1abbataparamasa) are
dispeiled. Such beings, says the s·utta, are incapable
of committing six grave crimes · (cha cabhifhiniini
abhabbo katwp�. Tbe six grave . crimes are killing of
mother, killing offather, killing of an arahant, causing
of disunity am0ng th� Sangha, causing physical injury
to a Buddha and' following wrong views. He is also
free from birth in the four spheres of lowly existence
(catiihapiyehica vippamutto). The four spheres of
lowly existence are purgatory (niraya), world of
animals (tiracchiina yoni), the sphere of ghosts
(pettivisaya) and the sphere of titans (asura). One
who has cut off the first three fetters or bonds is also
described as one who has entered the stream of the
Path (sotiipanna). Such a person is destined to go up

SA¥YlJKTAGAMA , one of the four agamas or s iitra
collections comprising the S iitrapifaka of the northern

branch of early Buddhism, the others being the
D irghagama, the Madhyamagama, and · the
EkottC!rikagama. It corresponds to the Sa.rpyuttanikiya
of the southern (Pali) branch.
At the present day the Sa.rpyuktagama (hereafter
denoted "SA") is known mainly from its Chinese
translations, the Sanskrit source texts having been
largely lost. In the Taish6 edition of the Chinese ·
Tripifaka it is represented in the sutra collection
numbered 99, 1 00, and 1 0 1 , and in twenty-three
individual surra translations (nos. 1 02 to 1 24).
The first of these, T 99 (located at Tatsh6 vol. II,
pp. 1 -373), comprises almost the entire SA. It contains
1 362 s iitras (numbered consecutively through the text),
of which about 1 050 correspond to suttas in the Pali·

Suttapi{aka, mostly in the Sa.rpyuttanikiya (hereafter
"SN'). Titled Tsa A-han Ching (Mixed Agama), T 99
is a Chinese translation from Sanskrit, completed by

SAMYUKTibAMA
.

the Indian monk Gu1,1abhadra around 440 A. C. On the
basis of its doctrinal slant and evidence from Vinaya
sources, it is usual ly attri buted to the
Miilasarvistiv iiia.
TI OO (at T. II, 374-492) bears the title, Pieh I Tsa
A -hali Ching (other translation of the Mixed Agama).
It contains 346 siitras, closely matchmg the last quarter
of T99; T l O l (T. II, 493-499), again titled Tsa A-han
Ching , contains j ust twenty-seven siitras. The

)
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translators and sectarian affinities of these two
incomplete SA translations are unknown. Besides this
Chinese material, there exist fragmentary remains of
some forty SA s ilras in Sanskrit, and there are complete
Tibetan translations of a further nine SA siitras.

•

Bo�� collections are highly structured. In SN the
suttas are grouped thematically into 56 saipyuttas, for
example Nfdiina-saiJ1Yutta (suttas dealing with
causation) a.'ld Saliyatana-saiJ1Yufta (suttas on the
sense bases); and these are, in tum, grouped into five
vaggas (whence the five volumes of the PTS edition).
SA has a broadly similar structure, though this is not
immediately apparent. The Chinese· text contains no
explicit indication of sarpyuktas, but does preserve
some headings incompletely indicating -wirgas (or
vastus), units comparable to the .vaggas of SN.
Consequently, the structure of. SA, in terms of
sarpyuktas and vargas, can be discerned only by .
indirect means (discussed below).

.

·

While lacking sarpyukta headings, T99 does have a
On the content and · structure of SA, a valuable set of headings indicating a physical division of the
, . indirect source is the YogW::arabhiimi-sistra. One of text into fifty fascicles (ch iian). The reference is to .
�ts five divisions, VtiStusa.rigrahapi (Chinese: T. XXX, fifty small volumes, of uniform size, a format
772-882; Tibetan: Peking ed., vol. Ill, pp, 121-2 1 8), · abandoned in modem editions of the canon but
. still
contains a partial commentary �n a (lost) Sanskrit recognized i n · these headings. Researc,h has
text that clearly resembled closely the one translated demonst�ated that the sequence of the fas�ides
by Guf)abhadra. (This was demonstrated by Lii indicated in the Taisho edition does not accurately
Ch'eng, "Tsa A-han Ching k'an-ting chi" [Revision of reflect the arrangement of the. version produc.� by
SA]. NeiHsiieh 1 ( 1923): 108-1 09). The commentary . Gunabhadra (see M. Anesaki, ''The Four Buddhist
covers only those sections of SA that it identities as .Agamas in Chinese", Transactions ofthe Asiatic Society
belonging to siitra-a.riga , the first of the nine (or ofJapan, 35.3 ( 1 908), pp. 68-76: Lii Ch'eng ( 1 92 3 ) :
twelve) categories (a.riga) i n the traditional · 1 04- 125 ; Yin-shun, Tsa A-han ching-lun. hui-pien
classification of Buddhist texts · (navanga-sisana, as [Combined edition of SA siitra and commentary],
Taipei: Cheng-wen, 1 983, vol. 1 , introductory pp.
c
I
i
)
l
n
t
g
. 41 -53). Most importantly, two of the fifty extant
fascicles (nos. 23 and 25) belong not to SA but to the
identified as geya-a.riga (mixed prose and verse); and
unrelated Alokivadm(l. They were probably inserted
it also omits certain other sections identified as
to fill gaps created when two. ofthe. origipal SA fascicles
vyika.rapa-aliga (expositio�).
"·
. .
were lost,

e.

.

.

.

:

) ;���� ::���;: �� ;}:: �= �:;�:�;;; :;�:.
.

.

.

.

.

.

. .:•

...

· There may have existed several Sa1J1Yuktig_�,
.

transmitted within various �ly Buddhist 59hopls in
India Nevertheless, it makes sense t� speak here of
"the Sarpyuktigama", on the understanding thatthe
reference is to the only well-attested .version: the one
preserved in T99.

. The fact that three-quarters of the s iitras contained
in SA have recognizable counterparts in SN suggests

that these two collections are divergent derivatives
.. rrom a common ancestral collection. Th is
interpretation is strengthened when one compares not
· only the.contents ef SA and SNbut also their structures.

·

.

.
. . f\i.rtherrrtore; ' at 'some tjme(s) . during the .
transfl1issiol1 �fth.e' Chinese written text, some of the
·f�i�les must have �der one a "musical chairs"
t)tpe qf trapsposition. Evidence of this emerges when
the'boimdaries .of the saf!1Yuttas are identified: many
of the sil1f1Yuttas are found to be split, with their
component portions separated in the text. For
example, the Nid ana- saiJIYutta, identified by
recognizing siitra that deal with causation, proves to
be located in fascicles 12, 14, and 15� The intervening
fascicle 13 contains siitras dealing with the sense bases
(the Satjiyatana- sarpyutta), and so also does the
preceding fascicle 1 1 . That is, both of these sarpyuttas
are split. This discontinuity).ndh;.ates that, at .some

fiftY

g

.
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trly time, fascicles 1 2 and 1 3 were accidentally
terchanged: the ·sequence was formerly 1 1 , 1 3 , 1 2 ,
�. 15, with both sarpyr.tttas intact.

.

up · unshared saipYuktas do have Pal i counterparts,
but often in nikayas other than SN.
The vargas of SA are more readily identified than
its saqzyuktas. From the extant varga headings, and
from indications given in the commentary (T. XXX,
772c) and the Miilasarvastiviida-vinaya (T. XXIV, ·
407b-c), it is known that the Sanskrit text translated
by Gunabhadra was divided into seven vargas:

Checking against the commentary reveals that the
quence in which the individual s.iitras are commented
>On does correspond to the suggested original
:quence of the Chinese fascicles: 13 preceded 12.
inal confirmation is provided by a set of twenty-five
msecutive Sanskrit s iit;·as on causation recovered
I
1 . Skandha (Aggregates)
om Central Asia (C. Tripathi , Fiinfundzwanzig Siitras
2. Sci ifiyatana (Sense-bases)
�s NidinaSaf!IYukta, Berlin, 1 962: Akademie-Verlag,
>. 7-10), The sequence of twenty-five matches
· 3. Nidiina (Causation)
. 4. Sriivakabh �ta _ ( Spoken by Disciples)
�actly that of their counterparts in T99, apart from
5. · Marga (Path)
1e discontinuity: Sanskrit s iitras 1-21 correspond to
6. Buddhabh�ta or Tathagatabh�ta (Spoken by
e t�enty-one Chinese s iitras comprising fascicl� 12 _
the Buddha)
i T99; but Sanskrit 22�25 correspond to the first
7. Sagitha or Pari�t (Having Verses, or [Eight]
tur sutras of fascicle· - 1 4. This close sequential
Assemblies) ·
)[respondence demonstrates that the Sanskrit
taterial is probably from the:very version ·of SA that
Four of these titles, namely Skandha, Saifiiyatana, .
ur;tabhadra translat¢; and the discontinuity indicates
·
tat in Gur;tabhadra's original Chinese version the Nidana, Sagatha, match exactiy with titles in SN. A
mtents of faScicle 12 were immediately followed by · fifth, Marga, demo11:strably corresponds to the SN
. Mah avagga. The two remaining . titles/sections, ·
te contents of fasCicle 14.
Sr�vakabh 'a�ita .(Spoken by Disciples) and ·
By such reasoning the original·fascicle sequence <?f_ Buddhabh�ta (Spoken by the Buddha), are lacking
99 ha.S been reconstructed in its entirety. In terms of in SN.
.e present fascicle numbers it is: 1, 10; 3; 2, 5.:9, 43,
.
Of the sarpyuktas comprising the two extra SA
l , 1 3 , 12, 1 4-21 , [23], 3 1 , 24, [25],26-�0. 41; 32-35,_
7, 37-40; 46, 42, 4, 44, 45, 36, 22, 48-50. This involves · sections, most do have counterparts in SN, but they
locating thirteen of the fascicles. That such disruption are .scattered rather than_ grouped (� set out in M.
� the text could occur suggests that the transposed Choong, The fun damental teach ings of early .
scicles had lost their numbers, perhaps through loss Buddh ism : A comparative study based on the s iitranga
' their front cover, and that they were later assigned portion ofthe Piili saipyukta -Nikiiya and the Chinese .
:w numbers after the new, distorted sequence had Samyuktigama, Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2000, PP� ·
:come established. (The numbering of the component
19-22). The Sravakabhisita-varga comprises six
rtras, from 1 to 1362, is a 7aishoinnovation). While. . saqzyuktas whose component sutras are spoken by
e Taish o edition (1924), along with all earlier ones, disciples (Sariputra, Maudgalyana, Anurud dha,
�serves the same distorted sequence, the recently Mahak:atyayana, Ananda, Citra) rather than by the
1blished Fo-Kuang edition ( 1983) h� adopted the Buddha. The Buddhabh�ita-va
rga comprises about
stored original sequence.
twelve
saJpyuktas (Mahak:asyapa, Gdimani, Asva, and
.
The task of restoring the fascicle sequence of T99 others) that are spoken by the Buddha. The rationale
closely linked with that of identifying the saJ!lYuktas. for ·putting these together as a discrete grouping
(Buddhabh�ta) is that their contents, like those of
ost SA salJIYuktas have obvious counterparts in SN,
SJVakabh�ta, consti tute vyakara.(Xl-aiiga rather than
, are readily identified. Where such counterparts are
s iitra-aiiga. It remains unclear whether these two extra
�king, the recognizing and naming of SA sa�pyuktas ·
sections in SA are a Miilasarvastivadin innovation or a
comes less certain. SA appears to have some 50
relic of an early shared structure that was later
qzyuktas, as against the 56 of SN; 4 1 are common to
abandoned within the .Pali tradition.
e two collections. Many of the SA s iitras that make .
•

0

•

•

.

.

.

.

.

'

-

.

·

·

.
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SA also differs from SN in the way certain sarpyuttas
are distributed among the five shared vargas. Most
notable is the Bhik�ii-sa.!J1Yukta. In SN this is in Nidiiira
vagga; but in SA it is in Sag§tha-varga, the more

SAMYUTTA NIKAYA
.

SA is of great importance for research into early

Buddhism (Yin-shun 1 983, intro. pp. 1 -74). Comparing

SA with-SN, sii!ra by siitra reveals overall agreement

but also some telling discrepancies (Choong 2000, .

natural location, since all its shared sii.tras do have
verses. (gathi). The sequence of sarpyuktas within any
particular varga also displays differences. For example,
the first seven sarpyuktas in Miirga-varga follow the

passim). It can thereby yield insight into how the two
parent traditions, the S arvastivadin (SA) and the
Vibhajj avadin (SN),
\ .
. evolved after they parte.d
company. SA siitras that lack Pali counterparts

The clear structure seen in· the reconstituted T99
appears superficially not to be replicated in Tl 00, the

between SA and SN therefore- helps in identifying the-- . common Sthaviravadin heritage.

sequence of the "things making for awakening" sometimes display strong Sarvastivadin characteristics
(bodhipakltika dhmmi), while their Pali counterparts · or have an artificial appearance, confirming that they
do not.
are l ikely to be relatively late. sectarian creations.
Distinguishing \vhat is shared from what is unshared

- ) incomplete Other Translation of SA. In T l OO the
-' ,Saf!IYuktas are even more fragmented and scattered .
· On the larger sc�le, comparison of the structures
han in the existing T99. However, . this situation . of the two collections offers the possibility of inferring
· prevails only in _the Taishoed.ition (produced in Japan) the· structure of the single ancestral collection from
and in its immediate antecedents. In. editions of the which they are both descended. Particular interest
canon produced in Chiria itself under successive attaches to the structure of SA and SN because . it is
dynasties the other translation of SA has its saipYuktas based on doctrinal content. The total set of sarpyu](ta
and vargas completely intact (cf. Anesaki 1 908, p.
headings has the nature of a matfk§, a list of Dharma
70) . . The Taish o arrang(iment (Tl OO) probably . · topics. It can be argued, therefore, that reconstructing
developed out of the Chinese arrangement (e.g., Nanjio . the ancestral SAISN list would be a step tow.ard the
no 546) through an accidental disruption ofthe fascicle more distant goal of identifying the list of doctrinal
sequence similar to that suffered by T99. The Chinese . headings that was adOJ?ted for the original SQIJ1YUkta
arrangement of the Other Translation matches. closely collection at the. First Council-if, indeed; there did
that of the last two vargas of the reconstituted T99, exist such an original collection.
even to the sequence of the individual siitras. There
is, however, one large-scale discrepancy: in T l OO the
SA itself raises some potentially fruitful research
� sequence of the two vargas is sag atha, Buddhabh�ta,
questions; for example; why was i t considered
· while in T99 it is Buddhabh�ta, Sagatha:
appropriate to include a commentary on SA in the
..

·

lq the (Miila) sru:v�stivadiJl tradition, SA. -i s placed
first among the four �ga_mas, whereas- in the Pali
tradition it is the Digha�nikiya that i� placed first.
The . P_a li Vinaya lists the four nikiy�s as Digha,
Majjhima, Sarpyutta, Anguttara; .and in its ac.count of
the Fi�st Cou�cil (sangili) the reviewing of su�ras by
Ananda begins with the BrahnUijala, the first siltra of
the extantDighanik§ya. In contrast, the Sarvistivada
viriaya and Miilasan:istiviida-vinaya !ist the iigamas
as sa1pyukta Dirgha, Madhyama, Ekottarika; and in
their accounts of the First Council, the reviewing of
siitras begins with ·the Dharmacakra-pravartana, the
�rst s iltra in ·the Satya- sarpyukta of the extant SA (T.
'{XIII, 448b-449a; T. XXIV, 406c-407c). in such ways
SA is given pre-eminence among the four agamas
transmitted within the northern branch · of early
Buddhism�

·

.

. .

.•
·

Yog iicarabhiimi-sastra? What is the wider significance .
of the con·espondence between the structure of SA
and the first three aiigas? And; why does the (Miila) . .
sarvastivadin tradition place the SalflYuktagama first

among the four agamas? .

Rod

SAMYUTTANIKAYA.
.

Bucknell

The Sanzyutta-nikiya
is
. the
.
third great collection of the Buddha's discourses in
the Suttapzfaka of the Pali Tipifaka; the. other four
great collections of the Suttapifaka are the Digha
nikiya, the Majjhim:a-nikiya, · the Aliguttara-nikiya
. and the Khuddaka-nik§ya. the Sarpyutta-nikiya was
first collected and preserved by th�_redactors of the
..

·.

.
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or the p ar t
explaining the six sense faculties with their objects,
and the Mah iivagga or the Great Division. These five
Vaggas, acc ord ing to the Burmese tradition, consist

ravada Buddhist tradition. This collection has also
1 kept and used in the Tzpifakas of other early
ol s The Tsa-a-han (T 99) of the Chinese Tzpi{aka

khandhq,s, the Sa layatana - vagga

;vn in Sanskrit as the Samyuktigama. of the early
asarvastivada School. GuJ;tabhadra, who came to

of fifty-six Samyuttas or chapters based on unifying

ttified a5 the complete Samyuktigama. Iri addition

of the Nidiina-saiJIYutta and the Vedani-'salp)'utta as a

.

translation of such a counterpart version. It is

themes. According to the Sinhalese tradition there are

1a by sea from South India, translated it sometime · only fifty four -saiJIYuttas. This is due to an error in
veen 423 and 453 A. C. This Chinese translation is · counting theAbhisamaya-sarpyutta as a s1,1b chapter
sub chapter of the Salayatana-saiJ1)'Utta.

h i s version of the translation, in the Chinese

(aka, there is also the Pieh-i-Tsa-..a-han (T 1 00),

The word sarpyutta is _ a combination of sarp

.vn as the. partial Samyidctigama. It is believed

(togeUter) and yutta (Skt. Yukta) (yoked) and literally
this latter text, whkh was translated before the
.
h century, i s based· on an original from the · . it means "yoked together". The word appears also in
vapiya School. In these various versions belonging- the suttas themselves with a doctrinal meaning . of
·

. "fettered" or "bound" and the more general mean�g

fferent early schools, there have been some slight

of"yoked together''. This latter meaning is the meaning .· ·

�rences with reference to the arrangement and

sification . of the suttas. The Chin�se Complete .

of the sa1J1)'Uttas of SaiJIYutla-nikiya. The

tyuktigama, for instance, contains nine major
gas where ·as the Pali Sarpyutta-itikiya has only

together yoked or connected together to form individual

suttas;

ascribed to the Buddha, to his disciples, are put

accordance. with the doctrinal topic with which they ·

.Vith regarad to the siie of tlie collection; the

deal, the class of gods, demons or men to which they

refer, or the prominent personality appearing in them ·
,

the Aiiguttara -nikiya l 20. With. reference to. the
of the suttas, the Sarpyutta-nikiya contains little

as hearer or speaker.
The gods, the sons of the gods, the Kingdom of
the bhikkhuJ;tis, the .

; compared to those of the Digha-nikaya and the

Ko:;ala, Mara · the Evil One,

1 atical l y ..with the intention o f s�rvip.g as a

nidiinas or links in the process of dependent co
arising, abhisamaya or realization, the twelve dhMus,
the anamatagga, · Kassapa, gain and honour , Rahula,
Lakkhapa, similes, the monks, the khandhas; Radhi
views, Stream -entry, genesis, the kilesas, Siriputta', ·

ihima-nlkiya. The A�uttara -nikDy� also contains
t suttas but they are. arranged .by way of number
�ms diseussed in the sutttis. The Sa1J1Yutta-nikaya, ·
h e o t h e r h and, c l as s i fies the short suttas .
sitory for thes.e short hut pithy suttas which
ose the Buddha's insights into the nature of reality
h i s u nique path to spirit.ual emanc ip�ti�n.
ever, there is an overlap between the Sarpyutta

�a and the Aiiguttara -nikaya, which arises from
10ssibility of classifying su.ttas in two different

:. The studies of the Chinese Sarpyuktigama show .

i t i ncludes a number of sutras which in the Pali
n

appear in the Aiiguttara '-nikiya.

he Saipyu{ta-nikiya

consists of five major

as, . parts or "books" namely the Sag ithi--vagga
:

Part containing verses, the Nidanavagga or the

:xplai n i ng the Nidina (pa[icca-samupjJikla), the

tdh a vagga or the part ex pl aining the five

.

sa!J1Yuttas or chapters of this collection. This grouping .
together of indiv id.ual suttas have been done in

·

7yUtta-nikiya comes next- to the Aliguttara -nikiya.
former contains 100 bhiinaviras whereas the
�a-nikaya has only. 64, -the Majjhima-rii�aya 80

·

Braham�. the Brahmins, the monk Vaiigisa,

the

forest, the Yakkhas, Sakka the king of the g9(ls, the

th� Niigas, the harpies, the heavenly musicians, th� .
cloud spirits, Vacchagotta, jhinil(or SamMhi) . the·

sixfold sense-field, women, the wanderers, ·

Jambukhadako and Samandaka, Moggallana, Citta, the ·
headman, the unreckonable things, the undeclared

topics, the Path, the conditions favoura�le to

Enlightenment, the four foundations of Mindfulness;

the five spiritual facul ties, the Best Efforts, the ·

Spiritual Powers, the Bases of the Psychic Power,

Anuruddha, the Ganga repeti tion, mindfulness or

respiration, stream entry again, and the four Truths ·
are the names of these Sa1J1Yuktas. Each n ame .

demonstrates that the various short suttas on the topic
impl ied by the particular name are yoked together as

.
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a separate chapter called a Saf!1Yulta. It must be noted B u ddhaghosa w rote his c o m mentary to the
that in certain Saqryuttas such as the Mat us am a SaJ.TI)'UJtan ikiya, the Siiratthappakasini, he commented
saiJlYUtfa (women) and the Niiga Samyutta (Nagas), ""on' thtsame suttas that we have in the current editions.
there are passages that have no direct relationship to Therefore, the possibility is that the tradition that ·
Buddhaghosa fo l l o wed t o l d h i m that the
Buddhism.
Saipyuttanikiiya collection original ly and ideally had .
.
The longer Si::upyuttas are again subdivided into that number of suttas. This is an issue to be settled by
sub chapters also called by the name vaggas.' There comparing the existing Chinese translations of the
are altogether 232 vaggas (sub chapters) in the Sa1pyukt agama and other pieces of evidence that come
Sd1J1Yuttanikiiya). Each vagga ideally contains ten through fragments. According to Etiemie Lamotte, the .
suttas, though in aCtuality the number of suttas in a complete Sarpyukt agama in Chinese translation · (T
· vcigga can vary, even it can· go up to sixty as in the 99} contains 1 362 sutras only. The studies so far on
case of one vagga in the Salayatana.:saf!IYuttil. The the subject shows that some suttds that are in the
distribution of the Vaggas and Saf!IYuttas in the five Sa1pyuktagama ate not found in the Sa1pyutta-nikiiya
.
) Vaggas (parts or Books) are as follows: the Sagatha and some suttas found in the Sa1pyutta-nikiiya are not
to be found in the Sa.rpyuktiigama.
vagga has 28 vaggas distributed among 1 1· saf!IYU.ttas;
Nidiina-vagga consists of 27- vaggas in 1 0 ia1pyuttasi
. Khandha-vagga cOmprises 33 vaggas inl3 saf!IYuttas;
The manuscripts of the Sa1pyutta-nikeya tend to
. . Saliyatana-vagga contains 33 vaggas in 10 sa.rpyutfas abbrevi�te Vaggas II-V considerably. It seems that
and Mahi-vagga has 1 1 1. vaggas in 12 scupyuttas�
with regard to the process of abbreviating die- texts,
· · .·. :·
different manuscript traditions have followed their
... Out of the fifty-six saipyuttas, . the Khanda o wn ways, with regard to certain · suttas the
.
s<i1J1Yutta and the sciza;•atand ..2sl:trpyutta are so ·big that. manuscripts simply have key words to be expanded
' ' the} ' employ another unit ·of division known as ' the into complete suttas without giving clear guidance on
how to do it Unl ike the Digha.:.nikiiya and the ' . .
. Pappasaka or "set of fifty" . to organize the suttds,
However, the word pa(lpasaka is us ed ·as a rourid Majjhima nikiiya where the text is given in full except .
number as these sets contain more than fifty sidtas. with regard to certain repeated passages, the Sa.rpyutta
FQtexample, the fourth "set Offi-fty"'o f the Saliiyci.tana nikiiya can be shrunk into a skeleton to be expanded
·.
sa.rpyutta contains nii1ety three suttas. The reason for again starting from the key words (fniillkas). Leon
· this is that these suttas differ from each other merely Feer who edited the PTS version states that he
constituted a kind of average text from his manuscripts
: • by a singllword.
combining both the Sinhalese and Burmese manuscript
. is not evident from the old
translations;
It is possible that Peer has created a kind
The
title
of
each
sutta
.
.' ..
.-. . · .·· .
.'
.
..
.,
.
.
.
.
of phantom text; a really new recension.
i title' i'fgive1i to
btit irf toCHifs ·editions
'iliimuscripts
\
'. each. +he·s� title� 'are 'often comlng"Ifoiri thh uddiina .
The arrangement of the suttas under each of the
· verse thatappears at the end of each vagga. However,
' .the Sinhalese tradition and the Burmese tradition five vaggas shows that some principles have been .
slightly differ with regard to assigning titles to the used in the process. The Sagiitha-vagga is being
· · sitttas. The two also differ in naming the vaggcis compiled on the basis of the literary genre. The suttas
(subchapters) . . For instance, the Burmese use rhe . in this collection all contain g iith iis or verses but all
numerical names arid the Sinhalese use the proper suttas containing verses are not included in the
Sag fit ha-'-vagg·a . There are 94 7 verses in the
· names.
Sag§tha-vagga. Moreover,� in many suttas of this
Budrlhaghosa says that there are 7762 suttas in vagga, particularly of the beginning sa1pyuttas, the
. the Sa.rpyuttanikaya (Sp. l 1 8; Sv. I, 23 ; Spk. I,_ 2). prose part seemsto have been lost. Many of the verses
However the actual; text now we have cont'!:ins only are of a question and answer nature. Some are riddles,
while others are puns. This Vagga of. the Sa1J1Yutta
· 2,904 suitas, according to Bhilckhu Bodhi's counting
found in his translation. The Connected Discoui'ses nikaya is similar in some respects to the Suttanipiita.
of the Buddha, Vol. I, p. 23 ; or 2,898 suttas according The most important part of this text is in verse. Some
to Leon Peer's -counting Tn his PTS edition. When verses of this section are als�no b e found- iri the . · .
·

)
)
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into the Majjhima nikaya , the Citta'saiJIYuttri, for
example, relates different events in the life of the
householder Citta who was a lay follower of the
Buddha for 30 years.

rg ath i, The rig ath i, Su ttan ipata and
mapada The contents of the Sag itha-vagga
.

.ts of mainly with simple ethical and moral

r1gs dealing with the B1:1ddhist ideal of life.

The Sa1J1YU1ta nikiya contains smaller units' of texts

the remaining four Vaggas, the major Sa1J1Yuttas

that have gone to form the bigger sutttii of the Digha .

n major doctrinal themes that unify them into a

t.

· and the Majjhima nik§yas. However, there are alsO -

They deal with epistemology, metaphysics

some distinctive unit<> of texts that are unique to . the
sa1J1Yutta nikiya.The SaiJIYutta Nikiya conta.in _ a

>yGhology. The arrangement of the suttas under
doctrinal themes shows that this is _one of the

. .

saiJ1Yutta called Satipaf!hiiw. and its connection to the
Maha Satipa{hilia suttanta of the Dig_luinikiya �d - :
the the Satipaf!hiina sutta. of the Majjhiina nikiya �e

lttempts in the Tipi{aka to systematize· the
ng. Here texts of similar content are assembled
:ranged side by side� This is actuall� what the

not so clear. ·

aiJIYutta means, "(suttas) grouped together'' For

'le,' the major themes of the Vaggas II, III & IV
e Dependent Origination, the Five Aggreg,ates,

1e Sensid 3ases respectively. It is believed that

.

.

.

.

· Many of the suttas of the Sa.rpyu.tta nikiya are

located in Savatthi. F;L; Woodward .ob�rved that . ·_
Savatthi is mentioned in no less than. 736 su.tttis . of

.

·

tgga V represents ail earlier stage of tradition
aggas II-IV for the reason that it treats of various : this text. Hence some scholars thinkthat.this collection· ·
rrd groups of spiritual exercises later known as_ may have been put together in SavatthL it is possible,
that this coUection-may have .served the ·needS of two · ·
ilirty-seven aids to - Enlightenment as ; well a:s
he Path,· Stream�enll)i and the Truths . . The last: · types · of disciples · within the monastic order: t�e ·
utta of the -Vagga is about the Four Noble Truth� doctrinal specialists and the insight me_ditators, who
ence the .whole vagga is called Mah'i. or the · ·were dwelling in and around Savatthi immediately
Book. In the Chinese SaiJ1Yuktigama, this vagga - after the passing away_. of the Buddha Historiically, .
ed Magga-vagga, the Book of the P�th. Vaggas the tediou_s nmltiplication of suttas with _refererice .to
tlan.dle their material in a scholastic manner ofa the predication of a succession of attributes of a subject
·
latet period. They are concerned with · the
shows a transitional stage between the Sutta-pi
ilent, exposition_ -and correlation of doctrinal · and the Abhidhammu-pifaka . _
llae such as the twe-lve n idinas, the five
rhas, and the six iyatanas. Narrative is minimal
ften the predication of succession of attributes
• or more subjects is spun out into a whole series
SANClll : Sanchi is an interesting place from the po t 
,arate, artificially manufactured suttas; in each
of view of ancient Indian art and architecture. There .
ich one attribute is predicated of one subject.
are a number of stiipa, ruins_ of temples and carv� .
he fact that the sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch
gateways, some of which go back to the time of
ind, together with their respective objects and
Asoka: They are good specime�s of- su,c�
Emperor
perceptions; . are impermanent, suffering, and
work extant in India. Sinchi is a way�ide station oil _
tantial, come to be �umbrated throughout 207
of the Saliyatanavagga.
the Great Ifldian Peninsular Railway line going f�o�
Delhi to Bombat It is within the state of Bhopal.
mpared to the Digha-nikiya and the Majjhima
The ruins are situated picturesquely on a hillock ·
, the Sa1pyutta nikiya finds that it is no longer
and the distance from the station is only about a ·
ary �o embed a story to present the teaching of
furlong. They are visible from the Railway - Statiori ·
ddha. It often enumerates doctrinal concepts
itself. There are remains of a stone wall which seeins
y. The int_ention to present th� pre�whing. of
ruttanta in a unique event as in the D igha and to have extended right round the whoie establishment: .
zjjhima . nikiyas is completely missing in the The following are the places of interest:
!Ita n ikiya. Nevertheless, occasionally the
1 . The Great Stjipa, surro1:1nded by an Asok�m
tta nikiiya contains suttas that might well fit railing with four beautifully carved gateways.
_

f�

.

ul

_

·
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2. Stiipa in which the relics of Sariputta and
Moggallana were discovered (marked No. 3).
· 3. Stiipa marked No. 2 in which the remains of the
saints who took part in Asoka's missions sent ·. to

different parts of the world were deposited.

4. Stiipa m_arked No. 4 and other antiquities
. 5. Asoka pillar on the main terrace and other pillars

6. Temples and monasteries in different parts of

the site

. 7. The archaeological museum .

)
·
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one time, the stiipa as well as the railings were

coloured. The diameter of the stiipa is 1 20 feet while

the h��ght is 56 feet. The destruction of this stiipa is

attributed to Pusyamitra the Prime Minister of the

last Mouryan king who overthrew this dynasty and

established his own line known as the Sung a Dynasty
. ( 1 8 1 - 148 B:C.).

The four massive imposing gateways at the four

comers

are

unique owing to their elaborate. caivl�gs

and sculptures. They are fine specimens of Buddhist
sculptural work and have rio equal anywhere else in

India. The gateway to the south is ' regarded as the
earliest but it is apparent" that there . was not rrnich

interval between the construction of the first and . the
rest. From two inscriptions found on them we learn
The great stiipa: The inain object of interest is the that 'the right pillar of the western gateway' and the
. great stupa, which owirig. to its enormous size, the . 'the middle architrave of the southern one' are the
. visitor wiil notice at once when he approaches the site gifts of one "Nagapiya, a b ank¢t of Ach�vad�· artd
fron:umy direction. It is in the form of a heinispherical resident of Kurara".
.
_dome with a temice I'Ulli') ing right round it The terrace
. . · :'.1:-� . ·• ·•
The designs of all the tour gateways ate-'similar.
. is r.eached by two.attractive stairvhiys. which meet on
.· the · south side of the stiipa.
Each gateway consists of two massive square pillars
surmounted by capitals consisting of animal figures. .

.

. .,

..

1
.

These capitals support the architraves which join them
· _: · >The teri-ace is well protected by a storie railing�
· . This _ stiip� is unique on account of the fact that it is one above the other. The architraves are somewhat
provided with tWo perambulating paths for the benefit . curved in the middle while the ends project beyond .
�fthe devotee�. Both the niilings are made entirely of the pillars and twist slightly upwards. The third and
chtinar stone and are well polished while the stiipa the topmost one i s surmounted . by . a large
: itself is · coveied with. stone bl�cks. The gateways dharmacakra in the middle with two triratna symbols
\ match so well with the stiipa, the design of the whole . . on either side. All the ends of the architraves have
stJ¥cture seems to have been the idea of one master · animal figures standing on them as well as the spaces
·

- �-

.

architect. The be�t view is obtained from · the south
side. .
0

: It is generally believed that the stiipa as it is now

found was the work of Emperor Asoka but the latest

r

scenes from the life of the Budd.h� Jataka stories and
other-events, some of which have yet to be identified. .
the figure of the Buddha is'howevet not engraved: ·

and the ·better informed view is that the original one

· Wherever- necessary; He is· represented by · His

by the present larger structure built subsequently.
· The railings are typical of Asokan monuments. There

symbol. There. are several importanthistorical events
· ·. ' '
· engraved on the gau�.:ways: � · �'

erected. by this Monai'ch..was in bricks and was coveted

.·

formed by them between the pillars. These architraves
are elaborately carved and filled up with numerous

is ·however no doubt that the gateways are of a later
date, though it · may not be surprising if their

. construction had commenced during the Emperor's
· own time. On some of the pillars of the railings, the

footprints, BOdhi tree; ·asaiiii i(sea,t) ' or some: other

One i s the-�isit t� R.amag�a stfipa i n which some

of Bud�a�s· relics

Y��f.e e�hri�e<J. Thes� relics Asoka

could riot obtain. owing_ to the opposition of the

Koliyas. Two other inter�sti.ng scenes are the visit of
rtames of the donors are carved in Brahmi script - thus
·
to Kuslnara for the reliCs of the
pr.oying that the railings are not the gift of one person royal representatives.
Buddha and the departure of King }Jimbisara, from
but the result of the cumulative effort of many pious
.
Buddha.
Buddhists of several decades. There ·are signs that, at . the city of Rajagrha probably to meet the
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s of animals such as peacock, lion, horse,
nt, btill, camel and of several types of birds as
; delightful floral designs add to the wealth of
:orations. The pre...�nce of the grapevine among
:orative motifs, is. regwded as a 'sure' sign of
1 influence. But we cannot fmd. adequate reasons
epting such a view. .
: southern gateway has the !oil owing inscription
: back of the top architrave: - 'Rano Siri
1nisa. avesanisa vasithi putasa Anadasa

(Gift of Ananda, the son of Vasithi, the
m of the artisans of Raja Satakarnj). At the four
:es to the stiipa are. fotir figures of the Buddha
. relief against th� terrace wall. These were
•ly later additions..
1 '.

ipa · in which the reli�s of S atiputta ·and

illlina were discovered: About 200 feet to the

this and
the one previously described, either i n size or in
construction. This one however has no gateway. The
balustrade is well preserved and has numerous reliefs
on it. As already �tated, the real importance of the
stfipa lies in the fact that it revealed the relics of the
great Buddhist missionaries who took an active part
in Asoka's missions. The credit for this discovery
again goes to Sir Alexander Cunningham who found
them inside a chamber further away from the usual
spot earmarked for the enshrinement of relics in such
stiipa. The outer casket was made of white sandstone
( 1 1 ins. X 9 Y2 ins.). Within it w�re four other caskets .
made of steatite in which were the actual relics. The ·
bigger casket had the following inscription: '(The relics)
of all teachers beginning with the Arahat (?) Kasapagota
and the Arahat (?) Vacchi Suvijayata, the teacher'.
The names engraved on the steatite caskets were:
There

is no marked difference between

1 . Kasapagota (Ka5yapagotra), the teacher of all
east of the great stupa is the smaller stfipa
:d No. 3) which became famous on account of . the Himavat 2. Majhima (1\fadhyama) 3. Haritiputa
uabl� discovery in it of the relics of the .M�1.ha . (Hliritiputra) 4. Vacchi Suvijayata (Vatsi Suvijayata
; Siiriputta• aild Mahli Moggalllina. These two (?) 5 . Mahavanaya 6 . Apagira 7. Kodiniputa
he chief disciples of the Buc;ldha. who passed (Ka�ndiniputra) 8: Kosikiputa (Kausikiputra) 9 . .
�efore liim: There is no .evidence available as to. . Gotipu.ta · (Gauptiputr�) 1 0 . . · Mogaliputa
hese relics were:bi'Qugijt to Siinchi. The di5c9very ·. · (M'!,udgaliputra).
: relics took place. .when S ir Alex.ander
tgp<!ffi.an4 Capt. F.C: Maisey were proceeding
The discovery of th·e se inscri pti�ns was a
�ca;ation work at the site. The.relics wer� found . . r�vel"'ti9n · as they proved the accuracy of the
) stone boxes, each. with ..an, inscription Mah ava rpsa anc,l Dipayamsa acounts of the despatch
ning the· name of the particular disciple wh9se of missionaries by Emperor Asoka. Except in the case .
hey were..
ofa .few names as fol!nd in the inscriptions. tally exactly
with those mentioned in the chronicles. As works of
s stiipa is almost identical in design with the . pure history, these chronicles were looked down upon
tfipa , the only difference being the absence _of so much that even the sending of missions by Asoka
ver railing . round it. It has also one gateway mentioned therein was rejecte.d by some western
is 17 fee.t high. Here too the gClteway ha,s many scholars as. mere wishful thinking, but this discovery ·
from· tiie_life ofthe .B.uddha but th_ey are inferior has silenced them once for all. Scenes depicted on the .
� in the great stiipa in design arid execution.
balustrade are from . the Buddha's life. In this area · ·
there are several other remains such as the foundations
pa marked No. 2: Equally important- is the
of a temple and the base of a pillar.
narked No. 2 on account of the discovery in it
�mains of the great samts. who carried Buddhism
Stiipa (marked) No. 4: To the north-east of stiipa
�rent parts of the world �uring the reign of
,r Asoka This stupa is situated at a·place rather No, 3, is another Stupa of smaller proportions marked
rom the rest of the ruins - hence it is treated No. 4. It was in a very bad state of preservation but
ely in Sir John Marshall's Guide to Sanchi. _To the Archaeological Department has lately restored it.
There are .bases of several votive Stiipas near about
! one has to descend a distance of about 400
but they need no individual treatment. They all belong
n the western side of the hill. Steps have been
to a later date.
make the descent easy.
·
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Asoka pillar and other pilla rs: At Sanchi there
seems to have been a considerable number of pillars
unlike at other Buddhist sites. Even at present th�re
are no l ess than four pillars of varying importance
besides many other minor ones belonging to the Gupta
period.

Of these, the earliest is the one erected by Emperor
Asoka in front ohhe southern gateway of the main
stiipa. Unfortunately one notices at present only the
stump and the capital as it was demolished by a local
zemindar who wanted the stone for a sugar press.
When standing, it wa5 42 feet high and was made out
of a single piece of stone, The lion capital is preserved .
in the museum: It is surprising how such an enormous .
piece of stone was cut out of the solid rock, transferred
tlO a distance of several hundred miles and, after .
. ;fflriishing it without the slightest defect, fmally erected
. at the required site without any mishap.

�
•

The second pillar which needs mention is the one
to the east of the mairi stiipa. It beto·ngs to the Sunga
·period. It is only 15 feet high and is different from the
Asokan type on· side up to the top. The capital is bell. shaped but the animal figute which surmounted it is
. missing. The third pillar whiCh is set up close to the
· . above belo.ngs to the Gupta period. It is of a '. pale buff
. hue splash� and streaked with purplish brown'. The
·height ·is .22 feet 6 in�hes but is . broken into three
pieces. This pillar has an inscription in Gupta script
mentioning
the gift of a 'Vajrapani pillar, 2 pillars of a
�
J gateway, a m3J.l<Japa of a monastery and a gateway by
,. one Rudrasena or Rudrasinha, son of Go.sura
Sinhab�a, the superintendent of a monastery' . .

sA.Ncm

that it must have been a highly imposing edifice. The
temple seems to have been modelled after the caitya
caves of Ajanta and Karli, for in the apse, there is t he
invaHab1'e stiipa. Except for the foundations and the
side walls on one side up to a height of about 4 ft .,
there is nothing else here for us to form an accurate
idea as to the exact nature of the building. The structure
could not have been earlier than 650 A. C. A broken
stone bowl, a few terra-cotta tablets and some tiles
were the only finds of interest within the temple.
To the east of this site is a well preserved but small
shrine which has almost the look of a modern temple
of Benares. It is built entirely of stone including the
flat roof. It consists of the . actual sanctum sanctorum
· and a verandah in · front supported by four carved
pillars and two pilasters. Another temple is the one
· behind Stupa No. 5. It too has a flat roof supported
by pillars. Inside it is a statue of the Buddha seated on
a lotus throne. From this site was recovered the image
of
a niigi about 7ft. 6 ins. high. ·
·
........· r: '> , · .

·
The southern area. has a n�mber of important ·
monuments the chief of which is the great temple. At
present it is entirely in ruins, only the foundations ·
and the bases of the pillars stand to show what a
magnificent building it had been. There are traces of ·
reconstruction in later times but the odginal temple is
of a very early date. The vastness of the temple can be
realised from the fact that the plinth is 1 37 ft. by 9 1 .
ft. the hall had 50 pillars, the .bases of which are in situ
at present. Three monasteries have been discovered at ·
this site. In the eastern area, there is an important
temple marked No. 45 and several monasteries attached .
to the same. This is one of the latest to be erected at
Sanchi, i.e. about the lOth century A.C. Here too,
there are several layers of temple. The latest structure ·
The fourth pillar Is near the northern gateway. This i$ a square one reached by a small ante-chamber. Most
is probably the one referred to in the inscription .of the roof has fallen down but the sikhara seems to
mentioned above. It is of a bigger size but the present have been crowned by an amalaki fruit design� This
· height is'only 6 feet. This too b�longs to the Gupta temple is richly decorated With SCulptUres and other
era as evidenced by its square base. Near the pillar · motifs. .It is, however, impossible to; give an account
was discovered a statue of Bodhisattva Vajrapani, of them in a short paper. Several other monasteries are
which, according to Cunningham and Marshall, had also left out but the reader ,is referred to Sir . J.ohn
crowned· it. Probably this is why it was described as a Marshall's well-kriown guide for further inforn1ation.
Vajrapani pillar.
The Archaeological museum: The museum
· Temples and Monasteries: One of the chief which contains the statues, seals etc., discovered at
�emples at the site appears to have been the one the site is to the left ofthe road immediately on reaching
Dpposite the southern gateway of the main stiipa. the top of the hill. Visitors will find here many
From the huge square pillars numbering nine; each 1 7 interesting objects which is inconvenient to describe
ft. high, which slal)d u p to this day, one can surmise in detail.

.
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History ofSanchl: There is no mention in Buddhist

SANDAKAQAPAHANA See MOONSTONE

literature that ·Lord Buddha e.ver visited Sanchi or its
S U TRA.
The
neighborhood, and consequently, it is not known SANDHINIRMOCANA
whether the Buddhists considered it a religious duty sandhinirmocana - Sfitra (i.e. Chien-shen-mi-ching,
to visit this remote place in ancient days. However, as Taish6No. 676), in five fascicles, was translated into
the relics of Sariputta and Moggallana were brought Chinese by Hsiian-tsang of the T' ang dynasty in the
here. during some time, it · is reasonable to suppose 2 P' year of Chen-kuan (647 A.C.) in the Hung-fa
. that it must have been ·a place of much sanctity ever Monastery. It is believed that the full Sanskrit text of
since. The fact that Asoka erected several of its this sutra was in 100,000 Slokas, the present translation .
important monuments is sufficient proof that Sanchi being of the abridged text, having only 1 ,500 s1okas,
was held in great respect during his time.
· divided into eight chapters. There -had been· three
translations ofthis sutra before the version translated
The ancient name of the place is 'Kakanaya' or during the T'ang dynasty. They are ( 1 ) the Hsiang
'Kakanara'. In the Mahavamsa_it is c;Uled 'Cetiyagiri', hsff-chieh-t'o-ching, Taish o-Nos. 67.8, 679) in two
a more appropriate designation. It is not known when fascicles, which is only a translation of. the l�t two
the name Sanchi came to be in vogue. Asoka must chapters by Gul)abhadra at the Tung-an Monastery
have taken a k�n personal interest in the place as he in Kiang-ning district in Jun-chou during the Yuan
spent several years of his-life as a youth at Ujjayini as · chia period (424-453 A.C.) of the earlier. Sung dynasty;
the Viceroy of Malwa. It was during this period that (2) the Shen-mi-chieh-t 'o-ching, Tazsh6 No. 675), in
he contracted the romantic marriage with one Devi of . five fascicles divided into eleven chapters, translated .
Vedisa, a place only a few miles from Sanchi. This by Bodhirud in the Shao-lin Monastery at Lo-yang in · . .
Devi was the mother of Mahinda, Asoka's famous · . the 3n1 year of Yen-ch'ang (5 14 A. C.) of the Northern
son who became a monk and crossed over to Sri Lanka Wei dynasty; and (3) the chieh-chieh-ching, Taisho
to propagate . Buddhism. Before his departure, it is No. 647) in one fascicle which is a translation of the
said .that he spent some time iri ·a great monastery at . first �V{O <:;hapt�rs (subdivided into four chapter$) by
Cetiyagiri built by his mother. This is definite proof Paramarthain the Chien-:tsao Monastery in the Liang�
that the royal · house showed an unusual . interest in an prefecture of Vietnam (?), in the 200 year of T' ienchia (561 A.(_:) . of the Ch'en dynasty. There is also a
thjs great Buddhist establishment
Tibetan version entitled Hphags-pa dgo.ris-pa pes�par ·
·

·

.
Sanchi remained an importanrcentre.Of
. Buddhism
in Malwa up to the n th century when it went into
decay
. _ and oblivion. How this happened it is not
possible to say as it is not on record' on any kn�wn
work or inscription. Even the excavations have failed
to ·g ive any )urther clue. That " it rriust h�ve been
plundered by the i�vaders . at some time can only be
c onj ectured. The monuments were, ho wever,
remarkably well preserved till the 1 8th ceritury, unlike
those of otb,er c�ntres open to destruction on the part
of marauders. The lucky escape of Sanchi can only be
ascribed to its inaccessibility. Situated on the summit
of a hiU, it was hidden from the plain by the dense
jungle that grew round it on the sides, and few of the
invaders cared· to explore the �ite with a view of robbing
a possible treasure-trove. See Plates xxV to XXVII. ·
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hgrea-pahi mdo, divided into ten chapters in .four
fascicles, of which the translator's· name is lost.

.
For the interpretation of the S anskrit nam e
"Sandh in irmocana", it is said in Ytian-ts ' e ' s
commentary on the Sandhinirmocana- sutra and Chih
chou's Exposition on the Profound Doctrine of the
Vijnapti-matrati siddhi-sistra in the second part of
· fascicle iii as well as Tao-lun's commentary on the
Yogiicira-Bhiimi- sistra, (fascicle xx, part 1), that the
word "sandhi" may mean ''continuation of things", .
"joints of bones" or �'profound secret". The title of
each Chinese :version represents one or the other of .
these denotations, but that of the T' ang version seems
to be the most adequate one.
Being a work for the explanation of the most
profound meanings of the theories of the objective
world� practice and fruition of Mahayana Buddhism,
this siitra is divided into eight chapters: The first
chapter or preamble is the prefatory portion of the .
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. work, and the second chapter "On the Aspects of
Supreme Truth" together with the ensuing six chapters
constitutes the main text of the s iitra. These seven
chapters or the main text may be classified into three
sections, the first four chapters explaining the objective
world, the next two chapters expounding the subjective
practice, and the . l ast chapt'er · describing the fruits
realized. The following . is a brief summery of the
contents of this s iltra:

nature that is to establish the three theories o f
nature!essness based on the three self-natures of
imagination, dependence and complete perfection. The
nature of imagination is based on false names, and this
is the theory of naturelessness of form. The nature of
dependence exists on the congregation of various
conditions, and this is the theory of naturelessness of
birth. The nature of complete perfection is the supreme
truth of all D�armas, which is manifested by the
nature of non-ego of all Dharmas, and this is the
(1) The Prefatory Chapter. In this chapter afull theory of naturelessness of supreme · truth. In this
description is given about ,the supreme merits of the way the theory of Ekayana (One vehicle) and the
Buddha, th� stateliness of the pure· land in which he theory of five-fold classification of sentient beings are
lived, and the
. innumerable
. .
.
. Bodhisattvas and Sravakas reconcih�d. That is to say, sentient beings of the three
of
understanding
the most profound and secret vehicles, namely, Sravakas, · Pratyekabuddhas and
capable
"\
.·
· ·
\.. ..Jdoctrines
he Buddha.
.
Bodhisattvas, may all attain to the supreme state of
. . oft
. .
Nirvana through this wonderfui path of puritY and
• � .. (2) The Chapter on the
of S�preme natllrelessriess. It is in this occult sense that the theory
Truth. lp this chapter it is explained that the suQreme of "One Vehicle only" is postulated. But as the
truth is apart from words and discrimination. It . capacities of beings vary from. the
. duil · the mef.li�'m to
· · surpasses all thoughts anl deliberations, and it is the intelligent, so the Buddha preached th� ��� ·in
'
�e�ther identical with nor qifferent from all Dhannas, three
different
periods.
The. first period during . i�h
.
I
.
.
· put it is omnipresent in all Dharmas, with which it he rotated the wheel of the Law on the Four Noble
exists ill harmony and equanimity. It is the nature of . Truths onl for those people of the Srav��.Yfu.la,
Dharma beyond the expression of words, and it is the represents his incomplete te.aching. The second _Pe�iod
during which he rotated the wheel of the La� for
reality of all Dht.zrmas.
those of the Mahayana in an implicit way that all
(3) The Chapter on the Aspects of Mind� Mental Dharmas were without self-riature, also represents ari .
Function and Consciousnes-ses. This chapter inc·omplete doctrine. During the third period he rotated
describes the substance and fonn of the eight forms of the wheel of the Law on the preceding truth in an
(): onsciousness ( m ind, mental function and explicit way for people of all Vehicles. Only this is·
onsciousness? , according to th� con�eption ofw�rldly the truly perfect doCtrine.
-.."'
truth:. It explams that the contmuat10n of the Alaya(6) The chapter on the Differentiation of Yoga� .
vijniina is the root of birth-and-death. The various
names of this Alaya-vijniina and their differences are . It gives an exposition on Samatha - vipafyina
given1n this chapter, and the rising of the six forms of (calmness and insi ht) for th� practice of Yoga: It
consciousness
of the eye, the
ear, the nose, the tongue, · exposes the wonderful ways of meditation of Vijnapti ·
.
.
- miitra - viida, proves that. all Dharmas are not_hing
· the body and the mind (manas) is also el_ucidated.
but transformatioqs of Vijniila (consciousness); and
(4) The Chapter on the Aspects of all Dharmas. defines the aspects of Samiidhi and Prajni.
It summarizes the aspect of all Dharmas into the
(7) The Chapter on the Bhumis and th_e
three natures: viz. that of sole i�agination (regarding .
the seeing as real), that of dependence upon others Paramitas. In this chapter an account is given about
(seeing things as derived), an'd that of complete the ten stages (bhumis) of Bodhisattvas as well as the
erfection (which sees things in their true nature). In 1 1 rh stage, i.e. the stage of Buddhahood. It also relates
this way al1 the pure and i mpure Dharmas are about the six· Par(o/litiis of generosity, the observance
of virtue, forbearance,. cliligence, 'concentration and
xplained.
'
'
wisdom, with special emphasis laid on the Paramita
(5) The Chapter on the Aspects of No Self · of wisdom which will enable one to apprehend the
Nature. It explains that ali Dharmas are without self- theory that all Dharmas are without .. a self-nature.
8-CM 05968
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(8) The Chapter on the Achievements of the

Tathagata. It depicts the perfect merits of the
Dharmakaya and Sambhogakaya of the Tathiigata, so
as to elucidate the perfect and complete doctrine on
the achievements of the Tathagata.
Concerning the annotations and exP<>sitions on this
s iitra (T' ang version), there are: Yuan-ts 'e' s
Commentary in 10 fascicles, of which only nine are
extant (and it is incorporated into the main text of ·
popular editions); Tao-lun's Commentary in 5 fascicles
(as the seven chapters of the main text of this siitra of
the T'ang version are quoted in the Yogicira-Bh iimisastra, from fascicle Ixxv · to Ixxviii, Tao-luri's
commentary on the Yog icira-Bhiimi- sastra, .from
· fascicle xx, part I to fa5cicle xxi, part i, is practically a
commentary on this sutra of the T ang version, and
there is a separate edition of it, included in the main
text; published by th.e Chin-ling Buddhist Scriptures
Xylographical· Publisher re-titled a:S Commentary on .
the Sandhininnocana siitra. in 5 Jascicles). Besides, .
. there were Lang-yin's commentary in II fasticles,
Hsiian�fan's commentaiy in tO fasciCles, Yiian-hsiao's
commentary in 3 fascicles; and Ching-hsing ' s
commentary (of which the number of fascicles is . .
unknown), all of which were lost. Pararnlirtha of the
Ch'en dynasty also wrote a c�mmentary on the
Sandhinirmocana - sfftra for his own translation �f .
. this sutra; :but it i s also. lost, with only some
fraginentary expositions scattered in · Yuan-ts' e'
commentary. They have been collected by the Chinese
· Academy of Buddhist Learning into Parainartha 's
Expositions on the · Sandhinirmocana - siitra in one
fascicle. There are als·o the foliowing Tibetan. versions
of the commentaries on this sutra (1) lfphags-pa dgom
-panes-par ftgrel-pa.[li ' rnam-par bSad.:pa, composed
by Asanga and translated by Jinarnltra and other�, in
220 Slokas and less than one fascicle� (2) ijphags-pa
dgom -panes-par !Jgrel--mdohi rnam-par .{lhgrel-pa,
the translator's name is lost, and it is said to be of 40 ·
.

�

.

.

·

fascicle and translated by Klu�I rgyal-mtshan
according to the catalogues of Buddhist scriptures· in
Tibet. (3} Hphags-pa dgona -panes-par fthgrel-pahi
mdo-.{lhi rnam pa·r bSad-pa, composed by Byan-chub
rdsu-�hphrul, of which the translator's name is lost.
(4) Hphags-pa dgons -panes"par fthgrel-pahift mdo
las hpnages-pa byams-pahi!J!ehu fie-tshehi sad-pa,
composed by Ye-se snin�po in 2 fa�cicles and the
transl ator's name is also lost (5) ljphags-pa dgoiispa zab-mo Iies-pai flhgrel-pahifli mdohi rgya- cher

SMGAHAVATTHU, CATV

flhgrel-pa, which is Ytian-ta' e ' s (Wen- tsheg)
commentary translated into the Tibetan language by
Chos-grub in 75 fascicles. The last fascicle of Yuan-ta'
e.' s original work in Chinese is missing in. the extant
edition (that is, the exposition on the greater part of .
the IO'h chapter of the sutra), but the Tibetan version
is complete, and so it can be used for comparison.

Judging from the fact that the seven chapters of ·
the main text of this surra is completely quoted in the
Yogicara-Bh iimi- sastraand the fact that i t is as .
frequently quoted in the Vijfiapti-matrata-siddhi-iastra,
this siitra must have been an _i mpQrtant text of the
Yogiicara sect of Buddhism in India. After it was
translat.edinto the Chinese language, the followers of
the Tzii,.en sect, based on the Chapter on the Aspects
of No Self-nature, classified the Buddha's teachings
into the three periods of exist�nce, voidness and
medium path, and in accordance with the contents of •
the Chapter on the Aspects ofMind, Mental Function
and Consciousness and of the Chapter on the Aspects
ofAll Dharmas, they regarded the theory of the thiee
Natures and the theory of Vijfiapti-matni as the.
fundamentai doctrines of their sect:
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The Buddha
admonishes his lay disciples to constantly practise
four ways of treating others, for their own welfare
and happiness as well as for the weal and good of the
rest of the world. The four ways are: (1) Dana or
practice of liberality, (2) Peyyavacca or speaking what
is true and pleasant, (3) Atthacariya or engaging in
activities that will benefit others, and (4) Saminattata
or to be impartial in all actions. The above four ways
of treating the world are presented in several discourses
S ANG AHAVATTHU,
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in Buddhist texts. In the A nguttara Nikiiya the Buddha
says: "Liberal ity (dana), pleasant and truthful speech
(peyyavacca) social welfare work ( atthacariya)" and
impartiality (samiinattat§) are the four ways of treating
the world (sangahavatthau ) . These bonds of
sympathy are comparable to the linchpin (ani) of
wheels in a moving vehicle. No\V. if these bonds were
lacking, the mother who bore and the father who begat
. would not receive the honour and respect which they
deserve" (Diinafi ca peyyavajja.rp, atthaca riya ca y§
• tdha, Samiinattata dh ammesu tattha tattha yathiiraham,
Ete kho sangaha loke ratassa.riva yayato, Ete ca
sa[igaha n�su na l mita puttak§rana labetha miina1J1
p iija!J1 vapita vaputtakarani Yasma ca sangaha ete
samavekkhanti pap¢ita tasma mahanlaf!l papponti
paSaipS§ ca labkanti te ti - A. II 32).

SMbASAR�
The date of compilation of the work is not definite.

It may belong to the period between 1 1 50- 1250 A.C.2

Sarigasarapa is the smallest of the three books of
the Ampivaha group, the complete book being only
about sixty printed pages. The book contains an
introductory chapter followed by thirty-nine chapters
relating incidents about Buddhist monks, both of India
and Sri Lanka. The introductory chapter is the longest
in the book, eieven pages, while the others are short, .
generally of one or two pages, even shorter. The
sources of these stories are the Pali commentaries
such as the Manorathap iirapi and the Dhammapada
Commetary.

The first chapter of the Sarigasarapa ()pens with a
In the Sigalov�a Sutta (D. III. 1 90) these four declaration of the refuge in the Sangha after which
ways of treating others are high- lighted along with there is an account of the virtues of the Order of
· another factor, namely not cheating or not deceiving monks: Some of these virtues are their impartiality,
('dvisdiJ7Vaianati). The Sutta says: Iri five respects readiness to meditate at any place, rejection of caste ·
sh-ould a householder treat his friends and associates distinctions, readiness to beg alll_ls from any person,
who are· comparable to the northern quarter. The five . and possession of psychic powers. To illustnite these
ways are: by being generous and hospitable to them .·
virtues the author has made use of very beautiful and .
(dana), by being courteous to them (peyyavacca) , by
effective similes, At the begiililing of the chapter itself
engaging in activities to benefit them (atthacariyi) , by ..
come five short · paiagraphs with five similes all of
treating them as he treats himself (samiinattati) . and
which are made use of to show how strictly the monks
by being faithful to them (avisaipviklanata_i). .
adhere to the . Doctrine. In this chapter occur many
long sentences, each running sometimes into two or
The sutta continues to say that when a householder
more·pages, a feature commo� to the iJutsarapa · and
. treats his friends and associates in the above manner,
the Dahamsarapa as well, the other two books ofthis .
they too would reciprocate him in several ways, namely
they will safe�guard him when he faces difficulties author.
·

)

cPa ma tta 1p rakkhanti) they will safe-guard his
The second chapter entitled "the story of the Great
belongings (pamattassa siipateyya1p rakkhanti), they
will come to his aid when he is frightened (bhitassa · Sariputta" which is less than two pages in length refers
. saranalp honti) and they will not desert -him in only to a rillnof i�ddent in the life ofthat great disciple. .
It says that the monk got rid of his stomach-ache by
difficulty (ipad�u na vijahar.ti).
adhering to a rule laid down by the Buddha namely,
abstaining frop-t partaking of meals offered by one in .
· . W. G. Weeraratile
distresi

. . SANGASARAN\., "Refuge in the order of Monks,"
· is an ancient Sinhalese literary work in prose, in praise
of the Order of the Monks. This is the third book of
1 the group of books called the Am[tivaha. The
authorship of the book is ascribed to a 'scholar . no
bo;e the title of Vidyacakravarti to whom is also
ascribed the authorship of the Butsarapa and the
Dahamsarapa, the other two books of the Am[liivaha
· . group1•

The third chapter, Biina Sangharakkhita herapa
vata - the story of the novice Sangharakita (the

nephew) relates how he attained arahantship �y
listening to the words of his teacher.
·

1be fourth chapter, Amba kii Mahatis tera pavata

the story of the mo!lk named - Maha Tissa who ate
mangoes, tells that the monk did not eat mangoes even
when he was very hungry until they were offered to
him.
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on foot and sometimes they did not have anything to
eat Reference has been made to periods of famine.

The remaining chapters of the Sangasarapa
l ikewise relate in brief the virtues of the monks
mentioned in the heading of each story. Sometimes
many stories are revealed to illustrate the $arne virtue.
These monks have striven hard to attain arahantship.
They have reen able to suppress their sense desires.
They are easily satisfied and·never attached to families.
They never despise · others · bpt are · al ways
compassionate. They are very clever in preaching the
doctrine. They possess supematura Lpowers and their
virtue is heard even beyond the oceans. These are
some of the virtues. of the monks that are described in
these stories.

The narrative in the Sangasara.pa is less figurative
than that of the Butsara.pa and the Dahamsara,pa.
This may mainly be due to the fact that the stories are
related in brief and hence the author has had no occasion
to display his originality. . The author's aim has been
to complete the serfes, for iri the Dahamsara.pa:he
· says that he would describe all the Three Gems. The
work has been made comparatively short for some
unt.nown reason.

t

· Yet one would see the narrat ve style and the simple
Of the thirty-nine s tories In the Sangasara.pa language of Vidyacakravarti in the first chapter of the
nineteen are about monks in Sri Lanka. Many of the · · Sangasara.pa and at a few places In the other chapters.
.
.
. .
.. .
.
rest are about monks who lived in t�e time of Gautama
The similes used in the work, mainly jn the first .
.
Buddha and the origin of a few stories caimot be traced.
chapter, are beautiful and very effective.
The monks of Sri Lanka referred to in the stories seem
to have lived during the period .when king Kavantissa
As in the Butsara.pa and the Dahamsara.pa. the
(circa 125 B.C.) and members of his family who: had
'
. . phrase Sangaruvan sa rana };emiyi Sangasara.pa
risen to power. Rohat)a, in the south of Sri L<Ulka was .
.
,"
one should t e re ge m the order of
yay�tu
n
hold
i
this
region
and many place names
their strong
'
aymg I take refuge m the Je�el, the.order o .Monks • .
such as Situlpavva (Pali.: CittalapabQa�a} RohaQ_a, . �
.
d
episode or .
Miigama, Kora�aka-gaina, M adhuangat) a v illage, . · - has e�n repeate at the end of every
· descnpt10n.
Kallagrania, and Sulugamnuvara, fmd mention in these .
chapters. Mariy .pl �ces that do not belong to _Rohana
The book has . been edited and printed and i s
are also mentioned. Among them Mahavihiira, .
Girivihara, Thupiir�a, Lovamahapaya, the Great' . available in Siflhalese·.
·

·

� �

_

?

f:

Monk� .
·

Bodhi_ tree, Ceityapabbata, and the Great Thfipa at .
Kal aniya are i mportant. M a�y. of the monks Bibliography:
mentioned in the stories seem to be connected with
Sangasara.pa (text) · Ed. R. Tennakoon.
the two monasteries at Situlpavva and Tissamahiirama.
Sinhalese Literature - Dr. C. E. Godakumbura: ·
Sinhalese Literature - Martin Wikramasirigha.
In the stories of the Butsaraw the author has made
Sahityodayakath a
Martin
Simhala
constant reference to the supernormal powers
Wikramasingha
possessed by the monks. Orie story tells how a monk
Simhala Granthavamsaya - Ven. Wimalavamsa
create_!l the form of a young girl near a pond at the
Thero.
request of ano.ther monk (p.23), another tells that a
Simhala Sah i (yaye Svar.payugaya - Ven .
monk created a white elephant (p. 33) arid many others
Dharmakirti Thero.
tell how the monks went through the sky with the
to Sangasara.pa - Ed. R. Tennakoon
Introduction
help of their psychic pov.'ers.
& Ven. Phammananda Thero.
The society in Sri Lanka which has become the·
H.R. Perera
background for the author of the Sangasara[14 is
mainly rural. This is seen in the stories where facts
about laymen are given. Thus in the tenth chapter the References
life of a fisherman is described. The thitty-second
1 All critics do not agree on this point. See the
article on Amrtavaha
chapter entitled �The story of the thirty monks' gives
.
'
a good description of an old man who was coming
2 Some critics are o f the opin-i o n that the
Sangasara.pa is not a work of Vidyicakravarti
from the jungle with a bundle of firewood on his head.
Many stories say thanhe monks went long distances
and · was written at· a later date. .
·

·

·
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3 The Sinhala Granthavamsaya gives a list of
sources as follows:
Suttas
such
as
Mah ab rah maj ala ,
Cullahatthipadopama, Mahiidukkhakkhandha,
Maha Ariyavamsa Pafipada and other works
such as the Anguttara a ffh akatha,
Saratthappakasini, A tthasalin i and the
Visuddhimagga.

ruler. Otherwise it may also mean the general assembly
of Vajji an rulers who probably had the prerog<1tive of
remitting a death sentence imposed by a ruler.
It is well known that the Buddha's community of
disciple monks was known as the bhikkhu sangha
while that of the disciple nuns was called the bhikkhu[li
sangha. When used with reference to both the male
and female communities the term ubhato saiigha was
often used. But significantly the male or female lay
disciples are never referred to collectively as upasaka
or upasikasaiigha. This may have been due to their
allegiance to Buddhism, was on an individual basis
and that they had no affiliation to a community of lay
disciples, like the communities of monks and nuns,
bound by a coinmon code of rules. Although it is not
attested to in canonical texts, the word sanghika has . .
. corrie to be used by Buddhists to indicate all movable
or immovable things owned by the Buddhist Sangha.
.
What is gifted to the Sangha is also called Salighagata, literally " gone to the sa1igha".

·

SANGAYANA

See SANGfTI

SANGHA: The word sangha denotes a muititude or

an assemblage of anything especially used with
reference to various l iving things. Attributing its
derivation to sa.rp + hr, 'comprisingf, the Pali ....;. English
� Dictionary (s.v. sangha) quotes several examples from
'\
� canonical and post - canonical Pali workS to illustrate
its use. Miga- sangha (D.II.23) denotes ' a herd of
deer'. Similarly acchara- saiigha (Vv5.5) is explained
as an assemblage of nymphs (deva -kaiiffa samiiha
( VvA.31). Nati - :saligha (Sn.589) is a group of
.
. relatives, sakU{Xl-SaJigha, a "flock of birds" (1. 1 .52)
and . kaka - sangha (MilnA03) are some other .
examples. Monier Williams (Sanskrit :- English .
dictionary s.v. sangha) however derives the word-from
the root han prefixed with sap, 'close contact' or
'combination' . Other . meanings suggested are "any
collection, assemblage, heap, multitude, quantity,
crowd, host" etc. The examples cited are muni- saiigha
. and Sastnl - sangha; It also could denote, according to
the same source, any number of people living together
for a certain purpose; a society, association, company,
a clerical community; congregation or church. In Jamism
it · is appiied to a monkish fraternity or sect

)

·

·

T� word sanghi meaning ' one possessing a
community' and derived from the. word sang!za, . has
been used in describing the popularity and the fame· of
the s i x well k n o w n hereti cal te'a:chers, a l l
contemporaries ·of the Buddha, and the Buddha himself ·
(M.II.266), When, on a certain occasion, the Buddha
·
visited Campa, brahmins and householders went to
see him in large groups, the word sanghi is used to
describe their grouping up (sanghi si.mghiga.pibhiite
(D . l . 1 1 2) . The commentary here explains saiigha
as 'made up-by the coming together of many, manf
(bahii bah iihutvasaJikhatati sangho DA. l .230).

::)

··

Possibly the word sangha was also used iQ ancient
Indian oligarchical st�tes to denote t��· assembly of .
ruling chiefs. Scholar� like Sukumar Dutt have tried to
sho w that ·the Buddha used the mpdel o.f these
.
· oligarchical states in designing the administrative
pattern of his community 'of mo�s: However, in Pali
the word saiigha is used ve�y setdom in this sense. ID.
one instance in the Petavatthu (Vv 582-583), Licchavi
ruler named Ambasakkhara is represented as soliciting
I the approval of the sangha (anujanatu sangho) to le�
.
free a person previously sentenced by him to be·

·

_

Sa�gha of the Four Quarters ; The whol e

commilnity of Buddhist moriks and possibly also of .
nuns,· undifferentiated by a11y foirn of demarcation
like a country, region or monastery, is called the saligha
of the four qu artefs(c iiiuddisa saiigha), the universal
saligha comprising the Buddhist clergy of the whole
earth (sabba pafhavi Vin.I. l 05). When the first ever
property donated by a lay benefactor to the Buddha, .
the Veliivana near Raj agaha, was gifted by the king
Bimbisara, he dedicated it to the bhikkhu saiigha
headed by the B u d d h a (Buddhapamukhass a
bhikhusanghassa damini. ibid.39). But later when a
·
executed. The word may here indicate his .cabinet of · rich merchant of Rajagaha built sixty cells in Veluvana,
ministers or even the general crowd· of people present the · Buddha instructed- him to present them to the
in the royal court to present their petitions to the $aligha of the four quarters, both present and not

,

·
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present (ibid II. 147). Anathapil).�ika used the same
dedicatory formula when he donated his newly built
Jetavaila monastery near Savatthi (ibid. l 64). This was
probably prompted by the rapid expansion of the
Order under the impact of the missionary zeal of the
Buddha and his early disciples. All the disciples were
not residing at the· same place. Whenever they visited
the Buddha they had to be provided w i t h
accommodation in the monasteries. As such, when
vacant, these 'residences could be used by any member
of ·the Order wherever they came from. They had the
legal right to do so. In fact many dedicatory lithic
records of ancien� India, Sri Lanka and other Buddhist
countries show that Buddhists, in donating house or ·
property, followed this same mode of dedication to
the Buddhist Sangha (see eg. E.Z. I. p. l 9). This had to
be, however, sEghtly amended wh.en the donation.v.:' �
for . the use of a particular individu al, a sect or
monastery. Then the dedication was made to the
Sangha of the four quarters but to be accepted by .
that individual, sect or mo�astery. Thus according to .
one Sri Lankan inscription, a cave is dedicated to the
Sangha of the four quarters, but to be used by an elder
nameq Dhammarakkhita (EZ. I. p. l 8). There. are .
.numerous inscriptions found in India wher.e the
donation is made to the Order of t.h e four quarters, but
given to· a particular sect. (eg. EI, XX p. 24; VIL p. 7 1f)
-

parents and a brother suffering as petas. At their own
request, he gifted a rag- mbe sewri by him, a leafy hut,
and a cup of water, and a pair of sl ippers to the Order . ·
of the four quarters and dedicated them to his dead
kinsmen. As a result they received clothes, houses,
ponds filled with cool and refreshing water and
conveyances to ease their suffering. But significantly
in gifting food the monk followed a slightly different
method. RetUli.tng from the alms round, one day, he
requested his eleven co- resident monks for their alms
collections. PUtting them. all together with his own
collection, inviting them all as a group
(sanghuddesavasena PvuA. SHB. p. l32) to receive it,
he gifted the food to them a5 a community meal. Here
the food is not gifted to the Order of the four quarters
but to the Order present at the place, possibly because
it has to be consumed by the monks present and cannot
be stored up for future use.
This particular instance and a few similar ones in' .
.
later texts show, that. by this concept of gifts to the
Order of the four quarters, it was brought to an equ'al
status with the ideal Sangha of the disciples of the
Blessed One (Bhagavato sivakasa:righo) described as
a 'peerless field of merit of the world' (anuttaraJ!lpufl
iiakkhettaf!J lokassa). But this ideal field of merit fourttl :
in the early texts is n?t the Order of the four quarter�
but the Order of the disciples of the Exalted : Orie
comprising 'the eight individuals in four pairs' (cattiiti
purisayug iizi af.tha purisapuggaliA. l .208). They are
those who have realized the four paths (magga) and
the four fruits (phala) o·n the Nibbanic High Way, th(!
.
sotipatti magga e.tc. They are the ones who have.
reached the driya status in Buddhism, the Ariya
Mahasangha Inspite of the attempt of modem writers ·
·

. ' ·

It is not only immovables like house and property
but even movable things donated for the use of monks
and ntms are to be held in common owne.i:ship ·by the
male-or the female sapgha. There are numerous rules
and regulations laid down in the canoniccil Vinaya texts
to re!Nl4te the use and the distribution of these articles
for the use of the members of the Order. For instance
.
· an ·offiCiat was appointed to receive the robes. gifted
by the people (civara-pa{iggihaka). Another was
appointed for the distribution of robes (civara
bh�aka) from the common store, among the members
of the Order. Dilly individuals with high moral integricy .
who are not liable to fall into wrong ways due to
desire (chanda), hate (dosa), fear (bhaya) or stupidity
(moha) should be. chosen to hold these offices

(Vin. L283ff.)

'

With the development of the concept of making
gifts to monks or nuns for the benefit of the dead,
works like the Petavatthu record stories of gifts made
to the Order of the four quarters for their benefit. In
one story, for instance, a certain monk finds both his

to include lay disciples, who have reached these high
spiritual stages, under this designation, there is hardly
any evidence from Theravada texts, canonical · orotherwise, to support it.
·
·

In a canonical discourse, which seems to be a later
composition, this honour of being 'the field of merit' ·
is extended to the Saiigha in general not qualified either
as ariya or c ituddisa . In it, when the lady
Mahapajapati, Buddha's step - mother, offered him'a
pi�ce of cloth woven by herself, he advised her to
offer it to the Sangha, for by offering it to them both
he himself and the Order will be honoured (sanghe
Gotamidehi, sanghe dinne ahampi piijito bhavissiimi
sangho ca M. III.253). The commentator has given two

·

·
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re�ons for this action of the Buddha. By the first he
suggests that his intention was to enhance the return
benefits to the donor by first offering it to the Buddha
and then a second time to the Sangha. The s�cond,
which appears to be more plausible and logical, was
the intention to induce future generations to honour
the Order, for, after he is gone, his religion will rest
entirely on the community of monks (Bhikkhu
Sangha).

SMGHA

Order, he started to devolve power to the peri phe ry

The power o f recruitment of new members to the
Order� . � prerogative at first held by the Master, was

first extended to the individual monks an.d fmally came
to rest with the collective body .of mon..lcs, the Sangha.
Naturally _the question as to what is meant by the
word Sangha in this context would arise. For one
.
cannot expect all the monks of the fou� . quarters to
assemble in each ordination.
·

However, the problem Game up directly when·th¢
Starting with a gift made to the Buddha and ending
with some food given to an animal, the discourse Buddha ordered that the patimokkh� should be recited
enumerates gifts made to fourteen individuals. It also at the uposatha ceremony "by the uni ted Sangh a
enumerates seven types of offerings made to the Order. (samagginaip uposathakarrimcup). The united Sangha
Then the Buddha goes on to say that in the future here is interpreted to mean 'living in one residence '
.
there will be namesake members of the Order (ekavaso) and, t o clarify i t further, the establishment
· (gotrabhiino) going about with a yellow rag round . of a boundary (sima) was ordered. This bound ary
· heir neck (kisavakan.th i), indisciplined and of evil
should not go beyond three yojana� in radius and all .
. ·1 character. .People will make gifts to them on behalf of the monks dwelling within were held to be of the same
the Order. ' Even then, Ananda, I say the gifts made to . communion (samiiza sarpvasa) and of orie observance
the Order is incalculable and imrneasurabie ' . The (ekrlposa.thi�a). For the .purp()se. of t� upp�atha
cqmmentary says that these indisciplined people will ceremony all mo�s living within' the b6till.d.ClfY are .
.
regarded as the 'united Sangha. All of the1� have to .
.. . go about with a-yellow rag rourid their neck or tied to
the �and. .Their wives and children would be seen at assemble. in one place, previously 'ag�eed . upori, to ·
th�ir doorsteps engaging in · agriculture and trade . recite thepatimokkha on. the uposa�ha day. Apsentees
(MA.IV.74). What is emphasized in the discourse is have to send, through another member; theJr purity
' ·
tbat gifts to the collectiv� body of monks .and nuns, . . (piirisugdhi) and the vote (chanda). It is thi � ' unit of ·
· irrespective of their lack of discipline, is in1mensely the Sangha which came to be regarded as the �united
more beneficial, far above what is given to · an Sangha ' empowered to deal with all administrative ·
inqividual monk ornun even if he or she ha� reached matters of the members living within the boundary
. the zenith of spiritual development, ie; Arahantship, ( Vin : 1 . 1 06/f. ) . S u c h administrative tu1its were
r even to the Buddha himself. For the Buddha says established wherever B u ddhist monks · l ived in
· ' I do not say, Ananda, that a gift m�de to an individual sufficient numbers. · Ariy outsider comirig or living
. is of greater consequence to one made to the Order in within the boundary was deemed to be a .member of
any capacity'. (ibid.256). This is a far cry from the that congregation for the time ofhis stay there: Speaking
. p l ace given to moral discipline �m� spiritual . about the activities of these units Miss Homer says
s�ch ord�t .
development in early. dis�ourses. This must have been that 'the actio�s and busin�ss
a development due to certain historical factors as also must be transacted, on a uniform pattern and conform
to o�e uniform standard, so �hat each 'order transacts
is indirectly hinted at by the commentator. .
·
its business in the same �ay a� eve
othe· r, all
. .
.
. . .
Saiiglla as an Administrative Unit: The Sangha following the s�e regul�tio�s'''.
of the four quarters or, as it also may be called, the .
Thus these S�.righas as admii1istrative units were .
Global Sangha is held together by the belief in �he
Awakening (bodhi) of the Buddha and the acceptance made use bf to carry �ut all formal acts of the Sangha
of tlle Dhamma and Vinaya enunciated by the Buddha . (sangha· -kammp) through which the administration
There is no central governing body or an individual of the Sangha w.as carried out. Higher ordination
� responsible for the administration of the whole Saligha . (upasampadi), entering rains retreat (vassivisa),
>f th.e four quarters. From the very outset, even with invitation (paviira.pa) at the end of the rains retreat,
'the Buddha having an overall authority in decision acceptance and the allocation of the kafhina robe,
making regarding matters of administration of t�e rehabilitation (abbhana) and also other disciplinary

j
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actions are made by the Sangha within the boundary.
However there are · a minimum number of members
specified for a full Sangha in each of these formal

acts. · There are five categories of Orders classified

Making the order united he rejoices in heaven for

an aeon.

In an institution where unity and harmony are given

according to the: minimum number required for the . such great prominence any attempt for its disruption
formation of a complete Order, viz a fourfold Order, a · and division would naturally be looked upon with
fivefold Order, a tenfold Order, a twentyfold Order disgust and abhorrence. This is in fa�t what is seen in
and an Order of more than twenty. All formal acts the schismatic Devadatta's story. After succeeding
only to draw blood out of the Buddha's body by his ·
except higher ordination, invitation .and rehabilitati.on
can be done in a fourfold Order. All formal· acts many tmsuccessful attempts. on the l ife of the Buddha,

excepting higher ordination in the middle districts and
rehabilitation can be carried out in a fivefold Order. All
except the fotmal act of rehabilitation can be carri.ed
out in a tenfold Order. All formal act:; includii).g
rehabilitation can be carried .(:mt in a twentY�fold Order
. or in an Or9er of rriQre than twenty (Vin. !.3 18).
· Unity

in it.

ot the Sarigha and causing Dissensions

Devadatta finally decided to cause dissension in the
Order. When Devadatta make known his wish to cause

dissensions in. tpe Order to other monks the B11ddha . · ·
warned him, "Enough Devadatta let not dissension in· ·
the Order be dear to y<;m: It is, Devadatta, a very
grave act. He who causes the united Sangha to break
up commits. a. crime enduring fpr a whole aeon which
would make him to bake in the hell for a whole aeon".

At the same time the Buddha also stressed that one
who unites a divided Sangha produces great merit
It is quite cleady seen that the Buddha always . (brahma1p puffifaiJl pasavati) making him rejoice in ·
wished for unity iil the Order and has often spoken in heaven for an aeon (ibid: 191jjt
praise of unity amoiig · h i s d i sc i p l es . · In the
Four other grave offences are classed together with
Mahiiparinibbiina s.uita (D. II-72jf.); after speaking_ to
.
· the Magadhan minister · Vassaldira on th� factors causing dissensions in the order as capable of causing
contributing to the progress .and nof declining of the one to suffer in the hell, viz, matricide, parricide, killing
.
Vajjis: the Buddha got his disciples in and around an arahant and letting out blood from a buddha's body
. ..Rajagaha assembled and instructed them on the same
with wicked · intentions (A. III. J 46). The last of these
subject with regard to the Order. The first two factors
is called the first heinous act with definite retribution
·
in the very next life (anantarika kamma), committed
he pointed out refer to unity in the Order, viz, i. the
. frequent meetings and meeting many a time; !i. meeting by Devadatta (Vin.II. l93). The other four, including
in unity, dispersing in unity and conducting the affairs causing dissension in the Order (sanghabheda), -
of the Order _in unity. As long as the members of the ·however; have not been directly so designated in
Order observe these and other factors pointed out by canonical texts. Later, however, may be under the
him, said the ·Buddha, they can expect the order to influence or' the above Vinaya text, they also have
come to be designated anantarika kamma2. Thu s
· progress and not decline. In another discourse the
Buddha has given. �ix things making for affection,
causing a division in the Order by misrepresenting
· respect, conducive for concord, l ack of coriteritio"ri,
and misinterpreting the Dhamma and the rules of
harmony and unity among the members of the Order
(M.Il250). The Dhammapada ( 1 94) stresses th�
importance of unity in the "Order when it states, 'happy
is the uni�y of the Sangha and so is the discipline of
the united' . The Vimiya (11.205) . . gives a sli ghtly

conduct, calumniating the Buddha etc. is called saiigha

-bheda (Vin. II 204), an anantarika kamma. However it is stated that only a regular monk (pakatatto)
belonging to the s a m e c o m mu n i o n ( sam ina
saipvisiko), staying within the same boundary, could
diff�rent version of the same,
cause a split in the Order. No one else, not even a ·
bhikkhu[lf, can do it. They can only attempt to do so
"Happy is the unity in the Order and so is · (ibid.). There are also two Sanghiidisesa offences
patronizing of the united.
listed asrelated to this (Vin 111. 1 7 lff.). It is also ruled
that one who attempts to cause division in the Order
Attached to unity, standing on dhamma, one falls
should not be given higher ordination (upasampada),
not away from freedom from bondage ' ,
but, if given, he should be disrobed. (ibid. I. 89 ).
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Piitimokkha should not be recited in an assembly where
a schismatic i s present (ibid. l 3 6) and i n vi tation
(paviirana) should not be performed with a schismatic
in the assembly (ibid. 1 3 6).

Sangha as a Refuge: Initiation into the novitiate,
male or female (sima.pera or samapen) or to the

to in the discourses when he said, no two 6f them can

hold different v iews on the thirty seven factors of the

Dhamma which he enunciated as having real ized by
him through super knowl edge (ab.h iiiiia des itii
dhamm§). I t is this community (Sangha) of monks,
which is described as "Wo rthy of ven erati on

(ahuneyyo) , h o s p i tal i t y (piih uneyyo), g i ft s
Buddhist laity (s.v. upasaka; up iisik§) is done by going · (dakkhipeyyo), being saluted with joined palms (aif
for refuge to the Buddha, the Dhamma and the Sangha jalikarapiyo) and a peerless field of merit for the world
At the early stages even the ordination as a mo nk
(anuttara1p puiiiiakkhettaip lokassa)". Of one who
(bhikkhu) was done by going for the same three refuges. has gone for refuge to this Sangha, that going for refuge
An upisaka is in fact defined as one who has gone for
would not be broken or stained by acts of salutation
refuge in the Buddha, the Dhamma and the Sangha.
etc. made to any other community of monks or nuns,
Thus the Sangha constituted by the monks and nuns · the Sangha headed by the Buddha, .the conventional '
is the third refuge of Buddhists. These three refuges
(sammuti) Sangha or the individual inembers of the
_
(sara.pa) ·are also called the three treasures (ratana fourfold division etc. gone forth on account of the
ttaya; skt. ratnattraya). Mahay'anists, however, seem Buddha (KhpA.20). The Dhammapada ( 1 88- 1 92)
to have replaced the Buddhist monks and nuns with repudiating the validity of the commonly held belief

)

.

.

BodhiS<l.ttvas as constituting the Aryasangha. For

in going for refuge to mountains, woods, groves, trees .

instance, the Bodhicariyavatiira3 commences with a

and shrines by those who aie fear-stricken, states,

salutation to the Sugata' (Buddha), with his sons

"the refuge secure and supreme indeed is that of the

(s_asutan) and the Dharmakiya. By sutan, it is said,
should be taken only the Bodhisattvas who are on
various stages (bhiimi) on the path. Here Aryasail.gha
is equated with the Bodhisattvas, .the sons of the
· Buddha.

Buddha, Dhamma and the Sangha. By going for this
refuge one is released from all dukkha ".

· Sangha· as a Subject of Meditation: · Reflectloit
on the Sangha, in actual fact on the virtues of the

Sangha, is given in canonical texts as a subject of
However, even Theravadins have not considered

meditation, the �anghiilussati (D. III.250). Among a

the third refuge as comprising all monks (bhikkhu)
. and nuns (bhikkhu!JlJ. The commentator Buddhaghosa

series o f subj ects for meditation, which, when

says, "This Sangha as the refuge is by meaning the

·_�)

developed and fre quently practised, would lead
definitely to disillusionment (liibbidiiya), dispassion

(viragiiya), c e s s a t i o n (nirodh iiya), • tran qu i l i ty
(upasamiiya),
super-knowledge (abhiiiiiiiya), ful l
ariyapuggala-samiiho)". To confirm he quotes a v�rse
from the Vimanavatthu (MA. I. l 3 l). "And whereof they awakening (sa1pbodhiiya) and Nibbana, reflection o n
.
the Sangha i s one (A. l 30). This meditation along with
:have said: great is the fruit of giving to those pure men
that on the Buddha and the Dhiun#ia i s said to lead
in couples four - and eight are thes-e I!len who are
one to the paths �fsotiipatti etc. (J.i 97r Admonishing
seers of Dhamma..:__ come for refuge to this Order"
Visakha on th¢ duties. of one obserVing the uposatha, .
· . The Khuddakap§_tha Commentary gives a much
the Buddha 'says that· one should, · during that day, ·
reflect -on the virtues: of the 6tiddha, the Dhpmma and
detailed exegesis · on the concept of the Sangha as a
the Sangha etc. There the reflection on tpe virtues of
refuge. Accordingly, the Sangha is a collection of
the Sangha is called sanghiiposatha.
individuals with a succession of aggregates (khandha
santana) scented by the concentration (samadhi) of
Sangha as a Protection: Initially, going for refuge
· the four fruits of recluseship (catu-samaiiffaphala)
to the Triple Gem sealed one�s admission . to the
united with the four noble paths (ariya-magga),
Buddhist fold by accepting them as one's spiritual ·
( compacted by the union of right views (dif.thi) and
assembly of the eight nobl e ones (atthato a{fha

·

. moral discipline (sJ1a)".
The same source goes on to say that it is to this
ideal Sangha (paramattha Sangha) the Buddha referred

guides. The Buddha is the discoverer of the Path, :the

Dhamma is the Path and the Sangha represents those
who have fol lowed the Path and realized its highest
benefits. Those who practise the uposatha precepts
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unpleasant dreams; may they all come to naught by
the power of the Sa1igha"5. Thus the Ariya Sangha,
l ike the Buddha and the Dhamma, has been converted
into a virtual power pack with a capacity to burn out
all calamities, diseases, etc. which could assail the
peace of mind and the health of the body of the virtuous
Buddhist devotees and enhance their qual ity of life
here and ensure a happy life after death. "May the
Triple Gem be your refuge" or "May the Threefold
Refuges be yours" are common wishes often heard
among Buddhists today.

said to do it in emulating the life of Arahants who
ful ly emanci pated by fo l l o wing the Path.
. Uposatha). It is used as a subject indue in�
itmll growth. However it also could ensure orie's
rth in a happy existence after death. In popular
ldhism going for refuge to the Triple Gem is
.eved to ensure safety and happines� in this life.
·
ts -the Buddha is said to have admonished his
�iples meditating in deep forests, in the shade of
:s or in empty houses, to reflect on the virtue$ of
Buddha, the Dhamma oi the Sa.righa if and when
r, stupefactio� or horripillation assail them. The
.
ues of the Sangha mentioned here aie those of the
ya Sangha· referred to above; Re"flectioil on them, .
s the Buddhci. will cause the fears·etc to disappear
.i 19f). The Ratana sutta (Sn.227ff.) verses contain
�iies of virtUes of the Buddha, the Dham� and
Saiigha. At the. end of each verse is an asseveration
rutb, .. this too is an excellent treasure (ratana) in
Sangha, and by this truth may there be happiness
'ou". Once agai� it is the:idf�al Ariya Sanglui whose.
ssings are invoked here.

C. Witanachchi
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m (rat�nattaya) is a common thing. Th�s to the
1on_ical passages, containing· the v1rtti"es of the ·
idha, the Dhamma and the Sangha, used in pop\llar
.
.
als are annexed a few more lines expressing this . . SANGHAKAMMA: Literally a Formal Act . or .
h for blessings . . To the passage ·enumerating the Tnmsaction by a Sangha, that is, a Corporate Body
ue� of the SaAgha are added the following lines:"I. of Monks. It is an institution peculiar to the Buddhist.
not have any other refuge, the Sangha is my best monastic Order. Its history is part of the history of
tge; by these words Of truth, may there be· victory the foundation, growth and early development of the
.
me. With (my head), the highest limb, I s�lute the
Order itself.
igha endowed with the threefold excellence. May
�a.righa ardon me for any wrong I have committed
A Sa1igha is represented in the Vinayapi_taka as
1e Sangha". The two discourses mentioned above . functioning collectively through Sanghakamma:
it is
.
tell as tlie passages coqtaining the virtues of the taken as the main organ of Sangha, life and self
gha etc. are include� in the parltta reci,tals: Many government. For Sanghakammas of various kinds,.
� verses invoking the blessings ·or the Triple Gem different forms and modes of procedure are prescribed,_
included in paritta recitals. For instance, il! the and on the meticulous observance of them validity of ·
li1 named Greater l'ictory Verses is, found the
ari 'act by tl�e Sangha' is made to depend.
)Wing invocation. .

p

.

.

.

p

'.l3y the majesty of the Sangha may all calamities
!estroyed and may your diseases be allayed"4• A
e of blessing added at the end of the paritta recital
may be added here as an example: "Whatever evil
s and what is inauspicious there may be, unpleasant
:s of birds, influences of evil planets, and

Unwrapped of its formalism, however, the essence
of a Sanghakamma is the substitution of collective
for personal authority. This concept of a Sangha 's
collective authority emerged fairly early in the Buddhist
order, though its complete crystallization came about
only after the decease of the Founder1.The content
and implications of the concept were well-defined.
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The collective authority was conceived as inherent
in the whole Sangha, in the corporative body in its
entirety and not capable of being delegated to or
represented by a group or concentrated in an individual.
The Buddhist Order, in fact never evolved any
institution comparable to the concl ave or the
consistory of the Roman Catholic Church, nor was
there _ any functionary in a Sangha answering to an
. Abbot. The authority was exercisable only through
the 'free vote' (chanda) of each individual_ member.

never given; in fact, the Founder expressly refused to
give sucii'directions. But he certainly made suggestions
for a new orientation in the Order on two occasions,
which are described in the Mahffparinibbana Sutta.
· They were conveyed in the sermon on the 'Seven
Conditions of Welfare' (satta aparihaniya dhammii),
delivered at Rajagaha on the eve of his last missionary
tour and in an exhor�ation to his disciples in the
course of the same tour at Beluwa, during his
convalescence from a serious illness, 7

It embodies, as will be readily seen, the principle
of �hat, in the poiitic(ll parlance of our day, is called
'free, individualistic democracy'. How the principle
came to be established in the Buddhist monastiC Order
' ) is an intriguing question which leads us straigilt into
- the history of its early organization.
>·<
Historically, the Buddhist Order was one of severai .
that existed in the cmnmunity of 'religious wanderers'
(generally termedparibbijakas) of northern India at
the time of the Buddha's advent in it. It' was known
by :the collective name of Sakyaputtiya Samapa
(Religious Wanders. w�� follow the Sakyaputta2 and
partook no doubt of the general character of
contemporary sects. The three constitutive elements ·
in the formation of a sect, as we may gather from the
legend� of the canon, were (i) A Master (called by his
disciples Sattha or Instructer, and by others sanghi
gapiganicariyo or. 'sect� leader'), (ii) a common bond
offaith in the Master's teaching (dhamma), and, lastly,
O(iii)·discipleship (uddesaY In nearly all the religious
. /systems oflndia, 4 this is the age-old tradition� pattern
of a sect: _it is based on the relationship between a
Master (called guru) and his.band of disciples, large or
small, an essentially personal bond.,

The sermon on the 'Conditions of Welfare' had a
somewhat sensational background of events, the
military preparations then being made by the king Of
Magadha against the Vajji republic. Having prophesied .
to the kJ.ng's minister victory for the Vajjis, the,Bt,�ddha
pointed to the sources of their strength which· lay in
what he called the 'Seven Conditions of Welfare'. The
first
of them was theirrepublican practice of holding ·
.
'full andfrequent assemblies ' for the tra.."isaction of
their state business. He followed up this pre4Lction in·
respect of the Vajjis with an address to his monk
. follower� to whom he held up the example of the
Vajjis, in conducting the affairs of the Order. .

The Sakyaputtiya Sect, .however; soon outgrew
this pattern: it gravitated towards coenobitical - life
and · s_ociety with a body of regula of its own. The
Buddhist Sect ·came to be differentiated by· people
from the general body of Paribbaj aka.5 But the
transition left intact, while the Founder was aHve;his
o�n personal leadership and �uthority, inspite of an
occasional futile challenge. 6
·

authority, as it seems, was invoked
JY his disciples in the last chapter of his life for
directions regarding the organisation ofthe Order after
his decease. The directions sought were, however,
· This personal

The next pronouncement was made when Ananda, .
fearing that the Master had not long to live, solicited · _
him at Beluva to "say something touching on the ·
Order" by which was evidently meant some direction
for the organization and administration of the Order
· after him. The request, very politely worded, was
refused. The Buddha declined to give any direction 
for . such direction was proper only, as he explained,
on the part of one who ·considered· himself to be the ·
leader of the Order,
. and such a position he absolutely
.
repudiated for-himself. It was a democrat's reaction to
.the idea of personal rule or dictatorial action in anY . ·
form. And he followed up this denial witli an
iii_lpassioiied exhortation to his disciples to be each a
'ref'Uge� unto" himself,i a ')amp' (or ; 'jsland'8) unto
himself; scouting all external refuge. .
.
.
These two utterances of the Buddha, recorded in
the Mahiparinibbana Suttanta and made when he was
nearing
the end of his life, were steeped in his
personality. As a· convinced democrat, he would not
· dictate, but he certainly pointed in these two utterances
to the lines which he wished the Order to take for its
after-organisation. Taken together, they constituted,
in effect, the magna cana of the Order.
/
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intended for the rain-retreat, became res idential
congregations12. When it did, however, the 'Sangha of
the Four Quarters ' no longer remained a reality, but

In the first place; the idea of personal headship
was abandoned by the Order after the Founder's
decease; in th.e second place, the ' assembly system' ,

became only an ideal concept; 1 3 it was split up into
regional and local units, each of which called itself a

recommended by him with reference to the example
of the Vajjis, was adopted; In the third · place, the
ful iness · and c ompl eteness (samaggata) of the

'Sangha ', functioning for itself within its delimited

assembly, by which wa5 meant the inclusion in it of .
· all qualified members in a corporate body of monks,
was taken as the primacy condition for the validity of
all proceedings of a monks assembly.

residential boundaries:

Compilation of a Disciplinary Code:

Neither

the form nor the actua! terms of the original regula

which bound the monks together when they first

evolved from a sect to an order are known. They must

Stemming from these fundamental .principles·, rules

have been derived and collected from the Founder's

and regulations g re w "up in the process of the

injunctions to the monks on different occasions. But;

development o,f the Order from a scattere'd and
dispersed body to a network of independent monastic
c orporations: ru l e.s defining . niemhe"rship,

at a certain stage in the early organisation of the Sangha ·

assembly, different forms of Salfghakamma, the

proprieties of a monk's life and conduct. It was called

these regula came to be edited in the form of a code
a cl assified l ist of transgressions of the ethical

qualifications, the procedur-al formalities of a monk 

the P�timokkha, (q.v.) one of the several etymological
·
meanings of whiCh is ' something that prevents
. in the Mahavagga and the Cullavagga of the Vinaya
method of taking votes at an ass�mbly, &c. Set forth

scattering ' , that is, a bond. 14 Th.e P�timokkha became ·
the bond of the Order. It had been initially conceived

. pifaka they constitute altogether a sizable corpU.Sjuris.

as an instrument of discipline, but when the system

How this development in the Buddhist Order was

viewed by contemporary no_n.�Buddhists is narrat�d
in the inset legend of the Gopaka�Moggdllana Sutta

of the Majjfrima- Nikiya (see below), where Allanda

explains to Vassakara the new organization adopted
:

by the Or�er.

form, was the functional expression of its new

character and constitution; it. was concomitant with
.
th� tnmsition -�f the Order, · ·to qu�te the words of
Oldernherg,9 "from a monarchical to a republican
. type''. Before it reached its final stage, it had a long
. period of growth and maturity as an institution and
was the result of developme�ts that took place in . the"
Orde1:

Sangha:

the code wa5 retained only for litUrgiCal recitation at
the fortnightly Uposatha, service. .
The P iitimokkha code seems to have been not a ·

The Sarighakamma in its present, fully devel_opect .

The

.

of discipline (vinaya) was fully developed later on,

Break -up of the Primitive {.Jnitary

The scattered character of -the primitive ·

body of monks, among whom the original Paribbiijaka

tradition stril . lingered, 10 is well expressed by the

closed, but a more or less elastic one , originally of 150
'clauses to be learnt' ( sikkhapadani).But, in its oral

transmission through the ages, it seems to have been
considerably altered and enlarged till we have as many
as 227 in the text of the Theravada School.

The Institutionalising of Sanghakamma:

The .

custom of the periodical meeting together of a locally

delimited body of monks is thus described in the

Gopaka Moggalliina Sutta:
"Every Sabbath all of us who live in the precincts
of a village meet as a body and in meetmg enquire

what each is doing. If, when this is being told, an ·
offence or a transgression by a Bhikkhu is disclosed, ·
we make him act according to . the Dhamma and
,

designation given to it by the Founder> the Bhikkhu
Sa.righa. of the Four Quarters' (Cituddisa- Bhikkhu._
· · Sa.righa)11 Though the principle of coenobitisni had

according to the P �timokkha. It is not by us, we told,
but by the Dhamma that he is constrained".15-

time- perhaps more than a century after the Founder's

From such informal proceeding to the strictly.

•

been adopted early by the Buddhists, it took a long

·

decease- before the Sangha settled down to a
completely coenobitical life and the avasas, originally

formal procedure of a Sanghakamma a fairly long

course of development on two parallel lines must be
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presupposed . First, such meetings of Bhikkhus were
regularized: they became ' assembl ies' and their
proceedings were invested with a formal and

(ii) Other acts, i,nvolving a dispute, where consensus
could not be presumed . Under this category would
come (a)a ll matters of discipline arising out of breaches

of the regula and pertaining to transgression of the
pafimokkha code, and (b) matters of four kinds arising
out of dispute (adhikarapa) (q.v. ) either of a personal .
character or turning on a point of doctrine or practice
or the validity of a Sanghakamma.

constitutional character. Secondly, the scope of these
proceedings was gradually expanded till it came to
embrace the entire collective functioning of a Sa.righa.
Thus, in the p§_timokkha itselfit is only for one

group of offences, listed .as Saiighiidisesa, (q.v.) that
an, act by the Sangha is contemplated. For offences

)

.

Acts under category (ii), disciplinary or otherwise,
.
were made subject to certain formalities of procedure .
listed in the sixth section of the p§_timokkha under the
caption Adhikarapa-samatha (Relations for the
settlement of Disputes).
·

of this group, the penalties of Parivasa (q.v.)
(suspension for an indefinite period of a monk's
ordinary rights, as described in Cullavagga, II, 1-3)
and of Miinatia (q.v.) .(penance for a further period of
,. six days, Cullavagga II, 6-S) are prescribed even,
'against the offender's will' (akiim�. · In the case of
other offences, however, action by the Sangha is ·
_....
neither suggested nor any modes of dealing with the .
.
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·

Sa.pghakammas i n t h e i r . m ature, formal
development belong, as we have pointed out, to a
stage in the growth of the Order when the Orderwas
represented by unitary organisations, each calling itself
a 'Sangha ' and delimited regionally or local}y�i- :
·

transgressions, (such as we fin d set d o wn in
. Cidlavagga, I,) defined. In. the Vinayapifaka, however,
each offence in the Patimokkha is made subject to a
Salighakamma in the appropriate 'form and two extra
For the validity of a Sa.righakamma , the entire
groups . of offences, viz., Thullaccdya .and Dukkata . Sangha (excepting members under some disability or
are added.
members temporarily absent who were .�Jt()wed, '
howe'{er, ,to vote by roxy) within the re�fd�ntial
The Sanghakamma institution. was, in. fact, . limits -of a monastic establishment had to' meet in
iQvolved in the process of internal, . organizational
assembly. But for certain specified acts, the Sangha . ·
development ofthe Order f�llowing on the Foul).der's · must have a minimum numerical strength: (i) four, for .
all acts except upasampada (Ordination), pavarapa
decease.
(post -vassa ceremony) . and abbh iina ( rehabilitation
of
a monk after atonement for an offence); (ii) five, for
As presented in the Vinayapi[aka, Sanghakammas
all acts, except Upasampadain 'border countries' for
)fire of different
kinds, but they .can be brought under
.
I
two main c ategories, ·Non� d i s p u tatious an.d which there was a special regulation17 and Abbhana; .
· (iii) ten, for all acts except abbhana; and (iv) twenty,
Disputatious; as follows: 16
upwards for ali acts. ·

p

·

0
·

.

.

(i) Acts pertaining ·to the normal community l ife
and ordinary business of a Sangha, for which the

settlement.of the boundaries of an aviisa: dedication

of any · part of the monastic establishment to some
. special utility, as storage, refectory, kitchen, &c.m . ,

establishment; ordination of. a monk; settlement of
succession to the personal belongings of a.deceased
r

monk; the holding of the fortnightly uposatha service;

"' -ehabilitation of a monk who has atoned for ari offence

�abbhana); arrangement for the pavarapa ceremony
after the vassa (rainretreat); ' disttibution of robes
(ka{hi�) to the monks,&c.

·

.

l

. . .

. It is to . be understood that these minima constitute
quorums for transaction of business, not committees�
The entire number .of inonks must be· present in the
· assembly and the Vinaya rules do not recognise a
committee except in the special form of procedure
called ubbihiki'8 prescribed in those cases in which
the assembly fails to come to a decision on account of
.
confusion -prevailing.
.

consent of all members could be presumed, e.g.,

appointment of different functionaries to run the

.

.

.

.

The form of a Sanghakamma consists of two

parts-first, Natti (resolution) and then the Anussavana
or Kammavaca (proclamation of the act resolved
upon). The matter for decision by Sangliakamma is
defined by a bhikkhu in the fonn ()(� Resolution ano

.
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put before the whole assembly: "Let this (the matter
d e fined) be done" . Then c o m e s its formal
announcement and proclamation to the assembly. The
inversion ofthis. order would invalidate the proceeding
abinitio.
Those who were against the Resolution were called
upon ti speak and those for it to remain silent. The
Procl amation was made only once in certain
Sanghakammas, which were called Nattidutiya, and
three times in others called Natticatuttha, and the
observance of the distinction was held to be necessary
fox: the validity of the act. But which Sanghakainmas
. were of the first category, and which of the second, is
not precisely defined anywhere iri the Vinaya- pi,taka
itself and the reason for the distinction remains a
surmise1(The criterlo� was perhaps the comparative .
importance of a Resolution.
. The conditions of a valid act would. summ�ily be
as follows:20
·

(i)
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The presence in assembly of atleast the .
minimum immber competent to perforin the .
act. This is a condition precedent. In other
words ratification (anumati) by a member
who was . not actu al l y present at the
Sanghakamma but ratifies it after its
performance is invalid. This was decided at
the Council o{Ves�li (Cullavagga, XII, I,

when the matter is decided by a valid act, it becomes
res judicata and the reopening of it would amount to
a Pacittiya offence (No. 6 3 ).2 1
Between Non-disputatious and Disputatiou s
SaJighakammas the crucial differences i s in procedure.
In the latter, the matter in dispute has to pass through
a preliminary stage of investigation, the result of which
governs the form of the Ratti. It is here that the
Adhikcira.pa- samatha comes into operation.
. They are in a category of seven: (see e.g. D.III.254,
(i) 'Proceeding in presence' Sammukha- vinaya.

/

(ii) 'Prceeding for the consciously innocent' Sati- ·
·
·
· vinaya.
(iii) 'Proceeding in the case of thos� who are no
longer out of their minds' Am iifha. vinaya.
(iv) 'Proceeding on confession of guilt)''- Pa.tiilii:
(v) ' Proceeding . by
Yebhuyycisik§.

vote

.

'

of m aj ority'

"

(vi) 'Proceeding for the obstinate' Tassa-papiyya.sik§.
(vii) 'Proceeding by covering over with grass'- .
. . Tznav.attharaka.

Of these (v) and (vii) are. devices intended to set
the dispute at rest. The former is used in cases in
1 0).
which unanimity cannot be achieved and proceeds
(ii) The votes (chanda) of all ·the absentees . according to the regulations for ballot (salaka) voting .
conveyed by proxy.
be.ing under the directions of a polling -officer (saiaka
gahapaka) appointed by the assembiy for the
(Iii) The proposal of the Resolution (ffatti).
purpose22• The latter is employed in cases where, in .
(iv) The procl amation o f the Reso lution the course of the Sanghakamma, quarrels and disputes
.
. . (anussivana or Kammavaca), once or three have broken out and numerous causes of complaint,
·
times, according as the act was of the
. fi each needing a Sanghakamma to settle it, have arisen.
·attidutiya or the .Natticatuttha order.
It is appropriately named: 'spreading grass' over the
(v) Consent to the Proposal- g iven by silence of controversy.
. all duly qualified members of the assembly.
Besides (i) its ordinary functions and (ii) its
When there is a division of opinion, it becomes
a case of Dispute (Adhikaraf!LZ) which has· to connection with matters of monastic discipline, ·
· be dealt w i th under the. app.r opriate another very importanf aspect of life in the Sangha
came under the jurisdiction of Sanghakamma with
regulations ofAdhikaraf!LZ·samatha.
)
the institution of Adhikaratp- Samatha.
Failure to satisfy anyone of these con9itions would
invalidate the act. When it was invalid, it could be
impugned at a subsequent assembly by way of a
KiccadhikaralJG. and the matter opened afresh. But

·'

M II.247).

The AdhikaraiJCl �samatha, which is undoubtedly
of later introduction in the development of Sangha
l ife and organ isation, forms an addendum to the

.
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P ii,timokkha Code23 . Its purpose was to prevent, as
explained in the Siimag §ma Sutta (of the Majjhima
Nik§ya) disruptive tendencies in the Sangha.
,

This sutta reports a conversation between the
Buddha and Ananda, occasioned by the death of
Nig�ha Na�aputta. The Sect founded by Nataputta
was tom with dissensions on the latter's death, and
the Buddha asked -Ananda whether such things were
likely in the Order after his own decease. Ananda
apprehended dissensions over the regim e n of the
p i,timokkha , i . e: , over the rigours of monastic
discipline. But the Buddha was not concerned over
them.

:�)
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(iii) Apa t t adhikara pa - D i sp i t e s reg ard i n g
, , specified kinds o f offences alleged against a
'

·

disciplinary proceedings. .
(iv) Kiccidhikarapa-Disputes regarding the
procedure of a Sanghakamma or the duties
and obligations of the Sangha.
Illustrations :

(i)

"Of l ittle consequence, Ananda, are quarrels
respecting tbe rigours of the Vinaya or of the

proper form (see accou�t of the CounCil of .
Vesali in Cuvavagga, XII, 1 ).

' p§_timokkha: it is the possible quarrels in the Sangha

samaiha.

..

·

It has to be borne in mind that the tradition in
monastic life was one of intense individualism. The·
Buddha had called upon his monk-followers to be
each a 'lamp' (or ' island') unto himself and, further,
that there was no vested authority in ·a Sangha to
· silence expressions a( dissident opinion, however
extreme. �is�utes, ther�fore• broke out f�equently,
.
.
degeneratmg mto wrangling (vlgg§Jukakatha) between
monks on points of doctrine or practice, such as is

·)
.

reported in. the introduction to the Brahmajala

Suttanta..

Disput�s of this char.acter were brought under the

jurisdiction of the Sangha. They Were put under four
.cartegories:
(i) Vividadhikarana-Disputes on certain
specified matters which may be summarized
as (a) points of doctrine (dhamma), (b) rules

..

of discipline (vinciya), (c) "the teaching '
practices or ordainment of the Buddha" and
(d) the specification of an offence (i.e., to
which class in the p iitimokkha Code, it
should properly be assigned).

At an iiviisa at Vesali, some bhikkhus li:ivlte
laymen to offer money to the Sanglui. The
elder Yasa says it is against the dhamma.'
This is a Vivadidhikarana which must be
brought befon� the �angha and dealt with in

,

over the Path or the course of training that really
matter"24• Such differences, in the Buddha's view,
tended to divide the Sang�a. So for their settlement,
the Buddha laid down the rules of Adhikarapa- .

monk. This would lead to the adoption of

·

(ii) At an aviisa at Vesali some bhik.lchus allege
that Ya:sa had propounded a false doctrine
.
to layman.: this is an Anuviifadhikaraf;a to .
be brought formally before the Sangha and ·
dealt with (ibid).
· .

(iii) At an aviisa at Raj agaha, a nun'' named
Mettiya complains thaL a inonk named
Dabba has committed the sixth P iicittiya
offence with he� ( ' lying down to sleep in
the same place with a woman') : this is an
Apatt idh ikarapa to be placed before the

Sangha and dealt with. (see the story of
Cullavagga , iv,4,8, where the
allegation. is found to be fa1'5e and proceedings
are taken against the complainant.)

· Dabba in

(iv) At an iiviisa, a l l eged that a certain
Sanghakamma had not been attended with
the requisite conditions (e.g., the minimum
number was not made up): this is a Kicci:lhi
· kara.pa; it is to be brought before the Sangha.

.

Of these four categories, (iii) is of some significance.
A monk who has committed, willingly or unwillingly,
some offence under the p ii,timokkha code, woul d .
normally be expected to take the initiative and present
himself before the Sangha for atonement. After
atonement he would be rehabilitated by the form of a

(ii) Anuvadadhikarana- Disputes regarding the S�nghakamma called abbhiina. But if the offence ��s
state of a monk's �pinion, morals, character,==-4ll eged by some other monk, it be.came a case of (m).
.
The appropriate a dh ikara na
conduct or manner of l I!..e.
. - samatha mode of
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rocedure would be adopted i n that case, with

tvestigation and interrogatories preceding the Ratti

1d governing the form of the Ratti. The case of Uvala
lescribed in Cullavagga, V,ll) is a good illustration in
D i nt. Th� form of Sanghakamma called Tassa

iip iyyasika was gone through in this case in the
m iilha-vinaya mode of procedure.
The Sanghakamma i nstitution, as remarked
!ready, was peculiar to the Buddhist moastic Order,
aving no known counterpart in any other religious
ystem of lndian . origin. lt was the special outgrowth

f the republican type of constitution an<l policy of a

: uddhist Sangha that the Founder himself had

The theory receives no doubt a measure of support
fr om the " Vajj i i n c i dent" reported i n t h e

Mahaparinibbana Suttanta, quoted earlier, and the
Buddha's recommendation to his monk- followers to
adopt the practice of holding ' ful l and frequent
assemblies, characteristic of that Vajji tribal republic.
B u t our know ledge of how the c o ntempo rary

republican States round the kingdom of Magadha in
the Buddha's day transacted their State business in

these assembl ies is far too limited to warrant the

presumption that -th�?. monks' assemblies c opied
wholesale the pol itical assemblies in the ir own ·

proceedings.

utlined forthe Order. Perhaps, in no other part of the

The next question that arises is:- To what extent

wn personality so clear and outstanding as in the

Sanghakammas of the .monks t.rallsacted under them

ystem of Buddhism is the stamp of the Founder's · were the l aws o f the Vinayap(taka and the

rganisation of the Buddhist Sangha .Its fundamental

recognised by the State in ancient India ?

;publican idea is directly traceable to his teachings,

s

A somewhat extraordinary fact of ancient Indian

we have shown.

history is that, during many long centuries from, say,
There �e two i11teresting questions, however, with

the fourth

century before Christ to the Moslem .

;gard to Saiighakainma which ·are of importance in . . invasion of eastern India towards the end of the twelfth
1e content of ancient Jndian history.

century, the Buddhist Sanghas, scattered all over India

'fhe first is about the provenance·of its specialised

kept up their existence, though during that space of ·
time many revolutions and dynastic changes took

>rms and underlying eonstitutional ideas. How much

place. Sometimes, a State changed hands from a ruler .

te monks ancj bow mtich was

persuasion who .discountenanced the rel igion and '

f them did actually origjnate with the Buddha and
taken from the prevalent

ractices of govellib.).ent in the republ i9an .states which
dsted in n<:>rth�tn )�dia in that age?

.

who favoured Buddhism to one of a different religious ·

perhaps was inimical to it. The sanghas under all
these revolutionary changes and shifting conditions

. o u � l y, whether
maintained themsel ves contirm
These forins and concepts, as ·set forth in the , flourishing or in decay. The secret of it seems to lie in
·
inayapifaka,·seem already ·m.atured by long practice the fact that Buddhist Saiighas had a certain recognized .
ld are known by technical names, such, for examples, .
constitutional status which no ruler of ancient India,
; ilatti and Anusavan ff (Reso l u t i o n · and i t s . Qf whatever religious persuasion; could, without
:ocl amation i n an assembly), Vaggakamma arid

1maggakamma (an .A c t d o n e by i n c o m pl e te
;sembly and on.e ·by a c o mp l e t e a s s e m b l y ) ,

!bhuyyasika(Rule of majority), &c.
An interesting theory propounded by the late K.P
.yaswal in his well known work Hindu Polity, is "the

uddhist Sangha was copied fro m the pol itical

!ngl-.a." and "the Buddha only adopted the procedure
les (i:e.� those already existing or traditional in the
oublican State - system) for the particular kinds of
.ses arising in his org an ization�·, and that "to
rpetuate the 'republic of dharma' he adopted the
nstitution and constitutional practices of the rep�blic
politics"25•

abrogating ·traditions of constitutional rule, ·alter

violate.

�r

.

Certain passages in · ancient S anskrit works on
statecraft andjurisprudence indicate that an established
policy of State in ancient India was for the ruler

to

recognize the right of self-government of corporations
and communities which had their own corpus of law�.
This 'conventional law' , as it is termed injurisprudence,
of a corporation or a community was called Samaya.
In the juridical sense, therefore, the Vinaya of the
Buddhist would be recognized as Samaya'26• Perhaps
some ex planation o f the strict forma l i s m and
const itu tional i s m

of the

vari ous

kinds

of

·

.

.
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Sa.nghakammas may be found in the fact that the
Sanghas were corporate bodies and their acts had legal
validity and recognition by the state.

Certain offences in the Vinayapi,taka entail the ·
penalty of expulsion from the Sangha. We may
suppose that, in case of recalcitrance, the decision of
· the Sangha could be carried out with the help of official
guardians of l aw and order. One of Asoka's few edicts
touching on the affairs of _the Saiighas is the well
known pillar- edict at Samath in which the Emperor
makes it known to all that those monks who produce
_dissensions in a_ Sangha are liable to be 'unfrocked' .
However, i t i s not really 'the King's law' imposed on
·
a self- governing community, but the law of the
· community itselfi7, which was promulgated in the
· edict, perhaps because the circumstances were such
hat the pious Buddhist ruler, keenly interested in the
welfare of the Buddhist Order; sensed a danger to its
. solidarity from fissiparous tendencies prevailing in
many Sanghas in that, part of his empire. ·

)

Over at least a millennium and a half of ancient
Indian history, there were monasteries and resident
monk- communities scattered all over India. The ·
Sanghas were corporate bodies; they. were self
governing, iiving under the Vinaya laws of their canon
and having in the Sanghakamma institution a system
of-administration of these laws; and as ·corporations ·
governed by their own 'conventional! aw' (Samaya),
-{hey had in the body politic a reco�nized sta� s. Agai�st
�I the chances and changes of history, ancient Indian
traditions of government we�e their safeguard. They
fell only to those for whom these tradition s had no
value because they never knew them, the Moslem
invaders at the end of the twelfth century Of the

·

Christian era28•

S.Dutt.
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1 5 . Fu t her Dialogues of the Buddha, Vol. I I , p. 1 60
(sl ightly modified). Mahiivagga II, 1 -2, seems

higher ordination; if he already has upasampada .
he should be ex pe ll e d (from the order).

28. Buddhism as an organized religion had gone into

to indicate that these periodical gath�rings began

decline in most parts of India in the twelfth

to guide early ia the Buddha's ministry and that

century A. C. But it flourished locally, especially

they began as a result of a request from King

in B ihar and Bengal. These provinces were

Bimbisara (G.P.M).

exposed towards the end of the century to

1 6. This divi sion of Sanghakammas into two

invasion by Muslims. When Bihar was overrun

categories is not based on canonical authority,

by the i nv aders about 1 1 9 7 , there w as a .

but is· suggested by the diffl!rent modes of

wholesale massacre of Buddhist monks and

procedure prescribed for them-respectively and

destruction of monasteries. the holocaust is

. · is made_ for classified in vinaya treatises, four

described by an eye- witness whose account

cl asses are mentioned, Apalokanakamma,
. Nattikamma;
Na ttidutiyakamma
and
·
Natticatutthak.amma, detail s of these will be
found elsewhere (G.P.M.).
17. See Mahiivagga·, V, 1 3 , 1 2 in Border Countries
four Bhikkhus and a Chairman
. . who ha8 the status
of a Vinayadhara are prescribed.
1 8. At the council of Vesali which was· actually a
convention c al l ed for the settl emeQt of a

appears i n Tabakat-i·Nasiri ( Raverty ;s

translation, Asiatic Society of Bengal, p.552).

SANGHAMITTA: A Chota bhikkhu

ftotn India; a

follower of the Vetullavada, a heretical doctrine which .
is contrary to Theravada Buddhism. It is said that at
the Thuparama he defeated · in debate the thera : ·

ViviidiidhikarlU!a, this fo�m of procedure· was · Go!hlibhaya and thereby became a favourite of King
Go!hlibhaya. Sanghamitta

adopted, the points of d ispute �eing. ref�rred to
a committee.

was

appointed tutor to the . ·

king's two sons Jenhatissa and MahaseniL When

·

Jetthatis�a came to the throne at the death of his father ·

19. The Vinaya commentators and such . books as
the Vinaya v�nichchaya however give particul�s

Go!}labhaya, Sanghamitta returned to the Cola coUntrY

20. The enumeration is based on Mahiivagga,IX,

the access.ion of Mahasena to the throne, Sanghamitta

of the different categorie� (G.P.M).

·

as he was not in the good books of Je!!hatissa; but on

3,9, which relates to a NattidutiyaKamma, but"

mutatis mutandis, appl ies to a
Natticatuttha Kamma.
2 1 . " Yo pana bhikkhu jinam yath adhammam
riihatadhikaranam punakamm4ya ukkofeyya .
the · sam�

'

. pacittiyant ".

.

commentary.

24. Further Dialogues of the Buddha, II,p. l 40.

�5, Hindu polity ( 1 934 Ed. Butterworth, Calcutta),
pp. l OJ, 1 1 6, 1 1 7.

6. See Ea;ly Buddhist Mon�chism, pp. 1 72- 1 76 .

.7. The Samath Pillar- edict of Asoka is apparently
based on the follwing text.of Mahavagga, I, 67:

"Sanghabhedako bhikkhave anupasampanno
na upa.Sainpiidetabbo upasampanno nisetabbo".

returned to Sri Lanka to consecrate hiin as king. When ·
he h�d carried out i'he con�ecration and the other

ceremonies connected to it, Sanghamitta who wanted
to bring about the destruction of the Mahavihara, won
the. king to himself with the words: · 'The dwellers in
· the Mahavihara do not teach the true Vinaya, we. are · ,
those who teach lhe true Vinaya' . He persuaded the

22. · The det�i l s -o f b a l l o t -. taking under the

Yebhuyyasiki mode procedure are not in the
Vint;zyapifaka itse l f, but in Buddhaghosa's
commentary. See Early Buddhist Monachism,
pp. 1 59- 1 6 1 .
·
23. They are omitted from the Sutta- vibhanga

·

king to impose a royal penalty on those who bestowed
·

alms to the Mahavihlira monks.
The bhikkhus dwelling in the Mahavihara, who
thereby fel l into want, abandoned the Mahavihlira,

and went to Malaya and Rohana, and Mahavihlira ·

became desolate for nine years. Sanghamitta with the · .·.
inspiration of the king (M ahasena) got his supporters .. · .
·
to destroy the abandoned Mahavihara. .
. � favourite servant of the king, minister Sona; who
was an adherent of Sanghamitta got his men to destroy
the Lohapasada which was seven stories high and

carried away the material of the many buildings of the
A monk who creates schism should, if he does · Lohapasada to the Abhayagiri Vihara to enrich it.
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The minister Meghavarhabhaya, the trusted friend
of the king, subsequently could convince the king that
he had done a grave wrong in destroying the
Mahavihara and the Lohapasada lli1d the king vowed
to rebuild them to their former glorious state.
Meanwhile, one of the king's wives who griev�d over
the
· destruction of the Mahavihara and the Lohapasada
employed a trusted laboun!r to kill Sanghamitta and .
the minister Sona who supported Sanghamitta, as they ·
came to destroy the Thupgrama (s.v. DDPN. Mhv. ch.

information it could be assumed that the birth of ·
S angha mitta has taken place 206 years after the
parinibbiina of the Buddha.

Some times later Asoka got the message that his
father, king Bindusara; \Vas critically ill and rushed to
Pataliputra. Accord.ing't6"'n�¢ VdiliSattizdppakasini (p.
325) Asoka left his wife:�d,cllil d ten at Vedisanagara
and proceeded to Pat�IipUtia.' · The idng· Bindusara
died soon after Asoka's afri�ar Asoka coriducted the
xxxi)i
last rite s of his fathei; w�gect wai- against his half
brothers nine�y·riine in iminber; killed them and
. wrested the power and established hi�self in the
W.G. Weeraratne throne. The Dipava!J1sa (chapter VI verse' 21) says
Mahinda was 10 when Asoka killed his brothers and
Sanghamitta would have been 8 by that time. Similarly
) .
.
SANGHAMITTA : Sai].ghamitta Arahat Theri, the the Dpava.qisa (chapter VI verse 22).says that when
�·daughter of Emperor Asoki and Vidisa devi arid· the Asokawa$ �iointCd, Mahirtdawas 14 and Sanghamitta
. sister of Arahat Mahinda waS the founder of the Order woulifhave been Ii years of age at the time .
of Nuns (Bhikkhu.pi Sasana) in Sri Lanka. Several
literary sources are extant for the study ofher life and · Sarlghamitta and the husband: Sanghamitta is .
services. Among the literary sources the Dipava!J1sa, · �eported to have beeri .mfuied . to a prince- named
the Mah ava!J1sa, the Va!J1satthapp'akasin i , its Aggibrahma apparenti:Y when she was yet a teenager. .
commentary, the Samantapasadika the Vinaya )3ut when the m�age took phice is not recorded: The.
commentary of Buddhaghosa, the Paii Mah ii Dipava�sa is silent on her marriage and ··als9 on . ·
· Bodhiva!J1Saya, the Sinhala Bodhiva!J1Saya are the most . Aggibrahma. Accoroing to. the Mah avaqisa '(chapter
usefuL As she has almost devoted her entire life for V. verse 169) Sanghamitta's husband was Aggibrahma, .
the services of Lanka and the Buddha s asana and was · a nephew (bhagineyya) of Asoka. The Mahava�a
resident in Sri Lanka, references to her are absent in loc. cit:. verse 170) further adds that Aggibrahmii too
the literary sources of Indian · origin. Therefore thr: was ordained on his request along with the sub king
(Uparaja). Furtherinor� the Mahiiva!J1sa (loc. cit. verse
\ students of history are compelled to depend on Sri
201)
adds that Sanghamitta was d�termined to enter
. .:!) Lankan records.
.
the Order since Aggibrahma's ordination. The
·
The Birth and the Young Age: All records Samantapasadiki (VinA . I . p. 5 1 ) and the Mah a
provide the same
. account of. . her birth and young days Bodhiva!J1Sa (p. 102) recount the same account on ' .
with minor variations. According to these sources .Aggibrahina. No further information is availaple ()n ·.
Theri's husband- before
Asoka the son of King Ifindusara, having been Aggibrahnia, Sanghamitta
.
- . her
. appointed as the viceroy of Avanti, was on his way to ordination. ·
Ujjayini, the administra1ive seat ofAvanti. On the ·
way Asoka stopped over at the city of Vedisagiri I and . · Sarlghamitta's ·s oil: · Princess · Sangh amitta is
enjoyed the hospitality ofDeva the guild chief (Sefth. i) reported·io ha�e had·a �on, by the pririce Aggibrahma
ofVedisagiri. There he met Devi, tt1e beautiful daughter who was named Sumana: He was the novice Sumana
of the Se!fhi and with the consent of the parents married (Sumanc:i. samaJ)era) who accompanied Maha Mahinda
her. She accompanied Asoka to Ujjayini, where she Thera to Lanka (the Mah8va!J1Sa (Chapter V_verse
gave birth to a son who was named Mahinda. Two 170 and chapter XIII verse 4). The Samantcipasadika
(VinA.I p. 69)and th� Maha Bodhiva!J1Sa (p. 1 1 6)
1 years later, she gave birth to a daughter and was named
identify Sumana: samanera as the son of Sanghamittii.
20)
verse
VI
(chapter
' Sanghamitta.2 The Dipavamsa
says Mahinda was b orn 204 years after the The Dipava!J1s0. (Chapter XII verse 13) refers to
Parinibbiina of the Buddha. The Dipavamta does nt)t Samanera Sumana; but does riot identify him as the
record the birth of Sanghamitta which the Mahavamsa son of Sanghamitta, No information is available
has specifically recorded. However on the above pertaining to the birth of Sumana samanera or his age.
·

·

·
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work the Piijavaliya of the 1 3 '11 the k i ng Asoka, after he became a Buddhist patronized
Buddhism in an unprecedented l eveL He constructed
ce n tury i n th e context of Mahinda Thera's arrival in
Lanka says the group that accompanied the Thera . 24,000 vih aras throughout his empire and provided
included Sanghamitta's son samanera Sumana who was . alms for 60,000 monks daily. Afterwards he wan ted
seven years old. There appears to be some problem to know . whether he was a k i n s m a n of the
with this statement of PrJjivaliya which says that Buddhasisana. The Mahasangha requested the Elder
Sum;:ma samanera was · seven years of age when he Moggaliputtatissa to answer that query. The Thera
accompanied Mahinda Thera to Lanka. It is difficult replied that unless one ordains his own son or daughter
to reconcile this with the other records. When Mahinda he is not a. kinsman of the Sisana. The Mahivamsa
and San�hamitta were ordained they were 20 and 1 8 (Chapter V verse 1 94) at this instance says the Thera
years respectively (Mhv. Chapter V verse 204) which · answered so considering the future prospect · of
occurred in the 6'11 regrial year of Asoka (Dipavamsa Mahinda and Sanghamitta. The king immediately .
Chapter VII verse 22): The. Uparaja Tissa; Aggibrahma inquired from his son and daughter who were there, .
and Sum aria were ordained in the 4'� regnal ye� of whether they would · l ike to enter the Order; There
Asoka (Mah iivcirpsa chapter V verse 1 7 1 ) That means . was no hesitation on the part of :M a h i n d a and
two years earlier than the ordination of Mahinda and S anghami tta who were 20 and 1 8 years of age
S anghamitta. Therefo re when Uparaj a Tissa, respectively -at the time.. They readily agreed. The
Aggibrahma and Sumana
wer� ordained ·:M � inda · Mahiiva rpsa says they wanted to enter the order that
.
would have been 1 8 years of. age, and . Sanghami- tta day itself (ajjeva pabbajiss lima Mhv. V verse 200).The
:
MahffvaiJlsa (chapter V verse �0 1) further says that
would have been 16 years old.
Sanghamitta was decided to enter the sisana since the .
If we take the seven years age of Suman a sama.nera oFdination of her husband Aggibrahma (two years
given in the PrJjiivaliya as his .ag� - at the time of his earlier). When her husband was ordained she was
ordination; which is .reasonable, not his age when he sixteen years of age. Sanghamitta's marriagel life appear .
arrived iri Lanka with Mahinda Thera; he - would-have . to hav.e been very short. She \'{as only eighteen years
. been born w4en his mother Sanghmitt� was only nine of age when she was ordained.
years which is'very. doubtftiL When the Elder Mahinda
came ·to Lanka he was 32 "years of age (Mhv. :XIII "
Though her br_o the_r Mahinda· rece ived both
verse · t), which means he has completed 12 rainy pabbajja and upasampada (ordination and higher ·
seasons after his upasampadi. The Uparaj atissa, . ordination) together Sanghamittii received pabbajji ·
Aggibrahma and Sumana were ordained 2 years before, only as she was under age yet. Sanghamitta received
as already stated. Therefore when the Eldpr Mahinda her precepts on the s ame day she received her
and his company ·carrie to Lanka Sumana· Samanera ordination. The Mah iivarpsa has preserved the names
who was in ,the company has completed 14 years. . of her preceptor (upajjh;iya) and the teacher (aciirya),
after his ordination. If he was ordained at the age of 7 in which respect Dipavarpsa is sil ent. They were
year:s at least he would have been ·21 years of age Dhammapala_ and Ayupala respectively as · per the
when he came to· Lanka. At the age . of 20 he was record.
qualified to receive his upasampada Hut all the sources
still refer to him as "samanera". It is not clear ·why he
Sanghamittiyu-pajjh;iyiDhammapalati vissuti ·
wa5 Iiot established in the Upasampadi, when he was
Acariyi.Ayupalikale si'si anisavi
20 years o f age or whether there was any special
(Mhv. Chapter V. verse 208)
reason to delay his higher ordination. However, it is
d i fficu l t to reconc i l e the report wh ich . says
It is further said there that she became an arahant
Sanghm itta's son Sumana entered the order with in due course. It is in this context that the Mahiivarpsa .
Uparajatissa. and his father Aggibrahma two years (Chapter V verse 209) records that their ordination
before h is mother at the age of seven .and why he is . took place in th� 6'11 regnal year of Asoka.
still cal led siimanera even after his arrival in Lanka.
For the next 1 2 years, in none of the sources,
Sanghamitta 's Ordination: All the sources agree . information is available about Sanghamittii Theri. She
that S an gh mit ta entered the Order as a result of a
is heard of after Mahinda Thera's arrival in Lanka. As
·
request made by her father king Asoka. It is said that
per the Mahiivai(lsa (chapter XV verse 19 f) the king
A S i n hala l ite rary

.

.

·

.

.

·

.
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Deviinampiyatissa's younger brother Mahanaga's wife
Anula along with 500 women wanted to enter the
order; which the )cing intimated to Mahinda Thera.
The Theni's reply was "Oh! King we are not permitted
to ordain women. (na kappati, Maharaja pabb§jetum
thiyo hi no Mhv. Ch. XV verse 20).
Sanghamitta Theri accepts Mahinda Thera's
request to come to Lanka:-

· It was at this instance Maha Mahinda Thera
mentioned about Sanghamitta Theri to the king
Devanampiyatissa.

)

SAI\GHAMITTA

agree with his daughter's (Sanghamitta Theri's) request
for the permiss ion to proceed to Lanka. The emperor
is supposed to have explained that his son Mahirida
Thera, grandson novice Sumana Whb were near and
dear to him had already gone and S�ghamitta Theri
was the only consola tion remain'i ng. �ui1d:et the
ciFcumstance the Emperor expressed his obje�tiori:· It
was the natural reaction of an aging father; But'
Sanghamitta Theri was determined to accede to the
request of her brother. She replied to her father.ihus:
Aha sa me mahariija bhiituno vacanam garu
pabbiijaniya ca bahu gantabban:ztattha tename ·

Atthi Pa{aliputtasmim Bhkikkhupi me kani!.fhik§,
.
Sanghami_ttati nimena vissutisibahussuta

�

0

XVIII verse 1 8)

(Mhv.

She replied Oh! Great king my brother's request is
ch. XV verse 2 1 ) of great importance. There are many to be ordained.
Therefore I must go". Saying · so she insisted that she
· Oh kirig at Pii!aliputta my younger sister Theri
should · go. The Emperor had no alternative' but to
Sanghamitta is there, she is ieamed and well known. accede to her request. .
· �he will come here". Mahinda Thera requested the
k1�g to send the message to his father so that she
BhikkbUJ)iS who accompani�d Saiigh�mjt�a
wo�ld come with the bhikkhupis bnnging the branch
of the Mahabodhi in order to ordain these ladies. It Theri: The main purpose of Sanghamitta;Theri 's .
appears that Mcihinda Thera has had already planned coming was the ordaining of Anula Devi and her
Theri Sanghmitta;s visit with the Bodhi sapling. He colleagues. Therefore she did riot come alone, but c;une
wait�d till the n�cessity arose to propose to the king with the necessary number of bhikkhupis to perform
to invite the Theri, at the sarrie time it is seen that the the ordination and higher ordination (pabbajja and
women in the island have been advanced enough to upasampada).The Mahiiva.rpsa (ch. XIX verse 5) says
·vequest for the opportunity to enter the order, no that she was accompanied by eleven bhikkhupis but
'·.?;1·s �oner Buddhism was introduced and there has been does not divulge their names. But the Dipava�psa has
· no objection from the king and the society for this
preserved the names · Of the bhikkhu{lis who have
request.
accompanied SanghJlmitta Theti to Lanka. Th e Dipava.rpsa had four lists"of bhikklw{lis slightly _
· The king entrusted the responsibility of bringing varying from each other.
the Theri arid the Bodhi to the minister named
''Arittha" and he carried two messages to the Emperor
In th� first instance The · Dipavamsa (chap. XV
Asoka one from Mahinda Thera and the other from verse 77f) says bhikkhu{lis such as Sanghamitta, Hema,
· the king Deviinampiyatissa requesting the dispatch of Masagalla, Aggimitta, Mitarpvada, Tapp�.
theTheri and the Bodhi. Mahiva.rpsa (ch. XVIII verse Pabbatachinna, Mall a, Dhammadasiya altogetber nine
16) states that the request concerned was conveyed bhikkhupis are coming. But in the second list (loc cit
to the Theri Sanghamitta also.
chap. XVII verse 2 1 f) it is said RucanaQda,
Kanakadattii, Sudhamma and Samghamitta brought the
It is significant that even before the emperor Asoka Bodhi: It is observed that the first is in the future
took any action as regards the request from Lanka, it tense and the second list in the past tense. The four
' was the Theri Sanghamitta who took the lead: All the names concerned (except Sanghamitta) are completely
}Ources agree that no sooner she got her brother's e
(Mahinda thera's) message she proceeded to her father n w names not found in the first list. But both added
and sought permission to proceed to Lanka. Similarly (except Sanghamitta) makes eleven bhikkhu{lis, the
all the · sources saytliat tll.e ·emperor Asoka did not number of bhikkhunis mentioned ·in1he MahiivariJsa.
(Mhv.

"

•

•

� I I

.

.

"

•

•

.

?"

.

.

.

There i s a third l ist of bhikhu.[7is in the chapter

trades such as weavers, carpenters, b l acksmiths,
potters, tailors, cooks, florists, j ewelers, musicians·
etc. Though discrepancies are seen in the lists provided .
in the MahiivaiJlsa, the Samantapiisiidikii, the Mahii
Bodhivarpsa, and its S inhala translation, it is cl ear

XVIII of the Dpavaipsa verses 1 1 � 1 2 . The list which

runs as Sanghamitta, Uttara, Hema, Pasadapala,

Aggimitta� Dasika, Pheggu, Pabbata, Matta, Malia,
Dhainmadasiya. The list has eleven bhikhupis including

that thought has been g iven to include necessary
personnel to upgrade the administration, economy,

Sanghamitta But if Vicakkhana in the list is taken as a
proper name instead of an adjective the l ist would
.

have
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arts and craft .,, music, industries, entertainments,
whatever thm existed in the islan<;i at the time, in order
to enhance the quality of life, culture and civilization

i2 iricluding Sanghamitta. Here it is said that

they c�e from Jambudipa. It is not said that they
.
came with the Bodhi. :1;\ut there is no doubt that the

of the country. Sanghamitta Theri appears to have had
no problem in organizing the mission because .the

list refers to these bhikk,hu.[7is who came with, the
Bodhi.

emperor Asoka had arranged everything necessary. ·

Another list of bhikkhu.[7is, which may be called

the fourth list is also found in the D ipavaiJlsa (chap.
XVIll verses

Journey and the landing at Jambukolapanana,
Ordination of Anuladevi.etc; and the Theri's early .
days ·in the · island : :S angha:iniWi theri with the

24-25). There it i� said that Mahadevi,

Paduro� Hem;!Sa, .l!nnala, Afijali and Suma came with

accompanying eleven bhikkhunis and the bodhi were

S arigQamitta accompanied by sixteen thousand

bhikkhupi-s. ·

·

·

boarded apparently on a smaller vessel used in the

rivers and were ·conveyed down the river to the sea

· An examination of these· four lists shows the four ·

port Tamalitti. 'The emperor Asoka took the land route, ·
crosse.d the Vindhya forest and reached the port

. names in the second list are not found in · the other

three lists. �imilarly the six names in the fourth list . Tamal itti i n .seven days. The emperor personally kept
the bodhi . on the ship wading immersed up to the
are )JOt found. ii {the :othenhree lists except Hemasa

which <::ould be Herria in the'first and the third. Hema; . neck. It is said that the ship was obstructed in the h_igh . .
Aggimitta, Malla, Dhammada.si are coffin1m1 to .the ·. seas by the N_agas who came· to pay their homage to ·

·

.

first and the third. The effort to reconcile these four ·
li�ts appear: to ·be a. vain effort. The bhikkhupis under
reference ai?p.ear to.: JJ.ave had moi:e : than one ·�arne;

the bodhi. The Theri who was a master of supei.normal

powers (Abhiiiiiabalapiriiga Mhv, ch.xix verse 1 9)
took the form of a · garu?fa (griffin), frightened the

same bhikkhupi · is · inc1uded in the other list under a
different n,ame. It should be the rea5on why the author

Nagas and sent them away. Perhaps the Nagas could
be a tribe of people associated with seas who were

of the Mqhiiv�J!1Sa did not try to .name the eleven
bhikkhupis who ·came with Sanghamitta :Tlieri. The
.
DipavaiJ1sa author, howev�r? should be coinmended

Buddhists in the present case. The party headed by
the Theri c arry ing the bodhi reached the port ·
Jambukolapanana in the north of Lanka safety to be .
received by the king Devanampiyatissa in the midst
of great celebrations. The party with the bodhi were
conducted to the c ity of . Anuradhapura along a
decorated route with great pomp and pageantry:

for preserving four tr�ditions for · posterity.

Artisans who accompanied Sanghami.tta Theri: .

S anghamitta Ther.i 's mission to Lanka was primarily a

reiigio.,·s one but there has' been a secular aspect also.
The emperor Asoka has taken · nece ss � steps to
include necessary persons to enrich the admirustration,
·
economy trade ifldustries
art·s and crafts, music
e· tc.
.
·
.
.
·
.
·
·
·
·
· Of th.
IS conspicuous
1 y SI 1ent
· e IS1 and The v1pavamsa
.
,

·

'

,

on th
. a· t. Bu t the 1�ah ava�a
.

·

·

the SamantapasjiUz
u k a,
:
:
_ ipSa and Its Smhala
_
. the aha_ Bodhzva
counterpart
prov1de detailed l ists of those who constituted · the
party that accompanied Sanghamitta Theri. According

k!

-

·

.

·

·

_

_

to the lists, there were eight' families of Khatthiyas,
eight families of Brahmanas, eightfarnilies of traders,

(kufUmbikakuliini) that belong to the hi-gher strata of

the society, as w�ll as eight families from each of the

·

•

The ah avaipSa (chap. XIV erse 52) records t�at
�
the The I was present on �e occ�Ion of the ceremomal
�
_
o f the b odh z s ap l mg W i_ t h the . other .
plantmg
.
.
. hz'kkhums. Anu 1-a deVI and her 500 col1 eagues received .
o
.
.
ordmat10n under the Then Sanghamltta and attamea .
arahantship in due course as stated in the Mah ffvamsa
(loc. cit.). Th is · marks the establishment of ·the
Bhikkhuni sasana in the island.
.

�

.

.

.·

.

..

_

.

.

·

Sanghamitta · commenced the First Museum
· in the world: The Theri took up residence at the

nunnery called "upasikiivih iira", with the other
bhikkhu.[7is (where Anuladevi stayed observing ten
·
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precepts expecting Sanghamitta Theri 's arrival, prio r
to their ordination). The Mah iivamsa (ch. X I X verse
68 f) describes how the Theri caused io erect twelve
buildings4 in the premises out of which three
prom inent buildings were to preserve the components
of the ship which brought the Bodhi tree. The
Vamsatthapakisini (p. 408 f) .provides the details of
the ship's components and the buildings ,where they
were kept. In the house named Ciilagana the mast
. (kiipQYa.f!hi) was kept , in the house named Mahagana
the rudder (piyaf!J) was deposited while the
helm(ari{.tam) was preserved in the building named
Siriwardhana. Those buildings were named after the
ship part housed in them i.e. kupaya{.tliiphapitageha.
The historians consider this as the first ever reference
) to the Museum conc pt in history, the credit or which
should go
- to SanghamittaTheri.
�

did, perhaps to avoid the i m mnent objection from the
mother for her departure to Lanka.

She was abl.e to attain to an important position
among nuns of the day within a short period of time.
Her wisdom, erudition, supernormal powers are
repeatedly mentioned in the texts. Arahant Mahinda proposing to the king to invite her to Lanka, in order
to ordain Anulii devi and her colleagues described her
as "SanghamitHi by name well known an erudite"
(Sanghamitta ti niimena vissuti ca bahussuta (Mhv:·
Chap. XV verse 2 1 ). Sanghamittii Theri was able to . .
frighten away the Niigas who were obstructing the ·
Bodhi being ferried, in the guise of a Supa��a, as she
was of great psychic power (Sanghamitta malza theri
abhiffffibalaparag a Mhv. XIX 1 9). She shunned
publicity and preferred seclusion (SanghamittiMahi ·
theri suffffagarabhilisini Mhv. xix verse 7 6); The
Again the - Mahiivaf!Jsa (Ch. XIX verses 76 f) . author of the MahiivaiJ1Sa in the context. of reporting
describes how the Theri Sanghamitta inconvenienced her parinibbana praises her as of "great supernormal
by the crowded environment, · seeking solitude . powers and ofgreat wisdom (Sanghamittaniahatheri
· proceeded to. a place away from a cetiya and the house mahabhiiiffamahiimatiMhv. XIX .verse 49)! . . ·
- · in a '1kadamba'' grove and spent the day. The cetiya
Service; Sanghamittii Maha Theri came to Lanka
a;nd - the house w as - pu t u p b y the .king
Oevanampiyatissa at the elep.hant post (Hcmh§lhaka) in the priJ11e of her youth. She was only thirty years ·
put up for his royal elephant5 who preferred the. spot. of "age when she came. She devoted rest of her life,
In the evening the king went to pay his homage to the namely 40 years. for the Buddhas isana in the island>·
Theri and heard of the Theri 's movement. He went to She did not go back to India but attained parinibbiiui
the Theri and had a friendly conversation, learnt her · in the island itself. As a resl,llt of the enthusiaSm of .·
. wish i.e. to have another nunnery. The king built a AnuHidevi and her friends and also due to the
beautiful nunnery il! the environment of the thiipa sympathy of Sanghamittii Theri, it was possible to,
ouse (samantath iipagehassa). As it was built close estab l ish the Bh ikkhu!Ji s asana .in the i sl and
i mmed(ately after th.e estab l ishment of the
to t he elephant post it was called "Hatthiilhaka
Vihiira". SanghaJilittaTheri resided there thenceforth Btiddhasiisana. It was in the island of Lanka that the
and it was the place she resided till . her pcirinibbana. · Bhikkhupi sisana was est�blished for the tirst time
outside Jambudipa. There are no records .of bhikkhu!Ji
Character: Sanghamittii appears to have been a sasana being- established. by the missionaries who
lady of strong determination and of firm conviction in proceeded to the other regions. The establishment of
upon
the Buddha's teachings even before her ordination. the bhikkhuni
. siisana in Lanka could be looked
.
as
an
unexpected
sudden
fortune,
thanhe
women
of
She did not object her husband Aggibrahma and the
son Sumana entering the order while she was yet a the island got. They were advanced enough to request . .
teenager. After entering the order she maintained the for the estab l i shment of the bh ikkhupi sasana
same qualities. Her father Emperor Asoka did not like . im mediately after the establ i shment of the
her going to Larika at the beginning. But she insisted Buddhasiscma. ·They were impatient and were unable .
that she should go in order to help the ladies of Lanka to wait till the arrival of SanghamittiiTheri arid they
aspiring for the ordination. The emperor Asoka had themselves wore white Cloths · and observed the ten
/ no alternative but to concede to the wish of his precepts (dasas11a) and were waiting for the arrival
aughter. Though she had no prior experience she had of the Theri in the building called "upisikavihara ". As
the courage to undertake the hazardous sea route to a result of the pioneering efforts of Sanghamitta Theri
· Lanka: She did not go to see her mother on the eve of womenfolk of the island were elevated to an equal
her departure to Lanka as her -brother Mahinda Thera position with their male counterparts. They were

�

·

'
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admitted to the priesthood and sainthood perhaps,
for the first time, outside Jambudlpa. Womenfolk of
Lanka were be_stowed with such a blessing incredible
to believe in the context of the remote period of human
civilization, due to - the self-sacrificing efforts of
Sanghamitta Theri. .

SMGHAMITTA

(ekiinasaphivassa) which indicates the years she lived
after her upasampadii. When 20 years, her age at the

time of receiving upasampadiiis added to the number
of rainy seasons she spent after upasampadiiher actual
age at the time of her parinibbana comes to 79 years6•
It was in the 91h regnal year of the king Uttiya (2071 9 7 B . C . ) , brother and the successor of k i n g
Devanampiyatissa, that the parinibb·ana has taken
place at Hattalhaka pirivena.

.
. .
Henceforth, it is seen women of Lanka actively
taking part not only in the religious sphere but also in
the secular sphere also. The large number of women
The author of the Mahava�psa does not describe
and nuns found among the donors who donated caves
to the meditat ing monks testify to the active part the cremation of the Theri at length. But in short says
played by women in religious matt�rs. It was due to (chap XX verse 5 I f) the king bestowed the same
courage, the confidence and the strength that the Theri honours, he gave fo the body of the Thera (Mabincta),
Sangh;unitta imparted· to the women of Lanka that for seven days for the Theri also. Whole Lanka was
·
.
'
l ater it was able to prod� ce e m: inent w � men like decorated and at the and of the seven days, the body
Vih�ram�devi who was.behind the war carripai�n of . of the Thefi was laid upon a bier and taken out of the
Dunhagamini and So madevi who dared to step down . . city and to the east of the Thuparama near Cittasala
from the fleeing chariot in front of the chasing enemy, (of later times), in the sight of the great Bodhi tree, on
to save· her husband- K,ingValc:tgamba, Under the a spot pointed ·out by the Theri (herself), he caused
the cremation to take · place. Only the Mahava�psa ·
circumstances :St,Ulghamitta .Theri is regarded ·as the.
relates the parinibbana of the Theri. The Dipavarpsa
emancipator of women of Sri, Lanka. ·
. records _the parinibbiina and the cremation of Mahinda
The bhikku:pisiSana, : she estabtislled. flour�sl:led Thera , only . . The other two sourc e s t h e
within a_·short period of time. Aec· ording t o the SamantapasM._ikiiand the MahiiBodhiva�psa are silent
.
·
··
Mah §vaif1Sa (cpap .XXXVI. verSe l5} during the reign . · on both parinibbiinas.
. of the kirig D\,lnbagamini,_at th� consecration ceremony
of the Maricivani thupa 9Q,OOO nuns are said to have
. Historicity of · Sadghamitta . Theri: �
assembled The. ladies of th� royal families tQO entered Archeological evidence as to the historicity of the
the order. Accord.ing- to· a Chinese record nuns from . Theri remain to be discovered. The Mahavarpsa (Chap
L<inka went to .. China and established the bhikkhuni XX verse 54) states that the king built a Thiipa on the .
:
..s.iisana tow�ds the m iddle of tbe 4lh century A C. spot wher.e she was cremated (enshrining her relics).
Though no reco�ds are ayailable, it is . reasonable to Yet this rh iipa has not been discovered up to date. But
assume that other countries of- Asia� too received the the Sri Maha Bodhi which she brought to the island,
bhikkhupi siisana from Lanka. ·
surviving up to date at Anuradhapura and whose
historicity is not -d isputed, is sufficient proof to
. Sanghamitta The_d , not. only established the establish her historicity.
bhikkh�pi$iisana in the island but also brought the
most venerated object of wor8l_lip narriely the Sd Mafia
Critics:Bodhi the southern branch of the Mababodhi at
"
Buddhagaya. · She aiso brought to th� island. �rts and
However early scholars l ike Vincent A. Smith
crafts, perto·rming arts, s everal occupations, (Asoka the Buddhist Emperor, Oxford, 1 90 1 ), J.
. administration or state-craft, culture and civilization, Przyluski· (The legend of Emperor Asoka in Indian .
in order to enhance whatever existing at the time. In and Chinese Texts Tr. Dilip Kumar Biswas, 1 967), H.
short Sang�amitta Theri, brought to Lanka along with Oldenberg (The Dipava�psa, An Ancient Buddhist
the Bodhi, the Mauryan culture and civilization.
Historica/Record, 1 879) followed by later Scholars
like Thaper Romila (Asoka and the Decline of the
Parin,ibbana: The Ma.hava.rpsa . (chap XX verse Mauryans, London 1 96 1) basing their conclusions
49f) records the parinibbiina of Sanghamitta Arahat solely on the Sanskrit, Chinese and Tibetan sources,
Maha Theri. According to the account she attained against more older P�ili sources of Sri Lankan origin,
parinibb$1a when she -has spent 59 Rainy Seasons . go to the extent of branding Mahinda and Sanghamitta
·

·

_ _

•

·

·
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children of Asoka, having rejected the Asoka's

narriage to Vidisadev i found in the Pal i texts. Vincent
\. S m ith is not hes i tant to consider the entire

ianghamitta episode to be a inonkish fabrication. It is
lifficult to understand the basis of their prejudice and

he contempt to the reports of the Dipava1psa and the

1ah ava!J1sa which are b ased on the S i n h a l a
ommentaries (Sihala Af.thakathas) which belong to a

SAI\GHAMITTA
2 Oldenberg and Vincent Smith (Dipavamsa ,
An Ancient Historical Record, London 1 879
and · lsoka the Buddhist Emperor Oxford
·· 1 90 1 ) contest Sanghamitta's very name, for
Asoka became a Buddhist 1 5 years after giving
her the name, Ananda Guruge (Asoka, A
Definitive Biography, Colombo 1 993 p. 49)
points out instances where persons not

teriod only a couple of centuries after Asoka. But the

associated with Buddhism being named Sangha ·

r10dem scholars l ike Ananda W. :p. Guruge (Asoka A

He. also reminds that some shed their lay name

.xplained and established that their conclusions are .

entering the· Order. The other possibility is

.nsdentific, baseless and misleading.

that she would have been "Mitta" and after

>efinitive Biography, Colombo 1 993 p. 25-55) have

�anghamitta The�i is

and assume- religious names at the time of

entering the Order she would have been known

commemorated : 

. as Sanghamitta: Yet another possibility would

amitta Arahat Theri who devoted her entire life

even during the time ofthe Buddha,Vedisadevi

onour annually colorful processions are held in

prior to her meeting Asoka Perhaps Vidisadevi

i •..leful Sri Lankan Buddhists annually commemorate

�

be as Avanti was a stronghold of Buddhism

JT the sake of the womenfolk of the country. In her ·

would. have come into- contact with Buddhism

arious parts of the i�land. In these processions, the

would have been a Buddhist which would have

ratue of Sanghamitta Theri is taken in · a decorated
ehicle. Tlieie are
. prominent girls' schools .
' several
.
rhich have been named after he:r. Several nunneries or

prompted her to · name h e r daug hter
' :
Sarighamittii ·

.

:

.

.

.

.

/

'
·

.

.

Tpasikaramas too have been nained after her to

3' Ananda W.P. Guruge (Loc.Clt. p. 50) too, admits

eradeniya; the oidest and the most prominent

regard to the marriage ofSanghamitta. He

niversity of Sri Lanka, at its very inception has

proposes that she would have been married .
wh.en she w as 1 6 . Further h e doubts

om memorate ·her n aine. The University o f

thattbere appears . to be a d�sc;tepancy With

�noured her, by naming one of the residence halls for

Sanghmitta's being allowed to .become a nun

rls as Sanghamitta Hall to commemorate her name. ·

'0
e'ferences

·

K.

Arunasiri

.
4 Vamsatthappakasini (p. 409) fu_rther adds
those 12 buildings were being used· even after
the dissident seds like Dhainmaruci came to

1 Saratthadlpan i the sub c o mment'a�y o f
Samantapiisiidika b y Sariputta Thera o f the .
Polonnaruwa period calls

at the tender age of eighteen.

it Ve!isagiri and

identifies it as an abode of Sakyans who fled

existence by the mins of Hatthalhaka nunnery.

5· Mahavamsa (chapter xix verse. 75) has gone to

the extent of stating that the royal elephant
wished the construction of the .thiipa on the

· and escaped from Viqu9abha (Viqu9abha's
. massacre of Sakyans ) Saratthadipani Ed. B.

spot which the king learnt from Mahinda Thera
The king is supposed to have put up a thupa

Devarakkhita Colombo 1 9 1 4, p. 107 Sinhala

with the relics and a house for it� '";hich are

script). Piijiivaliya a S inhala literary work of

referred to in this context.

the 13'h century says Sanghainitta belonged to

· the Sakya clan ( P iijiivaliya Library Services
}3oard Edition, 1 998 p. 492). Dipavamsa,

'

Mah avamsa etc. do n o t s ay Ved i sadevi

d.escends from S akyans. Possibly it i s a
. ·

�

subsequent attempt to show Mahinda and
S anghamitta descend from Sakyans from the ·

mother 's side also.

6

The Dictionary ofPiili Prope.r Names (Vol. II
p. 990) has interpreted the words

"ekuna

sa{!hi vassa" (Mhv, XX verse 49) as· fifty nine.
years and states that S anghamitta Theri,
· attained Parinibbiina a:t the age of fifty nine,

probably an over sight.

I

·1
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Kh uddasikkhii '[ikii rev eal s

that S angh arakkhita
M ah a s a m i had a pu p i l na med U d u mbarag i r i

SANGIJARAKKHITA. Sailgharakkhita M ahasami
(circa 1 1 65- 1 256 A. C.) was a pupil of Yen. Sariputta,

Medhan kara.

the first Sangharaja and an author who contributed to

the l iterary and religious revival of the Polonnaruwa
period of Sri Lanka. He learnt under the grammarian

Bibliography:

Yen. MoggalHina also, and hence he was considered a
pupil of both, Sariputta and Mogg;:tllana. Yen .

JRAS Sri Lanka. New Series, Volume XLVIII Special
Number Comme moration of the 2 50'h
Anniversary of Upasampada in Sri Lanka
Article by A. Adhikari, on Mah iisamis of Sri
Lanka p. 53 ff.

Sailgharakkhita· was formerly the head of. the village

dwelling monk.s(gramav&z). According to A. Adhikari
(JRAS: Sri Lanka New Series Vol. XLVUI special no.
Page
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SANGHARAKKIDTA

-

.

53 ff.),. S�riputta Sangharaja w� succeeded by

the grammarian Yen. M?ggallanawhose tenure of office
was comparatively · : a short one and after his death,

Theraviidi Bauddhiiciiryayo -A.P. Buddhadatt�.
Colombo

Yen. Sailgharakkhita came to the supreme position o�
the Sangharaja. .Thus he was the third Sangharaja But
( Th e ravidi
B u ddhadatta
Polwatte.
Yen .

1960 (Sinhala)

Pali Literature of Ceylon G.P. Mal alasekera
.Pqli Literature Vol . I and II by A.P. Buddhadat�a.
Colombo

BauddhiiJiryayo i960, Colombo. Page 87 ff) says thai
he. succeeded Sariputta Sangharaja and henc� he should
be considered as. the second Sangharaja

1967, (Sinhala)

. K.

Arunasirf

.
During the crisis .that f(H l o wed the death of
.

SANGITl; better known today as Sailgayana, w�
the Maha Sangha headed
Parakramablihu I(
. the term used in eari.y Buddhist literature to designate
by Sailgharak1dtita Mahijsami evacuated Polonnaruwa
.
a special meeting of the Buddhist Sangha, convoked .
and fled to . ·Janmb udr orii. (Dambadeniya) . At ·
.
. . for the . purpose of settling certain disputes.. a"risen
Jambudroni .the prince who · later was crowned as
·
A · c.) was among them, on the doctrines ofthe Buddha Dhamm?r
.Pa..ridi ta Parlikramabah u I I "
or; the rules of discipline. (Vinaya) laid down by th� .
e n t r u s ted to the : Maha . S angha headed ·by
Buddha to regulate the life and conduct ofhis.discipl�s.
Sa.Pgharakkhita :Maha�ami by his Jatber Vathhimi
and also to reach general consensus on what constitutes :
Vijayablihu. Thus, Sailghara.kklii ta . Mahlisami \VaS .
the Dham1tza and the Vinaya taught by the Buddha.
Pa.If<;iita Parakramablihu's teacher.

1 153-86),

(12 3 6-.? t .

·

.

·

There are six works which stand to hi.s credit such
as the Vuttoda.ya, the . Subhodalankffra� the
Susaddasiddhi, the Sambandh ac in tii, . th � Yoga

Viniccaya and the Khuddasikkha{ikii. The books a,re

mainly on grammar, rhetorics, prosody and also on

the Vinaya. The Vuttodaya on Pali prosody was

w r i t t e n partly i n prose, · th e Su �addhasiddhi

Both the terms sangiti and sangayanii are derived

from the verb sang ayati (saf!J+g ayati), literally, 'to
sing or recite together' . The PTS. Dictionary explains

the word sang§yati as ' to chant, to proclaim, to ·
rehearse, to establ ish the text of the Buddhist
scriptures' . Sangiti is therefore interpreted to mean ·
'proclamation, rehearsal, general convocation of
Buddhist clergy in order to settle questions of doctrine

(Saratthavililsim), a '!ika on M�ggalliila Pailjikii, the
and to. fix the text of the scriptures'. But the compilers
Sambandhacinta, a g ra mmatical work, _ an d the ·
of the Dictionary do not appear to have done justice
Subhodh iilankara o n Pal i . prosody and the
to one of the important meanings of the word sangayati
Khuddasikkhfi.tikiia sub commentary on Khuddasikkh.ii in their work. This meaning slightly touched upon in
on Vinaya named Sumangalappasiidini. It has been . dealing with sangiti seems to be the most relevant one

written on an invitation made by Sumangala Mruilisanu
another pupil of Sliriputta Sangharlija, while living in a

vih ara · built by an officer named Manlidhikliripuri.

The colophon to the Vuttodaya testifies that
Sailgharakkhita Mahlisami had another teacher named
Sila Thera res i dent in S e l antaray atana. The

in the context of the subject dealt with here.

·

In the Piisiidika Sutta (D . I II . 1 27) two disciples

bring to the Master's notice the plight into which the

Jaina order of monks had plunged owing to their
divisive activities after the passing away of their
teacher, Jina Mahav ira. The Buddha responded by
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pointing out to them the qualifications of a good

religious teacher, his own quali fi cations, and the
excellent qualities of the Dhamma . Then he goes on

to admonish them, '\ vherefore, Cunda, do yc to whom

I have made known the truths realized through super

knowledge (abiiiiii desiti dhammi), having come

together, hav i n g a s s·e m b l e d ; s h o u l d , w i thout

disputation, recite in unison those doctrines comparing

the meaning with meaning, the word ·r'ith word, so
. that this pure religious life should lak long and be

perpetuated, in order that i t may continue to exist for

the benefit and happ iness o f the many, out of

compassion for the world, for the benefit, happi�ess

. and weal of both gods and men . "

:)

I t i s clearly seen from this statement that the word

.ngqyitabbaip, 'should be recited in unison' ' is put in_

vyaifjane va na vivido katabbo DA. III. 1 974). In the
context of the Pasidika Suita, he comments on the

manner in which the rehearsal has to be made. "Words
with words, meaning with meaning should be brought

together, put together (samiinentehi ibid. p. 9 1 1 ) . The
compiler of the Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary
explains the word sang iyati as, "sings in unison, i s
conc;rdant, avoids quarreling; opposite of vivadati".

He cites the word from the Kiifyapa-parivarta in the
s t atement sang iyi.fyima (.{1) vaya1p. . . . . . : . . n a ·

vivadi§yima!J. All these instances. show that what i s
relevant i n a saiigiti i s not s o much the reciting of the

texttogether. but the absence of any discordance
. with
regard to the letter and the spirit of the text redted . .

Naturally, at a time when there were no written books ·

�opposition to .vivaditabbam, ' should be disputed'

to read, study or, compare and, the group-recital, self�

that, in the./context of this discourse, sang ayitabbaip

was the best, or even the only means of study a.11d,
.
perpetuation o( the memory of a t'ext learnt by heart;
the term sang iti c o u l d b e t h e best means o f

something the.monks should not indulge in. It is clear

conveys the necessity to . have perfect concordance

regarding these most essential .elements of the Buddha's

teaching s , mean i ng the thirty seven factors of

. enlightenment (bodhipakkhiyadhammi), which are the
truths realized through super knowledge enumerated
in the discourse. In a group recital even one disC.ordant

· ·note could completely

mar

the harmony of th_e recital.

In a religious text everi one wrong word ot interpretation

could lead a follower on a completely . wrong. path.

. · Therefore, the custodians of the teachings should be

�nited with regard to both the letter and the meaning
�ereof. They · should have no disputes over them.
•

(aviruddha-vacanehi). There should be no disputing

or quarrel ing regarding eit h er letter or spirit (atthe va

This is also made clear in the discourse which give in

detail the manner in which the disciples should act
when they listen to a recital made by , a. fellow ·monk.

They should carefully consider the recital with regard

to it� letter and meaning and, if anything wrong is
. found, the attention of the reciter should be politely·

drawn to it. The importance of .this. concord is clearly .

emphasized in another discourse where the same topic

recital {sajjhiyani) or listening to a recital by another

symbolically expressing· the non- discordance with . · .
regard to any text.

,,

• •'

Sailgiti and Sail gayana ·

I

The verbal detiv'ative sangiti is the term u;sed from
the earliest period in Pali l iterature· to designate a .

rehearsal of the teachings of the Buddha. We have the

term used as the name of a discourse, the Sangiti Sutta
of the Digha Nikiya. It is

topics

a

t aken fro m . the

�

collection of importan�
B u d dh a ' s

teach.ing,

systematically arrang d and recite<l by S iirjputta. The ·
words a,ttributed t� the Buddha in the Pasi#zka Sutta,

that there should be .complete concordance regarding
the Dbamma; are here attributed to S arip1,1tta who
opens the S utta with tho se words. The Vinaya

Cullavagga l!Ses the term Saiigiti iri designating the
had come up for discussion. G iving the thirty seven . recital of the Dha�ma and Vinaya at the fist two
factors of enlightenment the Buddha inquires from
rehearsals, also called councils in modem writings (e:g.
AriaiJ.da whether there are even two monks in the order
Vin. II p. 285; p. 307). In the f>ali commentaries as
who hold conflicting views on them. Ananda repli�s
well as in the Pali chronicles of Sri Lanka the word
in the negative (M. II: 245) . .
sangiti is continuously used to design<He these councils
, . Commentator Buddhaghosa has grasped the idea
as well as the third council held in the reign of Emperor
(hind the statement. In explaining the same statement,

attributed to Sari.putta in the SangitiSutta, he says, "it
should be recited in unison (samaggehi), with one
voice (ekavacanehj), with _IlOn-discordant words

Asoka. This term does not appear to have been

popularly used in the Buddhist Sanskrit texts in this
particular sense. It was, however, not· completely

unknown to them. (BHS s.v. sangit.i J. and 3)
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The presently popular term Sang ayana is not
found used as a substantive in- canonical or po�t
canonica). Pili works. It is alway� found used as a
verbal .form in-these Piili wor).c�. e.�. Mahii Kasyapa ,
after the Buddha s· funeral, tells the assembled inonks,
"Therefore, friends, let us rehearse the- Dhamma and
the Vinaya (dhmmaiica vinayaiica sang iiyama.. . Vin.
II 285). In the commentaries, too, the verbal forms
sa.rigiiyif!JSU, sa.rigiiyissiina (VinA. I. 34) etc. ·are found.
In early Sinhala works sangiiyana is found used with
auxiliary verbs; e.g. dhanrui-sang iiyanako{a I , 'having
rehearsed the dharma' , and sangiiyanakara.,a lddda2
'that which was rehearsed'. However·we firid the word
used as a substantive in. some early Simhala work�;
e.g. in the Simhala Bodhiv(l[psa3 is found the phrase·
sa.rigiyanikepvara, 'at the end of the rehearsal? This
shows that some Simhala authors have started to · use
the term sang iiyanias a substantive; and it must have
gradually developed into the·present popular usage.

of this Kanishkan Council, the northern sources are
silent on the third council recorded in the Pali
chronicles.
The accounts of all these four rehearsals quite
confirm the conclusion we have arrived at regarding
the true purpose of a sa.rigiti. It was, in the first place,
an attempt to arrive at a consensus regarding the
teachings of the Buddha and settling the texts of the
scriptures. Secondly these rehearsals were also used
to settle certain disputes that had arisen regarding the
interpretation of rules of discipline of the Sangha, and
doctrines of Buddhism as well as to examine the
. conduct of certain members of the order accused of · ·.
. certain questionable forms of conduct and behaviour.

..

·

Rehearsals

in
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·

India ·

According to both the southern Piili tradition and
the northern ·:Buddhist. S anskrit tradition .three
rehears�ls "of the Dhamma and the Vinaya were held .
in India after the demise of the Buddha. However, .
when both these tradit�ons are taken together, one
coulq see that in actual fact there have been not three .
but altogether fo.ur rehearsals in India. Of thes.e four, .
accounts of the first two, with variations regarding
details; are 'found in the Vinaya texts of a riu �ber of
early Buddhist' schools. The first rehearsal, according
to these accounts, was held· under the . leadership of
Maba Kasyapa, shortiy after the }3uddha's funeral, in
the Magadhan capital, Raj agaha. The Second CounCil
was held one hundred years after the. Buddha, or
shortly . after· th�t, at Vesiili in the Vajjian territory,
The Piili chronicles of Sri Lanka hold that the reigning
Magadhan king at the time was one Kaliisokci who had
Pupphapuraas hiseapital (Mhv., 4, 8ff). But according
to the northern. tradition the reigning King·at the time
· was simply Asoka or Dharmasoka4• However
according to the Pali chronicles of Sri Lanka it was the
third· rehearsal that was held in the reign of
Dhammasoka,. who came to the throne two hurtdred
and eighteen years after the Buddha (Mhv. 5, 2 1 ;
215-280). The third rehearsal, according to the
northern sources, was held in Kahmir or Jalandhar, in
the reign of Emperor Kanishka. This was, according·
to Yuan Chwang, four hundred years after the demise
of the Buddha5• While-the Pali sources speak nothing

·

·

It is recorded in the Pali Vinaya Pi[aka (VoL II 284)
that, after the . conclusion of the obsequies of the
Buddha's body, Arahant Maha Kasyapa, recalling
certain discordant views about the Buddha, uttered
by a monk named Subaddha in his own company or'
monks, proclaimed that the Dhamma and the Vinaya
should be rehearsed and an agreement reached about
them before any distorted views on them could arise
and develop and exponents of these distortions become
powerful at the expense of the holders of the trUe
teachings. Maha Kassapa is said to )lave received th�
news. of the . Buddha's passing away while he was on
his way to Kusinara, When,_ on receiving this news ,
ordinary monks in his company started to weep arid
lament. Subaddha tried to console them saying enough
friends do not sorrow, do not lament, well relieved are
we from that Great Recluse. We were often harasseu
by his orders of "this befits ye, and this befits ye not
Now we will do what we desire and not do what we·
desire not". In his Si-Yu-Ki, Hiuen Thsiang6 attributes ·
similar sentiments to not just one Subaddha but to
several in Maha Kassapa's company. It was on hearing ·.
these words of his pupils that he decided to call for ari ·
assembly of monks to .collect the Dharma-pi{aka io·
secure obedience. to the teachings of the Buddha.·
The same incident is recorded in the Maha
Parinibbana Sutta (D. II. 1 62 f), but without any ·
reference to the rehearsal, raising doubts about the
historicity of the first Buddhist council in the minds
of certain Orientalists like Oldenburg. ( Vin. l. p. xxvii;
Book ofthe Discipline V. p. xviif). The absence of any
reference to the Council in the Mah a Parinibbana
Sutta, according to him, shows that the author of the
Sutta did not know anything about the Council. This
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may be so because most of these Piili texts did not
appear ih this present form all at the same time . They

minor omissions and commissions while he was yet a
trainee (sekha). He gave an e,l\planation for each o f
these alleged offences, but without pleading innocent,

must have undergone many editions before the final
texts were fixed. Oldenburg also refers to the change

he, out of respect for the assembly of elders, confessed .

.

in the order of certain phrases to confirm his view.

himself guilty. ( Vin II.

While the attempt by Maha Kassapa to console the

2SO). Before his passing away

the Buddha had informed the S angha through Ananda

weeping monks appear in the Sutta after Subaddha's

that they may, after his demise, if they wish, remove

Vinaya text. This, however, could be an attempt by a

(khuddhiinukhuddakani sikkhapadiini samiihaneyyati
ibid. 287). S ince Ana.'lda had not clarified the l imits of

. words, they appear before the latter 's words in the

the

later editor to place them at their proper context.

Another thing that one could note in this context was

th� possible effect of the schools of reciters (bh�aka)

For instance the

Maha Satipaffana

. r:Jutta of the Digha Nikiya includes . a few .words not
found in the Satipa.!Pziina Sutta in the Majjhima Nikffya.

This could have been a change ma:de by the. Digha

Reciters. Such changes could have taken place owing

'to editorial work of the reciters.

Another imp()i'tant poirit that is not noted by

· O)denburg is the context of the two texts. The Maha
Parinibbana Sutta gives the statement in the context ·
of its origin. The intention of Maha Kassapa at that

. . . point was to console the monks..who heard this painful
. utterance. · The rieed for a rehearsal probably did not
. ci:oss his mind at that point. It must have occurred to

�im while reflecting onSubhadda's words later and he

'--!'nought of making his intention known to the fuller

'a

ssembly at Kusinara� Oldenburg's doubts . are not
completely irrelevant. Yet they are not serious eriough

m i nor

ru l e s

of

condu c t

on the issue, which did not a:ugur wel l for the integrity .

of the Order. Hence Maha Kassapa proposed that the

were transmitted by different schools of reciters. Such

· (:()f these reciters.

and

announcement. The Sangha was ve_ry badly divided

Nikiya in which the
MahaParinibbin,a Sutia occurs and the Vinaya Pi{aka

] differences in the texts could be the result ofthe.thinking

l e sser

the Buddha's l icence, a long debate fol lowed his

on such differences. The Digha

,-
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Sangha· should keep all the rules laid down by the

·

Buddha without trying to remove any- of them m:
promulgating any new ·rules, This was accepted ·

unanimously by the assembly of monlcs ( ibid 288).
· As in this case, all the decisions of the Council were

�

.·

taken by common consent of the S angha. Although

· Mah� Kassapa played the key role and acted

as

the· ·

president, he never tried to impose his own personal

w i l l on the assembly wi thout its ful l consent.

Undoubtedly this was the democratic spirit'prevalent ·
in the administration of the Order of B':lddhist monks ·

.;. : .

in that period.

The second Rehearsal
From the records o( the .Vinaya texts of a number

of early Buddhist schoois it is clear. that it waS: the
practice among Vajjian monks of Vesali to �olicit money

from the l aity, among various other .anti-vjnaya.

practices, which led to the holding; :of:�.H��=-S�Q,Ild

to ttitow the baby away With the bath . water. . All . Rehearsal·, o.ne.�llundrw yecu:M>t.&9 �l�t tbe' Jlufldha�·
Buddhist traditions have: acceptecJ. thata councli� wa�; Accorping tp t��-r�ol:d jn;tb..� �ijjj Q#.lk�l!(:lg.gl;l (t,.r.U· ·.

held immediately after the fune�:Qfthe Buddha.;,'I)ley�
also agree that MahaKassapa, Ananda,ID.Id lJR�U :were

its main participants and that the Dhilmma ai1�;l Vmayg

294) , th�s.e1 pl,ollk.S,tbJld iPJ��.�!l::;'f� l:mmz�J»�:.f1J�

w tHt.,w. a��r� -amiq�i\:
mj -�J!l·�i:h�t�llP.��(qq.;�ayt:,·�d_
�k.ed tlte ,hp.�§��9t4�t§'_,wl:l,q;,9M!!¢;tQs,tb,��Qn�.

.

�

were rehearsed and the texts ·of the. ca11pn;s¢tt}� �t. b..l · &1v.�· m<?�Y ,�Qt9ef��Yti�!l���i��a�!O.�rJl.t!ngs :
this Council . However the lists of texts reh�ars¢Q.:�nd. · dt¢.y�Jla�M� p�yJ.Qk$pf:¥jl.l.g4JU�,� J�I4�t}Q��d,�a.s�
. me.J�!Th!l!����emrJ;egif?n�.:"QQ�ted to
agreed upon d i ffer fro m ac c o u nt to . account · who baqi�Q
the,
I?¥�i�
�4��§���tt!:>P, l,ai�Y·AOt t9 : �ompl¥ with ·
Abhidh amma which is not even mentioned in the Pal i
the re,ql)�td?a�e�-i.t w�_eld:ey'<¥-3;sa :wb,o:prol.lght t i s� ·
account does occur in many other accounts. B�� eve�

.

the Pali tradition has given a place to Abid_hamfiui in
the-post-canonical commentarial accounts (DA. L 1 5 ; .

' VinA . I. 16).

.

·

h

and nine other unlawful practices of theVajjian monks

to the notice.of the monks of the western and southern
regions at a meeting held in the monastery 'on the

Aboganga hill. The monks assembled there decided to

Various accounts of the first rehearsal refer to the · conven� a general meeting of the Sangha in Vesali to
settlement of some other disputes resolved at this
settle the legal position of these ten controversial
council. Ananda was accused at this council of some
issues. At. the council thus convoked they were finally

·
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decided to be against the Vinaya rules by a committee
of eight, with four each to represent the eastern and
· western {paveyyaka) monks. The Vinaya account ends
with this decision and does not ·mention any rehe.arsal
of the whote of the Dhamma an·d Vinaya, but yet it is
called a Vinaya-sangiti {ibid. 307) as in the case the
first rehearsal. Therefore one can understand that the
main purpose of the Sangiti was to reach a_consensus
on the legality or otherwise of the controversial issues.
However the post-canonical authors hold that after
the settlement of the ten controversial issues seven
hundred inonk� versed in the tipifrika rehearsed the
whole Dhamma �d the Vinaya: "Like what the elder
�aha Kassapa · did, these monks also cleansed the
teachings· of all stains and rehearsed the whole of the
Dhamma and the Vinaya in the . form of pi{akas,
nikiyas, a.rigas arid dhammakkhandhas",- says the
c ommentator Buddhaghosa (DA . I. 34). The
Mahil:a�psa (4.61-65) also holds the same view. The
Mahiivamsa also adds that what it calls a Great Sailgiti
·
(Mahasailgiti) was held by ten thousand evil monks,
censured by the monks of �e Secqnd Rehearsal and .
Th'ey came -to b e· c a l l ed M ahasa'nghikas . . The .
D ipavarpsa cails them Mahas_angitika. This chronicle
goes on to say that these monks, having disturbed the
original collection of texts, made another ·collection.
Not knowing the proper meaning of words, they going
by literal . meaning, destroyed the ttue meaning· of
terms. Discarding certain portions of the profound
Sutia and Vinaya they composed a counterfeit suttavinaya. Texts like the Parivara, the Abhidhamma, the
Pafisanibhidff., the Niddesa· and a certain portion of
·the Jiitakas were rejected and others were composed ·
in their place (Dpv. 5.30-38). These views presented
by the Pali chronicles, unfortunately, do not find much
support from other traditions. All vinaya traditions,
including the Theravada Pali tradition, speak of the
settlement of the dispute by the Council. They do not
refer to �y other consequences of the Council. Only
the Theravadins attribute the first schism in the Sangha
to this Council. It is possible that the Dipava1psa·
v iews on the disruption of the accepted canon were a
later speculation based on the differences between the
Piili ·canon and the canons used by other Buddhist
schools.
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gether eighteen �chools in the second century (Dpv.
5 . 5 3 ; Mhv. 5 . 1 0- 1 1 ) . Some other dissentient schools,
inciuding two in Sri Lanka arose subsequently (Mhv.
ibid. l l - 1 3 ; Dpv. ibid. 54). These two chronicles also
state that, during the reign of Asoka, many members
of non-Buddhist sects who were deprived of their
material gains owing to the great popularity gained by
B-uddhism plus the royal patronage received by it,
entered Buddhist monasteries disguised as Buddhist
monks . They proc l a i med their o w n re l i g i o 
philosophical views a s those o f the Buddha. Now it i s
not clear at this point whether the Pali chroniclers
wanted to identify these so-called non- Buddhists,
disguised as Buddhist monks, with the members of
the sevent.ee.n dissentient schoo l s . A nyway the
chronicles never say so explicitly.

Anyhow, owing to the non- B uddhist v iews
presented by these self-ordained monks, the fabric of
the Buddhist Order was badly torn apart. Ecclesiastical
ceremonies including the Upostha, were not performed
· for -seven · years. Arahant Moggaliputta Tissa, the
senior most prelate at the time, left the monastery in
the city and re�ired to a forest hermitage. Ultimately
the Emperor, with tne assistance of Moggal�putt a
_
Tissa, who came bacl< to the city at his request, cleared ·
the order of all the scum that had gathered in it and ·
purified it. (Dpv. 7 . . 35 ff; Mhv .. 5 .229ff.) . . After
cleansing arid unifying the Order, the Dipavarpsa states
that, Mog.g al iputta Tissa, to censure a\\ those
dissentients who disagreed with Theravadins, and to
glorify his own ·school, presented the Abhidhamma
work, the Kathavatthu. Having done this he, to purify
his own school and for the perpetuation of the religion,
selected one thousand arahants and worked out a
recension of the Dhamma. This third recension of the
Dhamma was completed in nine months at the
Asokarama. The word sangaha or ' recension' or
'collection' is used synonymously with sangiti, which, ·
as seen above, also carries the meaning of 'settlement
of texts' (Dpv. 7.55-59). The Mahiivamsci (5.27328 1 ) also gives almost the same account. After the
purification of the Order and the performance of a
unity-uposatha, the elder Moggaliputta Tissa selected .
a thousand monks to work out a recension of the
Dhamma. As Maha Kassapa and Yasa in the past, he
The Third_ Rehearsal
. convened a council to rehearse the Dhamma. In this
convocation he presented the Kathiivatthuppakarapa
Bot}]. the Mahiivarpsa and the Di[Javarpsa state
for the purpose of suppressing dissentient views.
that the Order, which remained undivided during the
Neither of these chronicles refers to a rehearsal of the
fist century after-the Buddha, was divided into alto
whole canon (tipi_taka). However the word sangaha
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used may imply it. The commentator Buddhaghosa
expiicitly states that the Dhamma and the Vinaya
arahants. In doing so, he says, all impurities in the

regarding certain disputed points on the doctrines ()r
the rules of conduct of the Sangha.

teachings (sasanamaliup) were removed (VinA. l . 6 1 ).

However the presentation of the Kathavatthu to refute
numerous dissentient views raised at the time seems

Rehearsals outside India

to have been the prihcipal work achieved by the

the word sarigiti we have given above. One may also
conclude that the expulsion of the false trionks referred

· According to later writers several other rehearsals
or councils were held from time to time . in_ other
Buddhist countries outside India. One of these writers,

the sangfti and not a part of the satigiti proper. If any
di ssehtient· schools ex i s ted at the time ( s. v .
sa.rVastivada)the false monks exPelled, tnost probably,

three councils were held in that country. But he also
states that, according to the Thai Sapgitivamsa, four
councils were held in Sri Lanka. The Burmese sources,

council, and, by that, it fits into the interpretation of

to in the chronicles was only a preparatory step to

)

R Jinananda8 holds that, going by Sri Lankan sources;

.._ did not include thetn, for they are never called 'self

·

soil wer� meant to re ach a consensus among the

members of the order either on the texts of the canon
and or their commentaries, or else on solutions reached

were rehearsed (sangayirpsu) by these one thousand

�-
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on the other hand, speak of only one council held in·

ordained' by the chtoniclets.
,-A
.
- . .
.
.

Sri Lanka

The Fourth Rehearsal

The first of these councils a.l leged to have been

- held in Sri Lanka, took place, according to the Vinaya
commen tary · (L . 1 0 2 f.) , i n the - reign o f
Devanampiyatissa in whose reign the mission led by
traditi<.)lt, was held in Kashmir or Jalandhar under the Arahant M ah inda, sent b y. his teacher, Arahant
patronage of Emperor Kanishka. Hstien-tsang states
Moggaliputta Tissa, introduced B uddhism to Sri
that Kanish\(a used to invite one Buddhist morik to
Lanka. After the completion of many of his ' works

The fourth rehearsal according to modem reckoning,
but the third according to the reckoning of the northern

the palace eac:h day and listen to his Dhamma sermon.

don� for Buddhism, the king, one day, 'asked the Elder
Mahirtda whether the religion of the Buddha (sasana)
given by them .did not agree. Elder Parsva, who was . is establisheq in the country. " !tis established," said
consulted by the. kirig on . this i ssue, said that the Mahinda" but its roots h ave not gone deep". He
Buddha passed away a long time ago and the Order of explained that it would happen when a child of Sri
.
monks is ·now divided into different schools, each
Lallkan (of the Island of Tambapa!)J).i) parerits, born
( giving their own interp�etations of the Dhamma. Quite in the country, is ordained in the country and. learns
worried about it the king expressed his desire to arrange the vinaya in the country and recites it in the country.
the teachings of the three pifakqs according to various . He further said that the monk Arinha is fully qualified
schools. He then summoned from far and wide an
for the task. The account then goes onto state that the
But to his dismay the interpretations of the Dha'!ln:z.a

·

_

asseinbiy of monks. Froin among them 499 arahants,
experts on the three pi,taka.s and endowed with high
. spiritual attainments, were selected and entrusted with

. the noble task envisaged by the king. Later, one
Va5umitra, claitning to be a Bodhisattva was.made the

king prepared a pavilion like the one built by King
Ajatasattu for the great sa.rig iti (the First Rehearsal).
Seated in it amidstbis feilow brethren of the Order,
and face to face wHh Arclhant Mahinda, Arahant

Arittha recited the Vinayapi.faka. Here we find only a
· president of the Council. Thus these five hundred
rec it �l of the Vinayapifaka by one single monk.
monks under the leadership of Vasumitra composed
Although it took place amidst a l arge gathering of
commentaries (vibhashas) to the three pi.fakas. "Fi:om · monks there was no discussion of any disputed points
· the deepest to the smallest question, they examined or settlement of texts at this recital. .Jf such an event
all; explaining all minute expressions so that their wor}c
did take place it was only a: ceremoriial recital, but not

, has become universally known and is the resource of
all students who have followed them,"7 says Hsiien
:sang (s.v. S aivastivada for further detai ls). The
I · accounts of tQis rehearsal also confirm the views on
sa.rigiti as shown above. Thus we could say that all the
four rehearsals reco!_ded to have been held on Indian

a sangiti in the proper sense of the word. It should .
also be noted here that neither the Dipavaipsa nor the

Mahavarpsa refers to such an event9•

The second rehearsal said to have been held in Sri
Lanka took place in the reign of Va��agamani Abhaya

·
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(29- 1 7 B.C.). However both the Dipavaf!1sa (22.202 1 ) and the Mah.iva!J1sa (33 . 1 00- 1 0 1 ) in two identical
verses, give the briefest . possible account of this .
gathering of monks meant for the writing down of the
tipi(aka which was up till then, along with the
commentaries, handed down to posterity by word of
·mouth. Seeing the degradation of beings, the monks
assembled and wrote them down in books for the
perpetuation of the dhamma say the chronicles. The
MahavalJlSa {ika(MhvA. II, 623) says that wise mpnks
saw the decline of beings, both in their span of life as
well as in memory and intelligence in the future, in the
Kali age, artd committed the te�ts into writing. The
chr<�nicles do not say anything abm�t. either the place ·
of writing or the patron of this most important work.
· From Qther sources we ·learn that fiye hundred monks
anembleq at the loka-vihara and completed the work
.
under the patronage of a certain chieftain10• Anyhow .
Sri Lankan sources, do not carry any information about
this event to class it along with .the saiigitis in India.
However it is possible that the monks did engage in
. certain discussions 3f110ng themselves tp arrive at the·
· ··
correct text to be reduced to writing. · ·

the provinces of the kingdom. First he dealt with the
task of purifying the Mahavihara Sangha. Speaking
about this the Mah .ivalJlSa states, " He had the single
points in dispute as they arose settled by the bhikkhus
among whom Mahakassapa was the oldest. He was
· himself present as protector of the court together with
those lions among teachers who knew the three pifakas,
and while according to precept he led those bhikkhus .
capable of being cured to purification, he established
harmony among the bhikkhus of the Mahavihara" .
(Mhv. 78.16-18). After achieving this difficult task
then he went on to purify the Abhayagiri and Jetavana
fraternities and reconcile them with the Mahavihara
monks (ibid. 78 . 1 27) . After all this a code of condnet
(katikavata) was also drawn tip by the Sangha led by
the thera Mahakassapa to b�lster the discipline of the
Order. It was probably these activities that prompted
the Thai prelate to speak of a sapgiti during this
period. The Sa�gitivaf!lsa's assumption that the
commentaries to the tipi(aka were revised and later
recited at the Council held under the presidentship of
the Ven. Mahakassapa, . u nfortun.a tely; . finds no ·
confirmation in.Sri Lankan sources.
-

·

It is · on record that a council of Buddhist monks
The J{nakaiamali chronicle of Thailand st�tes that
five hundred Arahats, seeing .the. decline iir intelligence was held in Sri Lanka at Pelmadu.lla in the Ratnapura
of beings, cal!sed the tipi_taka to be writ;ten down in Di strict i n 1 865 A . C . Presided over by Ven .
books at the Aloka cave in the Malaya country in the Hikkaduwe Sri Sumangala Nayaka Thero, i t was held
Inland of Lanka, under the protection of the chieftain under the l ay patronage of one Iddamalgoda ·
of the .district. It is with reference to this that . the B asnayaka. Many erudite · scholar monks of all .
saiigiti of redaction in writing (potth�a�iifha-sanglii) · Buddhist sects in Sri Lanka participated at this council
is said to resemble a fourth ·rehearsal .(Jinak. p. 61). which continued for five months- 1 2
The Sinb.ila work Nikiyasarigraha also has a reference
to the potsaiigiyanat 1 lit. 'Book Rehearsal '.
Rehearsals in Burma
.
. .
·

.

As shown above the Burmese authors credit Sri ·
Lanka with only . one rehearsal and that was the one
connected �ith the committing to writing of the Pali
· tipi{aka. They have named it the Fourth Rehearsal.
The fifth, according to them, was held in Burma in the
reign of the king Min-donmin. It is recorded that this
Council, convened in Mandalay in 1871 A.C., was
held under the leadership of three Elders, viz
The Thai chronicle also refers to a council held in . Jagarabhiv�sa, Narindabhidhaja and Sumangala Sam.i .
the reign of Parakramahahu I (1 15�-1 186 A.C.) of who presided i n turn . The purpose o f this.
Poloimaru, under the chairmanship of Ven. Maha Convocation was to prepare a uniform edition of the
Kass apa. This is apparently a ref� rence to . the Pali tipi{aka and to record them on marble slabs. At
.
purification achieved by this king with the help of the this Council in which two thousand four hundred
.
great Elder Maha Kassapa of the Dimbulagala forest learned monks and teachers participated, various
hermitage. The king also sought the assistance of many editions of the tipi{aka available were used for
- great elders, leade�§ of V£l!"ious groups of the Sangha in comparison and collation by learned Mahatheras. The .
. The third rehearsal said to have been held in Sri
Lanka, according to the Sangitivarpsa of Thailand, was
actually the translation of the S imhala Commentaries
into Pali done by Ven. Buddhaghos� This took place
in the reign of king Mahanama (405-431 A.C.). Done
by a single monk, one cannot classify this event under
the form saiigiti.

. .
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recitation and the recording on marble slabs continued
for five months. Altogether seven hundred and twenty
nine slabs were used for the purpose. From the available
information this appears to be a genuine sangiti in the
true sense of-the term.

SANGITI

celebration, the king conducted a great festival of
honour by making forty great Elders versed in the
three pi fakas headed by the chief prelate of the
Mahabodharama to recite the texts of the canon (Jinak.
p. l l 5). Both these events taken together, although
they were held several years apart, could have fitted
i�to the interpretation of the term saiiglti. However,
according to B. Jinananda, council in Thailand were
not councils in the true sense of the term.

- The ChaHha Sangayana

The Burmese Buddhists have named the most
modem _ of all the rehearsals held in the Theravada
world the Sixth or the Chaffila Sarigayana, inaugurated
The second rehearsal in. Thail and, the ninth
in. May 1 954 at Rangoon, Burma. Many learned according to the Sangitiva�nsa, was held in the reign of
'Mahatheras from a number of countries, including Rama I in, 1 788 A.C, in the new capital city of
India, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Cambodia; Thailand, Laos Bangkok. Thai Buddhists were greatly demoralized
and Pakistan, collaborated in this massive undertaking with the sacking of the royal capital of Ayuthia: by the
· } which was presided over by the Yen. Abhidhaj a Burmese armies. In the war many books and the
Mahiiranflaguru Bhadanta Revata. . About five hun9red manuscripts of the tipifaka were reduced to ashes,
� monks of Burma well versed in tl:ie study and practice The Order of monks was disorganized and morally
of the teachings of th� Buddha, were select�d to weakened. The king and his brother were greatly
undertake the responsibility of re-examining the texts perturbed by the moral laxity of the members of the
ofthe tipi{aka. Similar groups were organized in other Sangha. After consulting the learned members of the
Buddhist countries to examine the texts of the tipifaka. Order they decided to convene a council t(i restore the
· The great Council inaugurated in May 1 954 wa5 to go religion. Two hundred and eighteen prelates and thirty .
.
.
On Uritil . the. whole task was coiripleted: on the full · two lay scholars assembled together under royal
moon day or May 1 95 6 , m arking the 2500'h patronage and continued to recite the texts of the
anniversary of the demise (Maha-paiinirvana) of the tipifaka for about an year with the hope of reviving .
Buddha at Kusiniira in India. Prime Minister U Nu of the ·sagging spirits of Thai Buddhists. It was said to be
Burma was the patron of this Council, in which, for . a great success, as soon there were definite marks of a ·
the first time, Buddhists throughout the Theravada · revival in Thai Buddhist activities. However, as shown
world collaborated. From the tasks undertaken and above; this recital of the tipi[aka could hardly be called
achieved it also can
a saiigiti in the proper sense ofthe word.
. be termed truly a: saiigiti.
.
.
C. Witanachchi
Rehearsals in Thailand

.

·

.)

.

The Thai chronicle Sdligitivaf!1Sa, written by the . References
royal patriarch SoJlldej Phra Vanarat (Bhadanta
Vanarataria), in the reign of Rama I, claim that two
I Saddha rm alankara , ed. M akuluduve S.ri
rehearsals were held in Thailand. The first of these,
Piyaratana, M.D.. Gimasena and Company Ltd.
called the e�ghth council in this work, was held. in the
1 97 1 , p. 2 1 3
reign of king Siridharmacakravarti Tilaka Rajadhiraj a
2• Jiitaka A{uva Ge!apadaya, ed. Medauyangoda
i n Chienginai, i n Northern Thailand. This council i s
Vimalakeerti sthavira and Nehinne Sominda
said t o have been h e l d at the M ahabodhidima.
sthavira, M.D. Gunasena and Company Ltd. ,
According to the Jinak§lamiili this king entfl}sted the
1 96 1 , p. 4
task of cleansing the tipi,taka of scribal errors to great
3 • ed: Samaranayaka, D.P.R.'; M.D. Gunasena and
elders versed in the three pi{akas and, once it was
Company Ltd; CoLombo, 1 970, p.21 8.
· completed deposited the texts in a great edifice built
4• Taranatha History of Buddhism . in India, ed.
, at the Mahabodharama. When his grandson, the k.ing
Debiprasad Chattopadyaya; tr. Lama Chimpa
Tilaka-panattadhiraj a, found this building in a
and Alaka Chattopadhyaya, Delhi, 1991 p. 68ff.
- 'dilapidated condition, he got the ancient 'city spire'
5 . ibid. 9 I ff; Dutt, Nalinaksha, Early History ofthe
(nagaraku{a) converted into a library (lit 'house of
Spread of Buddhism, Luzac and Co. , London,
letters' or Akkharam_andira) to house the tipifaka. In
p. 268f.
.
1 0-CM 05968
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Both the Pal i and the Buddhist Sanskrit traditions

B e a l . Samuel, Chinese Accounts of India ,

Susii

-

agree that the t wo future Buddhist Elders, after their
conversion to Buddhism, invited their teacher S afijaya
p . 379.
or Samjayin to join them when they when to the
7 • ibid. Vol . 2, p. 1 30ff
Buddha. But he first tried to dissuade them from going .
8 • ed. Bapat, P. V. 2500 Years of Buddhism,
Publications Division, Ministry of Information · to the Buddha and offered to share the superintendence
- and Broadcasting, Government of India, 1 957, of his company of pupils with the two. Having refused
the offer the two left Safijayin taking with them all his
p. 44ff.
five hundred pupils. (ibid. 62f.). But according to the
9. Rahula, Walpola, History ofBuddhism in Ceylon,
Pali
The Buddhist Cultural Centre ' Dehiwala' Sri
· Vinaya Pitaka ( 1 .42f) S aiij aya had only two
:��
hundred and fi fty pupiis who joined . S ariputta and ·
Lanka, 1 993 p. 5 3f.
Moggallana to become disciples of the Buddha. But ·
10 • Adikaram , E.W. , Early History ofBuddhism iii
Ceylon, Buddhist Cultural Centre,·Dehiwala, one Pali source informs us that S afijaya, who refused
.
the invitation of his two disciples to go to the Buddha,
S �i Lanka, 1 994, p. 79 - ·
1 1 • Srisumangalasabdilko�aya, )'pl. II {AJ).u la Pre�s.� " · said that having been a teacher for a long time he does
' �.p�t;diig ay- ana �6t wish to be another's disciple now. He added there
·
Maradana, Sri Lanka, 1956, t
ate more stupid persons than intellectuals in the world. ·
1 2 2500 years of Buddhism, ibid. p. 45.
While the l atter would go to Gotama the more 
numerous stupid ones would come to him. But the
SAffi RAHAVA.STU See SANJAHAVAITHU · - �- shoW<Of all this bravery failed when he saw the empty
� monastery with all his five hundred pupils leaving
with Sariputta and Moggallana and he threw otit warm
SANJAYA BELLATTHIPUTTA. One of the six blood. Nevertheless two hundred and fifty of the five
fa 111 o u s here t i c a l teachers · who were senior · hundred turned back to remain his pupils and only ·
two hundred and fifty ultimately went to the . Buddha
Sanskrit
. . contempor;1ries of the Buqdha� Jn Buddhist
.
.
.
the na,me occurs as S aJ!ljayin Var<).!iputr�' with the - · (DhpA. 1 .78f.)
second part taking a number- of variant forms in a
When many well known young men of r.fagadha .
number - of d i fferent texts; e . g . Vai ra�iputra,
statted to join the Buddhist Order as monks and
Vairaniputra, Vair-ii tiputra, Velatiputra, Vera<Jhiputra,
even pupils of Safijaya did so people started
ultimately
Verat!lkaputra, Verangikaputra etc.
.. ,
to agitate and criticize saying :

3,

·

•

'!;

- �'..,.

There is hardly any information about the personal
.
life of rhis religious teacher in canonicE:ll or post-; . . . "The Great Recluse has come to Giribbaja of the
c anon i cal Pali works. Buddhaghosa simpiy states. that�< �ijUdhans; Having led (ordained) all of Sanjaya's
Sanjaya was called Bella�thiputt� because h�. \:Vas-the . .(
� ) whom would he lead now"? (Vin. 1 . 43). The
son of one B e l l anha. The Buddhist. S anskri ';: I)u dh ist Sanskrit version o f thi s. verse arid· the
M ahavastu (Ill. 59) calls him the teacher of Saripu tra·· Buddha's reply to it is found in the Mahivastu (III.
and Moudgalyayana pdor to their conversion t o · · 90). a ut the critical pronouncement is here attributed .
Buddhism by Yen. Upa�ena. However the Pall texts to Samj ayin Vairatiputra who is said to have proclaimed
in Rajagruha in the place for proclamations
refrain from identifying the wandering J\scetic
i,tak.e avapimukhe�).
j aya, the teacher of Sariputta and Mop�Uina
·
Saiijaya Bella�hiputta.� _j'lie Maha¥imt
. he l ived at Raj agruhtttj t �e wa1�i��,:�
�thiputta's- Philosophical Views
:
(pariv ajakarama) with;� �ompany ·
. wanderi ng asce t i c s . _T.he.. you
is generally spoken of mostly about Safijaya · ·
._. """" '
Moudgalyayana who dec��d to
iputta i s not h i s personal l ife but h i s
went thither and became h i s disciples. The former. philosophical view, generally identified by modem
mastered all the teachings of Safijaya in one week while sc.�plarshi p as scepticism but also sometimes as
t 1 l atter did so in half a month and c t1}(1ed tha\-• � o sti � i sm. In the Siimaffffa.phala Sutta (D. 1. 58ff.).
. tnts� was not the path to the complete e�d d�
Jatasattu
of Magadha tells the Buddha that,
. .,.;
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when one day he visited Safijaya Bellanhiputta and
inquired from him about immediate (in this very l i fe)
advantages of recluseship (sandif.thikarp samaifif
aphalarp), without giving a straight answer he resorted
to prevarication ( vikkhepalp). Among all the six
heretical teachers he visited and put this question,
says he, this was the most foolish and the most
confused (sab.bab§lo sabba motniilho ) . However
modern scholars are reluctant to accept this judgment.
Buddhists are either misrepresenting him or have not
properly understood him.
The Brahmaj§la Sutta (ibid. 24ff) has categorized
four schools of Sceptical thinkers. The discourse says,
"there are monks soine recluses and brahamins who
)
· . · wriggle like eels (amara vikkhepik§) and, when a
r'· question is put to them on this or that they resort to
equivocation, to eel-wriggling and, this in four ways."
Prof. K. N. Jayatilleke2, wh.o has made a detailed study
of sceptiCal thinking in ancient India, refers to these
four schools of Sceptics as well.
'

·

. Com·m enting on· th� term Amadivikkhepa3 · by
which this philosophy is designated in Pali texts,
· J:i'yatilleke says �t could be a nicJcname which has
probably been ti:anslat�d correctly as 'eel-wrigglers'
byProf. Rhys Davids; The commentator Buddhaghosa
has given two alternative explanations to the term,
perhaps showing his own uncertainty about . its true
meaning. According to him it may mean "those wbo
. are confused by their endless beliefs and words". The
second explanation is that "amarastands for a species
offish, who are in the habit _of running about in the
water, constantly emerging an<! diving down; so)hat
· it is difftcultto get holdo:of them and �hat similarly this
.
. theory (Scepti�ism) runs hither apd thither w�.thqut .
. arriving at a definit� conchision:'. ,Jaya� ille�e. prefers
the second explana�ion .becaus� he thinks to �e curzqra
as 'endless' (pariyantarahita) is too farfetched. The
· term vW:iivtkkhepa is also used as a synonym for
amara-vikkhepa and, p robably means 'verb al
jugglery', for in the eyes of their opponents these
thinkers· would have appeared to evade committing
. themselves . with regard to the truth or falsity. of a
propo sition. . .

·

.

The fitst of the four. schools of skeptics resorted
_ }o verbal jugglery and eel-wriggling through fear of
falsehopd (musiivada-bhay§) and the abhorrence of
being wrong (musavada-parijegucchi) and says "I do
. not say so, I do not say thus, I do not say otherwise,

.

.
I do not say no, I deny the denials"

·

(i.e. does not say
'no, no'). A l l this stems from the fact that they do not ·
understand it, as it really is what is good or evil. Thus
being such, they argue, if we were to say this is good
or this is evil that would be due to our likes, desires,
aversions or resentments. If so it would be a wrong
· assertion. If it were wrong it would cause worry
(vighata) and worry would be a moral danger
(antariiya). Thus they would not assert anything to
be good or evil. �ut, without revealing the causes
leading to _i t, resort to verbal jugglery. Prof. Jayatilleke
thinks that the probable reason for this scepticism
was not only their denial of Knowledge· of ethical
propositions but also that they are, in principle,
unknowable. In such a s ituation to claim these
propositions to be true or false would be to be guided
- . by one's prejudices. However, although the texts refer .
specifically to ethical propositions, it is likely the
principle w�s extended to cover all propositions.

The description of the second school �f skeptics
. is almost identical with the first except they are said
to resort to scepticism through fear of involvement ·or · .
entanglement (upidanabhayi) ·an<! abh9!Tence o f .
entanglement S.up a dan·a -parijegucchi) . Such
entanglements in things which they do not know . ·.·
properly would cause worry and mentaf disquietude.
Jayatileka thinks that they did so primarily out of .
moral considerations rather than for intellectual
reasons although the latter were not absent.
.

. The third school of skeptic s adopt this course of
. action as they fear and dete�t interrogation (anuviidabhay§, anvadcl-parljegucch§) by others on their
· · · ·
. assertions and denials. made without knowing, as it
.reall y is,, what is good or evil. If they, without knowing
th� �tru � . facts, pron�unqe . something .. to. be . good or
eyi"I, they would have to· j�in issue! argue, arid debate .
in defence with highly. learned, skill full debaters who
go about debating and debunking theoiies of others. If.
they are unable to' defend themselves it would be a
cause for worry leading to a moral danger; Fearing this . .
danger; they wo'uld not pronounce it to be good or
evil. It is Qbt dear from the account, thinks Prof.
Jayatilleke, whether they wished to . avoid debate
because they were sceptics or whether they were
sceptics because they wanted to avoid debate. He
thiriks the passage seems to suggest both at the same
time.
•
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fourth sc hool of sceptics that is de s cr i b ed

i n id · : tt i c�d l :m_!! u agc u sed i n describing the views of

.

.

have reg ard ed hi m as being more deluded than the
other scep t i c s w h o , d e s p i t e the i r t h eo r e t i c a l

skcepticism, had good sense to cultivate the tranquility
of mind which was highly valued in Buddhism as well.
either a leader of the school or even the leader of the
school at the rise of Buddhism. Along with the other . It has to be noted here that Safijaya Bellanhiputta and
the other five teachers, despite their popularity among ·
five heretical teachers whose views are included in
the Samaiiiiaphala Sutta Sai1jaya is also described in the people, have always been presented in Buddhist
canonical discourses as a head of an order or a following texts in very unfavorable terms regarding their
(swighi, ga l}i) _ the teacher of a school (gal}ikariyo), philosophical views and capabil ity as religious teachers
well known (iiato), of repute (yasass1), a ford-maker (e.g. M. I. 1 98, 250, II, 2 ff.). The Sandaka Sutta (ibid.
(titthakaro) held in high esteem by the masses I. 52 1), in what appears to be the description of the
(siilhusammato bahijanassa), a man of long experience teachings of S afijaya Bella�!hiputta, labels these
-(rattafiflu) who has long been a recluse (cirapabbajito) teachings to be a comfortless religious life (an�sifika1J1 _
and well stricken in_ years (vayo anuppatto; D. 1 . 48). brahmacariyaiJ7). An intelligent person would realize ·
. These words show that he was much senior to the the true nature qf these teachings and soon leave such
Buddha and that he was held in high este�m by the a teacher.
Magadhan people.
Sai'ij aya lkll ar! h i putta. Therefore he could have been

·

On the views heid by this school the Buddhist text
states that they, when questioned on this or that matter,
resortto .verbal jugglery and eel-wriggling through their
dullness (mandatta) and stupidity (mon11Jhatt8). They
would say, for instance "if you ask me whether there .
i� a next world, then, if it were to occur to me that
there is a next world, I would pronounce that there is
· a next world. Yet ldo ·not say so; l do not say thus; I
do n.ot say otherwise; I do not say no; I deny the
denial". Similarly with regard to other .propositions
which are also ITietaphy-sital in' type-. Among the
metaphysical problems raised are, whether there are
spontaneously born (opapiitiki) beings' , do gooci and
ev i l actions have any fruit, any results? Does an
emancipated person (tathiigato) exist after death? All
the questions are put in the fomfold order, i.e. assertion,
denial, combination of both and, the rejection of both.

Safij aya Bellaghiputta and Siriputta.

Both Professors Malalasekara (DPPN. s. v. Saiijaya

· Bellanhiputta; Sariputta Thera) and Jayatilleke seem

to agree that Saiijaya BellaHhiputta was Sariputta's
teacher prior to latter's conversion to Buddhism; But
Ban1a does not agree to this suggestion because Saii
jaya, the teacher of Sariputta according to the Vinaya _ ·
Pi_taka (1. 39) in called a paribbiijaka. But Jaya_tilleke ·
sees no problem here as Pali commentaries held tliar . ·
Saiijaya BellaHhiputta had a disciple called Suppiya .
Paribbajaka (DPPN Suppiya) andtherefore, he himself .
could have been a paribbiijaka. Sariputta is �ways
l auded in Buddhist sourc;es for his intelligence.
Jayatilleke, therefore, questions the validity of-the. ·
Pali texts calling Saiijaya Bellanltipuua, Sariputta's
teacher, a foolish and stupid person. However this
may be the very reason that Pali sources refrained _
from identifying Saiijaya the teacher of Sariputta with
Wh ile B. M. Barua asserts that this description Saiij aya Bellanhiputta. Only the Buddhist Sanslqit
represents a ·doctrine held by a school of Pyrrhonists · sources made this identification but never the Pali
(named after· the Greek philosopher Pyrrho), A.L. .
sources.
Basham thinks that it is probably a satirical tilt at ·
�gnostic teachers who were unwilling to give a definite
C. Witanachchi
answer to any metaphysical question put to th��. ·
Tending to agree with Basham's view, Jayatilleke,
however, thinks that Buddhists · have not given an References·
1 Edgerton; Franklin, Buddhist Hybrid Sanslqit
exact picture ofSafijaya's views. Emphasis placed on
S ailj aya's dullness and stupidity which they do not
·Grammar and
. Dictionary, 1 953 s. v. Sarnjayin
Veiratiputra.
attrihute to the other three schools, according to him,
is due to Safijaya's thorough going scepticism which
2 Jayatilleke, K.N. Early Buddhist theory of
did not advocate the desirability of it as a way of life.
Knowledge, George Allen and Unwin Ltd,
He would h ave been more outspoken and .critical of
London, 1 963 , 1 09ff.
J . ibid. l 2 l ff.
!·he v i ews o f h i s opponents. As such Buddhists rnust
_

.

.

_
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There are se veral

In popular religion of S inhala people. P;.�cl rn a and

Sankha .I� l a y no part. The i r master K u vcra is i n vokcJ

guardstones among the numerou s archaeolog ical

remains of Sri Lanka, particularly at Anuradhapura

in magic al ceremonies undenhe name of King Vesamllll i
(S k. Vaisravana). This imaPe
is. sometimes seen as one
0
of the guardians of the quarters (maharaj a) in Buddhist

which represent godlings or bh iitas. Two such notable
examples ·are available on either side of the fl ight of

steps leading to the centz:al edifice of the palace of

temples. Kuvera is regarded as one of the protectors
of the world (loka-pa/a). Temples dedicated to hitn

Vijayabahu I ( 1 056- 1 1 1 1 ) at Anuradhapura. These

existed in India: The personified treasures, in particular

figures are engravings on two rectangular slabs of stone.

They display protruding bellies and short legs. They

Sailkha and Padma figures in the entourage of Kuvera.

are heavily ornamented. The heavy girdles at the waist
almost cover the l o i n-clothes.

Over the neck

The cult of Kuvera was prevalent in ancient S ri .
Lanka. The Mahamayiiri, a m agical text of the

ornaments hang strings of pear l s . From the ears

Northern Buddhists, gives a list ofyak�s who were ·

suspend heavy rings. There are bangles ov�r the upper

and lower arms. One figure wears a multiple string of

worshipped in S ri Lanka are l isted as Dhanesvani

pearls in the manner of an upaviti. The other figure

)

- .wears a garland of flowers.

.

Each godling is armed with

long stout club: One figure holds it by theleft.hand

Sri Lanka.- A temple dedicated to him stil l exists at
Kalaniya, Sri Lanka. The message Poem named

Salc4ihil,ll,li Sandesa of the l51h century (written by S ri

dresses reveal their identity. One wears a head dress
which is formed by a styl ized treatment of conch

Rahula, poet and grammarian) is del ivered to him at

Kalaniya. At Lankatilaka Vihara in Handi. ;; �a (near ·
Kandy) in Sri Lanka, there is a deviie dev'ofed to his

shells. The other figure wears a head dress ·which

· consists of a b.ase of lotus petals, turned downwards

worship. Images of this deity as well as of his spouse ·

on which is a conventionally treated lotus flower with

are to. be seen deposited therein. Kal asodara (p�t belly)

·peaked top. Thus the -head dress of one of the

appears to be another name for Kuvenl:' S ev era l ·

godlings- is based on the s'a.Iikha (conch) that of the
other on the padma (lotus). Relying on this evidence,

sculptors· of Kuvera of Mahayan ist character have

. been found in Sri Lanka and have been illust ratecl.

these bh iitas have been identified as personifications
of two of the nine fabled treasures (nidhi) of Kuvera,
the God of Wealth.
) . There is further evide� ce that in ancient India,
Jtjgures of Sailkha and Padma were placed at the
.. entrances to mansions of nobles, as in the case . of

(Kuvera), Vibhi�ana, and Kalasodara. Vibhi�ana, the

half brother of Kuvera is one of the four protectors of

while the other has i� held by the right. Their head

a
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·

·

On a ste l ae at the n o rthern fro n t i s () i ece o f

Dakkhi1,1a-vihara at Anuradhapura (2"d century A.C.):,.
is a representation · of Kuvera. H i s · i dentity i s

established by an attendant crouching at th� feet and

emptying coins from a pot. Kuvera as a pot bell ied
Vijayabahu's palace at Anuradhapura. In Kalidasa's . deity occupies the arched t'jmpanum on the southern
. Meghadiita, there is a reference to forms of Sailkha
side of the Ge<;lige at Nalanda (Sri Lanka).
· and Padma, painted on either side of the doorway of a
mansion · j.e. (dvaropante likhita vapu�au .Sankha
Several representations of Sailkha and Padma a.";e
patlmau ca dr�fva . . ) . Representations of Sailkha
to be seen at Anuradhapura. . In· the place of King
and Padma, both on actual conch and lotus and as
Vij ayab�hu (which has already been referred to) two
bhiitas (dwarf yak�s) datable from
to 4rh centuries
smaller figures of th� niHhis Sailkha and Padnia) guard
A.C. and l ater periods have been found at various
the fl ight of steps at the rear. Similar figures are to be ·
sites 1n India. Gopinatha Rao in his Elements ofHindu
seen among the ruins in the vicinity of Thiiparama
IconogrO,phy, refer to them as attendants of Kuvera.
. Dagaba. At Mahasena's pavilion at Anuradllapura
"To the right and left of Kuvera, there should be
(where the 'well known moonstone ai Anu.radhapura
respectively, the Sailkha nidhi and Padmanidhi whose
is available); on either side of the monolithic slab to
description are as follows: These two personifications
which the flight of steps l ead to, one may recognize
:hould resemble in shape the bh iitas, that is with short
two small figures of Sailkha and Padma.
1bs attached to a l arge trunk and surmounted by a
·

.

3n1

large face, carrying in their hands lotu� flowers. They
5hould be draped in white clothes, adorned with
'w.ra!Jifa makutas and . placed. .on pci.dma pi,thas.

The largest figures of Sailkha and Padma arc placed

on either side of the broad flight of steps ascend ing

. •. �
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the outer portal of Abhayagiri stiipa at Anuradhapura.
They are popularly called bahiravas. People of
Anuradhapura and its environs are in the habit of
paying homage to them, by applying lime on these
images in order to please them. Some persons take
vows and oaths in front of these bh iitas There have
been instances of the intervention of these godlings.
Litigants in modern day courts of justice. are
occasionally _sent to swear in front of these bh iitas.
There have been instances of the intervention of these
godlings being so�ght to influe�ce 'the election of
peoples representatives·.

SANKHARA can be derived from the noun k ara
(Skt. kr) and the prefix saf!J, so that the literal sense of
saiikhiiriiis 'together making' . This literal sense of a
'together making' occurs for example in the Vinaya,
where the Buddha made an allowance for 'making
together' (abhisaiikhiirifuf!J) a medicinal ointment, in
the sense of preparing it (Vin. I, 205). Another relevant
passage can b;.; found in a verse in the Sutta Nipata ,
where the etymologically closely related saiikhata
qual ifies. a raft as being well 'made together' (Sn. 21),
conveying the sense of this raft being well construc�d:

its usage in the . discourses, sankh iiras as
The sculptures at the entrance to the palace of . 'together milkings' have an active and a passive sense,
Vijayabahu I are of the 1 1 tb c'entury, but materials representing both that which makes together and that
from earlier buildings have been made use of in its which· is made together. The more _active nuance of a ·
construction. These-sculptures a5 well as those which 'making together' in the sense of the exercise of volition
have already been referred to, may belong to a period ·or will-power is more prominent in the related term
abhi saiikhiira, which could be rendered as 'volitional
in between 8'.h tolOth centuries A.C.
determination', while the passive nuance of something
being 'made together' in the sense of being a product ·
· It i� possible to surmise that people of Sri Lanka
were accustomed to pay homage to these deities before . of conditions underlies the related term saiikhata,
they embraced B uddhism and that they continued t� ·which can be translated as 'conditioned'. -do so even-afterwards, T.. hese deities were invoked for
The· term sankhiirii, however, comprises all these
the purpose of achieving wqrldly ends. Devotion to nuances,
a fact which makes it almost impossible to
Buddha (devitideva god surpassing gods) was to result capture the
whole range of this term with a single
in the world to .come. At the entrance to a Buddhist · English expression.
Various translations have been
shrine, symbols like S.ailkha and Padm'a have been . proposed; such as activity, coefficient, composition,
. {>laced ·tO show that they OCCUpy. . only humble compound, concomitant, confection, constituent,
positions.l.ike gatekeepers at shrines dedicated to the construction, determinant, disposition, fabrication,
Lord of the World. The suggestion may also be made formation, force, preparation, process, synergy, and
that in the act of by-passing such figures as Sailkha . volition. Each-of these captures one or several aspects
and Padma (as well as other gods) and approaching of the term, yet none is able to fully account for the
the stupa or a shrine containing the likeness of the ·. entire range of meanings underlying the tetm saiikhiirH.
Buddha, non -.:attachment to things material is
To get a clearer picture of this range of meanings,
symbolized.
three main contexts in which the term saiikhiiriioccurs
. Nandasena Mudiyanse can be distinguished: ( 1 ) as the fourth of the five
aggregates (khandha); (2) as the second link in the
References:
twelve-fold formula of dependent origi�ation (papcca .
samuppiii
a), and (3) as anything conditioned, the most.
1. Artibus Asiae, 1 8(2) 1955, pp; 1221-127
· general sense of the term, exemplified by its usage in · .
S. Paranavithana, Sailkh� . and Padma ·
the standard formula for the first two of the three
charactenstics
(tilakkhapa).
2. Archaeological Survey of Ceylon, Annual
Reportfor 1950,p.12
(1) The sailkh ii"as as an aggregate
3. Meghaduta. Ed. Kale, v. 20
The saiikhiiras are the fourth of the five aggregates
4. Gopinatha Rao, Elements of Hindu and in this context represent ·the conative aspect of
Iconography, Vol. ii, p. 536
the mind. The aggregate of the sankh aras arises
.

'

.

.

.
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dependent on contact, just as the aggregates of feeling
and perception (M. III, 1 7). In the case of feel i ng such
contact is related t o t h e sense-doors , while the
aggregates of sa.rikharas and perception are related to

Th� Sampas adanfya Sutta reports how. someone
with telepathi c po wers is able to rec ogn i ze t h e
operation of the sankharas in another ' s mind (D. J J I,
· 1 04). According to this passage, once someone with
.
telepathic powers · h as recognised the v o l i l ion a)
the
sense-objects,
i.e.
tp
forms,
sounds,
smells,
tastes,
.
be ab le to
touches and mental objects (S. III, 60). According to :.-,;directiqn of such a sankhira, he or she will
.
th
dict e�type of thought that is about to arise in the
the definition found in the discourses (e.g. s. III, 63),
other
person's mind. This indicates that the sa1N<h iiras
the aggregate of the saiikhiras comprises the volitions .
(cetani) arising in relation to these six types of sense- . as vol i tion represent the beginning stages of mental
object. In short, as an aggregate the saflkharas are that activity, the first inclination or tendency that precedes
· the arising of thought, whose nature is determined by
which reacts to experience.
the directional i nput provided by the respective ·
. . saiikh aras.
An example of the usage of the term sankfu'tra in·
the sense of volitional activity can be. found in · a
The aggregate of saiikh aras comprises past,
) passage that describes th.e lay-follower So.(Xl as having present and future.sankharas internally or externally
the volition to go forth ( Ud. 57 : pabb(.ljjiibhisatkhara). · ·\ a
risen ones . . be they of a gross or sub de, inferior or ·
�On being told by the monk Mahakaccana o f the
· superior quality, far or near (M. III, 1 7). As an aggregate,
difficulties ofthemonk's lif�, the force of this saiikll. iira the saiikharas share with the other aggregates the
diminished and he decid�d.to remain a layman. A sim�lai qualities of all conditioned phenomena.- Thus all
instance can.be found in a discourse that describes the volitions and intentions, representative of th,e 'will' in
general Siha as having ihe volHion to visit .the Buddha man, are impermanent, unsatisfactory and\vithout a :
(A. IV, 1 80: gamiyibhisaiikhara). On being told by the permanent sdf. Any ·of the possible views about a
leader of the Jains that the ·Buddha was a teacher of self in relation to saiikhiras, by either identifying the
non-action, . his volition similarly lost force and he . will as being a self, or believing it to be the expression ...
decided not to go. In both these instances, however, . of a self, or to be part of a self, or else by taking the
on a subsequent occasion the volitional force 6t their self to take part i� a greater will, are simply mistaken.
respective saiikharas became powerful enough to · Though pleasure and satisfaction can be expericnct:d .
override all obstacles, so that finally Sopa did go forth . in relation to the aggregate of saiikharas, such pleasure
and satisfaction are outweighed by the disadvantage .
and:$iha did go to see the Buddha.
.
. due to their impermanent and therefore unsatisfactory
. .
_) Another example illustrating the volitional force nature (S. III, 1 03 ).
of the term saiikhara can b e found in the context of
During late.t developmen� of Buddhist philosophy, •
the four roads to power.(iddhipala), which combi!le, .
the meaning of the term saiikhira expanded until it
different forms of concentration (samiidhi) with
came to include a wide range of me�tal factors. In the
volitional striving (padhiinasaiikhiira). Su�h volitioruu
,,,Abhidhamptic an.alysis of states of rn.i nd the ".m nkhiiras .
striving in this context refers in part icular to
. have becmne a cofJ.ecti.Ye term for assembling such
overcoming what is unwholesome and to estab.l jshing mental factors as, for example, contact, mental
·

;;,�J:m�

·

.·

·

)

·

what is wholesome (S. V, 268). Volitional striving application, the five faculth:ls and powers, factors of
(saiikhiirappadhiha) recurs again in another passage . the noble eightfoid
path
of hatred
and ·
'
. .
. and the absence
.
as a to6I for overcoming dukkha (M II, 223). The covetousness (Dhs. 1 7). In this way, the saiikhiiras
development of volitional striving by way of the four came to stand for anything mental apart from: feeling,
roads to power yields, among others, the ability to perception and consciousness. This goes somewhat .
perform supernormal feats. Here again the saiikharas . beyond the implications of the aggregate of sarikharas

.

. recur, since it is the iddhiibhisaiikhira, literally the
·supernormal determination ' , that is required for
performing a magical feat, such as when Moggalliina
shook the Vejayanti palace with his toe (M. I, 253) or
when another mon�_create._d ra.in . and fire (S. IV, 292).

in the early discourses, where it represented mainly
the volitional aspect of mental experience. The fact
that the saiikhiiras as an aggregate usually occur in the
plural form and their inherent nuance of referring nof
only to what ' makes together' but also to what 'is

.:-i
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made together' may have the choice o f the sankhiirii
aggregate as a heading for those mental factors.

The aggregate of saiikhiirii iQteracts with each of
the other aggi-egates and has a conditioning effect upon
each (S. III, 87). This conditioning effect of the
salikharas on the other aggregates points to its role .as

exercise of volition and mental aspiration (cf. A . I,
32). That is, in the context of dependent origination
the sa.rikhiiras are the creative principle of h uman

existence. This creative potential of the sankhiiras

finds its expression in a passage from the Sang iti Su.tta
(D. III, 2 1 1), which asserts that all beings exist in
dependence on sa.rikh iiras (sabbe satta

. a Hnk in the for.mul a of dependent origination (paficca sankhiira!.th i' ki).
samuppiiia ). Though in this context the sankhiiras
· The Pap iitci Sutta takes up the conditi onal
do also act as volitions, their role is different due to
the basic difference between the two schemes of the - relationship between the first link of ignorance (in
aggregates and of dependent origination. The five terms of not understanding the four noble truths) and
aggregates are an analysis of the . constituents of the salikhiiras. According to its exposition, those. who
ell)pirical existence at a partiCular moment of time. do riot understand the four noble truths wil l delight in
Dependent origination, however, is concerned with a: sa.rikharas leading to b irth, old age and death, to .
temporal sequence, depicting the conditioned arising sorrow, lamentation, pain1 grief and despair (S. V, 449).
of dukkha. The difference between these two schemes In contrast, those who understand· the four noble truths.
is similar to the difference between taking a horizontal . will not delight in these saiikhiiras and thus be able to
and a vertical-cut through a particular object. ·:Both are gain freedom from birth; old age and death, from sorrow,
cuts, yet the respective perspective is different Thus lamentation, pain, grief and despair. An additional
the perspective on the scirikhiiras as an aggregate is . perspective on ignorance leading to sa.rikhiiras can be ·
more directed . to the . volitional. aspect of enipiri�al found in a discourse where the Buddha examined the
. person.a lity · in the present existence, . while the mistaken view that. any of the five aggregates is a self
perspective on saiikharas. as a i ink of dependent or related to a self. Such a view, he pointed out, is in
. origination is concerned with 'volitional formations , . itself a saiikhiira, resulti�g from ignorance :and leading ·
in as m.uch as they 'rorrp'_ £llid thereby 'c;ondition'
�o craving (S." III, 96) .
future "existence.
A rel ated s t atement . foun-d · • i"n · · the
To illustrate this difference, the case of an arahcmt . Dvayatiinu.passan ii Sutta sums up the rol e of
can be taken into consideration. An arahant is still  safikh iiras as a decisive l ink in the dependent
endowed with the aggregate of saiikhiiras. However, origination of du.kkha by declaring th�.t all dukkha
none of these sankharas is rooted in ignorance, so that depends on the sa.rikhiiras, and with the cessation of
none of tt1ese salikhiiras will take part in the dependent sankhiiras no more du.kkha will arise (Sn. 73 1). Once
origination of du.kkha. This goes to show that the this is clearly understood . and the calming of . all
compaSs of the saiikhiiras as an aggregate is broader . sankharas is reac�ed, so this discourse continues, one
than that of the sa.rikhiiras as a l ink in dependent will no longer be subject to future existence (Sn. 733)
origimlt:ion, s�nce the former also comprises sa.rikharas
that are not katmicall!' effective.
The Sankhiiru.ppatti Su.tta illustrates the function
of the sa.rikhiiras in the context of rebirth (M. III, 99).
(2) The sailkhiiras as a link in pa_ticca samuppiila
Here the Buddha explained how someone endowed ·
with confidence, morality, learning, generosity and
The sa.rikharas are the second of the twelve�link wisdom may have the aspiration to be reborn in a
formula of dependent origination (pa{icca samupp ii1a), favourable situation as a human or in a heavenly realm.
leading from the first link of ignorance to the third link If this mental aspiration is developed and repeatedly
.
of
consciousnes s . According to. the traditional cultivated, the person in question will indeed be reborn
·
interpretation, sa.rikhiiras in this context represent the in that situation or realm. According to this discourse
_ karmically active volitions responsible for rebirth and repeatedly developing this mental aspiration, the
continued existence in sa1J1siira. In this type of usage, sa.rikhiiras, is what leads to the particular type of
the term sa.rikhiira is equivalent -to cetanii, patthanii rebirth (as long as by developing the aforementioned
and papidhi, allthese being but -different words for the . qualities the necessary merit has been accumulated).
.

.

.

.
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According t o the Sangiti S utta, such an aspiration for
a favourable rebirth can also become effe cti ve if it is

has been eradicated these three types of saiikharas
are also abandoned .
·.
., ,

based on the meritorious deed of giving to recluses
and brahmins (D. III,

(3) The saiikh aras in general

258).

The importance of one's mental inclination is also

highlighted in the Kukkuravatika Suua

The threefold distinction of saiikharas into bodily,

(M. I, 387),

verbal and mental occurs not only in the context of .
dependent origination, but also in relation to the
attainment of the cessation of perception and feeling
(saiifziivedayitanirodha). According to the explanation

which reports the Buddha in discussion with some
visitors who had undertaken the practice of behaving
like a dog or like a cow as

an

ascetic penance. Being

(M. 301),

repeatedly asked by them about- the fru it of their
practice, he had to tell them that the mental inclination

found in the Cuiavedalla Sutta
I,
on entering
the att ain ment of cessation at first the verb a l
saiikh aras 'Cease, which i n this context stand for initial
and sustained mental application, fol lowed by the
cessation of the bodily sankharas, which here stand ·
for the breath, and finally the mental saiikharas will

· · resulting from such a way of behaving will simply
lead to rebirth as a dog or a cow. The principle behind
that, so he explained in the same discourse, is that
sankh ara of a parti c u l ar type w i l l l ead to a

·)

If

_,.;. corresponding type of rebirth. these :sankharas are
of a harmful (sabyapajjha)
. will in turn
.
- nature, they

cease, which i n the present context compris e
perception and feeling. Two o f these three saiikhiiras
recur as part of the detailed exposition of mindfulness ·
of breathing
82), which instructs to calm the
bodily sankhiras and to experience and.'calm the
. .... �
mental saiikharas&

.

lead to a rebirth where harmful types of experiences
ar� predominant. That is, each being creates and forms
its own character and existence, both jn pastlives and
at every moment of present existence. This continuous ·
process of creating and forming takes place through
the medium of the sankharas.

1

The Kukkuravatika Sutta subdiv ides such
saiikhiras into three types: bodily; verbal and mental.
. The same threefold distinction recurs elsewhere when
defining the sankharas in their function as the second
link of dependent origination (e.g: S.
Based on

(M. III,

·

The definition given in the Ciifavedalla Sutta shows
that these three types of salikhiras are different from
_

the same threefold distinction into bodily, verbal and
mental sa nkh ara s appl icab l e to the context of

dependent origination. The difference is that the three
types of saiikh aras as the second l ink in the scheme
of dependent origination depend on ignorance. The
same cannot be said in the present context, since
breathing, mental application and perception and
feeling will still be pres�nt in the case of an arahant,
in whom however ignorance has been �radicated

II, 4).

"') ignorance, the Buddha explained in another discourse.

_) one may generate such a bodily, verbal or mental

·

saiikhara either on one's own initiative or else when
prompted by others, either deliberately (sampcijana)
or else without deliberation (asampajana) (S. II, 40) . . who the�efore has 'gorie beyond the three types of ·
·
sankharas leading to the d�penderi� rigination of
The question of deliberation . recurs also in the Pali
·
Abbidhamina, · which distinguishes between mind dukkha.
.
states with deliberation (sasa1ikharika) and without
The term sankh iira : occurs also i n relatio� to
deliberation, the first being based on prior deliberation
another . type of c e ssation, . namely the 'gradual
while the second refers to its more spontaneous
cessation' of sankharas (anupubbasankharanaip· .
. counterpart (e.g. Dhs. 27).
nirodho) taking place by. attaining the fourjhiinas, the ·
immaterial attainments and . the. above mentioned
- The ParivimalJlsana Sutta · introduces another
threefold distinction of sankhiras relevant to the cessation of perception and feeling (S; ly, 217). The
'sankhm·as' whose cessation this passage describes
present context. Here the Buddha explained how due
. to ignorance a woridling generates meritorious (puiifia),
are speech, initial and sustained_ mental application
(vitakkavicara), j oy (pili), breathing, perception of
jemeritorious (apufzfza) and imperturbable (anefzja)
saJikharas1, leading in turn to the arising of types of form, perception of infinite space, perception of
infinite consciousness, perception of nothingness and
consciousness of the same nature (S. II, 82). However,
the Parivimarpsanq_ Sutta_ CQJ:}tinues, once ignorance finally all perceptions and feelings. The discou�se
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SANKHARA

of
e one
the
Abhisaiikhiramira, who according to the commentary
Anothcrusage of the term saiikhara represents the to the Visud(ih imagg a (VismA. I, 255, Burrn. ed.)
life-force or the will to live. An example of this usage represents the arising of b irth and old age through �he
can be found in a discourse which describes how the abhisaiikhara, the volitional determinations.
. Buddha overcame a disease with the help of his will to
Saiikharas can a l s o stand for the whole of
live, hisjiVita- saiikhara (S. V, 152). On a later OCG.asion
he gave up that same will �o live, here referred to as his perceptual experience. Thus in the Paficattaya Sutta
(M. 11, 23 1) the Buddha. explained that for the
iyu- saiikhara or his bhava- .salikhiira (S. V, 262).
·
According to the Mahivedal/a Sutta, such �r{ ·�u attainm.ent of neither�perception-no·r-non-perception
.
saiikhara continues even duriqg. the cessation of the presence of anything seen, heard, sensed or cognised ·
perception and feeling (M. I, 296). In .another d�scourse · becomes an obstruction. In this passage he used the
the Buddha pointed out that the speed with which the term saiikhiira to represent what is seen, heard, sensed
iyu- sa.Iikhiira come to an end is faster than the motion or cognised, · continuing to explain that this lofty
of th� sun and the moon (S. II, 266). In this particular attainment can only be gained with a mere residue of
instance the iyusalikhi(as represent life as such, not saiikhiiras (sasaiikhiravasesa).
. only the will to live. The similar bhava- · salikhara ·
..
Another relevant instance occurs in a verse in the·
recurs afso in another jn�tance (A. V, 88), which explains
that'the bhava- saiikhir:a leading to renewed existence . Therigfi!hii, where a girl about to be married to a prince
(ponobhavika) is one of the factors bound to bodily decided to rather go foith (Thig. 5 14). in her explanation .
existence (sarira!fha). This instance relates the bhava · for th�s deCision, she pointed out that she did not .
saiikhara to the context of r�birth in particular and delight in what belongs to saiik/laras (saiikharagate.
therewith to its role in the coritinuity of sa�psiiric ratiljJ alabhamina). In ·this instance, . the term
· sankhara represents all the possible sensual delight .
i .e xistence.
awaiting her on being married.
Another context within which the term saiikhiira
In .their more general usage1 the saiikharas can have
makes its appearance are the five different types of .
non-returners (e.g. S. V, 201). Two types of non an active or a passive sense, The active m.ode underlies
returners (aniigirm) can be distinguished according to occurrences where the term saiikhara represents the
whether they attain final Nibbina with or without cause or condition for something, while in the passive
exertion (sasankh ara-parinibbiyi or asaiiJ0iara mo.de the salikhiras stand for whatever is a product
parinibbiyl). A discotJrse in the itriguttara Nikiya of conditions.
explains that to attain 'with exertion' refers to
undertaking contemplation of the unattractive nature
An example for the active sense can be found in a
or" the body or of the repulsive nature of food, etc., passage which explains that evil unwholesome things . .
while to do the same 'without exertion' is to· do so arise due to a cause (sasaiikhiiri), not without it (A. I,
with the help of developing thejhiinas (A. II; 155). 82). The same general sense of saiikhiiras as 'cause'
recurs in another passage indicating that the faculties
At times, the term saiikhira can cover all five of pain or pleasure arise due to a cause (sasankhara), ·
aggregates� not just the fourth. Such a usage occurs in not without it (S. V, 213 ). These contexts use saiikhira
a verse by the monk Adhimutta; who replied to a gang on a par w ith hetu, nimiita, nidina and paccaya,
of criminals intending to murder him that he was free different
expressions representing the same presence
from fear, ·since he k11ew that there was no 'I' to be
killed, but only saiikhiras will pass away (Thag. 715). of a 'cause' or ' condition'.
A similar usage recurs in a verse by the nun Vajir,i(S.
The passive mode of the term saiikharas in its
I, 135), who in reply to Mara pointed out that his
notion of a (substantial) 'being' was mistaken, since general usage stands for all conditioned phenomena.
in reality there is just a heap of sankh aras Examples for this usage can be found in two discourses
(D. II, 1 9 8 and S. III, 146), where the Buddha drew
(saiikhiirapufija)_
of the taints, at which
po i nt (the sankharas of) hate, greed and delusion also
cease.
culminates with the destruction

different
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Speaking of Mara, out of· the
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attention to the fact that the splendour and immense
wealth possessed by himself in a former l ife as a king
had all changed and passed away. The word u sed by
him in this context to refer to the former splendour

---
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forms a decisive stage i n the build up of meditative
.
insight ·l eading up to the event of awakening ( Vism.
659).

and wealth was sa.rikhara. A similar usage occurs in
Of al l sa.rikhiiras (in the sense of conditioned
another discourse, where the Buddha described a phenomena), the noble eightfold path is the best (A .
worldwide draught leading to the parching up of all . II, 34). Though the path is still conditioned and thus
water and the destruction of all life, in order to illustrate takes part in what is covered by the term sa.rikhara in
the impermanent nature of all sa.rikharas (A. IV, 1 00). its widest usage, the goal itself is no longer a saJikhara,
Thus the entire realm of SalJ1Sara can be covered by but is beyond all sa.rikharas (Dhp. 154 visa.rikh i;a).
.this usage of the term sa.rikhara in the sense of Nibbana is neither ' formed' nor ' made up' or
sa.Tikhata_, ofall things that are 'conditioned'.
'conditioned' , but rather is 'unconditioned', asa.rikJuua

( Ud. 80). With full awakening this 'unconditioned' is
The same gener-al usage underlies the Buddha's last reached, when lust, hatred and delusion have been .
instruction before entering final Nibbiina, where he completely overcome and eradicated (S. IV, 362). Thus
highlighted the impermanent nature of all conditioned only Nibbiina goes beyond the range of san/charas
,.J phencmena, all sa.rikharas_(D. II, 156: vayadhamma even . in their most general sense, being in fact the
sa.Tikhari) . . The same .theme recurs in another well1Stilling of all saiikharas' ' sabasa.Tikhiirasamatha (e.g .
. known statement where he declared that all sa.Tikh.aras .
M. I, 436). Such still ing of all sa.rikharas, so the
are impermanent and unsatisfactory, and all dhammas
Dhammapada explains, is happiness indeed (Dhp. ·
· are not self (Dhp. 277-279). This, so he explained (A ·
368 and 3 8 1 ). See also ASANKHATA, KHANDHA
I, 286), is the fixed way things are (dhammaf.thitata),
the regular pattern i nherent in them (dhamma
. niyiimati) . To . view l:lll' sa.rikharas as impermanent ·
· .. Analayo
figures among the meditation practices of frequent
occurrence in the discourses (e.g . A . I I I , 8 3 :
sabbasa.rikharesu aniccanupasSJ). Their relation_ to . Reference
· dukkha recurs in the threefold distinction of dukkha ·
1 The expression 'imperturbable' in the discourses
(S. V, 56), wl;ich distinguishes between outright pain
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·
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usually refers to the mental experiences of the
(dufckhq.dukkhatii), d i.spleasure due to c h an g e
fourthjh ana artd the immaterial attainments.
(viparipamadukkhati) and the unsatisfactoriness of
)- all sa.Tikharas (sa.rikharadukkhati). The key to gaining
r
h igher w isdom and i n s i g h t (adh ipafiJiadha
mmavipassani), so another discourse explains (A. II, . , SANNA. Saffffi !s one of the principal terms used in
94), is to properly contemplate sa.rikharas.
Buddhism to refer to � particular inode of cognitive

)

·

The development of insight in regard to sa.rikharas

activity. The term is derived from the verbal rootjffa
(to know) with the prefix sa1p. The distinctive meaning

recurs in the instructions delivered by the former

of the term in Buddhism needs to be understood in .

Buddha Vipassi, which were concerned with the

co�parison with a number of other terms derived from

disadvantage, degradation and defilement of sa.rikharas

the same verbal root, but differentiated in meaning by

in contrast to the profitable n ature of Nibb ana,

the addition of other prefixes such as vi, pra, pari, and
abhi. The term occurs as the third item tinder the .

instructions which caused his listeners to progress
from stream-entry to full awakening (D. II, 42). The

sa.Tikhiira are however not only relevarit to the progress

r from stream-entry onwards, but also to the earlier
st�ges of the development of insight, which requires
"the development of e·quanimity in · regard to al l

sa.rikh aras (Ps. I , 6 1 : sa.rikh arupekkh ii). The
correspondil}g knQ_wledge, the sa.rik.harupekkhiiiJ. apa,

enumeration of the five aggregates (khandha). It is ·
also included as one component of niima in the complex
of namariip a, one of the constituent elements of the
cyclic individuated series of becoming (bhava) that
proceeds in accordarice with the law of dependent
.
arising1• In the analysis or the perceptual process saff

ffii is represented as the cognitive response which is
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object in terms of its distinction in terms of blu·e etc.
(ni7adhibedam arammana!J1 saiJjfinatiii safiiiii'l The
commentator has also retained the meaning that saffff
a involves recognizing something in terms of a concept
(paccabhiffJJ§.parasi). It is like a carpenter giving a .
sign to a piece of timber, and then subsequently
identifying it as that to which the sign was given

·eceded by vedana (sensation ) and followed by
takka (ratioc ination)2. I n the Therav ada
�hid_hamma analysis of the different types of mind
terms of their wholesomeness, unwholesomseness
indeterminate nature, saffffa occurs as the mind
ement that is preceded by vedana and followed by
!lema (volition). The term occurs in such a wide
=rriety of contexts in the suttas, making it a difficult
tSk.to give a uniform meaning to·· it in terms of its

·

·

(punasaffj §nanapacca-yan imittakaraparas a d aru
adisu taccakadaya viya)6•

mtextual usage. ·

The commentator also emphasizes that salina is
· the mere perception or recognition of an object in
terms Of a concept. It does not involve an analytical
cognition of the characteristics of the object given to
perceptual experience, nor · does it involve the · self
transforming insight that produces the fruits of the
Buddhist path of l iberation. It is compared to the ·
. perception of a gold coin by · a child of immature
u·nderstanding (saffffa hi aj atabuddhino darakassa

The cognitive aspect of the meanjng of the term
Jpears to be predominant i n all its uses. One
gnificant point to l;>e noted is that when the term saff
!lis used in relation to sense cognition it is connected .
ith the objective aspect of sense cognition rather
tan with the subjective aspect. Among the factors
tat come .into relation in sense cognition are the sense
tculties (indriya) and tlie sense objects (irainnzaPa) . ·
oth are conceived in Buddhist psychology as meeting · ka,hiipa{1Qdassana!J1 viya hoti)1.
laces in sens� cognition (§ya"tana). The sense faculties
Jnsisting of eye, ·ear, etc. are called thdnternaJ or ·
Another familiar description of saffffa focuses
1bjective (ajjhattika) §yatana while the sense objects attention o n · the emotive c omponent of it by
1ch as riipa, sadda etc. are callecfextefi1al or objective enutnetating it as six fold classifying the six int9 two
J§hira) aya{ana. Scinfia is usually explained in terms . groups one containing_three wholesome emotions and
f the objective a5pect of sense cognition as. r.6pasaff the other three· unwholesome emotions: Thus
a (ideas of material form or perception of material · kiimasafffiii, vyiipadasafffia and vihi!J1saffffabelong to
>i:m saddasafina· (ideas of sound or perception of _ · the first group and nekkhammasaffiiii, avyiipadasaffffa
mnd) etc. whereas viffffiipa is explained in terms of and avihif!1sisaffffabelong to the second group8• The
!e subjective aspect (ajjhattika) as cakkhu viffiiipa terms kama, vyiipada and vih ilpsa stand respectively · .
•isual consciousness), sota viffffaiJa (auditory for sensuous desire, maliciousness and cruelty while
m s c i o u sness) etc. 3 The i mp l ication of this the terms nekkhamma, avyiipiida and avihi1J1Sa stand
:planation is that safiffciinvolves cognizing the world respectively for renunciation, non-maliciousness and
terms of obj ectively conceptu_al ized sensory non�cruelty. these terms are found to be combined
ements such as material forms that could be with the term vitakka also a. term which we have
·
scriminatively experienced by means of the visual . noted as signifying ratiocin tion or thought activity;
cul ty, sounds by �:ans o
e . :au �_ t�ry facul �y and whi�h is usually placed immediately after the .
.
.
_
.d so on (cakkhuvwneyyarupa,
sotavwneyya_ ) This ·
·.
· o f th e perceptua1
· 1 ys1s
term san;anatz m t h e ana
further confirmed
by the explanation
given of saffii
.
.
,
process.
as the activity of recognizing things as blue, yellow
;. as distinguished from the activity of viffni[n which
A point that becomes evident from an examination.
explained in terrns of the subjective experience of
of the concept of saffffain Buddhism is that according · ·
e sensations of pleasure- (sukhti:rp), pain (dukkhaiJ1)
to the B uddhist p sychol og y o f · perception no
.d what is neutral (adukkhamasukham) which are absolutely determined way of perceiving the world is
·
·
Jre direct and internal4• ·
·
admitted. On · the side of the subject, there is no
absolute a priori form into which the externally given ·
The emphasis on the objective aspect of sajiffa as
is found to fit. It is .alterable and is also subject to
cognitive response is retained in the l ater Pali
numerous
other conditions _i ncluding conscious
mmentarial tradition as well. Thus the Atthasalini,
direction as well as a deliberate training of the mind.
� commentary to the Dhammasanga ni says that
fiffa is so called in the. sense that it perceives ·the Hence, the external world is not perceived as it is in
.
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itself, but it is ' perceived as' depending on certain
contingent conditions. Such conditions may include
the interests of the perceiver in his movement towards
a relationship with the externally given. Buddhism
does not deal with the question of what is absolutely
there as the external reality because it views all
perceptual relationships and judgments as a product
of relative and dependent conditions. The fact that
the term saffffii. is conj o in�d with certain terms
descriptive of emotions such as kiima (sensuous desire)
and vyiipiida (malice) also suggests that the mentally
constructed world in terms of saffffii is not free of the
influence of such emotions.

-
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Saffffii also seems to have been viewed as a way of

seeing the objects of the world from a perspective .
that would practically aid the person who i nteracts
with the world to effect an attitudinal transformation
within oneself. Accordingly five types of saffffii are
called vimuttipartpikaniyii saffiiii (those that have the
.effect of bringing liberation to full maturity). They are
perceiving things as impermanent (aniccasaffffii),
perceiving what is impermanent as unsatisfactory
(an ieee dukkha saiiffii), perc e i v i n g w hat i s .
unsatisfactory as having no self (dukkhe anattasaffff ·
ii), perceiving things .with the idea of abandoning them
(pahiinasaffff§) and perceiving things with detachment
(viriigasaffiJiit Elsewhere there is mention of six kinds
.
.,
The Buddha's teaching emphasized the point that of saiiffii that par t i c i p ate in b r i n g i n g about
.J saffffiiis not an eternal esse�ce in terni.s of which the . disenchantment (nibbediwbhiigiya-saiiffii) with the .
addition of nirodha (cessation) to the previous Jist10
particular identi_ty of a person co�ld be �etermined.
The Buddha appears to have been known among as well as seven kinds of saiiffii as anicca, anatta,
contemporary ascetics for his teaching concerning the asubha (perceiving as unpleasant), ii:linava (perceiving .
cessation of saffffii. The Pof.thapiida Sutta of the as harmful), pahiina, viriga and nirodha. 11 There is
D ighan zkiiya mentions a discussion · between the also reference to nine artd ten' kinds of saffffii.11 In all .
· Bu<;ldha and a large number of itinerant mendicants · these instances saffiiiihas been represented as a state
(paribb�aki) headed by Pof.thapii:Ia on the arising of consciousness that a pers�on could deliberately
and the cessation of saffffii. Diverse theories are cultivate with an intent on liberation.
presented in this context as explanations prevalent at
Supposing that the Pof.thapiida Sutta account of : .
the time among different ascetic groups on the nature
of fniiffii. The Buddha expresses. his disagreement with . the different views about saiiiiii i s an accurate
all t�e existing theories and gives his own explanation description of views actually held. by other teachers
ofthe nature of .swJff� pointing out that it is an alterable who lived during the Buddha's time the following can
state of mind the ·cessation of which could ultimately be considered as the views rejected by the Buddha:
( 1 ) no cause or reason can be given as an explanation
be �chieved throu�h a proc�ss of systemati� �editative
.
.
trammg of the mmd. In this context t_oo, It IS evident for the arising and ceasing of saffffii; (2) fniiiia is the
. that saffffii was viewed in Buddhism as a particular eternal soul of a person, and it comes in and goes out;
way of becoming aware of the empirical world. The when it comes in a person is conscious and when it .
empiricai world is not attributed with .<my absolute goes out he is unconscious; (3) there are powerful
character. It is viewed as a constructed world. The recluses and brahmans who by their psychic power
prefix sarp in the Pali l anguage is used to signify this could animate a person with saiiiii by its insertion
· �pect of mental constrUction. Accordingly saffiiii in into a person or remove it from a person thereby
Buddhism can be considered as signifying <my way of making him inanimate; (4) there are deities wno have
becoming aware of the world through a subjective great power and ·psychic potency who by such
f
construction. When saffffii is co�joined with terms potency could animate a person with fniiffii by its
insertion into a person or remove it from a person
that signify a purely emotive content of the mind
such as kiima, vyipiida, vihirpsii and their opposites thereby making him inanimate. 13 Contrary to .tht;,Se·
nekkhamma , avyipida an� avih irpsi the emphasis is different views the Buddha points out that
purely on the attitude of the subj ect towards the arises and ceases due to causes and conditions ,-,,�_.,..,f objects of experience. ThiS is also evident in such . sappaccayii saffffii uppajjati sahetus,amJacca)(a
conjunctions as pa.tikk iilasaffiiii (attitude of disgust) nirujjhati). He also points out that saffffii
. "'appafikkiilasaiiffii (attitude of non-disgust). There is considered as a 'soul entity' (atta) vv......... ........��r...i
any dependent relation to ()the� ,·"'· 'lluo..• ·�·�
no fixed line separating the emotive from the purely
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context the Buddha gives
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of the person in such a way that mindfulness and
equanimity become the most prominent features of
the mind in the fourth level of jhinic absorption.

(sikkh a) as the causal explanation for the cessation of
one particular sm1iia and the arising of another (sikkha
eka saiifia uppajjati sikkha eka sa1Jfia nirujjhati).

A further transformation of consciousness in four
The. special significant of the Pof.thapiiia Sutta in
connection w ith the concept of safi_fia· is that it other progressive stages of meditative absorptions is
discusses · the Buddhist v iew of the nature of it in mentioned in the Suttas under the concept of .'formless
relation t<:> the· meditative experiences commonly attainments' (ar iip asamipatti). These formless
·known at the time as well · as those made known by attainments are described as cattiro aruppii 14 The
. the Buddha. Scififia is tre�ted here as consisting of fundamental difference between Buddhism and other
different levels of conscious experience or awareness systems of meditative cuiture of the mind is that
that could be ordered as a·hierarchical scheme ascending according t<;> Buddhism any state in which there is the.
.from a very gross level of the common ·sensuous . slightest trace of safifii, however subtle it may be, .
experience of living beings to several highly refined produces - attachmeQt to. it, and consequently one
levels of meditative exp.erience. The Buddha points cannot be freed from the c�clic process of becoming
·out that it is· alterable through the conscious will and (bhava) by fixing the mind on such transient states.
mental_ direction of the· person and also speaks of the They may be immensely useful in attaining a high
possibility of finally effecting its total cessation. It- is degree ·of mastery o ver the m i nd , as wel l as
this discussion that is referred to in the Pof!hap§da experiencing temporary states of mental calm absorbed
Sutta as one pertaining to the 'cessation of super- · in the respective mental reconstruction of reality.
consciousness' (abhi SaJ}.fian irodh e kath i) . An There ·is no absolute way in which reality can be
examination of the different levels of saiifiareferred to mentally conceived. For the final release of the mind ·
under this scheme is useful in understanding the meaning every mode of reconstruction should be abarido�ed.
of the term safifia aS used in the Buddhist traditioQ. It . · According to
. the Buddha:interrriinable philosophical
also throws light orr the methods of mind· ·.culture disputes about the nature of truth is a product of
adopted by the Buddha from early Indian meditative attempting to consider each person 's subJective .
trad i t ions and the B uddha's own independent reconstruction of reality as the �bsolutely_ valid. The
Buddha makes this point effectfvely in a context where
innovations and evaluation of such practices.
the diversity and mutually contradictory nature of · · ·
: The first untrcii ned level of human conscio'usness opinions held about truth and reality are discussed .
. is referieq·to iri the Pof.th(lpida Sutta as·kiimasaiiiiii
thi ntarisfoirilation of tonsci<;>usriess that occurs in
In the Ciilavijffha Sutta the Buddha i s requested to.
·
-�
lhe fitsr l�vet r meditative absorption referred to as explain why the conclusion reached about truth by ·
pafh,air.ajjharui is 'C:on�idered a5' a consequence of the those who ciaim to be experts and skilled debaters are ·
cessation of_gtosset iev�l of consciousnesses c�lled . diverse and mutually contradictory. Is it due to there ·
kanasafiiii(sensuou·s consciousness). The implication . being a diversity of mutually incompatible truths or is
.
. here is that a p�rson's ' corisdousness in ordinary it because they merely go by speculative reason?15 .
circ.umstances as . a living' being belonging to the · The Buddha's response to this inquiry i s that there
sensuous sphere of existence, irit�racting with the sense indeed are no diverse eternal truths in the world apart
faculties and the sense objects of. the �xtemal world is · from the individual conceptualizations. People
determined by the desire for sen·suous gratification. determine what is true and false by employing
.
Such a person's awareness of the world is as an speculative reason in reaching their respective
objective sphere from which s�nsuous gratification conclusions relating to dogmas. 16 In the enumeration
can be derived. l)lis idea. of the world ceases with the . of speculative views, the Brahmajila Sutta refers to
contemplative training involved in the first jhina certain contemplative experiences under meditative
absori>tion, . where a person is withdrawn from the absorption that had the consequence of making some
objects·of sensuous gratification ( vivicceva kamehi). persons absorbed in meditation: experience the world
According to the Sutta teachings this process can be as if it were finite (antasafifii. lokasmi1J1 viharatr), _and
· gradually refined in successively more subtle stages others as if it were infinite (ariantasafiiii lokasmim
of meditati�e absorption transforming the experience viharati): 17 The respective theoretical conclusions
.
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drawn by the persons concerned cannot be mutually
compatible. The i mp licat i on of this reference is that
neither of these constructions can be considered as
revealing the absolute truth about the nature of reality.
The attempt to search for such a reality on the
foundation of safifiii is considered by the Buddha as a
futile exercise:
. Detachment from saffiiii · is required to release a
person from all ties. Those who cling to saffiiii usually
cling to their dogmatic views as well. The Buddha's
admonition is to leave aside saffniiand cultivate insight
(pafiffi) that releases the mind putting an end. to all
delusions. 18 The c;o�prehension of saiiffiiis mentioned
,. ) as a requirement of a person who wishes to cross over
the flood of passion. 19 The Buddha's message in the
'(J MUL�p.ciriyii?a Sutta i s . that the saiiiiii mode of
cogmzmg thmgs results m bondage. Such a mode of
cognition is characteristic of the uninstructed ordinary
.worldling's cognitive response towards the empirical
world (assutaviiputhujjano) . So long as one interacts
with the world, within the confines of the saiiiiii mode
of conceptualizing it in terms of diverse conceptual
categories,- there is a tendency to distort reality by the
superimpositjon of the notion of a p(?,rmanent subject
and identifying . some element of experience as the
reality that is identical with the self. The Millapari}/aya
Sutta shows that the Buddha and one who attains the
status of an arahanta transcends ·the limitations of
the Sa.nffiiway {)f cognizing ·reality and replaces 'saffii
3 aby comprehensive understanding (pariffiii). 20
,�

:/

.
The uninstructed
ordinary worldling's inability to
deal insightfully with sa.ffiiiihas a further consequence
. of causing conceptual obsessiOii that produ�es inner
and outer conflict. The Madhupip¢ka Sutta gives an
account of the way in which saiiiiii whiCh is produced
on the b asis of sense perception ultimately
overwhelms the individual who becomes a hapless
victim to a mechanic;al psychological process triggered
by the contact of the senses with the external
· stimuli. 2 1The Buddha _uses the complex term papafi
casafffiasankh iiin order to characterize the role saffffii
assumes in this context. A detailed analysis of the
process is provided by Yen. Mahakaccana as follows:
·

·

Visual consciousness, brethren, arises because
, of eye and material shapes; the meeting of the
three is sensory impingement; because
of sensory impi!!gemept a.rises feeling; what

-- -
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one feels one perceives(sanj8i1ati);
what one perceives, one reasons about;

turns into
papan ca (papanceti): what one turns into
papanca, due to that papaffcasaffiiasaiikhii ·
assail him in regard to m'aterial shapes
cognizable by the eye belonging to the past,
the future and the present. And, Brethren,
auditory consciousness arises because
of ear and sounds . . . olfactory consciousness
arises because of nose and smell . . . .
gustatory consciousness arises because of
tongue and tastes . . . . Bodily consciousness
arises because of body and touches . . .
mental consciousness arises because of
mind and mental objects . . . belonging ·
.
to the past, the future and present.. 22
what one reasons about, one
'

'

Reckonings irt terms of papaiiccisafiffiiov_¢rwhelm .
the person who does not respond insightfull¥ �o the ·
sensory environment. This is explained . in the
Madhupip¢ika Sutta aS' the cause. of all the conflicts in
the world. Such reckoning is explained as pr()ceeding
from saffffii.
It becomes evident from the Buddhist use of terms .
that signify cognition that cognition can take place at
different levels. Cognition that operates at the salina
level is not considered as conducive to the goal of
liberation advocated in Buddhisrri:.':By understanding
the nature of saffffii and not getting attached to even
the most subtle form of saffiiii that might produce
. temporary absorption in extremely ·tranquil and
blissful experience, the person who walks the Buddhist
Path is expected to attain the peace of Nibbana. Seeing .
saffffii as the hidden eternal soul essence of the �rson
is considered in Buddhism as a mistake. It is only by
'crossing over' (piiriiyana) by making all craving
extinct and by the final destruction of the five
.
aggregates that one ensures that suffering is no. more
produced. Since Saiiiii, like the other aggregates of
personality is transient, one cannot expect to retain
even this part of one's psychic personality in some
kind of everlasting life. .
. P.D. Preniasii-i.

·
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means in which case the contemplator after rising from
it destroys cankers (asavakkhaya) or achieves the
h ighest fru ition (arahattaphala) by seeing through his
wisdom and as a goal ·in which case the contemplator
experiences nibbiina physically for a predetermined
period. It is a goal in the sense it is a deliverance
(vimo(k)kha) the last and the highest of a series of
eight deliverances: ( I ) perception of fonns (rupi rupani
passati) (2) perception of forms not internally but
externally (ajjhattam rupasafiiiibahiddha riip ani
passati), (3) intending �mly on beauty (subhant eva
adhimutto hoti), (4) sphere of boundless space
(akiisanaficayaianam up asampajja viharati), (5)
sphere
boundless
of
consciousness
(vififiinaficayatanam), (6) sphere o f nothingness
(ikificaiiiiayatanam), (7) sphere of neither perception
nor non-perception (flevasaiifiinarafifiayatanam), and
(8) the cessation ·of perception and feeling (D. Ii, ?o1 ; 1 12; M. II, 1 2-3; A. IV, 306); the last and highest
among seven elements (dhiitu), the concentration states .
of mind ( 1 ) radi ance (abhadh atu) , (2) beauty
(subhadh atu) , and (3) - (7) = (4) - (8) of the . "
deliverances. (S. II, 150); and more commonly the
culminating experience afte-r a series of eight forms
(riipajhina) and formless-attainments (ariipajhana): .
( l) first Jhiina (2) s�cond jhina .(3) third Jhana (4)
fou rth jh ana, and (5)-(9) = (�)-(8) <?f the deliverances.
(S. V, 307; D. II, 7 1 ; M. I, 203-4).

16. Na heva saccani bah iirii niina-aiifiatra saffii

Tht cessation arid eight attainments are also a topic '
of modern scholarly conjecture. Some v iew them as
n u mber of originally independen t schemes o f
· meditation that have been put together: They view
1 8. Saffffa vlrattassa na santi ganth a- paffiia the coupling · of serenity (samatha) and i n sight
vimuttassa.na santi moha Saffffaffca di,tfhiiica (vipassani) meditation and the coupli ng of the
ye aggahesurp- te ghaf.tayanta v.icaranti loke cessation experience and the destruction of cankers
·
(ibid, 847)
(iisavakkhaya) implied in the cessation stock passage
19. Safffxllppariffffa vitareyya oghQ/p (Ibid. 779)
as an unsuccessful attempt made to blend two differing .
emphases in the path to nibbina the yogic states of
20. . Majjhimanikaya Vol. I, p� lf.
consciousness and the acquisition of wisdom. They
2 1 . Ibid. p. 11 1 f.
also point out an incompatibility of intellectual exercise
22. Translated by Nat;tananda in Concept and
in the cessation state by talking the Pali canoniccll ·
Reality, Buddhist Publication Society, Kandy,
stock passage of the cessation to state that the adept
Sri Lanka 1986, p. 3
exercises his wisdom to destroy cankers (asavi) while
remaining in the cessation.

aya nU:ciini loke Takkaffca di,tfhiSu pakappayita
saccaip musati dvayadhammamahu (ibid. 886)
·. 1 7. Dighanikaya Vol. · I p. 23 ' ·

·

S ANNAVEDAYITA NIRODHA. Safiiiavedayita

nirodha "the cessation of perception and feeling" also
known as nirodha samipatti or "the attainment of
cessation" plays a key role in the mainstream Buddhist
soteriology wher.� it appears to function both as a

The Pali canon defines the cessation as a state of
complete reduction, rather stoppage or cessation of
perception (nirodha) to a point that a human being
could survive without harming his life, heat and sense
faculties. However, when .someone attains it, his outer
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appearance is similar to that of a dead person. A story
in the Majjhima Niktiya (M. I. 33 3-4) illustrates this:
Venerable Sanjiva was such a monk that he forest
gone, gone to the roots of trees, and gone to empty
places, with no trouble could attain · the cessation.
One day he, sitting under a tree, attained the cessation.
Then cowherds, goatherds, farmers and travellers saw
him sitting and said to each other: "Indeed it is
· wonderful indeed it is marvelous, that this recluse is
just sitting dead. Come, we will cremate him. Then
they collected grass, sticks and cow-dung, heaped them
over the Venerable Sanjiva's body, lit the fire, and
departed. Towards the end of that night, Venerable
Sanjiva emerg�d from the cessation, shook his r?bes,
)
. dressed, took hts bowl and robe, and entered the vdlage
for alms food in the morning. The people who burnt
. him the previous night saw the monk walking for alms
food and said to each other "Indeed it is wonderful,
indeed it is marvelous, that this recluse who was just
sitting dead-that he has come bacl.c to life."
.

.

�

Inthe Maha vedallasutta (M, I. 296) the reason for

the difficulty in identifying the dead person from the
· cessation-attained is explained. The· text states, when
vitality, heat and consciousness are absent in a body,
· it is a dead body. Unlike the dead person, the cessation
attained-has vitality and heat. And has clarified sense
faculties.- The difference is that the dead per�on's
physiCal, verbal and mental functioil (citta sankhira)
""have
ceased ·and subsided; his vitality is destroyed,
.
I
'his heat is extinguished, and his sense organs are
scattered. But although the physical, verbal and mental
functions _of the cessation-attained_ have ceased and
subsided, his heat is not extinguished, arid his sense
organs are purified (indriyani vippasafini6li) his sense,
organs are unbroken (indriyani aparibhifzfiiini).

SANNAVEDAYITANIRODHA

perception of nothingness; with the ninth, that i s
with the cessation, both the perce pt io n and the feel ing
,

(saiifziiveday itanirodha/1} samapannassa sanna ca
vedana ca niruddha honti); and the next test states, .
for the arahat, lust, hatred, and delusion have ceased.
The activities that cease with the cessation and the
manner they cease are also presented in the Majjhima
Nikaya (M, I. 3 0 1 ?) 'T'he uodily . activities are
inhalation and exhalation; the verbal activities are
discursive thought (reasoning) and sustained thought
(deliberating); the mental activities are perception ariel
feeling. The respiration belongs to the body and is
connected with the body; hence, the in breathing and · ·
out-breathing are bodily activities. �aving thought
one speaks; hence, the discursive thought and
sustained thought are verbal activities: Having thought
-

one speaks; hence; they are mental activities. When
soineone attains the cessation, his verbal activities

disappear flrst, then the bodily activities and finally ·

the mental activities. With the gradual suspension <>f
these activities, the contemplator enters the cessation
and w.hen he emerges from it; the functioning of these
activities gradual!y emerge. In the latter case, his mental
activities arise_ first, th�n the bodily actiyities� :and
finally the verbal activities.

Both perceptipn and feeling are introduced as ·

mental activities (S. V, 293). The factor of feeling is a

complex phenomenon and it ranges from gross to

subtle. As such the · contemplator has to abandon it ·
step by step. This process of gradual cessation of the
factor of feeling is discussed. (S. V, 2 13-6). As stated
there, when the contemplator enters the first jh&za.
his arisen faculty of physical discomfort ceases
completely (uppannarr:t dukkhindriyal'l'} aparisesarr:t

nirujjhati); with the attainment of the second, his
mental discomfort (domanassaindriyanj_ ceases; with
the third; his physical (sukhindriyanj); with the fourth,
his mental comfort (SomanassindriyarW; and finally

. The cessation is to be attained gradually by
progressively reducing one's verbal; physical and
mental activities (sankharanarr:t nirodlto) in nine
with the cessation, all other remaining subtle feelings
meditative stages from the firstjhana (pa[hamajjh iina)
termed in the text as the faculty · of indifference
to the cessation. In the Samyittta Nikaya (S. 2 1 7 -8) the .
(upekkhindriyai1J cease completely. In this context
activities that disappear gradually in the nine meditative
the text, after identifying the fourthjhaw, goes directly
stages are listed: with the attainment of the firstjhana,
speech ceases; with the second, the applied and to the cessation state while identifying the latter as
'iscursive thoughts; with the fifth, the perception of that arises by transcending the last formless state of
neither perception nor non-perception. This indicates
o'orporeality; with the sixth, the perception of bound
the
continuation of tlie faculty of indifference through
less space; with the seventh, the perception of
boundless consc iou sness ; with .the eighth, the the formless attainments (ar.iipasamiipatti). ·

·
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The factor of perceptio n is also a complexity. All enters upon the sphere of the infinity of consciousness
form and form less attainme nts, elements and (vinn ananciiyatan a) and emerges. from it and in the
deliverances except the cessation consist of perception. · same way he views the activities there. Likewise having
Percept.ion is an essential element throughout the eight entered upon the sphere of nothingness he emerges
attainments. How the contemplator attains the . from it. This is a turning point, and at this important
cessation by overcoming various states of perception stage, he resolves not to let such items as bowls, robes,
is explained. (D. I, 1 84-5). He touches the cessation beds or benches pertaining to others and which are in
after reaching and passing beyond the highest of the his car be damaged or perished by fire, water, wind;
perceptions, that is, the last of the eight attainments thieves or even rats. It is said that no special resolution ··
known as the sphere of neither-perception nor non is necessary for the safekeeping of the contemplator's
perception. He arriv�s at the cessation by ceasing pis inner or outer garments or his own seat; they will be
all forms of perception, as the text states, through out
protected by means of the cessation itself, whic�.. is
deliberating and not conditioning. The text states
. also evident from the story of Venerable Sanjiva narrated
further: "When one does not deliberate and does not
above. When the contemplator resolves; such and such
fqrm, his perceptions cease; and in hi"m "othe� types of
an article may not be burnt by fire w{thin this wed(, perceptions do not occur. Thus he touches th e
nor be carried off by water, nor be destroyed by the ·
cessation." Since "unto him who is detached from.
wind, nor stolen by thieves, nor "eaten by rats, it is
perceptions, there are no fetters. " (Sn. 847) the
said that no danger corries for that particular article
cessation of perception must llecessarily represent ·
during the meditative week. If he were to make . no
· the nibbinic exper:ience Of the arahat-s as they. are the
resolution, the article may get perished in case of a
ones who have no fetters . .
danger such as fire or flood. According to a traditional · ·
·
The Theravada Buddhist traqition, as preserved in story, once a monk visited a lay disciple for alms, and .
..

· the Mahaviharian·_Visuddhimagg(l. (rJ1e Path of Purity, when he was asked to sit down in the hall with others,
pp. �68-872) and the· Abhayagirian . Vimuttimagga he sat down �d entered the cessation. While lie was ·
(The Path of Freedom, pp. 323-324), insists on the in t_he cess'ation, the hall caught fire and all the other .
necessity of . fulfilling some · pre--requisites by th�· mon1cs fl.ed taking . their seats .: The . villagers gathered ·
. contemplator-prior tQ. his attainm�nt of the cessation. . there found the fire that burnt the thatch, bamboo and
. . ;As S.tate(Hn tp
te;(ts; th� c�ntemplator. enters upon timber has now encircled the sitting monk out he was·
the ces.��i�if� h,�;,emerges "from· the; meditative state . unharmed. See ing this; people put out the fire;
. o{neither;: percepfjp�i:Qof.: nort;,.percttptiO�· ·as a·result removed the ashes, plastered the place with cow-dung,
of practising botb;.�renity and·- tnsight.· The. �tate ,of spread flowers there and stood bowing to him. At the
neither perception is the h�gh�st state. «ta.t couid. by
end of his pre-determined time, the monk emerged
and to
a�hieve4 by tbc;>se. w,ho practise; serenitY alone,
.
from the cessation, and saw the people gathered there.
· go heyon� that stat� is possible o�ly for those ho
He rose up in the sky, saying "I am discovered," and .
have thor�ug�iy pr�Gtised both serenity and in�ight
he went to Piyangu Island. The traditional · account
by coupling th��.' According to the rra"�itional account,
also has it that, as a preparation, prior to the attainment .
the coQ.t�.IJ.lP!�t<?,i:- .�llQ �pires. to attainjhaha -s starts
of nei ther perception nor non-perception, the
his m�itatfQP �t lunch in a secluded place. As. part
contemplator must ai"so determine to emerge from the
o{his p�p�tiP�·he washes his hands and feet and
cessation when the community of monks (sangha) .·
s i.t.S QQJ,V� er�ss":- l�gged on a weli-prepared seat, while
requires his presence for the performance of ecclesiatic . · •
keepiqg hi�)�y erec.t and setting up his mindfulness.
acts or when the Teacher calls him. He must also ·
. In this pr�Uirilllary :meditation, he enters upon the firs
consider his span of life in order to prevent hi� passing
Jhana. Then ; after emerging from it he views with
away while in the cessation, more correctly after
i n s i ght his j�an.ic . experience as impermanent,
suddenly emerging from the cessation unexpectedly.
unsatisfactory, ·and not-self, and then passing it he After these
resolutions, the contemplator enters the
enters upon the 5econdjhiiza. And after emerging from
state of neither perception nor non-perception and
it, in the same way he views the activities there. Then
then passing beyond it within . one or two turns of
he enters .upon: th_e thir� jh ina and in this manner he
mind he becomes mindless and touches the cessation.

�

�

¢r

·
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Who could attain the cessation? In brief, the
attainment of cessation is only possible for those who
have achieved ·both the power of serenity (samatha)
and th� po\ver of insight (vipassana-) (Ps. I, pp. 97-

, 98). The Vimuttimagga (p. 323) confirms this by
. stating that the cessation is entered upon through two
kinds of strength: serenity and insight. Here serenity
means mastery gained in the eight attainments
(a![hasam§patti); insight means mastei-y gained in the
seven insights, namely the reviewing of impermanence,
un�satisfactoriness, non-self, repulsion, dispassion,
cessation, and abandonment. To imsw�r our question
more specifically, it requires also a brief identification
of the four noble persons who are on the su pra-mundane path: the stream-enterer has entered t e stream
.
and has only seven more btrths; the once-returner re
t turns once to this wodd; the non�returner never re
r turns to this world; and the arahat has no more· re
births. Arilong tbese four, the .arahat is the highest and
he ·has achieved . the supreme goal, nibbana by ·
perfecting morality, concentration. and wisdom.' He
requires no further instruction. �ot all these _noble
persons are capable of achieving all of the eight .
attainments because not all of them have practised the
Serenity meditation in its completeness. For the
attainments of th� cessation, in . additio.n to making
progress in the insight path, a higher level of
concentration through the practice o f serenity
meditation is required. The Theravada Buddhist
tradition's view is that the cessation state can be
) attained only by those non-returners and arathat-s
who have the mastery over the eight attainments. (ke
tafT} sami-pajjanti, Ke na sama-pajjanti tL Sabbe pi
puth ujjana,.- Sota-pann a,
sakada- gamino, .
sukkhavipassaka ca anagami a rahato na sam a
pajjanti. A{!hasainffpattilabhino pana anaagamino,
khinisava:a samapajjanthi (PsA. 1 , 3 1 9) and that its
attain'ment is not essential ' for obtaining the arahat
ship or the reruization of nibbana (Nyanatiloka, Path
to Deliverance, Kandy, BPS, 1 983, p. 190; JamesBoyd,
"The Theravada. View of Samsiira," Buddhist Studies
in Honour of Walpola Rahula, ed. by S. Balasooriya
etal, London,. 1 980, p. 37). Buddhaghosa, the greatest
authority of the Theravada, summarizes this view in .
his Visuddhimagga (702) :

-

)

�

All average persons, stream-enteres, once-returners

.md non-reterners and arahat-s with dry insight do not
enter upon it. But those non-returners and arahat-s
who have obtained the eight attainments enter upon
'

.

.
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it. . . AQd this attainment is not within the reach of
those other than non-returners and arahat-s who have
reached the eight attainments; it is they, not others,
who enter upon it.
The Vimuttimagga (The Path of Freedom, p. 323)
agrees with the Vzsuddhimagga in establishing the view
that the cessation could be attained by arahat�s and
. non-returners. However, it d.oes not specify them to
be those who have masterd the eight attainments,
though the context implies it. Moreover, in the listing
of those who c annot attain the cessation, the
Vimuttimagga names the commoner, the str�am-enterer,
the once-reurner and the one who is born in the form
less element, and it avoids naming the dry insight
arahat-s. An early v iew attributed to Venerable
Siiripiutta and approved by the Buddha, but debated
by Venerable Udiyi, is presented in the Anguttara
Nikiya (A. III, 194). The view is that the attaining and
rising from the cessation is possible only for those
who are endowed with morality, concent�;ation, and
wisdom. ln case they were not to win the liberating ·
in�ight (afzfianJ) in· this life, the possibility for them i s ·
to achieve and emerge from the cessation again and
again after being born with mind-made bodies into .

·

·

gods who are above ti10se who eat materialfood� The ·· ·
meaning is that the arah;:tt�s and the non-returners
could achieve the cessation because they are the noble ·
persons · who have perfected . the moral ity,
concentration and wisdom to the highest level.

The ancient view that the cessation couid be
attained only by those arahat-s ar1d non-returners who

·

have the mastery over the eight attainments is also the
basis for the commonly employed cessation stock
passage of the Pali canon. The stock passage reads:

,

.

Ne vasafzfi in isafzfzayatanarp sama tikkamma
safzfzavedayita ntrodhaf!i upasamppajjaviharati,
pafinayq cassa disva dsavti parikkhl1]£l honti (M. III. .
28). By entirely transcending the sphere of neither- ·
perception-nor r1on-perception, having attained the
cessation of perception and feeling, he remains therein.
And after seeing by means of wisdom, . his . mental
corruptions had been exhausted (parikkhini honti).
The past participle (ParikkhirJQ)

+

historical

present honti may express the pluperfeCt in Pali: what
had happened at that time, what had been done. Taken

.
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parkkhi 1fl honti as a pluperfect, we might interpret

to the normality, he is again within the realm of sensual

the cessation, he had already destroyed the mental

passage, when a person experiences the cessation and

pleasure. However, as stated in the cessation stock

the stock passage to mean, when the person attained

also has his cankers destroyed by means ·of wisdom,

corruptions �d now his attainment of the cessation
state is unmsrurbed by cankers. Understood in this

possibly prior to or after the attainment, he has not

must be reached by transcending the meditative state

craving and attachment in the world. Arahat who

w ay, the stock passa�e points out that the cessation

only gone beyond the sight of Mara but also overcome

of neither:.perception-nor-non-perception and that the

attains the cessation, the sutta states, in addition to

putting darkness round M ara and blotting out his

contemplator concerned here is an arahat who, by

vision and going unseen by him, has also crossed over

seeing through his wisdom, has already destroyed

mental corruptions completely pr to the point . that is
required .for its attaimne�ts. Taken in this way, we

the entangl ement in the world (pima ca paralrJ

contempiator who could experience the cessation must

cassa disva isavi parikkhir;i honti, ayafl'} vuccati
bhtkkhave bhikkhii andhafl'} akiisi mira11J. apadarr;
vadhitvi miracakkhulrJ adassanalrJ gato pipimizto,
tiTJ.fJ.O loke- · visattikan ti). This means · that by .

bhikkhave .

· b:h ikkhu

-sabbaso

·

.

. sanni
.

could supp1.n� the . Therav ada v i e w that the . vedayitanirodharr; upasampajja viharati, panniya

be an ara}Iat or a qqp-returper who �ave the. Illastery
over all the form and formless states.

It is also important to note that tile pl!rase panti4 . . experiencijJ.g .the eight atta.lnrrierits. one could transcend

- ya cassa disvi isavi parikkhi r;i honti (and after

the sensual real m-death and temptation- for a

seeing by means of wisdom, his . cankers had been .

temporary period of time, and by the destruction of
cankers one transcends the sensual realm (also the

exhausted) �as only been �dded to the c�ss,ation stpck

·

.

passage_only, notto those of other form artd -fon11Iess · fo� �d formless realms) forever. . Cessation is a . .
attaim:nents. This is · � clear iridicatio·n th�t thos� \vho . me(iitative stat� -that goes beyond the sensual, fomi .
.
and -formless realms, and as such those who could .
could attain the cessation by passing beyond . tbe last
of �he formless states are the arathat-s or t1te: lion
ex erie·nce it must' be either arahat-s or those who ar� •. .··
·

. returners who haye the rpastery oyer al l eight ·

p

nearer to be so.

· attainments. In the Ciilasaropama sutta (M. I, 203-4)

.

.
.
Again in places where the pharse Pannaya cassa
. the phrase is added only· for the cessation and there .
the person who has attained the cessation is shown to . · · disvi isavi parikkh.ii].i honti is not linked, that the
be an arahat and .is compared to a man who has found

cessation is to be attained by arahats or similar person

the pith and now could use it as he wishes because it · is implied. As stated in the Majjhimanikiya (1, 455-6)
is the pith. The attained state is specified as the

unshakable freedom, and the goal of Buddhist practice

for example, when a monk reaches any of the eight
attainments, the Buddha�s advice for him is.to get rid .

.

(yi ca kho ayatr; br.ihama� akupp_if;_ etovi-,n�tti, . · of them: "But I again say, 'thisis not enough' , l say, .
etadatthpn;zidan:zbriil.mana brqhrnacariyarr;.etan:zsiram
'get rid of it', I say, 'transcend it' Finally, when one
etarr;. pariyosiinan ti. )
attains the cessation, the Buddha says to him; "as to

. this, a monk, by wholly trancending· the last of the .

In the Nivipasutta (M. I, 1 59-60) the referent of .
the stock passage is also defined as one who has .
.
crosseq the entanglem�nts in the world.. The text states
that while experiencing each �f th� eight attamments, · .
the contemplator goes beyond the sight Of M�ra (Evil

Orie, death personified) making him. confused. When
he attains the last of the eight · ftttainmerits, he, by so

attaining puts darkness round Mara, ar1d he, having
blotted out Mara's vision so that it has no range, goe.s

unseen by him. Mara's realm is the realm of sensual
pleasure. The contemplator transcends this realm

temporarily only when he experiences one of the eight
attainments, either form or formless. When he returns

eight attainments, ·enters and abides in the .cessation.

This is its transcending. It is for this that I sl>eak. of

getting rid of the last of the eight attainments' . After
explaining these to a monk called Udiyi, the Buddha
asks him: Now do you, UdayJ, see any fetter, minute

or massive, of getting rid of which 1 have not spok'-H7'

Udaylreplies: No, reverend Sir." What is implied here

is that the cessation is a meditative state free from
fetters (samyojana) and that by reaching it, one is
.
able to experience the absence of fetters in his own
person .· ( idha
Udiyi bhikkhu
sabbaso

sannavedayitanirodha"J Upasampajja viharati ayafl'}
tassa samatikkamo. lti Kho ahalrJ Udayi nevasanni ·
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n iisaftft§yatanassa pi pah anam vadiimi. Passasi no
The stock passage which has clear reference to the
tvanJ Ud§yitarr} samayojana rf;. anum vii th iilanJ vii cessa�iqn well as to "the extinction of cankers" is
yassiiham no pah anam vadamiti. No hetam bhante ti).
frequently employed in Pali canonical texts to describe
This clarifies two things. One is that the eight
an arahat's experienCing ofnibbana here and now. In
attainments and the cessation are ways of experiencing
the Anguttaranik§ya (A. IV, 453-6), for instance, the
temporarily the progressive releases from fetters that
achiever of the content of this passage is described as
bind people to the three realms: · sensual, form and
one who finds the opportunity In the obstructions
·
o
f rmless. The other is that one attains all of the eight
(Sambidhe okiisadhigama): who bec o mes a body ·
not necessarily in one meditative sitting. Where the
witness (k§yasakkhi); a wisdom-liberated one (panni
vimutta); a both ways-liberated person (ubhatobhiga
last sentence of the stock passage reads: Pafifii-ya ca
vimutia); who attains the visible dhamma in this very
mi diS'vi iisaviparikkhaydin agamamsu, the Buddha
life
(sandi!fhika dhamrria); the visible quenching here
wa5 talking about a past ex i:'ience where he achieved
and 'now (sandt{!hika n ibbin a ) ; the quenching ·
the cessation for the first ti'tne. (A. IV, 448): This · is
(nibbina); the final quenching (Parinibbiina); the
further evident from his statement there that he claimed
categorical quenching (tadanga nibbiina); the quenching
to be aJ3�'ddha only after
co ld achieve all these
here and now (ditthadhammanibbina); the safety
nin
states. T e context also implies that he c me to
1
(Khema) ; a s �fet : �ttained (Khemappatta) ; the
r attam all the nme and the canker-free state not m one
deathless (amata); a deathless-attained (amatappatta); ·
uninterrupted sitting. This i s supported by the
the fearl ess (abhaya ) ; a fe arless . attained
commentary to the Pafisambhidii-magga (Ps. I, 321)
(abhayappa!ta); the tranquility (passaddhi); the
.
. when i t speaks or a n 'interval between the gradual · tnmqu i lity (anup ubba-p assaddlfp; the .
akinci:infl.iijaiana and the nevasaiiiianiisaiift§yatana in cessation (nirodha); and the gradual cessation .
which occasion the person gets ready to stay in the
(anupubbimirodha), all of which are often used
elsewhere in the canon to define nibbina of' arahatcessa:tiorrfck seven· days while enabling him to emerge
ship
. from it any time when some external factors require

.
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him to do so (so cikiiicaiinayiltdizahj vu!fh§ya

inudr;.

pubbakiccil"! katvi nevasanniin iSdiiniydtafui11J

· samapajjati).

In

·

·

the Ang uttaranikaya · the b o d y - w i t ness

l (kayasakkhl) who is elsewhere described as a type of
.

.

.

·. · :=·

• '

.

-

non::.. returner, the wisdom-liberated (panniivimutto)'

and the both-ways-liberated (ubhatobhigavimu.tto)
who are two types of arahat-s, are recognized as those
who could attain the cessation. In this context, there
is a clear indication that they attain the cessation and

even the preced ing · e ight states, not i n one
uninterrupted meditation sitting but - o ver a period of

time, after contemplating again and again the perils of

the previously attained state and then progressively
re-entering into the next. Moreover, naming only these
three types of noble persons; not others, shows that
When one attains the cessation, in his spiritual maturity,

he is either an arahat or closer' to be an arahat because
iri the cessation; more correctly after emerging from it,

1ne experiences the absence of fetters. Therefore, the
lheravada view of the cessation is to be attained by

only those non -returners and arahat-s who have the
mastery over the eight attainments is' well suppoJted.

'

,

. ..

Since there are several types of arahat-s, what

exactly is the type of arahat d�scribed ip the stock

passage? The Cfflasiiropamasutia (M. I, 204-5) suggest ·
· that the cessation when attained by an arahat denotes
the highest unshakable freedom or the unshakable
concentration freedom (akuppiceto�vimutti). it also
introduc es . the cessation when conjoined with the

knowledge in the destruction of mental corruptions .

(arahat-ship) as synonymous to the unshakable
concentration-freedom. It also identifieS the urishakable ·

concentration -freedom as " the goal, the purpose"of
the holy life, the essence, and the culmination." there

is no doubt that the unshakable concentration-freedom

in this context refers to the freedom experienced by an
arahat because the passage clearly contains the phrase,
"the destruction of cankers." It is evident that the

unshakable concentration-freedom consists of both ·
the concentration freedom and the wisdom-freedom
(paniiiivimutti). A popular arahat formula in the canon

(M. I. 490) introduces arahat-s as those who could

here and now experience these two types offreedorri.
It suggests that these arahat-s have attained nibbiiza,
that . is that they have achieved wisdom-freedom and
now could experience nibbana physically }].ere and

.

·
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I n the A ng uta ra Nik iiya (A , I V, 4 5 2 - 3 )

now by attaining the cessation, that is, the highest

liberated who is an arahat is described as "one who

The wisdom-freedom · (pannavimutii) and the
of

(iisavakkhayiii §rp)

de struc t i o n

of

a

c l assi fi cation of nine types of w isdom- l iberated
persons is found. There the ninth type of the wisdom

form of concentration-freedom.

know l edge

SANNAVEDAYITANIRODHA

has attained the cessation and whose cankers had been/

c ankers

were destroyed after seeing through wisdom," and

seem to mean the same. The

classification, it seems, the ninth wisdom-l iberated is ·

attainment of wisdom freedom equals to the saying

so named because in the Susimasutta (S. II. 12 1 - 1 28)

that one becomes an arahat with the destruction of

the wisdom-liberated arahat is identified in its usual

cankers or the knowledge in the .destruCtion· of cankers,

sense as one who has neither super-knowledge

except the fact that the limer phrase is often combined

(abhiiin§) nor peaceful deliverances (santivimokkhi).

to describe the types of aiahat-s who are known as

tevijj§. and chalabhiflni. The cessation always means

The cessation is one of the peaceful deliverances and

in the cessation stock passage, the cessation means

who could be the referent of the cessation stock

the highest form of concentration-freedom. Therefore,

as such, the wisdom-liberated is not the type of arahat

the h ighest ' form of concentration-freedom; the

passage. The both-ways-liberated arahat-s on the other

knowledge in the destruction of cankers denotes the

hand could experience the peaceful deliverances; they

wisdom-freedom. Thus it refers to an arahat who could

could quickly attain, abide, penetrate, and experience

be identified as the both-w ays-liberated person

them physically.

(ubluitobhigavimutto). This arahat has the knowledge
in the destruction of cankers; which means that he has

the wisdom-freedom . . He could · attain the cessation .

transcend_ing the eight attainments, which means that

The both-ways-liberated arahat-s have always been

a minority,

perhaps, it is because of the difficulty of

attaining the cessation that requires the transcending

(S. I. 412) .

he has the highest form.of concentration-freedom.by

· of all attainments. In the Samyutta Nik§ya

wh1ch he experiences nibbana here and now.

for example, among a group of five hundred arahat-s,

·

only sixty mohks have been recognized as both-ways
Not all arahat-s and non�returners could attain the

cessation. An example.is also found in. the :Khagirisutta

·

. (M. I, 477-9) _wher� seven types ofnoble persons me

. named. Among them, only the both�ways� liberated

liberated while three hundred and sixty monks were
··

wisdom-liberated .
The Pali Buddhist tradition holds the view that the

arahat and the body-witness non,;r�turner are named

attainment of the "cessation" is not essential for the

as . those who c o u l d experience the peaceful

realization of nibbiina. If this is the case, why did non

deliverances (santivimokkhi) of which the highest is

returners, arahat-s and even the Buddha himself attain

the cessation. Here it is clearly ruled out the possibility

. it? Pali canonical texts suggest that some non- returners

. of its attainment for the wisdom-liberated arahat and
the one who has seen the point (dif!hippatto) who is a
non-returner, not to mention those who are lower in
the .ladder: the o n e . who i s rel e ased by fai th

(saddhivimutto ) the fo l l o wer of the teaching
(dha.mminusiri) and the fol lower through faith
(saddhmusiin). Again, in the Mahazidiizasutta (D. II.
71) where the eight deliverances (a{!ha vimokkhi) of
,

which the cessation appearing as the highest are listed,
the b o th-way s- l i berated p erson (u bh ato b h i
gavimuttq) is introduced as the arahat who is capable ·
of attaining these peliverances in ascending (anuloma)
as well as in descending order (pafiloma). No other


·

a l s o understands i t through w i sdo m. I n this .

statement that one becomes an arahat w ith the

attained the cessation not only as a temporary
experience of nibbiina but also as a foundation for
attaining it (M. I. 303). It is also possible to think that
some attained the "Cessation" to test themselves, to .
see whether they are really arathat-s or at least non
returners · because, it seems, if they could achieve the
"cessation" they are either arahat-s or non-returners.
This could also be seen in the Anupadasutta (M. II.
28-9) where Siiriputta comprehends that "There is no .
further escape; there is no zealous practice for him
concerning that."

·

arahat-s or holy persons are named so. Then it is clear

The non-returners, because they are still "non

that the both-ways-l iberated person is the type of

returners", provided they di� before reaching arahat

arahat referred to in th_e stqck passage.

ship, they will be born in a higher for:-mless brahma-

t
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world arid will achieve complete nibbiina (parinibbiina) patviisu �haf!! vihariss iim ati samapajjanti). If the
in that world without ever returning to the sensual
cessation were to be achieved by eliminating all sorts
relam. It seems then, the cessation is the highest form of feeling, how could it be rec'ogniz ed as the highest
of freedom-experience that non-returners could have.
happiness? This is a question d i scussed even in the
The Anguttara Nikaya (A . III, 194) for example, states Pali canon. The Buddhist reply is that the absence of
that those who have morality, concentration and feeling itself constitutes the highest happiness. In the
wisdom could attain and rise from the cessation again cessation, happiness (sukha) means not the pleasant
and again. In this context; the text clearly agrees with feelings (sukha-vedani). In embracing the "happiness"
the view that one could even have this experience · of the cessation experience: "The Buddha does not
before having the liberating insight (afziii).
lay down that it is only a pleasant feeling that belongs
to. happiness; for he lays down that whenever,
Some non-returners who attain and emerge from wherever, whatever happiness is found it belongs to ·
the cessation not only experience it but also,' after ·� happiness" (na kho av �so bhagava sukhaff} yeva
emerging from it, consider and realize its conditionality.
vedanatrt sandhiiya sukhasmiff} pafzfzapeti api c iivuso
According to Ciilavedallasutta (M. I. 302) for the yattha yattha sukhan:z upalabhati yahim yahim !aJ?z
person who comes out of the cessation three types of · tathiigato sukhasmin:z pafzfziipe ti ti_(M. I, 400). It is. in . .
impressions occur: void (swmaio) , sigruess (animitto) , this sense of the term "happiness" that the Buddhist .·
and desireless (appanihito). The three denote three tradition says that arahats attain the cessation . to
aspects of concentration-freedom (cetovimutti). It is experience n �bbiina here and now and to have a
stated that the mind (citta) of the person who comes spiritually happy life. The . Ciilagosinga sutta (M. I,
out ofthe cessation inclines towards detachment; aims 209) states that there is no other happy dwell ing
at detachment, and is d irected to detachment · sweeter than that of the cessation that is attained by

)

)

.
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(vivekaninnarrrittam hoti vivekaponaf!Wivekapabbhii · an arahat. The cessation which is attained by an arahat
.
rim ti). The tenri detachment (viveka) is often used in is the highest comfortable dwelling (phiisuvihiira).and
referring to nibbiina. A discourse in the Samyutta it is an extra<;>rdinary condition (idha _mayi:tn:z.bhante
Nikiiya (S. I. 3 -4) for instance uses vimokkha, yiivad e y ' iikankh iima · sabbaso .. : Safzfz iive · ·
pamokkha and viveka to mean n ibbiina . Its dayitanirodht;lf7J.upasampajjavihar3ma paiifziiya ca no
commentary takes the three terms to be synonymous disvii iisaviiparikkhl nii honti. etassa bhante vihifrassa .
samatikkamiiya etassa vih arassa patippassadd}yii
to nibbiina, or thatthey refer to the path, the fruition,
ayan.z
afzfzo uttaritrt manussadhammii alamariyaiiii
and nibb;;,a" ·respectively. In either case, viveka means
ni�bina. The person who comes out of the cessation nadassanaviseso adhigato phiisuvihiiro imasmii ca
uvihiirii afzfzan;z phiisuvi ii�a "!
inclines towards nibbiina because he ha$ experienced may�n.z bhante p
uttantaran:zva panz tataran:zva_ na sanumupassama tr.
it fully while he was in that state.
Siiilh u siidhu siidhu A.nurudhii etasmii Anuruddhii
phiisuvihiiriiafzfzop� iisuvihiiro uttarltaro viipanltataro
The attainmeQt of the cessation seems to serve the
vii n ' atthiti).
.·

·

h�

cessation attained arahat . as a sense of temporary
comfort or a temporary here and now experience of

�

The Buddha too attained cessation and it seerfis

nibbiina because its attainment is described as "happy this was to avoid his physical pain or to be peaceful in
dwelling" (phis�vihiira), the highest happiness as far . mind and body. This is more clearly visible anhe time
as the eight attainments are concerned (M. I, 400) of his death. Just before his demise, he experienced all
Sanna vedayitanirodhaf!l upasampajja viharati idatrz of the eight attainments and the cessation one after
·.
kho Ananda etamh a sukh a annaf!Z sukhan:z the other in sequence. Although the cessation ·is the
abhikkhaniatara fica pan{ -ta tarafz ca). · The highest ex erience one could have here and now, the
pafisambhidii-magga Commentary by explaining why Buddha did not pass away in that state or soon after

p

arahat-s and non-returners attain the cessation states
that after being dissatisfied in the breaking of the
conditioned things they consider to dwell happily
having attained nibbiina here and now (sankhiiriinaf!!

pavattibhede ukkti_!![hitvid_if!h eya dhamme nibb Iinam

emerging from it. In his meditation, he returned from
the cessation to the first form-state in descending order
and then re-attained to the fourth form-state in the
ascending order. Finally, he passed away after rising
from the fourth jhiina (D. II, 1 56). The Budd�a's

·
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manner of passing away implies even the cessation
must be given up prior to the attainment of complete
n ibbana (parin ibbana) because ce�s�tion i s a
conditioned state in which one could be in the
unconditiened nibbana to a pre-determined period.
Theravida Buddhism also has the view that the
contemplater cannot pass away while he is in the
cessation and if his life span were to be over when in
cessation, he has to emerge from it and pass away.
What happened to the Buddha just before his complete
nibbana is. also in agreement with ·this view.

S�-PA BKAHBRGYUD-PA
0

0

means the transmission of teachings. As this sect was
first founded at Sans-pa at, it was thus called the
Sails-pa bkah-brguyud-pa sect:

The founder of this sect was Khymi-po-mal-�byor.. . ·
Tradition says that he lived up to the age of one ·
hundred and fifty (cir., 990- 1 140 A.C.). He was born
in a "Tiger" year at Sfie-mo. When he was ten years
old he could read Sanskrit and Tibetan, and at the age .
.
of thirteen he studied the Bon doctrine under Gymi
drmirgyal-ba. He preached on the doctrines of that ·
religion and.had an audience of seven hundred people.
. The cessation is an "experience of nibbana liere Being not satisfied with what he had learned so far, he
and now". What does this mean? It is m the cessation went to i:Jbyun-gnas sen-ge and studied from him the ·
that both ways-liberated arahat-s and body-witness teachings of Rdsogs-pa' chen-po, and preached on
. non- returners experience nibbmw here and now in its ·them to an audience also of more than: seven. hundred
completeness, in the manner that arahat-s would have persons. He again went to Nepal to study translations
.
it with their physical death. The cessation is the means under the guidance of Sastri
Vasumati (this is according .
of experiencing complete
n ibb§na w"hile orie is alive
.
to the Blue Annals., but according to Thuhu-bkwan's
. by_ entering into a. mindless, that is . perception-less
.
Grub-mthah
the Sastri's name is given as Sumati.) He
and feeling-less-state; Such·a., experience · m<ly give
. noli-returners and arahat -s an understanding· of the . arso learned from the Sastri about fifty methods of
: nature of nibbana after the arahat's death. Although· . perfonnance. With the help of Atulyavajra, he met
the · complete nibbana experience: with. the- arah�t's. Rdo .,. rje.,. gdan-pa , from , whom he received the
m�y different kinds
death is a natural one, the complete nibbiiul experience . . SramaJ)era ordination and stUdied
.
. in the cessation is a conditioned one. It must be noted of Dharmas . He. also learned many kinds .of Ta�tric
·
here that both the Visuddhimagga and the�Vimuttivagga . . Dharmas from Sri-bhadra-sajjana, as well as from,
.
.
consider -the . attainment of cessation as neither · Shiil�gi-rdo-rje, Mi-mfiam. rdo-rje and Rin-chen rdoconditioned nor unconditio�ed because, as the Vism. rje (known. as t�e three rdo-rje brothers), who were
the disciples of Maitri-pa . After that he returned to
·· (p. 709) states·, it does not exist in its own nature · and
· is spoken· of as being entered on by virtue of the monk . Tibet and obtained a large amount of wealth; with
who has entered upq n it, o r because · as · the wh ich he wenno Nepal again and learned the Bde
Vimuttivagga h� it, there is no put.;.together state in . mchog rtsa-rgyud from Pham-thin -pa, who was a
this attaimrtent and also the entcy -into and exit from . disciple of Naropa.
the unconditioned. state cannot be known. Further,
As he knew that Buddhism originated in India, he
with arahat's death, there is no one to _experience
-nibbma; therefo�. the cessation could be regarded as ·went to India personally to study the Dharma: and
the one and only way one is able to experience nibbana learned Buddhism under. such great masters as Rdo
physically here and I)OW Lti its completeness.· One rje-Gdan-pa, Da chen-po, Sumati-kirti, Maitri-pa, and
could realize nibbana and become an arahat without some others at different times. Afterwards he visited
having any physical experience of it, but for the Ni-gu-ma who had seen "Vajra-dhara" with his own
experience of nibbana in this very life, one must attain eyes and received from him the baptism of ''Sgyu-lus
the 9essation. It is true that this nibbana experience in rrni-lam-gyi dban", and also learned from him the
teachings ofRdo-rj e tshig-rkail and Sgyu-ma lam-rim,
the cessation -is temporary. ·
as well as many other s iitras and methods of
performance. He again learned under the instruction
G. A Somaratna. of Sbasp�i rnal-�byor-pa
the Dharmas of Bde-mchog
lha-lna, Michal) -spyod dkar-dmar, Rim-Ina stan-thog
gcig-ma, Sbyor drug, etc. Owing to his teacher's
S�S PA BKAIJBRGYUD-PA. The Sails-pa bkah - instructions he was able to see
Sukha-siddhi Dakini
brgyud-pa sect is an important Buddhist sect in Tib�t. who upheld him with her spiritual powers and. taugh�
Sails-pa is the n...ame of a place, while Bk� -brgyud · him many teachings. Also learned the Dharma of
•
.

'
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Gsin-rje gsed from S astri Bde�bahi rdo-rje and the
Dharma of Lha-mo from Rol-pa�i rdo-rje. After having

successor to the teachings of Khyun-po rnal-�byor.

Rrnog cog-pa's personal name was Rin-chen brston
�grus and his surname, Shi-se. He was a native ofLha

of gold offered to him by the Buddhist followers.
Then he once again went to India and offered a large
quantity of gold to one hundred and fifty teachers,

thu spail-rtsa, and the date of his birth is unknown. At
the age o f seventeen he entered the Shoii-shoil

including Ni-gu-ma;Sukha-siddhi, Rdo-rje-gdan-pa and

monastery to study the Dharma, where Bla-ma S ans

the three Rdo-rje broth�rs, from. whom he learned
many teachings. Then he returned to Mila��ris, where

taught him the baptism for Kye-rdor, but advised him

that.he should carry on doctrinal studies extensively ·

he met Dipailkara (i.e. the Yen Atisa), from whom he .

at his early stage of cultivation, and that if he put the

studied the Dharma of Dsan-�dus and many other

Dharma into practice too early he would easily incur

Dhamias. He also made use of Dipailkara's books to
complete the defecti,ve passages in the Sanskrit texts

the influence of Mara upon . himself. Although · he
learned several teachings from La-chins-pa (a disciple

In short, during a period of fifty years he travelled ·

teachi_ngs·of Mgon-po�i skor and Nikhros (i.e. Ni-ma

·

collected by himself. These texts were translated into
of Bla-ma Sans), he did not obtain any realization by
Tibetan by Rin-chen,. bzan-po and Dharma blo-< gros. . . -practising them. Bla-ma ·Sans also taught him the

khros-pa). At the age of twenty one when he was ·

more than once to India and Nepal from Tibet in pursuit

going out in search of the Dharma he heard : on his

of studies under more than one hundred and fifty

great masters of both India and -N.epa�' (of whom the

way that there was a certain Khams-pa ,A::seil, who

·

rnal��byor-pa, Ratmla, �-i-gu J?akini, and Su1cha-siddhi

was an erudity teacher in possession of various
teachings; Thus he wel),t to him to study the· Dharma..

and exoteric doctrines.

the ceremony of baptism. Among the. assembly there

chief ones were Rdo"'rje:.gdan-p-a, Maitrl...pa, Sbas-pal)i

He just came in time wh�n the master was c6nducting

J?akiQi,), and thus learned a large number of esoteric

·

After. returning to Tibet he .received� his - Bhik�u
ordination froin Glail-ri-thail-pa ( 1 054- 1 1 23 A. C.) and

·

. · were Dge-bses chen-po Phywa-pa, B1a-ma Shan; etc.,.
over sixty persons, who were soliciting _ the master 's

instructions and learned the Bde-mchog and other

Dharmas. He also learned. the teaching of the Ras-

began to propagate the Dharma fn the J:Ichad-dkar
)

•

po accprd omg tp ThufJU bkwan ), and , Shan-sgom
Chos-s�fi. Among them Rmog cog-pa was the unitary

that gold was produced from inany gold-mines in Tibet
at that time, and at Sfie-mo he received a large quantify

)

'

Rmog-cog-pa (according to Blue Annals, or Rmog lcogs

studied inany other teachings from Advayavajra a'fid
some other teachers, he returned to Tibet. It happened

·.
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dgon-pa Monastery at the I:fjog-po Mountain in J:lphan . . chuit:l iugs baptism from Bur sgom, and saw Rna1yul. N that time R.ahula-gupta-vajra; a g-reat Tantric
�byor-ma. Then he was able to uphold himself even
master of the Elack Mot,mtain Cave in India) came to
in dreams, At Gyor-po he stayed for five· years and ·
him and taught him the baptism of Rgyud-sde ln�i
studied Pharphyin (i.e .. Abhisamayila.mkarakarika)
dhail and the Dharma of Mgon-po�i· skor. Within a
and Spyod-pa· bsdus-pa. AfterWards he learned� the

period of three years he constructed one· hundred and
eight monasteries at Sails-pa, e.g., the Shoil�shoil (this
is according to the Blv.e Annals, but according to Thuhu�

bkwan's Grub-mthafl the name is given as Shail-shail),

etc. where he carried out his preaching· activities for

more than thirty years and b rought together a
congregation of more than 80,000 .monks. Thus the

Sails-pa Bka.l_l-brgyyud-pa sect was formed�

The Spread and Propagation of the Sans�pa-bka�- ·
brgyyud-pa Sect.. Khyuil-po rnal-�byor lived up to a

,venerable age and had many disciples, of whom the
--1 chief ones were Rme�u ston-pa (according to Blue

Annals, or Sm�u ston-pa according to Thu[JU bkwan),
Rdul-ston Rin-dban, La-stod Dkon-mchog mkhar,

·

Sbyor drug, the Rdo-rje tshig�rkan and various other
teachings from Ggya Grags-bsod, and . also learned
many other.DJiarmas from Dge'-bsesShu:. From Slob'

dpon Shan he learned lJdul�ba .{Jod-.ldarz and{ othet
.
·
works. When he saw his teacher (i.e�, K.hyuil -po at
·

a later time, he informed him that he· had· seen Rmrt- .

. �byor -rna and was able to uphold himself in dreams. ·
In t_hat same night his teacher taught him all the
teachings of baptism. Jn. a period of �ne year and.
seven months, he learned- all the profound Dharmas

from his teacher. His teacher advised him, saying,
"Continue your studies and practice them with a .
concentrated mind:" After saying these words, the

. teacher passed away.
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After finishing his teacher's . funeral obsequies,
Rmog cog-pa lived in seclusion to practice the dharma
for two years at Sdins-m a and obtai ned many
realizations. After the death of Khyun-po mal-�byor,
he had oowbere to get instructions, and so he tried to
approach Sgam-J)o-ba (i.e., Dwags-po lha-rje). On his
way he met Phag.ino gru-pa and they learned some
· teachings from each other. Then he came to Sgam-po
ba and requested him to impart the Six Doctrines, and
he acquired some. definite understanding about the
theory of Phyag-rgya chen-po views. After that he
returned to Rmog-cog and engaged himself in
practising the Dhanna for twelve years, living on· .
vegetable leaves alone. His fame spread far and wide
and the number of disciples who came to study tinder
him was 'so'great that his place could not-accommodate
. . t hem all, �d th�s the i:..����lu�s Moiia�t.er}r was
constructed. Besides those disciples under his direct
in�truction·, many people who had come to study und�r
him with a mind of faith and devotion also had
realizations in a natuf"di way. Afterwards he bade Dbon
ston Skyer-sgaii- pa to $UCceed to his tradition. After
Dbon-ston Skyer-sgan-pa the tradition: . was to be
· carried on by Sails-rgyas . snan-ston (also known as
Sans-rgyas gnas-stoii), and after Sans-rgyas snan-ston,
· by· Sans-rgyas ston-pa.
·

learned the dharma of Mgon -po phyag drug-pa from
Mus-chen Bam-mkh�i rnal-�byor-pa of the sub sect
of J:Ijag. . Therefore, the teachings of the Sails-pa
bkaJ:l-brgyud-pa sect were also prevalent in the Yellow
Sect.

Mkhas-btsun Gshon-nu grub's disciple was Gser
glin-pa Bkra-sis dpal ( 1 292- 1 265 A.C.), who at the
beginning studied extensively the various esoteric and
exoteric Dharmas. Afterwards he thoroughly learned
all the teachings of the Sails-pa bka�-brgyud-pa sect
from Mkhas-btsun Gshon-nu grub. He also learned
the Dharma of Good as trans·mitted by Sans-rg'yas
ston-pa. With these two categories of Dharma he
benefited living beings for a- long time. His Chief
discipfe was Brag-bo che-ba'Rdo-rje dpa:t, who had a .
.
.
· disciple Chos dpal Ses:.rab; and Chos dpal Ses· -tab . j_
transmitted all his Dharma. to. Rgod rug tas-pa, who
practiced it himself and also taught others for the
benefit of all.
·

The Principal Teachings, views and Practices of ·
the S ans pa bka�-brgyud-pa Sect. Khyun -po mal
-

�byor visited India seven times to seek for the Dharma
and pursued his studies under one hundred and fifty
teachers . The · teach ings , h e had l e arned were
innumerable. The principal ones were the five tantric
Rmog cog:.pa's doctrinal successor was Skyer-sgail- baptisms of Bde-mchog, Kye-rdor, M aha-Maya,
pa Dharma senge, who transmitted the Law to Gfian- Gsail-�dus and Rdo-rje �gigs-byed, and Sdom-paJ:ti
ston Chos,.kyi ses-rab,. who iQ tum to Sails-rgyas. dbail, Sgyu -Ius dbail-mo che, Mkhal)-spyod Bkal)
ston-pa Brtson-�grus senge; So far the Doctrine of lila; Nigu�i chos-drug, Sgyu-ma lam-rim, I:Ichi-med
· ·Great Perfection ()f Bla-ma Sans was carried-on ·i n a · . �phrul-�or,Lam-khyer sukhaJ:ti skor, Phyag-chen
line. of direct succession. Sails-rgyas stion-pa began Ga�ti-ma. Ye-ses Mgon-po�i chos-skor Bde-mchog
. to transmit the, Dharma to more than one disciple. lha hia, Phag-mo gaen-sgrub, spyan-ras-gzigs., Roam
While h� himself was succeeded by his chie{d�sciple hjoms, Phvag-rdor, Mi-gyo-ba, and other teachings of
AJ:ti seilge, he had �other disciple, Sails-ston Tshul- · baptism. He also introduced the Dharmas o f
khrims mgon-po ( 1234- 1 309 A.C.) who constructed . Avalokitesvara and Hayagriva of the S kyer-sgan sect
a monastery at J:lj ag for the propagation of the which were practised by ·different sects as later times,
Dharma, and still another disciple, Mkhas-btsum and the Dharma of Ye-ses mgon-pohi chos-skor
Gshon-nu grub .( 1 3 1 9 A.C.), who constructed the which became a common practice of all sects.
Bsam-sdiils Monastery at Myan.:sinad. Thus the two
sub-sectS of J:Ijag and Bsam were established. Sa.ris
As khyun-po rnal-�byor did not write many
ston's disciple J:ljag-pa Rgyal-mtshan �bum (1261- books, we do not know much of his views. But we
1 334 A.C.) realized the wonderful Dhyina after know that the Dharma of Great Symbol (Phyag-rgya
receiving the teachings of his teacher, and benefited chen-po) which he propagated was obtained from
living beings extensively. He transmitted the Dharma Maitri-pa. That he termed as the "Box of Great
to his Nephew J:ljag chen Byams-pa dpal ( 1 3 1 0- 1 391
Symbol : (Phyag-chen ga .{l u-ma) denoted the ·
A.C.) , who after receiving the Dharma of Nigu and combination of Bliss and Voidness just I ike a container
some other Dharmas, taught the Yen. Tson-kha-pa and its lid. When the practiti�ner attains this state of
the teachings -�f Sails-pa. Mkha-grub rje had also perfect harmony, he will achieve the realization of the

·

·

·

•.

·

r
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clear light (J:Iod-gsal). This is of equal importance with
the Great Symbol of Dwags-po bka� -brgyud-pa.
Again, in his Bla mgon dbyer-med, he said, it is like
cutting a tree. If you cut off its root, then everything
is cut off." Again he said, "Everything is liberated by
itself, "fix the mind on nothing", etc., which ideas are
similar to the maxims of the Great Symbol sect.
Therefore, the views of San-pa bkl)-brgyud-pa sect
appeC!.f to be the Madhyamika views of the system of
Chandrakirti. Concerning the method of cultivation,
although not very much has been said about the exoteric
. side, they · seem to have abided by the established
rules of contemplating, first of all, on the rarity of the
chance o f being born as a h u m an · being, the
impermanence of l i fe , the detestab i l i ty of .
)
transmigration, and the merits of Nirvana, as well as
the impoilance of cherishing the Bodhi-mind. As for
the exoteric side of the teaching, they usually begin
.
from the cultivation of the initiating stages ( Vtpatti
krama) of the chief object of worship according to the
specific group, under which they receive their baptism,
and then proceed to the . cultivation of the perfect
stages (Utpanna-krama) of. all objects of worship. In
the meantime, other t�achings, such as ofRigu, etc.,
are a1so resorted
to as a means to expedite their .
.
complete achievement.
'
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Fa-tsun

.SANTHAGARA. The words Santhagara, Santaghara

(Sk. Sansthaglira) mean a council hall, a mote hall or an
assembly hall. lt is a spacious hall where many persons
could gather at one time for discussions, delivery of
sermons etc. In Buddhist literature there are numerous

SANTHAGARA

instances where the word has been used. In the
Amba.tfha sutta, the brahamin youngster tells the
B u ddha that once he went to the council hall
(S anthagara)of Kapilavatthu on an errand of the
brahamin Pokkarasadi. At that time the Sakyans and
the Sakyan princes had gathered at their Santhaghara
and were seated in high aJ1d comfortable seats engaging
themselves in free conversation. Ambanha tells the
Buddha that he was fully ignored by the Sakyans and
was not even offered a seat to sit (D. l . 9 1 ). In the
Mahaparinibbana Sutta, too, there is a reference to a
Santhagiira. The Mallas ofKusiniirii had assembled in
their assembly hall (Santhagiira) for some special
.Purpose and bhikkhu Ananda goes there to report to
them that the Buddha would . pass away in Kusiniira
late in the night that day (D. II. 1 47). The Mahiivagga
of the Anguttara nik-iya (A. II 207) reports of a newly
built Santhagara (assembly hall) of a newly anotnted
king for the dedication of which a sacrifice involving
the slaughter of many animals was .prepare& (A. II.
207). '
In the S inhala exegeti c al · work named the
Dhampiya-Afuvi Gatapada, Santhigira is explained
as an audience hall where .all persons assembl e .
(hiimadena m.ufuvana santhag irehi-Gang arolia.pa
kathii, p. 247)
Among the numerous architectural remains in Sri
Lanka, particularly in Anuradhapura, it may be
possible to trace buildings which were put up to
function as assembly halls for the Sangha. These. may
be called public buildings which were erected for the
community ofbhikkhus. They were naturally designed
on a grander scale and were lavishly ornamented than
those meant for the lay individuals.
The term Sannipatasala may be translated into
English as "convocation: hall". This is a type of building
which can be identified with a certain degree of
certainty. This type of building has sometimes been
called ' Bhoj an asalava' also: Probably monks .
assembled in such a place as Sannipatasala not only
for discussions of ecclesiastical interest but also for
partaking of meals as well (refectory). The position
of the Sannipatasala of the Mahavihara in relation to
the Lohapasada (as recorded by the Mahiibodhivamsa)
wou ld indicate that the ruin known today as
Raipsimaligava at Anuradhapura rep�esents a building
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of this class. Similar in architectural design, but of
larger size is the ruin popularly called Bhoj ariasalava
at Mihintale. This building is 62 feet square on plan.
"It had a low heavy revetment (a plain single block

The · Sik�asamuccaya on the other hand l acks
original i ty and, as its title suggests, is a compendium
of doctrinal matters in support of which he copiously

half of the basement. To the. east, the upward slope of
·
·
· · the . ground rendered the lower blocl( member
.superfluous·. The building is open to· the air all round

Bodhicaryivatira . We are not certain whether
Siintideva wrote a third book called S iitfasamuccaya,

quotes portio'ns from various Mahayanist works
(some of which no w exist only in: name.). In a way it
i's a: kind of sympathetic commentary. on the

rising from a- rectangular scole topped by an ovolo
parapet kerb (I ft. 10 ins. in' height} for the western

for we only know of a work be'aring that title written
by Nagarjuna in the 3rd century A.C. Sorrie scholars

and wa8· roofed on forty eight pillars . . . " (ASCAR.
1910 p;. 22)� In the centre Qf the building was a r�ised

and � � e
platform whieh serv�d tin doubt as the seat of the Siittasarrtuccaya· are orie arid the same work, for the.
Sangha thera when the comrimnity aSsembled. It is Sik!asamu.ccaya is a veritable �ompendium of siitras
necessary to state· that when m.a:tters: con:c·emed with (Slitra-samuccaya) culled out from various Mahayanist
the affans· of the· sisana are in progress n.o·t . only the s iitras (For further details see Sfk·�asamuccaya: )�
eoiririiumty of bhjkkhus but also'· l aymen who were · Whtm Santideva- wrote, the Prajnipiramita siit��s.
. the Miidhyamika School and . the Vijfiana-vada- had
concerned with such affairs also partrcipated.. .
.

betreve

become an important force.

�at th.e: terms Santhagara, Santaghara, Sanni'patasala,
Bhojanasala, :Ramsimafaka are terms which have a

.

deseribes him

Nalldasena· Mudiyanse

.·. .

.

-·

SANTBJEVk the most outstanding among the later
- eXpanents of Mahayana Buddhism, who lived' most
.
.. pt6Qably in ffie late seventb century ot early eighth
,£�n� �C: He was an adherent of the Prasa.ilgika
�P,PelL�f !b� M�dhyaniika School. Taranatha, the
t��� � who· wrote. a history of Buddhism in
·

I

.

. ·

.

.

t[�)?'�9�n�,- ascribes to'hini three works, namely,
·

·

��:= �;·':�::.�·-:.:::��(r�Q;
' · ; . the Siitrasamuccaya and the
. P.Rf[f :�';;>�� 1�t-nanied' is the most popular
' wc;>� t?,, ··� ,.,, ' �;.-:uf��d}. he describes the career of
ht'r1t:. w.4"<(s�
��r<{��t�rt'the Buddhahood as opposed
.
..

.;;.. '" ·- � �

-w

.

� "'�

')

. . �-

. .

�
-

.
.

. -� �-

.
.
to'tfie ·n!ltrO'W'Hitt!
y'·.artaioea:l'of
. . . Arabantsh.1p. H·ere he
., . ,,;1., ,:- : , ,,,.1 ; .
•

�.. .

. . -�- ,.

.

:

•

..,!· .' ,... ·. -.�.. ), �.. .
·

•

.'

,

A

.

__

.

·

.

.

·

recapitillates.tfie;d�\'re}opmertt of the'Pi·asangika School
from :N

·

igfuj riri�ili;fiisfo\Vn. ; d)ty.·:Aerein Santideva uses

his· pbetic

skiH's1 f6r' 'tliti'' expoSitibn

philosophical and.: moral themes.

of complex

. .

.

.

.

·

.

.
iiiii'aculrius
as· <me· who' possessed'

to him by Tiiranatha dld. acmat(y happen. According
to Tiiranatha, S antideva was born as a son of a king in .
Sa:ura�tra (mode·m Gujarat). By the power of his pa.St .

1 . ASCAR. 1 9l'O:.l L p: 22

.

. . .

power, but iHs doubtful whether all the feats attributed

References

p. 400 .
.

.

. For a life sketch of S antideva '?'e have· to· d�pend ·
entirely on the authority of Taranatha . . The latter

conimoi'rmeaning.

.

Sik!isamuccaya

existed for several centilries:, but Tantric Buddhism
alth6ttgh kno\vtl to have been in �;dstence·had' not yet

- · ln. view of the fore going information· it is apparent

. 2. ASCAR. 948,' p:82:
. 3. History of Ceylon, (Ceylon University} Vol. I

the

that

merit both Bodhisattva Mafi.jusri and Goddess· Tara
.

appeared' to' liim· in

a

· hin'i tti

&earn· and; · persu aded

tehOlii:lCe the·thtotie'.. Solhe rtight before: the'day Of his

coronation, he ran away from· the palace. He walked
for twenty-one days until tie reached . a forest' where
he met Mafijusrl and Tara·again� this time in the guise

. of a yog land an ordinary woman respectively, and the
yqgl initiated · him into the sistras all of which he
received through meditation�

From there he travelled eastward and reached-the
.
court of King Pafica5hirpha \YhO had· brought tinder·

his rule the territory extendihg from Bhangala upto
Tibet. Skilled in all arts and sciences and extremely

intelligc;nt as he was, he was offered a ministerial post
which he ac<;:epted for the time being. There he
performed a number of miraculous feats including the

destruction of the king's left eye with the lustre of his
wooden sword. Despite the king's request to remain
in his :service, he advised the king to rule the kingdom

according to the Doctrine and . himself went to the
Madhyadesa. There he received ord ination under

·
.

·
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Jayadeva who had su�;ceeded Dharmapala as

SANTUTilll
..

topic of the Santuffhi Sutta (A. II, 26), the 'discourse
on contentment' , in which the Buddha praised the

upadhyiiya of Nalanda and took the name Santideva.

blamelessness and easy gain of rag robes, begged alms ·
food, the root of a tree for lodging and cow's urine as

·

H appears that p i s Bodh i c a ry avatara .and
Sik�isam!,!.ccp.yq wer� wriHen qurip.g his st.ay at
NiilaJ1d.a. H� the11 l�ft .Nalan,d& and lived in Sri P�ffi.a,

medicine, If contentment in regard to these four
requisites has been developed, so the Buddha explained .
on another occasion to Anuruddha, such rag robes

in the cjty of l(a.Iil)ga ip. TriHi).gC1.. qe):tain schoJars
from Nijlan�Ia wep.t to req��st h.im to return to N&land�
but he dicl not agree: fie devoted his entire life to the

will seem to a contented mo� just like a chest full of
garments, alms food like choice qmies, the root of a
service
with the noble
. of · tree Jike a gabled house equ.ippe.d with. �mJort.able
. and ultimate. aim
. of. manldnd
.
.
· se�ihg ll.em. acro�s th� ocecm of Sams #fa. Mahaya.na
furniture and cow's urine like butter and honey (A. IV;
t
sources · mention Santideva . along. with other great 23 1).
teachers l ike Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, Candrakjrti,
Bhiivav�veka and Bodhibhadr.a.
The Sabb8$ava Sutta describes a standard re..tJ ection
· i n r.egarcl to these four requisites as a w;:ty of

.
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SANTUTIHI
from the verb tussati; 'to
.. . . . . . can be. derived
.

·. thus stand for
)�. satisfied' � aJ1d the prefix sarp, and

-

comparable to a birq, who uses its two wings to fly
here Cll1cl tlwn�. bu.t is n,ot burdene4 by anything else

ap¥1 from �h,ese l�O win,gs (ibid . ). The importance .of
deyyl Qpipg con�entmeqt in reg ard to robes, in n�gard
tofopd and <ilso in regard to one's clwiUing plllce has
ca�sed th�e three to �e incluqed among.the four 'n<�ble
lip�ges' (D. III, ��4 a11d A . ll, 27: cattiiro priyavarpsp),
qualities held in high esteem among monks and laity
alike.

In addition to contentment in regard to robes, food
�d dwelling place, the same quality needs · also be
developed in regard to medicines. These four constitute
the basic requisites of a monk or a nun and form the

detail the impljcations of contentment in these four
instances. Extrapol ating from this re�lection,
contep.tment !n regard to robes is to use them merely
to prc)tect one's body from the vicissitudes of cHmate
and insects and for the sake of dec�11cy, GontenHnen�

.,

in regard tofood is to eat only for physical maintenance . ··

.

and not for pl�asure;. Contentment in re�ard to one's .
. resting place ent<lils using it merely for th.e'·S� of
sech1.sion and to protect oneself from climate and
insects. Finally c.ontentwent in r�&ar4 to medkine
consists in talcip.g medication,. just to mitigate pa�nful
· fe�Hngs ancl to ensure bodily health,

DarbhAAg� .

·cont�n�ment' . .Standard �xpo sitions of the gradual ·
p�$. 9f trajn,ing reguhrrly tre�t the neecl for a 1110� or
a n,u.� t() de.v�lpp su�h �onte1.1tm.ent in regard to ro�es
ail..� f.oocl (D. -I, 71). Qcntentm ent wHli thes� �wo
r694 i� ites 1��9s fO, � ge,gree of lll�ter�aJ ind�pen,clen�e

ab�doning the influxe� through .�usin�' (A{ I, 10;
pafis�w:uzapahitabba). This reflection explains in inore

.

To be content�d with the� four requisites ils. !:me 's
basic necessities of life reqJ.Iir�s a �onsiderable d�gre?
of mental maturity fln4 d.f!tachmeni. Henc� i� i � iw
wonder that on numerous occasions the Buddh(l had
t<> f\'!�tr�in Jllonks or nun� who hap. !J.ot yetpevcioped

_suc h m.9:nnHy, TP.�& �ags.�d the. proqm lgatioll of
mnnerou.s Vinaya niles <llld regulations in reganl to
-food ;uid. o�h�r reqqjsites, a central pl.lrpose of wb.icll
is none other than to inculcate a sense of cont�ntment.

The same purpose features also prominent in (l set
· of special practices known as the dhutiflg�s. Tbese
' ascetic practices' cover such activities as to wem
only rag robes, to subsist by be�gin,g one's foocl llild
by eating only once a gay, and. tg live .u.Qder a tree, or
out in the open, or in a cemet�ry (e.g. at M. IU, 41). As
the Puggala-paiinatti explains, out of the various
motivations for undertaking S\lCP �cetic practices,
the development of contentment starids out as the
supreme type of motivation (Pug. 69).

•·
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The Buddha's emphasis on the development of ·
contentment did not always meet with the approval
of his disciples. The Bhaddali Sutta and the Kifagiri

The discourses explicitly mention the Buddha (M.

II, 6 and A. V, 67) and the monks Kassapa (S. II, 1 94),

Pindolabharadvaja ( Ud. 43 ), Pmu
. _la Mantal} iputta (M.

Sutta report monks refusing to follow the Buddha's
commandment to eat only once a day (M. I, 437 and
M. I, 474). Yet, as the monk Udayi reported in the
La{Ukilcopama Sutta (M. I, 448), even though such

I, 145) and S iiriputta (S. I, 63 and Ud. 43) as -examples

for contentment. Such passages often extol the fact
that these monks were not only themselves contented,

but also encouraged others to develop the same quality.
instructions can at first seem disagreeable, once put .
The importance of encouraging the development of
into practice they l ead to the development of
this quality in others may well aiso underl ie the
wholesome qualities and thereby to increasing
inclusion of 'talk on contentment' (santuf.!hikatha)
happiness. The development of contentment yields
among the range o f topics recom mendab l e for
much happiness indeed, · a happiness due to
conversation (e.g. M. III, 1 1 3).
bl��lessness (M. I, 1 80: anavajjasukha).
F�r a. monk intent ori gaining such happiness, the
proper attitude in regard to food should be · perfect

contentrpent mostly in regard to monks and nuns, the

equanimity, even if he d�d not receive any (Sn. 7 1 2).
As a ver5e in the Dhammapada pt()_<,; laims, a monk or

From among the five precepts that form the foundation

Though the d i s courses treat the topic o f .
same quality is of equal importance to the lay disciple.
of Buddhist Ia!' practice, to abstain from taking what

a nun who feels displeasm:e at the type of food rec(!ived

is not given and from sexual misconduct directly relate

will not be able to gain concentration (J)hp. 249). This
-last statement indicates why contentment has received •

to this topic, n a m e l y to the dev e l o p m ent o f

so much-emphasis in ear)y Buddhisn;t. This errip�asis

contentment with one's possessions and marital

is not merely beca1,1se contentment·is a prai�eworthy

relation�hip.
quaJity for a renunci<�.te, but also because conte.ntment . ·

·

,

fomis an indispensable foundation for the development .

The prindple of contentment could in fact have

In order to be able to gain-deeper levels of concentration ·

far reaching consequences on the political, economical
.
and ecological lev el, if thoroughly applied. This rather

renunciation a type of happiness· that easily .leads

each one on the personal level. These steps are nothing

of concentration and therewith for t}J.e meditative path.

-- contentment and detachment in regard to worldly

unobtrusive quality may hold an ariswer to many of
pleasures are of crucial importance. The happiness . the i.I ls of modern . society. Yet the first steps to .
gained through contentment is the happiness of implementing contentment have to be undertaken by
over to the deeper stages of happiness achieved through

ds� but the ever recurring l ittle decisions taken in

the development of concentration.

.
.
Therefore a monk without contentment is not fit
'

to withdraw into seclusion and will lead the celibate
life with dissatisfacti_on (A. III, 145). But a contented
monk will ' come 'to growth in the dispensation of the
Buddha (A. V, 1 54) and will moreover be regarded by
other monks. with respect and affection (A. V, 9 1 ).

'
'The Buddha's teaching is for one who is contented
.

and not for . one who is . without contentment' . This
reflection forms part of the eight thoughts of a great
man (A. IV, 229: mahapurisavitakka). Thus it is no
wonder that the Buddha proclaimed to his foster
mother Mahiipajapati Gotami that whatever leads to
contentment ca!l without any hesitation be considered
to be his teaching and instrucrion (A. IV, 280).

every day life between either yielding to the manifold ·

_·

wishes arising in the mind, or else following the sober
voice of reason and practise frugality and renunciation·. ·
The key to stirring safely through this dilemma is the
experiential realisation that true happiness cannotbe
gained through desire satisfaction, but only through
letting go of desires and thereby gaining the happiness
of con�entment. Once

this i s understood, the
development of contentment becomes increasingly
easy and one comes to appreciate ever more why the
Buddha spoke of contentment as the highest wealth

(Dhp. 204) and as a supreme blessing (Sn. 265).

Aniilayo
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SAPTAPA��IGUHA, a· cave in Rajagaha, located

It is from this sordid condition that Sar31)arikara
on the slope of Mt. Vebhara. When the Buddha was able to rescue the siisana as well as the entire
sojourned at SaptapaJ:i!)iguha, he is said to have offered culture to'something reminiscent of its former glory
Ananda the opportunity of requesting him to live for by the mid 1 8th century. His achievements were so
an aeon. But due to lack of his presence of mind,
great that he is credited with several contemporary
Ananda failed to make use of it (D. II, p. 1 1 6). The works that deal with his l i fe and activities. The
cave sometimes used to provide lodging for visiting . Syam opasampada vata (SYMP ) by h i s pup i l
monks (Vzn. II, p. 76; III, p. 1 59).
Tibbo!uvave . S ri S iddhartha Buddharak�ita, th�
Sangharaja siidhu Cariyawa (SSC)by Ayittaliyadde
Though the Commentaries and the chronicles · Muhandiram (?) and the Sangarajavata (SRV.) by
mention that the First Council was held in a hall erected Munko!u've Abesinha are totall y devoted to him.
by Ajatasatthu outside this cave (S. I. p. 9; Mhv. III,
Besides, there are numerous other documents in Pali, ·
p. · 19; Dipv. IV, p. 14), It is not mentioned in the Sinhala, Thai and Dutch that are very useful i n
Vinaya account of the council in the Cullavagga. A reconstructing the life and activities of him. H e lived
. -$roup of natural caves discovered at recent excavations during the time of four kings, of whom he could get
--hrt the northern scarp of the Vebhiira hill are identified the help of Narendrasirp.ha, Sri Vijaya Rajasirp.ha and
with the Saptapat:tt:tiguha (Debla Mitra /Juddhist Kirti Sri Rajasirpha for his revivalist activities.
.
·
Monuments; Calcutta, 197 1 , p. 72).

�

He was. born on the 1 9th of June 1 698 at Valivi!a in .
C. S. Ranasighe Tu m pane, i nto; the family o f Kulatungas who ·
traditionally held �he post of Mudaliyar of Tumpane
and Vellassa. After his early education; he w�s at the
SARMjANKARA : Valivita Sar<iJ.larikar� the last royal court as an adopted son of the king. In time, his
.
Sangharaja of Sri Lanka, ( 1 698- 1 778), was the parents wished h1m also to be "a mudaliyiir, but he
foremost persomility responsible · for the · religious insisted to be a monk. At the age of sixteen he obtained
and· cultural revival of the eighteenth century that has ordination under Sfiriyagoc;t a S amal}e�a· at the .
an immense impact on the Sri Larikan cultUre of the · S fi riyago<;ta N arendraramaya u nder the name ·
subsequent times. By this time, Sri Lanka had been . SaraJ;�arlkara. When he was 23 years ?ld, his teacher
.
under i:he colonial domination for two centuries during Sfiriyagoc;ta was put to death by the king for some ·
. which the whoie seaboard had become Christianized crime, and the temple and its properties too were ·
)o th�t the national faith of Buddhism had fallen into handed o v er to another .party. B y · this t ime,
Jisuse. Buddhist monks were corrupt apd were Sara!)aiikara had realiied the appalling condition of
involved in lay pursuits that they-were referred to by the saiana and was determined to purify it. After his
the derogatory terin"gapi�nanse". By the e�d of the teacher's death he had-to leave the Sfiriyago9a temple.
1 7th cen.tury,. there were no Theras who were Undeterred by this traumatic experience, he resolved
.
competent enough to conduct the upasampadaHigher to improve his learning and become an ideal monk of · ·
Ordination, so that monks remained as samaperas or the Aranyavifi tradition that he espoused th_roughout
novices·. Kotagarria Vacissara cites eight reasons for his long_ career. As a prerequisite for mastering the
'Words of the Buddha' he intended to learn the Piili
this state of affairs: Loss of royal support for the
sasana, Christian expansionism, Political upheaval, language, but there was none ainong the Buddhist
Instability in the society leading to the absorption of clergy who could hdp him, so that, he had to learn
·
Indo-Dravidian cults . and practices, Economic rudiments ofPiili grammar from Levuke Rala who was .
a prisoner living at Miikehelvala in his banishment.
instabilitY, Predominance of caste (in the Order)1 Kin
secretly met Leuke in a cave when the
Sar3J)arpkara
pupil system or gfiitiSifja kramaya and the High�r
latter made daily visits to the temple at Alagalla. From
ordination introduced from the Ra.YJ:hanga country.
him
he learnt the Satipa!fhana sutta and a section of
By this time, the glories of the cultural achievements
the Baliivatara, an elementary Piili grammar. The other
that prospered up to the Kott� period ( 1 5th Century)
nad reached the lowest ebb and the fame. of the sihala section of the grammar he leant from Va!abuluve
saiigha that illumin�ed the sisana of the South and Atthadassi, who had in fact forgotten much of it.
:
Whatever he learnt,' he also taught t � his friend
South East Asia wa� a thil!g Qf the past.
.

·

:" .J.
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him the king had to invite Saratfarpkara because none

S i�inamalu ve who later became one of the luminaries
of learning in the Low Country. From the numerous
works he wrote soon after, it is clear that he had

of the ga[Jinn iinses was able to talk i n S an�krit.

Saral)arpkara took th is opportun ity to preach to the
gathering in all the three languages, Pali, Sanskrit and

mastered Pali, Sinhala as well as Sanskrit languages.

Sinhala. Thus SaraJ)aip.kara gained the respect and
recognition of the king and was able to establish his

With a view to transforming the Buddhist Order

authority in religious and cultural matters . . After thi s

he started the 'Silvat ' (Moralist) movement that

event, the ga.pinniinses were somewhat relegated to

d ev i ated fro m the .i m moral - practices of the

the background.

ga.pinnanses. The movement started with the novices,

Sitinamaluve, llipangamuve and Kadirago� who were

Some of SaraJ)arpkara's major works fall into the

his disciples and friends. Begg ing for alms or

'pi.p¢ap iitikaiiga ' was one of the austere practices

period of King Narendrasirp.ha ( 1 707-39) when he

alone brought much recognition and respect to it as a

Munigu.piilankiiraya and the Abhisambodhialaiikiiraya,

came to be c alled 'asarapa-sara.pa pi!J-¢apitika '

in popularizing Buddhism met further success when

was s ti l l in h i s thirties. He wro t� i n Pal i the

insisted by Sar�arpkara for the group, and this practice

both extolling the virtues of the Buddha. His interest

_ genuine Buddhist movement. Sar�rupkata himself

_

he, on the invitation of NarendrasirPha, wrote the ·

Sar�rupkara The epithet 'asara-[Xl saraiJCl ' meant the
' provider of refuge to refuge-le-ss ones ' : Besides

Siiriirtha-sangrahaya in S inhala, an encyclopedic work

S �t�korale and Satara-koral� l,lfeas aroqsing much

the importance of the dhutiiliga practices he included

r

.

A

.

on the Nine Virtues of the Buddha. In order to highlight

1-Janguranketa, the capital, the silvat grotip traversed

in this work the story of the Elder Maha Kasyapa

r�ligioqs fervor among the laity so that many young

\Vho excelled in austere practices. S aral)ankara
emulated him and wanted his disciples also to do_ so.

menjoined the moverneP.t. l'he group was derogatorily

i dentified as . the' Valivi.ta Samigama ' (V�livita
Company) by the _orthodoxy or, Silvat tiin ' i� generaL

The Story of Maha Kappina is included here to show

When the -movement progressed Saral).arpkara started . the consequences of s i nful practices. El aborate .

to educate the laity by iiitrodticing the H6diya and _ exegeses on the Maiigala -sutta_and Brahmacariyi _
A.pavu'm Sakaskafh, (elementary read�rs) and the - contained here are also of great contempotary

monks with the Sekhiyi (Rules of Conduct) and the

re levanc e . T h i s work , both thematically and

This new - effort was so effective that some of t}le

work:; like the Butsara.pa the Amiivatura and the

Dina�cariyi(Paily Routin�) in addition to the above.

stylistically, is in line with the classical Sinhala prose

-

y o ung gapinn inses too c a�e to study under Piijiiwaliya. He also wrote the Bhesajja Maffjiisi
S ar�arp.kara. Tbe gapinninse e s tablishment was _ Sannaya, a S inhala_corpmentary on the Pali m�dical
shaken to the rqots by _these aCtivities that it plotted
treatise, the Bh esajja Maiijiisii at the request of .

Narendrasirpha, for which he got help from some of · 
his pupils. Another work by him is the Ratanatraya

against the Silvat movement. Sara.J:Iarpkara ' s disregard

far caste and kin.,pupil succession as well �s not
venerating the ga.pinniinses led the l atter to �omplain
_

_

to the king Narendrashp.ha against SaraJ)rupkara and

prayer verses in Pali. In order to promote Pali learning

the movement. As the gapinninses wielded much

he wrote the Riipa Miiliirva Pali conjugational system, · ·
a work still used for the purpose in pirivenas.

political power in the prevailing feud!ll setup, the king
had no alternative but to support them at the inquiry

held on the matter. The king ordered that the silva!

One of the crowning achievements of SaraJ)a.-pkara

group should venerate tbe gapinninses, and, in order

'·

at this time was the establishment the Niyamakanda

to avoid any confrontation, the silvat group was
ordered not to operate in the capital and restricted

them to the Laggala area. They too were ordered to tie

a piece _ of white c-loth o n the head for easy
identificati'on. For some time, Sarai)aipkara was thus

forced to confine his activities to the suburbs. Shortly
after, it is alleged that a certain Sanyasin came from

India to meet the king and in crdcr to converse with

Praniima G iithii Sannaya a detailed exposition of the,

pirivena for which he got the consent and support of
Narendrasitp.ha. S ituated near a forest, this center of

_

learning for monks was ideal for iiranyaviisi practices ·
and is undoubtedly · the first s u c h S ri Lankan

educational institution to appear during the colonial

period. Inspired by this, many such centers sprang

up subsequently. It appears that the syllabi for the

pirivena education that still persists too evolved during
.�
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this time by the efforts of Sara�arpkara and
supplemented by his line of pupils. With ail these
activities, he became the sole authority of religious
affairs that by 1732 he was able to issue theAnusasan §..

vci.!foruva, a set of admonitfons to the silvat group.
This document records his determination to inculcate

discipline in the Order. The ·members of the silvat
group should accordingly direct their efforts to attain
nibbana by proper practice of morals and regular
confession of offences. They are also to avoid making

·

derog atOfY caste references that target their co
religionists and avoid association with the laity. They
were to make individual copies of the :va{{oruva and
re_ad it at the end of regular Up&atha rituals. The

) ideal was to evolve a monk of the humble aild
contended (appiccha-santufPza) type.
)
. . By this time he w� so close to the royal court that

srl '\'ij aya Raj asirpha, as expected , was very
supportiv e of Saranamkara. He conferred the title of
Ra]aguru ' on him, and on his request, restored the
properties of the S uriyago9a temple to its former
owners. The temple itself, Sarru:tarp.kara entrusted to
his nephew Suriyago9a samanera The SirirthadijJani .
(Scitara Banavara Salinaya) and the Madhurirtha
prakasini, (Commentary on the Bodhivamsa), were
written by Sarru:tarpkara on Sri Vijaya's request. The
former i s by far the inost i m portant w ork o f
Sarru:tarp.kara. I t inspired his pupils to write over a
score of Siitra Sannes. This led to the revival of the
older tradition of writing of sannes <;>r vyakhyinas, the
mainstay of S inhala literary tradition. As many of
them were based on earlier sannes that used Sinhala
or Sanskrit words, a media of mixed-Sinhala emerged
in place of the colloquiar dialect hitherto used in .

writing .

Narendrasiip.ha entrusted him to t�ach t�e brother
of
'
. .
�
During this time Sarru:tatp.kara succeeded in sending
. . .
. .
. ..
h
. lS.W1fe from Madura�. When Narendraslrpha dled m - - missions to several South East Asian countries to get
'
1739-, this ptipil of his . became king as Sri Vijaya .
monks ( S AS . l - 10 ; S iya� Sri Lank a igamika
Riijasirp.ha, under the sponsorship of Sar�arp.kara. · sambandhati, 1 - i2). TheSirisandesa kath ffprobably ·
Some are critical of SariD,larpkaia for thus promoting written by Saranamkara, is one of the Piili messages
.
.
.
.
the Nayakkars of South Indian origin to the throne of addressed to the king of Siam for this purpose. Datable ·
Sri . Lanka that later led to S9me political unrest. . to 1 745/6, this appears to be the Sandesa sent with .
However, the u lterior motive. ofSarru:tarp.kara seems · the last mission by Sri Vijaya Rajasirp.ha in i747. The
to be to have his pupil as the king so that he would be king Sri Vijaya died before the mission reached Siam ·
.
able to manipulate him to get·hi� life� mission of and the mission bad to return without success on the
obtaining monks from abroad to perform the advice of the Dutch authorities in Batavia. This failed
pasq'(1lpada fulfill�d: Thoug h he previously urged mission consisted of three royal messengers, and five .
representatives of Sarru:tarp.kara who were from
. the
Narendnisiip.ha to. help him in this ven,ture, he was
silvat group, disrobed to undertake the ta.Sk. .
unsuccessful. His priority to restitute the upasampada
was so great that at the age of thirty he wrote the .
During the time of Kirti Sri Rajasirp.ha (1 742-82) .
Sama.pera Sandesa i n Pali to the former king another mission was sent to Siam in 1 750.Before it
expressing his willingness to �ross the ocean facing all returned with the monks, S ara�aipkara got an ·
dangers to obtain monks. He� included a Sinhala opportunity to invite a· rnonk from Pegu who came
translation also to the text for the ·Ic ing's benefit and here and ordained about thousand persons according
also instructed as to how changes in the S<Utdesa should to the Kusalakriyanu Sandesa (KKS. ).� The S iamese
be inade with respect to the date, country and t�e monks came in 1753 and a group of monks headed by
name of the king, etc.; in case he dies before any future . Saranatnkara received them at Godapola where the
latter were given some training about the upasampada
mission was sent. Narendrasirp.ha maintained cordial
relationship with the Catholics at the time, especially proceedings. On the 20th Saturday 1 753 six Sri Lankan
with Hither Jacome Gonsalvez, the 'father of Sinhruese monks received higher ordination at Malvatta temple
(for details see Syamapaii Nikiya). This epoch making
Catholic Literature, ' who · was not keen to help
event vouched the continuation of the Buddha-siisana
G5raJ,lcUp.kata In fact, there was some confrontation
in Sri Lanka from its near extinction. This, as can be,
on the question of erecting a Catholic church in the
seen, is mainly due to Sarru:tarp.kara ' s enduring efforts,
capital and an alleged attempt on Sar�arp.kara ' s l ife .
fully supported by the king. Alt�ough the higher
··
by the Catholics (SSC).
-

. .
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ordination introduced on earlier occasions failed due this d o c u ment cle arly show that they were by
to the haphazard manner in which it was held this Saranamkara.
.
time , S aranamka ra had educated and. trained the
Saral)alp.kara continued with his religious activities
recipients so that they were worthy of receiving it.
Moreover, the ga.pinnanses too had changed their zealously and he was greatly supported by the king.
·
stance and made use of this opportunity so that 'silvat' He worked with Upali and other Elders for three years .
group along with S aral)rupkara got absorbed into the and after them with Elders Visuddhiiciirya and Varaj.ii
newly established nik§ya that. came to be known as anamuni, the leaders of the second mission. The latter
the Syamop iil i Nik§ya which is the oldest and the were both, special ists in meditation and started ·
meditation practice here (SSAS. Ch. 3): In 1759 another .
foremost of the present day nik§yas of Sri Lanka.
According to seniority, S ar�aqlicara who was 55 at · mission was sent here. This is not mentioned in major
the time was the third (or second?) to be conferred the · sources but the Kusalakriyanusandesaya refers to it.
upasampadii ·(SSP p. l 8 1 ). Altogether 97 received In fact, ac·cording to s i·amese sources, the .Empemr
. Boromkot of Siam, in consultation with the Sangharaja
upasampadii during that year,
. decided that three m issions be_sent to Sri L;mka each . ·
As Elder Upali was the Ghief of the Siamese lasting for.three years,_so that .by the �nd of ten years
missio�, the-order restored by him came to be known of �raining and scrutiny under the Siamese monks, the
as Syiimopiili nikiiya ( syiima + upiili> syiimopiili). .S ri Lankan monks would have completed their nissaya
However, the main personality behind this success. is (probation) period and would be fully qualified to
S ara�a1p.kara. According to the Sangarijavata, conduct the Upasampadii by_ themselves (SSAS.82): .
Sar_al)alp.kara knew all the procedures and-the texts The third mission is important only as regards the
pertaining to .the upasampadii rit�al but lacked attempted coup against Kirti Sri and the imprisonment . · · ·
' conventional m_o nks' (sammuti · �angun) to conduct of Saral)arpkara and some other monks, and execution ·
it. Although ·a new tradition has been introduced, from of some lay accomplices to the coup. As the attempt
S ara�a1p.kara s point of view it wai o·nty a revival of . was to enthrone a Siamese prince who came with the
the older Lankan tradition. that was
3rd mission, some Siamese monks too were punished ·
. introduced to Siam
earlier. After · the .updsampada,·. the Up6sathd ritual or banished. The reason for the coup against the king
and the Ka-,rhina ritual after rainy retreat (vas) too was that Kirti · Sri · though worked for -the cause of ·
were introduced. In the same year the lcing requested · Buddhism -was still keeping to his Hindu . practices
a l l the m o n k s · to m eet at the Poyage of and favoring his Nayakkar relatives. It is also-alleged
.
Malvatuviharaya and declared that on c·onsideration that the Dutch had a hand in getting this prince and .
o f all the great services rendered by -:-sarai)aip.kara for . plotting him to be crowned (SSAS. 1 1 1 ff.) It should
the perpetuation of the s iisana he would be appointed also be noted that by the time the third mission was
as the Sangharija, a position that was never held by sent, the Emperor Boromkot (Sri Lankan sources refer
anyone lifter the Elder Vidagama during the kotte . to him as Dharmika) was dead.
period. (SSC dates this event to the first year of
upqsa;npadii wh i le SYMP. dates
latter
After a short time, Sarai)aJ!lkara and Tibbo!uvave
. it to 1760. The
.
m ay be the date of restoration o f the title after were relea·sed and Kiiti Sri ·too made amends to his ·
.

.

'

.

·

·

.

.

S arai)aip.kara completed his period of impri�onment
after his alleged involvement in .the coup.). On this
occasion, Tibbo�uvave .Siddhartha, Saral)arpkara's
pupil and-UruUivattc Dhammasiddhi, were appointed·
as Upasafl'gharijas as well as Mahiin iyakas o f
Malvatte and Asgiriya Chapters, respectively. · A s a
climax. to these events, king Kirti Sri made a Karikiivata,
known as the Kirti Sri Rijasimha Katikiivata, a
document that contains monastic rules and regulations
beneficial to the proper maintenance of the Order,
based on earlier Katikiivatas that were usually set up
after such reviv�ls of _the siisana. The injunctions of

mistakes. By 1 764, the S inhala monks who had
completed their probation performed their first .
£1pasampa_da headed by Sarai)aJ!lkara. The king too
supported the event and advised the monks to live . .
according to the vinaya rules.
Sara�arpkara spent his last few years in his forest
hermitage at Hantane keeping himself away fro111 main
institutions of Malvatta and Asgiriya. Throughout
his career his main interest was to resurrect Buddhism
to its former glory . In this attempt he sometimes had
to disagree with some S iamese practices. In his letters ·

r-
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of admonition to his pupils such - as the
Sangharajanusasan ava and the l etter to Vehal le
Dhammadinna Thera, he stresses that they should
keep to the ancient traditions of forest dwelling sect
and serve the world by writing or copying down of
books with the assistance of the - laity. He did not
approve of the Siamese tradition of Temporary
Ordination, the Siamese system of recitation that
disregards the word division and the worship of .
crowned images as approved in the Jambupati-vatthu:
When a controversy aros� between (Sri Lankan monks
and Siamese monks) as to the manner of recitation of
texts, it was referred to the Siamese Sanghanija who
approved that Sarru:tarpkara waS correct in his decision.
_ JThese instances show that Sarru:tarpkara was able to
discriminate between what was relevant for his
_ ,/ revivalist endeavour and what was not.

·

After rendering a great service to the country in
. manifold ways, Sarru:t iupkara Sangharaja passed away
in 1778. While his services for the revival of educ�tion,
literature and culture as weU · a.s Buddhist institutions
are of great significance, the order of monks reverted
_ to - some · older practiCes that ultimately _ led to the
subsequent emergence of other nikiyas. Although
_ disagreement oetween the two chapters of Malvatta
and Asgiriya, both acknowledge their indebtedness to ·
Safat:1arpkara
.
.
.
The literary tradition of the Colonial arid pre'"
hodem period is directly traceable to him. His training
·
Df preachers (Dhamma-kathikas) contributed to the survival and spread of religion during the turbulent
times of religious.controversies. There were eighteen
pupils of renown of him, whose pupiis number around
fifty. They carried on the light ofreligion and learriing
in all parts of the country; glittering the intellectual
atmosphere of the times.
.

.

.

.

.
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·

P.B. Meegaskumbura.
SARAsANiAHA. "A collection of Essence:' is a Pali
treatise written· in Sri Lanka during the latte_rpcirt of
_ the Polonnaruwa period. In spite of the fact- �hat the
treatise itself identifies itself as "Sarasangaha"
· (Dassayissal[l Scimiis�na Pav�rcil[l Sarasangqharp) in
its prologue, both The Dictionary ofPali Propf!,r.. Names
(Vol. II. p. 1 1 06) and the P ali Literature of c;_�yJon by
Malalasekera (p. 224) have n amed it Saratihasangaha
which leads to confusion with a Sinhala treatise by ·
the same name, written by Sranankani. Sangahai·aja of
the 1 8'h century during the Kandyan period.

_

·

_
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According to its colophon Sarasailgaha was written
by Yen. Siddhattha the last among the pupils of
Buddhappiya Thera: the · chief . i ncumbent of · ·
Dakkhinarama, apparently of Polonnaruwa, built by
· Patakramabahu I (1 i53� 1 1 86)
DakkhinaramapatirioPi[akattayadharino
Buddhappiyavha therassa yo sissanantimo yati
Tena siddhattha Niinena yati dhimat aSucivuttina

The author's reference to his teacher Buddhappiya
as residing at the Dakkhinarama is noteworthy. It is .
clear that the treatise was written before evacuation
to Yapahuwa, abandoning Polonnaruwa·in the fact;: of
advanc\ng Malabars led by Magha.
a5 .the
Yen. Siddhattha referred to here is identified
.
.. . :•·;· . ' . ·
author of Saratthadipika (q.v.) the S_ub-coJriurl�OI�C.·, �
on Rasavahini, a Pali treatise of the 1
seen in the S aratthadipikii Ven,.--- �5-it:tdh��t_t}1�

·
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Parakramabahu ( ajjhe sito narinde n a so ' haf!J
Parakkamabahuni), whi l e staying in the magn i fi cent
mansion put up by the king himself. In addition, Yen.
Sariputta, in his preamble has stated what prompted
him to write Siratthadipani. He says that there were ·
"Linatthappakiisani" ( 'fikiis) written by the ancients ·
(Poriizi) which are of no use to all the monks. There
were several "glossaries" (grm.fhipada) written in the

number of other works to his credit. It is clear that he
has been a n1onk of high erudition.

Sarasaligaha consists of forty chapters on forty

popular topics and is written in prose interspersed

with verses. Ainong the forty topics are "Buddhina1J1.

Abhinihar3', preliminaries necessary to become a
Buddha, Tathagatassa Acchariyi Buddha' s marvels.
Aniaradhiin.ff, disappearance, Cakkhavatti, universal
kings, Cetiya, Thupas, Sam11J.Qjjaniyi-pJzala, results
of sweeping, Dhamme Acchariyi, marvels of the
Dhamma, Sanghe Acchariya, marvels of the Sangha,
Niddff, sleep, Supine, Dreaming, Ratan.advaya, Buddha
and Dhamma, Saranigamana taking of refuge·,_ SJ7a,
morality, Kammaf.thina Subject of meditation etc.

Sinhala language, which are of no use to foreign monks.

Some have commenced the work in the Magadhi.
language and later changed the media. Further more,

those writings are incomplete . and have creat�d ·
confusion. 1
As described in the preamble, it was to remedy the .

above situation that Ven: Sariputta intended to write ·

Siratthadipani. Finally he says that he would discard

· The author has drawn materials from the texts,

commentaries sub, <;:ommentaries and treatises for his

·

·

discussions on the selected topics . . It is said that

Sirasangaha is of immense use, specially for the

the language (Sinhala), take the essence and write his

(new) treatise.

preacher, for he· need- not consult many hooks in
It is seen that Ven. Sariputta. in his Siratthadipanl
.
preparing for the · serm�n;·· everything is assembled . has critic ised certain explanations given i n �he

under the relevant topics. The author hCl-5 cited a large.

Vajirabuddhi Tiki, written earlier by a monk nained ·

number of indderits of local .origin in discussing which

are of historical importance. It is evident from the

Vajirabuddhi. In the same way Ven. Sariputta's views ·

·

treatise tbat Yen. Siddh�tha has had an encyclopaedic ·
knowledge of the whole Pali-l iterature.
·

have been criticised by the Coliya Kassapa Thera in

his Vimativiriodanl - Tlki written after th_e _·
Saratthadipani The Saratthadipanlis divided into two
sections cilia and mahi and he has closely followed
_

Sirasangaha is not ' edited and published by the · the lines laid down by Buddhaghosa·and it is saidthat
PTS. yet. lt has been edited by Ven. Yatamalagala Ven. Sariputta Is tied down too-much to the orthodox

- Somanahda Thero and is printed and published in the
.
Sinhala script in 1 898. ·

K. Arunasiri
SARATTHADiPANI: Siratthadip_anl "the Illustrator
of the Essential Meaning" is the sub commentary .{fiki)

written for Buddhaghosa's Samantap iisidika, the

Vinaya commentary. The author of the Siratthadipanl

is Tikacari Sariputta Maba thera of the Polonnaruwa . ·

period. Sariputta Maha thera was the first "Mahasami"

or Sangharaja of Sri Lanka who Jived in the· reign of

· b a- h u th e G reat ( 1 1 53 - 8 6 _ A . C . ) .
P ara-k rama
Siratthadipanl is the second 'fika written for the
Vinaya Pifaka, the first being the Vajirabuddhi- Tiki
. . d. anz. !rr:1
. - rec·koned as the 1
'T'I
;f
. - on
a nd the "'
rlmat1vmo
�ta
J/{.a
the Vinaya Pi_taka .
Yen . Sariputta s ay s th-at he co mposed the
Saratthadipa"f'l i o n t h e i n v i tat i o n of K i n g

interpr�tations, a weakness Buddhaghosa supposed

to have had . . Ven. Sariputta has been ·a veteran Sanskrit

scholar as well -and-his Sanskrit knowledge appears. to

·

have influenced his Pali, as seen in the Siratthaiiipani.
Ven Sariputta in the course of his discussion onthe vinaya rules has cited m,any episodes suppo_sed
_ to .

have taken place in the island which are of historical .
value, according to Pro( Malalaseker_a2• However, it
is seen that many of such episodes hav� been already

cited by Buddhaghosa in· his commentaries. But his
discussion of the eighteen schools into which the
Buddhi s t sangha w as d iv ided after the Second
Buddhist Council , is noteworthy. The discussion

found at the beginning of his exegesis of the Third
Council is of h igh historical value for it provides more
information not found elsewhere.

Ven . S ariputta ' s sources spelled out i n the

Saratthadipaniare of paramount importance, not only

-
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to the students of history, but also to those interested

in Pali Literature. Often he has cited S1hala A tthakathiis

such as Mahi Af.thakathi, the Mahiipaccari, and the

1 Porapehi kata1J1Yantu linatthassa pakiisani

Kurundi A{fhakathis which _shows those SI7zala
Af.thakathiis which are not extant today, were still
extan t,

when

the

Yen .

author

na tan sabbattha bhikkh iinam attham sidhenti
sabbaso
Duviiiiieyya sabhivi sihaliiya niruttiyi
Gan .thipadesu.nekesu likhitaip kiiichi Kattaci
Migadhikiya bhisiya irabhitvipi kenaci
Bhisantarehi sammissaip likhitaip kiffci devaca
Asaraganthabhiropi tattheva bahu dissati
Akulam ca kataip yattha suviffiieyyampi atthato
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Saratthadipani preamble edited by
B . Devarakkhita, Colombq 1 9 14 S inhala script)
0

composed

. Saratthadipan i The t h ree fam ous g l o � s ari e s
(gap{h ipadas) Maha-gap{h ipada, Majjh ima 
gapflzipada and ciila-ga,pfhipada which are lost, were
available to Yen� Si.iriputta. He has often quoted from
those glossaries and he appears to have a great respect
for them. It has referred t o the v i e w s of the

•

•

·

"Bhipakas" (Reciters), such as Digha- bhi.pakas,
· Majjhima- bhi.ptikas and Sanyutta- bhiipakas. It is
· significant truit he has referred to "khuddhaka
J
.: .- bhi.pakas" (Recit�rs �f the khuddhaka (Nikaya?). The
.
Paramatthaman;usa
the sub-commentary . of the
Visuddhimagga by Dhammapiliciri too has been

)

among h i s sour�es,

SARATTIIAMANJUSA

2 Malalasekera G.P.

The Pali Literature of Ceylon

Colombo 1958. p. 192

3 . Malalasekera op.cit.

w h i c h shows that the

Siratthadipani i s posterior to the Paramatthamaii
jwi. ·Thus it should be clear that the Siratthadipaniis

SARATTHAMANJUSA : Saratthamaffj�s.i,

"The ·

a �''Store House of lnformation for the Students ofPali

ReceptaCle of the Essential Meaning", is the sub

Literature'�.

commentary

( Jiki) . written for Manorathapiirapi,
B1,1ddhaghosa's commentary on theAiiguttar!:lnikiyq;
�
·
atthadipani
i
s
said
to
contain
30,000
The
Sa
the
fourth secilon of the Suttapifaka of the Th�ravada
·
.Gtanthas and each Grantha is made up of 32 letters. Schoof of Buddhism. As ·per its colophon; it was
composed by Vert Sariputta the eminent scholar of
According to the bhapavira tradition . it has 1 20
· · bhi.paviras and each bhi{xivira is said to contain 8000 the Polonnaruwa period known as Tikac ari Sariputta. ·
letters. While evaluating the work and the skill of its
author Pro[ Malalasekera says : ·

'}

·

.

"Si.irilmtta's most comprehensive work, however,

the Siratthad4Jani, h is m asterl y Stib-Comlllentary
on· Buddhaghosa's Samantapiisadiki on the Vinaya
Pifaka. The immense amount of information he has
is

conected therein shows that his knowledge was
extensive and prOfound and that he was not second to
the great commentator (Buddhaghosa) h imself in
exegetical ability3•

Saratthadipanihas not yet been edited
and published under the PTS. and the students have
However,

no access to it. It is said that it has been already
pubiished in the Burmese and the Siamese Scripts. In

Sri Lanka it has been e d i ted (by B ih al po l a
,Pevarakkhita Nayaka Thero) and published i n the
ala Script up to the end of the fourth P irijiki, in

�

�14; on which the present article has been based.

K. Arunasiri

·

.

The author S ariputta Thera was also the fi i- s t
Sangharaj a or Mahasamy of Sri Lanka.

The authorship of the sub commentaries ( 'fiki) to
the commentaries of the first three Nikayas (sections)
of the Suttapi{aka, i.e. the Sumangalavitiisini of the
Dlghanikiya, the Papaffcasudani of the Majjhima
Nikiiya arid the Siratthappakiisini o f the Saiiiyu tta

Nikiya, are attributed to the eminent commentator

Dhammapaliidiri of Badaratittha Vihara (of South ·

India) . Pol watte Buddhadatta Thero thinks that
Dhammapala's intention was to write Jikiis to the
comm entarie s of all the first fo u r n ikayas of the
Suttapi{aka. But he could not do it. He died soon after
he wrote the '[ikito Siratthappakiisini, the Samyutta
commentar)'. He argues that the absence of a colopho!l

-

in the

Samyutta '[iki is probably due to his sudden

death. He seems to . presume that Dhammapala was
unable to write even its colophon. Thus Yen. Sariputta
in the 12'h century was called upon to write the 'fiki
to the Manorathapilrapi, the A.nguttara Commentary
which Dh ammapalaciiri could not fulfil, though he
wanted to as stated above.

.

·
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In his preface to the SaratthamaiijusaVen. Sariputta

states that he compose d it in compliance with an
invitation made by King Parakramabahu.

.

Siiratthamaiijusii is yet to be edited and published
bv the PTS. It is said that it is edited and published in
Burma (Myanmar) and S i am (Thail and) in their

respective scripts.

•

"
;.;
"'
. ...

K. Arunasiri
SARATlliAl- tAKAsiNi: The Siiratthappakiisini, the

·

"Since I was invited, in the mids of the monks by
the king Parakramaba.�u who patronized me in an
unprecedented way, I will explain the meaning of all
the obscure words of the great Anguttara Nikiya
commentary with the strength of the teachers of yore,
so that the meaning would be easily understood".

"Illustrator of the Most Excellent meaning" is the
name given to the Pali Commentary written to the
. Sa1J1Yulta Nikiiya, the third volume of the Sutra p i(aka
of the Theravada School of Buddhism. There exists
no controversy as regards its au thorship. As per the ·
colophon, the Siiratthappakiisini is written by the great
commentator Buddhaghosa. The prologue of the
. commentary. .is almost the same as _the prologues. of
the commentaries written by Buddhaghosa for the
other three Nikayas of the Suttapifaka i . e .
Dighanikaya, Majjhima Nikiiya andA nguitara Nikiiya . .

The Siiratthappakiisini is not an original work, but
.· a Pali translation of the commentaries brought to the
.
Further the preface c.:: o nfir.ms . the- king
island by the Elder Mahinda and kept in the Sihala
·
Parakramabahu's services to the Buddhasasana such :
Language for the benefit of the inhabitants of the Island .
·
. as uniting - of the divided sangha, the constru�lion of . (Lanka) which Buddhaghos a admits at the very
.
magnificent vinaras and his encoura'g'ement to .the · · beginning of the commentary, .<l.5 he haS done in the
monks to take up ganthadhwa or vipassaniilhura, case of his other Agama commentari �s already.
provision of the four requisites to thousands of monks mentioned. Further, as usual here too Buddhaghosa
regularly etc. and that makes the. preface historic-ally assures- that he would not go . against the expert
important as well.
. decisions of the Elders of the Mahavihara, who are the
lamps into the lineage of Theras1•
·

The DPPN. (Vol. II p 1 1 1 8) _says that Sariputta
In addition, Buddhaghosa says that he would uot
wrote the Saratthamaffjusaon the Atthasalini which
should be considered as an oversight, because the repeat · what he has already disc.ussed in the
DPPN. (Vol.I_I, p. 1 106) itself has recordedthe correct Visuddhimagga and expects the readership to consult
position, that it is written on Manorathapiirapi the the Visuddhimagga in the relevant instance. 2 It is in .
c ommentary · on Arig uttaran ikiya. Pol w atte the above context that Buddhaghosa declares that the
Buddhadatta thero has ·observed a similarity between Visuddhimagga stands in the middle of the four
the stanzas No. 2,- 3, 4, 5, 6,and 7 of the prologue of Agamas and explain the meaning :
the Saratthadipani and the stanzas No.4, 6, 7, 8, and 9
of the Saratthamafijusa prologue and i t further
Majjhe Visuddhimaggo esa catzmnampi iigamiinam
confirms the view that both books were composed by
· hi .thatva pakiisayissati tattha tattha yatha bhffsitam
the same author. dandhavamsa (JPTS. 1 896 p. 81)
too, attributes its authorship to Ven. Sariputta and attham (loc. Cit.)
cal l s it Nava fikii written on the·· A.Iiguttaranikiya
Further· to the above, what Buddhaghosa says in
A!fhakathii, on the request of Pariikramabahu, ·king of
Lanka. It is said that it contains twenty thousand his colophon too is relevant here. There he says that
Granthas (one Grantha is comprised of thirty two the Siiratthappakas ini consists of seventy-eight
letters).
Bhiinaviiras while the Visuddhimagga which has to be

·

-·

·,

Tenahamaccantam anuggahito
Anaii.iias.iilh iirana saJngahena
Yasmaparakkanti bhujavhayena
Ajjhesito bhikkhuga[JQSSa mcijjhe
Tasmiianuttiinapadiinaip atthaip
Sef.thiiya Anguttarava[J[JQniya!Jl
.
· Sandassayissam sakalam subhodhum
Nissaya pubbacariyiippabhavam
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·
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consulted in understanding the text, (Sarpyuttanik§ya)

walking with a mon.."k.
. who was ordained in hi s old age.
The monk ordained in his old age w as fol lowing the

has fifty nine Bhif!avaras. Under the circumstances,

he says the number of Bhanavaras in the com mentary

arahant carrying his robes and bowl. The latter while
following the arahant told hiin: "Sir! What are. the

should be taken as one hundred and thirty seven.

characteristic features of arahants (ariya n iima kidisa).

As per its colophon, Buddhaghosa has composed

The arahant replied that an old person walking with
an arahant, and attending on the arahant, taking his

the Siratthappakasini on an invitation made by a Thera·
named Jotipala. E.W. Adikaram (Early History of

robes and the bowl may not understand who an arahant

Buddhism in Ceylon p. 6) tries to identify him with

is.

Jotipala Thera mentioned in the colophon of the

Man orathapiirapi, the Anguttara comrhentary, who

.

is stated to have been a co-res ident with h i m

.

)

�

7· named Jtvaka. Often Buddhaghosa records the place

I

to fetch flesh of a hare to cure his critically ill mother.

Man orathapiirapi colophon further says that Jotipala

Thera concerned invited Buddhaghosa to compose it
,,\.. (the Ma orathap iirani) along with another · Thera

Though he was able to catch a hare, he did not want to
kill it and came empty handed. However he resolved

-

that, as a result of his good act of saving the life of the

hare his mother may be relieved of her il l ness.
Consequently, · i"t is said that the woman concerned ·

where . he was residing at the time of the composition
of a part icular · book, b u t in the case of the

was cured. This shows that the physicians of ancient .

Siratthappakasini he has not recorded the place where

Sri Lanka used the meat of certain ani.nals to cure
c�rtain types of diseases. · .

he was residing during . the composition of the

Siratthappakiisini. · Butldhaghosa finally concludes that
his exegesis o n the Salpyutta Nikaya w ith the
comments th�t he composed " the Saratthappakiisini
taking the · essence · o f · the Mah aa ffhakath a
(Miili:l.a!,thakathasaram iid§yaimain karontena . . . SA.
III . p.

. """\

1 10):

. Compared

In addition to the main so�rces the Sihalaf.thakathi.

partic u l ar l y

' Buddhaghosa it is observed that, less episodes of local
o·rigin were cited <IS examples in the. course commenting
in the Siratthappakiisini. l3ut there are a few which

are of historical impo.rtance� . While discussing the
Dhajagga Sutta (SA I. p. 34 1 f) it is said that while the

plastering of the Dighavapi cetiya was in progress, a
· · novice working slipped his foot and 'Yas falling from

the

Mah aa!fhakathif. and

commentaries such as the Papaffcas{jdani and the
Su � angalavilasin i w h i l e compo sing the
Saratthappak asini. I t is i mportaat 'to note that ·
Buddhaghosa has referred to the Milindapaiihi. a post
canonical work in the Siratthappakffs ini (SA. II. 294). ·
He has also quoted a source cal led Porapiis, the

"ancients":

The Saratthappakiisini is published by the P1S.

edited by F.L. Woodward in three volumes. .

the top of the Cetiya . Those monks at the foot of the

K. Arunasiri

Cetiya shouted at the falling novice to reflect upon

the Dhajagga sutta (Dhajaggaip paritta1p iivus�
avajjhi). It is said that he did so and his life was

saved. Whatever may be the authenticity of the episode
it should be presumed that the monks themselves have
laboured in the construction of the th iipas in ancient
Sri Lanka ·

< According to another story (SA. Il."p. 252) a certain

arahant, wh�se name is not given and who was a
resident . at Cittalapabbata in South Sri Lanka, was

the ·.

Visuddhi�gga , 13uddhaghosa has referred to his other

.·

to the . o ther Commentari e s o f

The episode of the Cakkana Upasaka rel ates (SA

II. 150) how Cakkana was ordered by his elder brother

(Buddh�ghosa) a t Kaficipu ra, S outh India. The

.
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1 . Samayaip avilomento theranaip theravalJl
.
sappadip analj1 Sunipuna vinicchayanam ·
mahaviharadhiv§sinam (SA I. p. l )

.

2.

Jtipana sabba1p yasma visuddhimagge maya
suparisuddhaip vuttaip tasma bhiyyo na taip
idha vic arissiimi (lac cit) :.
•

SARATTHASAMUCCAYA
SARATTHASAMU CCAYA:

compilation from where the Suttas have been drawn,
the author of Saratthasamuccaya had no difficulty in
compiling his commentary. He has drawn materials
from original commentaries and there is no originality
in his work.

is the name given for
the comm entar y . w r i tten for Cat u b h an a v ara
( Catubh anavara pali), a collection of Suttas meant for
chanting of Paritta (Paritta desana). It is also known
as Catubhiinavara A{.thakath a. It's author has not left
his name recorded. But in the preamble ·it is stated
that it was composed on the orders of Ven. Anomadassi
(Anomadassi vikkharha mahisamin iyogato). But in
the colophon this anonymous author has identified
himself as a pupil of Ananda Vanarataila (soyam dayalu
me garujayatiha paiiffo Ananda Raiifiarathandi Maha

ycitindo. . . .. )

·
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Saratthasamucc aya the Catubh anavara
commentary is yet to be. edited and published under
the PTS. But i( has been edited (by Doranagoda
Nnasena Thera) and published (in Sinhala script) under
Simon Hewavitarana Bequest in 1 929.

·

K. Arunasiri.

Some scholars think that Anomadassi Mahasami · ·
under whose direction Saratthasamuccq.ya is .said to
have been composed as the Anomadassi Mahasami a SARWUTRA. Sariputra is the popular title of a Sri ·
contemj;orary of i>arakramabahu IL ( i 236- 1 272 Lankan .s1lpa text known as Bimbamana (iconometry)
A. C.). The above reference too calls him Mahasami. belonging to the 1 !fh century. More than fifteen palm · .
Ven.Doranegoda :N·anasena who has edited · leaf manuscripts of this work which contains over ·
Saratthasamuccaya for the Sjmon Hewavitharana . . l30 stanzas in Sanskrit have been found from a number
.
. Bequest Edition in his:prefa:ce to .the editiori., quoting . of pl�ces in Sri Lanka.. The abrupt opening of the text
· from Padasiiihanavyakhya points ·out that Aminda · with . the w·o rds 'Athedanf!J1 · p ra v akrJ ami
. Vanaratana too was a pupil Of Medhaiikara M<ihasami, bimbam§nav.idhi1J1 sp;u' (Listen! I shall now describe
predec�ssor of Anomadassi Mahasarni. He further _the _yconometric system (pertaining to the Buddha
thinks that the author of the. Padasiidhanavyakhya image} sug.gest that it is a detached chapter of a larger ·
referred t o · as Anand a- i s the s ame . as . Anand a · . ·. work dealing with image craft. ·The ·original work
Vanaratana. Thus he too is· among those who consider appears to have been iost forever and the preserit text
Saratthlzsamuccaya as being written during the reign has survived probably because it has been used
throughout as a manual by Sri Lankan temple artists.
of the king Parakramabahu II ( 1236� 1 212r .
· . Certain manuscripts carry the colophon 'Iti gautamiye
However Ven. Polwatte Buddhadatta does not like sariputraSl'ute bimbamana!J1 samaptam ' (Here ends .
to identify Ven. Anomadassi; whose pupil c()mposed the Bimbamana of the Gautainiya (sistra) as heard by
Saratthasamuccaya and who was a contemporary of Sariputra), which would mean that the .mother work
Parakramabahti II ( 1236- 1 272 AC.) [Pali Literature wa.S probably known as Gautamiyasistra and ascribed
(Sinhala Script ) 1 966 p. 2]. Ven. Buddhadatta further to Gautama the Buddha: from whos� mouth it was
says (ibid. p. 2 � 7 ) that there has been two heard. by Sariputra who in tum proclaimed it for the
· Anandacaryas in Sri Lanka: Ananda Vanaratana who · benefit of the world . .
l ived before the reign of Parakramabahu I ( 1 1 53-86)
who wrote AbhidhammamzJla '[ika w as the first. The
The work as the title suggests deals with the subject
second Anandacarya was a pupil of Dimbulagala . ofBuddhist iconometry·and lays down in minute
detail
Medhaflkara Mahasami who was a contemporary of specifications
for standing, seated and recumbent
Parakramabahu II ( ! 2 3 6 �7 2 A . C . ) . Out of the
Buddha images in accordance with the superior Ten
Anandacari� above referred to Ven. Buddhadatta thinks
tala system (Uttama-dam-tala-m.ana) which consists
that it was Anandacari the author ofAbhidhammam iila
Tiki who is referred to in the Saratthasamuccaya . of 124 units into which the vertical height of a standing
Thus aecording to his argument Saratthasamuccaya Buddha image was divided. Hindu �lpa texts oflndian
should be assigned to a period prior to Parakramabahu origin · set apart · the Uttama-daSa.-tala-mana for the
highest of Hindu gods such as Brahma, Visnu
and
I (I 1 53-86 A. C.)
.
Siva Th� measurements, to wit, mana (vertical height),
As all the Suttas contained in tl:ie Catubhiinavara pramana (horizontal measurements) , parimana
have been already commented upon under the ()riginai (measurements of the girth), unmana (elevation/
·.

·

�
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depth), upam ana (interspace measurements) and
lambamiina (plumb-line measurements). Nonetheless,
with the decline of Sanskrit education in Sri Lanka
after the Polonnaruwa Period, the artists' ability to
comprehend fully the technical details given therein
appears to have gradually diminished resulting in the
creation of distort and out of proportion images as
amply illustrated by the Buddha images that have
been built particularly during the Kandy period.
Ananda Coomaraswamy On his Mediaeval
Sinhalese Art) is inclined to believe the Sariputra to be
a work of Indian origin. This view not substantiated
by any solid reasoning has to be rejected for a number
. of reasons. Although its Indian influence is .not to be
)
- doQbted, that it has been compiled in Sri Lanka is
. ey�nd �y reasona l e douct. T e main arguments
.
.r
tor 1ts Sn Lankan ongm may be c1ted as follows:

)�

�

�

·

1 . The Uttama-daSa.-tiJa.., measure consisting of
1 24 units (or dehiflgulas) is used here for the
standlng Buddha image, wh�reas all Indian Silpa
. texts reserve it for the highest of Hindu deities.
2. The sedent image described here is in the .

vir�ana or;sattvaparyaJika (with the .right leg
resting on the left) which is peculiar to Sri
. . Lankan image, and not in cross-legged position
(padmasana or vajrasana) favourite among
Indian artists.

3. It is ·difficult to justify any reasons for the
compilation of a Silpa text on Buddhist
iconometry in India during the 1 1 'h century
whim Buddhism had completely disappeared
. from the mainland. ·

4. The non-availability of any copies of the work
in India. AU the copies numbering more than
fifteen which have so far been found are from.
Sri Lanka.
5. The attempt made in the colophon of so me
manuscripts to give the work a touch of
. Theravada (gautamlye sariputrairute} further
strengthens its sri Lrulkan affiliations. One may
even conjecture this as a move to tmdermine
: the importance and popularity of the Mali
jusribha�ita-citrakarmasastra, a seventh
century Sri Lankan Silpa text, which is boldly
Mahayank_in ch<!_ra<;Jer. .
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Three editions of this work have so far appeared.
The first publ ished in 1 924 by M. Sirivimala Thera is;
as the editor himself confesses, the reproduction of a
single manuscript with only a few illegible letters here
and there being supplied by him. Fifty years later,
Hans Ruelius produced a critical edition of the
Siiriputra together with another shorter Sanskrit Silpa
text called Alekhyalak�apa (a manual for artists)
accompanied by a German translation of both works,
for his Ph.D. degree of the University of Gottingen.
This ed ition was based on twelve manuscript s
including one hand written copy · and contains 1 3 9
stanzas. The present writer brought out another edition
of the Siiriputra in 1 994, based on two manuscripts
not seen by Ruelius and using the latter's edition as a
third copy. This edition contains 1 3 1 stanzas. The
bibliographical details of the three editions are as
follows:
1. Sariputrasrava.po bimbpparamiinam, ed. By

M. Sirivimala Thera, Colombo, 1 9 24 .
. -:
·.

·

,. .

·
Porportionslehre. in . der· indischen und
ceylonesischeh Kunst , Dissertation zur ·
· Erlangung
des · D oktorg rades
der
Philosophischen Fakultat .der Georg-August- 
Universitat zu Gottingen vorgelegot von Hans
Ruelirs aus Heccheirnam Main, Gottingen,
1 974.

2. Sariputra und Alekhyalak�{JQ: Zwei Texte zur

3. The Bimbamana of Gautamiy(Jsastra as heard
by Sariputra, edited and translated into English
by E.W. Marasinghe, Biblictheca lndo-Budhica .
Series, No 138, Delhi, Sri Satguru Publications, ·
1 99 1 .

E.W. M3rasingbe

SARWUTTA (1). Arabant Sariputta was the first chief

disciple of the .8uddha. In Buddhist S�skrH he is
known by sev�niJ versions of this name; Sariputra,.
S artsuta, Sali utra and Saradvatlputra. No equivalent .
of the last name is attested to in :Pali. Th� versl9n Sali
could result from the change of !r' to '1' �s in some
Prakrits. The name Sariputta is Interprewd to mean
'the son of Sari' in�Ucating that his mother's name was
Sari. In Buddhist Sanskrit too the name of S ariputra's
mother is Sari or Sarika (eg. Mhvu. III 569f). But in .

p
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later Pati works the Elder's mother is called Rupasari endowement ('J!iif.ibhoga) the village Naladagramaka,
(DhA. IL 84). In one place in Pali literature Sariputta where he lived. Later he, in tum, was defeated in debate
himself tells PUJ?,I)a Mantaniputta that his personal · by another brahamin teacher from the Dak:�iJ?,apatha,
name is Upatissa but among the members of the Order named Ti�ya. (It is not clear what the Dak�il)iipatha
he is knoWJil as Sariputta (MJ. 1 50). In Buddhist here referred to was. Was it the same as the Avanti·
DalqiJ?,ap<JJh a of the Pali Cullavagga in the Vinaya
Sanskrit also we find this name as Upati�ya (Mhvu.
pi_
taka or a place. further to the south of that?) ·. The
.
III. 56 ff), and once he is also called Ti�ya.
. king how wanted to �ransfer the village Nalalda to
In Pali canonical l iterature there is hardly any Ti�ya and, therefore, Mathara wished to leave the.
information regarding Sariputta's home life prior to place. But Ti�ya offered to share the village with
adopting an ascetic life. This however; is compensated Ma!hara, who, out of gratitude, gave his daughter Sarika
by the Buddhist S�skrit Miila Sarvastivada Vinaya, in marriage to Ti�ya. But his son Kau�!hila disagreed
the Mahivastu and Pali commentaries. According to with this arrangement and himself in disgust left for
Pali commentaries he was the son of the Brahamin the D�il)apatha. Both Kau�!}lila and Sarika also were
named Vanganta, the chief of the Village· Upatissa well educated and even debated with each other. Sarikii
. wherehe was born (DhA. II. 84). But according to the. . also, at times, entered into debate witb· her husband
SaiJIYutta Nikaya (V. . l6 1) Sariputta'.s native village, but was defeated by him. Later, however, when she
where · · be passed away; was called Nafagamaka. Conceived Sariputra to be in her womb, she was able
According to the MUla Sarvastiviida Vinaya (GM. III. to defeat her husband. Grandfather Mii!hara gave the
IV p. 20) tais village iS: called Na�adagramaka, but in name Upati�ya to his daughter's son. But Ti�ya named
him Sariputra after his- wife. By the age of sixteen ·
the
Mahivastu (lJ.I: 56) it is called Nalandagramaka.
·
The name Vanganta · is seen. in the name Upasena Sariputra had. become well-versed in the Vedas and
Vangantaputta ('Son of Vailganta')' wh<;>, is said to have other . branches o f . l earn i n g . M astering . the
been � brother ofSariputta in Pali sources. If so; while Aindravyakarapa he worsted all opponents in debate. ··
· the eldest Upatissa carne to· be known by their mother's · Even his father could not dispute with him. He became ·
name, one of the younger sons has come tp be identified
by their father's name. ·

Sariputta, according to Pali sources, had three
younger brothers named Canda; Upasena and R�vata
· .(later called l(adiravari.iya Revata), and three· younger
sisters named Cal a; Upacala and Sisupacam: All · the
s even were ordained i n th.e Sali$ha and won
arahantship . (DhA. II. 1 88f), However . Buddh.ist
· Sa.J?.skrit sources give a different version. Sariputra
was the youngest (not the eldest) in
a family
of seven
.
brothers, viz·. Dharma (or Sudharma), Upadharma,
S atadharma; Sahasradharma, Ti�ya, �md Upati�ya.
· The name Sudharma is sometimes omitted from the
text (Mhvu . III. 56) . S ariputra was named Upati�ya
· after his father, the Brahamin Ti�ya, says the Miita
Sarvastivada Vinaya. The name Sariputra was given
to him as his mother· was S arika (GM Ill. Pt. iv. 23 ff).
This work also carries an account of how Sariputra
came to be born as the son .of Ti�ya and Sarika.
In Magadha l ived a distinguished Brahamin teacher
named Ma!haia, author of the Mafharasastra. He
defeated in debate a brahamin teacher from the
D ak�iJ?, apatha and rec e ived fro m the king as
·-

..

·

the teacher of five hundred bra.Qamin youth.

Renunciation and Ordination as a Buddhist Monk

·

Pali commentaries and the Mahivastu present .
somewhat similar accounts on the events leading to
the renunciation of S ariputta and M oggal lana.
According to the Pali commentaries Sariputta had
formed a dose friendship with another brahamin youth
named MoggaWina, Lie son of the braharnin chief of
the village named Kolita. Both of them were bom.on
·
the same day and were muned Upatissa and Kolita ·
after the names of their two villages. The two families ·
·
had a longstanding friendship between them and the
two youth were also thick pals from very young days. ·
Wherever they went, whether it was to the river or to
the pleas�nce Sariputta had a retinue of five hundred
in golden palanquins and Kolita also had a retinue of
five hundred in chariots yoked with thoroughbreds.
They went to enjoy the annual Giraggasamaija festival
together. But soon both were disillusioned with the
fun at the festival and· decided to renounce home life
to look for a teacher who could show them the way to
total emancipation. Sending home five hundred of their
thousand fold retinue with the palanquins and chariots,

I
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they, with five hundred others, were ordained disciples
of the teacher Safij aya, the wandering ascetic

queried about his teachers. Assaji was modest enough
to admit that he was newly ordained and that his
knowledge is meagre. However, he could, if the
interrogator was willing, give the gist of the Buddha's
teachings. That is what I need but not details was his
reply. Arahant Assaji, in one single verse presented to
Sariputta the principle of dependent origination
comprising the very essence of the Buddha's teachings.

(paribbiijaka).

Both mastered Saiijaya's teachings in a short time
but found them not leading to the desired goal. The
two then went to any teacher whom they thought
could show them the real path to emancipation. Finding
that too did not bring any results they decided to part
company and go in quest of their goal alone. However, ·
"Of things that arise from a cause, the Tathagata
before parting, they pledged that,. anyone discovering declared the cause and their cessation too (he declared); .
the true path, would come back to the other with the the great Recluse has such a teaching".
happy messge. It was on this solitary quest that
On listening to his presentation of the Dhamma,
Sariputta met Arahant Assaj i (DhA . I. pt. 1 . 73 ff).
there arose in Sariputta the dustless and stainless
o
) .
The account of the event leading to· Safiputta's dhamma -vision (dhamma-cakkhu) that, "whichever
\ renuriciution and subsequent events in the Mah avastu is of the nature of arising, all that has the nature of
? is the same in essence but with variations in detail. . cease to be". (yaiJ7 kiffci samudayadhammalJl saba1J1
The riches of the two families of Upatissa and Kolita ta1J1 nirodhadhamma1J1). This is normally interpreted
are given in greater detaiJ in the Mahavastu. The two to mean the realization by Sariputta of the first stage · .
went to enjoy the Giraggasamajja festival together, on the Pathto Nibbatia, namely the Sotapatti stage. He
and a sense of disenchantment overcome both at the declared to Assaj i; "If this indeed is the Dh�mma, you
place.. In both the P�ili- and the Buddhist Sanskrit havepenetrated as far as this sorrowless state (padain
. versions is found the same · expression of Sariputta, asoka1J1). Later Sariputta repeats this verse to his
that "within or urider a hundred years all these will , friend Moggallana who also had a similar'realizatjon
cease to exist". They decided to become followers of as.Sariputta;
· Sanjaya Vaira�iputra (Mhvu. III. p. 56 ff). This nan1e
This episode is given in ·a: slightly different form in
Vairatiputra helps ·us to identify S afij aya of the Pali
version with Safijaya J3ellaitiputta; .the agnostic and . the Buddhist S anskrit Mahavastu (111.56f) .
one of the Buddha's six senior contemporary religious . Accordingly Sariputra was converted by an Elder
named Upasena and no� by Assaj i. But Hiuen Thsiang
) teachers.
· says Sariputra was converted by Arahant Asvajita.
Sariputta's meeting with the Arahant Assaji and He does not recite a verse as in the Pali account, but
the events that followed form the first piece of explains that "the Master enjoins renunciation buy.
information about the first chief disCiple found iri Pali · illustrating the arising of things from a cause"
S
canonical' literature. Unfortunately the section dealing (pratityasamutpann aiJJ dharm ii1J1 . . . . . iistii
pratinihsarga1J1 vigffapeti). Later when Sariputra met
with s �ipu�ra's conversion is missing from the Gilgit .
his friend Maudgalyana he recited the whole stanza,
Manuscripts. Mter parting from MoggalUina to engage in its Buddhist Sanskrit form, giving the gist of the
in a solitary quest for a teacher of the path to who.le principle of pratityasamutpiida.
emancipation,·. Sariputta, one day saw the Arahant
Assaji who was on his alms round on the streets of
It is curious to see how the Mahiivastu has changed
Rajagaha. On his very first sight of the Arahant, one the manner of Sariputra's conversion. In the Pali Vinaya
of the first five disciples of the Buddha, Sariputta was Sariputta gains the Dhamma vision on hearing the full
well impressed with his calm demeanour, clear features verse comprising both the arising from . a cause and
and pleasant looks. "This must be either an Arapant also the cessation, The Mahavastu omits the full verse
or one oil the path to Arahantship", thought he. · at this point. This is apt as Upasena speaks to
' Following him until he finished his alms round, he Sariptitra only of arising from a cause and not of its
'
attended on him as he took his forenoon meal. Then cessation: But how did Sariputra get the full impact
he started to question him. Coming to kn.o w that he of the principle without knowing both aspects of
was a disciple of the Buddh-a, the Sakya sage, Sariputta arising and cessation?
·

.
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This may have been a later development and a by the B uddha to a wandering ascetic named
possible influence of this is seen i n the Pali Dighanakha. Thi s happened in the cave called
commentaries as well. Completely ignoring the Vinaya Sukarakhata on the Gijjhakuta Mountain close to
account of the conversion of Sariputta after listening Rajagaha. Sariputta who was, at the time, standing
to the full stanza,. presenting the complete ·principle, behind the Buddha fanning him, reflected on the factors
by Assaji, the Dhammapada commentary (DhA. I. mentioned by the Buddha to Dighan,akha and purified
77) states that he was established in the fruit of Stream his mind. from all cankers to reach Arahantship.
Winning on hearing the first two line� of the stanza, Dighanakha, however, could only realize the Dhamma
and heard the rest of the verse as a Stream-winner. It vision . (M.I.497 ff). Commentaries tell us that this
also adds th·at he was satisfied, for the time being, happened on the fifteenth day after S ariputta' s .
with what he had gained and requested Arahant Assaji ordination, while Moggallana realized on the seventh
. not to continue his sermon any further. It is ·also .day after ordination. They also add that Dighariakha, ·
interesting to note that B u ddhaghosa leaves . who was a nephew of Sarip11tta ��me to the Buddha.
uncommented the realization . of Dharnma-v1sion by ·. on this day to inquire why Sariputta, with whom 1t
Sariputta. He. seems to indicate that Sariputt;:t thought had become the pattern not to stay with any religious
that "even· if there is nothing further to be realized, the teacher for more. than two Weeks, was . still. wJth the .
realization of . this Sotapatti state itsel(is suffi�ienf' Buddha even on the fifteenth day. . Buddhaghosa gives · .
( Vin.A. p. 975). It is difficult to assess the significance an altemative .name for the Dighanakha Sutta . as
of these changes. Probably there was an attempt to · Vedanipariggaha Sutta (MA . III. 203 ff; Dk II
_
show a differen�e in· maturity betwe�il Sariputta C'!lld 418;DhA. I. pt. l 79f). The Mahavi:J.Stu (III. 65ff;)
however, states that after his ordination Sariputta . .
Moggallana ·
· asked a series of questions froi:n the Buddha. Although. . ·
� oggallana was in a hurry to . the indicfition is that this followed immediately after
With his conversion M
.
see the Master:.But Sariputta, who was always a great o�dination, it is not very dearly stated. This series of .
respector' of teachers, persuaded him first to see Saii . questions and answers ends with an exposition on the.
jaya and convey the good news to him. "If his mind .is principle .of dependent origination. As a result, says
awakened he will comprehend. Even if he does not the text, bo�h Sariputra and Maudgalyayana an( (
comprehend he will · have faith in us and go to the . hundreds of other mon}cs became completely rid of
Buddha, .and realize the paths and fruits on listening . iSravas. But the text adds that, fourteen days after
.
to him", . said'Sariputta.. But the two could not convince being ordained a monk, venerable Sariputra �ttaihed
him. They went to the Buddha with two hundred and control . <fVer the super know ledges (abhiiiiii) ·a.n d .
fifty of Saiij aya's five hundred · pupils. They all realized the fou r branches
of l ogical arialys i $
.
received or<linatlon from the Buddha but only the two (prcttisaipV
idi). The text also states that seven days ,
hundred and: fifty pupils attained arahantship on that
after ordination venerable Mahii-Maudgalyaya�'a
.
occasion {DhA.l 77 ff). The Mahivastu also confirins
attained power and :c9ntrol over magjc and reaiizbd
that it was on the insistence of Sariputra that
Maudgalyjiyana agreed to go to Saiijaya before leaving the· four branches of lpgical analysis. It also adds tb&t,
for the Buddha. They however failed to win him over. not long after his ordination Maha Maudgalyay� a ·
realized the three liu>wleelges (vidyi) including_ the
but took with them all his five hunc_ired pupils.
decay of iSravas. At th� end it is added that the Siitra
As Sijriputta and Moggallami were approaching of the Wanderer Dighanakha should b� supplied (or
· Veluvana.where the. B�ddha was residing at the time, inserted ) here. No doubt it is a confusing account.
..
.
the Ituddha.saw them from a distance ;md commented
to th� monks, Hthese two friends, J(plita and Upatissa
Although the ,Pali co�mnentari al sources call
now �pproacpi.Qg wHI be my pair of chief disciples, Pighanakh a a nephew of S arip u t ta the· Mtila
.
.
. ih� lucky pair'' (aggalJl bhad4ayugaip Vin. I. 42). The Sall'astivida Vinaya calls him. an uncle of Sariputra,
same stat�ment is found- jn the Phammapada
his mother's elder brother Ko�!hila. Earlier we saw
.
· .
·
commentary and the Mahiyastu.
how he left home in disgust when his father gave hi!! ·
sister in marriage to Ti�ya. He went to Da�il)apatha
Saripu�ta attained Arahantship by eradicating all and started to study lokayata from a teacher who
intoxicants (asav a}:on listening to a discourse delivered demanded him to renounce w.orldlxJife and become a
·

·

·

·

·

·
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recluse before starting his study. Ko��hila became. a
recluse and vowed not to clip his nails until he mastered

the lokiiyata. Thus, with long nails, he came to be

known as the Paribrajaka Dighanakha. (GM. III pt. iv.

2 1 f.).

Buddha at N a l anda. In it S ariputta decl ares h is
absolute faith and confidence that there never was,
nor shall be, nor is their now a recluse or brahamin

who is greater or more accomplished with regard to .

the highest enl ightenment or awakening than the
Buddha. He adds that, although he has no power of

Sariputni.'s realization .of the four branches of

direct knowledge of penetrating the minds of all the

discourses (A. II. 1 60). Here Sariputta himself states
· that when he had been half a month ordained he

Dhamma. This lion's roar of S ariputta is also given in

logical analysis also finds confirmation in the Pali

realized specifically and in letter (odhiso vyaffjanaso)
. the four forms of logical analysis (pa.tisambhid§) and
could explain it in various ways, teach it, expound it,

)

Buddhas of the past, present or future, he infers it
from his knowledge which is in accord with the

the Mahffparinibbana Sutta (D.II. 8 1 ff) as having
been made by Sariputta when he met the Buddha at

·. Nalanda in the course of his last journey to Kusinara.

proclaim it, lay it down, operi it up, analyze it and

· ) make.it clear. This acquisition

-
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If N alanda, as suggested above, was identical with

is usually said to

Nala or Nalakagramaka, the native village of Sariputta

well educated disciples of the Buddha. There is also
some interesting c onfi r m ation of S ariputta's

last meeting with his master. Both of them passed
away not very far distant in time from each other.

monk having received S ariputta's answers to two

The third dis�::ourse in the series (s. v. 161 ff) is the
reporting to the Buddha of S ariputta's passing away.

accompany the realization of arahantship by the very

where he passed away, theh this must have been his

realization of Arahantship in a Pali discourse. Here a

questions, g-o es to the Buddha arid tells him that

Sariputta has declared emancipatory knowledge (aiiii Ven. Cunda who was attending upon Siiriputta at_ the
.
. i· vyakat§) Questioned by the Buddha whether this · time of his passing away, after being stricken with a
grave illness, at Niilakagramak:a in Magadha, taking
was true Sariputra said; "not- ih these words, S ir, hot
.
in this form did I speak of the matter". IIi whatever the bowl and the robe of the great elder, came to report
way a monk declares emancipation then it should be . the matter to the Buddha. But he broke the news to
taken as such, said the· Buddha. The Buddha then ·

went on to questipn him at l ength to verify his spiritual

Ven. Ananda first and the two of them met the Buddha ·
with the riews and presented the bowl and the robe to ·

hi'm. A Burmese manuscript consulted by th�. editor
satisfaction of the B uddha who approved all ·his . has that Cunda also brought w ith him the bodily relics
� answers. Sariputta's realization of Arahantship was of the Elder in his water strainer (dhiituparibhiiv'anam).
This undoubtedly must have beeq. influenced by the
thus proved beyond doubt by his answers. (�. II. 500
commentary which says that Cunda brought the water
ff). This inCident m ust have taken place early in the
strainer; containi'ng the relics (dhiitu-pizrissiivanam).
career of Sariputta as a Buddhist monk, before he
But the commentator carefully adds that the text refers .
. became famous.
only to the bowl and the robe (SA. Ill. 22 1 ): The ·
Buddha had to speak at length to the two monks in his ·
S¥iputta's Pari:ilibbiina
frequent admonition to them on the impetrnarience Of
aB conditioned things to calm down Yen. Ananda who .
There is a series of fout discourses in the SaiJ7Yutta ·
was highly disturbed by the great loss suffered by the
Nikiiya (V. 1 58 ff.) all of which have something
to do
.
Sangha and the religion due to the passing away of
with Sariputta. In the first, queried by Sariputta, the
Sariputta.
. Buddha explains the term Mah§puriso as a person
who is emandpated in mind. This should be achieved
It is to be added here that neither the discourse nor
by the development of the fourfold establishment of
the commentary refers to the erection of a st iipa
mindfulness (cattiro satipaf.thina) "Without this
enshrining the relics of Sariputta. But Hiuen Thsiang,
- emancipation of' the mind there · is no Superman"
in his Si�yu-ki mentions several times of stiipas erected
declared the Buddha. Thus not only the Buddha but
in honour of Sariputra and Mudgalaputra. . In one
'iili Arahants incl�ding S ariputta are categ-Orized as
place he refers to stiipas erected to commemorate their
Superman (Mahipurisa). The second discourse refers
remains. 1 Possibly these were the_ results of later
to Sariputta's ' lioE's ro�r·_ _ _made when he me� the
developments.
.
gain. Sariputta t}nswered all these questions to the

·

.

.

'
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anything of the sort, nor does it speak of Buddha

In the fourth di scourse (s.v. 1 63 f) Buddha refers
to the passing away of both Sariputta and Moggall iina

returning to S avatth.i from Beluvagama. Instead i t
speaks of his continuing his journey to Kusinara.

showing that both the chief disCiples pre-deceased
the Master. At the time the Buddha was staying at

Mo reover the B u d d h a . fe l l precari o u s l y i l l at
Beluvagama during the rains retreat. He was in fact

Ukkacela or Ukkacca (s.v. DPPN.) on the Ganges in
the Vajji country. There, the Buddha, observing the

thinking about the end of his life. But wanted to speak
to the Order and his attendants before that and, with

sHent monks ·surrounding him, remarked that, as both

effort, suppressed his disease. At the end of the retreat
Ananda expressed his concen1 about the · Master's

the chief disciples have passed away, the Order
appears to be eqtpty "A wonder, a marvel of disciples",

he�lth. His only consol ation was that the Buddha
w o u l d not pass a ·.\ ay w i thout l e a v i n g some

says he about the two, "to think how they carried out
the master ' s teachings; how they g ave advice

·

. instructions for the· S angha. .Jt was probably because
delightful,_ how revered and sought after they must . of his weak condition that the -Buddha tarried in Vesali
be". In. both these discourses the Buddha speaks of for some time without continuing his journey. Still at
accordingly, bow dear to the fourfold company, how

Vesali, three months prior to his passing away, he

the impermanence of things. Although the Mahi

announced at the Capala Cetiyathathe will pass away ·

Parinibbina Sutta does not mention the Buddha having
stayed at Ukkacela on his lastjourney, one can surmise

in three months (D. Il.99 ff; 1 06). From Vesali the ·

that he made this statement while he was still on his

Buddha proceeds grad�ally to Pii,va where he received
Cunda's meal of Siikara�maddaya (ib. 1 22ff.). With.

journey to Kusinara, since the passing away of the

all these there could not have been any return to

two chief disciples must have taken place duri�g that

Savatthi by the Buddha. Buddhaghosa did not want . :

period. .It is also. possible· to · place three events, viz.

Sariputta's l ion's roar at Niilanda, the Buddha receiving. . to challenge the validity of the Sarpyutta discourse.

Instead he made the Buddha to return to Sava.tthi and

the news of Sariputta�s passing away and the statement

at Ukkacela, chronologically in that order.

took the opportunity to arrange a grand farewell to
Sariputta, the greatest disciple· of the Buddha. -But
one· could conjecture that the Buddha received the

However, there is a problem abo·u t the location of
the s�cond event s�d to have taken place at Jetavana

news of his passing away between Nalanda in Magadha ·

in Savatthi. The commentator. also seems -to have been

and· Ukkacela in the

faced wjth the -problem. To resolve the problem he

unknown to us · today� For sonie reason or other. the

·

recitors of the Sarpyutta Nikaya have inserted-the name ·

brings baclc the Buddha to. Savatthi from Beluvagama
wher�'h,e-spent his Olast rains retreat. -Th e Buddha, it is

of Savatthi as the place where the Buddha received

sai.d, retunied to Savatthi, retracing his footsteps, along

the.saine :road ·he came to Belu.vagama. Now Sariputta

Vajj ian country i n a place

the news. At Ukkacela the Buddha expressed his views
·

too who had met tl}e Buddha at Nalanda is· brought

about the state of the · Sangha after the passing· away ·
of the two chief disciples and th.e ir invaluable sendee

back to S avatthi. · Knowing that he- has only seven

to the sangh'a and the religion: The two chief disciples

days more to live, he v isits the Buddha to bade him
were said to have passed away within a fortnight
farewell. There· ·he, with the Master 's permission, . from each other. Sariputta on the ful l moon day of
petform,s many miracles amidst his last sermon. Th·is
Kattika (October-November) and Maha Moggallana, ·
is, si�ificantly · ccll led S1na-nik�lita or 'lion's play'
two weeks later, on the new moon Sabbath day (SA.
recalling his 'lion's roar' at Nalanda. He also affirms
III. 225).
·
k
his faith·in.the Buddha again and again before ta ing
his final. leave (SA. III. 2 1 3 ff). With the rest of the
According to the SaipYutta commentary, Sariputta;
·

Sangha following him for a short distance in f�ewell,

he goes back to Nillagamaka (Nalanda ) to finally pass
away.

after taking leave from the Buddha at Savatthi , walked

to his native village Nalaka in Magadha, which he ·
reached in seven days. There he spent his last night in
the room where he was born. Five hundred monks in

. Except for the fact that the Buddha is said to have
received the news of Sariputta's passing away at

his following also were provided with accommodation

sa.vatthi the whole of this episode is un�ecessary and

with dysentery (lohitapakkhandika) causing acute

illogical. The MahipCI:!inibbina Sutta does not say

by his mother. In the night he was taken ill grievously
pain. It is said that many powerfui gods like the four

'
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gre�t kings, Sakka and Mahabrahma visited him during
rne night. He was able to convince his mother of the
greatness of the Buddha and the Dhamma and w ith
his sermon she was established in the fruit of Stream
Winning. Before day-break he assembled the monks
and, sitting up with the help of Cunda, asked them to
forgive him if he has offended them in any way during
the forty four years of their association with him as a
Buddhist Monk. Assuring that he had not offended
them in any way, they in their turn begged for any
offences they had committed. At the end he wiped his
face with the robe and lay down for the last time.
Then, entering various absorptions and emerging from·· .
them, he passed away at day break. Sari puna's mother
--ra e all arrangements for the funeral which took place
amtdst a large concourse of both �ods and men. (ib.
.!U3 ff).

�
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past had such a chief pair and; the Buddhas in the
future also will each have such a pair. (s.v. 1 64).
The Buddha declared Sariputta to be foremost
among his disciple monks possessing great wisdom
(mahiipaffffiizam A . I. 23). In one place (Sn . 554-557)
answering the brahamin Sela the Buddha designated
him the general of his army (senipati) and the heir
apparent who will roll the Dhamma-wheel after him
(sariputto dhammacakkarp, anuvatteti).Here too we
find a Buddhological development where the Buddha
calls �imself a Peerless Monarch of the Dhamma who
rolls the Dhamma-wheel which cannot be rolled back
Basing on this Sariputta has come to be known in the
Buddhist tradition as. the Commander in chief of the
Dhamma (Dhamma-senipati) .

On more than one occasion the Btiddha has praised
Sariputta and the B�ddha
Sariputta profusely for his great wisdom, spiritual ·
maturity and service for his religious brethren: On one
Even before S.aripl,ltta joined the .Order of monks such occasion ·(M. III. 248 ff) the auddha;· having
with his bosom friend Moggallana the Buddha is �aid referred to the: four Noble Tmths given in 1lk first .
to have .predicted that the two will become his. chief sermon, instruCts the monks to associ'ate S.ariputta :
disciples, "the lucky pair" (bhaddhayugaiJl) (Vin. I: and Moggallana who · are wise men (pap¢tfli) and
42). But there is no indication anywhere in canonical · patrons ( anugg ahaka) of the Order ·of nionks . . ·
texts of their appointment as chief disciples. For stich · Sariputta is like a mother (janetti) ·to them, · says the
details we have to go to the commen.taiies: It is said Buddha and, Moggallana is like a wet nurse (iipikleti). . .
that the Buddha made.this appointment on the day . Sariputta trains them in the fruit of Stream winning
Sariputta attained arahantship. The same evening the · (Sotiipattipahala) and Moggallana in the highest gairi .
Budgha assembled, the Order of monks at Veluvana (uttamatthe). Apparently the attainment of Stream. d announced their appointment. However, the . winning, \,"'hich is the first conversion; was considered
ources · say that this appointment was · criticized by to be more difficult. Once it i s attained the finai
the monks for, they said, that the Buddha overlooked awakening (sambodhi) is definite. Possibly only a
the seniority of others who were ordained before the mild push is enough to reach there. Therefore Siiriputta
two. Therefore the: Buddha had to explain that this has .the more difficult task l ike giving birth to a baby. .
was an appointment that these two monks had aspired Sariputta continued the disquisition tO the satisfaction
to achieve for many aeons in.the past from the days of of the monks. The whole Anupada Sutta (ibid. 25 ff)
the Buddha Anomadassi (DhA. I. 87 ff). Naturally is an eulogy of Sariputta by the Buddha. There the . ·. ·
this was a later development. One cannot expect such Buddha detail s how S ariputta, for .half a month ·
criticism of the actions of the Buddh(,l at such initial reflected continuously on the mental st.ates 'in each of
stages of the religion when .the members of the Order, the nine attainments (samipatti), from the firstjhiitza
according to all records, were. Arahants. This was also to the safffieiiv dayita nirodha. The commentary states
most probably a·part of Buddhological development. that continuing this uninterrupted insight into things
For even according to some discourses, a pair of chief for a fortnight Siiriputta realized Arahantship. It adds
, disciples, like Sariputta and Maha Mogga!Hina, was that, having attained that position Sariputta knew that;
.� important adjunct in the entourage of any Perfect except for Buddhas and Pacceka Buddhas, there is no
Buddha. The Mahipadina Sutta (b. II. 50) refers to disciple who can attain what he has realized in wisdom
Sfl\:h a pair of disciples, of the Buddha, Vipassi. Just (MA. IV. 86). The Bu �dha eulogized Sariputta's
as he has Siiriputta and Moggallana as his Chief wisdom in many terms.' "a proficient monk is
disciples says the Buddha, so did the Buddhas of the Sariputta, of great wisdom, of wide wisdom, bright

p
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other fellow member of the Order. One such discourse
is the Anangana Sutta (M. 1 24 ff). Here he enumerates
four persons with and without blemishes and gives a
detailed di s qu is iti on at Moggalliina's request. Three
other discourses of Sariputta are the Sammiili{.lh i Sutta
(ib. 4 6 ff) the Mah ahatthipadopama sutta (ib. 1 84 ff)
and his discourse on internal and external bonds. (A. 1 .

wisdom, swift wisdom, acute wisdom, and of pierc i n g
wisdom is Sariputta", were the terms used by him. At

the end of the discourse the Master says that if any
one could say of a person that he is the lord's own

son, born of his mouth, born of dhamma, fo�ed by

dhamma, an heir to dhamma, · not an heir to material

things." This could rightly be said of Sariputta. He
.
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63).

rolls on rightly the incomparable wheel of dhamma
set rolling by the Tathagata.

.

There are many instances where S iiriputta proved

· his skill in answering queries put to him by the Buddha

Once, discu�sing with a number of . well known
colleagues of his on the question as to who could

and also showed his profound knowledge of the ·
Dhamma and spiritual maturity. At the end of one

beautify ·the Gosinga ·Wood, where they were at the

discussion he. was asked by the Buddha on · what

time, on a moonlit night, S iiriputta states . that one

who could dwell with the mind in control and not

account he has confessed emancipatory knowledge.

in any state of the mind, at any time of the day · or

- that he makes such a declaration. '!By the destruction

· the end, took their view to the Buddha he stated that

i!}toxicants flow no more and I do not despise myself'.

under the control of the mind and, dwells,· as he wills, . He answered that it is by the emancipation from within
of all grasping I live with such a clear mind that the

night, can be.autify the Gosiriga Wood. When they, at

The Buddha approves his answe.r and says that this is

here Siiriputta is speaking-out his own nature and his
own conduct in the day

(M. · I. 2 1 8 0. On another

the manner in which a monk makes an affffideclaration

occasion the Buddha praised Sariputta for · dwelling . . in brief. Later Sariputta tells his colleagues, that he
the mental. state .of emptiness

·

·

·

(suiiffati-vihira). For . hesitated .at first, but after the Buddha approved his

safd the Buddha, by that Sariputta w� dwelling in · first answer he would have gone answering · h i s
.
full in the abiding of a super tnan (mah iipu risa vihira · questions continuously for even seven days and nights
M. III. �94). His passing away was compared by the . at length. Reporting this statement to the Buddha
-

-

Buddha to the rotting away of a great limb from a

. Kaliira Khattiya called -it 'a lion's roar' of Sariputta, .

mighty tree standing firm arid stutdy.

· . the first such attributed to him

(S.JV. 1 63 0.

· on mote: thari ·oile occasion the/Buddha has fully

.
endors'ed arut'certified ·the ptiriiy · Qf Siiriputta. At a
ceitairi invitation

(jJavirana.) ceremony, where .five

hundred: Ariihants with Sariputta were present with ·
. the B:uddha/ilie·· Bu'Odha first invited the Sangha to
·point out, jf any bodily or verbal action of his which ·
.
should -- be .conde_mned. On behalf of the Sangha,
. Sariputta .spoke·out absolving the l3uddha o f any such .

· · offence� · Then Sariputta invited the Sangha, to point
out any offence .dqne by him. Th� Buddha, speaking

on behalf of the assembly absolved Sariputta of any

such offences assuring his purJty. He went on to

eulo�ize Sariputta by pointing out his many qualities

of wisdom and leadership.

·

(ibid, I. 1 90 0.

.

(S. II. 50 f0;
,.

Otten the Buddha, having given a brief statement
I

of th..e Dhamma, would retire leaving the monks to get

a clarification from a senior colleague} ike Sariputta or .

Moggalliina. Sometimes the Buddha himself would .
instruct them to approach a particular senior disciple

for details. Veri. Siiriputta, in this manner, delivered

Dhammadiy ida Sutta (M. T 1 3 ff) . T h e
Sevitabba :-asevitabba Sutta (ib. m. 45) was delivered
the

by Sariputta in the presence of the Buddha, in getailing ·
each section given in brief by. the Buddha. But once,
when the Buddha queried him on a

Parayana verse,
Sariputta at first remained silent, but later led on by
the Buddha, he gradually started to explain it with the

Buddha himself delivering the final summing up.

II. 47 fO.

(S.

S4riputta and the Dhamma
There are many discourses independently delivered

by S ariputta There are also others resulting from

expansions made by him on brief statements of the
Buddha or from discussions with the Buddha or some

Siiriputta is also credited with participating in a

number of interesting discussions with his well known ·

colleagues in the Sangha. Mahavedalla Sutta (M. 1 .
292 ff) i s one such instance where Sariputta answers
a series of questions on the Dhamma put to him by

.

·
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Mahakotthita. Similarly the Rathavin itaSutta is :a,
dialogue between Sariputta and Punnamantaniputta
(ib. 14 ff). Yet in this instance Sariputta is the
interrogator and the answers given by PUI)I)a. It is
interesting to note here that neither of them knew the
identity of the other until the conclusion of the
discussion. References are also found in texts to
discussions Sariputta had with other monks l ike
Yamaka (S. III, 1 09 ff), Samiddhi (A. IV 385), Udayi
(ib 414 ff) and Candikaputta (ib. 403ft). Of special
importance here is how Sariputta corrects a wrong
representation of Devadatta's views by Candikaputta.
Having put the record straight Sariputta went on to ·
give a detailed explanation of. it. Apparently it must
have happened before Devadatta fell . out with the
Buddha. .
According to the Mahagosinga Sutta the expert on
Abhidhamma was Mahamoggallana (M. 1 .2 14,2 1 8)
because the Buddha himself confirms that he is an
expert on exposition of .� he Dhamma
(dhammakathiko). But it was to S ariputta that the
later Theravada tradition attributed the transmission ·
of the Abhidhtimma Pifaka from the Buddha to the
Community of Monks. It is said that when the Buddha
preachedAbhidhamma to gods, headed by his mother
.
reborn as Matudeva it� the Tavatimsa world, he met
S ariputta daily at the h.inch time of the human world
at the Anotatta lake and passed on to him all what he
had preached that day to devas. . All this Sariputta
learnt by heart and later- transmitted them to his own
five hundred pupils. It is stated that the Buddha gave
only the m�thod or the sense (naya) and Sariputta
understood it in a hundred fold or a thousand fold
manner. In transmitting it to his pupils he determined
the wording and the textual order of the Abhidhamma.
Therefore the word order (viicaniimagga) and the
textual order (mahapakarapa-ga.rxmiic iro) of the Pali
Abhidhamma Pifaka are his. But the Buddha who
realized it at the foot of the Bodhi-tree was the first
Abhidhammist (DhsA . 1 6 f). The Abhidhamma,
consisting of the seven texts, was recited by the five
hundred Arahants of the First Counci l . But the
Sarvastivada tradition attributes the authorship of only
one of their seven Abhidharma texts to Sariputra.
Acc()rding to Prof. Takakusu it was the
I· Dharmaskandha whiCh, was attributed to him. 2 There
are, of course, other views on this (s. v. Sarvastivada),
The attribution of the origin and development of
Abhidhamma to S ariputta must be a later development
·

.
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· based on his fame as the foremost in wisdom among

the Buddha ' s d is c i ples. Two other w e l l -kno wn
d iscourses attributed to him are the Sangiti (D. I I I .
1 94 ff) and the Dasuttara Suttantas ( ibid. 272 ff).
Both of them are collections of important doctrinal
terms scattered throughout the Sutta Pi[aka, arranged
in an ascending numerical order. Since theAbhidhamma
itself was at first designated Matika; a sort of tabulated
s·u·mm ary, and A bh idhamma works I i ke the
Dhammasangani opens with such a summary, it is
possible that these discourses were a precursor to the
Abhidhamma. The association of Sariputta's name · ·
with these two discourses and the Abhidhamma rnay
also be related to this fact.

Sariputta and the Sangha
S tatements m ade by the Buddha eulogizing
Sariputta and Moggallana . after th'eir passing away
show the great esteem in which they were held by the
Master regarding their services to the fourfold Order ·
of · his disciples consisting cif monks, riuhs, laymen
arid laywomen. The two elders not only carrie<l out
the Buddha's teachings but also instructed others on ·
it. They were always helpful to them and were sought
· after by them.
Sariputta's service to the Sangha in keeping its
integrity and discipline is well known. But in taking
appropriate steps in this direction they were always
based ori fairness and compassion. Once he admonished
. the monks how one should set about accusing another
of an offence. One should, says Sariputta, accuse
another aUhe proper time (kaltma), based on facts
(bhiitena), softly (saphena), having regard to welfare ·
(atthasa.rphitena) and with loving kindness at heart
(mettacittena). One who wishes to accuse another .
should be careful to keep these five qualities at heart
in doing so (A. iii. 1 96). The Buddha expected and
received necessary assistance from certain senior
members of the Order l ike Sariputta, Moggallana.
Ananda and Maha Kassapa in keeping the discipline
among the members of the Order. In one place he tells
Ananda, who accused a pupil of Anuruddha in trying
to create dissentions in the Order and found fault with
Anuruddha in not speaking a word on it amidst the
Sangha, that either he, Ananda, Sariputta or Moggallana
should play a key role in settling such disputes. One .
cannot expect much from Anuruddha in such matters,
says the Master (ib. II. 239).
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Sariputt�'s c apab i l ity to iden t i fy subtle position Sariputta agreed to carryout the responsibility
weaknesses in his junior colleagues and helping them entrusted to him by the Saiigha. Earl ier we saw how
out of them to make them advance on their spiritual Sariputta had to correct a misinterpretation by a monk
of a view declared by Devadatta. They must have
quest is seen iri the manner he helped Anuruddha to
realize Arahantship. Sariputta saw his colleague's subtle been close friends at the time. Yet as a person of
weaknesses and was forthright in revealing them. You responsibil ity he may have to perform certain
are conceited (miiza) agitated (uddhacca) and worried unpleasant tasks, however correct they were, for the
(kukkucca) s �i(j the Elder. He should re�ove· these · sake of the integrity of the Order (ib. 1 88 ff).
harmful thoughts and without thinking about them
Sariputta's close fri�ndship with Maha Mogga!Uina .
should focus his mind on the deathless. Following his
from
their early lives was referred to above. This
instructions Anuruddha was able to finally realize
continued throughout their l ives as the two chief
Arahantship (ib} . 28 1f).
disciples of the Buddha. The Buddha had the highest
Sariputta's concern for the integrity of the Order regard for their leadership and service. The Buddha
was proverbial. When the troublesome Kosambian - once held up the pair to his disciple monks as th� ideal ..
monks converged on S avatthi he immediately sought and the standard for their lives as monks. If any one of
.
the Buddha's advice how to deal witli them. ''As the . them, should have any aspiration, it must be to emulate .
Dhamma i·s, so take your stand", was the master's the lives of one of them, admonished the Master (A.
instruction (yathadhammo rathatif.thihi Vin. 1 . 354). .II. 1 64).
When Devadatta caused dissensjQn Jn the Order and .
went to Gayasisa .with a group of breakaway monks,
. Pul)l)a ManUiniputta was one of Sariputta's fellow .
it was Sariputta and Moggalla:na who were sent by monks for whom he had the greatest regards. When he 
the Buddha to bring them back. lie knew their integrity got the opportunity to meet him the. two .engaged in a · ·
and capability. Tbe mi.ssion was a suc,ces� and alL the .. . long dhamma discu�sion. resulting in the Ratavin.fta
five
hundred were brought back .into the .Orqer: When Sima (M. I. 145 ff). All this time the discussion took .
.
the two chief disciples were leaving for Gayasisa, one pl.ace without the two participants not · knowing each .
monk.thought that they were also following bevadatta. . . . other's identity. This was an important point i� ea,rly .
But the Buddha had the fullest-confidence in them. "It Buddhist history where the personal identity was
is impossible" said the Buddha, "and there is no room_ .. often disregarded in such conversations. As In this
for the two of therri to be pleased with Devadatta's . case- the identities were revealed at the end of the .
teachings". It is said that Sariputta used the 'miracle discussions or from the contents of the discussio n
of reading other's thoughts in instructing Devadatta's However once the identities were revealed the two
. following ( adesanap i_tihariyallusasaniya) while Elders showered ea�h .other. with profuse praise
Moggallana used the 'miracle of psychic pQwer' in complementing each other.
instructing t�em (iddhipafihiiriya . ; . Vin. II 199ff). It
was to the lot of Sariputta, oh the instructions of the
Ananda was another member of the Order who
Buddha the Sangha c arried out a fol;'m�l act of had the highest regard for Sariputta. Ananda's answer .
information <f,aki.sanakainma) on Devadatta and , to the query raised by the Buddha, whether he. also ·
selected Sanputta to proclaim it in Rajagaha that for approves Sariputta, speaks volumes on the high regard
whatever Devadatta does by word or deed he himself . he had for this great chief disciple. "Who, 0 Lord, ·
should be held responsible and the Buddha, the who is not a fool, �not wicked, not stupid or not of
Dhamma or the Sangha should not be held responsible perverted mind, would not approve of Venerable
for any of them. S ariputta, however, was at first Sariputta"? In a long list of phrases of appreciation
reluctant to shoulder this responsibility because Ananda speaks of Sariputta's wisdom, thinness of his
earl ier he had declared in Rajagaha that Devadatta, desires, contentedness, love of seclusion detaChment
Godhi 's son, is of great psychic power, and of great and energy. He is called an exciting preacher, acceptor
majesty, But he had to admit that at the time he said a of advice, critic and one censuring evil (S. i. 63 f).
correct thing and now too, with the change in
Devadatta's character, he is not expected to declare an
Sariputta's great concern for his colleagues is
untruth. With the Buddha leading him to see the correct shown by his efforts taken to dissuade Channa from
·

r
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committing 'su icide. He even offered to keep him

supplied with food and medicine and further, if he h as ·

(yathabh utany.). Only w i th l att er qual ities could one be

an end-maker (ib. 1 63 f.). Thi s i s yet another example

no attendant, to take up that duty as wel i ( i b . IV. 55
ff). Siiriputta's compassion and concern for the welfare

how Sariputta tackled subtle problems that came to

illustrated by this instance.

Sariputta and the Laity and the non Buddhist
Religieux

of his fellow members and his modesty are aptly

Monks often came to S ariputta seeking his advice

him.

on knotty problems on the dhamma as well as on

Among the names associated with S ariputta are

ecclesiastical matters. Once when a monk reported to

those of a few non-Buddhist religieux. One of them

Sariputta of the disrobing of a pupil, he gave three

was the wandering ascetic Jambukhadaka. Orie day he

reasons for such a thing viz. unrestrained senses, not
knowing the limits ()f taking food and the inability to

-)
�
hfe tlme (tb. l03 t).
'

-
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met Sariputta and got clarifications from him on a •..

number of terms used by the Buddha. The first was

. keep awake. Such a person cannot, says Siiriputta,

the terin Nibbiina which the Elder explained as the

�ee� to t e pure and complete �el igious l ife f�r a full
_
_
When on a simdar matter, Sanputta

by the Noble Eightfold Path. Siiriputta also clarified a

}was informed of the disrobing of Moliyapliagguna, he

./ said; that the venerable one would not have found

eradication of attachment, hate and delusion reached

number of other Buddhist terms to Jambukhadaka (S.

I V. 25 ff) . Another wandering ascetic n amed ·
Samai_l<;laka also got clarifications from S ariputta on

satisfaction in this religious life and philosophy �ib.
II. 50).

the terms Nibbana and dukkhara, ' hard to achieve'· ,

Two interesting queries were put to S ariputta, one

occasions the same person queried o� the terms sukha

. · by. M ahakoHh i t a and the o t h e r by Upavana.
. Mahakonhita's query . was .orr the state of a person
who has reached the passionless ending, without
Temainder, of the six spheres of contact Here Saripu'tta

does not give a positive or a negative answer. Nor ·

does he combine the two opposites or negate the two · .
opposites. By admitting any of these four extr5!mes,
says he, one would merely proliferate what is free

�rom proliferation (appapaffca!J1papaiiceti). For both,

in the Buddha's teachings (ib. 26 1 f} On two other ·

and dukkha from the Elder (A . V. 1 20 ff). In

a

post

canonical commentary ,is found the story of how

. •

Siiriputta answered a thousand que�tions put to hiin
by a female ascetic arid vanquished her in disputation.
She could not answer the single question put toher by
the Thera. Actually it was only S ariputta who took

up her challenge to debate with her. Latei she

was

ordained by the Buddha and came to be known as the.

bhikkhuni Kul).<;lalakesi (DhA. II. 222 ff). This proves

the six spheres of contact and proliferation are co- . the prowess of Sarip�.t;tta in debate spoken of in
. extensive. By passionless ending of the former all · · Buddhist Sanskrit stories.
proliferations cease and are calmed (papaffcanirodha
and papaffca-v iJp asama) .

It i s

an i n stance

Nakula's father (Nakulapita) and his wife were ·

demonstrating :sariputta's profound fre�dom. of the

devout followers of the Buddha. Once the · former

raised by Up�vana. Upavami queried wheth�r there

·visited the Elder Siiriptitta. "Your demeanour is very ·

(vijjiya). The idea raised seems to be on l iberation.

your skin is clear and pure". Hearing from him of the·

·mind. Equally significarit · i s :his reply to the query
could be an end�maker (antakaro) by knowledge
"Not in this case'' was the reply. He also denied end
making · by conduct (carapa), or both knowledge and
conduct, or w i t h o u t any o f t h e m (aiiffa ttra

vijjicarapena). If the first three cases are accepted
�en· it should be an end-making with graspi�g

5jvupiidino). If the last orie is accepted then there
c0uld be an ending for an ordinary man (puthujjana)

who, devoid of both kn6wle dge and conduct , does not
see o r know t h i n gs as they h av e c o m e to b e .

listened to a sermori by the Buddha .and at the end

calm" said the Elder to hiin, "and the complexion of
Buddha's sern10n Siiriputta queried whether he did
not seek a clarification of certain terms .from the
Buddha. Knowing that he did not, S ariputta clarified

the terms to him: He explained how both the body
and mind of a person could be sick and how there
could be a healthy mind in a sick body. (S. III. 2ff).
Vi siting the sick in the monastery and the lay
disciples at their homes, with or without ·an invitation,

.. ·
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w as a duty attended to by the Buddha and h i s

disciples. Twice S arip u tt a was invited to the bedside
of AniithapiJ;I�ika who was grievously ill. Both

occasions he went to the sick person with Yen. Ananda

·

SARIPUTTA (1)

jani passed away to be reborn in the B rahma world.

But the Buddha found faul t w ith Sariputta for leaving _

the brahamin when he could have done much more to

help him. The Elder 's reply was that these brahamins

On the first occasion he brought to AnathapiJ;I�ka's

loved to be united with B rahma. (M. II. 1 84 ff).

to overcome his illness. His recovery was immediate

Sariputta's humane qualitie·s .

prepared for himself (s. v. 3 80 ff). On the second

Sariputta in .Juddhological Developments

mind his qualities as a Stream-winner and helped him
and he could even feed the two monks with food

occa5ioi1 he was not so successful. Sariputta, in fact,

was destined to give the final religious talk to the

devout layman . . His profound talk brought tears to

the sick man's eyes. He had never been offered such

Anyhow, the ac count i s a good i n u stration of

Above we referred to the statement attributed to

the Buddha in several discourses that, like his pair of .
chief disciples, Sariputta and Maha MoggalH ina, the
Buddhas of the past too possessed and the Buddhas

. . profound instructions by the Bu9dha. They are
reserved .for the ordained ones, was Siiriputta's reply.
He requested s·a.riputta not to preclude the laity from

disciples. Thus already at the canonical stage the need

monks left the lay disciple passed away and was reborn

was shown that Sariputta was designated the 'Crown

listening to such profound things, As soon-as the two
in the Ttisita world,·The discourse adds that the god

·

of the future also will possess a similar pair of chief
of such a pair had been conceived. Further to this also

·

Prin�e' of the Buddha compared to a Universal

Monarch (cakkavatti). He will move the Wheel . of

.

Anlithapil)�ika visited the Buddba the same night and
expressed to the Buddh a h i s appreciation of · Dhamma set rolling by the Buddha and, hence, is called · · ·
the commander .in chief of the Dhamma (dhamma
·sa.riputta's high spidtual qualities. (M. III; 258 ff).
.

..

Another l<tyman who heard his l �st Dhamma

sermon froni Sariputta was the brahamin Dhanafijani.

He had been a close aSsociate of the Elder for a long .

time. But during a long absence of the Elder from
. Raj agaha many negative changes had occurred in
Dhanaiijani's life. His wife who was a faithful devotee

of the Buddha had died and another woman from a
.
non-Buddhist family had filled. her place. He had
.

.

.

senipati). Thus Sariputta had already secured a niche ·
in the developing Buddhological concept. .

The late canoniC�l -work, Apadana; describes how

Sariputta, in a previous life secured his first firm

declaration of his future chief discipleship of a Buddha
. from Buddha Anomada.Ssi. .At.tha� time he was an .
ascetic named Suruci l iv ing in a hermitage situated in

beautiful surroundings in the Himalayan forests. He

started to fleece the king ·on account of brahamins and

had a following of twenty four thousand brahamin

king. S ariputta heard all this from a monk who had

the time on retreat in the same forest, visited Suruci

householders and fleece the latter on: �ccount of the

come from Rjjagaha As soon as he returned to Rajagaha.

he visited D.ballaiijani whose excuse for his change for

pupils. One day the Buddha Anomada-;si, who was at

who made an offering of flowers he had collected to

the Buddha. At that time, knowing the Buddha's wish,.

the worse was that he has to maintain his parents,

his chief disciple Sarabha also arrived there ·with a

and also has to look after his own welfare. Sariputta's

from thence (aparameyye ito kappe) Suruci will become

wife and children,' and servants and do his duti�s by . large following of pupil monks; In this assembly the
friends, kinsmen, guests, ancestors, gods and the king · Buddha Anomadassi revealed that innumerable aeons
reply was that none of these will be taken as a valid

excuse for his unethical activities by the warders of

the hell. There are ways and means of achieving all

chief disciple named Sliriputta of the Buddha Gotama 3 .
However the Apadmza commeqtary (SHB. XXIX.

these righteously and he· should try to lead a righteous

p. 1 75 ff.) and the Dhammapada Commentary (DhA.

dying Dhanaiijani. There he instructed him to raise

story. In it the name of the Braham in ascetic is Sarada

life. Later Siiriputta was called to the bedside of the

I. p. 87 ff). give a somewhat different version of the

himself up mentally from the level of the hell to that

and he had 74,000 pupils. He, with his pupils, offered

permeate all directions with loving kindness which is

disciples, seats of flowers made by heaping up flowers

of the world of Brahma. Finally, instructing him to
the path to the worldof Brahma, he left. Soon Dhanafi

the Buddha and his disciples, led by the two chief

col lected by their psychic power. The Buddha

and
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the disciples sat on these seats for seven days absorbed
in the 'attainment of cessation' (nirodha samiipatti). ·
Sarada stood by the Buddha holding a sun-shade of
flowers above the Buddha. At the end Sarada declared
his resolve to be a chief disciple like Nisabha who, at
the request of the Buddha, had given a sermon based
on the knowledge of the perfections of a disciple

(sivaka paramiiiin.e fhatv§). The Buddha made a firm

declaration that this resolution will succeed in the
di spensation of the Buddha Gotama after one
incalculable and one hundred thousand aeons. The

Apadana and the commentarial ve�sions possibly had
different origins.

SARIPUTTA (1)

upon returning to Riijagaha. The brahamin was still
milking his cows when Sariputta visited him. To

Channa he offered to look after him personally. H i s

position as the chief disciple and seniority did not
deter him when the offer was made. There was no one

in the Order to ordain an old man kike the brahainin
Riidha. Out of gratitude for a mere spoonful of riCe · ·
received · from h i m he offered to take up the

responsibility and even took him with him on his
alms rounds. He admonished him to promote his
spiritual wellbeing (Vin. I . 55, ThagA. III. 1 0 1 , DhA .
II. 1 04 ff) . The commentaries have many stories

relating to v arious positive personal qualities of ·

Sariputta. Like the Buddha he is said to have
It is said that Mahamoggallana reached the climax
customarily gone round the monastery inquiring about
of the knowledge of perfections of a disciple (sivaka · · the health and wellbeing of the fellow members, Once
paraini fiiina) one week after ordination and Sariputta he met a monk named Samitagtitta in the infirmary
did the same two weeks after ordination (DhA. I. 796)
suffering from a severe skin ailment. He instructed the

· )·

\
/
.:r

.

Arahant Nisabha, chief disc iple of the Buddha

A.nomadassi, �elivered his sermon to ascetic Sarada .
and �thers, basmg on his knowledge of perfections of
. disciples (ibid. 92) which he-himself had perfected.

Here we see · the. development of a new concept of

perfections of a disciple (sivaka-pirami). Climax .of
these perfections is reached by Sariputta by listening

:to the sermon of the Buddha. (ibid. IV. 75).

Another irp.portant development is seen in_ the
Jitaka commentary where important disciples of the
. Buddha like Siiriputta and other prominent characters

·

monk on the reflection on Feelings (vedanin.upassana)

following wh_ich S amitagutta attained arahantship .

(ThgA. 186) .
Siiriputta w as quite meticulous about the

observation of the rules of discipline set by the
Buddha. To him the Buddha explained seven·grounds
on which a monk could b� declared · a ''pr�seworthy

· monk" (niddaso bhikkhu).The first of these is one's

keen eagerness to take over the precepts and also the
steadfastness in the zeal to continue in observing them

(A. IV. 36) Sariputta himself once identified seven
..
objects a monlcshoulcl honour, respect and rely on if ·
r.-) corinected with the life of the · Buddha were said to
.
have been associated wi'th him in his previous lives as he wishes to abandon evil and develop good qualities.
well. Thus the Jitaka commentary identifies various The ftrst of these is training.(sikkha). Later the Buddha

indivicluals in t_he stories with those associated with . approved them (ibid. 1 20 ff). Thus when Siiriputta
the Buddha irt his final l ife. Naturally, however,
was requested to ordain a youngster of a family
to his service he refused because, by rule he
devoted
the
of
supporters
always
are
Sariputta
like
ersons
p
chief character of the story, the Bodhisatta, and never could keep only one novice. The Buddha had to amend ·
.
the rule to allow Sariputta to ordain the· youngster
in a group of his opponents. (s. v. Siiriputta thera
(Vin. I. 83). The Buddha has to change the rul e
DPPN) .

Sonie personal Qualities of Sariputta
In the above account reference was made now and
again to certain personal qualities of the chief disciple

Sariputta. The Buddha himself has often pointed out

his concern for the welfare of his fellow members of
the Order. The story of the Brahmin Dhanaiijani shows

is great care for the spiritual wellbeing of his

associates. After receiving the negative report of his
friend's conduct, he rushed to see him immediately

prohibiting eating of garlic to allow Sariputta, to take
it as a medicine (ibid. II. 1 40). Buddhaghosa also relates
a story to il lustrate S adputta's strict disciplinary

principles. Once Maha Moggal l ana brought to
Siiriputta a medicinal porridge he received from a

family of devotees. The two elders had discussed
beforehand about this medicinal porridge as a cure for

a stomach ailment from which Sariputta tJsed to suffer
often. A deva who overheard this infoirned the .

particular devotee family to prepare it and serve it to
Maha Moggalliina next day. Reflecting how his
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should drape the garment round the body. He readily
accepted the accusation of the novice "as i f on his
forehead" and, withdrawing to a little, disi�ce, draped ·
his under robe properly and thanked the novice for
his alertness. He said "for those like us . even this
much is a fault" (ThgA. III. 103). The Elder Sariputta .
was ready to show his gratitude even for the slightest
favour shown to him. The story of the brahamin Radha
ordained by him in gratitude for a mere spoonful of
rice received from him is a good example (Vin. I 55 f.;
ThgA. III. 1 0 1 ).

colleague would have got it Siiriputta saw the whole
series of events and refused to accept it, for it would
be a blot on the purity of his l i v'el ihood ( iijiva 
pirisuddhi). He himself had told Moggallana that his
mother used to give him such a p�eparation. With his
refusal Moggallana had no qualms btit to throw out
the whole t_b ing . .I t i s said S ariputta's ailment
disappeared then and there never to appear again (Vism.
335) Sariputta's eagerness to limit his intake of food
is illustrated by the story of his vowing not to· eat a
certain meal cake he was fond of eating (1.
1 . 3 1 O).Probably his capability in training pupils
prompted the Buddha to make him the teacher and
mentor of young Rahula·. It was Sariputta who
ordained him a novice (Vin. I. ·82). Rahula was given
the meditation on the subject of mindfulness in ana
out breathing (inipana sati) of which Rahula gon:l
detailed explanation from the Buddha. (M. I 420 ff).

C. Witanachchi
References
Chinese Accounts ofIndia,
·

Sariputta had a great respect for his teachers.
SiinpasW.Ianiy(J Sutta (D. III. 99 ft) -is a good illustration· _
of his great respect for and faith in the Buddh<i.. When
he _decideQ to leave Safijaya it was , he who persuaded
'
Mo�gall� to go·and inform Safijaya-or"their decision
and invite him to join them (Yin. I-42). The -Mahiivasiu-(III. 63) tells that S ariputra convincea a reluctant ·
Maudgalyayana to go to Safijaya as it was under him
that they first left worldly life and, because he was of
. great service' to him. Pali com�entaries .also speak
highly of S.ariputta's re·s pect · for Assaj i� hi-s ·first
·
.Buddhist teacher. Jt is said in the Apadana4 ·that
Siiriputta.slept always with his head . in the -direction
.
where his teacher Assaj i was at :the time. The Nava
Sutta, it is said, was delivered by the Buddha withreference to this practice of Sariputta (SnA . I. 3�5- ff);

_

·

Sariputta is said to have-possessed great-patience.
It is reported that once a brahamin -sturck hirrf a blow
- to test his patience. The-Elder did not even take notice
of it. Later he pardoned the ·brahamin and took his
mead seated in the brahamin's house (DhA. IV 1 46 f).
There is also a story of a Yakkha giving a might blow
on his head and falling i_nto hell as a result. The stanza
uttered by the Buddha in his context shows that
. Sariputta did -not return anger by anger and that his
mind stands unshaken like a rock ( Ud. IV. 4). Sariputta
had the humility and the readiness to admit a fault
pointed out by any one, even his junior, and correct it.
Once a novice pointed out that the fold of the Elder's
-lower garment is_ hanging down and instructed that he

'"11

2
4

Hieun Thsiang, tr. S amuel Beal, Susil Gupta
(India) Limited, Calcutta, 1 958 p. 389
ibid.pp. 2 13 ; 2 1 8; 3 89
Apadana, ibid. vv. -173 ff.
Ibid. v. 369
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SARIPUTTA '(2): Sariputta, the Tikaciri is the most

.erudite Thera · of the Polonnaruwa · period, who was
among the key figures of the religious and literary ·
_revival of the period..Being the author of two important .
!ikas (sub com mentaries) he is- known_as<llk.i::- irt. He
is suppos·ed to have po ssessed an extraordinary
memory and it is said that he was able to remember
anything after hearing or reading it once only. Therefore .
he was called "Eka 'irutidhari ' ';.. Another' epithet'
which described his erudity is "Sagaramati'' the ocean
of knowledgc1• He was second in position only to his
teacher Udumbaragiri (DimbuUigala _Kasyapa).
I

. .

Early life ofVen. Sariputta: Nothing is known about

the early part of his life. Some say that he was of Cola
origin. But it has not been established. He was the
chief pupil of Ven. Udumbaragiri (Dimbulagala)
Kasyapa, president ofPariikramabiihu's convocation.
He has had another teacher named Simiedha \vho is ·
referred to by him in his Siiratthadipani preface.
Parakramabiihu I and Ven Sariputta: He was a

contemporary of Pariikramabahu I ( 1 1 53-86 A.C.).
.
He was the king's advisor. There appear to have had
an intimate relationship between them. Ven. Sariputta

.. • ;,
..

�
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�
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�
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invitation extended to hi m by King Parak.ram ab ah u , in
midst of the S arigha.

always refers to the king and his great serv ices to the

Siisana in his works. The king built a magnificent
vihara at Jetavana monastery specially for him, which

the

was adorned with hundreds of palaces, surrounded

Further he is reported to have written t h e

by various shady trees, endowed with cool waters.

Visuddhip a{ha Saiigaha, Kamma{fhana Saiigaha,
Maiigalasutta Tika and a S i nh al ese sanna for
Abhidhammattha Saiigaha. Ho wever the
Visuddhipafha Saiigaha, the Kammaf.thana Sangaha
Mangalasz�tta 'Ji.ka are not extant.

Teneva kiirite ramme pasiidasata maptji.te
Naniiluma gapakippe bhavan abhirat a!.aye
Sltalrldaka sampanne . . . . 1
(Pali Muttaka Vinaya Vinicchaya Preface).

Like all the other learned men of the period he was

In his prologue to his fikaon the Manorathap iirapi

'Ji.ka on
Ratnasrij fi a n a ' s Paffjika to the Candragomi
VyiikaralJll. This wac; ca.!led the Ratnamati Paffjikii 'Ji.ka
or Paffjik§- 'Ji.kii.or Paiijikal.ankara. He is also credited
a clever Sanskrit scholar as well and wrote a

Ven. Sariputta says that the king's treatment to him
was unpr�cedented.

))

.

.

...

.

Tenahamaccanta manuggahito
Anaffffasadhiira� sangahena .
Yasmaparakkantzbhu;avhayena

Ven. Sariputta's works:

with having written a concise grammar in Sanskrit

called

Padavatara, which is apparently lost.

Pupils: It is observed that Vt6n. S ariputta ha.S prpd_uced .
a number of pupils

There are several Pal i works

to his credit, among which the Siiratthadipani his sub
commentary

SARIPUTTA (2)

who were equally emdite and they

too have compo sed s e v eral Pal i t re at i ses and

(fik,;J/ to the Samantapas iilika, the Vinaya

contributed to the religious and l iteiary.revival- of the

day. Ven. Sailgharak1chita is reckoned as the chief of
as his outstanding work.
Prof. Malalasekera calls it the most comprehensive · his pupils. An expert in grammar Ven. S ailghaiakkhita
commentary is recognized

Vuttodaya, a work on Pali prosody, the
Subodh iilaiikara , a work o n Pal i rhetorics the
Susaddasiddhi, a subsidiary grammatical work on the
Moggallana Vyiikara[JCl and a sub commentary on the •
Khuddasikkhanamed the Swizangalappasadini. Ven. ·

and a masterpiece. Malalasekera fmther c�mmends

composed the

him thus :
''The immense amoU:nt ofvaiuable information he
has collected therein shows that h is knowledge was
e�tensive and profound, and that he was not second

S ailgharakkh i t a was t h e tutor o f K i n g Paq.qita

(Buddhaghosa) himself in

Parakramabahu ofJambudroni (Dambadeniya). Ven.

)he great commentator

;getical ability". (Malalasekera, G.P. Pali Literature

JfCeylon, 1928, p. 1 92)

·

Sumailgala who was a pupil of Ven. S ariputta was a
master of Abh idhamma. He was the au thor of

Abhidhammattha-vibhavini a sub commentary on Ven.
Anuruddha's Abhidhammatrhasaiigaha, a handbook
S ariputta's n�xt i mportant trea t i � e i s the
1i.nayasaiigaha or the Paii Muttaka-viriaya vinicclzaya, on Abhidhamma and the Abhidhammatthavibhiivini a
. sumrnary'of the Vinaya Pifaka. He says that it was . sub commentary of the Abhidhammavatiira of Ven.
om posed on an . i n v i t a t i o n m ade by K i n g

(ajjhesito na rindena svaham
'arakkamabahwi i) wh i l e res i di ng at Jetavana

Buddhadatta.

'arakramab ahu

tonastery built by the king himself.
Ven. Sariputta was also calleq upon to write the
1b commentary to the

Manorathap rlrapi, the

igjyara Nikiiya commentary which Dhammapala,

,, , ote sub commentaries to the commentaries of
irst three Nikiiyas, c o u l d not accom p l i sh,
Jbably due to his failing health. The sub commentary

ncerned is named the

Saratthamaffjusa. Ven.

riputta has recorded_:_ that he composed i t on an

Ven. Vacissara was also another erudite scholar
pupil of Ven. Sariputta. His well-known treatise was

P ali Th rlpavariJSa. He a l so wrote a {ika on the
Vinayavinicchaya and the Sim§la.Iikiira Saiigaha. He
has several sub commentaries to his credit such as the .

Llnatthad[pan l , a s u b c o m m e n t ary o n the
Saddhammapakaskini, t h e Pafisambhidamagga
c�mmentary. Further he also wrote.two glosses on
the

Saccasaiikhepa and the Visuddhimagga i n

· Sinhalese. Ven: Dharmakirti was another distinguished
pupil of S ariputta. He wrote the Pali

Dafhavai"J}Sa that

·
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was appointed to the supreme position of Mahasami,
when it was created for the first time. The position
was created for the first time after the sangha was
unified in 1 1 65 A.C. under the -patronage of King
Parakramabahu ( 1 1 53-86). But Ven. Udumbaragiri
(D i mbul agal a) · Ku;,yapa, the president of
Parakrarnabahu's convocation and the most senior
prelate declined to accept the position, apparently as
he was a constant forest dweller (sada iiraffiiavisi).
Consequently the responsibility fell on the next senior
prelate, Ven. ·sariputta, his senior pupil. Thus Ven.
Sa�iputta waS appointed to the supreme position of
Mahasami and he became. the first to hold the position.
He appears to hav� adorned the chair of Mahasami · .
from about 1 1 66- to 1 1 96 A.C.

would be interesting to examine how the pupils of
Yen. Sariputta have referred to their c�lebrated and
beloved teacher. In addition, it would facilitate to
ascertain the position held by Ven. Sariputta among
the contemporary m onks and his erudity. Ven.
Dhammakitti, the author of the. Da:lh avaw.sa · calls him
a master of all the sciences and an expert in all the
religions.
·

"Sabbesu AcariyataJ?Z piramai?r gatassa
Satthesu sabbasmayantra kovillassa "

Ven. Sangharakkhita in his preamble to his

· Khuddasikichi. [lki · pays his homage to his teacher
Ven. Sariputta thus: · ·

However there is no record of his death, but he
appears to have enjoyed long life. Ven. Mogallana, the
grammarian succeeded him. as the second Mahasami.

Siriputtaip mahisimitp nekasattha visiradtup
Mahagu.paipmahipaffiiarp name me sirasigilru!J1
I

•

· I salute Sariputta Mahasarni of great vimie� and
great wisdom, master�of various sciences.

K. Arupasiri.

_

References

Ven. Sumailgala in his Abhidhammivatiira . '[ika
extols him as an expert in the teachings of the Buddha
(siiriputta1p mahitherap pariyatti �isirada1p).

1

\

At the end. of Ven. Sariputta s A bhidhamlrUlttha
sarigahasa!J!Xl, one of his pupils has 9esciibed his
teacher thus:
.

'

.

Ya1p cande candabh iita1p nisitakaramatirppiininim
piiliniye
.
Sa·bbasmi1p takkasatthe · pitutaramatayo
kattubh iitarpva ta1p ta1p
Maiiiimte kaidiisa1f1 kavijanahad.ayiinandabh iita1p
kavitte
. Siiyarp lokatthasiddhilp vitaratu racani tassa
siriputtassa.
.

2

.

·

'Let this work ofVen. Sariputta, who is comparable
to the author C �mdragom i in respect o f
Cindravyikarapa, Panini in respect o f Panini
Vyikarapa, the-authors of logic books in respect of

.,

Ven. Sariputta appointed to the supreme position
of Mahasami: It is significant that Ven. Sariputta

How Ven. Sariputta's pupils saw their teacher: It

•

--

the logical sciences and the poet Kalidasa in the field
of poetry, may benefit to the world. "

g i ves the history of the Tooth Rel ic. Moreover
Medhankara or Udumbaragiri Medhankara was also
among the distinguished pupils of Ven; Sariputta. He
was the author of the Vinayartha Samuccaya, a
handbook of Vinaya in Sinhalese.

'
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According to· the Nikiyasa.rigrahaya ( 1 41h
century A. C.) he was · able to remember .
thousand books after · hearin'g once • .
(Nikiyasa.rigrahaya, Colombo 1922 p. 22).
.

Mahava1psa (chapter 'lxxiii verse 34) . too
confirms Pru:akramabahu 's building a great
Palace
for Sariputta Thera. (Tiziras11assa
.
therassa siriputtavhayassa · hammiyatthala
gabbhehi mahipisadam ujjala1J1. . . . . . )

SARNATH: Samath is the modem name for Migadaya

or I�ipatana. It is situated six miles to the north of
Benares, in the United Provinces. As the place where .
the Buddha delivered his first sermon,
Sarnath is second
.
I
m importance as a center of Buddhism to Buddhagaya
only. Samath and Buddhagaya are known as Acala
cetiyas as all Buddhas of all ages utilise these places.
· There is an excellent tarred road right up to the
•

•

·

(

'-
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excavated area, beautiful ly shaded with mango,
tamarind and bodhi trees.

1 . The Archaeological Museum is to the right of

the road just on reaching the excavated area. It is an
attractive building with a spacious lawn.

2. The excavated area. This is to the north of the

Bhikkhu Dharmapala Road. It contains the ruins of
the ancient monasteries and temples.

. 3. Dhamek-stiipa. This is the most conspicuous

object in the excavated area·:

-)

�. Ab�ut six hundred yards

. 4. Miilagaqdhaku!i-vih

, to the east of Dhamek stupa
Buddhist temple erected

,; .

�

.

;. Choukandi:

IS
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th� great modem

by the Maha · Bodhi

Society.

The site of the stiipa is said to mark the actual

spot where the Buddha met His five disciples who

had deserted Him at Uruvela when He abandoned the
practice of self- mortification. As the spot where the

First Sermon was del ivered is definitely known by

the Asokan Pillar at a distance of half a mile away,
they must have walked up to that place from here

first five disciples is graphically described in literary
works.

The Archaeological Museum:

frofi.t Sarnath s�ation, this mass of bricks with ari

This spacious

museum building was completed in 1 9 10. It was .
designed after an ancient monastery by Sir John

. Marshall himself who was the Director General of
Archaeology in India for many y�ars. . The well-kept
lawns in front of the niuseum are a pleasing sight to

. .
.
.
This is the first monument met by . . the eyes.

the visitor as he proceeds towards S arnath. Situated
on the left side of the. road at a distance of half a mile

as

it was probably a more suitable place for their
conversati.on. The Buddha's first meeting with his

. .

. .

• The museum ho�ses all .the valuable Cl9-tiq�ities

found at Samath. A full account of these is given jn Rai

o��onal�tower staridmg on top is what remains of an Bahdur Daya Ram Sahni's Guide and Cqtalogue.
apc;jent stfipa. Fron� the size of the heap and the . The following ate some of �e chief objects preserved
at the .museum:
circumference of the base, it can be concluded that it
was a stfipa comparabfe to the one kriown as "Dhamek

�PR!f� at the main site. The present height of this
mass .of bricks including· the tower is 84 feet. . S ir

1 . Middle Block: Capital of Asoka's Pillar. As the

visitor enters the middie block of the building from

the main door, the first thing that will arrest his
Alexander
Cunning ha m ,
A rchaeo l og ical
attention is the lion capital of Asoka, placed in the
Commissioner, who drove a vertical shaft through the
r),enter. .of the stfipa to the foundation in 1836, did not center of the hall with an old railing on two sides. This
magnificent production of the anc�ent stcme mason
· 1i��9yer any relics or other treasures. Had there been
alone is well worth a visitt o the museum. It is not an
any, they must have been robbed at an early da�e. The
exaggeration to say that no other antiquity discovered
tower on the summit can be reached by Climbing the
.
mo� ment from the west. This tower \Vas constructed
in India so far can be cmnpared to this in the mastery
by Emperor Akbar in 1588 A:c., to conimemorate the of its design and execution. Its perfect proportions,
visit of his father Humayun when he was fleeing from the liveliness of the animal figures and the inimitable
.
the .wrath ofhis enemies. This fact is mentioned in the · polish render it as ope of the finest specimens of
Per iah inscription on the stone slab fixed at the front
sculpture of the kind in the world. Dealing on the
of the entnince. But it is not meQtioned why he visited
technique of the figures carved on the capital, SiT John ·
this remote spot. Probably it afforded him the safest
Marshall says that they " are wonderfully vigorous
hiding place from which to send his pursuers on the and true to nature and are treated with the simplicity
wrong tract. The visitor m ay ascend to the flat roof, . and reserve which is the key-note of all grade master
the tower from where he can obtain · a magnificent . pieces of plastic art. India certainly has produced rio
view of the cou ntrys ide. There is hardly any
other scu lpture equal to them."
information regarding the age of this stfipa or the name
t' its builder. From the remains of the plinth it can be
This capital originally surmounted the pillar which
o �ised that the structure had an octagonal base
Emperor Asoka set up at the site where the First
CTec-Orated with p i l asters. The bricks and the
Sermon was delivered by the Buddha. The capital is
architectural features indicate that it was built about
about 7 feet high. It consists of four Jipns sitting back
the 2rx1 or 3�d century-A. C.

�

�

..

'i
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1

:k on a circular abacus about one foot high. This

Vihara has been made after this statue. A replica of the

:ront l egs o f each l i o n . B etween these

Delhi.

cs has a dharmacakra wheel of 24 spokes below

nac"akras are figures of the following animals
1sitely carved: - elephant, bull, horse and l ion.

!hacus is placed on an inverted lotus flower which

ixed on to the actual pillar. Fa-Hien the Chinese
im, saw a dharmacakra sunnounting the pillar
�is was not discovered intact during excavation

•·

When the pillar was hurled down by the invaders,

1harmacakra must have been broken into small

same is available at the newly built vih ara in New

4. Other objects: There are many other objects of
interest in this block. Several fine standing images of
the Buddha occupy the eastern comer. In the almirah
kept near the north wall, the visitor will see a few
small specimens of polished stone objects. The two ·
earthen begging bowls of Buddhist monks as well as
fragment� -<Sf inscriptions may be noted. _ ·

llld got lost. A few pieces were.recently recovered
. the site and kept in the museum.

The visitor should now pass on to the right wing

through the open door leading from the main hall.
. The red sto11e statue of a Bodhiscrttva: this huge · Immediately to his left he will see an interesting
sculpture. In one piece of stone and in one and the
� of sculpture with a pillar standing at the b�clc

�d to the right of the Asokan Capital is made Of

same scene

;andstone unlike other remains which are almost

scul ptured. It is rather confusing to one who is

the whole of the Buddha's life is

in white stone i mported from. Chunar and
�apur, about 30 miles from Samath. The stone of

examination of the piece will show the following ·

statue reminds one of the Agra and Delhi Potts

sceries well illustrated: Mayadevi's dream, birth of

::h are constructed.out of this same .granite.. There

the prfuce, bathing, leaving home on horse back, cutting

unaccustomed to the old technique but a careful

the h�r. medi�ation at Buddhagaya, attainment of
wo inscriptionS engraved on the back of th.e jm�e
r which we learn that it was made at Muttra and . Buddhahoocl imd the preaching o.f the First Sennon.
tght here in the third regal year of Kaniska by a � . The only important . incident missing is the passing .

tk riamed Baia and set up at the place where the ·

away. This is really not an omission but that part of

��-� its sunshade. it is made of one single piece of

Iridian sculpture and painting to depict several scenes

the stone where the scene was carved has been
'dha walked. The huge stone umbrella . placed
:
_
·
·
over
rist the northern wall originally sto'od
this · knocked out of the piece. -It is a very old custom in .

sandstone:
I.

g

Buddha ima e in-preaching attitUde: This image ·

ed against the south wall ofthe main hall is perhaps

in one and the same picture.

Mter this the visitor may see the exhibits inside
the glass. cases, · particularly the fine heads of the

belongs to the 4lli or 5th century A. C. It is made of

Buddha kept inside the almirah · on the left. Going
further down this wing, he will also see figures of

nmacakkappavattanasutta. The sculptor· has

wall. The peculiar head-dresses which look almost

nost Perfect i mage of the Buddha found in India

tar stone and - is in the attitude of preaching the

eeded to a remarkable degree in . depicting the

�t serenity of the Buddha's face. The nose and
,
of the finge�s are unfortunately broken� In this

e

of sculpture, the Buddha is shown as covering .

the shoulders. On the pedestal below; the figures

e· five disciples

are also engraved.

In the middle of

eat is the dharmacakra guarded by two deer. The

tan and the child on the left hand comer perhaps

:sent the donor and her child in whose name the

e was dedicated. The deer is the invariable symbol
at Sarnath and indicated Migadaya or the 'Deer

' . It always accompanies the dharmacakra or

Mleel of Law'. The image at the Miilagandhaku!i

Bodhisattvas ·and other persons kept against the �arne
like the wigs of English judges may be noticed with
interest.

5. South Block: There is a good collection of seals·
and pottery kept inside the almirah against the south

wall. In it are also a heap of small shells (kawri) which
were used as small coins in ancient days, a practice

which is still prevalent in some remote parts of the
Gofakhpur District. In one of the glass cases kept in ·

the middle of the iciom, there is a small · piece of
sculpture depicting Avalokitesvar�. It is hardly three
inches high and is made of white stone which appears

almost l i ke ivory. For m inute and delicate

.
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workmanship, it has no equal in the museum and is railing. It is, however, difficult to say why it is in such
well preserved.
an awkward place. Some are of the opinion that it is a
part of the Dharmaraj ika-stu pa (de vat a-ko .tu va) fallen
There is a fine stone lintel containing decorative there when it was dismantled. Others think that it is
carvings. On this stone doorway are depicted scenes the actual enclosure of a small shrine. Both explanations
from the famous Khantiviida Jataka.
are probably partially correct, as here, too, as in other
places, the main vihara_has been rebuilt again and
6. North Block: The visiter should now proceed again during the course of centuries.
to the north block. Here the exhibits are not so
(d) Asokan pillar:
interesting as those in the other two blocks. The images
preserved here are very badly mutilated. The huge
earthen vessel kept on the left hand comer of the
Under a flat roof and surrounded by an iron railing,
room may be specially noticed. Such vessels are used the visitor will find the base of this famous pillar .
for storing grains and other foodstuffs in the erected by Emperor Asoka about the year 250 B.C. It
monasteries. There are a number of specimens of probably stands at the very. site where the Buddha
=) unusually large bricks, small votive stiipas and friezes delivered the first sermon to his five disciples whom
containing minute figures of th� Buddha.
He met at the place already described viz. Choukandi,
and who accompanied Him to this place. The
The Excavated Area
inscription on the pillar is unfortunately silent on this
point and we are left to make our own, guesses. As
(a) Kittm!'s Monastery
Asoka set up a similar pillar at Lumbini in which he
definitely says that it was the site of thc.Bqdhis�ttva's
·
· Only the foundations of the monastery ate intact. · nativity; we can reasonably conclude that this pillar . .
They measure 107 feet each side from outside the too marks the place . of the first sermon, though for .
walls. It bad in all 28 rooms. The building was · some reason or other, the fact is not mentioned in the . .
evidently destroyed by fire as burnt rice-cakes were inscription. Some scholars are of op_inion that the main · .
found in one of the rooms. Remnants of cooked rice shrine is the actual spot where this important event
. were also discovered by Rai Bahadur Daya Ram Sahni. took place while others consider it to be the Dhamek .
while he was in charge of the excavation work at this . Stiipa and yet others the ])harmarajika s·tupa. As
place. The well i� th� courtyard from which water is Asoka's pillar is the earliest of the monuments
now drawn to sprinkle. the museum lawns is actually discovered here, we have no reason to think that Asoka
had made such a serious mistake or had deliberately
) the original well of the monastery.
.chosen � different. place.
(b) Sri Dharrnarajika Stiipa
With regard to the Asoka pillar, as already stated,
.. Before passing the two stone pillars set up on two there is at presen.t only the stump, the height of which
sides of the inspectio,n path close to the main temple, is about eight feet. Another seven feet are buried under .
one can see on the left a circular accumulation of earth the ground. The diameter is 2'9". The polish of the
with a sort of ditch round it. The board reads Sri pillar is as perfect as that of the capital. Hiuen Tsiang
Dharmarajika Stiipa'. This mound is all that remains who saw the pillar found it intact and in perfect
ofthe stiipa which, in size, equalled the huge Dhamek condition. The original height was about 70 feet and
the lion capital preserved in the museum surmounted
Stiipa.
it. The fol!owing account by Huien Tsiang may be
read with interest: "To the south west of the vihira is
(c) Shrine enclosed by Asokan railing:
a stone stiipa built by Asoka-raja. Although
the
.
.
foundations
have
given
way,
there
are
still
!
00
feet
or
As one steps into the paved outer courtyard of the
temple, one will see a stone door frame standing on more of the wall remaining. In front of the building is
the right. The frame is in fact fixed into the wall of the a stone pillar about 70 feet high. The stone is altogether
main temple. From the excellent polish of the stone as bright as jade. It is glistening and sparkles like light;
and the design, scholars opine · that it is an Asokan and all those who pray fervently before it see from
·

·

)

·

· ·

'
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This inscription g ives an in �I i ng i nto certain

time to time, according to their petitions, figures with

good or bad signs. It was here that the

differences that had arisen among the sanigha during

Tath agatti

Asoka's time. The party holding wrong views became

(Julai), having anived at Enlightenment, began to turn

so dangerous that at the request of Moggaliputta Tissa

the Wheel of the Law (to preach) ' .

Thera, Emperor Asoka had a convocation held at which

A t the base there is an inscription of Asoka i n

the whole Tripitaka was rehearsed and those who held

mention. The following is the actual text , and its

two. other inscriptions on· the pillar one dated in the

Brahmi script which the Chinese pilgrim does not

false views were expelled from the Order. There are

translation:

time of Asvaghosa and the other (circa 300 A. C.) caused
.
to be engraved by the teacher of the S ammitiya school.

1 . 2 . (Dev anamp iye P i y adasi l aj a . . .

The invading Muslim armies had this pillar hurled

Piitalipute)

down but luckily th� beautiful lion capital did not fall

3. ..ye ken�pi samghe bhetave e cum kho
4. bhlkhii va bhikhuni vii sarhgharh bhiikhati se

under their hammer. It lay buried under the earth till it

5. avisiyiyaril h�varil iy aril · sasane bhikhu

Several broken pieces of the pillar are kept inside the

was recovered by the Archaeological Department.

odatiiill dusanisarhnarhdha payiye anavasasi

s arilghas i

ea

vimnapayitaviye

bhikhun i

enclosure. · ·

s arilghasi · c a

· (e) The Main temple:

6. hevam Devanam.piye aha hedisa ca ika l ipi

· 7.

. .

tuphiikrujltikaril huvati sarilsalanasi nikhita

ikam ca l ipirli hedisameva upasakanarhtikaril .

nik.hipiitha te pi ca upasakii anuposatharh yavu .

8. etameva

The main temple . as it is now exposed to view

·

cannot be older

than the 2� or 3rc1 century A.C Its

sasanam . visvaihs ayitave
walls_ are made of stone and bricks, stones at the base
��pO�athruh · ca dhu �aye ikike. rnahamate . . . and bricks above them. The use of both these materials
points to the fact that the original temple was wholly · .
posatlliy.e .
·

·

9. yam etame�a sasanarh visvariisayitave ajanitave
ca iv.atake ca tuphakaJ!l ahale

constructed in stone ·and

that the later constr�ctioil

was in bricks. The walls are t�n feet thick, thus

10, savata vivasayatha tuphe etena viyarhjanena · indicating the great height of the vihara. To the right
hemeva savesu kota vi�avesu etena

1 1. viyariljanena vivasapayatha

"Thus said the beloved of the gods, 'the sarilgha is

not to be divided. But whosoever monk or nun, shall

break up the sa:mgh�""shall be made to don the white

. garments and dwell in a place which is not a residence .

of the road leading from the m().in shrine towards the
. Dhamek-stupa, there is the foundation of a small stfipa· .

. · sheltered w ith a concrete roof erected by the
Archaeological Department. The stfipa is made of burnt

bricks containing some fine designs.

The visitor should now return to the main temple

_for the clergy. Thus must this edict be a.nl)Ounced in . courtyard and. take the path pointing towards the ·

. the Order of monks. and il) the Order of nuns.

Thus saith His Majesty, ·one such edict hath been

inscribed for you in the place of assembly that there it

north. Round about he will see numerous votive stfipas, ·
large and small, in different stages of preservation: On
the left hand side of the path among the small stfipas
was discovered the l intel containing the

Khaniiviila

should remain. And even such another ye must inscribe

Jiitaka.

day in �rder to . be· inspired with faith in this edict.
Also in each fast day, without faii, every officer should

Dhamek Stupa:

this edict arid to make himself acquainted therewith.

dharma-mukha_or dhammika. Scholars are not decided

for the l aity. The lay people too should attend the fast

attend the'fast day service to be inspired with faith in

And as far . as your district extends, you must
everywhere make known the edict according to the
letter thereof."

·

·

The word 'Dhamek' is said to be a vulgar form of

as to the purpose of this stupa; some maintain that it

i s meant to m ark the spot where the Buddha

prophesied the coming of the future Buddha Maitreya.
Whatever the. purpose, it is the most conspicuous

·
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structure at Samath and can be seen for miles around.

in a hundred successive l ines, and in each niche is a

Its height is 1 04 feet and the lower portion is faced

golden figure of the Buddha. In the middle of the vihira

completely with stones having beautiful carvings all

is a figure of the Buddha made of teou-shih (native

round. The design consists of a broad band of svastikas

copper). It is of l ife-size and he is represented as ·

worked into different geometrical patterns with a

turning the Wheel of the Law (preaching).

finely chiselled lotus wreath running over and below

the svas(ikas. The whole design is so well proportioned

By the side of the building and not far from it is a

stiipa. This is the spot where Annata Kaundinya (0-

that one cannot but form a very high opinion of the
skill of the sculptors of those days.

j o-kio-' in-ju) and the rest, seeing the Bodhisattva giving
up his austerities, no longer kept him company, but

There are four well-marked sides of the stiipa in

coming to this place gave themselves up to meditation.

. relief with niches in each of them. In ancient days

these niches contained images which are no longer

Pratyeka Buddhas entered at the same time into

�)rea close to the stiipa might have belonged to them.

Nirvana. There are moreover three stiipas where there

· � ut the images seen by Hiuen Tsiang were 'golden'
.f. -tines which must have been good booty for the �nvaders.

are traces of the. sitting and the walking of the three

former Buddhas.

The stiipa has been bored into and some of the stones

removed from the south�east side. The opening thus .
made has been filled up with ordinary blocks of stones.

By the side of this last place is a stiipa. This is the

spot where Maitreya Bodhisattva received assurance

A.s one notices this massive monument with its stone

of his becoming a Buddha. In old days . when the

facing containing the valuable carvings, he feels a sigh

Tathagata was living in Rajagrha (Wangshe), on the

Griddhrakuta mountain, he spoke thus to the bhikkhus:

of r�·lief that at least thi s stiipa has escaped the
course the valuable images and other treasures have
been stolen.

·

In futur� in this country of Jambudvipa there shall be

a Brahmin called Maitriya (Se-che). His body sh<i.ll be

of the colour of pure· gold; bright and glistening and

pure. Leaving his home he will be�ome a perfect

There is inscriptional evidence to show that the
Saryastivada S9hool of .Budd.h isin was in possession

Buddha, and preach the Threefold Law for the benefit

of all creatures. Those who shall be saved are. those

. �f Samath about the 4th century A. C. In . the 5th

who live, in whom the roots of merit have been planted

.inscription inscribed. by them on the Asokan pill�

their minds a profound. respect for the three precious

lentury probably the Sammitiyas were i n power. The

has already been mentioned.

from his account:.

''To the north east of the river Varuna, about i 0 li

or so, we come to _ the sarilgharima of Luye (stag

desert). Its precincts are divided into eight portions
(sections), connected by a surrounding wall. The
storeyed towers w ith proj ecting eaves and the
balconies are of very superior work. There are fifteen
hundred priests in this convent who study the Little
:Vehicle according to the Sammitiya school. In the great
closure is a vihira_about 200 feet high. Above the

v�f is a golden covered figure of the amra (An-mo�lo)

(mango fruit). The foundations of the building are of
�tone,
and the stairs also, but the towers and niches
.
.

--

..

through my bequeathed law. These all conceiving in

objects of worship, whether they be obedient to the

precepts or not, will all be led by the converting power .

Hiuen '!Siang's travels: The following is an extract

1

·

By the side of this is a stiipa where five hundred

there. Some of those discovered from the excavated

spoliation of invaders and treasure hunters, though of

SARNATH
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-

(of his preaching) to acquire the fruit (of Buddhi) and

fmal deliverance. Whilst declaring the threefold law

. for the conversion of those who have been influenced . ·
by my bequeathed law, by this means also hereafter
others will be converted.

i

At this time, _Maitriya B.odhisattva (Mei-ta-li-ye

pusa) hearing this declaration of the Buddha, rose
from his seat and addressed the Buddha thus:

'May I indeed become that Lord Called Maitriya' .

The Tathagata spoke thus: 'Be it so ! You shall obtain
this fruit (condition) and as I have just explained such

shall be the power (influence) of your teaching'.

To the west of this pl;;tce there is a stiipa. This is

the s ot where Sakva Bodhisa ttV�- r�hi�Ki � _..;n_c,)

·

I
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•
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received an assurance"(o f becoming a Buddha) . In the

midst of the bhadra-kalpa when men's years amounted
to 20,000, Kasyapa Buddha (Kia-she-po-fo) appeared
in the world and moved the wheel of the excellent law

(i.e. preached the law), opened out and changed the

unclosed mind (of merit), and declared this prediction

SAsANA

and pure frequently come to make their offerings here:

but when the heretics and men of evil mind speak

lightly of or insult the stone, the dragon king inhabiting
the pool causes the winds to rise and rain to fall.

By the side of the lake, and not far off, is a stupa.

to Prabhapala Bodhisattva (Hu-ming-pu-sa). This

This is where Bodhisattva, during his preparatory

condition of a Buddha and be called Sakya Muni.

the tusks, put on a robe in colour like that of a religious

1;\odhisattva in future ages, when the years of men · life, was born as a king of elephants provided with six
tusks (chaddanta). A hunter, desirous of obtaining
shall have dwindled to 100 years, shall obtain the
ascetic, and taking his bow, awaited the arrival of his

Not far to the south of this spot are traces of

where the f-our· Buddhas of a bygone age walked for
exercise. The length of (the promenade) is about

paces

50

and the height of the steps (Stepping spots)

about .7 feet. It is composed of blue stones piled

prey. The elephant king, from respect to the ki�fiya

robe, immediately broke off his tusks and gave them
to the hunter.

By the· side of this spot and not far from it, is a

together. Above it is a figure ·of the Tathagata in the

st fipa. It was here Bodhisattva, in his preparatory

beauty. From the tl�sh knot .on. the top of the head;

(reverence) amongst men, took the form of a bird and

with power (fmeness). •

you first saw this Nigrodha (Ni-ku-liu) tree? Each

attitude of walking. It is of a singular dignity and

career, grieved to see that there· was little politeness

there flows .wonderfully, ·a: braid. of hair. Spiritual signs · joining . himself to the company of a monkey and a
are plainly manifested and divine prodigies wrought · white elephnut, he asked thein in this place, 'which of
·

Within · the preCincts of the enclosure (of the

samghariima) there are many sacred vestiges, with
vih aras and stiipas, several hundred in number. We

have named only two or three· of these; as it would be
difficult to enter into details;

haviilg answered according to circumstances, he pi aced .
therri according to their age. The good effects of this ·
conduct spread itself l ittle by little on every side; men

. were able to distinguish the high from the> low, and the
religious and lay people followed their example.

Leaving this place, and going two or three li to the

To the west of the samgharima enclosur.e is a clear

south west of the samgharima, there is a stfipa about

Tathagata occasion)lly bathed himself. To the west of

building, high and a(lorned with all sorts of carved

Tatbagata used to wash his begging dish.

successive stages (to this building) with niches; and

l ake o f water (about)

200

this is a great tank about

.

paces in circu it: here

1 80

paces round: here

To the north of this is a lake

.

.

about · ·150 pac�s

300

feet high. The foundations are broad and the

work and with precious substances. There are no

although there is a standing pole erected above the

cupola (fan poh), yet it has no encircling bells. By the

round: here Tatbagafu used to wash his robes. In each
· of these pools is a dragon who dwells within it. The

Aiifiata Kaundinya and other men, five in number,

resplendent in appearance, and neither increases nor .

XXIX

water is deep and its taste sweet: ;t is pure and

decreases. When men of a bad character bathe here,

side of it is a little stupa. This is the spot where the

declined to salute the Buddha." See PLATES XXVIII,

Nandasena Mudiyanse

(kin-pi-lo) kumbhiras come forth and kill many ·of

them: but in

case

of the reverential who wash here,

they need fear nothing.

By the side of the pool where Tathagata washed

his garments is a great square stone, on which are yet

to be seen the trace marks of his ki_sfiya (kia-sha) robe.

The bright l ines of the tissues are of a minute and

distinct character, as If carved on the stone. 'fhe faithful ·

.·

SARVAJNA See OMNISCIENCE
SARVAsTIVADA See SABBAITIVADA
SASANA: The word sasana

(Skt siisana) according .

to the Pali-Englsh Dictionary 'of the Pali Text Sdciety

(PED s . v.siisana ) means "Order, message, teaching".
But 'VI

\"

\"

"
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to the Exalted one"(eg.M. l .50 1 ) . Often in early texts,
a monk or nun who has reached the ultimate goal of

dispensation of the B uddha, the Buddhist religion,
teaching and doctrine" as its meani ngs. Some of these

latter meanings are not attested in the early canonical
texts. In a non· religious sense the word is found used
in the meaning of a message sent by some person to
another (e.g.J. l .60). Probably it was the primary sense
of the word. But _throughout the canonical texts it is
found used frequently in the sense of the message or
the teaching of the Buddha. In the Vinaya texts,
diScussing how a discipl inary problem should be
.
resolved, it is said that it has to be do�e according to
the Dhamma (d�ammena), according to the rules of
discipline (vinayena), according to the instruction of
the Master (satthusasanena). The last term here may
indicate either the some total of the first two items or
- \ the additional instructions given by the Master in
p·esolving a particular case (_Vin.II.95). Sometimes the .
Buddha himself uses the term satthusisana to describe
his teachings comprising the doctrines (dhamma) and
the disciplinary rules (vinaya). Thus he says, "this is
the doctrine, these are the rules of discipline, this is
the dispensation of the M aster (eso dhammo eso
vinayo etarp satthusisanarp A. IV 143). That these t�o
branches comprise the _whole ofthe Buddha's teachings
is seen in the account of the First Buddhist Council
(Vin . II.285) according to which the council was
convened to agree upon the teachings of the Buddha · ·

)

"

(dhammaffP.a vinayaiica . sangiiyiima).

)

SAsANA

emancipation through the realization of the three
· knowledges would declare it in the following words,
"the three know ledges have been reached, done is the
Buddha's bidding" (tisso vijja anuppatta kataip
Buddhassa sasanarp. Thag. 286; Thig. 1 87 ). Tlte
Dhamma, it is said, has to be honoured even by the .
Buddha remembering the word of the Buddhas of the
past (saraiJ1 Buddhanasasanarp A.II.2 1)

Navanga Buddha (or Satthu) Sasana

·

In a number of discourses of the Buddha is found
a ninefold descriptive analysis of all the teachings of
the Buddha included in the Suttanta Pitaka, viz suttam,

ge)'Yam, · veyyikar.anam, githa.m Udinam, itivutttika�, ..
jitakO.�, abbhutadha�marp, �edalla� (egA. III.86).
Except · cal l ing them Dhamma expounded by the
Buddha . no other label has been given t{) them in
canonical texts. But the post canon i c al Pal i
commentaries and other works have designated them
variously as · navanga-satthusasana (PugA.225) or ·
navanga-Buddha.s asana (PED s. v.nava) .or simply
navanga-sasana (PvA (SHB.), 2; Miln.344); It has to
be noted that the Vinaya rules are not included in this
analysis.

Threefold Analysis of th,e Dispensation

.A well kriown stanza of the Dh�mmapaCla, (183)
. In another anal y s i s of the Dhamrria' all the
summing up the teachings of not only . the Buddha
Gotamabut also of all the Buddhas, states, "To refrain . instruction of the Buddha are divided into Pu:� as,
�
. from all evil, cultivation of good �d to purify o e's
'
i. What has to b e thoroughly � ;,: � ere.d'
mind, this is the teaching Of a!l Buddhas (eta1f1
.
(pariyatti);
..
' _ ·. : .- · . ·.·· · ·�
Buddhiizasisana1f1).
Yet an9ther Dhammapada stanza
.
·
..
ii. Putting into practice of wha(h�
(185) sums up the teaching, (sisana1p) of all Buddhas,
particularlY with reference to the life of the ordain¢d
. · · • ; · · · · · . ·.
· (pa.ti'Patti)'
o
iii. Penetrative realizati n of truthS:
disciples," tlms; "Not insi.Ilting, · not har1niilg; restraint
in
moderate
rules,
of
code
according to P_itimokkha
yractise (pafivedha)�
food, seclude..d abode, intent on higher thoughts; this
Of these pariyatti (Sktparyapti) is a .
is the teaching (sisana) of all Buddhas"
term derived from the verb pw·zytirpu�g�J.
In expressing the complete conversion of a person participle pariyatta. Pafipatti
r., .,.
,..:.·."·''
_
after listening to an exposition of the Dhamma, separately in the discourses (BD,
especially by the Buddha, the following declaration is three terms are, however, never

t

.

..

t>e.�i.�re:�J�:.
- .. , . . .

---- .

often found used in early canonical texts; "Having .
Commenting on the Buddha's
seen the Dhamma; attained the Dhamma, known the
who indul ges i n . forni
one
Dham.ma, plunged into the Dhamma, crossed over
doubt, putting away uncertainty, having attained anuyuttassa) the iilstmctio�s or
without another's help to full confidence in the teacher's goes Into oblivion (mussati); The
,;n
.
. - - atthu sisane told thu s says that the teaching goes · ;nt·;n-,.,'lftJ-<-;:;;.

·

·
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pariyatti or pa_tipatti?(pariyatti n ukho s isanassa
two things, viz.pariyatti-siisana and pafipatti- sasana.
The text here takes the pariyatti-s asana to mean the miilaJ!l udaJ:u pa .tipattiY At its conclusion those who
above ninefold division. The pa{ipatti- s iisana is held pariyatti to be the basis of the sisana won the
day. Undoubtedly it is this tradition which is reflected
interpreted. to mean ·�the right path (sammapafipada),
in Buddhaghosa's above statements. (see also
the regular path, the positive path, progress to the
point (anivattha..p4fipadii), progress according to the lv!A. l .87.ff).
dhamma (dhammiilw:Jhamma pafipadi), the fulfilment
When the pariyatti starts disappearing the
of the. wholesome, ¥U�ding the senses, }mowing the
limits of eating, devotion to vigilence, mindfulness Abhidhamma Pi{aka is destroyed first. There too it is
the Patthana that goes out first and, in order, other
and self possession, the four b�e.� ·or mindfulness,
the fourfold- right striving, fciurfqld bases of success, Abhidhamma texts would d i s appear w i th t h e
five faculties, five po wers, ��ven factors of Dhammasangaha (is i t the Dhammasangani?) going
enlightenment, and- the eightfold Ariyan path . .Both . out last. When the. Abhidhamma Pi(aka disappears
- the -pariyatti-sisana andpa(ipatti- sisana are lost to · the sasana stands with the other two. This is followed
<;>"ne indulging in ·fornication. The term pafivedha is by the di�appearance of the·Suttanta Pi{aka starting
not mentioned here. However the �ub- com!llentary with. the Anguttara Nikaya and followed, in order, by
of the Digha Nikaya1 refers to the- term pa(ivedha- . . · the Saiiiyutta, Majjhi� and DIgha"tyikffyas. With the
sisana in discussing the disitpp�arance of all the Vinaya Pi(aka sasana still stands even with · the
divisions of the Buddha's teaching. In some later disappearance of the other two. Of the Vinaya. the
�orks all these three aspect� we put together as three first to disappear would be the Parivara and the
divisions of the Master's te{lchings (satthu s'asana Knandhakas. They are followed by the two Vibhangas�
Everi then the ·sasana could stand with. the Matikas.
e.g.Mhv.2030).
When it goes the sasana could still go· on with the
patimokkha, pabbcijja and upasampadii. Then ·the
Disappearance of the S��mtt
characteristic mark of monkhood, the li.Iiga - probably _.
- The above Niddesa passage speaks of the going . the dress - starts to disappear (addhana1p gacchati).
into oblivion through forgetfulness (parimussati) of It is said that, from the time of the Buddha Kassapa,
.
the pariyatti and pafipatti sikanas due to indulgence in . white - clad recluses could not bear up the sisana.
fotniqtion, obviously, by monks who are the The sisana existed for a thousand years with
custodians of the teaching of the 5.uddha. Buddhaghosa pessessors of the four analytical know ledges
(DAJII.898.f), who. interprets pgriyatti,_pafipatti, -and (pafisambhida), another thou s and years w i t h
pa.tivedha respeetively as th� three pifakas, the path . possessors of the six super knowledges (chafabhiffii _ ·
(pafipada) and, the penetrative realization of the trutl} s ii), another thousand years with experts of the three '
(sacca-pafivedho), also refers to the disappearance knowledges (tevijjehi) , yet another thousand.years
(antaradhina) of these three aspe.cts of the teachings. with . those supported . by bare insight(sukkha'-'·
He says 'that, at times, monks who have attained · vipasska) and a further thousand years by the.
realiiation are numerous. So much so one has to point . patimokkha.With the last to realize the truths and the:-_ ·
out that a particular monk is a common one without last to breach morality (si1abheda) the sikana i s said : · ·
reaiization (puthujjano)� Followers of the path ate also · to have declined. This part of the commentariai _
many at times but only a few at other times. Thus disquisition seems to refer to the dispensation of the . .
realization and practise could exist or not exist in a Buddha Kassapa and not of the Buddha Gotaina, fot·
certain period. But the existence of pariyatti is the observation of the pitimokkha still exists in the
sufficie�t for the existence of the. d ispensation Buddha Gotama's dispensation.
(sisana). . An intelligent person can study the three
pifakas and accomplish the other two as well. Thus
The complete disappearance of the Buddha
one could say that th_e s isana -stands as long as the Gotama's dispensation is expected to take place on a
pariyatti exists. In fact the Sri Lankan monks, after a future date with what is called 'the demise of the
great drought and famine in the pre-Christian period bodily relics of the Buddha' (dhitu - parinibbiila).
which shook both- the country and Buddhism in the When the sisana is declining all the relics of the
country to its very foundation, debated as to what Buddha, beginning with those in the Tambapanni Dipa,
constitutes the b asis of the sasana, whether: it is ie. Sri Lanka, start to move to _ � uddhagaya where
·

I

f
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they all rendezvous on the Buddha seat at the foot of

the Bodhi tree. They all lump together l ike a mas� of

·

gold and emanate the six coloured rays, which touch

to the very Brahrna world, shoots ou� of the relies. It

lasts as long as even the tinie.st speck of rel ics remain

and goes out only when e_verything is consumed. When
also said to have disappeared

(ibid 899 f)

possibly because they did not wish to use a term so
much imbued with the spirit of Buddhism as sJsana, .

siisana is

the word agama came to be used to denote the
Christian religion and it became the popularly used

Extensions of the Use of the Term Sasana

term for Christianity among the Singhalese. It was,

however, l ater extended to cover other rel igions

The word sisana, a.S seen above, was used in early

including Buddhism. But, on the other hand, today

Buddhism to designate the teachings of the Buddha ·

)

)

.

which was expected to be put into practice with the

·

·

ditkkha. But in the course of time the I.!Se of the
word siisana has been extended to cover not only the

their protection for the long stability of the teachings

teachings of the Buddha but the whole of what we

.

Mahiivarpsa

in Sri Lanka in the first

Ledavathie placed the people and the religion (loka·sasana) in a· peaceful state (EZ.l. l 80f);The history
of Buddhist sects and schools froin the beginning,

name Siisaniivataraya, lit. ''The Descent of the $asana"

)

,_

or "the Continuity of the • Siisana". Thus the word

-

1

sasana came to inClude not merely . the t�a��in� of
the Buddha but the whole culture and ctvthzatton

as

Ceylon, Buddhist Centre, Dehiwala, Sri Lanka,

siisana

or the

·

1994,p.78

well as its progress and

deCline in various regions of the world is the history

·or the

Dighanikaya Affhakath a Tiki, Linattha
vappani, . Ed.de S ilva, Lily, PTS, Luzac and

2 Adikaram, E.W., Early History ofBuddhism in

name of the Buddha. The history of Buddhisrp with

expansion of Buddhism

Witamichchi

Company, London, 1 970, Vol. III. 1 06

which has developed through the centuries in the

. all· its philosophical and religions developments, the

C.

References

written by a monk named Devarakshita Jayabahu of

Sri Lanka, named Nikay'asa.rigraha has the alternative

(desanii) and the sii.Sana. Finally the
term Buddha siisana has found a place in the Sri Lankan
constitution QY \Vhich its protection and fostering has
of the Buddha

become a duty of the Sri Lankan government.

re·gnal year of King Devanampiyatissa. Queen

· ·

Sisana or Kitu Sasuna. Buddhists of Sri

the merit acquired from various rel igious rituals invoke

to�ay call Buddhism or simply the Buddhist religion.

(20:30) established the siisana.

siisana

or its S inhala derivation sasuna to denote Christianity

Lanka who share with gods and. demi-gods like Nagas

,all

Arahant Mahinda, according to the

even Christians have started to use the word
as, �g. kristu

ultimate aim of realizing the goal of emancipation from

_

texts traditionally handed down. Thus one expert in
such texts was an iig at iig ama, lit. 'One for whom texts
have been handed down' (A .II. l 27). Buddhaghosa calls

the four pri ncipal nikiiyas of the Sutta Pi_taka iigan-ta
(DA. l .2), the same word used in Buddhist Sanskrit
too. After the introduction of Christianity to Sri Lanka,

ten- thousand world systems. Then a flame, rising up

all the relics are thus consumed by fin� the

SAsANAVAMSA

siisanava1psa.

All symbolic

representations of the Buddha; canonical and post

carionicat literature comprising the teaching of the

Buddha, the Sa.righa of all sects and the lay followers,

all Buddhist rituals and practices in various forms

etc. etc. are ali comprised within the term siisana today.

In the · past, and even today to some extent,
especially in Theravada Buddhist countries, Buddhist

religion was known as Buddha - siisana or simply as
. sisana. But the more popular term, in Sri Lanka today,

to denote religion is agama.But this term was never
used in the past to designate Buddhism. In the

canonical texts agama was-usee to denote religious

SAsANAVA¥SA,

or the histor} ' of the Buddha's _

religion was written by a monk named Paiifiasami in

Myanmar in 1 86 1 AC. This text was translated into

English by B .C. Law in 1 950 in the Sacred Books of

the Buddhists series of the Pali Text Society of England.

Thf! readers are requested to read the introduction
which may be helpfuL

-

·

This non-canonical work of historical importance

has been known to scholars for many years. Its author
was the tutor of the then reigning king Meng- dun

Meng. At the end of the text the authqr says that the

book was completed on the full moon day of the month
of Migasira (November-December) in the year 1223

.

·

.
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: the Kali age. A carefu l study of the text shows the
Ithor 's intimate acquaintance with the commentaries.

he style is sirriilar to that of Buddhaghosa. The text
:cords the · part played by the Buddha's religion in

te social and intellectual l ife: The text gives us a
limpse into the l ife of a monastic scholar in the 1 5'h
entury A.C. named Ariyavamsa. 1 It also .gives us a·

allusions to the Burmese kings.6 In chapter V dealing
with the history of Buddhism in the Vanaviisi c oun try

,

there is a reference to S irikhetta. Iti s Prome in Burma.
In chapter VI the detailed history of Buddhism in

the Aparanta country in the Maramma circle is very

detailed and interesdng. Eighty-four thousand beings

icture of' the rel ations of state and Sasanti. in
lfyanmar from the tiine of Anuruddha to the time of

Dhammarakkhita came to the Yonaka country and

f the state.

the Aggikkhandiwpama ·Sf!.tta; 7 The third founding of

rfeng-dun-Meng. The. Sasana had loyalty to the head

A new chapter in the history of Burmese Buddhism

1egins in the reign of Siri- Mahasihasiirasudhammaraja

A.C. 1 648). The

Parupana Ekamsika

controversy.
,oints out that the king's power· to settle .a religious
.

.

1uestion by royal decree is fully recognized by the
:burch. The history-of religion in Mramma (Myanmar)
s nothing more than the

n

history of the B uddhist Order
.

.

Sunaparar.ta and Tambadipa

This text q:msisting_ of ten chapters firs� gh:es . a .

:able of cqntents: and then fol lows an ·account of ·

Buddhism in nine:places. The table of conterits in this

JOOk gives a general history of Buddhism drawn from

A tthakath a,
Vinaydpi{ak�. Mah8vaf!1sa and Dipava�;a . A brief

;uch wel l - K n o w n · works as the

tccoilnt of the. !'' and 2nd· and· 3rd councils together
11ith the founding of the religion in nine places, one by

me, is given in chapter II. A short account of the
.

.

:uccession of eiders is also giver{here. The religion of
iihala is related in chapter11 All parallel allusions are ·

Thupaliilf!Jsa, Samarztapiisidika,
.fajjhima commentary II, MahiivaipSa.

�iven from the

I;

There is a reference to Ma1.1�aHirama. It was a

were con verted to t h e

Dhamma.

The Elder

c<;mverted the_ inhabitants of the country by preaching

the religion in the town of Arimaddana took place in
the Tam� adipa country in the Maramma c ircle.

Tambadipa includes the district of Pagan, Ava, Panya
and Myenzain. It is described as the upper portion of
the Thaget district on the eas.t bank of th.e Irrawaddy
River.3
· There are several other geographical references.
Mandal ay was "founded -i n 1 8 5 7. . 9 The thera

Chandosaratthavikasinf
which_is a·commentary on the Vuttodaya, a Pali work

Saddhammafiiil)a wrote the

. on metres. There is also a mention of several books

. and commentaries. (See the foot �otes in the translation ·
in pp, 1 04, 1 05, i o9; 1 1 2, 1 1 6, 1 1 7, 1 1 8; 1 22, 1 3 1 ,
1 34, .1 35, 1 55, e�c). · .Refer�.I1�es. to flowers, ,birds,

coins, etc. are also given in the footnotes. An account
of the religion in Kasn;tlra-Gandhiira couritry is given
in brief with cross references wherever nec((ssary. Then
comes narration of the history of the religion in the
Mahimsaka country.. The history of the · religion in

Maharanha and Cina may be read with cross references

Dipava�psa, Ch.'8 and
q4, 67; CiifavaiJ1Sa, C�. 9 9

from the Mah avaipSa, Ch. 12;

Samantapasiitfikii,
etc. 10

I, pp.

lOn&Stery near the village of Bhokkanta. According

J the Vibha.riga commentary it was in the village of
�alakagama�· The Saratthasapgaha quoted by the
uthor was written by Buddhapiya. 2 The eighty sons
f king Buddhadasa were called by the names of the
ighty great d i sc iples o f the Buddha.3 Revata
1entioned in the text gave Budphaghosa ordination
fter he embraced Buddhism.4 In the chapter III we
:ad the history o f Buddhism i n S uv annabhflmi
lentical with Lower Burma.5 Accord i� to the
fsanavalpsa it is called Sudhammanagara, that is
haton, at the mouth of the Sjttaung river.

g

In chapter IV we have the history of B uddhism in

Riijavamsa mentioned here
tntains only brief mention oC;_, ars a�d sieges and

e Yonaka country. The

•'•:

B.C. Law
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